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TV’S $150,000,000 FOR OLD P1X
4

T+

Catholic Obstacle Course Slows
'Baby Doll’ to 4,000 Playdates
Though Warner Bros, is giving
,it the huslj-hush treatment, it's be¬
come obvious that its “Baby Doll"
has succumbed to the obstacle
.course prepared for it by the Ro¬
man Catholic Legion of Decency.
It’s now estimated that “Baby
Doll” may play no morg than 4,000
dates throughout the country,
which represents approximately
25% of its potential.
The Legion condemned the pic¬
ture and Carding Spellman de¬
nounced it from the pulpit. In
many places, Catholic priests
threatened theatres with six-months
to a year’s boycott by- Catholics
if they , booked the Elia Kazan film.
“Baby Doll" was granted the seal
of approval by the Production
Code. It has been booked by many
of the key hdbses and, at the time
of its release/ was rated as the
.most widely publicized film in the
country. It cost $1,300,000.
Attempts to get WB to provide
figures on the number of actual
bookings and of theatre cancella¬
tions were unsuccessful and reflect
the coihpany’s concern with the sit-,
uation. Actually, it’s felt that, since
the picture did get. a playoff in the
keys, it got in the majority of its
potential coin in the domestic mar¬
ket. It’s generally figured that
‘between 76% and ©)% of a film’s
revenue comes from no more than
’about 3,000 dates.
Quite a number of circuits
blocked the “Baby Doll" playoff
after pressure from local groups
led by the Catholics, In one town,
when the exhibitor refused to give
in to the boycott threat, and in¬
sisted on playing the picture, the
(Continued on page 20)

Look Mag in With Hot Bio
On ’Silent’ Sinatra; Pegs
Him at $4,000,000 in’57
* Frank Sinatra, who, according
to Look magazine execs, backed
out on a written commitment to
write his autobiography for. the
^ag, gets the biography treatment
instead, with the firsfr of a three-,
installment series tabbed “Talent,
Tantrums and Tdrment” hitting the
jewsstands
yesterday • (Tues.).
series was penned by Bill David¬
son, who shifted over to Look as
one of its ace staffers following the
fold of Collier’s.;
Publication date on the initial
^matra saga (the star, says the
mag, refused 'to cooperate on the
.senes* and wouldn’t talk with
Davidson) •, was approached ■ by
^°°k s. .editorial command with'
something qkin to trepidation and
mey frankly' Concede that they’re
expecting .“repercussions" stem¬
ming from the. article’s calling-aspade-a-spade. in its frank treatJrent of the star, particularly on
havior n*rUm” aSPec^ of ^is beArticle estimates Sinatra’s '57 j
(Continued on page 68)
'
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Jessel’s 1-Man Show
Eyed by Diskeries
George Jessel’s recent one-man
show at Carnegie Hall, N.Y., is like¬
ly to wind up as a disk package.
Albufh execs at a couple of disker¬
ies are showing interest in the
tapes which run for over two-and-ahalf hours. It wbuld, of course, be
edited down to LP size under the
.title “50 Years of Show Business
With Jessel."' jessel, now 59,
broke into show biz at age nine
with Gus Edwards’ troupe.
Jessel was in New York at the
end of last week after setting up
the National Telefilm Associates’,
series, “George Jessel's Music
Hall."

Love Those Treks!
Shoot 52 Abroad

AND MUCH MORE Sumner Rons of Some Legit Hits
STILL TO CflNIE Threatened by ‘Package Tour’ Ban
, By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Hollywood theatricals sold in the
tv market have grossed about
$150,000,000 to'* date, an estimate
taking in mainly the pre-’48 prod¬
uct of the major studios, and cov¬
ering on the whole' a time span of
about a year and a half.
In one sense the tv station deals
for cinematics are phenomenal, .for
these are the theatricals which
had been written off on’ film com¬
pany books—$1 nominal . assets
which bounced back in another
medium to. earn millions.
Nor does the estimated $150,000,000 grossed to date measure
the remaining huge potential. The
libraries of Paramount and Uni¬
versal, both of which are in the
dickering stage, have yet to go on
the tv market. Columbia Pictures
via its sub.sid Screen Gems has
only tapped about 200 theatricals;
out of its library..
Also Metro TV, the department
handling the Leo the Lion label,
Associated Artists
Productions,
•handling thd Warner Bros., library,
and National Telefilm Associated,
distributing some 20th-Fox prod¬
uct with,more to come, have many,
many more markets to sell.
Then, there is the question of
residual values. For example,
WCRS-TV, N^Y., is unreeling the
top pix of Metro and other studios
in the late evening, beginning - at
11:15 and early afternoon. With
(Continued on page 50)

Hollywood, April '30.
Hollywood’s passion for authen¬
tic locales reaches new heights this
year with a record 52 films set for
foreign production. Practice has
been growing in recent years, par¬
ticularly- since many producers
have discovered that there are also
economics, in addition to the
value of the- locale, to be derived
from shooting in foreign lands.
Of the 52 on the slate, six have
already been completed and an¬
other dozen currently- are before
the cameras. As expected, the foreign-localed pix are largely from
independent producers.
England remains the favorite
site for shooting abroad with 15 of
the 52 slated there. France has
five,. and Japan and Africa four
each. Among the exotic locations
Cannes, April 30.
being used are Indo-China, Bikini,
It is now a truism of European
Ceylon, Turkey and Honduras. film festivals that the most ticklish
(Continued on page 68)
incidents are invariably political,
capitalistic vs. communistic loyal¬
ties and sensitivities. This year,
Cannes has not avoided tiffs.
West Germany balked at coming
when the Centre National. De La
Cinejnatographie extended an in¬
vite to the DEFA studios of East
Germany. Actually, no country not
White Sulphur Springs, April 30.
having diplomatic relations with
Tdl'eVlSio’ii ‘commercials must be France can be officially invited to
more-- ingenious, inventive and the fest and East Germany, as
make .use of.the latest photographic Russia’s appendage, is in this cate¬
developments in order to be more gory. Gannes circumvented French
effective, according to Jack Bax¬ law by putting the East German
picture‘in the fest but “out of com¬
ter, V.p.’ of’ Earle Ludgin & Co.
Addressing the American Assn, petition.” So West Germany is
of Advertising Agencies conven¬ back in the fold.
Another Incident occurred when
tion,* Baxter pointed out that,, ac¬
cording* te • Nielsen, the average Jacques Flaud, CNC head, extend¬
viewer spends • five hours and 42 ed an invite to Red China during a
minutes1 at his tv set each day. Con¬ recent French Film Week there.
tinued Baxter: “That means he's This offended Formosa and, indi¬
exposed to 420 commercials per rectly, the U. S. However, this
week with some 2,500 scenes of was settled, too, and now East Ger¬
pictures. All told, your weary many and Red China have only
short subjects entered.in the fest.
(Continued on page 46)

East-West Meet
Gingerly At
Cannes Fest

How Do You Prevent
Third of TV Audience
Walking Out on Coml’s?

j Marciano Sets Stance
In Show Biz for July
Retired heavyweight champ
Rocky, Marciano is expected to go
into show business in July after
his present pact with his longtime
manager, A1 Weill, expires. Mar¬
ciano had been set to join the en¬
tourage of Jimmy. Durante, who
has been using guest Stars of late
in his various bookings.
Durante was to use Marciano on
several of his nitery dates, includ¬
ing the-Chez Paree, Chicago, and
the Desert Inn, Las Vegas. How¬
ever, deals were called off . when
the ex-pug learned that he would
have to cut his salary with Weill,
with whom he has been - feuding
for soifie time.

Woo Pinza For
TV ?inocchiq’
Negotiations are in progress^Jor
Ezio Pinza to come out of retire¬
ment in October to play the pup¬
pet-master in. NBC-TV’s musical
spectacular of “Pinocchio." Rexall Drugs, in its first major tele¬
vision deal, will sponsor the hourlong spec, in which Mickey Rooney
will play the title role. It’s slated,
for Ofct, 13, a Sunday, at 6:30 to
7:30.
Pinza’s participation, of
course, depends on the state of his
health at the time, but he’s ex¬
pressed a willingness to do the
role if he can.
*
v
Talent Associates, the Dave Susskind-Al Levy packaging house, has
been assigned the production
chores on the show, which will be
a musical. Composer, lyricist and
librettist haven’t yet been set, and
Roofley is the only firm cast mem¬
ber. Show, incidentally, is TA’s
first spec assignment for NBC, ahthough it is already set to do six
duPont specials on CBJ3-TV in the
fall. TA, however, was set fofr the
spec by BBD&O, the Rexall agency.

Vogel Sanguine on Video;
Sees Trend to Celluloid
Favoring Film Industry
Joe Vogel, president of Loew’s
Inc., sees the booming .film pro¬
gramming on television as a boon
to the picture business, despite its
increasing competitive, unspoollpg
of so much celluloid. Vogel’s sights
are “as much ,as -95%“*of tv pro¬
gramming will be on film, but who
is best qualified to continue this
production line than Hollywood?”
Vogel goes along with the elec¬
tronic and technologic prognosti¬
cators that It’s only a question of
i
(Continued on page 68)

N. Y. License Commissioner Ber¬
nard J. O’Connell has kicked up a
hornet’s nest with his crackdown
on package show tours. The matter
is due for a quick court test, while
various theatrical and business or¬
ganizations, unions and tour-spon¬
soring newspapers are agitating
against the Commissioner.
At least two lawsuits seeking
both injunctive relief and mone¬
tary damages are to be filed in the
next few days, and numerous oth¬
ers are likely.
Meanwhile, ••• the
ban on block’ ticket sales is ap¬
parently bringing substantial losses
to legit, as well as to transporta¬
tion companies, hotels, stores, res¬
taurants, • etc.
The - tabu on package tour busi¬
ness may, if it remains in effect,
seriously curtail the runs of a num¬
ber of Broadway shows. For ex¬
ample, “Most Happy Fella,” with
the added impetus of its recent se¬
lection by the N. Y. Drama Critics
Circle as the “best musical” of
the season, is nOw a likely prospect
to run through the summer.
According to co-producer Kermit
Bloomgarden, he has received a
$25,000 advance payment on sum¬
mer attendance through package
tour agencies,.with the promise of
at least as much more to come.
That and other such patronage
would carry the musical over the
normally lean summer months. He
points to the approximately $40,000 such business that helped
“Damm Yankees” get through last
summer. If that revenue is lost, he
contends, “Fella,” will probably
(Continued on page 20)

Dempsey Favors Chuvalo
As Himself When Young;
’Write Out’>Jack Kearns
Toronto, April 30.
With his biopic to start rolling in
Hollywood this July, Jack Demp¬
sey, guest of honor at last week’s
annual banquet and ball of the
Toronto Press Club, disclosed pri¬
vately that George Chuvalo, 19, of
Toronto, has been recommended
by Dempsey to play the early ring
years in-the Dempsey life story.
Said Dempsey: “Hundreds of can¬
didates have been interviewed but
I think Chuvalo will do a good job
in portraying my early years in the'
ring. I doubt that he has the act¬
ing ability td carry right through
the film but there will be nothing
wrong with his ring work in front
of the cameras.
Toronto fighter, who weighs 20fif
pounds, has knocked out four op¬
ponents to win the Canadian title. .
On filming of life story, Demp¬
sey claimed that his former man*
| ager, Jack Kearns, was reportedly
too high in demands for use of
the Kearns name; that script¬
writers are now rewriting the
Dempsey story, with no mention of
Kearns.

2
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Rhonda Fleming’s 2-Yr.
Fact at Tropicana; L. V.
Hollywood, April 30.
Monte Proser has signed Rhonda
Fleming to a two-year deal calling
for a four-week appearance each
San Francisco, April 30.
year at the Tropicana Hotel, Las
Vegas. - Initial stint starts May 20th
Columbia’s “Pal Joey” company,
when the film player makes her
or most of it, departed San Fran¬
nitery bow with a new act.
cisco a week early in a cloud of ill
Eddie Fisher, who opened the
feeling.
newest of the Las Vegas-hostelries,
Company ha# been scheduled for
^ Washington, April 30.
holds over until Miss Fleming
location lensirig up till April 28,
Congress is giving the U. S. In* opens.
but producer; George Sidney de¬
cided to return to Hollywood after formation Agency a bum shuffle
Easter Sunday (21) because of un¬ by preventing it from telling its
story to Americans, according to
certain weather outlopk.
Sidney fretted that picture had “Public Relations News,” a news
fallen three days behind 60-day letter.
“It seems almost futile,” com¬
shooting schedule in week that
company was here, pointed.out de¬ ments the publication,' “for USIA
to
hope ’for ihuch of an increase ih
lays Were costing $15,000 a day.
funds until it is freed of the shortIn addition, something of a rhu¬ sighed restriction which forbids
Buenos Aires, April 30.
barb developed over lensing on top it to explain its function to its own
After film circles had about given
.of Telegrafph Hill Easter Sunday. countrymen. -The USIA, the best up hope of any action, last week
About 1,000 cars and hundreds source of information about itself, President Aramburu put his sig¬
of citizens—described by news¬ should be permitted—even encour¬ nature to three decrees enacting
papers as “irate”—were turned aged—to be its own spokesman.” the new Argentine Film law,
away from panoramic view area on
cheating the National Screen Insti-.
hilltop because Sidney’s crew was
tute, setting April 20 for the date
working
there.
Rope barrier,
to start collecting the 10% boxmanned by cop, held back all but
office tax and appointing the board
hill's residents, film crew and
to run the institute and distribute
emergency vehicles.
the tax.
The Screen Institute is set up as
“Who’s paying the taxes on that
an autonomous State body charged
property, up there,” crabbed one
with
integral study of all Argen¬
motorist to the cop, “us or the
Glasgow, April 30.
tine film problems. Its task is to
movie company?” .
The Teenagers,’ U.S. juve quintet, promote the film industry, rjaise its
Unit, however, had permission of rode into town fpfc a two' weeks*
both the police and the city’s Board vaude stint with some unwelcome artistic level and insure educational
of Supervisors to block off Tele¬ national press publicity in their objectives, in iaddition to using
.films to publicize national culture
graph Hill. Easter Sunday had young laps.
locally and abroad. The Institute
originally been planned as a holi:,
On day of their arrival here (21), is" to oversee enactment of the
day for the film crew, but because; a national sheet'with top circula¬ Film law from every angle.
of shooting’s delay Sidney had de¬ tion, the Sunday Pictorial, ran a
It is to be run by a board com¬
creed it a work day.
story headed “The 5 Star Kids’ prising a president and four direc¬
John J. Ferdon; president of the Hdtel Parties,” It reported that tors, appointed by the Executive
supervisors, commented that “I Frankie Lyrtion, leading member of Power for terms of three years, and
never would -.have given them a the. act, had been told not to return Eligible for re-appointment. These
permit if I’d known they were to a London hotel, and that in Man¬ directors must be Argentines and
going to shoot on Easter Sunday.” chester, Eng., a hotel manager had expert in film matters, though not
Irving Temaner, Columbia's lo¬ “reprimanded” the' kids after re¬ holding any remunerated post11 in
cation rep, conciliated:
ports of after-the-shbw parties.
either production or exhibition.
. “This is a musical we’re shoot¬
Said the Pictorial: “There were The board prexy is to represent
ing. It’s a happy, cheerful picture. reports of shoutirig and singing in the Institute legally and run it in¬
For that, you need sunshine.”
bedrooms after midnight as other ternally. Those appointed are the
Temaner added:
guests were trying to sleep.”
former Entertainment Board chief,
“Spectators create quite a prob¬
.Sheet further quoted Wally Stew¬ Lorenzo Antonio Aita, as presi¬
lem for us. We just can't shoot art, act’s English tour manager, as dent, with Arturo Segundo Mom,
when there are crowds around. saying: “It is all just high spirits. Cesar Jose Guerrico, Clegario
They can sue us if their faces acci¬ The boys are used to America, Felix Ferrapdo and Nicolas Coro¬
dentally get into th§ picture, and where life goes on longer at night. nado as directors.
for another thing they distract the In England they have to make
Arturo Mom is a vet journalist,
actors and directors.’.’
their own fun in the hotel after the
(Continued on page 68)
One report'—unsubstantiated — show. It’s quite harmless.”
was that Frank Sinatra got so dis¬
According to Sunday Pictorial,
tracted the day before Easter that the ban iff London was made after
he walked off location. Sidney, a- party in Lymon’s roomi at the
however, blamed the weather en¬ Park West Hotel.
Allegations
tirely, said “it’s a Technicolor film brought a prompt reply from Rudi
and the weather outlook is bad for Traylor, American manager of the
By TRUDY GOTH
the next two days.”
Teenagers.
San Juan, April 30.
A skeleton crew of about 40 . was
“Accusations have been brought
Puerto Rico’s big spring music
left in Frisco to shoot backgrounds. to our notice about causing a dis¬ festival which was to have starred
Sidney claimed full crew would re¬ turbance,” he said. “The accusa¬ the great native son (via his mater)
turn in six weeks, but no one took tions have been put into the hands ’cellist Lon Pablo Casals ran 94%
this too seriously.
of our lawyers in London. They capacity despite the virtuoso’s
Ironically, the day after- Easter will decide what action to take.”
heart attack which removed him
turned Out to be warm, sunny and
Act was accommodated without a from participation. John Zorek of
hitch in the luxury Central Hotel Mayfair Travel Agency who han¬
comparatively windless.
here, normal residence of U.S. acts dled all the’U. S. tourists reduced
ih Scotland.
cancellations to a-jninimuro by
Baron Charles de Pampelonne,
Said the manager, John Nelson:
Consul General of France in Bos¬ “I have heard nothing of complaints arguing that musicl'overs could
ton, presented Dr.. Charles Munch, from any other hotel. But we shall not, if noblesse oblige ruled, let
on behalf of the Academie du not tolerate bad behavior from the sick master’s morale down.
Disque Francais, the 1956-57 Grand teenagers or anyone else.”
Actually this may well have
Prix du Disque for the RCA Victor
been as fine a group of instru¬
The allegations brought this cornrecording of Ravel’s complete
mentalists as- has ever assembled.
continued on page 68)
“Daphnis and Chloe.”
Soloists included such greats as
Rudolf Serkin, Isaac Stern, Eu¬
gene Istomin, Joseph Szigetti.
5/1
Their declared' sentiment was to
make the event memorable in
tribute.
The opening concert offered
Bach’s “Suite No. 1 in C Major”
•and the, orchestra, though con2
ductor-less, played with extraordi¬
Subscription Order Form
nary unity, of execution under the
guidance vof its concertmaster,
Alexander Schneider who gave
(Continued on page 6,8)
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.Napoleonic Phobia
Paris, April 30.
History repeats itself next
week when Albert Dieudonue’s
one-act play, “Moi et -Napole¬
on,” will be presented here.
Piece is about an actor who
has -played. Napoleon all his
life and winds up believing he
really is the Emperor.
By coincidence Dieudonne
portrayed the Little Corporal
in Abel Gance's 1924 silent
fresco, “Napoleon Bonaparte,”
and the role is said to have in¬
fluenced his entire career.
When the actor-playwright
temporarily disappeared fol¬
lowing his stint in the silent
“Bonaparte,” a wag of yester¬
year remarked that he had
been sent to Elba. It may be
said that he is back now.

Wednesday^ May

1957.

Got the World on a G-String
[GYPSY *ROSE LEE’S MEMOIR]
=By ABEL GREEN==
Before striptease hit the Paris
boulevards, the French described
Gypsy Rose Lee as a deshabilleuse.
Mencken dug up eedysiast to des¬
cribe her special show biz talents
— accent on the show — and the
No.-1 exponent pf the epidermis
display relates that she also has
been fancily described as decidu¬
ous. So much for spotlighting the
identity of the author of this un¬
usual memoir which is aptly titled
Gypsy” (Harper; $3.95).
Because it is so rich a canvas
of the hard but never dull career
of a smalltime trouper, this -book
is a revealing (no pun intended)
closeup of still another nomadic
vaudevillian’s early life and times.
As‘such it falls in the same idiom
as Fred Allen’s valentine to the
little people who comprised that
large segment of American-family
entertainment called vaudeville.
As did Allen; Miss Lee segued

’Anastasia’ Noses Out
‘King’ for Brit. Laurels
London, April 30.
“The King and I” has - been
nosed out of position as 20th-Fox’s
alltime top grosser in Britain by
“Anastasia.” Latter picture, which
went on general releasA prior to
and during the Easter vacation, is
now playing extended-runs.
Throughout the London "area,
weekly grosses of “Anastasia”
were up on the R & H filmusical
by as much as nearly $500. It’s now
on £ record-breaking trail through¬
out the provinces and is currently
in its fifth pre-release week in
Dublin.

Eddie Cantor on Why He
Exploited His and Ida’s
Social Security Checks
Because not all the press re¬
ports were quite clear, with the ac¬
cent on “millionaire actor-come¬
dian” Eddie Cantor and his wife
Ida, shown collecting their first
Social Security checks, Variety
invited , a clarification. Cantoris
wire from Beverly Hills speaks for
itself:
“I cooperated with the Social
Security people to publicize the
presentation of Ida’s and my first
Social Security check because I
felt it was' my patriotic duty to
help my fellow Americans under¬
stand how they can benefit the
most. from their Social Security
insurance. Many have the mis¬
taken impression that Social Se¬
curity is charity. Actually, many
like myself have paid Social Se¬
curity taxes for over 20 years. It is
an earned insurance right, and like
my other insurance polities, pays
off at certain times. Many don’t
know, however, that unlike the
profit on an insurance policy or
(Continued on page 68)

from her original life’s mission
into a -happenstance exhibitionism
that was !to' catapult her-into a
unique niche ih show biz. The
electronic magic of radio did it
for Allen; Tthe eclectic display did
it for the Author. It has reached
the proportions that she is now an
international name who requires
little explanation, identification or
translation. G^p is as'synonymous
v/ith burlesque arid striptease as
Gina, Jayne, Sophia and Marilyn
with cheesecake. .
But that is not the story of
“Gypsy.” The dedication of her
memoir is to her 11-year-old son,
Erik (“so he’ll stop asking so many
questions”), but her saga lets the
world in on the pioneer wanderings
of Rose Louise (Gypsy Rose Lee)
and June Hovick (now Havoc) and
their hyper-resourceful mother.
That Miss Lee_ has no illusions
about her mere may best be sootlighted via this excerpt: “Mother
had been many things* blit she had
never been ‘nice.’. Not exactly.
Charming, perhaps, and courage¬
ous, resourceful and ambitious,
but not nice. Mother, in a feminine
way, was ruthless.. She was, in her
own words, a jungle mother, and
she knew too well that in a jungle
it doesn’t pay' to be-,nice. ‘God will
protect us,’ she often said to June
and me. ‘But to make sure,’ she
would add, ‘carry a heavy club’.”
‘Life With Mother*
In effect, “Gypsv” might be sub¬
titled “Life With Mpther.” As
parent, impresario, manager, book¬
er, agent, mother-hen to an allgirl
act and later a mixed juvenile act,
most of whom got paid off in ex¬
perience and some dubious lodging
and
boarding
accommodations,
Mother worked her feminine wiles
to the hilt. It started first with the
Elks, Masons and Eastern Stars,
among others, when- she wangled
bookings at lodge benefits and
blowouts. She worked similar
wiles on sympathetic garage-men
when their flivver, in which they
made their jumps, would break
down or a blowout required dubious
credit for new tires. It worked on
the Pantages circuit and through¬
out the length and breadth of these
United States, since they left their
native Seattle, until that fateful
emergency booking in Kansas City
when a burlesque impresario found
himself Jn need1 of an act and the
only one available was the very
smalltimey Rose Louise & Co.
With amazing recall, the author
traces their, nomadic existence with
compelling detail in what might be
called three “books,” identified
here as Act I, II and III.
Readymade Pix Script
The book reads like a readymade
movie script. 'There are many vig¬
nettes that will “play” almost auto¬
matically. thf* peripatetic class¬
rooms; the mammoth Murphy, a
powerful Katrinka of a femme
aide; the budding romances; Junes
early elopment and marriage; the
second-hand Studebaker’s habitual
breakdowns and Mother's double(Gontinued on page 20)
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TV-Fostered Daylight Savings Is
REMARKABLY ALIKE stock Option for 20th-Fox Execs
Seen Costhg Drive-Ins 25% of Biz I Fll MS Nil flHT
Angled for Less Than Full Joy
A stock option plan with strings
Minneapolis, April 30. +
attached will be submitted to stock¬
By HY HOLLINGER
TJoSed on the experience last sea¬ TV Rule Bent .But Stands
Protest-Proof
Villain
holders Of 20th-Fox at the annual
If a theatre patron viewing a
son of ozoners in adjoining-Iowa,
Hollywood, April 30.
meeting in New York May 21.
Hollywood, April 30.
number of upcoming films thinks
Minnesota outdoor theatres are an¬
Columbia Pictures last week . he's seeing double, he’ll probably
Under the plan, the 20th board
Nicholas Nayfack Produc¬
ticipating at the very minimum a
of directors would be permitted to
bent its policy of not allowing
tions won’t have to worry
be
right.
For.
there
are
a
surpris¬
25% patronage loss from recent
grant stock options for an aggre¬
pactees to accept liVe dramatic
about arousing the wrath of
ing number. of forthcoming tilms
vears' averages as a result of en¬
gate of 200,000 shares to executives
video roles a bit, to allow
which bear a striking thematic re¬ ..any small but vocal pressure
actment for the first time of day¬ , Kerwin Mathews to accept
of the corporation. Fewer than 20
group in its selection of a
semblance to pictures which have
light saving.
• f
■
. .
persons would be involved and the
lead in May 6 NBC-TV “Mat¬
heavy for its initial film, “The
already
played
in
many
theatres.
Theatremen thought they had
maximum any one man could pur¬
inee Theatre” program, "Show
Invisible Boy,” which rolls
There’s Universal's “Joe Butter¬
the daylight saving measure beaten
chase would be 75,000 shares.
of Strength.”
next month for Metro release.
fly,” for example.
It's about a
in the state legislature, but due to
However, two conditions attach
Heavy in the piece, which en¬
However, studio spokesman
bunch of GIs in Japan who are
terrific pressure from television
to the plan:
dangers the life of 11-year-old
declared Col hasn't changed
confronted by an ingratiating na¬
and radio stations, newspapers and
(1.) Each executive picking up
Richard Eyer, will be an elec¬
overall policy; is merely allow¬
tive Mr. Fixit who can accomplish
various business and ■ comercial
his option would be^required to pur¬
tronic computer which will
ing this one exception because
wonders in shearing through Army
groups it was revived and passed . “it's a' good role.”
chase five-year 5% debentures
“think like a human—an evil
red tape in a zone of American oc¬
both houses easily djespite the ex¬
equal to $25 for each share of stock
cupation.
Change the locale to
hibitor and agricultural opposition.
optioned by him. That would give
Okinawa and substitute Sakini for
Many of the drive-ins, particular¬
the
corporation $5,000,000 of capi¬
Joe Butterfly and you have a re¬
ly in the less populous centers, will
tal, subordinated to up to $25,000,minder of Metro’s recent “Tea¬
change their weekday schedules to
000
of bank loans to the corpora¬
house of the August Moon.”
a single nightly showing of the fea¬
tion.
. And there’s 20th-Fox’s upcom¬
ture picture. Because of the in¬
(2.)
Each executive to whom op¬
ing “The Sea Wife,” which finds a
creased daylight it’s figured that
tions are granted must agree to an
nun shipwrecked in a small boaf
the shows probably cannot get un¬
employment
contract requiring his
with three guys. Omit two of the
der way until around 9:30 p.m., in¬
active service for no less than five
men and you. have Deborah Kerr,
stead of the former 8 o'clock or
years.
as a nun, and Robert Mitchum, as
(3.) His annual compensation
earlier.
a marine, on a South Pacific island
With the public having more
will be reduced by a sum equal to
in v20th’s own “Heaven Knows, Mr.
time for outdoor pursuits in con¬
75c
per common share purchased.
Allison.”
The problems of convertinng the
sequence of the daylight saving,
If options are granted on 200,000
Metro’ss current
current "lizzie,'
“Lizzie,” based
Metro
Dasea
The Negro’s position in. Holly- “ "erthat rLlns a salarv reducthe four-wall houses also expect to life of a real person to the screen
are many—clearances with rela¬ on Shirley Jackson’s novel, ‘The wood has impr0ved a great deal, tion of $150™00 The cut would
be hurt this summer, although not
tives and friends, for example, Bird’s Nest,” is about a femme with though it ls stiU far from perfect, be f0r at least two veaJs and in
to the ozoners’ extent.
Sidnev Poitier
r,® tor at ieasl lw2 years, ana in
take as much as a year—but the three personalities. On 20th’s
schedule is
is “Three
Faces oi
of iive,
Eve” de^ares
case of
Prexy
Skouadvantages, in many cases, far out¬ scneauie
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jje seesa2.orx?-the Negro in films push- rthe until
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31 Spyros
1960 P.
Skouras
based on the book by Dr. Corbett infy
cteadilv
“At least r s UITlAyou* &KOUras
weigh the difficulties.
TT PhiVnen and Dr Hervev M mg anfa“ Sieaauy.
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now gets $250,000 a year.
Such is < the opinion of Mel H. Phigpen ana JJr. ttervey m. many 0f the parts handed us are
Main beneficiaries of the nlan will
which Is about—you
he ashamed of and the L Wia^n Denenciaries oi me pian wiu
Shavelson and Jack Rose, the pro- Cleckley,
cniecsed it
a woman who has notL?.in2
, ?e asnamea ot ana tne be Skouras production chief Buddu ir-writer-dlrector team who euessea it — a woman wno nas quaiity 0f the work is improving,”
(Continued
on page 19)
have made a profitable specialty three, personalities.
„ he commented in Gotham. “Holly..
Universal’s ' The Great Man,, wood, despite all the pressures, is
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technique of making biographical
French director Roger Vadim films, their theories, and the prob¬ radio personality who really is a Amer.can life. and o£ American
‘farmMI InllPc’ PifhirP
has left Madrid on a survey of lems involved in placing the life
n private life.
A Face in hjstory. you might call that progvftUUCu JOUcS 1 lClUlC
southern Spain to set locations for of a real individual on the screen. the Crowd,” soon to be released
,,r
in.
i\
J
his upcoming Brigitte Bardot Their most recent film is “Beau by
Dy Warner
Warner Bros.,
uros., has
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me same
Poitieri
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starrer, “L^s Bijoutiprs du clair James,” based on Gene Fowler's
Minneapolis, Aprils.
de lune” (Jewelers By Moonlight). book about the late Jimmy Walker. ■4hTArkaLba?Tra7eltrS" to Budd released pictures on tap, hasn’t
inliS
’
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done badly in the past nine
As the result of Harry Belafonte’s
He was accompanied by Joe Ochoa,
Team shuns personalities whose
Nnt ton Inner arm sincer Lillian months’ and . he sees this as part present disk vogue, the picture
veteran Spanish first assistant di¬ lives. are too well known to the
rector.
general public. The individuals,
£fsa°ys he ^T" ?"f’ te«et'ta*
Vadim is seeking bullfighter of course, have been In the public vate Kftx in a hnnk titlpd “I’ll Crv the Negr0 performer *ie says ne llfe hereabouts.
Picture, which actually stars
Luis Miguel Dominguin and Italian eye at one time or another, but Tomorrow ” It was made into a is aware of the fa^ that s01!Jle ?f
"Sea^louth™
Doro‘h>'t Dandridge and which
actress Lucia Bose (Mrs. Domin¬ intiinate details of their private very successful fflm by Metro WB
guin) to fill star cast for “Bijou- lives and conflicts are not an open hopes that lightning strikes twice “vi hi lfintMns lor everv
“ a ,
nnw fhat it ha«? acauired the film
Yet» he maintains> f°r every click its first time around, Is betier." If Dominguin signs, it will book.
rights to Diana BaXmore’s frank Southerner who refuses to see a tog brought back by a number of
mark his screen debut as an ac¬
As a general policy Shavelson and annWipn: “Too Much. Too Soon.”
(Continued on page 20)
Twin Cities; neighborhood houses.
tor, although he was technical ad¬ Rose prefer dead people. It’s their
•
_!-—;-It s now doing much better boxviser to Mike Todd for the bull¬ contention that biopix of living
officewise than it did initially,
fight. scenes in' “80 Days” and did people too often turns into a sac¬
straight to Cantinflas in the se¬ charine eulogy. “They lose credi¬
position and"credited with the Imquence.
bility and fail to present a rounded
_;_
proved take,
The 29-year old French director character. And how can you come
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Newspaper ads, for example, call
has two in the can for Columbia up with a good third act?”
Earlv
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Biz;
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Pictures and Gallic producers
Rose thought an exception to the
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sensation of the nation.” They-also
Raoul LeVy and Ray Ventura. The rule was Paramount’s upcoming
‘Face’
‘Spirit’
‘Wonders’
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Spirit 4th,
Wonders 5th
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two scope tinters '.are “God Cre¬ “The Joker Is Wild,” the story ofi
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world!”
weeks,
Burst of early summer tempera¬
signed) and “You Never .Know,” what anybody says about him,” he tures over pr#t weekend coupled this stanza.
lensed this past winter in Venice. noted.
“12 Angry Men” (UA), ninth
with usual post-Easter week
With “Bijoutier,” Vadim will
tapering off is cutting into film last week, and “Great Man” (U)
wind a three-picture deal under
are
the runner-up pix currently.
totals this session, particularly
the Columbia banner, but he al¬
Of the new entrants, “Strange
compared with soaring grosses of
ready has Harry Cohn's signature
One”
(Col) currently is on the
the previous stanza. Of course,
Allied Artists and Columbia are
on another (without producer in¬
some first-runs have weekly totals disappointing side. It is weak in in a race to be the first film com¬
termediary) to direct three U. S.
Washington,
modest in Chi and pany to hit the market with a pic¬
which take in a goodly portion of
stars and an Italian name actress
the Easter holiday week—and just okay in N. Y. “Brave One” ture geared for the current calypso
in Rome and Naples early next
“Gervaise,” the French prizewin¬ these are considerably stronger (RKO-U), nice in Toronto, shapes craze. Both claim their pictures
year.
than sessions covering most of mild in Philly and Balto. “Girl in will be the first to reach the the¬
. B°th Miss Bardot and Vadim are ner, has been acquired by Conti¬
Kremlin” (U) is rated dull in atres.
in a power glide to fame and for/ nental Distributing Corp. for U. S. week started last Sunday (28).
Frisco;
AA revealed that it is placing
tune at the moment. She is mid¬ release. The Walter Reads. Jr.- sNew champion is “Around World
“Tarzan and Lost Safari” (M-G)
Frank
Kassler
outfit
plunked
down
in 80 Days” (UA), which shows looms okay iri Miniieapolis, N. Y., “Calypso Joe” into immediate re¬
way through her four pictures for
Columbia with Hollywood showing a $1 dO,000 guarantee for the film. some $300,000* in the 13 key cities and Frisco. “River’s rdge” (20th) lease, coupling the entry with “Hot
Rod Tumble,” a teenage rock ’n’
Picture rated Venice kudos last covered by Variety this week.
great interest. Recently she made,
looks thin in* Mirineapolis.
roll action film. Package, it’s said,
world headlines as “Miss Strip¬ year and was named the best film Not only is this the peak number
“Edge of City” (M-G) still is has already been booked in key
from
any
source
by
the
British
of play dates so far but the show¬ fancy in Chi. “Shrinking Man”
tease” -when the Vatican con¬
cities, with a May 8th booking in
Academy
last
year.
It’s
not
due
for
ings
are
uniformly
big
to
sock
or
demned ad campaign posters of
(U) continues smash in same city. 12 hardtops and drive-ins already
capacity.
“10 Commandments”
her flesh poses. Vadim, another of ■release until after’the summer.
“Battle Hymn” (U) still is nice set for Los Angeles.
(Par),
third
a
week
ago,
is
push¬
the Paris-Match galants to hit
in Balto. “La Strada” (T-L), oke
Sam Katzman, producer of Co¬
'BROTHERS-IN-LAW' DUE
higtime, is one of Europe's most
ing up to second.
in Philly, looks big in N. Y. “Fear lumbia’s “Calypso Heat Wave,”
interviewed and photographed di¬
“Funny Face” (PaT), No. 1 last Strikes Out” (Par) is fair in Chi. maintains, however, that his pic¬
Promising British Feature Set
rectors right now as the result of
round, is finishing third. “Spirit
“Oklahoma” (Magna) shapes big ture will be the first one on the
With Reade-Kassler
his simultaneous divorce from arid
of St. Louis” (WB>, fifth last week, in Toronto. “Tattered Dress” (U) subject released to theatres.
reunion with Bardot when the
is pushing up to fourth, only a looms fancy in Louisville.
“Brothers
In
Law,”
the
John
and
cameras turn on “Bijoutiers” in
step behind “Face.” “Seven Won¬
“Hellcats of Navy” (Col) is rated
Roy Boulting production, will be ders of World” (Cinerama) is
mid-June.
good in Boston. “Gun for Cow¬ Chesapeake $350,000-Plus
released in the Uriited States by winding up fifth.
ard”
(U) looks okay in Chi.
Cleveland, April 30.
Continental Distributing, the Wal¬
(Complete Boxoffice Reports
“Boy on Dolphin” (20th), fourth
Chesapeake Industries, which
ter Reade-Frank Kassler company,
on Pages 8^9)
owns Pathe Laboratories, chalked
in the late summer. It will be a week ago, captured sixth money,
up first quarter earnings “some¬
kicked off with a New York open¬ in some instances not holding up
TT
Hollywood, April 30.
so well in second rounds. “Bache¬
what in excess of $350,000,” Wil¬
u. S. Court of Appeals (Ninth ing.
liam C. MacMillan Jr., company
lor
Party”
(UA),
with
some
addi¬
circuit) upheld Federal Court ver-,i ' Picture, like “Private's Progress,”
president, told stockholders at thri
Hollywood, April 30.
diet favoring Milton • Gunzburg of pfevious • entry of the British twin tional dates, is landing in seventh
Walter Shenson resigned as liai¬ company’s annual meeting here last
Natural Vision in suit filed against producers and directors, is racking spot for thp first time listed.
“Cinderella” (BV) (reissue) is son between Columbia and Various week.
up strong returns in Great Britain.
by George Schaefer. •
In addition to Pathe, Chesapeake,
Latter sued for half-interest in It is currently in its third outing in holding well to take eight position. pix companies in Europe making has seven other subsidiaries in
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison” films for Col release.
nSj^hy °r alternate claim of $3,- the West End.
businesses
ranging from banking to
Shenson is entering indie pro¬
Alfred Katz,' who.represents the (20th), long high or topping the
uuoooo for-services, but in 1956
greeting cards. Consolidated net
ecteral Judge Ben Harrison ruled Boultings in U. S., flew to London list, is taking ninth place. “De¬ duction. Has bought novel “The earnings of the company for 1950
signing Woman” (M-G), much Mouse That Roared” as first
ver?Sf
Schaefer ^ad appealed last week to look over their fittest higher in ratings ’ in previous vehicle.
| were $1,030,000.
film, “Lucky Jim.”

For Biopix, Better
They Should Be
Dead—S-R Duo

Negro Actors
On Upgrade; It
Helps U.S. O’Seas

Vadim & Madame (Bardot)
Power Glide to Fortune;
Currently in Spain

‘Carmen Jones’ Picture
Which Stars Dandridge

National Boxoffice Survey

RACE FOR MARKET
WITH CALYPSO FILMS

$100,000 on Barrelhead
Lands ‘Gervaise’ Rights
For Continental Corp.

Milton Gunzburg Wins

Wall Shenson, Producer
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Uptown & Downtown film Festivals
In Manhattan Hail Documentaries;
Museums Debate 'Showmanship’

Wednesday,. May 1, 1957

.New York Sound Track
At Manhattan Assembly

Quote Walter Reade Jr.: “TOA has picked an executive director
only I can’t say who it is. He doesn’t know it himself yet.”
*
With reference to the Rome incident caused by Italo Undersecre¬
tary Giuseppe Brusasca’s “premature” announcement that the Amer.
icans would participate at Venj.ce this year, which reportedly upset
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
and embarrassed Erie Johnston:
Festivals the 35m theatrical film
NOBODY KNOWS THE FACTS
Rome Film Row believes that it was a deliberate move on the part
industry hadn’t got and. so far
doesn’tL ArtVUJL
UUC511
favor 1U
in AillCUCd.
America. But
JOUt in
w __.***:•—
of the Italians and not an innocent slip made'without the realization
Manhattan last week the pros of Films Medium of Unestablished LinQrt^?e^nn nn^
Data, Engineers Reminded
Some 500,000 feet of 16m film that & recommendation to the N.Y. Board by Johnston did not mean
the 16m industrial-educational-pub¬
were screened and viewed by automatic acceptance. Harassing moves are thought armed to pr0.
lic relations film fraternity circu¬
w . . .
.
more than 300 “judges” during the voke acceptance of Venice by a sort of “fait accompli” move.
lated between a “downtown Festi¬
Washington, April 30.
sessions which were sponsored by
val” (The Golden Reel competi¬
Gloria Swanson, a candid 58, interested the N. Y. film colony no
Semi-annual meeting of the So- the Film Council of America. In
tion at the Statler) and an “uptown ciety of Motion Picture & Televi- all 258 pictures were screened,
little Sunday as the first guest on the new ABC network show “The
Festival” (Art Films) at the Met¬ sion Engineers was reminded here
Following
are
some
of
the
GoldMike
Wallace'.interview” (Philip Morris Cigs) and handled herself
ropolitan Museum.
that “nobody knows” the figures- en Reel winners:
with great poise, looking very handsome. Why she would not appear
Visits to two sessions at the mu- 0n
citizenship
on how many motion pictures are
Citizenship and Gov
Government—"The Big
in a peekaboo dress at Eas Vegas, a la Marlene. Dietrich: “I may not
seum made a plausible probability made annually.
City”
Films serve so Ci*y''
4nr
have as good a figure.” About a crack of Francis X. Bushman that
completely obvious; to-wit, what- many purposes besides theatres
l?fUety-"The
fa£ety—"The H?t
Hot r
Rod Handicap’*
ever the . particular form motion and television, viz, propaganda.
propaganda,
Piac
Recreation—"A Place
for Growing’*
Swanson was drawing room and Marilyn Monroe was universal: “When
pictures take the industry, is al- test- kinescopes, instruction, millmiliIcoS^’Yo^ 1 sh'arTln* Tom»r I was about 14 he accidently touched me and I slapped his face” .. 4
ways up to its sprockets in prob- tary and medical records, and so row"
and that might account for Bushman’s' dig . . . Fred Hift, linguistic
lems. The word was never men- on
industrial Processes
member of Variety's home office film staff, off to the Cannes Fes¬
- Harvey. Zorbaugh, head of the
institutional
Promotion—"E v e n
for
but what quite a number of the NYU Cartoon Workshop and.chairtival and-bther European.centres of cinema . . . will be.gone three
speakers said, in fancier lingo, man of the NYU Communicatiops One”
Natural Resources-"Fish
Resources—"Fish Spoilage Con- weeks . . . Variety’s Paris man, Gene Moskowitz will also, per usual,
"Natural
Amounted to this* »vc
Jt(we
ffPAnrv
j
_ troi**
more nhowmarishit) ”
"V ^9^^ toi^ ®01ca^)le“
Sales and Promotion—''Through the cover Cannes.
more snoivmansrnp.
television and satellite -classes was Loohing Glass”
Erskine Caldwell says he’s not interested In selling a hovel to any
Avant-Garde &
Sc Experimental—"A
Experimental—"A Short
Short
Young or old, persons viewing revolutionizing academic life and
*vant-Garde
Vision.”
films in schools, colleges, libraries, plans.
*
fTh
t u r e s—"The
*-"The Great
Great Adventure"
Adventure” major studio because' there’s no guarantee the adaptation ever will be
Feature
museums, lodge halls or film SO-(Louis de R6chemont)
Rbchemont)
filmed. Metro bought his “Greta” years ago and never did anything
Human Relations—"Helen Keller In Her
cieties learn best what they enjoy
story”an
Relations—”Hele11 KtUer 111 Her with it. His next will be “Certain Women,” due next fall from Little,
Story”
most.
When the pedagogs talk ArL Maui Hicfriluifni* In
International Understanding — "Report
Brown . . . Otto Preminger found the British production industry not
from Africa Part
about a necessary “sense of excite"9 llvlf I/loU lUUIOi 111
from.Africa
P«t 1” (produced by Edward
R. Murrow and Fred W. Friend)
so well organized as Hollywood. And the British press keeps a close
ment’ in film, and agree that chilPrifoin llifc MomL-aILiterary?
Literary, Musical
Miisical*and
and Theatrical Arts—
Arta—
eye on American film-makers at-work in their country . . . Buster
Overcoat” (distributed by
dren are remarkably critical when
DlTUtlllf IlllS IVldlKCl
"The Bespoke ^Overcoat”
Brandon. Films)
Keaton recalls how his old hits used to draw $50,000 from England but
bored, they are saying “it doesn’t
rir-.i L._iff
f 1J ™Sn
Ethic»-"Broic«i Mask;”
Religion aS
and Ethics—"Broken
only $5,000 from Russia, reason being prints would disappear after the
Visual Arts—"The , London of William
WilUam
mean a thing without zing.”
VvltD JdVHC IrtHIlSl 10lu Hogarth.”
Soviet first-run dates. .
The particular direction and em- .
J
Hogarth.
_
Committee of sponsors is being lined up for a testimonial for Louis
phasis of the zing remains in disLondon, April 30.
Nizcr at the Sheraton Astor June 9. Attorney is to be cited for his
pute. The director or cameraman
Jack Bernard' has joined Nat
N. Y.
I. to Europe
LUropO
philanthropic
endeavors, .and proceeds go to the Yeshiva U Scholarship ,
who seeks “dramatic” values in Miller as sales director at Orb
Erica Anderson
Fund.
Claire Bloom
photographing art by “zooming” Film Distribution Ltd., to start a
Overheard on Broadway where a group of ladies were discussing
certain details may find himself new renting organization "^which
Frances Bolen
which film to see: “There’s good movie at the Capitol, '12 Angry
accused of undesirable
Robert Cravenne
lwill handle several new American
Men,* " said one. “I don’t want to see that. I remember seeing it on
tion” for classroom purposes. Cine“ Ap^ from
Irving Drutm&n
television,” said the other. (Picture is based on a Reginald Rose tv
Jacques Flaud
^
‘'Garden they
°f Eda»”
the «rSt
Ya“k
original.)
«rs and ‘ifnwlr!
sculptors run the risk of product
will handle
will
be
Eve Franklin
the artist’s personality (per ex- »Femaie
Enrico Fulchignoni
Sidney Poitler, young Negro actor, re Southern race prejudice: “I'd
“Female Jungle,” starring Jayne
ample, Picasso was mentioned)
'
Milton Goldman
rather be a Negro than a Southern white having to live with the inholding attention so that little is
*
Milton A. Gordon
consistencies/ of his position” . . . World Horizons’ “Mark of the
Orb’s fi
future schedule involves
gained instructionally as to his
Orbs
Paul Haesaerts
Hawk,” revolving around race conflict in Africa, was bankrolled
three new pictures. Before jointechnique.
Fred Hift
by the Presbyterian Church for theatrical release, though it has no
Split Opinion Like Brown Derby “8
company Bernard was
Jerome Hill
religious* content but speaks for racial equality. Last church group
To
hear the
the gentry
ventrv at
To hear
at the
the mumu-. with
Wlin Guild
'jrUUQ Films
*nms Inc.
me.
Alexander S. Ince
to get into theatrical production was the Lutherans with “Martin
seum divide as to what should and
Nunnally Johnson
Luther.”
should not go into a film is to be
T
A i
AT V
Robert L. Joseph
Charles Egan, the MPEA rep in India is preparing to go to Pakistan
back at the Hollywood Brown Derto PI, I •
Muriel Kirkland
soon to discuss renewal of a new film agreement there. The old one
by. Only the vocabulary is differIrving Aaronson
Lou Levy
expires June 30 . . . Arthur Zegart, producer for Information Produc-.
erit. But the basic split is in the
Fred Amsel
Mrs. Leonard Lyons
tions, to be .honored at a N.Y. luncheon today (1) as co-winner of the
purpose for which 16m films are
John Cameron
Gordon Mace
Albert Lasker Medical Journalism Award for 1956 . . . Gloria Mosowanted. Often it is purely as a tool
Jack Carson
Ernest Mandeville
llnOp who has a bit part in Ella Kazan’s “Face in the Crowd,” is the
to clarify technique or again beHoward Dietz
Mary Meerson
wife of novelist Jamea Jones . . . Sam Engel, 20th producer, in town,
cause a film can- condense a lot of
Mildred Dunnock
Don Murray
ogling the shows.
facts and save precious lecture
Arthur Freed
Otto Preminger
Metro purchased “No Blade of Grass,” John Christopher novel now
time. But the broader uses pf art
Mona Freeman
Jo Ranson
being
serialized in the Satevepost and handed it to Lawrence Weinfilms, some of which find^theatrical
Martin Gabel
Nancy Ranson
garten
for production under Avon banner . . . Columbia signed Wil¬
and television outlet, are wholiy
Alex Gordon
John Read
liam Rayner and Herbert Margolies to script “Spain Sire,” teenager
consistent with the growing appreJohn R. Jacobs Jr.
Walter Reade Jr.
series
which
originally appeared in Woman’s Home Companion . ..
elation of showmanship, or a sense
Robert E. Lee
Manny Reiner '
*ingo Preminger will shoot Evelyn Waugh’s “The Loved One,” starring
of excitement.
Joshua Logan
Joan Seberg
Alee
Guinness,
at Churubusco Studio, Mexico City.
James Johnson Sweeney, curator
Robert M. Mochrie
John Springer
Hollywood newcomer Rory Harrity, 23-year-old Harvard graduate,
of N. Y.’s Simon R. Guggenheim
pat O’Brien
L. Arnold Weissberger
son of playwright-writer Richard Harrity (“Hope Is the Thing with
Museum, discoursed on the overCharles M. Reagan
Feathers”) and novelist-short story writer Mrs. N, Davenport Camp,
burden of description and- caption
Robert Smith
N.Y. to L. A
left fof the Coast this week on a WB two-picture deal. He’ll head¬
now carried by art in general. He
George Stoll
Mortimer Becker
quarter with his great-uncle, veteran director Henry Brenon (“Beau
called this the “ear” approach—
Lawrence Welk
Steve Broidy
Jeste,” “Sorrell and Son,” “Peter Pan”).
knowing about what you see not in . Herbert J. Yates
Richard Conte
terms of your own eye impressions
Audie Murphy, who recently completed “The Quiet American” for
Marjorie Davies
but of other people’s judgments.
Europe to N. Y.
United Artists release, returned from Europe * Monday (29) on the
George Englund
In chiding the reliance on “proper
T . R ti k
S.S. United States . . . E. J. Davis, managing director of Walt Disney
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Jack
Bostick
phases,” Sweeney did not delight
Mickey Mouse Ltd., in from Britain yesterday (Tuesday) on the Queen
Edmund Grainger
E. J. Davis all of the art critics and art his7* i* iSwLw
Elizabeth.
Nat Lapkin
Audie
Murphy
torians whose business is just these
Skedded appearance of Sophia Loren on Edward R. Murrow’s “Per¬
Tom McKnight
Harold Myers
-proper .phrases. But Sweeney is
£f^rfefrrawy
son to Person” program May 3 was nixed by Paramount Pictures last
Sol C, Siegel
Dr. Marcel Prawy *•
daring to do something involving
nick
Vili
Prawy
week “because of production,” according to a studio spokesman.
Joseph R. Vogel
Dick
Via
professional risk to himself, name1J1CK via
CBS-TV previously issued a brief statement that the Italian star'
ly, producing a motion picture »♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦+»♦♦»♦♦+>♦♦♦
wouldn’t appear “as previously noted.” Actress will be in middle of
which uses the methods of art but A
last day’s full dress rehearsal for Don Hartman’s production, “Desire
doesn’t utter a word. This film, ”
f* g. L
■*-,
Under the Elms,” which-rolls May 6, studio, pointed out.
a 10-minute color animation, “AdI .!lll llai/i^"l .3
The old radio alumnus Cal Tinney to do a dialog polish job on Nor¬
ventures of the *, was exhib- VUffVlI WO VII
man S. Hall’s “The Missouri Traveler” for C. V. Whitney Productions.
ited at the Metropolitan in conHe’ll
also appear in it . . , Jeff- Richards asked for and received his re¬
nection with the Art Film Festival 4+ ♦ ♦ ♦
GENE
GENE 3V
3
lease from his Metro contract after six years and 16 films . . . Nathan¬
and is reviewed in this issue of
•
iel
Frey,
currently In “Damn Yankees” on Broadway, will make hi?
Variety on Page 6.
Cannes, April 30.
cept their Serene Highnesses who
film bow in “Kiss.Them For Me,” Jerry Wald production for 20th re¬
Leo Dratfield, production manxhe
the' Film will be visiting Rome.
The flags are up on the!
lease
.
.
.
Stephen' Longstreet to script “The -Cardinal’s Secret” for
ager of a commercial house, Con,1_*^ ...
ti,* ^
in
in
Balo delegation wanting to put
temporary Films Inc., detailed the raiace
00 countries to be
ne inPalace 01
of ine
the 33
*n' a replica of the Bridge 0f Sighs Laguna Productions . . . Richard Einfeld, exec assistant to Edward L
Alpelrson,
teamed
with Merrill White to form Whitaker Productions,
practical economics of 16m sub- volved in the Tenth Cannes Film over the fashionable Croisette with
Universal’s, seventh annual Charles J. Feldman sales drive winds up
jects. Just to get a print from Fest (May 2-17). No protocol was large lettering to the effect, “Visit
Europe for previewing means a risk intended but some touchy neigh- Venice.” Thes. Cannes Chamber of Saturday (4) . . . Metro opened a new 1,000-car drive-in in Australia
last week. Theatre is the 14th of the company’s Australian chain
investment of $75. Any subject bors will be waving side by side. Commerce nixed this one.
put into catalog requires a miniThe annual trip of festival guests
Annual Battle of Flowers, In and the 46th in Metro’s overseas circuit . . .- Budd Rogers supervising
mum of 10 to 15 prints at $75 each, to the lies De Lerins, off the which the visiting stars rode down the distribution of the RKO .combo of “Sdh Devils” and “Flying
again a fair amount of capital to Cannes shore, will be reinstituted the Croisette and got pelted with Leathernecks” set for 354 theatres in New England during May. D*
are part of a group of films not included in RKO’s dead with Univer¬
tie up for a long-puH payoff. A this year. It entails drinking Per- flowers, will be out this year,
common practice, and often pre- nod with the Mayor of Cannes and ^Andre Maurois will probably sal and are being released by indie distributors . . . Harry B. Lachman,
ferred, is for prints to be sold out- lunching on one of the Isles. It was head the feature film jury due to artist-film director, marks his return to the att field with a show of h»
right to institutions for $100 to called off previously due to oppa- seniority, and Albert Lamorisse the paintings At the Hammer Galleries, N.Y., May 1-14 . . . Jeff Livingston,
$125 rather than rented at around sition by a nearby nudist camp and Short subjects judge due to his Universal’s ad manager, in Newport News, Ya. to set premiere 01
$7.50.
.
a monastery. All are now recon- many past prizes at these manifes- “Joe Butterfly” ... Stanley Kramer will start his film production ox
Look to Foundations for Coin
ciled to the invading film people. tations (“The Red Balloon,” “White the Broadway hit, “Inherit the Wind,” this fall . . . Barney Ross wjj
Theodore Bowie, of Indiana U, Prexy Favre Le Bret trying to in- Mane”). With five Gallic members make personal appearances in 12 cities to spotlight regional opening’
who chaired one panel, threw out vite all the famed couples who met of the main jury staid members of of his film biography, “Monkey-On My Back” . . , Anthony Stw
the Idea that it would be desirable at the Cannes Fest, and later mar- the Academy Franchise, Dolores stricken with scarlet fever in Paris and is now in the American
for foundation funds to finance art ried, such as Grace' Kelly and *Del Rio, George Stevens and Mi- pital . . . Paul Radin named a v.p. of the Ashley-S.teiner Corp. of Bev-*
films and for companies such as Prince Rainier, Olivia De Havil- chael Powell are boning up on efly Hills. He’ll also serve as a member of the board of b°th w,
Contemporary to get out of rentals land and Paris-Match editor Pierre French history. Charles Chaplin, east and west ebast offices of the percentery . , . Reissue of w®1
entirely. Dratfield supposed that Galante, Kirk Douglas and Anne who has just finished his “The Disney’s “Cinderella’1 in 450 key spots expected to top $500,000 jj
would curtail ‘the 16m distributor Budenz, Francoise Arnoul and pub- Kink, In New York,” may borne billings during Easter Week *. Robert Aldrich’s “The Ride Back se
still further—“since libraries, mu- licist Georges Cravenne and others, here for a visit. Scribes are hoping- for 150-date national saturation booking this month . . . Don Muff"
(Continued on page 20)
Of the above, all may be here ex- he has a copy of the pic with him. off to the Cannes Film Festival, *.
Golden and Silver Reel awards
in 23 categories were handed out
in Gotham last week as the Fourth.
Annual Film Assembly wound up
a three-day session at the Hotel
Statler.
The 23 classifications
took in human relations, sales and
promotion, education, internation¬
al understanding, industrial train-

Catch-as-Catch Cannes

PS&ieSy

'Wednesday* May 1* 1957

Organizations Convene in Cannes
'
„
Cannes, April 30.
Meeting here, simultaneously with the Tenth Annual Film Fes¬
tival (May 2-7) will be a number of international film bodies, to wit:
international Federation of Film Producers, the validating
group. It will debate the problem of the other principal film fes¬
tival, Venice, which at the moment lacks endorsement for 1957.
Italians will have to eat crow and repent their unilateral dictation
to all other countries to get accepted.
International Assn, of Film Authors. They still ride their dream
of percentage participation in films.
International Assn, of Film Art Houses, with seven members
(France, West Germany, Belgium, Great Britain, Austria, Switzer¬
land, Holland), grouping ower 80 specialized art houses wants to
set up a free exchange of these art" films between the countries
involved, and is' now joining with UNESCO to otain ‘‘diplomatic
privileges” in ej&hange as -important cultural contributions.
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JULES DASSIN REPEATS
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Expatriate American Again Repre¬
sents France at Cannes

Cannes Festival:
{ffl
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Jules

with a second French film of his,
“Celui Qui Doit Mourir” (“He
Who Must Die”) adapted from the
Greek" nove: “Christ Recrucified”
(by Nikos Kazantzakis) picked to
rep France offcially at the Cannes
Film Festival.
His first film
“Rififi,” copped the direction
award in Cannes in ’55.
Dassin, an American director, left
the U.S. in '46 after he had been
named by somebody before the
Un-American Activities Committee.
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Cannes, April .30.
Tenth Cannes Film Festival, to
run from May 2 to 17, gets a showy
opening this Thursday night (12)
with the out-of-competition screening of Mike Todd's “Around thp
World In 80 Days” (UA) to be
followed by a party hosted by distributor.
With 33 countries entering 33
full length films and 30 shorts,
volume will call for two showings
per day with some double features.
The heavy number of pix, the many
parties and cocktails in the ,pffing,
plus the record turnout of film peopic and personalities expected,
may well have many of the participants wall-eyed before the prizegiving rolls around oh the eve of
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Robert Favre Le Bret,,the festival president explains that he
tried to cut the number of films
down by allowing only one official pic per country, but invites
soon swelled the total. Le Bret
realizes that too many features
may make for drag. There will be
an attempt to schedule against too
many also-rans creating visibleahead, deadspots as happened last
year. Le Bret feels that the quality for 1957 is high.
’ There will be feverish commercial activity at the festival. Last
year it was estimated that film
sales deals amounted to over $2,000,000, and it is expected to be
higher this year.
Le Bret is operating on a $120,000 budget in spite of increased invites and festivities’ to make up
the 10th anni aspects of the fest.
_

Cannes Advance Guess
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Un "nze rront-Runners
Cannes, April 30.
Cannes Film Festival as of 1957
is tops in prestige over the other
pnzegiving “A” festivals (Edin¬
burgh, Venice, Berlin, Karlovy
Vary) although overladen.
America’s musical “Funny Face”
/ ^viewed
in
Variety,
^/13/5), is a possibility for special
awards; “The Bachelor Party”
(UA) (reviewed In Variety 3/5/57),
is in the idiom of “Matty” which
grabbed the Golden Palm two
years ago; Allied's “The Friendly
ffrsuasion”
(reviewed Variety
v/26/56) could also possibly rate
acting or special jury prizes.
. France looks big with Jules Das*m s “Celui Qui Doit Mourir”
(He Who Must Die) which has
good advance word-of-mouth. This
concerns . the effect of a Passion
\.lay on the characters who are to
P*ay the divine figures; and Robert
o>1aSP0ns 4<1^n Condamne A Mort
^chappe” (A Condemned
ioa/^/Gaped), reviewed in Variety
12/56), an austere tale of a fan¬
tastic escape from a Gestapo jail
ttay also be in the running.
•it >rn My Federico Fellini’s
Le Notti Di Cabiria” about a tenuer, trusting joy girl looking for
salvation in love, and A. Lattuada's
i^endoline” about an estranged
id and Wife who make up
dra£ their adolescent daughter
*way from her first love with a
(Continued on page 19).
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. Metro plans to launch RainVV1^ a • ^pone WRh
Wind Jype
■Ram“
*ree>
comwith GWTW s $4,000,000, is
M-G s most ambitious undertaking
since Wind,
“Raintree,” although filmed in
Metro’s new 65m process, will most
likely ibe released only in 35m
CinemaScope. Looks like film will
be opened in late September in
Louisville. Carloads of stars and
newspapermen will be brought to
the Kentucky city for the.series of
hoopla events. In that respect, it
will compare with the events that
greeted “Wind” when it opened in
Atlanta *18 years ago. Simultaneous with the Atlanta bow, th6 picture opened day-and-date at two
theatres in New York, with the
Capitol showing the film on a continuous run policy and the Astor
on. a reserved seat two-a-day run.
The Capitol and the Astor—the lat¬
ter if it is available on the release
date—are being considered for the
“Raintree” launchings under simi¬
lar policies followed with “Wind.”
If the Astor theatre > cannot be
booked because of a prior com¬
mitment. there is a possibility that
Loew’s State Theatre will get the
two-a-day engagement.
“Raintree” was sneaked for the
third time on the Coast last week
for a contingent of homeoffice and
studio executives, including sales
v.p. Charles M. Reagan, pub-ad
chief Howard Dietz, assistant sales
managers John P. Byrne and Rob¬
ert Mochrie, and studio execs Ben¬
jamin Thau and E. J. Mannix. Offi¬
cially Metro revealed that the pic-,
ture will be launched with special
premiere engagements this fall in
key cities apd that it will be sup¬
ported with the largest national
advertising and exploitation cam¬
paign in the company's history.

Cijicy Tent May 20 Drive
^
Cincinnati, April 30.
Variety Club, Tent 3, annual Old
Newsboys Day fund-raiser for its
charity fund, is scheduled for May
20. Robert McNaab and Phil Fox
are co-chairmen.
• Program supports training for
retarded children, linked with
Goodwill Industries activities for
handicapped. Cincy dailies take
turns in donating special papers.
This time it’s the Times-Star.
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DINKS fiELUCTftNT;Paramount Doing Reverse Waltz
BUT
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By FRED HIFT
American film companies’ atti¬
tude vs. overseas film fe^ivals is
undergoing a gradual change, with ,
many of the executives tfow taking
a more positive view towards these
events.
^
While the expression “tourist
trap” is still occasionally batted
around, most of the companies now
have come to realize that the fests
serve a solid economic purpose,
both, as showcases for the. newproduct and as trading marts where
deals can be conveniently nego¬
tiated and closed.
There is no question that Cannes
and Venice are more important for
the independents who are crowd¬
ing in to pick up product for re¬
lease in the U.S. th^i they are for
the major outfits which, on„ the
whole, don’t come to grips with im¬
ports. The one exception is Colum¬
bia Pictures whose Edward L.
Kingsley has already left for the
Cannes fest.
Whereas Cannes and Venice
loom large for the indies, Berlin
has become a prestige “must” for.
the American majors who consider
it part of the East-West political
battle.
There was a time, and not long
ago, when the major companies
were reluctant participants in
European fests. Attitude was that
the competitions were loaded
against the Americans and, in a
larger sense, against “commercial”
product. This has now changed
.somewhat, partly because the fes¬
tivals themselves have recognized
that they must strike a happy mid¬
dle road between art and the boxoffice.
Cannes today looms as. Europe’s
most important film fest and it
gets the full support of the Motion
Picture Export Assn. There is
every indication that Eric Johnston,
now back in the States from Rome,
will propose to the MPEA board
participation in this year’s Venice
bash. The one company that may
spike the plan is Metro, which still
is sore about the “Blackboard
Juhgle” incident of two years ago.
Both Cannes and Venice hold
certain commercial advantages for
the Americans, with Cannes par¬
ticularly important in that respect
since imports into France are far
more restricted than imports into
Italy. Under the rules of the In¬
ternational Federation of Film
Producer Assns., each film shown
at Cannes (or Venice) rates an
extra import license and, in the
case of Cannes, free remittance up
to $250,000. In today’s tight mar¬
ket, these e3ftra licenses count.
The American companies now
realize that it’s important for them
to create an impact at these fests,
and here—again—there is the ele¬
ment of competition with the Red
orbit. However, the degree of en¬
thusiasm varies. Whereas a com¬
pany like 20th-Fox, for instance,
is determined to enter its films in
any festival, Universal is luke¬
warm figuring that its chances of
getting an entry are slim at best.
One of the obstacles that has
arisen is the speedqd-up release of
new features in Europe so that, it
virtually coincides with release of
the pictures in the U.S. This is one
reason why 20th this year isn’t
repped at Cannes. It simply didn’t
have ready any of its new films
to qualify under the rules, i.e., that
an entry can’t have been released
on the Continent before it’s shown
at the fest.
The American companies would
dearly love to see the arrangement
go into effect under which Cannes
and Venice go on in alternate
years. This was decreed some time
bapk by the International Federa¬
tion, but never implemented. Both
Cannes and Venice have made ef¬
forts to streamline their fests so as
to separate the. wheat from the
chaff, and they have done this by
cutting the number of “official”
entries to one from each country.
Method hasn’t worked out too well.

To Other Producing Companies;
Not Increasing Total Schedule
Paramount has taken to playing
“lone wolf” in the world of the

Probable Cannes Winners motion- picture, pursuing multiCannes, April 30.
Prior to its opening the top
contenders
for
important
prizes at 'this year’s Cannes
Film Festival are considered,
in this sequence: France, Italy,
United States, Russia.
There are whispers of- sleep¬
ers from Sweden and Japan
that might rate.

Export Assn. Puts
Up $15,700 For
U.S. at Cannes
Motion Picture Export Assn.’s
budget for the Cannes Film Festi¬
val was approved in N. Y. by the
foreign managers. Total runs to
5,500,000 fr. ($15,700) which is only
slightly higher than last year.
Budget is split primarily among
the companies that have pictures
entered at the fest, i.e. Paramount
(“Funny Faces’’), Allied Artists
(“Friendly ’Persuasion”), 'United
Artists (“Bachelor Party” and
“Around the World in 80 Days”).
Non-partipipating companies also
share.
Cannes runs from May 2 to May
17.
While no definite decisions have
been made, the companies gen¬
erally now are undpr the impres¬
sion that the MPEA will partic¬
ipate in this year’s Venice film fest.
Venice organizers met with the
MPEA party headed by Eric John¬
ston in Rome last week. They have
made concessions designed to per¬
suade the U. S. companies to re¬
turn to the fest which—officially—
skipped in 1956.
‘ One of the Venice problems is to
let the Americans have their way,
i.e. let them choose at least the “of¬
ficial” entry, and yet not to dras¬
tically change the written rules
which caused MPEA to pull out of
the fest in the first place.
The MPEA Cannes budget is
primarily for publicity purposes. It
may go up some before the fest is
over.

directioned courses which set it
apart from all other companies.
The major studios, with one ex¬
ception, are stepping up produc-^
tion schedules at present. The'
one exception is Par. This outfit
continues to concentrate on mak¬
ing- about 20 features a year and
reasons that adequate properties
and packages are not available to
go over that number.
In raising their output, Warr
ners, Metro, Columbia, 20th-Fox,
et al., simply will be turning out
merchandise that will mean little
to the companies themselves or to
exhibitors because the public won’t
buy it, according to the Par
theory. This is the theory hold¬
ing that program-type pictures
have become an economic drain on
the entire industry and only the
provocative “A” productions con¬
tribute to the welfare of both the
exhibitor and the film company.
Even a reissue is better than a
moderate-sized new picture, in
Par’s estimation. Cited as a case
in point is the current handling
of “For Whom' the Bells Toll”
which, in four test runs, outgrossed such Par clicks as “Rose
Tattoo,” “Man Who Knew Too
Much” and “Proud and the Pro¬
fane.” “Bells Toll” is 13 years
old.
(A smash success in virtually
all situations is Walt Disney’s cur¬
rent reissue of “Cinderella.”)
One responsible source offered
the thought this week that all
companies have* important backnumber pictures which could do
much in the way of aiding exhibs
in the need of product.
This
would obtain particularly, he said,
during the lull times such as Holy
(Continued on page 19)

Easy This Year
To Name-Drop

Cannes, April 30.
A large representation of film
folk are due at this year’s Cannes
competition. Expected are David
Niven, Fernandel, Bob Hope, Dor¬
othy Dandridge, Audrey Hepburn,
Mel Ferrer, Gary Cooper, Mike
Todd, Elizabeth Taylor, Yul Brynner, Ingrid Bergman, Henry Fonda,
Martine Carol, Anita Ekberg, Mar¬
tha Hyer plus U. S. stars currently
filming on the Continent, viz Kirk
Douglas, Deborah Kerr, Burt Lan¬
caster and Rita Hayworth.
U. S. will be repped governmentally by Nathan Golden of the U. S.
Madrid, April 30.
Scientific Motion Picture and Pho¬
Juan Perez, Madrid general tographic Products Division of the
manager for C. B. Films (United Dept, of Commerce, and by Marc
Artists Iberian outlet) resigned Spiegel, Paris Motion Picture Ex¬
last week to take over head dis¬ port Assn, rep, for the industry.
tribution desk at Dipenfa-Filmayer. Both are festival veterans.
Feature jury this year is some¬
Perez, who spent nine years with
the Bud Ornstein affiliate, is a what topheavy in French names
with
seven Gallic and four foreign.
familiar figure within the industry
and has an influential voice in dis¬ Of the French five are Academie
Francais,
so it looks to tjp a stable,
tribution circles as a member of
distribs governing board within the solid prizegiving body. French
jurors:
Andre
Maurois, Jean Coc¬
Sindicato Nacional del Espectaculo. He also acted as redtape teau, Marcel Pagnol, Maurice Genevoix,
Jules
Romains, Georges
expediter with the title of “official
liaison” in “Alexander the Great.” Huisman and Maurice Lehmann.
Foreign
reps:
George Stevens
“The Pride and the Passion” and
(U. S.), Dolores Del Rio (Latin
the recently-shelved “Thieves Mar¬ America), Michael Powell (Engket.”
I land),' .Vladimir Voltchek, Czech
While Perez switch brings him a director, repping the Eastern Com¬
bigger desk and larger ashtrays, munists countries.
it also reflects jockeying here by
Short subject jury has Luigi
strong Spanish indies who are Comencini, Wladimir Golovnia,
willing to woo experienced execs, Claude Aveline, Jean Vivie and
particularly those hep to U. S. film Albert Lanorisse, all filmmakers.
handling in Spain.
Practically all the Important
Move over is the second this U. S. indie foreign film distribu¬
year. Three months earlier, En¬ tors and exhibitors, will be on
rique Herreros Jr., pub-ad chief hand, viz Jean Goldwurm, Walter
for C. B. Films Madrid, left to join Reade Jr., Ed Kingsley, Ed HarriDipenfa across the street on Film sonn, Ilya Lopert, Richard Davis,
Row as production pub director Richard Brandt, Harry Brandt, and
and foreign office rep,
J others. •

Spain Values Execs With
American Pix Know-How;
Perez Up on That Basis
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Sometv iPg of Value
Race hatred melodrama. Story
of the Mau Mail uprising, with
Rock Hudson, Dana Wynter,
Sidney Poitier for marquee yalue. Grim but effective.
Metro release of Pandro S. Berman
production.
Stars Rock Hudson, Dana
Wynter, Wendy Hiller, Sidney Poitier;
features Juano Hernandez, William Mar¬
shall, Robert Beatty, Walter Fitzgeraio,
Michael Pate, Ivan pixoh,
Directed by
Richard Brooks.
Screenplay by Brooks
from Robert C. Ruark’a "Something of
Value*’; camera, Russell Harlan; music,
kliklos Rozsa; editor, Ferris Webster •
Previewed In New York April 24, *57.
Running time, 113 MINS.
Peter McKenzie .Rock Hudson
Holly Keith
.«..Dana Wynter
Elizabeth Newton.Wendy Bi'ier
’ Klmani ..Sidney Poitier
Njogu .Juano Hernandez
Leader .William Marshall
Jeff 'Newton .
Robert Beatty
Henry McKensie.......Walter Fitzgerald
Joe Matson-.Michael Pate
Lathela .;. Ivan Dixon
Witch Doctor .Samadu Jackson
Adam Marenga...Frederick O’Neal
Waithaka .:.John J. Ak.ir

that reaches its climax when,
trembling before a stone God, he
denounces his, comrades. Michael
Pate hits the right note as a sadis¬
tic farmer.
Many elements have been pulled
together by director Brooks", and
he has achieved a difficult balance,
not only in, his pacing, but also in
the presentation of the points-ofview. There Is no question that
“Something of Value’’ does have a
point-of-view in- itself, and it is one
which every decent American
should applaud. Yet,4iri arguing the .
British settlers’ point, and in por¬
traying the mere!1 ess and cruel
violence unleashed on them by the
Mau Mau, Brooks has done justice
to his subject,.
He has played for realism in his
scenes. He doesn’t hide the ugli¬
ness of the race relations, nor that
of the indiscriminate eye-for-ari-.
eye killing. There is tension^in his
film, and the feeling of a primitive
•people aroused and fanned into
action by irresponsible leaders.
“Something of Value” doesn’t
argue for violence. It argues for
understanding. Yet it manages, in
the person of Poitier, to give' a
glimpse, of the new Africa—young,
easily misled through appeal to
bitter /resentments, and yet con¬
scious of new responsibilities. For
Brooks’ script makes it quite plain
that, even as he turns killer, 'Poi¬
tier never ^abandons i his doubts
whether what he is doing is right.
He has killed and he has plundered
the house where he was brought
up with kindness. And when he
agrees to surrender without a final
fight, it is like an act of expiation,
a triumph of reason over emotion.
Russell Harlan’s lensing is very
effective and. contributes to the
film’s dramatic impact, -particu¬
larly in his excellent bloseups.
Miklos Rozsa’s music catches the
flavor of,, the country and of the
proceedings. But it is Ruark’s story,
and it- is Poitier’s film. And the
tagline is effectively written,
when Hudson’s gun-carrier muses
out loud, as they wait for the
trapped Poitier:
“I want the same thing for us as
he does. Only I think there’s a dif¬
ferent way of getting it.” Hift.

This is Hollywood’s first serious
attempt to. get to the roots of the
Mau Mau uprising in Kenya, East
Africa, and the dramatization of
the Robert Ruark bestseller comes
off as potent screen entertainment.
It’s a grim yarn, and a violent one,
but it also manages to combine the
action angles with plenty of
thoughtful dialog concerning the
rights and wrongs of the bloody
revolt.
Richard Brooks, in his dual ca¬
pacity as director and writer, has
. fashioned the kind of picture that
will mean different things to dif¬
ferent people. To some, it’ll be no
more than the story of the upris¬
ing, of an incredibly cruel, to-thedeath struggle between a ragged
band of natives and the white set¬
tlers. There’s enough menace in
.'this one to make the blood run
chill.
To others, “Something of Value’’
will say a lot more, for the screen
here also speaks of the rights of
• man, of equality and human dig¬
nity, of condescending colonialism
in an age of comparative enlight¬
enment, and of the waking up of
the dark Continent. With all the
excitement of raids and sudden
death, it is still a film that can be
The Kettles on Old
greatly moving as it follows the
tortured course of a young Negro
MacDonald’s Farm
boy, driven into desperation and
violence against his better judgA new Pa Kettle (Parker Fen. iqent, and into his death by treach¬
nelly) joins Ma (Marjorie
ery.- ’
.
Main) In rural antics down on
on the farm. Average example
Shot against -the actual back¬
of homespun series.
grounds, which v enhances the real¬
ism of the picture, most of the
Hollywood, April 30.
figures in the film ring true and
Universal release of Howard Christie
their motives are believable. Cast
Stars Marjorie Main, Parker
generally is good, with Sidney production.
Fennelly, Gloria ^Talbott. John Smith; fea¬
Poitier as Kimani, the intelligent tures Geprge Dunn, Claude Akins, Roy
Kikuyu boy, delivering an out¬ Barcroft, Pat Morrow, George Arglen.
by Virgil Vogel. Screenplay,
standing portrayal. He carries-the Directed
William Raynor, Herbert Margolis; cam¬
picture and gives it power and era, Arthur E. Arllng; editor, Edward
Curtiss;
music
supervirion, Joseph Gershstrength as one watches his resent¬ enson- Previewed
April 23, *57. Running
ment grow and finally explode into time, 79 MINS.
an orgy of killing. The perform¬ Ma Kettle .. Marjorie Main
ance has depth and great under¬ Pa Kettle . Parker Fennelly
Sally Flemming . Gloria Talbott
standing and rates plenty kudos.
Brad Johnson..
John Smith
..
George Dunn
Opposite him, Rock ‘ Hudson George
Pete Logan .. Claude Akins
brings a quiet dignity to the role J.
P. Flemming . Roy Barcroft
of Poitier’s white. boyhood friend. Bertha . Pat.Morrow
The relationship between the two Henry ... George Arglen
men, fighting on opposite sides,
Ma arid (new) Pa Kettle handle
each with vengeance in the eye and
yet full of compassion, is the pic¬ the rural antics in this ninth of
ture’s symbol of faith of a better the Universal comedies and score
the expected laugh results. Entry
world to come.
is par for the series course, mean¬
Perhaps, in the figure of Hudson, ing the market that usually finds
“Something of Value’’ crosses that the Kettle pix profitable will con¬
thin dividing line between enter¬ tinue to do so with this one.
tainment and ’’preaching.’’ He rep¬
Parker Fennelly- takes over {he
resents the faction that believes in Pa character long done by Percy
the rights of the Englishmen who Kilbride and stays close to .the
came to Kenya to farm, yet knows, type created by the latter in pre¬
too, that colonialism cannot sur¬ ceding entries, although not with
vive unless it is tempered wi'h as sure a comedy sense. Marjorie
understanding and a willingness to Main’s Ma creation handles most
recognize the dignity of the indi¬ of the laugh load, with a surefire
vidual, white or black. It is he who assist from George Dunn. Latter,
argues that one cannot deprive a doing a takeoff on his garbage man
people—primitive or not—of their role from U’s “Away All Boats,” is
customs and the things they hold a decided. help'in . sharpening the
sacred, without replacing thenr chuckles in the William Raynor..with “Something of Value.’’
Herbert Margolies screenplay.
There may be some Pixie folk
Ma, Pa, and large brood get in¬
whose ears may be offended by the volved this time around in setting
outspoken dialog about the yearn¬ up marriage for Gloria Talbott,
ing for equality arid the rights of spoiled rich girl, and John Smith,
man. For them, the picture has the poor but honest lumberman. Title
blazing guns and the scenes of na¬ comes from fact the Kettles have
tives cowlring before the blows of purchased Old MacDonald’s farm,
the white man, smouldering with leaving their former ramshackle
hate, but taking it all the same. acres deserted. Latter serves as
They may find some apt parallels the site for Ma and Pa to teach
in this film.
/
Miss Talbott the ins-and-outs of
If there is a weak link in the being a backwoodsman wife.
proceedings it is Dana Wynter.
Mixed in with the romance is a
Apart from looking lovely, she de^. marauding bear known, as Threelivers very little and her lines are Toes, and his presence accounts
handled without conviction. Actress for quite. a bit- of comedy chase
‘has registered a lot more strongly footage as the action plays off un¬
in other films. Wendy Hiller as der Virgil Vogel’s dkay direction.
Elizabeth Newton, whose husband Shots of a lumberman’s ' rodeo,
is cut down by‘the Mau Mau'Sncl showing tree-topping, log-rolling
who is severely wounded in a raid, and similar outdoor sports, are in¬
etches a strong portrait in a brief cluded'as a background for plot
role.
4
antics.
Cast members assembled for
Walter Fitzgerald plays the gen¬
tle and considerate ranchowner Howard Christie’s production do
with the proper degree, of under¬ their chores satisfactorily, and the
statement, which makes his even¬ technical ends, Including Arthur E.
tual furor the more believable. As Arling’s lensing and the editing by
the native leader, Juano Hernan¬ Edward Curtiss, are capable.
Brog.
dez turns in a good performance i

PKHlETr
Johnny. Tremnin
(COLOR)
Boston Tea Party and ot'her
events in Americana .make
only fair entertainment.
Hollywood, April 30.
Buena Vista release of Walt Disney
presentation. Stars Hal Stalmaster, Luana
Pattern, Jeff York; features Sebastian
Cabot, Dick Beymer. Directed by Robert
Stevenson. Screenplay. Tom Blackburn;
based on the Esther Forbes novel; cam¬
era (Technicolor), Charles P. Boyle; edi¬
tor, ' Stanley
Johnson;
music,
George
Bruns; songs, Bruns and Blackburn. Pre¬
viewed April 26, *57. - Running time, SO
MINS.
Johnny Tremain . Hal Stalmaster
Cilia Lapham . Luana Patten
James Otis
Jeff York
Jonathan Lyte ........ Sebastian Cabot
Rab Silsbce ..
Dick Beymer
Paul Revere ...
Walter Sande
Samuel Adams . Rusty Lane
•Tosinh Quincy . Whit. Bissell
EDhrnim Lapham. Will Wright
Airs. Lapham.
.Virginia Christine
Dr, Joseph* Warren.
Walter Coy
Major Pittrnirn . Geoffrey Toone
General Gage . Ralph Clanton
Colonel Smith . Gavin Gordon
Admiral Montagu ... y.. Lumsden Hare
Jehu . . Anthony Ghazlo Jr.

The Boston Tea Party, the Bat¬
tles of Lexington and Concord,
and other events in America’s War
of Independence provide a historically-significant background for
“Johriny Tremain.” Unfortunately,
the Bueria Vista release doesn’t
have the excitement, spirit or- sus¬
pense that must have featured the
struggle for the principles of free¬
dom. It is only fair entertainment
at best and faces a spotty boxoffice.
The elements of dramatic action
•needed for this type of costume
feature are sacrificed to chrono¬
logical authenticity in the Tom
Blackburn screenplay from the
Esther Forbes novel, and Robert
Stevenson’s direction can do little
more than let it play as written.
Even the conspiracy to end taxar
tion without representation and
subseauent key parts in the Min¬
ute Men rebellion play with a
tameness that arouses little inter¬
est. Sjime goes for the perform¬
ances which, while competent, lack
fire or derring-do.
Story is told through the eyes
of the title character, a silver¬
smith apprentice played by Hal
Stalmaster. He becomes involved
in the secret plotting of such his¬
torical names as Paul Revere,
Sam Adams, James Otis, and Dr.
Joseph Warren, who want to gain
recognition and representation for
the colonists in the New World.
The dumping of the British tea
into Boston harbor, while the
British admiral watches and prac¬
tically admires the deed, makes
the event’s significance dim. May¬
be it happened that way, but dra¬
matic license would not have been
overboard had some suspense via
threat to the boarders been inject¬
ed, or even implied. Same goes
for most of the other historically
correct events, like Revere’s mid¬
night ride, the flashing of the sig¬
nal lanterns, etc.
Along with young Stalmarter,
Luana Patten is pretty as his
yotung love. Jeff York appears as
Otis; Sebastian Cabot as Stalmaster’s
British-minded
Uncle;
Dick §eymer, young printer; Wal¬
ter Sande as Revere; Rusty Lane
as Adams; WhiUBissell as Josiah
Quincy; Walter Coy as Dr. War¬
ren. Among others are Lumsden
Hare as the British admiral; Geof¬
frey Toone, Ralph Clanton and
Gavin Gordon as British officers.
, “Johnny Tremain” and “Liberty
Tree” are two George Bruns-Tom
Blackburn tunes heard in- the
film. Bruns also did the back¬
ground score. Charles“P. Boyle’s
Technicolor lensing is good, with
the color adding to the costumes
and period settings of early-day
Boston.
(
Brog.
Sierra Stranger
Howard Duff turns Good
Samaritan and gets into trou¬
ble; pretty confusing plotting
for the western market.
Hollywood, April 29.
Columbia release of Norman T. Herman
(Acirema) production. Stars Howard Duff,
Gloria McGhee, Dick Foran, John Hoyt,
Barton MacLane, George E. Stone; fea¬
tures Ed Kemmer, Robert Foulk, Eve
McVeagh, Henry "Bomber** Kulky, Byron
Foulger. Directed by Lee Sholem. Story
and screenplay, Richard J. Dorso; cam¬
era, Sam Leavitt; editor, Leon Bnrsha;
music,
Alexander
Courage. Previewed
April 26, *57. Running time, 73 MINS.
Jess Collins .*. Howard Huff
Meg Anderson . Gloria McGhee
Bert Gaines .Dick Foran
Sheriff . John Hoyt
Lem Gotch . Barton MacLane
Dan . George E. Stone
Sonny Grover . Ed Kemmer
Tom Simmons . Robert Foulk
Ruth Gaines ..
Eve McVeagh
Matt.Henry "Bomber" Kulky
Claim Clerk . Byron Foulger

The range action in “Sierra
Stranger” shows the trouble a man
can get into by trying to help an¬
other. Plot follows a talkative
course arid the action doesn’t carry
much conviction so the best that
shapes for this Columbia entry,
produced by Norman T. Herman

_
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Art Museum Itself a Film Producer
(jGuggenheim's '“Adventures of the *”)
Thought to be the first moving, picture ever directiy 'originated
and financed, by an art museum, a 10-minute color animation short
called. “Adventure of the *” was introduced’ last Week ifi corner
tion with the Art Film Festival in Manhattan. It’s a dancing"
floating, tumbling, frolicsome arid adventuresome asterisk. There
is no narration, no spoken word at all. Only a few quasi-explanatory printed words with the opening credits. Musical track is bV
Benny Carter’s 18-piece jazz bunch and the vibraphones of Lionel
Hampton. How art museums are changing.
Produced by the Simon R. Guggenheim Museum and projected
at the Metropolitan Museirin to an audience of curators, librarians
critics, scholars, educators and professional “communicators’'
this imaginative and challenging experiment'has been in the plan,
ning and creation over a year. Not the least arresting fact in connection with it is this: the Guggenheim’s own curator, James
Johnson Sweeney, making his maiden appearance as a screen
producer and corauthor, has his eye on theatrical bookings!
If, as is probable, this animation short proves a publicity-getter
theatrical circulation is possible, certainly among the 250-odd
situations devoted to foreign, offbeat and esoteric product. The
film is only indirectly “about” art. Rather, it is “of” art in the
sense of employing impressionistic, and abstract painting values
organized within the frame of dramatic animation. Above all, it
is a moving picture, amusing in its own terms.
The short may well stir some debate since its “message” is often
in the eye of the beholder, like modern art itself. But the thesis
is clear enough! the'asterisk is alive, interested, open-minded, able
to see new things, appreciate adventure (in color and design) and
in consequence has a lot of fun. Put another way, the asterisk is
“modern.” His father, cartooned as a wobbly lump, is “old fogey’’
—not necessarily to be translated as “academic.”
*
. Qn the art and museum side “Adventures of the •*” is surely a
milestone in experiment. The design and direction of John Hubley, the editing of FaithrElliott and the manipulation of flat car¬
tooning, angularity, in setting, singularityjn color all combine to
create vigorous, crowded, tumultuous impact. This short “evokes.”
Of the craftsmanship (it was made at Storyboard. Inc.) it is nec¬
essary to speak in superlatives although the precedents lie with
“Fantasia,” “McBoing-Boing” and “Magoo”—commercial subjects,
all.
Land.
under the Acirema Productions
banner, is the program oater mar¬
ket.
Howard Duff plays the title role
in the Richard J. Dorse story and
if he is puzzled as much of what’s
going, so will the'viewer be. By
the time plot angles begin to clear
up, it’s established that the like¬
able young miner Duff saves from
a beating is really a bad boy, who
goes on to prove it by killing a
stage guard in a holdup and trying
to gun Duff. With these facts made
clear, it dawns on Duff why the
citizens of Colton have had no use
for him when he mentioned the
young man’s name. Lee Sholem’s
direction is handicapped somewhat
by the complication-laden screen¬
play and the multitude of charac¬
ters who have no apparent reason
for most of their actions. Still, he
gets suitable performances from
the cast, from Duff on down, and
Ed Kemmer. being introduced as
Sonny GroVer, the bad boy, makes
an okay impression. Among others
are Gloria McGhee as' a woman
who gets tired.of waiting for Kem¬
mer to straighten out and turns to
Duff for romance; Dick Foran,
Kemmer’s half-brother 'who be¬
lieves the lad can do no wrong;
John Hoyt, a do-little sheriff; Bar¬
ton MacLane and Robert Foulk,
seemingly town heavies because
they resent Kemmer’s claim-jump¬
ing; 'George E. Stone, town drunk,
and Eve McVeagh, Foran’s suffer¬
ing wife.
Technical credits'" are standard
for budget outlay.
Brog.
Jews in Poland
(Yiddish)
(DOCUMENTARY)
Federation of American Polish Jews
release of Simon Fedcrmann-Polish State
Film Studios Films. Directed by B. Ladowicz. Narrative by A. Tadziemcc. At
Cameb Theatre, N.Y., April 17, '57. Run¬
ning time, 42 M|NS.

(In Yiddish; •English titles)
“Jews in Poland,” a documen¬
tary purporting to show the recov¬
ery of the Jewish population Jn
Poland, appears anachronistic in
the light of the recent reports of
a wave of anti-semitism there.
Filmed in 1948 bf Simon Federman with* the cooperation of the
Polish JState Film Studios, it re¬
traces the destruction of the War¬
saw Ghetto by Hitler’s mobsters,
mentions the heroes of the under¬
ground, and shows Jews of the
new Poland at work a^d play.
Film employs a reportorial tech¬
nique in that it contains interviews
with Polish Jewish leaders who, of
course, say that things are fine
now under the Communist regime.
Via the itinery of twu-representa¬
tives of American Jewish organ¬
izations, the viewer visits factories,
synagogues, and Jewish cultural
centres.'Most interesting is an in¬
terview with Ida Kaminska, leading
performer of the Jewish State
Theatre of Warsaw, a state sup¬
ported company. Miss Kaminska
revealed - that the troupe had
presented 40 plays and had given
210 performances which were seen
by 80,000 people in Poland over a
: seven-year period,
i The narration is in Yiddish and

English titles are provided., The
film, although photographed poorly
when compared to American stand*
ards, nevertheless effectively por¬
trays the terrible plight of Poland’s
Jewish population during the Ger*
man occupation. Appeal of the film
is. of course, limited to Jewish or*
ganizations.
Holl.
-

Stella
(GREEK)

Tale of Greek passion, star¬
ring
attractive
newcomer,
Melina Mercouri. May please
in the U. S. arties/
Joseph Burstyil Inc. release of Mlllai
Films Production. -Stars Melina Mercouri,
Georges Foundas, Aleko Alcxandrakl*.
Sophia Vembo; features Voula ZoumbouIaki, Christina Calo'gerlkou, D. Papayan*
nopoulo, Tasso Cavvadia, Costa Caralli.
Directed by Michael Cacoyannis. Screen*
play, Cacoyanrlis from ■ stageplay by I.
Cambanclis; camera. Costa Tliocdorldts;
music, Manos Hadiidakis. Previewed In
N.Y., March 29, '57. Running time, 91
MINS.
Stella . Melina Mercouri
Milto .Georges Foundai
Aleko .\Aleko Alexaridrakli
Maria ... Sophia Vemko
Anneta . Voula Zoumboulald
Milto’s Mother.Christina Calogerlkol
Mitso .r.. D. Papaynnnopoule
Aleko's Sister .’... Tasso Cavvadli
Antoni . Costa Caraile

(In Greek; English Titles)
This is the first feature film to
come from Greece with a claim to
real attention, and while the pic*
ture has a strong national flavor
and lacks in some technical vir¬
tues, it’s nevertheless an exploita¬
tion entry with, a definite poten¬
tial.
“Stella” is strongly reminiscent
of some of the early Italian post¬
war imports, though ii^lacks their
absolute sense of drama. It’s »
story about a strongwilled, passion¬
ate girl who drops her lovers when
they become serious and propose
marriage. Whether she actually
loves her men, or whether she’s»
nymphomaniac, is hard to make
out. In any case, she drives every¬
one mad with desire, particularly
her last lover, a burly football
player whom she jilts at the altar
and who finally kills her.
Film vacillates between high
drama and some arid stretches.
Greek music arid dancing are
fiery, but tend to slow up the itortt
The tunes, while highly rhythmic,
are also strange to American ears.
Melina Mercouri plays Stella*
She’s
attractive
and properly
moody in a demanding role.
Georges Forindas as the lover »
convincing and—in his final scene*
—excellent. So is Christina Calo*
gerikou as his mother.
Direction is by Michael Caco¬
yannis, touted as one of. the great
new talents in Europe. “Stella
benefits from his flashes of imag*
ination and his sense of the-dra¬
matic, which at times seems over*
played, Costa Theodoriaes’ earner*
work Is perfectly attuned ta tn<
story.
, . ...it
It’s questionable that “Stella
will collect many critical raves,
but its raw simplicity and occa
sionally wild spirit stand to pleas*
many. Story is Sufficiently offjg
to allow for/ plenty exDloitatloa
handles, which is a plus factor.
fftjt*
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The Hid© Back
- (SONG)
Suspenseful offbeat western
drama, but lightweight mar¬
quee values. Average grosses.
United Artl»t* releaM of William ConCoirid; “eatur« UU Milan. Directed by
Allen H. Miner: S«e*uplay> Antony Ellis;
,‘Lva, Joseph. Rlroc;.. editor. Michael
t nciano; music. Frank d« Vol.; Previewed
K April 12. W. Punning time. 79
MIPS*
'
'
‘
fallen
..». *
. Anthony Quinn
Smlsh’ .......William Conrad
Kd.
George Trevino
P?,iid ..Ellen Hope Monroe
t , J, ’ . Joe Dominguez
joy ‘ ... Louis Towers

Replete with psychological over¬
tones is "The Ride Back,” a story
of a man and his mission. While
the action takes place on the Mex¬
ican border, circa 1870, this Asso¬
ciates and Aldrich presentation is
no ordinary western but a search¬
ing study of a conflict between two
men.
Script is of an exploitable na¬
ture. But boxoffice prospects are
hampered by relatively unknown
players save for Anthony Quinn
who stars. Picture can rely upon
average of playdates in the general
market. Sales potential overseas
will be helped by the frequently
used Spanish dialog.
However, the unusual Antony
Ellis yarn almost falls in the art
house vein. With , special handling
the film conceivably.could tap this
field for favorable results. It’s a
simple story Ellis tells and under
Allen H. Miner's leisurely direction
it slowly unfolds-in a fatalistic at¬
mosphere.
William • Conrad, who also pro¬
duces, is a Texas deputy assigned
to bring back Quinn from Mexico.
He’s a fugitive there on a couple of
murder charges. Pair’s personal
character and-mental quirks come
to the surface on the long "ride
back-.”
Quinn is well cast as the partMexican outlaw. He’s crafty, la¬
conic and rugged. But he has his
redeeming qualities, too, as shown
by his friendship to children and
voluntary return to trial after Con¬
rad is wounded by marauding
Apaches.
Curiously, the general drift of
the story is so downbeat and moody
that neither Quinn nor Conrad ex¬
cite much audience sympathy. The
latter, a failure b‘y his own admis¬
sion, hopes to achieve success at
last by bringing Quinn in. His re¬
strained performance accents the
disquieting aspects,of the Deputy’s
role.
Supporting players* portrayals
are in keeping with the film’s
sombre tone. Ellen Hope Mortroe,
child befriended by Quinn and
Conrad after her parents were
slain by the Apaches, contribs a
touching performance as does Lita
Milan as Quinn’s Mexican girl
friend. George Trevino is okay as a
Spanish-speaking border • guard
while Victor Milan registers as a
padre opposed to Quinn. Joe 'Do¬
minguez and Louis Towers are seen
in lesser roles.
Sepiatone lensing of Joseph Biroc
apparently is intended to empha¬
size the story’s suspenseful nature,
but it’s almost too low key at times.
Michael Luciano’s editing and Wil¬
liam Glasgow’s art direction1 are
par for the course as are other
technical credits.
Music composed and conducted
by Frank de Vol is good. In addi-.
tion, he cleffed the music on his
fairish title song which is, occa¬
sionally heard in the background.
It s sung by Eddie Albert. Conrad’s
production mantling reflects a
hiodest budget.
Gilb.
Hellcats of the Navy.
Naval action okay but dully
Plotted script. Fair dual-bill
situations.
p . .

Hollywood, April 12.

release of Charles H. Schneer
(Morningsidel production. Stars Ronald
Sfj‘San. Nancy Davis, Arthur Franz; feaff/®8 Robert Arthur, William Leslie. WilPhillips, Harry Lauter, Michael
JosePh Turkel, Don Keefer. Dl• navfi1 Tby Nathan Juran. Screenplay,
.Lang,. Raymond Marcus: screen
j °ry. Lang; based on book by Charles A.
’ teWo^. Vice-Adm., USN, Ret., and
wans Christian Adamson, Col., USAF,
JevA™ cam1i.era' frying Llppman; editor,
knf?mT» Thpms; music, Mlscha' Rakaleinitime, 11* MINS?d

AprU

V'57*

Runnin*

Casey Abbott.Ronald Reagan
Heien^ Blair
... Nancy Davis
pi' £omm. Don Landon... Arthur Franz
Lt pK .Warren ......... Robert Arthur
. CarrMiUl Prentice.William Leslie
Wea iL;..
William Phillips
Chari u*rton.
Harry Lauter
Chiit e .
Michael Garth
Don Keefer
Athnii??
......... Selmer Jackson
omn al Lockwood.......Maurice Manson

lb?11™
submarine operation in
Vi® Tsushima ;Strait and Sea of
thfbackgrounds "Hellcats . of
in»
The underwater fight*
with a formula plot
which at times gets awfully trite,

. FILM ItRVIEWS
but results are still okay for the
The Burglar
general dual-bill situation.
The actiop stress and a feeling
About all this jewel heist film
t>f suspense generated in sequences
has got Is what Jayne Mans¬
dealing with the Navy’s charting
field’s got for ballyhoo. Dull
of mine fields in the Strait so that
entertainment.
it can move on Japanese shipping
carry thek burden under Nathan
Hollywood, April 23. .
Juran’s . direction of Charles . H.
Columbia release of Louis W. Kellman
Schneer’s Morningside production production.
Stars Dan Duryea, Jayne
for Columbia release.
Mansfield, Martha Vickers; features Peter
CapeU, - Mickey
Shaughnessy,
Wendell
Script by David Lang and Ray¬ Phillips,
Phoebe Mackay; Stewart Bradley.
mond Marcus plies a hackneyed Directed by Paul Wendkos. Screenplay,
course . dealing with problems of David Goodis, from his hovel; camera,
Malkames; editor, Herta Horn; score,
command that will sacrifice one Don
Sol Kaplan; bassoon solo, S. Schoenbach;
man to save many and the resent¬ song, 'You Are Mine,” Bob Marucchl,
Pete
Deangelo, sung by Vince Carson.
ment this causes. A romantic ahgle
April 19, '57. .Running time,
is plastered to the carcass of the Previewed
90 MINS.
plot *nd means little.
Nat Harbin ..Dan Duryea
Ronald Reagan is the sub com¬ Gladden . Jayne Mansfield
;. Martha Vickers
mander around whom the . Navy Della
Sck
.
Peter Capcll
underseas operation pivots.
He
er . Micky Shaughnessy
plays it sternly, without being the Police Captain .. Wendell PhUlips
Sister Sara...Phoebe Mackay
typical film version of, a martinet. Charlie .. . Stewart Bradley
Arthur Franz is the executive News Commentator.John Facenda
.Frank HaU
officer who believes Reagan’s sac¬ .News Reporter
Narrator . Bob Wilson
rifice of Harry Lauter during a rNewsreel
State Trooper
. Steve Allison
frogman operation results from Harbin as a child .Richard Emery
Andrea McLaughlin
personal feelings rather than re¬ Gladden p/s a child...
and
gard for the safety of other per¬ Frank Orrison, Sam Elber, Ned Carey,
John
Boyd,
Michael
Rich,
George Kane,
sonnel. Franz* does, what he can
with the stock character. Nancy Sam Cresson, Ruth Burnat.
Davis is the nurse waiting on shore
Ballyhoo possibilities pegged to
for Reagan to make up his mind
about marriage—a thankless role. Jayne Mansfield inheritor of the
' Crew characters are "to type” biggest facade in Hollywood hon¬
and include Robert Arthur, Wil¬ ors, may help "The Burglar’s”
liam Leslie, William Phillips, Lau¬ chances in the general ^program
ter, Michael Garth, Joseph Turkel market, although it falls short of
and Don Keefer. Seen as Admiral being satisfactory entertainment.
Nimitz is Selmer .lackson while Poor scripting and direction, and
footage,
are
strikes
Maurice Manson- plays Vice Ad¬ overlong
miral Charles A, Lockwood, real against a ready popular acceptance.
life officer who wrote the book on
Dan Duryea# Miss Mansfield and
which the script is based with Col. Martha Vickers star in the Colum¬
Hans' Christian Adamson, USAF, bia release which Louis W. • Kell¬
Ret.
man produced independently in
A foreword by Admiral Nimitz, Philadelphia. Each manages to
who supervised the . actual World overcome handicaps posed by.
War II operation, is used to build¬ David Goodis’ scripting and Paul
up authenticity. This succeeds as Wendkos’ direction to rate an okay
fa* as the fighting is concerned, for performance. The same can’t
but cannot make real thg unorigi- be said for other casters, most of
na1 screen story Lang concocted whom are permitted to overact to
from the Lockwood-Adamson book., ’the point of oldtime scenery-chew¬
Irving Llppmjm’s fensing, editing ing, especially radio’s-Peter Capell
and other behind-P^mera functions in* his role as a member of Durcome off okay.
Brog.
yea's burglar gang.
Novel opening is a newsreel-type
Tli© Oklahoman
Prolog, in which Duryea spots a
necklace he wants. Plot then
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)
moves int.o the story,, goes through
the heist of the jewels from the
Mighty close titling but solid
mansion of a Philadelphia spirit¬
western, with Joel McCrea.
Good reaction.
ualist, followed by the gang’s holing-up in a battered old house
Hollywood, April 23.
while the police look for clues and
Allied Artists release of a Walter Mir- set
law-enforcement machinery
Isch production. Stars Joel McCrea, Bar¬
bara Hale, Brad Dexter, Gloria Talbott; into work.
features Verna Felton, Douglas Dick.
Basic story Idea, taken from
Michael
Pate,
Esther Dale,
Anthony
Goodis’ novel of the same title, is
Caruso, Adam Williams, Ray Teal. Di¬
rected by Francis D. Lyon. Screenplay, okay, but suspense and action are
Daniel B. Ullman; camera (DeLuxe color), by-passed and sloughed while the
Carl
Guthrie;
editor,
George
White;,
music, Hans Salter. Previewed April 12, assorted characters go into long
'57. Running time, to MINS.
soliloquizing about how they got
John Brighton.Joel McCrea into their various
predicaments.
Anne Barnes ............ Barbara Hale These interruptions kill any sem¬
Cass Dobie . Brad Dexter
Marla Smith . Gloria Talbott blance of pacing and make the 90
Mrs. Waynebrook.Verna Felton minutes of footage, already overMel Dobie . Douglas Dick
Duryea,
Charlie Smith . Michael Pate long, seem even longer.
Hawk ..
Anthony Caruso Mis* Mansfield, Capell and Mickey
Mrs. Fitzgerald . Esther Dale Shaughnessy make up the gang,
Randell .Adam Williams
Stableman ..
Ray Teal while Martha Vickers and Stewart
Little Charlie ...Peter Votrlan Bradley are the pair trying to hi¬
Marshal .....John Pickard
jack the jewels. Among the many
unfamiliar faces are Wendell Phil¬
Solid western values are incor¬
porated in this story of the-Okla¬
homa territory of 1870, carrying
hefty
appeal
and
effectively
mounted in CinemaScope and lush
DeLuxe color. Names of Joel Mc¬
Crea and. Barbara Hale, topping a
Pans, April 2.
Sous Le Clel De Provence (Under Skies
first-class cast, will help lift film
Provence) (FRENCH-ITALIAN; COLOR).
to a better-than-average. playoff. of
Stars Fernandel; features, Giulia RubUji,
Only title will suggest Rodgers and Andrex, Tina Roca, Alberto Sordi. Di¬
rected by Mario
Soldati. Screenplay,
Hammerstein’s "Oklahoma."
Cesare Zavattini, Aldo Benedettl, Piero
The Walter Mirisch production Tellini;
camera (Eastmancolor), Nicolas
picks up McCrea, a doctor en route Hayer; editor, Christian Gaudin. At Nor¬
to California whose wife dies at mandie. Paris. Running time, 100 MINS.
childbirth, electing to remain in the
Film Is a remake of the 1943
Oklahoma town where she is bur¬
ied. Medico sets up practice in Italo pic, -"Four Steps in Clouds.”
frontier community which is pretty Though,made by an Italian direc¬
well run by Brad Dexter and Doug¬ tor, this lacks the more r.obust as¬
las Dick, cattlemert-hrothers who pects of the Italo character to
ride high .over the otherwise peace¬ make it plausible and taking. It
ful settlement. The Daniel B. UU- emerges a hybrid with French
m#n screenplay graces the growing logic conflicting with. the more
enmity between McCrea and Dex¬ generous Italians.
As -a vehicle
ter, out to get medico after he for Fernandel it does not give him
protects an Indian whose land Dex¬ much chance for comedy. It re¬
ter is trying to take over for its mains chancey for the U. S., and
oil. Fast climax is provided in a its color, making for expensive
gunfight in which Dexter is killed printing costs, also limits this to a
and McCrea wounded.
few special situations at best. .
Director Francis. D. * Lyon gets
Fernandel is a henpecked travel-'
good performances from his cast ing salesman who, out of kindness,
and keeps action tense and moving decides to help a girl he meets in
in his unfoldment. McCrea handles a bus. She is going home pregnant
his doctor character, who finally to a stern farming family and begs
straps on a gun when the going him to come and say he is the hus¬
becomes hot, with authority and band, and then leave. He is caught
Miss Hale, a widow who runs a up by the family affairs and then
large Cattle spread, supplies the unmasked. Color and ‘ production
romance in interesting fashion. are good, but story rarely gives
Dexter makes a smooth, and menac¬ the right balance of comedy and
ing heavy; Gloria Talbott, as an drama .
’
Mosk,
Indian girl in love with McCrea,
socks over the parf; and Michael
Paris, April 2.
Pate Is excellent as her father, who
Bohsolr
Pari*,
Bonlour
L'Amour
kills Douglas Dick in self-defense. (FRENCH;
COLOR/ SONGS; DANCES).
Both Miss Dale and Verna Felton, Sonofilm release of Bobeal production.
Stars
Daniel
Gelin,Dany
Robin;
spicy-tongued and romance-loving Adrian Hoven, Mara.Lane, Grethe features
mother of Barbara Hale, are tops. Georges Reich. Directed by RalphWeiser,
Baum.
Mimi Gibsen enacts McCrea’s Screenplay, J. - E. Jouve, Baum, Jean
Ferry, Claude Accurcl; camera (Eastman¬
daughter.
color), Michel Kelber; music, L. Glass;
Technical credits generally kre. editor, Claudine Bouche. At Marlgnnn,
above par,. Carl Guthrie’s color Paris. Running time, 9S MINS.
photography outstanding, George
Gallic attempt at a musical does
White’s editing tight and Hans Sal¬
ter’s music score benefiting the not prove much. It is in the cliche
action.
* Whit
groove but okay French returns

lips, police captain and* Phoebe
Mackay, the spiritualist.
Don Malkames’ lensing pays at¬
tention to highspots of the Philadelphia-Atlantic City locales while
helping story mood, and the score
by Sol Kaplan passes muster. "You
Are Mine,” tune by Bob Marcucchi
and Pete Deangelo is sung by Vince
Carson as a background for a bar¬
room sequence without too much
effect. ’
Brog.
Rock All Night
Lowgrade stuff attempts to cop
a fast-buck ride on music fad.
Hollywood, April 24.
American-International Pictures release
of a Sunset Production. Stars Dick Miller,
RusseU Johnson, Abby Dalton; features
The • Platters, The Blockbusters, with
Robin Morse, Richard Cutting, Bruno
VeSota, Chris Alcaide, Mel Welles, Barboiira Morris, Clegg Hoyt, Jonathan Haze,
Richard Carlan, Jack De Witt, Bert Nel¬
son, Beach Dickerson, Ed Nelson. Di¬
rected by Roger Corman. Screenplay,
Charles B. Griffith; story, David P-. Har¬
mon, camera, Floyd Crosby; editor, Frank
Sullivan. Previewed April 24, '57. Run¬
ning time, 62 MINS.
Shorty .-. Dick Miller
Julie ...* Abby Dalton
The Platters .... The Platters
The Blockbusters.The Blockbusters
Al .... Robin Morse
Steve . Richard Cutting
Charley . Bruno VeSota
Angie . Chris Alcaide
Sir Bop .
Mel Welles
Syl .
Barboura Morris
Marty '...... Clegg Hoyt
Jigger .. Russell Johnson
Joey .Jonathan Haze
Jerry .
Richard Carlan
Philippe .. Jack De Witt
Bartender . Bert Nelson
The Kid :.:.Beech Dickerson
Pete . Ed Nelson

Here’s a weirdie—on the order
of- "Time of Your Life”—to* the
rhythm of rock *n’ roll. Extremely
mediocre, and drawing unintended
guffaws at its metjnee bow here
yesterday, "Rock All Night” is
being packaged as a double-bill
with "Dragstrip Girl.”
Entire action in the Charles B.
Griffith screenplay, based on a
story by David P. Harmon, takes
place inside the Cloud Nine, a
small neighborhood bar into which
walk the local characters to catch
such r&r groups as The Platters
and The Blockbusters. Most of the
action (aside from the vocal inter¬
ludes) centers around Dick Miller,
known as "Shorty* (5' 1"), who
hates all big guys and thus keeps
himself continually in trouble.
Subh trouble comes to a climax
when two murderers take refuge in
the bar and are recognized. It’s in
the interim before Miller subdues
the duo that those within the tav¬
ern reveal their true natures.
Only the performance (very
good, especially considering the
so-so production and direction) of
Dick Miller in the lead keeps the
audience’s interest in the film
from disintegrating. The musical
break-ins are unimpressive, and of
the supporting cast, only Robin
Morse (as the bartender) and Mel
Welles (as ^ smalltime hip-talking
agent) manage to make any impression.
James H. Nicholson functioned
as executive producer, Roger Cor¬
man as producer-director. Neal.

Capsule Foreign Film Reviews
are likely. This is limited for the
U. S. except for possible secondary
situations on its Paris background.
However, color again makes for
expenses that may be a detriment
for any.U. S. chances.
Plot vaguely concerns a Bohe¬
mian brother and sister mixed «up
in dancing and jam-sessions. She
falls for an Austrian pianist and
to keep him in Paris she farms out
as a “B” girl to get him money. He
finds out and misunderstands but
all is righted at the clinch.
Daniel Gelin and Dany Robiq
are at ease in this childish musical.
Gags, though familiar, are accept¬
able. Dance and song segments are
fair and color helps. French are
feeling their way in musicals and
have yet to approach the level of
this type U. S. pic.
Mosk.
Vienna, April 2.
Das Hetlige Erbt (Holy Heritage) (AUS¬
TRIAN). Sascha Film release of Rondo
Film
production.
Features
Hermann
Erhardt, Christl Erber, Olga von Togni,
Georg Grdeller, Willi Roesner, Eduard
Koeck, Fred Hennings, Sepp Rist, Rudolf
Walter, Kurt Buelau, Alfred Boehm, Kurt
Mueller-Reitzner,
Peter
Goeller,
Otto
Loewe and Herbert Kroll. Directed by
Alfred Solm. Story by Frenz Mayr-Melnhof, Norbcrt Kunze, Guenther Schwab,
Alfred Solm; music, Harald Boehmelt.
Urania Kino, Vienna. Running time, 90
MINS.

Wild animal life in the Burgenland on the Hungarian border sup¬
plies the background for "Holy
Heritage,” Story of a forester, who
accidentally kills a poacher and
must quit until he is rehabilitated
plus two romantic angles is well
written and directed. Casting is
good.
Camera crew Richard Angst,
Fritz Olesko, Albert Hoecht and
Hans Gessl deserves high credit.
Direction by Alfred Solm is solid.
Other technical details are nice.
Maas.

.
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Gim Duel In Durango
Routine George Montgomery
western for the action situa¬
tions.
United Artists release of .a Peerless
Productions Inc. presentation produced
by Robert E. Kent. Stars George Mont¬
gomery, co-stars Ann Robinson, Stev«
Brodle; features Bobby Clark, Frank Fer¬
guson, Donald Barry, Henry Rowland,
Denver Pyle, Mary Treen.
Directed b>
Sidney Salkow.
Screenplay, Louis Stev¬
ens; camera, Maury Gertsman; editor,
Robert Golden; music, Paul Sawtell, Bert
Shelter.
Previewed N. Y. AprU 26, *57.
Running time, 73 MINS.
Han ..George Montgomery
Judy . Ann Robinson
Dunston ...Steve Brodie
Robbie ..Bobby Clark
Sheriff Howard..
Frank Fergusoa
Larry ..... Donald Barry
Roy ..Henry Rowland
Ranger Captain...Denver Pyle
Spinster
...Mary Treen
Jones ...Al Wyatt
f*urt ...Red Morgan
Stacey ...;.
.Joe Yrigoyen

Efforts of a notorious outlaw
leader to go straight are the story
ba§is of "Gun Duel in Durango.”
It’s a modest budget western that
shapes up as a routine entry for
the action situations and the Satur¬
day matinee trade. Cast offers
scant marquee values save for
George Montgomery who starfc.
Written by Louis Stevens, the
yarn concerns experiences of
Montgomery after he voluntarily
steps down as head of the infamous
Will Sabre gang. Naturally, his
former colleagues attempt to bring
him back into the fold. But de¬
spite their threats and skulldug¬
gery, he triumphs at the windup
in a blaze of fancy six-shooting.
Montgomery is amply forthright
as the reformed Hang chief. On
hand as the femme interest is Ann
Robinson. A pert brunette, she has
a stock role as a ranch owner who
vows to wed Montgomery Qnce he’s
shown himself to be an honest citi¬
zen. Steve Brodie is sufficiently
sinister as the outlaw who assumes
leadership* of the gang following
Montgomery’s withdrawal.
Sidney Salkow’s breezy direction
is particularly evident in the ac¬
tion sequences of this United
Artists release. Topping the sup¬
porting players is moppet Bobby
Clark as an orphan whom Mont¬
gomery has befriended. He's seen
in much of the footage and sup¬
plies a strong1 element of audience
identification for pre-teen filmgoers.
Among other thespers participat¬
ing in this Peerless Productions
presentation are Frank Ferguson,
good as a laconic sheriff; Denver
Pyle, okay as a Texas Ranger cap¬
tain, while Don Barry, Henry Row¬
land, Red Morgan and Joe Yrigogen turn in standard portrayals as
outlaws.
Lensing of Maury Gertsman is
good as is the editing of Robert
Golden who trimmed the celluloid
to a tight 73 minutes. Par for the
course are the physical’ values of
producer Robert E. Kent and Wil¬
liam Ross’ art direction. Other
technical credits, including music
of Paul Sawtell and Bert Shefter,
are standard.
Gilb.
Dragstrip Girl
Hotrod cars and leather jack¬
eted youth. Pretty good pro¬
grammer.
Hollywood, April 24.
American-International Pictures release
of a Golden State Production. Executive
producer, Samuel Z. Arkoff; producer,
Alex Gordon; director, Edward L. Cahn;
story and screenplay, Lou Rusoff; cam¬
era, Frederick E. West; art direction, Don
Ament;
film
editor, Ronald Sinclair;
music, Ronald Stein. Stars Fay Spain,
Steve Terrell, John Ashley, Frank Gorshin. Features Russ Bender, Tommy Ivo,
Gracia
Narciso,
Tito
Vuolo, Dorothy
Bruce, Don Shelton, Carla Merey, Leon
Tyler, George Dockstader, Bill Welsh.
Edmund Cobb, Woody Lee, Judy Bamber.
Reviewed at Fox Theatre, Hollywood,
Calif., April 24, '57. Running time, 49
MINS.

The inherent thrills, chills and
spills of teenagers in their Soupedup hotrods supply enough action
to make "Dragstrip Girl” a‘betterthan-average programmer. Aimed
at the levi and leather jacket trade
—where it may find reception—
film is being packaged as a double¬
bill withv the not-so-much "Rock
AH Night.”
• Fay Spain essays the title role,
a blonde spitfire who digs boys and
hotrods. Providing the triangle are
Steve Terrell, a garage worker and
the hero; and John Ashley, rich,
egotistical. He’s the heavy, of
course. Prior to the "big dragstrip
race,” Ashley, racing through the
streets, hits and kills a man, and
sneaks off the scene. Wind-up finds
Terrell winning the race and Miss
Spain, and the law cuffing Ashley.
The Lou Rusoff story and screen¬
play neatly kneads into the yarn
topical racing ingredients, includ¬
ing the inevitable "chicken race.”
Edward L. Calm's direction wisely
concentrates on the action provided
by the script.
Miss Spain, a looker, also proves
her thespic capability here, while
Terrell and Ashley are good as the
male toppers.
. Samuel Z. Arkoff served as ex¬
ecutive producer of the Alex Gor¬
don production.
Neat'
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‘Party’ Rousing $15,000,
Del Soars; Tarty’
L.A. Tapers; ‘Spirit* Nice $27,000,
Denver; ‘Dolphin’ 11G, 2d
Cindy’ Solid 16G, ‘Dolphin UG, 2d
‘Dragstrip’ Light 65G, 13 Spots;
M Dull 11G, ‘Face* Big13G, 2d
Key City Grosses

. Denver, April 30.
"Bachelor Party” is the lone
newcomer this stanza, and socko at
Paramount. It will hold. At all
/
Detroit, April 30
other first-runs, pix are in second
Biz is booming at the downtown
weeks or/on longrun. Latter, of
ers this week. Weekend rock v
course, is "10 Commandmerxts”
roll at BroadWaY-Capitol boost*
still fancy in 11th round at Den¬
"Fury at Showdown” to a terrific
ham* Best secondrweeker is "Boy
Los Angeles, April 30Estimated Total Gross
total.
"Bachelor Party” shapes
on
Dolphin,”
very
strong
at
the
.
Post-holiday slump is on, with
great at Palms. "Around World in
Centre. "Spirit of St. Louis” also
This Week ...$2,723,100
80 Days” coptUrtteS. smash in lath
inost second-week pix tumbling
is good in second week at the
(Based on 22 cties and 245
week at the United Artists, "iq
sharply and with new entries also
Denver.
theatres, chiefty first runs, in¬
Commandments” is sock in 23d
Estimates for This Week
affected. Best new entrant is
Estimated Total Gross
cluding N. Y.)
week at Madison,. “Boy on D0h
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)—
Total Gross Same Week
"Spirit of St.’Louis,” good $27,000
This Week.$676,600
phin” looks solid in second stanza
"Boy on Dolphin” (20th) (2d wk).
(Based on 26 theatres)
Last Year.$2,389,800
at the Fox. “Cinderella” is g00d
In three locations.
Combo of
Good $11,000. Stays. Last week,
(Based on 23 cities and 238 - in second week at Michigan.
Last Year .$555,100
"Dragstrip Girl” and "Rock All
$21,000.
Estimates for This Week
theatres.)
(Based
on
24
theatres)
Denham
(Cockrill)
(1,428;
90Night” looms light $14,000 in three
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000;- 9Q,$2.20)—"10. Commandments” (Par)
houses plus $51,000 in two nabes
$1.25)—"Boy on Dolphin” (20th)
filth wk). Fancy $12,000. Holding. ‘
and eight ozoners.
and ."Affair in Retto” (Rep) (2d
Last week, $16,000.
. ~
Reissue "For Whom ifell Tolls”
wk). „&olid $17,000. Last week.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-$1.25)—
Shapes dull $11,000 in two sites.
$24,000.
*
"Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (2d wk).
"Great Man” lpoms only slim $7,Michigan (United Detroit) (*4,000’
Good $10,500. Last week, $22,500.
000. "Funny ; Face” is slipping to
90-$1.25)—"Cinderella” (BV) (re!
Enquire
(Fox)
(742;
70-90)—
a good $13,000 in second round at
issue) and "Dance With Me Henrv"
"Invitation To Dance” (M-G) (2d
Hollywood Paramount. "Boy On
(AA) (2d wk).\ Good $16,000. Last
wk). Good $2,800. Last week,
week ,$23,500.
Dolphin” is skidding to a slow $10,$3,000.
000 in second Chinese stanza.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25U
Orpheum
(RKO)
(2,600;
70-90)—
Louisville,
April
30.
Toronto, April 30.
"Bachelor Party” (UA) and "Big
"Around World in 80 Days” still
“Funny Face” (Par) and "Tension
Current week, heading for a Caper” (UA). Great $20,000. Last
Is near-capacity for 19th round
Only newcomer to major dglux- at Table Rock” (RKO) (2d wk).
week, "Tattered Dress” (U) and
after smash takings last week. ers is "Boy on a Dolphin,” big in
Fair $7,000. Last week, $15,000. high point Saturday (4) in running "Hell’s Crossroads” (Rep), $16,500
Both "10 Commandments,”, in 24th
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; of the Kentucky Derby, will see a
Madison (UD) Cl,900; $1.25-$2.75)
week, and "Cinerama Holiday,” in three houses. Easter holiday fort¬ 70-90)—"Bachelor
Party”
(UA)
and
crescendo
of
entertainment
events,
night, with youngsters temporarily
—"10 Commandments” (Par) (23d
77th frame, cpntinue fine.
out of school, has boosted, biz. Biz "Big Boodle” (UA). Socko $15,000 parades^ parties, etc. Film houses wk). Swell $18,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
or
close.
Stays
on.
Last
week,
"12
is also big for many second week
$24,000.
N
Downtown Paramount, Egyptian, pix'such as “Baby and Battleship,” Angry Men” (UA) and "Fury at • stack up with two new bills at the
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500'
Kentucky, "Tattered Dress,” fancy,
Wiltern (ABPT-UATC-SW) (3,300; a British import, rated solid in two Showdown” (UA)^ $9,000.
90-$l,25) — "Fury at Showdown’1
1,503; 2,344; 90-$l.80)—"Spirit St. houses. "FunnyJFace” shapes okay
and Loew’s With "12 Angry Men,” (UA) plus WXYZ disc jockey
Louis” (WB)., Good $27,000. Last in second stanza, as is "Spirit of
very -light. "Spirit of St .Louis” Mickey Shorr r&r stageshow week¬
week, D’t. Para, Wiltern with Hol¬ St. Louis.” "Cinderella” looms
holding smash at the Mary Ander- end only with $1.80 scale. Terrific
lywood, "Hellcats of Navy” (Col) good in first holdover round in
soik in second week.
"Heaven $30,000.
Last week, "Guns-of
and "Tall T” (Col), $24,100 plus four spots.
Knows, Mr. Allison” at Rialto is Fort Petticoat” (Col) and "Sha¬
$37,200 in eight drive-ins; Egyp¬
also solid, at Rialto.
dow on Window”y(Col), $14,000.
EstimatesTtor This Week
tian, "Zombies Mora Tau” (Col)
United' Artists
(UA) (1,668;
Estimates for This Week Carlton. Colony, Fairlawn (Rank)
and "Man Turned to Stone” (Col)
Brown (Fourth Ave.-UA) (1,000; $1.25-$3)—"Around World” (UA)
(2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$l)—"Boy on
(2d wk), $1,900.
$1.25-$2)-— "10 Commandments” (18th wk). Socko *$27,500. Last
Dplphin” (20th): Big $23,000. Last
State, New Fox,' Uptown (UATC- week, "Heaven Knows, Mr. Alli¬
(Par) (10th wk). Fair $4,500. Last week, $26,600.
FWC) (2,404; 765; 1,715; 90-$1.50) son” (20th) (4th wk), $16,000,
Adams (Balaban) <1,700; 90*
Philadelphia, April 30.
week, $6,000.
Woman” (M-G)
—“Dragstrip. Girl”
(AIP) and
Mid-summer
temperatures
over
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-85) $1.25)—"Designing
Century, Downtown, Glendale,
(4th
wk). Okay $9,000. Last week
"Rock All- Night” (AIP). Light
the past weekend Will slough* the —"Tattered Dress” (U). Fancy
$14,000. Last week, in different Midtown, Oakwood, Otfeon, Sear- entire list this stanza. Only a few $7,000 or near., Last week, "Funny $10,000.
boro, State (Taylor) (1,358; 1,054;
units.
Music Hall. • (SW-C i n e r a m a)
995; 1,089; 1,393; 755; 694; 698; 50- of the smaller houses had air-con¬ Face” (Par), $8,000.
(1,205; $1.50-$2.65)—"Seven Won¬
Orpheum, Hollywood (Metropol- 75)—"Tall T” (Col) and "Hold that ditioners working, which did not
Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000;
itan-FWC) (2,213; 756; «0-$1.25)— Hypnotist” (AA). Good $20,500. make patrons happy. "Brave One,” 50-85)—"12 Angry Men” (UA). ders” (Cinerama) (46th wk). Wham
"For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (re¬ Last week, "£ast of Badmen” (AA) lone newcomer, is subsiding quiet¬ Light $6,500. Last week, "Guns of $17,700. Last week, $24,100.
Krim (Krim) (1,000; '$1.25)—
issue) and "Feai^, Strikes Out” and "Great American Pastime” ly with next to nothing for .the Ft. Petticoat” XCol) and "Hellcats
"Great Man” (U) and "Deep Blue
huge Mastbaum. "Funny Face” is Of Navy” (Col), $4,200.
(Par). Dull $11,000 or near. Last (M-G), $17,000. ■'
Sea” 20th) 4th wk). Oke $3,500,
pacing the holdovers among the
week, Orpheum with Vogue, Up¬
Christie, Danforth, Humber, Hy¬ regular-scale pix, with a bright
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; Last week, $4,500.
town, Loyola, "Kronos” (20th) and land
(Rank) . (877; 1,330;, 1,203; third stanza at the Viking. Also 8541-25) — "Spirit of St. Louis”
"She-Devil” (20th), $18,100.
1,357; $1)—"Cinderella” (BV) (re¬ in third -rounds, "Heaven Knows, (WB) (2d wk). Still town leader,
Warner Downtown, Hawaii (SW- issue) (2d wk). Good $17,000. Last
Mr. Allison” shapes okay as does with host of visitors in town for
G&S) (1,757; 1,106; 80-$1.25)— week, $26,000.
the races upping night biz. Looks
"Cinderella.”
"Great Man” (U). . Slim $7,000.
smash $9,000 after first week's
Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede
Estimates for This Week
Last week, D'town with New Fox, (FP) (1,709; 1,486 ;1,385; 60-75)—
$17,000.
"Battle Hymn” (U) and "Kelly and "Funny Face” (Par) (2d wk). Dip¬
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Me” (U) (2d wk), $10,300 plus $27,- ping to okay $13,000. Last week, "Rainmaker”
(Par)
(7th wk). 50-85)—"Heaven Knows, Mr. Alli¬
700 in two nabes, four ozoners.
Parched $5,500. Last week, $7,000. son” (20th) (2d wk). Solid $8,500
$28,000.
San Francisco, April 30.
Boyd (SW - Cinerama)
(1,430; after firjst week’s $11,000.
El Hey (FWC) (861; 90-$l,50)—
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)—
.Unseasonably warm weather.Is'
"Tears for Simon” (Rep). Drab "Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (2d wk). $1.25-$2.60) — "Seven Wonders of
depressing the boxoffice here this
World” (Cinerama) (53d wk). Per¬
$1,000. Last week, "Private’s Pro¬ Oke $12,000. Last week. $17,500.
session although "Spirit of St.
ked to $8,000, nice. Last week,
gress” (DCA) (4th wk), $1,900.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)— $6,800.
Louis’' got away to a flying start
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) "Green Man” (IFD) (6th wk). Fine
and some longrunners still are in
Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80) —
(1,468; 90-$1.80)—"Funny Face” $4,000.' Last week, $4,500.
the chips. "Around World in 80
"Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison”
(Par) (2d wk). Still good at $13,000
Days” is rated powerful in 18th
(20th) (3d wk). Down to okay $13,Loew’s
(Loew)
(2,096;
60-$l)
—
if off sharply. Last week, $24,500.
session at Coronet, while “Seven
"10,000 Bedrooms” (M-G) (2d wk). 000. Last week, $18,000.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25-$2) Light $9,000. Last week, $13,000.
Wonders of World” looms great in
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65—"Boy On Dolphin” (20th) (2d wk).
\
Kansas
City,
April
30.
$1.35)—"Cinderella”
(BV)
(reissue)
23d stanza at Orpheum. "Boy On
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2)—"Ok¬ (3d wk). Good $11,000. Last week,
Off to $10,000. Last week, $17,800.
Biz is On a moderate kick this Dolphin”, is okay in second round
Los Angeles, Vogue, Rita, Loyola lahoma” (Magna) (53d wk). Fast $21,000.
at the Fox.
week.
"Cinderella”
in
moveover
is
(FWC) (2,097; 885; 1,330; 1,248; 90- $9,500. Last week. .$13,500.
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75- doing nicely in four Fox Midwest
Estimates for This Week
Towne Westwood (Taylor) (1,080; $1.25) (closed Sundays)—"Colditz* houses while "Spirit of St. Louis”
$1.50)—"Heaven Knows, Mr. AlliGolden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80-$l)
994; $1)—■-"Baby. and Battleship” Story” (Indie) (2d wk)."' Good is a strong newcomer at the Para¬
(Continued on page 14)
•"Girl
ih Kremlin” (U) and
(IFD) (3d wk). Big $8,000. Last $4,500., Last week, $3,000.
mount. "This Cpuld Be the Night” "Deadliest Sin” (AA). Lean $8,000.
week, $4,500 for Towne only-.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.50) at Midland is only fair. "10 Com¬ Last week, “Kror.os” (Indie) and
: University (FP) (1,536; $1.75- — "Brave One” (RKO-U). Sad mandments” stacking^ up endur¬ "She-Devil” (Indie), $16,000. *
$2.50)—“10 Commandments” (Par) $7,000. Last . week, "Dakota In¬ ance records at Roxy. "Cinerama
■Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)-r
(23d. wk). Off to $9,000. Last week, cident” (Rep) plus Rock 'n* Roll Holiday” looms big at the Missouri "Boy- On Dolphin” (20th) and
stageshow, $12,000 in 6 days.
$15,000.
in eighth. Weather has been on "Smiley” (20th) (2d wk). Good $10,Midtown
(Goldman)
(1,000;
$'2damp side.
Uptown (Loew) (2,098;. 75-$1.25)
000. Last week, $18,000.
Estimates for This Week
—"Brave One” (RKO-U) (2d wkh $2.75)—“Around World in 80 Days”
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)Dickinson, Glen, Shawnee Drive.* "Tarzan and Lost Safari” (M-G).
(Continued on page 14)
Nice $8,000. Last week, $12,000.
Cincinnati, April 30.
in, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson) Oke $l0,000"in 8 days. Last week,
"Spirit of St. Louis,” week’s
(750; 700; 1,100 cars, 900 cars; 75c "Designing Woman” (M-G) (3d wk),
only new bill, is tops on the down¬
person)—"Five Steps to Danger” $6,000 in 3 days.
(UA) and "Revolt Ft. Laramie”
town beam with a hefty Albee
Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25)(UA). Fair $6,000. Last week, "At¬ ■Spirit of St. Louis” (WB). Nice
gross. Holdovers 6f "Boy on Dol¬
tack Crab Monsters” (AA) and $17,000. Last week, "Funny Face
phin” at Palace arid "Cinderella”
"Not This Earth” (AA)r $10,000.
(Par) and "Ride High Iron” (Col)
at Keith’s are still winning strides.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 7540)— (2d,wit), $14,000.
"Seven Wonders” keeps rolling
"Great Man” (U) (2d wk). Nice
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-75*
-along sturdily in 47th frame at
$1,800. Last week, $2,200.
$2.75)—"10 Commandments” (Pan
Capitol.
Hot weather and first
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)— (10th wk). Okay $15,000. Last week,
Minneapolis, April 30.
Mild $3,800. Last week, "Voodoo
home stand of baseball season for
Could Be Night” (M-G) and $1.9,000.
‘
„ _
Despite "Spirit of St. Louis,”: Woman” (AIP) and "The Undead” "This
Cincy Reds are making a dent in
"Beyond^ Reasonable
Doubt”
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458,
"Boy on.Dolphin,”‘"River’s Edge” (AIP), $4,600. .
cinema biz.
(RKO)./
Fair
$7,000.
Last
week,
$1.75-$2.65),
—
"Seven
Wonders
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
$1.25-$2.25)and "Tarzan and Lost Safari” as
"12 Angry Men” (UA) and "Scan¬ (Cinerama) (23d wk). Great $21,000.
Estimates for This Week
newcomers, the Loop looks as* if "10 Commandments” (Par) (10th
Last week, $28,200.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— it's in for a comparatively tame wk). Going along satisfactoritly. dal, Inc.” „ (Rep), $5,000.
Missouri „ (SW-Cinerama) (1,194;
United Artists (No. Cohst) (1.20?!
Stout
$7,500.
Last
week,
$9,000.
"Spirit of St. Louis” (WB). Hefty week. However, nearly all fresh
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)— 90-$2)—"Cinerama Holiday” (Cine¬ 70-$l)—"Bachelor Party” (UA) and
$13,500. Last week, "Funny Face” entries
boast
some
boxoffice
rama)
(8th
wk).
Big
$11,000;
Holds.
"Iron
Sheriff” (UA) (2d wk). Off
"Boy
oh
Dolphin”
(20th).
Well(Par), $13,000.
strength. Because Lindbergh is a
Last week, same.
to $7,000 or near in 6 days. Last
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; Minnesotan by birth, "Spirit of St. liked picture hitting profitable
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— week, $12,000.
...
$10,000.
Last
week,
"Designing
$1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” Louis” was given an elaborate
"Spirit of St. Louis” (WB). Lofty
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1-2°'
Woman” (M-G) (2d wk), $7,000. *
(Cinerama) (47th wk). Regaining preem. It is good at Orpheum.
$9,000, and may stay. Last week, $1.50)t—"Great Man” (U) (6th wk)
RKO
Orpheum
(RKO)
(2,800;
to sturdy $14,000. Last week, $13,Warmer weather and daylight 75-90)—"Spirit of St. Louis” (WB). "Funny /Face” (Par) (2d wk), and "Light Touch” (U) (3d wk). Big
500.
savings hurt over weekend. In its Helped by great bally and Jimmy $6,000.
$2,100. Last week, $2,500. .
/
Grand (RKO) (1,400; $1.25-$2.25) 38th week, "Seven Wonders of Stewart’s cast presence. Good $10,Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)"T
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$2J—
—"10 Commandments” (Par) (19th the World” still tops the city. 000. Last week, "Cinderella” (BV) "10 Commandments” (Par) (11th "Street of Shame” (Iridie) (5th wk).
wk).
Exiting at $10,000 pace, Other holdovers are "10 Com¬ (reissue"), $11,000.
wk). Very durable at $8,000; Last Sock $3,200. Last week, $4.100.,,. ,
same as last week. Engagement mandments” in its 10th week, and
Clay ORosener) (400; $1)-— "!'
RKO Pah (RKO) (1,800; 75-00)— week, Easter holiday weekend
bert Schweitzer”. (Indie) (3d wk).
sets new house record for total "Funny Face” in third. "Boy on "Cinderella” (BV) (reissue) (m.o.). boosted gross to $9,000.
Dolphin” looks okay at Radio City. Here after a initial stanza at Or¬
take ,and length of run.
..
Tower, Uptbwn, Fairway, Gra¬ Big $4,200. Last week, $4,700.
Vogue (S.F. Thfe'atre) (364; $1.25'
Estimates for This Week
Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
pheum. Virile $5,000. Last Week, nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; • 2,043;
—"Silent
'World”
(Col)
(3dL
wk).
700;
1,217;
75-90)
—
"Cinderella”
"Cinderella” (BV) (2d wk).
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; "Delinquents” (UA) and "Hit and
(BV) (reissue) and "Smiley” (Indie) Smash $4,200.- Last week, $5,3W*
Sprightly $8,000. Last week, $14,- $1.75-$2.65> — “Seven Wonders of Run” (UA), $5,500.
Bridge (SchWarz) (396;
•
000, last-half fading and blamed on World”' (Cinerama) (38th wk).
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—"Riv¬ (m.o. after first week in Uptown
summer heat and home stand of Nearly always grabs week’s biggest er's Edge” (20th). Light $5,000, solo). Satisfactory $11,000. Last "Colditz Story” (DCA) (2d wk). 0«
to
$1,500;
Last
week,
$2,500.
,
weeTc,
Uptown
with
“Cinderella”
Cincy Reds.
Last
week,
"Fear
Strikes
Out”
gross. Showiiig terrific endurance.
California'
$12,000, best in months at house. - Coronet > (United
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)— Still big at, $12,000. Last week, (Par), $7>000.World (Mann) (400; 85-$L25)— Last week, Tower, Fairway, Gra¬ (1,250; $1.50-$3.75t> — “Arouiw
"Boy on Dolphin” (20th> (2d wk). $17,300,
World”
(UA)*
(18th
wk).
Powell1
Gopher (Berger) (1,000;. 85-90)— "Funny Face” (Par) (3d wk). Sock nada "Heaven Knows, Mr, Allison” $22,000. Last week, $30,000.
.Good $8,000* ifc 0 days after $14,•
"Tarzan anjd, Lost Safari” (M-G). $4,000 in 6 day*. Last week, $5,700, (20th) (2d wk), $12,000.
-000 bow.

Broadway Grosses

‘Dress* Smart 7G,
Lville; ‘Spirit’ 9G

‘Dolphin* Dandy
$23A Toronto

‘Face’ Bright 17G,
Philly;‘Brave 7G

‘Spirit’Bangup $17,000,
Frisco; ‘80 Days’ Wham
22G,‘Wonders’Huge 21G

K. C. Off; ‘Spirit’ Stout
$9,000,‘Cindy’ Okay 11G,
‘Night’ Fairish $7,000

‘Spirit’ Rousing $13,500,
Cincy; ‘Dolphin’ Fancy
8G,‘Wonders’14G, 47th

‘Spirit* Hep$10,000, Mpk; ‘Dolphin’
ICG, ‘Wonders’ Great 12G, 38th

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

Wednesday, May 1, 1957

‘80 Days’Boff $12,500,
Seattle; ‘Holiday’ 13G

Chi Dips; 'Strange Moderate $12,000,
"Shrinking’ Sturdy 15G, ‘Face 20G,
BathHO.; ‘80 Days’ Wow 28G, 4th
Chicago, April 30'. 4Film biz here is passing the crest
of the post-Easter surge with hold¬
overs dominating; most Chicago
crreens. Major entry this week is
‘‘Strange Ont* at the State-Lake,
but it’s mild. $12,000. “For Whom
Bell Tolls" is being reissued at
Esquire for a very good $9,500.
‘‘Edge Of City" at Woods is solid .
while “Spirit of St. Louis" at Chi¬
cago looks modest in second ses¬
sions. “Shrinking Man" with “Last
of Badmen” marks up a sec¬
ond powerful frame at ROosevelt.
‘Tear Strikes Out" at Garrick

Estimates Ate Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported* herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing • percentage,. hence, the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however; as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.
‘ •
^

,

looks sadr
.
s
“Funny Face" shapes sock in
third week
at United Artists, i
“Cinderella" at Loop is still fancy
in fourth week. Fourth frame
for “Around World in 80 Days
shapes capacity with four extra
matinees swelling total,
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison
winds up with six. frames at the
Oriental to be followed tomorrow
(Wed.) by “Boy on Dolphin.”

‘Face’ Slick 15G,
StL;‘10Cs’16G

Seattle, April 30.
Town is loaded with holdovers
this round, and biz reflects lack of
new product. One of few new en-.
trants, “Oklahoman," looms slow
at Orpheum. “Cinerama Holiday"
is great in third Paramount week
while “Around World in 80 Days"
looms smash in second session at
the Blue Mouse. “Funny Face”
and “Spirit of- St.^Louis” are okay
in second weeks while “Boy on
Dolphin" looks nice in second at
Coliseum.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800;
$1.50-$2.50) — “Around World"
(UA) (2d wk). Great $12,500. Last
week, $13,400.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90$1.25)—“Boy on Dolphin" (20th)
and “Storm Rider" (20th) (2d wk).
Big $8,000. Last week, $11,700.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1.50-$2.30)—“10 Commandments"
(Par) (10th wk). Good $8,000 in
closing week. Last week, $9,300.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—“Funny Face" (Par)> (2d
wk). . Okay $5,000, Last week,
$6,700.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25)—“Spirit of St. Louis" (WB)
(2d wk). Oke $6,500. Last week,
$8,700.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1.25) — “Oklahoman" (AA) and
“Strange Intruder" (AA).
Slow
$6,000. Last week, “12 Angry Men".
(UA) and “Gun Man Down"' (UA),
$4,800.
Paramount (SW) U.282; $1.20$2.65) — “Cinerama Holiday" (In¬
die) (3d wk). Great $13,000 or near.
Last week, $13,600.

With few new bills and postEaster holiday week influences
, starting to be felt by all theatres
tfn Monday (29), Broadway deluxers
are mostly off from their boom
takes of the last session. Firstruns had the benefit of many outof-town visitors up until early
Sunday (28) afternoon. But after
about 3 p.m., business sagged at
many houses while Monday saw
the boxoffice on the skids. Exhibi¬
tors had to contend with ideal
summer weather over the past
weekend, it being one of few
summerlike two-day periods.
Still champ albeit off like all
others,-but from its record of the
previous week, “Funny Face" with
annual Easter stageshow is heading
for another-great take at the Music
Hall. In its fifth week, this combo
looks to hit $175,000 in session
wiuding up today (Wed.). Now will
hold two weeks longer. “Boy On Dolphin" with Louis
Armstrong combo heading the
stageshow like so many others is
down sharply in second week at
the Roxy with a big $73,000 in
prospect for stanza ending tomor¬
row (Thurs.). “Fury at Showdown,"
boosted by Rock-’n’-Roll stageshow,
wound its 10-day .run at the State
with a lusty $85,000, albeit con¬
siderably below hopes.
Best showing by a straight-film
aside from hard-ticket pix is being
made by “Bachelor Party," which
climbed’ to' a sock $27,000 in its
third stanza at the Victoria, top¬
ping previous week. “Abandon
Ship" was only fair $23,000 at the
Paramount in initial holdover
round. “Buster Keaton Story" is
sliding to a light $7,000, or there¬
Indianapolis, April 30.
abouts in second week at the MayAlmost daily spring showers and fair, and is coming out Friday.
unseasonably hot weather have
“Strange One” is heading for an
dampened biz at first-runs here okay $12,000 or less in third round
this stanza, with results spotty. at the Astor. “12 Angry Men" is
However, “Spirit'* of St. Louis" very sluggish in third week of six
opened big at Indiana to lead city. days at the Capitol and is being
“10 Commandments has settled to replaced by “The Little Hut” on
extent that early weekday matinees Friday (3). “Living Idol" supplants
have been dropped in 13th week at “Tarzan and Lost Safari" at the
Lyric, but its’ still solid. “Boy On Globe on the same day. “Tarzan"
Dolphin" in second week at Circle looks fair $7,000 in current (3d)
looms okay. “Zombies of Mora frame.
Tau” at Loevv’s shapes mild.
“Seven Wonders of World," no\v
Estimates for This Week
in its 56th session at the Warner,
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60- soared to wham $52,600 in 55th
90)—“Boy on Dolphin". (20th) and week, way ahead of preceding
“Storm Rider" (20th) (2d wk). round. “Around World in 80 Days”
Okay $6,500 after strong $11,000 hit a capacity $53„700 in 28th stanza
opener.
at the Rivoli. “10VCommandments"
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-$1.25)— looks, to land a great $50,000 in
“Spirit of St. Louis" (WB). Sock current (25th) stanza at the Crite¬
$14,000; will hold. Last ^eek* rion.
“Cinderella" (BV) (reissue) and
Estimates for This Week
“Yaqui Drums’; (AA) (2d wk),
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
$9,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85) — “Strange One” (Col) (3d wk). Cur¬
“Zombies of Mora Tau"* (Col) and rent round finishing tomorrow
“Man Turned To Stone) (Col). Mild (Thurs.) is heading for okay $12,$5,500. Last week, “12 Angry Men" 000. Second week was $16,000.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
(UA) and “Running Target" (UA),
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Nana" (Times)
$4,500.
Lyric (C-D) (900; $1.25-$2.20) — (3d wk). This t part weekend of
“10 Commandments" (Par) (13th three days held at $7,200. Second
wk). Solid $11,000. Last week, week was great $17,800. ■
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25$12,500.
$1.80) — “Carnival In Flanders”
(Indie) (reissue) (2d wk). First
stanza ended Saturday (27) was big

St. Louis, April 30.
End of 14 days of intermittent
rain
Monday
(29) points up im¬
r
Iproved biz at mainstem houses
here
in
current
session. “12 Angry
1
IMen" looks fairly good in 10-day
rrun at Loew’S. “Funny Face" got
rneat take in its week at the huge
IFox, and now moves to’the Mis¬
ssouri. “10 Commandments" looms
1lusty in 10th session at the St.
ILouis. “Cinderella" still is nice in
tthird round at Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW-Cinerama) (1,a
400;
$1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Wonders
\of World”. (Cinerama) (54th wk).
J;
1Nice $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 75-90)—
“Halliday Brand" (UA) and “Run¬
ining Target” (UA). Mild $4,000.
1Last week, “Bundle of Joy" (RKOXU) (3d wk), same. “
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 75-90)—
«“Bold One” (U) and “Night Falls”
((Cal). Opened today (Tues.). Last
week, “Funny Face" (Par) and
*“Tall T” (Col), neat $15,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85)—
,“12 Angry Men" (UA) and “Five
;Steps to Danger" (UA),wGood $10,*500 in 10 days.'
Missouri (Arthur) (3,500 50-95)—
‘“Funny Face" (Par) and “Tall T”
((Col) (m.o.). Opened today (Tues.).
]Last week, “Heaven Knows, Mr.
Allison"* (20th) and “Spoilers, of
;The Forest" (Rep), fair $5,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)—
4“Cinderella" (BV) (reissue) and
“Thunder Over Arizona” (Rep) (3d
wk). Good $7,500 following $8,000
in second. .
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
75-90) — “The Sorceress" (Indie).
Oke $2,000. Last week, “Inside
Girl’s Dormitory" (Indie) and “One
Step To Eternity" (Indie), $3,500.
Boston, April 30.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
Holdovers dominate with only ,65-90)—“Papa, Mama, Maid" (In¬
one new entry this frame, “Hell- ,die)., Fast $3,000. Last week,
cats of Navy," rated good, at the <“Great Man" (U), $1,000.
Pilgrim. “Around World In 8p
(Arthur) (4,000; $1.25Days" leads town at Saxon in sec- ’$2)St.—Louis
“10 Commandments" (Par)
°nd week. “Bachelor Party" hit ’(10th wk).
Lusty
$16,000. following
new house record opening round at ,
the Kenmore. “Spirit of St. Louis" '$20,000 in ninth.
Shady
Oak
(800;
75-90)—“Papa,
Is major disappointment at Met in
Baltimore, April 30.
second. “Funny Face" is winning jMama, Maid" (Indie). Hot $3,500.
Last
week,
“Great
Man"
(4tji wk),
m combo at Paramount and Fen- •
Warmer weather and usual postway jn second week. “Designing -$2,000.
Easter letdown at downtown houses
Woman” at the State and Orpheum
is making biz spotty. The Play¬
was socko. “Boy *On Dolphin" ,
house, with “12 Angry Men," is
looms fancy in second at Memo¬
doing stronger business in second
rial. ‘Seven Wonders of World"
stanza than in first. The major dis¬
S f.ast in its 36th round at the
Boston.
appointment here is “Spirit of St.
Louis" at Stanley which may hay.e
Estimates for This Week
Washington, April 30.
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75)
Biz isrgenerally on downbeat this been hurt by mixed reviews by crix,
"7 /P Commandments" (Par) (24th week, with little new product to.: Champion longrims are “10 Com¬
2' Fine $17,000: Last • week, provide a boost. Mainstem new¬ mahdments’’ at the New and
comers are limited to “Bed of “Around World in 80 Days" at
Hil1 (Beacon Hill) (678;; Grass," Italian import, and “Guns Film Centre.
D°-$l 25)—“Lady Chatterley’s Lov- at Fort Petticoat.” Former is
Estimates for This Week
,«r (Indie) (6th wk). Oke $5,000. ;strong at arty Plaza. “Spirit of St.
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50Last week, $6,000
Louis" shapes okay for two spots $1.25)—“Cinderella” (BV) (reissue)
(SW-Cinerama) (1,354; in second round. “Boy on Dolphin" (2d wk). Nice $7,500 after $18,000
$1.25-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders" is big in second Capitol week. in first.
(Cinerama) (36th wk). Good $18,- “Around -World in 80 Days" and
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50000. Last week, $22,000.
“Seven Wonders of World" both
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)— ,are great, “Cinderella" is rated fine $1,25)—“Gold of Naples" (DCA)
(2d wk). Very goi>d $4,100 after
Wee Qeordie" (Indie) (8th wk). in second' Keith’s round. .
$3,500 opener.
seventh week ended Saturday (27)
Estimates for This Week
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;
was oke $3,000.
Ambassador (SW) • (1,490; 90World”
. Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)— $1.25)—“Spirit of St. Louis" (WB) $1.50-$2.»50) — “Around
rnlx?-n? ^ace” (Par) and “Footsteps (2d wk). Fair $6,500. Last week, (UA) (19th wk). Still great at $12,000 after $12,500 last week.
Jn Night” (AA) (2d wk). Good $5,- $9,000.
500. Last week, $8,000.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25)
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50..Kenmore (Indie) (700;85-$1.25)— —“Boy on Dolphin" (20th) (2d wk). $1.25)—“Brave One" (RKO-U) (2d
Bachelor Party" (UA} (2d ' wk). Big $16,000. Stays on. • Last week, wk). Disappointing $2,300 after
Just week ended Friday (26) was $25,500.
$3,500 opener*
record at terrific $17,000. .
. Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; 90Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
. Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 80-90)— $1.25)—“Spirit of St. Louis" (WB) 50-$1.25) — “Designing Woman"
pf oy On Dolphin" (20th) (2d wk). (2d wk). Lofty $12,000. L&st week, (M-G) (2d wk). Good $8,500 after
^ $16-000. Last week, $20,000. $15,700.
$12,000 opener.
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)—
. J roDolitin (NET) (4,357; 90Mayfair (Hicks) (930; 50-$1.25)—
foV5'^“Spirit of St, Louis" (WB) “Guns at Fort Petticoat" (Col).
d wl-) off to disappointing $12,- Pleasing $8,000. Last week, eight “Battle Hymn" (U) (4th wk). HoldLQojtf fowM* W J¥Ke 14)
h
-an
(C.ontinued.
ort
page
iL43
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“Seven - Wonders" at Palace is
looking up again in.its 19th frame,
“10 Commandments" is maintaining a good tempo for 23d round
at McVickers.
“Marcelino" .at
the Ziegfeld is running as good as
new in 10th frame.
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (480;
95)_Subsequent-run.
Last week,
“Colditz Story" (DCA), $2,000. ‘
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.50)
-“Spirit of St. Louis" (WB) (2d
wk). So-so $20,000. Last week,
$28,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) ‘ (1,400;
$1.25) — “For Whom Bell Tolls"
(Par) (reissue). Good $9,500. Last
week, subsequent-run. •
•
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)—
“Fear Strikes Out" (Par) (2d wk).
Sluggish $7,000. Last’week, $9,800.
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25)—
“Gun for Coward" (U) and “Night
Runner" (U) (2d wk). Okay $4,000.
Last week, $6,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
“Cinderella" (BV) (reissue) (4th
wk). Fancy $15,000. Last week,
$17,000.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3.30)—“10 Commahdments" (Par)
23d wk). Smash $31,000. Last
week, $28,500.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000: 67-87)—
“Angel of Darkness" (Globe) and
“Scandal Inc." (Rep) (2d wk). Fair
$4,600. Last week, $7,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50)
—“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison"
(Continued on page 14)

B’way: Only ‘Face’ Wow 175G, ‘Party’
Big $27,000 Beat Post-Holiday Lull;
‘Boy’ 73G, ‘Fury’-Vaude 85G, ‘Ship’ 23G

‘Spirit’Stalwart
$14,000 in Indpls.

‘Designing’ Lively 29G,‘ 1
Hub; ‘80 Days’ Capacity '
28G,‘Party’Record 17G ;

H.0.S BOP BALTO BIZ
BUT ‘80 DAYS' BIG 12G

‘DOLPHIN’ STOUT 16G,
WASH.;‘80 DAYS’25G

$6,000.

“Young Stranger" (RKO-U) (4th
wk). Third frame ended Sunday
(28) held with sturdy $7,500. Sec¬
ond was $10,500. “John and Julie"
(DCA) opens May 6.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79$1.80) —■ “Buster Keaton Story’*
(Par) (2d-final wk). Current ses¬
sion ending Friday (3) looks like
light $7,000. First was only $12,000. “Dragoon Wells Massacre"
(AA) opens Saturday (4).
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$1.80)—“If All the Guys" tBV) (2d
wk). First week concluded Sunday
(5) hit fair $5,000. In ahead, “Cin¬
derella’’, (BV) (reissue) (9th wk-4
days), $4,000 to wind an linusually
big longrun for an oldie. “For;
Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (reissue)
opens here next week.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $1$2)—“Abandon Ship" (Col) (3dfinal wk). Second week ended last
night (Tues.) was fair $23,000 or
close. First was $31,000. “Way To
the Gold" (20th) is due in next.
Paris (Pathe. Cinema) (568; 90$1.80)—“Gold of Naples" (DCA)
(12th wk). The 11th stanza com¬
pleted Sunday (28) was big $9,500,
The 10th week was $9,200.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.85)—“Funny
Face" (Par) with Easter stageshow
(5th wk). Current session winding
up today (Wed.) including about
half of Easter week looks to reach
wow $175,000. Fourth week was
record $214,777, beating old! mark
of $210,038 registered by “Teahouse
of August Moon” (M-G) in New
Year’s week ended last Jan. 2.
Current show had no holiday scales
sud? as on “Moon.” “Face" holds
a sixth, and “Designing Woman"
(M-G) is not due until May 16.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; '$1.25-$3.50)
—“Around World” (UA) (29th
wk). The 28th round ended last
night (Tues.) was'capacity $53,700
for 16 shows. The 27th .week was
likewise capacity at $57,300 for 17
performances. Stays. on indef.
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—•
“Lust For Life" (M-G) (33d' wk).
The'32d stanza ended Monday (29)
held with smash $9,000. The 31st
week was $9,500. Stqys. on. '
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25$2.50)—“Boy on Dolphin" (20th)
with Louis.Armstrong comibo head¬
ing stageshow (2d wk). Current
session finishing tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks like big $73,000 or close.'
First week hit $132,000. Stays third
round plus five days, according to
present plans. “Desk Set" (20th)
is due in next.
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
“Ride Back" (UA). Opened Mon¬
day (29). In ahead, “Fury at Show¬
down" (UA) with Rock *n’ Roll
vaude show onstage, hit lusty $85,000 in 10 days. 3
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-&1.75)—
“Reach For Bky" (U); Opened
yesterday (Tues.). In ahead,-“Great
Man" (U) (17th wk-6 days), fair
$4,700 after $6,000 for 16th full
week, and to wind a very nice run.
One benefit showing and one invitatipnal preview of “Sky" . was
held Monday (29).
Trans-Lux 5M St. (T-L) (540; $1$1.50) — “La Strada" (T-L) (42d
(Continued on page 14)

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
—“12 Angry Men" (UA) (3d-final
wjk). Current session winding to¬
morrow (Thurs.) looks to reach
mild $13,000 or near in 6 days.
Second was $25,000. “The Little
Hut” (M-G) opens Friday (3).
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80$3.30)—y10 Commandments” (Par)
(25th wk). This session ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit great
$50,000 for 15 shows. The 24th
week, for 20 shows, was $67,2Qp, Providence, April 30.
way over expectancy. The current
*‘10 Commandments" in second
week had three capacity days Strand round is again topper with
through last Sunday (28).
terrific take.
State’s “Designing
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) Woman" is rated good. RKO Al—“Lost Continent" (Lopert) (8th bee’s second session of “Cinder*
wk). Seventh week ended Sunday ella" looms hotsy. “Spirit of St.
(28) was big $9,500. Sixth was Louis" shapes as top newcomer,
with solid session at Majestic.
$10,100*
Estimates for This Week
Fifth Avenue Cinema (R&B)
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80) —
.(249; 95-$1.50) — “Naked Eye"
(Film Reps) (2d wk). Initial ses¬ '“Cinderella" (BV) (reissue) (2d
sion completed Saturday night (27) wk). Hot $10,000. First week,
soared to $7,300, alltime high for $14,000.
Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80)—
30-year operation of house. Got in
six shows daily to make this phe¬ “Spirit of St. Louis" (WB). Solid
$10,000. Last week, “Boy on Dol¬
nomenal figure possible.
55th ,St. Playhouse (E-F) <300; phin" (20th) and “Pearls of Pacific’*
v .
$1.25-$1.50)—“On the Bowery” (In- (20th), same.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)—“De¬
ie) (7th wk). Sixth round ended
Sunday (28) was fair $2,500 after signing Woman" (M-G) and “Affair
$3,000 for fifth. “Winner’s Circle" In Reno” (UA). Good $13,000. Last
week “Tarzan and Lost Safari"
(J£nus) opens Saturday (4).
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) (M-GL and “Spoilers of Forest”
—“Tarzan and Lost Safari" (M-G) (Repf $10,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; $1.50(3d-final wk). This frame ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like fair $2) — “10 Commandments" (Par)
$7,000 for eight days. “Living (2d wk). Still strong at $20,000.
Idol" (M-G) opens Friday (3). Sec¬ First session surprised by holdinf
steady throughout week for aocl
ond week was $11,000.
;*
4
Guild (Guild) (450;J $1^1.75’)^- $22,000;

‘Spirit’ High $10,000 In
Proy.; ‘Woman’ Good 13G,
‘IOC’s’Smash 20G, 2d

10
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Hollywood Production Pulse
ALLIED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year......... 6
This Date, Last Year.10
"NO PLACE TO DIE"
(CB Pictures)
Prod.—Carl K. Hittleman
Dir.—Sidney Franklin Jr.
Sterling Hayden, Pamela Duncan, Mary
• Beth Hughes
. (Started April 25)

COLUMBIA
I Starts, This Year....10
This Date, Last Year.......6
"THE LONG HAUL"
(Marksman Films)
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Maxwell Setton
Dir:—Ken Hughes
' Victor Mature, Diana Dors, Peter Rey¬
nolds, Patrick .Allen, Liam Redmond,
■Gene Anderson
.. (Started Feb. 18)
"BITTER VICTORY"
(Transcontinental Films)
(Shooting in Nice, France)
Prod.—Paul Graetz
Dir,—Nicholas Ray
Richard. Burton, Kurd Jergens, Ray¬
mond Pellegrm,. Sean Kelly, Chris¬
topher Lee, Andrew Crawford, Sumnet Williams, Ronan O’Casey, Nigel
Green, Harry Landis, Fred Matter
. (Started Feb., 18)
"OPERATION MAD BALL"
Prod.—Jed Harris
Dir.—Richard Quine
Jack Lemmon, Kathryn Grant, Mickey
oo'ney,
Arthur
O’Connell, . Ernie
ovacs, Dick York, William Hickey,
Mary LaRoche, L. Q. Jones, Roger
Smith,
James
Darren,
Sheridan
Coraerate,
Eddie
Ryder,
William
Pierson, Paul Picerni, Frarik Moore
Four, Dick Crockett, Joey Forman,
Werner
Reichold,
Hans
Cervinka,
Albert Godderis
(Started March 25)
"HIGH FLIGHT"
(Warwick Production)
(Shooting in England)
Prods.—Irving Allen, A. R. Broccoli
Dir.—John Gilling
Ray Milland, Sean Kelly, Anthony Newley,
Kenneth
Fortescue,
Kenneth
Haight
(Started April 2)
"PAL JOEY"
(Essex-Sidney Productions)
(Shooting in San Francisco) Pro.—Fred Kohlmar- •
Dir.—George Sidney
Rita Haywbrth, Frank Sinatra, Kim
Novak, Bobby Sherwood, Hank Henry,
Verna Felton, Barbara Nichols, Bek'
Nelson, Ellie Kent, Mara McAfee,
Betty Vitti, Tol-Avery, Everett Glass,
Barry. Bernard, Robin Morse, Bob
Anderson, Syd Chatton, Eddie Bartell
(Started April IS)
_-

g

WALT DISNEY
Starts, This Year. 1
This Date, Last Year...... 7
"OLD YELLER"
(Buena Vista Release) »
Prod.—Walt Disney
Dir.'—Robert Stevenson
,
Dorothy McGuire, Fess Parker, Jeff
York, Tommy'Kirk, Kevin Corcoran
(Started Jan. 28)

METRO
[ Starts, This Year. 6
This Date, Last Year:.70
"LES GIRLS"
Prod.i—Sol C. Siegel
Dir.—George Cukor
Gene Kelly, Mitzi Gaynor, Kay Kendall,
Taina Elg, Jacques Bergerac, Leslie
Phillips
(Started Jan. 3)
"UNTIL THEY SAIL"
Prod.—Charles Schnee
Dir.—Robert Wise
Jean Simmons, Joan Fontaine, Paul
Newman, Piper Laurie, Sandra Dee
(Started March 14)
"CAPTAIN DREYFUS"
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Sam Zimbalist
Dir.-^ose Ferrer
'
Jose' Ferrer,
Vlvecd
yndfors,
Leo
Gwenn,.Emlyn Williams. David Farrer, Anton Walbrook,. Donald Wolfit
(Started March 27)

PARAMOUNT
Starts,This Year. 6
This Date, Last Year..7
"SAD SACK'V
Prod.—Hal Wallis
Dir.—George. Marshall
Jerry Lewis, Phyllis Kirk, David Wayne,
Joe
Mantell,
Liliane- Montevecchl,
Peter .Lorre, Gene Evans
(Started March 18) .
"TEACHER'S PET"
Prod.—William Perlberg
Dir.—George Seaton
Clark Gable, Doris Day, Gig Young,
Mamie Van Doren, • Vivian Nathan,
Nick Adams, Marion Ross
(StaYted April 17)

20th CENTURY-FOX
[ Starts, This Year.
.15
This Date, Last Year.7
"THE! SUN ALSO RISES"
(Shooting in Mexico)
Prod.—Darryl F. Zanuck
Dir.—Henry King
Ava Gardner, Tyrone Power, Mel Fer« rer, - Errol Flynn, Eddie Albert, Rob¬
ert Evans
(Started March 18)
"WILL SUCCESS SPOIL ROCK HUNTER?"
Prod.-Dir.—Frank Tashlin
Jayne Mansfield, Tony Randall, Betsy
Drake, Joan Blondell, John William*
Llli Gentle. Rachel Stephens, Henry
Jones, Mickey Hargitay, Patricia Pow¬
ell, Ann McCrea, Lida Piazza, Judy
Busbh
(Started March 19)
"A FAREWELL TO ARMS"
(Shooting in Italy)
Prod.—David O. Selznick

Dir.—Charles Vidor
Jennifer Jones, Rock Hudson, Vittorio
de Sica, Kurt Kasznar, Alberto Sordi
(Started March '25)
'DOWN PAYMENT"
Prod.—Jerry Wald
Dir.—Martin Rltt
Jeffrey Hunter, Sheree North, Joanne
Woodward, Barbara. Rush, Cameron
Mitchell,
Tony
Randall,
Patricia
Owens, Pat Hingle, Charles Herbert
(Started April 15)
'KISS THEM FOR ME"
Prod.—Jerry Wald
Dir.—Stanley Donen
Cary. Grant, Jayne Mansfield,
Suzy
Parker, Larry Blyden
(Started April 29)
'STOPOVER TOKYO"
Prod,—Walter Reisch
Dir.—Richard Breen
Robert Wagner, Edmond O’Brien, Ken
Scott, Larry Keating
(Started April 29)
'PEYTON PLACE"
Pr&d.—Jerry Wald
Dir.—Mark Robson
Lana Turner, Lloyd Nolan, Lee Philips
(Started April 29)

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year,.70
This Date, Last Year. ..... 9
’.THE MAN WHO. ROCKED THE BOAT"
Prod.—Albert Zugsmith
Dir.—Arnold Laven
—7
Richard
Egan, »Jan
Sterling,
Julie
Adams,
Charles
McGraw,
Walter
Matthau, Dan Duryea, Sam Levene,
Mickey- 'Shaiighnessy, Mickey Hargi¬
tay, Harry Believer
(Started April 15)
'THE LADY TAKES A FLYER"
Prod.—William AUand
Dir.—Jack Arnold
Lana Turner, Jeff Chandler, Richard
Denning, Andra Martin
(Started April 15)

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year.... ..7
This Date, Last. Year...... 4
'DARBY'S RANGERS"
Prod.—Martin Rackin
Dir—William A. Wellman
Chirlton Heston, Etchika Choureau,
James Garner, Jack Warden, Dennis
Hopper, Murray Hamilton, Joanna
Barnes, Venetia Stevenson, Reginald
Owen, Frieda Inescort
(Started April 22)

INDEPENDENT
Starts, This Year.45
This Date, Last Year.27
'THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI"
(Columbia Release)
(Horizon-American Prods.)
(Shooting in Ceylon)
Prod.—Sam Spiegel
Dir.—David Lean
William Holden, Alec Guinness, Jack
Hawkins, Sessue Hayakawa, James
Donald, John Boxei
(Started Oct. 1)
"THIS BITTER EARTH"
(Dino De Laurentiis Productions)
(For Columbia Release)
(Shooting*in Rome) .
Prod.—Dino De Laurentiis
Dir,—Rene Clement
Silvana Mangano, Richard Conte, An¬
thony Perkins, Jo Van Fleet, AJida
Valli, Nehemiah Perjsoff, Ruth Storey
(Started Jan. 7)
the QUIET AMERICAN"
(Figaro Production)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Saigon)
Prod.-Dir.—Joseph L. Mahkiewlcz
Audie
Murphy,
Michael
Redgrave,
Claude Daukhin, Glorgia Moll, Bruce
Cabot, Richard Loo, Fred Sadoff,
Peter Trent, Frank Colson
(Started Jan. 21)
"THE DREAM MACHINE"
(Amalgamated Productionls)
(Shooting in London)
Prods.—Richard Gordon, Charles Vet¬
ter, Jr.
Dir—Montgomery Tully
Rod Cameron, . Mary Murphy, Peter
Tiling
(Started March 18)
PATHS OF GLORY"
(Bryna Productions!
■ >
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Germany)
Prod.—James B. Harris
Dir.—Stanley Kubrick
Kirk Douglas, Ralph Meeker, Adolph
Menjou, George Macready, Wayne
Morris, Richard Anderson, Timothy
Carey
(Started March 18)
"TIME LIMIT"
~
(Heath Productions)
(For UA' Release)
Exec. Prod—Richard Widmalk
Pro.—William Reynolds
Dir—Karl Malden
Richard Widmark, Richard Basehart,
D.oferes Michaels, June Lockhart, Rip
Torn, Martin Balsam, Carl Benton
Reid
(Started April 3)
"WOMAN WITH A WHIP"
(Globe Enterprises)
(For „20th-F v Release)
■Prod.-Dir.— S amuel Fuller
1 Barbara
Stanwyck,
Barry
Sullivan,
Dean Jagger, John Ericson, Gene
Barry, Robert
Dix. Ziva-Ro-Dann,
Gerald Milton, Paul Dubov, Hank
Worden, Jack. Carroll, Eve Brent,
Sandra
Wirth,
Chuck
Roberson,
Chuck Hayward
(Started April 15)
"PARIS HOLIDAY"
(Tolda Productions)
.
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Paris)
Dir.—Gerd Oswald
Bob Hope, Fernandel, Anita Ekberg
Martha Hycr
(Started April 15)
"WHEN HELL BROKE LOOSE"
(Dolw.orth Productions)
(Motion Picture Center)
Exec. Prod.—Paul P. Schrelbman
- Prod.—Sol Dolgin
Dir.—Kenneth G. Crane
Charles Bronson, Richard Jaeckel, Vio¬
letta Renslng
(Started April 26)
"KILLER ON TH£ WALL"
(Maxim Productions for-UA Release)
Prods.—Albert Bahdi Louis Garfinkle
Dir.—Albert Band
Richard. Boone
(Started April 29)
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JACQUES FLAUD HAILS
FRANCO-JAP‘ROMANCE’

For Week Ending Tuesday (30)
By DAVID M. JAMPEL
Tokyo, April 30.
N. Y, Stock Exchange
In recent years the sympathies
1957
of the Japanese people seem to
Net
High Low
Weekly Vol, Weekly Weekly Tues.
have fallen in step with those of
Change
France. The appeal of French lit¬
High
lnlOOs
Low ~ Close for 2 wks,
erature, music, fashions and mo¬
247/8 203/8. Am Br-Par Th 208
24
23
23%
+ %
tion pictures here has annexed
357/8 29% CBS “A”
131
.35%
33
34
— 34
Japan as a cultural colony of
35% 29% CBS “B” .... 75
323%
34%
33% ‘
1/4
France. .
.
*■ '
173%
18% 17
Col Pix-. 15
173%
17%
+ %
• The signs of this affinity' were
153%
16Vs 133% Decca .. 166
16%
IBVi
+
%
strengthened by the comments of
96% 813% Eastman Kdk, 121
923%.
96%
95 %
+ %
visiting Jacques Flaud, general
4%
3% EMI ..
37%
37%.
74
4
— Vs
manager , of the semi-governmental
9
7% List Ind. .... 97
8%
8%
7%
' + %
National'.Alter’;df Frenbh Films.
18% Loew’s . 189
22
183%
183%
19%
— %
After establishing the fact that ' 9Vs
8
Nat. Thea. .. 142
8%
8%
8%
+ Vs
Japan is the best market for
36
28% Paramount .. 61
34%
83%
33%
'
—
Va
French motion pictures outside of
18% 14% Philco ...... 112
16%
17
i7%
+ Va
Europe (with Canada and Mexico
37% 31% RCA . 232
36%
37%
.36%
— 7/a
following), Flaud Said that he was
7%
5% Republic .... 267
6%
7%
7%
+ %
told of the Franco-Japanese ro¬
13% 11% Rep., pfd. ,.. 15
12%
13%
12%
+ Va
mance immediately after his ar¬
17% 14% Stanley War. 63
163%
15.%. . — Va
15%
rival.
29% 25% Storer . 66
27%
27%
29%
—1%
He said he was told that Japa¬ ' 27% 22% 20th-Fox .... 192
253%
27%
27
56
nese always have had a feeling for
253/a 22
Univ. Pix ...
243%
25
9
25
a European country. First it was
69
71%
Univ., pfd. ..1*160
687%
69%
69
Great Britain, then Germany and
287/s 22% Warner Bros.. 50
24%
23%
24%
+ %
now France..
121% 91% Zenith . 67
110%
116%
110%
—2V4
Unlike the U. S. where French
pictures are almost always rele¬
American Stock Exchange
gated to the art houses, French
3%* Allied Artists 45
• 4%
3%
3%
3%
+ %
films play first-runs and regular
83% Ail’d Art., pfd
11
83%.
83%
83%
2
— 3A
"Circuits in Japan.
. 453% 32% Assa. Artists. 21
43%
41%
41%
—2
Continuing to probe for an ex¬
1% 13/16 C & C Super. 469
1 '
%
7%
-f 1/16
planation, Flaud said that filmiza6% • 4% DuMont Lab. 85
5%
5
. 5
— 3%
tions of classic French novels are. • 4%
2% Guild Films
200 ‘'
3%
3%
3%”
+ %
successful here because the Japa¬
93%
7% Nafl Telefilm 61
8%
8%
8%
+ Vs
nese -have a firm.grasp of the works . 53%
3% Sklatron..... 172
53%
47%
5%
•f
Vs
of Zola and others of France’s 19th
83%
6% Technicolor . 64
67%
7%
6%
— %
Century literature. As for the other
57%
37% Trans-Lux ..
8
5%
5%
5%
types of films, he attributed suc¬
Over-the-Counter Securities
cess in Japan to the searching na¬
l
Bid
ture of Japanese youth.
Ask
_
Ampex ........'.. 40
A potential problem is the bug
44
Chesapeake Industries.^.... i<_
that is causing furrows in the
17%
2%
+ Vs
Cinerama Inc. .....
1% - 17%
brows of U. S. reps here—that is
—
Cinerama Prod.
. 2%
the Japanese Finance Ministry’s
23%
restriction of 16 prints per fea¬
DuMont Broadcasting..
.8%
87%
— Vs '
ture on imported product. Flaud
Hlagna Theatres .
1%
17%
2%
said, “We think this is not many,
Official Films.
2
. 1%
— %
but we do not suffer as the Ameri¬
Polaroid '...149
149
155%
+ 10%
can companies because this only
U. A. Theatres .....
5%
• 57%
affects foreign films that are re¬
Walt Disney .
23% . 25%
+ 1%
leased here on a percentage basis.
French pictures, being sold out¬
* Actual Volurhe.
right, are not affected.
But we
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
think that the limitation is a dan¬
ger because we may decide to sell
on a percentage basis in the future.
It is the only limitation of its kind
I know of in the world. It might
be setting a dangerous precedent
for others.**
Flaud explained why French
producers are the only ones to
Minneapolis, April 30.
sell almost all of their product on
Warner Bros, apparently was un¬
Hollywood, April 30.
arf outright basis. “There are two
Indie producer Roger Corman
reasons,” he said.
“One is that moved by North Central Allied’s
they think they will make more violent denunciation of. it at the will henceforth shoot pix in pairs
money with this kind of a bet. An¬
as a means vt reducing production
other is that they Want to have recent convention here because of costs. “Back to back” policy will
their money, more rapidly than its 60% and no review terms for enable him to hold production
waiting for percentage returns. “Giant” in this territory’s smaller crews together well as lowering
They need money to shoot other situations.
such fixed costs as equipment renpictures as banking is not as vital
tals, transportation,, etc.
‘ At any rate, the deal hasn’t been
to the French film industry as- it
At least half of hfs 10-12 pic pro*
altered. 'The deal remains the gram for 1957-58 be on location,
is in Hollywood.”
Flaud, however, disagreed with same.
to take advantage' of production
this policy. He said, “I think it
As a consequence, Rennie Berger, values of scenic backgrounds.
is a danger. It is not good to be former NCA president, who is betoo much in a hurry and found
an industry on a gamble. But I -|4ieved responsible for the resolu¬
recognize that it would be very dif-, tion vigorously condemning War¬
ner Bros.—it was adopted unani¬
ficult to change their minds.”
France is selling an increasing mously—says hd still is refusing
Birmingham, April 30.number of films to Red China, but to buy the picture for his five,
The Montgomery City White Cit¬
he : didn’t know the receipts be¬ small-town situations.
izens
Council
has asked the City
Berger says he knows a number
cause he has. no control over the
records. He said sales of French of other sjnall-town exhibitors who Commission to halt showing of such
films
as
“Island
In The Sun” and
product to Maoland last year to¬ also still will not play “Giant” at
the demanded terms because, con¬ “Edge of the City.”
taled $15,000.
The council charged the films
Asked if the international label sidering their grossing potentiali¬
of “sexy” for French pictures is ties, they figure they can’t make a feature inter-racial scenes and
“promiscuous social mixing” of
justified, Flaud answered, “I think profit and might suffer a loss.
this reputation is less and less jus¬
He admits that there’s a clamor races. ’The council charged these
tified because the big hits Of for the picture in his towns and films are aimed to promote inte¬
French motion pictures have not that there’s local resentment be¬ gration.
been the sexy ones.. I think this cause of his failure to show it. His
reputation was perhaps justified 10 managers keep busy, he says, ex¬
HESTON SUES WARNERS
years ago,”
plaining the reason, for such fail¬
ure.
Actor Says Oral Promise Not
'NAKED EYE' COPS $7,300
Reflected In Written Contract

+

Berger House Managers
Explain to Public Why
‘Giant’-Isn’t Scheduled

Shoot Features
Two Together

DIXIE DIG AT PIX
WITH‘SOCIAL MIXING’

Ruffoff & Becker May Make * 1st
Run Out of 5th Ave. Cinema
With the N. Y» Sutton Theatre
playing Rank product starting to¬
day (Wed.), there is a% chance that
Ru|bff & Becker may make the
Fifth Avenue Cinema a steady firstrun. It has launched such policy
with the release of “Naked Eye,”
which hit a record $7,300 opening
week, an amazing figure for this
249-seat house.
Such money only has been made
possible (Easter week) by running
six shows daily. “Eye” started its
second session Suhday (28).
Sid Zins in Norfolk, Va. to bally¬
hoo Columbia’s “Hellcats of the
Navy” got dreamy cooperation front
jewelry store, Schneer’s, full win¬
dows, etc, Reason: proprietor is
dad of the film’s producer, Charles
H, Schneer.

$75,000 Judgment Upheld
For Ronald Colman Job
Los Angeles, April 30.
California District Court of Ap¬
peal has upheld a judgment of
$75,000 against Yoland Productions
and Cardinal Pictures, covering the
salary of Ronald Colman for the
film “Champagne for ■ Caesar.”
Judgment was awarded C. Fanning,
Colman’s-assignee. .
Superior Court liuled that the
film firms were liable for the
money under the terms of a cpntract Colman had with Yoland call¬
ing for 10% of the gross after the
producer deceived $500,000 with
the actor to receive a minimum of
$100,000 under any circumstances.
Youand assighed the rights to Car¬
dinal before the film was made
and Colmart was paid $25,000 but
did not receive the remainder.

Los Angeles, April 30.
Charging discrepancies between
an agfeed-upon oral contract andt
the terms of a final written agree¬
ment, Charlton Heston exited the
star role in Warner’s “Darby’s
Rangers” and promptly filed a
$250,000 breach of contract suit
against the studio. Heston’s Su¬
perior Court suit preceded by a few
hours a studio statement that his
role Would be taken over by WB
contractee James Garner, previ¬
ously slated for a lesser part in the
Martin Rackin production;
Heston's lawsuit contended that
thefe weire substantial difference
on vital and major points between
the oral agreement and the ac¬
tual contract submitted to him for
signature. -When he refused to
sign, Heston added, the studio with¬
drew its offer land said'it would not
be utilizing his services in the film.

'VAmrrv'*' London offic*

*
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Nearly 100% Attendance

V° from ’55; Partly Blame Com! TV

11

Times Films Topper Would Have
MPA Ignore Code for Foreign Pix

Lockerbie, Scotl., "April 23.
“Reach for Sky,” Rank pic
about British flying ace Doug¬
las Bader, played the local
cinemJt here for .two days.
1 In that time it was seen by
2,228 persons. Total popula¬
tion of Lockerbie is -2,500, an
indication of the popularity of
pix here. „

-:-Paris, April 30.
Jean Goldwurm, head of Times
“Films, IT. S.. distrib and exhib out¬
fit, here looking for product, out¬
Tokyo, April $3.
Amsterdam, April 23.
lined some rather radical plans to
Jacques Flaud, general director help the Independent Motion Pic¬
New Dutch feature film, “De
of National Center of French ture Distributors Assn. One of the
Vliegende Hollander” (The Flying
Films, said that Unifrance will most startling was that of avoiding
Dutchman), biopic of air pioneer
open a branch here. Unifrance is the Motion Picture Assn, code
Anthony Fokker,. now in produc¬
an organization which publicizes rules. He said that the foreign film,
tion, will be preemed sometime in
French films abroad. Flaud is sur¬ could be taken out from under thfe
The Hague, during the Filmweek.
veying
market conditions for MPA code jurisdiction and gqt spe¬
The Filmweek is not a film fest,
French films in Japan. He intends cial handling by the IMPD.
but will show the bept^bntries of
to
confer
with Japanese film indus¬
Cannes film Festival, together with
Goldwurm believes that IMPD
try reps on concerning possible should be reformed because of
preems of Dutch documentaries
Tokyo,
April
23.
joint productions.
and pre-releases of selected foreign
changing
foreign film distribution
The Nichiei Motion Picture Co.,
Flaud also commented that Jap¬ 'and exhibition patterns in America.
pix.
This is. the second Filmweek to expected to become the seventh anese pix now have. fa greater He .claimed- that his recent idea,
be organized. The first was held Japan major, has struck a snag chance to be exhibited in France outlined .-before the IMPD, of hav¬
1 than evei* before. He- explained ing the MPA contribute towards
crease.
in 1955 in Arnhem. This year,
The decline, compared with the however, the 'Arnhem City Board ■because the Keio Railway Co. that it was partly due to the popu¬ the maintenance of this indie
same period of 1955, in the Mid¬ made objections to costs. Choice failed to pay for capital stocks to larity of the Franco-Japanese co¬ group was not blackmail but a
lands and North Western areas, city is now The Hague, with the which it subscribed. Presiden t production, “Springtime in Naga¬ sound suggestion. Of course, he
r
•
was well above the national aver¬ Metropole Theatre as the house to Shiro Sannomiya of the railway is saki.”
was convinced that U. S. cinema
•
^
age. It is believed that this can be used.
reported to have said he was un¬
patrons were acquiring a taste for
be attributed to the introduction
able to raise the necessary funds
foreign product.
for the new company. He. was to
of commercial tv.
Besides the longhair group, many
pay for half of the capital.
Higher admission prices, installed
attend arty theatres out of curi¬
in June, however, maintained gross
Sannomiya and his wife have
osity, and they may .become pa¬
boxoffice takings in the fourth
been missing for a couple of weeks,
trons. Goldwhrm felt that this is
quarter of the year at $67,555,600.
and company officials believe it is
why Gallic film producers should
This was only 4% lower than com¬
because of his financial plight,
of necessity have top quality films.
parable quarter in ttie previous
He contended that Gallic product
Kunzio Matsuo, a sponsor of
year.
Paris, April 23.
was topping all others at U. S. arty
Nichipi* said the company will
Although .Paris is said to have houses.
either have to disband or seek
,
Rome, April 23.
the most free legit setup and Lon¬
A new plan for distrib of French
Self-censorship of pic posters in funds elsewhere if Sannomiya is don the most hidebound; paradoxi¬
films in the U. S. is being worked
Italy is a future possibility in this not found.
Earlier, Daiei prexy ' Masaichi cally two offbeat French pieces out by Goldwurm, and h&‘ stated
country. ANICA, Italo producers
association, is said to be consider¬ Nagata issued a dictum to his em¬ were unable to find Gallic theatres he plans presenting it to the
ing a policing office which would ployees telling those who wished willing to take a chance on them. Fren<#i government soon. His plan
pass on film posters before posted. to go over to Nichiei should do so And'then have gon^ to the Royal is strictly hush-hush so far but
Move follows recent incidents in¬ before April 3. After that date, Court Theatre in London for their stated that he believes France
Santiago, April 23.
volving ads and posters for.“Zarak he said, personnel resigning to world preems. They are Samuei should not invest in distrib and
IChan,”
“Miss Spogliarello” and join the new outfit would be giv- Beckett’s “Fin De Partie” and Jean exhib functions but should concen¬
It was truly *‘The Lost Week”
Genet’s “Le Balcon.”
trate only on public relations and
/‘dishonorable discharges.”
for film and legit houses, niteries, “Poveri Ma Belli,” all of which
Beckett, author of the contro¬ advertising.
racetracks, as well as business in were seized by the police.
versial
“Waiting
for
Godot,”i
has.
U. S. distnbs here are looking
general, due to violent incidents
another unique offering which may
arising from student protests askance at the potential censorship
lead to Split camps as it did ‘ in
against hikes in bus fares. Chile setup as an-addition to their pres¬
London.
Dealing with a group of
has been suffering from a severe ent woes. For one thing, the office
dying personages, held together by
inflation and the remonstrances is sure to demand more fees per
love
.and
hate
complexes,. it gives
against increases' in charges for picture for the “service.” “ Also,
Rome, April 23.
Beckett’s sombre view of the
public transportation kicked ’ the it means more time lost before ap¬
world,
but
still
manages to divulge
New
Technicolor
plant
here,
rat¬
proval and release. It is also pos¬
lid off the kettle.
a form of compassion. Embossed
London, April 30.
Buses were getting’ 10 pesos or sible that art ideas could.be copied. ed as most modern in world, is ex¬ with his macabre, humoristic
Not the smallest, factor is the pected to begin operating in about
Defending pictures made in Hol¬
less than 2c U.S. ,*The increase
touches, it made for -pros and cons
brought the price up to 15 pesos fact that the office of poster cen¬ six months, according'to an offi¬ among the public and critics there lywood that are strongly slanted to
the seedier side of life and portray
Dr less than 3c.’ The jump, which sorship gives the Italians another
cial of the company.
Work on and likely will do the same here brutality, gangsterism and sex, Sam
may seem tiny to outsiders, was harassing weapon, via potential de¬
project has been delayed by sub¬ rand in the U. Sr “Partie!’ is finally Eckman Jr., said they did more
enough to make students take to laying tactics, in their current bat¬ surface difficulties.
When com¬ set to open here next month at good for young people than harm.
the streets in demonstrations which tle for. more concessions from pleted, Techni will be able to serv-,| Theatre De L’Oeuvre.
“Youth must know the evils that
developed into general stoning of Americans. .
Genet's “Le Balcon,” first piece
ice
film
companies
in
area with
•
Same
threat
holds
via
another
do exist around them,” he said.
buses. But this got out of hand
complete range of activity, here¬ since his provocative “Les Bonnes”
Eckman
was filling a guest spot
when extremists and toughs moved new Italo gimpaick, yet to be an¬ its
(The Maids), is set for next season
in and used it for their own objec¬ nounced, pre-censorship of pic tofore handled in London. Plant here. It also was done in London. on a commercial tv program titled
titles. Ostensibly, RKO’s “Loves will be manned almost entirely by
tives.
x
“Youth
Wants
to Know,” together
Italian personnel, some of which is “Balcon” takes place in a bagnio
All business began pulling down of a Scoundrel,” retitled “Diaboliand is a play of masks with the with John Boultinng of Boulting
the shutters, so characteristic of eo Amante” (piabolic Lover) here, now in London, undergoing train¬ characters false representations of Bros., producers.
Latin America, at beginning of the is currently being held up by the ing. Lensers will also be predomi¬ such powerful figures as judges,
Eckman denied that vital statis¬
week. Violence reached its, peak censor because of the “offensive¬ nantly Italian from now on, and a noblemen, etc.
tics were more important than act¬
new Technicolor camera will be
on the afternoon and, evening of ness” of the new handle.
ing ability in Hollywood, and added
Both
plays
were
shown'
under
a
built to handle the new Techni“Black Tuesday” and “B lack
that the press of the world was to
rama ratio process initiated by the private club aegis at the Royal blame more than anyone else for
Wednesday,” mobs destroying
Italo production, “Monte Carlo Court, London.
street lampposts and traffic signals
the wide publicity accorded to stars
Story.”
and in the resultant blackout
with looks and little else.
Several other' pix are currently
He maintained that most of the
sacked various gun shops and
in production or work in the new
stores in the central business dis¬
actresses with measurements were
Paris, April-30.
Technicolor
process. * “Souvenir
trict.
sevenday
wonders, and that there
The International Federation of
were plenty of stars who had been
Military moved in with the dec¬ Film Producers has released a man¬ D’ltalie,” a Rank release, is due
soon
on
local
screens
while
“Sea
going
for
quite
a long time in Hol¬
laration of a state 'of siege and ifesto here on its attitude towards
Berlin, April 23.
It may be possible that the Rus¬ lywood who possessed acting abil¬
ordered theatres, night clubs, bars film festivals. Document states the| Wall” (DeLaurentiis) and “Legend
of
Lost”
(Batjac)
are
nearing
com¬
and liquor stores to stay closed aim of a fest should be to make a
sians will take part in the forth¬ ity and little else.
‘
further orders. No damage to contribution both to art and the pletion. Some four or five films coming Berlin Film Festival. This ' Boulting backed him up on these
theatres was reported. Complete film industry as well as foster will be made here' this summer in was revealed at a meeting of 'the points, and when the questioning
“Les fest executive committee when fest¬ turned closer to home, aired sev¬
tranquility without further inci- greater understanding between peo¬ Technirama, first being
Miserables,” which Rizzoli Films is ival rules were outlined.' Every eral of his long standing grouses
I dents was finally restored,
ples. The IFFP has set up a list
i
Municipal authorities estimated of rules for ill'festivals listed in co-producing with a French and country which maintains diplomat¬ about the censorship system in this
damages to city property such as competitive “A” category which East German company.^ This will ic relations with the Federal Re¬ country. The people themselves
ftQued and burned buses, smashed must be fulfilled or the IFFP will be followed by “Vacanze al Sole,” public of Germany may participate. were the ones who should judge
also for Rizzoli; “The Dolls” and Since this applies to the Soviet what they want to see, he stressed.
traffic lights, bent and broken light withdraw its okay.
^Imperial. Venus,” latter starring Union, the fest committee may He agreed that there should be
Posts, etc., at some $250,000.
IFFP demands all pix entered-in Gina Lollobrigida.
Technicolor send an Invitation to this country. some form of censorship for young¬
Businessmen's association calcu¬ fests should benefit via a free -im¬
late their direct and indirect losses port visa as well . as free remit¬ Italiana, as local subsidiary is
The Berlin Festival organizers, sters under the age of 16.
called, is a 50-50 partnership of
ln the millions.
tances up to an amount set by the Techni and a local financial group, incidentally, see in the Czechoslo- < i Questioned on why so many Brit¬
country giving the festival. All I.F.I. Previously, partnership had vakian International Film Festival ish pictures are based on estab¬
must have a proper bud get, to in¬ been offered various Italo lab com¬ at Karlsbad (Karlova Vary) a heavy lished * stage plays, Boulting said
competition. Since the Berlin Film the British industry was unstable
Metro Opens Deluxer In
sure a flrstrate festival plua all bines as well as Ferrania.
Festival had to "drop its previously for many reasons, and was there¬
latest equipment necessary for
Germany, Plans Ozoner the
featured public vote (in order to fore cautious in its picture mak¬
proper projection Of all types of
Frankfurt, April 23.
keep
its “A” classification from the ing. He added, however, that in
pix.
International Producers Assn.) it the past few years the British prod¬
k,
of it)s theatre chain to be
No entered film can be cut or
[Wit for the company in West modified without the permission of
was taken into consideration here uct had not been as good as it
Lennany, the new MGM Theatre the producer. Fest juries njiust be
' to let a private institution handle should have been.
Just been opened here by truly international. Only the prizes
a public poll.this year. But SPIO,
Metro. Opening film, “High So- outlined in the festival rules can
Edinburgh, April 23.
top orgahizatlon of the West Ger¬ Rank to Use Short
‘ received excellent reviews. be handed out, and no prize can be
man
film industry, rejected such
Thirteen nations will compete in
An® comPany has two other houses split.
As Bally for Films
221 different contests during eight a plan. Objections also were raised
Kll°^e which Metro bought In Hamin other quarter, mainly by U. S.
London, April 23.
days of an International Festival distribs who doubted very much
an<* one which it built in
A
20-minute
short, made by the
of Dancing here July 26-Aug. 3. the objective value of such polls.
tifon* But this is the first acRank Organization, and designed
The
Philippines
ambassador
will
aily constructed for th6 comto sell British pix to the public
sponsor a team from the Philip¬
KSf X West Germany, House,
through the theatres, is being of¬
%
pines presenting two national
889, seats, is equipped for
fered to exhibitors free of charge.
dances. France is likely to be
L Scope and Todd-AO.
Belfast, April 23.
Titled “Full Screen Ahead,” it was
William McCullough, National represented for .the first time by
lensed
at
Pinewood
Studios.
Duesseldorff^* WlU ** bUiU ln Assn, of Theatre and Kine Work¬ La Pastourelle group of- folk
Whether
it will be used in Amer¬
London,
April
23.
.summer, Metro plans the ers’ exec, has announced that cine¬ dancers from Rodez.
ica has not yet been decided,
Frankie
Laine
is
to
make
a
sevenApart
from
Scotland,
England,
*wdrive"to to be constructed in ma atid ^theatre staffs in Northern
day concert tour of Britain after J The picture includes clips from
wiiiTc' hei*fr I11 Frankfurt. Ozoner Ireland have rejected'the 5% wage Ireland and Wales, other countries his Palladium season,*which runs five major British productions now
likely to be represented are > the
cnii 1)6 e<Iuipped with.heaters for offer made by employers.
out on release or nearing comple¬
They wanted 10% for workers U.S., the Ukraine, Esthonia, Latvia i for two weeks starting May 13. tion, and features Peggy Cummins,
olav Kther* TIte Metro houses
Dates have yet to be fixed.
iLJ , etl'° Pi* nearly exclusively, above $21 a week and 15%, for and Yugoslavia. Negotiations are
Rod
Steiger, Flora Robson and
This is Laine’s first appearance
on for official teams,from Israel
film °'na*‘y booktol in a German those under that level. Case now
in this Country for about two years.. Belinda Lee.
J goes to. N. I^Ministry^of Labour.^ Jam! Czechoslovakia.
London, April 23.
A 81 000,000 drop in cinema ad¬
missions during 1956 as. compared
with the previous year was re¬
ported by the Board of Trade here.
Admissions- totalled 1,101,000,000
nr 7% less than 1955, but a con¬
tributory factor was the shutter¬
ing of 185 theatres,, representing
about 3% of the total seating ca¬
pacity available at the beginning
of the year.
Downtrend continued through¬
out the year, and in the last quar¬
ter admissions were 17% less than
coiTesponding
period in 1955.
Grosses were down by 16% and
well above the norirtal seasonal de¬
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SHIP PAY OFF WITH “FUNNY FACE”
When Russell V. Downing, President and Managing
Director of Radio City Music Hall, first saw “Funny Face"
months ago, he immediately bookSd it for Easter, his most
important playing time of the year. And how right he was!
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‘Spirit’Fine $9,000 In
Buff.; ‘Face’ Potent lOG

Wednesday, May 1, 1957

Science Fiction Market Glutted?

Hollywood, April 30.
Buffalo, April 30.
Although the combo of "Attack of the Crab Monsters” and “Not
Holdovers are providing back¬
of
This
Barth”
is
doing
well
in
current
key
dates, producer Roger
bone of strength this stanza. About
LOS ANGELES
Corman has notified Allied Artists to “let the rush go by” in those
best of these is “Funny Face,” po¬
(Continued from page 8)
situations where the package has yet to play. He has issued simi¬
tent in second Paramount round,
lar instructions, to American-International on “The Undead.”
son” (20th)’and “Quiet Gun” (20th) and “Spirit of St. Louis,” fine in
Corman believes the increased number of science fiction films
(2d wk. L.A.). Neat $24,000 or over. first holdover week at the Center.
may be “spreading the science fiction box-office dollar a little too
Omaha, Aprjl 30.
Last week, $17,800. for L.A. alone. “Around World in 80 Days” still is
thin,” lienee his decision* _ Producer-director says proper routing
Fine Arts (FWC) • <631; $1.25- terrific in fourth frame at Cen¬
Biz is on skids this week at
downtown first-runs as spring $1.75)—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (3d tury. “Seven Wonders of World”
of the films can be profitable but there’s danger of top much jam¬
weather, especially over weekend, wk). Medium $5,500. Last week, also is nifty in 35th session at the
ming of s-f bookings* He cites,' particularly, continuing successive
took its toll. Only bright spot is $7,500.
Tech. “Boy on Dolphin”, is rated
category.
; .1’. .. : •
V *
’V’:“Spirit of St. Louis,” which is soar¬
Fox Wilshire (FW£) <2,296; $1- steady in second. Buffalo stanza.
engagements of such pix locally as apt example of overplaying the
ing high to great total at Brandeis. $1:75)—r“12 Angry Men” (UA) (3d
^ Estimates for T^fe Week
Other new entry, “Mister Cory,” is wk); Dull $4,500. Last week, $7,300.
Buffalo (Loew) <3,000; 60-85)—■
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.10- “Boy
missing, fire at Orpheiim. This
On Dolphin” (20th) and.
looms as last stanza for “10 Com¬ $1.75)—^“Designing Woman” (M-G) “Daniel Boone Trail Blazer (Indie)
mandments” at the Omaha, and (3d wk). Modest $9,500. Last week, (2d wk). Steady $9,500. Last week,
although mild currently, it looks to $15,700.
1
get. around $100,000 for itS“ nine - Hillstroet, Iris (RKO-FWC) (2,752; $15,000.
Feature-length color documen¬
weeks. “Designing Woman” is hold¬ 756; 80-$1.25)—“Cinderella” (BV) * Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 60(Par) . and tary on the Pan-American Highway
ing on nicely at State in second (reissue)*(3d wk). Slim $6,500. Last 85)—“Funny Face”
“Dance With Me, Henry” (Indie) —from Alaska down to Panama—
week, with Ritz, $14,700. round.
Fox Beverly, (FWC) (1,334; $1.25- (2d wk). Potent $10*000. Last week, is planned by German producer
Estimates for This Week
Berlin, April 30.
—- “Invitation To Dance” $15,000.
Hans Domnick and his wife.. Film,
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-90)— $1.50)
Critical meeting of the creditors
Center (AB-PT) (2,000;60-85)— to be' called “Dream Road of the
(M-G)
(4th wk). Thin $2,500. Last
“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB). Great week, $3,900.
“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB)' (2d wk). World,” will be shot in Cinema- of Mosaik Laboratories, Berlin, is
$7,500. Last week, “12 Angry Men”
set for May 6 in Germany and may
Four Stir (UATC) 1868; 80-$1.50), Fine $9,000 or near. Last week, Scope.
(UA) and “Fire Maidens Outer —“Rififi”
(Lopert) (4th wk). Slow $12,200.
decide • the future of the dubbing
Space” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,500,
Domnick said in the office, of his outfit. Efforts are aimed at keep
$2,900. Last week. With State,
Lafayette.
(Basil)
(3,000;
50-85)—
U. S. rep, Munio Podhorzer, last
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; $1,25- $11,200;
“Cinderella” (BV) (reissue) and week that, he planned . to start ing the company from going into
$2)—"10 Commandments” (Par)
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75Shots” (AA). Brilliant 11-day
bankruptcy, with chances thought
(9th wk). Below hopes at $4,000, 143.50) — “Around World” (UA) “Hot
stint at $32,500. “Tattered Dress” shooting in Los Angeles in May, good that the creditors may take
and bows out* Last week, $5,500.
with the sked calling for ten over the company from Ernst
(19th wk). Hovering at near-capac¬ (U) due in next.
months of camerawork. Budget is
drpheum (Tristales) (2,980; 75- ity after smash $28,400 last week.
Century (Buhawk) (1,400; $1.50- tentatively set at $200,000. Vari¬ Wolff.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;
90)—“Mister Cory” (U) and “Chain
the World” (UA) ous government agencies are co¬
Creditors include/ primarily the
of Evidence” (UA). Mild $5,500. $1.50-$3.30>—“10 Commandments” $3)—“Around
rawstock suppliers7— Kodak and
Last week, “Boy On Dolphin” (Par) (24th wk). Nice $17,000. Last (4th wk). Terrific $18,000 or near. operating bn the project.
Agfa—with the Geyer Laboratories
week, bounced up to Second best Last week, $22,000.
(20th), $8,000.
Domnick Said One of the great¬ also involved.
Teck ’ (SW-Cinerama)
(1,200;
There seems, for
State (Goldberg). (850; 75-90)— week of run with 'great $37;600,
“Designing Woman” (M-G) (2d wk). being helped by extra morning $1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders” est problems ip the German indus¬ the moment at least, no chance at
(Cinerama) (35th wk). .Nifty $10,- try today were costs. “They’re •im¬ all for the UFA to get into the Mo¬
Good $4,5Q0 after $6,200 opening matinees.
ply too high for us,” he said. “We saik picture. UFA at one point had
Warner . Hollywood (SW-Cine¬ 000. Last week, $13,000.
stanza.
can’t get our money back ip the its eye on Mosaik.
rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—“Cine
German market on most films, and
Holiday” (Cinerama) (77th wk).
CHICAGO
BROADWAY
Efforts are now current to find
we have.practcally no export mar¬
Into current frame Sunday (28)
(Continued from page 9)
(Continued fr&m page 9)
ket.” The German government, a-new operating head for Mosaik,
after $17,800 last week.
which
got into trouble when the
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)— (20th) (6th wk). Good' $17,000 for Domnick held, was treating the
Wk). The 41st week ended Sunday
(28) was excellent $8,000. The 40th ‘Gold of Naples” (Indie). Big 6 days. - Last week, $21,000.
film business “like a stepchild. We Allianz distribution outfit, in which
Wolff
was
heavily involved, went
$7,000. Last week, “Oedipus Rex”
Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1,484; have absolutely no protection.” He
week was $9,200.
The new head
$1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders*’ pointed out that, in 1956, 140,000,- into bankruptcy.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50- (Indie) (3d wk), $1,900.
may
he
an
American.
Vagabond (Rosener). (390; $1.50) (Cinerama) (19th wk). Sock $37,- 000’DM Were spent on production
$2)—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (4th
It’s considered important to get
wk). Third round ended Monday —“Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (In¬ 000. Last week, $30,500.
in Germany, and that the return
(29) was sock $27,000, Second was die). Stout $6,200. Last week,
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)— ran to 80,000,000 DM.
a sound management setup so as
“Streets of-Shame” (Indie) (10th “Incredible Shrinking Man” (U)
$26,000.
to obtain -a 2,500,000 DM loan guarl
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600; wk), $1,900.
,(2d wk).
Great $15,000.
Last * “Part of the reason is that we antee from the Berlin Senate,
are
operating
strictly
in
a
buyers’
$l;20-$3.50) — “Seven Winders”
week, $22,000;
market,” he said. “Our exhibitors which Is vitally interested in keep
(Cinerama) (56th wk). The 55th Heat Hits Port. But
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90ing the Mosaik labs operating,
session ended Saturday (27) was
$1.50)—“Strange One” (COIL Way are offered 500 features a year.
‘80 Days’ Hot $14,0001 belpw hopes at $12,000. Last week, They’re in the driver’s seat all the
wow $52,600 for. 27 shows. The
54th week, for 16 performances,
“12 Angry Men” (UA) (2d wk),' way. .Why .should they bother to
Portland, Ore., April 30.
go out and exploit a picture when
was $40,000.
Nearly all first-runs are suffering $13;000.
World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50)— this session from a sudden heat
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) they have people striding in line
’
“Devil’s General” (Indie) (3d wk). wave. Too many holdovers ’ also is —“Royal Affairs in Versailles” offering them pictures?”
Domnick pointed out .that it was
Second week finished Sunday (28) hurting. One of few newcomers, (Times). Mild $3,500. Last week,
St. Louis, April
was fine $6,100. Initial frame was “The Vintage,” shapes sad at Lib¬ “Wee Geordie” (Indie) (9th wk), extremely difficult for a small
$7,800.
erty, and stays only five days. Only $2,800.
^German indie producer to compete
An out of court settlement of an .
Central (Maurer) (501; $1.25- holdovers to show much are the
antitrust
suit
brought by the J-K
with
the
powerful
American
com¬
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036;
$1.80)—“Mom and Dad” (Indie) longrunner “10 Commandments” $1.75-$3.50) — “Around
World” panies who can afford to properly Amusement Co. of Clayton against
and “She Shoulda Said No” (Indie) and “Around World in 80 Days.” (UA) (4th wk). Ponderous $28,000. publicize and promote their re¬ the Great States Theatres Inc. wai
(14th wk). The 13th session ended Latter still is great in second stan¬ Last week, $24,500. .
leases. He .indicated that the Ger¬ filed in the local U.S. District
last night (Tues.) was fine $8,000. za at Broadway.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- man producers should have some Court July 27 and the necessarjf
The 12th week was $13,000.
Estimates for This Week
sort of protection against this mas¬ papers are being drawn up to enfi'
$1.50)—“Funny
Face”
(Par)
(3d
Rialto (Brandt) (594; 42-$1.25)—
the litigation! The plaintff is presi
Broadway (Parker)* (980; $2- wk). Hefty $20,000. Last week, sive competition.- “Violated” (Mishkin) and “Secret
$27,000.
Domnick has been to the U. S. ently exercising the sought-fof
$2.50)—“Around
World”
(UA)
(2d
Scandal” (Mish) (2d wk)* Current
He made “The Golden right' to bid on films for the Shop j
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90-. before.
round winding tomorrow (Thurs. wk). On two-a-day, with extra mat¬
looks big $8,000 after $13,500, rec¬ inees on weekends. Great $14,000. $1.50)—“Edge of City” (M-G) (2d] Garden,” a .documentary feature City drive-in its ozoner in East St;
wk). Rosy $22,000. Last week, on Los Angeles as seen through Louis in competition with the de¬
ord under present policy at this Last week, same.
the eyes (of a European. It rated a fendants’ downtown Majestic thear
Fox*(Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) $29,500.
house.
World (Indie)'(606; 90)—“Oedi¬ prize at Venice. His last film, a tre in that city.
—“Spirit of St, Louis” (WB) (2d
pus
Rex”
(Teitel)
(4th
wk).
Okay
Wk).
Modest
$5,000
in
6
days.
Last
theatrical feature,’ was called “My v The plaintiff’s petition alleged
PHILADELPHIA
week $9 100*
$3,500. Last week same.
16 Sons.”
that the owners of the ozoner were
(Continued from page 8)
Ziegfeld
(Davis)
(430;
$1.25In Germany, when a documen¬ not permitted to show films of di&
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)-^-“Gold
(UA). (18th wk). Off to $15,000, of Naples” (Indie). So-so $2,000. $1.50)—“Marcelino” (Indie) (10th tary is rated valuable by the Gov¬ tribution companies, also named as
Thunderous $7,400.
Last ernment and is' coupled with a fea¬
still big. Last week, $22,000.
Last week, “Proud and the Beau¬ wk).
defendants, until after they had
week, $9,000.
Randolph
(Goldman)
(2,250: tiful” (Indie), $2,300.
ture, that program benefits from been shown in the Majestic, a hard¬
$1.40-$2.75)—“10 Commandments”
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90tax exemptions or reductions At the top house. The Majestic, it was al¬
(Par). (23d wk).
Okay $17,000, $1.25)—“The Vintage” (M-G) and
BALTIMORE
boxoffice, ’ Domnick
explained. leged, has been-granted a 14-day
Last week, $26,000.
“Lizzie” (M-G). Sad $3,000 in 5
This adds an incentive for the thea- clearance over the ozoner. No ac¬
(Continued from page 9)
Stanley (Slfr) (2,900; 99-$1.49)— days. Last week, “Funny Face.”
treman
to
book
such
shows.
tual damages were sought in the
“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (2d wk). (Par) and “The Cruel Tower” (AA)_, ing nicely at $4,800 after $6,000 in
petition.
third.
Quiet $10,000. Last week, $17,000. $7,200.
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; $1.25Besides the Great Lakes organ¬
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
Orpheupi (Evergreen) (1,600; $1VETS STEP UP AT WARNERS
ization other defendants were ex¬
“12 Angry Men” (UA) (2d wk), $1.25)—“Boy On Dolphih” (20th) $2.25)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
Fair $9,'000. Last week, $13,000. and “Yaqui Drums” (AA) (2d wk). (19th wk). Still ibig at $8,200 after
changes . operated • by Universal,
New Posts Handed Tom O’Sullivan, 20th Century-Fox, Warner Bros.,
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 94-$1.49) Slim $5,000 in 5 days. Last week, $11,000 last week. •
Max Greenberg'
. Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50— ,“La Strada” (T-L) (7th wk). $8,900.
'Loew’s, United Artists and Para¬
Final week is oke $3,300. Last
mount.
Paramount
(Port-Par)
(3,400; $1.25)—“12 Angry Men” (UA) (2d
wk).
Hefty
$4,600
after
$4,000
for
Torii
O’Sullivan
has been elected
week, $4,000.
$1.50-$2.20)—“10 Commandments”
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) (Par) (8th wk), two-a-day, reserved first.
v.p. and treasurer and Max. Green¬
— “Anastasia” (20th) (18th wk), seats on main floor;' unreserved
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)— berg v.p. of Warner Bros. Pictures
Good $6,000. Last week, $7,000.
balcony. Solid $7,000. Last week, “Spirit of St. Louis” (WB). Just International, according to prexy
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.40)okay
$12,000.
Wolfe Cohen.
$8,200.
“Funny Face” (Par) (3d wk). Bright
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50Greenberg succeeds the late
$17,000
or near.
Last week,
$1.25)—“Funny Face” (Par) (2d John J. Glynn. Both O’Sullivan
BOSTON
Washington, April 30.
wk). Nice $9,000 after $12,000 and Greenberg have been with
$27,000.
World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49)
- Film
industry dividends >n_
opener.
(Continued from page 9)
Warners for over 25 years.'
“Gold of Naples” (DCA) (6th wk>. 000. First week was $17,000, far
March were behind those f°r
O’Sullivan has been auditor March, 1956, and totals for the
Thin $2,500. Last week, $2,900.
below hopes.
and Greeriberg assistant secretary first quarter of this year were also ■
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60since
1944 when the company was back of those for the same three
WASHINGTON
$1.10)—“Funny Face” (Par) and
formed.
“Footsteps In Night” (AA) (2d wk),
months of 1956.
.
(Continued from page 9)
The aggregate stockholder melon
$13,500. Last week, $17,000.
days of “Tarzan and- Lost Safari’ Neat
Washington, April 30.
for January-February-March, 1W1'
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95)(M-G) very nice $7,900.
Japanese Motion Picture Export
was $6,920,000, reports the U; *
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 50-90) — “Hellcats of Navy” (Col) and Assn., formed to publicise Nippon¬
Department of Commerce. A yc>P
“Cinderella” (BV) (reissue) (2d “Phantom Stagecoach” (Col). Good
Boston, April 30.
ese
pix
overseas,
is
now
in
op¬
$9,000.
Last
week,
“Shadow
On
wk). Fine $12,000. Last week,
Abe Weiner, Hub film theatre earlier, the total was $7,033,00ft
Window” (Col) and “Tall T” (Col), eration, according to the Japanese
The March, 1957, melon to stock'
$16,000.
>
Embassy here. It is under the joint vet, has been named district man¬ holders was $3,836,000, as contrast*
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25)— $10,000.
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.50-$3.30) jurisdiction qf the Ministries of ager for the newly created Rank ed with $3,842,000 in March,
“Bachelor Party” (UA) (2d wk).
Good $14,000. Last week, $19,500. —“Around World” (UA) (2d wk). Foreign Affairs and International Film Distributors of America Inc.
Most companies paid the same
and will make his-headquarters in
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—“Bed Second week began Saturday 26) Trade and Industry.
for March of both years. They
Chief activities are explained as Boston, covering New Haven,' Al¬ were: Allied' Artists, $21,000 W
of Grass” (Indie). Big $4,000. Last with 11 sold-out shows for $28,000.
week. “Fernandel, Dressmaker” Opening .week, with 13 shows, was follows; “To prepare and distrib¬ bany, and Buffalo, territories.
capacity $31,000.
Stanton DaVis, formerly with times.' Consolidated Amusemeh
ute motion picture publicity ma¬
(Indie) (4th wk), $1,800.
'
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90- terial; to study the Japanese mo¬ RKO, will serve as Boston branch $55,000 Both times; Loew’s,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 00-$1.25)
000 in both. Paramount Pictur®?
—“Strange One” (Col) (2d wk). $1.25)—“Designing Woman” (M-G) tion
picture
export
situation manager. David Grover, also for¬ $1,094,000 both; Fox .$1*058,OJJ
and
“Revolt
At
Ft.
Laramie”
(UA)
mer
RKO
Boston
salesman,
will
be
Weak $5,000 after $6,000 opener.
abroad; to lend its good offices in
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; (2d wk). Second week looks hotsy. connection with participation in' Hub office manager. The company both years, United Artists $8,0
$1.20-$2.40)“Seven Wonders” Opening week was socko $18,000. International film festivals and plans release- of 14 films in the both years. ~ Universal $314,0UV
State
(Loew)
(2,900;
90-$1.25)—
vufi
(Cinerama) (18th wk). Potent $20,U. S. during the coming months. both.
“Designing Woman” (M-G) and concerts; and to give private show¬ Initial releases include: “Reach For
However, Roxy Theatre,
000 after $27,600 last week.
ings of Japanese motion pictures
Uptown *$W) (1,100: $1.25^3)— “Revolt Ft. Laramie” (UA) (2d abroad in cooperation with Japa¬ The Sky,” “Pursuit Of The Graf paid $6,000 last year, declared a
“Around World” (UA) (4th wk). wk). Second week shapes okay. nese diplomatic' establishments,” i Spee” and “A Town Like Alice.” dividend in March, 1957,
Sock $25,000. Last week. $32,700. Opening week was solid $11,000.

‘SPIRIT’ SOCKO $7,500,
OMAHA; ‘WOMAN’4*G

ALASKA-TO-PANAMA
HIGHWAY IN C’SfOPE

OZONER WINS PARITY
WETH HARDTOP SPOT

Dividends of Film Biz
Slightly Off Year Ago

Rank Staffs Dallas, Hub
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Distributor section- of ANICA,the Italo industry organization, of
which the American companies are
members, an dthe AG1S, in which
the Italiap exhibitors. are repre¬
sented, met in Rome yesterday
(Tues.) on the theatres’ pitch for
a new pact.
One Italian request that was
turned down flat by the MPEA was
to have Naples declared a “dis¬
tressed'’ area with appropriate
rental reduction. Companies felt
this would set a bad precedent and
would soon be followed by re¬
quests from other parts of Italy.
The Americans go along with
the proposition that all references
to wide screen techniques be elimi¬
nated from a new agreement. In
the past, the special technique
films commanded better rental
terms, but the exhibitors now feel
that the widescreen releases have
become standard rather than the
exception.
Terms
Basically, 25% of all pictures re¬
leased would command a maxi¬
mum 50% in rentals. While this
was not specifiically spelled out by
the ContinentaUmanagers, the for¬
eign managers assumed that the
rest—75%—would again be sold at
40% maximum, with a number of
releases freely negotiable re terms.
Suggestion that a sliding scale
arrangement on rentals be insti¬
tuted was nixed by MPEA. There
was disagreement on the question
of minimum rentals inasmuch as
the Paris managers’ recommenda¬
tions weren't explicit on that point.
There are now some 700 situations
in Italy which, being rated very
small, get their pictures at a" flat
20% rental. It was suggested that
these theatres aren’t really so
small, and that the rate should be
hiked to 30%.
As for a new distribution of pub¬
licity charges, the Companies de¬
cided to retain the status quo. On
the question of holdover percent¬
ages, the companies were told this
was a matter of their individual
judgment.
The American position is by no
means ' final. .. MPEA
powwow
served merely to outline the U. S.
position during the negotiations
with the exhibitors. In Italy, if ex¬
hibitors and , distributors fail to
reach an agreement on rental pol¬
icy, the Government has the right
to step in and decide.
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l ON OWN
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Columbia Saturation-Books N. Y. C.

No Rental Concessions (or Distressed’
Areas in Ital
Motion Picture Export Assn.>
board, meeting in Kew York last
week, went along with the-recommendations *' of the Continental
managers on a new ^film rental
agreement in Italy. Terms pro¬
posed by the Americans are largely
the same. as those under-the or 3
agreement which' expires Aug. 3i,

PICTURES

■+

French Want Prints Back
Some French producers are
becoming festive about their
old films, prints of which are
still circulating in the States
though the rights to them have
. . long Expired.
,
It’s expected that the French
Film Office in N. Y. will soon
go after some of the local dis¬
tributors * Who handle the
3 French product and continue
to peddle it without any ac¬
counting to the French owner.

Paramount Circuit
Shortens Cham

With the, acquisition
its Al¬
bany and Buffalo exchange-offices,
formerly franchises Owned Jjy. Har¬
ry Berkson and Nat Dickm>ft, Al¬
lied Artists now who ll.y<;.owns
87.7% of the company’s ex¬
changes throughout the. country.
The Albany and Buffalo takeovers
become effective Friday (3).
As part, of its policy to buy out
its franchise holders, AA has spent
.over $500,000, shelling out a-re¬
ported $100,000 alone for the Bos¬
ton exchange recently. In addition
tor the Boston; Albany and Buffalo
offices, the film company recently
acquired fQrmer AA franchise of¬
fices in New Haven, Milwaukee,
Atlanta, Charlotte, Memphis and
New Orleans. Remaining fran¬
chise owned exchanges are in Los
Angeles, San„Fraricisco, Cleveland
and Buffalo, but it’s expected that
efforts will be made shortly to buy
out these franchise holders.
By buying out its franchise hold¬
ers, AA will no longer have to give
the local distributors a percentage
of the distribution fee, reported to
be approximately 25% of the net.
Deal for the Albany and Buffalo,
buyouts were set with Berkson by
AA executives Edward Morey,
v.p., and Earl Revoir, assistant
treasurer.
AA will continue to operate the
Albany and Buffalo offices at their
present addresses.

Legion’s Easter Spirit
The National Legion of P.e. cency .made with the.Easter
. spirit iast. week and relaxed.
It reviewed a total of II films,
but put only two in its “B”
(Morally Objectionable in Part
for All) category.
In recent weeks, the per¬
centage of “B” ratings has run
a lot higher.
Two^'B” tags were both col-. .'
lected by United Artists, for'
“Hidden Fear” and “Lady, of
Vengeance.”

Kodak Still Zooms,
! 1957 Dp by 5.4%

American
Broadcasting - Para¬
• Record first quarter in terms of
mount Theatres is still lopping off
sales and earnings was reported
houses regarded as marginal opera¬
this week by Eastman Kodak prexy
tions, Leonard H. Goldenson, presi¬
Albert K. Chapman and chairman'
dent, told stockholders in a divi¬
of the board Thomas J. Hargrave.
dend, letter this week. Seven such
For the 12-week period' ended
situations were dropped since the
March 24, 1957, the company had
end, of last year, he said!
Theatre business, he reported,
consolidated sales of $163,081,735,
basically reflects the number of
an increase of 5.4% over the $154,quality pictures available and in
744,604 sales tqtal registered for
the like, period in 1956.
this category he cited “Around the
Net earnings after taxes amount¬
World in 80 Days,” “Ten Com¬
ed to $17,677,378 for the first 1957
mandments” and “Heaven Knows,
quarter, a 4% boost over 1956.
Mr. Allison.” Theatre income* for
Last year’s first quarter to date
the first quarter of the current
had been tops in sales and earn¬
year compared favorably with the
ings volume.
same period in 1956, he stated.
Quarterly earnings of 91c per
AB-PT earnings for the new pe¬
share on 19,191,123 shares out¬
riod were off, though, because of
standing. compared with 92c per
the “disappointing” tv network
sjiare on 18,277,260 shares out¬
sales that took place during the
standing at the end of the first
1956 selling season. The profit was
1956
quarter.
Common shares
$1,743,000, or 40c per common
outstanding
increase on Jan. 21,
Washington,
April
30.
share, compared with $2,570,000,
1957,
by
payment
of a five percent
Allied States Assn: has singled
or 60c. per share, in the first quar¬
stock dividend.
^
ter of last year.
out the Antitrust Division of the
Dept, of Justicq for attack, charg¬
ing that the Government agency
“is utterly biased and acts upon
that bias in total disregard of the
A European sales conferences of
The month of May fiiay mark a facts and the law in all matters
milestone in Metre’s road to recov¬ affecting the motion picture busi¬ Universal - International, * foreign
subsidiary
of Universal, gets' under
ery. Six major openings are sched¬ ness.”
way in Rome on May 9. Sessions
uled for New York which, with one
.
The
charge
is
made
in
a
bulle¬
will
be
attended
by homeoffice and
holdover, will give M-G a total
of seven first-run films playing in tin issued by general counsel Continental headquarters execu¬
Abram
F.
Myers
prior
to
Allied’s
tives
and
managers,
sales chiefs
Gotham at the same time.' Com¬
pany toppers are hopeful that the board meeting in Detroit next and publicity directors of 15 Euro¬
Tuesday
(7).
Allied
charges
that
pean
countries.
month will be one'of the best in
as S' result of the alleged bias, the
Board chairman Nate J. BlumMetro's sales history.
“Designing Woman” will follow Antitrust Division seems almost berg, currently in Europe, will
Parartiount’s “Funny Face” into automatically (1) to decide all ’is¬ head the U. S. delegation with Al¬
the Radio City Music Hall; “This sues between the film business and fred E. Daff, exec v.p. of Universal
Could Be the Night” bows at television in favor of television; and president of the overseas sub¬
Loew’s State the third week in (2) to decide all issues between the sidiary, and foreign general man¬
May; ;“The Little Hut” opens at film-companies and exhibitors (in¬ ager and v.p. Americo Aboaf. For¬
the Capitol Friday (3); “Th§ Liv¬ cluding major circuits) in favor of eign publicity topper Fortunat
ing Idol” at the Globe tomorrow the film companies, and (3) to de¬ Baronet left N. Y. for Rome over
(Thurs.);
aiid
“The
Vintage” cide all issues between the. major the past weekend to supervise con¬
opened at Loew’s Metropolitan in circuits and independent exhibi¬ ference preparations.
Continental supervisor John B.
Brooklyn Monday (29).- Holding tors in favor of the circuits.
over is “Lust for Life” which
The 'question of the Antitrust Spires will lead the European dele¬
opened- at the Plaza last Sep¬ Division’s - “bias” will be discussed gation which includes Continental
tember.
at the Detroit board meeting and sales manager Marion Jordan and
Allied may consider “turning the Middle Europe and Scandinavian
glare of publicity upon that agency supervisor John Marshall. Group
in hopes of modifying its antago¬ business sessions are scheduled for
May 13-14, with the balance of
nistic attitude toward the motion time
Washington, April 30.
set aside for screening the
picture- business ah'd, especially, latest films in the company’s 1957National Theatres will ask the
Hollywood, April 30.
toward the independent theatre- 58 product lineup.
Federal Court in New York for
Vet Republic producer William owners.’’
permission to purchase th6 Wood- J. O’Sullivan has reactivated his
fawn Theatre, a new, 8Q0-seat hard- Variety Pictures Corp., originally •Other topics scheduled for dis¬ Dave Kimelman Exits Pix
cussion by the. board include de¬
top, in Littleton, Colo., a.suburb
°i Denver. National says it' will formed in 1947, has teamed with layed availabilities because of spe¬ , For Weight-Shrink Trade
operate the house on runs 28 and director Lesley Selander for a new cial handling, shifting of prints,
Pittsburgh, April 30.
^ days after the Denver show¬ program of indie pix. O’Sullivan and deliberate withdrawal of cer¬
Dave Kimelman, exiting Para¬
recently departed Republic which tain pictures;
cases.
arbitration, the mount after 35 years, the last -20
has suspended production.
Council of M f ion Picture Organ-, of them as company’s branch man¬
If the court approves the acqui:
• Initial offering under the Variety
tlle WoodlaWn would be banner will be “Back of the Be- izations (16 Allied units favor re¬ ager here, is'joining Slim Zelle,
added to the Fox Inter-Mountain yonda which rolls this week with affiliation while only one is op¬ new reducing method, as sales di¬
x, aiIV National now has nine thea- John Lupton, Gloria Talbot, Jack posed), and “the plans for ’the an-; rector for national franchises.
.ln the Denver area, but none Kelly, May Wynn and Verna Fel¬ nual convention at the Concord Kimelman was offered an advisory
Hotel at Kiamesha Lake, N/Y.
consultant’s post at local Par ex¬
within eight miles of the Woodchange under his successor,- Eu¬
iawn, according to the Justice De¬ ton. It will be followed by “The
Wayward
Girls”
and
the
two
films
gene Jacobs, hut passed it up.
partment Anti-Trust. Division.
Bill
Berke
‘Calypso’
Party
will be paired for release as a dual
Kimelman is being feted tomor¬
Since the divorcement decrees, entry by Republic.
* Shooting in? Nassau row (Wed.) at a Variety Club testi¬
national Theatres have been ap¬
monial
dinner in-the Penn-SheraWilliam
Berke,
“Calypso
Is¬
proved for eight acquisitions.
Theresa Loeb Cone, drama edi*tVe\Fe in the Salt Lake City .tor .of the Oakland Tribune, will land” producer-director,' and his ' ton Hotel. Hugh Owen and Buster
Keaton
will
be the principal speak¬
rr®a:.rthe eighth-is a drive-in at be in Hollywood from May 5 • to crew departed New York for Nas-’
i<as Veghg. Other acquisitions by May 11 at the Paramount lot sau.in Bahamas. Film now shoot¬ ers,. with Howard Minsky as toast¬
master.
Film
Row's Bert Stearn
divorced circuits ' so fait—five by among the 50 newspaper critics ing with Marie Windsor and Vince
and Lou Hanna are co-chairmen of
one by Stanley Warner; picked to appear in Perlberg- Edwards heading the .cast.
the affair.
United Artists will distribute.
one by Paramount.
Seaton’s “Teacher’s Pet.”

Abram Myers:
Antitrust Div.
Utterly Biased’

METRO’S MIGHTY MO. OF
MAY, SIX FILMS OPEN

National Theatres, Asks
Court Okay on Colorado
Hardtop Acquisition O’Sullivan Reactivating
Variety Pictures Corp.

BLUMBERG, DAFF HEAD
U MISSION TO ROME

Columbia is bypassing a Broad¬
way engagement for “The Garment
Jungle” for a saturation booking In
89 neighborhood and surburban
theatres in the New York metro¬
politan area starting May 15. It’s
estimated by the company that the
mass bookings will give it, a total
seating capacity of 145,000? Deal is
one of the largest day-and-date
runs ever set in. the N.Y. territory.
Key factor in the decision to seek
the territorial saturation was the
timeliness of the picture’s theme
as well -as its closeness to a large
segment of .the metropolitan area
population.
Picture, much of
which was shot in location in Man¬
hattan, deals with labor racketeer¬
ing in the N.Y. garment industry.
In addition, the subject of labor
racketeering has been a daily
headline event in recent weeks
and Columbia' hopes to cash in on
the interest. The news stories on
the McClellan investigations, the
Victor Riesel case, the Dio trial,
and the grand jury probes are
the elements. which give the pic¬
ture an unusual timeliness. Ac¬
cording to Abe Montague, Col sales
chief, “these, factors fairly shouted
for rushing the film before the
broadest possible audience in the
quickest time.”
That-the picture is not offensive
to legimate labdr unions is mani¬
fested in the fact that the Interna¬
tional Ladies Garment Workers
Union is giving Columbia .full sup¬
port in promotional efforts for the
picture. Ah entire issue of the
union's publication will be devoted
to the picture and ILGWU mem¬
bers will be urged to see the film.

Harriman Kills Bill
Exempting Newsreel Labs
From Overtime Limits
Albany, April 30.
Holding that, it had “obvious
dangers,” was “too- loosely drawn,
too broad in coverage and suscep¬
tible to abuses,” Governor Averell
Harriman vetoed a bill by Senator
Irwin Pakula, and Assemblyman
Joseph P. Savarese, Queens Repub¬
licans, xyhich provided for an
amendment tdthe State Labor Law
•exempting women-over 21 fromover-time provisions, where they
were employed in processing or
editing films “for television or
newsreel use.” The measure lim¬
ited such work to a total of 48
hours in any week.'
A lengthy veto message by the
Governor pointed out that the
bill was “designed to meet the
particular problems of processing
newsreel film that may arrive at
any hdur of the day or night.”
However, Dr. Isidor Lubin, State
Industrial Commissioner, in a
memorandum recommending disap¬
proval, said that “It is felt very
seriously by this Department the
bill as it is now constituted, goes
far beyong the problem it initially
sought to alleviate. The exemption
is so broad that it would legally
permit an employer to work his fe¬
male employees for ah unlimited
number of hours a day for at leapt
two days in any one work week.
Further, ^the exemption is granted
for the processing of all film and
not solely the processing of news¬
reel film as • had initially been
sought by this industry.”
Dr. Lubin prophesied that if ap¬
proved, the 'bill would be the “fore¬
runner** of many additional re¬
quests, as well as the introduction
of similar legislation from other in¬
dustries that are likewise affected
by the present provisions of the
law.”
Fully appreciative of the “diffi¬
culties” confronting the film pro¬
cessing industry, Governor Harri¬
man ivrote that “If, at the next ses¬
sion, legislation is resubmitted
which solely meets the emergency
nature of the problem and affords
the necessary protection to female
employees, I shall be glad to give
'it my earnest consideration.”
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Inside Stuff—Pictures
Blacklist qf screenwriters which has existed for a decade is a “fraud
that Should be ended,’V Frontier Magazine declares in an editorial in
its May. issue. Magazine declares that the blacklist rests on two “in¬
valid arguments0—that radical writers used films for “subversive”
propaganda and that "subversive activities” were financed by con¬
tributions from highly paid filmites. Magazine quoted Eric Johnston
to refute the first argument, noting the MPAA prexy’s flat statement
that the radicals never succeeding in influencing the content of a
Single film., On the second count, Frontier contends that the charge
that vast’sums of Hollywood coin Went to radical causes is “nonsense.”
Magazine adds that the blacklist now is a “political weapon” used by
“sophisticated political reactionaries to control the content of the
screen” and.'contends that the public thus is denied to make its own
choice of. good Or bad because of the work of "self-appointed censors.”
“That Hollywood contributions to radical movements represented
a threat to the U.S.,”* Frontier contends, “is a claim that is fraudulent
on its face. . And the argument that a blacklist had to be fastened on
the back of the film industry to meet such a threat is an underserved
compliment to the Communist Party and a sneer at democratic
processes.”
Two special “Film Weeks” are scheduled in Argentifta. First fol¬
lows Easter Sunday at the Mar del Plata beach resort, to catch the
influx of tourists and regale them with French films. Second is a
Swedish Film Week at the Metropolitan Theatre (Lococo) from April
24 to 30, under the auspices of the Film Critics’ Assn.
Nicolas Mouneu of Unifrance is organizing the French week at the
Ambassador (Soc. Exhibidora Financiera) and the pictures to be ex¬
hibited include “Gervaise,” Lola Montes,” “Paris Palace Hotel,” “The
Renegade,” .‘It; Happened in Aden,” and “Typhoon in Nagasaki.”
The Swedish Week includes three pictures directed by Inginar Berg¬
man, ‘The Treasure of Arne” fro/n a Selma Lagerlof novel, directed by
Gustaf Molander, another which Gosta Folke directed Which is q biopic
of Gustaf Dalen, Physics Nobel Prizewinner in 1912; another directed
by Alf Sjoberg from an Ingmar Bergman poem” by Arne Sucksdorff
won prizes at Cannes, Berlin and Edinburgh.
RKO, now absorbed, by General Tire & Rubber, proved one of Wall
Street’s “best bets”, when the film company had its own listing on the
New York Stock Exchange. RHM Associates, which publishes a market
analysis sheet, pointed out this week that an investment of $500 in RKO
warrants would have meant a return of $104,000 in four years for the
investor.
Warrants, which entitled the owner to buy stock at $15 pgr share,
were trading on the Exchange at 6l4g. each. The stock was selling at
only $2.50 per share, thus the warrants were of no immediate value.
However, by 1946 the stock was up to $28 per share and the trading
value of the warrants was up to $13 per. That’s $13 for each 6V4c.
invested: All 'a matter of knowing when to buy and when’ to sell:
Weary Madrid film Critics are preparing to clash with local distrib¬
utors to get rid of present Monday-Thursday film premiere tradition.
With statistics: in hand, critics complain that, of 64 films first-nighted
in Madrid during initial three months this year, 38 opened on Mondays
and 21 on Thursdays.
^ .
Fernandez Cuenca, dean of local film scribes, asks his YA readers
not to envy the lucky critic who gets to see all the movies on the cuff.
Covering film openings nowadays, he says, is a prodigious task that
requires more legwork than brainwork.
.
Cuenca, a motion picture historian of no repute*,' is unable to^explain
how the Monday-Thursday premiere tradition originated, nor has he
found anyone in the industry with the answer. He pleads for a spreadthe-work-other-days reform.
George L. Killion, president of American President Lines and a di¬
rector of Loew's Inc., has receivfed an apology from San Francisco Ex¬
aminer columnist Herb Caen for publishing a remark allegedly attrib¬
uted to Killion. Caen had said Killion was annoyed by Clifton Webb’s
huffiness with a ’ photographer at Frisco’s Romanoff’s and attributed
Killion as saying, “Find out if this guy’s with MGM. We’re having a di¬
rectors meetifig Tuesday and I’ll see that he’s fired.” In a letter to
Killion, Caep said: “Well, one of my ‘completely reliable sources’ will
now have to' be relegated to the ‘heretofore reliable’ file.* I am sorry
it happened and I hope the item did not cause you embarrassement.”
A device to streamline the food’ service at drive-ins has been put
on the market by the Radio Corp of America’s theatre and sound prod¬
ucts department. Called “Dine-a-Com,” the gadget is an inter-communi¬
cation system involving individual talk-back speakers for cars con¬
nected to a master console located in the order-taking room of the
drive-in restaurant. Via this device, a patron can place his order
from his car seat by pressing a button and contacting the master
console operator. System is also supplied with an automatic record
player and a radio tuner to keep the patrons supplied with music
while waiting for their food deliveries during the intermission.
Personnel at Lackland Air Force Base in Texas can find out what
films are playing where, feature time and stars, and what’s on tap in
athletic and service club events merely by dialing the telephone . Two
electronic technicians, A.l.C. Darryl B. Snead, and A.l.C. Keath Corneilson, conceived the idea with a machine called the Mackenzie Pro¬
gram Repeater. Operating on the same principal as a telephone time
service, the machine* goes on automatically at 8 a,m. and turns itself off
at 9 p.m. daily. Information is kept current through daily recordings.
In an effort to convince its sales force that its product is equal and
perhaps superior to that of its rivals, Metro has prepared a chart
giving the rundown of the films being released by each of eight rival
companies from March to July. The chart, shown at the company’s
recent Chicago sales convention and reproduced in its house organ,
gives a month by month tabulation of the pictures and stars of each
picture to be released by the major firms during the five-month period.
Theatre employes, as well as personnel of other business establish¬
ments and institutions, would have their minimum wage scale increased
to $1 an hour under a new bill filed in the Vermont Legislature, It is
estimated that the proposed law would affect approximately 13,000
establishments and bring pay increases to nearly 90,000 workers. %
Decca Records has picked up another 3,3d0 shares of Universal
Pictures last month, to tighten control. Decca now owns 743,785 shares
°*,P common, according to the latest monthly report of “insider trans¬
actions” issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
A bill which would have allowed Vermont municipalities to regulate
outdoor advertising without the establishment of zoning has been with¬
drawn in the House of Representatives of the Legislature here.
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$300,000 Pictures Gross Expectancy
Same as
Film-Katzman
+
It’s open season on Hollywood’s
Production Code and the set of
morality standards /appears the tar¬
get. of brickbats, from various direc¬
tions. The barrage dottffes from
both those who think the Code .is
antiquated and should be scuttled
and those who contend there has
been too much tendency toward
liberalization.
Recently Variety detailed in a
Page 1 banner story the cuts made
in vintage but previously Code-ap^
proved feature productions before
local telecasters1 would beam them
out to living rooms. This was a
curious twist, because in many in¬
stances in the recent past tv has
handled subjects which Were taboo
under Hollywood standards and ac¬
tually showed Old features which
did not get official censorship ap¬
proval. Indeed, the Pennsylvania
state censor found it necessary to
rule on pictures for theatres but
there was no such authorization re¬
quired for these same pictures be¬
ing shown on tv.
This obviously was a case of films
being “wrong” in theatres but all
right by the fireplace. And then,
came the reverse; Hollywood prod¬
uct was okayed by the Code and
the censors but subject to deletions
because local telecasters thought
the subject matter in some cases
too risque.
Within the film industry itself
the Code is among the top subjects
of controversy. There have been
pro and con about its functions in’
past, of course, but rarely has
there been such a concentration of
expressions of concern . about its
values.
United Artists, so-called “home”
of independent producers, particu¬
larly is involved and Max E. Youngstein, UA v.p., is frank in his “and
you can quote me”N statements
about how “the Code should go
away.” The beef at UA is one
based on alleged discrimination,
the feeling beingthat UA’s compet¬
itors, sitting as the board of the
Motion Pictures Assn, of America,
are empowered to call the turns on
whether or not a UA picture wfll
be endorsed.
* .Warners had Code greenlighting
on “Baby Doll” , but ran into a Na-.
tional Legion of Decency “condem¬
nation”'"'with' the same picture.
There was corisiderable ado about
this and'thq picture proved a ktrong
boxoffice success. Same film com¬
pany now has “Untamed Youth”
with a Code okay but is making re¬
visions to suit the Legion. The
suspicion in this case is that the
Code would be to suspect on “lib¬
eralization” grounds if two pic¬
tures in a short space of time were
to be approved and then hit by a
rap from the Legion.
Erskine Caldwell, author of
“God’s Little Acre,” and Sidney
Harmon, who’s producing the
adaptation of that.novel, make it
clear they’re completely indifferent
to the Code. They refused.to sub¬
mit the script, which is customary
procedure, and intend to have the
picture made as they see fit. If it
receives a Code seal, that’s all
right; if not,* that’s all right, too.
Indie film-maker Edward Small
is engaged in a donnybrook with
Code administrator Geoffrey Shurlock over dope addiction scenes in
Small’s “Monkey on My Back,”
Barney Ross biopic. Small insists
that the scissoring demanded by
Shurlock is not in keeping with
the “spirit” of the* Code and would
unnecessarily impair the effect of
his picture. Shurlock couldn’t see
it this way, refused to grant Code
approval and an appeal is to be
taken by Small.
Otto Preminger is not particu¬
larly concerned, he says, whether
the Code continues to exist or not.
Any producer dealing in immoral¬
ity is. not a commercial success
to begin with, so there’s no need
for a Code, argues Preminger. It
was this producer’s picture, inci¬
dentally, which was thumbs-downed
by the Code but which was given
' a Legion sanction. The film was
j “Man With the Golden Arm” and
| because of the Code action, UA, |

Scots Scoff Pseudo-Burr
By GORDON IRylNG
Edinburgh, April 23.
Scotland’s fini critics got a
lot . of giggles at the phoney
Scot accents in RKO pic “The
Day They Gave Babies Away.”
A trade show audience was
tickled by attempts of Glynis
Johns and Cameron Mitchell
to speak in what they or direc¬
tor must suppose is authentic
Scotch.
Scots don’t talk of Bobbie
Burns, or of babbies. And
they don’t'use the word “lass”
in every sentence. Pic looks
set for some stormy passages
when Scot audiences begin .to
see it. If there’s one thing a
Scotsman cannot tolerate, it’s
. non-Scots trying to speak in
his own accent..
Footnote: Scotland’s nation¬
al poet is Robert Burns. He is
known as just that in his own
country. Only Englishmen and
overseas people talk of Bobbie
Burns! *
/

Jap Hydroelectric
Borrows Film Yen
Tokyo, April 30.
Agreement has been' reached for
a second American film loan to
Japanese hydroelectric power de¬
velopment companies. Involved are
2,400,000,000 yen ($6,060,606) from
the U. S. major companies’ accumu¬
lated yen account which, as of
March 1, 1957, amounted to 3,700,000 yen ($10,277,778).,
Deal was worked out here by Irv¬
ing Maas, Far Eastern supervisor
for the Motion Picture Export
Assn., and agreed to by Tagashi
Ishida, director of the Finance
Ministry’s Foreign Exchange Con¬
trol.
Formal signing • is due in
about two weeks.
A- second loan, amounting to
Y700,000,00d ($1,944,444) out of the
U. S. distributors’ resident account,
also wi^l be made available to Japa¬
nese power development projects.
Loan is for four years at a 3.3%
interest rate. It’s included in the
$6,060,000 total.
Two years ago, the American
companies granted their first loan
to Japanese hydroelectric power
development. It was said at the
time that no further such deals
would be made, by MPEA. It ap¬
peared, however, that another loan
was the only way in which the film
companies could get their money
out.
As an incentive for the $6,000,000, the Japanese have agreed to a
“bonus” remittance of a reported
$3,700,000 or* 1,300,000,000 yen.
According to Maas, the actual fig¬
ure exceeds that total.
Terms accepted by Maas involve
a loan to the power development
company of $6,060,000 for a sixyear period at 3.3%. interest per
annum, of which .3% will go to
the trust companies involved in the
loan. This percentage represents
their commission. Repayment of
the loan will start in 1960 and will
be in dollars on a semi-annual ba¬
sis. In this the loan follows close¬
ly the terms originally worked out
in 1955.
The $1,944^000 loan sets some¬
thing of a precedent in that it’s the
first time that such a disposal of
the resident account has been per¬
mitted.
In New York, company execs
said the $6,000,000 loan was grant¬
ed with a better remittance pro¬
portion than last time.
as distributor, resigned from the
MPAA.
Reportedly sounding off in pri¬
vate against the Code is Billy Wild¬
er, producer-director of “Love in
the Afternoon,” an Allied Artists
release. Deletion of several se¬
quences were demanded and Wild¬
er reluctantly complied.

•

Producer Sam Katzman, the pro¬
totype of the gag about the guy who
laughed all the way to the bank,
contends that the average $1,000,000 picture made today is a bust
unless* it contains a gimmick that
attracts the public., 'Tf it costs a
$1,000,000 or $300,000, it’ll wind up
with the same gross in today’s mar¬
ket,” Katzman insists.
The Columbia producer, known
for his successful potboilers, has no
illusions about the type of product
he makes. He is first and foremost
a businessman and judges his suc¬
cess solely by the profits his films
bring in. “A picture that makes
money is a good picture—whether
it is artistically good or bad,” ac¬
cording to Katzman. “I’m in the
five and dime business and not in
the Tiffany business,” he said in
.New York last week. .“I make pic¬
tures for the little theatres around
the country.”
Katzman’s pictures are rarely
budgeted over $500,000 and most of
them are made for considerably
less, the range being $250,000 to
$500,000. In a period of some 12
years at Columbia where he super¬
vises his own unit, he has made ap¬
proximately 110 pictures. Accord¬
ing to Katzman, not a single one of
these films has lost money and, on
an average, each has grossed about
$1,000,000. Occasionally he comes
up with a real blockbuster in terms
of revenue. For example, the re¬
cent “Rock Around the Clock”
grossed $4,000,000. Katzpian’s films
also have an unusual longevity. He
notes, for example, that at least
40% of the 110 pictures he has
made are* still in release some¬
where.
Up to about two years ago, Katz¬
man’s specialties were harem
(“bosom and sand”), swashbuck¬
lers, western, action, and prison
pictures. He ground out these pic¬
tures at the rate of about 10 a year,
producing them in a-period of from
four to 10 weeks. Since these type
of pictures are now available on
television, he has fdund that the
general public will no longer pay
to see them'
As a result, he has switched his
policy and has embarked on a pro¬
gram of topical films geared for
the 15 to 25-year-old age group.
He observes the trends carefully
and scans -the newspaper headlines
thoroughly. “Every picture I make
now,” he says, “has a selling gim¬
mick aimed at the young audience.”
Following hk> successful “Rock
Around the Clbck,” he’s coming up
with “Calypso Heat Wave” to take
advantage of the current calypso
trend. Also on his schedule is
“The Tijuana Story,” a prostitution
and dope yarn; “Escape From San
Quentin,” “Too Young.”’ a story of
voung marriage; and pictures about
hot rods, horror stories, science fic¬
tion, and jazz. This year he has in¬
creased his schedule and will pro¬
duce a total of 14 films.
Katzman says he captures the
pulse of the young set by taking to
his 23-year-old daughter and 18year-old son. He maintains that
his pictures are the “bread and
butter” pictures of the industry.
He insists that he has no desire to
make a prestige picture or an ar¬
tistic success. “I don't get ulcers
with the type of pictures I make,”
he concludes.

Hit $1,500,000 Week At
Columbia International
Columbia’s international depart¬
ment, headed by Lacy Kastner,
racked up billings of over $1,500,000 during the week ended April
13. Special Sales-drive effort ac¬
counted for the unusually high
revenue.
Figure also is seen as further
evidence of how the foreign market
is growing in money importance, in
relation to domestic.
Col’s total gross last year,
amounting to $92,000,000, broke
down as follows: domestic rentals,
$42,000,000; foreign, $39,000,000.
and Screen Gems, the televisior
subsidiary, $11,000,0.00
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sciously, by making us write off
our films so fast. That Way,-the
film library’s worth' maybe $7,000,000 to $10,000,000.

A Rainbow Finale To Career

Twentieth, he feels, is “the luck¬
iest’ company in Hollywood, too.
’ “When Winnie Sheehan was pro¬
duction boss he wanted to make
Westerns and got us ,to buy a lot
of hillsides in the San Fernando
Valley—no place to set up a tri¬
pod, but pretty,
' “Then, 20 years ago, we also
bought at a relatively cheap price
120 acres adjacent to our lot.
Thai’s where the oil is.
“I suppose our property today is
worth $50-$60 million, not count¬
ing the oil rights which, of course,
we’d reserve. You can build tall
buildings there, now, and I’ve
heard a rumor, not confirmed mind
you, that an insurance company’s
offered us $50 million for our land.
“We have a deal, with Universal
Consolidated Oil Co. to' slant-drill
from our property under the (Hillcrest) golf course, and we’ve also
made deals with hundreds of
’'home-owners nearby for slant¬
drilling, Our downtown property
has oil, too.
“We can go to Warners’’ to make
oUr pictures. They’re on cheap
land and don’t have expensive
buildings to maintain. That’d cut
our overhead.” But that, adds Wobber, is spec¬
ulation.
Right now, fit andv hearty at 77,
he’s out for a little fun—assuming,
of coursfe, that his new “advisory”
duties, to 20th aren’t full-time.
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(20ths U.S.-Canadar ’56 Rentals
$60,289,658-% From Year Before

everywhere, Paris, London, all
over the world. We were build¬
ing the biggest chain in the world.
“Zukor came out here and saw
Columbia, S. C., April 30.
Bill Fox’s. (5,000-seat) Fox Theatre
• Separately South Carolina’s ag¬
and told me, ‘This is going to be
ing Blue Laws are threatened and
the’ battleground.’’
will get a court test from a com¬
... “I bought 137V6 feet just west
of the St. Francis Theatre on Mar¬
munity which wishes to show mov¬
ket Street and got plans for a huge
ies oh Sunday. Greenville, S. C.
theatre, underground tunnels and
City Council has filed briefs with
all the rest. Price of the property
the Supreme Court seeking to in¬
was $750,000.
validate what it terms “discrim¬
“The company put up $300,000
and I arranged a $450,000 loan,
inatory” blue laws.
from the San Francisco Bank
It will be argued that the stat¬
(now a keystone in Transamerica’s
utes are unfair now, because they
By WILLIAM STEIF
First Western chain). But the di¬
permit Sunday commercial amuse¬
rectors and the company were so
ments' in some communities and
San Francisco, April 30.
outlaw them in others.
Herman Wobber, division, man¬ busy building theatres one place
and
another
that
they
kept
stalling
ager of the 11 Western states for
20th Century-Fox, sat in his pleas¬ me when I’asked about the $450,ant office on Frisco’s Film Row the 000. So finally the banker said
he’d take my personal signature
other day and said:
and my wife’s on the paper and
“I’m going to retire in a few we signed—the title went to Para¬
■■ ■■ —- Continued from page 5 ,
months. I'll stay on in an advisory mount.”
Week, the pre-Christmas period,
capacity. Don’t you think it's about
etc., when the companies hold
Then came the dawn. The com¬
time I have some fun?”'
back
on their new, big pictures.
pany went through bankruptcy.
He volunteered:
The Right Of It?
“The stockholders sued the di¬
“I’ll be 78 in June, born in San
rectors for $16,000,000 and I was
Francisco in ’79.”
In. any event it’s Par against all
He smiles when he says it. And left holding a piece of paper say¬
other top studios bn the matter of
be smiles when he recalls that ing I owed $450,000. The direc¬
numerical picture turnout and
more than 50 of his 77 years of life tors finally settled for $3—$4,000,future profits statements should
have been spent in the film .busi¬ 000—Zukor went on a salary
do much to establish who’s right.
ness. He makes some of the latter- with half his pay going to the
Par is the only major company
day “pioneers’’ look like tinhorns. quarter-million he owed, Sam Katz
Which' refused to try out the
“I’d gone up to the Klondike in was in for a quarter-million and
Cinemascope widescreen process
*97,” he says, “grubbing for gold. so on.
developed by 20th-Fox. Par felt,
I came back and went in with my
“John Hertz, the Yellow Cab fel¬
and continues to feel, that the
brothers, who were in, the station¬ low, had been called in. He was
C’Scope accent on width means a
ery business.
The nickelodeons rough but very square. He said
Continued from page 3 ——
sacrifice of height and for this rea¬
were just getting started and in he’d knock $100,000 off the debt,
son engineered its own Vistady
Adler
and
the
members
of
Skou¬
1907 we opened, the first downtown but that still left me $350,000 in
Vision
system.
V’Vision
has
1
nickelodeon in San Francisco—it the hole. Well, I kept pestering ras’ “cabinet.” •
caught on in the industry limitwas the Unique, on Market Street. Hertz for months and finally he
Initial reaction to the plan at edly, in comparison with C’Scope
“I’ve been in films ever since. agreed Ao give me the titles—it 20th has been something less than but Par is satisfied with the results
That was my baby.”
nonetheless.
wasn’t worth, a nickel but that enthusiastic.
“In 1912,” he recalls, “I read an seemed fair to me and I agreed
If the stockholders -approve the
While 'other companies have a
ad in Variety. Adolph Zukor was and took it and worked with the option idea, it’ll then be u£ to the
starting Famous Players. HO’d just land and eventually sold it,’five board to designate within one hands-off policy regarding home
toll
television, at least at present,
obtained the first player, Sarah or six years later, for a half-mil¬ month the persons to whom op¬
Par has been plugging away with
Bernhardt, and the first play, lion.
tions are to be granted. All 14 vigor .for its Telemeter operation
‘Queen Elizabeth,* and he was sell¬
“But I never want to go through officers of the corporation are eli¬ and has been doing this for the
ing states’ rights. I was a first cus¬
gible as would be a number of key past several years. Par’s idea is
that again.”
tomer.”
0
employees who are not officers or to be in on the ground floor when
The Road to Fox
Around 1920 Wobber went to
directors. Shares which have not *jftd if‘this new electronics show
work for Paramount as its first
After his “personal trouble” been optioned within the month business becomes a money:makng
Western states manager.
Wobber left Paramount and joined after approval by stockholders, or proposition. And exhib complaints
Tried To Buy UFA
Fox.
which were covered by options as that pay-as-you-see tv might put
Among his recollections of the
“Sid Kent, then president of to which all conditions had not them out of business are falling
1920’s:
been satisfied within five months on deaf ears.
Fox,
was
a
great
friend
of
mine.
“I had an assignment to try to
after the date of the option, can
To a certain extent this parallels
buy out UFA, in Germany, the big¬ We had lunch downtown in New not thereafter be optioned by the
the standard tv situation.
Par
gest. film company in the world out¬ York with Aldrich of the Chase board.
moved in on tv years ago, and was
side the U.S. and a company that Bank, wh*h then owned Fox, and
Under the plan, each option sole film company to do so, with the
Kent-told
me
he
Wanted
me
in
at
had it ‘ on everybody, technically.
would be exercisable at a price
.
acquisition of a large block of
We didn’t buy ’em out, though I the proper time.
equal ’ to the closing price on the
“A little later he called me. He N. Y. Stock Exchange the day the stock in DuMont, which is Still
spent four to six months a year
for four successive years in Europe, Wanted to get the Skouras Broth¬ option agreement becomes effec¬ owned. This investment, amount¬
ing originally to only $10,000, has
but we loaned them a lot of money ers in to help, too, .but they were tive, plus $1.
Stock,' closed at
and, in combination with Metro, working in Pennsylvania after- $26.25 • on the Exchange April 22. paid off in. hefty fashion, the Par
made a distribution deal and they’d made—and lost—$7,000,000 No option would-be exercisable interest in DuMont now being
brought over a lot of directors and by selling out in St. Louis to War¬ prior to Jani 1, 1958, or later than Worth well over $10,000,000 it’s
players—the first was Emil Jan- ner Brothers and then sinking the six years from the date of the figured.
nings, we brought him over in a whole $7,000,000 with Goldman, granting of the option., Option
Par’s diversification has taken
Sachs.
film called ‘Variety.’ ”
holder can’t sell his shares for at other forms, of course, including
Then there was the Paramount
operation of station KTLA, Los
“They weren’t very happy in least two years.
deal with the Columbia Broadcast¬ Pennsylvania, but they had a few
The 5% debentures will be in ne¬ Angeles; tv production activity
ing Systemr.
theatres in New York, too, and gotiable form with 5% interest pay¬ (now in the blueprint stage), the
“We bought a . half-interest in they couldn’t see coming to the able semi-annually. Notes will be rental of studio facilities to tv pro¬
CBS for $4,000,000; made the deal Coast. Kent had me make a sur¬ redeemable in five years at par, ducers, a stake. in the Lawrence
with Paley, but instead Of giving vey of the Fox properties and per¬ with accrued interest. They will color tv tube, music publishing
CBS money we gave them stock. sonnel and they stacked up pretty be unsecured, and there will be no (Famous) and the recent purchase
The only condition was that the well on paper. We sent this to the trustee.
week of Dot Records.
stock, then selling around 60, Skouras’, but still they weren’t
should hit 75 before the year was convinced and Kent and myself
out. We figured there’d be no finally went east and talked them
trouble about that. We could see into coming west.”
our Stock going "to 110, 125—after
For four years Wobber headed
all, we were making 14-15-16 mil¬
[FOR GREATER FLEXIBILITY]
lion a year. Well, the stock went the whole Fox distribution setup,
up to 73V6, a couple thousand out of New York, “but I never
shares traded could have rigged moved my family back because I
the market enough eo that it’d hit Jaad interests here and really
The retooling job that 20th-Cen- ducers “to give me 12 blockbust¬
75. But it never made it and didn’t want to leave.”
He adds:
tury-Fox
Film
prexy
Spyros ers” (of the type of “Farewell to
skidded down and down and a year
“They
wanted
me
to
go
on
the
Skouras has done for the company Arms,” “Island in the Sun”); 18
later we had to give back the CBS
good but not as costly entries (viz.,
stock. We’d foreseen using our board of directors but I decided has achieved these highlights:
“Wayward Bus”) and a strictly
stars on radio, and so on, but . . . against it, said- I’d just peddle .1." Instead Of one studio topper budget line like the 25 from Robert
their'
pictures—I’d
'
been
•
burned
the
company
has
four
former
heads
what do you * think that stock’s
Lippert.
of production working on his com¬ L. Skouras
worth now? A couple of hundred once already with Paramount.”
thus is no longer de¬
During World War II the Army pany’s lot;
million?”
pendent
on any one producer, with
borrowed Wobber and he, with
Drive For Ready Cash
2. Resulted in a production line the diversity of source material.
Morris
Kaplan,
made
a
study
“Five banks had a million each
which may see up to 55 pictures
In addition, among the' other
loaned to Paramount and they con¬ which completely changed the produced in 1957, and could call plusses retooled by JBkouras is the
certed a call for the five million Army’s—and later, the Navy’s— for 60-65 pictures in '5.;
50%
ownership in £fn independent
to Zukor.
Zukor didn’t know method of training film distribu¬
3. If the 1958 potential is tv chain (National Television As¬
which way to turn and went out to tion.
sociates)
and the big South African
achieved
Skouras
envisions
a
$125,Wobber admits the film business
Hollywood to shut down produc¬
000,000-$150,000,000 gross po¬ holdings (Schlesinger interests in
tion, claiming costs were too high. is “rough, but it gets in your tential. This f-57) year may ex¬ theatres, insurance companies, real
But the real reason for shutting blood . , . it’s a combination of ceed $100,000,000.
production was the call from the business and showmanship I love.”
In Darryl F. Zanuck, Jerry Wald, '^On the subject of realty the
Today’s exhibitors, he thinks,
banks. So I \ftent out and put on
booming Beverly Hills property
the first and I’ll say the most suc¬ aren’t exercising enough showman¬ David O. Selznick and the just add¬ values has placed a 50 to 100 mil¬
cessful drive the industry’s ever ship, enough exploitation, on their ed Henry Ginsberg (Rock Hudson) lion evaluation on the Santa Monindependent
setups,
-20th-Fox
thus
had. Practically every theatre in own. All they’re doing, he claims,
ica-Pico Blvd. lot, not to mention
the country played pur product and is to sit on the sidelines of the has four former studio production the intangible potentials of the oil
in five or six weeks we had the business and bleat about their toppers on one lot, with of course now being pumped from the Fox
Buddy Adler in charge of produc¬
nve million ’in cash and paid the troubles..
lot, and which may accelerate mov¬
“We’ll make 55 pictures this tion of the home-grown product.
hanks off.”
•
Of the 55 pictures envisioned for ing 20th’s production to some other
year,
probably
65
next
year,
and
“In the late ’20’s,” he says, “we
Studio’s
facilities.
were busy putting up theatres Uncle Sam’s helped us, uncon- '57, Skouras can call on his proA “Hermann Wobber Golden ,
Jubilfee” sales drive will be
put on by 20th-Fox in the 11
West Coast and Rocky Moun¬
tain states along with Hawaii
and Alaska to mark the vet
. western division manager’s 50
years in the.filmbiz.
Drive, which spans the five
weeks from May 26 through
June 29, also marks the retire¬
ment of Wobber which goes
into effect July 1. Wobber will
continue with the. company in
an advisory capacity after
that, headquarters at the San
Francisco branch.
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20th Options

How Skouras ‘Re -Tooled’ 20th- Fox

Having gone a long way to solve
the problem of adequate product
supply, 20th-Fox now is confident
that, in the future, “earnings from
film production will be in proper
proportion to the earnings from
the other branches of our busi¬
ness:”
This is what 20th prexy Spyros
P. Skouras last week told stock¬
holders in the company’s annual
report in which he documented the
improvement.
During the first three quarters'
of 1956, 20th showed a $l,!o9,000
'loss before taxes on its own pro¬
duced feature films. In the last
quarter, the trend was reversed
with earnings before taxes running
to $1,086,000..
As for the first quarter of 1957,
Skoujras said earnings would run
to $900,000 before Jtaxes, with the
second quarter promising better
taxes, with the second quarter
promising better returns.
Report showed domestic (U, S.
and Canada) film rentals for 1956
at $60,299,658 against $57,273,331
in 1955. However, that figure in¬
cludes income from television.
Foreign rentals dropped to-$52,481,211 against $53,221,020 in 1955.
It’s pointed out that 1955 included
53 weeks compared with 52 in 1956.
Total rentals came to $112,780,869
in ’56 against $110,494^351 the
prior year.
Net earnings for 1956 were put
at $6,198,419, a slight rise over the
$6,025,039 of 1955, Per-share earn¬
ings were $2.34 compared to $2.28
in ’55.
Report put the gross receipts of
20th’s foreign theatre circuits at
approximately $37,000,000 for a
net of about $700,000 in excess of
$713,500 in dividents received dur¬
ing the year.
As for 20th’s oil drilling opera¬
tions, stockholders were‘told that
11 wells to date had delivered 1,331,346' barrels of oil and 2,669,903 metered cubic feet of gas for
a total .value of $3,920,589. 2tfth’s
royalty for the moment is 11^%.
Once royalty participation rises to
51.32% of gross revenue less onehalf of operating costs which, on
the basis of current prices and
production, should be in excess of
$1,600,000
annually,
additional
wells will be drilled.
As of Feb. 28, . 1957, drilling
costs borne by Universal Consoli¬
dated ran to $4,873,549, leaving un¬
recovered costs of $1,737,078.

Cannes Prizes
Continued from page 5

young man of another social strata
are advance-doped as hot contend¬
ers.
Russia has a telling entry with
“Sorok Pervyi” (The Forty First)
about a bolshevik girl who cap¬
tures a White Russian during the
Revolution. They fall in love but
she finally kills him at the end
when rescue comes.
Japan’s best bet may be “Shiros
Sammyahu” (The Roof of Japan),
a color documentary on the moun¬
tains of the country, and “Kome”
(The Rice People) a drama among
the poor workers. India has a full
length documentary “Gotoma The
Buddha,” in English, tracing the
story of Buddha through paint¬
ings, sculptor and enacted portions.
Sweden’s “Det Sjuncle Inseglet”
(The Seventh Seal), is thought
likely to impress. It is about a
14th century knight returning from
the Crusades who engages death
in a chess game during a black
plague. However he can not es¬
cape his destiny. Great Britain is
competing with “Yangtse Inci¬
dent” (reviewed in Variety
4/10/57), concerns a British ship
that ran a Red Chinese blotkade
during the revolution. Britain also'
is represented by Philip Leacock’s
“High Tide At Noon.”
Red China Withdraws
Last minute political troubles
hit the Cannes Film Fest (May 217) when Red China pulled Out
after hearing that Nationalist
China Would, also attend. . Peking
sent a communique declaring that
this move infringed .on China’s
sovereignty and integrity.
Universum Films Corp. has been
authorized to conduct a motion
picture business in New York, with
capital stock of 200 shares, no par
value. Irwin Belenken is director
and filing attorney.
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tested that “my daughter is a start. adequately served. One of the best
I’ll sue him for every cent he owns. art film ^directories with 1,600 titles
Where is he? He won’t get away was published in Florence, Italy,
with this.” Later on Mother saw but is unavailable in English. Some
the wisdom of it alL
of ^ the most desirable are films =- 1 * Continued from page 1 ^1
s Continued from page %
While she opened and closed in known to exist practically required have to close. Much th6 same situa¬
State
Dept, intercession to get
Comstock,
Waxey
was
not
the
for¬
talking them outvof their repair solace that at least the act was
tion exists with other shows.
getful type. Songsmith-producer them out of their remote European
bills, leaVing spurious family heir¬ working in a theatre.
Newspaper-Sponsored Treks
vaults.
Lew Brown was casting a show for
Burlesk’s Big Time—Minsky’s
looms as pledges in lieu of money;
First Art Film in 1918?
Thus far, .scheduled show tours
the shagy niteries which “sneaked”
But all this was a^ buildup for Ziegfeld. The mobster cued Brown
An
uncompleted
Swedish
item
of
have been cancelled by the Seattle
gambling (with obliging collabora¬ the Big Time of Burlesque—Billy on Miss Lee’s talents. It had the
tion from lenient local gendar¬ Minsky's Republic Theatre on New working title of “Laid In Mexico” 1918 was unspooled in the_. belief Post-Intelligencer, the San Fran¬
merie ) ;~her father-* who was a Seat¬ York’s 42d. St. The script changed and one blonde chorister righteous¬ it is the first art film ever made. cisco Examiner and a number of
tle newspaper reporter and her weekly but'Gypsy Rose Lee’svname ly protested, “I might as well be The man who made it' was de¬
Uncle Fred, who was managing ed¬ remained indef. One week' the working for Minsky with that title,” nounced at the time for profaning other out-of-town newspapers that
itor of. the Seattle Times, are but a script was called “Yetta Lostit but when it opened on Broadway the temple, desperating genius, and sponsor such, operations ,on a
“strictly non-profit basis for promoFrom Bowling” and another week the show was billed as “Hot-Cha!”. things like that.
few, Minnie Levenson of the Worces¬
A Billing Is Born
it was "Ada Onion From Ber¬ The cast held Bert Lahr, Lupe
ter Museum told the experience of tional reasons. Still other papers
Hose Louise became Rose Lee muda,” “Lotta Schmaltz From Velez, Buddy Rogers—and Gypsy her institution in showing selected have similar trips set, but are hold¬
and just as quickly Gypsy Rose Greece”- or “Iva Schnozzle' From Rose Lee. >
Miss Lee gives comeuppance to subjects for ’ children in various; ing plans in abeyance pending clar¬
But always, from
Lee while the sign-man was spell¬ Red Hook.”
age brackets. The hall stayed rath¬
ing out her billing on the marquee their room in the Cameo Apart¬ her sister strippers, managers and er empty. Then the museum start¬ ification of the situation.
other
contemporaries held in lowly
ments,
Mama
.
and
Gyp
saw
.
their
Cooperating in the campaign to
of the Gaiety Theatre, Toledo.
ed selecting foreign quality films,
The electric change was impelled billing. The columnists, The New .‘ repute; Names are named through¬ theatrical features with which Wor¬ have Commissioner O’Connell’s
out
and
in
no
uncertain
manner.
Yorker,
Town
&
Country,
the
crit¬
by fear of “what Grandpa in
cester was unfamiliar. So great ruling rescinded are the League of
Seattle will think when he hears ics, cafe society, a blueblood ro¬ But never is the. language gamey, was the ultimate, popularity of this N. Y. Theatres, Actors Equity, the
mance (merely identified as Eddy) even in the more intimate intra¬
I'm in burlesque.”
series that it led to the establish¬ N. Y. Convention &r Visitors Bu¬
trade details.
A leotard under a hula costume made her good copy.- Mother still
ment of a commercial art theatre reau, hotel, railroad and airline
was her introduction to the strip. felt, “The moment vaudeville ‘ She is generous to the press and in the town. The Museum gave up associations, etc. Injunction and
The manager's wife, who was .the comes back we’ll be ready for. it,” her pressagents for making Gypsy its series' but actively cooperate? damage suits are being readied by
No. 1 stripper—ajid a No. 1 lush- although not blind to the realities Rose Lee and its punned variations with the theatre—swapping ..dis¬ Alexander H. Cohen & Ralph A1goon found hersfelf eclipsed by that. Gyp was destined for special synonymous with her calling.
plays regularly.
swang, producers of “First Gentle¬
The Ziegfeld Follies, a Fox Film
Gypsy, with Mother’s resourceful prominence in her new-found en¬
Last week’s meeting was the man,” and Cohen’s Theatre Subsid¬
vironment in the. heart of Times contract, the London Palladium,
costuming aiding and abetting.
iary,
which operates Theatre Tours,
third
Art
Films
Festival.
First
Square.
the pluSh niteries of the Las Vegas was in 1951 at Woodstock, N. Y. a package agency. The latter firm
This was burlesque in its hum¬
True, Minsky worked the chorus
blest forms. The “actors” did their girls 84 hours a week, including calibre, have been the cumulative The second at Hunter College. That suspended operations last Satur¬
stuff with the perfunctory matter- rehearsals and Saturday midnight professional rewards of Louise the Metropolitan is now in the act day (27) as result of the Commis¬
of-factness of a plumber or ribbon performances, at $21 a week, and Hovick of Seattle — nicknamed is significant. Rockefeller Founda¬ sioner’s ban.
clerk. True, Tessie, one of the they had to .supply their own G- “Plug”—a chubby- kid in a Dutch tion funds made possible paid in¬
Significantly, the Shuberts are
cast, took pride that only she and strings. If they did a specialty or bob with peculiar teeth which real¬ vitations to Paul Haesaerts and taking no active part in the agita¬
Carrie Finnell had a certain mam¬ a strip they got $5 extra but had ly got straightened out only when Francis Bolen of Belgium, John tion. Although they operate 16
mary “talent” which was unique in to provide their own costumes. Waxey Gordon, 20 years later, sent Read of London, Mary Meerson. Broadway theatres and are thus
her to his Times Square dentist.
•how business.
Minsky stressed that burlesque had Miss Lee makes a point that she and Enrico Fulchlgnoni of Paris; seriously affected, a Shubert offi¬
cial has confided that they are fear¬
The handsome costumes, the cradled many stars in the past. and Mother were circumspect about and Carl Nordenfalk of Sweden.
..Some 22 films on art were ex¬ ful of opposing the Commissioner
flesh-colored nets,, the revealing Minsky bragged his line were fully reimbursing Mr. Gordon.
hibited,
culled
from
200
submitted
lest they be harassed with a suc¬
leotards, the top banana and his “good girls.” One of them told
But Miss Lee had a talent for
Organizer of the cession of violations under the fire
aides’ stock comedy scenes, the the chronicler of this memoir that publicity once she matriculated at world-around.
flirtation business with the bald- they were too tired to be anything Minsky G-High. Odd McIntyre, Festival,, Sidney Berkowitz, was and building laws.
ShnberU’ Hands-Off
headed row as the showgirls sinu¬ else. “It takes time to be bad,” Town and Country, The New York¬ hospitalized and couldn’t attend.
ously paraded from podium to run¬ she' said, “and who the hell’s got er, the cafe society set, the town
Despite the fact that theatre con¬
away for the bumps and grinds— time.”
tracts call for mutual control of
sophisticates suddenly became
these were a new brand of show
Personalities
tickets by the house and produc¬
Gypsy Rose Lee cultists.' While
business to both mother and
tion, the Shuberts are insisting on
When the censors were around, “next to - Jules Verne, his (son
daughter. But Mama comforted the stage manager passed the cue Erik’s) favorite literature is my
Confimued from voce 1
^ strict compliance with, the Commis¬
her that a lot of big stars started “full net pants” on all strippers scrapbooks,” Miss Lee has done a
sioner’s ruling. ^ It’s reported that
film in which the Negro is 'shown they’ve been threatened with revo¬
in burlesque.
and “keep you naval'covered, also good job in her dedicated purpose
Miss Lee doesn’t name-drop un¬ no bumps or grinds,” but this to make “our family history more as a human being of pride and dig¬ cation of the licenses of all their
less the vaude personalities, great happened only periodically.
nity, hundreds and thousands of houses if any of their boxoffices
important.”
or small, had immediate bearing on
Mqther’s domestic life jgravitated
Perhaps" because the accent is on persons abroad come to the real¬ sells more than the maximum of
her life and times. Fannie Brice, to Rego Park, but the Long Island “Memoir”, the author has tele¬ ization of America as a democracy nine tickets to any individual or
group other than a licensed broker.
Cantor Josef Rosenblatt, Sophie suburban life was not for either. scoped more recent and early
where the black man’s position is
Tucker, Olga Petrova, Alice Brady, Later Miss Lee dug in swanky events into almost brushoff propor¬
There appears to be a growing
improving and the well-advertised
fall within that orbit.
Gramercy Park/ Eventually the tions. Glossed over are her mar¬ wall of prejudice is gradually be¬ belief among producers and thea¬
author and Erik wound up in their riages, her romances, her tour in ing chipped away.
tre owners that the ticket broker*
Cantor Josef Rosenblatt
are behind the Commissioner’s ac¬
The dramatic manner in which East 63d St. private house with its t^at super-carnival called the Royal
Poitier is current ,in Metro’s
the great cantor, during his vaude 26 rooms, seven baths, a marble American Shows, and other career “Edge of the City” which was tion. Jesse Moss, attorney for the
tours for Keith, whammed his au¬ .floor in the drawingroom, a pool milestones. Not even made clear based on a teleplay. written spe¬ brokers’ association, denies this,
diences is detailed because the in the patio, and an elevator to take is- the Spanish artist (Julio ‘ de cially for him by Robert Alan and says that the agencies merely
up and down the four floors. Diego) to whom she was married
feel that if anyone has to be li¬
ever aggressive Mama wondered them
But “civilian life” was not for for a decade or so. (Her second Aurthur. It was originally titled censed, all who handle theatre
why the “Dainty June Company”
“A Mari Is Ten Feet TalL” Story,
as the act was billed at the time, them in Rego park. (“Civilian” marriage, in the ’40’s, was to actor with mo race angles, concerns a tickets should be required to have
become a pet Mike Todd word Alexander Kirkland; her first, to
licenses.
had to yield headline billing to has
friendship between a whi|g and- a
in describing non-pros.) Miss Lee’s
He reveals that he rect | ;ly ob¬
him. “Religion or no religion,” gallery of 40 pages of pictures, Arnold Mizzy.)
Negro, both working on Jhe tained a N. Y. State' charter for
said Mother, “he's going to have from the cradle to the headlines,
It’s an honest, unsparing docu¬ docks. Upcoming is his “Some¬
N.
Y. Ticket Assn. Inc., with the
one hell of a time following us,” includes a page devoted to Michael ment, extraordinary Americana, a thing of Value,” in-which he plays
she counseled her brood, and the Todd’s* “Star and Garter” produc¬ closeup on a doughty tribe, and an intelligent young Negro driven specific purpose of handling the
package
tour business, but indi¬
manner in which the act clicked tion, in which she starred. One puts Miss Lee Into sharp focus as a into the JMau Mau. (See review
cates that the firm will probably
seemed to support her prophecy; caption reads, “Mike often said*l skillful writer. Her two preyious in current issue.)
be
disbanded.
- He asserts that the
But when Cantor Rosenblatt came was the greatest no-talent star in works, titled “Mother Finds A
Also coming up for Poitier are recent State law increasing ticket
on cold, in a shabby blue suit, sang the business.”
Body” and "The G-String Mur-,
“Mark
of
the
Hawk,”
with
Eartha
agency
commissions
from $$1 to
his repertoire; and walked straight
Abbott & Costello, Jimmy Dugan, ders,” were curtainraisprs to^the
‘ out the' stagedoor to the local Joey Faye and Jack Diamond were fine scrivening job that Is called Kitt and Juano Hernandez, and $1.25 (plus tax) was merely an in¬
“Band
of
Angels”
with
Clark
cidental
part
of
the
proposed
bill
synagogue, as was ' his wont, the the male principals. Inez Worth “Gypsy.” It’s an apt title. There
frantic stage manager exhorted, was the prima. “Her mother, Myr¬ is the feeling that the nomad has Gable, which Warner Bros, will to permit travel and package
release.
In
it
he
plays
an
intelli¬
agencies to be licensed to sell
“Find him for God's sake before tle, and my mother almost went. come, home to roost for quite a
we have a riot on . our hands.” But into business together,” Miss Lee spell. It’ll make a fine ground gent young slave who revolts. theatre tickets.. The latter meas¬
the cantor never did an encore. recalls, “but when they learned the work for the stage, and the sub¬ Story is backgrounded by the Civil ure was defeated under pressure
from the travel bureaus, on the
Mother agreed it was the greatest local gangsters frowned on ladies sequent electronic showmanship War.
■ Poitier, who is 30, originally ar¬ ground that they don’t want the
piece of showmanship she had ever selling
home-made . gin,
even values called pix and video.
License Commissioner to have ac¬
rived
in
New
York
from
Florida
seen but “he could be the biggest though it was direct from their
fwith $1.50 in his pocket. He got cess to their books and the right
thing in vaudeville,” she said, “if own bathtubs, they went into the
to interfere in their business. The
his
theatrical
start
with
the
Amer¬
he’d just dressed up the act a lit¬ panoche fudge business instead.
ican Negro Theatre and came to package tour outfits were willing to
tle.”
Mother
was
sure
gangsters
be licensed .and would still wel¬
public
attention
with
his
role
in
The pitfalls of New York, includ¬ wouldn’t muscle in on that; there ■ ■ ■ - Continued from page 4
“Blackboard Jungle.” “That pic¬ come it, but the Commissioner has
ing a harridan called “F. E. Gor¬ was too little profit in it. In fact,
declared that he’s not authorized
ham”; the kindnesses of smalltime there was so /little profit in it seums and schools already often ture was a good example of Holly-' to issue a broker’s license to any
agent Jack Linder; life in th^ that Myrtle and Mother dissolved sub-rent films either for less than wood realizing the blessings of firm engaging in any otlier busi¬
we charge or sometimes loan them mixed casting,” Poitier said. “The
Langwell Hotel on 45th St,, a partnership.”
presence of a Negro gave the-film ness.
haven for vaudevillians; an audi¬
Impresario Waxey Gordon
g (Subsidy is the method which another dimension it otherwise
The situation thus boils down to
tion for the great S. L. (Roxy)
Another made-fo-order movie undoubtedly accounts for the rela¬ would not have had.”
the Commissioner’s, ban on the
Rothafel (and a $750-a-week date, scene is the show that mobster
sale of blocks of tickets to anyone
at last); the hijacking which they Waxey Gordon whipped up, via tive preeminence of documentary
but licensed broker's, coupled with
suspected “F. E.” had instigated, private Pullman, for some pals in films in Rurope over the U. S. and
a refusal to Issue brokers’ licenses
finally chased them back on the the Comstock (N.Y.) pen. It was (it is to be remarked that the ses¬
to package agencies. He has re¬
sions
at
the
Metropolitan
Museum
road.
an all-star cast and, under existing
portedly reversed himself in the
As “Madame Rose’s Dancing circumstances of .the day, many an over the past weekend had their :i——l Continued from pare 1
last few days by allowing the pack¬
Daughters” experienced more tra¬ “invited” performer couldn’t de¬ being entirely thanks to a grant-inlocal Church put on free kiddie age tQur outfits to get tickets from
vail en route, §he consoled herself cline participation, especially since aid.)
During the question period, Carl shows at Easter time to compete brokers. But the sponsoring outthat “nothing will ever take the Gordon . was also a . generous im¬
place of flesh.” Mother felt that, presario for club dates of this sort. Beier, a tv and film director,, asked .with its own traditional children’s of-town newspapers are thus far
refusing to pay the broker’s fee.
like radio, which she observed
“Among those who have kindly if the televizing of a film hurt its holiday matinees.
It had been thought from the ' A parallel complication In the
didn’t “kill vaudeville,” so too the consented to appear,” the invita¬ subsequent circulation. Dtatfteld
talking pictures “will never take tional wire read, “are Jimmy Du¬ thought a prominent video booking very beginning that “Baby Doll” controversy is the Commissioner’s
the place of flesh.”
rante, A1 Jolson, Jaipfr Velez, Bill would end theatrical playdates for would shape as more of a big-city order forbidding the allotment of
The: act became “Rose Louise Robinson, Jack Osterman, Mark a short but open up new organiza¬ attraction. In fact, Warner Bros, tickets to brokers located in New
Producers and theatre
and Her Hollywood Blondes.” Gyp Hellinger, Florenz Ziegfeld,” The tional and miscellaneous markets. changed its advertising campaign Jersey.
Other speakers stressed that, just in line with this thinking. Picture owners don’t object to that, as it's
said, “I’ll be the only brunette in wire was merely signed “W.”
the act,” and her mother conceded,
It was computed that this one- as fine music is frequently repeat¬ is expected to be a strong draw conceded that at least some of the
But the
but after an abortive attempt to nighter to the Comstock gaol would ed, so could fine film subjects be abroad, where Kazan’s name is ap¬ outfits are scalpers.
repeated. "It’s not one exposure preciated and the realism of this order also applies to Ramberger’s
invade Mexican variety territory cost Gordon over $20,000.
and
limbo”
was
a
comment
of
Rob¬
department
store
in
Newark,
type
pf
film
pays
off
at
the
wickets.
where, it was theorized, the Latins
It developed that the warden,
which does a large, strictly legal
“would go big for blondes,” the appreciative of the outer world’s ert Hudson, of the Ford Founda¬
tion
Communications
Centre
in
and
extremely
valuable
business
well nigh stranded act found itself, concern fqr his, guests, felt that a
Slips In With Snips
in tickets for Broadway shows.
in Kansas City which became his¬ stripper wasn't conducive to their Ann Arbor, Mich.
Memphis, April 30.
Critic Arthur Knight (Saturday
toric k as the burlesque turning well-being. Host-rimpresario Waxey
Memphis has followed example
Cathay Organization In Singa¬
could only- agree with him. But Review) recited the catalog sources
point in the author's career.
It was a filthy seamy theatre, but Mother took it in the wrong light. for the art film. Accuracy of in¬ of Atlanta and passed Warners’ pore has introduced the idea of
compared to the filthy seamy She felt that the warden looked formation, crtical evaluation where “Baby Doll” after first banning it. selling hamburgers and coffee at
Compromise was effected by un¬ 20-minute intermissions during
Cuban Gardens, a nitery of unholy dowir Upon her daughter as a bur¬ (under rentals) no previewing was
theJ'War and Peace” run.
antecedents, Madame Rose' took lesque dancer,' shrieklngly pro¬ possible were necessities not yet specified deletions.

‘Package Tours’ Ban

World on a G-String

Negro Adore

Manhattan Festivals

‘Baby Doll’
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SHEER
It’s Christmas in July
when hundreds of thea¬
tres hang up M-G-M’s
"Silk Stockings." Filled
with box-office appeal,
they’ll fill your house
with spectacular, zingy
entertainment!
MONEY EACTS:
1. "SILK STOCKINGS," the
two-year Broadway stage hit
on the screen in a BIG',
bouncy, CinemaScope and
Color production.
2. The wonderful story was
picked by Arthur Freed of
"American In Parisv fame for
his first independent offering
and he’s given-it the works.
3. Cole Porter’s magic music
and: lyrics. 13 of his top tunes,
plus new ones, including
"Ritz Rock ’n Roll.”

4. Another big triumph „ for
Fred Astaire and co-starring is
Cyd Charisse at her greatest.
Big talent cast includes Janis
Paige, Peter Lorre and others.
5. 'Smooth as "Silk Stockings"
promotion in the big-time
M-G-M manner. National
magazines,' newspapers,
radio, TV.

AN ARTHUR FREED PRODUCTION
Starring

FRED ASTAIRE
CYD CHARISSE
Silk
..JANIS PAIGE
PETER LORRE
-GE0R6E TOBIAS- JOSEPH BULOFF
JULES MINN
Screen Play by LEONARD GERSHE
and LEONARD SPIGELGASS
Suggested by "NINOTCHKA" by MELCHIOR LENGYEL
Music and Lyrics by

COLE PORTER

Book of Original Musical Play by

GEORGE 8. KAUFMAN,
LEUEEN McGRATH
and ABE BURROWS
Produced on the Stage by CY F£UER and ERNEST H. MARTIN

in CINEMASCOPE and METR0C0L0R
Directed by

RQUBEN MAMOULIAN

c
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UPON TEXAS PLAIN
Distribs Seek Special Legislation To RAIN
If Theatre Suspects fKscrimination
A DRIVE-IN VEXATION
On Playdates, See Me Quick: Judge
Compensate War Loss in Philippines
Washington, April 30.
Legislation, compensating Ameri¬
can iilm companies for war dam¬
ages suffered in the Philippines,
was urged past weekend in a letter
to Sen. Olin D. Johnson (D., S. C.),
chairman of a Subcommittee on
Trading With the Enemy Act. His
subcommittee is considering war
claims legislation.
Letter was written , by Kenneth
Clark, vice president of the Motion
Picture Export Assn, on behalf of
the MPEA member companies—Al¬
lied Artists, Columbia, Loew’s,
Paramount, "ftKO, Republic, 20thFox, UA, Universal, and WB. Clark
made two basic points in the let¬
ter in which he called for justice
. for the companies:
1. Companies thought their war
losses was covered by:tP. L. 744,
which provides for recovery of
losses under Japanese sequestra¬
tion of bank accounts in the Philip¬
pines. However, the interpretation
excludes rental losses from U. S.
films exhibited during Nip occupa¬
tion of the Philippines. “In the cir¬
cumstance,” Clark wrote, “we have
no recourse but to turn to the Con¬
gress for a fair and just relief.”
(2.) The film industry is unique
in that its tangible assets Are mo¬
tion picture films of limited intrin¬
sic value. The real losses are intan¬
gible—the sums derived from rent¬
ing the. films* “During the war,”
added Clark, “the Japanese seized
our films, had them exhibited in
theatres, and retained the rental
funds for themselves.
This act
meant a considerable loss to us, a
‘ loss that was just as real as if the
enemy had destrdyed, for example,
a motion picture theatre. It is this
rental money, kept by the Japa¬
nese, that we .now seek to recover
as war losses.”

OLD THEATRES FADE AWAY
Ft. Wayne A Patidnr Lot, Akron
A Tambourine Temple

Dallas, April 30.
Since the April 20 tornado here
rainfall has been above normal.
Friday (26) five inches of rain fell
on the flooded area, inundating the
Twin Hiways Drive-In on the Fort
Worth-Dallfes pike. ,
• Coincidentally, eight of the local
19 ozoners Friday headlined the
twin billing with “The Rainmaker.”

■+'
BUILDS SMALL BURG CHAIN
Jules Perlniutter Takes Over
Park In Cobleskill, N. Y.

Albany, April 30.
Fort Wayne, April 30. /
Continuing his expansion in
Palace Theatre, built at a cost of
small
towns,
Jules
Perlmutier, of
$200,000 in 1915, will be razed'to
Albany; took: over the Park in Cob¬
make way for a downtown auto
leskill,
Sunday
(28)
on lease from
parking lot, per Frank J. Bene¬
Frank Wieting, onetirpe mayor. .
dict, vice president of the Harris
son Theatre and Realty Co. The
Perlmutter leased the State in
l,7Q0-seat house earned a place in
Mechanicville, the Capitol in
show biz history when it served;
Whitehall and the' .Capitol in Ballsas the incubator for “Hellzapopton Spa, from Benton Theatres, of
pin\” which Olsen and Johnson
Saratoga, 18 months ago.
whipped together at the Palace
He also operates the Cobleskill
before they took it tp Broadway.
Drive-in at Richmondville (neaT
Palace originally was a vaude¬ | Lack of exhibitor unity is one of; Cobleskill), the Fort. George Driveville house, later combining to of¬ the obstacles standing in the way of in at- Lake George, the Starlit
fer films, then became a full-time a concerted effort to create better Drive-in at Watertown and the
cinema. Last fall it housed the business conditions in the indus¬ Spar Drive-in, between Saratoga
now defunct Conwayne Produc¬ try, Walter Reade Jr., circuit op¬ and Corinth.
tions, stock company, which folded erator and one of the leading lights
Perlmutter likewise conducts
up late November, 1956, after a in Theatre Owners of America, said
conventional
houses
in
Lake
brief season. Quimby ^Theatres will in N. Y. l{ist week.
George
and Watervliet.
move its general offices from the
Reade commented that, during
Palace to the Clyde theatre.
his tenure as TO A prexy, he had
Jound out firsthand the extent to
which theatremen fail to work to¬
*
Akron, April 30.
gether. “There is so much that
The 40-year-old Liberty Theatre, could be done,” he-said. “At least
once West Hill's leading motion we could give one another valuable
picture house, has been, sold to, the guidance by exchanging informa¬
religious Volunteers of America, tion and setting up certain serv¬
which will remodel it for new head¬ ices.”
quarters. Volunteers plans to move
Reade, who is partnered with
Dallas, April 30.
there about June 15.
Frank Kassler in Continental Dis¬
The arrest of an Oak Cliff busi¬
tributing Co., which releases for¬ nessman, Wyman Hulan.Parr, cli¬
eign films, said the company from maxed. what Federal Bureau agents
now on would follow a new policy, termed a three-year probe Into a
i.e., to own a part of its releases. farflung “stag party” film ring
“We never want the majority with operations from New York to
share,” he stressed.
“We don’t San Francisco to Tampa.
want to be producers. We’ll be
At tHe same time, a federal
what you might'call co-investors.” grand jury here returned indict¬
This would Involve Continental ments charging Parr and four oth¬
United Artists' status as the last owning the western hemisphere ers with conspiring to put lewd film
of the privately-held major film rights and recouping from that In interstate commerce. The oth¬
companies came to an 'end Thurs¬ area in proportion to its original ers were arrested earlier this year
day (25) when the public pur¬ investment.
and are free on bond.
chased $17,000,000 worth of de¬
Continental is backed by a num¬
Parr, who is owner of the Cliff
bentures and common stbek. With¬ ber of exhibitors under a unique Camera Shop, tangled with Jim
in a few hours after the offering setup which sees Reade putting Murray, cameraman for WBAP-JDV,
was made, F. Eberstadt & Co., the out the coin at the start and asking Fort Worth, who was on hand at
Burlington, Vt., April 30.
A proposed ordinance change managing underwriters, revealed other theatremen to join in later, the county jail to film the proceed¬
would require new theatre build¬ the offering had been oversub-* with certain attendant privileges.
ings. John Starr of WFAA-TV, a
ings, as and. if erected, to provide scribed and that the hooks had
Reade said he was convinced rival cameraman, got complete pic¬
Off-street parking space in relation been closed.
that, in the future, any independ¬ tures of the incident.
to the size and capacity of the
Debenture and stock issuance ent making a deal for pictures
The law itself is a relatively new
structure. Existing structures if en¬ consisted of $10,000,000 of 6% con¬ would insist on also obtaining the one, having been passed by Con¬
larged by more than 25% of the verted subordinated debentures, television rights.
gress in 1955. “It’s the biggest
floor area above ground level due May 1, 1969, and 350,000
case of its kind to be made since
would have to provide the same shares of common stock priced at
; the law was passed,” Dallas FBI
parking facilities as new buildings. $20. Of the common shares, 250,! Chief W. A., Murphy said.
In addition to theatres, which 000 were sold for the. company’s
I Dallas was headquarters for the
would have to provide one parking account and the remaining 100,000
production and processing of the
space for every 10 seats, the new shares for the account of the man¬
lewd film, Murphy said. Local tour¬
zoning plan recommended by the agement group, headed by hoard
ist courts were used as “studios.”
Burlington Planning Commission chairman Robert S. Benjamin and
“We identified many of the ’stars’
would affect auditoriums, schools, prexy Arthur B. Krim. The eightfrom photos in the sheriff's and po¬
churches, retail stores and similar man management team of the com¬
lice
department’s identification
places of public or private as¬ pany will- continue to own major-' *
St. Louis, April 30.
files,” Murphy said.
sembly.
ity control of UA’s stock.
Sam Gold, 49, of St. Louis, was
He added that copies of the film
Coin realized from the public one of five persons indicted by a had filtered into every major city
sale will be employed to pay off Federal Grand Jury in Dallas re¬ in the nation.
the company’s present debt obliga¬ cently in connection with a repu¬
The Dallas operation was>to pro¬
tions and the remainder, will pro¬ tedly nation-wide ring that did a duce and process the pictures and
vide additional working capital for wholesale business in the distribu¬ then sell them on a wholesale basis
the financing of independent pro¬ tion of obscepe films. Gold s'pinch to “dealers.”
Pittsburgh, April 30.
The indictment states that one
Penn Theatre here, which has duction for release through UA. followed that of Richard Duncan,
Substantial
portion of the proceeds also of St. Louis, who pleaded guil¬ of the dealers was Sam Gold, a St.
been operated by local Harris
Amusement Co, for United Artists obtained by. the management group ty to possession of such films and Louis novelty salesman who was
under a friendly arrangement, is will be used for the payment of who was fined $300 and sentenced arrested in^ St. Louis in February
now being run by UA itself. Deal debts incurred in Connection with to a 90-day jail jolt. The sentence, on a complaint and was freed on a
Several hundred
with Harris outfit expired April the acquisition of beneficial'inter¬ was later suspended for two years. $1,500 bond.
15, and UA appointed Fred Kunkel ests in the company’s stock.
When Duncan was nailed. Fed¬ reels of the film were seized at
Debentures are Initially convert¬ eral agents and local cops obtained that time.
its local manager.
Ex-Vaude
Owned jointly by Loew’s and UA ible into common stock up to/ and information of the ring’s activity
Also named in the indictment
since it was built in 1927, Penn including May 1, 1961, at $21. as well as confiscating 40 reels of
They
,are
redeemable
at
prices
went to UA exclusively in the di¬
films that he admitted purchasing was former vaude, 'comedian and
vorcement process and since then ranging from 107% if redeemed for $720 from Gold and sold to part time photographer 'Robert
until now, Harrises have been in prior to May 1,1961, and thereafter peddlera for a period of more than George Bly, who is free on a. $1,500.
charge from their local headquar¬ at prices decreasing to the princi¬ two years.
He was arrested in Texarkana last
ters, with booking and buying done pal amount. They are also redeem¬ . Gold according to FBI men ad¬ month.
out of New York. Harrises handled able through the sinking fund. * mitted bringing 100 reels from
A local couple, each free on k
the advertising, bookkeeping, etc., 0 Oh completion of the company’s Texas and. the agents nabbed movie $2,000 bond, Jesse S. Hammon Jr.,
and supervised the maintenance financing, UA will have outstand¬ processing equipment in addition, and his wife, Catherine, were also
ing $12,650,000 of funded debt,
for UA.
arrested last month and .charged
350,000 shares of common stock of to 37 master negative reels of film. with having transported obscene
$1 par value, and 650,000 shares
film from Dallas to Shreveport,
Await Gov. Ribicoff Okay of class B common stock of- $1 par
La., and Tampa, Fla.*
The indictments resulted from
On Bomb-Hoax Spankings value.
In 1956, UA held a gross income
raids made March 1 on a Lake Dal¬
Hartford, April 30.
Defiance,
O.,
April
30.
The General Assembly has com¬ of $64,771,784. Net earnings were
Jack Armstrong of Bowling las cottage by FBI agents and Den¬
pleted action on a bill' making it a $3,106,497, equivalent to $3.84 per Green and Ernest H. Walter of ton County Sheriff Wiley Barnes
crime to make false1 bomb reports, share on the outstanding common North Baltimore, who each operate in which $15,000 worth of movie
on places of public assembly. This
several theatres in northwestern processing equipment and 37 mas¬
state was plagued, last winter by
Ohio, have purchased the Valentine ter negative reels of obscene
Jones and Finch In Dallas
movies were seized.
a series of bomb scares In thea¬
and Strand in Defiance, and the
Dallas,
April
30.
Convictions on the charges would
tres and other places, all of which
Ray Jones, a member of the In¬ Defiance Drive-In Theatre, from bring maximum7 penalties of five
proved to be false.
the
Mailers Brothers
(Peter,
terstate
Theatre
Circuit
for
more
Both the Senate and House have
Charles and George) of Fort years in prison or fines up to $5,000
concurred on the bill which makes than 20 years, has been , named re¬ Wayne.
or both.
it a criminal offense for anyone gional manager for Rank and will
Elmer N. DeWitt, theatre man¬
t<^ knowingly give false informa¬ make his headquarters here.
Adolph Edman, National Screen
Will represent the British firm ager of- Defiance since 1947, will Service salesman for the Albany
tion t{iat a bomb will be exploded
or that any serious hazard exists in Texas, Oklahoma, and the New continue to direct operations of the ahd New Haven areas since 1945,
in any .public conveyance, church, Orleans ‘ areas, W, E. Finch, for¬ three film houses, only ones in has been transferred to the New
York exchange. Successor is Leo
assembly, school, theatre, auditor¬ merly with Allied .Artists, will I Defiance.
Weston.
serve as Dallas branch manager. I Purchase terms not revealed.
ium or assembly hall.

Just Ain’t Got
Sez Walter Reade

FBI Nabs Stag
Film Peddlers

United Artists .
Now Is ‘Public’

Proposed City Ordinance:
Mandatory Parking For
Any New Film Theatres

Another Pinch In

PITTSBURGH'S PENN
NOW UA-OPERATED

Defiance in New Hands

Philadelphia, April 30.
Theatre owners, who believe they
are being discriminated against on
availability dates were given the
right to petition the court within
24 hours by Judge Francis L. Van
Dusen in U. S. District Court.
The Judge denied a petition for
a temporary injunction asked by
Claude Schlanger, owner of the
Doylestown Theatre and Bucks
County prive-In.
Schlanger
charged that Universal had dis¬
criminated against him by denying
“Battle Hymn” on Its regular avail¬
ability for his houses. He stated
th$ company’s action was in re¬
taliation for a law suit he has pend¬
ing against Universal and other
distributors;
According to Schlanger the com¬
pany told him there were only 15
prints of “Battle Hymn” in the ex¬
change, but further testimony re¬
vealed they had 20 prints. The ex¬
hibitor also charged that to obtain
the picture he was asked to guaran¬
tee seven days playing time in each
theatre.
Denial of the injunction is stand¬
ard procedure in film cases, but
Judge Van Dusen agreed the prints
should made available to all thea¬
tres on their availability dates and
it should be so specified in film
contracts. The promise of court ac¬
tion in one day’s time was seen
as move to police the industry.

Plate Average 20c a Head
At Free Theatre Showing
Of Old’King of Kings’
Kansas City, April 30.
In a Holy Week arrangement the
Electric Theatre of Kansas City,
Kansas,- played Cecil B. DeMille’s
antique “The King of Kings” in
cooperation with the city’s Asso¬
ciation of Churches (Protestant).
The move was made largely as a
gesture of good will, the theatre
giving its facilities and furnishing
advertising at a figure - somewhat
less than necessary expenses.
Picture was presented ' twice
daily at no admission, but a free¬
will offering was taken. This fig¬
ured out at about 20c per person
for the nearly 6,000/who attended,
according to Bill Scott, manager.
Picture played Monday through
Saturday morning.
Churches actually walked away
with some cash as their share, as
well as the 'credit for sponsoring
an activity expected of them. Oth¬
ers helped In the project, too, in¬
cluding the Kansas City Kansan
which lent publicity and Warner
Brothers, which provided a color
short gratis.

NATIONAL FILM SERVICE
ACQUIRES OWN DEPOTS
National Film Service is taking
over the operation on its own of
three NFS-franchised depots.
Depot in San Francisco was pur¬
chased from the estate of the late
Thomas Gilboy, one of the foun¬
ders of NFS. In addition, FS has
acquired control of the ’depots in
Salt Lake City and Butte, Montana
from M. S. Wycoff, veteran film
handler.
These acquisitions gives NFS a
total of four depots which it owns
outright, the fourth being the one
in Detroit, The remaining 29 de¬
pots are owned and operated by
stockholders, of NFS.

Still Another Distrib
Into Astaire Terpery Biz
Hatton Taylor,’ former RKO dis¬
trict’ sales manager in Cleveland,
has joined Fred. Astaire Dance Stu¬
dios as special sales representative
in the U.S. and general sales man¬
ager for Canada.
Appointment was made by prexy
Charles. L. Casanave, former mo¬
tion picture executive, following
his return from New Orleans where
he conferred with exhibitors at¬
tending the Variety International
Convention.
Casanave has bepn
urging theatremen to enter the
dance studio business as a sideline,
pointing to the success of Inter¬
state Circuit’s Fred Astaire Dance
Studio operation in Houston.
Taylor’s appointment, according
to Casanave, is the first of several
planned sales assignments, of film
industry executives.

When baby needs a new
pair of shoes today —the
Prize Baby included —it
costs 138 per cent more
than in 1940.
Compare this and all your
other oversizecl costs to the
shoestring increases, if any,
that some of you gave the
Prize Baby during the same
period.
Then, we hope youvwill/
appreciate the desire of the
Prize Baby to continue to
give the kind of service you
expect and receive —at
the least possible cost.
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IA's Translator'* Union

Checking Film Row
HMH

CHICAGO
Mike Kassel, formerly with RKO,
joined Teitel Film Corp. and will
handle that company’s smalltown
and drive-in sales.
Thomas Murray, head of Univer¬
sal’s branch operations, in from
N. Y. last week to confer*with Dis¬
trict Manager Mannie Gottlieb and
Branch Manager Berman.
Barney Ross due in town this
week for promotion of Uhited Art¬
ists’ “Monkey on My Back.”
Ken Edgerly made manager of
Balaban & Katz’s reopened Garrick
Theatre.

SAN FRANCISCO
Marty Foster, owner of Oregon’s
only arty, the 400-seat Guild in
Portland, named general manager
of Herbert Rosener Co., which
operates two arty houses here, two
iu Los Angeles and the Stagedoor
here in conjunction with Irving
Ackerman.
Oakland businessman Walter
Siedentopf bought 500-seat Foothill
Theatre there last week from Sam
Millard, father-in-law of burlesque
and exploitation-house operator
Harry,A. Farros;

ST. LOUIS
Construction of an ozoner for
Frisina Amus. Co., between Lawrenceville and Bridgeport, Ill., will
be the ninth ozoner owned by that
outfit.
Frank Rodgers bought an ozoner
near Casey, Ill., from Leroy EJaston
who built it in 1953.
Special showing of “Spirit of St.
Louis” at the Fox May 6 expected
to increase the coffers of the St.
Louis Variety Club’s Heart Fund.
It recently paid off a $40,000 mort¬
gage on a Day Nursery home.
Ozoners in St. Louis trade area
relighted for current season in¬
clude those near Farina, Paris,
Pana, Vandalia, Olney, Marion and
Sullivan, Ill., and near Morganfield
and Sturgis, Ky,
Annual meeting of Missouri-Illinois Theatre owners advanced a
week for two-day session Sept.
9-10.

PITTSBURGH
Fred Kunkel appointed manager
of UA Penn, succeeding William
Zeilor. Kunkel started there as an
usher in 1942, had been with Har¬
ris Amus. Co. at' different houses
following World War II and Ko¬
rean War service. More recently he
was Zeilor’s assistant.
Paul Reith, who had been with
RKO for 27 years when company
folded and stayed on for six weeks
to get product and procedure
straightened out for Universal,
went to Par as a booker. He re¬
places Walter McCloskey. Latter
had been night shipper for. 13
years until that was discontinued;
he became a" booker last October.
Gordon Gibson, who head^ Atlas
Theatre* Supply, has acquired the
Strand in Sharpsburg' from Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Rachiele. Gibson
operated drive - ins in Central
Pennsylvania and Maryland sev¬
eral years ago.
Blatt Bros. Theatres made a flp.ck
of managerial shifts. J. R.. Stef anion
goes from the Rex in Corry to the
Star Drive-in in Blasdell, N. Y.;
Harry Stauffer from the Grand in
Patton to the Rex; Harry Noonan
from the Denman in Girard to the
Grand;, Terrence Rouse from the
State in Yoiingsvllle to Denman.
Mrs. Terrence Rouse is temporar¬
ily managing the State in Youngsville.
:
Joe
Palmieri shuttered the
Vogue in New Castle and Paul
Bronder shut down the McKee on
Arlington Ave.
K. A. (Gus) Vaveris, vet'Johns¬
town showman; took a full lease on
Family Drive-In at Mundy’s Corner
from his partners for the last eight
years, Michael Vizzini, Jim DiMauro, Sam Lubell’ and Gust
Contos. Vaveris operates .the Ma¬
jestic in Philipsburg and Grand
in Mount Pleasant; lie’s also super¬
visor for some of A. N. Notopoulos
circuit houses.
Mike Manos chain of theatres in
western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia celebrating his 45th anni
in show biz with a sHowmanship
drive extending to June 22. Joseph
F. Bugala, general manager of
circuit, heads big push.
Bob Finkel, producer of the
Perry Como< tv show and son of
Bill Finkel, retired Pittsburgh
exhib’ and former Chief Barker of
Variety Club here, tapped by the
British Broadcasting Corp. to serve
as a consultant over there during
summer months when Como is on
vacation.
Mrs. Pauleen Interrante with¬

K44I
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drew from exhibition at Rowland
in Philipsburg. and house was taken
over by Harold Graffius, long pro¬
jectionist there.
_ "
Ben Amdur, owner of the Gar¬
den on the Northside, is now' in
the jewelry business, too. Named
executor of estate of his late twin
brother, Sam Amdur, he’s running
latter’s gem business.
Victor Theatre in New Castle,
operated for past year by Harry
and George Fry, taken over by
Maurice* Markley, who also owns
State there,
Ernest Gorris, former managerprojectionist at Star in Glassport,
now living in Los Angeles area and
plans to enter Pasadena College in
the fall.
Harold C. Lund, first assistant
barker of Variety Club here and
veepee of Westinghouse Broadcast¬
ing Co. in Pittsburgh, elected to
WBC board of directors.

MINNEAPOLIS
‘10 Commandments,” in tenth
week at Lyric, had special Easter
wefek morning matinees and is
selling tickets 10 weeks in advance.
Cinerama’s “Seven Wonders of
World,” in 38th Week at Century,
launched annual spring season of
Saturday morning student matinees.
Ted Mann, in New York in quest
of pictures for his downtown World
and two nabe arty houses here
and St. Paul World, may confer
with Mike Todd office regarding
“Around World..in 80 Days” (for
his currently dark Alvin here.
Pledge of support by local mer¬
chants resulted in reopening of
shuttered Thorp, Wis., theatre.
Darkened houses at Hallock and
New Richland, Minn., and Sher¬
wood, N. D., and Effington, S. D.,
also relighted recently.
Big parade and band concert in
front of theatre preceded opening
of “Spirit of St. Louis” at RKO
Orpheum here. Special preem for.
pic also was held at.Little Falls,
Minn., Charles * A. Lindbergh’s
birthplace.
Lucky Twins ozoner starting to
show different pictures on its two
screens.
World Theatre showing German
Isetta bubble car in lobby during
“Funny Tace” run.
First-run of “Gold of Naples” at
local neighborhood arts Suburban
World resulted in three Week run.
Paramount booker Bill Anda
joined the Marines.
With WB sales shakeup here,
with*district manager Art Ander¬
son becoming branch manager, and
branch manager Myron Adcock city
salesman, Perry Smoots and Frank
Anderson, .salesman, resigned.
Their territories have been con¬
solidated and taken by ‘ other
staffers.
Theatres at Gibbons and Waterville, Minn., shuttered.
Minewauken, N. D., cinema re¬
opened by local business men as
civic venture.
Al. Sterh, former RKO office
manager, appointed to same post at
Universal.
Cannon Falls, Minn., popylation
2,‘0Q0, sans movie theatre for first
time in 45 years, its only showhouse having been dismantled.

LOS ANGELES
Warner Bros! will distrib multinumber of George Montgomery
starrers- to be filmed under star’s
own indie production banner. Initialer will be “The Black Patch,”
produced and directed by Allen
Miner.
Republic Pictures acquired sales
and distribution rights in U.S. and
Canada to Milmakers’ “The Weap¬
on/’ starring Steve Cochran, Eliz¬
abeth Scott and Herbert Marshall.

SELZN1CK AND HUSTON
NOT SUING EITHER WAY
Hollywood, April 30.
David O. Selznick and John Hus¬
ton haife called off threatened
legalistics over latter’s removal as
director on “A Farewell to Arms”
and have signed a “mutual waiver”
releasing each other “from any
claims out of differences of
opinion” as to the shooting of the
Ernest Hemingway novel, which
Selznick is making for 2Qth-Fox re¬
lease.
“Under the settlement agree¬
ment,” their joint statement read,
<‘Mr. Huston retained compensation
paid and due him up to March 20,
the date upon which his services
terminated. The- photography of
the picture commenced three days
later.”

The International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees
has granted a charter to theSociety of Language Special¬
ists,*a new union composed of
translators, dubbers, narrators,
commentators, program direc¬
tors and news editors in the
foreign language field. New
group has been designated as
Local 867.
_
Ken Smith has been liiamed
president of the local; Crispin
A. Santos, v.p.; John.Brunk,
secretary-treasurer;
Agustin
Llopis de Olivares, business
agent, and Joseph Pellbn, ser¬
geant-at-arms.

Fred Quirnby Sets
Own Cartoonery
Hollywood, April 30.
Fred Quiihby, organizer of
Metro’s shorts subjects program
and cartoon department who re¬
tired from studio in December
after a 30-year tenure, is going into
business for himself. Some of his
former staff members at Metro
will join him in the new cartoon¬
ery since Metro is slowing its pace
in that field.
Quirnby outfit will do both ani¬
mated and live action cbmmercials
and special animation sequences
for tv programs. Veteran animator,
winner of eight Academy Awards
and developer of such characters
as Tom and Jerry, Barney Bear
and Droopy, has now developed a
new1 method for presentation of
-commercials.

How U.S. Films Are Running in Pakistan
(Calculated in Dal tars, B. O. Tax Excluded)

(Week March 15 to March 21, 1957)

CITY OF KARACHI
Film.
Company.
Period.
Gross,
“High Society” .... ,MGM.15/21 March ... .\.$2,575
“Pardners” ...Paramount_15/21 March (2nd week) .. 1,705
“Untamed” .Fox .15/21 March (2nd run) ... 1,917
“Tea and Sympathy”. MGM.15/21 March. 3,569
“Commanche”.United Artists. .15/18 March (4 days only).
925
“Unidentified Flying
.
Objects” ..,. United Artists. .19/21 March (3 days only).
643

CITY OF LAHORE
“Abdulla The Great”. Fox..15/21 March.$2,739
“Helen of Troy”.Warners .1518 March (2nd week) ...
568
“Mister Roberto” .., .Warners .19/21 March (3 days only).
181
“The Ring and I’\.. .20th Fox.15/21 March .
2,738
“Lust for Life” . .\. .MGM ..-.14/18 March (3 d?ys only).
354
“Easy to Love” .MGM..17/20 March (2nd run)
(4 days only) . 218
(Week March 22 to March 28, 1957) .

CITY OF KARACHI
“While the City
Sleeps” .RKO .22/25
“French Line”
(2nd run) .RKO ......... 26/28
“War and Peace”
i
(Simultaneous run
at two cinemas).. .Paramount .. .22/28
“Searchers” .Warners .22/28
“Tea and Sympathy”
v
(2nd week) .MGM.22/25
“Hit the Deck” .MGM.26/28
“Broken Lance”
^
(2nd run) .20th Fox.22/25
“Call Me Madam
(2nd run) .20th Fox.26/28

March (4 days only) $1,341
March (3 days only).

539

March. 7,834
March.. ... 2,706
’
March (4 days only). 1,389
March (3 days only). 747
March (4 days onfy) /

898

March (3 days only).

289

CITY OF LAHORE

“Abdulla The Great”
(2nd week) ...... .Fox. 22/28 March ..$1,679
“Moby Dick” .......Warners .22/28 March. 1,536
“King and I” .20th'Fox .-,.,..22/28 March. 1,698
“Never Say Goodbye” .Universal.21/23 March (3 days only).
220
“Black Shield of
Community relations and the
Falworth” (2ndrun).Universal .24/27 March (4 days only). 249
educational services departments
of the Motion Picture Assn, of |
^
(Week March 29 to April 4, 1957)
America will be combined in, the
^
CITY OF KARACHI
future under Stanley McIntosh.
Latter is replacing Arthur DeBra “Oh Men, Oh
Women” .20th Fox ...... 29/4 April ...\ . $1,915
as head of the Association’s com¬
“Running Wild” ....Universal .29/4 April. 3,145
munity relations section.
McIntosh formerly was in charge “War and Peace”
(2nd simultaneous
of the educational services depart¬
week at two
ment, concerned mostly with Teach¬
ing Films Custodian. He’s con¬ ( cinemas) .Paramount ./29/4 April ....'. 5,818
tinuing in that position, though the [“The Last Frontier” Columbia .....29/4 April. 1,686
department has been sharply re¬ “Miracle in the Rain”. Warners .29/1 April (4 days only). . . 998
“The Silver Chalice”
duced in its activities.
(2nd run) .Warners .2/4 April (3 days only)929
There’s speculation whether the
same process might not be in store
CIJY OF LAHORE
for the community relations area.’
Marjorie Dawson will aid McIn¬ “The Devil Is a'
tosh on the community relations
Woman” ;. Paramount .... 2'9/4 April.$1,535
level. Apart from overseeing the “Unconquered”
greensheet (film rating) operation,
(2nd run) .Paramount ... . 29/4 April.2,196
Mrs. Dawson also heads up the “King and I”
Children’s Film Library which, due
(3rd week) .20th Fox .29/4 April. 1,435
to tv and the switch from nitrate “The Prodigal”
to acetate, has had to be sharply . (2nd run)
.MGM.28/31 March (4 days) ... /.
541
curtailed, with a great many of the “Forever Darling” .. .MGM .. 1/8 April (3 days).
187
children’s classics no longer avail¬
able.
Total grossed at Lahore ..."_$5,894
Community relations under DeBra has been as much concerned
(Note: Every Pakistan cinema runs three shows daily.)
with explaining the industry—find
j
the Code—^n the grassroots level,
COLOMBIA: COME 6c GET IT
as it has been with coordinating at¬
tempts to guide i^omen’s club and
Bank Ready To Remit 60% of
coluncil activities into positive
Yanks’ Film Rentals
channels. It’s believed that, with
a tight budget and the greater
Springfield, Ill., April 30.
attention to the foreign market
United Theatre Owners of Illi¬
Bank in Republic, of Colombia
with its concrete problems, MPAA has notified the American film nois, a Theatre Owners of Amer¬
may be seeking to cut down on ifcfl companies that it is prepared to ica affiliate, has registered a pro¬
extraneous activities.
go through with the proposed pay¬ test against "a proposed Illinois
ment plan under which U.S. film state minimum wage law, charging
earnings through December, 1956, discrimination against theatres.
Original bill provided for a
Will be partially remitted.
Arrangement calls for 60% of minimum wage of 75c per hour to
be
paid employees of any firm
the amount to be transferred in
dollars and the rest in notes. employing four or more persons,
Hollywood, April 30.
About $1,700,000 are involved. j No action was taken by.the theatre
For its first mass drive in nine Payment is expected within 30 group until the bill was amended
years, Motion Picture Relief Fund days.
to exclude employees of hotels and
. ,
will make a pitch for 100% .rep¬
restaurants. Reason cited for ex¬
resentation in industry subscrip¬
cluding hotel and restaurant em¬
tions. Appeal, which started Mon¬
ployees is the fact that they re¬
day (15), runs until May 15; Prexy
ceive tips in addition to fixed
'George Bagnall told a briefing
wages.
meeting that a survey showed only
However, the Illinois theatre
Irving Maas, the Motion Picture group maintains that the amend¬
60% of filmites now are contrib¬
Export Assn, rep for the Far East, ment does not refer to a particular
uting to the Fund-;
During 1956, he added, the Fund has succeeded in convincing the class of hotel-restaurant employees
spent $1,306,038 administering to Japanese to drop a new rule under and that maids, cashiers, bus boys
a total of 6,287 needy cases within which all local printing in Tokyo are all excluded whereas their
the industry. - In addition to con¬ would have to be done on locally- ^counterparts in theatres are not.
tributions, MPRF is supported by produced rawstock.
Bill, now pending in the -House,
Still in effect, however, is the is scheduled for final action short¬
interest from $2,500,000 invested
in bonds and securities and is en¬ regulation under which the Amer¬ ly and passage is expected. It must
icans can bring in no more than then be passed by the Senate and
tirely solvent.
12 prints per picture. If the film it is the hope of the theatre group
is printed locally, a maximum of that it.can be halted in the upper
16 prints can be circulated in chamber. Illinois theatremen are
b'eing^alerted to make their views
Board of directors of Stanley Japan.
The Japanese government has known to their local reps in the
Warner Corp. declared a dividend
of 25c per share last week on the okayed a deal .under which non¬ State Legislature.
ccjmpany’s outstanding common resident U.S.. yen funds ih Japan
can be Ujsed to print films in Tokyo
Riviera, Puerto Rico, has re¬
stock.
Melon is payable May 24 to stock¬ for distribution throughout the opened (850 seats) as a first-run
outlet
for Universal picture.
Far
East.
holders of record May 3.

STANLEY McINTOSH IN
ARTHUR DeBRA’S TOGA

ILLINOIS WAGE LAW
PROTESTED BY EXHIBS

FISCAL PICTURE OF
FILMDOM’S CHARITY

JAPS OWN RAWSTOCK
NOT TO BE OBLIGATORY

Stanley’s 25c Per Share
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‘Sneak Previews in Chis Loop
Regularized; Amounts to Dual Bill
Policy in Downtown Firstruns
Chicago, April-30. 4*
The “sneak preview/' once a
Checking the Checkers
genuine method of testing mass
Austin, Tex., April 30.
audience appeal for a new picture,
Film house owners would
has become another gimmick to
get results of any inspection
check by distributors on their
bolster the b.o, and, in essence,
attendance before they have to
has brought a double feature pol¬
turn in their reports to the ex¬
icy. to deluxe downtown houses.
changes* under a bill which was
"Sneak previews," rather than
passed here by thk Texas
being the rarity they once were,
House of Representatives on
are now commonplace here. Ac¬
Thursday (25).
cording to Abe Platt,'district man¬
Under general film industry
ager of the Balaban & Katz thea¬
practice, distributors spottre chain, the purpose of the
check attendance at pic houses
"sneaks" has drastically changed.
to see if the owners are re¬
In more settled times, producers
porting their patronage for an
would often do retakes -on .‘the
honest payoff to the renter.
basis of the audience’s reactions ;
and comments. In addition, theatremen and distributors would
seek items fit for ad copy.
Today, however, “sneak pre- '
views" are shown in cities like
Chicago with no intention of any
studio revisions. Often they are
shown after the promotional cam¬
paign has been completed, after
Hollywood, April 30.
the pictures have opened in other
California Studios has purchasea
cities, and after they been booked
the
former
film house, Mel-Van
into a local house for an imminent
date. The only ones who could Theatre, on Melrose Avenue near
the
studio
and
is renovating it as
possibly gain information to in¬
fluence booking are the subse- a sound stage. Since its film house
days, theatre has been used as a
quent-run theatres.
\
site for live telecasts. California
It is clear now that the ohly pur¬ Studios is spending about $100,000
pose of the “sneak preview is to to convert it to give the studio a
draw the customer who is. tempted total of 10 sound stages available
by the bargain of obtaining two for rental companies.
offerings for the price of one. Con¬
Stage One at the studio also is
sequently “sneaks" have been an¬ ,being comrerted into an audience
nounced. prominently in B&K ads ’ participation stage and the pilot
for the Chicago; State-Lake and for Martha Raye’s “Baby Snooks”
United Artists theatres to the ex¬ already has been shot there.
tent- of one or two a week during
the month of March. Other hpuses
'HELP YOURSELF, CHUMS'
have also discovered that local
loop workers can be persuaded to
Those Actor-Columnists, Open
remain downtown a few extra
To All, Says Pickraan
hours to catch a double feature at
a first-run house.
In
a
smart all-industry “Macy’sThe Oriental Theatre has for the
Jerry
past two years extended the two- does-tell-Gimbels" pitch,
Piekman
is turning Paramount’s
for-one policy. The theatre’s mail¬
ing list consists largely of names hosting of 50 newsmen, who will
filled out by those answering com¬ “work as actors" in Perlberg-Seament cards at previous “sneaks." ton’s “Teacher's Pet," into an allThese names regularly receive in¬ industry stunt. While Par is bank¬
vitations to attend a preview of rolling the plane junket, the Bevthe theatre’s next feature. Appeal erly-Hilton Hotel hospitality, trans¬
of two pictures for the price of one portation, the $15-a-day incidental
is enhanced by admitting two peo¬ expense. money, the $285 SAG
ple for the price of one on pre¬ sqale “salary," etc., Piekman has
sentation of the invitation. As invited the other Hollywood studio
with other houses, previews at the publicity directors to take advan¬
Oriental are held1 in the last sag¬ tage of the newsmen’t presence and
ging weeks of a run and immedi¬ make it an industry-wide hospital¬
ately before the ” entry of the ity pitch.
sneaked" picture.
While the working week for the
General opinion of theatremen is newspaper-men-tumed-actors, a s
part
of the Perlberg-Seaton pic¬
that it is better to have a full audi¬
ence for a four-hour show than ture, will be limited to May 6-10,
sparse support for two separate about 15 of the 50 will be needed to
two-hour performances. Theatres remain on through May 15. This
come out on top mathematically, will be selected following arrival of
too, since they pay no rental on the the newspapermen on the Holly¬
sneak" film. Distributors usually wood scene.
Meantime the other film studio
permit this if the feature bolstered
oy the “sneak" is one of their publicists have been invited by Par
own. On occasion, however, a rival to also extend the welcome-mat,
company’s film may be playing dur¬ entertain at dinner, previews, etc.
ing the time of the “sneak," but —after shooting hours, of course—
the distrib of the new picture feels so that the industry at large can
he stands to benefit as a result of take advantage of the presence of
the word-of-mouth publicity for 50 newspapermen from the nation’s
the new entry.
Dress converging on the local scene.
Piekman stresses “there is much
excitement in Hollywood on your
visit . . . this is the first time that
so many of the nation’s top news¬
men fyave been gathered in one
group to participate in, and ob¬
-IUOIO CUT MUSIC HILLserve, our industry."
Roikcfcllei Center
A Trader Vic’s edektailery is
AUDREY HEPBURN . FRED ASTAIRE
slatedJor May 5, and Doris Day is
hosting
a barbecue at her home on
“FUNNY FACE”
May 11—the only two scheduled
co-starring KAV THOMPSON
events.
Piekman stresses either or
A Paramount Picture
both are strictly optional with the
Tft' wmc mu.! out mm irac mew i
visiting typewriter-pounders.

In Twist, TV House
Turns Film Studio

New York Theatre

FILM SALESMAN WANTED
Experienced man to establish New York Film 'Distribution
Center’for Producer of Low Budget pictures. Excellent
opportunity.
Box V427-57, Variety, 154 W. 46th St., New York 34

FIGHT YANKEES
IHIFCKIIIR R
Film companies are being
threatened with a new kind of
legislation which, they fear could
cost them millions of dollars an¬
nually. It’s in the form of bills
introduced in the state legislatures
of Texas, Oklahoma and South
Carolina which would outlaw the
distribs’ so-called blind checking
of theatre admissions.
Distribution men this week said
the measures, if enacted, would
leave them with * no apparent
means of checking up on exhib
receipts so as to determine
whether they were receiving the
correct percentage of income in
accordance with terms of licens¬
ing contracts.
Specifically the
distribs would be forced to rely
on the honesty of the theatremen’s* reports on grosses.
Blind Check
Under traditional checking pro¬
cedures the film* companies hire
individuals in various towns totake a count on admissions at cer¬
tain theatres from, time to time.
It’s a “blind check" in that no
actual record is made of the
specific number of admissions
from the time of a theatre's open¬
ing to closing.
While the distribs concede that
chiselers arqong the exhibs are
relatively few in number and not
importantly situated, they still
represent potential income of mil¬
lions over a period of time. Fur¬
ther, it’s feared, fraudulent re¬
ports on percentages would be
encouraged by the anti-checking
legislation.
Situation for the most part has
drawn little spotlight but it’s
known the Motion Picture Assn,
of America is investigating and
hopes to win support for a fight
against the bills. Such support
even will be sought from exhibs
themselves—exhibs whose hon¬
esty is beyond question and want
assurance that their lesser scruppled. colleagues will stay within
the law. •
Regional theatre organizations
for ’ years have blasted away at j
blind checking with the argument
this is not a sound btusiness prac¬
tice and, to boot, obviously re- I
fleets suspicion of their business
moral standards.
Frequently a
target of the exhib raps is the New
York law firm of Sargoy & Stein,
which represents the distribs in
legal actions against exhibs based
on charges of inaccurate reporting
of grosses on percentage-deal pic¬
tures.

Reduce License
For Drive-Ins
Edmonton, Atla., April 30.
License fees for drive-in the¬
atres in Alberta have been reduced
by 50% by a provincial order-incojuncil.
The order said the present scale
of drive-in licenses, based on fullcar capacity, “may be too high in
relations to the fees provided for
other theatres in cities, towns and
rural districts."
The new fees are scaled to car
capacity. A drive-in with accom¬
modation for 500 or more cars
would pay an annual fee of $125
or a monthly levy of $25, which¬
ever works out cheapest for the
theatre. The fees graduate down
according to the capacity of the
theatre.

Grainger Joins Metro
Hollywood, April 30.
Edmund Grainger, who ankled
his RKO * contract fortnight ago
has signed a producer pact with
Metro, checking in May 6 after a
trip to N. Y.
His initial assignment will be
“The Valiant Strain," adapted
from a novel by Kenneth E. Shiflefc, to be .published in August*
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Easter Week Big Lift to April B.O.;
‘Allison,’ Tunny Face,’ ‘Designing’
Battle Longruns for Top Spots
Variety’s
survey of how
principal product fared at the
boxoffice the previous month
is not fully national but based
on reports of correspondents
in 24 representative key cities
over the U. S. and Canada. As
such, it usually reflects the
strength boxofficewise of key
product 'but does not pretend
either to be an index of total
gross or total earnings of any
current picture.)

Arrival (late) of Easter Sunday
(21) and usual upbeat from Easter
Week itself gave national film
grosses a healthy shot in the April
arm. Helped, too, by the release
of new, stronger fare- late in the
month. Exhibitors who'had been
complaining about wicket traffic
were surprised at what a jolt of
new product plus end of Lent and

April’s Easter Bonnets
1.
Z.
3.
4. ’
5.
6.
7.

“Commandments" (Par).
“Mr. Allison" (20th).
“Around World" (UA).
“7 Wonders” (Cinerama).
“Funny Face" (Par>.
“Designing Woman" (MG)
“Cinderella" (BV)
(reissue).
8. “Shrinking Man" (U).
9. “Tattered Dress" (U).
10. “12 Angry Men" (UA).
income tax woes could do for cin¬
ema trade.
DeMille’s “10 Commandments"
(Par) again is monthly champion
in the national b.o. sweepstakes,
as in March and February. Only
in the closing weeks of the month
did the Cecil B. DeMille opus dip
from No. 1 spot any of the weekly
compilations, hut by then it had a
commanding monthly lead. Pic is
on extended-run in nearly every lo¬
cation, and in only a few keys is it
showing any signs of tapering off
after three months or near.
'Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison”
(20th) is copping second place,
proving a real boxoffice winner
even through the depths of preEaster doldrums. “Around World
in 80 Days" (UA) is hot in pur¬
suit and massed second position
only by a narrow margin. The Mike
Tod depic gathered great strength
near the end of the month, with
additional openings swelling the
number of keys where playing to
13. It was a strong third-position
winner.
“Seven Wonders of World"
(Cinerama), displaying sustained
strength finished fourth, the same
as in March. “Funny Face” (Par),
which only got rolling the final
two weeks of the month, wound up
fifth despite this. Audrey HepburnFred Astaire musical seems des¬
tined to be heard from plenty in
the immediately future. “Face" es¬
tablished a new alltime money rec¬
ord of $215,000 at the N. Y. Music
Hall in its fourth week.
“Designing Woman" (M-G) fin¬
ished sixth, showing smart draw¬
ing power the two weeks it Was
out to any considerable extent. It
is the next pic due into the N. Y.
Music Hall.
“Cinderella” (BV)
(reissue)
displayed remarkable
strength for an oldie to wind up
seventh, although in distrib exten¬
sively only two weeks.
Easter
holiday week, of course, helped via
the many juveniles the pic at¬
tracted.
“Shrinking Man" (U), which
was sixth.in March, showed enough
to wind up eighth.
“Tattered
Dress,"
from
Universal
also,
copped ninth money. “12 Angry
Men" (UA), apparently having
some difficulty in getting started,
finished 10th. “Great Man" (U)
and “Oklahoma" (Magna) were
the two runner-up pix in that se¬
quence. The former was 12th in
March.
“Anastasia,” generally paired
with “King and I/' both 20th-Fox

pix, were brought bdek in many
keys to cash in on Academy awards
and wound up seventh one week
during the month. •
Besides “Funny Face" and “De¬
signing Woman,” several other new
entries showed promise. “Spirit of
St. Louis” (WB) hinted b.o. poten¬
tial by copping fifth place the first
week it was out in distribution to
any extent. Another newcomer,
“Boy On Dolphin" (20th), finished
fourth the same stanza, and may be
heard from additionally in the fu¬
ture.
“Bachelor Party" (UA), just
getting around, hinted possibilities
since big to sock in four keys the
first week out.
“Strange One"
(Gol), also new, was rated big in
one key and nice in another. “Fear
Strikes Out" (Par), another newle,
thus far has not indicated any
smash potentialities.’
“10,000 Bedrooms" (MG) was
classed as a runnerup pic one week
but obviously was a major disap¬
pointment, especially since the mu¬
sical was Dean Martin’s initial solo
picture effort. “Guns of Ft. Petti¬
coat" (Col), also new, wound up
eighth one session.
“La Strada" (T-L), “Wee Geordie" (Incfie) and “Full of Life"
(Col) were runner-up films in dif¬
ferent weeks during the last month..
“Brave One" (RKO-U) chipped
in with several okay to nice playdates.
“Attack of Crab Mon¬
sters” (AA) managed to wind up
seventh One week.

Stall Cable Bid
In Austin, Texas
Austin, Tex., April 30.
The City Council voted to take
“under advisement" proposals iresented in an afternoon long public
hearing by four separate groups
seeking authority to inaugurate toll
television home movies. Accord¬
ing to Mayor Tom Miller. “We will
keep hearing this matter." But no
future date has been set.
Applicants for the franchise in¬
clude Capital Cable Co., a new
Texas corporation; Interstate Cir¬
cuit Inc.; and the operators of
Trans-Texas Theatres, Inc., who
said they intend to form a new
organization to be called Austin
Telemovie Corp., to operate such
a system “for the purpose pf ex¬
hibiting motion pictures."
Eddie Joseph Theatres, operator
of a circuit of ozoners here, also
applied for the “electronic home
theatre" permit.

Wanted
Large
Theatre Corp.
Prefer Corp. with
Losses or
Unsuccessful
Earnings with
Possibility of
Improvement.
Prefer Easiern
Location.
Write in Detail.
Box V 15A-57, VARIETY,
154 West 46th Street
New York 36
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MSaraolFs Letters (M in Stix
Apparently the Bob Sarnoff. person-to-person “newsletter” stuff
Is paying off as one of the resounding NBC publft relations clicks
of the season,, based on the “fan mail” and column treatment the
&BO prexy has been receiving from tv-radio editors around the
country.
^
.,
. .
The idea of a network prez divesting himself of .“inside stuff”
and apprising the writing fraternity of his own personal beliefs
and convictions has undoubtedly scored a hit wifh the eds, par¬
ticularly those who have long felt that the close-torhomeoffice
boys enjoy a pipeline advantage that has always been denied them.
They like the idea of getting the “latest thinking” in network
trends direct from the horse’s mouth, particularly since Sarnoff
is in a position to say things in a letter that *he can’t say in a
press release, and the memos are even scoring a hit with station
managers and. personnel • throughout the organization who are
asking for them in increasing numbers on the basis that the letters
now give them an “in” on top management thinking.

On the Prowl (or New Stations
Chicago, April 30. •
Ward Quaal, vfeepee and gen¬
eral manager of WGN Inp* con¬
firmed last week that the Chicago
Tribune radio-tv arm is on the
prowl for additional broadcasting
properties, as reported here last
fall.
Although nothing is imminent in
the 'way of additional acquisitions
to augment WGN, WGN-TV in Chi¬
cago and WPIX, also \inder the
Trib-Daily News banner in New
York, Quaal said he has been
talking with station owners in
various parts of the. country.
. While he refused * to specify just
whom he has contacted, he said
prices are awfully steep in the
current market.
For years there had "Been specu¬
lation that the Trib might divest
itself of its radio-tv adjuncts.
. Supposedly this was reflection of
the newspaper side’s lack of inter¬
est in. the electronic offsprings.
But if that thinking ever really
prevailed in Tribune Tower it has
apparently- been dissipated by the
awareness in recent years that
there’s real money to be made in
broadcasting. Thus with the Trib
hierarchy thinking in terms of
capital investments, radio and tv
are now considered logical [ ave¬
nues of expansion.
Some reasons for the Trib’s
“we’re in radio-tv. to stay” think¬
ing were indirectly outlined by
Quaal in a rundown of WGN and
WGN-TV’s activities since he was
brought in last August from the
Crosley stations. For example, he
disclosed that March was the most
profitable month in the history of
WGN Inc.
Riak Income
WGN logged its highest billings
during March in its 33-year his¬
tory. Business during March of
’67 ran. 14.9% above that of the
same month—a year ago. March
billings topped February by 18.2%.
WGN-TV, in its 10th year, regitered an increase of 14.9% during
March and a 16.7% increase of a
year ago.
One of Quaal’s first moves was
to put both stations under the re¬
spective NARTB * codes.
This
housecleaning' cost the stations
$575,000 annually in pitch and mail
order business, but the dumped
' revenue was more than offset. by
new accounts. “We are convinced
the increased billings in both sta¬
tions the past six months demon. (Continued on page 46)

'Love Oscar, Hate
Emmy: Oldsmobile
Decision of Oldsmobile to bypass
the two Emmy shows next year
(nominations and awards) and to
settle for jthe single telecasting of
the Oscar presentations has cued
the hope in some circles that NBC
will give Emmy “respectability”
next time out by divorcing the
event from sponsorship and run¬
ning it as an all-industry event.
Since that would entail a heft
outlay on the pkrt of NBC, it’s
figured the chances are slim, and
there are already indications that
NBC is out canvassing potential
bankrollers. The network still has
a year to go on its' firm commit¬
ment with the Academy of Tele¬
vision Arts and Sciences (Emmy’s
parent) and the suggestion has fre¬
quently been brought forth that ul¬
timately all the networks should
tie in -for a one-big-industry show
stripped of “outside commercial¬
ism.”

Petrol Specs American Petroleum Institute is
preparing to enter television in late
1958 and most of 1959 with a series
of spectaculars celebrating the
100th anni of the discovery of oil
in the U. S. Institute has named
BBD&O its agency for the cam¬
paign, and the agency will actively
supervise preparation of.jhe spe¬
cials.
BBD&O was picked by the Cen¬
tennial Committee of the API,
comprising members of its board
of directors, They set the deal di¬
rect with BBD&O’s Brude Barton,
who’s taking personal charge of the
project.
•-

Civic and Industry
Leaders in Tribute
To WIP on 35th Anni
Philadelphia, April 30.
Climax .'of the'week-long cere¬
monies marking Radio Station
WIP’s 35 years on the air was a
luncheon attended by civic and in¬
dustry notables in the Barclay. Ho¬
tel (26). The luncheon and the
awards presentation were spon¬
sored jointly by the City of Phila¬
delphia and the Chamber of Com¬
merce, of Greater Philadelphia.
On the dais were Mayor Richr
ardson Dilworth, Manie Sacks,
Thomas F. O’Neil, John B. Poor,
Bruce Gimbel, and Federal Com¬
munications Commissioner Resel
H. Hyde, Richard A. Mack and Rob¬
ert E. Lee. The last named ttiade
the principal address paying spe¬
cial tribute to Benedict Gimbel Jr.,
the station’s president and general
manager and founuer.
Virtually every station, radio and
tv, in the Philadelphia area sent
reps to the meeting. A highlight
of the prodeedings was a tape, re¬
cording from Bob Hope to his
friend Gimbel. “Ben knows more
people in show business than the
Friendly Finance % Co.t” , Hope
eulogized.

8wing and Sway with

SAMMY KAYE
Currently: Hotel Roosevelt Grill,
New York.
Radio: Sunday Serenade—ARC.
Col. Records: Rock -and sway—
YOUNG LOVER’S DREAM calypso
—Wat A Sfitidy Night.
Col. Albums: Sunday Serenade of
Poetry—My Fair Lady—Bells Are
Ringing.

Era of the Egghead
—----

‘Twenty-One* Producer Sees Intellectual-Type
Coming Into Own on TV

Charles Van poren, the egghead
hired recently at $50,000 per an¬
Royal Ballet version of “Cinder¬
ella” on NBC-TV’s “Producers’ num by NBC-TV, is no show busi¬
Showcase” Monday (29) didn't fare ness freak, says A1 Freedman, pro¬
nearly so well as CBS-TV's Rodgers ducer of the NBC-TV quiz, “Twen¬
.
& Hammerstein version of the ty-one.”
same story last month. The exThe egghead, the intellectual,
Sadler’s Wells presentation aver¬ the academician—call the type
aged out at a 12.4 Trendex fating What you will—is emerging as an
for the 90 minutes, easily topping! important new source of straight
the ABC competition but well be-1 entertainment values, Said Freed¬
hind CBS.
man. This trend toward latching
The half-hour breakdown: gaye. on to “personable intellects” is
'Cinderella” ah 11.9 at 8, com-, modest compared to what it prob¬
pared with 14.4 for “Burns & ably will be in the near future.
American Federation of Televi¬ Allen” and 6.3 for “Wire Service”
In addition to Van Doren, it
sion & Radio Artists will celebrate on ABC. At 8:30, it was 13.9 for turns out now that Mrs. Vivian
its 20th anni with a dinner at the -the ballet, 20.4 for “Talent Scouts” Nearing, who dethroned the Co¬
and 4.8 for “Voice of Firestone.”
Sheraton-Astor Hotel in N. Y. May At 9, the ballet posted 11.3, “I lumbia professor from “Twenty13 at which the union’s two found¬ Love Lucy” hit 33.4 and “Press one,*’' has been signed by Marty
ing fathers will be honored. The Conference” was 1.9. The three- Baum, a reputable talent agent.
Thirdly, Hank Bloomgarden, latest
NBC Radio this week signed Pon¬ affair will honor tHenry Jaffe on his show CBS average was 22.7.
in succession to the top of the
tiac and Del Monte Packing to take retirement as the’ union’s legal
quiz—-the man who only five weeks
over one-fourth sponsorship of its counsel, and will also announce
ago defeated Mrs. Vivienna Near¬
85-a-week “News on the Hour” five- the establishment of the George
ing—has been approached to act by
minute capsules for the next 29 Heller Foundation & Memorial
WB talent ^cout Harry Mayer;
weeks following a cutback by Bristol- Awards, honoring the late organ¬
Freedman allowed as his obser¬
Myers in its stake in the package. izer and exec director of the union.
vations might- be challenged by
Bristol-Myers formerly sponsored.!
Ljst of sponsors for the event
those who believe the trio’s talents
half of
of the
tho newscasts, but
hi.t asked
..Vert to
threads like a who’s who in radio-tv,
half
lay solely in the notoriety accru¬
be relieved of half its commitment but participating in the tribute to
ing to them by means of a national¬
- Hollywood, April 30.
for- the summer with the expecta¬ Jaffe at the dinner will be Dinah
ly celebrated television program.
tion that it will return to its pre¬ Shore, Lawrence Tibbett, Ed Sul¬
NBC-TV has decided to elimi¬ If that werev true, they would be
livan, Sidney Blackmer, Ed & Pe- nate from its payroll both here and
vious level come the fall.
freaks,
Freedman said. However,
With the B-M opening, NBC lost geen Fitzgerald, Frank Gallop, Ba¬ in Gotham all creative talent hired he pointed out that NBC-TV signed
no time in signing Pontiac to a sil Rathbone, Helen Mencken, Ar¬ originally solely to create. No op¬ Van Doren to. a firm three-year
three-week campaign begun this lene Franeis, Conrad Nagel, Ethel tions of such persons will be contract; thus, he felt, thA web re¬
Monday (29), and Del Monte to a Waters, Lanhy Ross, William Gax- picked , up. Move amounts to an alized Van Doren’s value would
26-week deal starting, May 20, the ton and Conrad Thibault. AH the out-and-out reversal of a poUcy long outlast the publicity he re¬
day the Pontiac deal expires. For networks and major talent agen¬ initiated several years go by for¬ ceived in winning on “TwentyDel Monte, which is introducing a cies, as weH as several ad agencies, mer web prexy. Sylvester (Pat) one.” Moreover, he didn’t think a
new juice, this is its.first time ever are industry sponsors, and the Weaver.
hep outfit such as Music Corp. of
in radio! Since the juice is a sum¬ I. event’s honoring ghairman is Eddie
‘There is a general movement America would have taken on rep¬
mer item. It would then advertise Cantor.
toward elimination of creative resentation of Van Doren’s talents
its fruit & vegetable products in
people under contract only to cre¬ if prexy Lew Wasserman didn’t
September if Bristol-Myers doesn’t
ate. We have found this doesn’t realize the quiz victor had lasting
pick . up its additional quarterwork out too well. No options of
(Continued on j>age 46)
San Antonio, April 30.
sponsorship at that time.
such creative producers .will be
A reorganization of the man¬ picked up as they come up, al¬
NBC, incidentally, had the op¬
agement
of
Southland
Industries
tion of refusing to accept the B-M
though a few Will stay , on as pro¬
cutback by not renewing them at Inc., owners and ^operators of ducers of shows,” a top-tier NBC
all, but because of the drug outfit’s WOAI and WOAI-TV here, has source said in confirming the weed¬
close relations with the web, NBC been announced by Hugh Jr., new ing out process.
took the cutback as an accommoda¬ chairman of the board.
But, emphasized the exec; “this
tion to the client. The two new
The new appointments include doesn’t mean'we want to discour¬
deals, incidentally,- run to $600,000 James M. Gaines, prez and general age creative'people.. To the con¬
net over the 29-week span. Lineup manager; George C. Beaury, veepee trary we want them, but we want
for the newscasts now reads Brown arid treasurer; Charles L. Jeffers, them With specific properties, not
San Francisco, April 30.
& Williamson for half, B-M for a veepee; Howard T. Branch, secre¬ just to come in with no series ideas
Re juggling of top management at
quarter and Pontiac-Del Monte for tary; Thelma Prince, assistant or properties.” Not affected, for ABC’s o-and-o KGO and KGO-TV
the other quarter.
secretary.
example, is Jesse Opperiheimer, wound up here last week with
who'" is bqsy producing the “Baby shift of two more execs from net’s
Snooks” series starring* Martha Chicago-New. York axis..
In addition, ABC vice-president
Raye;. “June,” starring Nanette
Fabray. and the Betty Hutton vid- John H. Mitchell, who took over
series, “That’s My Mom.” Oppen- as KGO general manager in Janu¬
heimer is exec producer on the lat¬ ary, hired a veteraft West Coast
radio exec to handle radio opera¬
At least part of CBS-TV’s claims of an audience of 107,000,000
ter show.
tions and brought in a Chicago
for its March 31 Rodgers & Hammerstein “CiridereUa” spec have
deejay for prime morning and latebeen justified by the latest Nielsen Top 10 list covering the two
afternoon chores.
weeks ended April 6, “Cinderella” topped the list with an aver¬
New tv program manager is
age rating of 49.1 and a total audience rating of. 60.6. When
George
Rice, replacing Russ Baker.
CBS-TV research chief Jav Eliasberg got the overnight Trendex
New boss of national spot sales is
figures on the spec, he projected the Trendex to a Nielsen total
Yale
Roe.
Both are Mitchellaudience of 61.5, only .9 points off the actual mark. Still'in dis¬
trained specialists,
pute, however, is the Trendex viewers-per-set mark of 4.43, and
Chicago,
April
30.
New
head
of
radio operations is
there won’t be any final say on that since Nielsen doesn’t cover
American Dairy Assn,, which Hal Berger, and the new deejay is
audience composition. Hence the Nielsen total homes mark
earlier
had
staked
out^
a
claim
Ernie
Simon,
who’s
being launched
23,30^,000 is in line with the CBS projection, but the actual number
for the “I Love Lucy” reruns but in Northern California with a
of viewers will never be finally determined. .
withdrew
when
CBS-TV
edicted
a
heavy
barrage
of
publicity.
Simon
With “Cinderella” leading the pack, CBS took seven of the Top
Wednesday night at 7:30 slotting took to the air yesterday (29) for
10 places, the other three going to NBC via the Academy Awards
for
the
series,
has
switched
alle¬
daily
shows
from
6
to
8:45
a.m.
and
telecast, the Perry Como show and the Tennessee. Ernie stanza.
giance to NBC-TV. ADA, starting from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Top 10 follows:
in September, will take over an al¬
Mitchell previously had split
Total Audience
Average Audience
ternate week one-third portion of radio-tv sales, upped Dave Luftdy
Cinderella (CBS) . 60.6 Cinderella (CBS) .. 49.1 the “Perry Como Show.” It’s'cfose to boss .-of radio sales arid left
Academy Awards (NBC) ... 48.2 I Love Lucy (CBS) ........ 41.8 to a $2,000,000 investment for the Dave Sacks in charge of tv sales.
Complete takeover by Mitchell's
I Love Lucy (CBS) . 44.3 G. E. Theatre (CBS) . 40.0 dairy trade group which currently
$64,000 Question (CBS) .... 43.0 $64,000 Question (CBS) .... 39.4 is repped on ABC-TV’s “Disney¬ “Chicago,gang”—that’s what new
personnel is bfcing' called here
G. E. Theatre (CBS) . 42.7 Academy Awards (NBC) .-37.3 land.”
There is a revolving- door angle presages an all-out assault by ABC
Ed Sullivan Show (CBS)- 42.5 Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Disneyland (ABC) . 41.1
(CBS) ... 37.0 to the deal. Glass Wax, riding this- 50,000-watter for top spot in rich
Perry Como Show (NBC) ... 40.3 December Bride (CBS) . 35.3 season on the Como display, is but crowded Northern California
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Gunsmoke (CBS) . 34.2 moving over to Columbia as alter¬ market in which KGO has thus far
(CBS) .
39.5. Perry Como Show (NBC) .. 33.2.| nate sponsor with Sheaffer Pen played third fiddle, behind CBS
arid NBC outlets.
December Bride (CBS) ....'. 37,5 Ford- 13hoW ‘(NBC)- *.:. .v. r.: ’ 33.0 on the “Lucy” repeats. * '

Ballet 12.4; lucy’ 33.4-

AFTRA 20th Anni
In Tribute to Its

Pontiac, Del Monte
BuyNBC’sNews

Creative Talent

Gaines Prexies WOAI

'Chi Gang’Joins
Mitchell in Frisco

R&H Cinderella’ Tops the Nielsens

American Dairy Assn.
Taking $2,000,000 Ride
On Perry Como Show

i
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Ford s $5,500,000 CBS Radio Buy
Biggest network radio deal in eight to 10 years is about to be
wrapped up by CBS in the form of a $5,500,000 bundle from Ford.
Deal embraces sponsorship of Ed Murrow, a new Arthur Godfrey’
show, a five-minute news strip and a new early-morning Rosemary
Clooney-Bing Crosby starrer plus additional weekend segments on
the latter.
•
,
Web has been working on the deal for over 10 months and it is
finally in the fine-print stages, having passed through Ford’s board
and officers. It's a 52-weeker, with the $5,500,000 a gross figure
which discounts down to about $4,200,000 net. . Deal is being han¬
dled through J. Walter Thompson.
Ford Would sponsor (1) the 7:30-7:45 Ed Murrow newscasts,
Monday-through-Friday, (2) a new 25-minute Arthur Godfrey show,
5:05 to 5:30 p.m. cross-the-board, (3) the 8 to 8:05 a.m. segment of
“World News Roundup,'? cross-the-board, (4) an early-morning. 7 to
7:35 show which Would- costar Miss Clooney and Crosby if CBS
can successfully conclude'negotiations with the talent, and (5) six
five-minute weekend Segments starring Crosby and Miss Clooney.
That's by fsfr.the biggest bundle of business to hit radio from any.
single source since television made its* inital impact. CBS itself
has been pretty well monopolizing the king-sized radio deals, having
made .several multf-million-dollar sales this season alorie,* biggest of
which was, one with Colgate for $3,000,000.
;_
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Abrahams, Granada-TV to Incept
U.S.-Brit. Inti Program Exchange;
Top Creative Talent Recruited

By GEORGE ROSEN
So far as the broadcasting indus¬
try is concerned, last week’s con¬
■ First major television interna¬
vention of the American Newspa¬
tional exchange program between
per Publishers’. Assn, marked a,j
Weaver Waver*?
the U, S. and Great Britain involv¬
turning point. For the first time
ing top creative talent has been set
Fact sheet on program avail¬
in nearly a decade tv was no longer
into
motion. Eventually designed
abilities
for
the
“network”
be¬
the whipping boy of the newspaper
as a two-way exchange, its initial
ing projected, by Pat Weaver
magnates.
for the top 20 television mar¬
phase involves visits by top U. S.
Significant in the non-agenda,
kets has occasioned some eye¬
television producers, directors and
off-the-cuff corridor discussion in
brow
raising,
particularly
writers to England to do one-shot
the assemblage of the nation’s edi¬
among those regarding Weaver
stints on Granada-TV, the commer¬
tors and newspaper owners at the
as the “exponent of the uplift.”
cial network operated by Sydney
Waldorf-Astoria in New York was
Here, along With “Ding Dong
and Cecil Bernstein.
the overwhelming acceptance of tv
School,*’ are some of the day¬
Exchange program was the Bern¬
as a major force in the all-encom¬
time entries listed:
stein's idea, and it vvas touched off
passing ' sphere of communications
“Welcome Travelers,” “It
through Mort Abrahams, the exec
(something that the newspaper
Pays To Be Married,” “Feather
producer of NBC-TV’s Showcase
hierarchy until now had stubborn¬
Your Nest,” “Winner Take
Productions, who is already busy
ly refused to concede, despite the
All” and “Dollar A Second.”
contacting
U. S’, producers, direc¬
fact that many of them have been
tors and writers. "Abrahams him¬
wearing two hats in their dual role
self
will
do.
at least two shows for
as newspaper-tv station owners.)
Granada, and he’s set Reginald
.But unlike the “tv is a dirty
Rose’s
v^rks,
along with directors
attitude assumed at previ¬
Southwest Va. Hillbilly Deejay Creates Near Panic word”
Clark Jones, Franklin Schaffner,
ous conventions, last week’s con¬
Charles
Dubin,
Sidney Lumet,
clave was marked by a new and
In Claytor Dam Hoax
Ralph Nelson and Don Medford for
wholesome approaoh to the whole
one-shots already.
4*-—------ problem of rival media—as though
In the case of Rose, two things
at long last recognition had come
Roanoke, April 30.
The Weekend Ratings
have happened.
Abrahams has
that tv, whatever the virtues of its
A hillbilly deejay, with an ap¬
. ABC-TV premiered a spec
gotten verbal approval from Rose
electronic journalism razzmatazz,
parent yen to become the Orson
and a new show Sunday C28),
to allow Granada to do all'his tele¬
is here to stay, and the publishers
Welles of Southwest Virginia, kept
but achieved only mediocre
vision works not currently tied up
have learned to live with it.
his red-brush clientele in a tizzy]
Trendex returns.. Mike Wal¬
Mutual’s new “either, or” con¬ in motion picture deals, and has
But even more important than
last week with a fanciful account
lace, teeing off his new interthis was the underlying awareness tractual proposal to the affiliates, gotten a specific okay for a re¬
of fearful happenings at Claytor , view segment at 10 p.m., ran
throughout much of the unofficial which drastically limits network write of Rose’s “Thunder on Syca¬
Hydro-Electric Dam, some A0 miles
last among the Webs with an
more Street.” Latter teleplay was
chinfesting at the four-day conven¬
west of Roanoke.
j
8.5, c.ompared with 18.9 for
tion, of televisions unique role to¬ programming and revenues, offers originally written as a story on
“$64,000 Challenge’’ and 20.3
a
potential
gross
to
the
net
of!
housing
discrimination against a
The jock, Don McGraw of
day as the No. 1 circulation builder
for Loretta Young. Kate
WBLU, Salem, Va., teed off last
! Negro, but was changed for its
for America’s newspapers — both about «$8,000,000.
Smith, in her 9-10 spec, edged
U.
S.
production
“Studio One”
Tuesday with mysterious hints
daily and Sunday.
This is how the $8,000,000 figure to discrimination onagainst
out “Alcoa Hour” by a 13.7 to
an exabout the lake's water bubbling in
Any discussion, for example,,of is Arrived at:
13.6 average score, but fell vic¬
conwict.
The
‘
Granada
version
an uncanny .manner. He said a New
newspaper price increases, which
tim to CBS’ “GE Theatre”
York geologist was being brought
The news on the half-hour which would restore the Negro angle, but
have been fairly widespread over
(19.5) and “Alfred Hitchcock
in by plane to investigate. Divers,
the past year, inevitably invited the would go to the net for national making the central figure a Jamai¬
Presents” (22.5).
McGraw also reported, were going
sequel as to. how these dailies were sale in return for an equal five- can to give the play topicality in
Ed Sullivan edged out Steve
down to the bottom to find out
making such price boosts palatable minute of news for local sponsor¬ England today. Schaffner, who di¬
Allen by a 21.7 to 19.1 count,
what was what. • Further details
to its readership—and invariably ship would approximate 17 news rected the original “Thunder” on
with ABC films scoring a 6.2.
were ^promised as soon as WBLU
the answer was wrapped up in the casts per day. With -each newstfAst “Studio One,” has indicated he'd
In the 7:30 leadin spot, “Circus
. could obtain ihem.
one word “television.” It wasn’t sold at about $700, the return over like to do the British version.
Boy” topped Marge Sc Gower
Deluged with telephone inquiries
necessary to proclaim aloud the a period of a year would be aboutJones, ^ho - directed Monday
Champion by 13.3 to 11.8, with
from excited and credulous listen¬
fact that surveys undertaken sep¬ $4,300,000.
night’s j29) “Producers’ Showcase”
ABC’s films hitting 7.0. Satur¬
ers;- the news staff Of WSLS-Radioarately and collectively within the
plan is to have 20-second and edition of the Royal Ballet (ex-Sad¬
day night, Perry Como did it
tv, Roanoke, made a check which
newspaper . fraternity invariably eight-second “ID’s” for net sale, ler’s Wells) presentation of “Cin¬
again to Jackie Gleason via a
revealed" nothing jvas Wrong at
proved that television coverage placed, around net’s five-minute derella” (on which Abrahams was
25,8 to 19.8 score with ABC
Claytor. Information to that ef¬
(both in terms of art work-and.edi¬ newscasts. These represent a po¬ exec producer), would repeat the
fect was carried Tues. night. News¬ • films garnering 3,8.
torial matter)-has become the No. 1 tential of about $2,250,000.
production for Granada if the
papers and other stations also were
circulation builder for most dailies
Additionally, there is the Sun¬ Bernsteins can work out a deal
swamped.
around the country.
day religious block which repre¬ with the ballet troupe to do the
As an interesting corollary, man¬ sents about $1,500,000 in coin year¬ show, on British tv. Dubin will re¬
McGraw’s station operates on
aging. editors and city editors at¬ ly, with about $500,000 going to sta¬ peat one of his “Omnibus” stints,
daytime only,' but he returned to
tending
the convention with their
his fantasies Wed. morning, and
either “My Heart’s in the Highpublisher bosses kept beating a tions affiliates clearing time. An¬
all sorts of semi-hysterical rumors
continued on page 44)
steady
path
to the network press other $1,000,000 is seen for the
swept his listening area. One re¬
multi-message
adventure-mystery
departments through the course of
port said a crack was formings in
the week in the hopes of cementing midweek block, the time for which
the dam. Then an airplane was
the kind of good will and rapport the net swaps with the stations,
said to have crashed into Claytor
that
will translate itself into ex¬ offering them a half-hour of myst¬
Lake. Soon a .submarine was re¬
clusive tv copy for ttieir respective ery-adventure programming.'
ported to have joined -the plane.
On paper, the $8,000,000 gros¬
dailies.
Still later, a strange vehicle from
Coast-to-coast, the newspapers sing potential appears good, with
outer space was alleged to be caus¬
, Washington, April 30.
about
$4,000,000, estimated in run¬
today
make
no
bones
as
to
the
up¬
ing those weird" bubbles on the
More than 100 .organizations percase status tv has assumed in ning the net, programming, lines,
water’s surface.
have spertt some $15,000;000 in the,
As the clamor mounted, repre¬ last three years on closed-circuit their scheme of things.. Since the operational, etc. Of course, the
“The Grey Ghosts,” the CBS
sentatives of other stations, who television communication, accord¬ major upsurge in coverage started $8,000,000 presupposes a complete Television Film Sales series on the
less than a year' ago. there have^ sellout on the newscasts, TD’s/'
(Continued oh page 51)
ing to Nathan L. Halpern, presi¬ been a rash of Saturday-Sunday* etc. But there are “holes” in the Civil War, appears to be the hot¬
dent of Theatre Network Televi¬ weekend supplements, many of plan. Number one is. whether the test contender for the CBS-TV
sion, pioneer closed-tv firm. Not¬ them in color, each demanding spe¬ affiliates will sign on the dotted Sunday at 6 spot come the fall.
ing that the medium has been em¬ cial attention and material. Not line. New contracts, which take ef¬ CBS-TV sales force reportedly has
ployed by government and philan- I in many , years had publisher dis¬ fect June 2, are making the rounds, a couple of hot prospects on tap
thropic agencies, Halpern stressed | covered such a terrific circulation and it’s conceded much can happen for the series, which concerns the
adventures of Mosby’s Raiders, the
that its major application has been builder. ■ Today there are more,
between an -affiliates’ committee Southern cavalry unit.
for business and industry.
than 100 Sunday papers boasting okay and getting the stations’ con¬
As a footnote on the quirks of
The TNT topper disclosed the I their own tv supplement, stimulat¬ tracts.
Another' question is whether some television sponsors, CBS
following additional statistics: At ing such an unprecedented demand
least >4,000,000 persons have been for news and special features from the advertisers, Kraft, Miles, etc., Film Sales has run into instances
now heavily in news shows
Heal for Ford to sponsor five part of the specially invited closedthe network press departments that MBS, will swing along to the new where sponsors have turned down
Lucille Ball-rDesi Arnaz spectacu¬
the show because it’s “too contro¬
(Continued on page 51)
format at renewal time.
(Continued on page 46)
lars will be Wrapped up before
versial.” These advertisers, a small
the end of the week. Don Sharpe,
minority of those approached with
exclusive rep for Miss Ball-.and
the show, felt that the Civil War
Arnaz, is in New York pinning
is still too touchy a subject for tv
down the .final details ovtthe deal,
sponsorship, even though the
which reportedly runs In the
Washington, April 30.
that good music is good music heroes of the show are Southern
neighborhood of $2,500,000 for
soldiers.
A hitch has developed in the
The Federal Communications should ' not obscure the further
time; talent and exploitation for Lever Bros, cqmmitment to spon¬
fact that there are conflict! Which
the quintet of hourlong filmed sor half of the new CBS-TV Commission may try to raise pro¬ the Commission, even if were not
shows. Understood the negotia¬ “Slezak Sc Son” situation comedy gramming standards but it cannot prohibited by statute, should find
tions contemplate a longrange ar¬ series in the fall. Nature of the tell stations that “thou shalt play it politic to refrain from exacer¬
rangement wdll .beyond the first problem isn’t clear, but it’s' re¬ Beethoven, not bebop.” So hear¬ bating. The Commission is not
year.
ported that after first doing flip- ing examiner Herbert* Sharfman equipped or called upon to satisfy
Series of five shows no doubt flops over the property, Lever held ^yesterday (Mon.) in a report the cultists and partisans whose
CBS Radio has signed Phil Rizwill be set for exposure via CBS- changed its mind and informed recommending that sale of Wash¬ only unifying characteristic is de¬ zuto to two - year - plus options
TV, since the Arnazes are tied to j CBS. it doesn't like the show.
ington’s . “Good Music” station, votion to* good music. If it sought contract, with the ex-Yankee’s first
the web by exclusive contract and,
Web isii’t taking the Lever balk WGMS, jo RKO Teleradio Pictures to formulate or dictate a program assignment to be the web-’s 7 to
their Desilu Productions, which too seriously, since the company be allowed. An issue in the pro¬ format it would inevitably be com¬ 7:05 p.m. cross-the-board sports
will film the shows, is partly has a firm commitment for the ceeding is whether WGMS vio¬ pelled to take the brunt of criti¬ strip. Under the deal, Rizzuto is
owned by the network. However, Tuesday 8:30 time through next lated program commitments when cisms about program details which exclusive to CBS for radio, with
the deal is being • set direct be¬ January, and alternate sponsor it obtained an increase in power. under the present regime are prop¬ the exception of his WINS, N. Y.,
tween JWT for Ford and the Shulton is high on the stanza. But . Sharfman said he does not think erly an occupational discomfort of stint covering the the Yankee
Arnazes, with the next step" being JLever hasn’t sighed a contract yet, the Commission should act “as an the licensee. This would be a stul¬ games.
an order for tiihe to be placed and CBS is Somewhat mystified as Impresario” in detpmiining what tification ’of the regulatory procRizzuto will move into the sport*
with CBS by Ford. ."
ff.the reasons.
M
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The Shouting of Don McGraw

MBS’$8,000,000
Gross Potential
On New ‘Format’

$15,000,000 3-Yr.
CIosed-TV Gross;
200-City Spread

Civil War Still
Too Controversial’

Ford Wrapping Up
Lucy-Desi Specs

LEYER CHANGES MIND
ON‘SLEZAK & SON’

FCC As Music Critics

Phil Rizzuto’s CBS Radio
Deal for Sports Strip
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Latin America s Big $$ Potential
For D.S. Telefilms Cited by Manson
A bullish Latin American mar¬
ket for American telefilm outfits,
with. U. S. telefilm companies “con-''
servatively” earning from $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 from the market
in 1957, was portrayed by John
Manson, director of Latin Ameri"
can operations for Screen Gems,
in for home office talks.
The $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 esti¬
mate which, according to Manson
may go a good amount above that,
represents a 50% rise in gross
earnings for U. S. telefilm outfits
as compared to a year ago.
Manson attributed the rise and
the continued growth of the tv
Latin American market to the fol¬
lowing factors:
1. With the exception of a few
countries, most Latin American
nations are riding on an upward
economic curve.
2. Television facilities, unlike
Europe and elsewhere, are private¬
ly-owned, commercially-sponsored
in the U. S. pattern in all Latin
American countries with the "ex¬
ception of Argentina and Columbia.
3. Television will make its debut
in Peru and Nicaragua in *57 and
'58. The medium just got started
for Uruguay, where a station was
opened in Montevedio. '
4. American companies find Lat¬
in American a “wonderful” mar-,
ket, with public acceptance of
products such as flowing from
Procter & Gamble, Colgate, etc.
This, in turn, has caused, some
American firms as well as Euro¬
pean firms * to establish manufac¬
turing units in Latin America.
5. Dubbing in the Spanish-speak¬
ing language has become a fine
technique, winning broader accept¬
ance of U. S. telefilms.
Screen Gems which has three
dubbed series, including “Adven¬
tures of Bin Tin Tin,” and “All
Star Theatre-” (Ford Theatre), is
propping three more for the mar¬
ket, “Circus Boy,” “Father Knows
Best,” and “Tales of the Texas
Banger.”
The Columbia subsid,
operating out of Mexico City where
it has its dubbing facilities, plans
to enter into co-production deals
with local producers as the market
grows, or get into production on
its own- there. But that step is
seen from three to five years away,
although a possible intermediate
step of shooting a series with a
Latin American locale, or possibly
producing a series in two versions,
English and Spanish language, is
seen.
With illiteracy high and print
readership comparatively low in
Latin America on the whole, radio
currently is the most potent adver¬
tising medium, according to . Man(ContinUed on page 50)

Paynes $400,
For ‘Westerner’
Hollywood,' April 30.
John Payne, skipping all the¬
atrical films this year in order to
concentrate on his vidpix series,
“The Westerner,”'will earn a mini¬
mum of $400,000 in 1957 despite
the ’bypassing of feature films.
• Payne, who bows on his firsl tv
series in the fall ojo NBC-TV, com¬
ments that in his opinion /there is
far less of a gambling element, in
tv than there is in theatrical films.
Payne said he has made money
on .every one of his nine partici¬
pation deals in pix, but pointed
out nonetheless itris a gamble, that
no one can predict the eventual
b.o. of a film. On the other hand,
in tv he will draw a salary of
$200,000 for the 39 films, and in
addition owns 50% of the nega¬
tives, with NBC-TV in for .25%
and Bevue, 25%. This means a
fat chunk of the rerun coin after
the series which bows next fall
has had its first run.
Participations, on the other
hand, have varied as nuich as
$168,000 for “Kansas City, Confi¬
dential,” to $56,000-;for “Raiders
of the Seven Seas.” Star normally
draws $75,000 a pic on a flat basis,
In addition to the $200,000 tv coin
he’ll be earning this year, he has
already earned around $200,000 on
various spread payments for pic¬
ture commitments, such* As on his
Paramount deal. Coin is for actual
salary, deferment payments and
participation on pix.

Television Programs of America
prez Milton Gordon and foreign
sales manager Manny Reiner left
Monday (29) for London and the
Continent for a> three-week produc¬
Detroit’* Glamor Preem tion and sales swing . . V-Willard
Block, formerly with the NBC-TV
Detroit, April 30.
sales staff, joined CBS Television
WWJ-TV kicked off its tele¬
Film Sales- as. an account exec in
casting of; Screen Gems’ “Hol¬
the N.Y. office ... Chalmers Dale
lywood Premier Parade” with
upped ■ from supervisor . .of thfe
broadcast film operations division
a novel debut stunt on Sunday
of the CBS-TV film services depart¬
(28), inyiting a premiere au¬
ment
to assistant manager of ..the
dience of civic and business
department under Gordon Shadleaders to the station’s large
wick
.
. . Arthur Storch signed for
theatre-like auditorium where
a lead in “West Point” vidpix
“You Can’t Take It With You”
series . . . Don Morrow signed for
was projected on the auditori¬
a new series of tv blurbs for Zest.
um's large screen, at the same'
. » . Dave Piel to do the animation
time of the theatrical telecast
for the Crocket Johnson strip, “Barat 9:30 p.m.
naby”... Mae Questel, the original
voice of -Betty Boop and Olive
Preceding the telecast and
Qyl, to supply voice-over for some
“screening” was a half-hour
of the Buick commercials .. . “Har¬
“live” pickup of'ceremonies in
bourmaster,” the new Ziv package
the street and'the lobby of the
slated for CBS-TV in the fall under
auditorium, ' simulating ‘ the
B. J. Beynolds-Colgate sponsorship,
/-pickups from Broadway the¬
was actually created at the William
atres of Opening nights of JHolEsty agCncy by v.p. Sam Northlywood pix. In addition to the
cross, with ZiV then brought in to
150 invited civic and business
do .the pilot. “Harbourmaster” is
leaders on hand were the top
still a tentative title, but the use
ot the “u” stems from the fact
tv personalities of the station
that the, sign used in pilot is one
and contest winners in a pro¬
first put up about 200 years ago
motion stunt for the pic.
when European spelling was .still
in vogue .... Robert Manby, v.p.
in charge of BKO Teleradio activi¬
ties, has returned from a short
vacation . . . Don Garrett, Screen
Gems publicist, has returned’ from
Detroit . r. Ernest Pintoff, former¬
ly with UPA and CBS, has joined
with Robert Lawrence, prez of
Robert Lawrence Productions, to
form Pintoff - Lawrence Produc¬
tions, a commercial animated tv
outfit . David Ross just back
from his Poet’s Gold poetry recital
at the Library of Congress, to do
Revlon commercial on the $64,000
Hollywood, April 30.
Television producer Jack Denove Question.” Ross’ nevv and enlarged
anthology “Poet’s Gold” getting big
filed a $2,115,000 suit in Superior play in colleges
Court against Sol Lesser, Norman
Freeman and Sol Lesser Produc¬
tions Inc., charging fraud and Ask¬
ing an accounting and appoint-,
ment of a receiver for the upcom¬
ing “Tarzan” vidpic series.
Hollywood, April 30.
Denove claims an. oral agreement
“Studio 57” has been renewed by
in May, 1955, under which he was Heinz, which is picking up the tab
to devote himself to production of for 26 more of the vidfilms, to be
the minimum 39 Telepix for which seen next season.
he was to receive 10% participa¬
Revue Productions turns out the
tion in film sale and distribution;
10% of the net profit in all other anthology series. Deal involves ap¬
disposition, plus a $500 fee as pro¬ proximately $900,000 in production
Dick Lewis produced the
ducer of each film. It was, he coin.
charges, also agreed to form a cor¬ series this season, but Revue has
poration of which he. was to get switched him over to produce its
50% of the stock.
new “Wagon Train” . series.
Belying, on contract, he . said he
hired writers, held i conferences,
produced promotional film, nego¬
tiated for studio and refused other
Hollywood, April 30.
business to take care of “Tarzan.”
Kellogg has renewed “Super¬
He charged the defendants never
intended completing, their part of man” so producer Whitney Ells¬
the. contract. He estimated de¬ worth will launch production this
fendants would make $13,500,000 summer on 13 new segments star¬
and asked $1,365,000 as his share, ring George Beeves with Noel
also asked $500,000 damages and Neill as femme lead.
Production budget for series is
$250,000 punitive damages since
they acted “with malice.”
around $500,000.

$2,115,000 Denove
Suit Vs. Lesser
On ‘Tarzan’ Pix

Heinz in 26-Week
‘Studio57’ Renewal

New ‘Superman’ Cycle

You Can’t Cheat ’Em in Telepix
McCadden’s AI Simon Sez Audiences More Critical,
Can Recognize Phoniness
Hollywood, April 30,
Cheaters no longer prosper, so
far as telepix production goesi ac¬
cording to Al Simon, v,p. of McCadden Productions and producer
of NBC-TV “Panic” series. “Au¬
diences won’t accept What they saw
five or six years ago,” he com¬
mented, adding that putting “qual¬
ity” production into the “Panic”
series hikes his budget at least
20%.
“Producers must realize
that audiences are now more criti¬
cal, and while they can’t analyze it,
they can tell when the producer is
‘cheating’ them.”:
Audiences want to know what to
expect, and will come" back week
after week to familiar: programs,
Simon also believes..This.“stylized”
quality is ’largely responsible for
the, success cif such' shows as
“Burns &* Allen” and “Dragnet,”
he strongly feels. :
The only suitable substitute for
a dramatic anthology series is
familiar star • names,': Such as, in
“G. E< .Theatre” • or; • “Schlitz,”
Simon contends. But, in his-“Panic”
series, he'deliberately aims for “a
I sameness, a formula,” in the story¬

telling mode. In this case, the for¬
mula is much like a newspaper
•story, in which the main story
points are laid out in a “lead,” Si¬
mon observes. .
This formula is rather confining,
he admits. “I don’.t have the time
to build character, or to allow dia¬
log to vary from the problem at
hand. After all, I’ve only got ,25
minutes "to telj. a story,’and I’ve got
to get in an awful lot.” As a mat¬
ter of technique, all camera angles
and all story viewpoints are those
of the protagodist and no subsidi¬
ary characters are allowed to be
developed, Simon discloses.
Despite ' this,. it’s possible to
cover a wide range of subjects, Si¬
mon states. As an example, oq,e
upcoming segment of “Panic” is a
romantic adventure, and another,
based on records of San Francisco
vigilante committees, is the‘first
period piece attempted , on* the
■Series.
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Wm. Esty Makes the Long Hop for Unique^
‘Brewer’s Gold’ Teleblurbs
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Dudelson’s SG Post
Stanley
Dudelson,
presently
north central division manager of
Screen Gems, has been named
midwest division manager, effec¬
tive today (1), headquartering in
Chicago. He will replace Henry
A. Gillespie, resigned.
Also joining the midwest syndi¬
cation division are William E.
Young, formerly in the eastern di¬
vision, and Ted., Swift, formerly
with Guild Films and Ziv. Depart¬
ing with Gillespie from the Chi¬
cago ^office is Pat Raystall,

TV-Fihnites to Be
Put on Gov’t Spot
For Data in Probe
Washington, - April 30. '
. federal Communications Com¬
mission begins the first of what is
expected to be a series of investi¬
gatory hearings tomorrow (.Wed:)
in New York to obtain data re¬
quired for completion of its broad
scale study of network operations.
The hearings will be held at the
Federal Court .House in Foley
Square befpre James D. Cunning¬
ham, chief hearing examiner of
the Commission.
Seven indie film producers have'
been subpenaed to appear at to¬
morrow's session with replies to
questionnaires which they have de«dined to submit voluntarily. They
are: Ralph M. Cohn, veepee and
general manager of Screen Gems,
Inc. (Columbia subsid); Harry
Fleischman, • prez, Entertainment
Productions Inc.; Harry L. Hackett, prez.i Official Films; Charles
Miller, secy., Revue Productions
(MCA subsid); Michael L. Sillerman, exec veepee. Television Pro- |
grams of America* John L. Sinn, j
prez, Ziv Television Programs Inc.;
and MCA-Television, Ltd. All are
New York firms.
Commission officials concerned
with the network study, indicated
the purpose of the hearings is to
force, a showdown with those in¬
dustry segments which have failed
to comply with’the agency’s re¬
quest for data. Whether there will
be questioning of the witnesses ap¬
parently will depend on whether
the required data is submitted.
Hitherto, the Commission net¬
work study staff has maintained a
policy of keeping confidential all
data received from the industry.
The hearings beginning this week,
which are designated as “investi¬
gatory proceedings,” will be public.
The Commission publicly ac¬
knowledged about a month ago that
it was having. difficulty getting
the data if wants for its network
study. “Certain ‘ persons, firms
and companies,” it revealed, had
either “ignored” requests for in¬
formation or had “expressed re¬
luctance” to come through volun¬
tarily with the data desired.
To lpeet the situation, the Com¬
mission armed its director of the
Network Study Committee staff,
Dean Roscoe L/> Barrow, with* subpena power for “the production of
documentary and oral evidence”
at proceedings to be convened
wherever appropriate.'

Push Tom Mix Series
Despite Daughter’s Tiff
Hollywood, April 30*
Harold Shumate w.as set last
week to script five further seg¬
ments of Family Films “Adven¬
tures of Tom Mix” series, by exec
producer Sam Hersh.
Pilot. is
currently making the agency-spon¬
sor rounds in N. Y.
Still hanging fire is threatened
legal action against series by Mrs.
Ruth Mix Hill, daughter of the.
late cowboy, star.. She recently
warned'Family Films and packag¬
ing William Morris office that her
permission had not been obtained
for the project/1 BtoweVer,: L. A.
Superior Court has okayed a .deal
between Family Films .and the Mix
estate.
i

P. Ballantine & Sons, which does
not produce Dutch lager, went all
the way to Holland to come up with
“Brewer’s Gold” commercials cur¬
rently riding radio and tv spots
which are making mouths water.
Why* to a foreign country? Ac¬
tually, the inspiration for the long
hops (no Pun intended) came from
Joe Forest. He’s veepee in charge
of teleblurbs for the William Esty
agency, which has the Ballantine
account. Forest was in Holland
back in '52 during the great floods
and has .been going back regularly
to that and. other European coun¬
tries. On'one of his business visits
he made, the acquaintance of Joop
Geesink, who has a film studio in
Amsterdam specializing in the use
of his “Dollywood”’ puppets for
stop-action animation.
Forest says he Went hook, line
and Geesink for the puppets. For
one thing, they are of a style and
fabrication not seen in the U.S.,
says Forest. “An animated com¬
mercial made by one of our own
top companies would not contrib¬
ute the ‘difference’ ,we were-after,
technically proficient as they would
otherwise be,” Forest observes,
“They would look too familiar.
Moreover, Geesink • has excellent
facilities—I wouldn’t say suffici¬
ently below the production Costs
here that alone would warrant the
travel and setting up, but competi¬
tive pricewise, aside from the fact
of_their uniqueness. And let’s, not
forget that in today’s jet age, Am¬
sterdam is hardly farther away
than Hollywood.”
' The “Brewer’s Gold” jingles, the
storyboard, etc., are all set up at
the Esty agency in New York in
advance and then Forest’s ..carries
the ball to the Geesink studio. The
spots are produced under Forest’s su¬
pervision within a couple of weeks
or so. Currently in the collection
are a pirate, a ship’s captain and a
goldmiiiing prospector, and coming
up is Klondike Pete, the first one
to be done in color.
“Brewer’s Gold,” although- it^ is
the running theme in the jinfle,
is not a'created phrase. It refers
to a special type of “dry” hops of
which Ballantine buys the over¬
whelming part of the available
supply. The campaign, launched
in February, is strictly for Ballan¬
tine Ale*.
Forest notes that lots of custom¬
ers are corning into the stores ask¬
ing for “Brewer’s Gold”—thinking
that’s a Ballantine product. “The
outlets in Ballantine’s sales area
are smart by nowr” Forest says.
“They trot out Ballantine’s Ale.”

Goodson-Todman
Into Feature Pix
Goodson-Todman, tv packagers,
plans to produce a feature.film this
summer in association with Co¬
lumbia Pictures,. and has assigned
producer Matthew Rapf to explore
several story properties,
. Rapf, in New York for confabs,
has several features to his credit
during his association with Metro.
While east, Bapf also is meeting
with a number-of talent agencies
on “The Quill and the Gun,” a
new western telefilm'series which
he will produce for G-T.
Activity'also was noted on G-T’s
“Landmark” one hour telefilm
series, with CBS-TV taking a twoweek extension on the option pre¬
viously signed.

‘Sea Dog’ Series
Hollywood, April 39Second telefilm series of newly
formed Howard Productions, head¬
ed by former KTLA publicist How¬
ard Wormser, is “The Sea Dog,”
with Ron McNeil and Don Hix costarring., Pilot for cdlorfilmed
skein rolls May 13' at Balboa, with
Paul. Mason directing the Neil
Ames script.
Last week, first Howard project,
a-pilot consisting of six 10-minute
segments starrihg'Dell O’Dell, was
lensed at former local headquar¬
ters of fiow-dcfunct Progressive
Net.
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Major Telefilm Outfits Stuck With
Costly Pilots; Screen Gems Has 18
But Still Searching for Clients

Stars Play 'Supermarket Circuit’
The supermarket circuit is becoming a matter of increasing in¬
terest to Vidpiyers and telefilm sponsors in the personal appear¬
ance-promotion scheme of things. John Hart, who plays “Hawkeye” in Television Programs of America’s “Last of the Mohicans,”
is doing some pioneering in that field by doing the goodwill bit to
a turn in some six cities where the show is sponsored.
Hart’s appearances are by invitation of the sponsors, run one or
two days, and involve radio-tv appearances, parties and receptions,
but most important, a whirl around the supermarket circuit, moreoften than not hitting every one in the city. In Roanoke, for
Bunker Hill'Corned Beef, he hit 35 markets in a two-day stay
two weeks ago. He’s set to host a reception in Los Angeles May 6
through 10 for regional sponsor Langendorf Bakeries, then heads
east again for a one-day stay May 14 in St. Petersburg for Hood’s
Dairies and Bell Bakeries, again for a supermarket whirl.
Tour picks up May 18 and 19 in Albany-Troy area for Stewart’s'
Ice Cream—again through the fodd chains, and on June 4 and 5,
he goes into Sioux City and Sioux Falls for the Consumers Co-op
Markets. Already set but without a firm date is an appearance
in Toledo for the opening of a new Kroger market (that’s his
WSPD-TV sponsor) inflate June or early July. Finally, his stint
in Roanoke went over so well, that he’s got two repeat invites, one
from the city itself for a May 30 civic festival and another from
Bunker filil in mid-June for- another go-round with the food
chains.
.
.
_

Revue Production’s $21,000,000
Firm Commitments on Vidpix
Hollywood, April 30. ■<
Revue Productions and vidfilmeries associated with it have firmed
vidpix series involving approxi¬
mately $21,000,000 in production
coin for next season, an alltime
record figure for any Hollywood tv I
pix organization. The' impressive
success story comes at a time when
most telefilm producers are singing
the blue^ in this heavy casualty
season. MCA is the sales arm of
the mushrooming Revue produc¬
tion unit quartered at Republic
studios.
The peak production figure
doesn’t necessarily represent the
maximum for . the company, since
MCA is- still in -negotiations on
other series for next season. Be¬
cause of Revue’s upped tempo in
vidpix production, Republic prexy
Herbert J. Yates is building three
additional stages for the vidfilmery.
J
Series firmed for next season are j
all network, except for “State j
Trooper,” which is syndicated, j
They are “The Westerner,” John
Payne starrer; “Wells Fargo,” Dale ;
Robertson toplining; Schlitz Play¬
house, anthology series; GE The¬
atre, also anthology; “Wagon
Train,” hour-long series; “Crisis,”
also hour-long; Alfred Hitchcock
Presents; Studip 57, another an¬
thology series; “Dragnet,” *and
“Trooper.”
Series to be seen on NBC are
“Westerner,” “Fargo,” “Train,”,
“Crisis” arid “Dragnet,” .while
slated- for CBS viewing are GE,
Schlitz and the half-hour Hitch¬
cock series.

92 Cities for ‘Kane’
Market list now . set to air Ziv’s
“New Adventures of Martin Kane”
has reached the -92-city market, as
four major regional advertisers
inked deals for the skein.
Kroger Stores signed for Colum¬
bus, O., (WBNS-TV), Sun Oil Co.
in Tampa-St.. Petersburg fWTVT),
and Duquesne Brewing of Pitts¬
burgh for Huntington, W. Va.
(WSAZ-TV).
An earlier client,
Anheuser-Busch pacted for two
more “Kane!’ markets, bringing its
total to 14.

NTA’s Statistical
Joy on Network’s
Combined Ratings

Chicago, April 30.'
. The NTA Film Network is prov¬
ing to be a ratings hypo for its -af¬
filiates, according to’ a raft of sta¬
tistics dealt out here last week by
NTA prexy Ely Landau.
Reading off comparative ratings
to the Broadcast Advertisers Club
of Chicago, Landau demonstrated
how “Premiere Performance” has
perked previously weak time slots
on such NTA affiliates as WPIX in
New York, WGN-TV in Chicago,
and KTTV in Los Angeles. Along¬
side these plusses, a 15-city Trendex of "Suez” gave the debut
“Premiere Performance” shows a
10.1 rating against 38.9 for all
competitors; networks and stations
Combined the first week in April.
In New York, on WPIX, ‘/Suez”
pullfed an average 11.2 between
the
three rating services. The staHollywood, April 30. .
(Continued ~on page ^50)
Eddie Buzzell has been set to
produce-direct a new telepix series
revolving about va femme. private
eye, entitled “The Private Eyeful,”
for Screen Gems. Series will be
London, April 30.
based on novels and short stpries
Location lensing started yester¬
of Henry Kane, who’*1 been inked day (Mon.) on the “OSS” telepic
by Buzzell to script. Buzzell is
series, which moves into the Na¬
currently casting for lead..
Last week, SG topper Irving tional Studios, Elstree, ijext Mon¬
Briskin also set a new skein tenta¬ day (6). ’ The skein is being dis¬
tively tagged “Forever . . . Eva;” tributed by Flamingo Films and is
packaged by Alexander Paal and
Eva Bartok, with Miss Bartok to a Co-production venture With In¬
star. Each seg will star or feature corporated Television Program Co.,
a different male, lead opposite Miss the British outfit headed by Lew
Bartok, with each stanza to he Grade.
located in a different U. S. city.
The series, based on the hither¬
to secret files of the Office of Strategc Service, will star Ron Randell as an OSS agent. He re¬
Hollywood, April 30.
turned to London recently from
Here for confabs with Gross- Hollywood to take up this commit¬
Krasne is Brian Robson, exec with ment. Robert Siodmak, who has
Phoenix Productions, British firm already made the pilot, will he di¬
lensing two telefilm series in Nai¬ rector, with Jules Buck acting as
robi* in conjunction with G-K.
executive producer. Colonel Bill
Series,. now rolling, are “Afri¬ Eliscu is overall supervisor for the
can Patrol” and-“Adventures of A series, and scripts are by Paul1
Jungle Boy.”
Dudley.

‘Private Eyeful’
On SG’s Agenda

‘OSS’ on Location

G-K’s African Series

By DAVE KAUFMAN
Hollywood, April 30.
Murder, mayhem, derring-do—* -.-:-;-f At midpoint in the buying period
and a heavier-than-usual supply of
for next season’s shows,, many ma¬
westerns—will fake over the na¬
More ‘Luther’ Lather
jor telefilm outfits find themselves
tion’s television screens next sea¬
out on the limb with unsold pilots,
That .official Catholic opposi¬
son, judging from the pattern of
with Screen Gems, the giant in the
tion will continue to trail the
sales thus far this spring. For the
field, in the most exposed position.
“Martin Luther” biopic was
first time since “I Love Lucy” irimade evident, by John LaThe Columbia subsid, which
itiated the situation-comedy trend
Farge. editor of the Jesuit
said it would come in with 18
six years ago, the drift is away
publication “America.”
Ap¬
pilots, already has 11 in the can,
from comedies with few exceptions,
pearing on Mike Wallace's
representing a considerable invest¬
and toward actioneers, oaters, mys“Night Beat,” Friday (26),
ment, none of which at this stage
teriosos and swashbuckling series.
WABD, NT Y., Father LaFarge
is sold.
About 45 series in these categories
questioned the propriety of
Additionally, .Screen Gems had
have been sold, and it appears 75%
any station to present a film
two network shows “Bengal Lanc¬
of the telefilm shows next season
offensive to anyone’s religion.
ers”
and “Circus Boy” axed after a
will be along these lines.
He objected to “misrepresenta¬
one season outing, and the lucra¬
Come next season, the private
tions” in “Martin Luther” and
tive long-playing “Ford Theatre”
eye, the saddle-sore hero, the slick
charged it has an “anti-Cathois headed for the cancellation
•sleuth and the hell-bent-for-actioner
lic slant.” He acknowledged
route.
wiir predominate where once the
that Lutherans and others
Off-setting this somewhat have
situation comedy held sway. By
have a right to see the film,
been the renewals on other SG
far the greater percentage Of sales
but felt that the broadcasting
networked
shows “Father Knows
made so far fall into those cate¬
medium is not the vehicle for
Best,” by Scott Tissues, “Adven¬
gories, indicating a desire on the
films which have any “slant”
tures
of
Rin
Tin Tin,” for another
part of the sponsor for something
against any religion;
two years by Nabisco} “Tales .of a
different, and, at the same time,
Texas
Ranger”
by General Mills,
a weariness with the situation com¬
and its tie with CBS-TV for filmed
edy which once dominated every
episodes
on
“Playhouse
90.”
network’s. programming.
- Repercussions in the Columbia
With the sales season still under
subsid’s organization, reflecting
way, the pattern is emerging clear¬
the troubled situation, is foreseen
ly, with 17 hoss operas bought, a
on the exec level, both in New
hike of nine over the previous sea¬
York
and in Hollywood. Adolf N.
son; 14 mysteriosos or suspense
Hult, former radio and tv network
series, an uppance of 10; seven ac¬
exec
who joined . SG’s exec staff
tioneers, up two; and six derringonly about six months ago as.direc¬
do, four of them new entries.
tor
of
sales development, is exit¬
ABC-TV leads the film in the
ing to form his own consultant
oater field, with eight scheduled,
Chicago, April 30.
agency.
Hult, in one of his first
half of them new entries. Upcom¬
Initial Windy City tv showing
ing in the ABC fold are the estab¬ of the “Martm Luther” biopic deals, has been retained as special
consultant
on national sales for
lished westerns, “Wyatt Earp,” grabbed off a big'28.2 rating last
“Cheyenne,” “Broken Arrow” and week via WBKB, according to a RKO Television. • Other shifts, on
the
national
level at screen Gems,
“Lone Ranger,” plus these new special ARB survey. Film, which
shows: “Sugarfoot,” “The Califor¬ undoubtedly had ihe' biggest ad¬ .also are seen.
On
the
Coast,
new talent has
nians,” “Maverick” and “The vance buildup in the history of- lo¬
Texan.” Runners up in the saddle cal video after it became the cen¬ been garnered for program devel¬
opment.
Michael
Abel, recently
derby are NBC and CBS, each .with ter of a bitter theological contro¬
four. NBC- is slotting three new versy, drew 55% of the sets in use, associated with Dore Schary at
Metro
as
script
consultant
and
oaters, “The Westerner,” “Pony with the other three stations split¬
producer, has joined the Columbia
Express” and “Wagon Train,” plus ting up the rest fairly evenly.
subsid
to
work
with
William
Sack“Wells Fargo,” a holdover. CBS’
“Luther” was projected into the heim, director of program devel¬
new western is “Have Gun—Will
Travel,” which joins the regulars, “hot potato” class last December opment. Another joining the pro¬
when
WGN-TV called off* what gram development department is
“Gunsmoke,” Dick Powell’s Zane
Grey Theatre, and “Tales of the would have been its national debut Winston O’Keefe, a former “Ma¬
on
tv.
After the Chicago Catholic tinee Theatre” producer, while
Texas Rangers:” In addition there
are syndicated ' entries, such as archdiocese said it had* not and Douglas Whitney has been inked
would not officially protest the to take over the indie department
Desilu’s “Sheriff of Cochise.”
. Major- increase, however, is in telecastihg of the full-length fea¬ recently vacated by Milton E.
mysteriosos or suspense stories, ture, it was slotted last Tuesday
(Continued on page 50)
with 14 shows in these classifica¬ (23) night on WBKB by Community
tions already snagged for next year Builders.
Despite the. big play given the
as compared to a paltry four the
past season. ABC and NBC lead jwrangle in the local press and a
the field here, each with five such couple of slashing attacks* on the
series, with ABC adding four while film’s “historical accuracy” in the
diocese weekly newspaper, the- tv
NBC adds three.
Tentatively pencilled in for ABC screening prompted relatively little
programming next fall are such partisan reaction. WBKB the the
series as MGM Mystery Theatre, two days following the showing re¬
Hollywood, April 30.
Walter Winchell’s eops-’n’-robbers ceived 182 phone calls of which 121
“Schlitz Playhouse,” produced
series; OSS, a cloak-and-dagger en¬ were rated . as favorable and 61
try; and “U F.61,” a NY version of were protests against the. picture. by Revue Productions, has been re¬
At week’s end the ABC-TV sta¬ ticketed by the brewery for 40
“Dragnet,”'all new shows, and they
will join “Men Against Crime,” tion had received 263 “Luther” let¬ stanzas, with approximately $2,only such show on the" web the ters, all but nine* either praised the 000,000 involved in the new deal.
past season. NBC’s new series film or the station for carrying-it. Budgets were hiked in the renewal
pact, so that Revue can go after
here are the hour-long “Crisis”
top names for the anthology
shoW'» part of which jwill he pro¬
series seen on CBS-TV Friday
duced and directed by > Alfred
nights..
Hitchcock; “Meet McGraw,” a pri¬
Shooting has already begun on
vate eye series, and “Escape.”
the new batch, first being “50
(Continued on page 50)
Beautiful Girls,” now lensing, with
Hollywood, April 30.
Barbara Bel Geddes, Edward An¬
Jayne Meadows has signed with drews and Royal Dana. Jules
producer Quinn Martin to^topline Bricken is directing from a Halsted
an untitled telepix series he’s cur¬ Welles original story and tele¬
play.
rently prepping with scripter Shirl
Frank P. Rosenberg and Bricken
Gorden
(of
“Bob
Cummings produce the series for Revue,
Show”), with tentative, plans to
start by fall.
t
Martin f is discussing below-line
Hollywood, April 30.
filming deal with Desi Arnaz of
Gross-Krasne’s “O. Henry Play¬ Desilu. Project would be first tele¬
house” vidpi'c series,- in distribu¬ film ..venture for Miss Meadows.
tion since October, has grossed
Hollywood,' April 30.
approximately $1,500,000 and the
Telefilm situation comedy series
production firm has now recouped
revolving around a modern jazz
its nut.
combo, “Candy,” starring thrush
Personal appearances by star
Connie Russell, rolls this week at
Thomas Mitchell was believed a
CoBer Studios, as a LaSalle-CoBer
big help in promoting the series
Associated Artists Productions Production. Plans are to guest disk
and Jstunt. will be used again on
other series which firm will do. inked a library deal for the Warner and music names.
Josef Shaftel is producer-direc¬
G-K had own distribution company post-’58 theatricals with WREC-TV,
tor and Phil Shuken scripted pilot
until they sold it to MCA a few Memphis, for about $750,000.
WREC-TV deal came a few from idea by himself and Shaftel.
years ago. When they initiated
“O. Henry” they decided to sell it weeks after Metro-TV in the same David S. Garber is exec producer
on own. “We gambled anjl the market sold its library to RKO and William Morris agency is pack¬
aging.
Teleradio’s o&o WHBQ-TV.
gamble paid off.”

‘Luther Hubbub’s
Fat 28.2 Payoff;
Non-Partisan Aud

$2,000,000 Schlitz
Anthology Renewal

Pact Jayne Meadows
For New Vidpix Series

On U Henry

Roll Connie Russell
Jazz Combo Telepix

AAP’s $750,000 Deal
For Memphis Features
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PCIARES A B1VID]
Effective June 1, TODAY-HQME-TONIGHT's gilt-edged^Dividend Participation
Plan gives you new extra value at no additional cost. Now you can earn dividend
announcements by buying as few as 6 participations in summer, 12 in other seasons.
For example, this summer (Junel—September 6) an order for 20 T-H-T participa¬
tions gives you 10 additional free. Here's the cost breakdown for 30 announcements: :

if
^fTpDAY
HOME
. TONIGHT

CURRENT COST
(NO DIVIDEND)

§174,690
$246,540
$217,440

NEW COST
> (with dividend)

$116,460
$164,360
$144,960-

AVERAGE COST
PER PARTICIPATION

$3,882
$5,479
$4,832

- '

Based on full network basic lineups: TODAY (63), HOME,(58), TONIGHT (55)

|

With the recent 20% time cost reduction for TODAY participations. (MondayFriday, 7-9 AM) and this new Dividend Participation Pl^in, T-H-T emerges as more
of a blue-chip buy than ever..Get the details from your NBC Sales Representative.

NBC
TELEVISION NETWORK
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FEMME fCASTERS’ ‘SI LOUIS BLUES’
CONVERTED INTO A GAY FANDANGO
By FLORENCE LOWE

4
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Mortimer Becker, counsel of the N.Y. local of A53-RA, to the Coast
yesterday (Tues.) to handle legal matters for several private clients.
St. Louis, April 30.
He’s
due back early next week ... Ed Shurick, CBS station relations
An aroused membership wound
After only a year at CBS-TV as veep, back this week from a Florida vacation. Web’s Hubbell Robin¬
up the four-day huddle of Ameri¬
son,
exec
v.p, for programming, and Mrs, Robinson (Vivienne Segal),
trade
news
editor,
Harry
Feeney
can Women in Radio & Television
on.a note of confidence and self¬
General Mills has been tapped has been upped to tlie new post off for European vacation . . . Joe Disco, formerly production assistant
on
the
Steve
Allen shpw, began a new job as a WRCA-TV stage man¬
appraisal. Sixth annual confab of to replace B. F*. Goodrich as al¬ of manager of trade and business
the national organization of femmes ternate-week sponsor with Carna¬ news for the network. Appointment ager this week . ; , Charles Collingwood, host of CBS-TV’s “Odyssey,
takes
effect
today
(Wed.),
with
back from filming a - Mexican Passion Play and was guest speaker
in broadcasting and allied fields tion on Burns & Allen next fall.
has been preluded by an air of Word tapped is used advisedly be¬ Feeney continuing to report di¬ yesterday (Tues.) at the 45th annual meeting of the U.S. Chamber of
gloom, and teed off in an atmos¬ cause CBS-TV picked General rectly to information services di¬ Commerce in Washington, oh the topic of “The Case for Business
Leadership in Education” . . . Aaron Ehrlich, production consultant
phere of doom. Meetings threat4 Mills from among three advertis¬ rector Charles Oppenheim.
on “Person to Person,” is this month’s “discovery’’ in Photography
ened to become bogged down in ers who had put in bids to pick up
mag; Ehrlich is a painter and just turned to photography , .. . Robert AWRT’s own version of the “St. the skip-week.
Hess, manager of motion picture photography for CBS News & Public
Louis Blues,” as . speaker after
Choice of General Mills was dic¬
Affairs, addressed the southern short course;for press photogs at the
speaker dug. deeper the grave of tated by the fact that the cereal
U. of North Carolina last week on “New Approaches to TV News
the traditional “woman’s show.” firm has sponsored shortterm
Coverage” . . . G.' W. J,(Johnny) Johnstone, director of' radio-tv-film
Then the gals—600 strong, prac¬ stretches of B&A for the past three
public relations for the National Ass’n of -Manufacturers, planed west
tically all with well-paying jobs— years. During late fall of each of
following his attendance at the American Women in Radio-TV con¬
took another look at themselves these years, .Goodrich relinquished
vention in St. Louis this past weekend; slated to hit Hollywood for
and started beating the drums to a its slot .for eight-week periods to
two weeks, San Francisco for a week: and back east to N, Y. by May
happy.: tune.
General Mills, then resumed it.
27 via-Portland, Minneapolis and Detroit ... CBS-TV’s “Lamp Unto
In the face of admittedly irrefut¬ Deal was set via BBD&O.
My
Feet” will originate from Philadelphia June 2 as part of the of¬
able statistics showing a contin¬
ficial agenda of the American Baptist Convention . . . CBS-TV cut a
uing cutback 'in all types of
kinnie
of a new Dick Van Dyke show last week, with. Hank Sylvern as
women’s service shows, both radio
St. Louis, April. 30... . musical director on. the audition ..., Jessica Tandy in a brief N. Y. stop¬
and tv, dozens of irate femmeA group of 17 American femme¬ over en route from the Coast, where she filmed aij “Alfred Hitchcock
casters rose to „ their feet and
casters arrived in Moscow tonight Presents” episode, to join hubby Hume Cronyn on . their private
shouted back, “So what:—Look at
for four days of taping and lensihg Bahaman island, Children’s Bay Cay. They plan at least one more
us.” Even more came forward
in an effort to probe the “soul” of tv shpt before doing a summer theatre tour in “The Man in the Dog
to cite a growing trend towards
the Soviet people for home radio¬ Suit.”
• ,
women in behind-the-camera jobs,tv consumption. Lea by Beg^ John¬
Peter Emmons named manager of theatre and stage operations for
in management, sales, promotion,
son, award-winning radio-tv per¬ CBS-TV
. . . Campbell-Ewald. agency has resigned the Allen B. DuMont
scripting, and production.
sonality for WMB£-ABC; Kansas labs account-. . . Herbert-M. Rosenthal, just out of the Army, named
Virginia Marmaduke, a subject
City, and accompanied by three art .director fcfr CBS-TV* Spot Sales . . . CBS-TV prexy Merle Jones
of a recent “Thi^ Is Your Life,"
men—a cameraman, an audio tech¬ addresses the Pittsburgh chapter of the National Industrial Advertising
and a newshen turned broadcaster,
nician, and a technical adviser— Assn, tomorrow night (Thurs.), while on the same day, CBS-TV sales
St. Louis, April 30.
put it this way(, “Let’s talk back in
Harold Fellows, National Asso¬ the gals are tacklipg„ the Soviet
the language management under¬ ciation of Radio-Television Broad¬ with'1 high hopes but few commit¬ development director Edward F. Lethen Jr. talks ‘ to the Indianapolis
Advertising Club Clinic . . . Meg Myles set for the Steve Allen show
stands best—qash. Whatever we casters prexy, urged women broad¬ ments.
June 9 .,. . Lanny Ross, who donated the loudspeaker equipment to
do makes money.
If we can’t casters to retfel against type-cast¬
Mechanics of securing the neces¬ the N. Y. Public Library for its Bryant Park concerns, opens the 10th
prove it, let’s get busy.” '
ing as “air-time housekeepers” and sary visa for the junket w$re rela¬ annual concert series June 19 . . . Sammy Kaye will do three 'half-hour
Melva Forsyth, the “Mollie Mar¬ to make 1957 the “year of emanci¬ tively simple, a combination of Bea shows a week from the Hotel Roosevelt over CBS Radio, Fridays and
tin” of Hearst’s WBAL, Baltimore, pation” from the stereotyped pat¬ Johnson’s ingenuity and a newly Saturdays at 10:30 and Sundays at 12:05 p.m. . . . WCBS has inaug¬
developed awareness on the part of urated* a speaker’s bureau, with- g.m. -Sam Slate, news & pubaffairs
shouted a loud, “I feel fine. Af¬ tern developed over the years.
ter 23 years of radio and ei'Tht
As leadoff speaker in the series the Russians of the advantages of director Dave Drisboll and John Henry Faulk and Galen Drake avail¬
years of tv, I’m doing better than .of discussion sessions which marked tourism as a source of income. able for dates at community functions on the topic of importance of
ever,” And ddzens of femmecast- the sixth annual conclave of S;nce troupe is travelling as ordi¬ radio ... A. Robert Bohagura, ex-CBS Television Film Sales, switched
ers from all over the country— American Women in Radio. & Tele¬ nary tourists, rather than as .ac¬ over to CBS Radio, as an account exec . . . Marjorie Duhan Adler,
mostly grass rooters, but many vision, Fellows struck a construc¬ credited news correspondents, In-' copywriter for Young & Rubicam, has sold a full-hour show, “Church
from metropolitan areas like De.- tive note, by suggesting that the tourist, the official Soviet travel on Monday” which will be presented over NBC-TV “Matinee Theatre”
troit, Chicago, Kansas City, pointed ladies utilize their training in such psency, arranged all details. Mrs.* May 2. Subject is the ad business. She’s the wife of S. L. (Stretch)
proudly to s.r.o. signs for their fields of short-supply as music, Johnson attempted direct contact Adler, national sales ^manager of Guild Films ... . Doug Anderson has
shows. Marjorie Mariner, WFMJ-. news, continuity writing, ad copy- with the Soviet Embassy in Wash¬ just signed a year’s contract with Television Magic, Inc., as “The
TV, NBC affiliate in Youngstown, writing. and executive branches of ington, as well as with the EjnbasSy Magic Clown” for Bonomo Turkish Taffy . . . New York office of PubOhio; joined the rebellion against the business,^ to carve new niches of Czechoslovakia, sans success. licidad Badillo, Inc., Puerto Rican ad agency, has been appointed by
Even transatlantic phone calls to Wrigley to handle all advertising for the Spanish market of New York
gloom with the comment, “Spon¬ for themselves. He tossed at them
sors?
We don’t know what to the charge of complacency, and Moscow failed to pin ’Commie au¬ area.- R. A. Former, in charge of the N. Y. office, is account exec.
thorities
down on any interview pr WWRL deejay “Dr. Jive” (Tommy Smalls) emcees a rock ’n roll stage
urged
them
to
get
out
of
the
ruts
do with them—we have so many.”
AWRT began to point to statis¬ they have created for themselves-. program commitments other than show at the Apollo Theatre for a week beginning June 28. It marks *
permission
to take pictures—mostly the ninth booking at the Harlem showspot . . . Harry Lewis, formerly
He
also
suggested
that
femmetics of its own. At least two con¬
ventioneers, Marian Annenberg, casters, “professionally engaged in still—and make tape recordings. with *WRt)M. and* Ruppert Brewing Co., joined WWRL as a merchan¬
Since
there
will be^ three official dising staffer . . . “Play Ball,” with Bert Lee Jr., kicked off at 7 p.m. on
the
field
and
thus
instilled
with
a
WDSU, New Orleans, and Montez
Tjaden, KWTV, Oklahoma City, know-how about ,-the business,” government guides with the party WATV Monday- (29) . . . Jimmy Shearer brings back “Songs of Yester¬
at
times,
taping
and shuttering will year” Saturday nights at 7 p.m., starting, upcoming weekend (4) over
might
“render
overall
program
re¬
are top bananas in promotion and
WATV ... He had been on a three-month Florida vacation . . . Ethel.
publicity for their stations. Char¬ ports” on avvoluntary basis, to their be~closely supervised.
On"the
bright
side is the fact Colby of the New York Journal of'jCommerce, only femme member or
program
departments
and
station
lotte Hubbard, despite'the double
that
this
is
the
initial
U.
S.
tourist
management
.organizations”
which
handicap of being a woman and a
the Drama Critics Circle, will guest on Mike Wallace’s “Night Beat,”
negro, is head of the community “could be helpful on a continuing- group ever granted permission to Friday (3) . , . Eighth .birthday of Big Joe’s (Joe JRpsenfield Jtr.) “Hap¬
a Russian May Day cele¬ piness Exchange” to be celebrated today (1), with an allnight WMGM
service and assistant in tv promo¬ basis in bringing- about better pro¬ witness
bration.
In
addition,
,
the
gals
are
gram
balancer
to
the
product
of
the
broadcast and other festivities.tion for WTOP-CBS, Washington’s industry.”
armed with sufficient ideas so- that
leading station.
Ruth Petersen,
CBS newsman Dave Schoenbrun planing back to Paris after a U.S.
He cited the “possible opening if only a few materialize, they will
visit
to promote his book, “As France Goes” . . i “[Voice of Firestone”
• (Continued on page 48)
of a great flood, which may well have hit the program jackpot. For
double the number of stations ih example, thejf are seeking permis¬ ditpd by the National Federation of Music Clubs for its “distinguished
services
to the appreciation of good music” . . .. CBS music director
two years” if the recent FCC pro¬ sion to stage.a show of American
posal to scrap the.present system femme hat fashions for wives of James Fassett in Puerto Rico taping the Pablo Casals Festival for his
“World Music Festivals”-series . . . David Gregory, radio-tv scripter,
'
(Continued on page 48)
(Continued on page 51)
leaving for six months in Europe to tape interviews for NBC Radio’s
“Nightline” . . . Scripter Larry Menkin in from the Coast over the
weekend for the funeral of his - father . . . Airobatics, an information
bulletin covering ABC network. and station promotions, to be pub¬
lished monthly under supervision of -web’s advertising-promotion
Washington, April 30.
director, John Eckstein . . ^ Irving Gitlin, CBS * pubaffairs director,
The Supreme Court has agreed
addressed -the Tau Beta Pi Assn, chapter at City College, his alma
to determine the question of
mater, last night (Tues.) on “Mass Communications” , . . “Person to
whether parodies and burlesques
Person”t>
producer Jesse Zousmer and director Bob SammOn off to
"Record for long distance conven¬ man’s . holiday” by . taping inter¬
of plays and films are subject, to
the copyright laws.
tion travelling was set by Audrey views foi\ home station consump¬ Alcatraz—for tlje. show’s first remote from' the island, while editorial
associate
David Moore and director’ Charles Hill to Boston for the
The high.-court announced yes¬ Davies,
KTVA-TV,
Anchorage, tion, found their most unique sub¬
terday (Tues.) that it will hear the Alaska.
Mrs. Davies, a former ject in Rudolph Starfish, the “ome¬ James Michael Curley pickup Friday (3) . . . George Vicas, producer
of
CBS
Radio’s
“Update,” set to preside over a general session of the
appeal of CBS in the “Gaslight” school teacher and extension serv¬ lette' impresario,” whose skill with
case. The appeal will probably ice demonstration agent, has had eggs highlighted breakfast hosted annual meeting of the Institute for Education by Radio & TV of Ohio
State
U.
May-10
. . . CBS Radio will cover FCC Commissioner John
be argued late next fall or in the an s.r.o. sign out for her daily by ‘ Dudley-Anderson-Yutzy on be¬
early winter.
homemaking show almost from its half of agency’s food clients. Starf¬ C. Doerfer’s address at the 13th annual communion breakfast of' the
Catholic
Institute
of the Press Sunday (5) at the Hotel Plaza . . /Tex
The action is based on an in¬ inception three years ago on the* ish prepared individual omelettes,
junction obtained by Loew’s Inc., Alaskan CBS affiliate. Station, one French style, for each of the 400 Antoine doing his first stint on WCBS-TV, the Con Edison commer¬
cials
on
the
Ron
Cochran Saturday segment of “Six O’Clock ftewhich barred CBS from using a of five in tv conscious'Alaska, gets guests who showed up—makes, a ca*.
filmed parody, “Autolight,” made kines of web shows a week late, reer of demonstrating his tech¬ port.” Antoine, who’s exclusive to WRCA^TV except for these Con
Edison
blurbs,
also
starts his own radio show on WRCA . . . Jimmy
in 1953 and based on “Gaslight,” has wide range of local live shows. nique on tv, on the grocery circuit,
Yoham set for a role May 7 on “Kaiser Hour”„. . . Overseas Press
and at parties.
* * *
the Metro motion picture. The
.Club
honoring
Cecil
Brown for the best press, radio or television
*
*
★
15-minute parody, starring Jack
Most unioue gift in annual mar¬
Agnes Law, CBS librarian who interpretation of foreign affairs within the U.S., via its OPC Award,
Benny, and Barbara Stanwyck, was athon of giveaways at St. Louis was
on
Monday
(6)
at
the
Waldorf-Astoria . . . Patricia Young upped at
made in 1953, a year after the two an acre of Maine potatoes,,.worth was prototype for “The DeslTSet,”
had done a live parody of “Gas¬ from $4OO-$60O, and won, by lot, and who recently retired after 25 CBS Radio Spot $ales to presentation writer.
light” on Benny’s video show.
by Dee Sweet, WISH-TV, Indi¬ jtears with*the web, was made hon¬
The Loew injunction is against anapolis. Stunt Was brain child of orary life, member of AWRT in rec¬ IN HOLLYWOOD ...
CBS, Jack Benny and American AWRT member Ruth Newsome, ognition, of her impressive services
CBS-TV’s Htibbell Robinson green-lighted the pilot for Eve Arden’s
Tobacco Co. It was granted in the Boston, publicist who. represents to industry and to the organization. “It Gives Me Great Pleasure,” based on the Emily Kimbrough tome
. Judith Waller, NBC public af¬ ... If Bill Rousseau comes into the Weaver-Wile fold it will mark the
U. S. District Court for Southern Maine Potato Council. Winner
fairs;
Anne
Hayes,
KCMO,
Kansas
California and sustained by the does not have to harvest her own
reunion of a trio that dates back to the Fred Allen days. Weaver was
Ninth Circuit Court.
crop, and will receive expert ad¬ City vet femmecaster, and Sally producer-director, Rousseau assistant director and Wile handling the
The lower courts held that the vice on selling when market is fa¬ Work, WBEK, Buffalo, also an¬ publicity at Young & Rubicam . . . One word from Leonard Goldenauthor of a parody or burlesque vorable . . * Three trips to Vene¬ nounced retirement' after lifetimes son, AB-PT prexy, due out this yveek, and the shovels will start digging
of a copyrighted work was limited zuela were gifted by Creole Petro¬ of broadcasting service. ... A new for the new facilities at ABC-TV’s Television Center . , . Louise
to insubstantial use of- the work, leum Corp. to prexy Edythe Fern alumni membership, designed for Paget, former N.Y. actress, has been reading Lillian Roth’s part for
the same as any ordinary literary Melrose, - publications chairman broadcasting vets of at least 10 10 days as one of the leads in “Child of Trouble” on “Playhouse 90”
appropriator.
Fran Riley, and Edna Seaman, years’ experience,’who retire or go May 2. Miss Roth finished up at Las Vegas but hasn’t showed up at
Counsel for CBS and the others WFRL-TV, Greenville, S. C., kicked into other fields, was established. CBS-TV’s Television City . . . Johnny Weissmuller will do a new
4 * *
charge that this concept upsets a
“Jungle Jim” series if Tootsy Rolls places the order . . . Jimmy
Barbara Ann Watpon, 19-yearlong history and tradition of un¬
Delegates,
who
traditionally old junior at Temple U in Phila- Saphier east to bend spons.orial ears for a new daytime series, “It
challenged use of copyrighted
(Continued on page 40)
(Contimied on page 40)
make this annual confab a “bus¬
materials for parodies.

Gen. Mills Gets Nod
On B&A Sponsorship

CBS-TV Ups Feeney

17 Femmecasters
On Tape & Lens’

Fellows to Gal
B casters: Time
To Emancipate

Copyright Issue In
Benny ‘Gaslight’ Parody
Heads for Supreme Ct.

AWRT Convention Chatter
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WHAT’S HAPPENING IN BOSTON?
Westinghouse’s ‘Now We Are Five
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co, has entered the charmed circle
of the /‘maximum VHF” boys among the group ownership clan
(Storer, Crosley, et al), as result of negotiations to acquire WAAMTV in Baltimore. This is the VHF outlet (an ABC affiliate) owned
principally by the Cohen Bros, (pre'xy Ben and v.p.-secy/Herman)
along with Norman Cf Kal, the executive veepee. Sale price Is
understood to be $5,000,000, subject, of course, to FCC okay.
Acquisition gives the Doq McGannon-helmed WBC empire five
V properties—iri Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Boston and Cleveland
along with Baltimore.
Immediate conjecture is ^whether Westinghouse will strive for
a CBS affiliation, its relations/ with that network having been en¬
hanced ever since it stripped KDKA-TV in,^Pittsburgh of its NBC
alliance and turned it over to Columbia. However, it isn’t figured'
likely, at least for the time being, that CBS will interrupt, its al¬
legiance to the Baltimore-. SUnpapers’ WMAR-TV, which E. K.
.Jett helms.
Thus WBC now has all kinds of network affiliations. Frisco and
Pittsburgh are CBS; Boston and Cleveland are NBC (“for how
long?” many are asking); and Baltimore is ABC.

ACLU Asks Congressional Probe
Of TV-Radio Bans on Controversy
American • Civil Liberties Union
this week urgfed a Congressional
investigatipn of radio and televi" sion methods of handling “contro¬
versial’’ subjects, specifically ask¬
ing for such changes in federal law
as could “promote diversity of
opinion and freedom of expression
on the air.”
—
In a letter to Sen. Warren Magnuson (D., Wash.), chairman of
the Senate Interstate 8f Foreign
Commerce Committee (the Senate’s
FCC “watchdog” committee), ACLU
executive director, Patrick Murphy
Malin called on the committee to
“concentrate on assembling infor¬
mation that would help Congress
to understand issues and formulate
policy and to consider whether
some. change in or amendment to
the existing law is necessary.
This would be designed to aid the
FCC in exercisiifg its licensing' and
regulatory powers in such a way
as to promote diversity of opinion
and freedom of expression on the
air. An inquiry would also make
clearer to the people, the govern¬
ment and the industry the obliga¬
tion of radio-t.v stations to perform
in the public interest, by present¬
ing controversy and discussion of
important public issues to the
American radio-television audi¬
ence.”
Malin cited the cases of “several
incidents which raise the question
of how well diverse and different
subjects and controversy are being
handled in station programming.”
Pointing out that “we do not
charge that these decisions were
acts of repression of ideas,” he
nonetheless stated that ACLU has
been “troubled” by the ban of
“Martin Luther” by WGN-TV, Chi¬
cago; the CBS-TV refusal to do
“The Commentator” on “Studio
One”; CBS Radio’s refusal to allow
a discussion.of religious differences
on one of its religious programs;
and the cancellation of an invite
to a cancer expert by Tex McCrary
on WRCA-TV*to discuss smoking
and lung cancer relationships.

Edsel Drivin Hard
For 2-Web Spec
Ford’s
new
Edsel
division,
though yet to buy a television .show
for next season, is now planning
a two-network spectacular for late
September or early November with
which to kick off its new mediumpriced car. Edsel, via Foote, Cone
& Belding, is negotiating with-both
•CBS-TV and. NBC-TV for time for
the spec, but is getting nowhere
fast.
Edsel wants to air the spec-over
both webs simultaneously,
of
course, but has run into trouble in
Pairing NBC off with Columbia. In
°ne instance, NBC agreed to a date
and time slot which CBS couldn’t
c|car, and in a second case', CBS
okayed a slot that NBC couldn’t
hiatch. Edsel is- still trying to find
a compatible time period, and also,
** still shopping for that regular
show for the fall. . / • •'

Gregory’s ‘Crescendo’
Hollywood, April 30.
Paul Gregory has planed to N. Y.
to talk to CBS-TV execs anent up¬
coming 90-minute
“Crescendo”
spec, to air this fall. Show is part
of Gregory’s three-year deal with
CBS-TV, calling for him to pro¬
duce nine specs.
“Crescendo” will trace develop¬
ment of American music, with top
hiusical names to be employed.

Ford Motor s
$5,000,000 Into
NBC-TV‘Crisis’
NBC-TV wrapped up a $5,000,000
deal last week with the inking of
Ford Motors to half sponsorship of
its Monday night “Crisis” series.
Ford will take on the full 10 to 11
hour on alternate weeks starting
Sept. 9. Deal was set via J. Walter
.Thompson agency, with the Ford
expenditure coming from its can¬
cellation of . “Ford Theatre” on
ABC-TV.
Besides not yet finalizing the
(Continued on page 44)
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CBS-TV Saji. Plans Gain Momentum In
MEAN WEB SHIFTS 50% Sale of Terry Mason to Purex
Washington, April 30.
Long drawn-out Boston hassle
over award of. Channel 5 has been
resolved, with the Federal Com¬
munications Commission voting
four to two in favor of WHDH, the
broadcasting subsid of the Boston
Herald-Traveler Corp., thus re¬
versing a previous decision of the
FCC’s chief examiner who had pre¬
viously recommended a non-news¬
paper Boston group. As result it
may throw the whole Boston spec¬
trum picture into a tizzy, notably
as it relates to network affiliation.
Immediate industry conjecture
was whether CBS-TV would throw
over' its WNAC-TV affiliation in
favor of the Channel 5 tie. Rela¬
tions between Columbia and the
Tom O’Neil-owne'd WNAC-TV
haven’t been the best, with the Bos¬
ton outlet too frequently bypassing
web pickups in favor of either
ABC shows or local film entries.
In such an eventuality it’s antici¬
pated that WNAtJ Would wrap up
pm ABC-TV exclusivity.
But even more intriguing is the
speculation as to the Westinghouseowned WB/5-TV’s continued affili¬
ation with NBC. If anything hap¬
pens here—and there are those
who say “just wait and see”—then
the whole Boston tv picture wouldbe up for grabs.
It’s no secret that NBC-Westinghouse relations have been strained.
When, a couple weeks, back, WBC
decided to shed its NBC alliance
for KDKA-TV in Pittsburgh in fa¬
vor of a CBS alliance, the situation
was aggravated and from reliable
sources .it’s reported that NBC,
given the right opportunity,
wouldn’t be averse to knocking
Westinghouse out of the NBC box
in Boston. Should this come, about,
it’s figured a cinch that -Columbia
would move into the WBZ-TV pic¬
ture, With NBC throwing in its lot
with the Boston Herald-Traveler’s
new channel 5 and. WNAC-TV go¬
ing ABC. It’s all iffy at the mo¬
ment, but there are those who say
“don’t be surprised.”
Valued at $23,000,000
The Hub channel, the third and
last V .allocated to Boston, is esti¬
mated to be worth as high as
$23,000,000.
A member of the House Inter¬
state Commerce Committee, Rep.
John Dingell (D., Mich.) recently
warned that he would demand “the
(Continued on page 40)

CBS-TV got off the Saturday
night hook this week by selling
half of its new “Perry Mason”
hourlong series to the Purex Corp.
NBC-TV has optioned 20th-Fox’s Latter, in a move from NBC, where
“My Friend Flicka” series for a. it’s sponsored “Big Surprise” and
30-day period and put it on the now the “Arthur Murray Party,”
has picked up a full hour on alter¬
sponsor market as a prime candi¬ nate weeks on the “Mason” stanza,
date for one of its new 7:30 to 8 starting in the fall.
p.m. spots for next fall. Web is
Not yet resolved, in spite of the
pitching the show either for the PUhex deal,^.is the entire Saturday
7:30
to 9 program "picture for the
Monday, Tuesday or Friday 7:30
Purex wants the “Mason”
slots. Also possibilities are the fall.
show,
currently scheduled at 8 to
Sunday 6?30 or 7 p.m. periods.
9, to start instead at 7:30, which
Web would of course use new would give it a half-hour jump on
shows if a sale is made. “Flicka” Perry Como.
CBS is willing
reruns are currently on CBS-TV enough, but must first come to an
but expire after the summer. The understanding with Sylvania. Lat¬
NBC option for the TCF-TV series ter currently occupies the 7:30 pe¬
was made via General Artists riod on an every-week basis, but
Corp., 20th’s tv sales rep.
has indicated it will cut back to al¬
ternate weeks comes the fall. What
Sylvania hasn’t decided, however,
is what time period it will buy
into.
There’s the possibility, of course,
that Sylvania will pick up half the
open, 'week of “Mason,” and that
would solve the problem. There’s
also the.chance, however, that’ it
may insist on keeping its c'urrent
time but refusing to buy the “Ma¬
son” show, which would kill the
7i30-8:30 plan. And Sylvania might
In what’s reported to be the move to another night.
Old Gold, too, represents a prob¬
highest-priced deal yet for an hourlem. Ciggie outfit is in at 8 to
long television series, U. S. Time. 8:30 with half of the Jackie Gleason
Corp. has purchased six Bob Hope show, but its plans for, the fall
shows on NBC-TV next season at a aren’t firm. It’s looking at “Ma¬
time & program price of $360,000 son” currently, but is hot on an¬
other property which it’s keeping
per show. That figure is exceeded, under wraps but has already sub¬
of course, by some spec expendi¬ mitted to the CBS program facto¬
tures, but those were for 90-min¬ tums. If the program should be se¬
lected, there’s still the question of
ute entries.
The U. S. Time deal calls for a a time period.
So that while CBS is off the’ hook
total outlay over • the six*-show
course of about $2,160,000 and on what it considered its toughest
marks * the Watchmaker’s largest fall sale (bucking Como), it has yet
single television splurge to date. I to resolve the programming-sporiThe six Hope shows are the mim>-l|-s^rship pattern for the important
mum contracted for between the 1 Saturday 90-minute span.
comic and the network, though the
web has options on two additional
shows if it so desires.
Deal, ^et via Peck Advertising,
raises one interesting agency angle
on the ad copy. One of U. S.
Time’s major products is the Wait
Disney Character Watches. Will
U. S. Time be allowed to plug Dis¬
ney characters on NBC in the face
CBS-TV is faced with the pros¬
of Disney’s closely-guarded ex¬ pect of a, major daytime cutback
clusivity on 'ABC?
by Procter & Gamble in its soap
opera commitments. Expectation
is that P&G will cut its sponsor¬
ship of its two half-hour soap
strips. “Edge of Night’ ’and “As the
things in life—problems like that World Turns,” by half.
Ironic part of the situation is
nice Irish boy—what’s his name—
that the cutbacks come in the face
Paddy something—writes about.
Now don’t just think that we’re of a mounting enthusiasm by P&G
silly,'but you. see, we women just execs for the .half-hour soaper for¬
don’t like shooting. The children mat. Reason for the slash isn’t any
make enough noise around the dissatisfaction with programs, time
house. Who needs to turn on the slots or ratings, but the simple fact
tv to get noise?. We have more that P&G products are stepping
all over themselves in competitive
than we can use.
And there’s more. We like nice snarls. P&G now has eight deter¬
stories. About real people. People gents alone, and it can’t very well
like us. I don't know one murderer advertise what amounts to com¬
or outlaw and I don't really think petitive brands on the same shows.
I’ll meet any. I know people who Intention is to spread'the fillings
have problems ‘ about money. I a good deal thinner throughout
know women whose husbands play the broadcast day.
around and that’s a problem—but
P&G is unhappy about the need
no outlaws. So how can I care for cutbacks on these particular
about them?»
shows, since vthey have improved
Of course, we girls like glamor, the soap company’s rating picture
too. We don't go to -the movies on the network by about 80% over
often except for “Funny Face” and. its programming in the’ same time
“Eighty Days” and things like that. periods last year. Where the old
But we watched the Academy “Love Story” series was rating
Awards on tv because we knew the about 6 a year ago on the Nielsen.
women would wear beautiful lists, “World” is up over 10; where
clothes and the whole thing would “On Your Account” a year ago
be glamorous.' It was. We loved it. averaged slightly over a 5 Nielsen,
We watch Dinah Shore, too, and “Edge of Night” is pulling down a
Perry Como because they're such 9 with regularity.
nice people. And when Charlie
Van DOren (that darling boy!) was
DENNIS JAMES' NEW PACt
on “Twenty-One” we never did
- Chicago, April 30.
dinner dishes until after* Who
Dennis James last week signed
could, could you7
a
new
.
13-week
pact to stay on as
You see, I'm just like all the
women I know. You can reach me host olb NBC-TV’s noontime color¬
but not with a six-gun and not on cast, “Club 60.” New contract runs
a horse. And if you want to sell through Aug. 24.
James is moving his family here
me products you've got to catch
for the summer to eliminate the
me first.
Very truly yours, Mrs. Daytime. need for. commuting hack east on
weekends
Dialer,
Patricia Ruden.

'

NBC Options ‘Flicka’

U.S. Time Corp.
$2,160,000 Into
Six Hope Entries

Podner, You9re Riding Me Out of Town9
New York.
Editor, Variety:
A few years ago when I was
“Mrs. Daytime Dialer” you printed
some things about me that I
thought were pretty nasty—like I
only read garden> and womenls
magazines .and I’m unsophisticated
and I only like stories with happy
endings; Well, you know, I’ve
been thinking over the things you
said. And you know what, you’re
pretty smart. But I’ve got news
for you. You’ve lost merYou may
never hear from me again—and
that goes for your million dollar
tv sponsors, too. I’ve been read-,
ing about tv programming for the
fall in, Variety. And I’ve got a
message for you, fellows. You’ve
had it. Youll never get me alive.
I’m giving up tv. Next fall
when all those good cowboys are
shooting all those bad cowboys and
the lav* of the old west comes sput¬
tering into my living room you
know where I’m going to be? Fm
going to be in the kitchen with
sound-proofing stuffed around the
door and I’ll be playing Siobhan
McKenna on my portable hi-fi. Or
maybe I’ll be down in the base¬
ment listening to music on the ra¬
dio or making a dress. Or I might
bd down at the Community Center
communing or studying oil painting
or ju jitsu. But you can bet ydur
advertising dollar I’m not going to
be in front of the tv* You’re driving
me out of the house, Podner.
You’re riding me out of town.
Now 1 don’t say that my husband
and kids won’t be watching tv.
They can watch all that silly shoot¬

ing nonsense all they like. They
can dream they’re shooting the bad
guys while they’re getting eyestrain. But I know those outlaw
relatives of mine. The minute the
commercials come on they’ll run
like, rats for a sandwich or potato
chips. Your" poor sponsors are go¬
ing to talk their brains out to the
dog. And even if they stay' it
won’t matter, - I’m the one who
does all the shopping. I’m the one
who pushes the cart around the
Supermarket every week and de¬
cides what to buy. My family
doesn’t care what I .buy as-long as
dinner, is on time. ' And my hus¬
band would let me buy anything
to keep me from nagging him. You
know what I mean?
Don’t Call Me Horace Schwerin
Now just a minute. Don’t say,
“Oh, her, that’s just her opinion.”
I may not be Hbrace Schwerin or
whoever that darling little man
was who asked me all those silly
questions but I’ll tell you this. I
talk to women, all the time—when
we play cards together, j/hen we
shop, when we’re not worried about
what some, crew-cut market analyst
is going to think of our answers
and our attitudes.
We girls let our hair down when
we get together—arid do you know
what we agree unanimously? We
hate cowboys*
As far as we’re
concerned we couldn’t care less if
Wyatt Earp bit the dust forever
and stayed* there. Of course, he’s
a very nice man and all that but
he'd be much nicer if’ he’d settle
down with a serious girl and had a
family—and face the important

P&G’s Cutback
On CBS-TV Soaps
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BIG DEAL,
HUH?

Wednesday,

May

PfifilETr

1, 1957

Follow-the-leader is a great game —for children. Grown-ups who
play it are mere lacklusters and lardbottoms. Especially , in business. Sure, you can
be a perfectly respectable mackerel by swimming along after your fellow-mackerel. But
it’s a whole lot more exhilarating to go after your tidy buck by bucking the; tide.
-

■

•

That goes for our business as well as yours. Traditionally in the TV
film syndication field, you’re supposed to make your big deals first. Get off your nut! Go
after a network sale! No soap? (Or cereals, or cigarettes?) Then pitch for the giant
;; regional deals. Only after that can you afford to sell smaller regional, or local, sponsors.
That^s the theory. And that’s where we part company with all the other mackerel.
•In our book, -the local/regional and spot advertiser is a first-class
citizen who needs, wants and rates first crack at first-class syndicated TV film products.
With this mad, impetuous notion, we sent opr new Submarine-adven¬
ture series, “The Silent Service,” down the ways. We aimed it straight at non-networkadvertisers. And in only 24 days, we more than matched the heady'’dollar effect of &
major network deal. Our biggest regional deal involved just four markets. We are off oufl
nut — and the biggest part of our potential still stretches ahead like an open sunlit sea,
' The syndication market a secondary one? Not so’s CNP would notice.
Prime syndicated film properties for local, regional and spot advertisers exclusively-*
.

■

that’s ow idea of a big deal. It works fine!

.r

NBC TELEVISION FILMS
a division jof CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS

86

tv-hums
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f^RIETY - ARB

City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated each week, ivilh the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ABB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart repr: xents- a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each marke\ which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness *of a filmed
shoiv in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

DAY . AND
TIME

DISTRIB.

station

Approx. Set Count—2,000,000

PHILADELPHIA

WCAU_
I c\u_
C,4U....
3. Superman (Adv) .
4. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv). . ., 1 c\u... .

Man Called X (Myst) . WCAU.... .... Ziv..

■J.

Byline (Adv)

A rCAU. .. .
1 CAU.'.
A '11CV*. ..
A C4U. .. .
. A. CAU..

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch),children’ 11
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical}
(Mysl), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn)
women’s. Numbered symbols next io station call letters represent the sIq.
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHF. Those ad agencies listed ai
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom, the film is aired.

*
MARCH
RATING

7. Brave Eagle (W) .
7. Death Valley Days (W).
8. Dr. Christian (Dr) .
9. Man Called X (Myst) .

..

.... CBS .„.. .
M&A Alexander. . .
.Ziv...
.... CBS _...._..
.... CBS. ..
«...

66.0...
57.2...
56.4...
55.8...
... 53.4.._.
...
...

BALTIMORE_

...Thurs. 7.30-8:00 . . .
..Tues. 6:30-7:00 ...
. . Sat 6:30-7:00 .
.Ziv. .. Sat 9:00-9 :30 .
. . Tues. 7:00-7:30 ...
.. Mon. 6:30-7:00 _
.CBS. i. . . Fri. 6:30-7:00 .
.NBC. .. Wed. 9:00-9:30 _
. .v. MCA. . Sun. 9:30-10:00 ..
_Ziv., . Sat 10:30-11:00 ...
.Ziv..

.
...
...
...
...

37.3... _7 49.6
50.0...
42.2...
41.?...
37.8... .43.4

Hold That Note...
Susie ...
Michigan Outdoors.
Abbott & Costello.........

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

. . ..32.4.
_25.3.
.,..24.7.....
_24.4.
.. ..18.2.
_16.9.
_16.5.
_16.3.
.... 15.1.
. .. .14.4...

...
...
...
.. i
...
...
...

...
...
...

56.6. ~
60.9...
73.1..,
60.6...
37.8...
43.2...
46.0...
28.6...
31.2.
39.1..,.

.57.4 Lone Ranger.
.41.5
Buccaneers..
.40.3
,
..... 48.1 O. Henry Playhouse
..... 39.2
.35.8
.-57.0
.48.4
Your Hit Parade".....

Fri. 7:00-7:30 .. . . .23.6.. . 68.0...

Approx. Set Count-—662,000

1. Cisco Kid (W). _WCPO.
2. Frontier Doctor (W). .. . WCPO.
3.
4.
4.
5.
6.
7.
$.
9.

Sheriff of Cochise (W) ...
Annie Oakley (W) .
Wild Bill Hickok (W).
Superman (Adv) .
Frontier (W) ....
Secret Journal (Dr).
Man Called X (Myst).
Highway 'Patrol (Adv)

Stations^—WLW-T

.KGO ...
. KPIX ..
.KPIX ..
.KPIX ...
.KPIX ...
.KPIX ...
.KPIX ...
.KGO ...
.KRON ..
.KRON ..

... .16*3
.... 9.2
.... 8.9
....14.0
....19.7
....15.8
....12.4
....25.9
.-...28.9
....18,2

(2), WBAL (11), WAAM (13)

Sat. 10:30-11:00 . . . .25.1. . ...... 50.8... .49.4 Man Called X.
Your Hit Parade.
7 O’clock Final; Weather..
Report From Annapolis..
WBAL. .CBS. Sat 5:30-6:00 . . . .23.3 . . .94.4.,. .24.7
Morn 7:00-7:30 . .. . 22.0. .
Death Valley Days (JV) ...... WBAL.
7 O’Clock Final; Weather..
CBS News—D. Edwards..
Superman (Adv) ., . WBAL.
.Wed. 7:00-7:30 . .. .21.2. . . 62.5...
7 O’Clock Final; Weather..
CBS News—D. Edwards..
Cisco Ivid (W) .. WBAL.
Tues. 7:00-7:30 _ . . .20.8, . . 6479...
7 O’Clock Final; Weather..
*
Peoples Union..
«
WBAL; .MCA ...;.. .Thurs* 7:00-7:30 ... . . .20.6. . . 59.5...
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)
7 O’Clock Final; Weather..
CBS News—D. Edwards..
Studio 57 (Dr). . WA-AJtf. .MCA. .Tues. 10:30-11:00 ., . . . 18.8.. . 44 6 .. . _42 2 Wrestling
.
*
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WBAL..
.Zrf.*...... Sun. 10:30-11: 00 ... .. .17.2. . .34.7.... .49.6 Whqt’s M.y T.ine
I Led 3 Lives (Adv). .WBAL.Sat 7:00-7:30. ; . .17.1'. . ...... 45.3...
Do You Trust Your Wife...

CINCINNATI

.WXYZ .. .193
.WWJ ... .8.6
.WJBK .. .14.7
.WWJ ...
. CKLW .. .12.5.

Stations—KRON (4), KPIX (5), KGO (7)

1. Men of Annapolis (Adv). AVMAR

4.

, .WFIL .
,. WFIL ...
,. WRCV .
..WFIL
3.6
,. WFIL ...
,. WFIL ...
.. W*RCV
.11.1
, .WFIL ...
..WFIL ...
,. WCAU' ..
..WRCV rT
,.WFIL ...
.. WRCV .. .8.7
.. WFIL ..,

Meet The Press..:.'. .WWJ ... .6,8
Star Bowling. .WXYZ ., .8.8
San Francisco Beat. , WJBK .. .9A
fi?
.36.6. WJBK ..
.36.5 Superman.... .WXYZ .. ..... 8.9

._40.3

Approx. Set Count—664,500_Stations—WMAR

2. Wild Bill Hickok (W),;. WBAL.

RATING

.40.6

...
...

Approx. Set Count—-1,350,000

1. Searth For Adventure (Adv) KPIX ....
2. Highway Patrol (Adv) . . KRON.. ..
3. Sheriff of Cochise (W) . KRON....
4. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) IIRON . . .
KRON....
5. Life of Riley (Co)..
6. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). , KRON_
’ll Whirlyhirds (Adv). KRON. ..
KP1X.
8 Badge 714 (Myst) . ..
9. Rosemary Clooney (Mus)
IIPIX.
10. Men of Annapolis (Adv). KWTX ....

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations-—WJRK (2), WWJ (4), WXYZ (7), CKLW (9)

.H-TV. . Sun. 6:00-6:30 .... .. . .26.8.
Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. ... .23.8.
. A 'J BK.
.a:\vj. • H...NTA. .. Sat 7:00-7:30 . _22.7.
. A 'VTJ. .CBS_........., . Wed. 7:00-7:30 _ _20.4.
.CKLW. .AAP. ..Sun. 5:30-6:00 _ .... 19.5..;..
. WJBK.. .NBC. . . Mon.-Fri. 6:00^6:30
Sat. 5:00-5:30
Sun. 7:00-7:30 . . ... . .18.5.
. WXYZ.'. . . . .CBS ... Mon. 6: 30-7:00 .... .....18.4.
.....18.4....
.WWJ . .McC-E.... Moil. 7:00-7:30
A MBK.
,. ThUrs. 7:00-7:30 .. .16.6.
. Tues. 7:00-7:30 .. .16.4 ....
. A7JBK ....

SAN FRANCISCO

SETS IN 1
USE
1

Stations—-WRCV (3), WEIL (6), WCAU (10), WPFH (12)

1. Frontier Doctor (W) . WXYZ.
2. Highway Patrol (Adv).
3. Sheriff of Cochise (W) ......
4. Atnos
Andy (Com).
5. Popeye The Sailor (Ch).
6. D?dge 714 (Myst) ... .

SHARE
(%)

_ 69.6_ __40.9 Studio 57 .
. . . . 47.4. . . .
Do You Trust Your Wife..
.... 48.6 ... .42.4 Death Valley Days.
_ 77.9. ... .25.7:
Sports Time..
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .. .17.7. .... 44.8. .., .39.5
Rosemary Clooney.
Sat. 5:30-6:00 ..17.3..... 68.4.... ...... 25.3
Sat. 6:30-7:00 ..15.6. _72.1_ .21.6 Famous Playhouse..
Fri. 7:00-7:30 -. .14.7. _39.8.... .36.9 Wild Bill Hickok,...
Wed. 7:00-7:30 _ .14.5..... _38.4.... .37.7
Tues. 7:00-7:30 ... .14.0. .... 40.3_ ..... 34.8 Newsreel ....
Celebrity Playhouse....
News—John Daly.

Approx. Set Cbunt—-1,610,000

DETROIT

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor.
•+.responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbr*

... . Ziv . . Sat. 7:00-7:30 . .28.5.
_MCA. . .Sun. 6:30-7:00 .. ;. .21.7.:...
,... Flamingo.;. . .Mon. 7:00-7:30
.20.6.
.... MCA . ..Sat. 6:00-6:30 _.20.0.

K.

.

time factors, since sets-in-use and- audience composition vary according j0
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, n,a

.WBAL
.WAAM
.WMAR
, WMAR
. WMAR
.WMAR
.WMAR
.WMAR
.WMAR
.WMAR
.WMAR
.WMAR
.WMAR
. WMAR
.WMAR
.WMAR

.. ....11.9
. ....11-9
, .... 7.1
.... 7.9
. .... 0.8
. ....10.7
.
. .... 7.6
.
.

.... 9-9

6.8
0.8
9.6
.;ii.9

....

.

. . ..

-.

....

.

..

.

_11.5

.

...

.

....19.5

.31.0

(5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12)

... Sun. 6:00-6:30 . . . 26.2. _63.1... .. _41.5
.. . .Fri.- 9:30-10:00 . ..22.2.,... .... 37.3. .... 59.5 Big Story. /.*.
Playhouse of Stars....
.... WLW-T..NT A. ... Mon. 10:30-11:00 .,.. . .19.5. .,.. 44.4. .... 43.9
.WLW-T....,
.., Tues. 6:00-6:30 ..... . ,19.3. _ 62.4. .... 30 9
_WLW-T
Tt
... Wed. 6:00-6:30 . ..^.. . .19.3. ... . 61.3. ..... 31.5 Star Showcase
_WLW-T..Flamingo._Mon. 6:00-6:30 . . .18.2. _55.7. ; .... ..., 32.7 C!nwhOy fJ-Mpn
.,
_WKRC. .... NBC. ... Wed. 7:00-7:30 . . . 18.0 ... „ ..,. 36.6... *. .... 49.1 Pantomime Hit Parade...
.. . .WKRC. .... MCA. .. . .Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... . .17.7. .... 45.6..... .... 38.8 Science Fiction Theatre..
... .V, XRC. .... Ziv... ...,Wed. 9:00-9:30 . . .17.0. ,... 25.0. .... 68.0 Ozzie & Harriet.
...;wcpo.
....Thurs. 10:00-10:30
. .16.7. .... 27.5. .... 60.71 Playhouse 90.

. . WKRG . . . . . . 7.6
..WLW-T .. ...16.1
..WKRC ... ....16-1
t .WKRfl ,.. ..13.2
, W'OPO f., .... 8.2
. .WCPO ... .. 6.3
.. WCRO ... * .. 8.4
.. WKRC ... 1...17.1
..WLW-T .. .,..13.7
.'.wepo .>. ,\*..33.3
..WKRC ... ... .27.3

PBSktiBFr
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‘Lucy's’ Pumpage Ratuig Still Tops
i'
Hollywood, April 30.
They’re feeling pretty flush at Desilu these days. The City of
Toledo has discovered again, that “I Love Lucy” is the most popular
tv program around—based on* the sharp upsurge in water consump¬
tion during the commercials.
It all started five years ago when George Van Dorp, chief en¬
gineer of the Tdedo Water Department won himself national
attention with his claim that the water pumpage curves in Toledo
were the best indicators of a show’s popularity. Boost in water
usage during the middle commercial, he said, was the key to the
survey. And “Lucy,” he said, had the highest rate of pumpage.
Van Dorp was a seven-day whiz with the chart, but he has beenbasking in oblivion since. So early this month, he decided to try
the stunt again. And lo, “Lucy’s” name led all the rest.
For the week of April 8, Van Dorp reported, “Lucy” had a pumpage rating of 137.8, comfortably ahead of other entries. Follow¬
ing week, the pumpage rating was up to 146.7. That’s a lot of
water over the* tv set.
On the basis of Van Dorp’s survey, shows with a low pumpage
rate are in trouble and need a new producer—or maybe a plunger?

ATAS Spreads Its Wing
Relaxes Membership Rules in ‘Come On In’ Bid
To Trade Scribes, Publicists
4-X-1-

In a bid to widen its industry
representation, the New York
Chapter of the Academy of Televi¬
sion Arts & Science last week re¬
laxed its membership requirements
to allow all newspapermen cover¬
ing the industry*,, all network and
freelance publicists active in tele¬
vision and all advertising and sales
promotion people in the industry
eligible for full membership. Some
of these in the past have been
eligible for associate membership,
others completely ineligible.
At'the same time, steps toward
the creation of the ATAS as a na¬
tional body through the establish¬
ment of local chapters were set in
motion. Plans are "going forward
for a midwest, southwest, middle
Atlantic, southeast and New Eng¬
land chapter, with the organizing
factotums set in each case.
In Chicago, columnist Irv Kupcinet, NBC weatherman- Clint
Youle and AFTRA’s Ray Jones are
setting up the midwest group. In
the southwest, Jim Gaines of
WOAI-TV, San Antonio, is organ¬
izing that chapter. The southeast¬
ern chapter is being spearheaded
by Niles Trammell, former NBC
prez and head of WCKY, Miami.
The middle* Atlantic group is be¬
ing formed bj*WCAU~TV's (Phila¬
delphia) Charles Vanda, Hearst
Radio chief Tony Provost out of
Baltimore and WTOP-TV, Wash(Continued on page 44)

Hoover to Talk At
WCAD’s 35thAnni
Philadelphia, April 30.
Former President Herbert Hoov¬
er will take part in a special com¬
memorative . program marking the
35th anniversary of WCAU Radio,
on Friday, May 10.
The ex-Chief Executive, who as
Secretary of Commerce issued the
station license in 1922 and
President of the United States
dedicated WCAU's former building
m 1932, will voice his congratula¬
tions on the program to be broad¬
cast by WCAU beginning at 8 p.m.
The special show will trace the
history of WCAU and will feature
such personalities as George M.
Cohan, Kate Smith, Ezra Stoile,
Paul Douglas, Pennsylvania’s exgovernor Gifford Pinchot and oth¬
ers who have appeared On this
station.
A special-feature of the program
will be salutes from the governors
°t the four states In WCAU’s covpBe area. They are Gov. George
Leader, o Pennsylvania; Gov.
Robert Meyner, New Jersey; Gov.
Jp, Caleb Boggs, Delaware, and Gov.
Maryland Rooseyelt
McKeldln*
\VCAU’s celebration of its 35th
nuni. will be a week-long observance beginning on Sunday (5),
the Philadelphia Orchestra
salutes the station in its CBS Radio
®tw°rk broadcast from the. Academy of Mu^ift^

NBC’* Unique Award
Probably one of the most
unique awards on. record was
bestowed on NBC last week at
the annual meeting in Phila¬
delphia of the American Pub¬
lic Relations Assn., which conf erred its Certificate of
Achievement on the network
«*for the manner in which NBC
carried off its 30th anni con¬
vention in Miami Beach last
December.
Award specifically kudoes
prexy Robert Samoff’s public
relations objectives (1) to ex. plain the historical necessity,
the day-to-day functioning and
the future potential of the na¬
tion’s networks ... (2) to il¬
lustrate this explanation with
a closeup view of NBC from
its founding by the parent
RCA company in 1926 as the
nation’s first network “to its
present leadership in the de¬
velopment of -color tv.”

Things Looking Up
In TV Spot Field;
Banner April-May
Period of uncertainty in the tele¬
vision spot field appears to be
about over, with more than the
customary amount of April-May
business busting through on a local
level.' If the experience of WCBSTV, the CBS flagship in N. Y., dur¬
ing the past two weeks is any
barometer, things look mighty
bullish for television spot.
Station has had its normal
amount of summer cancellations,
but the new business it has picked
up in the past two weeks far sunpasses the anklings and in fact is
the best April-May business within
remembrance of station’s execs.
Some of'the coin is from advertis¬
ers who’ve been out of television
for a year* or more and are now
returning. Other business is from
sponsors who’ve, refrained from
allocating coin for the past three
to six months until the economic
picture clarified.
Result is a rush of business,
among it two 52-week orders. Gallo
Wine has bought the Saturday 7
to 7:30 p.m. slot for “If You Had a
Million,” MCA-TV’s reruns of
“The Millionaire.” And Consoli¬
dated Edison has purchased a fiveminute segment of “Seven O’Clock
Report” as a 52-weeker.
Participation and announcement
business includes Maxwell House
Coffee, for the Instant and Regular
brands, Helene Curtis, Fanny Far¬
mer, Italian Swiss Colony Wine,
Wilbert's Wax, Lever Bros, for its
new Dove find Wisk, Texaco, Proc¬
ter Electric, Calso Gasoline, Proc¬
ter & Gamble and Liggett & Myers.

MASS EASINESS
By BOB CHANDLER
The television .networks are
breathing a deep sigh of relief over
the sudden emergence of literally
scads of sponsor prospects for next
fall. After a season of comparative
attrition, during which some time
spots, particularly after the first of
the year, went begging, advertisers
are scrambling to get back into the
network picture.
At the. same time, however, if
some network execs are turning
gray, it’s because this has been the
most frustrating of all sales seasons
for the webs, with the very plentitude of sponsors adding an ironic
note. Never before in the recollec¬
tion of veteran sales execs have
sponsors been so cautious, choosy,
finicky, uncertain or what-have-you
about their program choices for
next fall. If they've locked up the
time periods in'their eagerness to
continue with or to return to the
medium, they have by ho means
settled completely* on their shows.
And as for those time periods that
are still open, the condition exists
because the’ seemingly vast pool of
sponsors collectively seem unable
to make up their minds on a show.
The period of indecision about
television as an ad medium seems
over for some of the big advertis¬
ers. The automakers are back in
force—Ford has expanded its hold¬
ings, Buick is back in the picture
with two shows, Chevrolet signed
the biggest single tv deal yet with
its 52-week Sunday night NBC
hour, the Chrysler divisions are all
continuing with what they had,
Edsel is about to make the plunge.
But the automakers are also
symptomatic of some of the inde¬
cisions permeating the sponsor
fold;
Buick, after a couple of months,
is still unable ta decide on a show
for its Friday night ABC-TV berth,
though the time has been locked up
all along.
Edsel, which expects to spend
extensively, has yet to pick up a
show for the fall, or a time period,
for that matter.
The automakers aren’t alone.
Lever Bros., after first doing flips
over “Slezak & Son” on CBS-TV, is
now balking at the show, throwing
CBS into a mild tizzy on its Tuesday
night situation.
There’s some sponsor interest in
the new “Grey Ghosts” Civil War
series, but a couple of sponsors ap¬
proached on the show have shied
away because it’s “too controver¬
sial.”
General Foods is doing a master
juggling act on' four CBS-TV time
I
(Continued on page 44)

Nixon, Other Notables
At NBC’s D. C. Hoopla
For $4,000,BOO Bldg.
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Alf Landon, Others in FCC Attack
As Daythners Demand Better Shake
FCC Back* ‘Clear*’
Washington, April 30.
The FCC today (Tues.) sided
with the clear-channel inter¬
ests in the second day of hear¬
ings before the Senate Small
Business Committee on day¬
time broadcasters’ demands
for permission to operate after
sunset. Comr. T. A. M. Craven
stated the FCC position:
“Any proposal which would
permit daytime stations to
broadcast after sunset, while
it may enable them to give
longer service to reduced serv¬
ice areas, would at the same
time cause very widespread
interference to the service
areas of stations both on the
clear and regional, channels
which are intended to provide
nighttime service.”

Dangle $2,000,000
For TV Rights To
Calif. Olympics
San Francisco, April 30.
The California Olympic Commis¬
sion is studying worth of tv rights
to the 12-day 1960 Winter Games at
Squaw Valley, Calif., and is mak¬
ing tv exposure a prime considera¬
tion in Games planning.
Games, scheduled for late March,
1960, would fall into three main
segments, with viewers on Eastern
Standard time getting bobsledding
around 11 a. m„ main ski events
and possibly figure skating in
early afternoon and hockey in late
afterndon.
Commission has already had ad¬
vice from an ABC exec that four
cameras along bobsled course
would provide better view than
spectators in- valley could possibly
get, and same is true for ski events.
Hockey and figure skating would
present np technical difficulties at
.all.
Commission’s preliminary think¬
ing, still subject to revision, is
that one or three major nets should
buy exclusive tv rights, make deals
with sponsors rather than having
sponsors deal directly with comihission.
Price is still matter for discus¬
sion, but it’s known commission
probably would settle for $2,000,000 — commissioners themselves,
feel price may range anywhere
from $500,000 to $4,000,000.
Possible effect on toll-tv is still
being discussed, too.
Maximum potential of spectators
in,valley is about 40,000, “with week¬
day crowds expected to tail off to
the 20,000-22,000 mark. TV audi¬
ence, however, could he enormous,
especially for the two weekends the
Games will encompass.
Therefore, say commissioners,
main emphasis will be laid on pro¬
viding for acttial participants and
for tv viewers, with valley specta¬
tors a secondary consideration.
The commission is charged with
financial and organizational details
of Games, while a second Olympic
Organizing Committee is charged
with tending to details of the ac¬
tual competitions.

Washington, April 30.
Vice President Richard M.
Nixon will lay the • cornerstone
Thursday (2) for the new, $4,000,000 Washington building of NBC.
The structure, on a seven-acre
tract iii northwest Washington, is
expected to be operating in the
fall.- It will house stations WRC
and WRC-TV.
Among others who will attend
the ceremony to be highlighted
on NBC’s “Today” at 8:40 A.M.
(EDT), will be Robert W. Sarnoff,
President of NBC; George C.
McConnaughey, chairman of the
Federal Communications Commis¬
sion; Carlton Smith, NBC vice
president and general manager of
Zerone division of E. I. duPont
Washington Stations; Senate Mi¬
nority Leader William F. Know- has moved back into network radio
land; House Minority Leader with an ABC deal for 35 five-min¬
Joseph W. Martin, and other mem¬ ute segments a week during the
bers of Congress. Also on hand
will be James Hagerty, President fall featuring Andre Baruch & Bea
Eisenhower’s press secretary; Dis¬ Wain. Deal will run the course of
trict of Columbia officials and the antifreeze season, from late
other members of the FCC and September through late Novem¬
ber, with Baruch and Miss Wain
NBC and RCA brass.
The new center will include the 1 4oing weather and music on their
first plant built from the ground capsules.
Schedule set via BB-D&O.
up for color tv broadcasting.

Zerone’s ABC Radio Buy

Washington, April 30.
The Federal Communication#
Commission came in for severe
criticism yesterday (Mjjn.) for its
treatment of small broadcasters as
the Senate Small Business Com¬
mittee opened hearings oh the
problems of daytime radio stations.
A parade of witnesses representing
small outlets attacked the agency
for failing to act on long-standing
petitions to permit them to operate
regular hours rather than sunriseto-sunset.
Former Kansas Governor Alf M.
Landon, who owns a daytiiher in
Liberal, Kan., joined in the attack.
In a statement filed with the com¬
mittee, Landon charged the Com¬
mission with operating under “an¬
tiquated and archaic” rules and
.serving “large vested interests” in
the industry “and not the public
interest.”
John Charles Thomas, former
Met opera singer, who is managing
director of station KAVR in Apple
Valley, Calif., wired the commit¬
tee that pleas of daytimers for
relief “seem to fall on deaf ears”
at the FCC.
Richard E. Adams, manager of a
small station in Framingham,
Mass., testified his application for.
longer hours has been kept “in the.
FCC freeze locker” for nine years.
Ran Livesay, head of the Day¬
time Broadcasters Assn., testified
that the FCC has been guilty of
“stumbling, fumbling and leth¬
argy” for many years in its treat¬
ment of small broadcasters.
Charles B. Stafford, a North
Carolina tobacco grower, told the
committee that while clear channel
stations have performed an im¬
portant service to rural areas in
the past farmers today depend on
their local stations for the infor¬
mation they need in their farming
operations.
Hollis M. Seavey; director of
Clear Channel Broadcasting Serv¬
ice, opposed the daytimers’ de¬
mands. Longer hours, he said,
would cause “intolerable” inter¬
ference to listeners of daytime sta¬
tions as well as •‘"to clears.

OSDs Institute
Bows on May 8
Columbus, April 30.
Theme of Ohio State University’s
27th annual Institute-for Education
by Radio-Television will be “Great
Issues in Broadcasting—1957.” The
four-day conference opens May 8
in the Deshler Hilton Hotel.
Directed by Dr. I. Keith Tyler
the Institute is the oldest such con¬
ference in the nation and attracts
some 600 to 800 broadcasters,
educators, •civic leaders and key
persons from national organizations
from the U.S. and Canada.
Kickoff is scheduled Wednesday
evening, May 8, when Donald H.
McGannon, president of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. will
speak ‘ on “The Responsibility of
Broadcasters.”
Other topics to be discussed dur¬
ing the meet include “What Hap¬
pened to Broadcasting, 1946-56,”
“The Broadcaster and the Audi¬
ence,” “Radio in a Television Age,”
and “International Broadcasting in
a Cold War.”
The winners of Ohio State
Awards for outstanding educational
radio and television programs for
1956 will be announce/! Monday,
May 6.

Frankel Exits WATV
With the ankling of Lou Frankel
as director of promotion for
WATV and WAAT, N: J., George
H. Green, program manager for
both stations, will assume the
duties of publicity, promotion and
advertising. .
Robert Macdougall, educational
director of both WATV and WAAT,
will assume the duties of public
relations.
• '
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NO. 1 NATIONALLY (PULSE-FEBRUARY) PLUS
TOP OF THE TOP TEN FIRST RATINGS IN EVERY MARKET!
Look at these first ratings and audience shares!
1 in CHICAGO
2 in MINNEAPOLIS
2 in JACKSONVILLE

22.4 38% share
17.5 35% share
41.3 74% share
57.3 88% share
1 in CHICO
~5 in ATLANTA
20.5 54% share
16.9 19% share
5 in LOS ANGELES
23.3 54% share
2 in HARRISBURG
22.3 49% share
3 in STOCKTON
6 in CORPUS CHRISTI 31.9 45% snare
2 in ALBUQUERQUE
--

>m:i.

= 1 in ST. LOUIS
=1 in PEORIA
= 2 in SAN ANTONIO
-4 in BAKERSFIELD
-7 in OMAHA
-3 in SCRANTON
=4 in TULSA
=8 in BOSTON
-2 in MEMPHIS
28.9

61% share

-in,..

Mar.)

75%
70%
58%
67%
23.1 42%
19.3 49%
20.7 48%
21.5 60%
26.3 44%
37.1
38.0
31.0
35.2

share
share
share
share
share
share
share
share
share
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ALREADY SOLD IN 181 MARKETS
to these important regional buyers.: Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Liptoh Tea, Falstaff Brewing (72 markets), Kroger Supermarkets,
Coca-Cola, 'General Electric, Schlitz Beer, Hamm Brewing,
Carling Brewing, Schmidt & Sons Brewers, National Biscuit
Company, Prince Macaroni, RKO (Teleradio, Sego Milk Products,
Gold Bond Beer,. ;plus troops of local stations and advertisers!

Check MCA today ~ he 4'Top Ten” in your market tomorrow!

I

Write, wlrej phone yoyr MCA TV Film Representative
$99 Madison AY*nue, New York 22 N. Y.
(Plaza 9-7J00) and. principal cities everywhere

,

40
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From the Production Centres
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“Whirlybirds,” telefilm adventure series about helicopter • service;
“Frontier,” film oater, and ‘Matinee Performance,” featuring Columbia
pix Saturday afternoons.

IN DALLAS .

- ■ .

. .

Pat Boone, Dot recording star, will head a Cotton Bowl show Oct.
13, sponsored by KLIF. The McLendon station last fall brought in
Elvis Presley in a similar deal, and drew 26,500 fans . . . Wendy Barrie
in. to headline special KRLD-TV remote of new “Singing Hills” resi¬
dential openipg, along with Marian McNight^ Miss America, for Wyatt
& Bearden ad agency . . . Mark Russell, repping Godfrey's “Talent
Scouts” tv’er^in-for Texas auditions last week . . . Leo Peeper band
continuing Friday night airings on WFAA from Aragon Ballroom . . .
Dizzy Dean, CBS-TV baseball announcer, moved his home to Phoenix,
11V CHICAGO ...
Ariz., but still maintains “a home and'Cadillac” here for fast airline
Howard Mendelsohn, former WBBM-TV press chief, doing a special facilities . . . John Howard, star of “Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal,”
here
Monday and Tuesday for tv show plugs . . . Smiley Burnette
project for the Harshe-Rotman p.r. firm . . . ABC newscaster Paul
Harvey heading for Mexico this week to do on-the-spot coverage of the guested on KRLD’s "Big D Jamboree”’Saturday.
“Shrimp Fleet Wars” . . . WNBQ taking part in a six-week symposium
IN MINNEAPOLIS ...
on color television at Northwestern U. this summer . . . WGN shelled
Julian B. Hoshal and Dick Hance, KSTP radio-tv-news director and
out $110,000 for a 50,000-watt transmitter to be installed at its Roselle,
Ill. transmitter site and for miscellaneous gear for WGN-TV . . . Bill tv photo director, respectively, won 1956 Sigma Delta Chi award for
Anson doing a new interview and deejay show from the Tradewinds tv reporting and will receive medallions in New York May 16. Previ¬
restaurant on WAIT . . . Chet Roble slated to leave for Europe in Sep¬ ously, “Skip” Nelson, KSTP-TV assistant photo director, had been
tember with the Sig Sakowicz package, to entertain troops . . . Dick
Moore, prexy of KTTV, Los Angeles, checked in-for a round of agency awarded first place in the-National Press Photography Association and
calls en route to N.Y. . . . Local CBS shop rounding out its new press Encyclopedia Brittanica newsreel competition. KSTP-TV also boasts
info department under Herb Grayson, with former Sun-Times reporter two other major news awards, one for “Nation’s Outstanding tv News
Wayne Wille taking over the WBBM-TV publicity chores and Royce Operation” and the other for “Best TV News Story of 1956” from Radio
Blair, due from San Francisco by June 1, the fadio outlet, WBBM . . . and TV News Directors Association . . . WCCO.’s'tv and radio ace,
Jack Brickhoiise narrated the WGN-TV pickup of the Chicago cleanup Cedric Adams, chosen to emcee the May 2 dinner in New York climax¬
parade, led by Maypr Richard Daley, last Saturday (27) . . . Marty Faye ing the “Betty Crocker Search for the All-American Homemaker of
started new five-night-weekly interview show, “Marty’s Morgue,” Sun¬ Tomorrow” , . . Red Owl Stores, one of area’s leading chain food out¬
day (28) on WBKB . . . Cook County Sheriff Joseph D. Lohman helm¬ fits, signed longterm contract with KMGM-TV that puts “Red Owl
ing a 13-week series on the narcotics problem Sunday afternoons on Theatre,” featuring M-G-M video releases, on station every Wednesday
afr 9 p.m. KMGM-TV calls the contract its largest single account
WNBQ.
signed to date.

Pays To Be Married" . . . Carroll Carroll was called for jury duty and
his 10 days in the box he’ll turn, to capital. He'll develop' a series
around his experiences. The title? “Jury Duty.” Carroll is under
contract at NBC-TV as a creative producer . . . Jackson Stanley, son
of the late Daily Variety staffer, Fred Stanley, joined up at ABC-TV
to develop “What’s the Name of That Song” for the network . . . Rod
Voigt is back at CBS radio in the news bureau.

IN LONDON

. . .

Shirley Bassey, just back from the States, topped the bill of Asso¬
ciated Television’s “Sunday Night At The London Palladium” (28)T
Also on the show were Rowan & Martin the zany American comedy
team . . . Bandleader Nat Temple's BBC^TV series, “Tune Times With
Temple,” has been extended until the end of May . . . Associated
Television’s “Saturday Spectacular” (4), will feature Jack Bnchanan
and Tommy Steele . . . ABC-TV’s Playhouse featured Roger Livesey
and Helen Hayes in Richard Pryce’s “Frolic Wind,” on Sunday (28)
. . . Wolf Mankowitx and David Kossoff guested in BBC-TV’s “Picture
Parade,” on Monday (29) to discuss their Oscar, winning picture “The
Bespoke Overcoat” . . . Michael Hordern and Irene Worth star in As¬
sociated Television’s “Play Of The Week” tonight (Wed.), in J. B.
Priestley’s comedy “Mr. Kettle' and Mrs. Moon.”

IN BOSTON

\lN SEATTLE

. . .

, . ,

Bill O’Mara, KING sports'director, starts weekly half-hour program,
“Hydro Highlights” May 14. Show will cover hydroplane news and
highlights from past races and oh-the-scene reports from camps of
various owners and drivers. Pacific Marine Supply sponsors, Hydro¬
plane racing is big stuff in the Pacific Northwest . . . Bob Salter, KJR
disk jockey, goes to KNEW, Spokane, with Jay Ward taking over his
spot at KJR . . , KOMO-TV doing weekly five-minute color show on
home conveniences for Frederick & Nelson . . . KTVW did both games
of Rainiers-Can Francisco Seals opening day doubleheader, with John
Jarstad again handling play-by-play.
!

IN PHILADELPHIA

...

Benn Squires, WRCV-TV director, who recently chalked up 10 years
with station, exited to. become exec producer of NBC’s “Night Line,"'
his first radio venture . . . Ralph Brent, WIP veepee and director of
sales, and Varner Paulsen, program director, each to address three
. sessions of the Radio Program Clinics, sponsored, by Broadcast Music,
Inc. Brent will attend the BMI confabs at Montgomery, Ala (May 6);
Atlanta, Georgia (8); Orlando, Fla. (10). Paulsen will guest at Okla¬
homa City’(13); Hutchinson, Kan. (15); and York, Neb. (17) . . . Peggy
Wood awarded “Scroll of Friendship” from local women’s clubs, at a
luncheon at the Bellevue Stratford (27) . . . Parke Levy in from Coast
to visit family . . . Max Leon, owner of WHAT to discuss “culture” in
radio at the CoinnoisseUrs Club (May 10) . . . Taylor Grant, WRCV-TV
newscaster, on vacation (3-19). Alan Scott sub.

WBZ-TV hosts Hub tv writers aboard the USS Piper sub in Boston
Harbor Saturday (4). After submerging the scribblers in the sub,
they’ll be lunched at Jimmie’s on the fish pier,< all for “The Silent
Service,” new series of USN sub war adventures preeming on WBZTV May 10 . . . WEEI started a new series of programs, “Our Amer¬
ican Music,” on Sundays from 11:15 to 12:15 a.m. . . . Helen Parkhurst,
WBZ-TV “Growing Pains” series, cited as one of seven women in radio
and tv to receive McCall’s Mike awards . . . Edward L. Pearle, WNACTV promosh, lost his mother, Mrs. Florence E. Pearle this week fol¬
lowing a long illness . . . Two native Salemites meet for first time when IN PITTSBURGH ...
WNAC-TV’s Louise Morgan interviews Mary Curtis-Verna of the Met
Josh Wheeler, folk singer, brought on from New York to do the Iron
Opera Friday (3) . . . H. Jeff Forbes, WNAC-TV film producer, guest
speaks May 14 at the Women’s Educational and Industrial Union City and Tech beer commercials on broadcasts and telecasts of Pirates’
luncheon on “WNAC-TV’s Public Affairs—Public Service Films” . . . . games. He’& being assisted by Renee Rogoff, Playhouse actress . . .
Tam Bateston, WNAC-TV national sales director, in New York on biz Jerry Coleman has resigned as manager and chief engineer of WBUT
tour . . . Jim Gates, WNAC-TV sales off to Pennsylvania for vacash . . . in Butler to go with that city’s other and older station, WISR, as direc¬
WNAC-TV’s second anni “Yankee Day at Fenway” hosts radio-tv tor of public relations . . . Local comic Marty. Allen-and his partner,
writers, .their wives and kiddies, May 11 when the Boston Red Sox Mitch De Wood,, make, the first of three appearances on Ed Sullivan’s
play the Washington Senators . . . Frank Luther; WNAC-TV’s con-' tv show Sunday night . . . Bill Steinbach, who graduated last June from
sultant on childrens’ programs and public'affairs, appears at the anni Duquesne, where he was on the staff of the campus station, WDUQ,
“Schools on Parade,” sponsored by Philadelphia Public Schools pre¬ has been added to the KDKA news staff on night assignments . . . Sam
sented before the National Education Association, May 8’ and will Lane, .record promotion man, putting iirtwo evenings a week as a vol¬
entertain with his own composition of “Health Can Be Fun.” Syl¬ unteer worker on the educational channel, WQED . . . Harry Foster,
vester L. (Pat) Weaver, former prexy and board chairman NBC, will former salesman at WCAE, now managing WFPG in Atlantic City.
be a panelist Friday (3)"on “State of the Acts and Trends” at Boston
U. Conference on the Creative Arts in Sheraton Plaza Hotel.

IN SAN FRANCISCO

. . .

Bob Burris has resigned as a KJBS salesman, taken over as general
manager of KSAN. His replacement at KJBS is Reg Boos, ex-manager
of KOZE, Lewiston, Idaho . . . KCBS’s smart Dick Godfrey signed up
the Coast’s leading track-and-field expert, H. D. Thoreau, to voice
three track meets on the weekend “West Coast Grandstand” show
. . . Mystery writer Anthony Boucher, who lives- across Frisco Bay in
Berkeley, has been signed as story consultant for NBC-TV’s new
“Crisis” series . . •. Polly Bergen breezed into town,, with "husband
Freddie Fields and Bob Blake, flack to plug the upcoming “Helen
Morgan Story” for “Playhouse 90,” also told how she’d looked over
(mother) Lulu Morgan’s contract with Warners, discovered the 11-yearold pact was non-exclusive . . . National Headliners’ Club kudosed
KPIX for its “Decision or Dilemma” series on rapid transit.

IN CLEVELAND ...
Bill Gordon, WHK, disker, pacted for WEWS five-minute 11:15 p.m.
cross-the-board weather strip . . . Bob Forster exited WSFS disking
for WJW replacing Jack Fuller who went to Chicago . . . KYW news
director Sanford Markey became the first Ohioan to be named by
Army in “Press Club” presentation as “Lifetime Honorary Recruiter”
for his efforts in the Nike program, etc. Only 12 others in'the-.nation
have been so honored .• . . Mildred Funnell returns to KYW radio
waves when Gloria BroWn takes hiatus from “On the Go” . . . Louise
Winslow, Barbara* Reinker, Janelle Moser, Mary Holt and Judy Sher¬
rill at AWRT sessions . . . WGAR disker Tom Armstrong cited by
Radio-TV Council . . . Jerry Walsh leaves KYW record library for
Case Tech publicity post . . . Richard M.. Keelor named auditor for
Westinghouse stations ... Eddie Coen pacted for publicity for Grand¬
view and Northfield Downs.

IN DETROIT

. . .

John F. Patt, WJR prexy who is spearheading station's 2\5th anni¬
versary this week, also is observing his own 35th anni in the broad¬
casting biz . . . New WWJ-TV quiz show, “Play to Win,” with all¬
expense trip for two as the jackpot features Blenda Isbey as host¬
ess .. . “Hobbies in Action,” featuring Steve Booth, will be upped
from a quarter hour on WWJ-TV to a half hour and will be seen in
color . . . Detroit Skating Club's “Ice Festival of 1957” will be tele¬
cast by WWJ-TV in an hour presentation . . . New WWJ-TV entries
are “Teen Room,” live, two-hour show featuring teenage talent with
Bob Maxwell as emcee; “Erroll Flynn Theatre,” dramatic seriei;

AWRT Convention Chatter
Continued from page 32 —_

delphia, . copped third annual
AWRT . scholarship of $500, plus
all-expense trip to St. Louis, for
outstanding achievement in cam¬
pus broadcasting activities and in
radio-tv courses. Betty Ross West,
NBC in Chicago, chairmanned
committee which chose the Quaker
City teenager from list of candi¬
dates from all over U. S.
*

+

*

Boston
Continued from page 33 — ■

Browning, WSJS-NBC, WinstonSalem, N. C., and Betty Mqon,
KOLS & KBIX, Muscovee, Okla.,
both vets of the conventional
“woman’s sTiow,” both grandmoth¬
ers, spin platters to tune of jingle
of the cash register and audience
approval. Mrs. Browning, a selfstyled “middle hair” d.j. boasts up
to 10 sponsors for her daily hour
show. Her formula—“I play music,
ar.d no sneaky commercials.” . . .
Mrs. Moon has just added her first
sponsor to her “30 minutes for
Pop”-portion of her daily show,
mingles household hints, public
service, giveaways, on her “Neigh¬
bor of the Air” show.

Air Force Col. Barney Oldfield,
author of “Never a Shot in Anger,”
and one-time Variety mugg, at¬
tended his fourth AWRT conven¬
tion. He was responsible for much
of the groundwork which resulted
in prize-winning series of DelVina
Wheeldbn, WCKY, Cincinnati, one
*
*
*
of McCall winners. Miss WheelHonors for best chapter attend¬
don’s experience in jet flying form
ance,
outside
of
New
York City’s
the basis for a new Universal short.
impressive record of 80 delegates,
* * *
went
to
Washington,
D.C.,
with 23
Edythe Meserand, former news
in St. Louis . . . Jean
director % for WOR, now freelance members
Allen, frau of Leid Eid, NBC’s
industrial publicist, and Jane Bar¬ Paris rep, reunioned with fellow
ton radio-tv-fiim director for New AWRT members. She is currently
York State, have bought a 165-acre
in the States, plans to re¬
farm at Esperance, N. Y., plan to visiting
turn to Paris next month.
raise Christmas trees for sale-. ,
*
*
*
Marie Hulbert, KOLN-TV, Lincoln, i
Neb., reports she is having ■ the\ Following were elected to board
time of her life, and making money, , of AWRT to serve for a two-year
to boot, with her new career as tv term: .Jeanne Bacher, owner-man¬
cooking expert. 65-year-old Mrs. ager, KCST, Fresno, Calif.; Ruth
Hulbert went into tv -after retire¬ Goldberg, radio-tv rep, American
ment from a career as cafeteria Soap <fc Glycerine Co.; Bea John¬
manager, has a daily cooking show, son, femmecaster, KMBC-ABC,
and is sponsored cross the boards. Kansas City; Henrietta Reiser, Bo* * *
zell
Jacobs, N. Y.; and Martha
At least two femme d.j.’s turned Rupprecfyt, .CBS-TVt N. Y. ,
.
•
> .
Flnr.
bp at the oonventioh. Ada Redd

most exhaustive investigation” if
the Commission gave the channel
to the Herald-Traveler. Owners of
the-newspaper, he said, are “con¬
victed monopolists” identified with
United Shoe Machinery Co. which
has been involved in antitrust ac¬
tions.
Dingell^said that acquisition of
the channel by the Herald-Traveler
will lead to the “demise” of, the
Boston Globe. The Globe had
sought to have the chanhel 5 hear¬
ings reopened for evidence regard¬
ing allegations that the Herald
threatened to drive ifeout of busi¬
ness through its proposed tv sta¬
tion , if it did not enter into a
merger.
The Commission voted 4-2 for
the Herald, with Comrs, Rosel
Hyde and Robert Bartley dissent¬
ing and Comr. T. A. M. Craven ab¬
staining. Hyde disagreed With the
majority’s evaluation qf the diver¬
sification issue in its bearing on
the qualifications of the Herald. It
would have been 4Imore logical,”
he said, if the majority preferred
the Herald because of the advan¬
tages to a tv station in having' a
newspaper and a 50,000 watt radio
outlet.
Comr. Bartley said he could not
“find the logic” on which the ma¬
jority based its decision. The rec¬
ord of the hearings, he said, “do.es
not support the conclusions
reached by the majority.”
An examiner’s recommendation
favored Greater Boston Television
Carp., and rated Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters as second in prefer¬
ence. Allen B. DuMont Labs, was
the fourth applicant. A fifth ap¬
plicant, the Boston Post, withdrew
when the newspaper suspended
publication last fall.
Commenting editorially on the
Channel 5 award, the competing
Boston Globe, which had inter¬
vened in the Channels hassle, had
this to say over the weekend:
“Four of the seven members of
the FCC have now voted to re¬
verse the decision of its own chief
examiner and to award the new
Boston tv channel to WHDH„ a sta¬
tion owned , by the Bostoq HeraldTraveler. Two members of the
commission voted against this de¬
cision and they made minority re¬
ports. A third, member of the
commission abstained from voting.
“The commission, many months
ago, announced that there was
room for a new channel in Boston,
to be known as Channel 5. Five
groups applied for this new chan¬
nel. One of the five was a news¬
paper, the Herald-Traveler. The
Globe was never an applicant.
“When the applications were
filed, they were given, in the usual
procedure to the commission’s chief
examiner to determine which of
the applicants would best serve the
public interest in Boston.
The
chief examiner, in due course, re¬
ported to the commission, recom¬
mending a Boston* group which was
not associated with any newspaper.
He explained why it is the policy
of the commission to have means
of communicating news to the pub¬
lic spread as widely as possible.
That is, that it is better for the
community if ndws . sources are not
concentrated in one ownership.
“The commission, however, de¬
cided not to accept 7its examiner’s
report. The commissioners called
for a new report and it became
clear that the commission intended
to reverse its examiner’s report
and to award the new channel to
the- newspaper applicant. It was
at this point that the Globe and the
four rejected applicants inter¬
vened and asked that the Commis¬
sion reopen the case. It has seemed
to the Globe that a great deal of
pressure was brought to bear upon
the Commission to reverse its ex¬
aminer’s report.
“The burden of the Globe’s po¬
sition was: That it is not in ac¬
cordance with 'the Commission’s
policy to have a tv and news
sources in the same ownership
when other qualified groups areavailable.
“And that it has been the desire
of theT Herald-Traveler combine
not only its radio, tv and its news¬
paper, but also to combine the
Globe and the Herald-Traveler, or
to eliminate the Globe as a Boston
newspaper. “The Federal Communications
Commission; nevertheless, reversed
its examiner and on Thursday
handed the new channel to the
Herald-Traveler.
“The Globe will continue to pub¬
lish an independent newspaper as
happily as it has for. the past 85
years. Uncle J)qdley;”j x
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’CINDERELLA
M» »♦■»»»+♦>♦-»»+»♦♦+ ♦♦♦»»+♦»»»»♦»♦ KATE SMITH HOUR
HOI WALLACE INTERtlEWf
M w
*
^
* \ With Gertrude Berg, Edgar Ber¬ (Producers’. Showcase)
With Gloria Ewanson, meat
gen, Benny Goodman, Boris Kar¬ With Margot Fonteyn, Michael Prodaeert Ted Yates Jr.
Somes, Frederick Adi ton, Ken* Director! Jack Sameth
loff, Ed Wyhu, Billy Williams’
Quartet, Jack Miller Orch, An-; neth MacMillan, Franklin White, Researcher: A1 Ramrns
PIrmin Trecu, Ray Powell, 30 Mins.f Sun., 10 p.m.
dre Baruch
j
< 41 ♦ Mf
♦♦♦♦++♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ + ♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦»» ♦♦♦44-4“4-M-+++4-H-M-’
Producer: Ted Collins
Douglas Steuart, Leslie Edwards, PHILIP MORRIS
Basil Thompson, Julia Farron, ABC-TV, from New York
Director:
Greg
Garrison
ters
to
get
to
their
destination
in
Caesar’s Hour
Alexander Grant, others; Robert
(N. W. Ayer)
That Mike Wallace has emerged the face of all obstacles and to do Writer: Gordon Auchincloss
i Irving, conductor
as • a tv personality of no puny good regardless of the risk agaihst* —60 Mins., Sun. (28), 9 p.m.
Mike Wallace, one of the few tv
Executive Producer: Mort Abra¬
stature was demonstrated Satur¬ the oafishness, impatience and YOUNGSTOWN KITCHENS
personalities
to create a stir this
hams
day night (27) when Sid Caesar on practicality of Meeker;* He turns ABC-TV,“ from New York
past season with his in-depth prob¬
Director: Clark Jones
(Grey)
his NBC-TV hour put the. Wal¬ in a superb comic performance
Kate Smith put on a professional Choreographer: Frederick Ashton ing of interviewees on his WABD,
lace / closeup interview technique ranging from impatience to disgust
N.Y. “Nightbeat” showcase, is now
through the coast-to-coast:v satiriza- to real warmth. In contrast, Miss show Sunday (28) on ABC-TV in Settings: Otis Riggs
utilizing the technique on a net¬
tion mill even before Wallace him¬ Hayes, excellent as always, pro¬ the time slot generally reserved Costumes: Jean-Denis Malclcs
work basis with the premiere of
self had achieved network show¬ vides the counterpoint with a for the efforts of Ted Mack’s ama¬ 90 Mins.;. Mon. (29 h 8 p.m.
casing. (It wasn’t until the follow¬ steady glow of warmth, good sense teurs.' It was a display of class and RCA-WHIRLPOOL, PRUDENTIAL his half-hour ‘‘Mike Wallace Inter¬
view's” on ABC-TV Sunday night
ing night, in fact, that Wallace pre¬ and kindliness. Misses Jurado, charm with virtually all the per¬ NBC-TV, from New York (color)
(Kenyon & Eckhardt; McCann(28) at 10..
miered on the full web cables via Rule and Narda Onyx, as the other formers being members of the
Erickson)
nuns, Lita Milan and Rudy Alonzo same era when Miss Smith reached
Unlike his purely-local DuMont
his new ABC-TV show.)
NBC-TV’s one-month-later an¬ flagship program, which devotes a
With Carl Reiner in the Wallace as the Mexicans and a topflight her apex. Nearly all were of the
interrogator spot and Caesar in supporting cast make the acting upper echelon in radio and who swer to Rodgers & Hammerstein’s full hour to two "stories” four
helped start television. The show modern musicalization of “Cinder¬ nights a week (and which in the
the hot seat, it was one of those uniformly good.
aggregate piles up a lot of impact
excruciatingly funny bits that
In effect “Four Women in was made up of the veteran re¬
every now and then project the Black” is a lightweight entry, with¬ serves who can deliver when called ella” was Monday’s (29) Royal and mileage in the area of contro¬
"Caesar Hour” into the area of out any serious “message” or dra¬ upon. Production was generally Ballet (ex-Sadler’s Wells) produc¬ versy) WTallace rides the coast-to"classic comedies.” Indeed, it’s a matic impact, but it’s a charming excellent and pacing was lively.
tion of the selfsame fairy tale star¬ coast cables with'a single subject.
If some of that selfsame impact
Miss Smith, who has slimmed ring Margot Fonteyn.
sad ' ’ commentary oil ‘ American offbeat kind of comedy that exudes
was missing (and obviously some
viewing habits and': social mores good humor and is a perfect exam¬ down somewhat, is a performer of
R & H, Julie Andrews and the bewildered Duluth and Oshkosh
when, by- virtue. of his current ple of how this kind of subject stature and authority. Her song
conventional and favored viewers will be wandering “what’s
plight and cancellation . of his should be handled. Girard can sessions, were made up usually of more
form being what they all the shouting about?”) blame it
weekly show, there’s no spectrum take the bows on this one for some tunes that were written in an ear¬ musicomedy
space of respectable ’dimensions topflight direction of his own ex¬ lier era. However, she made a con¬ are, there will be no stratospheric on the decision to dissect the life
Nielsens
as
a
reminder of Monday’s and times of Gloria Swanson as the
for a continuing Caesar niche. For cellent script and for overall fine cession to calypso in company of
thera’s. no disputing the fact that production values, not the least of the Edgar Bergen dummies, and stunningly staged ballet. Yet with¬ initial '‘hot seat” entry. A more
in
the
framework
of this 90-minute cool,' collected and non-controverhe’s, one of the. genuine comics of which was the casting of Miss even sashayed a bit on the boards
“Producers’ Showcase” presenta¬ sial subject could not hive been
our time. And as second and third Hayes and Meeker. .
with ‘.‘Old Soft Shoe.” Also in her tion,
Chan.
abundant elements of chosen for expose.
bananas, Reiner and Howard Mor¬
efforts away from song was a bit taste, some
imagination, skill and artis¬
ris are, along With Art Carney of
with Gertrude Berg, whose Molly try were
In fact there may even be claims
Wide Wide World
captured.
the Jackie Gleason show, without
of false pretenses in Wallace’s
California, the ■ “land of prom¬ Goldberg character is a warm hit
Ballet
on tv has come a long way dramatic buildup of the “profile
peer,
- •
ise,” is a big place to cover in a of radio and, video lore. This epi¬
The closing 15-minute Jerome mere 90 minutes but NBC-TV’s sode had charm and ease and went these past* few years, and it was of a legend” and a “controversial
strikingly evident in “Cinderel.a,” woman.” No less a revelation’than
Kern calvacade. incidentally, was “Wide Wide World” made a laud¬ over excellently.
one of the high marks of the able attempt Sunday (28). For the
Bergen got a lot of mileage out for the camera work was brought the love life of Cleopatra (or maybe
semester in. musical tributes. roving live cameras of several of of his two dummies. His bit was to a fine point of perfection, with Zsa Zsa Gabor) could have matched
Caesar and his entire crew turned the chain’s affiliates took viewers smooth and laugh productive. Bor¬ many of the technique bugaboos the billing.
in a swift-moving production of on a Cook’s tour from the Mexican is Karloff changed character by overcome in covering the dance,
This, of course in no way
sock and tasteful proportions in border to San Francisco plus a essaying a recitative of “Septem¬ whether that of a solo performer mitigated against Miss Swanson,
spanning a couple of dozen of the number of points in between.
ber Song,” not his usual saucer of or of an entire corps de ballet. for she emerged as a charming, pre¬
Technically, most of the problems possessing, intelligent and thought¬
Kern gems in instrumental, vocal
Perhaps the most interesting blood, but he showed a warmth in
and choreographic vignettes in’ stop was at Chula Vista, where the his bit with Ed Wynn. Latter who were hurdled and tv gave a fluid ful woman. Unfortunately her
some stunning solo and group per¬ “wetback” problem was explored is in his 70s and who has found ballet that danced beyond the lim¬ “story” of the poor little rich girl
formances. It was a real treat and via interviews with U.S. Border a new career in dramatics, was itations of the small screen. The in search of love and romance and
a deserving tribute to one of the Patrol officials and a Mexican mi¬ seen as attempting to peddle performers and the brilliant cos¬ someone to support her had about*
greatest of the . ,20th Century gratory worker. Pages of history his inventions to Karloff who tumes, the color and the flawless ns much excitement or “controver¬
complement of the Prokofiev score, sy” as “Cinderella.”
eleffers.
.. Rose.
were turned back in a visit to Sut¬ seemed to relish a trade of his— the original sets that enhanced the
True, she acknowledged (and this
ter’s Fort near Donner Pass. More a set of macabre props. An ex¬ elusive make-believe—all fused to
was saved for the clincher) that
Kaiser Aluminum Hour
than a century ago—4n 1846—some change was made.
the “Cinderella” fantasy she was 58; that good pictures are
Baseball took a beating from tv 42 travelers perished in the pass
Benny'Goodman provided a ses¬ transpose
to
a
fairy
tale
of
today
that
was
made today; that an unintentional
last week (23) in a musicalization when trapped by snow. Mementos sion of literate and colorful jazz.
acceptable in its charm and affectionate pat by Francis X.
of "A Man’s Game” by David Shaw of that journey to the ‘land of Renditions of “One O’clock Jump,” artistry.
Bushman when she was 14 may
with a score by Maddy Russell & promise” are preserved in the fprt< “Stomping at the Savoy” and
As* choreographed by Frederick account for his recent pronounce¬
Jack Siegel. Show was an adapta¬
“Bugle Call Rag” were whiffs of a
Among other glimpses of the golden period in the band indus¬ Ashton to Prokofiev’s delightful ment that any time, any place he’ll
tion of a previously telecast script
California
scene
were
views
of
score,
“Cinderella,”
one
of
the
take Marilyn Monroe over Gloria
by Robert Alan Aurthur.
try. Billy Williams Quartet, the
niost popular full-length ballets in in all her glory; that the roaring
Despite a lot of hard work in the Highway 101 as it wends its way opening act, did well.
song and emoting departments by past the oil fields of Huntington
Miss Smith partook in the com¬ the Sadler’s Wells repertoire, 20’s roared all over the world and
Nanette Fabray, the show remained Beach, up the Los Angeles Free-' mercials for .Youngstown kitchens, maintained an unflagging "pace,, not only in Hollyw'ood.
a trite comedy effort about a gal way and ultimately the Golden which seemed repetitious and punctuated at the right moments
In short Wallace is*a’fine inter¬
with an exaggerated buffoonery on viewer; a very sincere salesman.
pitcher and a hayseed husband who Gate Bridge. At the latter tourist somewhat unimaginative. Jose.
the part of the step-sisters (per¬ Whether he’ll pack the same wallop
doesn’t want to sit in the bleachers mecca members of the San Fran¬
formed
to
the
hilt
by
a
couple
of
cisco
ballet
contribbed
some
im¬
with a scorecard. It’s all resolved
and create as much excitement as
gents, Ashton and MacMillan, with lie’s done on "Nightbeat” still
before the opening day of the sea¬ aginative choreography. Califor¬
their monstrous caricatures and remains to be seen. Next week’s
son, when the femme terror of the nia’s “greatest natural resources”
awkward gaucheries). Yet through¬ subject — Eldon L. Edwards, the
moiind finds that she’s enciente —its youth—also came in for at¬
out there were a succession of peak Imperial Wizard of the Klu Klux
and benches herself for the dura¬ tention. Here the cameras focused
moments^ with Miss Fontej'n as the Klan — might prove the point.
on the UCLA campus in Westwood, LIFE WITH TOMMY
tion.
The Shaw script never developed where students rehearsed for a With Tommy Cooper, Hugh Pad- glittering star. The second act was Locally, he’s had a number of ex¬
an uninterrupted dance in the fine
more than the one-joke theme of “Spring sing.”
dick, Richard Waring, Malcolm tradition and .classic manner and traordinarily gifted and intelligent
a lady pitcher and the RussellNegroes who have minced no words
In addition, there were scenes of
Lockyer and orch, others
permitted a virtuoso number by on the subject of segregation. On
Siegel score was a moderate the “American Oberammergau” at
cleffing' job with nothing memo¬ Hemet, Cal. Here the townfolk Script: Dave Freeman and Freddie Miss Fonteyn that was breath-tak¬ a national hookup and under bigSadler
ing. Michael Somes as the Prince league commercial auspices (Philip
rable ‘ emerging from their ballad have been' presenting “Ramona,”
Director: Peter Croft
was heroic in his flamboyant grace •Morris), it’s still to be determined
or special production material.
an outdoor pageant based upon a
and the solo dancers as the sea¬ whether he’ll have the same lati¬
Supplying notable assists to the novel by Helen Hunt. Jackson, for 30 Mins. Mon., 9:30
virtually all-Fabray.. show were some 30 years. “It’s the gaiety of Associated-Rediffusion from Lon¬ sons, the stars and the fairy god¬ tude and freedom.
Rose.
don
mother, were accomplished and
Gene Nelson, as the husband, and old California,” WWW emcee Dave
Known to the British public as graceful.
Lew Parker and Paul Ford, as ball Garroway so aptly commented,
a crazy magician, Tommy Cooper
SARATOGA
CALLS
club’s manager and owner, respec¬ “playerf by new Californians.”
RCA’-s compatible tints gave the
has left conjuring out of his com¬ whole
tively:
Gros.
an even more fairy-like With Jerry Coyle, Earle Pudney Sc
Withal, it was an hour and a half mercial tv series, but has retained lustre.
Trio
, ,
Rose.
well spent with the NBC-TV elec¬ the magic of his humor. Well over
15 Mins.; Wed., 7:30 p.m.
Playhouse 90
tronic magic carpet. California six feet in height and ruggedly
SARATOGA SPRINGS COMMIS¬
First of the new 90-minute films Gov. Goodwin Knight introed the I proportioned,
Cooper is an artist WORLD OF SPORTS
SION
being shot for “Playhouse 90” by program by citing his state’s ad¬ perfectly suited
the visual me¬ With Stan Torgerson
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
the CBS-TV-owned Filmaster Pro¬ vantages. Plugs for sponsor Gen¬ dium. Dialog is to
of secondary im¬ Producers: Dave Steele, Jack Dun¬
Believed to be the first time the
ductions clearly indicates how a
Motors products failed to de¬ portance in this show, which is
ning
good story treatment and direction eral
Saratoga Springs Commission has
tract from the session’s overall im¬
up of a series of sketches. Director: Ed Greaney
can work wonders in the face of pact. In fact some of the blurbs made
The supporting cast is - allowed a 15 Mins., Mon. thru Fri., 10:15 p.m. sponsored a televisipn programs on
a tight budget. Filmed on location not only were entertaining, but great deal of freeway, which adds
JAX BREWING CO.
behalf of the “1300 Acres of
in Arizona at a cost of . only $150,- instructional. *
Gilb.'
to > the crazy situations. Cooper’s WMCT-Mempkis
[Healthland” at the State Reserva¬
000, “Four Women,in .Black,” pre¬
main prop is Hugh Paddick, who’s
(Fitzgerald)
tion, the quarter-hour features two
sented on the show last Thursday Entertainment Press Conference proved his worth in the current
Stan Torgerson has cemented WRGB standbys, announcer-tenor
(25)',' is clearly superior to the
George Jessel revealed a lot of West-End revue “For Amusement
filmed' segments done for “Play¬ his inner workings .under the prod¬ Only.” Camera work is straight-' himself in this sector’s top nightly Jerry Coyle and pianist-singer
house” in the past and in fact bet¬ ding of A1 (“The Great Man”) Mor¬ forward, and production • ditto, al¬ tv show which is a cinch to become Earle Pudney. They are supported
by a trio, on guitar, piano-accor¬
ter than a lot of. the premium- gan .and Mary Margaret McBride though there are times when
contagious as the season continues. dion and bass, consisting of Bill
priced theatrical product emanat¬
has probably interviewed quicker reactions from the produ¬ Big Stan (The Man for Memphis)' Sherman, Lou Podesa and Lou
ing from Hollywood these days. who
more personalities over the air than cer’s box could save some unneces¬
CBS plans to exhibit the Filmaster any other woman in the broadcast sary, dull spots.
certainly knows his way around the Sylvester.
It is a pleasing modest-budgeter,
product .theatrically overseas, and business. On last week’s session of
Brightest spot of the show was “World of Sports” bases piped five- which
could be tightened, and
should find little trouble in creat¬ “Entertainment Press Conference” a sketch involving Cooper and
times-weekly for the Jax Beer peo¬
be improved if Coyle’s dual
ing a market for itself*.
Paddick. Latter played a psychia¬ ple out of New Orleans. In fact, would
(DuMont,
Tues.,'8:30
p.m.)
Jessel
assignments were reduced.
On
“Four. Women in* Black” ' is a revealed himself to be a man of trist mistaken by Cooper as a den¬
triple-play effort for Bernard Gir¬ depth, charm and intellect, at least tist. Malcolm Lockyer orchestra, WMCT’s Torgerson also proved his show viewed he hopped from a
ard (6x-“Dragnet” and “Medic”), in the areas in which questions which supplied the incidental mu¬ “in” with big names in the sports nice rendition of “It’s Wonderful”
world when he brought before into a commercial. Earlier, Coyle,
who wrbte the screenplay, pro¬ were thrown at him.
sic (there were no song spots in the Channel 5’s cameras Harry Stuhl- former night club vocalist and a
duced and directed the film. It’s
Today, Jessel‘spends his time show), sounded unrehearsed, and dreher of the immortal Four Horse¬ WGY announcer, teamed with
also a triumph for Helen Hayes,
consequently unsure of the score. men fame, as his preem guest Pudney (at the keyboard) for a
making - her telefilm,. debut, and touring the country for IsraeliBary.
sportstar. It was a “grand slam¬ smooth two-language number.
Ralph Meeker, who share star bill*, causes and does a lot of toastmas¬
mer,” scoring heavily with the na¬ They harmonize well.
Pudney,
ing with Katy. Jurador and Janice tering: In his reflections, he indi¬
cated
that
this
was
a
sad
end
of
a
tive? and WMCT’s huge Mid- also a WGY morning personality,
SPRING FLING
Rule. ‘ Story simply details the
plays the 88’s skillfully. His part
journey across the Arizona desert man with the vast attainments that With Sheldon Allmalr, Desmond South viewing audience.
Walter. Ellis, Peter Butterworth,
of four nuns and an oafish cow¬ he has. He said that had he been
Torgerson, who is w.k. in both here could be built. Trio acquits
Jaco.
poke whom they run into. Meeker, in any other business than show > Angela Andersen, Pip Hinton, regional,and national sports circles, itself'creditably.
business,
he
would
have
gone
much
Joan
Sims,
Sheila
“O’Neill,
An¬
as the cowboy, is on the lam from
literally “owns” the late viewing
thony Bateman, Bill Hitchcock, audience here with the only late
a clan of ranchers, the head of farther. It was not said bitterly,
Sylvia Winter, Isobel Luoas, tv show spotlighting the variety
whom he shot on his last job. The since the entertainment industry
nuns, who en route pick up a Mex¬ has been good to him. But, here is ^Patricia. Webster, Jeanette sports picture. In addition to the
Brown, Billy Ternent and his usual audience-getter scoreboard
Hollywood, April 30.
ican girl and her kid brother and a man virtually self-educated who
orch., others
of baseball results, “World of
an Indian Meeker wounded, are has become one of the- more liter¬
Bill Goodwin’s hour daytime
Sports” is well spotted with timely strip which started on NBC Radio
determined to get to the mission ate after-dinner speakers, toast¬ Director: Douglas Hurn
masters, and frequently an enter¬ 60 Mins., Thurs., 9 p.m.
film clips of top sport highlights
In Tuscon to set up a hospital.
from of the day with “Big Stan” doing Jan. 14 is being dropped because of
Although' there are a couple of tainer of great depth. It is proba¬ Associated-Rediffusion
net’s inability to clear enough sta¬
London
a sock commentary stint in the tions to attract sponsors.
Indian attacks and gunfight epi¬ bly true that other segments of so¬
American singer Sheldon All- background. Incidentally, Torgersodes and what amounts to a con¬ ciety could have used his services
It .won’t be replaced. On the
tinuous slow-chase, the story is for greater gaiifc than the amuse¬ man scored well with his first son’s easy spieling and camera style
British appearance on this show. win him added spurs for an alK. show with Goodwin were- comie
told and directed strictly in comic ment world.
Jessel spoke feelingly of a phil- It was the first time the public this i around polished performance.
Dave* Ketchum and vocalist Ro¬
relief1, pitting’ the calm, quiet and
berta Linn.
Matt.
(Continued on page .’8).
(Continued on page048)
dignified determination of the sis¬
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TV-FILMS

ABB FEATUBE FILM CHABT

weekly chart, based on ratingsk furnished by American Research Bu¬
reau's latest reports, on feature films and the if competition, covers 120 cities. Each
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and' advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have* been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the» high and low ratings for the measured
Variety's

LOS ANGELES
TIME SLOT
Colgate Theatre
Fri. March 1
8:00-10:15 p.m.
KTTV

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. TEST PILOT—
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy,
Spencer Tracy; 1937;
MGM; MGM-TV

Premiere Showing
Sun. March 3
7:30-9:30 p.m.
KTLA
20th Century Fox
Wed. March 6
7:00-9:00 p.m.
KTTV
Million Viewer Theatre
Wed. March 6
10:15-12:15 a.m.
KTTV
Million Viewer Theatre*
THE CROWD ROARS—
Mon. March 4
Robert Taylor, Maureen O’Sullivan;
10:15-12:00 am.
1938; MGM; MGM-TV
KTTV
Three Hour Theatre
THE BLACK SWAN—
Sun.
March 3
Tyrone Power, Maureen O’Hara;
6:00-7:30 p.m.
1942; 20th Century. Fox; NT A.
KTTV
Million Viewer Theatre
THE BEGINNING OR THE END—
Fr|. March 1
Brian Donlevy, Audrey Totter,
10:45-1:00 am.
Robert Walker; 1947;
KTTV
MGM; MGM-TV
Three
Hour Theatre
PARIS AFTER DARK—
Sun. March 3
Brenda Marshall, George Saunders;
7:30-9:00 p,m.
1943; 20th Century Fox; NTA
KTTV
Monday Premiere
DANGEROUSLY THEY LIVE—
Mon. March 4
John Garfield, Nancy Coleman,
7:30-9:00 p.m.
.Raymond Massey;-1941; Warner
KTLA
Brothers; Associated Artists Production*
7:30 Theatre
SIGN OF THE RAM—
Tues. March 5
Susan Peters, Alexander Knox;
7:30-9:00 pm.
1944; Columbia; Screen Gems
KTTV

2. DESTINATION TOKYO—
Cary Grant, John Garfield;
1943; Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions
5. DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK—
. Claudette Colbert, Henry
•Fonda; 1939; 20th Century
Fox; NTA.
4. SEE HERE, PRIVATE HARGROVE—
Robert Walker, Donna Reed;
1944; MGM; MGM-TV
0,

I.

.

6

7.

7.

5.
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feature period and share of audience, since these' factors reflect the effectiveness
jof the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may. reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multistripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor, Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained from a multiplicity, of station and other data.

ARB
RATING
25.6
•V

HIGH
27.0

16.2

16.7

LOW
22.9

15.0

SHARK OV
AUDHNCH
42.8

MARCH, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS
West Point... .KNXT
Zane Grey Theatre... *....... .KNXT
Mr. Adams Sc Eve..
.KNXT
Playhouse ,of Stars.
.KNXT
Line-Up . .KNXT
What's My Line,....,. .KNXT
Ed Sullivan... .KNXT
G. E. Theatre... .KNXT

23.7

3. RINGS ON HER FINGERS—
Gene Tierney, Henry
Fonda; 1942; 20th Century
Fox; NTA
J. COMMAND DECISION—
Clark Gable, Van Johnson;
1948; MGM; MGM-TV

.

4

.

LADY IN THE LAKE—
Robert Montgomery, Audrey
Totter, Jayne Meadows;
1947; MGM; MGJVf-TV
5. THE SHOPWORN ANGEL—
Margaret Sullivan, James
Stewart; 1938; tyGM; MGM-TV

6. WESTERN UNION—
Robert Young, Randolph
Scott; 1941; 20th Century
Fox; NTA
7. COUNTER-ATTACK—
Paul Muni, Larry Parks; 1945;
Columbia; Screen Gems'
8. FURY—
Spencer Tracy, Sylvia Sidney;
1936; MGM; MGM-TV
t. YOU'LL NEVER GET RICH—
Rita Hayworth, Fred Astaire;
1941; Columbia; Screen Gems
10. SONG OF THE THIN MAN—
William Powell, Myrna' Loy;
1946; MGM; MGM-TV

World's Best Movies
Sun. March 3
2:00-4:00 p.m.
WFIL
Ford Film Playhouse
Sat. March 2
10:30-12:00 a.m.
WFIL
Stage.“S”
Tues. March 5
10:45-12:15 a.m.
WFIL
World’s Best Movies
Fri. March 1
. 10:45-12:30 a.m.
WFIL
World's Best Movies
Sat. March 2
7:30-9:00 p.m.
WFIL
World's Best Movies
Mon. March. 4
10:45-12:30 a.m.
WFIL
Million Dollar Matinee
Fri. March 1
5:00-6:30 pm.
WCAU
World’s Best Movies
Thurs. March 7
10:45-12:30 a.m.
WFIL
Million Dollar Matinee
Wed. March 6
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WCAU
World's Best Movies
Sun. March 3
11:15-12:45 a.m.
WFIL

,
,
,
,........364
...*.,..24,3

9.7

10.1

8.4

15.3

20th Century Fox... .KNXT. ,
Disneyland ..«... .KABC ,.27.5

5.6

6.9

3.7

27.6

54

6.4

3.2

21.3

This Is Your Life. .KRCA
Big News...
KNXT
News—Baxter Ward .......... .KCOP
Tow Duggan...
.KCOP
Welk’s Top Tunes..
,KABC
Big News....
.KNXT
Roller Derby..
•KTLA

5.4

6.4

4.4

10.7

5.1

5.9

4.2

35.2

4.1

4.4

3.9

3.1

4.1

4.2-'*

4.3

. 5.2

Air Power...
KNXT
Lassie.*. .KNXT
Private Secretary.
.KNXT ..21.1
Juke Box Jury.. .KRCA
News—Jack Latham.«... .KRCA
.Toni Duggan........... .KCOP
Big Hit Movies..
.KNXT
What’s My Line... KNXT
Ed Sullivan..... .KNXT

..25.4

£9

6.2

Studio One ... .KNXT ....>.21.1
Burns Sc Allen. .KNXT .........21.1
Life of Riley. .KTTV .,..4-....20.3

8.4 x

Do. You Trust Your Wife. KNXT , .33.4
Phil Silvers. .KNXT . ..23.4
Wyatt Earp.. KABC .

3.8

. 4-2

3.7

21.4

22.2

20.7

72.8

20.0

21.2

16.1

46.4

Philadelphia
I. DRAGONWYCK—
.Gene Tierney, Vincent
Price; 1946; 20th Century
Fox; NTA

ARB
RATING

...... ..WCAU
.♦., ..WCAU
.., . .WRCV
Your Hit Parade.. ..WRCV
News; Sports..... ...WCAU
Command Performance
Is It Deductible
Zoo Parade

Movie Three.

18.2

19.8

14.9

59.6^

15.2

18.1

10.4

44.6

13.1

13.5

12.5

18.9

11.3

13.3

6.3

44.4

.
.
.
,

.
..WRCV .

.
.
.
.
...
.
.
.
,.
.
........
.
.
.. .......
.
.
..
..
.24.8
^ Studio One
. ..WCAU . .......
16.4
. News; Weather...
..WCAU .
Sports Final; Movie. .WCAU .
Million Dollar Movie... ..WCAU .
Mickey Mpuse Club.. ..WFIL .. ...*..252
Amos 'n' Andy. ..WRCV . .. .13.1

12.3
Golden Playhouse........... ..WCAU .
.13.7
News; Weather. ..WCAU .
Sports Final; Movie.. ..WCAU .
Millidn Dollar Movie........ ..WCAU
Person to Person
..WCAU
News; Weather
..WCAU
..WCAU
Sports Final; Movie
Million Dollar Movie
..WCAU
..WRCV ..♦,...24.6
People Are Funny.
Perry Como
..WRCV
32.4
Jackie Gleason
..WCAU

\

i

9.8

10.4

9.4

23.9

8.8

10.8

5.1

35.6

8.2

8.7

7.7

21.4

7.7

8.2

7.2

64.1

...

..WCAU .
..WCAU .
. ..WCAU . ....... 8.4
. ..WCAU .
25.0
Mickey Mouse Club .. ..WFIL ..
13.0
Starr,, Theatre. ..WFIL ..
Amos ’n’ Andy; Detective..., ..WRCV . ........ 14.0
Main About Town..
...WCAU .
Mystery Theatre. ..WCAU . .-2.3
Playhouse 90.
.
News; Weather..
Sports Final; Movie..
Million Dollar Movie

MULTI-STRIPPED SALES

'"n.

LOS ANGELES
TITLE AND OTHER DATA
March 1-4—BERLIN EXPRESS—
Metle Oberon; Robert Ryan;
1948; RKO; RKO Teleradio
March 5-6—THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE—
Dorothy McGuire, Robert Young;
1945; RKO; RKO Teleradio

STATION
KHJ

SHOW
Channel 9.
Movie Theatre

, TOTAL
RATINGS OF
ALL SHOWINGS

TOTAL
SHOWINGS

AVERAGE
RATING PER
SHOWING

HIGHEST
RATING PER
SHOWING

7

3.6

11.3
Tues. March 9
9:00-10.45 p.m.

24.9

a
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Any advertiser should rest content when he knows that practically
everyone else in town is watching his program. Just recently,
1,650,720 viewers stayed up to watch a movie from 11:15 P. M. all
the way through, to 1:15 A. M., over one channel in a single
market. That was the average audience for the entir'e showing of
the Warner Bros, feature, '"Action in the North Atlantic,” on
wcBS/rv in New York on a Friday night in February.
The strong appeal of big-time Warner Bros, features distributed
by A.A.Elis.keeping audiences up hours longer^-giving stations
extra valuable time to sell to advertisers in the wee small.hours.
- When you want to give
345 Madison Avenue, New York City
' ■ MUrray Hill 6-232$
advertisers a chance
to convert sleeping
hours .into selling
• hours, write or phone

44
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Abrahams, Granada-TV
'' ■ - - ■-■ Continued from page 27

lands,” “The Flying Yorkshireman” or the group of excerpts
from Irish plays which featured
Siobnan McKenna on “Omnibus”
this past season. Bernsteins are
working out rights arrangements.
Lumet,
Nelson
and
Medford
haven’t decided on properties yet,
but will go over, in addition, Abra¬
hams, who helped set up the
writers’ workshop of the Academy
of Television Arts & Science, in
N. Y., will approach the member¬
ship with another Granada pro¬
posal, a series of half-hour experi¬
mental workshop' shows which
would require offbeat scripts in
which the ATAS workshop mem¬
bers might be interested.
‘Working for Long Puli’
The idea for the exchange came
to fruition only a couple of weeks
afbj when Abrahams was in Lon¬
don rehearsing the Royal Ballet
for the “Showcase” stint. Bern¬
steins called, him and got into a
discussion of Granada’s operating
philosophy and its immediate and
longrange needs.
Abrahams de¬
scribes this operating philosophy
as a desire for overall quality.
“They don’t worry about huge
profits or huge ratings immediate¬
ly. They are, working for the long
pull, and they believe that if they
can build up a Quality schedule in
toto, the individual ratings ulti'mately 'will take care of them¬
selves. They talk about television
the way some of us wish our tele¬
vision executives would talk.”
Because of this emphasis on
quality, Abrahams observes, “Gra¬
nada is not concerned with the ta¬
bus that normally rule American
tv. No agency or client can control
their program content the way
agencies and clients can in the
U. S. because of the way British
commercial tv is set up, -and so
they are not concerned witli any¬
thing beyond' the bounds of good
taste. Naturally, the more serious
dramas are programed during the
later hours when the children are
jn bed. But as an example of their
freedom in programming choice,
they signed for British rights to
Arthur Miller’s “Death of a Sales¬
man” and also recently did Miller’s
adaptation of Ibsen’s “An Enemy
of the People.” They are also go¬
ing to do “The Respectful Prosti¬
tute."
This is one of the keys to the
willingness of American creative

11 ■

.-

personnel to travel J;o England to
do the'shows. The properties and
treatments themselves “are close to
their hearts,” says Abrahams, and
represent shows they’ve always
wanted to do. Visit involves no
reimbursement other than ex¬
penses for the Americans. Actual
dates aren’t set yet for the Ameri¬
can visits, pending finalization of
the detail work like securing of
visas, work permits, etc.
'
While thus far only one-way traf¬
fic has been set in motion, Abra¬
hams. emphasizes this will be a
two-way exchange, with the Britain-to-U. S. flow to start after the
American visits get -going. The
Britain-to-U. S. represents a more
difficult problem, since Abrahams
would have to contact all the net¬
works and various program pro¬
ducers to work outjieals, while at
the other end he’s dealing with
only a single source, Granada. “I'm
convinced that the English direc¬
tors can teach us a thing or two,”
Abrahams states, and once the
traffic starts flowing, he’ll get to
work on the other direction..

Coin-Happy
Continue;! from page 37

slots. Monday at 9 and 9:30 and
Friday at 8 and 8:30, with no shows
set yet for any of those time
periods, even though GF has got
the shows on hand.
Procter & Gamble is sitting out
its alternate-sponsor' decision- on
Monday at 9 at CBS until GF makes
up its mind what show will go in.
Wildroot ordered Saturdays ai
10.30 on CBS-TV, then withdrew
and is looking elsewhere. In this
case, it • 'has a show, “New York
Confidential,” however.
Pillsbury almost went for a mulr
ti-shbw deal at NBC-TV, including
“Life of Riley,” Perry Como and
daytime, then changed its mind and
decided to stay with CBS and “The
Big Record.”
Sylvania can’t make up its mind
about a show and'time slot on CBS
for next fall, though it’s decided
it wants an alternate-week halfhour.
^Ronson has been shopping for a
sfiow since the first of the year,
still hasn’t found one.
Alcoa and Goodyear signed for
the Monday 9:30 period on NBC a
couple of months ago, still haven’t
picked a program.
NBC’s.Friday schedule is still up
in the air becadse Campbell Soups

and Pall Mall haven’t decided
what’s to go into their respective
9 and 9:30 periods.
L&M is still uncertain about
Tuesdays at 10:30 next fall be¬
cause it hasn’t made up its mind
on the current Spike Jones stanza.
Cigaret company and Max Factor
haven’t picked a “Panic” replace¬
ment for Saturdays at 9 on NBC
either.
American Tobacco still isn’t set
with a show for Jack Benny in the
fall.
There’s lots more, and to quote
one sales veteran, CBS-TV veep
Tom Dawson; “I’ve never seen such
indecision. Either everything falls
into place with a snap, or it drags
out interminably. The networks
and the agencies and the sponsots
can’t agree, and nobody can move..”Nonetheless, Dawson and his col¬
leagues' are pleasantly surprised at
the “amazing” number of advertis¬
ers who are eager to get into the
medium next fall; There’s been
more than one case where CBS has
had an overabundance of .clients
clamoring to get into particular
shows, and the general situation is
such that the web has more pros¬
pects right now than it has avail¬
abilities.

ATAS
- — ■ Continued from page 37

ington, boss John Hayes. The new
England body is being set up, by
Westinghouse Broadcasting v.p.
Dick'Pack.
Right now, eligible industryites,
such as newsmen covering televi¬
sion for out-of-towli papers, can
enroll in the N. Y. Chapter, but
eventually would shift to their lo¬
cal bodies as they are formed. The
new membership rules also make
eligible as associate members sev¬
eral classifications heretofore ig¬
nored. These include attorneys,
personal managers and agents, pro¬
gram assistants, secretaries, pages
and guides, tv receiver & facilities
manufacturers and researchers and
educators.
The regular mem¬
bership eligibility for publicists,
newspapermen and * advertisingpromotion people was made pos¬
sible by action of the Board of
Governors in changing their clas¬
sification to that of writers, en¬
titling them to full membership.
Action took the form of a direc¬
tive to the membership committee
notifying it o£ such reclassification.
Coronet Fairy Tales Inc. has
been authorized to conduct an en¬
tertainment business in New York.
Capital stock is 1,000 shares, no
par value. Henry Jaffe was filing
attorney at Albany.
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
Esso Standard Oil Co. became the first four-time winner of the Al¬
fred P. Sloan radio-tv award, tendered last night (30), honoring the 12
broadcasting organizations and advertisers for exceptional service to
highway safety during 1956.
A special award was made to the Armed Forces Radio-Ty Service
for promoting traffic safety among American military and civilian
personnel at installations around the world.
Sloan, prez of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and former chairman
of General Motors, presented bronze plaques to the winners who, in
addition to Esso and the Armed Forces were:
Television * stations WWJ-TV, Detroit, and WTTW, Chicago, the
latter operated noncommercially by the Chicago Educational TV
Assns.
Radio stations WLW» Cincinnati; KSEL, Lubbock, Tex.; and WKAR,
a noncommercial station operated by the Michigan State U.
/
Commercial sponsors: R. J. Reynolds .Tobacco, Sinclair Refining,
Montgomery-Stubbs Motors, Silver Springs, Md.; Hardware Mutuals,
Stevens Point, Wis.; and Hedges Oil Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
Walter Winchell Is dropping his $7,000,000 suit against ABC as a
result of the web’s purchase of the new “Walter Winchell File” vidpix
series out of the Desilu Productions stable. Show, set for the Thurs¬
day night 10 to 10:30 period in the fall, covers Winchell’s exploits as a
newsman and stories which he covered..
Suit, filed in September of 1955, charged breach of contract.. Win¬
chell claimed he volunteered*to bp ^released from his longterm con¬
tract as a result of “misinformation” supplied him by then prez
Kintner on the status of his libel insurance coverage at the network.
In the interim, an, interesting shuffle has taken place—Winchell went
to NBC to do a Friday night series last fall; just as the series went
off the air, Kintner, previously forced out of ABC, joined NBC as
exec v.p. ’over^programs Sc sales; and finally, Winchell is returning
to ABC with Kintfier no longer there.
During 1956, a tot^J'Of $46,806,000 was spent in ID’s on television.
This investment amounted to 11.8% of the total $397,606,000 spent in
spot television during 1956, according to the Television. Bureau of
.Advertising.
TvB, in making its research figures available, tabulated a list of 155
companies which.spent $50,000 or more in ID’s in 1956, along with
the list of brands that went to make up their ID expenditures.
A new education project, aimed at*finding and sponsoring college
graduates with a capacity for leadership, has been launched by the
Edward John Noble Foundation, whose founder Edward John Noble is
a direcor and chairman of the finance committee of the American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
The foundation will make grants of $2,000 per year to selected col¬
lege graduates who are found to have, leadership potential and Who
wish to pursue their studies further in graduate school.
Those inter-network crossplugs are moving again, .latest being the re¬
cording of the CBS-TV “Playhouse 90” theme music by RCA Victor
on a single record- While Columbia Records and RCA have recorded
rival webs’ properties before, particularly as they relate to original
cast albums of musical spectaculars, this is believed the first time a rival
network’s regular program theme music is being waxed.
Title of the theme bears the show’s naftie. It’s Alec North’s “Theme
from Playhouse 90.7’ To add Insult to injury, CBS Press Information
may seht out copies of the disk as a CBS promotion piece.
Mrs. Marie Natvig, the tempestuous turnabout witness at FCC hear¬
ings, two years ago on Commie charges against Broadcaster Edward O.
Lamb, will not have to serve an eight-months jail sentence for perjury.
A Federal judge Monday (29) suspended sentence and placed her on
probation for two years.
,
Two transcriptions containing orchestrated jingles emphasizing the
benefits the public received from radio have been distributed, gratis,
to the more than 850 radio stations belonging to the Radio Advertis¬
ing Bureau-for their use during National Radio Week, which begins
Sunday (5).
In further promotion of the week’s observance, RAB prez Kevin B.
Sweeney, v.p. and general manager, John F. Hardesty, and v.p. Sherril
Taylor will make a series of addresses to advertising and business
clubs from coast to coast.
Zenith Radio Corp. estimated net consolidated profits for the first
three months of this year at $1,650,590 or $3.35 a common share, only
slightly below the &me period last year. Sales for the 1957 quarter
amounted to $36,658,510.
*
In 1956, for the same period, consolidated profits were $1^831,165
or $3.72 per share, and sales were $37,915,318.
Hollywood — Sara Boynoff, of
former L. A. Daily News, and
Rod Voigt, ex-CBS Radio publicist,
Continued from page 33
^ have joined local CBS Radio news
other half of the sponsorship pic¬ staff as editors.
ture, NBC and MCA-Revenue Pro¬
ductions haven’t yet come up with
a producer for the 22 live segments
out of N. Y. Alfred* Hitchcock, of
3 bedrooms, 'largo living room with
course, is due to produce 10 films,
fireplace. Modern bath, dining-kitch¬
en with all molor appliances. Air
as is Revue, but MCA, which, will
conditioned year round. Garage and
handle the live shows* hasn’t yet
studio. Artesian well (100 gal. per
picked a production staff.*..
min.).
Near churches, schools and
shopping. 59 ACRES, LOW TAXES.
Understood Mort Abrahams, cur¬
$37,500, OPEN TO OFFER, EASY
TERMS.
rently exec producer- of Showcase
GEORGE G. KAFF
Productions and formerly MCA’s
256 Springfield Avenue,
exec producer on “General Elec¬
Summit, N.'J.
tric Theatre,” is the prime can¬
didate. Major factor holding, up
the deal is that Abrahams is much
in demand, With a CBS-TV deal
also- under negotiation. Meanwhile,
Abrahams has to finish the “Pro¬
Luxurious Estate on Hudson
ducers’ Showcase” season as ekec
producer on the spec series.
Perfectly maintained. Brick Southern

Ford Motor

Bucks County Retreat

Harmon-Commufing

Richfield Oil Show
Seattle, April 30.
Richfield, Oil Co. has set a 52week, series of half-hour live re¬
mote programs on KING.-TV here,
with first one to air May 7. Show
is called “Success Story.”
Ed Arndt, manager of local of¬
fice for Hixson Jorgensen ad agen¬
cy, will produce the programs,
with Scott Easton narrating. Carroll Ellerbe will direct for the sta¬
tion.
Opening program will be a fourcamera pickup from Seattle’s Chil¬
dren’s Orthopedic Hospital.

Colonial; 12 rooms, 5 baths, 2 maids'
rms. Swimming pool A cabana, bar;
tennis court; 15 breath-taking acres
overlooking ma|estic Hudson River.
Will sell; or rent to right person.
PRIVATELY OWNED

LA 4-2036, Miss Schein;
or your broker.

ONKVIRY CHANNILV

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 W.il M.t SI., NJr.C.-T*l. fL r-JIOO
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. H. Whitney & Co. announces the
formation of the Corinthian Broad¬
casting Corporation to coordinate the
management policies of its stations:
Tulsa has more viewers
in the rich Tulsa market than all other
stations combined,.
1

Galveston Serving
Houston now leads all other stations
in the Houston area ARB and is the
only station delivering city-grade sig¬
nal in both-Houston and Galveston.
now leads in the
billion dollar all-UHF Fort Wayne
market.
'TV Indianapolis has more
viewers in Indianapolis than all other
stations combined.
Indianapolis
Fort Wayne
All are CBS Affiliates.

I

COtpd
CORIN TH iN BROADCASTING
•
.
if i i
630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y,

KO'

’ Galveston serving Houston • WANE & WANE-TV Fort Wayne • WISHjj

IsyisH-'
i

Responsibility in Broadcasting
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Hayes, Mickelson Chide Educators;
Churchmen on TV-AM, Responsibility
Two CBS executive?- chided two
groups of radio-tv’s s^y^est priticg
last week for their h'wB?|%t:k of re¬
sponsibility to the brb^^|i|^jn.edia'.
The execs were CBS’-;^.®i6':;>re^
Arthur Hull Hayes, addressing the
7,000 delegates to the National
Catholic Educational Assn, conven¬
tion in Milwaukee, Friday (26), and
CBS news & public taffairs v.p.
Sig Mickelson, speaking in Frank¬
furt, Germany, Sunday (28) before
the World Conference on Christian.
Radio-Television.
Hayes told the teachers’ group
that "the educator has as much re¬
sponsibility to the mass media, as
the purveyors of mass corrimunications have to you.” He said that
educators have failed to take adventage of the cultural and edu¬
cational offerings of radio and the
press and that the principal rea¬
son, radio continues to program
them is "our sense of responsi¬
bility, because we put these pro¬
grams on the air even when many
of you do not listen.”
He warned the educator? that
“what will be on the air or in the
press four or five years ffom now
depends, in large measure, on you
and the students whom you are
-training,” pointing out that "if you
or your students do not listen” to
the educational arid cultural pro¬
grams now being broadcast,- "they
must inevitably go off the; air.”. As
an example of the educators’ fail¬
ure to take advantage of radio’s
offerings, Hayes asked them: "Do
you listen to symphonies? Do you
discuss them in the classroom? If
the N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony
came to your city, certainly you
would urge your students to at¬
tend* the concert. Yet, your stu¬
dents—all' of them—can hear the
Philharmonic every week over the
radio . . .Yet, how many of you
are encouraging this kind of activ¬
ity on the part of your students?”
Mickelson told the churchmen
"that- they'as well as the broad¬
casters must do their part in con¬
tributing to successful religious
programming.
“Churches,
in
America at least, should realize
more than they appear to realize
that the structure of competitive
programming, which lies at" the
heart of the American free-enter¬
prise system of competitive broad¬
casting, has been the major factor
in creating those enormous* radio
and television audiences they want
to reach. Consequently, I should
hope that religious leaders would
want to support this structure
rather than lend support to atti¬
tudes inimical to it.
"And «they should understand,
more than they seem to understand,
the requirements of the system. Yet
they will often propose and
strenuously support programming
policies which if followed very
far would destroy that large audi¬
ence which is now available to
them.”
Hollywood—Ray Lukshis, who
recently joined KTLA as an exec
producer, has been named to new
ost of program director and Hal
lasbach, administrative assistant,
becomes program supervisor, in a
anization of the station’s program¬
ming staff. KTLA topper Lew
Arnold disclosed the promotion of
Gene Karaganies. with station
since 1949, as assistant: production
supervisor.
.
• •

S
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CBS-TV Gets N. 0. Affil

GBS-TV has finally gotten a ba¬
sic affiliate in New Orleans via
♦WWL-TV,- the new Channel 4'Op¬
eration owned by Loyola U. of New
Orleans. CBS1 shows had been car¬
ried by WDSU-TV, the NBC basic
there uritilifiTOw, since it was a one. station >:■;
• WDSU-TV
.henbefdictjft:sblo with NBC ex:dfepl; f or ’ sorbe .^BC pickups.
. Slim Summerville, who’s been
general manager of WWL, ' :he
Louis J7 Riggio has resigned aS Loyola radio outlet, takes over the
a partner in the Hilton & Riggio new tv’er as well. WWL has been
agency, which he formed seven a CBS Radio basic for some years.
years -ago after 12 years as as¬
sistant to the late George Wash¬
ington Hill at American Tobacco
Co., and is joining CBS Radio as a
special sales development con¬
sultant.
Riggio’s specialty at the web will
be to call’ directly on top clients,
with the emphasis on radio’s new
General Mills has finally brought
efficiency. Idea is to acquaint them
with facts on the medium which the axe down on "Giant Step,” and
they’ve missed, either through ab¬ the kiddie quizzer will depart CBSsorption with television, failure of TV after the show of May 22.’ Mov¬
their agencies to keep them in-=
formed or just past indifference. ing into the Wednesday 7:30 spot
for the summer will be “My Friend
Flicka” as a sustaining entry
through $ept. 11, when* the "I Love
Lucy” repeats take over the time.
The "Flicka” mov'eover from its
Sunday at 6 position will occasion
some reshuffling of the web’s pub¬
lic service schedule for the sum¬
Charges1 of unfair labor practices mer;- "The Last Word” moves into
were filed with the National Labor the 6 p.m. time immediately on May
Relations Board by CBS last, week 26. Starting June 16, ’’Face the Na¬
against one of the two ^unions in¬ tion”; and "World News Roundup”
volved ’in the hassle that resulted move into the 5 to 6 period’, with
in cancellation of the April 21 no network service before 5 dur¬
Tony Awards' ceremony on* WCBS- ing the summer. Between May *26
TV, the web’s N. Y. flagship. and June 16, "Odyssey” will fill 5
Charges were leveled at Local to 6 gap, but its last show of the
1212 of the IBEW, which had re¬ season will be on June 9.
fused to telecast the awards cere¬
mony because WCBS-TV
had
called in IATSE Local 1 elec¬
tricians to light the show.
In filing charges, the network
hopes to get a ruling on the issue
of remote lighting from the quasiDean Shaffner, only recently
judicial body which can then be upped to v.p. status at ABC Radio,
backed up in court. Such a ruling,
is
leaving that web to join NBCCBS hopjes, would assign respon¬
sibility for remote lighting to one TV 'as director of sales planning
or the other unions in the absence under v.p. Don Durgin, his old
of specific contractual delegation ABC Radio boss. The Shaffner
of the job, and thi£ ruling would
then apply in all remotes until moveover is the latest in a series
such time as one or the other of NBC "raids” by exec v.p. Bob
union succeeded in winning its Kintner for his old proteges at
point in a contract negotiations.' ABC.
Shaffner, who was v.p. over sales
At the moment, responsibility
for remote lighting (lighting of an development and research at ABC
event, not emanating from a studio Radio, reports directly to Durgin at
or theatre) is not spelled out in NBC-TV. Latter is v.p. in charge
any contract and has been a bone of the new sales planning opera¬
of contention between IATSE Lo¬ tion at the web who was brought
cal 1, the stagehands’ union, and in by Kintner only a couple of
IBEW Local 1212, the camera¬ months ago.
mens’ and technicians’’ union.
The Shaffner move points up
CBS, in observing a' rule-of-thumb ABC’s former role under Kintner
under which remotes using props as -a spawning-ground fOr the
or sets to "dress up” the action, "bright young men” of the indus¬
assigned IATSE electricians, and try, .particularly out of the re¬
the IBEW men refused to work on search-sales development bailiwick.
the show. Meanwhile, Pepsi-Cola, Of the seven-man department
which had contracted to sponsor headed by ABC television veep
the. event on WCBS-TV and had Ollie Treyz when he was ABC re¬
also coritracted to pay the Ameri¬ search-sales development director
can Theatre Wing a $5,000 rights back in 1953, the lineup now reads:
fee, is considering legal action Treyz," founder of Television .Bu¬
against CBS.
reau of Advertising and now head
Suit was filed against IBEW be¬ man at ABC-TV; Gene Accas, now
cause CBS had called in the IA an ABC-TV veep-at-large; Durgin,
men and consequently couldn’t ac¬ formerly v.p. in charge Of ABC
cuse them of an unfair labor prac¬ Radio until he moved to NBC-TV;
tice in this instance. Length of George .Huntington, now a veep at
time from filing Of charges to TvB; Don Cdyle, still on the homestart of hearings vary, but CBS grounds as. research-sales. develop¬
labor relations v.p. William Fitts ment boss for ABC-TV; Bert BrilJr. said the web is doing every¬ ler, ' ex«Variety and manager of
thing possible to expedite a hear¬ sales development at ABC, and
Shaffner, NBC-TV as of May 20.
ing.

T0 J01N CBS RADIO

'Giant Step’ Axed By
Gen. Mills; ‘Flicka’ To
Ride as a Sustainer

CBS-TV Files Union .
Charges in Aftermath
Of Tony Awards Lfipoff

Shaffner Joining
Durgin at NBC-TV

Era of Egghead
Continued from page; 26 -

talent. Same holds for Baum and
Mayer, he added.
♦.
The quiz, he said, has become
a prime auditioning ground for
fresh talent for all phases of show
biz.
He said the industry has
taken to "scouting” the show, be¬
cause it knows video of itself is
quick to expose frauds anti the
talentless under a merciless cam¬
era and it acknowledge? that the
elaborate screening process for
"Twenty-one” has disclosed some,
of the most promising unknowns
in years. Mrs. Nearing, Van DOren
and Bloomgarden, he submitted as
further proof, have been recog¬
nized by public and press as like¬
able and intelligent individuals
whose flexibility, knowhow and
charm credit them as "natural per¬
formers.”
Freedman, who produces for
Barry & Enright, said that 250 per¬
sons are interviewed and -tested
weekly for the stanzas. The em¬
phasis is not on genius in a single
area of knowledge ("that would be
freakish”)! but on an above-aver¬
age general fund of information
and on winning personality." Two
"Twenty-one” staffers do nothing
but call by phone clubs, organiza¬
tions,
companies
or whatever"
source might turn, up potential con¬
testants. Another two query the;
250 -when' -they have once been
brought to New York. Twentyfive
or' so get past' initial testing and
interviewing and are qualified for
a daytime Barry-Enright quiz, "Tic
Tac Dough.” Freedman said may¬
be five to eight a week qualify for
"Twenty-one,” after more compre¬
hensive quizzing and a final screen¬
ing by him. The choosing takes
most of his time, he added.
The producer said that in the 30
weeks the show has been on the
air, NBC on Mondays, some 7,500
have gone through the "Twentyone” mill. He felt there are plen¬
ty more topnotch contestants in
the United States, but the show
nonetheless is going to start
screening Western Europeans, in
line with the beginning of both
B-E packages in London this sum¬
mer? Freedman indicated the pos¬
sibility that one or both of the
shows will become video features,
in Belgium and France later on. ,

Chi Tribune
Continued from page 26

strate we can live better by the tv
and radio codes than we did with¬
out them,” Quaal stated.
He also confirmed he has had in¬
formal discussions with Sylvester
(Pat) Weaver regarding the latter’s
projected Program Service. He
stressed no commitments have
been made with Weaver as to
WGN-TV serving as the Windy
City outlet.. However, he pointed
out the station was interested in
"all soufees of good programming,
both live and film,” and indicated’
that if Wedver tied down Dr. Fran-,
ces Horwich and her "Ding Dong
School” he would very likely clear
time for the pre-school display at
9 a.m.
WGN-TV already is the Chi an¬
chor for the National Telefilm Net¬
work which- premiered April 3.
Debut feature,. ipcidently, grabbed
off an average rating of 12.1 in its
Wednesday night slot, up from a
previous high of 4.0 for the time
period.

‘Whipping Boy’
1

No Sponsor Problem
On 'Big Record’ With
2 Down and 2 to Go
Wednesday night picture for
CBS-TV. is just about firmed up
insofar as. the web’s 8 to 9 period is
concerned. Network has already
signed two sponsors for "The Big
Record,” which is replacing Ar¬
thur Godfrey’s ^Eriends” show in
the fall; and is awaiting decisions
from the two. other Godfrey bankrollers.
*’
In the house already are Pillsbury arid Kellogg. Still to be heard
from' with final, decisions are Bris¬
tol-Myers ---and American Home
Products. Both have shown lively
interest in program. Final deci¬
sions are due in about a' week. If
one of them should decide not to
go w'-th the stanza, Singer Sewing
Machines has indicated it-would
like an alternate-week half-hour of
the time, though it hasn’t seen the
show. yet. Beyond that, according
to sales v.p. Tom Dawson, there are
six other advertisers who’ve indi¬
cated they’d like a piece of the
show.
Pillsbury deal is particularly sat¬
isfying to CBS since thf! flour outfit
had been dickering, with NBC to
move its billings-there via purchase
of alternate weeks of "Life of
Riley,” a; sixth of perry Cftmo and
four daytime quarter-hours. The
NBC deal, has fallen through, how¬
ever, and Pillsbury will keep all
its coin at Columbia, reshuffling
and consolidating Its daytime line¬
up and possibly adding to it as
well.

TV Gom’Is
■

Continued from page 1 —

viewer gets five hours and eight
minutes of commercials thrown at
him each week. Is it any wonder
that one-third of' our audience
walks out when the commercial
goes on?” he queried. The ob¬
vious solution, he added, is to avoid
the "obvious” in presentations and
to try to-make commercials more
visually exciting.
In another address, Charles L.
Whittier, former chairman of the
plans board at Young & Rubicam,
called for more realistiq, informa¬
tive ads. He attacked copy and pic¬
torial displays where children take
a keen delight in doing the dishes;
where wbmen don formal gotvns to
vjsit an auto showroom; where a
millionaire’s son envies the boy
whose father uses Aerosol.
Whitman Hobbs, of • BBD&O,
warned in his address that the vol¬
ume of advertising tpday is( stag¬
gering. . "We’re overcommunicat¬
ing, and if an advertiser isn't imag¬
inative, inventive, interesting, orig¬
inal—if his advertising hasn’t a
strong personality of its own—if
the , image: isn’t in sharp focushow can he hope to stgnd out from
the confusion and the crowd?”
Organizationally, the newly elect¬
ed 4-A board elected the following
four officers and three directors-atlargea to* serve as the operations
committee of t^ie board for the
coming year:
Chairmann,
Melvin
Brorby
senior v.p. of Needham, Louis
Brorby; vice-chairman, J. Davis
Danforth, exec v.p. of BBD&O;
secretary-treasurer, Ross H. Ryder,
pre^ of Ryder & Ohleyer; presi¬
dent, Frederic R. Gamble.
• Also, Joseph E. Epstein, v.p., and
treasurer of Fitzgerald' Advertis¬
ing; Robert M. Ganger, chairman
of bdard D’Arcy; Arthur E. Tatham,
chairman of board of Ta.thamLaird.

Continued from page 27 ——,

the latter have long since thrown
up their hands in trying to cope,
with it.
And if there Were any you-stillgotta-prove-it-to-me boys circulat¬
ing the ANPA meet, a reprise qf
the “Detroit story” clinched mat¬
ters once and for all.’ Incident con¬
cerned the recent Detroit newspa¬
per strike, which left.the city to-,
fally bereft of daily tv logs. Ap¬
parently ’ that’s what the public
missed most. An enterprising Po¬
lish weekly came out with an
English listing of the Detroit tv
logs.
Circulation overnight wept
from 30,000 to 200,000.
<•
• Hartford—Charles Bell, station
manager of Station WHAY in
neighboring New Britain, has been
named ptexy of the Connecticut
Broadcasters Assn. Other officers
include Julian, Schwartz of WSTC,
Stamford, v.p.; and William J.
O’Brien of; WCNXf Middletown,
secretary-treasurer.

Interested in
The V e r y
best deal on a new
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Continued from page 41

osophy in which nothing is ever
lost. There’s a hereafter and rein¬
carnation. He spoke of his deliv¬
ery of his eulogies that have made
him known as “the rabbi” of the
entertainment'world. Indeed some
of the eulogies that made him one
of the most sought after senderoffers, seemed, to have' captured
the essence of the departed indiv¬
iduals and their impact upon
society.
In all Jessel revealed himself to
be a well-rounded and wordly gen¬
tleman, with a lot of introspection
and a great deal of compassion for
virtually everything but the rating
systems used in television, Jose,
Press Conference
j
With its bow in a new time slot
(Mon. 9 p.m-), Martha Rountree's
"Press Conference” on ABC-TV
has come ,of age. After almost 10
months of trial and error, since its
debut last July 4, it shapes as a
top drawer show, combining best!
features of standard news panel
shows with those of a bonafide
press Conference.
Show, which formerly sometimes i
bogged down in its lineup., of a
dozen reporters, now has pac£, pat¬
tern and polish. Present format
offers two distinct parts—first,
once around panel for intensive,
probing interrogation. Here, the
early hedge-hopping which some¬
times marred the continuity has
given way to teamwork, each pan¬

elist developing his own line and
tossing leads for his colleagues to
follow. Use of eight to nine “reg¬
ulars,” accustomed to working to¬
gether, helps in this respect.
Final segment, about seven-nine
minutes, consists of rapid-fire sin¬
gle questions, so worded that guest
has small choice but to answer in
kind—briefly and quickly. At show
caught, Sen. Barry Goldwater <R.,
Ariz.) seemed thrown by the ma¬
chine gun pace, but made a fast
recover for a satisfactory,, if not
convincing, job of batting back the
verbal ball.
Questioning is now tougher and
harder—another factor contribut¬
ing to audience appeal. It is to
Goldwater’s' credit that, although
he was figuratively bloodied, he
emerged literally unbowed from
the barrage,
Miss Rountree has improved in
poise and skill. Her greatest
strength lies in control of panel—
another step in right direction.
Corn Products, which has just
renewed as alternate sponsor, has
switched from straight institu¬
tional' to product advertisings Com¬
mercials, slotted before and after
press interview, are in good taste
and do not interrupt continuity.
Show is said to have a second
sponsor virtually lined, up. Flor. .

Foreign TV Reviews
^ Continued from page 41

.

side of the. water had heard or
seen this blues singer with a bass
voice, but his two renderings; “Put
Your Hand In The Hand Of The
Lord,” and “It Was A Woman,”
brought the biggest hand of the
show from the live studio audience.
He was perfectly at.ease before the
cameras, and sold his songs with
the minimum of effort. He was the
brightest spot of the program.
Stodgy camera work, unimagina¬
tive sets and slow production, put
the rest of the show into the runof-the-mill class, with only colbred
singer Isobel Lucas, singing ex¬
cerpts from “Carmen Jones,” lift¬
ing it out of the rut. The Billy
Ternent band supplied some good
accompaniments.
Bary.

I'nwMi
Selling products is an upstream
battle in today's competitive
market. It takes power to make
headway . . . ,to channel adver¬
tising skillfully over shoals and
ihto homes of receptive prospects,
WSAZ-TV can do this for you
in the rich Ohio River market.
Blanketing 69 important coun¬
ties with half a million TV
homes, its power is measurable
both in ERP and in viewer ac¬
ceptance, persuasive selling.
No other medium approaches
WSAZ-TV’s broad popularity.
Nielsen shows (for example) a
pighttime, weekday supendrjty
of 100,580 homes for WfeXtTV over the next-best station.
This kind of penetration and
preference gets advertising re¬
sults . . . and can propel you to
new sales levels in America's in¬
dustrial heart. Any Katz office
can help you harness WSAZTV to get" you upstream faster.

LIVING IT UP
With Arthur Askey, Richard Mur¬
doch, Anthea Askey, others
Director: Eric Fawcett
30 Mins., Friday 8:30 p.m.
Associated - Rediffusion from Lon¬
don
The old Arthur Askey-Rlchard
Murdoch partnerships has been
brought to life again by Jack Hyl¬
ton in this new commercial tv com¬
edy series. From the first airing of
this show, it seems that it’s set to
click. Askey knows how .to use the
tv medium to the best advantage,
and together, he and Murdoch, as¬
sisted by Anthea Askey. come up
with a very funny program.
Setting for the show was a mak6belieVe shack on top of the com¬
mercial television London head¬
quarters, where the trio had set up
home unknown to anyone else in
the building. Funniest spot of the
show was a sketch about pirate
commercials. In need of provisions,
but without any money, the trio
promises the , storekeeper they’ll
sneak some pirate commercials
plugging his store, into the trans¬
missions, and the crazy events
from then oh set a fa|t pace of
comedy.,... Product ion^wa^Hhk^nd
camera work good.

Fellows
• ~ ~ — Continued from page 32

of tv “station allocation becomes
policy. And he, uged the gals to
be prepared to ride the crest of the
wave of “an entirely new business
of tv ... in the tradition of Ameri¬
can free enterprise’’'mat would re¬
sult.
Fellows was one of a lineup of
speakers, mostly male, who, in
turn, " coaxed, cajoled, warned,
scolded and, as one bewildered lis¬
tener put it, “confused” the dele¬
gates.
At a series of .work shops and
panel discussions designed to
“evaluate the scope of the feminine
field In radio & tv,” these high¬
lights developed:
Edward Rogers, executive’ pro¬
ducer of NBC’s “Home Show,” em¬
phasized that all shows, and all
STJB.CL SrSTCTOZtK audiences, are “local,” and. urged
Affiliated with Radio Stations
that women develop personal sales¬
WSAZ, Huntington & WKAZ, Charleston
manship coupled with strong edi¬
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT torial content for successful pro¬
gramming. He set the theme for
Represented by The Katz Agency
the rest of the panel on “Why

Women Stop, Look, Listen and
Buy” by stressing showmanship.
Hausman: ‘You’ve Lost Touch’
Louis iHausman, CBS v.p. in
charge of advertising and promo¬
tion for radio, charged that most
femmecasters' have lost touch with
the average American woman. His
suggestion that they, might well
learn ^ibout the 6Q% “middle-ma¬
jority ”\of the distaff side of the
country^ population by becoming
familiar^ with soap operas, a CBS
specialty, brought raised eyebrows
from the assembled gals who spe¬
cialize in competing with these
daytime serials.
John Corp, v.p. of Peters, Grif¬
fin, Woodward, Chicago agency,1
added that femmecasters and sta¬
tion execs alike must seek variety
and interest in programming, and
urged all women staffers to con¬
sider themselves part, of station's
sales organization. His own survey
refuted those cited by others by
showing no downgrade in women’s
tv shows in past three years. Like
virtually every speaker during the
four days, he pointed out that tv
is show biz, and that “the small,
loyal audiences of radio just don’t
don’t work” in tv.
x
A session on “showmanship and
salesmanship,” both in radio and
tv, proved-most provocative of all.
Former, moderated by NBC's Doris
Corwith painted a rosy picture of
a resurgent radio industry, in
which'96% of all families listen to
shows sometime during the broad¬
cast day. Jayne Shannon, top timebuyer for J. Walter Thompson,
stated that “radio is the answer to
economical coverage for regional
purposes” and that block style sell¬
ing is the current trend. She prophesized that we. are entering a
period of accent on programs with
quality, depth and ideas.” She
urged a responsive audience to
take advantage of the “universal”
appeal of radio,' warning, however,
that since only 5% of the audience
listens at any given time, the pat¬
tern must be changed to frequent
commercials in order to reach
everybody.
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Femmecaster Awards
St. Louis, April 30.
Seven femmecasters walked off with coveted McCall “mikes” for
standout performances dn public service shows in a glamor-laden
banquet ,which climaxed confab of American Women In Radio 81
Television. Topped by Lee Philips, blond and beauteous WBBMTV telecaster, who copped the number one spot in this annual
award sweepstakes by her one-womaij campaign in last summer’s
Chicago polio epidemic, the group gave living life to the reiterated
charge that women’s shows are on the way out.
• McCall’s Frank Hogan keynoted the evening by urging the gals
to “wipe out the fear that you are losing your place in your own
industry” and added the conviction that “you are in as good a posi¬
tion as you ever were.” He also pointed out that'80% of the 49
awards made during the seven years since their inception have
gone to commercially sponsored shows.
Perhaps, most interesting winner was Mrs. Ida McNeil, a vet of 40
years of broadcasting who boasts that license for her station,
KGFX, Pierre, S. Dak., is probably the. oldest one in continuous
existence. Mrs. McNeil, who won the citation for service to hos¬
pital patients and their families, owns, manages, announces, sells,
and has a show on the pioneer station.
Other winners are as follows: Sophie Altman, whose “Teen Talk”
at WRC-NBC, Washington, won in the field of juve shows for its
informative, provocative discussions by teenagers themselves, of
. their problems; Marian O’Brien, wliose “Ladies First” show on
KETC, St. Louis, added a creative writing workshop to her daily
cooking show; Del Vina Wheeldon who reported, on WCKY, Cincin¬
nati, her own experiences as the first woman to fly a jet plane In
order to inform mothers on the importance of air power and to
calm* their fears about their sons’ safety. Mrs/ Wheeldon’s tapes
are being widely distributed by Air Force in its recruiting effort;
Helen Parkhurst, whose “Growing Pains” airer for Westinghouse
stations “has led youngsters all over the country to their, own solu¬
tions of adolescent problems.”
a

Femme Blasters
Continued from page 32

KGNO, Dodge City, Kansas, Edith ing came up, with be held under
Ford, WLW-A, Atlanta, and Saidie AWRT auspices all over country.
JL A library of books, films, and
Adwo'n, WTVX, Tulsa, head the other _ training material for selfsales divisions in those stations, improvement is already in the
while Dorothy Reynolds is sales works for AWRT members.
4. A placement service is in the
service manager for Mutual in
works with AWRT national h.q., in
Chicago.
‘New York as clearing house.
Others, like Joan Barry, WDOD,
5. Continued drive for member¬
Chattanooga, Tenn., with 65 ac¬ ship, which has grown from 300
counts in her bailiwick, are ac¬ to over 1,400 in six years, despite
count , execs. Patricia ' Searight, the high rate of attrition typical
of the industry.
radio program head for the 50,000
watt WTOP; Sis Atlas, public af¬
fairs director and program pro, ducer— for WBBM-TV, Chicago;
! Helen Zelkowitz, manager for
Bill Leonard, who launched his
WMVO, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, stood radio-tv career via “This Is New
out as example of femmes in vari¬
York”
12 years ago*, is bowing out
ous types of executive jobs. And
J. H. Whitney & Co., the invest¬ at least three owner managers— of the WCBS, N. Y. show next
ment company which over the past Jeanne Bacher, KCST, Fresno, week. His bowout stems from the
Calif., Dolly Banks, WHAT, Phila¬ station’s decision to expand' the
three years has increased its broad¬ delphia, and McCall award winner program to a full-hour cross-thecasting holdings to four television Ida McNeil, KGFX, Pierre, S. D., board, an expansion which Leon¬
#
ard. recently recovered from a
and two radio stations (and is dick¬ came forward,
heart attack, was reluctant to go
Need New Formats
ering for one more of- each), last
along
with. New hour format will
Edith Fern Melrose, AWRT
week organized Corinthian Broad¬
star Jim McKay and goes into the
casting Corp. as a wholly-owned prexy, and a continuing success 10 to 11 p.m. slot starting Mon¬
story with'her standout “House of
subsidiary to coprdiiiate the activ¬ Charm” shows on WXYZ, Detroit, day’^),
ities of the stations and supply cen¬ strikes a note of optimism with ter
tralized service and liaison for prediction that femme shows, like
PITTSFIELD, N. H.
the industry itself, is In a tem¬
them.
11 'Rooms —4 Firoplacas — 3 Bath*,
porary. cycle from which it will
Powdar Rm.—40'x25' Flaldstona ©am«
New company, headed by C. emerge to a possible new format,
Rm.
SECLUSION • ACREAGE OUT-,
STAMPING VIEW. Words cannot deWrede Petersmeyer, will not own hut greater strength than ever. She
scribe this truly colonial homo on th«
or operate the stations as is cus¬ points out that, with the 'increas¬
mountain tldo for thoao who desire
tomary. Title to the properties, will ing amount of space devoted by
relaxing ratroat In mountain country,
for privacy or antartalning. -Comremain with J. H. Whitney & Co., daily papers and magazines to
plataly and expertly rastorad.
Easily
and no move to transfer title to the women’s features, broadcasting will
reached from Concord, Manchester, or
15 mlloa -from Laconia.
Furnished—
new subsidiary is contemplated. have to catch up with the advertis¬
Far talow market, $45,900. — or not
Stations will continue to be run ing dollar. She bases her opti¬
furnlahod to ault. Principals only con¬
tact. LOUIS DUNCAN, Mountain Rd.(
locally, with all final decisions up mism on the fact that tv was first
South Pittaflald, N. H.
to the general managers of each tested on women’s shows. “The
operation. What Corinthian will' women who builLan industry will
do will be to set up a seven-man have the Ingenuity to fight back,"
operation under Petersmeyer spe¬ she adds. Beset by a wave of criti¬
* YOUNG MAN
cialising- in programming, sales, en¬ cisms for the negative^tone of"
With wrltfng talent and several'year*'
gineer*.,.iies promotion, advertis¬ many of the .convention programs,
movie atudia story dopartmant exing and research. Central organi-1 she insists that “when you’re sick, •parlanca on both coast* desires Inter¬
%atj4>iv will act on a national level you call a doctor. We called in the
esting position in either theatre or TV.
«.ut|qf ,N. Y. coordinating the activ¬ experts.”
;
Box V U591-57A VARIETY,
ities of the stations and offering
154 W, 44th Street, Noy/ York 24
On the .concrete side, the gals
suggestions and improvements sub- took the following steps towards
ject to the okay of the local gen¬ self-analysis:
eral manager.- •
1. A survey of every station man¬
Hoiite of Distinction
Besides Petersmeyer, who for ager in the country, voted at last
the last three_years has managed year’s -convention, is nearing com¬
-7- Lido Roach
Whitney’s KOTV' in Tulsa but is pletion, thanks to all-out coopera¬
Finest section Long Island — 4 Bed
Room* 1— 2 Botha — Walk to Lido
a partner in the parent company, tion ‘of NARTB prexy Harold Fel¬
Golf Club — 5 Minutes to-AII Beach
Corinthiann officers and directors lows, who urged his organization’s
Clubs.
are two other Whitney partners, membership to cooperate. Results,
General 1-5005
Walter N. Thayer and Robert F. being compiled under chairman¬ Calf Evenings
Bryan, who Will act as board chair¬ ship of Marion Annenberg, Indus¬
man and secretary-treasurer re¬ try Information ’ Committee of
spectively.
A policy' committee AWRT, will be professionally an¬
STAMFORD, CONN.
will comprise the general mana¬ alyzed and made public. This Will
SUMMER RENTAL
gers, Paul E. Taft of KGUL-TV, be first complete study of women
Jr. Effete, .deer-jMdlrritt Parkway.
Galveston-Houston; James C. Rich- in broadcasting ever compiled. A
dale Jr., KOTV; Robert B. McCon¬
SmaHpool;.5l^r^ms,
baths.
2 Classes in showmanship and
nell, WISH and WISH-TV, In¬ salesmanship, the twin factors
Luxurious.
Secluded o’ aero sotting.
dianapolis; C. Morris Pierce for which reared their heads eVery
End pf June , to early. September.
WANE-TV and Reid G. Chapman .time femme fatality ih broadcastAsking . |4WQ. - iPhone DAVl} 2-9282.
for WANE, both Ft. Wayne. ^
New
Corinthian
execs ' are
George G. Jacobs, director of en¬
1000 SQo jFTe LOBBY FLOOR
t
gineering; Charles H. Smith, exHigh Ceiling
.
’
research ;chief for CBS b&o’s and
SUITABLE FOR COMMERCIAL *MOTdORAPHER> * RECORDING ^tU&lO*
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, director'
/
ART GALLERY, REHEARSAL ROQM,. ETC.
*
of research; Johnston F* Northrop,
HOTEL/ GREAT NORTHERN
assistant to the prez. ‘ Anderson
.119 *troif »7th Sh. New York ‘
& Cairns has been named Corin¬
Call-Manager
•4
thian’s ad agency.

Whitney & Co. Sets Up
Corinthian B’cast Corp.
To Coordinate Stations

Leonard Drops Show

31/1
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POPULARITY POLL*

AbUne
r

tynsOHcH
-N v'—

FEMALE PERSONALITY
ARLENE FRANCIS
Dinah Shore
Loretta Young
PANEL SHOW
WHAT’S MY LINE
ve Got A Secret
To Tell The Truth

DAYTIME PROGRAM
MATINEE THEATRE
Garry Moore
Arlene Francis (Home)

From the Herald Tribune;
•. the importance of the Herald Tribune Viewer Popularity'
Poll is its accuracy and complete independence. It reflects
the preferences of families who have no connection with
any professional committees, award factions or fan
club claques. In this poll ’We the People’ had their say ..
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TV-FILMS

TV’s $150,000,000 Tor Old Fix
Continued from page 1 ;

% such slotting, how many millions
of New Yorkers misled piany of
the big ones-and what/is the-value
of such biggies to an indie station
when WCBS-TV gets through with
them, is a question being mulled.
There have been other .‘benefits
too, not included in the estimate.
Incepts a New Network
NTA, on the strength of its fea¬
ture tie with 20th-Fox, was able to
launch a 133-station film network,
the only film network to reach
fruition, now fully sponsored and

of a ‘*live” Bob Hope. Some studios
such as Warners sold their backlog
outright, others' &hose.*to enter tv
distribution themselves such as
Metro.
In addition to the estimated 700
pix in the Paramount pre-’48
stockpile and the 400 to 500 in the
Universal - International backlog,
there are some 1,800 features
which were made in Hollywood
after August, 1948, the cutoff date
after which the various guilds de¬
mand residual payments. As yet,

$$ Breakdown on TV Cinematics
Here is a breakdown of,the grossing performance of cinematics
sold to television to date, concentrating 6n the product of' the
emajor studios:
. Metro-tv in selling'the pre-'48 library of over 700 pix has inked '
about $42,000,000 in biz in 44 markets
Associated Artists Productions, handling the Warner Bros, li¬
brary of over 754 pix, broken ddwn into 13 packages of 58 each,
has signed about $20,000,000 in deals.
.
*
C & C Super, owning the RK0 library, is estimated to gross
about $25,000,000, an ..estimate complicated by C<& C’s tie-up with.
International Ibatex. Girdle-pantie company guarantees $20,000,000 to C & C for spots if and when library goes into 100 top'U.S.
markets. Library is now in 70 to 80 markets, and in addition to
barter thpatricals-for-spot deals, there have been cash considera¬
tions in some markets' and C&C has a participation deal keyed to.
Latex sales.
Republic Pictures, one of the first Hollywood Studios tp begin
selling to tv, has'grossed more than $11,000,000 on its pre-’48
library.
Columbia’s Screen Gems has inked deals grossing about $9,700,000 for its 104 Columbia pix released to tv last year,:52 mysteries
and its new package of 39 pix.
National Telefilm Associates, in its selling of 138-20th-Fox pix
broken into two packages, has grossed about $9,500,000. NTA,
incidentally, prior to the 20th-Fox purchases, racked up sizable
grosses on its “Fabulous 40” and “TNT Group,” the latte'r featur¬
ing Selznick productions and the former some top ones from J.
Arthur Rank and>Alexander Korda. In toto, NTA could account
for. about a $13,000,000 gross.
The above highlights of the gross picture do not take into ac¬
count the strong sums earned by shorts and cartoons of major
studios. AAP has grossed about $5,000,000 on the Paramount and
Warner shorts, notably the Paramount “Popeye” cartoons. Addi¬
tionally, United Artists with its package of 39 has grossed about
$2,800,000.
With plans afoot to make it grow.
20th-Fox is partnered with NTA
on the film network deal.
Loew’s, via Metro TV, has a 25%
interest in two stations, KTTV, Los
Angeles, and KMGM, Minneapolis,
with an option for another 25% in¬
terest in KTVR, Denver.
Not that the features- to tv de¬
velopment, now in its heydey with
the product of the majors being
telecast in most major markets, has
been a one-sided boom for any of
the branches concerned, be they
the studios, distributors or stations.
The studios have the stiff 'Competish of the oldies free on tv and
a shrinking boxoffice at theatres.
The distributors have the govern¬
ment's anti-trust suit to contend
with, in addition to getting a re¬
turn on some big investments in
celluloid, and the stations, paying
unprecedented prices for'features,
have to take in some tall coin over
an extended period of time to jus¬
tify the expenditures.
Jlut the tfudiences and the need
for such programming are there—
and the major studios, once RKO
Radio Pictures went into the hands
of the Thomas O’Neil RKO Telera¬
dio group, could not brick the tidej
rationalizing tv is competition any¬
way, so it’ll be a cinematic instead

there" has been no residual formula
ironed out, although Matty Fox’s
C&C Super made a deal for the
post ’48’s in the RKO package, and
United Artists is releasing some
post-’48’s under the so-called
“Monogram” formula, with the
Screen Actors Guild.
#
The bulk of the estimated $150,000,000 tv grflss has been earned
within the past year-arid-a-half, a
period launched by the RKO Ra¬

dio Pictures-O’Neil deal (See-ac¬
companying boxed breakdown).
O’Neil became interested in buying
-a major library on the basis of his
experience with the 30 Bank of
America pix, so-called because the
Bank Of America, had foreclosed
on them and gave them over for
tv distribution. He also had the
need to supply his tv station with
programming fare. A footnote to
these foreclosed pix which include
“Arch of Triumph,” “Body and
Soul,” and “The' Miracle of the
Bells” is that to date they have
earned nearly $3,000,000 in 175
U. S. tv -markets and 25 markets in
Canada over the span of their three
years in tv distribution.
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Inside Stuff—TV films

National Telefilm Associates is.pulling a switch in tossing a screeningrcofcktail party tomorrow (Thurs.) on its “How to Marry a Million¬
aire” pilot out of the 20th-Fox production stable. In keeping with
the title, the screening and party is open only to secretaries at the
top ad agencies, not their bosses who normally attend such functions,
Some 200 of the gals, secretaries to account execS, v.p.’s.and radio-tv
directors, will attend at the Hotel Plaza, with three “millionaire”
judges on'hand to pick the'girl “most likely to marry a millionaire”
Idea for the shindig came from Aaron- Beckwith, NTA dfrector of
sales development, so he’s been granted the job of hosting the affair
Don Taylor, director of the Stubby Kaye vidpix pilot “Full Speed
Anywhere,” now .making the network-agency rounds, has difficulty at
times knowing which hat to wear. As an actor, he soon -departs for
South America for location shooting on Universal-International’s “The
Amazons,” -in which he has a lead.
In the past four years as an actor on tv, he’s been in such shows
as “GE Theatre,” “U.S. Steel Hour,” “Climax,” /‘Lux Video Theatre”
and “Studio One.” As a director in which role he’s specializing lately,
he’s wrirked on episodes in such series as “Telephone Time,” “Hey
—; Cpntlnucd from page 29 ——j Jeannie!” and “Foor Star Playhouse,” in addition to doing the Stubby
Kaye pilots made under the Four Star Productions banner.
tion's ARB for the same time a
month earlier was 0.3, while Pulse
gave it L7. j Landau was quick to ing that pets,, favor shows which
Oliva, Horace Set Up
point out that the “Suez” rating- they own or have an interest in.
represented an audience increase
Peculiar to SG* though is that in
Gen. Pictures Corp,
of 500 to 1,300%. Similarly, the this season of buying westerns, the
Cleveland,. April 30.
first NTA show* improved the rat¬ Columbia subsid didn’t come in
The formation of General Pic¬
ings of KTTV, Los Angeles rough¬ with one in that category.
tures Corp., specializing in educa¬
ly 60% over the „same time slot
Aggravating the situation is the tional, industrial and tv’ commer¬
the previous month/
cost of some of SG’s pilots. The cials, was announced by George
On WGN-TV in Chicago the rat¬ .Tvanhoe” pilot, done in color, Oliva Jr., and Miliard M. Horace, ‘
ing shot up from a 3.2 the month which ran into complications in prez and v.p. of the new company,
previous to a 12.1 for the first England, reportedly cost in the respectively.
“Premiere Performance” show. And neighborhood of $130,000. With
Until recently, Oliva was tv-ra¬
to further impress the improve¬ that investment on the books, SG
ment on the BAC group, landau gave the greenlight- to go ahead dio copy director and associate di¬
rector
of films in the Cleveland
ordered a special overnight Tren- with production of the series in
dex on “Guadalcanal Diary,” last England, feeling that if a national office of Fuller & Smith & Ross.
Horace
was V>p. of Productions-onweek’s NTA feature film, which sale is not consummated, show can
showed a still greater gain for the be sold in the Commonwealth Films, of this city, and newsreel
cameraman
for tv stations WJW
NTA affiliate. WGN-TV drew a countries and'put into syndication
14.4, third highest among the four in the U.S. nother costly pilot was and WEWS and still represents
CBS
Television
Newsfilm.
Chicago channels/ and not very far “Here Comes the Showboat,” put
below the two top-rated. Compared at approximately $90,000, on which
with WGN-TV’s March rating of
has taken an option, along
3.2 for the time, this represented ABC-TV
with another SG show, “Casey
an increase of about 450%,
Jones.”
>
Continued from page 2S
In the roster of 11 in the can, at ■
least two were planned to go the. son. Within five to seven years,
syndication route, probably “West¬ television will assume the same ad¬
ern Ranch Party” and “Johnny
Continued from page 29
Wildlife.” But it still leave# a siz- vertising medium, leadership for
the market a& a whole. It is for
Pickman. Whitney, until recently able investment in unsolcT pilots,
a talent exec at RKO Studios, will .considering that about $40,000 is that reason, according to Manson,
deal with the indies lining up un¬ invested on the average in each of that many advertisers currently
der the SG banner. Pickman va¬ the remaining showpieces.
are using tv, placing, their stakes in
cated the post to take an active
the ascending medium for future
role as producer of several tv
returns, although the cost-perseries for Briskin Productions,
thousand in some cases may be
which releases via SG.
= Continued from page 29 —; high. In many cases, the current
, Lots Of Factors
underwriting by advertisers is be¬
There are many factors blamed
for the SG situation, ancTthose of “Panic” and the veteran “Dragnet” ginning to pay off.
other major telefilmeries. The late were the only such NBC shows pre¬
It’s estimated that there are cur¬
buying ^season, the costliness of viously, and they’ll be back next rently 1,000,000 tv sets in the Latin
shows, taking into account program season.
CBS’ new series along American market, with Mexico,
and time costs, the confused net¬
Puerto Rico, Venezuela and Cuba
work picture,' agencies and spon¬ these lines will be the hour-ion^ running ahead In the tv set count.
sors running scared, and the feel¬ 'Perry Mason” and its only other Probably, another 200,000 sets will
such programs
“Alfred Hitch- be....
...
added in the overall
market
cock Presents,” back next year, ofiaver the course of a year, Manson
course. Syndicated entries qf this estimated.
The largest Portuguese-speaking
type include_“The Adventure#vof
Martin Kane” and “The New Ad¬ nation of Brazil represents a prob¬
lem to U. S. telefilm firms. With
ventures of Charlie Chan.”
only three tv stations in that na¬
ABC leads in actioneers, with tion of 80,000,000, with 350,000 to
the show, has filmed ihe episodes
three, and' “Amazon Trader” on 400,Q00 tv sets, dubbing in Portu¬
in various European locales.
Segment
caught
opened in deck next, semester, along with guese is "found economically un¬
Monaco, with some scenes straight NaVy Log” and “Adventures of feasible by most all the companies,
Elsewhere in the Latin Ameri¬
out'' of Alfred Hitchcock’s “To Jim Bowie.” CBS comes up with
Catch a Thief.” It then switched
new one, “Harbor Master,” as can market all the major telefilm
to London and the city’s harbor.
outfits
are represented, including
well as “Sergeant Preston of the
Ziv currently has placed the
Ziv, Television Programs of Amer¬
show in over 90 markets, with At¬ Yukon,” a returnee. NBC's sole ican, ABC Film. Syndication, NBC
lanta and about a dozen other mar¬ actioher thus -far is “Silent Serv¬ Film Sales arid CBS Film' Sales, as
kets^ kicking off the skein this ice/’ , v Syndicated stuff here in¬ well as Screen Gems**,
cludes Desilu’s “Whirlybirds.”
Syndicators lead the derring-do,
Wiiliam Gargan, the Martin
CASCADE'S BLURBS
Kane private eye and central char¬ field, however, with Screen. Gems
readying
“Ivanhoe” and .. “Adven¬ Hollywood, April 30.
acter, has developed into 'quite a
gentleman ip :liis new adventures, tures of Gunga Din,” while ABCCascade PictufeS, teleblurb out¬
.emphasizing ' his cooperation with TV Film Syndication has “The • fit, is marklng lOth afiril With peak
police authorities, being on the up Three Musketeers.” ABC's„ single, production* on'3? vidplugs during
and up with the law, and judging
•and new^—entry is “Zorro/n next two weeks.
from the pilot, outwitting hisr ene¬ NBC’s is “The Fox.” CBS' brings
Firm has three crews working
mies rather than beating them into ‘Robin Hood” back next year.
locally^.and a full ctew on location,
submission.
Characterizations in the initialer
were on the uncomplicated and in¬
distinctive vein. Plot based on a
story by Paul Dudley and adopted
by Art Wallace for the screen con¬
cerned a wayward daughter who
innocently takes up with a smug¬
gler. Playing the heavy was Martin
Benson, who did an effective job,.
The daughter, portrayed by Kay E.
Callard, Shaped up as a comely gal,
although at times lacking in con¬
Is Pleased to Announce
viction. Her father, played by. Mac¬
Donald Parke, who runs to the
private eye for help, performed
That He Is Now Being Represented Exclusively
well. Although produced in Eng¬
land with some English talent,
by
there appears. to be no trouble in
the- language department, audibly
all characters come through excel¬
lently.
J
Main interest stems from the
chase, an element which was quite
adequate in segment seen. Some
parts bogged down a bit with too
CARL EASTMANmuch commentary done by Gargan,
10 Park Av'fcnua
There were few surprises once the
-Haw Yerk City
plot lines were fixed—the'“heavy”
had to be caught and the wayward
MU 2-4TI*
daughter returned to poppa.

NTA

Latin America

Stuck Witli Pilots

No Telepix Comedy

TV film Review
NEW ADVENTURES OF MARTIN
KANE
. /
With William Gargan, MacDonald
Parke, John Warwick, . Guido
Lorraine, fray E. Callard, Martin
Benson, others
Producer: Harry Alan Towers
Director: David MacDonald
Writer: Art Wallace
30 jHins. (Syndication)
Some good * location .shooting
hypoes Martin Kane’s “new adven¬
tures,” which otherwise stick
pretty close to the simple cops and
robbers chase formula. Zlv, which
is ,co-jprpdueipg and distributing

THEY LOVE ME IN

NORFOLK

.ERNEST CHAPPELL
CARL EASTMAN

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, Gonoral Solo. Mgr.
MGM-TV, a service of Loew's Incorporated
701 7fjv Ave., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 3-2000
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It’s an Endless 2-Way
Discussion: Those CBS
Vs.~NBC Daytime Claims
CBS:TV is pressing its daytime
ratings case ‘ against recent NBC-

TV claims of leadership with the
observation by daytime programs
v p. Oscar Katz .that “by no in-,
teingent or sensible 'method can
any claim be made that'NBC has
ever overtaken our daytime lead.”
Katz presses the point even though
CBS widened its lead over NBC
agInn*a reemphasis of his evalua¬
tion of the daytime situation be¬
fore the CBS-TV affiliate meeting
in Chicago three weeks ago, Katz
points out that “NBC has never
overtaken our rating lead”, and that
the rival web has merely taken
selective time periods and omitted
those periods in which it .shows up
badly. He refers to the early morn¬
ing “Today” 7 to 9 a.m. period,
which has fallen off from last year;
to the 10 to 11 a.m. “Home” period,
far below the CBS competition;
and to the 1 to 2:30 co-op “CloseUp” and “Club 60” block.
Even taking the NBC claim of
leadership a few weeks back in
reference to the 11 to. 1 and 2:30
to 5:30 blocks—a situation which
itself has changed with CBS -outin front in those times—Katz in¬
dicates that the mere. addition of
the 10-11 “Home” show would at
that time have put CBS in front.
But beyond this, .“Today” ratings
are down anywhere from 12% to
23% from this time a year ago (the
last Three Nielsens show, a 12%,
17% and 23% drop). “Queen for a
Day,” NBC’s highest-rated daytimer, has dropped in each of the
last three Nielsens to the point
where CBS programming tops it in
two out of three quarter-hours.

$705,000 IN NEW
NBC RADIO BILLINGS
NBC Radio this week .piled up
$705,000 in new net business, with
the lion’s share coming in the form
of a $525,000 order from General
Mills. Cereal outfit, through
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, pur¬
chased 20 participations a weekend
in the “Fibber McGee Sc Molly”
and “Bob & Ray” capsules on
“Monitor” over a 52-week span
starting June 1.
Other coin came from Princeton
Mills, in its first network radio buy,
with the purchase of 10 “Bob : &
Ray” segments; from, Ex-Lax, ex¬
tending its 16 participations a week
to 20 in four shows; from Columbia
Pictures^ in a three-week, 11-par¬
ticipation order starting June 24;
in an Evinrude order for three
weeks; and the first sponsorship of
“Conversation”.-via two spots this
week from Time-Life.
Buffalo—Joseph Bernard has re¬
signed as v.p. and general man¬
ager for the WGR radio and tv sta¬
tions. He has accepted a similar
position with KTVI-TV in St.
Louis. .WGR was sold to TransContinent Corp. of Buffalo in a
$5,000,000 deal.

Russia Junket
5=. Continued from pace 32

top Russian officals, and have
brought with them intriguing
samples supplied by Millinery In*
stitute of America. They have also
made requests for interviews with
Mesdames Khruschev and Bulganin
—a long shot, but worth the try—
as well as with the head of the
Russian Ballet and other notables.
In any event, they will store up
plenty of material in their tour of
the Kremlin; their proposed chats
with the Russian woman and her
children; the look-see at therG.U.M.
department store and the gigantic
state university; and the visit to
the ballet and opera. And though
their tapes will come under the
eagle eye of the Russian censor,
their ctWii interpretations for their
home radio—tv audiences Will be
the result pf trained observationand feminine ingenuity.
Other electronic peeps behind
the Iron Curtain include a brief
stopover in Warsaw and a one-day
toqr of Prague.
Tab for the trip, which will go
on to Vienna, Rome, Nice, Monaco,
Madrid, Paris and Amsterdam, is
an all-inclusive $1,697. Much of
the willing and-dining is cuffo, and
most of the Interviews—with Dior,
Mollet, Franco,, the Pope, etc.—is
prearranged.
Tour is the third biennial travel
project of versatile Bea Johnson,
who won’t discuss her financial end
of the deal, except to point out
that most of her profit cSmes from
speaking, writing and broadcast
revenue resulting from trip. Idea
for the Russian junket came to her
while covering the Big Four C<Jn-»
ference in Geneva In ’55, as result
of a suggestion of some Pravda re¬
porters. Her reaction was “why
not?”
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Closed-TV
circuit audiences; closed-tv has
been transmitted into 200 cities in
the United States and Canada;
from 1950 to 1955 there was an
average of 50 or so tele-sessions
per year; in the past year there
were 300 closed-tv programs; of
which the largest dollar volume
was in big-screen tv.
Halpem issued the closed-circuit
tv progress report in an address
before the Society of Motion Pic¬
ture and Television Engineers to-,
day (Tues.).
Pointing out that closed-tv has
grown into a major medium of tele¬
vision on its own right, Halpern
stated that the specialized uses of
closed-tv may one day exceed “the
far-reaching public effects of
broadcast television Itself.” De¬
spite the enormous growth of
closed-circuit, it has been faced by
“growing pains and some sudden
deaths among the companies which
comprise Is industry,” Halpern
stated.

Don McGrow
knew the reports to be groundless,
lodged sfrqng protests with WBLU.
A receptionist explained McGraw
started the rumors as a publicity
stunt “to get people to listen to
this station,” which has been in op¬
eration less than a year. It was
further sgid McGraw had meant
the snapper for his agitation about
the uproar at Claytor Lake to be:
“There’s ,a~big bullfrog sitting in
the middle of the lake^ churning up
the .water.”
Eventually convinced that the
hoax, causing a state of near panic,
wasn’t funny, McGraw broadcast
Attention Show Business! announcements at 12-minute inter¬
vals throughout' Wednesday after¬
Vour tradition of greatness can only
?L°w out of what Is NEW, FRESH and
noon, admitting the whole thing
INSPIRED,
m fulfilling your heri¬
had been* a “gag.”
tage accept a.talented young man Into
Vour ranks.
The hoopla, occurred just as a
1
craatlvo and want to provo my(new Roanoke radio station, WRKE,
In TV, Radio Or Thoatro. I am a
was
getting started on the air. Ro¬
good Idaa man, who can writ# and
anoke city and county now have
under pressure. The respon¬
sibility of . success Is my goal.
six radio stations—two operating
Write Box V 425-57, Variety, both AM and FM—and two tv sta¬
'54 W. 46 St.. New York 36, tions.

WE8T6HE3TER county,
FURNACE DQCK ROAD
hun?t#
r,ohts, 4 b«drtom house, 3 baths,
djn**r#,m kitchen,-, pine pnnneleii
inrf’ .
keseirtent, ®U h*«t. Aluminum storm
2ndHJ?r#®n throughout Including largo porfch.
front and r»arr-*tone barbequo, 2
0ne •er* awing. Fully landscaped,
WV J0 min. to Harmon exp. station,
"tin.
,NW Yqrk City, |35,p00.
Pberte PEekaklll 7-2752 '

JANET KERN says:

LntageS °*

Continued from page 27 -

Continued from page 27 ;s——•

house for sale

f

RADIO-TELEVISION

St. Louis—Radio station WIL,
owned by the Missouri Broadcast¬
ing Co., joined the American
Broadcasting Co., Sunday (29) the
day after KXOK ceased to be the
local outlet for the web. L. A. Ben¬
son, president of WIL said it will
he the station’s first major network
affiliation in its 35 .years of opera¬
tion.
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JANET KERN
Thank you NBC...

Thank you

and

3V0JF Y3HT

FOR COMPLIMENTING

“MASQUERADE PARTY”
WITH MAGNIFICENT

COLOR!

* Wednesdays, NBC-TV, 8 P.M., E.D.T.

Interested for the Fall?

Call:

WOLF PRODUCTIONS
.420 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
PLaza 5-2050
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Joeks/ Jukes and Disks

Album Reviews

By MIKE GROSS
Perry Como: ‘‘The Girl With the nee” (Capitol).* The theme from
Golden - Braids”-“My. Little Bahy” the upcoming legituner; “New Girl
(RCA Victor). “Girl With the In Town,” makes a good deejay
Golden Braids” is bright and programming bet but its commer¬
rhythmic and should follow, Como’s cial ..potential is doubtful. “Mati¬
?anbth.fcr * rich and colorful
current click “Round and Round” nee*
Tight to the top. “My Little Baby” instrumental with a slick Riddle
is a slick rhythm item with a hint rendition.
of a chile tempo that give it an
Buddy Bregman Orch: *‘New
equal takeoff chance.
Girl In Town. (Theme)”-“NickeloPatti Page: “Old Cape Cod”- deon Holiday” (Verve). Buddy
“Wondering” (Mercury). Patti Page Bregman is a bit more intricate in
conjures up a pretty, picture for his development of the Boh Merrill
the summer months with “Old melody for “New Girl In Town”
Cape Cod.” Melody and lyric feel but it does have interest for off¬
make it a spinning natural. “Won¬ beat deejay programmers. Reverse
dering” is a nicely built country is a happy instrumental romp.
Kay Armen: “Don’t Be Afraid”. waltz.
Pat Boone: “Love Letters in the “With This Pen,” (pecca). The
Sand”-“Bernadine”
(Dot), Sock rocking beat of “Don’t Be Afraid”
rendition of the oldie makes it a should win Kay Armen a flock of
choice bet for a 1957 fling. “Ber- teenage fans. Her job on “With
nadine” is the title song of Pat This Pen” is right in the rockingBoone’s upcoming 20th-Fox pic and country groove and could get to
it should swing across the spinning mean something.
Andy Russell: “One Is A'Lqnely
tables.
Harry
Belafonte:
“Cocoanut Number”-“Day Dream” (RCA Vic¬
Woman”-'‘Island in the Sun” (RCA tor). After an opening ln~Spanish,
Victor). Belafonte will continue Andy Russell switches to a swing¬
riding herd on the calypso craze ing beat in the gringo lingo, that
with the lively “Cocoanut Woman.” makes the side quite appealing.
The folk-styled “Island in the “Day Dream,’’, unfortunately, is
Sun,” title tune of the 20th-Fox pic, the kind of quiet ballad that never
grows more appealing on repeat gets a chance to make any noise.
Monica Lewis: “Met My Match”spins.
The Everly Bros.: “I Wonder If , “(If You Don’t) Somebody Else
I Care as Much”-“Bye, Bye Lovfc” l*Will” (Columbia). In “Met My

Best Bets
PERRY COMO..
GIRL WITH GOLDEN BRAIDS
(RCA Victor)...& MY LITTLE BABY
PATTI PAGE_..OLD CAPE COD •
(Mercury) .'..Wondering,
PAT BOONE .LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND
(Dot) .,.Bernadine
HARRY BELAFONTE ...COCOANUT WOMAN
(RCA Victor) . ......Island In The Sun
(Cadence). Country-styled “X Won¬
der If I Care as Much” could crack
into the pop field the way the
Everly Bros, handle it. “Bye, Bye
Love” is a country swinger.
Andy Griffith: “Mama Guitar”“A Face in the Crowd” (Capitol).
Another good version of the boogiebeated entry from the pic, “A Face
in the Crowd,” in which Andy Grif¬
fith stars. Title song, on flip, is a
niftyi blues ballad.
Bob Manning: “Love Bank”“Warmed Over Kisses—Left Over
Love” (RCA “Victor). “Love Bank”
is a bright rhythm number with a
clever lyric and a good rendition
to give it strong spinning chances.
Bottom deck offers nothing.new in
the rockin’ field.
Laura K. Bryant: “Billy”-“Part
Time Gal” (Cameo). Sock dramatic
•''quality of tune and treatment gives
Laura K. Bryant’s “Billy” an out¬
side scoring chance. She’s also ef¬
fective on “Part Time Gal,” a rock¬
abilly item with a predominant
biu'es beat.
The Cues: “Crazy, Crazy Party”“I Pretend” (Prep): “Party” is a
lively, rockin’ item that should go
over well with the juke fans. The
Cues’ effective ballad reading on
“I Pretend” gives it a good chance
to catch on.
Roberto Orch: “The Sea”-“If I
Only Had You” (Coral). “The Sea”
is a picturesque instrumental that
creates a vivid melodic portrait.
Reverse is an unobtrusive instru¬
mental.
Richard Hayes: “And So Am I”“The Power of Prayer” (Recca).
Richard Hayes’ warm reading of
the tender lyric in “And So Am I”
should get the side a nice round Qf
plays. Reverse side is just a fair
reigioso.
Steve Lawrence: “Fabulous”“Can’t Wait for Summer" (Coral).
-Steve Lawrence’s cover of Charlie
Grade’s “Fabulous” is good enough
•to make lots of noise on its own.
“Summer” is a pleasant material
piece about the -vacation season.
Sammy Kaye Orch: “A Young
Lover's Dream”-" Wat a Satidy
Night”
(Columbia). “A Young
Lover’s Dream” puts Kaye in a
rock ’n’ roll groove with a good
vocal by Barry Frank. Flip side is
a fair, calypso effort.
Mike Secrest: “The Gift”-“Do You
Promise*” (MGM). “The Gift” is a
nicely developed ballad with an ap¬
pealing vocal by deejay Mike Se¬
crest. He becomes a swinger on
“Do You Promise.”
Don Rondo: “On Forgotten
Street”-“To
Belong”
(Jubilse).
“Forgotten Street” is an average
ballad that gets a plus from Ron¬
do’s romantic vocal styling. Flip, is
a big-voiced rendition of a ballad
with a rockin’ beat.
Nelson Riddle Orch: “Theme
From New Girl In Town”-“Mati¬

Match” Monica Lewis makes the
most of a blues number. The flip
side has an okay beat^but its leadin is uncomfortably close to the.
standard. “Are You Having Any
Fun?”
Judy Scott: “The Game of Love”“With All My Heart” (Decca).
Newcomer Judy Scott will attract
some attention in her first tune
out. She hits a rocking beat on
‘‘The Game of Love” and segues to
a latino tempo for “With All My
Heart.”
Shaye Cogan: “Stay Away Nearer”-“Ain’t Nobody Home” (Gee).
Shaye Cogan knows what to do
with a number whether it be
rhythm or blues. It’s too bad that
the rhythm, “Stay Away Nearer,”
or the blues, “Ain’t Nobody Home,”
aren’t quite right for today’s mar¬
ket.
Laurie Loman: “St.. Christopher
Bring Him Home”-“Someone To
Live For” (Era). ^In “St. Cliristo-
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LAWRENCE WELK
and his CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Coral—Thesaurus Transcriptions
97th Consecutive Week
Dodge Dance Party
ABC-TV—Sat 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
Sponsored by Dodge
.
Dealers of America
Top Tunes and Talent
AEC-TV Mon. 9:30-10 p.m., E.S.T.
Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth
Dealers of America.

pher” Laurie Loman makes a
plaintive plea to the patron saint
of travelers to bring a sailor home.
She starts swinging on the reverse.
Matty Franklin: “Mama Looka
Booboo” -“Jamaica Farewell” Ca¬
dence). Marty Franklin puts some
Yiddish interpolations into Harry
Belafonte’s current disclicks. It's
just Catskill calypso and with lim¬
ited appeal.
Charlie Barnet: “Myna”.-“Lonely
Street” (Verve).
Charlie Barnet
has a chance to swing in his old
manner on “Myna” but he seems
to get lost in the somber mood of
“Lonely Street.”
Bob Ritterbusii: “Tomorrow
Night” - “Raindrop” (Decca). Bob
Ritterbush has the vocal equip¬
ment but the material on his kick¬
off. platter isn't of breakthrough
quality. “Tomorrow Night” is a
fair ballad and “Raindrop” is a
rocking number that’s jhst trying
to follow the vogue. *
George Evans; “Sleep My Heart”“Pray” (QT). There’s a pleasing
quality to George Evans’ delivery
of “Sleep My Heart” that gives the
ballad an outside chance for spin¬
ning attention. “Pray,” however,
is one of those message songs that
just doesn’t come across.
Cantor Bela Herskovits: “My
Budapest”-“Don’t Forget To Say
Your Prayers” (MGM). For those
who like the cantorial style, Bela
Herskovits' “My Budapest” will be
an attractive item. Reverse is a
so-so religioso..
Lord Booboo: “No Man And
Woman Can Get Along”-“De Knife,
De Fork, De Spoon” (King).
There’s no telling where Lord Boo¬
boo came from or where he’s go¬
ing. He’s just part of the Island
fling and so ..long as the calypso
craze lasts, he should get along.

Already on the market with the
original cast album of Paramount’s
“Fifhny Face”
(Fred Astaire,
Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson),
Verve completes its three-ply pack¬
age push on the pic with sets by
the Buddy Bregman Orch and the
Barbara Carroll Trio. In the Breg¬
man offering, there's a fullblown
orch treatment, in varied moods of
the George Gershwin melodies. He
mixes ’em up with big band (36
pieces) and small band (10 pieces)
treatments but at all times he’s
recreating the bright and theatrical
Gershwin niood in the proper
manner. Miss Carroll approaches
Gershwin via the jazz, route and
she, too, knows the way. Her piano,
backed by Joe^Schulman’s bass and
Joe Petti’s drums, is always imag¬
inative but she never trys to top
the composer who’s given her
plenty of material to work with..
It’s an all-around standout set. In
each package, six of the tunes are
borrowed from sources other than
“Funny Face.” But it’s all Gersh¬
win. so who’s gonna quibble?
Mantovani should be known as*
the “Big M” in mood music. What¬
ever he’s touched, be it classics,
standards or pops, the Mantovani
manner has turned the packages
into bestsellers. He’s repeating his
formula in “Film Encores” and
once again he's turned up with a
winner. He’s picked a dozen popu¬
lar pictures and he's given them
the Mantovani technique of build¬
ing a melodic, impression via' sus¬
tained musical waves. The Manto¬
vani wavelength reaches every¬
body! Also in the instrumental
(read mood music) groove is Hugo
Winterhalter’s “The Eyes Of Love”
for ^ RCA Victor. Winterhalter’s
arranging and orchestral concept
develops the “love” theme with
lush musical patterns* Similarly,
but perhaps more rhythmic, is
Jfihnny Costa’s “The Most Beauti¬
ful Girl In The World” for Coral.
His treatment of the standards is
almost a jazz concept but it’s
modulated and gentle and easy on
the ear. Also linked to the instru¬
mental album pattern is Paul
Weston’s “Crescent City” (Colum¬
bia). It stand apart from the
others, though, because it’s
Weston’s own material. And the
material is a musical portrait of
New Orleans which Weston has
etched with vivid strokes across an
LP canvas that covers the town
from the “Riverfront Blues” to
“Mardi Gras.” It’s a melodic,tour
of the town.
The society dance band vogue
started to boom on wax about six
months ago with the Epic release
of a Lester Lanin package. Label
now has followed it up with a Sec¬
ond package, “Dance To The Mu¬
sic of Lester Lanin.” It's patterned
after a society deb romp with'the
melodies simple, varied and. con¬
tinuous. Lanin manages to squeeze
33 numbers onto the LP and they
all haverthat happy businessman's
bounce whether they’re in the

JO Best Sellers on Coin Machines

1. ALL SHOOK UP (4)
2 LITTLE DARLIN’ (4)
3. ROUND AND ROUND (6)

.

4. PARTY POLL (9).
'' 5< GONE (2) ..
6. BUTTERFLY (10)

....

7. WHY, BABY, WHY (5)
8.
9. I’M WALKIN' (8)
. DARK MOON (1)

10

Elvis Presley.
Diamonds .
Perry (j'omo .

MARIANNE .
SCHOOL DAYS.
COME, GO WITH ME

SO RARE

ALMOST PARADISE
TEEN-AGE CRUSH
[Figures in parentheses

Sinatra, D. Day, Platters,
Armstrong, Anthony Orch
Top AFN-Berlin Survey

Berlin, April 23.
In an effort to build up listener
participation, AFN-Berlin asked its
radio audience to voice preference
Steve Lawrence ...
on the most popular record artists.
Buddy Knox .
Popularity poll was divided into
Ferlin Huskey ..
five categories: male vocalist, fe¬
Andy Williams ...
male vocalist, singing group, jazz
Charlie Grade ...
personality, and
orchestra or
Pat Boone . v. .Dot «► danceband.
Results were: most popular vo¬
Patsy Cline .
calist, Frank Sinatra, with Pat
Boone and Elvis Presley as run¬
Fats Domino.
ners-up; Doris Day, No. 1 female
Bonnie Guitar
..Dot “ vocalist, followed by Ella Fitz¬
gerald and Teresa Brewer.
The
Platters
emerged
first
among singing groups with the
Four Aces and the Four Freshmen
Tab Hunter . ....v...Dot <
runners-up,' Winning the jazz
( Terry Gilkyson , ■<. .... Columbia * class by an overwhelming majority
I Hilltoppers .; ...Dot ‘ was Louis Armstrong, with Stan
Kenton second. .Named 'as best
Chuck Berry .
danceband was the Ray Anthony
aggregation, followed by Les
Dell-Vikings.
Brown and Bill Haley.
Harry Belafonte ..
As revealed by Mark White,
Guy Mitchell ....: .... Columbia * AFN-Berlin’s program director,
the top stars will be sent statuettes
Jimmy Dorsey_ ...Fraternity * of the Berlin Bear.
Platters .
f Roger Williams .: Kapp
Gabler to Coast
. ■{ Norman Petty Trio . .. .ABC-Par
Milt Gabler, Decca’s pop artists
(Lou Stein .RKO-Unique
& repertoire chief, has ankled his
Tommy Sdnds
. Qapitol i New York base for three weeks of
recording sessions on the Coast.
He’ll be working With Jack Pleis,
number of. weeks song has been in the Top 10]
diskery’s musical director, also
based in Gotham.,
,u
.,

Second Croup
NINETY-NINE WAYS^ .

waltz, foxtrot or latino groove, it’ll
help keep any party moving at a
fast, tempo. Also in the terp mood
but strictly south-of-the-border
stuff, is Fiesta Records’ two 12inch LP package, “Fiesta Time”
Jose Morand takes care of the
bolero, samba and rhumba
rhythms; El Reys de-Tango and
Don Santiago Orch toy with the
tango and merengue; • Orquesta Fi¬
esta Cubana 'belts out the cha-chacha, and Rainon Marquez orch
whips up the mambo. The 24 num¬
bers should satisfy all the hip¬
swinging terpsters.
Although Frances Wayne hasn’t
meant too much in the pop singles
market, she’s a solid Songstress
,who shows up in great form on
this new Brunswick package. With
an arranging and conducting assist
from her husband, Neal Hefti, the
oldies in the set are given a hep
jazz delineation. Seven of the doz¬
en songs here are associated with
Ethel Waters (“Happiness Is A
Thing Called Joe,” “Heat Wave,”
“Stormy Weather,” etc.) but Miss
Wayne gives it her own jazz twist
that makes ’em quie distinctive.
Liberty Records has been suc¬
cessful in breaking through a new
thrush via an album showcasing,
Julie London’s click is the prime
example. Label may have a repeat
with an album .by Donna Fuller,
She follows in the vocal mold fash¬
ioned by Anita O’Day, June Chris¬
ty and Chris Connors but she’s got
a sultry style all her own that gives
the lyric an added dimension. She
caresses six standard ahd six by
Coast writer Joe Greene to the
fine backing of Pete Rugolo’s orch.
Susan Reed doesn’t work at the
singing game too often these days
but she’s still one of the standout
interpreters of the folk ballad.
Most of the tunes.in this Elektra
package are familiar' to the folk
buffs but “Black Is The Color,”
“Barbara Allen,” “Molly Malone,”
“If I Had A Ribbon Bow” and the
like stand repeat hearings in her
hands.
Jackie Paris is a jazz troubadour
familiar to the intimate night club
coterie. His style is warm and ef¬
fective and he puts plenty of meat
onto a lyric with an inventive
phrasing technique. In this Bruns¬
wick package tagged “Skylark”
Paris works with such top jazz men
as Billy Taylor, Charlie Shavers,
Trigger Alpert and George Barnes,
among others. They all know their
Way.
Additions to the jazz shelf: Sal
Salvador takes his guitar on a solid
jazz spree in “Shades of Sal Salva¬
dor” (Bethlehem) . . . Art Blakey’s
pulsating percussion highlights “A
Midnight Session With The Jazz
Messengers” (Elektra) . . . Tony
Scott’s clarinet leads a quartet
through some bright jaizz pieces in
“Tony Scott in Hi-Fi” (Brunswick)
. . . Joe Newman Sextet shows off
an imaginative Swinging style in
“The Happy Cats” (Coral). Gros.
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BOSTON’S ’NEW ERA FOR BANDS’
Col Jolts 'Em With Jazz 'Buy Program
For May-June; 44 Packages in Drive

Panel Roles Publisher Most Get
Cleffer’s Nod to Jingle-Up a Song U
Rights of a cleffer werve further
established last week as a result
of an arbitration proceeding in the'
case of songwriter Don Robertson
against Ross Jungnckel, Hill &
Range’s ASCAP firm. Finding was
that a publisher had no right to
turn over a song to be jingleized
without the consent of the writer.
Robertson launched his squawk
against Ross Jungnickel when the
publishing firm licensed his “Hum¬
mingbird” to the Ford Motor Co.
as a Thunderbird commercial
jingle without his specific consent.
Robertson complained that his
1947 Songwriters Protective Assn,
contract was breached because the
publisher had failed to obtain his
specific consent prior to issuing
the license on his song. SPA pact
calls for a 50-50 split between pub¬
lisher and ’ cleffer on all licenses.
Amount of the Ford shellout for
“Hummingbird” was not revealed.
The arbitrators, songwriter Jay
Gorney, appointed by Robertson;
Jerry Wexler of Atlantic Records,
appointed by Ross Jungnickel, and
Joseph McDonald, NBC treasurer,
mutually appointed by both parties,
after, hearing argument ordered
that a poll be taken to determine
industry accepted practice with
.regard to commercial jingles. SPA
sent ’out this poll to all its mem¬
bers. Replies showed that the pre¬
ponderant industry practice since
’49 under the '47 SPA contract had
been for the publisher to obtain the
consent of the songwriter before
issuing such a license.
The settlement, which included
a revision of the license fee for the
use, also provided for the with¬
drawal of the writer’s claim for the
return of the copyftght and the
withdrawal of claim for damages
to the writer’s reputation by reason
of the use. It further provided
that Ross Jungnickel obtain written
consent from Robertson in the
future on all compositions covered
by the '47 SPA contract, before
issuing any license for commercial
jingles."

Col Showtuners
Consumer resistance to the
upped price on Columbia original
Broadway cast albums is forcing
the label to revert to the original
$4.98 tab.. Col had hiked its orig¬
inal cast album line to $5.98 last
March.
According to Hal Cook, Col’s
sales veepee, click, sets like “My
Fair Lady” and “Kismet” had no
trouble going at $$.98, but there
was a definite consumer reluctance
to shell out that price for other
cast packages in the Col catalog.
None of the other diskeries fol¬
lowed Col’s lead last March. RCA
Victor, Decca and Capitol, which
have original cats sets in their
catalogs, kept the price at $4.98.
Col’s drop back to $4.98 follows
its “Buyk of Broadway” campaign
which wound up Monday (29). The
“BOB” promotion offered the con¬
sumer an original cast album at
$3.98 for every cast set purchased
at $5.98. Dealers who participated
in the campaign won’t suffer an
inventory loss by the cutback to
$4.98 since they were able to main¬
tain an 8% advantage.

Ray McKinley Back in U.S.
After ‘Curtain-Raising’
The Glenn Miller orch under the
direction of Ray McKinley re¬
turned to the U, S. Saturday (27)
after a month’s tour of the Iron
Curtain countries, Greh is set for
. a guest spot on Ed- Sullivan’s CBSTV stanza May 19.
Orch played dates in Czechoslo¬
vakia, Rumania, Poland and East
Germany. The tour was under the
auspices of the ,U. S. State Dept.
andANTA;
"
„ ■

Mayflower ‘Compact’
London, April 30.
Bob Lewis, the stowaway
Who was .kicked off the May¬
flower II shortly after its had
begun its voyage to America,
has been signed to a long¬
term recording contract by
Norman Newell, EMI artists &
repertoire man. His first disk
is due to be released here on
the label May 17. Copies are
being flown to the States this
week, and it’s hoped that the
disk will be released there
shortly.
Lewis wSs originally signed
on as a member of the May¬
flower crew—his post was to
have been that of “noise,” a
sort of ship’s band—but lastminute alterations excluded
him from the voyage.

Wexler (Ex-Col)
Sets Cabot Label
Lines Dp Roster
Paul Wexler is back in the re¬
cording business again. Former
Columbia Records veepee has set
his own firm, Cabot Records, and
will be ready to roll within the
next few weeks.
Cabot will concentrate on the pop
field with releases for the singles
and the packaged goods market.
Wexler., has set 37 distributors
around the ■ country to handle the
line.
Already inked to th£ Cabot ros¬
ter are Alfred Drake, Lionel Hamp¬
ton, Virginia Gibson, of the
legituner “Happy Hunting”; Sandy
Stewart of Garry Moore’s tv show
and crooner-trumpeter Bill Heyer.
Wexler also plans a series of organ
music releases and already has
latched on to A1 Lawrence, Betty
McDonald , and Ashley Miller. Bert
Bacharach, Danny Davis and the
Merrill Jay Singers round out the
roster.
There’S no artists 6t repertoire
man yet set for the Cabot opera¬
tion and Wexler is assigning both
single and album sessions on a
freelance basis. Platters by Hamp¬
ton and Lawrence will kick off the
line.
^

DECCA IN BIG PUSH
OF ‘80 DAYS’ SINGLE
Decca’s sales and promotion
staffers on the national and re¬
gional levels are on a concentrated
promotional push this week on the.
single record of the theme from
“Around The World in 80 Days.”
Platter couples Victor Young’s in¬
strumental version from the sound¬
track with a vocal version by Bing
Crosby.
The soundtrack set has become
one of the fastest track sellers in
disk history and the diskery aims
to have some of the sales rub off
on the single. In addition to road
trips by Decca personnel this week,
diskery is pushing with display
streamers and special mailings. The
Mike Todd pic is playing only , a
limited number of markets and
Decca figures that the potential of
the single is still far from realized.

Hampton in 1-Niters
Liqnel Hampton returned to New
York yesterday (Tues.) after a
three-week tour of Australia.
He starts a one-niter tour in
Clemson, S.C., Friday (3) with
dates in Charleston and Colutt>
bia (S.C.), Fayetteville and Dur¬
ham (N.C,), Charlottesville. (Va.),
White Plains (N. Y.) and Asbtfry
Park (N. J.) already set for the
rest of the month.
(

Boston, April 30.
Return of the big bands to New
England is seen here with the
$250,000 ballroom project now un¬
derway at Nantasket Beach in the
first building of a dancery in the
six-state region for more than a
decade. The old Ocean Gardens At
Nantasket is being completely re¬
constructed into an oceanfront
building along Miami lines to be
named the Surf. It opens June 14
with a big name band policy.
Already booked for the new spot
are Guy Lombardo, the Glenn Mil¬
ler Band led by Ray McKinley, and
the disk team Four Lads. William
J. Spence, young Harvard grad and
youngest son of the w.k. Rockland
banking and leather manufactur¬
ing family-, has made a survey of
the dancery biz and a result of his
findings feels that the dance biz,
hypoed by big bands, is now once
again on the ascent with big poten¬
tial to be realized.
Spence said he is negotiating
with Les Elgart orch, Tony Ben¬
nett, McGuire Sisters, Frankie
Laine and other top attractions for
ballrooms. His format will be:
South American dancing on Wed¬
nesdays; big name bands and name
singers on Friday nights; and a
special “Surf Style” dancing party
on Saturday nights.
Interior motif of the dancery
will be in rich pastels with a floor
comparable to those of the largest
ballrooms in the country. Capac¬
ity will be 4,500. A full wall of
picture windows will look out over
the ocean from a second floor vant¬
age point.
The entire Ocean Gardens build¬
ing is being rebuilt in ultra-modern
(Continued- on page 60)

Capitol for Dot
Hollywood, April 30.
Bob Willheim,. .assistant adver¬
tising manager and director of al¬
bum packaging at Capitol for the
last five years, swings over to Dot
Records May 13. as assistant to al¬
bum a&r chief Tom Mack. He
will be in charge of packaging and
specialize in design,. illustration
and editorial content for liners. .
Dot currently is working on its
first big album project with Mack
putting the. finishing touches to
the packaging .of .the .‘.‘Ten .Com¬
mandments” . soundtrack . .album
which the label, will-release in
May. It jviH be the first tieup
between Dot and Paramount Pic¬
tures, which recently acquired the
firm.
.
Jack Smothers was promoted
from editorial assistant to editorial
manager of Capitol, succeeding
Willheim.
Smothers will be iff
charge of preparing liners and ad
copy primarily for, trade publica¬
tions. He’ll report to Lou Scurrer, manager of advertising and
creative services. *

Meyers Music’s Diskery
Under New Rjchloy Wing

Silence Is Gold
Chicago, April 30.
Local bookers and club date
producers were summoned in
small groups to headquarters
of American Federation of
Musicians Local 10 last week
to be sounded out on the lo¬
cal’s policy revamp.
Chief clause under study is
union proposal that bands and
combos booked for programs
with dumb shows be paid for
the length of the show, includ¬
ing the time of act not requir¬
ing musical backing. A state¬
ment on union policy is prom¬
ised for this week.

$13,000,000 Suits
Vs. AFM Ordered
Baclrto Cal. Court
Los Angeles, April 30.
California District Court of Ap¬
peal sent the $13,056,850 musicians’
lawsuits against the American Fed¬
eration of Musicians back to. Su¬
perior Court for a new hearing.
This overruled a previous Superior
Court decision that jurisdiction
cannot be obtained in California
because Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
trustee of the Music Performance
Trust Fund, is an “indispensable
party” to the . action who is not
available in this state. '
Unanimous 46-page opinion by
the three-judge court ordered Su¬
perior Judge John J. Ford to re¬
hear arguments for preliminary in¬
junctions and the appointment of a
receiver.
Last January, when "‘Judge Ford
held he did not have jurisdiction
in the case, he declared that ex¬
cept for the problem of jurisdiction
“the exercise of a sound discretion
would probably require the grant¬
ing of a -preliminary injunction
and, perhaps, the appointment of a
receiver.”
Plaintiff musicians are suing
AFM, disk companies, film pro¬
ducers and tv webs to halt further
payments into the Trust Fund on
the grounds that some of these
payments represent coin belonging
(Continued on page 58)

NEVER ‘TOO LATE’ FOR
AUSTIN,BACK WITHRCA
Vet crooner Gene Austin has
been tapped to a longterm pact by
RCA Victor. After a long stay away
from wax, Austin returned to Vic¬
tor several weekfe"ago to record
“Too Late” for a tie-in( with “The
Gene Austin Story” on- NBC-TV's
“Goodyear Playfiopse.” , . ,4
Diskery now figures it'll have a
soundtrack wrapped up .if and
when a pic corrtpany goes after the
Gene- Austin story.
Austin began recording for Vic¬
tor 30 years ago and the diskery
has celebrated this mark with' a
gold “Little Nipper” award to the
crooner.
Fraternity's Bid
Chicago, April 30.
Fraternity Records is negotiating
for the purchase of 12 sides of
Gene Austin’s recordings from
Universal . Recording Co. here.
Fraternity plans to release these
as an LP album. The singer, whose
life was portrayed on NBC-TV’s
“Goodyear Theatre” April 21 has
been pacted by RCA Victor.
. Universal Recording prexy Bill
Putnam says no plans are yet
formed for the remaining 50 sides
of Austin’s Cuttings which his com¬
pany has had since 1948.

Columbia Records’ ““Buy” pro¬
gram for May and June will accent
the diskery’s jazz catalog. Cam¬
paign, tagged “Jazz Buy Columbia,”
follows the pattern of first of the
year's “Buy of Your Dreams,”
which accented mood music, and
the followup “Buy of Broadway,”
which was pegged on the label’s
original Broadway cast album.
That is, for one regular album pur¬
chased at $3.98 the consumer can
obtain another album at $1.98.
Col is launching its “JBC” cam¬
paign with 38 jazz packages. Six
new releases will be added to the
program in June. The June addi¬
tions are pegged oh bringing con¬
sumers back into the stores a sec¬
ond time. All albums will revert
back to their original $3.98 price
June 29.
The distributor buying period on
['the jazz push started April 29 and
will run through June 29.
The
recommended dealer cost is $1.85
per unit.
Among the artists in the jazz
program are Duke Ellington, Errolll Garner, Dave Brubeck, J. J.
Johnson, Kai Winding, Louis Arm¬
strong, Leonard Bernstein and Les
Elgart.
Continuing its “Buy of the
Month” program (one pop and one
classical album at $2.98 each), Col
has set for June »“Ring Around
Rosie” with Rosemary Clooney and
the Hi-Lo’s for pop and Sir Thomas
Beecham conducting Tchaikovsky’s
“Nutcracker Suite” for classical.
For its -May pop album release
schedule Col has set packages by
Andre Kostelanetz, Escudero, Shir¬
ley Jones & Jack Cassidy, Wild
Bill Davison, Marty Robbins and
Pearl Bailey. The lone Masterworks release is a Eugene Ormandy
(Philadelphia Orch) and, Dimitri
Mitropoulos (Philharmonic Symph
of N. Y.) coupling.

Victor Popping
Albums in May
RCA Victor is rolling into the
May album market with 13 pop
album releases and two conver¬
sions. There’ll be no classical re¬
lease during May because of Vic¬
tor’s trade-in promtion on long¬
hair sets which is running con¬
currently.
Highlighting the pop push are
Hugo Winterhalter's “Eyes of
Love,” Homer & Jethro's “Bare¬
foot Ballads,” Nilla Pizzi’s “Love
Me If You Want to,” Dell Wood’s
“Hot, Happy and Honky Tonk,”
Lee Wiley’s “West of the Moon”
and Barbara Carroll's “It’s a
Wonderful World.” The conver¬
sions are packages by the SauterFinegan orch and Shorty RogersAndre Previn.
For tbe-.“Save on Records” pro¬
gram for May, Victor is issuing
|ted Norvo’s ^Hi-Fi” for the jazz
field, Ray Bohr'S? “Big Sound on
iBrpadway”’ fot -pops, and Prokovieff’s : “Seventh Symphony” and
“Classical ■ Symphony” by Malko
and the PhilharhiOnia Orchestra
for the classical field.

Capitol Question: Who
Pubbed ‘Ho Bonnie’?

Meyers Music, Philadelphia firm,
expanded its activities last week
v/ith the purchase of Richloy Inc.,
retail outlet and one-stop in the
Philly area. Firm also launched
Hollywood, April 30. .
Peak Records, which will be a
The proverbial musician who lost
division of Richloy.
a
bass
fiddle,
has nothing on Van
Several personnel changes were
Alexander; he’s lost a publisher.
made with Augusta Meyers elected
Alexander
and
Frankie Froeba
to the prexy post. Henry Moeller
wrote “Ho Sa Bonnie” back in 1939
was made veepee and general man¬
and
Alexander
recorded
the tune
ager and John Durick was brought
with his own band, with Butch
in as retail manager, . Joe Pale
Stone
on
vocals.
was retained as head of shipping.
Last week the Merry Macs re¬
James E. Meyers, firm!s former,
vived the tune in a Capitol disk¬
prexy, was elected.chairman of the
ing and in the ensuing documen¬
board and retiVns.his .post as sec¬
tary technicalities it was discovered
retary-treasurer.
Meyers
will
leave shortly for. Europe to acquire
Jan Garber orch will open the that no one knows who published
new properties for his publishing Starlit Terrace of the Sevenoaks the song. There are no records
firm and to supervise recording Country Club, San Antonio, with available anywhere and Alexan¬
der’s memory isn’t that good.
sessions for Peak*
1 a dance May 8.
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Talent Multiplies, Jobs Lag
That*! the Big Future Problem at AGMA Sees It
At 20th Birthday
By MIKE ‘GROSS
Biggest problgfh facing the
American Guild of Mty&ical Artists
(AGMA) in its 20th arijii year is the
buildup of new musical groups to
keep pace with the increased num¬
ber of performer availabilities. Ac¬
cording to Hy Faine, AGMA’s na¬
tional exec secretary, “job oppor¬
tunities have increased but not in
proportion to the number of as¬
pirants who are continually comihg
into the field.”
AGMA staffers around the coun¬
try now are pitching for the estab¬
lishment of new groups, musical
societies, opera companies, etc., to
help raise the employment level in
the music performing field. In its
efforts along these lines, AGMA is
willing to cooperate to the extent
that it will go along with a non¬
union operation, for the time being,
just so long as a new musical group
gets going. AGMA also, is trying
to get Government aid for the es¬
tablishment of these groups.
Also on* AGMA's agenda is a
drive to get unemployment insur¬
ance and social security benefits for
musical performers. Hitch here is
that most of the musical outfits are
nonprofit orgs and the law states
that a nonprofit org isn’t required
to pay these benefits but it can
“volunteer” to do so.
It’ll be
AGMA's job to get them to “voir
unteer.”
AGMA is celebrating its 20th
anni next month with a three-day
conference in New York beginning
June 10. Theme of the conference
will be “The American Artist
Comes of Age.” Among the speak¬
ers skedded for the conference are
Columbia Records’ prexy Goddard
Lieberson,. choreographer Agnes
de Mille, opera singer Regina Resnik and concert manager Frederick
Schang.
AGMA membership now num¬
bers 3,000 and covers performers
in the opera,’ concert and ballet
fields.
‘Do We Want More Musicians?’
Paul Hume, music editor of the
Washington Post-Herald, will ad¬
dress two, general assemblies of the
National Catholic Music Educators
Association in St. Louis, May 4 to
8, on “Do We Want More Mu¬
sicians?” and “Where Is Music Go¬
ing iii America?”
The meeting is expected to at¬
tract 3,000 Catholic music educa¬
tors from all parts of the United
States.

German Disk Industry
Sells Nearly 40,000,000
Platters During 1956
Frankfurt, April 23.
The German record industry has
sprung a long way .in its postwar
development, producing nearly 40,000,000 platters during. 1956, ac¬
cord to a current report in Die
Schallplatte, German repord maga¬
zine. Light music and dance or¬
chestras lead in selling the most
platters, and a pair of new names
with the leading singers on indi¬
vidual platter disclicks—both with
songs about flowers.
Gitta Lind stacked up 650,000
sales, in four.ihonths. iov her. re¬
cording of “Weisser . fefolupder’’
(White ’.Lilacs) fp‘r Telefunken,1 arid
won herself a' golden record for
making over a'half million sales.
And “Das Edelweiss vom Wendeldelstein sung by the Hofmann
Sisters rated second place.
Next most-important sellers dur¬
ing 1956 on single platters in Ger¬
many were “In der Schweiz In der
Schweiz’ (In Switzerland, In
Switzerland), by Vico Toriani, and
“Das Alphorn” (The Alp Horn),
another click by the Hofmann Sis¬
ters.

MGM Pours 1st Album
For Marvin Rainwater
In a move to cash in on the top
selling pace set by hillbilly crooner
Marvin Rainwater, MGM Records
is running into market with a
12-inch LP. It’ll be Rainwater’s
first album exposure.
He’s currently riding, hot in the
singles market with “Find Me a
Bluebird.” Rainwater, who’s based
in Missouri/ 'is featured on tv’s
“Ozark Jubilee.”

Boston Council Sustains
Mayor’s Veto on Fees For
Jukeboxes in Hot Session

Boston, April 80.
The Boston City Council sus¬
tained the veto of Mayor John B.
Hyne^on jukebox fees at a stormy
.session last week. Charges that the
eotrncil’s committee on ordinances
1. Banana Boat... .Belafonte1
had not held true public hearings
: .’* • (RCA) ’
fun license fee charges produced a
2. Carousel tValiz... .Martin
bitter wrangle that prompted the
(Columbia)
president to threaten. to suspend
any member who. got too violent in
3. Girl Can’t Help.. Richard
his
accusations.
(Ronnex)
It was the third week of virtu¬
- 4. Ballerina .Cole
ally
unprecedented council fury,
(Capitol)
outgrowth of the council's vote to
5. Singing Blues.G. Mitchell
reduce the license fees on juke¬
(Philips)
boxes. The fight flared anew when
6. Join Smgin’. Johnston Bros..
Councilman Gabriel Piemonte
(Decca)
charged that hearings of the com¬
mittee
on ordinances under former
7. Net Als Toen.... Brokken
chairman Francis X. Ahearn “were
(Ronnex)
not
public
hearings in my define
8,. Moontrick Madrid.. Le.ahy
tion of the word.”
(MoonglowJ
The council voted to raise the fee
9. I’m Sorry..:.Platters
on pinball games from $35 to $100,
(Mercury)
an action which would add an esti¬
10. Stardust ............ Cole
mated $60,000 to the city treasury.
(Capitol)
Piemonte charged the public was
not aware of most committee hear¬
ings and that while the letter of
the law was being fulfilled the
“spirit of the law was being
Calvin Lampley has been named violated.”
recording director of pop album ar¬
Jukebox license fees were cut in
tists & repertoire at Columbia a previous stormy council session
Records. He had been -working on April 8 by a 5-3 vote which cut
as music editor in pop album divi¬ the weekday license from $50 to
$15 and the Sunday license from
sion for the past several years.
Robert Prince also has been $50 to $10, and also reduced the
upped in the Col orbit to assistant annual fee for playing radio or tv
recording director in the pop al¬ for public entertainment. This was
bum division. He had been music set at $10.
cuer in the engineering depart¬
David J. Baker, president of the
ment.
Both appointments were Massachusetts Music Operators
made by George Avakian, head of Assn., Said he had been requested
Col’s pop album division.
by Mayor Hynes to submit a report.

Col Ups Lampley, Prince

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
*opyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman, ■
Director. Atphabetically listed. *Lepit musical, tFilm. ttTV.
Survey Week of April 19-35, 1957
A Face In The Crowd—t“A Face In The Crowd” .. .Remick
A Little Loneliness ......
Sunbeam
A Lovely Night—tt“Cinderella” ’.'.Williamson
Almost Paradise .Peer
Butterfly .r.....M&P
Do I Love You—tt“Cinderella” .Williamson
Empty Arms ..
Ivory
I Could Have Danced All Night—*“My Fair Lady”.. Chappell
In My Own Little Corner—f?“CinderelIa” .Williamson
Ttaliano .
Harms
It’s Good To fee Alive—*“New Girl In Town”.ValyrIt’s Like Gettin’ A Donkey To Gallop .BVC
Just In Time—*“Bells Are Ringing” ..Stratford
Little’ Darlin’ .Excellorec
Lonely Man—t“Lonely Man” .Paramount
Look At ’Er—*“New.Girl In Town”.T.. Valyr
Mama Guitar—t“A Face In The Crowd”.Remick
Man On Fire—t“Man On'Fire”....
Robbins
Mangos—*“Ziegfeld Follies” .......Redd Evans
Marianne
.Montclare
Only Trust Your Heart....Feist
Party Doll...Jackie
Round and Round*....Rush
Seven Days in Barcelona ....Britton
„,Ten Minutes Ago—I f “Cinderella”1...Williamson
That’S Where I Shine . .Remick
Twelve O’clock Tonight ...Daniels
Two'Penny Piper ...Sequence
Warm And Tender .....Famous
Whistling Sergeant .Zodiac
Who Needs You ........Korwin

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
All Shook Up
i t-..Shalimar
Almost Paradise’.......Peer
Ballerina ........Jefferson
Banana Boat Song ..../..^Marks-B
Butterfly.. ......M&P
Chantez, Chantez ....?.....Chantez
Don’t Forbid Me ...... Roosevelt
Gone . ......H&R
I Dreamed .Trinity
Pm Walkin’.......
.Reeve
Just In Time—*“Bells Are Ringing” ..;.. Stratford
Little Darlin’ ....... Excellorec
Love Is Strange .....vGhazi
Love Letters In The Sand—t“Bernadine” ......... Bourne
Lucky Lips .... Tiger
Marianne ....
Montclare
Ninety-Nine Ways ...Mayland
Only Trust Your Heart .....Feist
Party (Doll ..... Jackie
Promises, Promises ....
Manchester
Round And Round ...
Rush
Sitting’ In The Balcony ....Bentley
Some Wonderful Day ......Desilu
Teen-Age Waltz .....Champagne
Ten Little Trees ...‘.Rayven
Walkin’ After Midnight ..Four Star
When Rpck And Roll Come To Trinidad.Marvin
Why, Baby, Why . .. . ...Winneton
Written On The Wind—1“Written On The Wind” .. Northern
Young And In Love.*.H&R
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On Ike Upbeat
purchase by Paramount,.. Fredd*
New York
Martin, longtime with RCA VicW
L. Wolfe Gilbert planed back to may exit the. label . , . Abe
the Coast Monday (29) after at¬ mond took on local distribution of
tending ASCAP board meeting and both- the Arwlii and Kent labels.
sneaking in a couple of tv-radio
plugs for his book, “Without
Chicago
Rhyme or Reason” ... MGM
Four Shade* of Rhythm onen
picked up the Bar Records’ master
of Hank Barnett’s “Forsaking All four-week stand at. St. Loui?
•Others” * . . Disk promoter Buddy Opera Club May 17.. . . Naturals
Basch engaged to Janice Meredith (3) pacted for a two-weeker at tha
Freeland . . . Joe Valino, Vik pact¬ Esquire Red Room. Dayton, o
ee, guested at. deejay Howard Mil¬ May 13 . . , Billy Wiiliams Quartei
ler’s Chicago Daily News Youth into Angelo's Studio Inn, Omaha
’
Rally at Chicago Stadium - Sunday for two frames Friday (3)
(28) . . . Johnny Richards orch de¬ Dizzy Gillespie starts his midwest
buts at a Town Hall concert May tour at Toledo, May 10 . . , Spike
11. Horace Silver Quintet also will Harrison into the Cliff Bells, De¬
be on the bill presented by Mort troit, June 3 for six. sets . . . FolkFega, New Rochelle disk jockey. singer Win Stracke will pair up
guitarist Richard Pick at the
Don Elliott will, appear at Bak¬ with
Gate of Horn here starting next
er’s Keyboard Lounge, Detroit, for Wednesday (8) . . . Henry Brandon
two weeks starting May 6 . .. .MGM orch will replace Ted Fio Rito’g
Records is distributing’ 1,000,000 group at' the Chez Paree May 18copies of a brochure listing its top¬ June 15, when Flo Rito tours with
selling hits. Titles are cross-refer¬ Sammy Davis Jr. ■■■
enced to* EPs and LPs . . . Colum¬
bia Records Transcription Divi¬
Pittsburgh
sion’s Father's Day promotion with
Gillette Safety Razor Co. was se¬
Reid Jaynes Trio back into Carllected the outstanding tiein sales ton House’s Town & Country
premium, plan of 1956 at the recent Lounge for another month’s stay,
annual convention of the Premium replacing Janet Noel combo . . ,
Advertisers of America. Promotion Cannonball Adderley into Craw*
was tied in with Col’s “Greatest ford Grill . . . Bobby Marshan out¬
Moments In Sports” album . . . fit playing the Rock 'n' Roll Room
Johnny Long took over the^ podium this week'. , . Kaye Ballard brought
at JRoseland Dance City yesterday an accompanist, Len Bergg^jwith
(Tues.)V . . Judy Scott, new Decca her to Dore’s on this trip . . .
pactee, guests on Ed Sullivan’s Frankie Barr band had option
CBS-TV show Sunday (5).
picked up again at Twin Coaches
^Specialty Records has given ... Buddy Lee, Lee Kelton and
London Records worldwide (except Tommy Carlyn bands alternating
for U.S. and Canada) distribution on regular dances at West View
to the entire Little Richard catalog Park’s Danceland , . . Luke Riley
.. . . Crooner-guitarist Eddie Hazell orch and Del Monacos will con¬
opened at the Jolly Fisherman, tinue at Holiday House through
Norwalk, Conn,, Monday (29) . . . the summer . . . Tune Tailors back
Danny Davis set by Decca to han¬ into Bali-Kqa indef . . . Joe Pape
dle record promotion for its Philly orch now in fifth year at Mona Lisa
branch. Lou Verzola is the Philly Lounge. They play there weekends
branch manager . . . Larry Sonn only . . . Chuck Marlin band re¬
orch kicked off a tour of the mid¬ newed for three months at Chez
west last week . . . “Songpluggers Dee. '
Day” at Fred Waring’s Shawneeon-Delaware set for June 11 . . .
San Francisco
Gene Feehan launches a one-hour
Kid Ory opening at the revital¬
experimental Jazz disk jockey pro¬
ized
Tin
Angel . . . Vic Damone at
gram, “Adventures in Modern Mu¬
sic,” over WFUV-FM tomorrow the Fairmont’s Venetian Room ..,
Perez
Prado
played a Sailors Union
(Thurs.) . . . Composer - arranger
Phil Moore set by Vik Records as dance Saturday (27) in Frisco and
the
Sands
in
Oklahoma the next
musical director for Lurle^an Hun¬
ter’s upcoming LP .. . Bbbby Short day . . . Mary Kaye Trio booked
into
Fack’s
II
May 22, With Enid
winds up a 28-week engagement at
the Red Carpet in mid-May and Mosier'and June Christy scheduled
the Andros Bros, spot June 19
opens at Billy’s in Cleveland, for
. . . Dave Brubeck following Erroll
May 27.
Garner into the Blackhawk, and
Modern Jara Quartet selected by Shelly Manne set for May 14 . ..
the National Assn, for the Ad¬ Frisco's Turk Murphy will play the
vancement of Colored People to Newpqrt Jazz Festival , . . Sarah
receive its first annual award for Vaughan, Count Basie and the rest
outstanding cultural contributions of the Birdland Stars did well at
in the field of music . . . Morgana the Frisco Opera House—should
King, Mercury pactee, currently have, with a $4.75 top.
at the Beau Brummel, eastside nitery . . . Pianist Virginia Parker
London
current playing her 12th week at
the
Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel,
Songstress Marian Ryan will
Chicago . . . Tonlmy Dean got his leave the Ray Ellington Quartet
draft board notice before his first early in June to concentrate on
RCA Victor recording session. He’s solo vaude and tv dates. She’s been
a cousin Of Gene Austin.
resident with the combo for over
- Lustig & Kahrs handling press for three years, and' has already been
George Avakian’s “Music for Mod¬ featured in a commercial tv show
erns” concert series ... Kirk Stuart for over a year . . . New Orleans
held over indefinitely at the Three clarinetist George Lewis wound
Gables, Stamford, Conn. . . . Della ■-1118 British tour at the Stoll Thea¬
Reese set for a week at the Bell- tre, London, Sunday (28), and is re¬
aire Club, Chester, Pa.," beginning ported to be in line for several
May 27 . . . A1 Hibbler on a string Continental dates before returning
Of one-niters through the Detroit to the U.S. May 11 . . . Gerry Mul¬
area until May 5 . . . Trudy Rich¬ ligan Quartet opened ' two-week
ards opens at the Zephyr Room, British concert tour at Royal Fes¬
Cleveland, May 7 . . . Don Ovens, tival Hall Saturday (27). Mulligan,
Capitol Records promotion man, without his combo, was featured
on a tour of deejays through the on BBC-TV a few hours -before ...
south . . . Patsy Shaw starts a toiir Johnnie Gray Band of the Day are
of Texas in Galveston May"25 . . . tipped to be the British end of the
Gloria Dee featured with Decca Anglo-U.S. exchange for the Jack
pactees, The Matys Bros., at Teagarden outfit which have been
offered dates here in the fall.
Wally’s Clover Club, Miami.
Morey Carr, singer-bassist with
The Playmates trio, convalescing
Philadelphia
at his New Jersey home following
The Jones Boys, Anne Reynolds
^n appendectomy.
and Ted Browne current at
Chubby's.
Lady Sheree, who
fronted a calypso group, Tho
* Hollywood
Trinidadians,
at the Jersey -.spot
Henry D. “Hank” Spalding,
founder-editor of Deejay mag, has last week, pacted by Bobby'
Robert
and
Jerome f or
sold out his interests in the pub¬ the summer atJay
Hotel President,
lication '. . /T. Tommy, a WSM
Atlantic
City
...
Trumpeter
Jimmy
(Nashville) radio announcer, Don
Reno and Red ^Smiley, both from Moore bringing his Transition AllStars
to
Snellenburg’s
Dep’t
Store
Roanoke, Va., and Whitey Knight May 25 and also slated for Jordanhave been pacted by Dot Records Marsh, Boston, and Gimbels, N.Y.
. . . Eddie Cochran, Liberty Rec¬ Combo will give lecture-recital
ords pactee, back from Chi where tracing history of jazz . . . Eydie
he headlined a‘'youth rally.
Gorme replaced Georgia Gibbs, a
Burl Ives’ new non-exclusive last-minute cancellation 'at the
pact with Decca leaves him free Latin Casino because of ptomaine
for disking with other labels . . . poisoning *. . Danny Davis, former
Solor Records inked Johnny Brad¬ promotion man for Eddie Fishers
ford, co-writer of the Dinah Shore disks, named local promotion man¬
tv shows . . . Joanne Dru getting ager for Decca Records . . . Bass
tips from' Helen O’Connell on her player Earl “Gumpy” Comfort,
projected platter debut . . . Randy longtime Embassy Club fixture, has
Wood tossed a Bevhills Hotel party joined Lenny Herman’s band i°r
for all employees to mark Dot’s a Las Vegas date .
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To Lure D.J. Attention oil New Disks
Difficulty of getting disk jockey'
Exposure on new releases was
highlighted- last week with the
launching of a couple of special
promotions to draw attention to
the new-platters. With the dee jays
continually getting close td 100
new releases every week, most mu¬
sic bizites figure that you’ve got to
do “something different” to pull a
record out of the heap.
Last week’s “something differ¬
ent’ took the form of contests with
rCA color tv sets as the big prize.
Iroriically, RCA Victor isn’t inyolved in either of the promotions.
• Archie Bleyer, Cadence Records
prexy, kicked off his contest for
“Part Time Gal” cut by a new
group tagged The. Bobbsey Twins.
Contest is in the form of a'guess¬
ing game to identify .the two. chirp¬
ers on the platter. First dee jay
who ‘ guesses correctly gets the
color set. First 10 listeners who
guess correctly get RCA portable
tv sets.
According to Bleyer, it’s getting
tougher and tougher to get turn¬
table exposure, especially on new
artists. “A record today needs
something extra to kick off and
maybe the contest’s the thing.
Every record needs an initial
week’s exposure and. if it has what
the public wants it’ll Start rolling
on its own. Trouble is that most
records don’t get that first week’s
help.” The Cadence contest, winds
tip May-/ 26.
Goldie Goldmark, general pro¬
fessional manager of-the Moe Gale
firms, is running the other color tv
giveaway. His push is on the Epic
waxing by Sal Mineo of “Start
Movin’.” For the past two weeks,
Goldmark has been sending out
teaser postcards on the Mineo plat¬
ter. The cards were sent daily and
numbered consecutively. First five
deejays in the.-east and first five
in the west who return the 11 con¬
secutively numbered cards get the
color tv. sets^
As one music biz exec said, “It’s
one way to sell RCA color tv sets.”

HCL (Hi Cost of Live)
Hollywood, April 30.
JBy .conservative estimate,, it
costs six times as much to use
live music on a tv program in-,
stead of canned music, accord¬
ing to Dixon Dern, CBS-TV
attorney. :
In talking to the California
Copyright
Conference
last
week on “Who’s Shaking the
Money Tree?” Dem. indicated
that someone shook the money
tree too hard, by the tremen¬
dous amount of canned music
in. use today.
Dern, discussing net copy¬
right practices before the
trade group, saw ho allevi¬
ation until present AFM mu¬
sic performance trust fund
iHiles are chhnged.

Della Ckiesa’sVlPLabel
Songstrfess Vivian Della Chiesa
is doubling as disk company exec,
She’s set up her own VIP label in
partnership with Joseph Lupia.,
Miss Della Chiesa will record
for the label under the name of
■ViVienne.
Diskery already has
inked the A1 Conte Quartet.

Toolers Amalgamate With
Their Hollywood Brethren;
Reason: Foreign Tracks
Hollywood, April 30.
.In first gesture of.solidarity with
other AFL unions, ip -Hollywoqd,
new administratiDn of' musicians
Local 47 is joining Holly woodAFL
Film Council, and also:reaffiliating
with Los Angeles Central Labor
Council after many years' absence.
. Film council long sought Federa¬
tion local tieup but was unsuccess¬
ful Significantly,; longtime film
council battle against “runaway”
film production overseas has corol¬
lary in tooters’ drive against use of
imported soundtrack for vidpix.

Gunningham, 6 Others
Reelected By ASCAP
Paul Cunningham was reelected
to his second term as prexy of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers by the board
of directors at their meeting in
N. Y. last Thursday (25).
The following six officers were
also reelected: Louis Bernstein and
Otto A. Harbach, veepees; John
Tasker Howard, secretary; Saul H.
Bourne, treasurer; George W.
Meyer, assistant secretary,’ and
Frank H. Connor, assistant treas¬
urer. ' •
Cunningham is the seventh pres¬
ident of ASCAP.
According to
ASCAP laws he can be reelected
for one more term.

: .Channcl-on-'the-Rock*
London,. April 30.
British jazz fans are no; ,
longer content to jive their
way down the river Thames to
music from hot combos on
riverboats. Now they’ve gone
a step further and intend to
“Rock Across the Channel”
on a no-passport day trip to
France.
The voyage is set for June
1, and has been sponsored by
a rock ’n’ roll club and a Lon¬
don coffee house. The trip
will cost $5.60. There’ll be six
combos on board along with
several guest artists.

Rushing’s Brit. Tour
London, April 30.
Yank blues singer Jimmy Rush¬
ing is to make a three-week Brit¬
ish tour with the Humphrey Lyttelto" band in September. ..No
spots have yet been fixed, but the
tour will be handled by the Lynn
Dutton office.
Rushing was with the Count
Basie orch until 1950, when he
left to form his own combo.
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE• The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and thtee'ways in the case of tunes {coin machines, retail dislcs and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

[All Shook Up
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)^..-(Peace In The Valley
(Too Much
DIAMONDS (Mercury) .
Little Darlin’
PERRY COMO (Victor) .-.. Hound and Round
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol).Gone
CHUCJC BERRY (Chess) ... School Days
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot) . Come, Go With Me
FATS DOMINO (Imperial).• i”i-;;j;}§u3Sday
FAT BOONE (Dot) ..

9

5

10

10

POSITIONS
This
Last.
Week Week

(Why, Baby, Why
(I’m Waiting Just Fof You ;
(Love Letters In The Sand

BUDDY KNOX (Roulette) ....Party Doll
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) .Ilhe^ant B^afsong
. TUNES
(*ASCAP. fBMI).
TUNE

PUBLISHER

1

(ALL SHOOK UP .

2

(ROUND AND ROUND .......... Rush
(LITTLE DARLIN’ .‘..'. Excelloric

3

5

6

(I’M WALKIN’ .........Reeve
(BUTTERFLY.. Hill & Range

7
8
9

10

Presley-Shalimar

(PARTY DOLL. Jackie
(WHY, BABY, WHY.1.. Winneton
(GONE .:.Hill & lange

4

10
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Film Songs’Words Gotta Fit Plot
And Not Exploitation, Argues Glazer

VARIETY Scoreboard

Keeping Up With Jones
On Rock V Roll; Prof
" Puts Beat on a Couch
Austin, Tex., April 30. .
, There’s nothing ' wrong with
rock ’n’ roil music itself, says a
professor of music at the U. of
Texas, but adds, “it's the beer hall
atmosphere and some of the peo¬
ple associated with rock ’n’ roll that
is objectionable,”
Dr. Archie NJ Jones, the profes¬
sor, said iiTan interview that “it is
impossible for any type music to be
immoral. The immorality x>f the
question comes in only when peo¬
ple are involved.”
■ Objectionable to him he said, is
that some rock ’n’ roll professional
performances, are. not well done
and, in his opinion, not in good
taste. ‘
. “It might well be possible,” he
continued, “that some other per¬
former might take the same songs
that Elvis Presley sings and do
them well.”
A parent himself, Dr. Jones said,
“I see nothing harmful about a
bunch of kids playing and dancing
to rock ’n’ roll music in their
homes or at a well supervised
school activity.”
Dr. Jones said rock ’n’ roll is no
matter of importance. It is* only
another part of the cycle of “fadism” which has been with us for
the last 30 years, he said. The rock
’n’ roll era is similar to the Black
Bottom, Bunny Hug and Charles¬
ton craze of the ’20s or the; hysteria
exemplified by fans of crooners
speh as Frank Sinatra in the early
’40s.
• “However, no popular movement
ever stays with us as such, but its
influence does. It Is impossible
to have rfhy type of music or musi¬
cal fad that doesn’t have an im¬
pact or does not color music to a
certain extent, but I doubt that
rock ’n’ roll will be anything but
a memory as a name.”
Some’ of the reasons he gave for
the probable death of this type of
music. ,
• 1. “The term rock ’n’ roll doesn’t
identify anythin g—the music
doesn’t actually ’rock ’n’ roll’.
2. “it is not a distinctive form of
jazz, but only a way of playing al¬
most any jazz piece.

MtSIC

(SCHOOL DAYS.(.^. ArG
*COME, GO WITH ME.
Pincus

Films today have a tendency to
overplay, special tunes, says .Tom
Glazer, the .ballad singer, who re¬
cently Wffft# the score for his first
picture/’Elia Kazan’s “A Face in
the Crowd.”
‘There’s nothing wrong with
good songs, of course; but when
thq lyrics have nothing to do with
the story, it’s just not good scor¬
ing,” he commented , in Gotham
Monday (29), “There’s a great
deal of pressure that is put on to
feature sehgs in films as an exploi¬
tation gimmick, but unless they ac¬
tually fit in, I can’t see it working
out too well.”
For “Fape in the Crowd,” Glazer *
wrote six songs, which actually fit
into the action, i.e. a number blar¬
ing out of a jukebox or coming
from a radio, etc. In addition, he
wrote the background score for the
Andy Griffith starrer.
Is there too much background
music in pix generally? “I think it
takes almost superhuman objectiv¬
ity on the *part of the music direc¬
tor not to’ put too much music into
the score,” he said.
In. a departure from the norm,
“Face” ends without the custom¬
ary musical flourish. Instead, the '
soundtrack features city, noises.
‘,‘When Kazan first suggested this,
I thought it a little unusual,” ob¬
served Glazer. “But then I real¬
ized that this noise is a- kind of
music in itself. It doesn’t soften
the ending.”
Glazer stressed the importance
of the score enhancing the action
of a film rather than imposing it¬
self on the viewer’s consciousness.
He spent ten months On “Face,”
helping to prep Griffith for ,his
musical nuntbers. “Actually, ‘Face
in the Crowd’ contains as much
music as a regular musical, only
this is ‘realistic’ scoring, with the
music properly integrated,” he
noted.
Though he intends to continue
with his recording and concert ac¬
tivities, Glazer* said he was dis¬
cussing with Budd Schulberg to do
the music on Schulberg’s first pic¬
ture as air indie. Glazer collabo¬
rated with . Schulberg on writing
the lyrics for the songs in “Face in
the Crowd,” which will be released
by Warner Bros.
Glazer thought that, generally,
not enough attention was paid on
the Coast to the question of scor¬
ing.
“They’re mostly concerned
with the individuals and their back¬
grounds,” he said.
“They use
mostly people from the Continent,
and the scoring is along the classi¬
cal, symphonic line. It’s alright, of
course, but not overly original.” *

PAT BALLARD’S R’N’R
- BUYS FROM HEFTY BEAL
While en route from Florida,
cleffer Pat Ballard bought a cata¬
log of rockabilly tunes from Hefty
’Beal, Savannah (Ga.), songsmith,
and plans to go into immediate
production on a set of independent
r&r masters.
“If you want money out of the
music biz there’s no use trying to
sell top hats when the demand is
for sport caps,” Ballard, “and
three-fourths Of the nation’s record
b.uyef-s are on .‘strike against musi¬
cally arranged; Material. The slick
album$. sell to .the .other fourth and
anybody who wants pop loot is silly
to pretend that nayne writers, per-”
formers and top labels impress the
kids with the money to spend. If
it ‘ain’t got that sound it won’t get
off the ground’.”
Ballard has a couple of aggrega¬
tions under option to turn out the
master tapes.

Sonny James’ 5,000 Draw
Plus a Fireman's Badge
Ottawa, April 30.
Sonny James, Alabarna - born
singer Of the Capitol hit, “Young
Love,” got an honorary member¬
ship in the Ottawa Fire Dept, here
last week (24). In return he dedi¬
cated a number, “My God Is Real,”
to the hose brigade. He, Johnny
Cash, Carl Perkins and station
CFRA Happy Wanderers drew
5,000 to the Coliseum here at $2.50
top.
Not generally known is that
James, who’ll be 27 tomorrow
(Wed.), was a front-line sergeant
with the U. S. Army for 15 months
in ’51-’52.
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Finalists in Neapolitan
Song Fest Irk Also-Rans

Upcoming issue of Life, with picture story on Budapest Quartet,
marks 'another coup by Columbia Records’ Debbie Ishlon and Eleanor
Morrison. It follows previous mag stores on Glpnn Gould, New York
Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein and other, longhair personalities.
Yarns on serious music are generally regarded as havinjg little interest
for the average reader and chamber music, of course, has a limited
esoteric following, hard-core and devoted, relatively small." Budapesters
are the top quartet in the business, the leading box-office foursome
since their U.S. debut In 1930.- Gjon Mill, Lifotographer, lensed the
quartet in Yakiifla, Wash, and Missoula, Mont., in addition to eastern
dates, to make the pic yarn.

H wood Still Romancing Title Songs
For Disk Tieups and Plugging Values

Rome, April 30.
A hassle of unexpected dimen¬
sions has broken out in the Italo
music biz following the announce¬
ment of finalists''in the . upcoming
Neapolitan Song Festival. Event,
which takes place May 14-16,. is
considered the world series of the
Neapolitan song, and serves as an
important springboard for new
tunes.
Trouble developed when the
jury of eight newsmen and mu¬
sicians announced the titles of the
20 songs admitted to the finals.
Five were by the same author,
Rendine (a wellknbwn local tunesmith), while four more were also
written by a single person, and
three others likewise were from
the'pen of one author, leaving only
eight “single” finalists.
The multitude of also-rans, in¬
cluding several distinguished
names in the field, seized on this
factor for a^Collective protest, add¬
ing cries of rigging, etc. Letters
have already begun, pouring into
RAI-TV officer

Audio Fidelity is gqing on a Latino binge In a tieup with the
Musart firm of Mexico. Audio Fidelity will reproduce the Musart
catalog for U.$. release at $3.98 per 12-inch LP. Initial Musart" re¬
leases include: “Paso Dobles” (Bullfight music); “El Tango Argentino”;
“Ritmo Sabroso” arid “Rico Cha Cha Cha,” the last two by the Ramon
Marquez orch. The next group, scheduled for release during the next
few months includes: “Viva Mexico,” “Augustin Lara Plays Augustin
Lara,” “Fantasia. Carioca,” “Guitar Classics” and “Music From The
Tropics.” About 50 other albums are currently in production, for re¬
lease through the fall t and winter'seasdns. ~

--

With an eye to the continually growing importance of album covers
in the packaged goods market, Coral Records is issuing a special
color catalog called Colorama. In addition to the listings and photos
of the 117 12-inch.LPs in the Coral catalog, the booklet also contains
a complete listing of all available EP sets as well as a listing of the
Coral Silver StaF Series (bestselling singles). The Colorama is now
being shipped to dealers around the country.

4-

Dr, List to Europe
For Westminster
Dr. Kurt List, musicai director
at Westminster Records, leaves for
Europe Saturday (4) to supervise
overseas recording sessions for the
label. # He’s taking along several
Westminster recording engineers
to work with him : on sessions
scheduled in London, Paris and
Vienna.
Dr. List’s emphasis will be
placed on Westminster’s stereotape line. He’ll be gone about
three months.

D.J. Subs March in D.C.
Washington, April 30.
A last-minute cancel-out by Hal
March on Friday (26) caused the
Washington Newspaper Guild to
substitute Jackson Weaver, WMAL
disk jockey, as emcee of the an¬
nual Front Page Ball.
Other
.entertainers
included
Nejla Ates and jazz pianist Eddie
Haywood.

Jacques Singer, director of the
Corpus Christi (Texas) Symphony
Orchestra, will be guest conductor
next season at Havana; Philhar¬
monic Jan. .20, and at Rochester,
Philharmonic, Feb. 27.

The musical’ Score for the forthcoming United Artists pic, “Bayou,”
will be handled by Miller Music, one of the Big Three companies.
Dick Noel already lias cut the title song for the Fraternity label.
Score was written by Edward I. Fessler, who also co-directed the film.
(Continued on page .60)

BETAIL DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLEBS
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KASclETY
Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports obtained from leading stores in
20 cities and showing cbmparative sales rating for this
and last week.
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' ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“AU Shook Up”. .... 1
DIAMONDS (Mercury)’
“Little Dartin'”.:. .... 4
PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Rapnd and Round”. .... 2
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
7
8
“School Daya”....
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot)
“Come, Go With Me”.... .... 7
EATS DOMINO (Imperial)
6
“I'm Walkin'”...
.
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)
. “Gene”.. .... 3
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
“Party Doll”.:... • * • • 5
*
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Why; Baby, Why”. .... 9
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“Mama, Look at Bubu”.t-- .... 10
STEVE LAWRENCE (Coral)
“Party Doll'*:.. .. ....
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity)
“So Rare”.....
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
“Butterfly” .
TAB HUNTER.'(Dot)
“Ninety-Nine Ways”.
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“I’m Sorry”.
GUY. MITCHELL (Columbia)
“Rock-A-Billy” .
TARRIERS (Glory)
“The Banana Boat Song”. .
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VDark Moon”.
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“A White Sport Coat”.
KEN COPELAND (Imperial)
“Pledge of Love”. ......
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty)
“Lucille” ....
COASTERS-CAtco)
“Searching” ..._
RICKY NELSON (Verve)
“I'm Walkin'1”...........
TOMMY SANDS (Capitol)
“Teen-Age Crush”_....
CHARLIE GRACIE (Cameo)
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Hollywood’s romance with title
songs is blooming again. Aim, of
course, is tci grab that disk tieup
and work for a click that’ll help
the promotional values of the pic.
The diskers, too, for the most
part are going along by putting the
titlers into the groove hoping that
the plug values of the -film will ex¬
pedite disk jockey exposure.
Newest wrinkle in getting the
titlers on wax is to cull a theme
\iFom the background score to make
up a pop single. Alex North has
done it with his theme for “The
“Bachelor Party” and Kenyon Hop¬
kins with his theme music from
“The Strange One” and “12 Angry
Men.” Other fresh angle is getting
the composers themselves to put
their works into the groove. North
has done it for RCA Victor while
Hopkins is cutting for Cadence.
The studio bosses, however,
haven’t entirely discounted the
value of getting a title song written
especially for the film. They either
insert the tune in the story or
have it run off with the credits at
the beginning of the film.
On the way are such picturesong ties as “Boys On a Dolphin,”
“Island In The Sun,” “China
Gate,” “Man On Fire” and “A Face
In The Crowd.”

British Disk Sales Sear
So Everyone Getting Into
Retail Act as $ Sideline
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London, April 23.
British disk sales, which soared
to unprecedented heights last year
and look set to shatter the new
record by the end of 1957, are
tempting everyone to get in on the
act. Drug stores, dairy chain stores,
tobacconists and photographic con¬
cerns are all trying to edge their
way into the money spinning busi¬
ness.
\
One of Britain’s oldest chain of
photographic studies are remodel¬
ing the whole pattern of their busi¬
ness to embrace the platter field.
Polyfoto, a subsidiary of the Dufay
concern, have a heavy schedule
planned for the future conversion
of 20 of their major studios
throughout the country. Already,
four of their key shops In London
are selling disks as well as por¬
traits.
The first td open last September
in the Strand, has trebled its busi¬
ness.
Customers buying $2.80
worth of disks are given a voucher
entitling them to a reduction
on any pictures they have taken
in a Polyfoto studio. Now they’ve
opened another store on Piccadilly,
where they also operate a theatre
ticket counter, but as yet, has not
been equipped as a photographic
studio.
Negotiations are also under way
by a large chain of dairy stores to
retail platters, and many smaller
concerns, representing practically
all fields -of retailing are eyeing
disk selling prospects.

Salisbury Not Only
Dry. But Tone Deaf

--—;-jj-

l

__

Salisbury, jjrass., April 30.
This nbw completely dry seaside
community turned a deaf ear to
music this week.
Some 300 residents had signed
a petition to. appropriate $10,000
for a bandstand and $16,000 to
support musical programs, but the
measure was deferred indefinitely
at a special town meeting when
only 175 persons showed up.
The town voted dry in the last
election, killing the night spots
that dominated the beach strip
last season. Only club planning
to open this summer is the
Frolics, 1,200-seater which has
played big name singers for the
past several seasons. Owner Dennie Mulcahey plans to open under
the same name policy. this year
despite the dry atmosphere.

Ive*’ Decca Longie
Burl Ives has inked another long¬
term deal with Decca Records. He’s
been with the label for the past
13 years'.
Diskery cuts Ives for tht pop,
folk and kidisk markets.
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Finalists in Neapolitan
Song Fest Irk Also-Rans

Inside Stuff—Music
Upcoming issue of Life, with picture story on Budapest Quartet,
marks another coup by Columbia Records' Debbie Ishlon and Eleanor
jVlorrison. It follows previous mag stores on Glenn Gould, New York
philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein and other longhair personalities.
Yarns on serious music are generally regarded as having little interest
for the average reader and chamber music, of course, has a limited
esoteric following, hard-core and devoted, relatively small.' Budapesters
are the top quartet in the business, the leading box-office foursome
since' their U.S. debut in 1930.. Gjon Mill, Lifotographer, lensed the
nuartet in Yafldifia, Wash, and Missoula, Mont., in addition to eastern
dates, to make the pic yarn.

Rome, April 30.
A hassle of unexpected dimen¬
sions has broken out in the Italo
music biz following the announce¬
ment of finalists-^in the . upcoming
Neapolitan Song Festival. Event,
which takes place ■ May 14-16,. is
considered the world series of the
Neapolitan song, ’ and serves as an
important springboard for new
tunes.
Trouble developed when the
jury of eight newsmen and mu¬
sicians announced the titles of the
20 songs admitted to the finals.
Five were by the same author,
Rendine (a wellknown local tunesmith), while four more were also
written by a tingle person, and
three .other* likewise were from
the 'pen of one author, leaving only
eight “single” finalists.
The multitude of also-rans, in¬
cluding several distinguished
names in the field, seized on this
factor for a^collective protest, add¬
ing cries of rigging, etc. Letters
have already begun, pouring into
RAI-TV offices

Audio Fidelity is going on a Latino binge in a tieup with the
firm of Mexico. Audio Fidelity will reproduce the Musart
catalog for U.{5. release at $3.98 per 12-inch LP. Initial Musart' re¬
leases include: “Paso Dobles” (Bullfight music); “El Tango.Argentino”;
“Ritmo Sabroso” and “Rico Cha Cha Cha,” the last two by the Ramon
Marquez orch. The next group, scheduled for release during the next
few months includes: “Viva Mexico,” “Augustin Lara Plays Augustin
Lara,” “Fantasy Carioca,” “Guitar Classics” and “Music From The
Tropics.” About 50 other albums are currently in production for re¬
lease through the fall.and winter'seasons. "
Musart

With an eye to the continually growing importance of album covers
In the packaged goods market, Coral Records is issuing a special
color catalog called Coloraraa. In addition to the listings and photos
of the 117 12-inch.LPs in the Coral catalog, the booklet also contains
a complete listing of all available Ep sets as well as a listing of the
Coral Silver Star Series (bestselling singles). The Colorama is now
being shipped to dealers around the country. ‘
.

Jacques Singer, director of the
Corpus Christ! (Texas) Symphony
Orchestra, will be guest conductor
next season at Havana; Philhar¬
monic Jan. .26, and at Rochester,
Philharmonic, Feb. 27.

The musical score for the forthcoming United Artists pic, “Bayou,”
will be handled by ^mler Music, one of the Big Three companies.
Dick Noel already has cut the title song for the Fraternity label.
Score was written by Edward I. Fessler, who also co-directed the film.
(Continued on page .60)

H wood Still Romancing Title Songs
For Disk Tieups and Plugging Values
+

Dr, List to Europe
For Westminster
Dr, Kurt List, musicai director
at Westminster Records, leaves for
Europe Saturday (4) to supervise
overseas recording sessions for the
label. He's taking along several
Westminster recording engineers
to work with him on sessions
scheduled in London, Paris and
Vienna.
Dr. List’s emphasis will be
placed on Westminster’s stereo¬
tape line. He’ll be gone about
three montjhs.

D.J. Subs March in D.C,
Washington, April 30.
* A last-minute cancel-out by Hal
March on Friday (26) caused the
Washington Newspaper Guild to
substitute Jackson Weaver, WMAL
disk jockey, as emcee of the an¬
nual Front Page Ball.
Other
.entertainers
included
Nejla Ates and Jazz pianist Eddie
Haywood.

RETAIL DISK AND ALBUM REST SELLERS
m
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Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
20 cities and shouting com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last toeefc.
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
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Hollywood’s romance with title
songs is blooming again. Aim, of
course, isr td grab that disk tieup
and work-for a click that’ll help
the promotional values of the pic.
The diskers, too, for the most
part are going along by putting the
titlers into the groove hoping that
the plug values of the -film will ex¬
pedite disk jockey exposure.
Newest wrinkle in getting the
titlers on wax is to cull a theme
from the background score to make
up a pop single. Alex North has
done it with his theme for “The
“Bachelor Party” and Kenyon Hop¬
kins with his theme music from
“The Strange One” and “12 Angry
Men.” Other fresh angle is getting
the composers themselves to put
their works into the groove. North
has done it for RCA Victor while
Hopkins is cutting for Cadence.
The studio bosses, however,
haven’t entirely discounted the
value of getting a title song written
especially for the film. They either
insert the tune in the story or
have it run off with the credits at
the beginning of the film.
On the way are such picturesong ties as “Boys On a Dolphin,”
“Island In The Sun,” “China
Gate,” “Man On Fire” and “A Face
In The Crowd.”

British Disk Sales Soar
So Everyone Getting Into
Retail Act as $ Sideline
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' ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“AH Shook Up”..
1
1
DIAMONDS (Mercury)’
“Little
Darlln'”.:.
2
2
PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Round and Round”.
3
3
“ CHUtfK BERRY (Chess)
“
“School Daya”..
4
10
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot)
“Come, Go With Me”...
5
4
PATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“I'm Walkin'”.
6
6
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)
7
6 . “Gone”..
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
“Party Doll”..:...
8
5
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Why; Baby, Why”.
9
9
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
io
“Mama, Look at Bubu”....
8
STEVE LAWRENCE (Coral)
11A 10
“Party Doll”:.
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity)
11B 20. “So Rare”....
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
13
12
“Butterfly” .
TAB HUNTER (Dot)
14
“Ninety-Nine Ways”.
15
PLATTERS (Mercury)
15 .23
“I'm Sorry”.....
GUY. MITCHELL (Columbia)
16A
“Rock-A-Billy” ..
TARRIERS (Glory)
16B
“The Banana Boat Song”. .
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)
18A 23
“Dark Moon”.
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia) —
18B *8
“A White Sport Coat”.
KEN COPELAND (Imperial)
20
“Pledge of Love”..
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty)
20B 13
“Lucille” .
COASTERS (Atco)
20C_ 20
“Searching”.
RICKY NELSON (Verve)
20D 20
“I'm Walkin’..
TOMMY SANDS (Capitol)
24 _ 18
“Teen-Age Crush”...
CHARLIE GRACIE (Cameo)
25
14
“Butterfly”'...
1
3
2
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London, April 23.
British disk sales, which soared
to unprecedented heights last year
and look set to shatter the new
record by the end of 1957, are
tempting everyone to get in on the
act. Drug stores, dairy chain stores,
tobacconists and photographic con¬
cerns are all trying to edge their
way into the money spinning busi¬
ness.
\
One of Britain’s oldest chain of
photographic studies are rem<?deling the whole pattern of theif busi¬
ness to embrace the platter field.
Polyfoto, a subsidiary of the Dufay
concern, have a heavy schedule
planned for the future conversion
of 20 of their major studios
throughout, the country. Already,
four of flieir key shops in London
are selling disks as well as por¬
traits.
The first to open last September
in the Strand, has trebled its busi¬
ness. Customers buying $2,80
worth of disks are given a voucher
entitling them to a reduction
on any pictures they have taken
in a Polyfoto studio. Now they’ve
opened another store on Piccadilly,
where they also operate a theatre
ticket counter, but as yet, has not
been equipped as a photographic
studio.
Negotiations are also under way
by a large chain of dairy stores to
retail platters, and many smaller
concerns, representing practically
all fields of retailing are eyeing
disk selling prospects.

Salisbury Not Only
Dry] But Tone Deaf

-1-ji—/ .■

Salisbury, jjrass., April 30.
This now completely dry seaside
community turned a deaf ear to
music this week.
Some 300 residents had signed
a petition to appropriate $10,000
for a bandstand and $16,000 to
support musical programs, but the
measure was deferred’ indefinitely
at a special town meeting when
only 175 persons showed up.
The town voted dry in the last
election, killing the night spots
that dominated the beach strip
last season. Only club planning
to open this summer is the
Frolics, 1,200-seater which h^s
played big name singers for the
past several seasons. Owner Dennie Mulcahey plans to open under
the same name policy. this year
despite the dry atmosphere.

Ives' Decca Longie
Burl Ives has inked another long¬
term deal with Decca Records. He’s
been with the label for the past
13 years'.
Diskery cuts Ives for th« pop,
folk and kidisk markets.

UAniEfr

MUSIC

Small Combo Reviews
DREX BROOME ORCH (4)
Hotel President, Kansas City
In its current booking.of a musi¬
cal combo into
!
Room, the Hotel President has
reached out for a group new to the
spot. Drex Broome has led a group
for a number of years* largely in
more western and southern areas.
In here originally for four weeks,
crew looks to stay eight or 10, be¬
fore moving on to a date already
set in June at the Antlers Hotel,
Colorado Springs..
Music is generally along stand¬
ard lines with emphasis on med¬
leys and the established tunes.
There's versatility in the instru¬
mentation with Broome handling !
the reeds and flute, Wally Frazee]
on trumpet, Bobby Wade on drums
and .Henry Kendall on piano. At1

times Broome uses a Hammond in¬
stead of piano, but for this intime
room the piano is the choice. Lead
phrase and Kendall comes in for
some expert fingerings at times.
Vocally there is some trio work
with Broome, Frazee and Wade
joining in, and Broome takes a
solo on uptempo types from time
to time. Instrumentally they throw
in Latin or dixieland.if the crowd
takes to it, and generally keep the
music at pleasnt pitch in the room.
Quin,

:

time ago, holding forth presently
with Julius Peskan and his unit in
the street-level room. The unit is
in town for the first time,' coming
from Chi, and previously worked
in Canadian spots.
Peskan handles the fiddling, Mi¬
chael Horvat is at the piano, Nor¬
man Goldie on electric guitar and
Andrew Goldie on string bass.
While 4he CMWAPuts the emphasis
oh the"feyp^rhythms, backing up
Peskan’s violin, they round out the
evening with. Latins, standards,
pops, musical comedy tunes and
even some light classicals. Much
of . their work is dinner music,' but
Non weekends they put up the tunes
for dancing. They are an able
crew.
Quin.

Weinstroer Coasting

Norm Weinstroer, Coral Records’
general sales manager, left for the
JULIUS PESKAN ORCH (4)
Coast
Sunday (281 for an o:o, of his
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City
The. Muehlebach is continuing distribution setup in Los Angeles,
San
Francisco
find Seattle.
the policy of gypsy music which it
He’ll be gone about 10 days.
installed in its Cafe Picardy some

•G'N

Tin Pan’s Spring Song—
To Europe We Will Go’
The . spring wanderlust
has
caught up with the music business.'
A flock of Tin Pan Allfeyites al¬
ready booked passage to England
and the Continent to 6.6. the music
biz scene there, and get back home
before June 20 when the tourist
season begins.
Leadingn the peregrinations this
week is publisher Loir Levy, who
leaves-today (Wed.) for his Lon¬
don-based Leeds Enterprises and
confabs with his chiefs there—Sal
Chianti and " Cyril Simons. Also
skedded. for European junkets are
Herman Starr, boss of" the War¬
ner,.. Bros. firms; * Dick Volter of
Shapiro-Bernstein; Sid Goldberg,
Deqca Records sales chief, and Is
Horowitz, head of Decca’s classical
department. Jack Mills and his.
biz manager Mack Stark, making
his first overseas hop, already in
London.

Continued from pare 53
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to individual musicians, either in
the form of diverted wage hikes
or re-use fees from the sale of old
film features to tv. Reruse fees
formerly went to individual mu¬
sicians! concerned in the scoring of
the pix in question; in June, 1955,
they were switched to the Trust
Fund.
Opiniomby the District Court of
Appeal knocked out the contention
that Rosenbaum’s unavailability
ended jurisdiction in this Court.
“The only impediment to the exer¬
cise of jurisdiction,”-said the opin¬
ion, “appears to be the unwilling¬
ness (to appear) of Rosenbaum
who, though probably an indispen¬
sable party in a general sense, has
no apparent interest in the litiga¬
tion except his own fees.” This,
the judges added, is because actu¬
al control of the Trust Fund Is
“tightly held” by the AFM.
“Considerations of practical jus¬
tice,” opinion concluded, “may not
be. ignored. Therconvenience of all
real parties in interest would be
promoted by completion of the liti¬
gation in this jurisdiction where'
they reside and where most of. the.
witnesses and documentary evi¬
dence seem to be available.”
AFM now has 15 days in which
to seek a rehearing or 60 days in
which to appeal to the California
Supreme Court. Latter move is
considered most likely since 'both
, sides have admitted, ever since the
litigation originally was . filed,, that
the issue would eventually have to
go all the way up to the U. S. Su¬
preme Court.
Tooters’ Third Suit.
Hollywood, April 30.
Musicians affiliated with Local
47 today (Tues.) filed" a third suit
in which they ask an injunction to
prevent the parent American Fed¬
eration of Musicians from taking
any punitive action against either
a musician or a producer who is
involved in making tv films with¬
out paying the 5% royalty to the
Music Performance Trust Fund.
Demand'for an injunction is part
of a $2,100,000 action brought
against the Federation and some
66 tv film producers. The mone¬
tary damages sought represent
what’s allegedly been lost by the
suing musicians so far Jo the Trust
Fund. Plaintiffs contend that the
Fund’s. 5% royalty formula lias
been responsible for pricing them
out of work because 90% of all
telefilms use canned music.

MINNEAPOLIS SYMPHONY
REALLY HITTING STICKS
Minneapolis, April 30.
In its first venture abroad' and
What;, will be the longest trip ever
taken by any U. S. orchestra, the
Minneapolis. Symphony, orchestra
next fall will tour the Near East
and Mediterranean arda.
Tour has been arranged in co¬
operation with tnd International
Exchange/program -of State Dept,
administered' by the American Na¬
tional Theatre and Academy,
Initial' appearance is scheduled
in Palermo; Italy, Sept. 5, to be fol¬
lowed by concerts at the Athena
festival.
:
Itinerary will include Turkey, Iraq,
Iran; India, Pakistan, • Syria, Leba¬
non, North Africa andsSpain. The
orchestra, numbering 100' musi¬
cians, will return to the TJ. S. in
late October.In many of the aforementioned
countries and in some cities it’ll be
the first Western orchestra ever to
be heard. Antal Dorati, its regular
conductor, will be on the podium.

Rirdland Unit Low 20G
For 3 in Frisco Area
San Francisco, April 30.
“Blrdland Stars, of 1957,” reas¬
sembled here Saturday (27) with
Billy Eckstine, Sarah Vaughan,
Count Basie and others, grossed
approximately $20,000 in three
performances in the Berkeley
Community Theatre and the San
Francisco Opera House.
The take was disappointing in
view of the potential gate of $45,000. A $4.75 top prevailed. Show
played during the hottest two days
of the year which, killed the door
sale. Sunday matinee drew less
than 900 paid admissions.
Sandor Salgo to conduct the “St.
Matthew Passion” at the Carmel
Bach Festival. July 15-21.

BOY
DOLPHIN
TRUE LOVE GONE
(Com* On Horn*)
Sensationally Recorded by

• BETTY MADIGAN
on Coral

, • THE ENCHANTERS
on Coral

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

MUSIC HIT of Hie SEASON
Top Muile 8hep—Weiteheater, wall eitabllihed
Modern fixture*. equipment and floor layout.
Nat'I Dlitr. of Shoot Mutla and Raoordt.
Brand Namo Initrumanti anly. Exaallant Ita¬
lian. Valuma 1100,000. Rental $570. Favor*
ablo laa*o. Only 135.000 ,aah needed.
COUNTY BUSINESS EXCHANGE, Ine.
142 No. Central Ave., Hartsdale, N.Y.
WHIte Plains 1-0111

GERRY MULLIGAN
QUARTETTE

Started European Tour April 27, Including
BRITISH ISLES, SCAN DAN AVI A, GERMANY
and HOLLAND
Recording* for MERCURY and PACIFIC JAZZ

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER
rU

'

|

Pre.s

Chicago

Hollywood
8iS I 9 Sun,, r Hlvd.
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AJ&meJt

IN DEMAND
ACROSS THE LAND!
Dinah’s newest:
THE CATTLE CALL
PROMISES, PROMISES
47/20-6897

COOTIE WILLIAMS

PLEASE GIVE YOUR LOVE TO ME
-47/20-6899

f
§£ A T fCD
LWA M I' Eft

TONY MARTIN

<FR0M THE NEW BROADWAY
hit, “NEW GIRL IN TOWN")

MAIL, MAIL, THERE AIN’T NO MAIL
47/20-6888

THEME FROM “NEW GIRL IN TOWN”

HUGO WINTERHALTER
mi inn i

nA8.

JULIUS LaROSA
AND TODAY'S
FASTEST-SELLING HIT!

JM REIVES

IT'S GOOD TO BE ALIVE (FS&1SSRL

MAMA GUITAR

man to man
47/20-6878

FOUR WALLS
1 KNOW AND YOU KNOW
47/20-6874

l

RCAViCTOR
Tmh(i)a

T

RADIO CORPORATION OFAMERICA

tastier?
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
B

IT’S UKEGETTIN’
A DONKEY TO
GALLOP
HOW MANY STARS
HAVE TO SHINE?
(Decca 9-30274)

CARMEN McRAE
Carmen's version of contrastlua cou¬
pling displays the sensational singing
versatility which have made her so
popularHer entry to thp Calypso
craze Is a knock-out rendition of
"Donkey."
Second
side;
Carmen,
comes into her own with smooth bal¬
lad, "How Many Stars." It's her sense
of styling that makes this gal topsl

TAMMY
(Ftom Universal-International
-Picture
"TAMMY AND THE BACHELOR")

DON’T KEER SILENT
(T.ll M. So)

(Decca 9-30317)

PAT KIRBY
The personable Pat lends her sing¬
ing know-how to smash moody title
song from now U-l pic. Pat's smooth
delivery Insures big play, - big Saifs,
big hit.
Watch for fast- reaction at
all points fo both sides 1

.IT’SGOODTO.BE.
ALIVE
(From Musical Production,
"New Girl in Town")

BElOOD
(To Me)

(Decca 9-30326)

SYLVIA SYMS
Miss Syms gives another socko per¬
formance on new Decca release. From
musical production of "New Girl In
Town" she delivers the beautiful!)
melodic "It's Good to Be Alive" with
unusual gusto and enthusiasm.
Cou¬
pling equally appealing.
Score this
another Syms sensation!

DECCA
m

/Vow World of Sound...

obtained
IkMinff-storeiffn^:
fcv - .12 ' cities^dnd showing coyfe
Jpatatiue "idles tdivng for this
and'last week.
* ASCAP ' + BMI
National
Rating
This Last
wlc. wk.

Title and Publisher
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1 ‘3l- Ia 12

1
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f Round and Round (Rush)....... T21
tAll Shook Up (Presley-Shalimar). 4 ..
8
tMarianne (Montclare).......... 8 ..
2
3
t Almost Paradise (Peer)... .... 9 10
. T"
fButterfly (Hill & Range).. 6
tWhy, Baby, Why (Winneton).... 5
7
tLittle Darlin" (Excelloric)....... 2
4
f Chantez, Chantez (Chantez).
fParty Doll (Jackie)....
3
5 10
fDark Moon (Dandelion)..
9 ..
fWind in the Willow (Broadcast). .>
16
tNinety-Nine Ways (Maryland)...
IGone (Hill & Rapge).. ...
♦Do 1 Love. You (Williamson)_
tTeen-Agre Crush ’ (Central)......

2
41
3
7
5

1
4

..

7
5
2

1
4
2
6
3
5

191
5
2
4
2
7
6
45.,

108
68
65
51

12
6
8
♦ ■.
3
5
9

41
32
27/
25
22
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-Hollywood,-April 30.
Liberty' Records’ volume is i.»
175% over ‘the first' quarter of
1956, veepee jJack Ames reported
Boost is in keeping with a general
upsurge in,the disk industry.
Ames noted that the Coast indi*
has expanded ltf catalog to include
everything froin calypso to classic
cal. In line with, this expansion
firm, which jus released eight Lp’s
thus far this, year, has scheduled
seven more albums lor release in
i: the next few'weeks jai part of the
Spring Merchandising Plan. They
include “Will . You ^Remember ”
Cyril Ornader conducing, the Lon,
don Festival $ymphohy,i plus pack,
ages from Martin '' Denny, Red
Norvo with Buddy Collette, Jerry
Gray, the JoneS Boys, Dpm Fron,
tiere and’ Jerry Colonna.

case the Modern Jazz Quartet, John
Wummer, Virgil Thomson. Mahalia
Jackson, Martial Singher, the Chico
Hamilton Quintet and other names *
were, performed with true virtuosi¬ from serious and jazz fields, cross¬
Music for Moderns
bred into three programs May 12,
ty and feeling by the talented per¬ 19 and' 26.
(TOWN HALL, N.Y.)
,
Wien.
"Music for Moderns,” a new sonnel of the Ellington band. .The
pieces
wore
most
agreeable;
had
a
concert series impresarioed by
good change of pace, several had
Anahid Ajemian, concert Violinist, genuine wit-and all were executed
and her husband, George Avakian, to perfeotidn. The Duke still is a
Columbia recording exec, preemed •master tunesmith and his pieces aaa Continued from page 53
Sunday night (28) at Town Hall. had enough melodies compressed style from its original superstruc¬
This
enterprising four - concert into 35 minutes to stock a contem¬
ture. The first floor of tile dancparade aims to combine contem¬ porary opera,
porary serious music with jazz,
Weill’s concerto is in the 12-tone ery will be occupied by Tedeschi
The teeoff menu featured Dimitri idiom and dates back to 1924, when Super Markets Inc., South Shore
Mitropoulos maestroing a* chamber the composer of "Lost in the food chain now operating three
orch of 15 N.Y. Philharmonic side- Stars,” "Threepenny Opera” and food stores with gross sales of
men, with Miss Ajemian soloing, other hits was a composition stu¬ $12,000,000*
Property Involved
plus Dijke Ellington and his crew dent with Ferruccio Busoni. In covers more than 50,000 square feet
taking time off from Birdland addition to the solo violin, bowed in the heart of the town of Hull’s
chores to preem a new collection magnificently by Mi^S Ajemian, the business district, a blockwide area
of Ellingtonia, titled "Such Sweet work is scored for winds, brass and on Nantasket, Beach. Buildings on
Thunder.”
percussion,.with a single cello and the ’property include the large
Miss Ajemian and the Mitropou- doubfe bass. There are brief Ocean .Gardens building, Revere
los-batoned orch gave the first snatches of. tunes, some syncopa¬ House and Beach House*
public New York performance of tion,, but in the main the work is
Kurt Weill’s -Violin concerto, but arid and does not hold interest. - The transaction Is one of the
it was the Ellington opus that stole Mitropoulos, himself a Busoni pupil largest, Involving Hull business
the’‘show. The Duke, on commis¬ and friend of Weill, conducted with, property to be- made In., recentsion of the Stratford (Ont.) Shake¬ genuine affection and devotion to years, and development plans are
speare Festival, has written a dozen the score and Miss Ajemian fiddled the most ambitions In the town’s
tonal vignettes and caricatures, in¬ with rare skill, but still the piece modern history- Town fathers de¬
spired by characters or scenes from never quite came to life.
scribe the Spence venture as
the Bard’s plays. The sections
Succeeding programs will show¬ “something that will do for Hull
what the Prudential Development
promises to do for Boston,
Total floor area of the ballroom
will measure 22,000 square feet.
In addition to dance space there
Continued from page 57 —^ will be individualized lounges, tv
In a push oh its country & western catalog, ASCAP has issued a rooms and other attractions. When
63-page program guide tagged “Country & Western Music.” The public dancing is not sponsored,
guide is being sent to all ASCAP licensed radio and-tv program' building, will be made available for
directors. It contains over 1,000 recordings of the c&w field. In addi¬ business, industry and civic meet¬
tion to pops and novelties, the guide has a special section of c&w ings and social affairs requiring
music for the concert hall. The listing includes such works as Aaron luncheon and dinner service.
Jack Scott, Hingham and Rock¬
Copland’s “Billy the Kid,” Morton Gould’s "Fall River Legend” and
land. realtor, has been named as
Ferde Grofe’s “Death Valley Suite,”
manager of the new dancery*

Concert Review

Harry James Switched
-To ‘Dry’ Spot in Dallas
Dallas, April 30.
Harry James’ band, an advance
one-nighter sellout^ here Sunday
(28) at a suburban country club
played the date-in a State Fair
building in Fair Park. Switch was
made due to Continual rains last
week that Surrounded the club¬
house with water apd flooded the
ballroom Friday (26), after an
added five-inclf downpour*
Original site had an apropos
title: Riverlake Country Club.

Boston Bands

Fast climbing the charts , ..

DON’T CRY
MY LOVE
A Great' Vocal Rendition by

VERA LYNN

Inside Stuff-Music

In a further buildup of its tape line, RCA Victor is putting into
market this week three more .stereophonic, tapes. This brings Victor’s
Morri. Sher to WMGM
tape library up to 36 dte^s/all^h t^| :&#!w4K?'field.
Morris Sher, who handled the
Current releases liiflUpa.t^o^.^apes^l^^Fwiw Reiner conducting the
Vienna Philharmonir Gfcliestra^and dfier by ^Charles Mufich conduct¬ legal angles for MGM Records, has
ing the Boston Symphony. The': Reiner tapes are the first in Victor’s switched over to the N. Y. Indie
hew agreement with English Decca;
station, WMGM, 'as business man¬
ager.
'
*
Coral Records has acquired the masters of Jean Martin’s “Yum,
Jack Weinstein takes over Sher’s
Yum Yummy” and “Another Door Opens” from Oklahoma Records, duties at the diskery.
indie .label owned by music publisher Howie- Richmond. Bob Thiele,
Coral’s pop artists & repertoire chief, ha? set release of the tunes
under the Coral banner for May 6. The sides were issued by Okla¬
homa during the first week of April.

on London Records (#1729)
THE B.F. WOOD MUSIC CO., INC.

* PAKN*5

|

"Saturday Nightfs tha
loneliest night of tho week”

1
:
•

■k ;*■

Gene Norman Presents, hitherto a label devoted solely to jazz disk¬
ing, moves into the classical field this “week with a special LP disk¬
ing of a full orchestra conducted by Elmer Bernstein, He’ll cut a
hitherto-unrecorded work by composer Paul Hindemith. Meanwhile',
Norman’s Coast pubbery, Skyview Music, also racks up a “first.” It
will publish the Les Baxter score from the Bel-Air film “Pharaoh’s
Curse,” marking its entry into the pic score field,

BMI “Pin Up* Hit
THE ANGELUS

American Heritage Foundation has selected Gerald Marks’ “When
You Reach The Age of Twenty-One” as the best song in the 1956
National Non-Partisan Register, Inform Yourself and Vote Program.
Award is a 12 x 18 reproduction of the illustration “George Washing¬
ton The Soldier” by Arthur Szyk, and it carries a citation of apprecia¬
tion.
^

the CREWCUTS

The ninth annual “Music Under The Stars” concert is set for June
19 at Ebbets Feld, Brooklyn. Concert will be for the benefit of the
America-Israel Cultural Foundation. Concert will feature both Amer¬
ican and Israeli music. Already set are the Israeli Folk dancers, under
the direction of Fred Berk.

Another

RECORDED by

Mercury
PUBLISHED BY

RIDGEWAY MUSIC
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ONLY A HANDFUL OF PEOPLE SAW THIS
PERFORMANCE OF ‘PAJAMA GAME'...BUT MILLIONS
HAVE HEARD IT ON COLUMBIA! YEAR AFTER YEAR;
HIT AFTER HIT, THE FINEST OFFERINGS ON BROADWAY
REACH BY FAR THEIR LARGEST AUDIENCE THROUGH
ORIGINAL CAST RECORDINGS ON IcolumbiaBhecohds
A DIVISION OF CDS
9 "Columbia" ^ Moroit Mow,

y&ftiEfr
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N.Y., BUyn Easter VaudeOffish
'But Better Than Straight Pix
The Easter , Y|eek yaudeyiile
spread out in;yffl||jbatUh; tihd'
Brooklyn didn’t pan out as well as
anticipated. Except for the RoxS/
which hit an excellent jipbept a$f
the Brooklyn Paramount with Atari
Freed, most ventures didn’t bripg
in the expected wads, although
grosses • were much higher than
they would have been under the
straight pic policy.
Showmen feel that one' of the
reasons was the heavy competition
of the ..U. S. World Trade Fair
which ended Saturday (27) at the
Coliseum. This event- drew off a
lot of youngsters and parents from
Broadway. About 900,000 exclu¬
sive buyers attended this shindig.
The most .important casualty on
the street is the closing of the Liberace show at the Palace on Fri¬
day (3) after only two weeks. An
eight-act vaudfilm bill moves in
Saturday for .six days and then the
house will have Friday openings.
This layout did a small $34,000 for
the first week and is expected to
wind up with $24,000 for the sec¬
ond weelf. Liberace paid for the
surrounding show which .included
brother George, Jean Fenn, Mitzi
Green, the Goofers, Francis Brunn,
Step Bros., Eddie Garson. It’s be¬
lieved that Liberace got the stand¬
ard split of 65%-35% after ex¬
penses were lopped off the top. The
candelabra kid is believed to have
lost a healthy wad.
However, the show isn’t dying
peaceably. Howls from all seg¬
ments of society are flooding news¬
papers. Many critics are getting
letters from both men and women
for having rapped their idol and
contributed, to his demise, and
those who favored the show were
kudosed by fans with kind letters.
The Roxy, which' collected $132,000 on the week, is believed to
have drawn the bulk pf its jdve
trade out of the engagement of
Louis Armstrong’s All Stars. Pic,'
“Boy on a Dolphin,” was gener¬
ally slammed.
The rock ’n* rollers got a mixed
reaction. Alan Freed, heading the

show al

not

coo|dyn,

hiS.preViouS
_ Lut still'heWhy
enougl
nought ....
,v>i
& Er.eifl'has £eei%ocfcfcd by Harry
Levine'
.evlneto '^o lntd the N'. Y. Paramount for the week of July 3.
At Loew’s State, the rock ’n'
roller headed by Jocko Henderson
did only fair during its 10-day
stand. Gross for the run hovered
around $$5,000..
Loe.w’s also was disappointed by
the calypso effort at the Metropoli¬
tan, Brooklyn; which pulled in the
neighborhood-of $45f00Q tor the
run with Geoffrey Holder heading
the bill.
Overall, the amount of money,
that'was spent, in vaudfilmers was
satisfactory. However, being spread
out too thin, no killings were made.
The only major lesson is that vaude
shows when well-spaced can rake
in a lot more loot than straight pix.

WM Pads Gene Austin;
Biopic, Cafe Dates On
Tap for'ComeBacker’

Belafonte’S S.F.-hAJ). C.

■' Harry Bellafonte is embarking
on .« series of concert ahd*theatre
dates during the summer. Singer
will head a show that will play the
Ope^a House, San Phrancisco, July
1 to 6, and follow with the Greek
Theatre;
Angeles,' July 15 for
threa wejks.:- He’s .also been pacted
foi fhe K^Mjeri*Barron. Amphithea¬
tre, Washington, Aug. 21 to 3;.
y Other, theatre dates plus onenightefs ‘ are being lined up by
Music Corp. of America. Surround¬
ing talent hasn’t yet been set,

St Loo Jubilee, a 400G
Fiasco in 1958, Won’t Be
Back for Encore in ’57
St. Louis, April 30.
The MidAmerican Jubilee, ' a
30-day historical exposition that
went into the red to the extent of
$400,000 last summer, will not he
repeated this year,' according to
ah announcement last week by Ar¬
thur K. Atkinson, financial vicepresident of the sponsor, the CityCounty Cavalcade. Inc. Although
the expo attracted 464,863, the loss
is still being liquidated and about
60% has been Wiped out.
Atkinson said, “In order to put
the show on again this year we’d
have to have additional capital and’
we’re still_paying old obligations.
The tifne element also is involved
and it would he impossible to start
now. The show operated with a
profit of $6,200 and that ‘includes
$150,000 lost . on the spectacle
show. MPst of the money is in
ground-sewers, pavement, lighting
and constructipn costs which were
much higher than anticipated. .We I
had a capital of $463,000 and the'
investment"was $850,000.’^
The exposition was staged' on
the local waterfront near the.
downtown district.

Gene Austin has tied with Abe
Lastfogel for the-. William Morris
Agency to. handle hjs biopic and
some nitery personals. This is on
the heels of the “My Blue Heaven,”
songsmith and recording personal¬
ity’s telebiog of his life and songs
for “Go.odyear TV Pilayhouse” re¬
cently.
Austin has a deal with Desilu to
produce a film biog of his career
of the 1920s when his Victor rec¬
ord sales sold up to an estimated
85,000,OCX} platters.
Sinct* the telecast, Austin has
nitery bids. He has preferred to
take things easy pf late In his 50foot “portable mansion,” a super
trailer house which he gravitates
between Palm Springs (Calif.) and
London; April 30.Las Vegas. The house is noted '
Rock ’n’ roll at the Palladium
for its extraordinarily complete
electronic equipment and “all the produced a socko effect with the
Platters making a slam debut at
latest gadgets”.
this venerable house. This bill, in
for a two-week run, was also high¬
lighted by Leo DeLyOn who scored
heavily with his comedy.
Surrounding card includes Alan
& Blanche Lund, Canadian danc-'
ers; Martin Granger Puppets, Ben¬
son Dulay & Co.> Joe Black, Vivian
Sc Tassi and the George Garden
Dancers.

The Platters, DeLyon
Click at London Palladium

LATIN AMERICAN BOMBSHELLS

4 Coins Take New Toss
In Pitt for Martha Davis

The Exciting

MARQUEZ SISTERS
Singing - Dancing - Comedy and Music
■■

Just Completed a 12 WEEK Engagement—

CHALET ROOM, Lucerne Hotel
MIAMI BEACH

OPENING May 9th
FEATURED IN

CESAR ROMERO REVUE

DUNES MOTEL, Las Vegas
(4 WEEK ENGAGEMENT)
Thanks to
SELMA MARLOW HARRIS. MR. MARKOWITZ OF LUCERNE HOTEL

I

bert Jonas
1450 Broadway, Now York City
COI 5-0808—0B07
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Pittsburgh, April 30.
Four Coins have agreed to a
three-week postponement of their
booking-at the Copa so that bdniface -‘•■Lenny Litman can bring
Martha Davis & Spouse to Pitts¬
burgh for the first time. Vocal
group had bebn inked in for June
3 but okayed* coming' in on-the
24th at Litman’s request when the
Davis-Spouse turn was only avail¬
able for the earlier date. ~
Coins, who got their start locally
on the Wilkens tv “Amateur Hour”
and hail from nearby Canonsbiirg,
Perry .iComo’s home, are Copa reg¬
ulars,-.'playing that room on an
average of three times a year.

CNE’s Holder Calypso
The Canadian National Exhibi¬
tion, Toronto, will get-a calypso
motif with the appearance of Geof¬
frey Holder who goes in with the
Bob Hope Show, Aug. 23 to Sept. 7,
Holder ' will go in with a troupe
that includes Delyn & French, Jo,
Jac & Joni and the Alcettys.

Jose Greco's N.Y. Stand
Jose Greco will ’essay a stand
at the Playhouse, N. Y., starting
May '2 for three weeks. Flamenco
dancer and his "troupe make pe?
riodic stops in N. Y., in legit
liouses. Otherwise he works the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria in Gotham.
William Morris Agency booked;
RBfe&B'S PHILLY STAND
Philadelphia, April 30.
Ririgling Bros: and Ba.rnum &
Bailey Circus will- play a week’s
stand at Connie Mack Stadium
July 22-29, while the Phillies base¬
ball, club is on tour. The stream¬
lined' edition will- operate without
the midway it carried, along in pre¬
vious years.
The infield will be covered com¬
pletely as a precautionary measure.

Back on the Grind After 10*Wk. Bump
By GEORGE GILBERT
Burlesque fans in the 'New York
metropolitan area have cause to re¬
joice, for that famed Baghdad-ofthe-bump in Union City, N.J.—the
Hudson Theatre—is again flburishing as a palace-of-peel following
•a 10 week shutdown. The bouse
reopened last Monday (22) after
a local' businessmen’s- association
successfully petitioned the Union
City- Commission to ease two ordi¬
nances which had the effect of
banning nudity or an illusion of'
same.
'
Heading the current bill is the
renowned .Tempest Storm, while
top stripper" for the reopening
frame was portiay," “The Cherokee
Half breed.” x The businessmen’s
group, comprised;primarily of .op¬
erators of taverns, restaurants and
similar enterprises in the vicinity
of the Hi4dson,.protested that their
revenues nosedived after the thea¬
tre closed last February.
. Members of the association were
careful to point out that the Hud¬
son’s closure was a voluntary move
and did not stem from police ac¬
tion. Moreover;, the shutdown took
place during Lent and inclement
winter weather when the theatre’s
business- was slow snyv^ay.
However, not only was business
slow from the winter elements
prior to the house’s fold, but toned
down shows sans the familiar
bumps and grinds of yore took a
heavy toll of customers. The “no
bump” policy came about Jan. 1
when the “ho stripping” ordinances
adopted by the Union City Com¬
mission went into effect.
Shortly after the ordinances
were passed last December Sam
Cohen, manager of the Hudson,
asserted his house would be unaf¬
fected since “my shows have al¬
ways been clean.” His statement
went unchallenged by Union City
Mayor Harry J. ThoUrot who said
he agreed that this had -always
been the case at the Hudson.
At the behest of the business-

Frontier (Last) Vs. Frontier
(New) in Las Vegas Sait
To Collect $20,000 Note
Las Vegas,. April 30.
From first appearances, it looked
like one of. the multi-million, dol¬
lar resort hotels had filed a suit
against itself In District Court here
last week.
The action was brought by the
Hotel Last Frontier Corp. against
the Hew Frontier Hotel Corp., to
collect a $20,000 promissory note
executed last Feb. 1 by former New
Frontier president Louis Mahchon.
Manchon was also named a de¬
fendant in the action.
The Last Frontier is the landlord
firm which is seeking to get back
money allegedly loaned to Man¬
chon for the operation of the lessee
New Frontier group. Mahchon and
Mrs. Vera Krupp operated the
Frontier until shortly before March ;
17 when the resort’s casino and,
dining room were closed down and
the entertainment cancelled.
,

Pact Sennes Vaude For
Portland Rose Festival
Portland, Ore., April 30.
Frank Sennes has been inked by
the Portland Rose Festival Assn,
to produce the annual stage show
at the Stadium June 13-14. Sennes
has tabbed the layout “Varieties of
’57.” This is the first time in many
years that a vaude format has been
used. Bernie Kane will direct the
90-minute ozoner.
Cast so far includes the Lennon
Sisters, .the Cordolins, -Marilyn
Rich, Willie Kehoe, Trio Bassi, and
Red Dunning orch (25). Other
acts are still to fill.

men’s group a censorship commit¬
tee composed of local citizens was
set up to pasd upon; what consti¬
tutes indecency. Fortunately fop
bpth the Hudson management .and
its patrons, the committee appears
to have liberal view#, for the re¬
opening bill with Domay could be
described as a typical modern-day
hurley-show.
’ Other strippers included Gaby
Williams, a buxom redhead, and
Niki Vela, ’ a willowy bruhette
Comedy was handled by R6d Mar¬
shall, Irving Benson and A1 Baker.
As per custom, a vaude turn was
Von hand. This time it was Negro
terper Derby Wilson. Rounding
out the bill was a six-girl line and
production singer Jack Bruno.
Paul'Motbkoff staged and directed.
George Ponzopi’s orch hacked the
show.
History of the Hudson,- inci¬
dentally, goes bh’ck some 30 years.
Veteran patrons of' the house re¬
called this week that there “never
has been any trouble” at the thea¬
tre and-it has cooperated with
church and other charities. Few
of: its customers are teenagers.
The management discourages their
attendance.

BOSTON
SMASH HIT
THE GLAMOROUS NEW

HOTEL

||

Stow folks, art raving about the

|,;1

all new Hotel Avery. All new, large,

§1

beautifully-furnished deluxe rooms

|i

with private bath and tlfevision.

II

Many $ir Conditioned.

'f
*
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-;

| AVERT * WASHMGTON STS.

A

HARBERS

I

CASINO ROYAL
D. C.

I

DALE
1,000,000

For PAT BOONE

Quality photos in quantity/ as low as
1c each.- For publicity purposes con¬
sult Moss first.
Since 1995 Serving
America's Stars.
line*
PHOTO SERVICE
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5°u* st., ny it
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CAB CALLOWAY
* Currently

ROYAL NEVADA
Las Vegas
Variety (Apr. 24) tojd—"Calloway's voice is as good
as ever, good on all note* ... all numbers drew
'^soil’d applause ... garners enthusiastic salyos."
Mgt. BILL MITTLIR, 151V Broadway. Ntw York
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RENO SUMMER’S ‘BIG HARRAH’
Conn. Eyes Bill to License Agents;
Would Give Them "Equal Protection
.Hartford, April 30.
A bill to license entertainment
boomers, in Connecticut, is being
considered by the.Judiciary Com¬
mittee of the General Assembly.
Passage of the bill would put all
boomers under state police licens¬
ing for two-year periods at fees of
$200 for .that span. Claim is made
that' licensing would uplift show
business standards in the state be¬
cause of the state police supervi¬
sion. Currently state police license
picture theatres.
Bill proponents claim also that
the bill would give 'Connecticut
bookers apd, agents the same pro¬
tection • their counterparts enjoy in
neighboring states. Patterned after
an “agent licensing’* law in Massa¬
chusetts, it would put Connecticut
bookers on the same level with
their Bay State competitors.
Proponents point out that cur¬
rently Massachusetts bookers are
free to come into Connecticut and
solicit business without interrup¬
tion while Connecticut bookers are
prohibited by law from going into
Massachusetts—the same being
true of other states bordering Con¬
necticut.
Claimed also , that passage of the
law would bring a measure of con¬
trol over the booking1 of shows
and other entertainment programs
and also put the “curbstone book¬
ers’* out of business.
Some bookers feel that the cen¬
sorship possibilities of the law are
far outweighed by the monetary
advantages that wquld accrue by
keeping- out-of-state and unli¬
censed bookers out of their hair/
Licencing features are expected sto
minimize the use of strippers at
stag parties and banquets.

LOU WALTERS’LQ SHOW
FOR ALLENTOWN FAIR

Troy Arena’s 4 Bookings
Troy, N. Y., April 30.
Four concert attractions have
been booked for the R.P.I. Field
House, with one or more, additional
tentatively scheduled, during the
1957-58 season. Manager H. L.
(Jack) Garren disclosed.
The curtain raiser on1 Sept. 2Q
-will be the Sol Hurok import,
Black Watch Band. Symphony Or¬
chestra of the Florence Festival
will be heard, with Carlo Zechi as
conductor, Oct, 6 via Columbia Art¬
ists which also supplies Mantavoni
in Match.
.'
Paul Gregory’s production of
“The Rivalry,” starring Raymond
Massey, Brian Donlevy and Agnes
MOorhead, comes Jan. 16.

335G Show Costs
On N.Y. State Fairs
Albany, April 30.
Total attendance of more than
2,300,000 at fairs in New York
State last, year represented an in¬
crease of approximately 300,000,
Commissioner of Agriculture Dan¬
iel A.. Carey reported las.t week.
The State Fair at Syracuse, how¬
ever, showed a decline in turn¬
outs, the figure being 369,864, com¬
pared with 433,452 in 1955.
. Exclusive of that exposition, the
fairs took in $2,722,736, which was
$475 more than the nonprofit as¬
sociations expended.
They paid
out $355,000 for entertainment and
$165,000 for advertising; liquidated
notes amounting to $500,000, and
spent more than $200,000 on
permanent improvements.
Of the $550,000 .the fairs laid
out in premiums, they were' reim¬
bursed by the state for $467,000.

.... ...Allentown, Pa., April 30.
Ldu Walters, owner of New
York’s Latin' Quarter, visited the
Allentowii Fairgrounds Friday (26)
to prepare for his Latin Quarter
Revue there during Fair Week in
Nassau, April 23.
September'. It will be the grand¬
The Ambassador International
stand attraction and will go from
here to the Las Vegas Riviera, hotel chain is negotiating for the
then to the Latin Quarter in .Miami takeover of the British Colonial
Beach and to New York. It will be Hotel here. Robert. K. Christenthe first Such reVue at any fair, berry, is proxy of the chain which
already operates the El Embajador
Walters said.
Walters leaves for Europe May and Jaragua, both Ciudad Trujillo,
9 to scout ’talent for the produc¬ Dominican Republic.
tion, to be.' known as “.French
The British Colonial has long
Dressing.” It will consist of two been the property of the Oakes
acts: With' 12 scenes. There will family. Baroness Von Hoyningenbe six! numbers and 21 girls, eight Huene, the former Nancy Oakes,
or nine specialty numbers, includ¬ daughter of the " original. owner,
ing Johnny Puleo & his Harmonica the late Sir Harry Oakes, is conRascals, and other acts. The show , ducting the negotiations with.
goes into rehearsal in mid-summer, Christenberry. There were many
With the final rehearsals held in bidders on the inn including the
Allentown*
Sonnabend (Roosevelt, N. Y.) chain
and hotelmen operating in Nassau.
It’s expected that Christenberry
will take over the operation of the
hotel by mid-May. The Ambassa¬
dor International is allied with the
Ambassador Hotel Corp., which op¬
Persian Room of the Plaza erates the Ambassador, N. Y.
Hotel, N.Y., will open for the next
season Sept. 18 with Kitty -Kallen
Nefzger Gets Fla, Post
headlining. Miss Kallen worked
the. posh hotel time with previous ■ Reginald G. Nefzger, former
dates at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria managing director of the British
and the St. Regis, N.Y., and has Colonial Hotel, and the Boca Ra¬
also appeared at the Versailles. ton Hotel, Boca Raton, Fla., has
It’s her first N.Y. date in six years. been named president of the Royal
There’s been one change on the Continental Hotels which will
Persian Room’s booking picture. operate the Royal Continental
Celeste Hblm, originally set for a Hotel, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., set to
May 4 opening, has cancelled out open in December. Nefzger will
because of a film commitment. be the manager of the new inn as
Dorothy Shay has been booked in¬ well.
James Grady will do the talent
stead. Room will close around midbooking for the new inn. Talent
June.
policy hasn’t yet been determined.

Ambassador Inti Dickers
Oakes’ Colonial in Nassan

Kitty Kallen to Top
Persian Room’s Fall Bow

Aguerre's Cuban Agency
Mario Aguerre, operator of the
Montmartre, Havana, is set to dou¬
ble As a talent agency operator in
Cuba. He’s slated to open the Caribe Artists Corp. ^,
. Aguerre was in New York last
Week for the dual purpose of buy¬
ing talent for the nitery and mak¬
ing representation deals for the
new office.

S. C.^ Fair's New Stand
Columbia, S. C., April 30.
Work^. has begun on a $65,000
concrete and steel grandstand at
State Fairgrounds which will seat
3,000.
The hew grandstand, to be used
for the first time in October by
the George A. Hamid revue, re¬
places a wooden Structure more
than a quarter century old.

GAMESTER GOES
TALLBNTALENT
By MARK CURTIS
' Reno, April 30.
Northern " Nevada’s entertain¬
ment picture gets a decided boost
this summer with the big booking
plans of this section’s newest tal¬
ent buyer, Bill Harrah.' The gam¬
ing operator, who never used en¬
tertainment in his business until
two summers ago, will have three
spots
carrying
attractions
by
June 15.
The total effort during the peak
of the season will See 10 combos,
three acts and a band working
each week under the Harrah’s
Club banner. The cost is esti¬
mated to be close to* $50,000s per
week.
The Harrah organization, which
has been moving quietly but sure¬
ly toward its place as Nevada’s
largest gambling business, is cur¬
rently doubling the size of its
Reno club, which will include an
entertainment lounge; has just
taken over one of Lake Tahoe’s
oldest showplaces, Stateline Coun¬
try Club, on a two-year lease with
an option to buy, and will continue
to book big names into its other
Lake Tahoe Club, right across
Highway 50 from Stateline Coun¬
try Club.
At • least 1,500 persons will be
employed by the Casino enterprise
making the payroll far and away
Nevada’s largest gaming business.
The interesting feature of this
expansion program, however, is
still the major part which enter¬
tainment has in it. The organiza¬
tion’s comparatively new policy, al¬
ready includes longterm ’contracts
with Louis Prima and .Keeley
Smith, and Loujs Armstrong.
Beginning
his
entertainment
policy with the opening of his
club at Lake Tahoe the summer
of 1955, Biarrah first upset tradi¬
tion by staying bpen past the re¬
sort area’s usual Labor Day clos¬
ing. He not only kept his casino
open all year 24 hours a day but
during this past winter maintained
a payroll of over 359, kept stage
bar entertainment working all eve¬
ning, and . even managed ’to sur¬
prise motel owners who. had to
hang out “no vacancy” signs on
weekends.
Next he. has prolonged the socalled summer season from its tra¬
ditional 10 weeks which began
with big name entertainment
about June 15 and lasted .to Labor
Day.
This year Harrah’s brings In its
first big show on Friday (3), a full
six weeks ahead of schedule.
Now he has taken on the opera¬
tion bf Stateline Country Club
right across the street from his
first Tahoe spot.
Stateline will
bring northern Nevada its first
Las Vegas - style entertainment
lounge* in which, the bar is the
outside perimeter and the cocktail
lounge is between the bar and
stage.

allatioiis in Havana
*

Yanks’ Glasgow 1-Niters
Glasgow, April 30.
One-night stands by American
acts are becoming popular here.
Trend follows success of visits by
Bill Haley, County Basie, George
Lewis and others.
Frankie Laine is pacted for the
2,700-seater St. Andrew’s Hall May
29 under the Harold Fielding ban¬
ner, Eddie’ Fisher is set for the
Odeon Theatre June 22, with top
price of $1.50. OdeQn is normally
a cinema. A sellout is anticipated
in view of it being a Saturday night
date.
The Duke Ellington band is like¬
ly to play here in September.

Summer Names At
Evansville Amphi

The Mesker Amphitheatre,
Evansville, Ind., a municipal opera¬
tion, will concentrate on. variety
shows during the summer. Initial
attraction for* the season will be
Harry Belafonte, starting June 27;
Hilltoppers, Roger Williams, Son¬
ny James and Jimmy Palmer,
July 13; Tex Ritter with Smiley
Burdette, Eddie Dean, July 20;
Frankie Clare and Tony Bennett,
July 27; students of the U. of In¬
diana in a presentation of “Kihg
and I,” Aug. 3; Johnny Long, Lil¬
lian Briggs, Andy Williams and
the Diamonds, Aug. 24, and Guy
Lombardo, Sept. 7 for the closing
show. All shows are for two days.
Doylestown, Pa., April 30.
Jack Bertell has been retained
The Fountainhead and Aqua
on a* term contract aS the talent
Club,
a
showplace in Bucks Coun¬
consultant. O^her attractions are
ty, near New Hope, was sold at
still to be set.
auction Friday (26) by James Michener and several associates for
$91,000,
The elaborate setup, that in¬
cludes two swimming pools, caba¬
nas and indoor and outdoor dining
facilities, was bought by George J.
London," April 30.
Scheiber, who formerly operated a
Guy Mitchell has been teamed chain of produce markets in Phila¬
up with the Ted Heath orch to play delphia. It was built two years ago
several concert dates at Granada at a cost of $400,000. Scheiber said
theatres in~ June. Mitchell will be he will operate the club this sum¬
here for a vaude;tour to follow up. mer.
on the success of «his last visit here
a few months back. /
The booking, of the Health band
to costar on the bill ties in with
Lou Berlin’s appointment with
Granada to 4 concentrate on live
Cleveland, April 30.
shows in their picture houses. Ber¬
Barbara Carroll’s trio opened
lin was general manager for the
Heath organization until recently. the new Billy’s Club in mid-April
Mitchell has also been lined up for a quartet of brotherly owners,
for two Associated Television ap¬ 'Billy and Jules Weinberger and
pearances—“Sunday Night at the the Jacobs brothers, who invested
London Palladium” and“Val Par¬ around $100,000 in it. Spot was
nell’s Saturday Spectacular,” but formerly known as the Leopard
dates for these shows have still to Club but it was virtually gutted out
and remodeled as a swank, inti¬
be confirmed.
mate jazz nitery.
*
\ Being; downtown,:- restaurateurs
Who also idperate’ ^ormnan’s Back "
Room , and1 Hickory 'Grill;'the Wein-’
bergers ‘are installing ' a special
club cuisine to draw the gourmets
as well as jazz addicts to their
new suburban room opposite North
Randall Racetracks. It will have
lyn Met, which was $125. Because 150 seating capacity, three shows
.of the tiff, Myerberg sought to have nightly.
the' union declare that a strike
Following the jazz pianistics of
situation exists, to free him from Miss Carroll, set for three weeks,
all contracts, including that with owners have inked Mel Torme
Holder as well as the Tito Puente starting May 13 and Bobby Short’s
band, Thus he could call off both trio beginning May 27. A1 Kussin,
dates. Since the Brooklyn stand formerly of Alpine Village, was ap¬
was disappointing, a termination pointed house manager of Billy’s
of all pacts would end any future Club with Mike Hershbach as as¬
sistant.
gambles.
AGVA says that it is staying out
of the dispute because it cannot
enter into negotiations when the Scot ‘Babes' Big 320,000
Glasgow, April 23.
bargaining is for rates above scale.
The last pantomime of the Glas¬
Once an agreement is made, both
gow
season,
‘Babes
In the Wood,”
parties, according to the union,
must live up to the agreement. shuttered at the Alhambra Theatre
here
after
an
18-week
run. It was
Union stated that it found in its
investigation of the problem that seen by a record 320,000.
The
cast,
led
by
Jimmy
Logan
Myerberg said he would pay an
increased scale on the road. That and Rikki Fulton, gave 157 per¬
formances
since
opening
last
Nov.
was before contracts for the two
out-of-town theatre dates were 30. Freddie Carpenter, newly ar¬
rived
from
a
U.
S.
trip,
produced.
signed.

BUCKS COUNTY CLUB
AUCTIONED FOR $91,000

Mitchell-Heath Team For
Granada Dates in Brit.

AGVA Nixes Myerberg ‘Strike Plea
In Skirmish on Calypshow Dates
A hassle has developed in the
calypso company headed by Goeffrey Holder, which played a 10-day
stand at Loew’s Metropolitan,
Brooklyn, -ending Sunday (28).
Michael Myerberg, producer of the
show, attempted to get the Ameri¬
can Guild of Variety Artists to
declare that a strike situation
exists, so that he. would be freed
of commitments from those per¬
formers and . the orchestra with
whom he has already, signed con¬
tracts. AGVA refused.
Situation started when the 16
dancers in the troupe asked for
a $175 stipend for the two weeks
they would be on the road. Show
has dates for the Mastbaum, Phila¬
delphia, week of May 3, to be fol¬
lowed by the Capitol, Washington,
May 10. Myerberg wanted to pay
the tempers the same scale that
they obtained while at the Brook¬

The casino rights in Cuba have
become so Important that the hotel
industry in that country is receiv¬
ing its greatest impetus. It’s "be¬
coming as expensive to acquire the
casino in some of the inns as it
would be to put up the. front
money in constructing hotels.
For example, a Havana syndic
cate has reportedly offered the
Hilton chain $1,000,000 annually
for the casino rights in the hotel
currently under construction. Bid¬
ding on- this concession has been
lively of late. An American syn¬
dicate started the bidding off with
an offer of $650,000 and later ad¬
vanced it to $750,000 annually for
a three-year term.
It's being figured that with that
kind of money necessary to ac¬
quire the greenfelt rights, a little
more coin in front and the syndi¬
cates could start their own hotel
and get additional monies from the
sale of store-leases in the inn, or
from other concessions. With hotel
building costs in Havana figured
at around a little more than $5,000
per room, mortgage money of
more than one-half the necessary
construction amount can be raised
fairly easily because of the ex¬
panding realty values in the Cuban
capital.
Whether the Hilton chain will
accept the concession offers isn’t
known as yet the chain may at¬
tempt to run the casino itself.
The hotel-buiVdlng industry in
Havana has reached herculean
proportions. The. latest hotel in
(Continued on page §4)

Cleve. Bijly’s, Ex-Leopard,
Sets Carroll Trio, Torme
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Saranac Lake

Mont’l-AGVA Fuss on Welfare Coin
Quiets Down; So Does Cafe Assn.

By Happy Benway
For the fipst time in many years
Happy Benway has a ghostwriter
for his column. The minstrel man,
although h'e has been very ill, in¬
sisted upon getting the column out.
solidated Concerts Corp. announced
No Time for Squares
In March your 4 veteran , columnist
Montreal, April 30.
he would book the trdupe for a 30(APOLLO, N. Y.)
was -seriously hit by a cardiac at¬
week tttur next season. It should
The threat of a possible boycott
“No
Time
for
Squares”
with
tack which.held him unconscious.
prove a good draw on the road,
by the American Guild of. Variety
After four weeks of care from spe¬ Timmie Rogers, Bunny Briggs, Don being—as. it is—not only , amusing
Artists against most pf the niteries
DeMarcd ';Sisters ' Will continue; cialists, and 24-hour nursing serv¬ Redman Orch (11), Mauri Leigh¬ but also fascinating from a soci¬
here in Montreal wliich flared ,up bttf :a& a quartet, ’following defec¬ ice, he is' sitting up again. In the ton, Ernie Andrews, Paul Meeres ological point of view.
Ward.
early last- week has simmered tion of Arlene, who went into busi¬ future this column will be written Jr, & Laraine, Lon Fontaine
down. According to AGVA rep ness for herself as a single. Lab by Alonzo Fisk, chairman of the Line (4).
Smiley Hart, relations between the ter signed lasj week with the Wil¬ “We the Patients Committee.” At
this writing Benway rates high
union and operators are back to liam Morris agency. '
Comedian Timmie Rogers,. who
progress in his comeback.
normal.
occasionally whips up an ali-NeArlene has already played sev¬
Herbert Gladney of 20th-Fox gro unit, has another one in “No
The boycott situation arose eral dates and is set for the Copa,
It recently
when most club owners refused to Pittsburgh, May 20, and the Glen registered in from Chicago for the Time, for Squares.”
The summer camp circuit will
period and observation.
opened at the Place Elegante in
pay the $2.50 insurance benefit Casino, Williamgville, N.Y., July 29. rest
Miss Noll, secretary to medical Brooklyn and this week is'giving again serve as a live tryoqt centre
clause which is part of every con¬
director, into N. Y. for spring vaca¬ Apollo patrons a welcome respite for material that may later find its
tract. Their claim that all perform¬
tion. John (IATSE) Hance ..of from'rock ’n’ rolll For the most
ers are protected 'while working
Pathe in from N.* Y. to pick up part, “Squares” is a fast-paced way to the televisionv networks.
in clubs was ignored by Hart who
wife Stela who after- recent sur¬ show that should find ample book¬ William Morris Agency has set a
pointed out that the insurance
gery rated a discharge. Joseph ings along the nitery circuit. It’s musical version of “The Emperor’s
clause.covers the act going to the
Continued from -page S3
Irwin (RKO) up for light exercise less suitable for vaude houses ca-r New Clothes,” by Dean Fuller and
club', in the spot and returning
after surgery. Arthur Slattery tering. to the family trade.
Marshall Barer, for an unveiling
home. To clinch the dispute, the planning stages is the Havana- just returned -from repeat surgery
Kingpin of the layout is Rogers at Camp Tamiment, Tamjment, Pa.
AGVA resorted to the “or else” Deauville, a ljOOO-roomer being on arm and planing to Connecticut himself who’s onstage frequently.
Agency will seek to interest
treatment—meaning they, would backed by American and Cuban for visit with sister. Otto (Colum¬ He's a hardworker who sings., video producers in the project dur¬
pull out all union performers. This money. Alr.eady under construc¬ bia) Hayman’s wonderful progress makes with the gags, mingles with ing its summer run.
was done in the Beaver Cafe when tion is the Riviera, 'to be managed has moved him downstairs and up the aud and even plays an electric
guitar. He scores nicely by war¬
the owners refused to pay the wel¬ by Jack Entratter, operating head for two meals.
Murray Weiss of our board of bling “It’s Better Than Ever Be¬
fare charge, but three days later of the Sands Hotel, Las Vegas,
fore”
in a calypso, vein. He also
directors
iit
from
Boston
to
view
with
two
more
being
talked
about
they relented and the shows were
the progress of the building of hew tries the other side of the street
for construction next year.
resumed.
The Timmie Rogers, unit, “No
.recreation hall, dining i^oom and with a spirited “Give Me Some
The expansion of gambling has kitchen for third floor "patients; Good Whisky and Bad Women and Time for Squares,” has been
During the hassle, Wilfred Bre¬
caused
the
Hotel
Nacional
to
en-.
booked
for the season at the Club
ton of the Rigolo Cafe called a
latter section now for non-TB I’ll Rock ’n’ Roll All Day.”
Bunny Briggs, a^ vet terper, Harlem, Atlantic City, starting
meeting of pitery owriefs in a re¬ large the casino and nitery opera¬ cases only.
tions.
Thi$
has
been
the
most
suc¬
opens
with'a
song.
But.
his
forte
June
20.
Spot is the major Negro
Write-to those who are ill.
newed attempt to start an associa¬
is footwork and he .contribs a nitery in that resort.
tion to deal with union problems. cessful greenfelt operation on the
snappy
exhibition
of
difficult
step¬
island.
This
gpot
has
been
a
con¬
Unit
is
current at the Apollo
Two other stabs at forming this
ping. His is an effortless style. It's Theatre in New York’s Harlem.
group have failed and the latest sistent user of American names.
particularly
evident
in
a
bit
of
pan¬
The
niteries
with
casinos
include
looks as though it will go the same
tomime that he dubs as. “a little
way -despite Breton. Only a half the Tropicnna, Montmartre and
applejack.” Don Redman, a long¬
dozen turned up at the meeting Sans Souci, and the newer hotel
time batoneer, backs the show com¬
out of nearly 100 possibles. Said casino stops include the Comodoro
petently with his crew of three
New
York
and
.the
Sevilla
Biltmore.
Breton; “Every group including
rhythm, four brass and four reed.
Roberto Iglesias, recently on Some of his sidemen are spotted
Miami Beach hotelmen say that
garbage men and grocers has an
association to protect itself, except the Cuban gambling voperations, tour with Danny Kaye, will essay a in individual solos.
night club owners. And if night have helped them. For those that flamenco, concert at Carnegie Hall
There’s also a line of fpur girls
club owners are too dumb to get hanker for a fling at the tables, May 15 . . ." Joan Brandon' on a who are attractively garbed. Othtogether to protect each other, Havana is a much shorter hop than return engagement at the Eldridge ' erwise, the balance of this unit is
Park, Elmira, N. Y., reviewed under New Acts.
The
then they deserve what they get.” Las Vegas. Many vacationers fly Amusement
1. She’s starts at the. Home turns include songstress Mauri
Meantime a reasonable peace ovpr to the island for a session July
Furnishing Show, Boston, tomor¬ Leighton, terper Lon Fontaine,
reigns over the scattered and with the cubes, and come back the row (Thurs.) . . . Judy Foster a
varied nitery biz of Montreal. same evening.
There’s frequent newcomer to the Viennese Lantern singer Ernie Andrews and the
Smileyo Hart left on the weekend and inexpensive plane service be¬ as of last night (TueS.) . . . Shecky dance duo of Paul Meeres Jr.' &
Gilb.
for Quebec City to bring cafes tween both pleasure capitals. As Greene to the Riviefa, Las Vegas, Laraine.
there into line and Lou Smolove a result, the Miami Beach inn- July 31,. . Frank Parker booked
Caribbean festival
from the national, office is ex¬ keeprs feel that the gambling has for the Steel. Pier, Atlantic City,
Princeton, N.J., April 23.
pected in Montreal this week to helped them attract customers who Aug. 4 . . . Roy McIntyre a new¬
Richard Pleasant presentation of
confer with Hart over a new arid would otherwise have gone to comer to the Calypso Dock . . .
Robert Panofsky is the new pianist Jean-Leon Destine & Bis Haitian
permanent AGVA rep for this city. Nevada.
at La Cave Henry IV . . . Stanley Dance Co., with Tedd' Browne &
Burns to the Lotus, Washington, Lady Qalypso, King Rudy & His
"Gonoviovo is on* of tbo best
May 2 . . . Archie Robbins down Steel Band, Alphonse Cimber &
Gallic song belters extant."
for the Americana, Miami Beach, Edner Calvin; Choreography, Des¬
—Variety, Abel.
May 22.
tine; scenery, Bernard Dayde. At
BARRON POLAN LTD.
PL *-4727
Mary Small to the Eden Roc, Mi¬ McCarter Theatre, Princeton,'NJ,,
252 East 4*th St., New York 17, N. Y,
ami Beach, June 6 . . . Dominique April 23, ’57; $4,top.
pacted for the Tropicana, Cuba,
June 14 „ . . Ruth Olay starts at the
This was the first appearance of
PROFESSIONAL
Cloisters, Chicago,' May 3 for 12
weeks . . . Current Copacabana a colorful if somewhat confusing
COMEDY MATERIAL
program
which ranged from the
combo, Will Mastin Trio and Hal
for
all Theatricals
stunning
dancing
of
Jean-Leon
Loman, to repeat at the Latin
G LA SON'S
FUN-MASTER
Casino, Philadelphia, June 13 . . . Destine and his fine troupe to some
re'al
lowdown,
primitive
singing
by
Judy Scott has signed to the lyilThe Original Show Biz Gag File
We Service the'Star*
liam Morris Agency . .. Gogi Grant Lady Calypso.
35' Issues $25 — First 13 for $7
A sellout audience lapped it up
tapped for the Statler-Hilton July
Singly—$1.05' Each In Sequence
—and even appeared to enjoy a
11
DANCING WATERS, INC, is pleased to announce that
• 3 Parody Botiks, per Bk.$10 #
rain of confetti which the ma'fihge• 3 Blackout Books, per Bk.,..$25 •
ment had released from the rafters
• Minstrel Budget ..$2$ e
the U. S. Patent Office has granted U. S. Patent Number
How to Master the Ceremonies
during the second half of the pro¬
Chicago
$3 per Copy
gram to add to a completely un¬ • “The Comedian"
2787495, which, patent covers the original and. unique
Monthly Service e
Roberta Lynn set for the Roose¬ buttoned holiday spirit. The audi¬
- $15 per Year (12 issues)
velt,
New
Orleans,
for
four
weeks
We Also Teach M.C.'ing and Comedy
ence ranged from the usqal longDANCING WATERS display and attraction.
June 20 . , . Joanne Gilbert pacted hairs to be found in this University
Let a. Real Professional Train You
NO C.O.D.'S
for the Drake Hotel May 31 . . . town to persons who appeared to
Ricky Layne due at the Balinese, have come from miles around to
BILLY GLASON
Galveston, for_2V£ weeks Aug, 15, enjoy “live” calypso.
NOTICE, is hereby given that it Is the Intention of
200* W. 54th St., N.Y.C, 1*. Dept. V
with Barry Sisters on bill . . ,
■ Circle 7-1130
The overall impact of the pro¬
Jaiiik Sc Arnaut inked for the Bali¬ gram was certainly; bright and
DANCING WATERS, INC, to seek the full measure of pro¬
nese, Galveston, June 6, for two kaleidoscopic, Imaginative sets by
weeks . . . Jo; Jac & Joni into the Bernrrd Dayde and the insistent
tection afforded to it uhder the"United States Patent Laws
Showboat, Saginaw, Mich, for one and exciting drumming of Al¬
WILL OSBORNE
to prevent the unauthorized use by way of manufacture,
week July 8 .. * Eydie Gorme stops phonse Cimber and Edner Calvin
AND ORCHESTRA
here
for four frames in the Palmer gave to the show a unity and con¬
lease, rental, sale, or otherwise, of fountain display^ which
House June 13, and later at the tinuity
which, in retrospect, might
Harrah’s Club
GhaSe Hotel, St. Louis for one be questioned.
constitute an infringement of the abbve patents.
week Aug. 4 . . . Rita Constance
. Lake Tahoe
There was true paradox in the
appears on the Black Orchid bill successive
appearances of the
Mgr.: MILTON-DEUTSCH
June 3 for three frames . . , Kaye primitive - appearing but actually
Under, the Patent Laws ALL parties USING or DISPLAY¬
Ballard into Mr. Kelly’s May 22 for highly sophisticated Destine
two- -weeks ... Jo Ann Miller Troupe—alternating with the un¬
ING infringing fountains and equipment are legally respon¬
heads into the Monteleone, New tutored, bawdy and truly primitive
Orleans, May 14 for two sets . . . Lady Calypso. It was almost as if
WANTED for PHOTOGRAPHY
Big Jay McNeely into the Crown Bessie Smith had been chosen to
sible and liable for damages.
GIRL TWINS—SIZES 3 to $x—7 to 10
Propeller May 8-12 . . . Loyola U. appear on the same program with
or 12 to 14, sub teens,
Fair here (May 3-5) featuring Fon- Martha Graham. After a while, the
Call LO 5-2981
tane Sisters (3), Joni James and dancers appeared to be operating
Additional patent applications covering the DANCING
Erroll Garner Trio on . successive on two levels at once.
' ROCKFIELD STUDIO
nights.
Calypso singer Tedd Browne
10 Wait 33rd St.. Now York City
WATERS display and equipment are now pending In the
provided a more sophisticated se¬
ries of popular songs while the
United States Patent Office and in Canada and other
Hollywood
King Hudy Steel Band was a
King Arthur Walsh pulls in at charming reminder that calypso is
countries throughout the world.
100 OUTER SPACE
the Magic Carpet today ,(Wed.) for still awfully close to its origins.
a two-week stand at the San Ber¬
The enthusiastic audience greet¬
GAGS — SI
nardino spot ... The Characters ed with cheers producer Richard
Original Material
The original and authentic PANCINQ WATERS displays
held over at the Riverside, Reno, Pleasant’s entr’acte announcement
Send cash, Check er money order to:
through June 15 . . . Jose Greco that the show would come back to
are identified by the. trademarks DANCING WATERS
making a week’s, stand at the Chi the McCarter Theatre for two
EDDIE GAY, 242 Wait 72nd S».
Chi, Palm Springs . . . The Allan more performances June .14 and 15.
Now York 23, N. Y.
Jones show opens at the Terrace Afterward. Charles Green of Conand SYNCOPATED WATERS.
Room of the Statler Hotel for an
extended run May 16. Included in
the package are the Page Cav¬
anaugh Trio.
DANCING WATERS, INC.
Marie McDonald will open her
new
nitery act at the Desert Inn,
250 W. 57th Street
Las Vegas, May 28 .. . Four Fresh¬
men, comic Lehny Bruch and the
New York City
Dave Pell Octet headline the cur¬
uontUtfe kt. HOjljs;u
— Circle 6-8800
rent show at the Crescendo. •
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announcement that he was banned
by age minimum of 15 from the
Auld Lang Syne stage.
Lymon,
beaming frequently and jumping
about, pleases his young followers
with his own tune, “Why Do Fools
Fall, in Love?” He raises yocks by
saying, after he’s announced names
L’OIynipia, Paris
prince of Wales, London
of other kids, “my name is Tommy
Steele” (English rock ■’n’ rollerh
*
Paris, April 15.
‘ Londonr April 23.
Patachou, Marino Marini Quar¬ . At show caught, house- was
,Val Parnell and Bernard -Delfont
packed with holiday crowdsfin view
presentation of **Plaisirs de Paris” tet, Rene-Louis Lafforgue, Sim, of local one-day vacation.’Act reg¬
George Taps' & Co. (5),* Barells
a new revue in two acts. Devised
(2), Flying De Pauls (6), Wilson, istered with the very young but
and- ' staged by Robert Nesbitts Keppel & Betty, Roger Comte; $2 left many oldsters wondering’ as to'
choreography, Billy Petch; orches¬ top.
its entertainment value.
trations, Woolf Phillips, Ray Terry,
Fortunately, .support layout,
numerically small, is strong
Ronald ffannher, Bert Rhodes, NorPatachou is well named after a' -while
man Wilkinson; costumes, R. St. piece of pastry, for her first house in impact, and each act registers.
John Roper; decor, Tod 'Kingman, appearance this. season is a piece The Mayfairs are bright distaff duo
each segment Ron Scott,
Edward Delaney.' ■' $2.30 top.
of cake for her. Already a consum¬ who open
Scot, tells some stories and
With George & Bert Bernard, mate shpwwoman, some pressure kilted
sings Auld Lang Syne tunes with
catapulted
her
into
one
of-the
best
Dickie Henderson,. Sabrina, The 3
a friendly freshness that appeals.
Monarchs, Lee Sharon, Maggy Sar- shows she has done in many moons. Goodlooking youngster opens
ragne, Noelle Adam, Miss Glamor, Supporting her are a racy Italo brightly with “Bagpipes of Scot¬
Les Mathurins (2), Raymond Gir-. musical, combo, Marino Marini land” and winds with a peppy
ef.d, The Zaniest (3), Vicki Emra, Quartet, who have been creating “Rockin’ in the Rye.”
John Palmer, Arthur Solomon, The riots and interest and selling flocks
Hollander & Hart, with song,
records on their raucous take¬
Follies Models, Follies Showgirls? of
offs of Neapolitan music. She had comedy and guitar, score solidly,
Les Boys and Girls de Follies, Har¬ to top them and did it by far with interweaving comedy into musical
old Collins & Prince of Wales a Sblid songalog, subdued but tell¬ offering, and exit to strong palm¬
Orch.
ing gestures, and a controlled ing. Johnny Laycock also notches
high reaction on mitt-meter With
voice and poise making her in for versatile
instrumentals; playing
Val Parnell and Bernard Delfont powerful palms.
Patachou"1 eschewed a certain several together and setting - fast
in presenting this Follies revue
pace to act; he’s assisted by a young
yeasty
quality
that,
at
times,
ham¬
have put oii one .of the most color¬
girl stooge.,
ful and entertaining' shows seen in pers her style. With electric song
Albert Burdon, vet northeast
London for a long time. In a series underlining and intelligently com¬ England comedian supported by
posed
numbers
she
peals
out
her
of these Parisian shows at this the¬
team
of four males, repeats wellatre, this is by far the best; Decor hardbitten sentimental songs on tried comedy material and proves
and costumes are outstanding, mu¬ Pari§ lowlife with verve and dy¬ 'that good slapstick never dies.
sical arrangements good and the namism. fn fine voice, with the Work of his stooges’ team, partic¬
choreography excellently executed. audience responding to her every ularly a smallish type garbed as
The show zings along at a very fast nuance, she emerges one of the schoolboy, is a standout.
pace, and is set for a long and top song stylists here. She is in¬
'Layout is backed by resident
trinsically Parisian, bub has the
profitable run.
moxie and savvy to cross any bor¬ orch under Bobby Dowds.
George & Bert Bernard, the der with telling effect, as she has
Gor-d:
show’s headliners, please the cus¬ amply and often proved.
tomers with their unchanging actMarino
Marini
Quartet
utilize
of miming to records. They’ve electronics as well as bouncy
added little new material to their
of the sugared Neapoli¬
routine, but come across well and rhythming
tan beat to make this group sound
receive a hefty, reception. *
like a battalion. Each has a mike
Dickie Henderson is by far the of
<4 his own and adroit coupling Cirque Medrano, Paris
hardest worker '.of the production. leads
to echo sounds and builds
Paris, April 23.
He’s rarely offstage ‘ and supplies them
a frenetic sounding off
Chocolate & Co.- (5), Michele
almost all the comedy in the show. when into
necessary.
of a Marconi & Andre Raney, Berardy
His solo spots are among the most piano, bass, drumComposed
and electric
entertaining in the revue, and his
they uncork a catchy reper¬ (3), Henry Neuvy, Evelyn & Helsinging, dancing, and impersona¬ guitar,
with enough Italo exaggera¬ muth, Gogia Pasha (2), Wisky
tions are all set at a very high toire
tion and good spirits, plus a'sure Bros. (2), Ulk & Maor, Andree
level.
sense of rhythm, to get the audi¬ Jan; James, Jackson & Cornell,
Making her West End debut, and ence in the mood and with them. Beverly (3), Denewers (2), Gimos
taking on her biggest part to date, There is literally an Italo musical (2), lung Iang; $3 top.
Sabrina, a; very well' proportioned invasion here and it is a joyous,
blonde, hears the brunt of many of suhny type of music that should
With Chocolate & Co. (5) the
the sketches built round her physi¬ be finding its way stateside.
Cirque Medrano can .he forgiven
cal attributes. She's good for a lot
Rest of bill is highpowered to for straying, into musichall-type
of laughs, and creates quite a stir indicate probable solid biz through programs and leaving the sawdust
amorfg the audience every time early May. Sim uncannily imi¬ to the traveling tenters. This clown
she appears in a new gown. She tates trains, storms, etc., and a gal¬ group piles up enough olassic gags
sings too, and makes the most of lery of prima donnas in a quaver¬ and tomfoolery to make for wordher West End bow.
ing falsetto underlined, by a top of-mouth that should begin to get
Zany harmonica trio, the Three parody sense. He is an offbeater the strayed public back.
Monarchs, register well both with worth U.S. video interest. Roger
Chocolate & Co. wear the regula¬
their instrumentals and . comedy Comte is a lisping raconteur who tion madcap clown getups and tear
routines. The antics of one of details zany rube goldbergish in¬ into a ^series of wild-shenanigans
them, a plujmp, bearded character ventions for the program. laughs. that make for gales of bellyo-cks, A
with a high' pitched voice and a Material and delivery are fine.'
cannon, is fired through a piano
Rene-Louis. Lafforgue looks like which shatters and the player runs
naive line of patter, scores well.
Les Mathurins, a, fast moving a_ turn-of-the-century moustached off yelping with the shell through
French acrobatic duo, have a slick comico villain, but essays .a self- him; a clarinet is shoved down the
routine spiced with plenty of hu¬ cleffed troubador rep which does gullet of an annoying member; an
mor. They get one of the biggest not jibe with his physical accoutre¬ axe is imbedded in an offending
receptions. In the production num¬ ments. He remains a local bet, at head; and on it goes underlined by
bers, Lee Sharon, Maggy. Sar- best. Wilson, Keppel & Betty do a definite musical talent purveyed
ragne, Noelle Adam and Miss a dance takeoff on Egyptian hiero¬ by outlandish but well sounding
Glamor provide the central attrac¬ glyphic characters for amusing re¬ instruments.
tions. Miss Sharon scores a ‘ Lvg sults. Present political tensions
Michele Marconi & Andre Raney
hit in a number called “Cargo,” help this get yoeks, and-the skill¬ do their classy dance, with Miss
with an ultra-sexy dance routine ful clowning, invention and actual Marconi doubling with the horse
set in the engine robin of a ship. terp qualities make this in f.or big ridden by Raney to make a per¬
The -setting is realistic and cap¬ applause. However, it is thin and fectly matched and gaited number.
tures the atmosphere perfectly. timely in essence, and will have to Berardy (3) are two pretty young
Maggy Sarragne, a sophisticated be- altered with changing times. girls and a man in a rapid roller
French songstress, and Noelle But it will be a neat entry and skating routine full of. poise,
Adam, an attractive dancer, both filler for a while, and is worth rhythm, and make for good filler
score. Miss ;Safragne, always beau¬ U.S. spotting.
Flying De Pauls are six green- material. Ditto the Gimos (2), a
tifully costumed, delivers her num¬
clever bicycle number with smart
bers with plenty of zest and a costumed women who flit through riding leavened with good, com¬
•
“solid
acrobatic session With
throaty voice.' Her accent ,adds
edies.
much charm to her- performance. verve and abandon worth mighty
Henry Neuvy (2) starts with, a
Miss Adam , has goodlooks as well mitts. Barells are a fast and color¬
as plenty of dancing ability, main¬ ful juggling duo. Using a Sunday talk on the violin, interrupted Jxy
ly of the ballet type. Miss Glamor, painter motif, couple handle a femme from the audience, which
a dusky dancer from Cuba making unique objects such as paint cans, turns into a knockabout number
her British bow in the show, gets palettes, brushes, and are fast, for okay proportions. Gogia Pasha
a socko reception 'for her unin¬ zesty and in for fine filler pur¬ (2) runs through some smart magihibited undulations in a number poses. George Taps & Co. unveil a co turns to end on a levitation bit,
titled “The Heat Wave.” She turns potpourri of interpretive fiances his partner being placed on three
on the sex full pressure, and is based oh Rodgers & Hammerstein upended swords With two then re¬
backed by a two-piece bongo out¬ musicals. It is a good, well organ¬ moved, to make this eminent state¬
fit. Her act closes to cheers from' ized vestpocket dance interlude, side video material.
Evelyn & Helmuth are a supple
and adds a good production gloss
the audience.
The rest of the company all give to this well picked and stocked acrobatic dance duo and Wisky
Mosk. ■ Bros. (2) are an okay trampoline
first-rate performances. The girls group of acts.
act. Ulk & Maor. has a stocky girl
are well matched, and their many
doing the man’s work as she easily
changes of costume, bring spon¬
Empire. Glasgow
throws her partner around for a
taneous applause, as do the excel¬
Glasgow, April 26.
savvy
filler. Jan ups for the trapeze
lent sets. One in particular,' “The
The Teenagers, with "Frankie
Realms of Venus,” is a real eye- Lymon (Jr), Albert Burdon & Co. bit and does some fallaways that
give
the
program its gasps. James,
opener, with several nudes com¬
pleting a colorful tableau. Chore¬ (4), Johnny Laycock & Partner, Jackson & Cornell bring a looseography is good, and some of the Hollander & Hart, Ron Scott, May- jointed tap routine in and fit the
atmosphere on their acrobatics and
show’s novelty effects, .including a fairs (2), Bobbie Dowds Orch.
energy.
'
fireworks (display, .are outstanding.
Denewers (2) are a fine hand-toThe
Teenagers,
backed
by
a
Harold Collins and' his orch pro¬
vide the music throughout, and group of five British instrumental hand bit salted with acceptable kid¬
maintain the high standard they’ve ists-, offer a lively singing act. that ding aspect. Beverly (3) are a
sef during their residency at the pleases the younger outfronters. rapid juggling trio with a pretty
Group is well drilled and registers blonde vying with a father and
theatre.
. . .
• Bary.
adequately in excited motion, but son in dexterity. lung larig is a
hardly justifies raising - of .prices smooth, graceful balancing num¬
ber in which a young man hand¬
Kathleen Williams, talent- buyer at this vaudery by almost .50%.
Most, attention is. centered on stands and b.uilds it up by placing
for the Blackpool Circus* JBlackpool, will arriv’e in' the U. S. at Ffankic Lymon, billed as - being a series of blocks under each hand
tb» end of May to- case acts for W/2 years ol.fi. . Juve' singer has as he mdunts On them and then
the Annmer season at the British reportedly received special dispen¬ descends by casting them off.
Mosk.
resort. • - ,
* . '
sation to appear, after last-year
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House Reviews

Circus Review

SHAI K. OPHIR
.Comedy
20 Mins., .. *
, Club SaKbra; ‘-N*' Y. - '> -■ * * •■' ""
Shai.K. Ophir, an Israeli import,
is a mime in the concert tradition
of Marcel Marccau, from whom he
has apparently drawn a great deal
of inspiration. He uses his body
expressively, his mimes ai’e care¬
fully studied, and his characteriza¬
tions have a deal of depth.
Ophir, dressed in dead black,
provides a few arresting studies.
His comedy has a tinge of philoso¬
phy and there’s some comedy in
his tragedy. His . initial study of
a salesnian bidding farewell to his
family, is an ingeniously contrived
bit of business. His magnum opus
is a study of a drunk who has
broken into a hat shop and as¬
sumes the characteristics of one
who would ordinarily wear le cha¬
peau he tries on. In the end he
seems content to pick up his own
fedora and walk away. Another
expert bit of business is his study
of how different people smoke.
The weaker parts of his turn are
the bits in which he gabs. That
way he invites comparison with
every standup comic around. He’s
safer and much better on the pan¬
tomimic front.
Jose.
ORANEEM (4)
Songs, Dance
15 Mins.
Club Sahbra, N. Y.
The Oraneem are a versatile
quartet more geared to the‘con¬
cert than the nitery orbit. Accom¬
plished group .lias developed its
own combination of song, dance
ahd music. Comprising a girl
singer, a boy ditto, a male dancer,
and a musician, -the outfit has a
pleasant way around the floor.
Standout is the dancer, who has
a feel for folk ballet. His choreog¬
raphy imparts a sense of modern¬
ism superimposed on the Israeli
lo<&le. „ Singers pass muster and
the musician works an accordion
and a recorder.
They create an" atmosphere of
homegrown gaiety, have a fresh
viewpoint, and could be a part pf
an evening in the theatre presen¬
tation for maximum effect. Jose.

iMAURI LEIGtfTON
Songs
9 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
■ A tall,' W^Lowy femme, Mauri
Leighton not ’only has a good voice
but she has a figure that more
than matches it. Negro singer is
inclined to be a bit too staccato on
her version of “Wanna Be Loved.”
However, her sexy delivery of “So
Many Beautiful Men” wraps up
this novelty number for full values.
Miss Leighton, who seems com¬
pletely at ease, appears to have a
way with novelties for her piping
of “Lookie, What I Got For You”
was so realistic at show caught that
some, members of tlie Apollo aud
were on the verge of taking it
literally. Both visually and aurally
she shapes as good „ material for
vaude, cafes and/or disks. Gilb.
THE MAYFAIRS (2)
Dance
G Mins,
Empire, Glasow
Above-average dancing acts are
not found iff every show in the
U.K. these days. Here’s one with
some potential. Two attractive
young femmes are easy on°eye and
dance with skill.
Pair are neatly costumed, show
precision in routines, and perform
with an obvious sense of enjoying
their chores. Best bit is a tap
dance done atop two prop top hats,
the gals also wearing identicallydesigned top hats, a minimum ofcostuming, and carrying canes.
Distaffer duo merit the fairly warm
reception they gain; on exit.
It’s a bright opening dance turn
that should stand service in most
classes of vaudery in Britain and
Commonwealth, and in video situationsc too.
Gord.
LIANE
Songs
Eden Bar, Vienna
Liane, one of Austria’s best
selling' recording artists and main
attraction in one of Vienna’s most
popular bistros, the Eden Bar, is
eager for a U.S. try. Highly success¬
ful here, she should" please Yank
audiences, in the same way as here.
Eden Bar has become by word-ofmouth a sort of a must for foreign¬
ers doing the local nitery scene.
She sings in English (pleasing
accent), French, Italian, Hungarian
and German. Amadeo records, as
“Paris Midnight,” “Vienna Mid¬
night,’* “Night and Day” (Cole
Porter) are of high standard ahd
one of her latest, “Lass die Welt
darueber reden” (Let The World
Talk About It) ranks third on the
local jukebox’ parade.
Liane delivers a selection of
pops, followed by a range of vocal
impressions; She is a pleasant en¬
tertainer with a highly versatile
routine.
The Joschi Wimmer Soloists is
the billing of the Eden Bar’s ex¬
cellent orchestra.
Maas.

LON FONTAINE (5)
Dancing
G Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Lon Fontaine is a versatile hoof¬
er whose choreography is some¬
what reminiscent of the Jack Cole
school. Opens with some conven¬
tional stepping, then corttribs a
Oouple of vocals. Of the latter one
is a calypso, “Whatcha.. Gonna Do
When Your Man Gives Out?”
Calypso number serves as a peg
for some West Indian routines in
which Fontaine is flanked by four
undulating femmes.
Colorfully
clad, they provide a sexy touch.
On the whole Fontaine has a fair¬
ish turn. However, its novelty as¬
pects are strong enough to rate
okay mitts at the Apollo, where
the act is part of Timmie* Rogers’ JAN & VLASTA DALIBOR
Puppets
“No Time for Squares” unit.
10 Mins.
’
’
Gilb.
Empire, Edinburgh
Czechoslovakian duo have a pup¬
ERNIE ANDREWS
pet offering that shows promise.
Songs
With sharpening and more show¬
6 Mins.
manship it should grow in poten¬
Apollo, N. Y.
tial.
Youthful Negro warbler from
Puppets are manipulated inside
the Coast, Ernie Andrews shows miniature stage lit by two side
promise but needs further experi¬ lamps, and are all cutely devised.
ence' before-. he's ready for 'the They range from an elderly dame
more lucrative bookings in- most positioned/beside a prop jukebox
visual media. He also requires a to a white poodle pooch, a small
better defined style of his own that elephant, a frog, two dainty pig¬
would set him apart from scores lets, and a cow with an ogling eye.
of others who warble in a similar Item with a green frog making
vein.
love to pink fish, to offstage record
A member of the Timmie Rogers accompaniment of “Kiss Me Babe,”
unit, “No Time for Squares,” An¬ raises yocks.
drews vocals “Can I Steal a Little
Male and femme twosome oper¬
Love?” and the religioso “Give Us ate strings from behind their
Peace.” Former tune, written es¬ miniature theatre, and in view of
pecially for the unit, is no groat outfronters.
Alternative method
shakes but he sells it nicely. He should be used to withdraw the
handles the latter with much feel¬ prop jukebox from the full view
ing. However, his Voice occasion¬ of audience, distaffer pushing in
ally cracks under the emotional her arms at show caught to clear
stress.
Gilb.
the-.puppet stage. '
~ As act is tidied up, so it should
PAUL MEERES JR. & LARAINE become ■ slicker1 and have greater
potential for general vaude and
Dancing
video.
Gord.
5 Mins.
*
Apollo, N; Y.
Decidedly animated is- this dance
duo who excel in adagio routines.
Accomped by a bongo, they go
through some suggestive paces
which is fine for this Harlem vaud¬
ery but could be considered risque
The Valley Arena, Holyoke;in more sedate spots.
will resume weekly Sunday,
Sparkplug of the turn is Laraine, Mass.,
vaude
shows starting May 26. with
a scantily clad, diminutive hip
a
layout
topped by Bill Haley St
tosser. A sexy bundle, she makes
with liberal bumps and' grinds. Her His Comets. The house periodical¬
ly
runs
a
series of weekly vaude
partner acquits himself well in
handling the lifts and spins. Withal, shows.
The
Abe
Feinberg agency If
a good act for niteries, but not for
booking out of New York.
the family trade.
Gilb.

Valley Arena, Holyoke,
To Encore Sun. Vaude
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turing Pat Wharton, Bill Chatham,
Iloftel SI. Regis, N. Y.
Blue Angel, N. V.
Julie Wilson with Marshall Grant and Dick Humphreys, who staged
Bob Gibson, Dorothy Loudon,
the production. Colorful luminous Orson Bean, Enid Mosier1 & Steel
Trio; $1.50 and $2.50 convert.
costumes accent the original calyp¬ Band (3);\ Bart Howard, Jimmy
so presentation that is staged in Lyon Trio; $5 minimum. '
There are certain personalities part
in darkness. The Kraft danc¬
and certain rooms that go together
ers return for five selections that
like Haig & Haig. This combina¬ include
for nought is the Blue Angel
an invocational dance, a a Not
tion of glove-fitness is usually born
Gotham staple. The application
of the environment and vice-versa Love Duet, a Display of Virtuosity, to talent ’ standards has been rig¬
a Flirtation Dance (starring Miss
so that the boxo^fiqe impact be¬ Kraft)
orous and, ’ with the advantage of
and finale.,
comes habitual as well as profes¬
a. farm .system via the companion
A slapstick puppet performance Village
sional. Hildegarde'1 apd, the Per¬
Vanguard which partner
in
the
Punch
&
Judy
tradition
is
sian Room; The DeM$£CPs and the, interspersed by - George Prentice )VTax Gordon operates solo, Herbert
old Central Park Casino; , Jimmy .j
Jacoby
and
he continue to bat
Durante and Chez Paree; Joe E.j ‘who deploys a‘ series of animals in strong. Their quality is big league
Lewis and the Copa come to mind “combat” with his main performer, all the way.
/ '
among others. . Julie wtlson and a bereted puppet.
In addition to the basic values,'
Music by the Cee Davidson orch Jacoby & Gordon have the knack
the Maisonette Room of the Hotel1
(17) enlivens the production that’s of proper blend ahd balance with
St. Regis are' in the same idiom.
: slotted for four weeks. Sid Miller
This is her eighth return and is a and Mel Diamond wrote the show result that the sum total is
continuing sentimental spring- which is presented by entertain¬ thoroughly satisfying. This par¬
ticular quartet of turns is a canny
board for a chorister from the ment director Stan Irwin. Digl.
admixture of offbeat song and onCopa who capitalized on a striking!
the-buttori comedy.
brunet personality Mow a blondWhoever has guided Dorothy
nette), a sleek chassis, a throaty j
Staller Hotel, L. A.
Loudon from (lie path of straight
voice and a general s.a.-with-class
Los Angeles, April 25.
thrushing (she used to wax for
style to become a West End and
Ginny Simms, Les Cardinals (3), Victor) into the savvy comedy flair
Gotham favorite.
From the
Maisonette she did London coun¬ Dick Stabile Orch (12); $2-$2.50 she now manifests has done a
strong show biz potential service
terparts of click Broadway musi¬ cover.
for hex’. Right now she has a socko
cals, and latterly has done two pix
It has been many years since vignette for the top vaudeo layouts.
(COl and Metro),, both just releas¬
ing, with result that Miss Wilson is Ginny Simms was a top band “Sleazy Louisiana” may be too
riding, the crest of accumulative singer and radio and disk vocalist. ribald for a Sullivan-Alien videoer
She's back now to essay a tour of but her from-Dixie treatment of
ballyhoo values.
“Mobile” (heretofore a straight
Her stuff remains standard. Her I the cabaret circuit, starting with baxlad which Julius LaRose ac¬
good looks are standout and so is this three-weeV: stand at the Statler cented), is capital satix’e. Michael
Hotel’s
entertainment
oasis.
Un¬
her wagon, especially in that dar¬
Brown’s “Louisiana” lyric is equal¬
ing sartorial creation which gives a ! fortunately, barring the nostalgic ly pungent humor. Her entii'e
somewhat startling derriere effect i value of her name on the marquee,-, routine is. in the same pattern,
due to the flesh-colored basic mate¬ she has nothing to offer in today’s from “Rampart Street Pai’ade”
rial.
•
| highly competitive market;
The long absence from the busi¬ through “Most Gentlemen Can’t
Her repertoire is a blend of old ness has marred the vocal quality Stand Love” and the socko windup
and new, and also incorporates a I that let her achieve prominence with this duo. At fii'st she suggests
current trend by diskers and chap¬ before—and she has failed to de¬ a 1957 road company of the Vir¬
ters to unearth little known musi- velop a real act that would over¬ ginia O’Brien deadpan technique
comedy scores, usually by Porter or come this lack. Turn is a standup but quickly assumes her own style.
Rodgers & Hart. She favors Por¬ songalog, hampered considerably
Oi'son Bean marks his 16th re¬
ter with alternating “New Yorkers” by the” fact that the presentation turn to the Angel and his l’oiitine
and “50 Million Frenchmen” med¬ is awkward. Miss Simms seems still by Chinese customers in an Ameri¬
leys.
“Manhattan,” “Just In to be a band singer, lacking in the can restaurant—a sort of reverseTime,” “Married I Can Always showmanship needed; even her English Buddy Haclcett routine—
Get,” n Refuse to Rock ’n’ Roll,” gestures appear awkward. And at is a gem. He did it in John Murray
“What Is There TO Say?,” “What’s 40 minutes, she’s on much too long. Anderson’s “!Almanacs.” He broke
A Woman?,” “Bad, Bad Woman”,
Vocally, she runs through some in some General Gi'ant humor in
and “A Man Could Be” comprise Of her former hits, like “Who the second frolic that he seemingly
beaucoup variety but major accent Wouldn’t Love You,” and. reprises l-ecognizes should be l’eentombed.
is on the “sophisticated” lyrics. some standards and the current But in toto an engaging personality.
That’s fancy for literate boudoir pop “Accustomed to His Face.” This is his fifth year back at the
wordage, but as she does it it’s She has a good idea in a medley of East 55th St. bistro.
Enid Mosier and her Steel Band
highly acceptable With the cash- Oscar winners, but it's stretched
and-cayriage (Jag-set-type) set.
too thin for what it has to offer. (3> just closed, with the calypso
It’s a question whether Miss Wil¬ Special material numbers by Earl show at the Roxy, and are headed
son needs her own Marshall Grant Brent, though ndt strong, are a for the Mocambo, Hollywood, next
Trio, which has the maestro at the move in the right direction and week, when they’ll be replaced by
ivories, Mort Klanfer on bass, and she (should lean more heavily on Diahann Carroll (ex-“House of
Jim Chapin on rhythm. Not that this type of entry to overcome the Flowei’s”). Miss Mosier is a savvy
pro, too, with her patois French
they aren’t good^-they are, plenty. vocal deficiencies.
Opener is Les Cardinals, an im¬ calypsos. The* three male aides’
But since maestro Milt Shaw, a
staple at the St. Regis, has done so ported trio that combines acro- showing how the steel-drumhead
competently for all the chantoot- dancing with music, utilizing xlo- instrumentsi are tuned to 24, 16
sies this is obviously more of a phones and saxes for some added and seven notes is good audience
showmanship conceit than a real¬ fillips to them stunts. It’s a good appeal. They switch to a drums
and bongo accomp for her “St.
istic necessity. The Grant combo opener.
accomped Vicki Autier and Fer¬
Dick Stabile band holds over Louis Blues” (beguine treatment)
nand Montel in Palm Beach* and again and the maestro acts as signoff. Miss Mosier has a couple
elsewhere, are thoroughly profes¬ emcee, getting off some funny ma¬ of saucy lyrics but is well attuned
to the sophisticate cafe circuits.
terial to aid the pace.
Kap.
sional, of course.
Betimes she reminds of the Peaii
Miss Wilson, closes the Maison¬
Bailey influence. ,
ette for the season until June 6
Bob Gibson is a banjoing. folk
Lake
Club,
Spring!9*!,
Ilk
when Shaw and the Ray Bari en¬
singer who broke in at the Van-*
Springfield, Ill., April 26.
semble move upstairs to the St.
guard, has played the college
Regis Roof for the summer.
Day, Dawn & Dusk, Stan Howard, ciiouits and lesser boites, has two
Abel. | Dorothy Kramer Dancers (with Bill Riverside albums and .has just
Drew), Buddy Kirk Orch (8); $1.20 switched to Decca. His folk song¬
admission afigr 8 p.m.
alog is offbeat, too, running the
Sahara, floats Vegas
gamut from “Pretoria” (South
Las Vegas, April 24.
Since the sepia song trio billed Africa) to a Confederate song to
Donald O’Connor, Larry White, as Day, Dawn & Dusk follows by a Norwegian type song, with a
George Prentice, Beatrice Kraft less than a month the appearance “sad” calypso and “Saints Come
Dancers (7), Cee Davidson orch of the Deep River Boys at the Lake Marching In” in between. He does
(17) r produced by Stan Irwin; Club, comparison of the two vocal all his stuff to self-accomp. Okay
staged by Dick Humphreys; $2 groups is inevitable. Like their for the intimeries but needs a more
predecessors, the current contin¬ definitive point of view for broader
minimum.
gent concentrates on harmony, but impact. He’ll get there all right;
with the exception of a calypso item it’s a matter of matui’ity and
Donald O’Connor has parlayed rendered in Jamaican bonnets the routining.
the same youthful zest that brought three D’s do not invite comparison
Per usual Bart Howard is a per¬
him success into a well-balanced with any other group.
sonable emcee and intermission
production in the Congo Room.
Day, Dawn & Dusk avoid style .pianist, and the Jimmy Lyon Trio
Pert eight-year-old Larry White stereotyping by offering a Jlittle bit the durable blackstoppers. Coming:
teams in a 20-minute, skit with of everything. ’“Without A Song” Spivy on May .15,
Abel.
O’Connor that provides the dis¬ comes, out straight: “Way Down
tinctive part of the 68-minute show. Yonder. In New Orleans” is inter-:
They use special material written polated with “Manhattan Tower” Bellevue Casino, Mont’l
by Sid Miller for a series of seven in a logically, sophisticated way.
Montreal, April 27.
fast changes Climaxed by a sbhg. & “He” is delivered with taste, “Who”
Joe Howard, The Coronados (3),
dance duet to the music of “Hello is given a rock 'n' roll beat while The Alcettys (2), Francesca Kae,
Bluebird.”
“Hallelujah — Fare Thee Well” Roger Coleman, Casino Lovelies
-O’Connor “introduces” the pre¬ solicits audience participation.
(10), Bix Belair Orch ('ll), Byddy
Long before the trio distributes Clayton Trio; $1 admission.
cocious White in a unique manner
by throwing a hat to spectators— tambourines for their revivalistic fi¬
nale
they
can
count
oh
coming
back
all of whom return it with the ex¬
For their eighth anniversary
ception of Larry, who puts it on for encores. Showwise, Eddie, Mac show, co-owners Harry Holfnok
his head and stares ahead concen¬ and Bob save their top talent ex¬ and Jack Suz bring back the evex’trating qn his meal. Upon prod¬ hibit for begoff duty. It*s,-a three- lasting Joe Howard as headliner.
ding by O’Connor the youth takes man imitation of a circus calliope. When this big room opened several
the stage for a rapid-fire sequence Narration by Eddie Day, piano man yeai-s ago, Howard topped the bill
of songs that find him in costumes and key baritone, is brief and and for business and sentimental
ranging from cooitskin cap to blazer classy. Dawn and Dusk, at mike- reasons, the management- has
to 10-gallon hat. Miller and O’Con¬ side, blend tenor and baritone. brought him back every year since.
nor have used similar material on When necessary, Day doubles in;
Howard, who admits to 89
tv,, but audience reaction here is bass.
Comedian Stan Howard, who years, still manages to .wow as he
hearty.
emcees the current layout, has reprises his all-time standards. For
O’Connor’s opening songs in¬ about as many styles of patter as a man of his yeai’s he is still in
clude “I Like Life,” “Life Is Just the song trio. He was best received okay voice and amazingly agile con¬
a Bowl of Cherries,” “Walking My at the show caught in musicalized sidering he does a stout 20 min¬
Baby Back Home” and “Ain’t She material revolving around “Stop utes or more every appearance
Sweet.” Following the “Anything the World and Let Me Off.” A glar¬ (twice a night during the week and
for a Laugh” skit with young ing professional fault in his stand- three times on Saturday and Sun¬
White, he concludes by singing up stint is enjoying his jokes before day nights). As per always he is
“Dancing in the Dark,” and per¬ giving his audience a chance to do garbed in immaculate evening
forming his only solo dance num¬ the same.
clothes (brown) and obliges with
ber, “Donald’s Dance.”
Dorothy Kramer, her dancers customer requests as well as his
The Saharem Dancers are sup¬ and Bill Drew open tlie bill with a regular songalog.
Preceding the Howard offering,
planted in the O’Connor show by precision tap routine' which after
Beatrice Kraft Dancers (7). They several weeks is routine. Buddy the Alcettys prove jto be one of
open the show with a calypso num¬ Kirk’s orch is on cue all the way. the best acts brought into this spot
Wayn.
for some time. Male half of duo
ber to “Banana Boat Sohg,” fea¬
\ > i
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specializes in plate spinning and
works a vast assortment of sticks,
long and short, for plaudits.
Femme partner is a looker and an
able assistant without getting in
the way.
Hoofer Francesca Kae spai-ks
one of sock Craig Daye produc¬
tions and then clicks nicely, during
a solo stint. Diminutive oriental
is visually attractive and has talent.
Emcee Roger Coleman gets off a
lot of sometimes unnecessary gab¬
bing during the sessions but scores
in his brief vocal slot. The Coron¬
ados, a youthful trio of two guys
and s girl, mix some light comedy
with their ballads tor a fine recep¬
tion in closing stanza of layout.
Distaff, side of act .does much to
lift routining out of the average
groove with her piping and lithe
figure.
Surrounding the entire show and
as usual taking all visual kudos
are the productions and the chor¬
eography of Craig Daye. Costumes
are fresh and colorful and all con¬
cerned are attractive and having
a good time.' The Belair oi’ch backs
showcase with the Clayton combo
doing interlude music. * Feature
acts hold until May 8 with px’oductions staying a month.
Newt.
Riverside. Reno
Reno, April 25.
Goal Grant, Davis & Reese,
Starlets (9), Bill Clifford Orch fea¬
turing Louise Vienna; $2 minimum.
Gogi Grant was knocked out by
a flu bug for her second show
opening night, but was "on hand
Friday (26) for a stx-ong, nicely
paced show. Without a “pop” tune
to throw out because thei-e’s hard¬
ly a ballad arpund that’s popular,
she has a great time revamping
some classic oldies. “Without a
Song,” with only a very light piano
background, is a real sample of her
polished handling of a tune. > Hav¬
ing just dubbed the voice for “The
Helen Morgan Stoxy,” she plugs
this with “I Can’t Give You Any¬
thing But. Love.”
While her program is pat, she
makes her point in introducing
tunes and gets on with the busi¬
ness. For the light touch she re¬
minds the audience how little
there is to complain of with today’s
so-called bad novelty tunes, and
.then proceeds to trot out the nov¬
elties of past eras—“B arney
Google,” “Mairzy Doats” and “Hold
Tight,” winding up with today's
entry “Hound Dog” Miss Grant’s
endings are always impressive as
she belts out the last few notes
with full lung power..
Com" s Davis & Reese make out
very wtil in their second engage¬
ment in. this room. Offering is
strong everywhere but at the very
opening, with Davis leading the
band in ever increasing Volume
while Reese gets more excited with
his opening speech. But with this
out of the way, they catch continu¬
ous laughs. Davis and his punchy
boxer are a standard bit and still a
highpoint'.
• The Starlets put together an ex¬
travagant , opener on a charming
and authentic oriental theme. The
girls as coolies' in short jackets and
coolie hats intro a dancer in rick¬
shaw. Whole theme is handled
with delightful oriental delicacy.
Bill Clifford sets up Miss Grant's
songalog in usual smart fashion.
Early summer-type weather will
keep the show in good houses for
the two-week frame.
Mark.

Che* Paree, Chi
,

Chicago, April 23.
Ann Sothern with her Escorts
(3)
Bonnie Four, Bob Williams,
Freddie Letuli Trio, Ted Fio Rito
Orch (12); $1.95 cover, $4 mini¬
mum.
There is "sufficient fluff and
froth to draw at least modest busi¬
ness for Ann Sothern’s three-week
stay at the Chez. The star main¬
tains a polite register of applause
throughout her turn and the pre¬
ceding acts are fast. and furious
affairs making for a well-rounded
package.
The erfsy sentiment and broad
expressions of her “Maisie” pix
identify the expansive and mature
Ann Sothern whose, material is nos¬
talgic but not yet of such vintage
character as gets a remejmher-when
response.
Her supporting terp
crew, the three Escorts, make quick
time across the > stage usually ac¬
companied by the Bonnie Four who
supply the choral backing. Better
costuming would add more color
to the routine choreography.
Miss Sothern serves the calypso
routines, the “Private Secretary”
skit and a cockney “Lillie of Leguna” signoff with a repetitive same¬
ness of her trademarked idiom.
This makes for some strain on her
one hour on stage. The terp de¬
mands cause her problems in spots
where the choreography forces her
to vocalize without the mike. She
becomes inaudible then , and the
stage'goes dead.
Bob Williams returns to the Chez
with his canine capers making for
a bright if familiar 20 minutes on
the program. However, Williams’
highpower salesmanship and well
trained mutts still rate house at¬
tention with their technical profi¬
ciency.
Show opens with the knife jug¬
gling and swinging hips of the
Fi’eddie Letuli Trio. This sevenminute Hawaiian act scores as the
best starting act the big room has
seen in a long time.
Ted Fio Rito provides adequate
backing for the acts and the comeon for customer dancing.
Tony
Bennett moves into the Chez May
10 for two frames.
Leva.
Amato9s, Portland, Ore,
Portland, Ore., Api’il 26.
Allan Jones, . ‘Allan Jones Jr.,
Gail Allen, Page Cavanaugh Trio,
Julian Dreyer Orch (5); $1.50
cover, no minimum.

The Allan Jones musical revue
is a huge click. The marquee value
of this socko package should cue
enough entertainment seekers into
this plush showcase to keep the
velvet ropes up high for the next
10 days. Bossman George Amato
has come up with one of the great¬
est layouts ever to setp onto the
elevated platform and should get
his summer parade of name atti’actions off to a fine start.
The 50-minute stint moves at a
fast clip and is loaded with enter¬
tainment for everyone. Jones is
still the complete master of the
song and works easy all the way.
He hasn’t lost any of his terrific
charm, salesmanship, or know-how.
He belts out a number of tunes in¬
cluding pops, classical and, of
course, a" few from his pix. He’s
on and off the stage, working with
Allan Jones Jr. and daughter Gail
Crescendo, Houston
Alien. The second genei’ation also
Houston, April 26.
are first-rate in their -tune stuff.
Jo Ann Miller, Wayne Roland,
Allan Jr. has a rich pair of pipes
Jose Ortiz Orch (5); $3 minimum and sells his wares with ease.*The
handsome lad is one to watch.
Sat. only.
Lovely Gail carries on in the fam¬
New offering at Club Crescendo ily tradition and wows with hei*
points up good insight of pri- showmanship and chirping. Best
vatery’s talent scout, Jack Lutey. bets are a sensational telephone bit
In spite of limited resources. Lutey with Jones singing info a phone
searches for up-and-comers, usual¬ onstage with Gail replying backly hitting target of what Houston stage in a romantic love duo.
customers want in nitery enter¬ Thei’e’s special material to “What¬
tainment. Case in point is nicely ever Will Be Will Be,” with both
balanced, low pressure combina¬ of the Jones boys getting plenty
_
tion of thrush Jo Ann Miller and op yocks. ,,
The Page Cavanaugh Ti’io slam
ventriloquist Wayne Roland. Act
was caught third* night, by which out a group of standards for solid
time ringsiders had appearance of returns. Entire unit is well staged.
a laughing family gathering rather Layout has, a good change *of pace,
variety, edmedy, and is interesting.
than show-me nitery customers.
Gal singer mixes her offerings Customers show their approval by
with showtqnes, sph’ituals and spe¬ getting off their hands early and
cials and all bring handsome re¬ keep hall filled with applause. This
turns and loud calls for more. She package is top-di’awer and sends
is no torchantoosey and dught to the patrons home in a great frame
leave the soft & sweet to othei’S, of mind.
This newly formed unit is to be
but few can beat her in comic
takeoff department. Calypso spoof, the basis for the forthcoming tv
“Tragedy m Trinidad,” is droll bit show, “Keeping Up With The
about love problems in the islands Joneses,” which will go before the
and- results in two encores. “Young cameras shortly. From all indica¬
In Heart” goes along in same satir¬ tions, Allan Jones has himself a
ical vein with sad spiel of gal who real' Winner for tv and for the nit¬
marries a* guy of 87. That was one ery circuit.
The Cavanaugh tyio play the
the patrons sang to themselves on
background music for the stint with
the way out.
Roland is a cracker jack with the some assist from Julian Dreyer
dummies but his standup solo pat¬ and his house crew. The* orch gets
ter could stand trimming. Patrons* the dancers on their feet during
go for hand puppet* named Skee the evening with danceable stuff.
who pushes trumpet keys while House was packed when caught.
The Lancers open’May 6 Feve.
Roland plays.
Burt.
,a .
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Ambassador, L. A.
Los Angeles, April 25.
Tony Martin, Chiquita & John¬
son, Freddy Martin■ Orch (16);
$2 cover,.
What may well be the most
beautiful nitery room in the coun¬
try was unveiled to a name-dropper’s-delight-audience Wednesday
night (24) when the new Cocoanut
Grove opened its doors. It was a
strictly invitational preview crowd,
with Schine Enterprises picking
up the entire tab to launch the
new version of' its world-famed
rendezvous. From a party stand¬
point, it was a smashing success;
but it was something less than that
as an entertainment offering and
the management would have'been
better advised to run the preview
as a private affair, restricting the
press to the public ,bow.
Admittedly, for the preview
much of the buildup to the actual
show can’t be charged against the
layout.
And the “welcoming”
speeches by Don Wilson, G. David
Schine and JY IVieyer Schine were
in keeping with the general atmos¬
phere of the evening. But the
show that followed seemed to be
a ragged first rehearsal, with
missed lighting cues and a faulty
sound system lending to the con¬
fusion. Too, top-billed Tony Mars
tin essayed little that was new in
his stint, marking the reopening of
this top room and his 52-minute
chore was much too long for that
time of night. A portion of the
audience departed long before he
swung into the home stretch.
As a package, show has all the
elements for top appeal and in all
probability Gus Lampe is whipping
•them into shape to make the offer¬
ing match the elegance and charm
of the new room for paying guests.
It opens with an excellent Freddy
Martin overture of tunes he has
introduced in past Grove stands, a
melange that is a blend of the Hit
Parades of the last two decades.
It was marred, as was the -usual
good Martin dance beat, by a 'blar¬
ing sound system—a fault that also
lent an untoward stridency to Tony
Martin’s vocalizing. Overture was
followed by the top-drawer adagio
turn of Chiquita & Johnson.
They’re utilising their standard
routine, replete with^ skillful spins,
splits and whirls and highlighted
by a pulse-pounding somersault
drop to command ringside atten¬
tion.
As always, Martin relies heavily
on his trademarked tunes for this
venture, some of them undergoing
slight change via .new arrange-;
mentis by A1 Sendry, who also ac¬
companies and conducts for the
singer. Songs like “Manhattan,”
“There’s No Tomorrow,” “I Get
Ideas” or ~ <4S’Wonderful” have
been spiced with such newer items
like “80 Days,” “Do I Love You
Because You’re Beautiful” or “Just
In Time,” all delivered 1 with the
Martin salesmanship and personal¬
ity. For this type of an opening,
however. Martin should have con¬
centrated more on an act than a
standup singing chore. Tom Lee
and Henry End designed the
Grove.
_
Kap.
Club Sahbra, N. Y.
Leo Fuld,. Shai K. Ophir, Oraneem (4^ Sara Osnath Halevy,
Dalia . & Galia,. Martin Roman
Orch; no minimum. ''
Motye Nemeroff is an old hand
at Israeli-type nitery operations,
having masterminded the Club
Habibi several years ago. This
time in partnership with Leo Fuld,
a vet singer and an impresario,
he’s gone back into the nitery biz
with the start of the Club Sahbra,
in the Westover Hotel, in the up¬
per westside section.
From all reports of what Israeli
culture is today, it seems that the
Sahbra has captured the right at¬
mosphere for depiction of a spot
representative of that country. Is¬
rael has acquired a culture that is
more Continental than'most Euro¬
pean capitals, having opened its
gates to all'countries. It seems to
be an infusion of modern minds
into a-Middle East setting. That,
shortly, is the atmosphere which
seems to have been captured by
the inaugural show at the Club
Sahbra.
. The show has modern overtones
in one of the oldest settings in the
civilized world. At times the mod¬
ern appliques on this very old cul¬
ture seem a little incongruous, hut
the show is always interesting and
entertaining.
Seemingly, this tiny Republic
has developed a high level of art¬
istry. ghai K. Ophir (New Acts) is
& mime in .the Marcel Marceau
tradition. A group worthy of atten¬
tion is The Qraneem (New Acts).
Others on. the bill include two
youngsters,-Dalia & Galia, who do
a pair of briefies in the Martha

Graham style of modern dancing.
In their flowing dresses they pre¬
sent a pretty picture. Although
Sara Osnath, Halevy has a small
voice, it's very expressive; but she
needs a more powerful mike .to
bring it up to effective dimensions.
Her tunes in the Israeli genre
come across well.
Leo Fuld, who originally came to
the U.S. from Holland and who has
since been a world traveler, has an
expressive tenor voice that hits it
well with his audience. He opens
with a Hollandische song, thence
into an internationally flavored
“Johnny is the One for Me” which
seemingly had its origins in Roumania. His Gypsy song is a highly
picturesque bit.
The Martin Roman orch is ef¬
fective at showbackirig and* pro¬
vides dansapation. The ^oom in
which the nitery is located has
been refurbished. with murals in a
primitive vein that arrest atten¬
tion. Widely appealing floorshow
should not limit the Club Sahbra
(latter means native-born Israeli)
to a “regional” nitery draw. It
has general offbeat appeal. Jose.
Bold Radisson, Mpls.
Minneapolis, April 27.
Lilo, Don McGrane Orch (8);
$2.50-$3.50 minimum.
Minneapolis saw the “Can Can”
road company, but, of course, Lilo
wasn’t on tour with it. However,
apparently her Paris and New
York noise has percolated . into
these hinterlands. At any rate,
making her local bow, she was
greeted and welcomed by an al¬
most completely filled Flame Room
at her opening dinner show.
It also seems safe to predict that
enthusiastic word-of-mouth will
help to make the rest of her en¬
gagement equally successful from
every standpoint. She’s the first
French chantoosey ever to play this
tony bistro and, more important,
her brand of sexy entertainment is
completely different from the gen¬
eral run here. Moreover, it’s top-,
drawer and excitingly lively from
start to finish.
The glamorous, bejeweled French
gal, making her entrance in, a stun¬
ning low-cut. white creation, actu¬
ally brings the Paris musichall aftd
cafe to the Flame Room with hep
songs, some in her native lan¬
guage, and her dancing. Using
such props as colored balloons
which she distributes to guests,
costume changes and various sexy
business, she lifts all her numbers
to production levels. She’s here
; to May 9.
Don McGrane and his men of
music perform skillfully behind
her and add much to customers’
pleasure with their dance tunes. •
Rees.
Palmer House, Clii
Chicago, April 23.
Dick
Shawn, Richiardi Jr.,
Szonys (2) with Leon Leonardi,
Charlie Fisk Orch (10); $2 cover.
The redecorated Empire Room
appropriately hosts the revamped
act of comic Dick Shawn, a re¬
peater here. Shawn’s impressions
convey to the audience more than
a mirror of sights and sounds.
There’s always an idea or attitude
being burlesqued through each of
his five turns. The audience eats
it up for a solid hour." His trademarked Civil War routine “Massrf
Richard” has undergone a revision
and sparkles, anew.
The panto¬
mime of the effeminate baseball
player scores even heavier. “16
Tons,” “Elvis Presley” and his
takeoff on Sammy Davis Jr. are
all topnotch satires on the enter¬
tainment world. ,
Shawn belongs to the group of
“intellectual comics” who are hav¬
ing a field day in Chicago niteries
lately. His claim to distinction is
the visual appeal of his pantos and
the carefully outlined material is
too sharp to get lost in the clatter
of- knives and forks.
Richiardi Jr. makes with three
production routines, an escape act,
a disappearance and a suspension
with an elaborateness and rapid
execution that draw an awed re¬
sponse from this sophisticated au¬
dience. There’s none of the ten¬
sion conveyed by time lapses or
excessive patter that often mar the
effect of the best of the illusion¬
ists. He goes off to a solid hand.
Giselle & Francois Szony still
rate as one of the most impressive
dance teams on the night club cir¬
cuit. This airiborne duo twist
through some marvels of terp tech¬
nique well organized into a scheme
of contrasting moods and figures.
Keyboard accompanist Leon 'Le¬
onardi and the Charlie Fisk band
lend the necessary top support to
the brother and sister team. The
femme member of the duo is par¬
ticularly -well goWhed and the quick
costume changes don’t break the
continuity of the shOw.
Next on the list are the Grew
Cuts May 16 with the Page &
Bray dance team.
Leva.

Latin Quarter, N. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)
Lou Walters is getting beaucoup
mileage out of his “Bon Voyage”
revue by insertion of new head¬
liners and other shifts in the' act
department from time to time.
Easter Week traffic was so oolala,
with schools out and the older
crowds and conventioneers in for.
an ogling of Gotham, that waiters
had their hands full in more.ways
than tray totin’.
The package,
typical . of a Walters romp, is
bright, cheerful,' busty lusty and
bouncy, and an eyefiller-diller be¬
sides. In the running time and
global motif, it’s practically an
Around the World in 120 Minutes.
It’s top much for the money.
In the top and ender-offer spot
next to the .finale is comedienne
Jean Carroll. She’s the leering,standup - and - tell - ’em jokestress
with little pretentions at subtlety.
Strictly bing-bang* out of the
seltzer • bottle school, she knows
how to slay a homey crowd, but
last Friday’s (26) dinner hour just
didn’t happen to be one of them.
This consisted predominantly of
high schoolers booked enmasse,
and most of ’em didn’t seem to be
grabbing either the idiom or the
occasional Yiddishisms and the
manners thereof. Could it be that
this hep gal wasn’t aware of their
presence?
The teenagers would have been
duck soup for Miss Carroll’s
sapolioed television material ad¬
mixed with her “night club act”
a la Miami Beach, etc. Still, she
managed a breakthrough and was
ahead toward the end with her
straight song, impressions, and
trumpeting in the Satchmo Arm¬
strong manner. She’s a winning
performer and her material ranks
first-rate with the right crowd on
tap.
Of the holdover turns, they’re
all in with impact. Domininaue
the pickpocket scores with his
thefts, hot seat (with studes as
stooges) and magico. Trio Cottas
mate fancy adagio to hurdling by
a couple of Great Danes and draw
salvos. The Y Knot Twirlers make
a rapid dazzler out of their hoedown hoofing. Isabela & Miguel
click in flamenco sessions, The
Gay Blades (4) are a good har¬
mony team. Pamela Dennis is a
production singer whose colora¬
tura, looks and poise set her apart.
The Syncopated Dancing Waters
is a slick punctuator and back¬
grounder. The mass numbers are
from the top of the WaltersNatalia Komerova-Freddie Wittop
shelf.
Ditto the Jo Lombardi
showbacking and Buddy Harlowe’s
dansapation sets.
That six-buck minimum needs
maximum, draw to square the over¬
head on this romp. It’s the biggest
and best buy in- town for, say, a
10-dollar bill (with extras) and the
LQ had the ropes up this semester.
Trau.
Hotel Roosevelt,
O.
New Orleans, April 26.
Jimmy Durante, with Sonny
King, Jules Buffano, Jack Roth,
.Ben Wrigley, The Durante Girls
(6),‘•The Cerneys, Tex Beneke Orch
(14); $3 minimum.
Jimmy Durante, the Great Pro¬
file, toplines the current layout in
the plush Blue Room. It’s a big
entertainment package that as¬
sures SRO biz here for two weeks.
The 75-minute presentation is
replete with the Schnoz’s frenetic
delivery, songs, dancing, mayhem
and other hilarious fare that keeps
the tableholders yocking from his
walkon.
The wily showman is surrounded
hy top-drawer talent including
“my singing discovery,” Sonny,
King, who scores heavily; lBeh
Wrigley, a semi-contortive, pretzel¬
bending terper; Jackie Barnett,
staff tunesmith; Jules Buffano, his
companion pianist; vet Jack Roth
on drums, and Tex Beneke’s ver¬
satile musical crew.
Only act that does not become
involved- in the Durante comedy
pyrotechnics is the Cerneys, suave
dance team which tees off the
show.
Ballrooitfologists feature
flashy aerial stuff and velvety
smooth routines that run the
gamut.
King registers strongly in a solo
song stint, displaying an easy man¬
ner and potent tenor.
The big wrapup Is Durante’s,
who gets the main segment of the
show on the road with “You’ve Got
to Start the Day With a Song,”
with comedian stopping the music,
as usual, to utter typical Schnozisms.
Bellylaughs come fast from
Durante’s other- songspiels, his in¬
clination to mayhem, nonsense
with his chorines, his playing
havoc with busboys, waiters, mu¬
sicians and King, who works
throughout the show in music and
comedy bits, plus the ringsiders.
Other highlights are Durante’s
pounding of the 88, during which
he intros his latest tune, “I Love
You I Do,” the breakaway piano
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biz and his sly insert gags and ad Thunderblrd, Las Vegas
libs*
Las Vegas, April 26.
Show closes strongly with entire
Arthur Lee. Simpkins, Dr. Arthur
troupe in a rousing musical finale. Ellen, Lee Bowman, Thunderbird
There is never a letdown and the Dancers (8), Al Jahns Orch (13);
fun is furious from start to finish. presented by Marty Hicks, $2 mini¬
Beneke’s orch provides backing
for show and dancing. They*dish mum.
up a solid big band sound with
The rich voice of Arthur Lee
some Glenn Miller traces still- evi¬
dent1 in the reed-accented* num¬ Simpkins, which” is r equally effec¬
bers, but they are included among tive on balcbfiV 'and basement
a variety-of standout arrangements- ‘nptes, has rethftrcd to the Navajo
with fresh rhythms and colorful Room, whereJjoth cultists and new
instrumentation. Dancers flock to fans aren’t satisfied with the time
limit which holds down the reper¬
the floor. Show closes May 6.
toire of a fine artist. Not only is
Liuz.
Simpkins versatile in his songol¬
ogy, he’s a top showman. His num¬
Beverly Hills, Newport bers include such a varied range
Newport, Ky., April 26.
as “Donkey Serenade,” “I Believe,”
Jackie Miles, DeCastro Sisters aria from. “Rigoletto,” “Marie,”
(3), Roberto & Alicia, Donn Arden “Oh Susanna,” “Banana Boat
Dancers (10), John Juliano, Gard¬ Song,” “Eli, Eli,” and the “Reconner Benedict Orch (10), Jimmy dita Armonia” aria from “Tosca.”
Wilber Trio, Larry Vincent; $3 •When he asks his audience to join
him in community singing, he gets
minimum; $4 Sat.
a big laugh with, “I’m a southerner
from
Augusta. Georgia, and if you
Greater Cincinnati’s ace nitery
adds to its long string of class don’t pitch in and help me I won’t
cabaret shows with the current sing any more Yankee songs!”
Extra added attraction is Dr. Ar¬
lineup of acts and location talent.
Jackie Miles and the Misses De- thur Ellen, the hypnotist who
Castro—Babette, Pegfey and Cherie gained national fame when he hyp¬
—who split top billing, give a full notized a girl on tv and prevented
measure of Comedy and songology, her from picking up $100,000 in
with newcomers, Roberto & Alicia, cash which she could have kept—
supplying the opening spicer with if she picked it up. Dr. Ellen opens
Spanish and Egyptian dance flour¬ his act with an uncanny display of
memory trickery in which the
ishes.
Suave comic Miles piles up audience contributes objects and
laughs.galore with stories about his numbers recorded on a blackboard.
unseen partner, Mr. J. Schwartz Finale finds him with 10 volun¬
of New York, and other ridiculous teers onstage, most of whom he
characters including touts and dismisses as non-cooperative. The
speedsters. Holds to near finish remaining group does everything
his famed Gene Autry takeoff. A he tells them to do. Such an act is
relished by the management, be¬
wholesome 40 minutes.
cause it has to be different at
The
DeCastros,
streamlining every performance, which spurs
their hour-glass figures in spangled the repeater trade.
Duke.
silver gowns, have switched the
color of their hairdos from mid¬
Hotel
Muehlcbacli,
K. C.
night black to bright red. Their
_
Kansas City, April 28.
close harmony and clowning re¬
Cordolins
(4t),
Tommy
Reed
main unchanged, but new tunes,
including “Flowers On A Hiliside,” Orch (8); $1-$1.50 cover.
are mixed with their standbys.
The four little redheads known
Fast half-hour.
John Juliano, lusty baritone, is as the Cordolins are playing their
the new emcee and vocalist with first date in this area for the fort¬
the Donn Arden line, which also night in the Terrace Grill of the
has Ronny Meren and Janet Green, Muehlebach. An ensemble of three
terps team, as additions.
Helen violins and .accordion, they have a
good deal of flash with choreog¬
Traubel heads the fortnighter due raphy
throughout and are all
May 10.
Koll.
lookers. Still, the show comes up
somewhat short at 24 minutes, and
could readily stand another act of
Drake Hotel, Oil
comedy or vocalling.
Chicago, April 24.
Movement is a key ingredient
Betty Madigan, Jimmy Blade
of the turn as they reel off a wide
Orch (6); $1.50-$2 cover.
variety of arrangements and terps.
has Beni Gare, Nancy Sad
The challenge to entertainers at Lineup
Dorothy Starr on fiddles and
the DraTce’s lavishly laid out and and
Suzi Chandler with the accordion,
snazzily serviced Camellia House the latter doing the m.c. honors
is the competition of the room it¬ after taking over from orch leader
self. Successions of girl singers Tommy Reed. Variety runs from
have struggled to make themselves “Holiday for Strings” through
felt as more than another orna¬ “Bumbling Bee” and Paris medley
ment in the plush fixtures and to “Arkansas Traveler,” all with
brocade. A few have been able to much action. Idea of mixing music
make themselves comfortably at and dancing is novel and pre¬
home here and 'bloom in the inti¬ sented to the customers’ satisfac¬
mate confines. Betty Madigan’s tion.
Quin.
opening show teetered between
polite applause and warm response.
Black Orchid. Chi
Gowned "in »an attractive peach
. Chicago, April 23.
colored outfit, Miss Madigan makes
Mel Torme, Prof. Irwin Corey,
her place under the spotlight Joe Parnello Trio; $1.50 cover.
seem secure from the time she
steps- onstage. Unable to spark the
the tug-of-war among Rush
audience into joining, her in St.In cabarets,
in which majority
“Chantez,” she fares better later
is pulled down to one end .
with her swingy solo handling of business
of the street or up the other, the
“It’s a Wonderful World” and Orchid has a doubly potent advan¬
“Nev^ Fangled Tango.”
tage these next three weeks. An¬
Following the usual policy in this ticipation has been strong both for
room the thrush flirts with male Prof. Irwin Corey, a big click his
ringsiders. Her quips register and last time in this room, and for
keep a keen edge on the audience Mel Torme, a seldom-seen kid in
ear, but some of her offerings are his hometown who hasn’t played a
a bit inhibited and her capricious date here in five years. It’s fancy
expression does n'ot,-> get ' free fare for the. sophisticated.
enpugh* to enliven her calyp»so and ' Still, boyish, though fleshy, of
ballad material.- Still' she wihds up chin, Torme is an.engaging.ad lib-,
her 20-minute stint' to a healthy ber and.sdrefire on,the yppal side.
mitting.'
While some of the "“velvet fog”
Jimmy Blade’s six musicos sup¬ quality is gone, the voice has a
port thrush comfortably and man¬ comfortable sureness that comes
age the dansology. Joanne Gilbert with maturity and bespeaks fine
musicianship; Half the time he’s a
is set for the Camellia May 31.
standup singer, working before the
Leva.
house trio, and to clinch the act he
sits in on the drums. But he’s most
Steuben’s, Boston
persuasive sitting at the piano and
Boston, April 23.
selling such tunes as “Looking At'
Danny Dillon, Beverly Palmer, You” or “Mountain Greenery” jn
Leonards (2), Don Dennis, Tony the jazz idiom.
BrUno Orch, Harry Fink Trio; $2.50
Overall, there’s a desire to hear
Torme sing more numbers serious¬
minimum.
ly, without the non-musical hokum
Max and Joe Schneider are hold¬ thrown into several of the songs
ing over pomic impresh scorer for purposes of showmanship. A
Danny Dillon for two more frames. guy who can sing like Torme
Beverly Palmer, blonde looker, doesn’t have to 'be a comic,
gets off some slick tap routines to especially when Prof. Irwin Corey
open layout. Leonards go fine with supports him on the bill,
Corey’s comedy chore is splendid
a clarinet polka ballet bit and tore¬
ador dance. Don Dennis, singing for this room. Opening night (22)
emcee, is off on a calypso kick with he ' discoursed on “The Piltdown
strong rendering of “Take Her To Man and the Built Up Woman,” a
Jamaica.” Big-voiced lad rounds zany 40-minute digression of erudi¬
off with “Do I Love You” and “Just tion gone beserk. As a woebegone
Another Polka” for big mitts. Tony professor, he deals out laughs with
Bruno orch does its standard fine pantomime, French doubletalk,
cutting of the show and Harry professional rudeness, lapses into
Fink Trio is okay in the dance in¬ Brooklynese, and assorted non¬
sense. It’s solid from the first.
terludes.
This layout is in for two weeks Show is booked through May 12.
Les.
to May 4.
Guy.
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Vivian Lloyd
Richie Bros.
Balmoral
Dick Haviland
Charlie Farrell
Johnny Franks
Sonny Kendis Ore
Murray Franklin
Tana Lenn .
Billy Mitchell
Club Calypso
Eddie Bernard
Tropical Holiday
. Nautilus
Sylvia Froos
Carlos Varella's
WEEK OF MAY 1
Cubanaires
Dick Lynn
Di Lido •
Antone ' 4c Ina
Numeral) In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
Mandy Campo Ore
Syd Stanley Ore
whether full or split wpek
Sans Soud Hotel
Lord Buckley
Johnny Morrison
Phyllis Arnold
Letter In parenttv?*** Indicates circuit; (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
Maria 4c Toni
Freddy Calo Oro •
(P) Paramount; <R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; <W) Warner
Caney Ore
Place Plgalle
Edeh Roe
B. S. Pully
. Barry Sisters
Dixie Evans
kBilly Vine
French Follies
Frank. Marti Ore
oumei
N*w Roumanian
Seville
The Rivieras
Downstair* Room
Lou Menchell
Henry Tobias
Mickey Gentile
Cqjl Cabot
Lorraines
Music Hall (R) 2 I Elizabeth Mannion
Mai Malkin Oro '
Tommy Ryan
Jack Fletcher
Jeryl Chandler
Palace (P) 4
Roclcettes
Johnny Silvers Ore
June Erlcson
H. Roth Ore .
-v Los Chambos 5
Corps de Ballet
.Vernon 3
Old Roumanian
Count Bernardino
Rey Mambo Ore
Gerry Matthews
George Matson
f'aiermo- Bros.
Palmetto Boys
. Saxony
Julius Monk
Jan Bart
Malta & Fernando’s Johnny Morgan
Daphne Heilman
Fontainebleau
Lamatta Bros.
Danny Carroll
Gloria Ware
5 to come
Robert Clary
Stella Brooks
Calypsonians
Sadie Banks
D
4c
J
Prior
Cortes
Ore
Joe La Porte Ore
Blossom. Dearie
Roney Plaza
No. 1 Fifth Av*
Murray Schlamm*
Park Sheraton
Bob Downey
Lord Count
Jan August
Al Navarro Ore
SYDNEY
MELBOURNE
Katy Lee
Harold. Fonvill*
Sacasas Ore
Spark Thurman
Tivoli (T) t
Serge Valdez Oro
RSVP
Tivoli It) 4
Hotel Ambassador
London Town*
George Wallace
5 O'clock
Richard Hearn*
Chauncey Gray Ore Jo Hurt
Arthur Blake
Maurice Colleano Co Julia
Bubbles Darien*
Don Carey
Katie Lee
Jani Sarkozi
Jim Gerald
Tommy Raft
Nicolas DarVas
Don Evans
Gypsies
Danny McCartney
Jennie Howard
Al Golden
Town A Country
Ross 4c La Pierr*
Quintero
Rhumbas
Queenie Paul
Malayan
-Parisian Rev
Lane Bros
Burnell Dancers
Hotel Pierr*
Millie Hansen
The Rlverps
Thunderblrd.
Ned. Harvey Ore
Bob Bromley ■
Jane Morgan
Peggy Mortimer
Mighty Panther
The Kentones
La Playa
Albins
L 4c E Roberts
Bill French
Bahama MamaJ
Dick Sterling
Alwyn Lecki*
Two Guitars
Stanley Melba Ore
Edna Busse
Conrad Hodges' '
Frank Ward
Kostya Poliansky
Frankie Rapp
Alan Logan Ore
George Nichols
Daniel Davey
Dolores Dauphin#
Rey Mambo Ore
Culypsonlans
Joseph Sucly
Nanette Allan
Vagabonds
Leonid Lugovsky
•Lewis Jacob v
Monte Carlo
Hofei Roosovolt
Dawn Emms
Eugene 4i Sonya
Vagabonds
. CHRISTCHURCH
Norma Douglas
Sammy Kaye Ore
Jack O'Dowd'
Danny
Stanton
Andrei
Hamshay.
Royal (T) 4
Morey Amsterdam
Jimmy White
- Hotel Taft
Viennese
Lanfern
Eddie
Peabody
K Dunham 4c Co.
Leonard Young
Noreen Carroll
Vincent Lopez Ore
Monica. Boyar
George. Horton
Sid Tucker Ore
Wheeler 4c Gloria
PERTH
Hotel St. Regis
Judy Foster
Jay Salerno _
Murray Franklin'S
2 Randows
Ma|*stys (T) 4
Julie Wilson.
Ernest Schoen Ore
Scott 4c Boyd
Jandy
June Perry
Johnny Lockwood
Milt Shaw Oro
Harold Sandler
Frank Linalo Ore
Reg Park
Nat Poolgate
Bobby Gonzales
Ray Bari Ore
Paul Mann
Hill 4c Dale
Bobby Limb
Hotol Staffer
Village Barn
Bowery Piano 4
~
Medlock 4c Marlowe Ray McKinley Oro
Norma Smith
Gay Dogs
Balladlnls
Latin Quarlor
Ralph Michele
Dancing Debutantes Billy Rayes
Jean Carroll
Danny Davis Ore
Enzo Toppano’s Co. Dawn Lake
Isabel 4c Miguel
Montmartre •
Larry McMahon
Tropican*
Flat Tops
Edit Juhasz
Georgia Reed
Billy Kelly
Tula do Palma
Chavales De Espana
Helen Pavette
Kitty Dolah
Darryl Stewart Irving Harris .
Leonela Gonzalez
Fajardo
Ore
Carmen Phillips
Village Vanguard
Paulino Alvarez
Trio Cottas
Casino Playa Ore
Mae Barnes
S Suarei Orq Syncopated Waters
Nadonal
Lurlene Hunter
A Romeu Orq
Jo Lombardi Ore
ASTQN
Charles Manna
Betty Reilly
Jones 4c Arnold
Sans Soucl
B Harlowe Ore
Hlppodrom* (I) 2f
3 Galanes
Los Gatos
C Williams Trio
Pete Hanley
Hotel Plaza
Hackford 4c Doyle
Sherman's Models
Jimmy- Lee
Waldorf-Astoria
Sonia Calero
Margarita Sierra
Franks 4c Lecren
Dancing Waters
Johnnie Ray
Metropolitan (I) 29
Victor Alvarez
Ted Stracter
Kendor Bros.
Emil Coleman Ore
W. Reyes Ore
Reg Dixon
Ortega Oro
Mark Mont*
DeYottg 4c Delysia
A1 Koran
Misclia Borr Ore
Shan Masoni.
Mackell 2
BLACKPOOL
Len Marten
Palace (I) 29
Dunn 4c Grant
Smith - Bros.
Pertween 4c Marion
Davis 4c Reese
Mapos Skvroom
Black orchid
Jo Ann McGowan
Jimmy Paige
Fleming 4c Ptnr.<
Starlets
Margaret Whiting
Mel Torme
Bill Christopher
Grace Calvert
Lisa 4c Eric
Bill Clifford Oro
Irwin Corey
Skylets
Paul Gibben
3 Quavers
Palladium (M) 29
Now Golden
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
Blue Angel
Naomi Wold
Frank Harvey
Platters
Billy'Duke 5
Riverside
Calypso Jubilee"
"China" Clark
Warcham 4c Marcia A 4c B Lund
Nite Caps
Gogl Grant
Jamaica Slim
Anh Cucksey
Dennis Lawes
Arthur Haynes
Lady Sylvia Lord .
Encore^
(4)
A1 Adams
Mart. Granger's Co. Lady Venita
Frankie Masters Ore
BIRMINGHAM
Benson Dulay
Calypso Trio
Boulevardears 4c
Hlppodrom* (M) 29 Leo de Lyon
Al D'Lacy Ore
Dons' (12)
Edmund HoCkridge
Joe Black
Blue Note
Drake Hotel
Harrah's
Dick Drake
Averil 4c Aurel
Vivienne 4c Tassl
Bob Scobey (7)
Betty
Madigan
Shirley Basscy
MANCHESTER
Nelson Eddy _
Lois Ray
Salty Dogs (7)
Get*
„ of Horn
Allen & Albee Sis
Gale Sherwood
Will Osborne Ore
Palace (M) 29
Mort Sahl
Shelley
Berman
Max Geldray
Dickie Valentine
Chez Pare*
Glen Yarborough
Richman & Jackson
Anton 4c Janetta
Ann Sothern 4c
Peggy
Seeger
Jimmy Gay
Bill Maynard
Her Escorts (4)
-London House
Desmond 4c Marks
Cycling Brockways
Bonnie Four
Dorothy Donegan 3
BRADFORD
Digby Wolfe
Freddie Letuli Trio
Ahmad Jamal (3)
Alhambra (M) 29
Pierre .Bel
Bob Williams
Mister Kelly's
Hylda Baker
Freddie Harrison
Ted Flo Rito Ore " Meg. Myles
McAndrews 4c Mills Vera Cody Co.
Continued from page 2 ——^
Cloister Inn
Betty Miller (2)
Billy McCormack
NEWCASTLE
Chubby Jackson's
Harry Slottag (3)
Idris 4c Belle
Empire (M) 29
Rascals (5)
beats and cues from lfis first desk.
MarX' 4c Frigo
Overbury 4c Suzette Frankie* Vaughan
Ruth Olay
Frank D'Rone
N 4c N Grant
Fields Puppets
There was technical virtuosity as
Conrad Hilton
Palmqr House
Alexis Tr.
Harry Worth
‘Skating Memories” Dick Shawn
COVENTRY
Keefe Bros 4c Ann* Boyers (2)
well as spark and brilliance. And
Richiardi Jr.
Hlppodrom* (I) 29
Joe Church
Clifford Guest
Giselle 4c Francois
the suite had to be repeated at the
Ossie Noble
Dave Whitfield ,
Colstons (2;
Szony
King- Bros.
Sally Barnes
Karen
Charlie Fisk Ore
end of the concert because, due to
Skylons
Ken Roberts'
Frencly4c
Ptnr.
Freddie Frinton
an unprecedented traffic problem
Brazlllanos
NORTHAMPTON
New (I) 29
Johnny Lay cock
in that part of the world, a third
Sonny Roy
Les Mallini
Bar of Music
Ray Toland Ore
of th£ audience never heard the
Anita
Ronnie Collis
Jen Jackson
Interlude
first number and among them were
2 May fairs
McKinnon Sis
Bert Henry
Jackie 4c Roy
EDINBURGH
Les Kalevs
Jerry Linden Ore
Mocambo
the
Governor and his wife!
Empire (M 29
Backwood Skiffle
Johnny O'Neill
CIro's
NOTTINGHAM
Tessie O'Shea
Mozart’s “D Minor Concerto”
Lord Lance
Lady
Constance
A 4c L Ward
Empir* (M) 29
Frankie Sands Trio with Rudolf Serkin followed and
Los
Nortenos
Yana
Babette 4c Raoul
Paul Hebert Ore
Calypso Review
FINSBURY PARK
Renee Dymott
showed the pianist at his usual
Moulin Rouge
Gcri Galian Ore
Empire (M) 29
Morecambe 4c Wise
Kirby Stone 4
peak with the poetry and elegance
Cocosnut Grove
Gary Miller
Weldeen
Staffer Hotel
Tony Martin
D* Verc 3
Hollander 4c Hart
proper to the score and rthe im¬
Glnny Sims
Chiquita 4c Johnson Dlok Stabile Ore
Albert Burdon
Raymills
mense authority that is his in
F. Martin Ore
Desmond Lane
Pharos 4e Marina
Zardls Jazzland
Mrs. Shufflewick
PRINCE OF WALES
every musical offering.
Crescendo
The Treniers (8)
Suzl Miller
(M) 29
Four Freshmen
Scatman Crothers
The second program had Bach
Victor Seaforth
Bernard Bros.
Lenny Bruce
Jean Turner
Bobby Collins
Sabrina
as its composer and Casals’ col¬
GLASGOW
Dickie. Henderson
Empire (M) 29
leagues made an honest attempt
3 Monarchs
Teenagers
Lee Sharon
to play it in the vein their-master
Desert Inn
Dorothy Dorben
2 Elites
Maggy Sairagne
Jane Powell •
Dancers
does, which is a unique treat.
Johnny Stewart
SHEFFIELD
Dave Barry
Novelites
Les Silvas
Empir* (M) 29
Serkin as soloist has seldom been
Art Johnson
Lenny Kent
Clifford Stanton
Lee Lawrence
Donn Arden Dncrs Jaci Fontaine
in better vein. His interpretation
Rose 4c Marlon
Gilbert 4c Sylvia
Carlton Hayes Ore
Ray Sinatra Orch
A 4c B Black
Earl of Wharncliff
of the “Capriccio on the Departure
Royal Nevada
Cooper 2
Duties
Ray Alan
Cab Calloway
of a Beloved Brother” was a gem
HANLEY
Baker 4c Douglas
Ben Blue
Cotton Club Revue
Royal (M) 29
"Gags 4c Gals of
Rayner 4c Betty
and
Maria
Stader sang the
SalUe
Blair
Penny Nicholls
Mandos Sis
'57"
Lonnie
Sattln
cantata “Weichet nur betruebte
Don Saunders’
Cynthia 4c Ptnr.
Barbara Heller
George Kirby
Marcellis
. SHREWSBURY
Ami Mason
Schatten” in a way which it has
Norma
Miller
Dncrs
Nordics
Granada (I) 29
Bob Douglas
Sahara
not been heard for longer than one
Russell 4c Susie
Ken Platt
Haller Girl
‘
-Donald O’Connor.
Galnntas
Edna Savage
Landre 4c Verna
can remember. Her voice, always
LEEDS
Earle 4c Vaughan
Stuart Morgan Dcrs Beatrice Kraft •
on pitch, is like an instrument and
Larry White
Empire (M) 29
Hedley Ward 3
Five Boginos
,
George Prentice
Nat .Tackley
Ballet. Montmartre
Garwood Van Ore
admirably suited, as is her perfect
Cee Davidson Ore
Ken-Tones
P 4c P Page
El Cortex
technique, to this kind of music
Mary Kaye Trio
George Lacy !
Bob Andrews'
Tito Guizar
Dave O'Gorman .
Curzon 3
. .
making.
.
Sancj
Lilia Guizar
Marianne Lincoln
SOUTHAMPTON
Danny Thomas
Kenny Davis 4cDaphne De Wit
Amusing touch was added to this
* Grand (I) 29
Augie 4c Margo
Redheads
Hill 4c Billie
G. H. Elliott
Copa
Girls
concert in the person of a 10-yearBuster Hallctt Ore
Rock 'N' Roll Girls Hetty King
Antonio Morelli Ore
El Rancho Vegas
old page-turner, young Peter Ser¬
Curtis 4r Jee
Randolph Sutton
Showboat
Joe E, Lewis
LIVERPOOL
Terry Dooean
Jules -Savoy
kin, who never missed a beat and
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Empire (M) 29
SOUTHSEA
Sanfly Sims
followed the proceedings on stage
Brian Andro
King’s <M) 29
The Continentals
Gfene Bell
Dick Rice. Orcb
Kordites
Max Wall
Gary Nelson
with such earnestness and concen¬
Flamingo
Jim Dale
Terry Kennedy Co.
Showboat- Girls
tration as to make it apparent that
Gerry Brereton
Anne Hart
Judy Garland
Mike Werner Orch
Donald B. Stuart
Jumpin' Jax
Flamingoettes
Silver Slipper
here was a future musician.- He
Lou Basil Orch
P 4c N Delrina
5 Speedacs
Hank Henry
shared
in the applause as every¬
Warren 4c Genie
Fremont
Hotel
6 Teenagers
Peop-etts
Jim Couton
Ish Kabibble 4c
SUNDERLAND
Boubouka
one/
else on this, truly memorable
LONDON
Empire (M) 29
Shy Guys
Jessica James
evening.
HippodrdTne (M) 29
Ted Lune
The -Make Believes
Barbary Coast Boys
Dave King
Golding 4c Stuart
The Nitecaps
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Shani Wallis
5 Dallas Boys
Gayle Walton
Sparky Kaye
Billy Maxam
Andrea Dancers
Golden Nugget
Mac Dennison •
Hank Penny 4c Sue Slipperett.es
Thompson
Geo. Redman Orch
Lisa Alonso
Thunderblrd
Lee Maynard
Arthur L Simpkins
Continued from page
Faye Ellen
Dr. Arthur Ellen
Jig Adams Dixie¬
Fr antics
land. Band
Thunderbird Dncrs
Evqry continent will be visited by
- Hacienda
Al Jahns Orch
American Companies.
"Can Can"
Troplcana
Denise Darcel
Eddie Fisher
Columbia will be the most active
Elaine Dunn
Kings TV
Cow Eyes Engler
in offshore production, with a total
Jack Costanza
Bruce Davis
Tybee Afra
Bon Solr
Alex Alstone
of 13 features skedded, including
Rlvlefs
Cheerleaders
Phil Leeds
Chateau Madrid
“Blackouts"
both its own and indies releasing
Ben Dova
Bibi Osterwald
Klrna
Ken Murray
Ken Remo .
Felicia Sanders
Goyo Reyes
through Col. Indies will make 11
Marie Wilson
*
Jody Logan
Jimmie Daniels
Jack Marlin
for
United Artists release, and an¬
Barry Gordon Dcrs Nat Brandywynne
Three Flames
Ralph Font Ore
Bruce Kirby
Canay Co.
other eight indie films will be
Blu* Ang*l
Copacabana
made which haven't yet been set
Orson Bean
Will Mastin Trio
Dorothy Loudon
Gene Baylos
Americana
Bar of Music
for release.
Bob Gibson
Betty Reilly
Bill Jordan
Hal Loman Dcrs
Enid Mosier
Tom Rockford
Gene Allen
Gina Valent#
Twentieth-Fox has seven on its
Jimmy Lyon 3
Guy Rennie
Marilyn Cooper
Delia Wellington
agenda, Metro and Ul have four
Casanova
Jackie Heller
Tony Starman
/Harvey Beil
, apiecev* and ^Yarneqs tajid Allied
Jacques* Zarow-/ Michael CHmsv <Or(
Joe n Reichrnan Oecrf-JjGjferk’* Ffers-
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Artists two each. RKO has one,
Paul Gregory’s “The Naked and
the Dead,”, to roll in either the
Philippines or Hawaii, dependent
upon the date of takeoff. Follow¬ ===C* Continued from page 2 —ing i^ overseas sked by studios:
was film critic of'La. Naciori for
Columbia: “High Flight,” “No years, and worked with EFA stuTime to Die,” “Uncle George,” a •dios as script writer and director
fourth untitled, to be turned out by Guerrico, a doctor of medicine
Warwick Productions. in England; originally, founded Lumiton Stu¬
“Stella,” produced by Carl Fore¬ dios and was at pne time a suc¬
man, England; “Bitter Victory,” cessful and enthusiastic producer.
France; “The Dong Haul,” “Sons Ferrando was a founder of Pampa
and Lovers,” “Notorious Land¬ Films and also a retired vet of
lady,” “The Guns of ’Novarone,”. both production and distribution.
England; “The Bridge Over the Nicolas Coronado is a professor of
River Kwai,” Ceylon; “Bonjours literature, a -vet journalist and
Tristesse,” France; “The Mysteri¬ script writer.
ous Island,” Mexico. .
This Institute will administrate
United Artists:
“The Quiet the Screen Promotion funds from
American,” Joseph Mankiewicz, In- the proceeds of the 10% boxoffice
do-China and Italy; “Paris: Holi¬ tax, and more important still from
day,” Bob Hope, France; “Paths of the distributors’ angle,, it will advise
Glory,” Germany, and “The Vik- the Customs Administration and
I ings,” Norway and France, both propose to the Executive Power
:Bryna; “Legend of the Lost,” the amount of the “nspeCtion
Batjac, Libya and Italy; “Saint tariff on foreign feature film re¬
Joan,” Otto Preminger,- England; ports.
“Calypso Island,” William Berke,
’i.0% of the boxoffice tax pro¬
Bahamas; “Solomon and Sheba,” ceeds may be used to cover Insti¬
Edward Small, gpain; “Bandoola,” tute administration costs, while
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster, Ceylon.
the balance must cover promotion
20th-Fox: “A Farewell1 to Arms,” activities and subsidies to deserv¬
Italy; “The Sun Also Rises,” Mexi¬ ing producers of 5% of any
co and Spain; “Stop oyer Tokyo,” amount their pictures may gross.
“The- Townsend Harris Story,” There will be plenty of coin for
Japan; “Island in the Sun,” British these purposes. The President’s
West Indies; “Fraulein,” Germany; second degree set up provisional
“The Young Lions,” France, Ger¬ regulations for enactment of the
many, England. ‘
^ Film Law until the Screen Board
has been able to draft definite regu¬
Metro: “Captain Dreyfus,” Eng¬ lations.
land; “Tip on a Dead Jockey,”
In some quarters, opinion criti¬
Spain;-“Seven Hills of Rome,” Italy;
Untitled musical, Japan. UI: “A cizes the Film Law as unconstitu¬
Time to Love and a Time to Die,” tional and another violation of
Germany; “The Islander,” Italy; principles of free enterprise.
“The Amazon,” Brazil; ’“Ataturk,”
Turkey;
Warners:
“Sayonara,”
Japan; “The Nun’s Story,” Belgian
Congo.
Allied Artists: “Yuan,”
China; “The Incredible Yanqui,” ___ Continued front page 2
Honduras.
annuity, Society Security benefits
Independent Producers (no re¬ are non-taxable.
lease set): “Cat Girl,” “Black Ter^
“I wanted to help those past 65
ror,” American-International, Eng¬ (62 for women) to better under¬
land; “The Amphibian,” Bikini, stand the’ Social. Security ‘retire¬
Virgin Islands, Hawaii, and “In¬ ment test.’ This permits partial
side Africa,” Africa, both New payment for persons between the
Ventures productions; “Ride the age of'■65 (62 for women) and age
West Wind,” CoBer, Hawaii; “Cave 72. Many older people who work
of the Winds,” Sol Lesser, Kenya; only part of the. year do not un¬
“White Shadows of the South derstand they may be entitled to
Seas,” Benedict Bogeaus, Mar¬ Social Security payments for the
quesas Islands; “The Pancho Villa months in which they do not work.
Story,” Ernest Borgnine Produc¬
“Especially concerned are the
tions, Mexico.
show people who work only inter¬
mittently. Some oldtimers may be
losing benefits because they don’t
understand this feature of the law.
Many show business people may be
^I—Continued from page 2 aiJS paid Social Security benefits for
months in which they ate inactive
ment from Lymon: “I like your even if they do work during part
hotels. Most of the stories are just of the year. No matter how much
rui.tl<rs. Sure, reception phoned us I earn during" the year—this also
up one night and asked us to be a applies to everyone—Ida and I get
a Social Security check for any
little- quieter. We were rehearsing month I don’t work or earn less
number that hadn’t gonfe down too than $80 in a month and ‘ dm not
well at one of the shows. So we rendering substantial services as a
played quieter.”
self-employed person.”
The wire and news services
Teenagers are playing a fort¬
night’s stint at the Empire vaudery played up Cantor’s last “employ¬
ment”
in January, on the occasion
here, with change of support layout
each week. They play the Globe of his 65th “birthday party,” which
was
built
into an NBC-TV “spec¬
Theatre, Stockton, Eng., week of
May 6, following with one-night tacular.”
The
Cantors
donated their first
stands at Brixtony Wolverhampton
Bristol, Leicester, Sheffield and Ed¬ SS checks, as they will the others,
to
Surprise
Lake
(N. Y.) Camp, the
monton. A Dublin Theatre Royal
date is set for May 19, with June star’s favorite charity. His first
check
was
$108.50
and* Mrs. Can¬
3 week skedded for Coventry.
tor’s $53.20.
Prices at the Empire Theatre,
Glasgow, have been upped by al¬
most 50% for the Teenagers’ visit.
Top-price seats costing a normal
80c. are selling at $1.15.
Continued from page 1 j—i
Group opened here to near¬
capacity. biz in view of local Easter time that home-screens will be
holiday mobs.
“something akin to a. wall pictureframe,” and which will permit the
projection into the home, of pro¬
gramming in. size and scope truly
comparable to theatre size.
But that doesn’t mean that the
■ ■ I i I i Continued, from page 1 ——;
picture business, as a going busi¬
gross will exceed $4,000,00, “prob¬ ness,‘will not continue to be po¬
ably a new high for an enter¬ tent. Vogel is sanguine on that
tainer.” While Davidson extols the score, too. ' How much pay-see
“golden charm” aspects of Sinatra, television for first-run films, into
it’^s the recital of unflattering com¬ the home, figures in Loew’s hori¬
ment that’s precipitated some anx¬ zons is probably comparable to
ieties, in the pub precincts. David¬ whatever the overall .industry en¬
son, as one example, cites the in¬ visions. Vogel is noncommital on
stance at last summer’s Democratic that. He knows that' the Culver
National Convention when Sinatra City ‘'plant has a stepped-up pro¬
addressed an elderly . gentleman duction line for theatre exhibition,
who turned out to be Speaker of and that is his immediate concern.
But he is more and more con¬
the House Sam Rayburn with: vinced
that Loew management was
“Take your hands off the suit, wise (1) in leasing, not selling its
creep.” His: peccadillos with the backlog outright, because (2), that
dolls make for some of the more very “picture-wall tv screen” will
juicy morsels of Davidson’s piece. he' an even greater eventual mar¬
Look says it is still insisting ket for still further rights. Not to
that Sinatra live up to his contract mention the full Technicolor val¬
to write his autobiog and that legal ues, as and when tv’s own spec¬
reps have been in correspondence trum production becomes a mass
with Sinatra’s lawyers ‘but “he has commodity, which now looms to
shown no d*^pf$9
^, feiwmjflffi................

flrg. Pix Law

j

Eddie Cantor

Lymon’s Teenagers

Vogel Sanguine

Look’s Sinatra Bio
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Eleanor Wilson and Bflly Miles
Team at Stockbridge; Other Stocks

Critic Elinor Hughes
To Be Married in Hub

LEGITISIAXIJ

64

Eleanor Stebers Asiatic Operatics:
Warm Yank Personality Sells U;S.
Over Cold American Iceboxes

Boston, April 30.
Elinor Hughes, drama and film
critic of the Boston Herald, be¬
came engaged this week to David
Jacobi, associated with the Brook•Stockbridge, Mass., April 30. 4-- haven Atomic Energy Project.
William Miles, longtime operator
The longtime reviewer and her
Ballet Economics
of the' Berkshire Playhouse, will
fiance plan to be married in six
San Francisco, April 30.
limit his production^ chores at the
months. They will reside in Bos¬
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
San Francisco Ballet has be¬
bam to weekends only this sum¬
ton, where Miss Hughes will con¬ --- -♦
mer. He's curtailing his strawhat
gun $50,000 fund drive based
tinue legit-film reviewing for the
In the bosom of the Metropoli¬
Old Age Security
on "only major ballet company
activity' because of his duties as
Herald.
tan Opera family of singers physi¬
Pressagent Arthur Cantor
writer-director for the Wilding in¬
west of New York” claim. Under
cal power and stamina in a prima
and company-general manager
dustrial. show outfit.
chairmanship of Harold L.
donna surprise nobody, but for
Jack Schlissel were comparing
Eleanor D. Wilson, a local sum¬
Zellerbach and Mrs. Jerd F.
some years even the operatic crowd
notes last week on how tiring
mer resident and formerly a mem¬
Sullivan Jr.
has been aware of a special set of
the work-tempo is on Broad-N
Objective is to get funds to
ber of the company, will be associ¬
charged chromosomes in Eleanor
way. "If we’re as tired as this
ate producer and have charge of
subsidize season performances
Steber. The lady has now returned
at our age, I shudder to think
in Frisco, help finance new
the operation during Miles’' ab¬
to Gotham from a three-month tour
what we’ll be like a few years
sence. Yale Myers will be stage
productions, sponsor perform¬
of 17 nations, mostly in Asia, and
from now,” said Schlissel.
manager and Sally Hodges cos¬
ances in other Northern Cali¬
there is a rather delightful bit of
"At this rate, ,what will we
tumer. This summer will mark the
fornia cities and help keep
pigeon
English invented in SaigOn
do when we’re, say 50?”
dancers in Frisco through
26th season for the Playhouse.
to describe her. They called her
"I dunno,” mused Cantor.
grants-in-aid.
"The
Primitive
Donna.”
"Maybe we* can go on twofers.”
Gail Hillson Quits
While away being a musical am¬
Gail Hillson has thrown in the
Eugene O’Neill, having a bigger
bassador
for
the State Dept.
towel as operator of the Triple
production than when alive, is
(ANTA booked) she sang with 102
Cities Playhouse, Binghamton, N.Y.
about to break, into the majorfever
at
Ankara,
competed with a
She ran thes strawhat for the past
income class. With the scheduled
Russian Circus in-Indonesia,'was
five years, but claims to have* lost
.arrival on Broadway in two weeks
literally
the
first
Western soprano
$18,000 during the last two sum¬
of "New Girl in Town,” the late
ever heard in Baghdad, Iraq and
mers.
’
dramatist stands to earn about
the
first
.
soprano
since (JalliThe producer points out that the
$5,000 a week in royalties. The
Curci in 1923 in a number of Orien¬
house doesn’t have air condition¬
coin will, of course*- go to the
The
Assn,
of
Theatrical
press
tal
outposts.
When
the
tour was
ing and was' hard hit during a
estate, of which his widow, Car• San Francisco, April 30.
finally over, Miss Steber hastened
seven-week hot spell in 1955. Busi¬ Agents & Managers has notified J. lotta, is executor.
The San Francisco Opera season back to the States to play some
J.
Shubert
that
it
is
ready
to
begin
ness was hurt last season by the
Although O’Neill won the will consist of 12 operas sung 47 replenishing money dates while her
elimination of evening bus service negotiations for a new contract.
times between Sept. 17 and Oct.
in the town. Miss Hillson also at¬ The present two-year pact expires Pulitzer Prize three times during 24, General Director Kurt Herbert entourage of three (accompanist
tributes her bowout to rising costs, next Labor Day. Since the Shu- his lifetime (for "Beyond the Hori¬ Adler reports.. The'company will Edwin Biltcliffe^ manager Keene
Curtis and photographer Holley
berts
hre
not
members
of
the
zon,”
1919-20;
"Anna
Christie,”
including, a rental boost and the'
open with "Turandot” and play a
failure of localites to erect a large League of N.-Y. Theatres a sepa¬ 1921-22, and "Strange Interlude,” total of 25 performances at the Erskine) took to the beaches at
Honolulu
to recuperate from keep¬
rate
contract
is
necessary.
1927-28)
and
is
likely
^o
get
the
hotel as planned.
ATPAM’s three-year contract nod again this year on "Long Day’s Opera House before moving on to ing up with what the American
Another negative factor is that
Sacramento,
San
Diego
.
and
Los
Journey
Into
Night,”
his
plays
(Continued on page 73)
Binghamtons is in a primarily in¬ ‘with the League still has a year to
Angeles.
dustrial area, which she claims is go. The Shuberts only agreed to were not widely produced and
In addition to the American pre¬
tougher ,for strawhat operation a two-year pact during the last were not smash boxoffice draws.
(Continued on page 73)
negotiations. Under the terms of The playwright died Nov. 27, 1953. miere of Poulenc’s "The Carmel¬
Following the successful off*- ites” and "Turandot,” the company
that deal, salaries were hiked 5%
Broadway production nearly a will sing Richard' Strauss’ "Ari¬
for the two-year spread.
year agq^iand still continuing) of adne auf Naxos,” "Macbeth,” "Cosi
The same raise held for the "Iceman Cometh” at the Circle in fan Tutte,” "A Masked Ball,”
League, but with the added fea¬ the Square, NVY., the late author "Lucia de Lammermoor,” “Der
ture of another -5%. hike on the hit the jackpot last fall with the Rosenkavalier,” "Aida,” “Traviata,”
third and final year of ‘the agree¬ posthumous production of the auto¬ "Butterfly” and, coinciding with
Vincent Sardi Jr. proprietor of
ment. That means the Shuberts biographical drama, "Long Day’s the 25th anniversary of the Opera Sardi’s restaurant, N. Y., is already
already have a 5% boost. to meet Journey Into Night,” currently in House’s opening, "Tosca.”
looking beyond the opening of a
Ottawa, April 30.
in the forthcoming pact talks, pro¬
new branch of the establishment
European singers scheduled for in East 54th St. and is figuring on
Canadian show business and par¬ viding they agree to negotiate with its 26th week at the Helen Hayes
ticularly legit is waiting intently to ATPAM.' The Shubertsr had orig¬ Theatre, N.Y. Another autobiog¬ American debuts include coloratura ultimately moving the present
raphical
work,
"A
Moon
for
the
Rita
Streich,
tenor
Gianni
Rai¬
learn how the Canada (Arts) Coun¬ inally refused to enter into any
operation from the Shubert Build-,
cil plans to spend its $100,000,000 agreement during the last nego¬ Misbegotten,” opens tomorrow mondi, baritones Umberto Borghi ing in West 44th St. to the pro¬
night (Thurs.) at the Bijou, N.Y.
and Guiseppe Taddei and tenor Eu¬ jected Lincoln . Square develop¬
fund. Of the-total, $50,000,000 will tiating period.
The royalties for the O’N.eill gene Tobin, a Philadelphian who is
go to universities, but the other
plays are understood to be the a member of the Stuttgart Opera. ment. He expects that to be about
$50,000,000 is slated, at least part¬
1960.
Dramatist Guild minimum of 5%
ly, to *"aid the development and
Making Frisco debuts will be so¬
The east side branch of the the¬
on the first $5,000 gross, plus 7H% pranos Maria Meneghini Callas,
promotion.” of Canadian culture.
atrical
eatery will be ready for
of the next $2,000 gross and 10% Leontyne Price and .Antonietta
.The theatre figures it is part of
opening early next spring, Sard!
on
everything
over
$7,000.
On
that culture."
Stella, mezzo Nan Merrimart and estimates. He has purchased the
that basis, the estate is figured to baritone Robert Merrill.
Permanent director, at an esti¬
The mobile production of "No
mated $16,000 a year, will be Dr. Time for Sergeants,” which will be getting about $200-$250 from
Conductor Francesco Molinari-^ building formerly occupied by Gil¬
A. W. Trueman, federal govern¬ tour next fall by bus and truck, "Iceman,” plus about $2,200-$2,400 Pradelli will make his U, S. bow more’s restaurant in 54th St. be¬
tween Park and Lexirigtoh Aves.,
a
week
from
"Journey,”
and
stands
ment film commissioner and head will look like the original one cur¬
in Frisco, also.
financing the deal through bank
of the National Film Board since rently in its 81st week at the Alvin to, add about $1,500-$1,700 . from
Among other singers signed are loans without taking in any
"Moon”
if
it
clicks.
1953 and former university presi¬ Theatre, N. Y., and actually cost
Blanche Thebom, Frances Bible,
The O’Neill estate will get a Claramae Turner, Licia Albanese, partners.
dent. Associate director will be morp to operate. It will have-most
The idea is to continue the pres¬
Eugene Bussieir, head of the fed¬ of the present cast, including fea¬ straight 1% of the gross from Leyla Gencer, Elisabeth Schwarz¬
ent establishment in West 44th St.
"New Girl in Town,” a musical ver¬
eral citizenship branch.
tured players Charles Hohman, in sion of "Anna Christie.” At a po¬ kopf, Dorothy Kirsten, Leonie Ry- until the anticipated location in
The Council’s first chairman, the leading role, as well as Rex
sanek, Jan Peerce, Richard Lewis;'
Prime Minister St. Laurent has in¬ Everhart, Howard Freeman, Royal tential weekly gross of $39',000 at Lorenzo Alvary and Nicola Mos-v the Lincoln Square development is
ready. With the planned construc¬
the 46th Street Theatre, N.Y., that cona.
dicated, will be Brooke Claxton, Beal and James Millhollin. f
tion of a group of some six ultra¬
will mean another $590 royalty, if
chief Canadian representative of
The special lightweight physical the tuner gets across and does ca¬
modern legit theatres there, Sardi
the Metropolitan Life Insurance production, designed by Jerry Rithbelieves the theatrical center will
Co. and former federal cabinet olz and currently being constructed pacity.
shift from the Times Square area,
Meanwhile,
the
success
of
"Jour¬
minister. He heads a board of 21 of steel tubing,, will have exactly
so he figures he’ll have to shift his
ney,”
highlighting
irtlm
.
overall
people, all unpaid and appointed the same appearance from out
restaurant ,along with it. His idea
O’Neill
boom,
has
sparked
an
in¬
for -varying terms.
front as Peter Larkin’s original, crease in production of his plays
is to obtain, space in the same con¬
The board includes Leonard W. and will actually be more elaborate
Boston, April 30.
struction unit with the proposed
Brockington, president of the J. because of the pre-ad justed light¬ abroad and in stock in the U.S.
The Athens of America,, which new theatres.
Arthur Rank organization in Can¬ ing setup,, extra drops and lighter
this town likes to call itself, is still
As an even longer-range project,
ada; Ernest MacMillan, retired con¬ set pieces to facilitate assembling
protecting its innocent citizenry Sardi anticipates opening a third
ductor of the Toronto v Symphony and dismatling for short^engagefrom the infection of naughty or restaurant, in addition to the Lin¬
Orchestra; David Walker, an au¬ ments. There’s still no estimate
just blunt words on the stage. Lat¬ coln Square and East 54th St. es¬
thor, and various educationalists, of the cost.
est show to tun into the official tablishments, adjacent to or per¬
industrialists, judiciary and others.
Because of the complex scenic
Maurice Evans is doubling on censor’s alert eye is the .touring haps as part of the proposed new
-:_
***
setup, the extra moves involved in the road as star of "The lApple-i "Hatful of .Rain;’1’ currently, in the building to be erected by the N. Y.
the shorter engagements and the Cart” and unofficial advance, man second, and’final’week .of. its en¬ Times- at; f 0th, St; and West End
increased salaries that, must be for his own touring production of gagement at the1 Plymouth.. ,
Ave., to .house its entire editorial,
paid the company on tour, the "No Time for Sergeants.”
The muhicipai' nixer has exer¬ business . a4d printing operations.
The
break-even 'figure for the show is actor-producer played the Shubert cised his elimination authority .on ! The restaurateur, hopes to1 work
the
play’s
"irreverent
use
of
God
expected to be considerably higher Theatre, Cincinnati, last-week, and
'
Detroit, April 30.
Out some sort of' partnership ar¬
Bobby Clark will resume as star than in New York, or for the sec¬ "Sergeants” is currently playing and God’s name,” and such words rangement with the Times manage¬
as "Smother bitch,” plus consider¬ ment to run the eatery. Since the
of the touring production' of ond troupe already on the road the house for a two-week stand.
"Damn Yankees” next Monday (6). (this week at the Shubert, Cincin¬
Evans will also precede "Ser¬ able second act lines of the dope¬ opening several years ago of an em¬
He gave up the assignment last nati).
geants” into San Francisco by a selling trio, Putski, Chuck and ployee entrance to the present
'
Maurice
Evans-Emmett
Rogers
March, but. is returning as replacemonth. "Cart” is scheduled for a Mother, including such references Times building in West 44th St.
<• ment for his successor, Ray Wal¬ production of the Ira Levin-Mac May 21-June 8 run' in that city,” as "grabbing me,” “grabbing inside near the restaurant, a sizable num¬
of my leg,’’ with accompanying,
Hyman
comedy
will
fold
Aug.
17
at
ston, who’s; leaving the musical
while "Sergeants” opens there
ber of the newspaper’s editorial
next Saturday. (4) for a Hollywood the Alvin, rehearse for two weeks July 1. Both shows, however, will nlotions of hands.
The actors have substituted and business staffs have been pa¬
and
open
Sept.
2
at
a
spot
not
film deal.
'
be running concurrently in Los An¬ phrases like "doing things” for tronizing Sardi’s for lunch and
Walston withdrew from his Origi¬ yet determined. It will play both geles from June 10-29 which means
even for dinner.
nal role in the Broadway produc¬ guarantee and percentage engage¬ Evans will be playing against his "grabbing” and have dropped the
tion of the tuner to replace Clark ments, including college dates, own production as he did on Broad¬ gestures toward the coked-up "deb¬
in the touring edition. Clark’s re¬ civic organization bookings and way yirhen "Cart” and the original utante” who’s supposed to be in the ‘Darling:, I’m Yours’ Gets
under her polo coat. “Hat¬
turn will only be for three weeks, regular onemight and two-night "Sergeants” company were run¬ nude
Tryout Run in Frisco
ful” folds here next Saturday
since the show closes. May -25 at road stands.
ning simultaneously.
night (4).
*San Francisco, Apliil 30.
the Royal Alexandra, Toronto.
The producer-star who’s current¬
"Darling,
I’m Yours;” comedy by
. The musical finishes a three- Red Barn, Westboror
ly playing the American Theatre,
tv writers Fred and Elaine Shevin,
week run at the Riviera Theatre
St.- Louis, appeared yesterday Gretch Wyler, Robert Q.
will
open
a
tryout
next Monday (6)
Opens
Season
This
Week
here next Saturday and then plays
(Tues.) at a luncheon in the Jef¬
Set for Pitt’s ‘Yankees’ at the Curran Theatre here. The
Westboro, Masfc., April 30.' ferson Hotel there with Warren
a split-week, prior to moving to the
show
is
being
presented
by Mark
Pittsburgh,
April
30.
Red Barn Theatre opened its Caro, executive director of the
Alexandra for a two-week stand.
Gretchen Wyler, femme lead in A. Carabel, who acquired the rights
Incidentally, Harvey vDaniels, a 20th season last Friday (26) with Theatre Guild-American Theatre
from
producers
Jack
Present
and
the
Broadway
edition
of
"Damn
chorus boy in the show, knocked "Bus Stop.” Heading the cast are Society, to inaugurate the local
Yankees,” will repeat the assign¬ Harry Zevin, and Jess Kimmel is
himself out with a baseball bat Dolores Fuller, Jim Parker, Robert 1957-58 subscription drive.
directing.
ment
in
the
local
Civic
Light
during a first act musical number Palmer and Shirley Matson.
John Ireland and Lisa Gaye wiU
last Friday (26) night*. He was . George Bookasta is director and
Dick Falk is associate pressagent Opera Assn, production of the play the leads, with Anne Gwynne,
carried off the stage unconscious Francis Mahard Jr.ris scenic de¬ to Joe Burstin on the off-Broadway show‘this summer at Pitt Stadium, Philip Reed, John Parrish and
with
tv-radio
mcomic
Robert
Q.
signer,
with
Williarh
E.
Lafferty
productions
of
"It’s
an
Ill
Wind”
and was hospitalized, but has since
Helene Heigh in support.
Lewis as Satan.
and "Oscar Wilde.”
stage manager.
recovered.
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Eugene O’Neills
Posthumous Wow
At Boxoffice

A]?AM Requests
Shubert Confab

Frisco Opera
Heavily Offbeat

New Sardi’s Restaurant
In Lincoln Square, N. Y.,
Besides on East Side

Legit on Anxious Seat
About Possible Handout
From Canada Council

MOST N.Y. LEADS SET
FOR BUS-TRUCK SGTS.’

BOSTON SAVED AGAIN;
CENSOR CUPS‘HATFUL’

Evans Touring in ’Cart,’
Also Shills ’Sergeants’

Clark Back to Touring
Yankees’ Vice Walston
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arise as the voice of the bride’s
UnVAOfl
first husband plagues the iiewlyr\l|I UdU
weds through the medium of a
L'
parakeet, the gift of an aunt.
fsidferable
is sev- ' , At first only the bridegroom is
sidferable fluency. His
HIS part Is
prplv restrictea
rActviotpH:
liv
thp script,
scriot and
find ablfe
hcsir DEckcn&t
dnd slHiiilcr, ‘
erely
restricted by
the
ereiy
Dy tne
script,
ana
.
nrp<,pnfiv
lnfprlnnprr>rnaks

Shows on Broadway

Shows Abroad
Tea and Svmnathv
tea antf symnainy
London, April 26.

New Watergate Theatre Club present*tlon of three-«ct (four scenes) drama by
Robert Anderson, stars Elizabeth Sellars;
features John Glen* Tim Seely. Staffed
by John Fernald; decor. Neil Hobson,.At
Comedy Theatre,. Londom April 25, W;
$2.50 top.
./flu ft ;■
; i
.•** •

Xh© First Gentleman
the firm of French & Co. has sup,
Alexander h, Cohen a Ralph Aiswang plied a warehouse of regal-looking
(in association with Arthur c.. Twitcheii decoration. It s a breath-takinpi™

uttia coodg for characteriza- hut presently the interloper croaks

there S lime Scope Ipmcn^racieriza gib
and discloses secrets in front Jr.) production of thfee-actr(seven secries) , lnvf oh
t,etlnn
Laiungiy
tion.
The best opportunities in
nlt Mattorc are wnrlred niit comedy-drama
by' Norman
Ginsbury. lavish proOUCtlon.
thls resDect are given to Peter Sal- of them all. Matters are worKea out staged by Tyrone Guthrie. Stars Walter
Despite the visual quality, plus
,1
nAllahnratAr ntirl fn Gpr- whGtl tllB 3JLlIlt presents fl pflrdk^fit Slezak;* features Inga Swenson* Robert Glithri6*S inSDircd st&fiiinf Anri 01*
Us;. a StheCOllab orator and to URTwhich nromntlv breaks into Goodier, Dorothy Sands, Helen Burns.
S.SSXT.tJ5
d Sle*
aid-Cross.as^he .man from the.
.Pi?™pyj,e.DAfClarence Derwent. Wesley Addy. Peter zaks
superlative,
performance,
nriard'of^TMdS Rwenue.
The'th.? voice of the husbands first Do|Wt, Maud sheerer, Guy Spaufi. i&Qbei hdwever,- “Gentleman!* may be too
^ * neira B^an and Bonald Shtaer BSSffeK

SSStt

8SK

A1
..
George Roublcek Cl?al ab?F°a^b,{b
Steve . Ian Kelli tried to beat the
Bill Reynolds..

John Glen

Phil . Henley Thomas
Herbert Lee . John McLaren
The New Watergate Theatre
jClub more than justifies its -existence by the presentation of “Tea

>>

fv,r>

wiovr

_—

and Sympathy.
Since the play
was banned by the Lord ChamberTIia BnlPAnV
Inin
for mihlio
oorformanro
the
^
*
.*7
nn
lain
lam for
tor public
PUD11C performance,
penormance, the
ine
.*
London, April 23.
' London;
management
management has
has to
to use
use the
the “memmemLondon Arts' Theatre Committee presbers only” device for the produe- entation of two-act drama by Jean Genet,
Comedv Theatre
translated by_
by Bernard
Bernard-Frechtman.
Staged
tion at the Comedy
Theatre. It transited
.Frechtman. staged
would"
have been
beenT
would Slave
/ great”5ity
great pity if
if ' Met2e2^57de
top.rts Theatre ^
Club'

there had been 5°
no such
SUCh le^al
le^al loopl00Phole to permit it.
In just over six months the membership of the Watergate Theatre
bership
Club has jumped from zero to over
50,000, built up almost entirely
diirinff +Via run nf tVio nritflnal nrpe-

during the run Of the original presentation, also banned by the cen“wtttf

hM°^wlyP"l"me

HiUthls

notion 1 Pcs attractive as a younger sister whose
ttnmpc Charln>v
romantic partner, James anarxey,
gets laughs With a rackneyed
the various coming^ ana_gomgS Via
tPPhnlmiA Pf»maindpr of
a service hatch. Tom tmgwood’s
single partment set is more than
dl«madequate for the needs Of tne com- h
vo£p
Clpm.
edy,
'
Myro.
e voice.
.

long action-less
«assages hv making the most of
.Rffs“fvia

thi Zlm

bership avallabie to buy tiSets;
there’s little doubt that “Tea and
Sympathy” will have a hefty and
highly proatable run.

London and Broadway seem to
speak and appreciate the same
language when it comes to drama,
particularly when an acute and
controversial issue is discussed and
presented with such sharp theatrical ingenuity. Outstanding characterization, sensitive writing and a
horrifying example of the use of
the smear technique emerge as the
standout qualities, with sincerity as
the keynote to the treatment.
Elizabeth Sellars teaches new
stature by her performance as the
schoolmaster’s wife, in the role
originally played on Broadway by
Deborah Kerr Jt is a highly per^
ceptive. sympathetic and moving
study, in which she seizes the
dramatic potentialities of the final
'act. The scene in which she first
accuses her husband and then goes
into the boy’s room packs a powerful dramatic punch.
Tini Seely straight out of drama
. schoS into atop W est End^^ole!
underplays his part In a manner
to insure maximum response. He
displays the skill of a veteran performer in his interpretation of the
pan
me young
part or
of the
young scnooiDoy
schoolboy iaiseiy
falsely
charged with homosexual tendencies'
John Glen offers a vigorous
study as the accusing master, and
John McLaren plays the boy’s father in an appropriately confused
state of mind. Other impressive
performances are given by George
Roubicek, Hy Hazell and Keith
Baxter. John Fernald’s sensitive
staging and Neil Hobson’s intriguing set additional plus fea*
fures'
The subject of homosexuality is
high on the Lord Chamberlain’s
list of banned topics for public
presentation in the British theatre.
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^erad*£*ed

Satt^ofTact’ &

Miss Knight

. Dorothy Sands mount held the rights for a tim«'
. Inga SWenson mount dciu uie rignts ipr a time,
Wesley Addy but never got around to filming it
Duke of Kent.Robert Goodier
JJobp

Princess Charlotte
.Henry Brougham

ooe‘

'Bishop of Salisbury.... .Clarence Derwent

Laay^onynsham
. Helen Burns
K£»i".Vr
Prince Leopold ..Peter Donat
Regents Mother ......... Maud Scheerer
Regent's Sisters... .Mey Wyllie, Frances
•
Greet, Joyce Ballou
-Princess of Wales’ Servant..James Neylin
Princess of Wales__Isobel Elsom
Servant in Claremont House
Phena Darner
Midwife . Ludi Claire

——--

..

South Pacific
N.
Y. City
City Center
Center Light
Light Opera
Opera Co.
Co
N. Y.
(Jean Dalrymple, director) revival of
musical drama In two acts (18) numbers
with music by Richard Rodgers,' lyrics by
Oscar Hammer^tein 2d, book by Hammer.
stein and Joshua Logan* adapted from
James Mlchener’s volume, “Tates of thee
South Pacific." Stars Mindy Carson, Robert Wright; features Juanita Hall, Harvey

Dr. Croft .... C^iy Spaull Lembeck, Alan Baxter,^ Martin Wolfson,

’ m */;Seima
. Selma Vaz
Vaz Dias
Dias
Bishop ..J?°.b5rt
...’.. Robert Bernai
Bishop
J^1
• ...veEric
House
Judge'*.‘.*.’.'.*'.1'.'.’.
1'.'.'.'.^eSc Ksl
Thief
.* ‘!..'.'.’ * . .Maria Lennard
Thief ..'.'.*
...Maria
Lennard
Executioner ...Berry
...Derry Nesbitt
Sorse®1
§orsea! .?ApriidoSich
'.'.‘ ‘'.'.* ‘‘.*.'.*.*.*.’.'.‘.?AprandoSicn

Inherit
Inherit the
the Wind
Wind
(NATIONAL
(NATIONAL THEATRE,
THEATRE, N.Y.)
N.Y.)
After nearly two years
years’ run, “InInberit the WindV
Wind” holds up as enherit
thralling theatre. There are the alm0st inevitable exaggerations in
the performances and deteriora-

cSintaf.F°"c.l::!:.HaVei"“„w”r3S

aIhf“K ^

n__*.Vrl.i
tt..„ tinne rtf nono but thu .Tornma T.owCarmel '.'.'.'.’.'.'.'.'.'.‘.‘.‘.'.‘.‘.V.Hefena11
Hughes tions of pace, but the Jerome LawBeggar .David Maxwell rence and Robert E. Lee drama

geu1
GJests

MacGregor Gibb, Edward- Dunne,
Earl Simmon^JonWUey.^o^a

foe
footmen-Edmund

Roney, Curt Lowens,

Jr., Dick Button! Bill ^UUikln! Staged by
^^Fearnle^^
this production adapted and lighting by

Rex Partington, Da^io Bam
S^afsistSSfTo0
,Trtr^cAntatinn pan ducer, Alan Green; makeup6 and4 hair
^
a magnmeem: presentation can styles, Ernejt Adier. At pity Center, n.y.,
Ejjf
24’ t $3'^
PJT
a’mnn« Natlv^Servant1 KUtuchi’ AHrMarkdSatow
Neme Forbush .MiSdykc^rson.

mental performance in tne title
resSurceM
part, plus mobile ^and
and resourceful

Ehnile de Becque..Robert Wright
Bloody Mary ...
Juanita Hall

cSS
pressed stoli”g“nd Peto^Larkffi direction by Tyrone Guthrie and
Rebels.Sean LynchT’a ®°bei^T^f,rJi*yJ ingeniously inclusive setting are the most sumptuous physical production for any straight play in
-also valuable factors in a vivid, v?a^9nthJ No^a^Cin^hu^v Lm
years,' the Norman Ginsbury comIt is_ unlikely that the works of *«*<*<& ^ow.
edy-drama IS given , spectacular

Lt. Cable .!.Allen Case
.i9ase
Capt. Brackett .Martin Wolfson
Cmdr. HarbisJn'
Aian B^x'te1?
se^dees ?! jim McMillan/ Lou wiSIr.^
Ray Weaver, Evans Thornton!

Jean Genet, France's bad boy, will.
have the same shock impact on
London that he has had in his native Paris. For one thing, censor
trouble will preclude any public
showing of his plays, if the remainder are similar to this one, and
in consequence they Would be confined to the privacy of club perforniances.
A pre-curtain ruckus shadowed
this premiere, resulting in the author and an American translator
being banned for the theatre, owing to their objection to the method
of presentation.
The author’s
claim that the play is vulgarized
was countered by the producer’s
contention that heavy cutting had
to be used to make it at all palatahie to Londoners. The theatre had
established a precedent by barring
admission to. any of their club
members under 21.
Whatever Genet is trying to

Paul Muni’s performance remains the focus. It is now a
“meaty” acting job, deeply, shrewdly concaved, full dimensioned and
richly detailed. It seems notably
slower and less restrained than
originally, but especially in the
long, stirring^second-act struggle
between the Clarence Darrow and
William Jennings Bryan characters, the star’s playing has great
conviction, drive and color.
Ed Begley remains Standout as
the prosecutor, the Bryan character bringing! out- the carefully exploited geniality and “sincerity”
of the Great Commoner with just
the right blend of confidence and
condescension The performance
has broadened slightly (m the reyival meeting scene, for example,
the actor now staggers back instead, of giving the impression of
recoiling nwardly at Darrow’s remark about his having stood still
Thec^eLS^^^
J?1?
that ami the various other bits of
Slq!!inla
unconscious embr Jide?v that have
crept into the company's generally
superior plaSiSg
generally
.rsT’:
A SUThere
There have
been numerous
tKtn “Z,
who'tolhe
™i„w:
baleen
numerous cast
cast
Jured ^
5°’ L?!
changes In some cases involvhig
iinpoftant roles and K least onf
^ ™£yi0"ugt ^ y if
instance pe?haps brtoglng an lmnSwe^ aeainst suTtablv draDed nr^ provement. Alan Hewitt, playing
Sate saf^s suooiied l?v the
the Baltimore reporter patterned
modatlneMadame
*
after the late H. L. Menken, gets
The girls 'have^to dress and keep full comedy value from the part,
Unillusion ^Vne^^c5Sit ^imaSS and also accents an element of selfw Mmself as a General and trfat- spoofing that tends to make the
hi^ elrl as a Wse anot^
character more humorous'and less
a j„dge saving l tMef from execu- smart-alecky and give it greater
?ion gwhOe fnother S as a stature.
.
Bishon extracUns confe^ions and
Frances Helm seems somewhat
intense in jthe fictional role of the
^th nWpnitv nf
w Panrfs. defendant’s, sweetheart, presum11™
of ably Written as a sop to tradition,
being
included
tor
ito
sake. ?nd Archie Smith seems a bit on
being included for its owe
own sake.
"The players cope well with their the humorless side as the schoolunsavory parts, Selmafv™Diaseas
Yaz Dias as teacheTwhoTu^
called House Jhe center of world attention. Leo
the owner of the so-called
oc dn Lucker is painfully constricted as
of Illusion, Helena Hughes as^ln
as
^London, Aprli 25.
ofCIllusion,^"kelena^Hughes
Toby Rowland & Lara Schmidt (by ar- inmate vearning to auit an<k join the bigoted preacher, and if he s
rangement with Alfred de'Liagre) pres- h
small daughter and Alec P°ssibly less plausible than his
entation of three-act (five scenes) comedy
small aaugnter, ana Alec nrpfippp,t.cnr
thprp’s
sepminglv
by Carolyn Green, Stars Googie Withers. .Mango as a Police Chief whose P£f
John McCallum.
staged by Lionel Har- main gripe is that his position is greater and more interesting stress
ris; decor, Tom Lingwood.
At Aldwych nftj. irnnnrtnnt Ptinngh to Warrant on the incestuous motivation.
.ineaue, London.
Lonaon, Apru
o/; $2.50 top.
^
rf X11
Theatre,
April 24. '57;
*oP.
JSi^f7 SSl.
Florence
Williams
gives
a
££

chow-rasing
- Tf,
„

Q

„

Marines....Van

Stevens, Dan fcannafin,

thl
totat
iBCharies Lehman
hit SaeUo £pcrator • • .. • Sam ^kham
/?JrSL!c

Navy Nursesa—Miriam^ Gtaager, chr^ty

iJortlnt forPthe^oxoffice That^t
. Finch, B^bJra Saxb^ BeuI
,I°r l^e)1„ox?!;!rf
Graeber, PeggyuHadley, Betty
-KoLt leman’’therefore is Liat .. Imelda de mS
nfrfnrmannf Lt. Adams . Dick Button
shore Patrol officer.....Peter Held

ducerPAlexan1der I?, Cohen's ^os
{®diessentSlfv^weaTmaterial It
selms doubtful
material. It
Se A^^one 12 vears aeo in London
J0be ^ yeaj;| aeo m ^onaon,
S an^Wendk Hiller as1 the soTrg
who Ze? him and
jggnSJelv
ikS him like it the
a aslya Todlrate hit But the
g ^as a moderate mt. But tne
ar®°Riy.
lish^o^ityUVut alsoobviouslv

Islanders<' ‘ ’ Vie'R^arTo,°^iaifdfffatow!
Julia Gerace
r.
, 4<c .. _
Don’t worry, about “South Pacific‘ ,It s doing fine. . Only two
years since lts last reVival 'by the
’gity Center, the Richard RodgersOscar Hammerstein 2d musical re¬
mains JreS’ !ush’ captivating That
suggests that as permanent City
Center-policy, at least one R & H
classic be included m each year’s
musical series,
’ This revival of “South Pacific”
dehaonstrates once more the amazTopmost Americans, the ego- ing gaod fortune that brought tocentric, domineering, profligate gather two of the top -theatrical
hero of the Ginsbury play is of in- talents of this century. No one can
terest primarily as the son of King match the melodic richness of
George ni and tHe uncle of Helen Rodgers’ music or the. eloquent
Liayes
yueen TVinin nnl1nV\Apaftnn
xiaiumciiHcma
mih-d.
Hayes (oops,
(oops, maxe
make mat
that read
read Queen
line nrn/litood
Victoria). That he’s a many-sided Their collaboration has produced
character with a sardonic wit hard- at least four masterpieces, that are
^
the fact that he;s also a « * to remain ifcrenmal fagross, greedy cruel vain self- vorites.
Although no revival can ever
dramatizing glutton, drunkard and
lecher.
’
, hope to equal the miraculous cast*
cast. The play, is moderately Interest- ing of the original “South Pacific”
mg and intermittently amusing production, the present edition is
without ever being really engross- prime quality. And despite the
mg or, and perhaps here’s the vital limited rehearsal time and the City
catch Personally affecting. The Center’s small budget, the show is
wiHul, ^elf-indulgent hero ruling amazingly smooth.- Considerable
in place of his feeble-minded fa- credit for that probably goes
ther, does have a kind of pathos.at to R & H casting director John
the end. But the feeling he in- Fearnley, who staged the show,
spires is merely the forgivenness and R & H conductor Frederick
of-toderstanding, not genuine sym-1 Dvonch, who batons lt.
.
pathy.
‘ Urider Guthrie’s.fluid, versatile ca^^namrinaki^her BroadH?Vph*way debut in the part, is a plausperformance
as the Prince Regent ib^
lhly and^engaginVNeUicT
nnH engaging* Nellie•
NplHp.Fnrhush.
iWe
and
Foibush.
wlfo^l^e^hecame^Kin^^eo^e^IY^
Forbush.
who later
l&tcr pecame
D0C3H16 King
Kin^ ueorge
George iv.
Iv. j£ ber
"hot* ac^j[ng
noting lacks
laplrc the technique
tpohniouc
wno
Withmit Incintr +hp unnttrnpHvp as. ?.f her .acting lacKS tne teennique
Without losing the unattractive as- that only experience can give, she
pectS,«of the part, hlS playing Is lua- lCv
U
1! j:
* mv lifiiiirp f„llv dirnpn, nevertheless gives an honest, dlrect and winning performance. Her
sioned, with brilliant .variations of singing
cinoing is
is standout,
standout of
of course,
course ininmooa ana
rne iaci
mood
and pace,
pace. The
fact in«
that xne
the
]f
» mika

„npa

tE?4S? po?S^i toMm^morT

Mr.

..Hf^

V.',V. .M

p«^mert Sty t® ar the hUg.

prejudiced as the presiding judge.

Bnil.

_ The irnifcf of: ‘'Janus''/.from; P*dstie tuned rebel. ,
. Clero,
_,
H°be‘
Broadway to. London shows once
' ■’ - ,
/11 •*
n. 1 1 1
0.
1 •
Lovebirds
mo^? Jbat
more
that comedy is terribly sus¬
susTlie iLoVeblrds
S Stlldfibdkftr Stock
ceptible to sea change. The joke,
London, April 22.
b OlUUCUdlVCI plUbH
Emile Littier presentation of
of two-aev
two-aev
P I
CAr1 Mai»
such as it is, is a feeble one, and
farce by Basil Thomas. Stars Dora Bryan,
the only saving quality is the cali¬
call- fersMan!“r.T&
5% NeW Capital
Ronald Shiner. Staged IV’MCKS
by Wallace .Doug¬
bre of the stars.
ias.
At Adeiphi
Adeiphi Theatre,
Chicago
las.
At
Theatre, London,
London, April
April
Chicago, Anril
April 30
30.
Whatever the marquee status of 20, ’57; $2 top.
Studebaker Theatrp Co which
MeC^u^may bed&eve? toe?
SSS 'reportedly has lost over "$90',000

ingInd lovely, ranging deftly from.
the early scenes of her rejection
of the . weakling Prince William of
Orange in preference for t^e manly Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg,
to the quiet, ominous interlude
of approaching motherhood. Her
scenes with Slezak are delightful,
the outstanding moments of the

«• ?e<Te- Si.^h^H^vev
featured performances^ by Haiv y
Lembeck a.^^utbcr Billis, Juan
Hall/ePCating_her ori^nal role of
Bloody Mary, Martin wolfson ais
h‘ass or^^s Pl^naSBStPer
Brackett, as weii as Aian naxiet
the sensible aide, Allen Case a?
^Cabteanff lmelda de Martm

are obviously worthy of more substantial material. All of which indicates little more than a moderate
run.
“Janus” falls in the category of
U.S. comedies in which the situations are too transparent jmd the
dialog, too obvious.. It hds professional slickness, hut little more. It
strains for effect and particularly
for its laughs. The latter are largeiy derived from tricks in staging,
rather than from the actual script,
■ Miss Withers,,one of the West
End’s mnst versnHla nnfroococ whn

Isobel Elsom, who joined the
cas^. onjy a week or so, before the
premiere, ^believable and touchlng as the. tragic Princess of Wales,
although her single scene seems
discordantly written. Robert Goodier is plausible as the Regent’s
realistic brother, and Dorothy
Sands is' properly lively as the
Princess’ devoted companion.
Peter Donat is suitably' handsome as the ^ Teutonic prince who
becomes the consort, Helen Burns
is convincingly guileful as the Recfanf’c mlcfroee ayf/1
aronpo TTot-_

The scenery looks just ab®“ial
it did on that original enchantea
evening eight years ago, and the
costumes, lighting and general impression recall the same old magic
of this superb Rodgers-Hamnieistein creation.. Wisely, the man
agement. has > scheduled the snow
for three weeks, one week longei
than usual.
ttooe.
tSet Name Quartet For
^
. .JL
, n
Coast ‘Romeo ReVlVSl
. _, ,
» _^ t.__ (..nn

Chi
Chi’s Studebaker Stock

Seeks 50G New Capital

victo^^enars.'.'.'.*.'fejohn Usbcroett
Helen Sellars..—Biiiie Hill last October, has launched a fund*
5«”*£rn5i.V.™ising drive with, a .$50,000 goal.
Doctor viicenr.:::::::::: Juuiny dvffi Response to the appeal for funds
Mrs. Mortimer...
Bettina Dickson is expected to determine thfe fuProf^Gas'ton cii'e'vai * ’ ‘ ‘ ‘' To£aMac?uiev ture o£ the stock company, which
Cecii Gibson.;.
i'.!!’//.Douglas^ Hayes lost money on all but two of the
—
eight productions presented to
Billed as a “laughter and non- date.
sense, show,” this play by Basil
Also, there has been managerial
Thomas more than lives up to its friction With Lewis Manilow, one
label being a brisk absurdity that of the founding group* exiting the
sparkles and defeats criticism and board of directors after a noliev
should do well as a twice-nightly disagreement with Studebaker
nffovincr frtrt
oiiTmrmv'oaoonn Tf
... _
.

problem in getting on top of her on stage and screen.

Studebaker Wtods upitssecond

to^condaryTartr

production at the PaSadena (Cal.)

i trick.
returning from their honeymoon to through May 12, to be followed by to fill a freight train, Motley has uurien, uene Jtaymona an<
McCallum, also an accomplished live with the bride’s parents who "Time Limit,” also plated for provided enough costume splendor ence Reed,
actor, plays the husband with con- run an antique shop. Complications three weeks.
1 to restage the last- Coronation and 1 The revival opens May 9.
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‘Lady’ SRO $72,800 (7),
Chi Spurts; 'Sergeants’ Rig $26,
B way Mostly Up; Slezak $16,600 (6),
Holdover Stanza, K. C.
'Matchmaker $23,500, Booth $18,400
‘Pacific $57,700, ‘Shinbone $41,500,
‘Tops’ Slumps to $5,700;
‘Paradiso’ $27,200,.‘Journey $29,300
‘Lady’ Bows L,A. Stand5)

' Chicago, April 30. 4^.Business perked last week for
’ the two shows exiting town last
Saturday.night. There is one new.
entry opening this week.
Only other tourer on the horizon
Los Angeles, April 30.
is “Apple Cart/’Tiue next Monday
Arrival of “My Fair Lady” last
(0) at the Blackstone for two night (Mon.) launched the Civic
Light Opera season at the Phil¬
weeks.
Estimates for Last Week
harmonic Auditorium and ushered
Desk Set, Hands (C) (4th wk) in the beginning of a more active
($5; 1,000; $29,600) (Shirley Booth). local legit period. Town now has
Nearly $18,400; ' previous week, a pair of May openings set, “Fallen
$19,500. Slated to fold here May Angels” due May 20 at the Hunt¬
11, but may be extended through ington Hartford, and “No Time for
Sergeants” set for May 22 at the
May 25.
Matchmaker, Blackstone • (C> (8th Biltmore.
wk) ($5; 1,450; $33,000) (Ruth Gor¬
Estimate for Last Week
don, Loring Smith. Patricia Cutts).
Pajama Tops, Forum (C) (27th
Almost $23,500; previous week wk)
($3.30; 1,740; $20,000). Down
$17,500; departed Saturday night to around
$5,700 for the session,
(27) to continue tour.
but
still
showing a profit; previous
No Time For Sergeants, Erlanger
(C) (33d wk) ($5: 1,335; $34,495). Week, $7,500.
Over $26,800; previous week $21,500; resumed tour Saturday (27).
Opening This Week
Cat On a Hot Tin Roof, Erlanger
(D) ($5; 1.335; $34,495) (Thomas
Gomez, Marjorie Steele. Alex
Nicol). Opens tonight (Tues.) for
a run, on subscription.
Miscellaneous
Flowering Peach, Studebaker.
Detroit, April 30.
Stock revival now in the second
“Damn Yankees,” starring Ray
stanza of a three-week run.
Walston, hit a new record gross for
its tour last week, a terrific $65,000
at the 2,700-seat Riviera Theatre
here. The frame was the second of
a three-week Riviera - stand and
was $200 over the prior top take
registered during the first round
Philadelphia, April 30.
here.
The local legit season is limping
The house scaled at. a $5 top has
to a close *vith “The Greatest Man a potential capacity of $80,000.
Alive” in its second week of a preBroadway tryout stand. The Den¬
nis King starrer was rapped by ill
three critics tMurdock, Inquirer;
Gaghan, News; De Schauensee,
Bulletin). What little business
there was came principally from
Minneapolis, April 30.
the cut-rate First Nighters Club.
The Lyceum Theatre wound up
With the departure of the com¬
its
worst
season
with a nifty $28,edy this week the regular season
700 last week on seven perform¬
is over.
ances of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof.”
Estimate for Last Week
Greatest Man Alive, Forrest (C) In the 1,850-seat house at $4.95 top
(1st wk) -($4.80; 1,760; $32,000) for five nights and two matinees,
(Dennis King). Comedy about a Wednesday - through - Sunday (24simple would-be suicide drew a 28), this fifth and final subscription
skimpy $6,700 for its initial canto; offering starring Thomas Gomez,
holds this week and then goes into Marjorie Steele and Alex Nicol,
drew favorable reviews and audi¬
New York.
. .
ence reaction. Potential capacity
was $40,000,
The five subscription shows were
all that the Lyceum had during the
entire season.

Tankas’ $65,
2d Week in Det.

‘GREATEST’ MERE $6,700
IN TRYOUT WEEK, PHILLY

‘Cat’ Breezes to $28,700
In 7-Show Stand, Mp)s.

Evans Pulls Apple Cart’
To Snappy $21,600, Cincy

Cincinnati, April 30.
Maurice Evans in “The Apple
Cart” grossed a good $21,600 last
week, in the 2,000-seat! Shubert.
Top was $4.52.
‘ “No Time for Sergeants/* ten¬
anting the theatre this week and
next, at $4.52 top and $5 Friday
and Saturday nights, drops the cur¬
tain on Cincy’s road show season.

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON

At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1-24-37).
Balcony, Arts (4-22-57).
Boy Friend, Wyndham'o (12-1-93).
Bride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56).
Cantlno Beal, Phoenix (4-8-57).
Chalk-Carden, Haymarket (4-11-56).
Damn Yankees, Coliseum (3-28-57).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Ewlge Faultier* Co., Palace (3-4-57).
• Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
For Amusement Only, Apollo (8-5-56). .
Class Cage, Piccadilly (4-26-57).
Grab Mo a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).
Hatful of Rain, Princess (3-7-57).
Houso by .Lake, York's <3-9-56).
Iron Duchoss, Cambridge (3-14-57).
Janus, Aldwych (4-24-57).
. Lovebird*, Adclphi (4-20-57).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
Naw Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
No Time Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Nudo With Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
Plaintiff In Hat, St. Mart. (10-11-56).
Plalsirs Do Paris, Wales (4-20-57).
Flume do ma Tanto, Garrick 11-3-55).
Polish Theatre, Wint. Gard. (3-25-57).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Subway In Sky, Savoy (2-27). Tea A Sympathy, Comedy (4-25-57).
Tropical Heat, New Lind. (4-23-57).
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
Zulelka, SaviUe (4-11-57).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Summer of 17th, New (4-30-57).
Best Damn Lie, Wlnt. Gard. (5-7-57).
Restless Heert, St. James'a (5-8-57).
CLOSED LAST WEEK
Under Milk Wood, New (9-20-56).

ON TOUR

Bed
Caine Mutiny Court Martial
Doad Secret
Diary of Anno Frank
Doctor In the Houso
D'Oyly Carte Opera
Free As Air
Glamour Girl
Kismet
Man In Quastlon
Month of Sundays
Mrs. Gibbons' Boys
My Wife's Mnci*
Pa|ama Gam#
Reluctant' Debutant# ^
Silver Wedding
Six Months' Grace
Spider's Web
Tima Murderer Picas*

‘Fanny’^Slows to $27,300
In Third Week pi Wash.
Washington, April 30.
“Fanny” is plodding along in
Washington, with a $27,300 figure
for the third week of its four-week
engagement at the National Thea¬
tre. This is slightly under the fig¬
ures for the first two weeks.
Musical has been a puzzle In the
1,650-seat theatre. It, has failed to
draw the regular Washington
showgoers but does well with the
tourist trade. Were it not for the
heavy run of sightseers this time of
year, the show might be in trouble.
House is scaled at a $6.05 top,
.with $6.60 weekends. Capacity
would be a little under $52,000.

‘Tempest’ Reading, D.C.
Washington, April 30.
Arnold Moss and a Broadway
cast will give two dramatic read¬
ings of Shakespeare’s “Tempest”
at the Library of Congress next
Monday-Tuesday (0:7) to wind up
the season for the spot.
The troupe will include James
Hagerman, Leon Janney, Roger
Hamilton, Patricia Peardon, Nancy
Coleman* Walter Mason and Ellis
Rabb.

Kansas City, April 30.
“My Fair Lady,’1 costarring
Brian Aherne and Anne Rogers,
grossed a whopping $72,800 in
seven performances last week at
the 2,572-seat Music -Hall here.
The musical piled up’ $80,000 at;
the house the previous week for: a
15-performance capacity take, of
$152,800, a local record for a tour¬
ing show. Top was $5.60.
The tuner moved from here to
Los Angeles, where it began a 10week tun last night (Mon.) at the
Philharmonic Auditorium.

‘New Girl’ $50M
‘Rain’ $19,900; Hub
Boston, April 30.
The regular legit season is in
its final round here with the closing
week current for two shows, the
tryout of “New Girl In Town” and
the touring "Hatful of Rain.” Both j
exit town this week, the former
moving on to Broadway for a week
of final doctoring before preeming
next week, and the latter folding
here.
“New Girl” inserted a new ballet
in the second act, an impression¬
istic dream sequence in which
costar Gwen Verdon is surrounded
by stomping chorines who rip off
her dress. Two controversial num¬
bers deleted during the local en¬
gagement were “Red Light Ballet”
and “Oh, What a Wing Ding.”
“Hatful” drew unanimously fa¬
vorable reviews here, but was
trimmed by the censor, as detailed
in a separate story.
Estimates for Last Week
New’ Girl In Town, Shubert (MD)
(2d wk) ($6.25-$4.95; 1,717; $52,000)
(Gwen Verdon, Thelma Ritter).
Musical tryout version of “Anna
Christie” drew a fine $50,800 for
its first full week. Holds this week
and exits Saturday (4) after twoand-a-half weeks.
Hatful Of Rain, Plymouth (D)
(1st wk) ($4.40-$3.85; 1,241; $33,100) (Vivian Blaine, Ben Gazzara).
Tourer opened to good reviews all
around. Season’s last Guild offer¬
ing nabbed a neat $19,900; hold,
through Saturday (4) and closes
tour here.

Ballet Basse
LA DAME A hX LICARNO
“La Dame a la Licorne,” un¬
veiled by Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo Monday (22) is. an unadul¬
terated flop. This Unicorn-fed tur¬
key has choreography by Heinz
Rosen, who had Jean Cocteau write
the story for him. 'Jacques Chailley composed the. score. Cocteau
also designed the original produc¬
tion. Karinska did the costumes
and E. B. Dunkel Studios did the
scenic chores for the opus as it
debuted at N. Y.'s opera house.
This is a sluggish, insipid piece,
filled .with pleonastic movements
and unimaginative choreography.
In addition to the pit orch, a group
of musicians was placed on a bare
platform on stage. The reason for
this placing of the sidemen is diffi¬
cult to fathom; certainly nothing
was added by this, it only served,
to detract. Chalk the whole project
up as just a big mistake. Wien;

SOMBREROS
Leon Danielian has put together
a cheerful and occasionally witty
Mexican-motif ballet, “Sombreros.”
Friday last (26) it proved the best
of the new works of the lacklustre
spring season at the Met of the
sadly-deteriorated Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo. Combining toe work
with Mexican folk postures and
danced to Mexican music arranged
by Ivan Boutnikoff with Irina
(April 29-May 12)
Borowska and Deni Lamont in the
Apple Cart (Maurice Evans)—American, leads, it was distinctly more amus¬
St. L. (29-4); Blackstone, Chi (0-11).
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez. ing than “La Beau Danube” which
Marjorie Steele, Alex Nicol)—Erlanger, followed.
One unintended giggle
Chi (30-11).
in “Sombreros” resulted from the
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Ray Walston)—
nun-like
native
costumes of four
Riviera, Det. (29-4); Palace, Youngstown
(6-8); Paramount, Toledo (9-11).
girls.
When these misses were
Desk Set (Shirley Booth)—Harris, Chi picked up by the ankles and
(29-11).
thrown Into a pile backstage the
audience just didn’t know how to
Greatest Man Alive (tryout) (Dennis take it.
King)—Forrest. Philly (29-4) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, April 24, '57).
Ballet Russe set up its own in¬
Hatful of Rain (Vivian Blalhe, Ben Gaz- vidious comparison by opening the
zara)—Plymouth,
Boston
(29-4);
Her
evening with “White Swan” and
Majesty's, Montreal .(6-11, closes).
Matchmaker (Ruth Gordon, Loring following immediately with “Black
Smith,
Patricia
Cutts)-^Ford’»,
Balto
Swan” Pas de Deux. At the wan¬
(2S-4; National, Wash. (6-11).
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aheme, ing of a hard season it was a very
Anne Rogers)—Philharmonic, L.A. (29.11). Wan
white swan (Nina Novak),
Now Girl, In Town (tryout) (Gwen Verthe guest star’s (Alicia
don,
Thelma
Ritter)—Shubert, Boston against
(29-4) (Reviewed in VARIETY, April 10, Alonso’s) bewitching black swan.
'57).
Don’t do that to Miss Novak,
No Time for Sergeants (2d. Co.)—Shu¬
maestro! ‘
Land.
bert, Cincy V<29-11).

Touring Shows

Business
climbed for
most
Broadway shows last week.' Re¬
ceipts dropped substantially, how¬
ever, for seven of the 26 entries on
tap the previous frame. In tradi¬
tional Easter Week style, business
started off big, but cooled off dur¬
ing the latter part of the stanza.
Capacity entries were “Auntie
Mame,” “Bells Are Ringing,” “Li’l
Abner” and “My Fair Lady.”
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
eretta).
Other parenthetic designatio-ns
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
i.e., exclusive of taxes.
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C)
(25th wk; 197; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182;
$43,000) (Rosalind Russell). Pre¬
vious week, laid off; last week as
always $43,500.
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
<22d wk; 172; $8.05; 1,453; $58,101)
(Judy Holliday). Previous week,
$58,700; last week, same.
Brigadoon, Adelphi (MD) (5th
wk; 39; $5.50-$4.85; 1,434; $45,1)00)
(David Atkinson, Virginia Oswald,
Scott McKay, Robert Rounspville).
Closes next Saturday (4). Previous
week, $29,900; last week, nearly
$27,600. Jo Hurt succeeded costar
Helen Gallagher last week.
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC)*
(104th wk; 828; $8.05; 1,297; $50,573). ‘Moves next Tuesday (7) to.
the Adelphi. Previous week. $33,100; last week, over $36,200.
Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa¬
dor (D) (82d wk; 653; $5.75; 1,155;
$35,000) (Joseph Schildkraut). Pre¬
vious week, $19,800 on twofOrsf
last week, over $19,000 on twofers.
First Gentleman, Belasco (C)
(1st wk; 4; $6.90; 1,037; $34,000)
(Walter Slezak).
Opened last
Thursday (25) night to two affirma¬
tive reviews (Donnelly, WorldTelegram; McClain, Journal-American), two yes-no (Chapman, News;
Coleman, Mirror), and three nega¬
tive (Atkinson, Times; Kerr, Her¬
ald Tribune; Watts,- Post); over
$16,600 for first four perform¬
ances and one full and one partial
preview. Moves May 20 to the
Martin Beck Theatre.
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum
(C) (23d wk; 183; $5.75; 995; $26,000) (Walter Pidgeon). Previous
week, $19,300; last week, over
$23,300.
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC)
(21st wk; 164; $8.05; 1,625; $69,989) (Ethel Merman).
Previous
week, $64,100; last week, nearly
$65.9100.
Hole in the Head, Plymouth
(CD) (9th wk; 68; $6.25-$5.75; 1,062;
$36,625) (Paul Douglas). Previous
week, $26,100; last week, nearly
$30,300.
Holiday for Lovers, Longacre
(C) (11th wk; 84; $5.75; 1,101; $29,378) (Don Ameche).
Previous
week, $14,300; last week, almost
$17v700.
' ,
' Hotel Paradiso, Miller (C) (3d
wk; 20; $6.90; 946‘ $34,000) (Bert
Lahr, Angela Iltnsbury, . John
Em^ry, . Vera .Pearce, . Douglas
Ryng)f
Previous week, $24,100;
last week, nearly: $27,200,.. > with
subscription commissions cutting
into take.
.
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
(93d wk; 742- $5.75-$4.60; 1,162;
$32,003) (Paul Muni).
Previous
week, $23,800; last week, nearly
$24,700.
Li’l Abner, St. James (MC) (24th
wk; 188; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100).
Previous week, $58,300; last week,
same.
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
Helen Hayes (D) (25th wk; 150;
$6.90; 1.039; $30,000) (Fredric
March,. Florence Eldridge). Pre¬
vious week, $27,700; last w6ek, al¬
most $29,300.
Major Barbara, Morosco (C)
(26th wk; 207; $6.90; 946; $37,500)
(Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬
dith, Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis
Skinner). Closes May 18. Previous
week, $22,700; last week, over
$21,000.
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D)
(56th wk; 445; 1,185; $39,116) (Ed¬
ward G. Robinson). Previous week,
$23,700; last week, over $23,800.
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD)
(52d wk; 412; $7.50; 1,427; $57,875).
Previous week, $47,200; last week,
nearly $54,800.
My Fair- Lady, Hellinger (MC)
(59th wk; 467; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696) (Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews).

.As always, $68,700, with Harrison
out for the Friday night and Satur¬
day matinee and evening perform¬
ances. Edward Mulhare stubbed.
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
(C) (80th wk; 636; . $5.75-$4.60;
1,331; $38,500).: Previous week,
$28,600; last week, nearly $34,500.
Orpheus Descending, Beck (D
(6th wk; 44; $6.90; 1,280; $41,500).
Moves May 20 to Morosco. Previous
week, $19,500; last week, over $18,300.
Potting Shed, Golden (D) (13th
wk; 103; $5.75-$5.25; 800; $26,000)
(Sybil Thorndike, Robert Flemyng,
Leueen McGrath). Previous week,
$17,500 at the Bijou Theatre, last
week, almost $16,100.
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
(27th wk; 212; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
(Eric Portman, Margaret Leightpn).
Previous week, $24,200; last week,
nearly $25,200.
Shinbone Alley, Broadway (MC)
(2d wk; 17; $7.50; 1,900; $74,297)
(Eartha Kitt, Eddie Bracken). Pre¬
vious week, $40,000; last week,
almost $41,500, with theatre party
commissions cutting into the take.
South Pacific, City Center (MD)
(1st wk; 7; $3.80; 3,090; $68,812)
(Mindy Carson, Robert Wright).
Opened three-week run last
Wednesday (24) to unanimous ap¬
proval (Atkinson, Times; Chapman,
News; Coleman, Mirror; Donnelly,
World-Telegram;
Kerr,
Herald
Tribune; McClain, Journal-American; Watts, Post); nearly $57,700
for* first seven performances and
one preview.
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (11th
wk; 85; $5.75; 994; $34,000) (Tom
Ewell). Previous week, $26,700;
last week, over $30,800.
Visit to m Small Planet, Booth
(C) (12th wk; 92; $6.90-$5.75; 766;
$27,300) (Cyril Ritchard).. Previous
week, $27,600; last week, over $25,700.
Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet
(CD) (15th wk; 116; $6.90; 1,001;
$35,040) (Ralph Richardson). Pre¬
vious week, $23,000; last week,
over $20,400.
Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden
(R) (9th wk; 67; $8.05; 1,404; $63,000) (Beatrice Lillie). Previous
week, $38,600; last week, nearly
$43,300.
MISCELLANEOUS
Livin' the Life, Phoenix (MC)
($3.85; 1,150; $25,000). Opened last
Saturday (27) night to unanimous¬
ly negative reviews; (Atkinson,
Times; Coleman, Mirror; Donnelly,
World-Telegram; Kerr, Herald
Tribune; McClain, Joumal-American; Watt, News; Watts, Post);
over $3,300 for opening perfor¬
mance, with press list cutting into
the take.
Opening This Week
Moon for the Misbegotten, Bijou
(D) ($5.75-$5.25; 603; $19,000)
(Wendy Hiller, Franchot Tone,
Cyril Cusak). Play by Eugene
O’Neill, presented by Carmen Cap'albo & Stanley Chase as the sec¬
ond in a series at an overall cap¬
italization of $100,000; can break
even at around $16,000 gross.
Opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).
OFF-BROADWAY
Career, 7th Ave. South (4-30-57).
Gilbert & Sullivan Repertory,
St. Ignatius (4-23-57).
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
(5-8-56).
In Good- King Charles’ Golden
Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
It's ah III Wind, Royal (4-23-57).
Land Beyond the. River, Green¬
wich Me^fc (3-28-57).’ : !
Oscar Wiide, ,4lst St.' (4-16-57).
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (1227-56).
Run Thief Run, Chanin Aud. (51-57).
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (36-57).
Take a Giant Step. Jan Hus
(9-22-56); closes May 19. .
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (920-56).
Closed Last Week
Volpone, Rooftop (1-7-57).
Wayside, Barbizon-Plaza <4-1757).
Giraudoux Twin Bill, Carnegie
Hall Playhouse (4-9-57).
Closed Previous Week
Dr. Faustus Sc Parade at the
Devil’s Bride, Blackfriars’ (2-1857),

SCHEDULED N Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if set)
Oraatest Man Aliva, Barrymore (5-8).
Pajama Gama, City Center (5-15).
New Girl In Town, 46th St. (5-14).

OFF-BROADWAY
Pigeon, Labor Temple (5-15-57).
Beautiful Jailer, Actors (5-16-57).
simply Heavenly, 85th St. (5-21-57).
Magic Carpet, Jan Hus (3-27-57X
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Legit
Norman Maibaum, gerieral man¬
ager for the Carmen Capalbo-Stanley Chase productions of “Three¬
penny Opera,” “Potting Shed” and
“Moon for the' Misbegotten,” is
doubling as company manager on
“Moon,” which ■ opens.- tomorrow
(Thurs.) night at jthQl Bjjou Thea¬
tre, N. Y. Robert Heqtftr and Arthur Waxman are company maiK
agers, respectively, of “Shed” and
“Threepenny.”
Carlo: D'Angelo has . succeeded
Burleigh Sandforde as director of
“Run Thief Run,” opening at . the
Chanin Auditorium, N. Y., tonight
(Wed.). C. Edwin Khill, general
manager of the Broadway produc¬
tion of “Happiest Millionaire,” is
dittoing for “Thief."
Paula Stone and her husband
Michael Sloane have scheduled an
Oct. 27 Broadway preem for their
production of “Rumple,” a musical
with book, by Irving Phillips, lyrics
by Frank Reardon and music by
Jeff Schweikert. An out-of-town
tryout tour is -slated to get under¬
way Sept, 28 at the Colonial Thea¬
tre, Boston. Jack Donahue will be
director and Bob Hamilton chore¬
ographer.
“Apollo,” the collective title of
the Jean Giradoux double-bill
which opened recently at the Car¬
negie Hall Playhouse, N. Y., shut¬
tered abruptly last Saturday (27).
Earlier in the week the owners of
the theatre had filed an action in
Municipal Court for a judgment
against producers Leo Shull, Mary
Learson and Anne Eisen, charging
failure to comply with certain con¬
tractual obligations'. The Court's
decision was due this week.
t
A $5,133 assessment in back
taxes and penalties against Mc¬
Bride's. New York theatre ticket
brokerage firm, has been upheld
by the Appellate Division. The
assessment was based on the out¬
fit’s business from July 1, 1944June 30, 1947, and covered $3,183
tax and $1,950 in penalties.
John Duff Stradley's “Wayside,”
which ended a 12-performance run
at the Barbizon Plaza Theatre,
N. Y., last Sunday (28), has been
purchased by Columbia Pictures
for $35,000, with the author getting
another $12,500 to write the
screenplay.
A double bill, comprising a
dramatic reading of Vachel Lind¬
say's “The Congo” and Robinson
Jeffers' “The Cretan Woman,” is
being presented tonight (Wed.)
through next Sunday (5) by the
Equity Library Theatre at the
Lenox Hill Playhouse, N. Y.
William Shatncr has withdrawn
from the Stratford (Ont.) Shake¬
spearean Festival acting company
this summer to make his first film
under a five-year Metro pact. His
actress-wife, Gloria Nord, is also
exiting the Bardfegt. Donald Harron, currently appearing in the
Broadway production of “Separate
Tables,” may replace Shatner as
Laertes in “Hamlet.”
James Hughes has succeeded
George Zorn as company manager
for “Brigaoon” at the Adelphi The¬
atre, N. Y.
Marcia Gould has the femme
lead in “Picnic” at St. John's
Hall, N. Y.
Jack Bostic and Dick Via, who
were with the American Theatre
in Rome, are returning to New
York via London aboard the Queen
Mary, which docks next Tues¬
day (7).
/"
Playwright Robert E. Lee, com¬
pletely recoveted from surgery for
a brain tumor, is due in New York
from the Coast next Sunday (5) to
get together with his collaborator,
Jerome Lawrence, on a new play
they’ve been working oin titled
“The Gang’s,All Here."
Ethel Merman planes; tQ. Wash*
ington tonight,.(Wed.) after her
performance in “Happy Hunting”
at the Majestic Theatre,'N. Y., to
guest tomorrow morning (Thurs.)
at the annual breakfast of the Con¬
gressional Club of Washington
honoring Mrs. Dwight D. Eisen¬
hower. The actress will plane back
to N. Y. after the breakfast.
Martin Landau has taken ovet
Lee Philips' role in “Middle of the
Night,” the latter having left the

Borah Z. Burman (Burm)
Joins Spa Bam Staff
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Inside Staff—Legit

Borah Z. Burman, Variety cor¬
“Straw Hat,” edited by magazine-radio writer David Dachs and pub¬
cast to appear in the film version respondent in Baltimore, has re¬
of “Peyton Place.”
signed to join the production staff lished by Frank Productions, Inc., is a summer theatre guide designed
Ruth McDevItt has succeeded of the Spa Summer Theatre, Sara-f for general readership. In that aspect, it differs from other silo com¬
Nydia Westmah in “Greatest Man toga Springs, N.Y. He’ll be suc¬ pilations, which are usually more on the tradey side. Commendable
Alive,” currently breaking in out- ceeded by Lou Cedrone, who’s on features of the pocket-sized book, published for the first time this year
of-townv
trie* amusements desk of the Eve¬ include mileage information from major cities to the various barns’
and data oh ticket prices, available restaurants, hotels, motels and afterPeter Falk has. succeeded Tori*; ning‘Sun.
theatre spots.
Clancy, in “Purple .Dust” At' the’
Cedrone,-. incidentally, is the
. Qfterry Lahe1 Theatre, N,.Y. '
brother of..Clara Cedrone, of the ’ Although, it does contain info that would undoubtedly help vacatipnists and others interested in rustic theatre, the hook is not alto¬
Russell Nype launches an eighth- nitery; act, Cedrone & Mitchell.
week- suihmer stock tour June 15.
gether satisfactory. A major omission is the failure to distinguish
He’ll appear in “Janus,” “Will Suc¬
clearly between amateur and professional operations. Barns, tents, at
cess Spoil Rock Hunter” and a mu:
fresco spots, resort theatres, music festivals and Shakespeare Festivals
sical version of “The Importance
throughout the U.S. are listed. There’s also a section devoted to Can¬
of Being Earnest” for various
ada, plus some brief news notes.
bookings in New England.
The guide, which retails for $1.65, is givem a bullish sendoff in an
Joe Gross has succeeded the late
intro by- comic Steve Allen.Paul M. Trebitsch as company
manager of “Desk Set,” currently
A legit ticket giveaway is being
at the Harris in-Chicago.
Charles Adams, co-producer of used to hypo sales Qf-.a television
the touring “Apple Cart” with Jo¬ antenna.
seph Neebe, was in Chicago last
The ducats are being given out
Monday (29) and yesterday (Tues.) by JDF Electronics as a selling in¬
as Becky Thatcher and Lee Becker
iTUvln’ tlie Lifo
to drum up student trade for the centive for its rabbit-ear Magic
Phoenix Theatre (T. Edward Hambleton gives a nifty portrayal of a tomboy.
George - Bernard Shaw revival, Genie indoor tv antenna. The out¬ & Norris Houghton) production of musi¬ Richard. Ide is okay as fluck Finn,
cal
in
two
'acts,
based
on
Mark
Twain’s
which berths at the Blackstone fit lajmched the idea last Decem¬
River Stories. Book, Dale-Was- who’s characterized as being^someTheatre there next Mrinday night ber, using tix-for only one Broad¬ Mississippi
N
serman ancf Bruce Geller; lyrics, Geller; what dopey.
(6) for two weeks.
music. Jack Urbontj direction, David
• The balance*of the 38 perform¬
way
show,
“No
Time
for
Ser¬
Alexander;
choreography
and musical
Muriel Kirkland planed to Eu¬
ers
listed
in
the
credits show' up
numbers, John Butler; scenery, William
rope last week for three weeks of geants,” but has since added other and Jean Eckart; costumes, Alvin Colt; well under Dhvid -Alexander’s fine
lighting, Klaus Holm; dance music, Gene¬ direction. The creative sets are by
seeing the plays while hubby productions.
JFD, which has its plant, in, vieve Pitot;- orchestratidns,.JHershey Kay William and Jean Eckert and the
Staats Cotsworth appears in., the
and Joe Glover; choral arrangements,
Brooklyn, N. Y., is giving two the¬ Drbont;
off-Broadway “Apollo.”
musical direction, Anton-Coppola; period costumes by Alvin Colt.
Eva Le Gallienne, who’s pro¬ atre tickets to each dealer who production associate, Sylvia Drulie. Fea¬
J ess.
Stephen Elliott, Alice Ghostley,
duced, directed and acted in most sells 10 of the antennas and to tures
James Mitchell, Lee Becker, Patsy Bruder,
of Ibsen’s plays" in her time, each distributor who-sells 100. The Lee Charles, Timmy Everett, Loren High¬
It’s an III Wind
tower, Richard Idfe, Ronald Rogers. At
doesn’t think much of most re¬ firm is now offering those eligible Phoenix
Dona Da^ds production- of a new com¬
Theatre, N. Y„ April 27,
vivals of the. Norwegian’s dramas. for the ducats a choice of Broad¬ $3.85 top ($4.60 opening).
edy-drama m three afets "by Albert Ban¬
“There is a lot of wonderful humor way -shows. In the past, JFD pur¬ Marshall Rogers .. ^.... Francis Barnard nister. Staged by Bannister. At Royal
N. Y.. April 23, '57.: $3.85 top.
in his plays that never comes out,” chased blocks of seats' about six Judge Thatcher .."N .. Jack DeLon Playhouse,
Cast: Jean Christian, Joseph Priestly,
Dobbins . Earl Hammond
the actress says in an interview of weeks- in advance of the perform¬ Mr.
Capt. Mumford ..
Dean Mlchener Jay Warrenn, Patricia Shay, Robert Ber¬
last week with Tom Donnelly, in ance and gave those out, but is Emmy Harper..
Marljane Maricle nard, Rolfe Tandberg, Paul Potter.
Muff Potter .
Stephen Elliott
the N. Y. World-Telegram. “There now letting the sales personnel Jim
.
Lee Charles
Now there’s an off-Broadway and
are large sections of them that
Doc Robinson ..Ronald Rogers
pick
their
own
dates
and
shows.
The latter
Aunt Polly.Alice Ghostley an off off-Broadway,
ought to be played like lightning.
A special allocation in the firm’.s Injun Joe ..:. James Mitchell can be identified by hammering
But everybody goes about it with
.Huckleberry Finn . Richard Ide backstage at curtain time opening
advertising
budget
has
been
made
a heavy tread.'' It’s revealed that
Tom Sawyer.Timmy Everett
Thatcher .
Patsy Bruder night, ushers (if any) who have no
Modem Library has just published for the purchase of the paste¬ Becky
Lawrence .
Lee Becker idea how theatre seats*1 are num¬
a volume of Miss Le Gallienne!s boards. Thus far, JFD has shelled Amy
Alfred Noble . Loren Hightower
bered, and a new play being di¬
Tom Hasson
new translations of six Ibsen out over $10,000 for legit tickets Joe Harper .
“It’s An
Rogers ..
Kevin Carlisle rected by its author.
to “Sergeants,” “Inherit the Wind,” .Ben
dramas.
Jeff Hollis .....
George Xiker Ill Wipd” at the Royal Playhouse
Barbara Ashley will star in “Li’l Abner” and other shows. The Bill Anders . Edward Vfllella
“Can-Can” for two weeks, Aug. 13- outfit has also distributed tickets Susy Harper ...,.Joan Bowman is far off-Broadway.
Austin . Julie _Oser
There are two plots in Albert
25, at the Finger Lakes Lyric Cir¬ to the circus. The budget for the Mary
Grade Miller ..Rettadel Tupper
cus, Skaneateles,. N. Y. The deal project, however, doesn’t pephiit Jenfile Daniels. Paula Waring Bannister’s so-called “play with
Georg*. Charles Quennan music.”
An ex-stripper’s wander¬
was set by her manager, Laura the purchase of top-price seats.
Clem ...
Joe Nash ing spouse comes home to roost at
Springer.
„ ' . .
JFD is. also offering the give¬ Frank ... Irving Barnes
Jocelyn Brando has the female away in other cities throughout the Zeke .. James Hawthorne-Bey their Barbeque Inn during a hur¬
Roxy .. Ida Johnson ricane... She forgives his errant
lead, in “The Immoralist,” schedr
Hannah .Audrey Vanterpool
uled for May 9 production at the country. In such cases the tickets Annie Lou .Jacqueline Walcott ways, but as soon as the sun comes
Sam Harper .. Fred Jones out he runs off, with the next car¬
300-seat Encore. Theatre in down¬ are ushally for roadshow films. Emily
Noble'. Doris Okerson nival.
A - hard-bitten showgirl
The
giveaway,
both
in
New
York
town Frisco.
Andy Douglas.Marvin Gordon
Backing “Darling, I’m Yours,”- and out-of-town, also includes Lila Hollis . Annette Warren meets an escaping convict, show?
girl
gets
convict and then show¬
Nancy
Rogers
..
Joyce
Carrol
scheduled to open May 6 at the baseball ducats.
Prosecutor . Tod Jacksbn girl loses convict to the sovereign
Curran, Frisco, is Mark Carabel,
Henry Liggett.Dean Michener
state
of
North
Carolina.
Adele
Sims
...
Sylvia
Dick
who made his money on a cosme¬
Freda Walters .
Doris Greb
Although he has created a
tics - dispenser invention.
Bert
Capt. Leather . Ronald Rogers
Lang is company manager for the
Musical
Numbers:"
‘.'River
Ballad," couple of colorful characters, Ban¬
'Someone," "Whiskey Bug," “Livin’ the nister hasn’t made up his mind
farce.
Life,"' "Steamboat," Take Kids," “Mock
Nor has
Judging by his identical tips to
Ballet," “Probably In Love," "Sunday whose story he’s telling.
The first national conference of Promenade,"
always determined when a
“Don't Tell Me," “AH of he
drama editors, Stanley Green- is
Say," "Late Love," “Jim's Lament," scene (or even the play) is over.
the “correspondent with the great¬ subscription managers and secre¬ ’Em
“Ain't It a Shame," “Supersational Day,”
est passion for anonymity” of the taries of the Theatre GuihKAmeri- “Nightmare Ballet," "McDougal's Cave,” Too, he has let a weakness for a
gag occasionally lead him into
Richard Watts Jr. columns of can Theatre Society will be held “River Ballad."
questionable areas. It would seem
“Random Thoughts on This and June 13-14 in New York. The meet
That” in the Tuesday issues of the Will "be In conjunction with the
“Livin’ the Life,” which preemed that some of these problems might
N.Y. Post
celebration of the organization’s at the Phoenix Theatre last Satur¬ have been resolved by* the, objec¬
tivity of a director-other than the
Author-dir.ector Abe Burrows 25th anniversary.
day (27) night with little fanfare, author.
underwent surgery last week at
Personnel in charge of ATS sub¬
is
a
neat
musical
version
of
Doctors Hospital, N. Y.
There are two specific virtues to
scription service in 18 cities have
TV producer-director Joe Cates been .invited to the two-day parley. Mark Twain’s classic Mississippi the production. Patricia Shay, as
is contemplating making his Broad-, They include Mrs. Elizabeth Bo- river stories. The adaptation is the ' self-styled concubine of a
way managerial debut next season lek (Baltimore), Rebekah Hobbs spirited and colorful, with the well-heeled Greek, has a zingy
with the Jack Weinstock and Wil¬ (Boston), Harriet A. Watt (Chi¬ legituner elements skillfully blend¬ mariner.with a wisecrack.
Ban¬
lie .Gilbert adaptation of Shep¬ cago), Kay Fipp (Cincinnati), Laura ed. Although not a blockbuster-in nister has exploited that share.
herd Mead’s book, “How to Suc¬
And
if
some
gags
are
as
venerable
the “Mj Fair- Lady” idiom, it’s,
ceed in Business without Really Taij; (Cleveland), Lydia Wilson (Co¬ nevertheless, lively, fresh and en¬ as Joe Miller, the actress still han¬
lumbus), Mary Lou Nesbit (Den¬
dles them as if they Were lighted
Trying.”
joyable.
The
Amato
Opera
Theatre ver), Mrs. Lillian Hicks (Detroit),
firecrackers.
As the final entry of the Phoenix
spring-summer weekend sked at its Emma Aplin (Los Angeles) and
As the Greek, Robert Bernard
Theatre’s fourth stock season, the
Bleecker Street, N. Y., theatre in¬ Lydia Steitz (Louisville). cocks a jaunty cigar and philo¬
Also, Myra Peache (Milwaukee), production ranks as one of the best sophically accepts salty refer¬
cludes “The Magic Flute,” current
through May 5; “Faust,” May 10- Mrs. Stanton Peterson (Minneapo¬ originals presented at the house ences to his person, his purse, his.
26; “Barber. of Seville,” May 31- lis), Lewis D. Cook (Philadelphia), thus far. Rating high on the list of beret, and his mistress’s cavorting
Margaret Swagler
(Pittsburgh), major contributors is John Butler, with a convict, knowing that all are
June 9, and “Aida,” June 14-30.
Bill Bowen, stage manager and Madge Coyle (St. Louis), William .whose virile choreography captures still his.
~ .
assistant to director Ira Circker bn Zwiksig (San Francisco), Bess Da¬ the youthful flavor of the Twain
Jean Christian is huxoiply rue¬
the,New Theatre ,Co.’s off-Broad- vis . Schreiner (Washington) and tales. The dances are zestful and ful as the homespun ex-eesydisiast,
imaginative,
with
a
mock
juve
way production of “Take a .Griant Elizabeth Brown (Wilmington).
battle, a minstrel sequence and a and Paul Potter is dapper as her
Step,” has ,also tajeen on the duties
who sees a carnival in
nightmare ballet particularly stand¬ husband
of general ^manager, replacing Jim
According to the
out. The footwork is soundly inte¬ every sunset.
Presori. ‘"
• 1
: "
program,
Jay Warrenn, who plays
grated and solidly executed.
Heimione Glngold, whd toured
Yhe convict, Is still under option
The
book
by
Dale
Wasserman
the strawhat circuit last summer
to the Cleveland Indians. Geor.
and Bruce Geller seems generally
in the package revue, “Sticks and
Stones,” is scheduled for another
Ballet Russe tie Monte Carlo faithful to the original stories, al¬ New Managerial Combo
silo trek this year in “Fallen An¬ looks to gross near $150,000 for its though some changes are notice¬
able. Geller’s lyrics and Jack
gels.” Ron Rawson, operator of current
Gets Off-B’way Rooftop
two-week
engagement
the John Drew Theatre, East through next Saturday (4) at the Urbont’s music are pleasant, but
The off-Broadway Rooftop Thea¬
on first hearing there doesn’t,
Hampton, N. Y., is sending out>the Metropolitan Opera, N. Y.
As appear to be much pop potential tre is being taken over by a new
Noel Coward farce. He was also scaled, capacity would be about
Actor-director David
in the numbers. Among the more team.
responsible for the “Sticks” tour
impressive tunes are “Probably in Brooks, Writer Kelsey Maracliel
and. is still planning on bringing $193,000.
Up to last Saturday _ (27) the Love,” “Don't Tell Me” and “Late and attorney Malcolm Raphael are
Miss Gingold to Broadway next
purchasing the lease on the down¬
season in a new revue by Ira Wal- troupe had $75,600 on eight per¬ Love.”
formances, very big for ballet. Sun¬
Also giving the show a major town house from Franbern Enter¬
lach and Sheldon Harnick.
Boris Kogan returns this sum-, day (25) produced an $8,000 mati¬ . boost is the excellent casting, prin¬ prises. They intend to put their
cipally In the selection of Timmy own productions^ the theatre and
mer for his fourth, consecutive sea¬ nee and a $6,000 night take.
son as music and choral director
Company is at the tag end of an Everett as Tom Sawyer. He’s mis¬ also to rent it out at other times.
of. the Musicarnival, Cleveland. intensive tour of 94 cities' and Its chievous, likeable, agile and thor¬
Franbern was formed by Sidney^
Tlie season gets underway May 29 boxoffice performance is being oughly believable whether on a- Bernstein and Gene Frankel, co¬
with “Pajama Game” and ends achieved against lukewarm notices. graveyard visit with Huck Finn; producers with Ronnie Lee of the
handstands
for
Becky Rooftop's current longrun tenant,
Sept^ 29.
Guest stars for the Met engage¬ doing
Leonard Sillman’s strawhat ment undoubtedly helped. They Thatcher or rtkrnicg Injun Joe aS a Volpone.”
package of “New Faces” got off to include Alexandra Danilova, some¬ murderer. It’s a part that could
an early start Monday (29), with a thing of a goddess now living in easily go astray under less artful
two-week run at the Coconut Grove Texas, where she teaches. Alicia interpretation.
CASTING DIRECTOR(Fla.) Playhouse. The revue features Alonso, Frederic Franklin, Igor
Alice Ghostley is good as Aunt
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
Paul Lynde, Dody Goodman, June
Polly and gets in a few humorous
Youskevitch
and
others
are
guest¬
Executive Secretary — Offlc* Manager
Carroll, John Haymcr and Virginia
licks, particularly with her rendi¬
Mala, with casting, production expert*
ing.
DeLuce.
, >
tion of “Don’t Tell Me.” Stephen
•nc* for 18 Broadway plays and mu¬
Company lays* off for the sum¬ Elliott is effective as Muff Potter,
sicals, sttki responsible position In
Martha Wright will play a re¬
thaatra, TV or rotated Bold.
Imag¬
turn hometown stand July 16-20 in mer after the Met, and.then will while James Mitchell scores as
inative, officiant.
Export stenogra¬
,
hit
the
Toad
in
September
for
its
Injun Joe, both as .an actor and
“South Pacific” at the Aqua Thea¬
pher. Phone Tl 8-8174
21st year.
tre, Seattle.
dancer. Patsy Bruder i* just right

TV Antenna Firm Using
Tickets to Legit Shows
As Incentive for Sales

Off-Broadway Shows
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150G in 2 N.Y, Weeks
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Joey Adams’ Book
Joey Adams’ just - published
“Cindy and Me” is up for a vidpix
ceries and a film. It will be syn¬
dicated via the N. Y. Herald
Tribune July 8 in 12 parts. Read¬
er’s Digest and other reprint offers
are currently on the agenda. Adams
is handling all the business details

himself-hift to Crown from Fred¬
erick Fell, with whom he was asso¬
ciated in four previous books, sees
a 25,000 initial press run sold oqj.
Two more editions of. 10,000 and
7 500 copies (at $3.95) have gone to
press since, in advance of its offi¬
cial publication date next week.

Jules Munshln’s Book
Comedian Jules Munshin debuts
as author for Crown with a comedy
book on letterwriting titled “Dear
Anybody.” It’s due May 24.
Crown just published “Cindy
and Me,” by Joey Adams, and is
extending its show biz bool* pub¬
lishing scope.
Boston Press Awards
Rudolph Elie, Boston Herald col¬
umnist and former Variety corre¬
spondent, was awarded the Amasa
Howe Award at the anni Boston
Press Club dinner for a series of
articles written as he accompanied
the Boston Symphony Orch on a
tour of the Soviet Union last sum¬
mer. Elie, a member of the Herald
staff since 1939, was presented with
a Paul Revere Bowl, donated by
the Newspaper Guild of Boston,
and a $500 bond, by Steve Allen,
who with his wife, Jayne Meadows,
were in to receive citations.
Elie was named music critic of
the Herald in 1941 and after serv¬
ice in the Pacific as a war corre¬
spondent for the Herald originated
the “Roving Eye” column, feature
of the Herald’s editorial page. The
Artiasa Hoifre Award was estab¬
lished by the Boston Press Club to
encourage high standards of jour¬
nalism, land is given annually for
the best newswriting of public sig¬
nificance in a Boston daily paper.
It was established to honor the
memory Of Boston Globe reporter
Howe, Who died at 41 in Septem¬
ber, 1950.
Allen was honored by the Bos¬
ton Press Club for his “good taste”
on his tv program and, for helping
to “raise the standards” on tv.
Jayne Meadows was cited as the
“best dressed woman on televi¬
sion.”
William Worthy Jr., Harvard U.
Nieman Fellow and correspondent
of the Baltimore Afro-American,
who recently returned from a trip
to Red China after defying a State
Department ban', was "the featured
speaker. His speech, highly critical
of the U. S. State Department
which revoked his passport three
weeks ago for an unauthorized trip
into Red China and Hungary, was
booed at one point by the more
than 500 Boston newspapermen
and women and their guests. The
boos came when Worthy likened
U. S. administrative agencies to
those of Communist lands in rela¬
tion to his passport. Then, he said.
“The principle of freedom should
be the same everywhere.” Worthy
cited “any number of shabby cases
of innocent Americans abroad be¬
ing asked to come to* embassies for
passport -inspections and* having
their passports taken from them.”
Heywood Hale Broun, son of the
late Heywood Broun, founder of
the American Newspaper , Guild,
was another guest honored by the
Press Club. Broun, a former news¬
paperman turned actor, regaled
the aud with anecdotes of bothcareers.
HM’ji New Prez
New president of Houghton Mif¬
flin, Boston publishing house, is
William E. Spaulding, former v.p.
and editor-in-chief of the educa¬
tional department.
Henry A. Laughlin, prez since
1939, becomes chairman of the
board.
*Viva Madison Ave/
George Parietta, a copywriter at
Young & Rubicam doubling as an
author, has come up with a funny,
'low comedy book in “Viva Madisonn Avenue” (Harcourt, Brace;
$3.95).
Written in slapstick, ribald fash¬
ion. it tells little of the real work¬
ings of the gray flannel set—except
some deft satirical thrusts in that
direction. It does, though, In many
entertaining segments, tell the tale
of two Indians caught in an AngloSaxon world.
Penned in the first person, the
escapades of George and his palsan
.Joe at a big ad agency are right
up- the .alley of such comedies as
the Marx Bros.: George and Joe
assigned to cover the Democratic

conclave in Washington in ’48, not
knowing anything about tv produc¬
tion, getting drunk, chasing girls;
G & J in an escapade with a
bookie; the teaim involved with
what they think is a dead woman
in their hotel roomr getting the
office wolf married to the office
coquette, launching a telefilm se¬
ries with G & J making like their
hero Rossellini only to buck into
heavy opposition from the beer
client.
There are moments when the
reader feels a certain sameness in
th6 approach, like being at a wild
party with someone continually
peeling away gags, but those are
the fleeting moments, the others
offered by the book, being easy-toread, relaxing fun.
Horo.
’Opera Caravan’ Due
Quaintance Eaton, former asso¬
ciate Editor of Musical America,
has written a book about the big¬
gest thing that moves—except the
^circus. It is “Opera Caravan, Ad¬
ventures of the Metropolitan Com¬
pany on Tour,” to be published by
Farrar, Straus & Cudahy today
(Wed.)
In addition to a foreword by
Rudolf Bing, book contains anec¬
dotes about temperamental prima
donnas and impresarios, 93 rare
photographs and drawings (includ¬
ing several by Enrico Caruso), and
a complete compilation of tour
casts dating back to 1883 when this
caravan made ' its first journey
around the continent.
Another Nostalgic Book
Paul Sann’s “The Lawless Dec¬
ade,” illustrated, will be published
by Crown on June 21.
It’s an informal pictorial history
of the Great American Transition
from the end of' World War I and
Prohibition to Repeal and the New
Deal. Over 500 pictures will illus¬
trate the thesis..
Dick Mealand’s Novel
Richard Mealand, head of Para¬
mount production in Britain until
illness forced him back to the
States, working on a novel for
Doubleday titled “Holiday From
God.”
Mealand is still convalescing at
his Old Lyme (Conn.) home. Book
not due until spring ’58 publica¬
tion.

urn’s Jests,” which first appeared
10 years before “Joe Miller’s
Jests,” and “Pinkthman’s Jests,”
originally published some 19 years
before Mottley thefted the" gags.
Esar makes a convincing case
against Mottley by showing how
the culprit rearranged the jests
and hOw identical in language they
are with the originals. Esar' also
rebukes several noted. English
jokelote savants for failing to dis¬
cover Mottley’s plagarisms. ‘
Nat Schmulowitz, one of San
Francisco’s leading bibliophiles,
contributes a foreword and the ap¬
pendix contains a title page and
selections from the 1739 edition of
Joe Miller’s Jests as well as a se¬
lect list of English jest books pub¬
lished prior to 1739 and other
biographical matter dealing with
Miller's career.
The monograph .closes with a
valuable list of books bearing the
name of Joe Miller in the Schmulo¬
witz Collection of wit and humor
in the San Francisco Public Li¬
brary.
Ranson.
Bernheim Stateside
Literary and play agent Allain
Bernheim heads for New York and
Hollywood this week. In N. Y. he
will confab with various musical
comedy writers on. a property he
has for legit musical adaptation
purposes. It is the 1944-45 Gallic
pic. “Children of Paradise,” direct¬
ed by Marcel Carne, scripted by
Jacques Prevert.
Three-hour pic did big biz in
U. S. art houses back in 1947-48. It
concerns the notorious 19th cen¬
tury “boulevard of crime” and tells
the tale of the tragic love affair of
the mime Deburau. Ray Ventura
is partnered with Bernheim on
this.
Prentice-Hall’s Stock Divvy
Outstanding shares of the .capital
stock of Allyn & Bacon Inc., a
Prentice-Hall Inc. wholly-owned
subsidiary, Will be distributed May
20 to P-H stockholders of record
May 2. Each P-H investor will re¬
ceive one share of A. & B, stock
for each two shares of common
stock held in the parent company.
Distribution of the A. & B.
shares was approved by the P-H
board last Tuesday (23). The Pren¬
tice-Hall subsid is a major pub¬
lisher of school and college text¬
books. Parent firm, incidentally,
has received a U.S. Treasury Dept,
ruling that distribution of the A. &
B. shares will not be considered as
taxable income for P-H stock¬
holders.

Reader’s Direst in Dutch
Dr. Barclay Acheson, director of
international editions of Reader's
Digest,; has left for a four-week
tour of Europe, the primary pur¬
pose of which is to study the pos¬
sibility of. starting a new Dutch
edition.. Dr. Acheson will repre¬
sent the Digest at the International
Chamber of Commerce Congress
in Naples which begins Monday
(6). He also will make anniver¬
sary presentations to -the Nor¬
wegian and French editions of the
Digest, both of which are marking
their 10th year of publishing.
before his expected return to.
New York about June 1, he is due
visit
London,
Amsterdam,
First Three $5,000 ALA Awards to
The first American Library Milan. Paris. Stuttgart! Oslo and
Assn.’s Liberty and Justice Book Stockholm,, as well as Naples.
Awards of $5,000 each went to
William H. Whyte Jr., for “The
CHATTER
Organization. Man” (Simon &
Ken Cunningham, formerly with
Schuster); Alpheus Thomas Mason
McCall’s
mag,
joined Photoplay as
for “Harlan Fiske Stone: Pillar of
the Law” (Viking); and James art director.
Ray Robinson, ex-editor of Real
Thurber for “Fables for Our Time”
(S&S). The awards were made pos¬ and See mags, named articles edi¬
sible by a grant to the ALA by the tor of Pageant mag.
Fund for the Republic. Similar
Biography of Mary Boland, titled
$5,000 awards will be made by ALA “Faith, Hope and Hilarity,” being
next year for three books pub¬ written by Allan Gruener.
lished in 1957 which “make dis¬
Schwimmer, Chicago radio¬
tinguished contributions to the tv Walt
packager and tv syndicator, has
American tradition of liberty and written
an anecdotal non-fiction
justice.”
tome about the advertising world,
The award ceremonies were held tagged “What Have You Done for
Thursday (25) at the Donnell Li¬ Me Lately?”, due in September
brary Center of the N. Y. Public from Citadel Press.
Library.
Leo Katcher’s novel, “The Hard
Man,” which Guy Madison-Helen
Dr. Doris Fleeson
Doris Fleeson, whose Washing¬ Ainsworth unit will produce as a
ton column is syndicated ~to more Madison starrer for Columbia Pic¬
than 70 papers in the United States, tures, will be brought out by
will speak at the 40th commence¬ Pocket Books 4n late fall, month
ment of Russell Sage College in before release of film. First print¬
ing will be 35Q,000 copies.
Troy, N.Y., June 2.
Paul E. Neville resigned as man¬
She will be awarded the honor¬
ary degree of Doctor of Humane aging editor of the South Bend
Letters, according to Dr. Lewis A. Tribune to join Buffalo EveningFroman, president of-the women’s News June 1. John Powers, assist¬
ant managing editor, will succeed
college.
Neville. John F. Carroll, city edi¬
’Legend of Joe Miller’
tor at South Bend since 1949,
Evan Esar, archeologist on the named assistant to the editor.
Murray Powers, managing editor
origins of humor, has authored a
highly informative monograph, of the Akron Beacon Journal,
“The Legend of Joe Miller,” pri¬ elected president of the Associated
vately printed for members of the Press Society of Ohio. Howard E.
Roxburghe Club of San Francisco. .Oyer, Chillicothe Gazette, vice
It is Esar’s thesis that the classic president; B. T. Johns, bureau
jest book of Joe Miller’s was a manager for the AP in Ohio, secre¬
flagrant plagiarism perpetrated by tary; and Clyde Long, Columbus
one, John Mottley, a hack writer Dispatch, treasurer. C. C. Stebbins,
who lifted the stories from two Zanesville Times-Recorder, elected
source books, namely “Polly Peach- a trustee.

’Red Balloon’ Into Book
Producer-director Albert Lamorisse, whose “The Red Balloon” won
an Academy Award last month,
has developed it into book form
for Doubleday publication in June.
Color and black-and-white photos
from the film and other sources
tfill constitute the book version
whose narrative has been extended
by Lamorisse.
He similarly treated his previous
Cannes Film Festival prizewinning
short, “White Mane,” by expand¬
ing that into book form' to E, P.
Dutton publication in 1954.
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Eleanor Steber
Continued from page 69

consul in Madras, India, called, in I gave them the full concert treat¬
his official report, Miss Steber’s ment though the stage slanted and
“genuine and extrovert enthusi¬ my pianist and I operated on the
asm.” To top the tall tales of Steber slant.” It was a neck-risk to tread
stamina she gained weight op.ihe her way up-from the aisle to the
trip, a fact which depresses her not platform afla bh'ck again after each
at all, she remarking ip.J^Y., group in a 'tight evening gown.
“When I keep up my weight, I “But you start feeling responsible
keep up my arias.”
about making a good, impression
On the score of the physical for the United States/’
There had been a good deal of
build of a gal from Wheeling, West ;
.Va., the diva avoided doing “Ma¬ downbeat comment in advance of
the
concert. Dean of the local col¬
dame Butterfly” in Japanese opera,
as suggested, fearing the probable lege has since been quoted in a
U.S.
Information Agency report as
smallness of the Nipponese tenors.
However, she staged her own solo saying, “Baghdad now is on the
musical
map of the world, thanks
concert version in costume with
the Tokyo Symphony which was to the Americans.” Turning music
critics
a
Baghdad editor hailed
put on the new television there.
For props she had a native chorus, Miss Steber as “a Trojan queen”
and
another
said she “wiped off
native maid and native baby.
La Steber was greeted every¬ the dust of silent days.” No won¬
der
the
gal
from
the Met loved
where by native journalists and
photographers, most of them every minute.
friendly. All of the Met prima
donnas on all the gala nights were
never heaped with as many flow¬
ers as Asiatic etiquette lavished
upon her at airports. “I’ll have to __ Continued from page 69
come back to reality.”
than a resort would be. A former
Temperament
actress, she’s planning on resum¬
Newspapermen along the route ing that aspect of her career.
had heard about the Callas-Tebaldi- Meanwhile, Peter Flournoy, who
Milanova “feud” at the Met and was a stage manager for her at
promptly demanded the lowdown. Binghamton for two weeks, is re¬
Said Steber: “No comment. That’s portedly taking over the lease on
foreign affairs!”
the operation, which he’ll run with
Seldom one to grope for words, his cousin Peggy Flournoy as part
Miss Steber was stumped and of the $tage & Arena Guild of
begged off when asked in Japan America circuit. The spot will be
what she thought of Hiroshima, in re-tagged the Southern Tier Play¬
other words, the atomic bomb. house.
“You feel ashamed, she comments.
Wolin-Schiff Plans
Most of the concerts were given,
at 6:30.
She sang her regular
Matunuck, R. I., April 30.
American repertory but added lo¬
Donald Wolin and Harold Schiff
cal folk songs, memorizing lyrics will continue strawhat operation
in strange language overnight in this summer at the Theatre-by-thesome instances. The natives are Sea here, although other business
very touched . by such courtesy. ventures are expected to keep
Gian Carlo-Menotti’s “The. Tele¬ them away much of the season.
phone” was very popular partly Wolin is involved in activities in
because the singer invariably in¬ South America requiring his pres¬
jected local patter. This may have ence there much of the time, while
influenced a Hong Kong descrip¬ Schiff, a New York attorney, spends
tion of her as “Very Nice No. 1 only weekends here.
Sing-Song Girl, USA.”
According to Wolin, he and
Not prone to postpone projects, Schiff will probably employ a man¬
the .prima donna took Mrs. Halley ager to handle the multiple opera¬
Erskine, a professional phot¬ tion, which includes ah inn, restau¬
ographer, along at her own ex¬ rant and bar besides the theatre.
pense.
Some 1,500 stills were He and Schiff are also involved in
taken so Miss Steber will have am¬ a realty venture in Narragansett,
ple illustration of the book she R.I., where they’re' building 300
will proceed to write about her split-level homes. They purchased
tour.
the land two years ago and started
- She speaks highly Of U.S. ambas¬ building last summer.
sadors, Information Agency per¬
Wolin is also toying with the
sonnel and other officials, unlike idea of opening an English-Spanish
Helen Traubel, as recently quoted theatre in Caracas, Venezuela.
in these columns, but Miss Steber
agrees that talent has a special use¬
4 Tryouts at Bucks
fulness to America. “I'm already
New Hope, Pa., April 30. set to make another tour in two
Summer
productions scheduled
years, over the same route but bet¬
ter spaced and not so rushed.” thus far for Michael Ellis’ Bucks
County
Playhouse
here include
Her view amounts to this: warm
American personalities make more four tryouts. Slated for a twoweek
run
beginning
June 17 is
friends than cold American iceboxes.
_____ “Half in Earnest,”_a musical ver¬
sion
fcy
Vivian
Exiis—of—Oscar
The trip was the greatest expe¬
rience, bar none, of her life. It was Wilde’s “The Importance of Being
a whirl of concerts, visits to" col¬ Earnest.” Anna Russell will appear
leges, universities, cocktail parties, in the production, which Ezra
receptions, . museums, radio sta¬ Stone will direct. A strawhat tour
tions, native dressmakers. Soci¬ is skedded to follow the local
ally she sometimes effected native stand.
Also set to launch a summer
costume but she always sang in
formal American platform gowns. theatre tour at the Playhouse is an
In some of |he remoter area where opera buffe version of Carlo Gol¬
it . was appropriate accompanist doni’s comedy, “La Locandiera.”
Biitcliffe wore whites and in. the Tagged “Mistress of the Inn,” the
Philippines he donned one of . the adaptation has a score by Don
elaborate native over-shirts. . As, to Walker and a libretto by Ira Walfemininity, “What-a woman artiste lach, with both responsible for the
It’s marked for a July 8-20
is wearing Interests the women. lyrics.
at the theatre, with Stone as
They want tp see. the American run
stager. Harry D. Squires is plan¬
styles.”
ning on bringing it to Broadway.
Wows ’Em In Baghdad
Leonard Sillman’s strawhat pro¬
Prominent among the Met sin¬ duction of “An Evening With T. C.
ger’s memories was her big night Jones” is due to wind up a silo
with the brand-new militantly fe¬ tour at Hthe Playhouse the week of
minist Women’s Club of Baghdad Sept. '2, prior to a contemplated
who sponsored, the first local ap¬ Broadway bow Sept. 16. Also slated
pearance in history of a Western for the barn is “In Re Jamison,” a
singer and grossed the stupendous new play by Joel Wyman, which
sum of $3,000, divided three ways Ellis and Don Walker have under
between a child welfare local char¬ option.
Staff for the Playhouse Includes
ity, the club itself and the singer
(applied to her ANTA package John Crowley, back for his seventh
season as general manager; Leon¬
guarantee for the whole tour).
The Baghdad concert was in a ard Mulhern, returning as treas¬
film theatre after the final night urer; Bill Dryer, assistant treas¬
showing of Judy Garland in “A urer; W. Broderick Hackett, scenic
Star Is Born.” The ticket holders designer; David Hand, in charge
were seated around 10:30, very late of lighting; Bob Abbott, technical
for the Near and Far East. So director with Charles Parmalee as
anxious to please were the Iraqui assistant; Betty Beleny, costume
clubwomen, and so unsure of what supervisor; Pat Corcoran, in charge
was the right protocol with a Met of props, and Bob Bigham, assist¬
prima donna that they gave Miss ant to Ellis.
The season gets underway next
Steber practically no privacy backstage in her converted boilerroom Saturday (4) with a two-week run
dressing room. “I loved it and of “Out of This World.”
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Broadway
National Artists Corp. has new
publicist, Warren Cox.
Raymond Gniewek, only 26, will
be concertmaster for Met Opera
orchestra next season. An Ameri¬
can, too.
Edward F. McCaffrey to Wed
Mary Ann Reineifian in New York
on May 4. He’s ‘the pqn of Ed
McCaffrey, ‘ Variety circulation
manager.
Harry Mufson, a principal owner
of the Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
Beach, domiciled temporarily in
New York after filing divorce pro¬
ceedings against the former Iris
Wigodner.
Terrace & Gray back at the
Town & Country in remotest Flatbush after wintering in Miami.
Turn proceeds thereafter to Che2
Paree, Chicago. Booking by Tess
Redfield.
N. Y. Times feature writer Gil¬
bert Millstein doing a piece on
“clubdates” for Life mag, building
it chiefly around a not too gener¬
ally known but prolific clubdate
performer named Mel Leonard.
Film - director-artist Harry B.
Lachman’s current one-man show
at Hammer Galleries also a socialshow biz event in light of the
artist’s
farflung
Paris-to-Hollywood production and directorial
film background.
Charlie Beal, who detoured from
Harlem to the Paris and stayed
eight years overseas, three of them
at the Calvados, windup spot near
the Hotel George V, is back in the
States. Opened at' The Embers
with his trio for a week, alternating
with Don Shirley’s and Joe Cas¬
tro’s Trios.
Look and Town & Country have
special reporters along on BanAm’s
first overseas theatre flight (Lon¬
don, Paris, Rome and the Riviera)
which takes off tomorrow (Thurs.)
for 17 days. Radio scripter Eve
Franklin, who is making the flight
as a paid passenger, will also cover
for Variety.
Leontyne Price will leave May
14 by air for Australia, where she
will give 30 vocal concerts in 90
days. David Garvey is her accom¬
panist. Andre Mertens is Miss
Price’s manager, for Columbia Art¬
ists. Her husband, baritone Wil¬
liam Warfield, will be concertizing
in Europe while Miss Price iS ap¬
pearing Down Under.
Harold Myers (Myro), chief of
Variety’s London bureau,. making
his first-time trip to the States,
with his wife, “Maxie,” arrives this
weekend at the Hampshire House.
After a fortnight’s stay, the
Myerses will fly to Hollywood for
a similar show biz o.o., with a Chi
stopoff en routev back. Will remain
a month in the U.S.
Patricia Ziegfeld Stephensen,
daughter of the late Flo Ziegfeld,
flys east from her Coast home next
week to attend the annual cock¬
tail-tea dance of the Ziegfeld Club
Inc. on Mother’s Day (May 12) in
the Plaza’s Persian Room. Her
mother, Billie Burke Ziegfeld,
widow of the producer, is honorary
prez of the group which succors
indigent Ziegfeld alumni from the
chorister ranks.
A sign of the show biz times on
Variety (46th) St. as the kids
jammed the Loew’s State stagedoor, which is right next tor the
Variety Bldg.
Practically com¬
pelled to shoulder their’ way
through the mob were John Dali,
who has appeared in Bette Davis
(“Corn Is Green”) and Alfred
Hitchcock (“Rope”) pix, accom¬
panied by Dickie Moore, former
child film notable, now in legit.
Neither got a tumble from the rock
’n’ roll aficianados attracted to the
State's rhythm & blues stageshow
this past semester.

Boston

,

By Guy Livingston
Andy" Williams current At Blinstrub’s through Sunday (5).
Copley Theatre, long dark legiter, leased as arty film house.
Buster Keaton in for press
rounds and promotion on “Buster
Keaton Story.”
Red Barn Theatre, Westboro,
playing “Bus Stop” this week as
first show of its 20th season.
“Hatful Of Rain” closes its tour
at Plymouth Saturday . (4). Ben
Gazzara, co-star, off on European
jatmt.
Cape Cod Melody Tent skedded
“Pajama Game,” “Boy Friend” and
“Can Can” among its new shows
for eighth season.
Sam Snyder Water Follies arriv¬
ed Tuesday (30) from tour of Aus¬
tralia. Show will go ou,t from its
home base here for U.S. dates.
Arthur Fiedler, just back from
concerts in Buenos Aires, conduct¬
ed opening Pops concert of season
at Symphony Hall Tuesday (30).
Disk thrush Tina Robin, whose
Coral platter of “My Mammy” is
going strong here, opened at newly
redone Hurley’s Mayfair Monday
(29) for a week.
Hotel Bradford opens its new

Carousel Calypso Room Monday
(6) with Johnny Barracuda, Lord
Baladier and Calypso Islanders. A1
Taxier will boniface.
*
WBZ-TV entertains press aboard
submarine, USS Piper, Saturday
(4) for new film series, “The Silent
Service.” After submerging the tv
writers, they'll be lunched- at
Jimmie’s oij^hft Fish Pier.
Hub’s. 72d . season of Pops con¬
certs current at,. Symphony Hall
wjLth Arthur Fiedler, just back
from* Buenos Aires, conducting.
Soloists include Leo Litwin; Ozan
Marsh and Kenneth Wolf.
Cecil B. DeMille, Bob Considine
and Dr. Abram L. Sachar, prexy of
Brandeis U, to be honored with
citations by Mass. Committee of
Catholics, Protestants and Jews at
Hotel Statler Thursday (2).

Scotland
By Gordon Irving
(Glasgow: Kelvin 1590)
Jack Hulbert to Scotland in “Re¬
luctant Debutante.”
Jack Anthony and„ company to
Malta and Cyprus to entertain
troops.
Frankie Vaughan, at Glasgow in
vaude, pacted for a second Anna
Neagle pic.
Exhibs planning all-British sum¬
mer confab at Gleneagles, in cen¬
tral Scotland.
Kenneth iVfcKellar, Scot tenor,
winding long-running “A Song for
Everyone” radio series.
Tommy 'Morgan, vet' Scot come¬
dian, launched his annual summer
revue at Pavilion, Glasgow.
Mary Ure, Scot actress, named
for lead opposite Peter Finch in
new film “Windom’s Way.”
“Five-Past Eight” revue teeingoff at King’s, Edinburgh, with Alec
Finlay and Rikki Fulton in leads.
“Anastasia” (20th) opened at La
Scala, Glasgow. It followed five
solid weeks of “Girl Can’t Help It”
(20th).
Sir Alexander" King, cinema
magnate, to receive honorary Doc¬
tor of Laws degree at Glasgow
University.
' „
.
British exhibs’ confab set for
May 6 at Gleneagles.
J. Arthur
Rank Organization will toss cham¬
pagne dinner.
Jimmy Logan to London for
“Saturday Spectacular” on Associ¬
ated Television network for George
.& Alfred Black.
Freddie Bell & Bellboys will
headline vaude at Glasgow May 27.
with Tommy Steele, English rock
’n’ roll kid, as co-topper.

Minneapolis
By Les Reves
French singer Lilo into Hotel
Radisson Flame Room.
St. Paul’s Hotel Ryan has the
“Emperors,” Calypso singers.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre pre¬
senting “It Pays to Advertise.”
Louvin Bros., Pickin’ Paul Yan->
dell and Kitty Wilson top Flame
nitery’s show.
Harry Belafonte to head big out¬
door variety show at local baseball
stadium Aug. 10.
. State legislature approved bill to
provide new $720,000 theatre oh U.
of Minnesota campus.
“Chez Paree Showcase,” starring
Sammy Davis Jr., booked into Ly¬
ceum for one-nighter June 2.
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial”
scheduled by Theatre St. Paul
civic playhouse for May 9-11.
Minnesota Gov. O. A. Freeman
on record against local admission
taxes as revenue-raising device.
The Frolics, one of loop’s lead¬
ing night clubs, exited permanent¬
ly with tearing down of its build¬
ing ior parking‘lot;’
"
With'“Fanny” cancelled, “Cat- on
a Hot Tin Roof” this week winds
up Lyceum legit season that com¬
prised only five Theatre Guild sub¬
scription shows. .
George Oshrin back with “Cat
on Hot Tin Roof” which ended
legit Lyceum season comprising
only total of five Guild, subscrip¬
tion attractions.
“Show of Stars,” with Pat Boone,
Four Lads, Fontaine Sisters, Rich¬
ard Haymari, Garry Morton, Bruxellos and Rudenko Bros, set for
Auditorium May 19. ,

Istanbul
By N. Zarar
“Desperate Hours” (Par) a solid
hit here at Atlas Cinema.
;
French chirp Dany Dauberson at
the Cordonbleu for twoweek caba¬
ret run.
Leyla Gencer set to sing here in
“La Traviata.” Singer is expected
to come in from Milan early in
May>
Pocket Theatre will start its na¬
tional tour May 10. First stop will
be Bursa where-it will do “Am¬
phitryon” and “A Wedding.”
William Holden and wife Brenda
Marshall celebrated his -39th birth¬
day at a party given here by Turk¬
ish film producer Fahri Ipekci.

(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
“High Tide at Noon," a Rank
feature, selected as an invited en¬
try ’at the Cannes Film Fest.
British music publisher David
Tqff sails on the Queen Mary toay (Wed.) for a five week biz and
leasure trip.
: Sophie Tucker and Victor Borge
will be joint guests of honor at
next week’s Variety Club luncheon
at the Dorchester.
Paddy Crookshank, European
chief of Robbins Music Corp., flies
to N. Y. Sunday (5) for confabs
with company toppers.
Robert Morley made his cabhret
bow at the Cafe de Paris this week.
He’s currently starring in Drury
Lane production of “Fanny.”
Eva Gabor guest of honor at a
British Lion press reception. She’s
one of femme stars in Sydney
Box’s production of “Truth About
Women.”
Variety Club is to perpetuate
the memory of the late Max
Thorpe, longtime Columbia top¬
per in London, by endowing a bed
at the St. Agnes Orphanage.
Arthur Jympson Harman, Eve¬
ning News film cric. who has com¬
pleted 50 years with his paper, to
be feted at Golden Jubilee lunch¬
eon tossed by Film Industry Pub¬
licity Circle.
Jack Buchanan being paged to
replace John Gielgud in the Noel
Coward comedy, “Nude With Vio¬
lin.” Gielgud, has to ankle cast be¬
cause of commitments at Strat¬
ford-on-Avon.
Donald Neville-Willing,., general
manager of the Cafe de Paris, due
in N. Y. on May 4 for talks with
Tallulah Bankhead, Helen Traubel
and Zsa Zsa Gabor on their up¬
coming cabaret dates in London.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
Andrina W. Miller signed year’s
contract with new American Ballet
Co.
Dean Martin signed Tvfin Coach¬
es deal for nine days beginning
May 31.
Pitt fullback Tom Jenkins will
take his 20th-Fox tests after grad¬
uation.
Phil Richards’ ice shows resume
at Ankara on May 10 for at least
six months.
Artie and Ernie Stern, of thea¬
tre family, opened drive-in eatery
on Route 30.
Robert Pincook and Bob Stranger
added to community theatre tech¬
nical department.
Lorella Val-Mery will be the
press-agent for summer opera com¬
pany this season.
Mel Davidson has landed in the
chorus of the new “Ziegfeld
'Follies” on Broadway.
Bert Steam and Lou Hanna cochairmen of Variety Club’s testi¬
monial to Dave Kimelman.
"Dave Kimelman, retiring as Par
branch manager, getting Variety
Club testimonial dinner May 1.
Joe Berger, Mercury Records’
head here, went to New York for
an operation at Veterans Hospital.
John Eames came home for
short visit and immediately cast in
“Witness for Prosecution” at Play¬
house.
Billy Ainsley Jr., son of bur¬
lesque comic and LaVodis, grad¬
uated with highest honors from
Cincinnati U. medical school.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
Ross Raphael and band, just
back from season in Palm Beach,
opened at Warwick Hotel.
I Leonard Schulman, former Phil¬
adelphia Orch drummer, in Puerto
Rico, for Pablo Casals Festival.
Emanuel • Sacks awarded Poor
Richard Club’s Citation of Merit.
Bubbles Stewart, night clu/b per¬
sonality of early ’40s, playing Sis¬
ter Bessie in little theatre produc¬
tion of “Tobacco Road.”

• Lima, Peru
By Pepe Ludmir
Carlos Tortorelli, local manager
for Republic elected president of
the American Film Board in Peru.
Henry Ronge (WB) is v.p., Irwin
Marks (Col) secretary, and RKO’s
Arthur Herskovitz is treasurer for
the 1957-58 term.
Dick Nathan, from Paramount
office in Buenos Aires, replacing
Lennart Bjorck while the local
manager vacations in Scandinavian
countries. On his way to Europe,
Bjorck will stop at L. A. for a visit
to company studios.
First-run cinemas opened 1957
season with one of the best weeks
in history. Despite heavy competi¬
tion, “War and Peace,” “Trapeze,”
“Eddie Duchin Story,” “Teahouse
of August Moon” and “Moby Dick”
are all playing to full houses.
“Round and Round,” Perry Co¬

Wednesday, May 1,' 1957
mo’s Victor platter is No. 1 on
“Hora de Estrellas,” local Ameri¬
can music disk jockey *show on
Radio Panapaericana. “Cuccurucu
Paloma” (Harry Belafonte) is in
the second spot, while Rosemary
Clooney’s “Mangos” occupies third
place.
“Helen Curtiss pregiinta por 64,000'soles,’’.Peruvian versibn pf the
American quiz program, will in¬
crease its first prize.
The con¬
testants can now.^aspire to win 128,000 soles (about $6,500). Due to
the big studio audiences, the week¬
ly show is broadcast from a 1,000seat theatre.
Ranko Fujisawa, the only Japa¬
nese artist that sings Argentine
tangos, just finished a two-week
engagement on Radio Panamericana, Embassy night club and local
stages. Working the same spots
was Mexican film star Elsa Aguirre
and Carlos Soto (Mantequilla),
Mexican comic.

[

Hollywood

Jack Cole hospitalized for pos¬
sible hepatitis.
Frank Lovejoy appeared, in
briefie for National Guard.
Stan Freberg in from three-week
bally tour for- new Capitol album.
, Dolores Del Rio hopped to
Cannes to be a jufpr at Film Fest
there.
Bennett Cerf in town for book
autographing and general biz dis¬
cussions.
Ernst Marboe, director general
of Austrian Federal "Theatres,
toured studios as guest of AMPP.
Jack L. Warner named general
county campaign chairman for an¬
nual United .Cerebral Palsy drive.
Jack Benny bought a $30,000
Stradivarius and used it for first
time at his concert with the Phil¬
harmonic.
Bill Williams took cast off his
broken arm and huddled with Mike
Curtiz on projected Jimmy Dur¬
ante biopic.
Cecil B. DeMille off on a twoweek junket during which he will
By Robert F. Hawkins
pick up four awards for his “10
(Archimede 145; tel 800211)
Commandments.”
Fred A. Roff Jr., veepee of the
Cole Porter expected shortly on
Colt firearms firm, gifted Randolph
return visit.
Don Murray expected here in •Scott with a Colt Peacemaker in
the near future on another of his recognition of liis 25 ’years as an
oater star.
refugee missions.
The William Holdens and Jose
Ferrers (Rosemary Clooney) among
the celebs due in for a visit soon.
Walter Chiari heads for the U.S.
Len Weekes band hauling in
as soon as he finishes current tour okay, business to Chateau Laurier's
in hit musical, “Goon Night, Bet- Canadian grill.
tina.”
r
Jack Daly, mgr. of radio station
“Ressurection” will be.shot as a CKOY in Ottawa, single-billed in
twin production by Rizzoli Film “Sportscap” on CBOT television.
and Bavaria Filmkunst. Rolf Han¬
Yvonne handling keyboard and
sen will'direct.
canary chores in Standish Hall
Rank flying in actresses Juhe Cameo lounge; Wyatt Reuther with
Laverick, Jpabelle Corey and Inge- her on bass.
borg Shoener for preem ! of their
Thomas van Dusen, one-time re¬
pic, “Souvenir DTtalie” here.
porter on The Journal and recently
Rossana Podesta, WB pactee. off resigned information chief with
to Madagascar for pic stint in “La the National Film Board, will be
Bigorne, Caporal de France,” candidate in nomination for federal
Franco-Italian co-production being election in Aylmer, Que., nine
made there by Edic-Lux Films.
miles out of Ottawa. •
John Ford, who’s to direct next
La Paloma, cafe operated by
the pic for John Wayne’s Batjac Jack Florence, getting enlarging
Co., will do It on location in north¬ and facelifting prior to scheduled
ern Italy, Switzerland v and other late-summer vaude policy preem.
European spots, with interiors to Restaurant’s bar has always had
be made here.
organist. Florence is undecided as
“Guendalina,” a Ponti Produc¬ to policy shape or details.
tion directed by Alberto Lattuada,
and “The Nights of Cabiria,” made
by Dino DeLaurentiis productions,
will rep Italy at the upcoming
By Ramsay Ames
Cannes Film Festival. •
(Castellana Hilton; 37-22-00)
Aide Fabrizzi in city to direct,
and star in *El Maestro," a copro¬
duction between his own company
(Gladiator Films) and Union Films
By Bob McStay
of Spain.
David Palmer new business
Actress Ana/ Mariscal calling a
manager of Crest Theatre.
temporary halt to her motion pic¬
Fire destroyed the dark Club ture activities to do “Medea” on
Top Hat, formerly the ;Club Es¬ the legit stage under, direction of
Gonzalez Vergel.
quire.
As soon as Carmen Sevilla winds
Len (RCA-Victor) Headley toss¬
ing a press party here for Perry up in “La Violetera” tierq, she
starts
“Pan, Amor y Manzanilla”
Como.
Kay Moore, Royal York Hotel opposite Vittorio diSicca. Benito
publicist, to Acapulco for three Perojo is producing.
Rod Steiger has chosen Marla
weeks.
Jack Palance to head 25th, Landi (nee Marla Scaraffia) to play
opposite
him in “Across the
Ukrainian Music Festival here
Bridge” which is rolling now in
May 19, and will sing.
Reuben Bolstad, veepee of Fa¬ the Andalusian pueblo of Lora del
w
mous Players (Canadian), won lo¬ Rio.
Victor Mature will do the ex¬
cal Variety Club’s heart award.
teriors
for
a
Warwick,
production
Bill Butler band switching from
posh Club One-Two to Pump Room (British) here shortly; and Kirk
of new Lord' Simcoe Hotel, open¬ Douglas is scheduled to do a com¬
plete picture here for United
ing May 19.
Wayne, & Schuster, CBC-TV Artists this coming winter.
French actress-songstress Cath¬
comics, how doing a section-page
Saturday? humor column for To¬ erine Zago signed an exclusive
ronto Daily Star, Canada’s largest five-year recording contract with
Spain’s Belter Records.
paper.
Nicholas Biddle Duke opened
Ralph (Meridian Films) Foster
hosting John Grierson, former Spain’s first complete color lab in
documentary chief of National Madrid. Equipped with all the
Film Board of Canada, now in like latest U. S. gadgets, its only draw¬
post for Great Britain.
back for Spanish companies is
that fees must be paid ip dollars,
restricting use exclusively to co¬
productions.
Nelly Morelli, who has made
many of . the bigger Spanish films
By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944). (“Reflejos del Alma,” “El Amor en
etc.) has been
Mylene Demongeot, young Gallic la Monarquia,”
to the cast of Spanish-Italian
actress, signed by Metro for one added
coproduction
“Valentina”
which
pic with options.
Mexico’s Rosita Quintana and
. Martine Carol out for two- weeks stars
is
now
shooting
at
Madrid’s
Sevilla
from currently shooting “Nathalie,” Films.
after misplacing five vertebrae in
Conchita Piquer, for many years
a rough scene.
lady of the Spanish song,
Ethel LeVane in for the Gallic the .first
success at the Teatro Apolo
appearance of her art collecting ain big
Valencia.
book “Collector’s Choice” done in
collaboration with Paul Getty.
Press association giving -its an¬
nual Prix Orange, for the most
cooperation during ’56, to actors _ Singer Freddie Montel into Noc¬
Charles Boyer and Line Renaud turne for indefinite stay..
Showmen's League of American .
and pic director Yves Ciampi.
United Artists and Allied Artists handed its annual showman of year
bidding for English version rights award to Mike Todd.
Neal Lang, Edgewater Beach
to “Tomango” which John Berry
is directing Jh’ere as a French pic Hotel manager, into Illinois Ma¬
with Dorothy Dandridge and Curd sonic Hospital for a checkup.
Folksinger Big Bill Broonzy
Jurgens.
* Roger Stevens finalizing U. S. back in Chicago after cutting short
legit rights for late Jean Girau- his European tour because of uldoux’s posthumously performed
Mort Sahl, Mel Torme and Lil
play “Pour LUcrece.” It is to be
produced in London first with Vi¬ Armstrong provided entertainment
vien Leigh to star in a Christopher for Newspaper Guild's Page 1 Ball
at Sheraton Saturday night (27).
Fry adaptation.
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OBITUARIES
Ziegfeld Follies she introduced
at “Blue Skies" which Irving Berlin
of wrote for her. In all, Miss Baker
heart attack.. She had been in is credited with having introduced
virtual retirement for the last few 163 songs. Her success hecame in¬
she
vears with exception of a “This Is ternational in 1934 when
Your Life" teleshow which Ralph played English music halls.
Miss Baker’s, last stage appear¬
Edwards aired just about two years
ago This inspired talk anew anent ance in New York was at the
a biopic based on her career as a Palace in 1950 when she was on
the house's first anniversary bill
vaudeville headliner., .
Miss Baker went to the Coast to following the revival of stageshows
be near her only son, filmrtv writer there.
Her first husband was Lew Les¬
Herbert Baker, now 37, whose fa¬
ther was Maurice Abrahams, song- lie whom she divorced. In the ’30s
smith and music publisher, who she was married to Elias E. Sugardied in 1931 at age-48. The son man, then editor'of The Billboard,
assumed his mother’s professional' from whom she was divorced in
name when he started as a gag- 1941.
Of the four sisters and two
writer. With -two children of his.
own he resides in Hollywood and brothers, only Murray Baker, gen¬
BELLE BAKEft
Belle Baker,. about 60, died
Tier Beverly-Hills home April .29

London and Paris. He was brought
to the U.S. by the late Boris
Thomashefsky and made his debut
here in 1921. ”
He appeared in Yiddish operettas
in Brooklyn, the Bronx and lower
Manhattan. With Alexander Olshanetsky and Louis Goldberg he
leased the Public Theatre on 2d
Ave. and 4th St. in 1931 for a
Yiddish legit playhouse, Ih 1952
he established a Yiddish:’
group at the Wilshire-Eb'eH ■’Lltcatre in Los Angeles.
<v
'
-

75
orch leader and entertainment
booker, died April 19 In St. Louis
after a brief illness. He waved the
baton on several Mississippi river
excursion boats and in recent years
was a promoter of outdoor enter¬
tainment spectacles.
His wife, four sons and six
daughters survive.

wife, three children, mother and
five sisters.
Frederick M. (Foghorn) Clancy,
75, publicity man for several film
cowboys including Gene Autry and
Roy Rogers, died April 28 in
Waverly, N. Y.

Constant M. McCloskey, cofounder o$ the Penn State Amuse¬
JACK* EUGENE ■*
; Jzick Eugene, -former'actor and ment Co. In Umbutown, Pa., died
at one time manager of the Sut'tort April 14 ajttfer #,Topg illness.
.Theatre, 'N.Y,, ^ifeid April T6 ih-:
Silver Spring, Md., after-'# lbflg5 i! Bert Anderson, 54, still photoJAMA'S M. MATfiES
"
illness. He had also 'been with the rapher in the film biz for 20 years,
James M. Mathes, ’ 68, board Leslie
died April 24 in Hollywood. His
chairman- of J. M. Mathes, New years. Morosco' agency for many wife survives.
York advertising agency, died April
Six
brothers
and
a
sister
survive.
28 in Greenwich.
MARRIAGES
Mathes began is career with N.
KENNETH C. BRUCE
W. Ayer in Philadelphia, travelling
Norma Lee Mangum to Bernard
Kenneth C, Bruce, 38, assistant Matis,
throughout the U.S. He was made
Las
Vegas, April 15. He’s
a partner in 1919, When the firm chief engineer of KDKA-TV in a film editor.
was incorporated he became senior Pittsburgh for the last’five years,
Ruth
Mary
Succop to Alex Gor¬
vicepresident and' second largest1 died of a heart attack April 18 in don, Los Angeles, April 24. He’s
that city. He joined the station in president of Golden State Produc¬
stockholder.
With the Ayer concern,- Mathes Pittsburgh when it was WDTV and tions.
was instrumental in setting up the owned by DuMorit before the sale
Simone Finner to Byron Pesin,
company’s radio department and to Westinghouse in early 1955.
Angeles, April 13. Bride’s an
His wife and daughter survive. Los
Arranged the • “Eveready Hour”
MCA agent.
program of the National Carbon
Ann
Catalfamo
to Michael
Co. from 1923-29. Other ,early
VINCENT J. MARINO
Demma, April 27, New York. He’s
ln Memoridm
Vincfent J. Marino, 58, radio and in the Variety press composing
programs he helped launch were
those of E. R. Squibb and the Shur- tv performer, died April 26 in St. room.
on Optical Co. He left the Ayer Louis after a long illness. For 15
Gerry Walsh to Robert Rago,
concern in 1933 to form his own years he conducted the Italian Pittsburgh, in January but just
JOE'LAURIE, 4,R.
agency and served as president Hour over radio station WEW and announced. Bride is the daughter
until last year ,when he became also presented Italian films via of the late John Walsh, longtime
(April 29. 1954)
chairman of the board.
Channel 36 until about .a year ago. manager of Fulton Theatre in Pitt.
Wife and three daughters sur¬ «Surviving are his wife, two sons
Betty Satter to Tony Muscarella,
vive, ,
1
and a daughter.
Pittsburgh, April 12. Bride’s bn
KDKA radio program staff.
Ed Rigg —- Bill Buckley
L. FRANK O’BRIEN
JOHNNY CAROSS
Barbara Jean Mach to Floyd
Henry Holt £ Co.
L. Frank O’Brien, 69, Baltimore
Johnny Caross, 46, circus per¬ Oakes, Pittsburgh, April 27. Bride’s
and New York advertising, publish¬ former best known for his high the daughter of Paul Mach, presi¬
ing and industrial films executive pole work, died April '20 in Dub¬ dent of Local 171 Motion Picture
An the ’20s and ’30s, died April 26 lin. Born in Vienna, he toured Operators.
I in N.Y. He began his career as a Europe with the Willie Panzer
Regina Westreich to Joseph Ilan,
his mother maintained her own eral professional manager for Rob¬ reporter for the Baltimore New# Midget Group.
New York, April 28. Bride is as¬
bins Music, i? in show business. and. later joined the Barron G.
home in BevHills.
A versatile aqfcist, Caross came sistant corporate secretary of Cine¬
. In the heyday of vaudeville Belle The son is- flying Miss Baker’s re¬ Collier ad company as district to Ireland before World War II as rama Productions Corp.
Baker was among the standout mains to New York for services at sales manager. After 16 years with a solo circus act.
Faith Burwell- to Sidney Kay,
Spartanburg, S.C., April 17. Bride
headliners, a unique song deline¬ Riverside Memorial Chapel this Collier, he joined General Outdoor
RAY S. ANDERS
is an actress; he’s proprietor of the
ator of top calibre. She was con¬ Riverside Memorial Chapel on Fri¬ Advertising Co. and later was with
Ray S. Anders, 61, bandleader Russian Tea Room, N.Y.
the sales staff of This Week maga¬
temporaneous with Sophie Tucker, day (3) at 12:45 p.m.
and violinist, died April 21 in Tem¬
zine.
Jean Goebel to Dan Rather,
Nora Bayes. Rae Samuels, Ruth
LEONARD H. HOLE
O’Brien was associated with ple, Tex. For some 25 ye^rs he Houston, April 21. He’s a news¬
Hoye and kindred song stylists.
Leonard H. Hole, 49, director of Floyd B. Odium in -the formation conducted an outfit known as the caster on KTRH in that city.
Miss Baker started her stage
He also
Rochelle Widman to Don Greencareer at the age of 10 when Jacob program development at NBC-TV, of Motor Coach Film Advertising, “Lone Star Playboys.”
P. Adler hired her to play a small died April 30 in New York of can¬ serving as president. Later he won a number of contests for his blatt, Los Angeles, April 28. Bride’s
a staffer at McCadden studios.
boy in a drama, “The Homeless.” cer.after a long Illness. Hole, who worked with Caraval Films hand¬ fiddle playing,'
Surviving are his wife, four sis:
Rosario Galvez to Luis Aguilar,
From there she went Into singing this season had been NBC super¬ ling sales of .industrial films.
Wife, four sons, two daughters, ters and a brother.
Texmixco, Mexico, April 19. Bride
parts and joined vaude troupes visor on the “Perry Oomo Show,”
is* an actress; he’s a Mexican film
working the east before becoming joined the network in 1950 after mother, brother and two sisters
ALBERT SPURLIN
actor. ‘
a headliner at Hammerstein’s Vic¬ executive stints with the DuMont survive.
Albert Spurlin, 57, veteran as¬
Nanette Fa bray to Ranald Mactoria, N.Y. After that she frequent¬ network and CBS-TV. f
HARRY McCLINTOCK
His first post with NBC was as
sistant director who had been with Dougall, New York, April 24. She’s
ly headlined at the Palace. By
Harry
(Haywire
Mac)
"McCIinprogram
procurement
supervisor
Desilu
for
the
last
six
years,
died
a
legit-tv
actress; he’s film director
1926, she was starring in “Betsy" a
74,J pioneer radio performer, April 23 in Hollywood. He started and writer.
Rodgers & Hart musical produced and production manager. He later tock,
died
April
24
in
San
Francisco.
He
became
director
of
production
for
in
films
as
a
prop
man
and
later
by Florenz Ziegfeld. In the 1929
both tv and radio at the network. rated top billing in Frisco and net¬ was an assistant director at Metro
BIRTHS
In 1955, he was appointed to his work radio in the 1920s .and early for many silent pictures.
program development post. Among ’30s. Several years ago he made a
Daughter and son survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Beacon, son,
the projects he supervised was the comeback on Mel Veiiter’s KFRC
Encino, Cal., April 22. Mother is
John P. Keefe, 76, former Bos¬ singer Alice Tyrrell; father is a
comedy writer and talent develop¬ Breakfast Gang show.
A one time railroad switchman, ton singer, died April 27 ih Boston. publicist.
ment program at NBC. In 1948 and
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Chambers,
1949, while with DuMont, Hole was his hobby of guitar-playing paid He had played Boston theatres and
general manager of WABD, N.Y., off after his first successfull ap¬ nearby shore resorts for many son, Pittsburgh, April 1. Mother is
ar.d director of program operations pearance on the ’old “Blue Monday years and two weeks ago sang at Terry Wayne; who has a cafe line
for the DuMont network. While Jamboree,” one of radioes earliest the mayor’s “Golden Age' Party.” of dancing girls.
Mr. and Mrs. Sol B. Abrams,
.with CBS during the pioneering variety shows. He helped ' popu¬ Surviving is his wife.
daughter, Brooklyn, April 23. Fa¬
days of television in 1945 to 1948, larize such specialties as “Halle-1
he was associate director of the lujah, I’m a Bum” and also record¬
Elizabeth Harbison, for many ther is a publicist associated with
ed for RCA Victor in the 1930s.
television network.
years an accompanist for leading Bert Nevins Inc.
His wife aqd daughter survive. ’concert singers, died April* 27 in
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Gruskin,
Survived by wife and one daugh¬
ter. Funeral services are sched¬
New London, Conn. She was the daughter, Croton, N.Y., recently.
J. ELMER REDELLE
uled for Friday (3) at the Frank
widow of Ross David, an operatic Father is writer-producer in radio¬
tv for the American Cancer So¬
J. Elmer Redelle, 80. manager tenor who died in 1932.
E. Campbell funeral home at Madi¬
ciety.
son Ave. and 81st St., N. Y., with of the Victory Theatre, Dayton,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sebastian, son,
private burial in Found Ridge, since 1919, died April 18 in that
Kevin Asher, .nine-day-old infant
city. He had b6en in show busi¬ son of director William Asher and New York, April 3. Father is pub¬
N. J.
ness since 1905 when he booked actress Dani Sue Nolan, died in licity director for CBS Television
Keith’s.summer vaudeville into the Hollywood April 24 of meningitis. Film Sales and CBS-TV Spot Sales.
ANDREW LEIGH
Mr. and Mrs. Don Garrett, daugh¬
Andrew Leigh, 69, English actor old Fairview Park at Dayton.
Survivors include a brother and
ter, New York, April 10. Father is
The State" of Israel
who was associated with the the¬
Redelle later managed the Fair¬ sister.
a publicist with Screen Gems, the
atre for nearly 50 years, died April banks Theatre, Springfield, O., and
20 in Brighton, Eng. At the time in 1917 built a house in ChilliMrs. Lois Austin Barton, 48, wife Columbia Pictures telefilm subsid.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Stokey,
of his death he was pacted to play cothe’, O., before ‘taking over the of director Charles Barton and a
Bond Organization
Victory two years later. This legit former actress, died April 26 in daughter, Burbank, Cal., April 23.
site later played films; but in re¬ Hollywood. She left a son in addi¬ Father is a tv emcee-producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert K. Rowscent years booked road companies tion to her husband.
In Memorlam
»
mourns the untime¬
well, son, Dallas, April 15. Mother’s
'of Broadway hits.
the
daughter of Paul Palangi, of
His sister survives.
Max Asher, 77, former actor in
silent- pictures and a makeup man KDKA-TV sales staff in Pittsburgh;
CHARLES R. DIETZ, V
in various studios, since 1939, died father’s the son of late Rosey
ly death of the dis¬
Charles R. Dietz, 70, Metro rfield< 'in. Hollywopd, April 15. Wife sur¬ Rowswell, longtime Pirate broad¬
Whit Sponxkr
caster.
press representative in Detroit for vives.
...
,
Mr. and Mrs. •■B.qft Laumann,
the last 15 years and brother of.
tinguished costume
daughter, Glenddle, Cal., April 18.
Howard - Dietz, vicepresident of
Mother,
'51;'
of
the
Gimma
Boysfor the Bristol Old Vic In “A Mid¬ Loew’s Inc., died April 29 in De¬ and a sister of the clowns Fra- Father is a production staffer at
summer Night’s Dream.”
troit after a brief illness. He joined tellini, died April. 14 in Milan, KTTV; mother’s a former. promo¬
tion staffer at the telestation.
Principally a Sheakespearean M-G in 1941 as a press representa¬ Italy.
designer ^ ,who so
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Frommer, son,
actor, specializing in clown studies'* tive in Denver and after a year
Hollywood, April 11. Father is an
he had acted with the Benson and there was transferred to Detroit.
Old Vic companies.
In Sept.,
Wife and two sisters also survive. • Sam Amdur, 58, twin brother of
generously con¬
Bennett Amdur, Pittsburgh theatre agMr.* and Mrs. Dennis O’Flaherty,
1925, he was named producer at
owner, died of a heart attack daughter, Hollywood, April 25.
the English Old Vic, where he pro¬
BEATRICE MARTIN
Father is an actor.
duced some' 38 Shakespearean and
Mrs. Bertha L. Martin, 75, former April 12.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. (Beau) John¬
other plays during the next four soprano known professionally as
tributed his serv¬
Father, 76, of Dave Lewis, pro¬ son, daughter, Glendale ,Cal., April
years.
Beatrice Martin, died April 23 in
25.
Father is an assistant film
motion
manager
of
KDKA-TV
in
Aside from his Shakespearean Scarsdale, N.Y. She made her de¬
roles, Leigh portrayed such parts but in N. Y. in 1925 and later gave Pittsburgh, died suddenly at his editor.
ices Jo the^ Chanu¬
Mr. and Mrs. William Conran,
as Tesman in “Hedda Gabler,” recitals in Boston, Chicago, and home in that city April 9.
daughter, ■ Philadelphia, April 10.
Abel Drugger in “The Alchemist” other cities. She also sang as a
Angel E. Alvarez, Mexican radio Father is promotion manager of
and Tony Lumpkin in “She Stoops soloist with the Philadelphia Sym¬
WPFH; mother is Ernie Kovacs
announcer
and
creator
of
that
to, Conquer.” He also toured in phony and the Chicago Opera Co.
kah Festival. for
. ,
country’s first “Early Risers’ Club,” former girl Friday.
South Africa, and had directed
Son and daughter survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Emfeld,
died April 12 in Mexico City.
plays in New York, where his pro¬
daughter, at Good Samaritan Hos¬
ductions included “The Merchant
WALTER PRICE
Israel during the
Harry Jackson, 67. former bur¬ pital, Los Angeles, April 25; father
of Venice for Maurice Moscovitch.
Walter Price, 58, musician and
leader'bf the Sadler’s Wells Orch, lesque and vaudeville comic, died is production exec at Edward L.
MICHAL MICHALESKO
died April 21 in Dundee, Scotland. April 20 In New York. Mother and Alperson Productions and son of
Charles Einfeld; ad-pub v.p. of
past three years.
Michal Michalesko, 72, Yiddish With the Sadler’s Wells Opera daughter survive.
20th-Fox.
^ ;
actor, died April ?8 in New York. Company for 28 years, he had
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gould,
Mother of James S. Castle, adHe was on tour with Molly Picon played all over the British Isles.
daughter,
New
York,
April
24.
pub
‘
rep
for
Paramount
Pictures
He collapsed recently with ap¬
in “The Farblondjete Honeymoon”
when he became ill in Chicago and pendicitis while the opera com¬ in the St. Louis area, died April Mother is' soprano Mimi Benzell;
father is a concert manager.
pany was appearing in Dundee, 17 in San Marco, Cal.
returned to N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil (Doc) Simon,
Michalesko, bom in Russia, and was taken to a hospital,
Donald P. Murphy, 34, WCAU- daughter, New York, April 25.
launched his career at the age or
Father
is a tv comedy writer for
TV
cameraman,
died
April
21
in
JAMES J. DOWNEY
12 He played in Jewish theatres
James J. Downey, 50, former Broomall, Pa. Surviving are his “Caesar's Hour.”
in Russia; Poland, South America,
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DAYS OF TV
rostie Pic Pinpoints Poland’s Prod’n
Prod n ‘SHOE RULES’ See Miami’s Big N. Y. Draw Setting
The Pattern for Borscht Circuit
Swing from Propaganda
iganda to Realism g[j|j |j||[]||{|MS^
;

fey ELVIRA T. MARQUIS

V

4—--ai
ai
ft
w

; A dramatic
V
tad’s, new spirit oi ‘‘truth-telling”
Is found in a series of documentary
P®1s. Produced this year and
fee ^mindtersho“s are eau“ed
Sf "Black ’Series”andmarica
Itartiing departure from the propiganda-soaked documentaries of
the “pre-Poznan” epoch in Poland,
; WhUe waiting in the projection
toom in Warsaw’s studios for docimentary films for a special showng of some of these pictures Ltfdvik Perski one of Poland’s okK
ee'and foremost film directors,
iriefed this writer on the purpose
k£ the Black Series,
[ 'Said director Perski, “The prob[ertfilms we are about to show are
characteristic of the general movepeat
to
r-— in
— oui;
——) country
—: —— break
—-* away
—
x
'mm
from flncrmatlfem
dogmatism ar»H
and fn
to /»nrrpf»t
correct
wme of the mistakes of our socialbtic system.
; "We are realizing that the films
toe made in the past did not leave
k lasting impact on the people. By
[he time they left the cinema, they
pad forgotten already what they
jiad seen.
j "Our new pictures present no
longer answers and solution.
solution". They
limply
|linply set before the public the
pctual problems which face us. We
Want the
the people
people to
to think
think about
about
toarit
What they see not only during the
khat
[ft-minute duration of the films but
fuqng the next IQ months. .Or
longer, if necessary.”
.
‘ The first film projected was
(Continued on page. 62)
■_

Ole Olsen Gag° Terms:

■

■ ■
By BOB CHANDLER

•f

«. .. , ever-accelerating
.
TeIevLTe
Television’s
re- Greeks Plan Own Vegas
AIl.Ynn-fan.ty»sl'Hence on
on research,
resea
All-Ynil-Pan-^lfAal(liance
linked to new
To Rival Monte Carlo
AH
All 1UU 1/dU
vail ulcdl
0. techniques
technique's beii
being developed with

Hollywood, May 7.
Ole Olsen
Oto
Olsen (&
(ft Johnson),
Johnson), owner
owner of
of
perhaps
PerhaPS the
the biggest
Mggest “humor
‘‘humor lilibrary” in
in the
the business,
business, is
is going
going to
to
brary”
make .lta^ailabl.®
it available to
make
to needy
ne?dy, (not im^
poverished) writers
writers of
of “original”
“original”
PovenshedL
material. But, his manager Stan
Seiden explains, it will be strictly
on cash
casb terms.
Library, valued (by Olsen) at
$25(^000, contains over 3,000 volumes, including the original Joe
Miller books and a complete collection of Punch.
All gags are
cross-filed.
~
'Olsen will let would-be humorists look at it by the hour at
the
following rates:
uic jLuiiuwuig
.1 am. $100
fiuu per
yci hour
i)uui
for <<-,n
“all you can tape record”; \ac-n
ttSO
per hour for “all you can write
down,” and $25 an hour for “all
you
can remember.”
remember.”
you can

The N.Y. State mountain resorts
expect heavy trade during the
summer. It’s now axiomatic that
Miami Beach generally provides
the bellwether for the SUllivan
County spots .as well as the other
areas patronized largely by New
Yorkers. Since Miami Beach was.
more heavily attended this year
th^n in any other season in its histfory, the sylvan retreats similarly
expect a boom summer,
However, the bookers aren't figuring on any appreciable change
in the talent picture. There will be
little increase in the use of acts
despite-the expected heavy attend¬
ance, and few spots, with the exceptlon of the Concord at Kiamesha Lake,, will do any name buyjn^- Grossinger s,
Ferndale, may
buy some names during the season* but others will stick to the
moderate and lower-priced talent
brackets..
The resort bookers, of whom
Charlie Rapp has the largest num¬
ber of accounts, have already
started lining up acts for the sea¬
son which starts Decoration Day.
From then on in, there will be
weekend bookings with about 400
acts expected to hit the hills for
two-day stints.
The Pocono
Pocono Mountain*
Mountain* (Pa.)
(Pa.)1 re-,
re-.
The
sorts will also add to the talent
^P^yment pot. Herman Fialkoff
will be booking Unity House Por-.
est Park, Pa., the largest act buyer
m that area. Lamp Tamiment m
nearby Tamiment has the largest
payroll in. this region, but that spot
operates with a resident company
directed by Monroe H. Hack,

the sliderule, jis rapidly bringing
Athens, May 7.
closer
day when
the traditional
A Mediterranean rival to the
doser the
the day
v
showmen
showmen in
in the network and casi,n0 at Monte Carlo is in the
agency fields
will be as outmoded offing. Aristotle Onassis, the Greek
horsed
aS .the
Feeling shipping magnate, who' already
to. horse-&-buggy.
5~
among top researchers is that such owns the casino at Monte Carlo, is
amon2
a day is only a matter of a few reportedly ready to develop a
years® off.
• _ ' ,
Mediterranean site near Crete with
y
With 'the old showmen already the cooperation of the Greek GovPlaying second fiddle to the niedia- ernment, with gambling casino
research boys in the agency field, along with other tourist attractions
new research techniques may re- including deluxe hotel.•
duce the showmep at the networks
it's expected that a good deal of
tQ second-rate status as. well.. These money will be poured into this
techniques are not so much ap- venture by Onassis as well as the
Plied, toward measurement as they government. Greece is anxious to
are toward pre-testing. The,avowed develop the tourist trade to a
intention
greater extent.
,
. of
, the top
- research
... mno.
vatorS
--vators is
is to
to Come
come UP,
up, Within
within aa
couple of years, with surefire methods of pre-testing, programs ,to the
point where such research will de¬
Point
termine (1) whether a new proper¬
ty is acceptable for the network,
and (2) just how and where it will
fit into the schedule.
‘ Pre-testing of. programs is an old
story—the Horace Schwerin re¬
/V
/\1 1 T1
B
search oufit has made a going busiHollywood, May 7.
busi¬
I Ifl 11 Iff |lAQf|||*A(» ness of it for years. But the
Radio is heading for a banner
vll VrlU 1 Cdltll Cu Schwerin
Schwerin tests
tests have
have been
been predomipredomi- vear
ear in
in 1957
1957 with
with an
an estimated
estimated
nanHy
ttaatre previews
previews which
which atatnantly theatre
nnn nnn „
•
. A television-picture .business quiz tempt but fail short of simulating $750,000,000 g oss, KeV. Sw
y,
game is underway in full swing— ideal actual conditions. The new prexy of Radio Advertising Bureau,
centering on the amount of money techniques, as they are being told the Hollywood Ad Club. Initial
indicate a 22% hike over
films of the past took in at the box- mapped out, call for actual on-the- returns indii
agencies. packDack- air testing of shows against the 1956 figures.
office. Telecasters, agencies,
agers’and sponsors want to know regular competition of other webs
Sweeney said four things are
so as to gauge the potential value and indie stations, along with the “going” for radio;- miniaturization
of the old features on tv. customary follow * up question- of sets which he predicted will see
With all but Paramount and Uni- naires on the new property itself, cigaret-package-sized transistor sets
yersal having sold their backlogs,
If such, “ideal condition” pre- selling for less than_ $2() within a
either -in part or in entirety, for testing can be worked out—and all few years, tempo Of life which
beaming to living rooms, video in- the wrinkles haven't been smoothed, calls for entertainment medium
terests are knocking on the doors yet—then the day when the pivotal that fits into available time, prosOf film company executives with program director is topdog at • a perity, and fact that “radio is the
(Continued on page 62)
(Continued on,
1
(Continued on page 62)
Bing Crosby is moving into the
on., page 62)
-——■-:-:-—:
--;
—--— kidisk field via a tieup with Golden
_ #
Rcords, Simon & Schuster’s record-

TV Quiz Game
On Old Features

$750,000,000 AM
In ’57: Sweeney

All Ail TaiIa RIllcIlAC
vu AU vUuy Vlllollvo
Af 1 Aufl in AftnvnAAn’
AI LvYv in AllcmUUn
D 11 IIT
A
■ |«
DcMly, TfOIl t Accept It
id Artists
! Allied
Artists is
is the
the latest
latest to
to bebe¬
come involved in a haSsle with the
industry’s Advertising Code,
Much operates under the aegis
w the Motion Picture Assn, of
Merica. Ad Code, headed by Gorwu White, .has nixed. AA’s cam¬
paign for producer-director Billy
puder’s “Love in the Afternoon”
N an appeal is being taken by the
company to Eric A. Johnston,
I weeks) and in Glasgow (8 weeks),! pray all night, opening' night, like
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
[iPAA president.
...
.
and. has never laid an egg any- actors in Sardi’s after a premiere.
Afternoon,” was given ProducCunosity is rising among Broad- where, there is some apprehension
Apparently the evangelical wing
Pi Code
approval
recently
but
ai°te? Mrta?VaLtseC«reM con4 way showmen, performers and bal- among his supporters about New of American Protestantism
rally,
lyhooligans- -with respect.to a dif- York
not m-to tt. wmt*
^
pf• Decency has yet to classify ferent kind of boxoffice attraction
the capital city of Big-Sin. Theyf1b-AIctu^e*.
»
about-to -open -(May 15) at Madison y Right now, there are “praying may have been taking the Broad"objectionable-point about Square. Garden.-This is, of course, circies” all over the world busy way columnists too seriously. At
hs
®ppa^tly the .WPPKb.Hs.ter of presentday praying that the Madison Square no charge for the opinion: what
Jfs a sketch’of
*a drawn wmdow Protestant evangelism, Billy revival clicks
clicks. Many groups
croups'will
smch’of'a
will the majority of N.Y. citizens would
like to be saved from is Big Bore-*
•nape with’the* “Love in the After- Graham! ‘ His ’ sixweek booking of
r°h- /title- * rolling from under- the Ghtdeh puts him in the circus
1 ■ ■ - dom rather than Big Sin; '
It sounds rather lurid when one
leath. it.-< This-was common in all class With’Riftgling Bros, and Bar- '
*»• l r* *
£ ¥
i
of Graham’s associates, Grady WilP and’was-designed by AA as a. npm Sc Bailey.
align Cost or L.apels
son, says, “If we neglect to. pray
Fji of trademark'for the DroducNot'since’Billy Sunday in 1917
The high cost , of maintainand work for the multitudes oi
?
;.
.has New' ’York’ witnessed a fulling- a theatrical wardrobe is
Greater New York, it may be that
^curious, objection was raised chorus, hallelujah, oldtime relimourned by comic Jackie Kancity will Suffer the same judgment
d Code in re*ard to one gion, monster revival of this dinon.
as Sodom and Gomorrah ” Another
line—curious in light of the mensioh. But although Graham has
He says you have nothing
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page- 62)
played to SRO in London (12
left after tuxes.

Graham’s Evangelical Showmanship
Graham’s
Behind Gotham’s Big Pray Vs. Big Sin
Behind

Freelancing Bing Crosby
Swings Into Kidisks Via
S&S’ Golden Record Tie

elusive tie with Decca and which

u?°r
s&S^cooDeratTon^ith
Cros^v'EnteroSses 'the croon,,ln^.tC^fbykfdnt_to?fif
to Sus?c
Ihur
Baba and the 40 Thieves” with a
score by Mary Rodgers (music)
»ahimy Latin uyncsJ, noy
c^2hvWAiipwndSS?mfiS
Story/, score by Alec Wilder (mu?ic) a™* Arnold Sundgaard (lyrics); “The Emperor’s New Clohes,’
score by Lou Spence (music) and
Marilyn Keith & Allen Bergman
dynes), and Jack Be Nimble,
score by Dean Fuller (music) and
Marshall Barer (lyrics). Incidentally, Mary Rodgers, who collaborated with Sammy Cahn on All
(Continued on page 69)
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Pad Robeson’s Bias for Reds
Stirs British Equity Furore

_v

JOHN FORD TO IRELAND

-

Unveiling His All-Irish Ttising of
theMoon’

London, May 7. 4*
Stormy scenes greeted a resolu¬
Boone in Pulpit ~
tion congratulating the Council of
Buffalo, May 7.
British Actors’ Equity Association
on its decision to support efforts .
Pat ^ Boone, Dot Records*
to enable Paul Robeson .to sing
singer, got a strong boost from
here. All was quiet-as Guy Verney
mixed religious elements in
moved the resolution at the annual
connection with his appear¬
meeting, and there was a burst of
ance at the Town Casino here.
applause when he concluded by
St. Margaret’s Catholic Youth
saying: “Some of us may feel, as
Council awarded him a certifi¬
members of the human race, that
cate Of meritorious, achieve¬
ment for “wholesome enter¬
it is our moral duty to be con¬
cerned, but we are not here as
tainment," capped by a per¬
members of the human race but
sonal presentation of the
as actors.” He added that nei¬
award.
ther the English nor J the world
Last week, Boone occupied
theatre could afford to waste a
the pulpit of Christ Church,
talent like Robeson’s for irrelevant
Niagara Falls, where he urged
reasons.
study of the Bible. The singer
When the applause died down,
served in the absence of the
the first indication of what was to
church pastor asserting that
follow came When a member asked
“the
and word
of the
Bible
me law aim
wuiu ui
lxic xjxuic
what American Equity’s feelings
is the practical thing to me."
iS Boone
b!?L also urged more
Jrf. gen¬
were on the subject, and whether
the nai-t
it would not, be wise to find out.
erous participation on the
part
TehS
n^'»^???5ieonsPae
The tetision grew when another
of church-goers
Jp religous ac¬
B
^
g
member said that if Robeson was
tivities.
i
vines.
granted a passport, was there any
.
guarantee that he would confine
■ 17'* I
himself to singing?
, Assurances on these points from I Q|*17 Lront K lPirC
Felix Aylmer, the British Equity vdl J \Jl dill lllvlu) prez, did not quell the rising feel¬
n| • ‘IT* 1 •
H
ing among members. Helena Gloag,
\hin.K IPlriVWY KAVO
who said that though oil face valtre
Ljlllll I\lvlV1112£ DUJO
it seemed harmless enough, the
**
resolution was a political stunt,
HC
Iff if
1>
not from a political party but from
I
Ir
In
A
IVI
AT n An .
an • international subversive move¬
-VI 1IIC lflClHUU
ment—Communism.
She added that a passport was.
San Francisco, May" 7.
(Continued on page 62)
Cary Grant, in Frisco to shoot
scenes for “Kiss Them for Me,"
took a couple of swipes at the Mar-_
.
. f Ion Brando-James Dean type of re-'

-
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Uncle Sam’s Best Envoy
A New Jersey Congressman, Frank1 Thompson Jr., asserts
friendship for the performing and cultural arts but then turns
round and publicly castigates the State Dept, for paying «ex5
orbitant" salaries to American entertainers touring foreign landJ
for the U.S. His complaint is that U.S, talent ought not be paS
more than their likes in foreign countries. But since when did
Americans work for European and Asiatic scales of compensation? Americans work for American-type compensation?

J-hn Ford is enroute to Ire¬
land for the world premiere of his
latest film, “The Rising of the
Moon," at the Dublin International
Film Festival ori May 16. Picture
was filmed entirely on location in
Ireland and has an all-Irish cast.
Frank S. Nugent wrote the
screenplay from three Irish stories . This performance of the Jersey Congressman amounts to rid¬
—Lady Gregory’s “The Rising of ing in the talent carriage while also running alongside and
throwing rocks at it. In the present disgruntled mood of Conthe Moon," Frank O’Connor’s “The
Majesty of the Law," and Martin J. ' guess, with economy a <tribal whoop, Thompson may help scuttle
McHugh’s “A Minute’s Wait." Ty¬ the one areajn which intelligent use of Federal funds has been
rone Power narrates the picture. It made for “propaganda." And as appropriations go, the $2,250,000
will be distributed by Warper
(last year) which state paid for the travel subsidies and salary
Bros.
differentials via American National Theatre & Academy-admin¬
istered booking is very small Indeed.

BBB Beefs On
Domino No-Show
Bostnn Mav 7

Nearly everyone with, information on the subject agrees that
the jazz units, symphonies, tenors, sopranos and ballet dancers
from America have done more for good will than almost any¬
thing else. A Negro baritone William Warfield braving the coun¬
tries of Africa and^showing what an educated, well-treated, tal¬
ented American Negro is like is of enormous practical value to.
this country. So, too, is a warmly exuberant, hearty soprano
from the Met like Eleanor Steber charming hostile, Communistridden Hong Kong into calling her “Very "Nice Number One SingSing Girl, USA."

The Better Business Bureau has
protested to the Boston Garden on
the advertising oi Fats Domino
during the recent rock V roll
show which played- there April 13.
Thompson can’t have it fcjoth ways—friend and auditor of the
BBB took the stance that Domino performing arts simultaneously.
had keen-missing shows regularly,
having' disappeared - from view
when the layout played Syracuse
April 11, and Providence, April 12
and therefore, the show had no
ri8ht t0 continue to advertise
Domino because "it was fairly evidebt that he wouldn’t appear.
It was admitted'that the absence
By ABEL GREEN
by Dommo was not authorized by
Prime appeal, of comedian Joey
the promoters, the Feld. Bros., who
Adams’ “Cindy and I” (Crown;
had contracted fbr the Negro sing$3.95) is the subtitled “real life ad¬
er to play these dates. He could
ventures of Mr. and Mrs. Joey
*»ve
reappeared
momentarily
Washington, May 7.
Adams." Book sets out to be its
it. became evident that
unpretentious self and stays that
Rep:
Frank
Thompson
Jr.,
(D.,
Domino wouldn t appear in Bosway to the end. As five-year young
an announcement to that ef- N.J.), attacked both the Treasury marrieds (Cindy Heller was for¬
and Budget Byreau yesterday (6)
for refusing a token contribution merly a model and quondam nitery
to . promote the performing and entertainer) they apparently chart¬
Former President Harry S. Tru- acgj, f*-Trying to ^"make*'up’with Sra%!:telt*ltoPOrt^d
SCT’ cultural- arts at home.
At the ed their marital course to the tag¬
nan and two-time Democratic violence wh£t they lack in inveh_ eral other; dates..
line “and they laughed happily
Presidential aspirant Adlai E. 1^17" "““t TnnVmTitr imrW
No further action is expected by same time, he slapped at the State after." It’s a happy book, betimes
Dept, for the fees it pays Amerr
Stevenson will start the political sS all thl fSss* over tlfi^so" th% B®B again1st. t?e Garden, de¬ ican entertainers When it sends slaphappy, judging by some of the
ball rolling again via a special
JlgiiSS
spite the complaint.
them overseas on cultural propa¬ completely zany and unpredictable
show on CBS Radio May 21 titled canea. realism.
-—
ganda missions. Thompson con¬ madcap antics of the author’s life
Other remarks:
“Democratic National Quiz.” StevOther
remarks:
n
•
n
1
tended that some of the fees are with Cindy.
enson will be “quizmaster” and
“Is a garbage can any more a Pa
raffinOT
KaiTVITIArP Jl*
If*
pin 0 RaiTVIllAre
The book’s singleness of purpose
“exorbitant" when compared with
1 a5IU5
•
Truman one of the “panelists.” reality, than Buckingham Palace.
5 5.Pai 1 J.™*
J
1c
v
those paid by other countries for is almost akin to a vaudeville mon¬
Others on the panel will be Mrs.
“Which is more difficult, to kick
III
P]aV
Poll
ill
olog,
so far as the anecdotal style
*‘ IV- I1 lay
up 1U
Alben Barkley, Sen. John J. Spark- somebody in the shins or to make
iaJ t1>WP‘
111 11.
1 ?■ D1U
WIU similar work by their entertainers. is concerned. They set the motif
He received • a letter from
man of Alabama, Stevenson’s 1952 people
>ple laugh?
John Barrymore Jr. may play his
with
her
“Pal Joey” chapter, which I
Under-Secretary of State Chris¬
No, I’m sorry, I shall wait u
until J»thev In ? projected televersion of
is the lone departure from the
F°Ster
“No,
Furcolo Of Massachusetts.
H y A
learn fto be elever
clever again
again.” ‘ Good Night, Sweet Prince, the tian A. Herter congratulating spouse’s singlehanded .authorship,
Program will be presented under tney leain
t0 De clever again
__
Gene- Fowler biography of the Thompson for his efforts, and dis¬ and he continues the pattern with
tlie auspices of the Democratic Na¬
Great Profile.
Martin Manulis, closing that “plans are currently an alleged portrait of a cantanker¬
tional Committee, but .-will be un- fJCCD^ D
iL PI
producer of the CBS-TV “Play- being made for U. S. participation ous Cindy vis-a-^vis her unjovial
sponsored. It’s a CBS Public Af- UjdK
ODOV UlC
lull S IlOpOV
lUC U0WH
vIOWH
house 90,” is negotiating with in the Milan Triennial and Sao Joey. In actuality both seemingly
biennial expositions.
fairs entry, with' the “equal time”
n
tl
nnr> TIT
U
••
l|
DDfi
TV Fowler f°r television rights to the Paulo
insouciant.
Herter defended the fees paid are^extraordinarily
gambit stemming from the fact that
rODnillP IlD
Oil DDl-lY
Dalr 1V hook, and if he’s successful in
topping
Upon
the Republicans had their inning
* VFFU,5 vy wu ***>v *
artists
in the overseas propaganda . They’re apparently a pair of rea¬
T ondnn Mav 7
working out a deal would like to
sonably
well-adjusted
people who
last February with a free-of-charge
London, May /.
, /s,
f /.oiiaon.
cast the younger Barrymore in the program as “in no instance in ex¬ accept, condone and frequently
cess of the going commercial rate ftfrgive the intrusions, in-laws and
jea(j.
broadcast of the Lincoln Day DinA telefilm featuring the Russian
Rus
which they can command."
ner in Washington.
The Demo- clown ...Popov has been specially
and undomesticated home
“The issue of artists’ fees," re¬ inverted
cratic “quiz” was taped over the made for the BBC by the Russian le36 thre^^bionlavs5' MaTuli^ is
life. One thing is for sure—it’s
torted Thompson, “is. a basic one ' never dull. Both are adamant
weekend
for
presentation
on
the
Television
Authorities.
It
will
be
?ra^uilsi.u®
01
DTI/-, rpV,e (I* 17„
woriung Oil ior next season, tne .
at a time when there is a pressing Adamses on many things but seem¬
May 21 ^_
gram”vrtuch “ach^the fetter ^P” SFl^zfeefel^^r 1demand for economy. Secretary ingly recognize that it’s a two-way
Fridav (10>
and,Florenz Ziegfeld. This season, ]Herter should carefully investi¬
so¬ - Pooov wag.’a hit'with British ‘4Playh°use ?0” started a trend in {gate the program. Secretary Her¬ street as regards their own human
. Mary Gray, San Francisco soprano recently married to photoi^ DhnPflr^ bPrP Revised biographies, with one ,ter is dead Wrong if he thinks the frailties. If there’s tenacity in some
of her wackiness it’s born of a
grapher Bob Lackenbach, plans to
show on the early years of; Helen (
will countenance for very sense of’justice, as witness that $8
take off shortly for Europe with Wlth ^ Russian State Circus last teller, another on the “Pearl iCongress
lpng the exorbitant fees which the
her husband. They’ll live in Lu- year. Payment
Mesta Story" and the upcoming ;State Department has.defended in gyp in the .linoleum anecdote.
cerne, Switzerland, and she’ll sing probably be in the form ot mate
Briscoe Story" and the !
Their private life is. forever pubwith a number of European opera rial on the lines ot a cultural ex- «Helen Morgan Story," latter the past and is defending, even
(Continued on page 69)
now."
companies.
_chan6e. __ scheduled for next Thursday (16)
"""
—
——;
^ with Polly Bergen starring.
5/8
~

and I,’ The Happy
Thompson Raps . ‘Cindy
& Slaphappy Times Of
Mr. & Mrs. Joey Adams
D.S. Scales For
Acts Overseas

HST&Adlai Radio Stars
In Demo ‘National Quiz’

Tn Play Pan

Col’s Lieberson Gets
Doctorate From Temple

ONWry
A M

It’s now Dr. Goddard Lieberson.
The Columbia Records prexy has

Subscription Order Form
■

.
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^

Enclosed find check for $

degree by Temple U.
'>•
Lieberson treks to Philadelphia
today (Wed.) to receive the doctorate.
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Dartmouth Gets Theatre

_ABEL GREEN, Editor___
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Please send VARIETY for

Trade Mark Registered
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Hanover, N. H., May 7.
Construction of Dartmouth Col¬
lege’s unique $7,000,000 cultural
and social center, which will be
named iir honor of Ernest Martin
Hopkins, former president, of the
college, will be started next spring,
according" to President John Sloan
Dickey.
The four-building group to be
built during the two-year project
will include a 450-seat theatre for •
dramatic productions and a con¬
cert-lecture auditorium with mo¬
tion picture projection facilities.
Besides the 450-seat theatre, the
theatre block will include a small
student theatre, theatre shops, re¬
hearsal rooms and. dressing rooms.
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PICTURES

TV Using Old Theatre Excuse
[ON BAD PRODUCT BEEFS]
Dept, pf 'Jqstipe antitrust suit against six telecasters on charges
of block booking of feature pictures, has brought attention to a
striking parallel in the public relations of both telecasters and
theatrical exhibitors.
* .
Theatremen, upon hearing beefs from customers about the nega¬
tive values of a picture, had the one alibi: they were forced to
accept a certain amount of lesser-value product in order to obtain
the good pictures,
TV station operators, according to sources within that industry,
from viewers when a
And they’re similarly

similarly have been receiving complaints
picture doesn't measure up satisfactorily.
making the block-booking excuses.

Briton: 'Are We to Become a Nation
Of Supporting Players to Yanks?’
London, May 7. 4-—
A resolution aimed at making it
Negroe* Bally Tour
more difficult for foreign artists
to appear in Britain, ^specially in
Hollywood, May 7.
pictures and on television was ac¬
Popularity of Negro per¬
cepted by British Actors’ Equity
formers Leslie Scott and EthelAssn, at their annual convention.
Ayler in Europe will be ex¬
The adoption of the resolution was
ploited by United Artists in
carried against the advice of senior
unusual European campaign
official of the actors union.
mapped for William Berke’s
Security Production of “Ca¬
It urged that in future, a far
lypso Island.”
Stricter attitude should be adopted
towards requests for' permits for
Pair toured Europe last year
foreign artists, especially, in the
In “Porgy and Bess” under
case of pictures made for British
State Dept, auspices, were
Quota and telefilms to be screened
prominently featured in sixIn this country.
page Life mag layout during
Russian visit.
< Proposed by Roger Snowdon,
the resolution was carried by 137
Under contract with Berke,
votes to 83. Snowdon said he had
pair will do series of per¬
no desire to prevent the British
sonals in Europe with sched- ]
public from seeing distinguished
uled summer release of film
foreign artists, but he did not want
which went before cameras
to see British artists pushed aside
last .week on co-production
by foreigners.
deal with Berke utilizing" con¬
siderable amounts British ster- t
He added: “Most of our so-called
ling
to make film.
British pictures are nearly all
American. In fact, there is no rea¬
son why they shouldn’t be made as
American pictures on location. Un¬
less we are to become a nation of
supporting
players,
something
ready drastic must be done now.”
Equity had a membership of 10,000
and it was possible to fill any role
from amqng them.
Loew’s Inc. and subsidiaries, in¬
i Hugh Jenkins, the Association’s cluding its theatre arm, chalked up
assistant secretary, said the coun¬ a net profit, after taxes of $2,729,cil's policy was to preserve a prop¬ 248, or 151c per share, for the 28er balance, and they were prepared week period ending March 14,1957.
to discuss each case on its merits. The profit for the corresponding
period of the previous year was
$1,389,843 or 36c per share.
Gross sales and Operating reve¬
nue during the most recent stanza
amounted to $87,248,000 compared
with $87,439,000 for the same pe¬
riod of the previous year.
Despite the profit increase in
the 28-week period, the 16-week
stanza ending March 14, showed a
decline, with profit after taxes be¬
ing $983,923, equal to 18c per
share, as against $1,641,682 or 31c
Representatives from other en¬ per share for the corresponding pe¬
tertainment and communications riod of the previous year. Gross
media have been invited by 20th- sales were $48,630,000 as against
;Fox to attend the premiere show¬ $52,837,000.
ing of ‘The Big Show,” special 90Prexy Joseph R. Vogel attributed
minute Cinemascope product fea¬ the decline to the “disappointing
ture, at the Roxy Theatre, N. Y., boxoffice returns” of the pictures
;this morning (Wed.) at 9:15 a.m.
distributed during the 16-week pe¬
; Plans for the company’s 1957 out¬ riod ending March 14.
put of 55 films are discussed in the
jfeature which will have 41 show¬
ings in the U. S. and Canada dur¬
ing lytay. Spyros P. Skouras, 20th
1 prexy; Buddy Adler, production
: chief; Alex Harrison, general sales
The N.Y. Film Directors Organ¬
jtoanager ,and Gharles Einfeld, pub-,
jflu chief, make appearances in the izing Committee voted unanimously
film.
to reject the latest terms of affilia¬
i The film company - has invited tion offered by the Screen Direc¬
At the
| representatives of advertising agen- tors Guild of America.
Jcies, radio and television networks, same time, the eastern unit de¬
executives of major corporations, cided to set up its own local screen
religious, social and civic leaders,, directors guild to negotiate with
editors, film company employees, N.Y. producers.
exhibitors, and entertainment perDespite the nix of the Coast
Wpalities to the screening.
Guild’s terms, the N.Y. group left
The 90-minute film will contain the door open for further negotia¬
scenes from 14 of 20th’s big pic¬ tions and for possible affiliation
tures. These films are said to rep- in the future. Originally the N.Y.
i®sent a production investment of unit voted to accept the Coast out¬
000,000. Producers making pic¬ fit’s terms, but it’s charged that the
tures under the 20th banner will Hollywood group revised the stip¬
appear and tell about their plans. ulations at the last moment. At
*fiey include Darryl F. Zanuck, contention is the subject of auton¬
.Jerry Wald, Henry Ginsberg, omy, with the eastern group claim¬
J?eorge Stevens, Charles Brackett, ing that the Coastites want com¬
"amuel Engel, Nunnally Johnson, plete control of financial matters,
JUchard Rodgers and Oscar Ham- the executive committee, and ne¬
merstein 2d, and Elia Kazan.
gotiation of contracts.

’Disappointment’ Dogs
Metro Despite 51c Pace
Over 36c on 28 Weeks

Bid Other Media
To 20th Product
Pitch at Roxy

MANHATTAN DIRECTORS
NIX SDG’S CONDITIONS

S

PRODUGEfIS RISK Metro Seen in Jam With Petrillo
DIXIE BOYCOTT On Nick Schenck s Reputed Pledge
Southern States continue to
fight, clip or reject feature films
in which Negro characters are
shown in positions of prestige, as
social equals of whites, or where
there is direct or implied sex
potential. Which raises the dollars-and-cents question of why
Hollywood producers risk losing the
Dixie market (perhaps 20% of the
U.S. domestic grossing possibility).
The answer seems to be this:
a) Negro actors and race themes
are very interesting to, and
therefore boxoffice bait in
European, Asiatic and African
markets, South Africa ex¬
cepted.
b) American Negroes, now a
sizeable segment of the film
patronage in America as a
whole and Northern Cities, are
relatively indifferent to pic¬
tures with all-colored casts
but appreciate pictures with
mixed-race actors.
At the moment Southern exhibi¬
tors to a large extent simply refuse
to book such pictures and even if
they do play them, Negro actor
scenes in which Negroes are prom¬
inent are apt to be “edited” out
or way down before the film gets
onto the screen.
Snipped-out
clips are re-spliced when the print
goes back to the branch.
Hollywood in recent months has
shown more than passing interest
in the question of the Negro’s posi¬
tion and particularly his struggles
in the colonial areas of Africa.
The producers have, however,
stayed away carefully from tack¬
ling the sensitive race issue in the
American South.
Prejudice Unabashed
It’s realized that, in the current
inflamed state of segregation
(some Southerners are so bitter
they use the word “mongrelization), even films that were possible
some years back—such as-“Pinky”
—would be refused acceptance.
Ernest G. Stellings, who runs
the Tarheel circuit Jn North Caro¬
lina (he’s also the president of.
Theatre Owners of America), said
recently that it was a regular prac¬
tice among Southern exhibitors to
entirely discard scenes showing
Negroes performers. He cited the
specific instance of Lena Horne
(Continued on page 14)

Of % on Old Film Sold to TV

----rf

Metro After Bergman
Ingrid Bergman may do a
feature film for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.' Title not known.
Negotiations are now on and
the picture would be pro¬
duced in Europe.

Urge Negroes to Boycott
’10 Commandments’ Under
Segregated N. C. Set-up
Greensboro, N. C., May 7.
Greensboro Negroes were asked
by a Bennett College professor to
boycott local theaters since “the
humiliation of segregation should
certainly not be at our own ex¬
pense.”
Dr. Edwin Edmonds, professor of
sociology at the college and presi¬
dent of the Greensboro Natl. Assn,
for the Advancement of Colored
People, emphasized that he was
making the request as a private
citizen and not as an officer of the
pro-Negro group.
He made the request before an
estimated 800 Negroes attending a
meeting of the local NAACP group.
Edmonds urged the audience
“that we no longer continue to. pay
for segregation with our recrea¬
tion.” He told those present to ask
their friends to join in the boy¬
cott.”
“To attend segregated theaters
in Greensboro, particularly dur¬
ing the showing of ‘The Ten Com¬
mandments,’ would be a sacrilege,”
the professor said.

Hargreaves To Coast
Kenneth Hargreaves, head of
the Rank Distributing Co. of the
U. S., leaves New York for the
Coast next week to look over the
setup of the company’s newlyestablished offices in Los Angeles
and San Francisco.
He’ll also visit the company’s
new exchanges in Portland and
Seattle before returning to his
SN. Y. base on May 23.

National Boxoffice Survey
Trade Turns Spotty; ‘Face’ Takes TopSpot; ‘80Days’
2d, ‘10 C’s 3d,JDolphin’ 4th, ‘Wonders’ 5th
Bulk of wicket strength in cur¬
rent stanza is being supplied by
champ longrunners and established
high-grossers because just-launched
pix continue to amaze with their
lack Of b. o. draw. Variable weath¬
er is not . helping trade much,
either, although cooler weekend
weather was a plus factor.
“Funny Face” (Par), after a dip
from top rung last week, is back
in No. 1 spot this round. “Around
World in 80 Days” (UA), champ a
week ago, is a close second-place
winner, with. a majority of playdates great to capacity.
“10 Commandments” (Par) is
winding up in third spot as com¬
pared, with second last session.
Cecil Bv DeMille opus shows signs
of tiring on extended-run engage¬
ments in a couple of keys covered
by Variety, “Boy On Dolphin”
(20th) showed improvement,'push¬
ing to fourth position after a lapse
into sixth spot a week ago.
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cin¬
erama) again is capturing fifth
money, same as last stanza. “Spirit
of St. Louis” (WB), fourth last
round, is landing sixth place. “De¬
signing Woman” (M-G) perked to
seventh.
“Bachelor Party” (UA) rounds
out the Top 8 list. “Strange One”
(Col) and “12 Angry Men” (UA)
are the runner-up. films currently.
There’s a long list of newcomers
this session, but few of them in¬
dicate much promise, “Abandon
Ship” (Col), showing in some five

keys, does not show one where it
is doing better than light trade.
“Oklahoma” (AA) is rated lusty
in Chi. “Public Pigeon tfo. 1” (U)
looks fancy in Cincy.
“Little Hut” (M-G), also ..new,
is only fairly good in N. Y. “Young
Stranger” (U) is fair in Minne¬
apolis. ‘.‘Living Idol” (M-G) shapes
very dull in N. Y. Another newie,
“Girl in Kremlin” (U), dull in two
spots, is just about oke in L. A.,
pairpd with “Deadly Mantis,” also
from Universal.
“This Could Be the Night”
(M-G) is highly disappointing in
Frisco and Cleveland. Also new
“Reach for Sky” (U) shapes sturdy
in N. Y.
“Guns in Ft. Petticoat’1 (Col)
looks nice in Chi. “‘Edge of City”
(M-G) is rated lively in Chi. “La
Strada” (T-L), still smash in N.Y.,.
was a big disappointment with
dubbed version in L. A.
‘Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison”
(20th), neat in Cleveland, looms
nifty in Philly and fast in L. A.
“10,000 Bedrooms” (M-G) is lag¬
ging in Detroit and Philly.
“Shrinking Man” (U) shapes fine
in Toronto. “Tall T” (Col is rated
average in Detroit and fair in Den¬
ver.
“Brave One” (RKO-U) is fancy
in Buffalo and nice in Cincy. “Tat¬
tered Dress” (U) looms good in
Buffalo and fair in Indianapolis.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9.)
I

Film company presidents have
been quietly seeking to smooth out
a potentially serious • problem with
the American Federation of Musi¬
cians, stemming from anallege#
promise made by Nicholas M.
Schenck to pay the AFM 5% of all
monies netted by Metro from the
licensing of its pictures to televi¬
sion. It’s believed that Schenck,
while still at the M-G helm a cou¬
ple of years ago, assured James C.
Petrillo, AFM president, that the
film company would contribute to
AFM’s trust fund in that 5%
amount and this would apply to all
pictures,
This obviously would place M-G
in an unique position since other
film companies have an AFM agree¬
ment to pay nothing on income
accrued from tv-licensing produc¬
tions which were made prior to Au¬
gust, 1948. Films lensed subse¬
quent to that date are subject to
negotiation with AFM.
Present M-G management head¬
ed by Joseph R. Vogel is balking at
the idea of the payoff to AFM,
reportedly asserting that a valid
deal actually never had been en¬
tered.
AFM’s answer is that either M-G
pay up or all musicians will be
pulled from current production.
This obviously could cripple opera¬
tions at the Culver City lot.
Other companies are concerned,
fearing the threatened AFM walk¬
out, if it does take place, could
spread unless they similarly cut the
union in on revenue ‘from the old
pictures. Series of meetings al¬
ready has been Held at the Motion
Picture Assn, of America with Eric
A. Johnston, MPAA president, the
companies’ topkicks and AFM reps
sitting in. It’s understood no so¬
lution has been reached so far.
While there’s been no official ex¬
planation of Schenck’s motives for
(Continued on page 71)

Heller (Cleveland)
To Probe Loew’s
East Operation
Robert Heller & Associates, the
Cleveland- management consultant
firm retained by Lqew’s Inc., will
survey the film company’s homeoffice operation. As a result of
the survey, it’s expected that a
number of consolidations of de¬
partments will take place and that'
some jobs will be eliminated.
The study will be similar to the
one recently completed on Loew’s
studio operation by Booz, Allen &
Hamilton; The latter report, itiucll
of which has been acted upon by
prexy Joseph R. Vogel, has been
in the hands of management for
several weeks.
Originally Booz
was supposed to make a study.'of
the company’s entire operation.
Apparently
Heller outfit was
brbught in at the suggesstion of
Ogden R. Reid, president and edi¬
tor of N. Y. Herald Tribune and
chairman of Loew’s executive com¬
mittee. The board acted on Reid’s
suggestion at. its meeting last
week.
The. board session, compared to
the previous monthly meeting, was
a quiet one. Absent from the
meeting were Louis Johnson, Fred
Florence and Ray Lawson. The
board members present, according
to Loew’s, gave approval of the
report submitted by Vogel on all
current phases of the company’s
activities. It also acted upon and
approved contracts on pictures to
be made by independent produc¬
ers for Loew’s release.
Vogel left for the Coast over the
past weekend to continue his
supervision of the studio opera¬
tion.
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Tace in Crowd’ Into Globe, Times Sq.;
Hone to Rub Off ‘B’ House Stiema

Preston Sturges Shoots
English and French For
Constantine’s ‘Chicago’

8,

I957

Smoking Privilege Touted as B.O. Bail;
13-Year Ban Tentatively Lifted

Hollywood director Preston
Sturges, who has been living in
Booking of Elia Kazan’s “A Face 4Newark, May 7
Paris recently, will follow up his
in the Crowd” at Brandt’s Globe
A 13-year ban on smoking ’in
Fight, Fight, Fight!
Theda Bara’s Jewels
current “The French They Are a
Theatre on Broadway may serve to
local film theatres was lifted on a
Funny Race,” with “Gentleman
solve the argument if it’s the the¬
trial basis Saturday (4) after rep«
Leo Pillot of the J. Arthur
Chicago, May 7.
From Chicago,” starring Eddie.
atre or the picture that determines
of the Federation of New Jersey
Rank U. S. office felt that the
Small attendance marked
Contantine, the' American' per¬
the boxoffice pull.
Snayjng of
Theatres made an appeal to Fire
“Tonight” tv show and Jack
thesale
.here
of
the
gems
and
former who has become a popular
“Face” represents something of a
Director James T, Owens. They
Lescotilie owed him a plug
art work of Theda Bara. Only
French bwo. name.
coup for the Globe inasmuch as
urged him to ease an anti-smoking
and he went out and got it.
150 people showed up at the
the house is usually considered an
ordinance on the grounds that such
In filming “Gentleman,” Sturges
When Kenneth More, star of
Chicago Art Galleries last
outlet for secondary ^ product.
a step was necessary to fight dwin¬
will follow the same technique he
Rank’s
“Reach
for
the
Sky”
week
for
the
auction
of
$100,dling attendance.
“Face’’ is the first prestige film to
employed with “The French”—
was interviewed by Lescoulie,
000 worth of jewels and paint¬
play the Globe in quite a while.
City’s smoking- ban as a safety
shooting the picture in both Eng¬
not a single mention of the
ings belonging to the late siren
Harry Brandt gave Warner Bros.,
measure stemmed from Boston’s
lish and French, According to
*
picture
was
made
or
where
of
the
silent
screen.
Cocoanut Grove disaster in 1942.
which is releasing the film, a num¬
Sturges, who is in Nr Y. in. con¬
it was playing.
Despite .newspaper publicity
Under the relaxation* theatres may
ber of important concessions in
nection with the opening of “The
Pillot determined to remedy
most of those who attended
order to obtain the booking. These
permit
smoking in certain restrictFrench,” he shoots' all scenes
the situation. He had a sign
were professional jewelry
ed areas providing, they have a Fire
include, it’s said,-a locked booking,
twice—first in one language and ‘ made up reading “Reach for
dealers.
Dept. okay. Most towns in Jersey,
a favoraWe percentage, and special
then the other. - In “The French
the Sky at the Sutton The¬
incidentally, as well as New York
bally arrangementsw
Latter in¬
They Are a Funny Race,” based
atre.” He sent an office boy
City have long permitted smoking
volves use of signs over both
on Pierfe Daninos’ “The Note¬
around to the RCA display
in balconies, etc.
-the Globe and Brandt’s Mayfair
books
of
Major
Thompson,”
showroom
on.
49th
St.
where
Theatre. Use of the two signs will
Sturges employed actors who
the show originates, When the
give Warners a total of 15,861
could speak both English and
tv cameras panned out to the
square feet of- space, overlooking
French. The leads are Martine
street to pick’ up the crowds,
Broadway.
Carole, Jack Buchanan and Noel
the
office. boy held up the
From the standpoint of the
Noel.
sign. He repeated his assign-Brandt organization, tire booking
“The
French
They
Are
a
Funny
ment for three nights, in a
of “Face” at the Globe represents
Los Angeles, May 7.
Race,” which Sturges made for the
row.
a future potential.
If “Face”
G-B-D International Releasing
Gaumont
company
of
France,
will
emerges a success, it will accom¬
Corp.,
owner
of “exclusive U. S.
be distributed*in the United States
plish a great deal in removing the
rights to the French import “Huby Continental Distributing, the
stigma long associated with the
lot’s Holiday,” filed, suit in Fed¬
Paris, May 7.
Frank Kassler-Walter Reade Jr.
Globe-—that it is an outlet only
eral Court here, seeking a mini¬
Singer-actor Yves Montand has outfit. It opens at Reade’s Baronet
for “B” films. As a consequence,
mum of $12,500 and an accounting
Theatre,
N.
Y.,
on'
May
20
with
a
been
singularly
reticent
since
his
the theatre—in the future—has a
ffom Cinema Distributors Inc., and
chance of being considered as a return from Russia and Commu¬ benefit performance for the N. Y.
Edward W, Barison, West Coast dis¬
host for important pictures with nistic Satellites, Paris speculates: Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund.
tributors of the picture. Firm also
long-run potential.
charged the defendants refused to
(lj-was
he
•disappointed?
(2)
Is
he
And One for United. Artists
Kazan played an important part
give up six.positive prints of the
in agreeing to the Globe’s selec¬ embarrassed because of bad reac*
picture, valued at $1,800.
Cannes, May 7.
tion. It’s his .contention that if tion throughout Europe to Soviet
After some years of starring in
Complaint alleged that the de¬
the picture is a good one, the pub¬ since the brutal liquidation of the French films, the transplanted
fendants were to' get a percentage
lic will turn out to see it no mat¬ Hungarians?
American singer-actor, Eddie Con¬
of the gross for their distribution
Washington,* May 7.
ter in what theatre it’s housed,
stantine, is to do one in English
A development that may have services in this area but withheld
Montand’s predicament is per¬ for his native land. Producer-di¬
The film,' starring Andy Griffith
at
least $12,500 more than was com¬
and Patricia Neal, opens on May 28 haps a delicate one. He wanted rector David Miller has the deal far-reaching consequences in the ing to them.
motion picture industry .was re¬
with a special “Your^Favorite Char¬ to cancel out his tour after Hun¬ moulded via United Artists.
ity” premiere. Tickets are priced gary but the Russians turned the
United Artists will finance at vealed at the convention of the So¬ AGENT MURRAY ROSEN S JAM
at from $10 to ,$25. Purchasers may
$700,000 budget. Miller and Con¬ ciety of Motion Picture and Tele¬
earmark . their contributions for heat on the western powers be¬ stantine will accept 70% in lieu of
charities of their choice, with Price, cause of Suez and Montand was salary. Film rolls this summer in vision Engineers here last Week. Charged With Selling 10 One-Third
Interests In ‘Wastrel,’
The discovery, by George Lewin of
Waterhouse & Co. making the com¬ apparently under great pressure Paris.
to go through with his dates, in¬
pilation of contributions.
The vehicle: “Short Weekend” the Army Signal Corps, involves
cluding
Hungary.
For
fear
of
\
Los Angeles. May 7.Brandt has agreed to close the
by Alfred Ha(yes. Concerns an ex- transparent magnetic tape.
District Attorney’s office has
house several days before the open¬ French outrage at his implicit en¬ Yank soldier', whp gets entangled
A
paper
by
Lewin
described
the
filed an “information” charging
ing for a general cleaning up and dorsement of the USSR he was with, you guessed it, gangsters.
uncovering of a method for re¬ agent Murray Rosen with over-zeal,
obliged to cancel his press con¬
refurbishing job,.
producing an optical track even ousness.
ference.
Preliminary hearing will be held
Meanwhile, he is back and pre¬ Spruce New Hampshire OzoneY when completely covered by A
magnetic track. This means that in'Municipal Court next Tuesday
Rochester, N. H„ May 7.
paring a one-man stage show for
it
will
no
longer
be
neefissary
to
The
new
Rochester
Drive-In
(14)
to. investigate charges that Ro¬
next season, counting upon French
tolerance, reasserting itself by theatre on the Milton road, former¬ resort to half-width tracks when sen sold 10 one-third- interests irt
then. But his position is still am¬ ly the Sunset Drive-In, has been combination-optical and’ magnetic Frederick Wakeman’s novel “The
Wastrel,” to which he owned no
His latest film, “Les reopened under the new manage¬ tracks are required.
Annual flurry of show business biguous.
of * Interstate Theatres.
The .demonstration of Lewin’s rights in the first place.. District
stockholder meetings its at hand. Sorcieres de Salem” based on Ar¬ ment
The ozoner has been given a discovery was one of the highlights Attorney’s office said Rosen got
thur
Miller’s
“The
Crucible”
is
be¬
It began yesterday (Tues.) with the
“new look” with larger screen, of the five-day convention which $5,000 from one purchase, $1,000
RCA session (separate story) and ing held off the njarket as untime¬ new
kiddies’
playground and ended Friday (3).
It was made in the Commu¬
1 from another and $750 from sev¬
is to be followed by 20th-Fox and ly.
The “information”
nist State of East Germany.
modern snack bar.
* More than 100 technical papers I eral others.
American Broadcasting-Paramount
covering almost every aspect of charges three counts of grand theft
Theatres conclaves on May 21 and
motion picture and television and and nlhe counts of violating the
Paramount’s get-together June 4.
science and industry were pre¬ California Corporation Code since,
Also set for sometime in June
sented at 14. sessions attended by under California law, sale of a frac¬
is the first stockholder meeting
700 persons who registered at the tional interest constitutes sale of
ever to be held by United Artists.
securities.
81st convention.
Through the* years a privatelyHearing will determine whether
owned company, UA last month
1 J. W. McNair, assistant techni¬ there is “probable cause” to hold
Loew’s Inc. common stock, cur¬
Additional income, according to
placed on the market a public stock rently selling at about $19 share, the report, can be generated from cal director of the American Stand¬ Rosen for Superior Court ^trial on
and debenture issue.
has a potential value of $40 per savings in studio operation and ards Assn., pointed put that stand¬ charges he collected in excess of
share, according tp a Wall Street film distribution. Also potential ards are rcpnstantly being revised $10,000 from at feast 10 persons in¬
investment report. The eight-page earnings from tv station invest¬ that in the field of motion pictures terested in the property. D. A. said
'PARIS AFTER MIDNIGHT'
report, devoted wholly to Loew’s, ments and from profitable feature, 89 standards were approved as Rosen appeared to have been mak¬
was compiled by Arthur Wiesen- productions can reach, a total het American standards as of April 1. ing some attempt at restitution
Nabbed Film To Be Shown At berger & Co. and recommends the income ’ of from $11,000,000 to
According to John Flory, of the when the law moved in on him.
Obscenity Trial
film company's stock as an “attrac¬ $16,000,000, or about $2r$3 per Eastman Kodak Co., an estimated
share on . the present stock, the re¬ 1,500,000,000 - has been spent for
tive, conservative speculation,”
Reading, Pa., May 7.
Europe to N. Y.
On the bSsis of a comprehensive port figures. Adding theatre earn-, audio-visual
equipment
since
. The operators of the Plaza Thea¬ evaluation of past and present ac¬ ings of about 50c a share on'the World War II and the annual rate
Roger Lewis
tre, Walter and Claude Finch, were tivities of the company, the Wie-. present stock, the survey says, is now exceeding $180,000,000.
Victor Mature
ordered held for the June grand senberger survey foresees an gives a total income potential of. Flory estimated that American
David Nixon
jury by Alderman Harold C. Coo¬ “eventual work-out price” of .$40, $2.50 to $3.50 per share. Based on business owns and operates 150,Roger L. Stevens
ney on charges of showing an ob¬ equal to the “break-up” or liquida¬ the market’s past evauation, such 000 16m’sound projectors with an
Preston Sturges
scene film “Paris After Midnight.” tion value of the company’s assets. earnings would produce a price of expenditure of $156,000,000 Gov¬
L. A. to N. Y.
$25
to
$35
a
present
share,
adcordPist. ‘Atty. Frederick O. Bru¬
The Wall St. firm’s analysis
ernment expenditures for film
baker declined to show the film ^places particular emphasis on ing to the analysis. And if earn¬ and audio-visuals is estimated at
Eva -Bartok
Mortimer Becker
May 1 in the alderman’s office, but Loew’s library of old films. It feels ings can be brought up to. $4 per $31,000,000; educational, $22,000,William Dover
said it would be shown at the trial. that’ the old pix represent the share, a 10% return on calculable 000; religious film, $13,900,000:
Defense counsel Edward Younger- film company’s greatest asset and equity, the $40 mark can be civic, social welfare (for films and
William Dozier
Janet Gaynor
mans contended the film was the estimates that Loew’s can obtain reached, the report states. It points other audio-visuals) $7,510,00Q, and
George Gobel
best evidence, rather than descrip¬ an income Of over $100,000,000 in out that the possible liquidation of health, $5,700,000.
„ Sam Hersh
tion by .police.
the next eight 6r nine years by unproductive assets and the use
of
the
proceeds
to
hasten
debt
re¬
Dean
Jones
The film*was seized March 4, four leasing its backlog) pictures to
Muriel Landers
days after it was seen by two Read¬ television. “Greater exploitation tirement or reduce the common
N.
Y.
to
Europe
Dorothy McGuire
ing policemen. The house, which of this asset is a vital concomit¬ capitalization “would ^ accelerate
Americo Aboaf
Bert Richman
had an admission tab of 99c, has ant of a major - and profitable the improvement.”
Bob
Aspen
The
report
praises
the
efforts
of
Leon
Roth
change
in
the
company’s
future
op¬
since shuttered for lack of patron¬
Lucinda Ballard '
prexy Joseph R. Vogel, the new
Ann Rutherford
erations,” the report emphasizes.
age.
Alvin
Colt
•
Gia Scala
In discussing Loew’s future earn¬ management and board of directors
Brubaker said the case would be
A1 Daff
Mel Schjank
presented to grand jury, but he ing potential, the report figures to put the company back on a
Howard
Dietz
sound
operating
basis.
“Each
of
Dorothy Shay
that
the
film
company
should
said he doubted if the case will
John Ford
Patricia Ziegfeld Stephensen
come to trial in June, unless the gross $10,000,000 (before expenses the company’s activities is. being
Arthur
Freed
S. A. G. Swenson
Superior Court hands down a rul¬ and taxes) through the leasing of put to the test-of profitability,” it
Milton Goldman
John Swope
ing in a similar case appealed from its pre-1949 films and shorts to notes. “If they do not earn an ade¬
Theresa
Helburn
quate
return
on
the
capital
in¬
Fred Zinnemann
tv.
Expenses
should
not
exceed
Lackawanna County.
Erich Leinsdorf
Policewoman Betty Jane Wenger, 10%, it notes, so that the net on vested in them, they may be dis¬
N. Y. to L. A.
Vincente
Minnelli
who charged that the film was of a this business should exceed $4,- continued. This does not mean
Charles C. Barry
Walter Reade Jr.
“lascivious, obscene, indecent or 500,000 (85c share on the present that the new board is approaching
Samuel G. Engel
Horace Schwerin
immoral nature and character or stock) - after taxes over the next the company’s problems in a de¬
Kenneth Hargreaves
Liz Smith
such as might tend to corrupt few years. Net income from the structive nianner. Rather, we un¬
Parke
Levy •
John
S.
Springer
morals,” admitted under cross-ex: tv leasing activities, the reports derstand that their attitude is the
Arnold Peyser
Tom Stathos
amination that the film did not fend estimates, should increase to $6,- Constructive one of combing -the
Milton Pickman
Elaine Stritch
to corrupt her and that it would 000,000 ($1.15 per share) or more burrs out of the MGM’s lion’s
Leo F. Samuels
Joseph Szigfeti
depend on the person as to whether annually as the later films and mane in order to restore the vital¬
Joseph R. Vogel
Genevieve
Till!
the pix would inciter a person to shorts are added to the tv rental ity that marked its pre-war his¬
Allen •'Widem
Jack Tirman’
tory.”
\
service.
“unlawfulness.’'

Yves Montand
Silent; His Red
‘Salem’ Held Back

SUES COAST FRANCHISE
ON mOT’S HOLM’

New Transparent

A Big Change?

UA ADDED STARTER IN
STOCKHOLDER MEETINGS

Wall St Analyst Likes Loew’s
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ADAPTOR: ART NOT BUTCHERY
'New York Sound Track
*-h

Trimming of RKO’s distribution facilities in Europe along with co^
production deals with British and Continental film-makers are on the
horizon. Action on both these fronts is, behind the current European
tour being undertaken, by Tom O’Neil, Walter Branson and William
Dozier, Company’s setup in England expectedly, will be the first
tagged for an. overhaul.
Fred iinnemann getting himself a rare education in diverse sub¬
jects. He’s now studying religioso matters preparatory to directing
“Nun’s Story/’ after digging the inside on narcotics for his now com¬
pleted “Hatful of Rain,” and later on he’ll be investigating sheep
herding in Australia for “The Sun Downers.”
Arthur Freed and Vincente Minnelli in and out of Gotham en route
to Paris to scout locations for Metro’s “Gigi” . . . Jack Webb’s newest
picture for Warners, “The D. I.,” Will bow in Chicago, May 30 with
Webb making a personal appearance . . . 20th prexy Spyros Skouras
and Inter-America topper Murray Silverstone back from a series of
business meetings in Mexico City ... Warners roundihg up exiled
princes—both pseudo and real—to meet a group of ■ Broadway show¬
girls at the Placet Elegante on May 23 as a stunt for “The Prince and
the Showgirl,’* starring Marilyn Monroe and Sir Laurence Olivier . , .
WB’s energetic Jack Tirman doing Europe on a two-week quickie . . .
Janet Gaynor, who/makes her return to the screen in 20th's “Bernadine,” in Manhattan to confer with the film company’s execs . . .
Fred Zinnemann off to the Belgian Congo to scout locations for “The
Nun’s Story,” which will star Audrey Hepburn . . . It’s “Kettle Time”
again on the Schine circuit. For the sixth yeat in a row, 50 theatres
in the Schine chain in New York, Ohio, Maryland, Kentucky and Dela¬
ware have booked a pre-release engagement of Universal’s latest
Kettle film, “The Kettles on Old MacDonald’s Farm” ... Universal’s
32 branch , offices holding special “sneak” previews of “Tammy and
the Bachelor’’ for exhibitors and their families . . . Andy Griffith set
for a 17-city personal appearance tour in connection wit^, Elia Kazan’s
“A Face in the Crowd” . . . Frank Pace Jr., member of Loew’s board
of ^rectors, upped to president of General Dynamics Corp. . . .JBarry
Richardson exiting Warners homeoffice publicity department to join
CBS Radio . . . WB’s Lee Ferrara, former INS bureau chief in Tokyo,
back in Gotham after revisiting Japan as unit publicist on “Sayanora.”
Raoul Ploquin, French Film Producer Assni prexy, bedded down , in
Gotham with bronchitis . . . Council of Europe cultural experts to give
their first film prize at this year’s Berlin International Film Festival
which runs June 21-July 2. Five-man jury will select the award-win¬
ning picture., *
Having acquired the French “Gervaise,” Continental Distributing
now quarrels with Rank Film Distributors re the latter’s claim that
“Reach for the Sky” was named best film of 1956 by the British Film
Academy. -Continental says “Sky” was the “best British film” whereas
“Gervaise” came out as “best film from any source.” To the barriers,
men! . . . “Miss Spirit of St, Louis” promotion contest, supervised by
Warner Bros, ad-pub v.p. Robert S. Taplinger, got space in some 14
foreign countries via local newspaper stories. Airlines cooperated.
Anne Baxter will star in “Sleep No More,” to be made abroad by
Dragon Productions for release by Warners . . . David O. Selznick has
Mercedes McCambridge for “A Farewell to Arms” . . . U bought the
Richard Rodgers tune, ‘Slaughter On Tenth Avenue,” as the new title
for “The Man Who Rocked the Boat . . . Jeff Chandler plays opposite
Esther Williams in U’s “The Islander.”
In a tieup with the Brooklyn Dodgers, Warner Bros, will take pic¬
tures of fans at Ebbets Field for a photo identification contest to pro¬
mote “A Face in the Crowd .. . . Warners apparently is playing both
sides of the current musical crazes. It calls “Untamed Youth,” a
“rockalypso” Story . . . Swiss actress Maria Schell signed for Metro’s
“The Brothers Karamazov” . . .. Distributors Corp. of America haspicked up franchise arrangements for distribution of Saturn Films’
“Fire Maidens of Outer Space” in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Boston,
Kansas City, Des Moines, Omaha, Chicago and Indianapolis territories
, .. Universal’s sales V.p. Charles J. Feldman off on a six-week tour of
Orient to confer with the company’s foreign supervisors and to survey
exhibition patterns and business conditions . . . C. S. Perkins, now op¬
erating manager of Altec Service Co., will assume the duties of general
manager of the company at its N.Y. headquarters. Marty Wolf, in
addition to his present post of sales manager, will become assistant
general manager.
As a tieup with the West End preem of Metro’s “Designing Women,”
the British weekly magazine, Illustrated, is running a dress sense
competition with an all-expense-paid trip to Hollywood as the first
prize.
Mammoth sign space (14,688 square feet) which wraps around the
corner of the Mayfair Theatre Bldg, is to be used for the first time to
spotlight a picture not at the Mayfair. Space is being taken by
Warners for “A Face in the Crowd,” which bows at the Globe May
28. Harry Brandt, operator of both the Mayfair-and Globe, is renting
the Mayfair space to WB at $1,500 per week - . . Walter Reade wings
to Cannes today (Wed.) on the prowl for product for his Continental
Distributing outfit. He'll spend two weeks in France and then goes
to England and promises he'll be an active negotiator for any celluloidia that has U.S* Import possibilities.

Especially Bad in Long-Twilight Northwest—‘Giant,*
‘War and Peace* Bookings Jeopardized
Minneapolis, May 7.
Minnesota daylight saving is not
only a bad break for the arena’s
drive-in theatres, but also for such
lengthy films as “Giant” and “War
jnd Peace.”
It’s indicated that
they’ll get few if arty ozoner book¬
ings in consequence of the out¬
door theatres’ shortened running
time.
This far north and west, it’s
Pointed out, daylight saving is
inuch more serious than in the
eastern and southern states and
even Illinois because the sun as it
rises this time of the year pro¬
vides a much longer, later twi¬

light and later sunset. And as the
summer progresses this condition
is intensified.
For one thing, according to all
signs,* the daylight saving will end
further outdoor theatre construc¬
tion in Minnesota and eastern
North Dakota where a number of
towns also have put It into effect.
Plans for several new ozoners al¬
ready have been abandoned.
Roger Lewis, United Artists’ adpub ’ director, returned yesterday
(Tues.) after three weeks of hud¬
dles With indie producers in Eu¬
rope on promotion campaigns.

E Theatres Desperate Loan Needs
By JERRY WALD
(Producer, 20th Century-Fox)
Hollywood, May 7.
The job of transfering success¬
fully a literary work to the screen
involves many problems, of which,
apparently, the reader-moviegoer
is frequently unaware. When the
film version of his favorite novel
varies from his m ^mory of what he
has read, he is often vociferous in
his denunciation of the “sacrilege”
that has been wrought. Since these
are problems that, as a producer,
I have been dealing with contin¬
uously during the past 25 years, I
should like, to attempt to shed
some light on a subject that is too
seldom properly understood.
Sometime last year, Harvey
Breit, in his column in the literary
pages of the New York Times,
pointed out the necessity of chang¬
ing the structure and other story
elements in adapting a literary
work for the screen, and criticized
the purists who cry “foul”'when a
movie doesn't turn out to be a
literal transcription of the book
upon which it is based.
It should be remembered that
the motion picture, as a creative
medium, has its own special re¬
quirements in the same way that
the novel, as a literary form, has
them, and as the -theatre, as a
dramatic form, has them. There
is certainly a great deal of flexi¬
bility in all these media, but a
literal transferal of one into an¬
other simply won’t work.
To film a novel page by page .as
nearly as might be humanly pos¬
sible would result in a film of in¬
credible length and great tedium.
There is only one case that I have
heard of where this was attempted,
and in that case it was an act of
genius with more than a touch of
megalomania: and it did result in
a film that took at least eight hours
to see—both a commercial impos¬
sibility and even highly question¬
able from an artistic point of view.
Certainly impossibly fatiguing.
The film was Erich von Stroheim’s
Greed.” based on Frank Norris’
naturalistic novel of life in Sail
Francisco at the turn of the cen¬
tury, “McTeague.”
Practicalities
At this writing, I am preparing
two best-selling novels and two
modern literary classics for the
screen. These are Grace Metalious’ “Peyton Place,” screenplay by
John Michael Hayes; Frederic
Wakeman’s “Kiss. Them for Me”
( Shore Leave”), screenplay by
Jpilius Epstein; William Faulkner’s
The Sound and the Fury ”
screenplay by Irving Ravetch and
Harriet Frank, , Jr.; and Remain
Rolland’s “Jean Christophe,”
screenplay by Christopher Isherwood.
Together these books present a
good crosssection of the various
problems that are encountered in
transfering literary material to the
screen. .To illustrate the nature
of these problems, I asked the
screenwriters to put down a few
words about their approach to the
books they are handling. What
they have to say offers an excellent
insight into a process that, as I
have already suggested, is too
often misunderstood.
John Michael Hayes, who in the
past has adapted two novels for
Alfred Hitchcock—David Dodge’s
To Catch A Thief” and J. Trevor
Story’s “The Trouble With Harry”
-—is firmly convinced that no novel
is easy to adapt to the screen.
As he puts it, “All textbooks on
writing scream at writers not to
talk about action, but to show it!"
However, novel writers not only
don’t show it—they don't even
talk about it! They only think
about action. Everything happens
in the minds of their characters.
“As an example, try to put the
following scene into motion pic¬
ture terms: “He was lying, alone
and friendless, on the hotel bed,
his hands clenched under his
head, while in his mind he relived
the ^ anguish of the Normandy invas%on and his encounter with the
little French girl, Lisette, who
(Continued on page 71)
|

Totally Unmet By Uncle Sam;
Plot Change-of-Law Proposals
'♦

The Rains Came
Dallas, May 7.
Following the heavy rains
which came to the state caus¬
ing flood conditions in many
communities including a por¬
tion of this city, the Twin
Drive In, flooded out by the
weekend rains- put up a gag
sign:
“60c PER BOAT, Cars not
Alloioed.”

Point Up Irony
Of Loans’ Exhibs
Just Can’t Get
Minneapolis, May 7.
Insurance companies, banks and
realty and other financial institu¬
tions in the business of making
mortgage loans on property in this
territory are turning thumbs down
on theatres.
Beinnie Berger, former North
Central Allied president and cir¬
cuit owner, learned this, he says,
when he tried to borrow money by
placing a mortgage On a showhouse.
And after supposedly being eli¬
gible for Federal small business
loans for the past year, the terri¬
tory’s exhibitors haven’t negotiated
one yet, or, for that matter, even
made the necessary application to
obtain Federal iunds, according to
R. C. Aim, Federal Small Business
Administrator here.
. It isn’t because some exhibitors
might not want to borrow federal
funds for theatre improvements or
dont’ need such money for other
purposes, declare Berger and other
exhibitor leaders. The reason, they
say, is that theatreowners desiring
the Federal Small Business loans
.know they can’t qualify for them.
“You need to have a going and
profitable business to obtain one of
these government loans,” Berger
points out. “And very few of this
territory’s independent exhibitors,
and particularly those requiring
financial assistance, have what it
takes.”
Berger also'points out that Fed¬
eral Small Business loans will not
be made to re-finance mortgages or
as mortgage loans. He himself
doubts if there are any exhibitors
remaining who would borrow
money to improve their theatres,
even if they could qualify.
Aim says he has had a few “in¬
quiries.” from exhibitors “and that’s
about all.”
TOP COURT VIEWS FILM
Justices Consider Alleged Obscen¬
ity of ‘Garden of Eden’
Boston, May 7.
For the first time in the history
of Massachusetts, Supreme Court
justices saw a film in order to de¬
cide a case. Chief Justice Raymond
S. Wilkins and his six associates
attended a private showing of
“Garden of Eden,” which had been
ruled “obscene as a matter of law”
by a judge In Bristol Superior
Court in January, 1956*
The full bench heard the appeal
of two Fall River men who were
fined for exhibiting the film to the
public. . They are Antone T. Moniz
and Benjamin p. Rogers, of Fall
River. Moniz was originally fined
$200 and Rogers, $500.
Decision reserved so far.

Theatre Owners of America has
requested a meeting with officials
of the Small Business Administra¬
tion to clarify issues involved in
granting loans to theatres. The
request was made in a letter sent
by Philip F. Harling to Wendell
B. Barnes, SB A administrator,*
Harling’s letter and the request
for the meeting was an answer to
a letter from Barnes who, in es¬
sence, nixed the petition of TOA
for a revision of the SBA rules so
that it would be easier -for thea¬
tres to obtain government loans.
TOA’s contention has been that
although theatres have been made
eligible for SBA loans, the rules
of the agency are so stringent that
it was impossible for exhibitors to
take advantage of the SBA’s lend¬
ing facilities.
Harling stressed that the pur¬
pose of the TOA petition was to
seek legislative changes which
would make it possible for the
SBA to consider mortgage loan ap¬
plications from theatres without
the restrictive provisions that now
exist. He pointed out that private
financing, as far as theatres are
concerned, “is not and has not
been available since 1950.” He
noted, for example, that the large
insurance companies haven't made
a theatre loan in the past seven
years and that savings banks in
all large cities were following the
same policy. Harling emphasized
that the theatre industry “would
be glad to submit positive evidence
that such private financing has not
been available to it since at least
1950.”
Harling noted that unlike other
industries the only collateral theares had to present was real estate.
“We submit that the property in¬
volved,” Harling stated, “the man¬
agement controlling or operating
the property, the experience ana
character of the personnel, the
ability to pay its v current bills
promptly, its standing in the local
community bank, its record of pur¬
chases and sales in connection with
the maintenance and operation
of the property, the location and
size of the physical property, and
its adaptation to proper use are
all factors of ‘credit risks’ which
can easily be ascertainable for the
purpose of investigating a loan.”
Mortgage loans to theatres, Har¬
ling continued, would assist the
industry “on a quick comeback
to econqmic health.” He stressed
that at no time was there an in¬
timation in the TOA petition that
“the ability to repay any loan
granted to it would be doubtful.”
A copy of Harling’s letter was
sent to the chairman of the House
Small Business Administration
Committee.

Norman Rydge’s
20th G.U.T. Anni
Sydney, April 30.
Norman Rydge is celebrating his
20th anniversary as chairman and
managing director of Greater
Union Theatres next June. Great¬
er Union, known as Australia's
oldest exhibitor organization, has
achieved its greatest period of de¬
velopment and expansion as well
as consolidation over the last 20
years under Rydge’s leadership.
It has been his vigorous sales
campaigns which have achieved
record after record at the boxoffice in the 15 to 20 years. H®
always has contended that the film
industry has’yet to reach its-full
development in Aussie. Rydge has
a long-standing slogan, “Every
record is made to be broken,” and
his managers have carried out this
premise to the maximum.
Rydge, besides a leader In the
cinema biz, is a giant in the Aussie
financial world. He owns hotels
and some of the larger stores in
Sydney.
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high-jacking Plan. All turn in
showy performances.
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mystery and some suspense, when
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take up his trail. Climax finds
Hunter and Miss No^h captured
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wrote
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screenplayand while it is someDRIVE-IN SIGNS BOOTHMEN
what toned down, and probably
San Antonio, May 7.
less anti-clerical than the bnaw
Union projector operators ended
original, it still retains the essen- their strBce and are back on the
job at the Twin . Drive In Theatre
allowed some scenes to run very here_ strike lasted several months.
w5»qWip?in‘g limRaSons ySs poor ' Gordon Dyer, prez of Local 407,
Indfmpnt for Thich Preminger Motion Picture Machine Operators,
must*1 share the blame
Idea of signed a new work agreement with
^efacfng^he film With part 0/the Leroy Otwell, owner of the ozoner.
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Weak English import strictly
for smaller program situations.

Hollywood, May 7.
„ Twentieth-Fox release of a Michael
Guy Middleton. Eric Pohlman, Arnold
Marie, Fred Johnson, David rang-wpod.
Reginald Beckwith.
Directed by Val

tlme> 71 M,N$*
hew chance at life, however, when
Skip Morgan ....Forrest Tucker Sullivan arrives in the nick of time,
Lisa ...Eva Bartck Among supporting players who are
Baron/eiier
capable a?eP Tom Pittman, young
EmUerd..'.,.’!'.*,.,.r.,.**.’*.*V-.?EricMPrthiman garage' worker, and Philip Ahn,
Kudnic '........Arnold Marie employer of Miss North.
£ar^vlon .There’s a jukebox beat to two
.;;;;;;;::•
tunes, Strange Weather” and
—:-“Drive-In Rock,” both by Carroll
This British import is a weak Coates and Lionel Newman, used
entry for the American, market, for background touches, The exdifficult to follow because of a con- cellent -C’Scope photography was
fused story line and handicapped 1 handled by Leo Tover.
Brog.
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dered man and Tina Carver as ®
wife, cheating with RosS Elhott*
Meg Randall is a lunchstand m
and pop Haffleito a sheriffs^
geant..,Paul Landres direct O j
standard, same going for ted n
credits.
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AUTHORS AIR THEIR ANGUISH
Amusement Stock Quotations
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EMOTIONAL CLINIC Nigh and Day, Rain or Shine Operation
..., AT CONVENTION

Net
Change
.
Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
Close
for wk.
High
Low
In 100s
—
.143%
14%
14%
143/4 11% ABC Vending 74
+ 3%
24%
24%
23%
24% 20% Am Br-Par Th 272
343%
+ 3%
34
35%
35% 29% CBS “A” ... 101
34
34%
33
+
%
CBg"B”
....
85
29%
35%
18%
18%
17%
Col Plx. 34
+ %
18% 17
163/8
16%
16
Decca
.135
+
%
13%
16%
94%
95%
95
+ %
96% 813/4 Eastman Kdk. 108
—
4%
3%
'
3%
3MI
.451
3%
4%
8%
8%
— %
*3A
7% List Ind.107
9
18%
20%
20%
+ 1%
18% Loew’s ..... 749
22
—
Nat Thea. .. 58
83/s
8%*8%
8
9%
34%
Paramount
..
86
34%
33%
+ %
28%
36
17
16% • 16%
— %
18% 14% Philco ...... 129'
36%
RCA
.......
334
36%
35%
‘
+ %
37% 31%
8%
8%
73/8
+ %
5%' Republic ... .478
8%
12%
12%
12%
Rep.,
pfd.
...
,
3
—
%
13% 11%
153%
—•
16
15%
17% 14% Stanley War. 60
26%
26%
—
%
27%
Storer
.
28
29% 25%
273%
+ 3%
26%
27%
27% 22% 20th-Fox .... 264
25%
25%
25%
+
%
Univ. Plx ...
3
25% 22
70
* 70% . +i%
70%
Tlnlv., pfd. .. *20
71% 69
253%
23%
25%
+1%
28% 22% Warner Bros.. 41
+ 13%
il2%
115
.... 49
111.
121% 91% Zenith
imertcan Stock Exchange
3%
3%
3%
+ %
3%. Allied Artists 103
4%
—
83%
83%
8%
6
8%‘ Ail’d Art., pfd
11
+ 3%
42%
44%
39%
45% 32% Asso. Artists. 37
3%
— %
3%
%
1%
% C & C Super. 759
—
4%
5
5%
4% DuMont Lab 167
6%
—.
3%
3%
3%
170
2% Guild Films
4%
—
-8%
8%
8%
7% . Nat’l Telefilm * 46
93%
5%
6%
5%
+ 1%
3% Skiatron .... 836
6%
63%
63%
6%
—‘ %
8%
6% Technicolor . 101
53%
5%
— %
5%
5%
3% Trans-Lux .. 19
Over-the-Counter Securities
Ask
Bid.
46%
+4%
. 44%
Ampex ..
—
2%
. 1%
Chesapeake Industries ...
—•
1%
. 1%
Cinerama Inc.
.
—
23%
. 23/a
Cinerama Prod.
.
—■
8%
. 8% •
DuMont Broadcasting ...
23%
. 2
+ %
Magna Theatres .
—
2
. 1%
Official Films ..
.160%
+ 11%
167 .
Polaroid
6%
. 5%
+ %
U. A. Theatres.
255/8
. 233%
+‘ %
Walt Disney ..
1957
fligb Low

* Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Allied Collects
$150,000N.Y. Par
Advance on‘Love
JJnited Paramount's flagship
•house, the Paramount theatre on
Times Square, has paid Allied
Artists an advance of $150,000
' against percentage rental on “Love
. in the Afternoon.” This reputedly
represents the highest amount of
guarantee ever shelled out t>y the
theatre and means a new policy.
Film Is to play the Par in late
summer following_20th-Fox’s “B'ernadine” and, according to Broad; way sources, may also run day and
date with the Plaiza, whieh is an
art outlet.
Par Theatre Is hopeful of switch¬
ing to more of a “prestige” clas¬
sification among the Broadway
nrst-runs. Meaning the manage¬
ment will be reaching out for longplaying-time product, as is the
practice of the Music Hall and
. jmxy, for example, Instead of tak¬
ing properties which obviously
can t be held beyond two or three
Weeks.
It’s no secret that some distribu¬
tors feel the Par' has lost “class”
because of rock ’n’ roll and similar
type bookings which clicked with
tne younger element but, it’s said,
age n0t builid *ny steady patron-

Loeb Sues Dot Lamour
e...A
Los Angeles, May 7.
• suit for $3,450 in alleged com-nussums duev was filed by per¬
sonal manager William Loeb. Jr.,
®^!}nst Dorothy. Lamour in Su¬
perior Court,
barged, tie had a one year
• i.act with Miss Lamour under
™.h he Was to get 10% of her
^ arjimgs but that after six months
5J® refused to let him perform.
earnings for the year 1956, he
estimated, were $34,500.

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY:
author; dramatist
MONDAY, MAY «

12:30 a Biltmore: "Overture” luncheon
with the three, presidents speaking: Moss ■
Hart (League); WilUam L. Shirer (Authors
Guild); Oscar Hammerstein 2d (Drama¬
tists Guild).
3:15 (Panel 1): "Emotional Problems of
Writers/* Maurice Valency, chairman;
Lillian Heilman, S. J. Perelman, Elizabeth
Janeway, r. Lawrence Kubie.
3:15 (Panel 2): "Writers and Agents.”
John Gunther, chairman; Michael Drury,
Ann Petry, John Brick, Jerome Weidman.
3:15 (Panel 3): "Theatre Audiences/*
Moss Hart, Chairman; Walter Kerr, John
Chapman, Robert Coleman.
3:15 (Panel 4) "Children's Books, Eco¬
nomics,”'John Tunis, chairman; Jeanette
Eaton, Franklin Folsom, Enid Meadow. croft.
TUESDAY,. MAY 7

, 10 a.m. (Panel 5) "Book Markets and
Contracts/* Rex Stout, chairman; Rich¬
ard Lockbrldge, Benz Plagemann, Osmond
K. Fraenkel, Pete Martin, Anthony Bou¬
cher.
10:30 (Panel 0) "The Producer's Func¬
tion/' Kermit Bloomgarten, Alfred De
Liagre, Robert Whitehead.
10:30 (Panel 7) "The Changing Magazine
Market.*' John Lardn^r, chairman; Cleve-.
land AmoUvy, Margaret Cousins, Charles
Samuels, Theodore White.
3 p.m. (Panel 8) "The Writer's Position
in America/' (At Alvin Theatre), Clifton
Fadiman, chairman; "Retrospect” by
Bruce Catton and "Prospect” by John Ma¬
son Brown. Comments by Jacques Barzun, Leonard Bernstein, Lewis Gannett,
Langston Hughes,‘Arthur MiUer, Glen way
Westcott, Jessamyn West, Herman Wouk.
WEDNESDAY, MAY I

10:00 a.m. (Panel 9) "Writing and Eat¬
ing,” Elizabeth Janeway, chairman; Ernes¬
tine Carey, Helen Hull, Harriet F. Pilpel,
Bradford Smith.
10:15 a.m. (Panel 10) “Children's Books'
Trends/' Lavinla Riker Davis, chairman;
Ruth Tooze, Virginia Haviliand, Ann
Petry.
10:30 a.m. (Panel 11) “The Threat of
Invasion of Authors’ Rights,” OsCar Hammersteiri 2d, chairman; Marc Connelly,
Howard Lindsay, Betty Comden, Elmer
Rice.
10:30 a.m. (Panel 12) "Writers and 20th
Century Markets,” Samuel Grafton, chair¬
man; Russel Crouse, Robert Alan Aurthur,
Max Shulman.
2:10 p.m. "Freedom to Write.” (At the
Helen Hayes Theatre), Howard Lindsay,
Chairman; "The Ideal,” Mark Van Doren;
"The Practical,” Oscar Hammerstein 2nd;
"The Censors,” John Vandercook; "The
Creators,” Rex Stout; tJ.S. Senator Jacob
K. Javits; Reading by Howard Lindsay of
Authors League Declaration on. Freedom
to Write.
7:00 p.m.: Cocktails and dinner at the
Hotel Plaza; TDlvertisement, arranged by
Jule Styne; Steve Allen, Peter Lind Hayes,
Meyer Davis Orchestra, Betty Comden,
Adolph Green, Mary Healy, Sammy JDaVls,
Jr., Phil Silvers, Abe Burroughs.

Drive-In and Hardtop Side-by-Side on Nassau*
Suffolk County Line Cope With All Hazards

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Marked increase in the numbers
of independent producers of mo¬
tion pictures presents authors with
an opportunity to improve the
terms and practices of the film
industry respecting ownership of
rights. That was one of the notes
sounded Monday (6) at the Bilt¬
more Hotel, N. Y., at the opening
of the three-day convention of the
Authors League of America, the
first such gathering in the organi¬
zation’s 45-year history.
There will be several Big. meet¬
ings, some 13 panels and a final
dinner-entertainment
(at
the
Plaza) tonight (Wed.) for this
National Assembly of Authors and
Dramatists, to give the full billing
of the two component guilds.
As of Monday afternoon, some 420
had registered.
League president Moss Hart
credited to Guild president Wil¬
Uam L. Shirer the idea for
America’s first meeting of this
nature and Shirer commented that
writers had been, through the
years, “the most individualistic,
anarchistic, uh-organized, disorgan¬
ized, - happy-go-lucky, don’t-give-ahoot citizens ever to reluctantly
band together to protect them¬
selves against the perils of the 20th
Century.”
Hart deadpanned that writers
should never dissuade producers
and publishers of the idea that
they (the-writers) are bad business
men, but he pointed out that
League members, acting as unpaid
negotiators and envoys, had gradu¬
ally “forced their due” from the
buyers who once took all rights in
perpetuity as a matter of course,
overlooking to name radio and
television rights only because these
contraptions hadn’t been invented.
Rex Stout, who emceed the
Monday luncheon, as weU as Hart,
Shirer and Oscar Hammerstein 2d,
all stressed that authors constantly
have to re-fight and re-win old
battles. Stout quoted E. B. White’s
New Yorker description of a
pigeon whose perch overlooked a
book publishing house, White re¬
marking, “Publishers are as varied
and shameless as pigeons but less
beautiful against the skyline.”
Barbs at producers, managers,
editors, agents and “other men
with schemes to steal your royal¬
ties” began flying at once when
the Assembly convened and then
broke up into panels. Scribes were
advised to be proud. One of the
League founders was an ex-presi¬
dent of the U. S., Theodore Roose¬
velt (“He practically trained Luise
Sillcox,”. commented -Hart) and
during the regime of Woodrow
Wilson six authors were appointed
ambassadors (that provoked wise¬
cracks anent some of Ike’s am¬
bassadors).
Get Away From There!
Hammerstein was the first at
the Assembly to open-a compara¬
tively new can of worms on Broad¬
way, namely the current attempts
of stage directors, choreographers
and scenic designers to establish
for themselves a contract position
on legit shows. "These encroach
upon our copyright as dramatists
and must be sternly fought,” he
said.
Screen opportunities under ex¬
isting production economics was
only one of the media changes
mentioned. Television drew much
comment, including the sarcastic
thought that it was helping Amer¬
ican culture by driving people back
to books.
What seemed like the most prom¬
ising of the Monday afternoon
panels, “Emotional Problems of
Writers,” filled one room with 200
delegates but proved something
of a dud. “Speak louder,” shouted
one writer. “I can’t hear you and
it’s creating an emotional prob¬
lem.” They spoke louder after that
but they didn’t say too much.
Novelist Glenway Westcott rose
from the floor to rebuke the idea
that writer’s problems were just
any creative persons’ problems and
cited the poor financial returns as
creating a form of envy peculiar

By GENE ARNEEL
drawing on 160 amperes.. Worked
Newest and doubtless one of the from the booth is a stereopticon
most ambitious.bids for film audi¬ method of masking the screen
the film is not full dimen¬
ences has been made by Associated when
sion.
Prudential Theatres in the form of
Not needed for practical pur¬
drive-in operation that can be run
day and night, rain or shine. poses but adding color to the visual
There are no it’s-done-with-mir- effects are two miniature track¬
rors gimmicks; Prudential simply less • trains of the type used at
built a conventional house to be world’s, fairs. These encircle the
run as an adjunct to the ozoner, , entire area, move on regular sched¬
both being situated on the same ule, and can transport kids from
28-acre plot and showing the same the admission gate to a fully
rigged playground, take the old¬
picture.
sters to the food counters and oth¬
All modern design and lures for erwise save the customers a few
the public are in showmanly abun¬ steps.
dance. The estimated investment
Policy is double bill (which is a
of $1,000,000 clearly bespeaks con¬ must at all drive-ins; the restaufidence in the future of the thea¬ ranteur’s hawking is done between
tre business provided, of course; pictures) and films are booked on
that the accent is on convenience. a split-week basis.
Admission
Billed as the first all-weather price is a straight 90c except for
drive-in, the new Prudential outlet the youngsters under 12. They go
is located' on the Nassau-Suffolk J cuffo if in a car and are charged
County dividing line, southern part 25c if walking in. Only one print
of Long Island. It’s suburbia and of a picture is required. As a reel
nearly exurbia and the main point unspools in the closed-in theatre
is that this is an area whose popu¬ it’s transferred to the ozoner, and
lation. has skyrocketed within the this means, of course, the latter’s
past few years. The numerous showing runs slightly behind.
towns in this part of the country
Capacity business would mean a
have witnessed a phenomenal weekly gross of $40,000 and if this
growth nd Prudential’s idea is to is ever reached it would mean top¬
“bring the theatre to the people.” ping the income at most downtown
The people, in this instance, are in first-runs around the country.
large number new-home-owning
parents with baby-sitter problems
unless baby can be taken out, too.
Tour conducted far Variety re¬
porter by Fred Koontz, assistant
district supervisor for the Pru¬
dential chain, provided the statis¬
tics.
And the visual plusses
couldn’t he missed. Ramp opera¬
tion can accommodate up to 1,800
cars, the hardtop seats 1,000 and
has parking space for 500 cars.
The restaurant business, natur¬
ally, is J3l big part of the-business
Units of Allied States Assn.,
and this L. I. layout is equipped to
handle the crowds on a quick turn? which exchange information on the
over basis. Cafeteria, which is boxoffice potential of various pic¬
housed within the conventional tures, are currently receiving the
theatre building, has five lanes to comments on current product from
accommodate the tray-carrying its Iowa-Nebraska group.
customers. Further, there’s a 300According to the unit, here’s how
seat patio restaurant from which pictures are faring in'the midwest
the show on the outdoor screen territory:
can be seen and heard. All smart“Designing Woman” is very
ly set up; the ticket-buyer can strong at the boxoffice, particular¬
avail himself of a roast beef din¬ ly with women.
ner and “Heaven Knows, Mr. Alli¬
“Paris Do*es Strange Things” Is
son” (which was the premiere film)
a complete boxoffice dud, despite
at the same time.
Ingrid Bergman.
Outdoor screen measures 125“Heaven Knows, Mr.- Allison” is
by-47 feet which accepts any of
the standard picture processes and holding up to top business.
“Guns, of Fort Petticoat” is be¬
the projection throw is 439 feet,
low average in its early runs. “The
River’s Edge” is very spotty. Some
to writers. The panel refused all grosses in poor class.
his bait.
“Full of Life” in spots is shap¬
Lillian Heilman, who seemed
pretty bored with the whole dis¬ ing up to above average business.
“Lizzie
is doing poor and hitting
cussion and added remarkably little
to it, sat next to S. J. Perelman, new lows.
who was extremely witty but not'
“Cinderella” (reissue) Is doing
sufficiently neurotic for the de¬ big In all spots reporting.
mands of the occasion. Perelman
“The Tattered Dress” is not
said he had lived an idyllic and holding up. Poor in most spots.
fruitful life until he recently read Playihg “B” houses.
an interview .in which Robert
“Bundle of Joy” is doing average
Ruark described batting out 100,000 words in 16 days, which is business.
“King
and I” and “Anastasia” do¬
faster than a court stenographer
ing very well as a combination.
can make it.
“Brass
Legend” and “Gun the
Dr. Lawrence Kubie was the
psycho-analyst, but declined to be Man Down” doing better than av¬
erage
as
a combination in small
arbitrary and was just too reason¬
able to be satisfying. Chairman towns.
“Fear
Strikes
Out” is hitting be¬
Maurice Valency and Elizabeth
Janeway were the best prepared low average on first reports. •
“Giant”
not
doing
so well any
and the most thoughtful of the
panelists. • Mrs. Janeway found more. Still many complaints on
sound.
herself trapped in her own unfor¬
tunate use of the phrase “absolute
STRAUSS JOINS 20TH-FOX
standards,” which she didn’t mean,
that way, but the panel never let
her up. She was still the mostest Former Mag Editor With Eastern
Story Dept.
of the bestest.
One woman stood up to ask a
•
Theodore
H. Strauss has joined
question, made a speech, asked
three questions, none intelligible, the eastern story department of
20th-Fox.
and had to be shut up. She was
Strauss, whose appointment is
a Ukranian author, she said. Her
knowledge of the English language effective immediately, was previ¬
.was fleeting at best. An emotional ously editor of Woman's Home
problem developed over suppress¬ Companion and editorial director
ing her emotional need to speak of Crowell-Collier. A novelist and
In a language she had not mastered former, screen writer, Strauss was
and there was a show of hands. also a reporter and film reviewer
The authors voted that this was for the N. Y. Times and Life maga¬
zine.
one time censorship was justified.

Iowa-Nebraska
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Edge’ Dull 5iG,
‘80 Days’ Paces Hub, fiant $28j
L A. Linping; Mantis’-'Kreinlin’OK ‘River’*
Omaha;‘Spirit’ Hep 4G
‘Devils’ Wow 25G, ¥3117’ Loud IK
$57,000, face’ Nice 12$!, ‘Dolphin’
Dandy 13G, “80 Days’ Wow $2630
Key City Grosses

Omaha, May 7, t
Biz continues to slump at down¬
town first-runs this weqk, with new
entries very weak. “River’s Edge”
~
„ Boston, Mav 7
Biz is on the downbeat i,*
is light at the Orpheum and “Edge
frame despite plenty of new nS
of City” is fair at tht^ State. “Spirit
uct
Many holdovers tuffi
of St. Louis” still is nice In second
sharply. However, “Around S
Los Angeles, May 7. 4stanza at Brandeis, but may go
Estimated Total-Gross
in 80 Days” leads the town in thi 5
With new openers failing to get
three.
frame at the Saxon with wow H
This Week ..$2,417,300
started, and product generally
, ' Estimate* for This Week
“River’s Edge”, shapes strong
(Based on 23 cities and 250
lightweight, firstrun boxoffice pace
Memorial. - Sea Devils”-"FiVjna:
Brandeis
(RKO)
(1,100;
90-$1.25)
theatres,
chiefly
first
Tims,
in¬
continues offish, here. Just moder¬
Leathernecks” at Paramount 3
—“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB). (2d
Estimated Total Gross.
cluding N.Y.) ^
ate $5,200 is seen for initial frame
Fenway
shapes great, reissues
wk).
Down
to
nice
$4,000
after
of “Strange One” at Four Star, as
This Week ...v.$514,900
Total Qross Same W^ek .
mg boosted by radio-tv ball?
$6,800 bow. ‘
only showcase opener this week.
(BUsed on 27 theatres)
Last Year .,.. .$2,342,500
“Abandon Ship” shapes oke a/ tiT
Dubbed version of “La Strada”
Omaha '(Tristates) (2,066;. 75-90)
XBased on 23 cities and 237
State and Orpheum. “Gold 1
Last Year ..$490,600
—“Giant” (WB) (reissue). .Light ' theatres.)
is very light at $8,500 in three sit¬
Naples” is good at the ExVr
(Based on 25 theatres)
$3,500. Last week, “10 Command¬
uations. Also thin is combo of
“Seven .Wohders of World” hoS
ments” (Par) (9th wk), $5,000 at
“Girl in Kremlin”-“Deadly. Man¬
robust-in 37th week at the Boston
$1.25-$2. scale.
tis,” which is seeking $1Q,Q00 in
“10 Commandments” is piling , '
three first-runs plus $47,000 or
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980;' 75consistently good grosses at th!
near in three nabes and eight
90)—“River’s Edge” (20th) and
Astor
where in 25th frame. “Baoh
ozoners.
“Smiley” (20th); Dull $5,500. Last
elor Party” continued hotsv X
week, “Mister .Cory” (U) and
Previews are helping a couple of
Kenmore
in second round. “Snivi
“Chain of Evidence” (UA), $5,000.
third week holdovers to respect¬
of St. L°uis” Is dragging bottoSh
able figures, namely “Funny Face”
State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90) —
third week at Metropolitan.
at Hollywood Paramount and “Boy
“Edge of" City” (M-G) and “Hot
Estimates for This Week
On Dolphin” at the Chinese. “Mr.
Summer Night” (M-G). Fair $4,000.
Kansas City, May 7.
Cleveland, May 7.
Astor (B&Q). (1,372; $1.90-$27>i|
Allison” still is pleasing. Best
Last week, “Designing Woman”
Pleasant Spring weather evident¬ —“10
Trade
is
mostly
off
here
this
Commandments” (Par) (2V1,
hard-ticket pic,/‘Around World, in
(M-G) (2d wk), $4,500.
ly has patrons minds on other sub¬ wk); • Big $17,000: Last week, ditto
80 Days,” continues very steady at session. An exception is “Spirit of
jects-and. going to the cinema is
St. Louis,” which is rated sprightly
Beacon Hill (B eacon Hill) (67ft!
Carthay in 20th stanza.
only
moderately
popular
this
week.
at the Allen to pace field excepting
80-$ 1.25) — “Snow Was Black-1
Estimates for This Week
However, “Boy on Dolphin” in (Cont). Good $7,000. Last week.
for some of longrun champs. “This
Four Star (UATC) 7868; $1- Is Cinerama” still is fine in 25th
four .Fox Midwest theatres shapes “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (indie!
fancy and is top newcomer. “Aban¬ (6th wk), $3,000,.
$1.76)—“Strange One” (Col). Mod¬ stanza at* Palace while “10 Com¬
aie)
don Ship” at the Midland is sink¬
erate $5,200. Last week, “Rififi” mandments” is rated okay in same
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (i 354.
ing rapidly while “Voodoo Island” $1.25-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders"
(Indie) (4th wk), $3,000.
week at the Ohio. “12 Angry Men”
Warner Downtown, Hawaii, El is not getting far at Stillman.
in four Dickinson spots is mild. .(Cinerama) (37th wk). Stout $19.
Rey (SW-G&S-FWC) (1,757; 1,106;
“Spirit of St.' Louis” for second 000. Last week, $18,200.
Estimates for This Week
’
week at Paramount is so-so. “10
861; 80-$1.50)—“Girl In Kremlin”
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$D—
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)-^
Washington, May 7.
Commandments” at the Roxy and “Gold of Naples” (DCA). Oke $6.
(U) and “Deadly Mantis” (U). Thin “Spirit of St. Louis” (WB). Spright¬
$10,000 plus $47,000 in three nabes, ly $15,000 or near. Last week, “Boy
Biz in most downtown houses has “Cinerama Holiday” at the Mis¬ 000. Last week, “Wee Geordie’’
8 ozoners. Last week, D’Town, Ha¬ On Dolphin” (20th) (2d wk), $9,400 slackened off with the ending of souri both continue sturdy.
(Indio) (8th wk), $2,000.
waii, “Great Man” (U), $6^700 plus in 6 days.
Easter vacation and return of
' Estimates for This Week
Fenway (NET).. (1,3.73; 60-$ 1.10)^
$16,000 in five nabes; El Rey,
Hipp (Telem’i) ,<3,700; 70-$l)— youngsters here on tours'and other
Dickinson, Glen/ Shawnee Drive- “Sea Devils” (RKO) and “Flying
“Tears for Simon” (Rep) (5 days), “Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison” visitors to their homes. “Boy on in, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson) Leathernecks’* (RKO) (reissues)
(20th)> (3d wk). Neat $9,500 in 4 Dolphin” is good in third week. (750; .700; .1,100 cars; 900 cars; 75c Tcffrid $8,000. Last week, “Funny
under $1,000.
Orpheum, Iris, Uptown (Metro- days. Last week, $13,000:
Two small-seaters, Trans-Lux and
-4 “Voodoo Island” (UA) Face” (Par) and “Footsteps In
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50) Plaza, report surprising pickups person)
politan-FWC) (2,213; . 756; 1,715;
and.‘‘Pharaoh’s Curge” (UA). Mild Night” (AA) (2d wk), $5,000.
80-$1.25)—“La Strada” (T-L) and —“10 Commandments” (Par) (25th for ‘ “Strange One” 'and “Bed of $8,000. Last week, “Five Steps To
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
“Tears for Simon” (Rep). SmMl wk). Okay $9,000, Last week, $11,- Grass” respectively. Warner con¬ Danger” (UA) and “Revolt Ft. Lar¬ —“Bachelor Party” (UA) (3d wk).
$8,500. Last week, in other units, 500.
tinues strong in 19th round with amie” (UA), $4,500.
Second week ended Friday (3) was
Palace
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,485;
Hillstreet (RKO) (2,752; 80-$l)—
“Seven Wonders of World” while
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)— hot $10,000.
“Blood of Bataan” (Indie) and $1.25-$2.50)—“This Is Cinerama” “Bachelor Party” holds up fairly
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
“Chain of Evidence” (AA). Dull (Cinerama) (25th wk). Fine $13,500. well at the Palace. “Around World “Great Man” (U) (3d Wk); Moder¬ “River’s Edge’* (20th) and “Wicked
ate
-$1,200; may hold. Last week,
$3,800. Last week, with Iris, “Cin¬ Last week, $14,000.
In 80 Days” looks great in fifth $1,400.
Wife” (Indie). Slick $12,000. Last
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— Uptown week.
derella” (BV) (reissue) (3d . wk),
Midland. (Loew) (3,500; 60-801— week, “Boy On Dolphin” (20th),
“This Could Be-Night” (M-G) (2d
$5,700.
Estimate* for This Week
“Abandon Ship” (Col) and VSierra $13;500.
Downtowh Paramount, Egyptian, wk). Thin $8,000. Last week, $11,■ Metropolitan (&ET) (4,357; 90Ambassador
(SW)
(1,490;
90Stranger”
(Col). Dull $5,000.. Last $1.-25)—“Spirit
500.
Wiltern (A’BPT-UATC-SW) (3,300;
of St. Louis” (WB)
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— $1.25)—“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) week,. “This Could Be Night.”.] (3dwk). Thin $7,500. “Way To
1,503; 2,344; 90-$l.80)—“Spirit St.
(3d
wk).
Down
to
$3,100.
Last
(M-G)
and
“Beyond
Reasonable
“12
Angry
Men”
(UA).
Middling
Louis” (WB) (2d wk). Off to $18,The Gold” (20th) opens tomorrow
week,
$5,100.
Doubt”
(RKO),
same.
Last week,
“Bachelor
000 or near. Last week, $26,000 $8,000.
Last week, $12,000.
Missouri. (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; (Wed.).
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25)
plus $74,000 in three nabes, seven Party” (UA), $10,000. .
•Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60*
—“Boy Qn Dolphin” (20th) (3d 90-$2)—“Cinerama Holiday”' (Cine¬ $1.10)—“Sea Devils” (RKO) and
drive-ins.
wk). Good $12,000. Last week, rama) (9th wk). Good $10,000. Last “Flying Leathernecks” (RKO) (re¬
State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1.25)—
week, $11,000.
$16,000.
•
“Dragstrip Girl” (AIP) and “Rock
Sock $17,000. Helped by
Paramount' (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— issues).
All Night” (AIP) (2d wk). Light
Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; 90great bally. Last week, “Funny
$5,500. Last week, with New Fox,
$1.25)—“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) “Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (2d wk). Face” (Par) and “Footsteps In
Uptown, $14,000.
(3d wk). Off to oke $5,000. Last Fair $5,000. Last week, $9,000. - Night” (AA) (2d wk), $12,000.
- Roxy (DurWood) (879; 90-$2)—
. Hollywood (FWC) (756; 90-$1.25)
week, $9,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95)“10 Commandments” (Par) (12th
—“For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par)
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)— wk), rolling up records with each “Hellcats of Navy” (Col) and
Minneapolis, May 7.
(reissue) and “Fear^-Strikes Out”
“Hellcats of Navy” (Col). Okay showing. Trim .$8,OOP. Last week, “Phantom Stagecoach” (Col) (2d
(Par). (2d. wk). Qkay $4,000. Last
Current lineup includes such $7,000. Last week, “Guns at Ft.
wk).
Oke $4,500. Last week,
same.
week, with Orpheum, $11,500 plus meritorious newcomers as “12 Petticoat” (Col), same.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬ $9,000.
$25,500 in one nabe, six ozoners.
Angry Men” and “The Young
Saxoii
(Saxon) (1,100; $1.50*
Keith’s
(RKO)
(1,859;
50-90)—
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; $3.30)—“Around
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) Stranger,” but biz generally lacks
World” (UA) (3d
(1,468;- 90-$1.80)—“Funny .Face” vitality. Takings almost all along “Cinderella”.. (BV) •. (reissue) (3d 700; 1,217; 75-90)—“Boy on Dol¬ wk). Third week began Saturday
wk).
Fading
to
$7,000
with
return
phin”
(20th)
and
“Badlands
of
(Par) (3d- wk). Nice $12,500 with the line are disappointing. Down¬
(4)
with
11
soldout
shows again for
preview help. Last week, $13,300. ward trend has been in evidence of kids to school after $12,000 in Montana” (20th), . Fine $14,000. $28,000, same a*, last week.
Last week, “Cinderella” (BV) (re¬
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25r$2) several weeks. A stretch of hot, previous stanza.
Orpheum
-.(Loew)
(2,900; -90—'“Boy on Dolphin” (20th) (3d wk). pleasant weather has been harm¬
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25)—• issue)' and “Smiley” (Indie) (m.o. $1.25)—“Abandon Ship” (Col) and
(Continued on page 14)
ful, but lower • temperatures this “Bachelor Party” (UA) (3d wk). after first week in Uptown aolo), “Sierra Stranger” (Col). Opened
week-end provide somewhat of a Good $10,000 after $15,00Q last $11,000;
Saturday (4). Last week, “Design¬
patronage stimulant.
Holdovers week.
ing Woman’.’ (M-G) and “Revolt Ft,
number four. Longruns are “Seven
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—“Bed
Laramie” (UA) (2d wk),.$14,000.
Wonders of World”, in its 39th of Grass” (Indie); (2d wk). Terrific
State (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.25)~
week and “10 Commandments” in $7,500 afteij $7,000 opener. Stays.
“Abandon Ship.” (Col) and “Sierra
its 11th. It’s the fourth and second
Stranger” (Col). Opened Saturday
Trans-Lux-(T-L) (600; 90-$1.25):
Portland, Ore., May 7.
stanzas respectively, for “Funny r—.“Strange
(4). Last week, “Designing Wom¬
One” (Col) (3d wk/.
Boxoffice. takings, which have Face” and “Spirit of St. Louis.”
an” (M-G) and “Revolt Ft. Lara¬
Zoomed to $7,000 after $6,000 in
been on the skids for several
Estimates for This Week
mie” (UA) (2d wk), $7,500.
previous
week.
weeks, are really being sloughed in
__
San ITrancisco, May 7..
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150;
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
current session by a batch of .in¬ $1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders”
Film biz is. on skids generally
different fare. However, “Around (Cinerama) (39tli wk).
Doesn’t $1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders” this week, even some of longrun
World in 80 Days” shapes great in wither on the vine with age. (Cinerama) (19th wk). Still good favoriteg suffering a healthy shake¬
third Broadway round. “Abandon Healthy
out in present session. Daylight
$11,000.
Last
week, $17,500 after $27,000 last week.
Ship,” “Girl in Kremlin” and $12,000,
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3)— Savings Time is being blamed by
“Halliday Brand” all are mild to
Toronto, May 7.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)- I “Around World” (UA) (5th wk). many exhibs. “Around World in
draib. “10 'Commandments” still is
Of the newdomqrs, “Designing
(Continued on page 14)
I Great $23,000. Last week, $25,000. 80 Days,” still sturdy in 19th round
•in chips in ninth stanza at Para¬
at Coronet and reissued “Rebecca” Woman” is off to a sock start at
mount.
and “Third Man” good at Stage- two Loew houses at upped prices.
Estimates for This Week
door shape as two of brightest “Buster Keaton Story” is not up to
Broadway (Parker) (980; $2expectations at Canada’s largest
spots.
$2.50)—“Around World” (UA) (3d
“Slander” looms drab at Golden cinema, the Imperial. “Incredible
wk). Hard ticket sale, two-a-day
Gate, “This Could Be Night” Shrinking Man’’ is' fine, “Funny
with extra matinees oh weekends.
shapes light at Warfield and “12 Face” is big in three. spots for third
Great $14,000. Last week, $14,100,
Angry Men” is rated slow at United frame. “Boy on a Dolphin” dipping
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
Artists. “Spirit of St,. Louis” still but still nice in second stanza, ui
is good but slipping from first week I the old reliables, “10 Command¬
—“Abandon Ship" (Col) and “The
Big Boodle” (UA). Slim $6,000.
Cincinnati, May 7. I Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; at Paramount. “Seven Wonders ments” is fine for 24th frame, with
Last week, “Spirit St. Louis” (WB)
“Designing. Woman,” shaping $1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” Of World” also is down hut still “Oklahoma,” in 54th week, still
(6 days) (2d wk), $4,800.
swell at the flagship Albee, is out¬ (Cinerama) (48th wk). Out-of-town stout in 24th week at Orpheum. good.' Introduction of Daylight
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Gold stripping three other new entries school groups perking to solid $14,- “10 Commandments” is rated okay Saving schedule has hit all hous,e3
in 11th week but is coming out on over weekend on the time angie(
Of Naples” (Indie) (2d wk). So-so this week, with outlook for an okay 000. Last week, $13,500.
with public cohfused.
$1,500. Last week, $1,800.
total for this season of .year. “The
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)— May 15.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- Brave One” is a trade tilter at the “Public Pigeon No, 1”' (U) and
Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (RanKJ
Golden"
Gate
(RKO)
(2,859;
80$1.25)—“Girl Ih Kremlin” (U) and Palace> Grand, after 19-week rec¬ “Man in Vault” (U). Fast $7,000
“Deadly-Mantis” (UI). Drab $3,- ord run of “10 Commandments,” is on resumption of regular policy. $l)“Slander” (M-G) and “Hot Sum¬ (2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$l)—"Bpy W
500. Last week, “The Vintage” resuming regular policy with a Last week, “10 Commandments” mer Night” (M-G). Drab $7,000. Dolphin” (20th) (2d wk). Dipping
(M-G) and “Lizzie” (M-G) (5 days), pleasing response for “Public (Par) polished off a 19-week run Last week, “Girl In Kremlin”. (U) to okay $12,500. Last week, $23,OOU.
Century, Downtown, Glendale,
$2,800.
Pigeon No. 1.” Nice notices by. re¬ by jumping to $11,500, swelling and “Deadliest Sin” (AA), $8,000. Midtown,
Oakwood,% Odeon, Sea
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- viewers of Cincy dailies on “12 house record gross total and ten¬
“Bpy On Dolphin” • (20th) and boro. State (Taylor) (1.358:1.054,
$1.25)—“Halliday Brand” (UA) and Angry Men” apparently is having ancy for engagement.
995;
1,089;
1,393; 755; 694; 50-75
“Smiley”
(20th)
(3d
wk).
Okay
“Delinquents” (UA). Thin $5,000. no effect, with slim public reaction.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
Shrinking Man wi
Last week, “Boy On Dolphin” “Seven Wonders of World” rolls “12 Angry Men” (UA). Swell re¬ $8,000 ih 5 days. Last week, $10,- “Incredible
and
“Brass
Legend”
(UA). Fme $2 •
000
.
views
no
help
in
slim
$6,000
out¬
(20th) and “Yaqui Drums” (AA) (5 along solidly in 48th stanza, ex¬
Warfield (Loew)- (2,656; 65-90)— 000. Last week, “Tall ‘T’ /coy
days) (2d wk), $5,000.
ceeding its two Cinerama prede- look. Last week, “Cinderella” (BV)
“This Could Be Night” (M-G). and “Hold that Hypnotist (A*'’
Paramount
(Port-Par)
(3,400; CPQCm'Q
(2d wk), $7,600.
’
,, /077.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)— Light $10,000. Last week, “Tarzan $20,000. '
$1.50-$2.20)—“10 Commandments”
Estimates for This Week
Christie, Hyland (5a?kLnnrr
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— “The Brave One” (RKO-U). Pleas¬ and Lost Safari” (M-G)* $10,000 in 1,357;
(Par) (9th wk). • Two-a-day, hard
$
1)—“Confidential Repo^
8
days.
ticket sale main floor, unreserved “Designing Wbman” (M-G). Swell ing $8,000. Last week, “Boy on
Paramount (Par) (2,646; *$1,25)—■ (Indie). Good $6;000. Last weeKi
balcony. Nice $8,000. Last week, $13,000 or near. Last week, “Spirit Dolphin” (20th) (2d wk), six days,
,
(Continued on page 14)
i
(Continued on page 14)
of St, Louis” (WB), ditto.
$7,000.
*
$7,200.
. •

Broadway Grosses

"Dolphin’ Fancy

$15,000 in Cleve.

D.C.; "Dolphin’ 12G

Heat Hits Mpls.; Angry’
Drab $5,000, ‘Stranger’
5£G,‘Wonders’BjgllG

Port. Biz Sluggish But.
‘80 Days’Great $14,000

Frisco on Skids Albeit
‘80 Days’ Whopping 21G;
‘Slander’ Light $7,000

‘Designing’ Boff $32,000,
Toronto; ‘Keaton’ 10G

"Designing’ Smart $13,000, Cincy Ace;
‘Pigeon’ Fast 7G, ‘Brave’ Okay 8G

\^edne§3ay» May 8, 1957

_

Chi Still Sagging But "Dolphin’ Big
$35,000; 'Oklahoman’ Smash at 24G,
‘80 Days’ Botfo 28G, ‘Petticoat’ 10G
Chicago, May 7. 4
’Loop hlz is still.soft with few
arty and
dominate

exceptions.
Except for
action houses, holdovers
most major screens.

“Boy on* Dolphin” is showing a
bie $35,000 in first frame at the
Oriental.
The Roosevelt starts
“Oklahoman” and “Tall T” at a sock
$24 000 while Grand opens “Guns
of Fort Petticoat” with ‘‘Phantom
Stagecoach” for a solid $10,000.
“Smiley”
paired with “Storm
Rider” bows in at Monroe with, a
gentle $4,000.
“Albert Schweitzer” is potent in
first frame at the Carnegie.
“For
Whom Bell Tolls” goes into its sec¬
ond frame at the Esquire solidly.
“Strange One” is drab in second
State-Lake round.. “Spirit of St.,
Louis” marks a quiet third frame
at the Chicago.
“Edge of City” at
the Woods is still holding nicely
for its third week.
“Funny Face”
looks okay in fourth at United
Artists.

Roadshows are easing off a bit
but there's Still plenty of life in
“10 Commandments”, marking off
24 frames af McVickers and
“Seven Wonders” rounding out 20
at the Palace. “80 Days” at Todd’s
Cinestage is still terrific in fifth
session.
Estimate* for This Week
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (480;
95)—“Albert Schweitzer” (Indie).
Hotsy $5,000. -Last week, subse¬
quent-run.
Chicago (B&K) <3,900; 90-$1.50)
—"Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (3d
,wk). Fair $15,000. Last week,
$20,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
$1.25)—"For Whom Bell Tolls”
(Par) (reissue) (2d wk),
Fine
$7,000. Last .week, $9,500.
Garrick (B&K) <850;-90-$1.25)—
“Fear Strikes Out” (Par) (3d ■ wk).
Slow $5,500. Last week, $6,000.
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25)—
“Guns of' Ft. Petticoat” (Col)
and “Phantom Stagecoach” (Col).
Warm $10,000. Last week, “Gun
for Coward” (U) and “Night Run-1
ner” (U> (2d wk), $.4,500.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$l,25)—
“Cinderella” (BV). (reissue) (5th
wk). Sturdy $9,000. Last week,
$15,000.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
• (Continued on .page 14)

Balto Very Spotty But
‘Dolphin’ Hotsy $13,000;
‘Face’ Smooth 7G, 3d
Baltimore, May 7.
The biz picture is dull at downtovvn houses this round for most
part. Healthiest grosser is “Boy
On- Dolphin,” big at Century.
Spirit of St. Louis,” is Jasting only
two disappointing weeks at the
Stanley. Longrun champion “10
Commandments,” spurted slightly
as run nears end. “Funny Face”
is holding fine iii third round.
Around World in 80 Days” still is
solid in 21st week.
- Estimates for This Week
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50$1.25)—“Boy on A Dolphin” (20th)
Big $13,000. . Last week, “Cinder¬
ella” (BV) (reissue) (2d wk), $7,500.
Cinema (SchWaber) (460; 50$1.25)—“Gold of Naples” (DCA)
(3d wk). Nice $3,200 after $4,000
tor second. •
Centre (Rappaport). (890;
$1.50-$2.50) — “Around World”
(20th wk). Still tall at $10,000
after $12,000 last week.
.Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50$1.25)"C°lditz Story” (Indie). Okay
?3,500. Last week, “Brave One”
(RKO-U) (2d wk), $2,300.
..Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;
fSril\25)—“® e s i g n i n g Woman”
<M;G) (3d wk). Fine $7,000 after
•t>o,500 for second week.
Mayfair (Hicks) (930; 50-$1.25)—
Rock, Pretty Baby” (U). Pleas¬
es $4,500.
Last week, “Battle
Hymn” (U) (4th .wk), $4,800.
.New (Fruchtman) (1,600; $1.25f^:“5)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(20th wk). Still okay with $7,000
«ter $8,200 last week. 1
“layhousc (Schwaber) (410; 50$125)—'‘]L2 Angry Men” .(UA) (3d
yk). still oke $3,800 after $4,600
for second week.
: 4t Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)—
^Spirit of St. Louis” (WB). Low
, WOO. after $12,000 in 1st
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; ‘ 50tv?5)T“Funny Face” (Par) (3d
Holding nicely at $7,000 af¬
ter. $9rooo,for. seconds - < 11

‘Br^ve* Potent $9,000,

Buff.; ‘Dress* Ditto
Buffalo, May 7.
Boxoffice takings are Very un¬
even this round. There are few
winners among new entries. Best of
these is “Brave One,” solid at Cen¬
ter, “Tattered Dress’ did good in
the single week at Lafayette.
“Around World in 80 Days” shapes
big in fourth stanza at Century.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo .(Loew) (3,000; 60-85)—
“Lizzie” (M-G) and “The Vintage”
(Ihdie), Okay $8,500 in 6 days. Last
week, “Boy On Dolphin” (20th) and
“Daniel Boone Trail Blazer” (In¬
die) (2d wk), $9,000.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 6085)—“Voodoo Woman” (QIP) and
“The Undead” (AIP). Good $10,000
in 5 days. Last week, “Funny Face”
(Par) and “Dance With me, Henry”
(Indie) (2d wk), $10,500.
Center (AB-PT) '(2,000; 60-85)—
“Brave One” (RKO-U) and “Hell’s
Crossroads” (Rep). Pleasing $9,000.
Last week, “Spirit of St. Louis”
(WB) (2d wk), $10,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-85)—
“Tall T” (Col). Opened Monday
(6). Last week, “Tattered Dress”
(U), good $9,000.
Century (Buhawk) (1,400; $1.50$3)—“Around World in 80 Days”(UA) (4th wk). Big $12,500. Last

PICTURE GROSSES

N.Y. Down: H.O. s Steady, New Pix No
Heip; ‘Hut’ Fair 27G, ‘Ride’ 10^G,
‘Idol’ Dull 6G, ‘Party’ Gay MG, 4tl

Despite the return to much cooler
weather and launching of several
now pix, Biroadway business is quite
•generally off badly this stanza.
Film gross estimates as re¬
New entrants are providing little
ported herewith from the vari¬
excitement at the tickets. Only
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
some of the longruns are weather¬
without usual tax. Distrib¬
ing the current downbeat, a fa¬
utors share oh net take, when
miliar occurrence about this time
playing percentage, hence the
of the year.
estimated figures are net in¬
“The Little Hut” looms as best
come.
of new productions, with a fairly
The parenthetic admission
good $27,000 likely opening week
prices, however, as indicated,
at the Capitol. “The Ride Back”
include, the U. S. amusement
wound up its initial stanza at the
tax.
State with a slow $10,500. . “Dragoon
Wells Massacre” shapes dull at the
Mayfair but understandable since
most westerns find it tough going
on Broadway. “Living Idol” prom¬
ises to hit a new low for years at
the Glbbe with $6,000 or less prob¬
able for first seccion.
“Funny Face,” with the Easter
wapIt riittri
stageshow, also down sharply, is
Teck
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,200; still leader of first-runs with a
Philadelphia, May 7.
$1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Wonders of solid $130,000 likely in sixth week
Biz shapes only so-so currently World” (Cinerama) (36th wk). Stout at the Music Hall. It stays a sev¬
enth round. “Boy On Dolphin,”
but . was helped- by a fairly cool $9,000. Last week, $8,400..
weekend, Saturday-Sunday trade
likewise down considerably, with
topping the previous week in most
stageshow topped by Louis Arm¬
first.-runs. Drag on overall total Is
strong combo, is heading for a fine
a batch of slow newcomers. “10,000
$55,000 on thifd frame at the Roxy.
Bedrooms” Shapes sluggish at
Combination holds a fourth.
Arcadia while “Spring Reunion”
“Bachelor Party” continues as
likewise is slow at Goldman. “Hell
best straight-film, with a lusty $19,cats of NaVy” looms dull at Mast0Q0 in fourth .session at the Vic¬
baum.
toria. It is now starting its fifth
week. “Strange One” is heading for
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison”
• Indianapolis, May 7.
still is nifty in fourth Fox round.
around $11,000 in fourth stanza at
Biz is quiet at first-runs here the Astor, with “Something of
“Funny Face” looks trim in fourth
Viking week. “Around World in this stanza, May normally being a Value” replacing Friday (10). “Way
80 Days” is rated sturdy .in 19th. month of doldrums. “Tattered to -the Gold” replaces “Abandon
Midtown stanza while “10 Com¬ Dfess” at Indiana is leader of new Ship” on the same day at the Para¬
mandments” is lofty in 24th week entries with only an okay take at mount. “Shi5” is dragging low with
Indiana. “Kelly and Me” at Circle only $19,000 in final nine days of
at Randolph.
looks light while “Abandon Ship” third week at Par flagship.
Estimates for This Week
“Around World in 80 Days” still
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80) — at Loew’s shapes drab. “10 Com¬
“$10,000 Bedrooms” (M-G). Modest mandments” still is doing great in is capacity with $40,000 for the,
past (29th) week at the Rivali.
$7,000. Last week, “Rainmaker” 14th week at Lyric.
Estimates for This Week.
"Seven Wonders of World” dipped
(Par) (7th wk), $5,500.
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60- to great $44,100 in 56th stanza at
Boyd' (SW - Cinerama)
(1,430;
$1.25-$2.60) — “Seven Wonders of 90)—“Kelly and Me7 (U) arid “Is¬ the Warner. “10 Commandments”
World” (Cinerama) (54th wk). tanbul” (U). Lean $7,000. Last is heading for a.sock $44,000 in
Modest $5,700. Last week, $8,000.' week, “Boy On Dolphin” (20th) and 26th round at the Criterion.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80) — “Storm Rider” (20th) (2d wk),
Estimates for This Week
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison” $6,500.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-90)— “Strange One” (Col) (4th wk).
(20th). (4th wk).. Nifty $13,000 in
“Tattered Dress” (U) and “Duel at Present stanza ending tomorrow
final 8 days. Last week; ditto.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65- Apache Wells” (Rep). Fair $9,000. (Thurs.) > looks ■ like mild $11,000.
$1.35) — “Spring Reunion” (UA). Last week, “Spirit of St. Louis” Third was $13,000. “Something of
Slow $8,000. Last week, ‘‘Cinde¬ (WB). Big $12,000.
Value” (M-G) opens Friday (10).
rella” (BV) (reissue) (3d wk),
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85)—
Little 'Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
$11,000. ■
‘‘Abandon Ship” (Col) and “Cha- (550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Nana” (Times)
Green Hil) .(Serena)- (750; 75- . Cha-Cha Boom” (Col). Drab $4,000. (4th wk). This week opened last
$1.25) (closed Sundays)—“Colditz Last week, “Zombies Mora Tau” Friday
(3). Third was socko $12,Story” (Indie) (3d wk). Okay $3,300. (Col) and “Man Who Turned to 600.
Last week, $4,500.
Stone” (Col), $5,000.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25Mastbaura (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.50)
Lyric (C-D) (900; $1.25-$2.20)— $1.80)—“Under Roofs of Paris”
—“Hellcats. of Navy” (Col). Dull “10 Commandments” (Par) (14th (Indie) (reissue). Opened yester¬
$9,000. Last week, “Brave One” wk). Great $11,000. Last week, day (Tues). In ahead,. “Carnival in
(RKO-U), $7,000. *
same.
Flanders” (Indie) (2d wk), good
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2with $3,800.
$2.75)—“Around World in 80 Days”
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
(UA) (19th wk). Sturdy $15,000.
—“The Little Hut” (M-G). Initial
Last week, same.
stanza ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
Randolph (Coldman) (2,250;
look£ fairly good $27,000 or near.
$1.40-$2.75)—“10 Commandments”
Holding.
In ahead, “12 Angry
(Par) (24th wk). .Lofty $15,000.
Men” (UA) (3d wk-6 days), $13,000.
Last week, $17,000.
Central .(Maurer) (501; $1.25Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
Louisville, May 7.
$1.80)—“Mom and Dad” (Indie)
(Continued on page 14)
Running of the Kentucky Derby and “She Shoulda Said No” (In¬
Saturday (4) was the big noise in die) (15th wk). The 14th stanza
town last week. Derby Festival ended last night (Tues.). was okay
Committee had plenty of extra¬ $7,000 after $8,000 in 13th week.
curricular attractions cooked up to
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80highlight Derby Week. Race event $3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
drew it’s usual estimated 100,000 (26th wk). This round winding to¬
Denver, May. 7.
attendance, with weather coldest morrow^. (Thurs.) is heading for
New entries are mainly disap¬ in over 30 years.
great $44,000 for 15 shows. The
pointing this week.
However,
Needless to say, the Derby Fes¬ 25th week was $50,000 for same
“Deadly Mantis” looks good at Par¬ tival Parade, Thursday night event, number of performances.
amount. Only one film is holding. was tough on first-runs. “Boy on
Fine Arts. (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
It is “10 Cpmmandments,” good in Dolphin” at the Rialto looms okay —“Lost Continent” (Lopert) (9th
12th DenhAm session, and staying but combo “Zombies of Mora Tau” wk). Eighth round completed Sun¬
a 13th and final week. “Boy On and “Man Who Turned to Stone” day (5) was fine $6,700. Seventh
Dolphin” is okay in third week at at Loew’s looks light. “Spirit of week, $9,500. Stays on for some
Centre.
St. Louis” still is brisk in third time.
Estimates for This Week
55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300;
week.
“10 Commandments” in*
Centre' (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)— 11th week at the Brown is off, with $lv25-$1.50) — “Winner’s Circle”
“Boy on Dolphin” (20th) (3d wk). Derby competition blamed.
(Janus). First session winding Fri¬
Okay $9,000 or over. Last week,
day (10) looks nice.
Estimates for This Week
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
$12,000.
Brown (Fourth Ave.-UA) (1,000;
First
Denham CCockrill) (1,428; 90- $1.25-$2) — “10 Commandments" —“Living Idol” (M-G).
$2.20)—“10 Commandments” (Par) (Par) (11th wk). Sagged to about stanza ending today (Wed.) is
(12th wk). Good $9,000 or close. fair $4,500 after last week’s (10th) headed for light $6,000 or less,
worst here in years.
Stays on. Last'week, $12,000.
modest $5,000.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90)—
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-85)
“Tall T” (Col) and “Hellcats of —“Rock Baby, Rock It” (Indie). “John and Julie” (DCA). Opened'
Navy” (Col). Fair $10,000. Last Fair $4,000. Last week, “Tattered Mortday (6). In ahead, “Young
Stranger” (RKO-U) (4th wk),
week, “Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) Dress” (Col), $5,000.
Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000; dipped to mild $5,000 after $7,500
(2d wk), $10,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90)— 50-85)—“Zombies of Mora Tau” in third.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79“Oedipus Rex” (Indie). Oke $2,500. (Col) and “Man Who Turned To
Last week, “Invitation to Dance” Stone” (Col). Light $7,500. Last $1.80)—“Dragoon Wells Massacre”
week, “12 Angry Men” (UA), (AA). Opened Saturday (4). In
(M-G) (2d wk), $3,000.
ahead, “Buster Keaton Story” (Par)
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600;'70-90)— $9,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; (2d wk), $7,000. “Brave One’\. (RKO-U) and “Men
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95of Sherwood Forest” (Astor), Fair¬ 85-$1.25)—“Spirit of St. Louis”
ish $10,000. Last week, “Funny (WB) (3d wk). Maintaining strong $1.80)—“For Whom Bell Tolls”
(reissuedOpens today
Face” (Par) and “Tension Table with $4,500 for 4-day week. Last (Par)
(Wed.).
In ahead, “If All the
week, $11,000.
Rock” (RKO) (2d wk), $7,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; Guys” (BV) (2d wk), slight $3,000
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 7090)-i-“Deadiy Mantis” (U) and 50-85)—“Boy On Dolphin” (20th). after $4,800 opening round.
Palace (RKO) (1,700: 50-$1.60)—
“Girl in Kremlin” (U). Good Single-bill showing some strength
$10,500.
Last week, “Bachelor at $9,500, but below hopes. Last “Spring Reunion” (UA) and vaude,
Party” (UA) ahd “Big Boodle” week, “Heaven Knows. Mr. Alli¬ First round ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to reach okav $15.(UA) ,‘<$14,000.
'
*' ,f son” (20th) (2d wk), $7,500.

Estimates Are Net

‘Bedrooms’ Dim 7G,
Philly; ‘Face 14G

‘Dress’Slick 9G
In Slow Indpls:

Derby Sloughs L’ville But
‘Dolphin’ Banpp $9,500;
‘Zombies’ NSG at 7iG

‘Mantis’ Stout $10,500,
Denver; ‘Dolphin’ 9G, 3d

§

000 for 6 days. Previous week, al!
vaude stageshow.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $1$2)—“Abandon Ship” (Col) (3d wk9 days). Light $19,000 after $23
000 for second. “Way To the Gold'
(20th) opens Friday (10).
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90:
$1.80);— “Gold of Naples” (DCA
(13th wk). The 12th week endet.
Sunday (5) was fine $7,800. Th
11th week was $9,500. '“Julietta*
(King) opens next but date not sel.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel¬
ler) (6,200; 95-$2.85) — “Funn>
Face” (Par) with Easter stageshov
(6lh wk). . Current session ending
today (Wed.) is heading for solh
$130,000, and stays only one more
week. The fifth week was $174,20( .
“Designing Woman” (M-G) opens
May 16.
Rtvoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.5G
—“Around World” (UA) (30th wk).
The 29th stanza completed, las.
night (Tues.) was capacity $40,000
on 12 shows. The 28th week, war
$53,700 for 16 performances.
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
“Lust For Life” (M-G) (34th wk).
The 33d week ended Monday (6‘
was stout $7,100. The 32d week
was $9,000. Stays on.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25$2.50)—“Boy On Dolphin” (20th
with Louis Armstrong combo top¬
ping stageshow (3d wk). Current
session ending tomorrow (Thurs.'
looks to hit nice $55,000. Holding.
Second was $73,000. “Desk Set”
(20th) opens with preem night oi
May 15, with regular run getting
under way on May 16.
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75) —
“Ride Back” (UA) (2d wk). Initial
stanza ended Sunday (5) was light¬
weight $10,500, slowest hei'e in•some time.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75) —
“Reach For Sky” (U) (2d wk). First
round ended Monday (6) was big
$9,500. This is the first Rank pro¬
duction to play house under new
(Continued on page 14)

‘Face’ Great $16,000 In
Det.; ‘Spirit’ Lively 17G,
Tarty’ Lusty 12G, 2d
Detroit, May 7,
Another good week is in pros¬
pect for downtown deluxers. “Spir¬
it of St. Louis” is'spirited at the
Michigan while “Funny Face”
shapes wow at the Krlm. “Tall T”
is about average at. the BroadwayCapitol. “10,000 Bedrooms” shapes
slow at the Adams. “Bachelor
Party” is big at the Palms in sec¬
ond round. Long-termers, “Around
World in 80 Days,” at United Art¬
ists, “10 Commandments” at the
Madison, and “Seven Wonders of
World” at the Music Hall continue
sockeroo.
Estimates for Thlj'Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25)—“Way to Gold” (20th) and
“Break in Circle” (20th). Opened
Monday (6). Last week, “Boy on
Dolphin” (20th) and “Affair in
Reno” (Rep) (2d wk-10 days,
$18,500.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;; 90-$1.25) — “Spirit of St.
Louis” (WB) and “Halliday Brand”
(UA). Spirited $17,000. Last week,
“Cinderella” (BV) .(reissue) and
“Dance With Me Henry” (AA) (2d.
wk-4 days), $12,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
“Bachelor Party” (UA) and "Big
Caper” (UA) (2d wk). Big $12,000.
Last week, $18,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$2.75)
—“10 Commandments” (Par) (24th
wk). Socko $22,000. Last week,
same.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25)—“Tall T” (Col) and
“Cha-Cha-Cha Boom” (Col). Aver¬
age $10,000. Last week, “Fury at
Showdown” (UA) plus WXYZ disc
jockey Mickey Shorr r & r stageshow, $25,000 in three days.
United Artists (UA) (1,668; $1.25$3)—“Around World” (UA) (J9th
wk) Great $18,000. Last week,
$25,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90$1.25)—“10,000 Bedrooms” (M-G)
and “Lizzie” (M-G). Slow $8,500.
Last week, “Designing Woman”
(M-G) (4th wk), $7,500.
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,2Q5; $1.50-$2.65) — “Seven Won¬
ders” (Cinerama) (47th wk). Big
$17,700. Last week, same.
Krim (Krxrn) (1,000; $1.50)—
“Funny Face” (Par). Wham $16,000. Last week, “Great Man” <U)
and “Deep Blue Sea” (20th) (4tll
wk) $3,500
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BORED,
Hollywood, May 7.
If foreign film stars are to
tour the United States to create
good will, they had better get
with it. Meaning, with the Amer¬
ican ways of ballyhoo. If under
the impression that a personal
appearance tour is either (a) a
lark “or (b) an imposition upon
their dignity, either attitude will
$pell t-r-o-u-b-l-e.
Finally stars
must decide between staying up
half the night in personal prowling
and down-to-business morning in¬
terviews.
The above hints at the reaction
to the recent San Francisco-Los
Angeles visits of a party of French
film . players — Gerard Philipe,
Jean Marais, Francoise Arnoul
and Micheline Presle. Tour was in
charge of the French Film Office
of N.Y. but the raised, eyebrows
were by the local office of the ad¬
vertising agency, Benton & Bowles,
which was called in to help.
s Don't Do That!
French stars were just too
amused by the quaint American
folkways. Not good humored at
mass interviews, they did not
make the most of their oppor¬
tunities to build good will. They
seemed unaware that unexplained
last minute cancellations which'
are resented from American actors
are doubly resented from “for¬
eigners."
Benton & Bowles is officially
mum on the whole subject but a
critically detailed report is known
to have been circulated. It’s ad¬
mitted that allowances must be
made for a “first time” experiment
by the French and that the French
Were showrfianly to initiate the
venture. It is also conceded that
the French party did better, pub¬
licity wise, in the Pacific zone than
in the eastern U.S. .
Part of the trouble was their unfamiliarity with .publicity prac¬
tices in the States. Stars have to
extend ’ themselves here to ' be
friendly.
They enjoy no sacro¬
sanct status just because of their
prominences and indeed they are
not prominent-to Start with when
arriving from overseas.
The
French stars’ own attitude, and the
apparent inability of their shepherds to herd them to schedule
were remarked.
Despite the French group’s unin¬
gratiating manners, the Coast end
of the trip—tied in with a French
Film Week in San Francisco—com¬
pared well with the Gotham stay,
where newspaper breaks . came
hard and the big tv exposure on
the Ed Sullivan shows fizzled for
lack of planning.
Whims of 'Glamor'
What particularly bothered Ben¬
ton & Bowles was. the -attitude of
the stars itself, which reflected the
Europeans’.typical .approach to the
press.. To start with, the players
complained constantly of being
“overworked.” Though the nightclubbing into' the early hours, was
their own work.
There is-a strong feeling that,
should such group visits be ate
tempted soon again (it appears like
they will mot, at least not by the
French), it will be mandatory to
brief the visitors 0_n what’s ahead
of them, l.e., that the. U.S. press
commands respect and isn’t used to
bow to the whims of “glamor”;
that foreign stars, however, .popu¬
lar they may be abroad in their
own hauntSi must realize .that, in
most- Instances, they’re complete
nonentities in the. States, where
the press literally has to be “sold”,
on them; that touring is always'
hard work and never a vacation,
and that the pace .in the U.S. is
different—and less geared to indi¬
vidual preference—than it is in
Europe.
Then, too, there’s the question
of what to say ahd not to say. Ken¬
neth-.’More, the J, Arthur Rank
star, got himself some unpleasant
headlines in London recently when
he told British newsmen in Gotham
that he didn’t care for ‘'Baby Doll”
and would refuse to,appear in pic¬
tures like this because rthey en¬
couraged juvenile delinquency.
The French star contingent, ac¬
cording to available advices, wasn’t
the one that the French Film Of¬
fice had originally requested from
Paris*- Apart from that, it was
discovered that most'of the visitors
had a very poor command of the
English language, which also re¬
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sulted in some misunderstandings
and some remarks (in French) by
various members of the French
party which, had they been more
generally understood, might easily
have roused the ire of some of the
more touchy Americans within ear¬
shot.
: *

Billy Graham
; Continued^ from page 1 - ■

-

Because of the many points of' resemblance between the
showmanship of modern-day religious revival crusades and
professional entertainment, the following data, as supplied by
the Billy Graham Team, should interest, the show world. At¬
tention is directed to the ,righthand column, “Decisions For
Christ, Recorded, Counseled and Followed Up,” which is the
evangelist’s equivalent tQ-his net profit (in souls) and his
.Pulse .Rating (in penetration).

colleague, Paul S.' Rees, hits closer
when ’ observing
that
despite
“amusements enough to make
every day a Roman holiday” New
York still needs “the world’s big¬
Decisions for
gest concentration of psychia¬
Christ Recorded,
trists.”
Recorded
Counselled, and
Cfusade Cities
Attendance
The New York press has been Year
Followed-Up
LOS ANGELES (winter, 1949);
uniformly cordial unlike the Lon¬ 1950
BOSTON; COLUMBIA, S. C.;
don' . dailies . which - roughed up
Graham as “The American HotPORTLAND, Ore., MINNEAP¬
Gospeller” and- opposed him as a
OLIS; ATLANTA; plus SPE¬
press agent for primitive Amer¬
CIAL MEETINGS in various
ican folkways.
cities* .......
2,239,000
46,700
FORT WORTH; SHREVEBroadway film and legit man¬ 1951
PORT,,
La.;
MEMPHIS;
SEAT¬
agers have not yet awakened to
TLE; HOLLYWOOD; GREENS¬
Graham as a brand-new “alibi” if
BORO, N. C.; RALEIGH, N. C.#
business happens to be poor at the
Minneapolis, May 7.
plus SPECIAL MEETINGS in
theatres
after
May
15.
.But
they
An unusual booking finds the
various cities* .
2,007,200
30,949
will. Of the. 19,000 seats in the
1,000-seat loop first-run Gopher Garden, about half will be1 free on 1952- WASHINGTON; HOUSTON;
playing the English-dubbed French a first-come basis. Others will be
JACKSON, Miss.; PITTS¬
“Rififi”'and “Diabolique” on a twin reserved for delegations, many of
BURGH; ALBUQUERQUE, N.
bill.
Mex.; plus SPECIAL MEET¬
them travelling hundreds of miles,
INGS in various cities*.
1,734,830
28,924
It marks the first time that any into N.Y.—a new twist on the show
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.; ST.
of the loop firstrun theatres, other trains of recent theatrical develop¬ 1953
LOUIS; DALLAS; SYRACUSE;
than the 400-seat World, has ever ment.
DETROIT, ASHEVILLE, N. C.;
played any foreign films other than
Greater New York City is ’just
plus SPECIAL MEETINGS in
those of British extraction.
now beginning to be flooded with
various cities* ...
1,877,900
25,875
For the Gopher, too, it’s second Grahaip posters, stickers and paid
LONDON,
Eng.; NASHVILLE;
1954,
runs because both pictures, indi¬ copy. A professional advertising
NEW ORLEANS; plus SPE¬
vidually, previously played .the agency, Walter Bennett, is han¬
CIAL MEETINGS in various
World downtown.
They’ve also dling placement. There will be
3,464,633
cities, Europe & U.S.A.* .
55,757
been seen in some of the neigh¬ radio spots inconsiderable satura¬
GLASGOW,
Scotland;
LON¬
1955
tion, again the show ,biz analogy to
borhood houses.
DON, England; PARIS, France;'
one of Terry Turner’s exploita¬
TORONTO, Canada; plus SPE¬
tion piotures.
CIAL MEETINGS in Great
The actual Graham “perform¬
Britain, Europe and U.S.A.* ..
4,159,365
105,468
ance” is relatively short. It starts*
INDIA and the FAR EAST;
1956
at 7:30 and «nds about 9:15.
RICHMOND; OKLAHOMA
Evangelical Protestants plainly do
CITY; LOUISVILLE; plus SPE¬
Hollywood,-.May. % ' not emulate Broadway nightprowlCIAL MEETINGS in various
ing
hours.
Consideration
for
sub¬
Clearing house for information
2,234,500
54,657
other cities in U.S.A.* ..
on the various foreign film festi¬ urbanites was an important factor
in
the
time
decision.
vals is being set up by the Motion
17,717,428 ^
348,330
TOTALS
..
Well Organized
Picture Industry Council. It will
Actually the efficiency, zeal and
gather and disseminate informa¬
* Complete statistics not available for certain meetings.
tion . for film personalities ap¬ scope of the preparations to make
proached to appear at such func¬ the Graham. Broadway run a smash
tions and" will - cooperate with offi¬ hit are most impressive. A suite of such revivals are money raising
cials from foreign festivals who offices at 165 W. 46 Street, across schemes.
Graham’s revival is referred to
are seeking to enlist Hollywood from Variety’s homeoffice, has
been operating a full year already. as a “Crusade,” although that
names as guests.
For
sheer
activity,
traffic
and
buzz,
word
bears political thumb-marks
Prexy George Murphy and exec*
secretary Lou Greenspan will- be it compares with the William Mor¬ nowadays. On the lengthy “Cru¬
ris
Agency.
Many
of
the
duties
of
sade”
committee, along with nu¬
in charge of the' program which
Will also brief filmites going abroad the staff (called the Billy Graham ttier ous.,.clergy men of various Prot¬
Paris, May 7.
Team)
are
theatrical’in
nature,-in¬
estant
denominations, lire names
so that -they may be .able to -do
showfplk will recognize., . According to Jean-Francois Depublic relations work for Holly¬ cluding the casting and training of that
choruses..
There
will
be
T,500
Among
them:
Joseph
N.
Barnes,
vay, gossip; columnist for the eve¬
wood and the industry.
voices everyy night, which ■neces¬ George' Champion,. Robert K..
sitates a pool of some 4,000‘ singers. Christenberry, Jarvis Cromwell, ning paper Paris-Presse, the four
Classes have been. in session Cleveland, Dodge, William R. French pic §tars Who recently vis¬
British Film Grosses
since February training hundreds Hearst Jr., John Adams Henry, ited the U. S. for the French Film
Well Ahead of 1956 of “counsellors,” men and women Stanley High, Walter Hovlng, Rob¬ Weeks arid retrospectives in N. Y.
who receive the converts .hitting ert E; Kintner. Henry R. Luce, Jo¬
London May 7.
what Billy Sunday used tq call seph H. McConnell, Russell Ma¬ and Ban Francisco, Micheline
British film grosses are continu¬ “the sawdust trail to salvation.” guire, Jeremiah Milbank, J. How¬ Presle, Franchiose Arnoul. Gerard
ing to run well ahead of last year. An integral part of the’ Graham ard Pew, Eddie Rickenbacker, Og¬ Philipe and Jean Marais came back
The latest returns compiled by the.] evangelical technique is an elab¬ den Reid, Thomas J. Watson Jr. here with a profound respect for
British Film Production Fund, the j orate followup system to minimize and Charles Erwin Wilson.
the publicity powers of U. S. tele¬
vision. but .not too much for its
company which t administers the backsliding into sin.
Unlike Billy. Sunday yttiq ..built taste.' They-feel -they barely es¬
Eady levy, show earnings of
Cafe. Singer Aide
$13,573,602 for the 35 weeks ended , A jieyvcpmer to - the Billy Gra¬ his own tabernacle and operated caped ridicule, op three of the top
last. March 30, an improvement of ham, .entourage is. a former night-' as a ore-man church with his own Video- sho'ws. ’
Though, the four stats discovered
$212,800. oWer the comparable ;club singer,. Lane Adams. After elaborate organization, ..Graham
period in, the previous . year* ,
' some five years on the saloon" cir¬ Works through and feeds back to America, Devay-queries when the.
the local churches; Some 1,470 in U. S. will finally “discover”
At the same time,. there’s also cuits, he was converted and is now the Metropolitan zone are affili¬
He feels that the four
more money being paid into., the within another six .months of study ated with the Madison Square Gar¬ France.
Eady pool and, in the 35-week span,- (at Columbia' Divinity School in den revival. From their manpower, were put to strange demands, not¬
receipts totalled $5,052,832, The Georgia) of becoming an ordained the Crusade is staffed as to coun¬ ing a passe of still caricatural at¬
pay-out to producers is currently Presbyterian minister. During the sellors, singers, ushers, etc. Gra¬ titude towards France by U. S. tv
running at the rate of 30%—higher course of the years Variety has ham Team’itself includes three as¬ personalities.
Devay claims that the four were
than it’s been for several months. published a number of stories of- sociate evangelists, Grady Wilson;
former entertainer? becoming Prot¬ Joseph Blinfco ahd'Leighton Ford amazed. at the penetration of tv,
for
three appearances, soon had
estant, Catholic or Jewish divines plus a music director, Cliff BarTheir
PREMINGER'S OWN OFFICE
and one story about Aimee Semple rows, and three professional mu- them known: to millions.
first
stint was on the Ed Sullivan
MacPherson doing’ it in reverse,’ cislaps,. George Beverly Shea (bari¬
To Expand (Legit, TV)—Hires
turning entertainer for a week tone), Tedd Smith (piano) and Paul Show, and Sullivan, seeming to
UA’s Nat Rudich
(disastrous) at the Capitol Theatre, Mickleson (organ). Graham’s enor-. know only one Galic play, insisted
they do a scene from “Cyrano Be
N. Y.
mous pull gives the . phonograph
Otto Preminger, independent
Adams will make face-to-face recordings- of these artistes a pre¬ Bergerac.” They had to desist say¬
film producer who’s latest is an contacts “with known Christians” organized market, (The show biz ing they had never played it, which
adaptation of Bernard . Shaw’s in Manhattan show biz,. He hopes to analogy once more). Exec Secre¬ seemed to astonish Sullivan. They
“Saint JOan,” appears bent on. see many of them in the audience tary Jerry Beavah, Crusade Direc¬ finally just played themselves.
They next did Garry Moore’s
.spreading out vin show-business. at the Garden. Some also may be in tor W. G. Haymaker, Director of
Film-maker is intent on engaging the chords but ‘.‘we’re certainly Counsellor Training Charles Riggs, “I’ve Got a Secret,” and were
in both television and legit pro¬ not going to, pressure show folk to Director of Followup Lome Sanny aghast that Moore Wanted to do
duction, as .well as pictures, along lend Us the value of their, names. and Public Relations Director the show dressed as- a parodythe same lines as those blueprinted Having been a professional myself Betty Lowry complete the Team Frenchman with moustache, beret
striped pants and called Garry
by Joseph Mankiewicz’s Figaro I believe hetors have been terribly for Manhattan,
.
Productions.
L’Anidur. Marais and Philipe re¬
exploited by causes; I just want
fused
to dress in this fashion and
Preminger is to open his own the people of show business to.
New York .office and already has know they are welcome. We’d like Greenblatt, Levy Travel did this one straight too.
They
finally ,had’to face the im¬
hired Nat Rudich as his eastern to bring them The Word; too.”
Herbert Greenblatt and Nait
Business efficiency goes.by the Levy, RKO’s estern and eastern placable interviewer Mike Wallace.
rep.
Rudich is resigning as as¬
Philipe
refused-/ for he felt he
sistant publicity manager at United name in evangelical circles of sales managers respectively, this
Artists to take the job and his. “dedicated leadership.” There is a week begin a series of visits to might be sounded out bn his recent
background includes producer and non-profit corporation. responsible Universal exchanges and the offices visit to Red China and his political
director roles in both radio and for the Garden engagement and it of Independent distributors releas¬ opinions. Miss Presle went on and
will issue at the end a public au¬ ing RKO product not involved in Wallace stated that .Germany was’
tv.
' ,
now the No, 1 French film foreign
Replacing him at UA is Maurice dit — an improvement on the the deal with Universal.
They will stop at each of 32 ex¬ market. Re wanted to know how
Segal* who’s switching from the Broadway legit shows which report
only
to
the
angels.
Graham
is
paid
changes in their respective terri¬ this could be so with a hereditary v
Universal publicity department. In
addition to being assistant head of a fixed annual wage by a religious tories to confer with U branch enemy, etc. Miss "Presle, retorted
the department he’ll also serve as fpundation and every effort is managers and the heads of local that the U. S. did big film biz with
Japan.
made to rebut cynical cracks that releasing companies. ‘
the company’s radio-tv contact.

French Films Pair
For Precedental
Downtown Date

SET UP FESTIVAL FILE
TO ADVISE U. S. V.I.P/S

French Stars’Dim
View of U.S. TV
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THEATRES BUTT OF POLITICOS
~ Larson Asks Press Help Re USIA
/

Washington, May 7.

Arthur Larson, director of the U, S. Information Agency, last
week declared that how is a had time to cut the $144,000,000
budget of his propaganda bqreau, for "this is the year to pour it

on ” He made the. assertion at a National Press Club luncheon
in a pitch to get back the USIA’s budget which was sliced 28%
by the economy minded House 'of Representatives.
He told newsmen that he is using both radio and motion pictures
wherever possible.
Radio output, he added, has been doubled
oyei; the Voice of, America and use of films has been stepped up
by 30%. Cultural exchanges with Communist countries, the Far
East, etc,, are also up sharply. These include State Dept, backed
tours by a number of show biz troupes such as ballet, symphonic
organizations and legit companies.
Much of the coin expended by the USIA, incidentally, goes to
private film and radio producers who turn out propaganda mate¬
rial on contract* Privately operated short wave stations also bene¬
fit since the USIA buys Use of their facilities.

SUITES, CITIES W Days Power-Jolts Cannes,
HARASS E1HS But is Sheer Entertainment

Good Form at an Arty Festival?

States and municipalities con¬
tinue to cast covetous eyes at the
motion picture industry. Theatres
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
the French take care of the visit¬
are being subjected to consider¬
ing scribes first and let the visiting
able harassment by legislators
Cannes, May 7.
distributors and exhibitors go to
speaking for various groups within
Mike Todd's "Around the World the also-ran morning extra show.
tlieir constituencies.
In 80 Days” ,(UA), in its new proc¬
Queried about grosses on "80
Proposed laws include censor¬ ess CineStage, kicked off the
ship, taxes, curfews, minimum Tenth Cannes Film Festival Thurs. Days”, the boy from' Chicago
wages and daylight saving time. (2). Though "World” was invited quipped that now that he was art
The increase in the number ot and out of competition, the peri¬ artist he did not care to discuss
drive-ins throughout the country patetic Todd made this Riviera filthy money and now. that he
has made the ozoners a new patsy fest his own for three days. Todd was Mr. Elizabeth Taylor he did
of trie state bodies. In an effort showed visiting Soviet Vice Minis¬ not want to encourage his bride’s
to control juvenile delinquency, ter Vladimir Surine some reels of already apparent weakness for
the lawmakers have attempted to 'World” before the festival began. jewelry.
French viewers were disap¬
establish- theatre curfews. In Ohio, Surine noted that Todd should
for example, an effort was made to come see the Russian Cinerama. pointed in "80 Days” because most
of
the humor went over their
forbid minors under 18 from at¬ Todd countered that they should
tending theatres after midnight, have seen his process first and in¬ heads.
Todd
was flanked by Robert
unless married or accompanied by vented that also. When Surine
their parents. Before the bill was pointed out that the Russo fest en¬ Benjamin, Arnold Picker, Charles
Smadja,
and Mo Rothmah of
London, May 7. +■
killed, a serious attempt was made try was “Don Quixote” Todd, said
The long-standing monopoly of
to add an amendment which would that was the first time they had United Artists, In telling how ana
why
he
decided
to join with UA,
the British Film Producers Assn.
force all drive-ins to close by 1 a.m. beaten the U. S. to something, hut
In the allocation of licenses for
This too, was defeated in commit¬ Cervantes had beaten them both instead of the other majors, Todd
opined
it
was
better to make
British films inT restricted markets
tee when it was pointed out that to it, It ended amicably but it looks
has been cracked by the recently
bars, were permitted to remain like Todd’s Russo co-production, $12,000,000 pleasantly than $13,000,000
unpleasantly.
formed Federation of British Film
open to 2:30 a.m.
plans are off.
Benjamin was the only one to
Makers. FBFM now is receiving
In Ohio, there is also consider¬
Ticket demand for "Wbrld” was have a word besides Todd and
its own share of visas directly from
Full impact of television hasn’t able pressure to reinstate' state
added
that world gross for "World”
the Board of Trade.
Last week hit the Swedish exhibitor as yet, ac¬ censorship, but anti-bluepencrlling fierce. Festival and Todd took big
allotments and it developed there loomed so incredibly high that it
Warwick Film Productions received
forces have so far successfully de¬ were not enough for. the working was impossible, at this time, to
cording
to
S.
A.
G.
Swenson,
head
two visas each for France and Ger¬
layed action on the proposal. In press. Todd nixed a 5 p.m. show hazard a guess. Todd’s showman¬
many, and Ealing Films was also of A. B| Wivefilm, a production-dis¬
Ohio, as well as many other states, which would have taken the bloom ship emerged unimpaired from the
given two visas for its first two tribution . company which also op¬
theatremen—particularly drive-in from his "Continental Premiere” whole Cannes experience but
films under the Metro banner, "The
erates a number of theatres. Tend¬ operators—are concerned by ei« after hot words and threats, festi¬ brings up the point whether it was
Man in the Sky" and ‘Shiralee.”
forts being made, to extend day¬
The controversy over the issue ing to hold down the competition light saving time. Introduction of val and Todd plotted a special a good thing to proem highly
of export permits developed in the is the fact that there are only two daylight saving time in many areas, morning show held Friday (3) for “entertainment-slanted” pictures at
these arty-minded manifestations.
latter part of last year into a slug¬ television stations in Sweden—one it’s felt, would seriously' harm the rest of the press.
As to CineStage, it’s a 1:2 proc¬ And does it take some of the
ging match between Irving Allen in Stockholm and the other in drive-in business because shows
and Cubby Broccoli, the Warwick Goteborg. Both are government op¬ would not be able tq start until a ess higher than CinemaScope but sheen away from the Paris open¬
ing of "80 Days”?
toppers, on the one side, and Sir erated.
very late hour. Exhibitors are not as wide. Its soundtrack can be
Swenson, whols been shopping fighting daylight saving time in adapted to any existing stereo¬
Henry L. French and the BFPA on
phonic setup and it needs only a
the other. Over a period of some for product in the U. S. for the Texas, Colorado and Ohio.
weeks, the issiie was fought out in last several weeks, also estimates
special lens to go on the projector
With the boom in drive-in con¬ which Todd will loan to all exhibs.
public with Warwick taking big there are only about 100,000 sets
spreads to answer the official BFPA in the hands of the Swedish public. struction, theatremen are running It looks like it can be, shown any¬
Programs are of poor quality andl into more and more opposition on where and Todd is avoiding the
spokesman.
.
The main restricted markets in there are no commercial shows. But’] zoning from local residents and Todd-AO tag to nix Magna royaL
Europe are France and Germany. numerically, he feels, there will j municipal governments. In ad-1 ties.
"80 Days” got generally good
In the former.; country, the ceiling be at least three stations, if not dition, they, are faced with various
Washington, May 7.
for British films, currently running four, in operation by the end of the license fees Which they claim are J response but some critics felt It
discriminatory.
On
both
a
state
A minimum wage bill that will
was not really a festival film.
it 26 a year, will be upped to 84 year.
.
i
and Federal level, theatremen are
A copy of .the.balloon, in the seriously * affect theatres and cir¬
in the current fiscal year. The
Meantime, Swenson said, Wive-! fighting new proposed minimum
pici was outside the Film Palace cuits' was reported to the full Sen¬
German quota is static at 30 fea¬ film is doing its "best business” in
Wage laws. In illihois, for example,
ate Labor Committee by a sub¬
tures a year.
history with such pictures as Dis¬ a proposed minimum wage law ex¬ and Todd followed the film with committee of the group. Measure,
an airborne party at the AmbassaAnother restricted foreign mar¬ ney’s "African Lion" and the
ket is Japan where entries are French production, "The Silent empts restaurants and hotels but deurs with caged lions outside the by Sen. John Kennedy (Dem.,
Mass.), provides that any retail or
windows.
limited to-15 a year*-1 British pix World.” As in the U, S., he added, includes theatres.
Todd, in short, provided an ex-: service -company that does $1,000,Theatres have long charged that
there are handled through the ‘qualify and not quantity is the key
Commonwealth Film Corp., which to a healthy fioxofllce.” Hence, they have been -singled out by ceptional opening. . The Festival 000 worth of business annually
has a physical distribution arrange¬ Lwivefllm' has considerably trimmed governmental bodies—-municipal, then went into its loaded program either in one' store or In all estab¬
ment with . « docal renting house. its oyn domestic production pro¬ state and Federal—for discrimin¬ of feature films. Cannes is lishments combined would come
So far tho Federation of British gram In. favor of handling top im¬ atory legislation. -AS.^a result, crammed with press, personalities I under the minimum wage law. theatre organizations have stressed and showmen. Local nabe film | Although many smalltown thea¬
Film Makers has made no applica¬ ports.
V.
the ; necessity, of maintaining' lis¬ houses are at a premium , as pro¬ tres do not gross a $1,000,000 an¬
tion to the BOT,fojr licenses for. this,
At
one
time
Wivefilm
turned
out
tening posts'In all legislative bod¬ ducers rent the'nl for-special show-I nually, many are units of circuits
market. '
!
about five oi six pictures annually, ies so that immediate steps . can 'trigs of' their product
* that do. The hill Was reported to
but last year its production efforts be taken to prevent wliat is con¬
the committee : without * recom¬
: Czechs’ Courtesy .
Br«nsohSkifURKOvH«td were confined to a lone, docuihen- sidered harmful legislation. In Czechoslovakia yanked its orig¬ mendation. If passed by CongresB,
tary~"Operation Red Sea”—and many instances, the influence oi inal entry - "Svejk” (The, Good many theatres Will have to. pay
In Latin AmericuT, Areas this was filmed in collaboration theatremen in legislative halls has Soldled Sriweik) at the request oi employees a minimum of $1 an
‘ Shifts in RK&Kf pefaOnnelin La¬ with* another firm. • Picture Is set paid off. ‘Many- bills aimed directly! Hie fest authorities who felt there hour.
'
tin America territorial changes for release next August.
at , theatres have been killed in Was % scene that could be offensive,
were made. this .week by Walter . Swedish market, Swenson . ex¬ committee before reaching the to Catholic sensibilities. * Czechs
Branson, world-wide .distribution plained, not only is a lucrative one floors of the legislatures.. However, obliged and have substituted "Ztfav.p. Realignment of the company's for Hollywood product but French in. gome -cases, it has been neces¬ cencl” (The Lost Children) di¬
Latin American operation* fql- films also, do well there. "Of the sary to put up a strong fight to rected by Milos Makovec. Pic conlowed on the heels of a three-week' 100 pictures produced annually, in prevent the bills'from being , intro¬ cerris a group of enemy soldiers
. Cannes, May 7.
tour by foreign sales manager Sid¬ France,” he said, "around 10 are duced or having them voted down who fratetnize after a skirmish
Wesley* Ruffles, now living on
ney Kramer.
only to go back to war and event¬
suitable for Swedish, audiences and when they are presented.
the. Riviera., making his usual ap.■ Ramon Fernandez, who previous¬ most of the 10. are distributed by
ual
death.
Exhibitor organizations have also
ly was sales manager, has been Wivefilm.”
First official " film was the pearance at the Festival.
emphasized to their members the
Don Murray in with his 'wife
promoted to. the post of general
necessity Of self-policing especially French "Celui Qui Doit Mourir” Hope Lange for the showing of
For
example,
Wivefilm
has
al¬
manager for . Mexico. Francisco
in areas involving the possibility of (He Who Must Die); of Jules DasRossi,
newly-appointed
Latin ready acquired the Swedish rights juvenile delinquency. It has been Sin, which * unspooled to good re¬ "The Bachelor Party” (UA).
to . "Celui Qui Doit Mourir” (He
Frank Frigenti, a deported U. S.
American supervisor, will function Who Must Die). Directed by Jules noted, for example, that the killing sponse. Then followed "The Bache¬
gangster, came up from Italy on
•iso as general manager of the
of the proposed curfew legislation lor Party”- (UA) also reaping fa¬ a 48-hour pass to check on a
Passin,
it’s
repping
France
at
the
Panama office. Eugene Camacho
in Ohio was due considerably to vorable audience reaction.
French film; It is called “A Con¬
has been named acting manager in current Cannes Film Festival. the
Todd-^-lIe Talks
testimony of an ozoner Oper¬
Puerto Rico following the resigna¬ Other'Gallic acquisitions include ator who described how he policed
Todd called, the accredited press demned Man Escaped” and he felt
Henri
Clouzot’s
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Spies”
and
a
it might have been based on his
tion of William Schwartz. Cama¬
reps
at
-the
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Cannes
Film
his drive-in. He pointed to the
cho will report to Melvin Edelstein, couple of Brigitte Bardot pix, "God Constant' presence of a uniformed Fest, about 400 scribes, together life since he had once escaped the1
general manager, of Cuba. Joseph Created Woman” and "La. Paris- patrolman, his checking of cars for a luncheon Friday (3) to dis¬ chair in Sing Sing. However this
was another sort of escape and he
Gomes will continue as acting man¬ ienne.”
from time’ to time, "moonlight” cuss the "misunderstandings.” It has since gone back to Italy*
ager of the Trinidad office, report¬
a
two-hour
filibuster
lamps with 400-watt mercury vapor proved
Jean Goldwurm, U. S. indie exing to Herbert Fletcher, Venezuela
sprinkled with some press ques¬
bulbs, and similar measures.
general manager.
tions but mainly Todd talked, and hib ‘arid dlstrib, is presenting a
Perhaps
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Memphis, May 7.
U. S. indie pic "Snow Five” which
Territorial changes also include
of government bias against the film the press listened.
the islands of Curacao and Aruba
Three top drive-ins in the mid¬ industry was issued last week by
He disclosed that no identifiable he is selling for foreign'distrib. A
being covered by the RKO office south area are now controlled by Abram F. Myers, general counsel process will be used for his forth¬ real switch, this ... Goldwurm
hi Venezuela, while the Cuban of¬ Dave and Abner Lebovitz.
The of Allied States Assn., who claimed coming "Don Quixote” to be made telling delegates he feels that
fice will, handle Jamaica.. These brothers, who already owned the that the Antitrust Division of the in Spain with Fernandel and foreign pix should not need a Mo¬
islands were previously controlled Sky-Vue ozoner in Memphis, took Dept, of Justice invariably favored Cantinflas, except that it would be tion Picture Assn, code seal but
by the Panama office*
over the Sunset Drive-in at West television over motion pictures, large screen, in color and not in should be rated by the Theatre
Owners of America for adults or
Memphis, Ark., as well as the La¬ distributors over exhibitors,. and Todd-AO.
World Highways Expedition Inc. mar outdoor theatre.
Snafu with the journalists had children.
the chains over the independent
Marl Torlcslk* Hungaro actress
«as been authorized to conduct a
been
blamed
by
the
Festival
upon
Rustin Garner is skippering the theatres.
Business as motion picture pro¬
Todd’s own demand for 500 seats who made an impact last year in
ducers, with offices in New York Sky-Vue, W. C. McKinney is at
a pic called "Little Fairground
but
Todd
asserted
he
had
re¬
Bill Doll now has title of v.p. In
fud with capital stock of 200 the West Memphis site while'the
quested only 60 and surrendered Swing,” now allowed her first
shares, no par value. Katz, Mo- Lebovitz brothers are dividing charge of advertising, publicity some of them. Needling the Cannes visit. She's in the Hungaro
jehe Sc SChier Wert filing attor- their time between three houses and exploitation for the Michael Festival he said he demanded that entry "Two 'Wishes.”
Todd
Co.
ney* at Albany.
•
and the Lamar.
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Sweden’s Film Theatres
So Far Fed TV Little,
Says S. A. G. Swenson

Wage Minimum
Moves Closer

Lebovitzs’ 3 Drive-Ins
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BFPA, Equity Huddle
G, 2d; Hobday’ Sockeroo 19G, 64th
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'
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film producer who heads the loeal
: producers’ Assn, ,’artd Marga Lopez,
the Argentinian dramatic actress
who is a prominent name in Mexi¬
----:-4Rome, April 30.
can films, have Combined to make
three pix this year at a total outlay
mittee charged with solvingC°the
8
1 of $400,000, She may star in per¬
haps all three films. Her stipend
London, April 30.
1-’ will be 10% o$ the pix gross. *
.London, May 7. • jdea bas been set up following the
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j
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The. venture will bow with* a tintholding up well after the boost of U. O. Ambassador Into
Talks between the British Film recent meeting at Cernobbio, on
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the Easter week, id business. At
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Siifinnpt* 'Act have several sections of South Producers Assn, and British Actors Lake Como, by governmental and
Blacknool Summer
.the Empire, “Designing Woman”
^ ^
A ■ n .tTCl America for exteriors.
Equity over overtime disputes were film industry reps from Italy,
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T . , Blackpool, Eng,
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*‘Oh, Men Oh Women!” is quite inations. Ceremony in 1956 was
introduction of an overtime clause Common Market.
disappointing at the Carlton, the nerformed by Reginald Dixon, the
some time ago.
While temporary measures leadinitial frame likely being only Blackpool Tower- organist. ■ In
At the Equity annual convention ing to freeing of film and produc$4 5oo.
1955, it w&s done by Jacob Malik,
last Sunday (28), Felix Aylmer, the tion coin exchange among memAmong the holdovers, “Yangtse Russian ambassador.
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Incident” in its fifth Plaza week : Blackpool is leading summer
the simple question pf overtime in voted of primary importance at
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the . studies had brought,
brought; about a the meeting, reps of the three naLondon, May 7.
th?
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WEDNESDAY NIGHT, MAY 15

ROXY, New York / CHINESE, Los Angeles

and immediately thereafter at leading theatres everywhere!

SPENCER

KATHARINE

TRACY / HEPBURN
make the office such a wonderful place
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(Continued from page 8)
Being helped by preview to $13,000. Last week, $12,200.
Los Angeles, Vogue, Ritz, Loy¬
ola (FWC) (2,097; 885; 1,330; 1,248;
90-$1.50)—“Heaven Knows, Mr.
Allison” (20th) and “Quiet Gun”
(20th> (3d wk. L. A., 2d wk. else¬
where). Still pleasing at $20,000.
Last week, $25,800.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25$1.75) — “Bachelor Party” (UA)
(4th 'wk). Modest $5,000. Last
week, $5,300.
Fox Wilshire (FWC). (2,296; $1$1.75)—“12 Angry Men” (UA) (4th
wk).
Thin $3,600.
Last week,
$4,300.
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.10$1.75)—“Designing Women” (M-G)
(4th wk). Fair $8,500. Last week.
$10,400, with preview helping.
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,334; $1.25$1.50) — “Invitation to Dance”
(M-G) (5th wk).' Dull $2,300. Last
week, $2,500.
Carthay (FWC) (1.138; $L75$3.50) — “Around World” (UA)
(20th' wk); More of same after
$26,300 last week.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;
$1.50-$3.30)—“10 Commandments”
(Par) (25th wk). Slowing some but
good $15,000. Last Week, $16,300.
Warner Hollywood a (SW-Cinerama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)^-“Cine
Holiday” (Cinerama) (78th wk).
Into current week Sunday (5)
after big $14,500 last week.
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)—
“Gold of Naples” (Indie) (2d wk).
Good $5,500. Last week, $6,700.
Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50)
—“Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (In¬
die) (2d wk). Good $4,500. Last
week, $5,900.

‘FACE’ STURDY $8,000,
PROV.; ‘10 C’S’ 12G, 3D
Providence, May 7*v
“10 Commandments” is still top
grosser in its third session here.
State’s “Designing Woman” shapes
fine in second round.
“Fuiiny
Face” looks lively in opening
frame at Albee.*
Estimates for This Week
•. Albee (RKO) ' (2,200; 65-80)—
“Funny Face” (Par) and “Beast of
Hollow Mountain’’ (Par).
Nice
$8,000. Last week, “Cinderella”
(BV) (reissue) (2d wk), $10,000.
Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Paris Does Strange Things” (WB)
and “Shoot-Out At Medicine .Bend”
(WB). Healthy $7,000. Last week,
“Spirit of St, Louis” (WB), $10,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)—“De¬
signing Woman” (M-G) and “Af¬
fair In Reno” (UA) (2d wk). Nice
$9,000. First was $13,000;
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; $1.50$2)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(3d wk) Sellout weekends helping
to solid $12,000 Second week, $15,000

St. Louis, May 7.
Biz is barely average this frame.
“Hellcats of Navy” looks about best
of newcomers at the larger houses
but it’s only mild’at Loew’s. “We
Are All Murderers” looks nice in
two arty houses. “Lizzie” shapes
modest at. Esquire while '“Bold
One” looms okay for its single week
at the Fox. “10 Commandments”
still is fancy in 11th round at the
St. Louis.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW-C i n e r a m a)
(1,400; $1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Won¬
ders Of World” (Cinerama) (55th
wk).
Goqd $6,000.
Last week,
$6,500.
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 75-90)—
“Lizzie” (M-G) and “Blonde Sin¬
ner” (AA). Mild $4,000 or near.
Last week, “Halliday Brand” (UA)
and “Running, Target” (UA), same.
Fox (Arthur). (5,000; 75-90)—
‘80 Days’ Smash 12G,
“Spirit Of St. Louis” XWB).
Opened today (Tues.), Last week,.
Seattle; ‘Face’ 4G, 3d
“Bold One” (U) and “Night Fall”
Seattle, May 7.
(Col), okay $10,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85)—
Mighty dull doings here this
“Hellcats Of Navy” (Col) and
stanza but “80 Days Around World”
“Wicked As They Come” (Col).
shapes great in third frame at
Mild $8,000 in 10 days:
Blue Mouse. “Kronos” looms fair¬
Missouri (Arthur) (3,500; 75-90)
ly good at Coliseum while “Funny
—“Attack Of Crab Monsters” (AA)
Face” is rated okay in third Music
and “Not Of This Earth” (AA).
Box session. Elsewhere most of
Opened today (Tues.). Last week,
showings are highly disappointing.
“Funny Face” (Par) and “Tall T”
Estimates for This Week
(Col) (m.o.), fair $6,500.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800;
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)—
$1.50-$2.50) — “80 Days Around
“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue). Modest
World” (UA) (3d wk). Great $12,$5,500. Last week, “Cinderella”
000. Last week, $12,200.
(BV) (reissue) and “Thunder Over
Arizona” (Rep) (3d wk), $6,500.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 90)
$1.25)—“Kronos” (20th) and “She'
—“Invitation To Dance” (M-G).
Devil” (20th). Good $8,500. Last
SAN FRANCISCO
Oke $3,000. Last week, Sorceress”
week, “Boy on Dolphin” (20th) and
(Indie), $2,500.
“Sitorm Rider” (20th) (2d wk-6
(Continued from page 8)
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; 90)
days), $6,800."
“Spirit
of
St.
Louis”
(WB)
fed
wk).
—“We Are All Murderers” (Indie).
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
Good
$11,000.
Last
week,
$17,000.
Good $2,500. Last week, “Papa,
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.75- U-$1.25)—“Abandon Ship” (Col)
Mama, Maid” (Indie), $3,000.
and “Sierra Stranger” (Col). Drab
$2.75)—“10
Commandments”
(Par)
St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; $1.25- (11th wk).
Big $14,000.
Last $6,500. Last week, “10 Command¬
$2)—“10 Commandments” (Par) week,
$15,000.
ments” (Par) (10th wk), $8,500 at
(11th wk). Fancy $15,000. Last
Orpheum (Cinerama-SW) (1,458; $2.30 top.
week, $14,000.
$1.75-$2.65)
—
“Seven
Wonders”
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
90)—“We Are All Murderers” (In¬ , (Cinerama) (24th wk). Off to good $1.25)—“Funny Face” (Par) (3d
Last'week, $20,900.
wk).
Okay $4,000.
Last week,
die).
Big $3,500.
Last week, $15,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; $5,200.
“Papa, Mama, Maid” (Indie), 70-$l)—“12
Angry Men” (UA) and
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$3,000.
“Bail Out at 43,000” (UA). Slow $1.25)—“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB)
$8,000 or less. Last week, “Bache¬ (3rd wk-4 dpys). Oke $4,500. Last
lor Party” (UA) and “Iron Sheriff” week, $6,TOO.
.MINNEAPOLIS
(UA), $6,500 in 6 days.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90(Continued from page 8)
Stagedoor (A-R). (440; $1.25- $1.25)—“Girl in Kremlin” (U) and
“Rififi” and “Diabolique” (Indie) $1.50) — “Rebecca” (20th) and “Man Beast” (FF)). Dull $4,000 in
(2d runs). This twin bill of English- ‘“‘Third Man” (20th) (reissues). 5 days. Last week, “Oklahoman”
dubbed French films represents an Good $3,600. Last week, “Great (AA) and “Strange Intruder” (AA),
experiment for house, but it’s only 'Ian” (U) (6th wk) and “Light $6,200.
poor $2,500. Last week, “Tarzan Touch” (U) (3d wk), $2,100.
Paramuont
(SW-C i n e r a m a)
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)— (1,282; $1.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama
and Lost Safari” (M-G), $3,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; $1.25-$2.25)—. “Street of Shame” (Indie) (6th wk). Holiday” (Cinerama) (4th wk).
“10 Commandments” (Par) (11th Okay $2,200.. Last week, $3,200. .Getting good $8,600. Last week,
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Al¬ $12,495.
wk). Still jogging along fairly sat¬
isfactorily.
Okay $6,000.
Last bert Schweitzer” (Indie) (4th wk).
Big $3,300. Last week, $4,200.
week. $6,500.
Vogue .(S.F. Theatres)
(364;
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)—
CHICAGO
“Way To Gold” (20th). Well liked $1.25)—“Silent World” (Col) (4th
^(Continued from page 9)
East $3,800.
Last week,
but is getting only dull $6,000. Last Wk).
week, “Boy On Dolphin’.’ (20th), $4,200. *'
(24th wk). Socko $24,000. Last
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25) week, $29,000.
$9,000.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- —“Simon and Laura” (U). Oke
Monroe--(Indie) (1,000; 67-87)—
90)—“Young Stranger” (U). Many $2,500. Last week, “Colditz Story” “Smiley” (20th) and “Storm Rider”
«,
kind words for this one, but lack (DCA) (2d wk), $1,500.
(Regal). NSH $4,000. Last week,
Coronet (United California) “Angel of Darkness” (Globe) and
of cast names probably handicaps
it.
Slight $5,500.n Last week, (1,250; $1.50-$3.75) — “Aro.und “Scandal Inc.” (Rep) (2d wk),
“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB), $9,800. World” (UA) (19th wk). Fancy $4,500.
RKO Pan (RKO) (l.BOO; 75-90)— $21,000. Last week, $23,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50)
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Invita¬
“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (m.o.).
Okay —“Boy on Dolphin” (20th). >Big
Here after profitable initial Or¬ tion To Dance” (M-G).
$35,000.
-Last week, “Heaven
Last week, “Heroes of
pheum canto. Good $6,500. Last $1,200.
Mr. Allison” (20th) (6th
week, “Cinderella” (BY) (2d wk),- Shipka” (Indie) and “Case Sergei Knows,
wk),
$17,000
in six days.
Rumyantsev” (Indie), $1,000.
$4,800.
Palace (SW - Cinerama) (lr,484;
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“12
$1.25-$3.40)—“Seven Wonders of
Angry Men” (UA). High praise on
World” (Cinerama) (20th wk). Tall
every hand for this one. Should
TORONTO
$27,500. Last week, $37,000.
profit from wordrof-mouth after
(Continued from page 8)
I. Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)—
slow opening. Light $5,000. Last
week, “River’s Edge” (20th), $4,000 “Cinderella” (BV) (reissue) (2d wk), “Oklahoman” (AA) and “Tall T”
$9,000.
in six days.
(Col). Lusty $24,000. Last week,
Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede “Incredible Shrinking Man” (U)
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)—
“Funny Face” (Par) (4th wk).- Ap¬ (FP) (l',709; 1,486; 1,385; 60-75)— (2d wk), $15,000.
' “Funny
Face”
(Par)
(3d
Wk).
Big
proaching end of line. Satisfactory
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90$12,000. Last week, $16,000.
$3,500. Last week, $3,600.
Imperial .(FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)— $1.50)—“Strange One” (Col). Lean
“Buster Keaton Story” (Par). Dis¬ $7,000. First was $11,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
appointing
$10,000. Last week,
PHILADELPHIA
“Spirit Of St. Louis” (WB) (2d wk), —“Baby and Battleship” (DCA).
(Continued from page 9)
Oke $3,000. Last week, “Royal Af¬
$9,500.
“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (3d wk).
International (Taylor) (557; $1)— fairs in Versailles” (Times), $3,500.
Holding at $10,000 same as last “Green Man” (IFD) (6th wk). Oke
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036;
week.
$3,500. Last week, $4,000.
$1.75-$3.5)—“Around World iii 80
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
Loew’s, Uptown (Loew) (2,096; Days” (UA) (5th wk). Looks .ter¬
“Tarzan and Lost Safari” (M-G) 2,098; 60-75-$1.25) — “Designing rific $28,000. Last week^ $29,000,
and “Footsteps in Night” (AA). Woman” (M-G). Smash ' $32,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90Quiet $7,500. Last'week, ”12 Angry Last week, “10,000 Bedrooms” $1.50)—“Funny
Face” , (Par) (4th
Men” (UA) (2d wk), $9,000.
(M-G), five days at Loew’s, $7,500;
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 94-$1.49) “Brave One” (RKO) (2d wk), $6,500 wk). Sprightly $16,0Q0. Last week,
$
20
,
000
.
—“La Strada” (T-L) (8th wk). So-so ai Uptown; both houses at 60-$l.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90$3,000. Last week, $3,300.
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2) —
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) “Oklahoma” (Magna) (54th /wk). $1.50)—“Edge of City” (M-G) (3d
— “Anastasia” (20th) (19th wk). Down to good $7,500. Last week, wk). Lively $15,000. Last week,
$22,000,
'
Still good at $5,400. Last week, $12,000.
World (Indie) (606; 90)—“Spell
$6,QOO.
Towne, Westwood (Taylor (1,080;
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.40) — 994;‘ $1) — “Baby and Battleship” of Ireland” (Celtic). Last week,
“Funny Face” (Par) (4th wk). Trim (IFD) (4th wk). Nice $5,500. Last “Oedipus Rex” (Teitel) (4th wk),
$4,000.
$14,000 or near. Last week, $17,000. week, $8,000.
World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49) —
University (FP) (1,536; $1.75Ziegfeld (Davis) .(430; $1.25“Invitation to'Dance” (M-G). Good $2.50)—“10 Commandments” (Par) $1.50)—“Marcelino” (Indie) ((11th
$3,500 in 5 days. Last ‘week, “Gold (24th wk). Oke $7,500. Last week, wk). Mighty $7,000. Last week,
of Naples ” (DCA) (6th wk), $2,500. $8,000.
$8,500.
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Globa! Appeal of U.S. Negro
Continued from page 3
“whom Metro tried to cram down Africa. With a lot of talk about
our throats for a while.”
“equality”—a red flag to the aver¬
Southern exjhib attitude, reflect¬ age Southerner, it's anyone’s gUes.
ing of course the mood of the gen¬ what itis potential in the Southern
eral’public there and fear of white houses is going.to be.
recrimination, seems to be that
It’s noted ih New-York film
Negroes should under no circum¬ circles that, while the large Negro
stances be shown out of the menial audience, in. America generally
environment to which the white hasn’t responded too favorably td
stereotype assigns them. In other pix with all-Negro casts, it is re¬
words, Lena Horne singing in a sponsive to films with race angles
plysh nightclub reflects a; degree which may be part of the explana¬
of social acceptance against which tion why boxoffice-motivated pro¬
the South preponderantly still ducers are willing.to risk a South¬
rebels.
ern boycott.
The film companies, with an eye
Topic of racial equality is hit
to the world market, where racial hard again in Another yet-to-hethemes go over well, are hbnethe- released film, “Mark of the Hawk,”
less increasingly witting to risk a eo-starring Eartha Kitt and Sidney
Southern boycott. ' A company Poitier. One of the characters in
sales manager last week estimated the picture is described as a
that the South today accbunts for “white bigot” who sets a murderous
very close to 20% of the industry’s trap for a group of Africans to
domestic business, which takes in “teach them a lesson.” Poitier
the large number of drive-ins. takes the part of a young native
However, his definition of “the leader who seeks to bring about
South” takes in some of the equality • through peaceful rather
"fringe” areas where racial feel¬ than violent means.
ings. are' less rampant.
Earlier cycles about race conflict
Belaforite’s Case
in the South predate anger in the
When Metro put out “Edge of wake of the- U.S. Supreme Court
the City,” in which a Negro and a decision decreeing school integra¬
white dockworker develop a friend¬ tion. Even in the early cycle,
ship, it found the South unwilling however, a scene in “Curly,”
to book, the film. Now, there have showing White and colored children
been Southern ripples of discon¬ playing together, ran afoul censor¬
tent with Darryl F. Zanuck’s “Is¬ ship in Memphis and some other
land in the Sun,” in which the places.
national bestselling
disk star,. 'Southern reaction to race
Harry Belafonte carries on a tepid themes is by no means uniform,
and tentative handholding kind of particularly if Negroes are not ac¬
romance with Joan Fontaine. In tually involved.
Example is
the end he rejects her not she him. “Giant,” which packs a powerful
20th-Fox, in the face of yelps from wallop for ra'cial equality, only iu
Southern Wjiite Citizen Councils, this instance it speaks of Mexi¬
already is arguing that the picture cans. Picture played throughout
represents a situation in the West jLhe South, including in Texas
Indies, and not in Dixie.
where the story takes place.
Stealings, who hasn't seen “Is¬ “Giant” even involves inter-marri¬
land in the Sun,” made it quite age, which is probably the most
plain that, if he and his exhibitor sensitive issue of ’em all for South¬
colleagues found anything objec¬ erners.
tionable in the picture, they would
have no hesitancy to order cuts.
Question of the legality of such
censoring by theatres is left hang¬
ing in the air. New York distrib
homeoffices say they aren’t “offi¬
cially aware” that the theatres are
Veteran film industryite Jack
doing their own editing.
Level, a victim of RKO’s close¬
•It is pointed out, however, that down after being with the company
the branch managers as a rule are for 33 years, is “trying to get out
Southerners who} (1) agree with of the rough” by capitalizing on a
the practice and (2) wouldn’t want hobby — the collection of golf
items.
to alienate their customers.
Operating out of 'Elmhurst, L.I.,
One N.Y. sales exec said he’d
heard of instances where an exhi¬ Level has established the Golf
Book
Service, a company that can
bitor has ordered his projection-,
ist to turn down the sound on cer¬ not only dig" up new and old books
on
golf
but can also provide the
tain sequences which he felt were
offensive to Southern sentiments.. collector with various items of golf
lore and history.
Level breaks
Comes the Mail Mau
the collection—all available at a
Hitting hard at the race angle specified fee—into various cate¬
is the upcoming “Something of gories, including golf- postcards,
Value” from Metro, which ex¬ ancient golf .balls and clubs, rare
amines the roots of the Mau Mau golf steins, golf songs, golf prints.
uprising and attributes some of Additional categories include
the causes to the harshness of the poetry, humor, history, match¬
British colonial system-and the boxes, ashtrays, bookends, jewelry,
Kenya ranchers who refuse to rec¬ desk weights, playing cards, scor¬
ognize the dawn of a new era in ing devices, guides, rules, what
famous men have said about golf¬
ing, etc. Golf, as associated with
President Eisenhower, has also
(Continued from page 9)
been introduced as a collection
category.
setuP here. In ahead, ‘tfjfreat Man
(U) (17th wk-6 days), $4,700, br
Items in Level’s. collection dafe
winding very hefty ldngrun heri
back several centuries and are
^ Trans-Lux 524 St. (T-L) (540; $] from various countries.
$1.50)—“La Strada” (T-L) (43d wk
The 42d week completed Siinda
(5) was socko $7,500. The 41st wa
Show of Hands Sanctions
$8,000.
Bernard Carroll’s Drive-In
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$J
‘Bachelor Party” (UA) (5th wk
Albany, May 7.
Fourth frame completed Monda
Taxpayers and residents of the
(6) was lofty $19,000. The thir
Town of Brunswick, outside Troy,
was $27,000. Stays on.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,60( indicated by a show- of hands, at a
$1.20-$3.50) — “Seven Wonders public meeting, that they favored
(Cinerama) (57th wk). The 56t the. Town Board permitting Bern¬
week finished Saturday (4) wa ard Carroll, owner of Carroll’s
gre^t $44,100 for 16 shows. Th Grove Amusement park there for
55th stanza,, for 27 performance! 15 years, to construct and operate
was $52,600,
a neighboring 30Q-Car drive-in.
World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50) —
The vote came after a. spirited
“Devil’s General” (indie) (4th wk). debate in which the project was
Third week ended Sunday (5) was attacked and defended. Carroll re¬
fancy $4,200. The second was $6,- ceived permission to explain its
100.
“Stella” (Burstyn) opens location and operation.
May 27.
Brunswick residents kicked up 8
Fifth,Are. Cinema (R&B) (249; storm over plans of United Drive95-$1.50) -7-^. “Naked Eye” (Film in Theatres Inc. to build a 600-car
Reps) (3d wk). .Second week ended within the town’s limits, more than
Saturday (4) was great $6,100 after
record high $7,300 opening round. a year ago. Whereupon, the Town
Both stanzas top former opening Board adopted ordinance barring
drive-ins, and making the date
.week mark here.
Rialto (Brandt) (594; 42-$l,25J— retroactive.
Recently, this law was repealed,
“Violated” (Mishkin) and “Secret
Scandal” (Mish) (3d wk). Present and another was adopted under
session ending tomorrow (Thurs.) which a public hearing was neces¬
is headed for sock $8,000 after sary before the Town Board could
give specific approval.
$8,400 in second week.

EX-RK0-1TE JACK LEVEL
CASHING GOLF HOBBY
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SMASH!

"In epic class. Big in all respects. Top
star value in Rock Hudson.” -m. p. daily
"Another M-G-M commercial success.
Barge pre-sold audience.”
-film daily
''Strong fare. Big business. ’*
"Greatly moving film.”

-variety weekly

"Solid boxoffice values.”
"A Superb job.”

-boxoffice

-M. p.
P. herald
HERALD
-m.

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
reporter

"Highly suspenseful.”
-SHOWMEN’S TRADE REVIEW

"Absorbing! Exciting.”
-M. P. EXHIBITOR

"Suspense-charged melodrama.”
-daily variety

BOMBSHELL
BEST-SELLER
FILMED BY M-G-M
UNDER MILITARY
PROTECTION

16

VT&mfr

P1CTCRES

Sutliff Hints Cinerama Shifting
Foreign Franchise, Other Qianges
Broad hints of changes in the
Cinerama operation within the
next month, including the assigning.of the foreign rights to the me¬
dium to Technicolor, were dropped
Monday (8) by Milo J. Sutliff, pres¬
ident of Cinerama Productions
Corp., at the company’s annual
meeting at the Barbizon Plaza Ho¬
tel in New York. Although Sdtliff
did not mention Techni by. name,
it was obvious that the tint firm
Was the company to which he re¬
ferred. Stanley Warner, which
holds the exhibition and distribu¬
tion rights to the Cinerama process,
has been negotiating with Techni¬
color for several months.
In addition to Stanley Warner,
Cinerama Productions- Corp.,. Cin¬
erama Inc., patent holding and
equipment firm, and Robin Inter¬
national, which holds foreign rights
in certain countries, Will' be in¬
volved. in the round-robin deal
with Technicolor.
There is a
strong possibility that Robin In¬
ternational will continue to open
and operate theatres abroad for
Technicolor. Sum involved in ..the,
takeover is said.to be $4,000,000,
with each of ‘ the companies in¬
volved in the Cinerama operation
expected to receive a percentage
of the payment.
•
c In answer to a stockholder’s
query, Sutliff also, intimated
changes in the corporate operation
of Cinerama Productions, but when
questioned by • reporters after the
meeting he declined to issue any*
details. However, it’s understood
that the change would involve a
stock exchange among companies
involved in the Cinerama opera¬
tion. Talks leading to this arrange¬
ment have been started with Stan¬
ley Warner which holds a large
block of Cinerama Inc. shares.
The meeting, sparsely* attended,
consisted mainly of a review of
Cinerama Production Corp.’s finan¬
cial position and Its future -possi¬
bilities. Sutliff noted that the com¬
pany would pay off its final out¬
standing debt by October.. How¬
ever, he was unable to predict
when the company would start
paying dividends. He pointed out
that Cinerama Productions would
receive 50% of the profits of Cine¬
rama exhibition when the produc¬
tion costs of the pictures and the
expenses incurred in opening the¬
atres were paid off.
'
Sutliff stated that $730,000 still
had to be earned to recoup the
production cost of $2$00,000 for
“Seven Wonders of the World” and
that $430,000 had to be earned to
cleanup the cyst of opening the
last few theatres and to wipe out
the cost of “Cinerama Holiday.”
In addition, $1,400,000 still had to
be eairned on “Seven Wonders” as
fee and bonus for the producer,
according to Sutliff.
He stressed that efforts were be¬
ing made to keep future produc¬
tion costs down, noting that the
total production cost of “Search
for Paradise,” still unreleased
Cinerama film, was $2,000,000. Sut¬
liff indicated that Cinerama Pro¬
ductions was rapidly approaching
the period when its weekly income
would double. He explained this
would happen as soon as Stanley
Warner recouped the cost of “Sev¬
en Wonders of the World.”
All directors and officers of the
company were reelected, including
Sutliff, president and , director;
Theodore R. Kupferman, v.p. and
director; Irving' N. Margolin, v.p.
and director; Perry N. Selheimer,
John R. Boland and Ira S. Stevens,
directors.

CANADA'S TOURIST COME-ON
Say 1,000,000 Yanks See Travel
Films Quarterly
Ottawa, May 7.
Canadian travel films now reach
1,000,000 U. S. viewers every three
months, and surveys indicate that
about 10% of tourists are lured
by such films, either directly or on
tv. Since September ’54 there’ve
been 3,158 telecasts of them in’ 67
XJ. S. cities. Canadian travel pro¬
motion bodies have spent $1,500,000 in 'producing 145 films, with
5,000 prints in circulation.
So reports Graeme Fraser, v.p.
of Crawley Films Ltd., Canada’s
largest commercial film producer,
in Iiis semi-monthly “Grawley Com¬
mentary,” just starting its 10th
year.

Bachelors—No Guts
Chicago, May 7.
.The truism of the advertis¬
ing slogan "/never underesti¬
mate the power of a woman”
was demonstrated here to two
United
Artists. pressagerits
drumbeating “The Bachelor
Party.”
; Only 16 men showed UP for'
a special , screening when
Ralph Banghart and Wally
Heim put out a. call for press
and radio-bachelors. A later
screening for both sexes, an¬
nounced only informally, filled •
the screening room.

ITs $5^00,000 Week
Fora
Universal racked up total: gross
billings of $5,500;GQQ world-wide
for the week ending May 4. Totai
is believed tb be the biggest sin¬
gle week’s gross in the company’s
history.
The domestic market, including
the U.S. and Canada^ accounted for
$3,500,000 while foreign billings
hit $2,000,000, Previous .high ,pf
$5,000,000 was scored about three
years ago. ■ Last year, the high for
a single week was less than
$4,000,000.
New mark, was achieved at the
culmination of the Charles J. Feld¬
man sales drive, honoring the
sales v.p. and covering the domes¬
tic market, arid, the Alfred E. D^ff
drive, honoring -the international
company’s president and Encom¬
passing the foreign market,’ For¬
eign sales chief Amerigo Aboiaf
captained the Daff drive.
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Friedrich Gets Back His
The Great Commandment’
Hollywood, May 7, 1;
; After 10 yeoraof negotiation,
20th-Fox has returned lull tights to
‘"Thb Gre&t Cpinmahdmeht/*'fea¬
ture-length • biblical film,, to Hr.
James K, Friedrich whb produced
it’in 1943 and / Sold it tq the studio,']
It had a brief release run and has.
since been in the 20th vaults,
Dr. Friedriqh, now prexjy . of
Cathedral Filhis Inc., plahs .to re¬
lease it in 16m -to churches and
religious. * organizations through
-Cathedral and to theatres and* tv
through J. K. F. Productions.

Kassler^Reade To
Root in Canada
" Continental Distributing Inc., in¬
die firm specializing in foreign im¬
ports, plans to undertake its own
sales"and distribution in Canada.
Corilpany, headed by Frank Kassler
and Walter Reade Jr„ is making ar¬
rangements for office space in key
Canadian cities and for* hiring per¬
sonnel.
The .territory will be under the;
direction Of Carl Peppercorn, v.p.
ih .charge o.t sales. /
*■: Meanwhile, Reade flies to Cannes
today. (Wed.) to. atterid the Filrii
Festival in search of products for
release in the 1958-59 season. He.
Will spend two weeks in France and
then fly to England-where he will
confer/with British film producers.
He’s due back in the U. S. early in
June.
Continental last week acquired
the U/S. distribution rights to Brit¬
ish Lion’s “A Novel Affair,” star¬
ring’ Margaret Leighton and Sir
Ralph Richardson. Both principals
are currently starring in Broadway
plays-r-Miss Leighton in “Separate
Tables” and Richardson in - “Waltz
of the Toreadors.”
“A Novel Affair,” produced by
Peter Rogers, will bow in N. Y.
early this summer.

Checking Film Row
A A A A A l a'A-A-J
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atres Co.; he’s been succeeded by
Joseph J. Nepote.
Cameron Mitchell hits the Loop
Oscar L. Turner, vet exhib, Har¬
Saturday'(11) to help with promo¬ risburg, Ill., and a member of the
tion of “Monkey on My Back” Turner-Farrar Theatres, discharged
opening here Tuesday (14).
from a St. Louis hospital.
‘ Joan Kerr hired 'by Metro to
work with Norm Pyje on publicity
MINNEAPOLIS
here.
^ .‘
Jack; Kelvie, 20th-Fox office
Sam Gorelich, “former ’head of
manager,
back at desk following
RKO’s office here, is now operat¬
ing Chicago office for Rank dis¬ recuperation from, surgery.
Allied
Artists’
“Little Rascals/’
tributors’.
Western and Indian Parties, Satur¬
day matinee packages, bringing
SEATTLE
small, fry back to local neighbor¬
Vic Guaritlett, many • years ad hood houses.
Cannon -Falls, Minn.,, population
manager for John Hamrick inter¬
ests and also for Evergreen Thea¬ 2,500, sans showhouse for first
tres in the northwest, still has a time in 45 years as result of dis¬
hand in show biz. He’s doing copy mantling of its only theatre.
Exploiteer Dick Condon here on
for such, big pix as “10 Command¬
ments” both in Seattle and Port¬ “Pride and Passion” prelim cam¬
paign tour.
land.
•.
“Lucrezia Borgia,” 'brought back
Radio stations in Victoria and
Vancouver have been added to by local neighborhood arts Cano¬
pus,
ran two weeks.
newspapers, in those cities to lure
Theatres at Gibbons and WaterCanadians for “Cinerama Holiday”
yille,
Minn., shuttered.
at Paramount with excellent re¬
Lewis Blumberg, “Big Boodle”
sults.
producer, here in picture’s interest.
John and Fred Danz expanding
their extensive theatre interests by
DENVER
going heavily into bowling alley
biz.
A. B. Hillyard is building a 400Sterling
Theatres
purchased seater in Ouray, Colo., for a June
Colonial Theatre building after opening.
paying rent for 25 years and is ;.A1' Kolitz, district manager for
remodeling extensively. House will Rank Productions of America, set
be closed for almost two months. lip offices on fStuot st., with Quen¬
tin Horn as office manager and
booker. Both were formerly with
JST. LOUIS
RKO.
Winfred Garner and E. G. Bailer
Earnest and Guy Carlucci and
took over operation and manage¬ A. B. Moore building 350-car drivement of the Weeks, Dexter, Mo., in in just west of Grand Junction,
a deal from the estate of Charles Colo. Will be named the Monument
View.
H. Meeks and her son.
Harry Thomas, Los Angeles in¬
The Lions, Troy, Ill., dark since
last March 20 relighted by Paul dependent distributor,., n.amed
George Mayo as his rep for Denver
Mason, the operating lessee.
Mayo was formerly booker
Paul Stehijian, Winchester, Ill., area.
RKO.
reopened his ozoner near that at The'
Tabor being readied for “80
town. •
Days Around World,” opening here
The Lyric, Farina, Ill., shuttered May 15, with $2.50 top.. House had
for'summer by Art Madden as an been closed with expectation that
ozoner near the town was lighted “80 Days” would be shown at the
by R. L. Davis,
Aladdin, but Mike Todd vetoed
Herscheil Eichhorn, Mound, Ill., that deal. Tabor is downtown and
sputtered his.Royy as he opened the Aladdin is a nabe house.
‘ Wm. Ashton, who had been man¬
the ozoner season at- Cairo, Ill.
After serving more than 30 aging the Emerson, Brush, Colo.,
years as manager of theatres in leased the house and reopened it.
United Artists plans to move
Hannibal, Mo., H. A. Scheidker re¬
cently returned as resident man¬ into quarters vacated by RKO,
ager for the Frisina-Hannibal The- across street from present location.,

CHICAGO

Board of.-trie Motion picturq Export Aswri at- A New Yark meet'yester<l^:'(TuEs>); tdoVictibii Which .could : wtfiuttf |n: .V ce$sa' tibia of AiriOrican him shipment? -to. the PhUippineSa* a ietalia• tipn measure, New gpyerrinjerit under jCarlos P/ Garcia recently
\ Introduced now restrictiqri^ and/taxation On American pictures
^Kich, hoinig*.retroactive, ^ould eWt:Otie;#;•&. criroi&hiesAlO.OOO,pOQ hi/previous and unremitted earnings and would pick the
Americans for 'ftO%-«ri[uture earnings. Ap Importarit market, the
. Philippines under normal conditions means about $5,0Q0,000 an¬
nually to the U* S/ putfits./,.*
, ‘
* ;MPEA directors yesterday Empowered Leo Hochstatter, Asiatic
rCp Who’s /now in Manilla;’ with the right’ to 'serve a 30-day notice
. of cancellation of pic Shipments to Philippines exhibitors. He’s
to make such a move.if, after study, lie; finds the -government un¬
willing to giye ground. ^
-

TO SIFT DISCRIMINATION
Dollie Robinson As N. Y. State’s
Checker-Upper.
Albany, May 7.
A special division has been estab¬
lished in’the N. Y. State Dept, of
Labor to supervise ketiori on com¬
plaints . ‘of. discriminatory practices
based dn race,, creedi color* or na¬
tional origiri which come to.notice
in the Course of its'far-reaching op¬
erations;- •
• .
.
.
’ Mrs. Dollie. Lowther Robinson,
who /.rose , from - the ranks of the
trade union movement heads the
new division/
Under the present law, both the
Attorney General and . the Indus¬
trial Commissioner have, the’right
to,file complaints with *the State
Commission Against Discrimina¬
tion. The Industrial Commissioner
has been furnishing the latter with
information bn discriminatory and
other unfair- practices; has* been
filirig complaints where necessary.

• .‘.J’ajrgo, May 7.
There’s now. daylight saving
-grief for exhlbitprs in .13 eastern
North Dakota towns, including
Grand Forks, Wahpeton and Fargo
which have.outdoor theatres. With
the proposition declared a matter
of local option, more situations
"may follow^
'
This development closely fol¬
lowed the action of the Minnesota
state legislature in • decreeing day¬
light^ time for the entire state, delivering a body blow .to drivein
theatres iri‘particular.

<1

A batch of new openings during
May, June and July will bring to
about 40 the number of engage.riierits'"for Mike Todd’s “Around
the World in 80 Days.”
J
Now playing in 20 cities in the
U, S. and Canada, the picture is
scheduled 4o open in Denver, Lit¬
tle Roqk, Corpus' Christi,’ K/apsas
City, Atlantic City, Syracuse and
Louisville this month; in Atlanta,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Louis,
Cleveland and Cincinnati in June,
and Indianapolis and ’Toronto in
tjuly. Several additional dates will
also be set.
- ,
. Mike Todd Jr., Todd Sr.’s chief
aide, and Bill Doll, newly-appoint¬
ed—pub-ad v.p., leave New York
shortly on a tour of several weeks
to check on current engagements
and to supervise the new open¬
ings.

United Film Service Net
In 1956 Up to $94,415;
Drive-Ins Alter Service
Kansas City, May 7.s
United Film Service tInc., here
last week reported net profit from
operatioris last year .was $94,415,
compared with $63,299 in 1955.
These earnings were equal to 87c a
share on outstanding 101 $20 shares
of common, close to double the rate
of the previous year.
Actually net sales were down
4l% below the previous year, J>ut
adjustments to a more seasonal,
operation gave the company a
43% boost in profits, it was ex¬
plained by Hardy Hendren, presi¬
dent.
In. addition the company reaped
a neat special credit in the sale
of a parcel of^land which added
$97,072 to the profit side.
Influence of drive-ins has re¬
arranged the emphasis on opera¬
tion, and United Film is adhering
to the outdoor theatre impact with
a more seasonal operation. The
company “hj(s withdrawn from
selling 30(-minute tv shows in Which
it.onc<? was interested as a distrib¬
utor. Sale of old films by Holly*-'
wood companies for. tv use was a
large contributing factor in setting
this policy, Hendren indicated. The
company makes trailers arid screen
advertising.
.
• ••

before. It was enacted, this tim<
in the face^of exhibitor and agri¬
cultural opposition. In North Da
kota the state, attorney general’!
office has ruledf-that no statewid<
action to change time is possible.

Mickey Redstone’s Newest
Drive-In Adjoins Track,
Warms Babies’ Bottles
Boston, May 7.
Mickey Redstone opened his
newest ozoner, Suffolk' Downs
Drive-In on Bennington St. in East'
Boston behind the race track,
Thursday night (2), replete with a
play land for the kiddies with cuffo rides, individual- electrical heat¬
ers for cars, and bottle warming
service for babies. ■
Redstone, heading the Redstone
Management Co., is a pioneer ozon¬
er vet and 20 years ago - built the
drive-in at Valley Stream, N. Y.
Redstone now supervises, through
Redstone Management, 15 ozoners
in five states.- Ozoners .are at Neponset, Rever^^bedham, VFW
Parkway, West *itoxbury and an
affiliate in Natick, in Mass., and
others iri four other states.
The theatre property spans 28
acres, landscaped w,jth long spa¬
cious entrances, with ticket offices
set 1,200 feet, from the highway. .It
has a 1,700 .car capacity making
it the largest single screen drivein
in N. E.
Cost of the ozoner is estimated
at three quarters' of a million "dol¬
lars. Opening night, public offi¬
cials and “Big Brother” Bob
Emery, WBZ-TV personality, were
guested. “Moon beam” lights, spe¬
cially designed for Redstone Man¬
agement, and a giarit Cinemascope
screen and RCA sound equipment
are features of the new film ozoner.
; Opening hill is “Tall T” and
“Guns Of Fort Petticoat/*
The
playland includes mechanical fly¬
ing horses, rocket ships, automobile
rides, boat rides /for the moppets.

Oakland’s T&D Resumes
Oakland, May 7.
The T&D theatre, 41-year-old
film house on 12th Street, betweenFranklin and BroAdway, Oakland,
re-opened today after having been
refurbished and spruced up dur¬
ing a five-day shutdown;
This largest of the 1 Blumenfeld
Theatres (2,800 seats) is continu¬
ing with its policy of showing firstrun features.
Manager is Hugh
Jones.

P^StlEff
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"PARIS HOLIDAY"

Hollywood Production Pulse

(Tolda Productions)
(For UA Release) •.
(Shooting in Paris)
Dlr.^—Gerd Oswald
.
. ..
„
Rob Hope, Fernandel, Anita Ekberg
Martha Hyef
«
(Started April 1«)

Inside Stuff-Pictures

tialton Trumbo, who brought out into the open the fact that black
listed Hollywood writers are selling scripts to the major studios, con¬
tends in the current, issue of The Nation that Hollywood’s failure to
confirm or deny his allegations is due to a case pending before
U.S, Supreme Court.
,
'
'
ne
According to Trumbo, if he had made these charges ‘ perhaps six
months ago, it would have resulted in “outraged denials from the
producers and parading delegations, from the American Legion.” The
suit referred to by Trumbo is one filed by Michael Wilson, Ann
"KILLER at LARGE"
(Maxim Productions)
Revere,
Gale Sondergaard, Guy Endoro aind 19 others against Loew’s
(For UA Release) ; ■? ;
,
. ,„
Prods.—Albert Band, Louis Garfinkle Inc., charging blacklisting and demanding $52,000,000 for the losses
Dir.—Albert Band
and
damages
upon them.
#
Richard Boone, Theodore Bikel, Herbert
The suit, known as Wilson vs. Loew’s Ine., will he argued before the
Anderson, Howard 'Smith, Robert
Osterloh, Russ Render
Supreme
Court
next
fall.
According
to Trumbo, in .lower court hear¬
(Started April 29)
ings, Loew’s while not .admitting the existence of a blacklist, “argued
BACK OF BEYOND"
(Variety' Pictures)
from the assumption that if a blacklist does exist it is justified and
(For Republic)
therefore legal.” The district court, Trumbo says, ruled that even if
Prod.—William O’Sullivan
Dir.—Les Selander
,
everything alleged were true, tlie plaintiffs were not entitled to judg¬
John Lhpton, Gloria Talbot, Jack Kelly,
ment and therefore there was no reason for a trial. The Circuit
May Wynn, Verna Felton
(Started April 29)
Court of Appeals sustained the lower court.
"THE MISSOURI TRAVELER"
* The Supreme Court, according to Trumbo, suddenly and without
(C. V, Whitney Pictures)
warning “granted certiorari, indicating the suit involves more substan¬
(For Warners)
Prod.—Patrick Ford .
tial questions of law than the lower, courts suspected.”
"WHEN HELL BROKE LOOSE"

.. 20th CENTURY-FOX

ALLIED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year.,. 6
This Date, Last Year...... 72

Starts, this Year.75
This Date, Last Year..7
"THE SUN ALSO-RISES"

(Shooting in Mexico)
Prod.—Darryl F. Zanuck
Dir.—-Henry King
Ava Gardner, Tyrone Power, Mel Fer¬
rer, Errol Flynn, Eddie Albert*
Gregory Ratoff, Robert Evans
(Started March 16)

\j

- COLUMBIA

1

Starts, ThisYgpr.10
This Date, Last Year.10

"A FAREWELL TO ARMS"
"THE

LONG HAUL"

(Marksman Films)
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Maxwell Setton
Dir.—Ken Hughes •
Victor Mature, Diana Dors. Peter Rey¬
nolds, Patrick Allen, Liam Redmond,
Gene Anderson
(Started Feb. 18)
"BITTER VICTORY"

~

(Transcontinental Films)
(Shooting in Nice, France)
Prod.—Paul Graetz
Dir.—Nicholas Ray
Richard Burton, Kurd Jergens, Ray¬
mond Pellegrin, Sean Kelly, Chris¬
topher Lee, Andrew Crawford. Sum¬
ner Williams, Ronan O'Casey, Nigel
Green, Harry Landis, Fred Matter
(Started Feb. 18)

"OPERATION MAD BALL"

Prod.—Jed Harris
Dir.—Richard Quine
Jack Lemmon, Kathryn Grant. .Mickey
Rooney, Arthur O’Connell, Ernie
Kovacs, Dick York, William Hickey,
Mary LaRoche. L. Q. Jones,- Roger.
Smith,
James
Darren,
Sheridan
Comerate, Eddie Ryder. William
Pierson, Paul Picerni, Frank Moore
Four, Dick Crockett, Joey Forman,
Werner Reichold, Hans Cervinka,
Albert Godderis
(Started March 25)

(Shooting in Italy)
Prod.—David O. Selznick
Dir.—Charles Vidor
Jennifer Jones, Rock Hudson, Vittorio
de Sica, Kurt Kasznar, Alberto. Sordl
(Started March 25)
^

"DOWN PAYMENT"

Prod.—Jerry Wald
Dir.—Martin Hitt
Jeffrey Hunter, Sheree North, Joanne
Woodward, Barbara Rush, Cameron
Mitchell, Tony. Randall, Patricia
Owens, Pat Hingle, Charles Herbert,
Richard Cutting, Frank Gerstle
(Started April 115).

"KISS THEM FOR^ME"

Prod.—Jerry Wald
Dir.—Stanley' Donen
Cary Grant, Jayne Mansfield, Suzy
Parker, Larry Blyden, Ray Walston,
Leif. Erickson, Nathaniel Frey
(Started April 29)

"STOPOVER TOKYO"

Prod.—Walter Relsch
Dir.—Richard Breen
Robert Wagner, Joan Collins, Edmond
O’Brien, Ken Scott, Larry Keating
(Started April 29)
"PEYTON PLACE"

Prod.—Jerry Wald
. Dir.—Mark Robson
Lana Turner, Lloyd Nolan, Lee Philips
(Started April 29)

"PAL JOEY"

(Essex-Sidney Productions)
(Shooting in San Francisco)
Pro.—Fred Kohlmar
Dir.—George Sidney
Rita Hayworth, Frank Sinatra, Kim
Novak, Bobby Sherwood, Hank Henry,
Verna Felton, Barbara Nichols, Bek
Nelson, Ellie Kent, Mara McAfee,
Betty Vitti, Tol Avery, Everett Glass,
Barry Bernard, Robin Morse, Bob
Anderson, Syd Chatton, Eddie Bartell
(Started April 15)

WALT DISNEY
Starts, This Year......... 7
This Date, Last Year. 7

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year.. v.72
.This Date, Last Year...... 7 7
"THE MAN WHO ROCKED THE BOAT"

Prod.—Albert Zugsmlth
Dir.—Arnold JLaven
Richard Egan, Jan Sterling, Julie
* Adams, Charles McGraw, Walter
Matthau, Dan Duryea, Sam Levene,
Mickey Shaughnessy, Mickey Hargitay, Harry Believer
(Started April 15)

"THE LADY TAKES A FLYER"

Prod.—William Alland
Dir.—Jack Arnold
„
Lana Turner, Jeff Chandler, Richard
Denning, Andra Martin, Jerry Paris,
Chuck Connors, Reta Shaw, Dee J.
Thompson, Nestor Palva, Alan Hale
Jr.
(Started April .15)

"DAMN CITIZEN"

Prod.—Herman Webber
Dir.—Robert Gordon
Keith Andes, Jeffrey Store, Gene Evans
(Started May 7)

"OLD YELLER"

(Buena Vista Release)
Prod.—Walt Disney
Dh\—Robert Stevenson
Dorothy McGuire, Fess Parker, Jeff
York, Tommy Kirk, Kevin Corcoran
(Started Jan. 28)

"THE

AMAZONS"

Prod.-Dir.—Curt Siodmak
Don Taylor, Eduardo Cianelli
(Started May 7)

WARNER BROS.
METRO

9

Starts, This Year.. .. 7
This Date, Last Year.y ... 5

Starts, This Year. 6
This Date, Last Yeqr.70

DARBY'S RANGERS'"

"UNTIL THEY SAIL"

Prod.—Charles Schnee
Dir.—Robert Wise
Jean Simmons, Joan Fontaine, Paul
Newman, Piper Laurie, Sandra Dee
(Started' March 14)

"I ACCUSE"

(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Sam Zimbalist
Dir.—Jose Ferrer
,
Jose Ferrer, Viveca Lindfors, Leo
Gwenn, Emlyn Williams, David Farrer, Anton Walbrook, Donald Wolfit
(Started March 27) •

PARAMOUNT

Prod.—Hal Wallis
Dir.—George Marshall
Jerry Lewis, Phyllis Kirk, David Wayne,
Joe Mantell, Liliane Montevecchi,
Peter Lorre, Gene Evans
(Started March 18)
"TEACHER'S PET"

Prod.—William Perlberg
Dir.—George Seaton
Clark Gable, Doris Day, Gig Young,
Mamie Van Doren, Vivian Nathan,
Nick Adams, Marion Ross
(Started April 17)
"OBSESSION"

(Dlno De Laurentiis Productions)
(For Columbia Release)
(Shooting in Rome)
Prod.—Dino'De Laurentiis
Dir.—Rene Clement
Silvana Mangano, Richard Conte, An¬
thony Perkins, Jo Van Fleet, Alida
Valli, Nchemiah Persoff, Ruth Storey
(Started Jan. 7)
THE QUIET AMERICAN"

(Figaro Production)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Saigon)
Prod.-Dir.—Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Audie * Murphy, Michael Redgrave,
Claude Daukhin, Giorgia Moll, Bruce
Cabot, Richard Loo, Fred <6adoff,
Peter Trent, Frank Colson
(Started Jan. 2D
"PATHS OF GLORY"

An¬

"DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS"

Prod.—Don Hartman
Dir.—Delbert Mann
Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Burl
Ives, Pernell Roberts, Frank Overton,
Anne Seymour, Greta Granstedt, Jean
Willes, Rebecca' Welles
(Started May 6)

1j— RtDIO

^ INDEPENDENT

THIS BITTER EARTH"

"SAD SACK"

Prod.—Hal Wallis
Dir.—George Cukor
Anna Magnani, Anthony Quinn,
thony Franciosa, Dolores Hart •
(Started May 1)

Prod.—Martin Rackin
Dir.—William A. Wellman
James Garner, Etchika ChoureaU, Jack
Warden, Murray - Hamilton, Andrea
King, Adam Williams, William Well¬
man Jr., 4Peter Brown, Corey Allen,
Torin Thatcher, Stuart.Whitman, Ed-,
ward Ashley, Joan Elan, Venetia Ste¬
venson, Reginald Owen, Frieda Ines¬
cort, Philip Tonge, Raymond Bailey,
Willis Boucbey, Frank Gifford
(Started April 22)
\
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Starts, This Year. 8
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CIH MUSIC lllh
Rui kclcllci Center

AUDREY HEPBURN . FRED ASTAIRE
in

“FUNNY FACE”
CO-stamng KAY THOMPSON
A Poromount Picture
and THE MUSIC HALLS G8EAI EASItl STitt SHOW,

1

Dir.—Jerry Hopper
1
.
Brandon de Wilde, Lee Marvin, Gary
Merrill, Mary Rosford, Paul Ford, Cal
Tinney, Cap’n Billy Bryant
(Started* April 29)

'NO PLACE TO DIE"

(CB Pictures)
(For Allied Artists)
Exec. Prod.—D. Jersey Grut
Prod.—Carl K. Hittleman
Dir.—Sidney Franklin Jr.
Sterling Hayden, Pamela Duncan, Mary
Beth Hughes, Ted De Corsla
(Started April 25)

"GIRLS REFORM SCHOOL"

(Carmel Productions)
(For Am-Internatlonal) ,
„
Exec. Prod.—James H. Nicholson
Prods.—Samuel Z. Arkoff, Robert Gur¬
ney Jr:
Dir.—Edward Bernds
Gloria Castillo, Ross Ford, Edward
Byrnes, Ralph Reed
(Started April 2d)

"THE DEERSLAYER"

"HIGH FLIGHT"

(Warwick Production)
(Shooting in England)
Prods.—Irving Allen, A. R. Broccoli
Dir.—John Grilling
Ray Milland, Sean Kelly, Anthony Newley, Kenneth Fortcscue, Kenneth
Haight
(Started April 2)

•(Dolworth Productions)
(Motion Picture Center)
Exec. Prod.—Paul P. Schrelbman
Prod.-r-Sol Dolgin
>
Dir.—Kenneth G. Crane
Charles Bronson, Richard Jaeckel, Vio¬
letta Rensing . .
. (Started April 26)

(Bryna Productions)
—
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Germany)
Prod.—James B. Harris
Dir.—Stanley Kubrick
Kirk Douglas, Ralph Meeker, Adolph
Menjpu, George Macready, Wayne
Morris, Richard Anderson, Timothy
Carey
(Started March 18)
"TIME LIMIT"

(Heath Productions)
(For UA Release)
Exec. Prod.—Richard Wldmark
Pro.—William Reynolds
Dir.—Karl Malden
Richard Widmark, Richard Basehart,
Dolores Michaels, June Lockhart, Rip
Torn, Martin Balsam, Carl Benton
Reid
(Started April 3)
"WOMAN WITH A WHIP"

(Globe Enterprises)
(For 20th-Fox Release)
Prod.-Dir.—Samuel Fuller
Barbara Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan,
Dean Jagger. John Ericson, Gene
Barry, Robert
Dix, Ziva-Ro-Dann,
Gerald Milton* Piyl Dubov, Hank
Worden, Jack CarrolL Eve' Breni,
Sandra
Wirth,
Chuck
Roberson,
Chuck Hayward
(Started April 15)

(20th-Fox Release)
Prod.-DIr.—Kurt Neumann
Leix Barker,— Forrest Tucker, Rita
Moreno, Cathy O'Donnell, Carlos
Riyas
(Started April 30)
THE DALTON GIRLS"

(Bel-Air Productions)
(For UA Release)
Exec. Prod.—Aubrey Schenck
Prod.—Howard W. Koch
Dir—Reginald Le Borg
Penny Edwards, Merry Anders, Lisa
Davis, Sue George, John Russell, Ed
Hinton, A1 Wyatt, Len Dixon
(Started May 2)
'ZERO HOUR"

(Bartlett-Champion Pictures)
(For Paramount Release)
Prods.—John Champion, Hall Bartlett
Dir.—Hall Bartlett
Dana Andrews, Sterling Hayden, Peggy
King, Elroy "Crazylegs" Hirsch,
Geoffrey Toone, Charles Qulnlivan
(Started May 6) ‘
FROM HELL IT CAME"

(Milner Bros. Productions)
(For Allied Artists)
Pro.—Jack Milner
Assoc.
Prods. —- Richard
Bernstein,
Byron Roberts
Dir.—Dan Milner
„ ,
Tod Andrews, Linda Watkins, John
McNamara, Mark Sheeler, Baynes
Barron, Lee> Rhodes, Tani Marsh
(Started.May 0)
CHICAGO CONFIDENTIAL"

(Peerless Productions)
(For UA Release).
^
(Shooting at KTTV)
Prod.—Robert E. Kent
Dir,—Sidney Salkow
Brian Keith, Beverly Garland
(Started May 8)

Hecht-Htll-Lancester’s ‘Trapeze”-is becoming the biggest grosser in
United Artists' history with almost $11,000,000 in the till. Total for the
first time around, prexy Harold Hecht estimated, will be between
$15,000,000 and $16,000",DOO.
Film also is UA’s foreign record holder with the overseas gross now
between $7,200,000 and $7,300,000, eclipsing Charles Chaplin’s “Lime¬
light,” which did close to $6,000,000 abroad. Latter did little domestic
business since it was pulled from release after a comparatively few
bookings.
.
Production Code Administration has notified Columbia Pictures that
it does not intend to “hold the line” arbitrarily against the use of the
word “dope” in advertisements for films on the drug traffic. Decision
paves the way for Columbia to use the word in advertising the War¬
wick Films production “Pickup Alley/’ starring Victor Mature and
Anita Ekberg.
Last March, Code notified Columbia that it would have to excise
the word “dope” from its trailers and subsequently requested a change
in advertising copy regarding an “expose of the drug traffic.”
An outcry in some Mexican quarters, including the National Actors
Union (ANDA), against allowing exhibition in Mexico of the Warner
feature-“Giant,”-on .the grounds that it allegedly insults Mexicans is
unwarranted, declared Congressman Jorge Ferretis, chairman of the
National Cinematographic Board.
Ferretis said he had privately
viewed “Giant” and though “some of its scenes are crude and brutal”
it in no way offends the. honor of Mexico or the Mexicans.
In Little Falls, Minn., birthplace of Lindbergh, whose story is told
in “The Spirit of St. Louis,” the picture was brought in with consid¬
erable hullabaloo and made virtually a civic event, including big open¬
ing day festivities. Bennie Berger booked it into both of his four-wall
houses. On the second night in one of them, he says, the gross hit
a pitiful $7.50. But Warner Bros, still insists on its 50% for the pic¬
ture, according to Berger.
In Ottawa, Canada, Chester Beachall,- research chief vyith. the Na¬
tional Film Board, awarded $1,000 by the federal government for his in¬
vention of a light-weight sprocket tape-recorder for sound-on-film
operations.. Machine uses a sprocketed magnetic tape to ensure
synchronization with the camera and weighs, packed in cases, only 67
pounds. NFB Qlaims it replaces the big and bulky 35mm sound¬
recording truck units on locations.

ROY HAINES SHUFFLES
WARNERS SALESMEN
J. Linder (‘Diamond LiP)
Realignment of Warner • Bros,
Sues on ‘Lady Chatterley*

Los Angeles, May 7.
■ Copyright infringement on
“Lady Chatterly’s Lover” is
charged" in a $150,000 suit filed in
Superior Court here by Jack Lin¬
der, former Broadway producer
and. now a Hollywood agent,
against Kingsley International Pic¬
tures, “John Doe” Kingsley, Co¬
lumbia Pictures and the Vagabond
Theatre where the film opened 10
days ago.
Linder declares he acquired
stage and screen rights to the D. H.
Lawrence novel in 1936 from Sam¬
uel Both who had purchased the
rights from the Lawrence estate.
Linder, who also produced “Dia¬
mond Lil,” starring Mae West, sub¬
sequently wrote and produced a
legit version of “Chatterly,” copy¬
righting it in 1943.
Complaint alleges that the prop¬
erty was offered to Columbia in
1953 but whs rejected and that the
defendants subsequently made the
film version without Linder’s
knowledge or consent. Property
rights have been damaged by
$150,000 by the defendants who
have “deceitfully aijd maliciously”
taken advantage of his property, he
contended, and asked the court to
order an accounting of all profits
thus far and. issue ail injunction
barring further exploitation or ex¬
hibition of the film.

Code Approve* 34
‘
Hollywood, May 7.
Showing an upsurge of pro¬
duction, a total of 34 feature
films were approved by the
Production Code Administra¬
tion during month of April, as
against 22 for corresponding
period last year and 20 in
April, 1955.
Code issued- certificates to
126 films during first four
months of 1957.

sales Organization has be.en effected
by general sales manager Roy H.
Haines. Changes, effective imme¬
diately, include the following:
Ralph J. Iannuzzi has been
named midwest division sales maiy
ager with headquarters at the N. Y.
homeoffice. He will supervise the
company’s branch offices in Chi¬
cago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Des
Moines, Minneapolis, Kansas City
and St. Louis. Norman J. Ayers
has been appointed eastern district
manager,-headquartering in N. Y.,
and supervising the offices in Al¬
bany, Boston, Buffalo, New Haven
and New York.
Ed Williamson has been named
southwest district manager with
supervision over Dallas, Memphis
and Oklahoma City. He’ll head¬
quarter in Dallas.
Grover Livingson has been
named southeast district manager,
headquartering in Atlanta, and sup¬
ervising Atlanta, Charlotte, Jack¬
sonville and New Orleans. William
Miranda has ben appointed playdate supervisor for the eastern and
west coast divisions, with A1 Blumberg playdate supervisor for the
midwest and southern divisions.

Shaw, St. Louis, Now‘Arty’

St,, t*ouis, May 7.
After four weeks of successful
operation the seqond arty situation
in this city has been transferred
from the Lafayette ta the Shaw,
both owned by the St. Louis
Amusement Co. but operated un¬
der lease. The switch was made be¬
cause of a large seating capacity
and air conditioning facilities. The
current film is a German-made
product tagged “The Apple Is
Plucked” with English subtitles.
The house is being operated by
George Kipzlmaier and Frank
Pacheso.
'
Company operates the Pageant,
which also shows foreign product.

Kansas City To
Hail Film Trade
Kansas City, May 7.
Efforts to give local business
leaders* an insight into the work¬
ings of the motion picture industry
will be made here by film industryites when the Chamber of Com¬
merce ‘salutes the picture biz at a
luncheon at the Hotel Muehlebach
here on May H5.
In an attempt to put the in¬
dustry’s best foot forward, the
Motion Picture Assn, of Greater
Kansas City is solidly backing the
event, the first such civic recogni¬
tion the film industry has had
here since 1949 when a similar
luncheon was held.
Local filmites hope to extend the
new rapport beyond the scope of
the' single luncheon by making
sure that the business leaders of
the community, many of whom
haven’t been in a theatre in a long
time, visit a local film house. The
K. C. film committee, established
for’ the Chamber of Commerce
salute, is arranging to extend a
special invitation to the C of C
members to attend any first-run
house as guests of the management
during the week following, the
luncheon. Chamber members, pre¬
senting and signing their business
cards, will be admitted with a
guest.
MPA prexy Ed Hartman has ap¬
pointed Arthur Cole, Paramount’s
veteran industry relations man,
and Senn Lawler, retired division
manager of Fox Midwest Theatres,
to co-chairman the event. The com¬
mittee includes Hardy Hendren,
United Films; Lucien Pope, Fox
Midwest; Bill Murphy, Cinerama;
Martin Stone, Mercury Advertis¬
ing, and Nat Hechtman, Capitol
Flag & Banner Co. Fbx Midwest
prexy Richard Brous will serve as
m.£ and Elmer C. Rhoden, head
of National Theatres, will be the.
principal speaker.
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DETROIT DRIVES HOME-TO TV
CBS-TV Brass Stumps for Gold
CBS-TV execs are talcing to the speaker’s rostrum in a bid t<?
lure industrial advertisers into network' television, . Last week,
in separate speeches, CBS-TV prexy Merle Jones and sales devel¬
opment director Edward F. Lethen Jr. pitched up the medium
as a natural for industrial advertisers—Jones before the Pittsburgh
Chapter of the National Industrial Advertisers Assn. Dinner and
Lethen before the Indianapolis Advertising Club,
Jones stressed that a “Revolution in the Laboratory” has changed
the nature of competition in the raw-materials industry from
vertical—“competition in the steel industry, for example, was
confined within the various steel-producing companies"—to a
horizontal fight for the same market among the producers of vari¬
ous materials. Moreover, “today, the ultimate consumer has. be¬
come personally involved with the basic materials that comprise
the physical equipment with which he lives and works. He is
eagerly receptive to whatever information he can obtain about
the function and quality of these materials. In sum, he has ber
come a shining target for industrial advertisers. With such a con¬
sumer target, television is “the ideal medium for the demonstra^
tion of performance" of these materials, Jones said.
Lethen urged the Indianapolis group to “do the selling job we
(television) need to do" to bring into the medium “a whole new
group 'of advertisers who will fill the blank spaces" in network
schedules. “Of the 100 largest companies, largest in terms of sales
or gross income, in 1955, only 36 used network television. Sales
of these companies ranged from a low of $303,000,000 to $9,823,000,000. If the smallest companies of the top 100 spent 1% of
sales on network tv they would have over $3,000,000 for that pur¬
pose. I think that in the next few years, most of the country’s
biggest advertisers wilLbe network tv users."

Writers Guild Calls Pay-TV ‘New Field’
Subject to Separate Bargaining
Hollywood, May 7. -f
In a precedental decision involv¬
ing virtually all show biz writers,
the national council of the Writ¬
After nearly two months of
ers Guild of America has desig¬
nated all forms of toll-tv as a new searching for a show, Buick has
field as far as use of literary mate¬ signed Patrice Munsel as its Fri¬
rial is concerned. This opens the day night star over ABC-TV. She'll
way to separate negotiations in field appear in a musical half-hour at
8:30, budgeted in excess of $50,000
of subscription tv*
a week.
. Current pacts with .theatrical
Pact was handled for Miss
producers allow the Guild to re¬
negotiate in the event films are Munsel by the William Morris
Agency.
sold to pay-tv, but council’s deci¬
sion reaffirms that right, embraces
all forms of closed circuit video.
Meanwhile at its semi-annual
meeting the. national council dis¬
cussed plans for possible formation
of a “Rights Organization” as-sub¬
sidiary to WGA. It was unani¬
mously endorsed by delegates who
recommended it to be turned*, over
to the eastern and western councils
for vote. This would have con¬
tractual machinery somewhat like
that of/the Songwriters Protective
Assn.''
Washington, May 7.
Stated as objectives in drive for
President Eisenhower is expect¬
greater writer control were (1), abo¬
ed
to
submit
to the Senate this
lition of studio, or network assump¬
tion of copyrights from authors week the nomination of Edward K.
described as almost “medieval" Mills Jr., deputy ^administrator of
morality in face of more advanced the General Services Administra¬
copyright laws in effect in most of tion, as a member of the Federal
the world; (2) granting of continu¬ Communications Commission. Mills’
ous script control to author appointment is believed to be
through all stages of production to the President’s selection. It was
avoid vitiation or mutilation of his learned last week that the White
House had requested clearance of
property.
Eric Barnouw, prexy of WGA the appointmenF from Republican
(East), was named national chair¬ Sens. Clifford B. Case and H. Alex¬
man of WGA for a two-year term, ander Smith of New Jersey.
Neither Senator apparently had
succeeding F. Hugh Herbert.
suggested the appointment but
both favored the selection. Mills
(Continue^ on page 42)

Munsel-Buick ABC-TVer

See Ike Naming
Edw. K. Mills To
FCC This Week

Johns-Manville In
‘Meet Press’Exit

VMeet the Press" has lost its
longruhning
alternate
sponsor,
Johns-Manville, which will pull out
of the show at the end of June.
There’s little chance that NBC-TV
will drop the Lawrence Spivak-incepted package, since for one. thing,
the web now owns the show, and
for another, there’s still some spon¬
sor interest on the part of Alumi¬
nium Ltd. out of the J. Walter
Thompson agency.
Aluminium,
however,
hasn’t
hiade a definite choice for next sea¬
son and is deliberating among
“Press," “Seven Lively Arts" and
Martha Rountree’s “Press Con¬
ference" as possible entries. Lat¬
ter has also evoked some interest
from Johns-Manville, which wants
to continue with public affairs-styled programming. Aluminium, by
the way, has decided against going
with “Omnibus" for another sea¬
son even if the Robert Saudek
package finds a network berth.

BACKBIG AFTER B’way-to-TV ‘Spec Pot’ on the Rise
HEAR ‘HIATUS’ In CBS’ Cleffer-Producer Designs;
The automotive industry, after
two years pf retrenchment and
some doubts as to the efficiency of
television as a sales and adver¬
tising medium, has had a major
change of heart. In the past few
months, several sources indicate,
Detroit’s thinking has crystallized
with the result that the automakers
will be back bigger than ever—and
to stay—in television.
Some signposts are already up.
Both Ford and Chevrolet have al-*
located more than 50% of their
budgets for the second half of the
year to television. NBC-TV re¬
ports that thus, far it has signed
$29,090,000 automobile business,
exactly $10,000,000 over what it
billed all of last season, and is in
negotiation for an additional $7,150,000 in Detroit business.
Moreover, some automakers are
preparing to return to television,
some are expanding their holdings
even still .more, and most im¬
portant, several have begun to sup¬
plement their big network spreads
with day-in, day-out local dealerlevel spot campaigns.
Returning to the medium is Pon¬
tiac, for one. Pontiac, through
MacManus, John & Adams, whose
prez Ernest Jones a couple of years
back said television couldn’t sell
cars, is shopping for a half-hour
series and is also dickering for
half of NBC’s “Annie Get Your
Gun" spec. Pontiac is also loos¬
ing some extensive dealer co-op
coin for local and national spot ex¬
posure to give it steady plugging.
Chrysler division of the Chrysler
Corp. is similarly shopping for its
own entry through McCann-Erickson—Chrysler division hasn’t had
a show of its own, and is also in¬
augurating heavy spot campaigns.
Buick, Too

Buick is back after an absence
of a couple of seasons with two
alternate-week half-hours on ABC
and NBC. Edsel is shopping, both
for an opening-gun spectacular on
NBC and CBS plus a string of
specs or a big-name weekly variety
show with which to kick off its
new entry. Ford has expanded its
tv holdings, arid so has Chevrolet
via its. precedental $10,500,000
“Chevy Show” deal on NBC-TV.
What’s responsible for Detroit’s
new love affair with television?
Halsey Barrett, director - of na¬
tional sales of Television Bureau
of Advertising, who’s been contact¬
ing-both individual manufacturers
and the industry in general
through the Assm of Automobile
Mfrs. and the National Assn, of
Automobile Dealers, believes the
industry has learned that mass sales
techniques are a necessary adjunct
to mass production and that this
mass sales, effect can. bri achieved
only through television.
Barrett specifically has in mind
the declining quality of retail-level
sales people, in all industries but
particularly at the dealer level in
(Continued on page 42)

‘Name’ 90-Min. Musicals (or duPont

‘Omni* as M.A. Thesis
An Ohio State Univ. can-.
didate for a master’s degree
has based his qualifying thesis
on “A Critical Evaluation of
‘Omnibus’." Graduate student
Joseph F. Scharrer polled the
lay and trade press (includ¬
ing Variety) on the show which
during its five seasons on CBSTV racked up an enviable
publicity and public relations
record under pressagent Jack
Perlis. The latter, since he is
no longer- with “Omnibus,"
was not even aware of the
project until a copy of the
thesis was sent to him.
The student concluded that
the ex-Ford Foundation longrufiner was one of the most
extensively publicized shows in
the history of radio and tv.

‘Omni’Sets Union
Carbon, But NBC
Status Up in Air
“Omnibus" may yet find a berth
for the fall season. Union Car¬
bon & Carbide, one of its sponsors
this past season, has again ordered
one-third sponsorship of the Bob
Saudek package and placed the
•order with NBC-TV for alternate
Sundays.
Under the plan, the
program would alternate with
“Wide Wide World" in the 4 to
5:30 p.m. period.
NBC-TV, however, hasn’t ac¬
cepted the Uriion Carbon order,
although the reason isn’t clear.
One report that its acceptance
awaits a. renewal by General
Motors on “World" was denied by
the network, but no explanation
was offered on the delay in firming
up “Omnibus.” Understood NBC
had agreed to take on the show
provided Saudek came up with at
least a one-third sponsor, which
hesucceeded in doing.
Though Union Carbide is the
only firm sponsor Saudek has lined
up, he’s still talking to the other
“Omnibus” sponsor of this season,
Aluminium Ltd., but hasn’t yet
gotten a deal. Canadan outfit is
looking at several other shows,
including CBS’ competitive cul¬
tural entry, “Seven Lively Arts."

BF Drops TV Daytimers
Best Foods is dropping its CBSTV daytime lineup, consisting of
three quarter-hours, one each in
Garry Moore, Bob Crosby and
“Our Miss Brooks."

TV ‘Dullness9 Is Here to Stay
Those television critics and ob¬
servers who have begun to charac¬
terize the coming season as “dull"
had better resign themselves to
the realization that television is a
mass medium which has’ settled
into its mass entertainment format
for many years to come. That’s
the opiniori of veteran racpo-tv
comedy scripter and producer
Parke Levy, currently represented
via the CBS-TV “December Bride"
series.
Levy "makes two key observa¬
tions. First, he feels that the me-,
dium' is improving all the time.
Second, he observes that it’s un¬
fair for the critics to look for a
schedule “where every half-hour
is brilliant. Look at any other
medium—the stage, motion pic¬
tures, books. If you get 20 hits on
Broadway out of 50 openings,
you’re doing great. How many
times have you gone to a movie and
shelled out $2 and walked out
feeling a4 if you’d been cheated.

And how many times have you
bought a book and been disappoint¬
ed? I think that if television cap
provide two bright half-hours, an
evening, it’s doing more than a
satisfactory job.”
Levy believes th'at outside the
larger metropolitan centres (“the
critics in New York and Los An¬
geles tend to get a little jaded be¬
cause they’ve got so many other
forms of entertainment available"),television has built a vast “loyal¬
ty.” People tend to watch the
same program week in and week
out, • Levy believes, and they’ve
come to like specific shows far
more than anyone ■would expect.
If the New York critic happens to
catch a bad episode of a particular
series', that’s that, but the plain
Joe at the grassroots sees the show
every week and catches the good
ones as well as the bad.
What do the critics expect in
terms of something new and fresh,
Levy would like to know. “We’re

doing all the formats now, .and in
television comedy in particular,
there’s that problem of burning up
material so quickly that the come¬
dian runs out in a couple of sea¬
sons.” Levy is certain that situa¬
tion comedy will remain a staple
programming commodity of the in¬
dustry for many years to come.
“When the average viewer comes
home at night, he likes to be en¬
tertained and to be among people
he can think of as pleasant. In
situation comedy, you can estab¬
lish this kind of identification, and
if you come up with a bad show
once in a while, the viewer doesn’t
think he’s been cheated. But when
a viewer sits down to watch
highpowered comic do his stuff and
the show doesn’t come off, he gets
that feeling." '
The classic “character" comic
will have to adapt himself to situa¬
tion comedy formats, Levy thinks,
and even then will have to find a
(Continued on page 44)

Biggest flow of Broadway’s top
creative - talent to television may
yet get underway next fall if negqtiations by CBS-TV on several
spectaculars are successful. Being
wooed by the network for theii
services are Frank Loesser, Doro¬
thy* Fields and Jule Styne, whil«
already set are. Leland Hayward,
S. J. Perelman and Paul Gregory.
Hayward will do two specs next
season for the web, the Jerorm
Kern-Oscar Hammerstein 2d
“Showboat" and George Gersh¬
win’s “Porgy & Bess," with CBS
in the process of completing nego¬
tiations for both properties. Thes<
will be Hayward’s first stints imdei
a five-year deal at the web. LoesSer is being sought to write th<
score for “Aladdin,” on Whict
Perelman is already at work on
the book.
These three, plus “Crescendo," i
history of American music former¬
ly titled “The Big Banjo" whicl
Gregory (also under contract to
CBS) will produce, will all be dona
under sponsorship of E. I. duPonl
de Nemours Co. as 90-minute tinters.
Talent Associates will pro¬
duce six other duPont specials in
the straight dramatic vein.
Web has already secured rights
to the Jerome Chodorov-Joseph
Fields comedy, “Junior Miss," with
the intention of turning it into a
musical, and is negotiating with
Miss Fields and Styne to contrib¬
ute the score.
Other spectaculars in the works
at the network include a musical
version of “Rip Van Winkle,” for
which the web is talking about
Art Carney but hasn’t come up
with any ideas for composers, and
“The Red Mill,” with Phil Silvers
starring and Nat Hiken adapting
the book and directing. In the case
of the last two, neither Carney nor
Silvers & Hiken (latter produce*
and directs the CBS-TV “Phil Sil¬
vers Show”) have decided yel
whether they want to do the prop¬
erties.

CBS-TV, Olds
Near ‘Big’ Deal
CBS-TV, which already has sold
half of its Wednesday night “The
Big Record," is close to a deal
with Oldsmobilb for still another
quarter. Firm order isn’t -in yet
but Olds is high on Patti Page
the_ show's' star, having sponsored
her once before in a Screen Gems
national-spot-booked quarter-houi
film.
So far, the web is batting .501on the current sponsors in the
Wednesday 8 to 9 period next sea¬
son, having signed Pillsbury an<
Kellogg for “Record.”
BristolMyers has indicated it’s not inter¬
ested, while American Home Prod¬
ucts hasn’t yet given CBS-TV the
word on whether it wants to con¬
tinue with its quarter-sponsorship .
of the period. Web has to await
first refusal from all of the cur¬
rent Arthur Godfrey clients before
selling out their spots; hence the
negotiations with Olds when the
B-M period opened.

Steve Allen’s’57-’58SR0
Steve Allen show has posted the
SRO sign, for next season via i
deal for Greyhound Bus to spon¬
sor alternate-week half-hours or
the NBC-TV Sunday night entry
Under the sellout, Pharma-Craf:
Corp. takes on the other half-houi
on Greyhound’s week, while John
son’s Wax takes the full hour or
alternate weeks.
Greyhound is already in th<
Allen. stanza with a one-thirc
sponsorship, which it started las
month. New deal constitutes i
52-week renewal on the show, wit’
the new pattern taking effect Jul
14. Grey Advertising repped Gre:
hound.
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THERE’S MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE
IN PARAMOUNT’S PLAY FOR TV POWER
By ART WOODSTONE
Clouded with doubt is the future
of Paramount Pictures’ plans to
become a power in "television
broadcasting by consolidating its
KTLA, Los Angeles, and the one
radio outlet and two tv stations of
DuMont Broadcasting Corp. Sev¬
eral stockholders and members of
the DuMont board of directors
have “not made up our minds yet”
to support Par in its aspirations.
But, by the same token, they have
not rejected the plan to buy KTLA
and three music companies in a
package offering by Par.
Until recently, the Par control
of DuMont was too great for there
to be any doubt about the future
of any plan the motion picture
company started. Now, not only
is the station purchase in doubt,
but some observers suspect that so
is the control of DuMont.
Richard D. Buckley, who joined
DuMont after selling it Gotham
radio indie WNEW a few Weeks
ago for substantial cash and a
9.85% stock interest in DuMont,,
is presently undecided
about
whether to go along with the
KTLA purchase. Also undecided
is Armand Erpf, board member of
DuMont and a general partner in
the investment house, Carl M.
Loeb, Rhoades & Co., the very,
outfit that two years ago swung the
balance of power from Allen B.
DuMont lo Paramount. However,
Loeb, Rhoades has a tie with Buckley, through John Loeb (Buckley’s
WNEW. partner and a principal in
Loeb, Rhoades), and is expected to
side with any decision reached, by
Buckley.
Buckley Looking Over KTLA
Buckley is on the Coast giving
the once-over to KTLA. He ;won’t
be back until the end of this week,
when the DuMont board of direc¬
tors is going to- meet about KTLA.
A spokesman for Loeb, Rhoades
would not say that his company
would follow Buckley’s lead, but he
said, in reference to the Parfavored purchase: “Let’s say, that
if one strong fellow (on the Du¬
Mont board) didn’t want to do it,
we wouldn’t do it.”
Buckley
joined the board when he sold
WNEW.
The Loeb, Rhoades executive
admitted that “there are various
technical problems” which could
sway the “strong fellow” against
okaying the purchase. He felt that
the decision would be. up to the
board at the upcoming meeting
and that one strongman in opposi¬
tion could kill the whole deal.
He felt that there were also cer¬
tain things in favor of the plan to
buy KTLA, Famous Music, Para¬
mount, Roy Rogers Music and
Gomelco Music from Paramount.
He said that the buy would elevate
the corporation’s earnings, but he
would not say what the “technical
problems” against the • purchase
were.
*
Additional DuMont Stock
Buyout from Par carries with it
the proviso that the major wilPre¬
ceive an additional 700,000 to
800,000 shares more of DuMont
Broadcasting stock. The additional
stocks will immediately. dilute the
value of Buckley’s 151,696 "shares
(9.85%) and bring his personal vot¬
ing power down to about 7% of the
(Continued on page 42)

Hazel Half-Time
May Stop‘Clock’
AJazel Bishop is planning to cut
back to alternate-week sponsorship
of “Beat the Clock” on CBS-TV
come June 21, and the network,
rather than foot the sustaining
week, may drop the show entirely.
Program currently occupies the
Friday 7:30 period, and CBS would
have to fill the spot both for the
summer and find a new entry for
the fall if it decides to axe the
stanza.
✓
Web hasn’t actually made a
decision on the axing, prefering to
wait until the cutback comes in the
hope that Hazel Bishop will change
its mind or it will find another
sponsor.

SAMMY KAYE
Currently: Hotel Roosevelt Grill,New York.
Radio: Sunday Serenade—ABC.
Col. Records: Rock and sway—
YOUNG LOVER'S DREAM
Calypso
WHAT A SATIDY NIGHT
Col. Albums: Sunday Serenade of
Poetry—MY FAIR LADY—BELLS
ARE RINGING.

NBC to Split News-Public Affairs;
Deny Lowering Boom on Newsfilm

Jack Smight is in from the Coast
to headquarter in New York with*
some new directorial assignments
on a freelance basis.
Smight,
who’s directed “Climax” segments
on CBS-TV, is earmarked for simi¬
lar duties on the same network’s
“Studio One,” with the first of
these, Tad Mosel’s '“The Out of
Towners,” given Monday (6) and
another pair coming May 20 and
June 3.
Smight also 'will direct some of
“The Lively Arts” series on CBSTV and is ticketed for a few in
NBC-TV’s “Crisis” skein, both next
season.

Swing and Sway with

Hollywood, May 7.
In large part, the future of Aus¬
tralian tv depends on Ifow soon a
cartel of some -28 tv set manufac¬
turers, who are operating on a lowoutput, high-cost basis, can be
broken. So reports actor-producer
Edward Ashley, just back from his
pative Sydney, where he was scouts
ing the possibility of lensing a se¬
NBC-TV worked two alternateries down under.
week sponsorships into its Satur¬
Ashley Was quoting Ken Hall,
manager of new Sydney tv staticm day night fall schedule this week,
TCN (Channel 9), a long-time signing Toni Co. to replace War¬
friend, on the hampering effect of ner-Lambert on “Your Hit Pa¬
the cartel. Currently, a 17-inch set rade” and moving Schick Razor in
sells for $500; a 21-inch set for to share the Gisele MacKenzie
$750; and in Sydney there are only show with Scott Paper. The lat¬
45,000 sets at present. This makes ter is set for the 9:30 to 10 period
for a definite dearth of advertising while “Hit Parade” will remain at
revenue, Hall told Ashley, espe¬ 10:30 to 11, despite efforts of
cially for the commercial nets. The American Tobacco to move it down
present monopoly can’t be broken to 10 to 10:30.
Scott, which had taken on. the
by importing U. S. sets due to im¬
port restrictions, so lone hope is whole of Miss MacKenzie’s new
that an Aussie firm will decide to. stanza, had requested alternatebreak the sales barrier, according week relief from the network,
to Ashley. Otherwise, tv will re¬ which then worked out the Schick
main something to be seen only in deal with Warwick & Legler. Toni
order on “Hit Parade,” which it
bars or the homes of the rich.
•Technically, Australian tv is top- will share with American Tobacco,
notch, “Better than anything I’ve came through North Advertising.
seen here or in England,” Ashley
reports. Sets, while- expensive, are
good and most transmitting gear
is of advanced German design and
manufacture. Remote portable
units of TCN, of German make, are
the most up-to-date he’s ever seen
anywhere, Ashley commented, each
The five-minute capsule format
containing three camera trains.
As for content of Aussie tV, Ash¬ for local- news-weather presenta¬
tions
in television is becoming,
ley wasn’t quite so enthusiastic.
Currently, the hottest salesman on more widespread in New York.
commercial tv is a fortyish, bald¬ Long a staple at WCBS-TV via1
ing, stoutish gent with a bristly “Seven O’clock Report,” the for¬
mustache, and Aussie teleblurbs mat has been adopted by WRCAare notable for a dearth of shapely TV for its 6;45. to 7 p.m. strip.
femmes. Programs, on from 3 to -Starting next Monday (13), Gabe
10 p.m. daily, are largely old Pressman begins a fiVerminute lo¬
American telefilms, or live copies cal news capsule under Shell Oil
of Yank programs like ““What’s sponsorship at 6:50-55, following
My. Line” or “Home.” “It’s awful Ken Banghart's five minutes of lo¬
compared to American tv,” Ashley cal news and preceding Lynn Dol¬
observed. Stanley Quinnr exec pro¬ lar’s weathercasts.
That’s precisely the. same for¬
ducer of Hollywood’s “Lux Video
Theatre,’’ is currently Down Under mat utilized by- WCBS-TV, jwhich
kicks
off with five minutes of na¬
lining Up a local .version *of the
program, highly popular as a radio tional news by the alternating
Stuart
Novins and Ned Calmer,
show in Australia*
So far, tv has had little or no follower 'by five minutes of local
news
’
by
Ron Cochran and five
effect oil theatrical pix biz in Syd¬
ney, Ashley noted. Most first-run minutes of weather by Carol Reed.
houses operate on a reserved seat
policy, and generally reservations
are required at least 10 days in adj
vance, even in suburban houses.

Schick’s Gisele,
Toni’s‘Hit Parade’

WRCA-TV Making Like
WCBS-TV; Capsule News
And Weather Stanzas

COAST AFTRAFOISES
FOR STRIKE VS. AM ERS
Hollywood, May 7.
Hollywood AFTRA has author¬
ized the local board to strike 17
Southern California indie radio
stations, should current bargaining,
here break down. Present pact ex¬
pired last Tuesday (30), but
negotiations continue.
At Thursday’s (2) membership,
meet, hike in initiation fee to $200
was also approved, as was proposal
to pay dues on semi-annual rather
than quarterly basis.

Nielsens ‘How to Buy TV Time’
A brief lesson In how to buy television time has been published
by A. C, Nielsen in a b.oojdet, '“Television Facts of 1957.” Noting
first that there are 239,000,000 “home hours” of viewing every day
In this country, the research firm cited a couple of examples of
how sponsors can stretch a, buck, for a good eost-per-1,000 buy.
First of" three separate eases was the drug manufacturer, who
by using the alternate-week half-hour evening shows reached
27% more homes a month than he would have with four telecssts
a month of either program alone. In this case,, the inference is
strong that Nielsen was laying down a general rule by which to
buy.
.
'
O'ther examples were the food sponsor, who with a combination
of two three-a-week daytime stanzas, morning and afternoon, and
an every-week nighttime stanza, reached 21,300,000 and delivered
106,500,000 “home’ broadcasts” a month, and the measure of an¬
other. sponsor’s use of two five-a-week daytimers and one three-aweek evening show was 184,200,000 “home broadcasts” delivered
to 25,900,000 a. month. In latter two instances, emphasis of Niel¬
sen was on “tonnage” buying.
Additional Nielsen info:* Eight out of 10 homes have video
(39,300,000); except for. the “most rural” areas; no region of the
U.S; has less than two out of three homes with video; almost all
tv homes have a “viewing choice,” and seven out of 10 homes
actually use at least four stations during the week; women make
up the largest segment of the video audience; .children are next
but men are the second largest group at night.
A complementary radio book was also published by Nielsen.
“Radio Facts 1957” stated that 964 homes in every 1,0.00 have at
least one radio set, for 47,700,000 radio homes in the U.S. Addi¬
tionally, there are 35,000,000 or more auto radios. Radio homes
“typically” spend two or more hours daily listening, though 'with
the enlarged number of radio homes', "current total usage is about
equal to a year ago.”
-,
.

Smight Switches to N. Y.
For ‘Studio One,’ Others

Aussies’‘Break
That GarteF To
Get TV Rolling
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Mrs. FDR on Brit. TV
London, May 7Eleanor Roosevelt will take part
in Granada-TV's program “Youth
Wants To Know” tomorrow (Wed.).
Mrs. Roosevelt will answer ques¬
tions on the theme, “What the
future holds in store for the youth
of today,” pu^ to her by pupils of
a North of England high school.

Small-Mkt. Radio
‘Vulnerable’In
S. Calif.: Taylor
By-LEO KOVNER
Hollywood, May 7.
While radio is generally fat in
Southern California, the small mar¬
ket station still has a tough' row
to hoe, feels William J. Taylor,
managing director of the Southern
California Broadcasters Assn, and
ex-manager of KSLR, Oceanside.
Taylor estimates that there are
presently five small-market sta¬
tions in California to every majormarket station and admitted that,
should a widespread business re¬
cession hit thfL_counfry, some small¬
er ^stations “will be in trouble.”
However, he quickly amends, “a
good operator will always come out
ahead;”
In certain cases, Taylor opined,
the current resurgence of radio has
caused an overexpansion into the
smaller markets.' “With the tre¬
mendous growth in California,
there’s been a lot of ‘betting on
the come’,”' he put* it.
Also, with California radio so
rich, more and more new stations
are entering- the field, sometimes
causing, pverexpansion. Addition¬
ally, the small-market station must,
in many cases, compete with pow¬
erful metropolitan stations for the
Jocal market.
Since n'ationai advertising is gen(Continued on page 42)

Groucho Dickers NBC-TV
On Time for Elizabeth’ SOAP SOARS BRIT. TV
Hollywood, May 7. •
Deal for Groucho Marx to star in
TO RECORD IN MARCH
90-minute version of “Time for

Elizabeth” legit comedy he co-au¬
thored with Norman Krasna, is
nearing completion with NBC-TV.
Show, which had a break-in at
Santa Barbara and a short run on
Broadway with Otto Kruger star¬
ring, would be on the net’s fall
sked. ..
]\^arx has long wanted to do the
comedy on tv. He’s advised NBC
if it’s thumbed down there, Jack
Benny is interested in the property,
perhaps as a CBS-TV “Playhouse
90” starrer.
,

London, May 7.
March was a record month for
British commercial tv advertising.
Total amount of money spent by
advertisers-was $7,319,200, a 31%
increase over the previous month's
$5,563,600, and. 30% up on Novem¬
ber, 1956, whichrwas the previous
record month with $5,762,400.
Largest buyers were household
soap companies, which spent a
total of $776,121, The figures were
compiled by Media Records Ltd.,
an Independent Television Author¬
ity research organization.
i

NBC is planning to split its news
and public affairs department, now
operating under the same' roof,
into separate and autonomous de¬
partments. Timing of the move
isn’t set yet, and the--actual sep¬
aration won’t come for some time,
but the web has already originated
a study of the hows & wherefores
of the split and has apprise^ the
two key execs affected, news &
public affairs veep Davidson Tay¬
lor and news director Bil). McAndrew, of the plans.
Tteason for the separation, ac¬
cording to Bob Kintner, exec v.p.
for programming & sales, under
whose bailiwick the news & public
affairs operation* falls, is to give
news greater preeminence than it
has enjoyed in the past. Taylor
will continue to head up public af¬
fairs while McAndrew will move
into the top news spot. Web doesn’t
contemplate bringing in any out¬
side execs.
Kintner • isn’t sure
when the split will take • place,
since the timing will await, among
other things, completidn of the
study on separating personnel, fa¬
cilities, etc. Sports, incidentally,
will be included in the news op¬
eration.
Revelation of the splitoff came
amid recurring reports that NBC
was considering shedding, its newsfilm operation, reports which Kint¬
ner scotched. He said the newsfilm setup will remain intact, and
in fact may be supplemented with
outside stJbrces. Rumors proba¬
bly came up, he observed, through
the fact that the major independent
newsreels, INS-Telenews and UPMovietone, had made presentations
to NBC in an attempt to get .that
supplementary business.

Aaron-Zousmer’s
? to F Indie Deal
Jphn A. Aaron aftd: Jesse Zousmer, co-producers of “Person to
Person,” have entered into a oneyear deal with CBS-TV to continue
their function on the Friday night
Ed Murrow show. Under the new
arrangement, the partnership team
will not be restricted to that pro¬
gram. They are ^permitted to carry
on independent production and to
deal with other networks on a
freelance basis. Aaron and Zousmer have had
talks with both NBC-TV and CBSTV on packages and they hope to
bring in a few one-shot specials
for- the ‘.‘mother” Columbia net¬
work.
The producers have had a finan¬
cial interest in “Person to Person”
since the start of the show in
1953. They sold their stock last
year, with the termination date
reached this .past winter. Thus, the
1957-58 “R to .P” season—the pro¬
gram’s fifth-r-will be Aaron and
Zousmer’s first full one without a
monied stake other than their
contractual stipend.
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$6,000,000 O’SEAS
Censor s Hands in Other Lands
Telefilm distributors abroad are bumping into the same censor¬
ship problems as American ^motion pictures, with government
censors bearing down hard on'what they consider undue violence,
“hot" political subjects, and at times what they regard as sadistic
stories,
Ziv’s “Cisco Kid" on the basis of “undue violence” was barred,
completely from Colombia after the commercial station there had'
bought the series. Scissor-men snipped parts of the episodes in
other Latin-American countries on the same grounds. Venezuela
banned an episode: in Ziv’s “Unsuspected," the disputed segment
dealing with a man who tries to drive his wife insane.
A long trail of censorship hassles has plagued Ziv’s “I Led
Three Lives,” anti-Communist documentary. The most recent
case was in Hong Kong, where the commercial tv station there
bought^ 10 Ziv skeins, including “Lives." But with “Big Brother
Mao" a stone’s throw away, the station made a fast shuffle. and
subbed Ziv’s “Corliss Archer" in the package. “Lives” also has
been barred in Colombia, Venezuela and Argentina, with Australia
feeling it too controversial. When telecast in Mexico, it drew a
sharp blast from the Soviet Embassy there'to the government, and
was the subject of a House of Commons wrangle when the BBC in
England telecast some episodes.

WILL DOUBLF IN Cal Nat in Metro-TV Studio Camp
5 YEAI!S,SM On 2 Series; Spear 400G in Com’ls

Metro-TV, in stage of prepping
Foreign grosses of American
new half-hour skeins for national
telefilm companies, exclusive of
sale, is perking in a multiplicity
Canada and U. S. possessions,
of departments.
Hollywood, May 7.
should shape up to about $5,000,For the first time, the Loew’s
Jack Wrather, owner of “Lassie" tv subsid has made under-the-line
000 or $6,000,000 for 1957, accord¬
ing to Ed Stern, prez of Ziv Inter¬ telepix series, will dub program in deals with outside tv production
national/ pioneers in the foreign German, French, Italian and Japa¬ outfits for use pf Metro studio
market and one of the largest in nese in near future, to" hit addi¬ facilities. Deals inked include NB£tional overseas bookings.
the .field.
TV’s California National Produc¬
Program, now also dubbed in
Ziv, which has tripled its for¬ Spanish, currently is being tele¬ tions for “Union Pacific” and “Best
eign take each successive year cast outside U. S. in Canada, Eng¬ of the Post,” an anthology series
over its four-year history in that land, Australia and South Amer¬ based on Satevepost stories to be
produced by indie Robert J.
field,- expects the telefilm gross ica.
Enders. Additionally, Metro-TV is
abroad to at least double within
negotiating with Cal Nat for
five years. Currently, Stern esti¬
another under-the-line series, as
mates that fbreign grosses ac¬
well as one in the co-production
count for about 10% of domestic
category.
grosses of U. S. telefilm companies.
In the commercial and industrial
Ziv, like the motion picture
department, organized only about
companies, treats Canada as part
three
.months ago, contracts total¬
of its domestic grosses. It also ex¬
ing over $400,000 have been signed
cludes Hawaii and Alaska; where
for
11
major national advertisers.
the take is small, from its foreign
Included in these deals is the
operation.
initial
industrial
film', to be pro¬
Official Films in Realistic Demonstration For
The foreign take for U. S. tele¬
duced for the Idaho potato indus¬
film
companies,
according
to
try.
Based
on
results
thus far,
Screenings of Pilot in Series
Stern, is broken down this way
+-:--Guild Films is understood to Charles (Bud)* Barry, , v.p. in
among the top markets: Britain
charge
of
activities,
has
revised
and Australia account for 30 to have given up for the present the his*previous estimate of $1,000,000
“The Sixth Sense”, Official Films
35% of the. total gross; Spanish¬ traditional idea of selling syndi¬ for the commercial department’s
pilot dealing with extrasensory
speaking markets, meaning. mostly cated films for cash. Following the first year of operation, now doubl¬
Hollywood, May 7.
Latin America, 30%; and the recent trend by other distribs of ing the estimate. In light of these
perception, got some offbeat treat¬
French-speaking market, taking-in arranging barter deals with manu¬ developments, Dick Lewis, a MetroHarriet
Parsons
and
TCF-TV
ment at screenings for agency and
have nailed it off, for the time be¬ Belgium, Switzerland, Monaco, as facturers for half-hour telefilms, TV sales rep, has been shifted to
sponsor execs. Peter Hurkos, the ing at least. She exited the 20th- well as France and a few other the company is said to be peddling
Chicago to work on commercial
Dutch housepainter who claims Fox tv subsidiary after comple¬ areas, only 8%.
The remainder all its telefilm, including the first- tv accounts.
clairvoyant powers, was on hand tion some weeks ago of pilot on comes from a wide area encompass¬ run ‘Captain David Grief” and
On Metro’s projected series,
at the screenings for some demon¬ proposed “How to Marry a Mil¬ ing Italy, Germany, and the Far “Kingdom of the Sea” in their re¬ Phyllis Kirk and Peter Lawford
maining unsold markets, via the
lionaire" series. Understood she’ll East.
strations.
have
been set for “The Thin Man”
barter.
Great Potential
He told one startled agency exec return if National Telefilm Associ¬
A second move away from its and casting on “Min and Bill”
The biggest area of growth for regular, selling policy is the Report project also is proceeding. Grade
about the donor of the watch he ates, - its distributor, can land a
U. S. telefilms in the foreign field, that Guild is making an effort to Fields had initially been set for
was wearing, their relationship and sponsor for.series.
Pilot has been peddled by NTA as Stern sees it, will be in con¬ sell outright the negatives to some the “Min" role but bowed out
the character of the donor. A
tinental European now a very weak 400 old motion pictures it acquired because of ill health. Talks now
would-be sponsor exec, showing a in east with no success thus far.
apea. The eyes of Europe are on frorfi Motion Pictures for Tele¬ are going on for Peggy Wood, star
picture of his wife to Hurkos, was
the successful commercial tv op¬ vision, the Matty Fox company.
of “I Remember Mamma," for the
told of his spouse’s previous mar¬
eration in England. State-ownedriage and the husband’s death in
Old Nick Candy and Hazel role. Chill Wills already has been
and-operated non-commercial con¬ Bishop are the bankrollers report¬ inked for the male lead.
World War II.
tinental Europe tv facilities, fol¬ ed on the verge of a barter deal
On the feature library end, a
Hurkos while in the U.S. will
lowing the English example, will with Guild. Guild is not making deal has been closed with WTVHvisit the JRound-Table Foundation,
be
supplemented
by
commercial
TV,
Peoria, Ill., for 650 pix on a
at Glen Cove, Md., an organization
an official announcement of the
tv. Stern sees that happening in deals until the stockholders’ meet¬ three-and-a-half-year licensing arworking in the extrasensory field,
most
European
countries,
with
the
rangment.
Purchase price is in
similar to the. work being done at
ing May 20. Company showed a
exception of. France, where the net profit of slightly over $8,000 the neighborhood of $250,000.
Duke U. The Foundation has had
anti-commercial
tradition
is
strong¬
previous sessions with Hurkos and
last year.
est. Western Germany, already ex¬
according to the organization’s
Barter deals take various forms.
perimenting with commercial tv in The MPTV features, for instance,
director, Dr. Henry Puharich, the
Munich, will develop into the most are expected to be bought outright
Dutch housepainter has that “extra¬
Kaiser is negotiating with ABC- outstanding market for U. S. tele¬
sense.”
by the advertiser.- Ultimately, the
films, in the opinion' of Stern.
The pilot and series deal is TV for an alternate-week 90-min¬ Western Germany is prospering advertiser—in this case a wax man¬
based on Hurkos’ work with Euro¬ ute slotting on the network’s Sun¬ and their, technical know-how in ufacturer is believed involved in
pean police in connection with the day night feature film schedule, the making of sets' and transmit¬ dickers with Guild—turns over the
pix to stations for free, getting free
solution of crimes and finding Kaiser is bankrolling a full-hour of ting equipment is excellent.
spots in the station schedule in re¬
missing possessions.
It’s been a gloomy year for tele¬
skip-week live dramatics over NBCWith some exceptions, foreign turn.
vision film producers despite the
TV this season but is known to tastes in telefilms run • along
Details of the' deals with Old fact that they now have more
S. lines, most hits doing as well Nick and Hazel Bishop were not
have pretty much decided against a U.
abroad. The exceptions, accord¬ divulged. Guild has several rerun potential directions by which to
return to such programming.
ing . to Stern, are situation come¬ packages of half-hour film, includ¬ sell than ever before in history.
Two things hold up an agree¬ dies, most of which leave foreign ing seven it picked up from Matty The expanded market potential has
been called “tv film’s five seasons.”
ment making Kaiser the first blue- audiences baffled, musicals, hot Fox, plus the two first-run series,
Newest outlet for video celluloid
political subjects and what for¬
chipper to undertake regular spon¬ eigners consider nationalistic “Grief" and “Sea.” “Grief is in is mid-season sale to network
well over 100 markets via regular sponsors who have axed the shows
sorship of networked features. Talk skeins—the “flagwaving” in such sale.
with which they began the season,
P. Lorillard, for its newly pack¬ is centered about ABC’s 7:30 to 9 series as “West Point" and other
Apart • from half-hour product,
Sabbath period, though1 a Armed Forces shows. Popular are Guild is supplying 365 “Minute of as per “Blondie” vice the live
aged Old Gold, is mapping a major p.m.
Walter Winchell, etc. The mid¬
purchase of Ziv’s “New Adventures later hour-and5a-half is a possibil¬ the westerns, the action adven¬ Prayer" fillers. The 60-second films season switching of programs has
of Martin Kane," via Lennen & ity since the return of Pharmaceu¬ tures, detective shows, and antholo¬ are being offered to stations in ex¬ become more of a trend this year
ticals’ “Amateur Hour” next fall gies which have sufficient action.
Newell.
change for a free spot a day for a than ever before.
Stern, critical of some “blue year. Guild can then, make the
Total number of markets, which is not a certainty at this point. The
Other potentials are (2), fall sale
will be sizable, still is being RKO features being used by the sky" talk about the foreign mar¬ spot available to one of -its three to network sponsors; (3), summer
dickered, but'* schedules have al¬ network at the 7:30 hour are to be ket in the trade, said at this potential advertisers.
replacements; (4), regular .syndica¬
returned
to
Matty
Fox
by
midsea¬
stage, despite the growing impor¬
ready been set in Pittsburgh and
tion route. The “fifth season”
(Fox bought control of all tance of the field, it is not a lush
a number of other cities are being son.
(once the fourth) is taking all the
cleared for the time slot. Also RKO features, though 150 were operation profit-wise. In the big
pilot films the producers don’t sell
eyed by Lorillard for a multi¬ held out by RKO for approximate¬ Latin-American market, it’s diffi¬
and tieing them into a series made
Richard Derr has been inked to up of pilots, which seems today
market spread is Ziv’s ■ “Harbor ly two years for national sale, and cult to make a profit on a series
the first time around, considering star in “The Shadow," the telefilm to be the likeliest of the - five
Command,” which already has time is up Jan. 1.)
Next to the difficulty of finding dubbing, raw material and dis¬ version of the longtime Mutual seasons.
scored major regionals with Hamm
Brewing and Miles Labs for Coast feature product, Kaiser and ABC- tribution costs. In the French- radio stanza. .Producers Manny
TV are quibbling over price of the speaking markets, where reruns Demby, Roger Carlin and Harold
and central states.
package and time. Arrangement are not the practice,, it’s the ex¬ Kaye are lensing two pilots in New
requires. 90 minutes of time every ception to go in the black on a Orleans.
Cameraman James Wong Howe
other week, while Kaiser’s tv bud¬ series. But the importance of stay¬
General Foods Is dropping
ing with the foreign tv medium as is in for a share of the half-hour sponsorship of Ziv’s “West Point”
get is presently geared to
it grows was stressed by Stern, stanza. Derr pact was handled via CBS Friday telefilm series.
who felt more and better returns Schwartz-Luskin agency.
Skein will continue through the
will eventually be there.
sumnier, under GF’s firm 52-week
Committee to organize 220 New
Cross-the-Boarders
Bairstow**
‘Perspective*
deal
calling for 39 new episodes
York film directors met over the
As an example, he cited’ the Ziv
Joy Lay lie Musical Pix and 13 repeats.
weekend and rejected an April 2
Ottawa, May 7.
operationin
Mexico
where
in
a
tie
merger proposal by Screen Direc¬
4
Hollywood, May 7.
David Bairstow, National Film
tors Guild of Hollywood. A spokes¬ Board producer, has been put in with Procter & Gamble, it adopted
Musical series toplining Joy
man for the New York group said charge of producing NFB’s telefilm the “strip" Monday-through-Fri- Layne is third telefilm project of Cookies Eye ‘Vagabond*
that SDG’s proposal held that all series, “Perspective." Until now day concept from the U. S. for six Howard Productions, firm headed
’Official Films, $et to kick off the
"controls” were to remain in the producer of government-sponsored Ziv rerun shows. It caught on and by former KTLA publicity .topper “Vagabond,” half-hour adventure
P&G went in for stripping in Howard Wormser. Pilot rolled yes¬ travelog series, is dickering a west
hands of .the Hollywood guild.
films with NFB, Bairstow replaces Venezuela and Esso in Puerto Rico,
with
Mother's
terday (Tues.), with* Glenn Hughes coast regional
Seeking a more autonomous set¬ Julian Biggs who resigned to free¬
(Continued on page 38)
directing the Elly Addelson script. Cookies, sponsors of the skein on
up, the New York body set up a lance in telefilms.
Meanwhile Howard firm has ac¬ KCOP-TV, Los Angeles.
Bairstow is known for his pro¬
committee when the SDG offer
Active selling on series, mark- .
quired “Dogtown, USA,” 20 quar¬
was rejected to organize its own duction of NFB’s “Royal Journey”
More TV Film Newt
ter-hour telefilms using canine per¬ ing Official's return to the firstbidie union. However, a committee in 1951, and previous handling of
run
syndication market, will be
formers trained by Herb Wegner
On Page 38
was named to continue negotiations the boards “Eyewitness" ‘newstriggered in the next few days.
for national distrib.
re elers.
with SDG.
•

Auditioning a 'Sixth Sense

Multilingual ‘Lassie’

Guild Banking
On Barter With
Lipstick n Candy

-

Parsons-TCF Split

Kaiser Eyes Sun.
ABC-TV Oldies
‘At Right Price

Vidpix Work Up
5-Season Route

Lotsa Old Gold
For‘Martin Kane

Richard Derr as ‘Shadow’

GF Axes ‘West Point’’

N.Y. Film Directors
Nix SDG Merger Plan utes skip weeks
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See Court Battle Shaping Up as 7
Indie TV Cos. Balk at Giving Data
ToFCC:
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Lines for a legal battle, possibly
a long-drawn-out one at that, with
recourse to successive courts, are
shaping, up between the Federal
Communications Commission’s Net¬
work Study Committee and the
challenging seven subpoenaed in¬
die tv program outfits, the majority
of whom are engaged in telefilm,
production.
The seven indie producers, balk¬
ing at giving financial data to the
FCC agency, indicated in two days
of hearings last week in New York
before FCC’s chief hearing exam¬
iner, James D. Cunningham, that
they .would pursue other avenues,
including the courts, if an adverse
ruling is made.
The seven, apparently chosen for
their importance in the field, as
Well as “test cases” for others
which may not have responded to
the FCC agency’s disputed ques¬
tionnaire, are: Entertainment Pro¬
ductions Inc., MCA TV, Revue
Productions (MCA^ subsifll, Official
Films, Screen Gems, Television
Programs of America and Ziv Tele¬
vision Programs.
The upshot of the hearings on
Wednesday and Thursday (1-2) was
that examiner Cunningham gave
all parties until May 17 to submit
briefs on motions to quash the sub¬
poenas. He indicated that he would
make his ruling from Washington
after a study of the briefs and a
transcript of the oral arguments.
Challenge FCC Authority
Ziv, like the others in their
quashing motions, asked in effect,
why investigate us? They chal¬
lenged the jurisdiction of the FCC
in probing indie tv program out¬
fits, as well as contending that the
province of the FCC study group,
directed by Dean Roscoe L. Barrow, should be confined to network
operations. Attorney Paul Porter,
speaking on behalf of the seven at
the hearings, said that in varying
degrees each of the seven has vol¬
untarily offered to give some in¬
formation sought in the FCC ques¬
tionnaire. All, however, balked at
• giving what they considered con¬
fidential, competitive financial info
and protested the amount, of data
sought.
(Highlights of the dis¬
puted questionnaire which takes in
the field of syndication and fea¬
tures, are in separate story.)
Speaking for the FCC’s Barrow
Committee, which has been at¬
tempting ot get what it considers
“meaningful” data from the in¬
dies, counsel Ashbrook P. Bryan
took the following • positions: the
operation of the indie program
firms, is extricably tied up with net¬
work operation; syndication, too, is
in the province of the study which,
he contended, encompasses the en¬
tire broadcasting field, the indie
stations, the affiliates, the o&o’s
and the nets; and the "materral
sought is not an “undue burden.”
The disputed questionnaire,
(Continued on page 38)

A Fortune in Cookies
Bill- Vernon, salesman for
Blair TV spot rep house, has
found a new device for making
a sale.
He had a Chinese restaurant
bake up a batch of fortune
cookies and in each he had. in¬
serted a message to customers.
Whenever'he dines a client—
no . matter the restaurant—he
slips the management a batch
of the cookies to be served
with dessert. A typical Vernon
message:
“Anytime
you’re
feeling blue; cancel the others
but not me too.”

AAP Pads Seven
Midwest Stations
Associated Artists Productions
has been running hot in the mid¬
west the past several days. Seven
stations have bought batches of
Warner Bros., features and the
“Popeye” and other AAP cartoons,
WTVO, Rockford, Ill., took “Popeye”; KWK-TV, St, Louis, bought a
couple of batches of $2 Warners
and all the AAP cartoons; WOCTV, Davenport, la., took some War¬
ner cartoons; KCRG-TV, Cedar
Rapids, la., bought • Warner fea¬
tures, and WHO-TV, Des Moines,
inked for the “Popeyes” and most
of the Warner cartoons. A few
days after the last of the afore¬
mentioned signings,- which all
came in a flurry, AAP pacted with
WSBT-TV, South Bend, and KMTV>
Omaha, for all the Warner car¬
toons,

Macfarlane to Granada
Toronto, May 7.
Peter Macfarlane, top> musical
producer for the Canadian Broad¬
casting Corp.'s tV network, has re¬
signed as of*May 31 and will pro¬
duce and direct for. Granada TV
Network Productions-out. of Lon¬
don, under" a. two-year contract.
Currently, "he has been directing
“Showtime,-’"a Sunday night musi¬
cal starring Shirley. Harrner. Gra¬
nada belief is that, n^usical variety
programming haS been badly ne¬
glected in U,K. tv; hepce the need
of North American know-how and
the Macfarlane signup.

Palmer Named G.M. Of'
Triangle's WLBR-TV;
Most Slots on Film
Lebanon, Pa., May 7.
Frank B. (Bud) Palmer has been
named general manager of WLBR-K
TV with transfer of the U station
to Triangle Publications going into
effect. Palmer had .been general
manager of WSEE-TV, Erie, Pa„
for the past three years.
Leonard Savage, radio engineer
of WLBR, was appointed opera¬
tions manager of WLBR-TV with
the takeover from the Lebanon
TV Corp. The Lebanon firm is the
permitee of the channel 15 station
which resumed telecasting Thurs¬
day (2).
Triangle. Publications also op¬
erates
WFIL-TV,
Philadelphia;
WNBF-TV, Binghamton, N. Y.;
WFBG-TV, Altoona, and WNHCTV, New Haven, Conn.
For the next two to three weeks,
until the station is fully staffed, a
majority of its programming will
be on film, including features
bought by Triangle. For the pres¬
ent, the station wilt operate from
3 p.m. to approximately 11 p.m.
Mondays through Fridays and from
3 p.m. to about 10 p.m. Saturdays
and Sundays.
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U. S. Hotfooting Telefilmeries
Television industry’s relationship With the federal government
is taking on more of an “Alice in Wonderland’* aspect by the day.
Latest incident, the stalemate between major telefilm* companies
and the FCC Network Study Group (Barrow group) over the
packagers’ refusal to divulge financial infonnatidn On their opera¬
tions (see separate story)/serves to point up this situation; in spite
of all the Congressional and Federal agency bluster about “net¬
work monopoly,” the only segment ot the industry in trouble is
not the webs but the-, tv film operators.
’ Following up on all the Congressional investigations (Magnuson
and Celler committees), the Dept: T)f Justice Antitrust Division
waved a big stick at the webs last fall, with" bossman Victor Han¬
sen warning the webs that he considered 1 their “must buy” and
option time arrangements possible antitrust violations and was
taking appropriate investigative steps." He also took up several
other alleged antitrust angles, even to the extent of suggesting
that option time constituted block booking in much the- same way
as the motion picture companies were accused xpf this in the
famous Paramount case.
So what happens? Nothing’s been filed against the networks
(with the exception of the antitrust suit against RCA-NBC over
the Westinghouse transaction, involving a single situation and by
no means a sweeping indictment of industry practice). But the
D. of J. filed a block booking suit against LOew’s and five other
feature film distributors, and now the Barrow group, investigating
the networks for the past year and a half without incident, gets
into its first public hassle not with the webs but with the vidpixers.
Ah ironic sidelight to the entire situation is the NBC view that
the film distributors, particularly the feature film outlets, are the
strongest threat to the interests of the networks.

Jack Webb as 50G Millionaire
Deal Involving $5*000,000 Could Make Him A
‘Pauper’ If Not Ruled Capital Gains
----

.
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TPA SELLS PAN-AM
‘STAGE 7 IN BUENOS

Pan-American World Airways
has inked to sponsor the Spanish
version of “Stage 7” over Radio
Belgrano-TV, Buenos Aires, which
kicked off Friday (3).
Television Programs of America,
distrib of series, says the deal
marks first U. S. tv film skein to
be aired in Argentina under spon¬
sorship of one advertiser. J. Wal¬
ter " Thompson is agency, for PanAm.
Allen Ludden, NBC Radio’s pro¬
gram planning and development
manager, is leaving the web to join
Producers Grab ‘Girls’
WCBS, the CBS Radio flagship in
Hollywood, May 7.
New York, as program director.
Rights to “Six Girls in a School Ludden will succeed Sam Slate,
Inc.” have been acquired by pro¬ who was upped to general manager
ducer Martin Melcher and director of the flagship three weeks ago.
Bernard Girard, as a telepix proj¬
Ludden, a performer besides be¬
ect for Arwin Productions and ing a program exeC, has worked at
Hollywood, May 7,
Warner Bros. Arwin is currently CBSL before, having emceed the
prepping “Greeneyes” for Warners WCBS-TV educational feature, “On ■ Sales headquarters of GrossKrasne
shifts
to Gotham, with Mel
telefilm department.
the Carousel,” a couple of years
Melcher and Girard plane to back. He was upped to his present Schlank, sales v.p., planing out to
set
up
.
permanent
offices there.
N. Y. after lensing “Greeneyes,” NBC slot last fall. Shift takes ef¬
First order "of biz for "Schlank is a
for sponsor talks.
fect next Monday (13).
series of confabs ' with Robert
Brahm and John Rohrs, G-K east¬
ern and midwest sales toppers,, on
promotional push for two upcom¬
ing series being lensed currently
in East Africa.
Meanwhile David Mathews, for¬
The comprehensive Federal Communications Commission ques¬
merly with G-K’s commercial and
tionnaire which brought subpoena action against seven balking tv
production staffs," has been upped
indie production firms covers a wide area. It ranges frobi the
to general manager,
corporate structure of the company, its profit and losses, the
Guy V. Thayer Jr., exec V.p. of'
prices it received for programs, either on networks Or in syndica¬
Gross-Krasne, left yesterday (Mon.)
tion, to t’he grosses earned on theatrical films.
for Gotham agency-sponsor rounds
It also delves into the touchy relationship of indie producers
With audition "prints of two new
with. the nets, whether, for instance, the indies feel the. webs
telepix series filmed in Africa,
favor their own programs, or shows they have an interest' in, and
“African Patrol” and “Adventures
to what extent indie programs are blocked from network exhibi¬
of a Jungle Boy.”
tion. The 24 pages of queries also deal with whether the “firms
engaged in talent representation or talent management, request
a list of network programs by the answering partfes that go back
to 1952 through the ’56-’57 season, and additionally want a break¬
Paris, April 30.
down of five of the to£ syndicated programs for the ’55-’56 season
Economic austerity measures, in
of each company, divided up into 239 U.S. hiarkets. For each of
a fiscally troubled France, hit
those 239 markets, the questionnaire asks the particular station
ra,dio and video last week.* when
to which the skein had been sold, the time it was telecast, and the
the budget. for the State sub¬
price the station paid for the property. Additionally, it asks the
sidized Radiodiffusion - Television
companies to reveal their discount policies for regional multi¬
Francaise was cut from $63,000 to
market deals, as’ well as other data.
^Studebaker-Packard, which spon¬
$57,000. First hit was the less
In regards to indies vis-a-vis networks, the questionnaire asks:
sors news on a network basis via
powerful video with six live shows
“List all occasions, if any, within your knowledge or belief dur¬
its piece of the Chet Huntleyaxed, the 50 hour week reduced
ing the past five television seasons where: a sponsored network
David Brinkley “NBC News,” is
to 44, live theatre shows going from
program in which your company had a financial interest was
also expanding its local news
10 to Six per month and the heavy
replaced on a network by a program sponsored by the same
sponsorship. Automaker has picked
Saturday showings given over com¬
advertiser in which the network in question had or subsequently
up sponsorship of the INS-Tele- ]
pletely to films.
acquired a financial interest. ... A program in which your com¬
news “Weekly News Review” in
This step Is ironic, for Gallic tv
pany had a financial interest which was offered for sale or licensing
four markets, bringing its total on
is just, hitting its stride and is up
to a network or other person for network exhibition where the
the package to six.
to 500,000 sets and expects fullnetwork or such other person sought a profit-sharing or other
The Studebaker deal is one of
scale coverage of the country by
financial, interest in such program or any subsidiary rights therein,
18 contracts for various INS-Tele1960. One bright hope is that the
as
a
condition
of
or
in
connection
with
exhibition
of
such
pro¬
news packages set during April.
austerity program is, probably
gram on such network. ...”
Studebaker will sponsor in Mil¬
temporary.
On program costs, questionnaire wants an above and below-thewaukee, via WISN-TV, and three
line breakdown, as well as the source of any co-producing mbnies,
New York markets, Binghamton
Prep Billy Gray Series
and the sharing deals with any party associated with the particu¬
(WNBF-TV), Carthage-Watertown
lar program. On feature films, the query asks, among other things,
Hollywood, May 7.
(WCNY-TV) and Utica (WKTV).
details of whether the pix went network, o&o network station,
New comedy telefilm package is
Among other deals is United Auto
non-hetwork market sales, as well as a list of features released
being, prepped by Frank Cooper to
Workers’ sponsorship of the week¬
star nitery comic Billy Gray, with
to tv from 1954 through 1957 and gross billings on features during
ly show on CKLW-TY, Detroit.
pilot penned by Bill Davenport and
In another field, INS-Telenews
each season.
•
Additionally, questionnaire asks recipient: “Give brief descrip¬
Jim Fritzell. Title and starting
signed Marty Glickman to narrate
tion
...
of
your
policy,
or
practice,
if
any,
as
to
discount
or
price
date aren’t set.
the “This Week in Sports” series,
Meanwhile Cooper planed out to
differential .in (1) to multi-market sales to same purchaser and
replacing Harry Wismer. Sports
Chi and N. Y, last week for con¬
(2)
sales
to
multi-station
owners.”
(Of
the
seven
subpoenaed,
only
show has beer> sold to Great Falls
Screen Gems has been actively engaged in feature film distribu¬
fabs with his reps there oh new
Breweries for four markets blank¬
properties.
tion to any important extent.)
eting. Montana.

Studebaker Rides
With INS News

LUDDEN TO WCBS
AS PROGRAM CHIEF

G-K Sales Base
Shifts to NX

FCC’s ‘$64,000 Questionnaire’

TV Austerity Hits Paris

-:--

By DAVE KAUFMAN
Hollywood, May 7.
Two years ago jack Webb sold
his righ-rated “Dragnet” property,
including a backlog of 198 vidfilms,
to MCA subsid, Sherry TV, in a
deal involving $5,000,000, but tv’s
Sgt. Friday, may wind up with no
more than $50,000 out of it.
“When .they say I’m. a million¬
aire, that’s a lot of crud,” com¬
mented Webb here. Producer-di¬
rector-star explained* that he has
50%' of the multi-million dollar
transaction, and 25% is held by
each of his former partners, Mike
Meshekoff and Stanley Meyer. But
whether he becomes a millionaire
as a result of the sale depends en¬
tirely on U. S. Internal Revenue,
If the Bureau rules it’s a capital
gains deal, Webb will pay 26% tax
and wind up.with well over $1,000,000. If, on the other hand, it’s an
adverse ruling and lie has to pay
over 90%, his take will be around
$50,000, he said.
“I’m definitely not a millionaire,
and I don’t see how anybody in tv
can.be with these high taxes, unless
they reinvest their money in oil or
some other industry.
I’m not
grousing, I want it understood, but
it’s irritating to be referred to as a
millionaire when you don’t have it.
Sure, there are those who say
they’ve made a million or more out
of tv, but they don’t go on to tell
you • they’re talking about the
gross, not the net—after taxes,
that is,” he said.
■>
Webb declared he sold “Dragnet"
because as the backlog accumu¬
lated “it got too big for me. I
couldn’t handle syndication, that
requires a large organization. How¬
ever, L retained my Mark VII com¬
pany, and I work in ‘Dragnet’ on a
salary basis, and seek to accumu¬
late production in my company
such as my ‘Noah’s Ark’ series and
the pictures I ida^e for Warner
Bros. I’m trying to build up a back*
log of residuals.”
“Dragnet,” he went on, is doing
(Continued on page 38)

SG Logs ‘Fogg
As ¥ Sequel
Screen Gems is hopping on the
hefty public, reaction to the Mike
.Todd pic version of “Around the
World in 80 Days” by setting a
new telefilm series as a sequel.
Series is titled “Further Adven¬
tures of Phileas Fogg” and picks
up where the pic version of the
Jules Verne novel leaves off, on
Fogg’s return to London.
Project is being developed by
Ben Berenberg, SG’s eastern pro¬
duction chief> and John J. Morrin
has been tapped to write the pilot.
Film will be shot on actual location,
but no starting date has been set
yet. Berenberg hasn’t cast the
pilot yet.

Wednesday,
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Jaa-Mar.: New Peak in Lookin'
Network television audience lor the three-month period begin¬
ning last January was at an all-time high, with every month of the
year to date exceeding the preceding year's corresponding months,
according to Television Bureau of Advertising, which based its
findings on Nielsen ratings.
While the average daytime tv advertiser reached 9% more
homes in the three-month period than in 1956 for the same span,
the average evening tv advertiser reached 20% more homes, it
was stated. .
.
•
Translated into number of homes, the average evening network
program reached more than 1,500,000 more homes per broadcast
in '57 than '56. - The average increase for weekday daytime-pro¬
grams was 283,000 homes. Advertiser expenditures, in terms of
percentage, of dollar increase (time only) for the first three months
of 1957 against a similar period in 195$, was 8.4%, according to
publishers Information Bureau.
In an attached trend tabulation, the Nielsen rating for the aver¬
age evening program for the first three months of 1957 was put at
25.3, against 24.5 in '56._. __

RCAs Peak IstQtr.; Sarnoff Accents
New ‘Triumvirate' at Annual Meet
RCA board chairman David Sar-4
noff reported record first quarter
sales of $295,773,000 and peak
earnings of $12,810,000 at the com¬
General FootSs is expanding and
pany’s annual stockholders meet¬
ing in New York yesterday (Tues.). Bauer & Black returning on the
CBS-TV
“Arthur - Godfrev Time"
The first quarter volume was 8%
ahead of the record first period of morning shovt. General foods is
picking
up
a second quarter-hour
last year while earnings per com¬
per week on the, stanza, while
mon share were up from 85c to 87c.
Bauer & Black, out of the show for
In an otherwise routine meeting, some time, returns with a weekly
Gen. Sarnoff made an- Significant quarter-hour.
statement during a discussion of
Deals: were set via Young &
management operations, emphasiz¬
ing that "the day is past" when one Rubicam for GF and .Leo Burnett
for
JB&B.
man can run a billion-dollar com¬
pany. He described the current
RCA high command as a trium¬
virate consisting of himself, the
company’s new president, John L.
Burns, and former prez and now
executive
committee
chairman
Prank M. Folsom.
Detailing the functions of each,
he described Burns as the day-today administrative and policy
chief, Folsom as the globe-circling
sales and contact man (“He’s real¬
ly been bringing home the bacon")
and himself as the final policy-mak¬
Hollywood, May 7.
er who *is freed from the day-toThe fundamental question , of
day responsibility to 'plan for the “Why the tv critic?" was kicked
future.r Sarnoff in the past hewed, around at a membership meeting
to a one-man pattern of-authority. Of the Academy of TV Arts & Sci¬
Stockholders, voting on several ences, during which a thin rank of
resolutions, backed up Sarnoff and daily, tradepaper and fan mag crix
the board in each case, first voting vigorously defended their contri¬
approval' of a stock option plan bution to tv. .
Said Hal Humphrey of the L. A.
backed by the management which
included a specific plan to give Mirror-News, “Some sort of regu¬
Burns options on 50,000 shares lator, to express the public view¬
over the next 10 years, then over¬ point, is needed." Dan’ Jenkins, TV
riding a minority resolution pro¬ Guide, pointed to the reviews as
posing a $200,0Q0 ceiling on execu¬ “The only place where a perform¬
tive. salaries, and finally returning er can get an unbiased report on
to the board five members whose what he’s done."
Jack Lait Jr., of the L. A. Her¬
terms had expired.
ald-Express commented, “It’s not
Stock Options
our business to help tv, but to
The stock option plan authorizes serve the people who read us.- If
the company to give options on it. contributes to television, okay,
300,000 shares to “key employees" but it’s not our primary concern."
at the- full market value on the
Video ratings came in for, both
date options are granted and only knocks and boosts, the latter from
(Continued on page 44)
the floor in the person of Wayne
Tiss, BBD&O v!p. and a newly
ejected governor of the Hollywood
Acad. Ratings are' a part of adver¬
tising research and “research is a
fundamental part of tv." “All re¬
search is basically good," Tiss
commented, adding, “after all, tv
is a big gamble for the sponsor."
Conversely, Humphrey thought
“it was a sad mistake" when rat¬
Ford Motors last week wrapped ings were made public, because
Up its $2,500,000 deal for five “they are so totally unreliable."
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz hourlong But dissent to Humphrey’s view
filmed spectaculars and is now came from within the panel, when
working qut arrangements for the Evelyn Bigsby of TV-Radio Life
time slots of the shows with CBS- asked, “Why.should they be (kept
TY. Intention is to have the first from the public)?"
The issue of canned laughter
show timed to the unveiling of
(Continued on page 42)/
Ford’s 1958 models some time in
jnid-fall. Exact date of the opener
isn’t set because Ford keeps the
preem date of its new models a
top-top competitive secret.
Deal envisions a ’ longterm rela¬
tionship between Ford and Miss
Ball & Arnaz, but there are no
Revlon is dickering with ABC-TV
plans for them to barnstorm a la for “Walter Winchell File" next
Ed Sullivan's dealer-convention season. Cosmetic house seeks the
trips for Lincoln-Mercury. Lucy & entire weekly half-hour of the
Desi will, however, turn out an telefilm anthology.
Meantime- Jergens Lotion, Winindustrial film for Ford for dealer
use, through the Desilu studio' chell’s longtime sponsor on ABC
facilities. Negotiations on the deal Radio, is understood interested .in
were handled, by J. Walter Thomp¬ alternate-week bankrolling of the
son veep Dan Seymour and Don stanza if Revlon doesn’t come
Sharpe, agent for the' Amazes.
i through.

'Godfrey Time' Money

ATAS Lets Loose
On Crix, Ratings
And Lafftracks

Ford $2,500,001)
0n5DesiIuHr$.

REVLON DICKERING
TV ‘WINCHELL FILE’

RADIO-TELEVISION
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‘GOTTA BE READY Como as Tied Piper; Roncom-Stanley
If OUTERS PHIL' Plot Three Other Tinted Telepix-ies
With the costume cycle in televi¬
sion just about past its course and
the networks currently faced with
an abundance pf westerns, the fall
of 1958 should be ripe for the re¬
turn of the modern-dress whodunitadventure show. That’s the opinion
of telefilm packager-agent Don
Sharpe, who planed out to London
Friday (3) to toss his hat into the
mysterioso ring by finalizing a deal
for the rights to “Bulldog Drum¬
mond."
Sharpe, who’ll be represented
this coming season in the mystery!
field via his, “Meet McGraw”
series, which Procterv& Gamble
has bought for Tuesdays at 9 on
NBC-TV, has had an option on the
“Drummond" property for some
time, during which he’s been de¬
veloping scripts on the series. He
feels it can be updated and mod¬
ernized, and so flew out to meet
with attorneys for the estate of
Herman Cyril McNeile, who wrote
the Drummond novels under the
pseudonym of “Sapper," to button
down the final contracts.
“Drummond" will be primed as
a 1958-1959 property, with Sharpe
still undecided on where the pilot
will be filmed. He’s having budg¬
ets prepared for both Coast and
overseas shooting, even to the ex¬
tent of breaking down the foreign
budget to establishing footage only.
Sharpe is partnered in the “Drum¬
mond” venture with Douglas Fair¬
banks Jr., who made one -film for
his “Douglas Fairbanks Presents’’
series but has discarded it. Con¬
tract for the property can’t prevent
the re-release of the old theatrical
versions of the novels out of the
Paramount, RKO, Columbia and
Goldwyn vaults, but that doesn’t
bother Sharpe since the new ver¬
sion will be modernized^
In actuality, the mysterioso
trend has already taken hold to a
wider extent than believed. Besides
“McGraw," new mystery shows
definitely slated for next season
are “Perry Mason" and “Crisis" as
hourlong entries, along with “Wal¬
ter Winchell File’’ in the half-hour
—latter deals with Winchell’s top
stories over the years with a good¬
ly portion devoted to gangster
yarns. On the tentative schedule
at ABC are also “UF 61” and “Man
Against' Crime," latter making its
return to the medium.
Drops Pair of Guns
Sharpe is so certain that the
surge toward westerns will result
in a lot of casualties that he has
discarded two of his own originally
intended as entries for this fall.
One is “Top Gun," a series about
the Revolutionary - era frontier,
which he’s simply filed away. Other
is the hourlong “Vigilante" series,
which is still under option to NBCTV but* for which Sharpe doesn’t
hold out too much hope as a fall
entry. When the NBC option ex¬
pires, he’ll start work on recon(Continued on page 42)

NBC’s New D.C. Centre
& Today’Almost Like
Home to Veep Nixon
Washington, May 7.
Vice
President Richard M.
Nixon headed a list of celebs who
participated in cornerstone-laying
ceremonies here last week of the
new $4,000,000 Washington build¬
ing of NBC at 4001 Nebraska Ave.,
N.W.
Ceremony was televised
over NBC-TV’s “Today” show
Thursday' (2).
'
Nixon congratulated the network
on the erection of “this fine facil¬
ity" and expressed pleasure that it
is located near his home. “It is
only five minutes from my home,"
he said, “and when I am on the
Dave Garroway Show, I can get up
15 minutes later."
Others who spoke were FCC
chairman George C. McConnaughey, NBC prexy Robert Sarnoff and
Carleton D. Smith, NBC veepee
and manager of the “ network’s
Washington stations WRC and
WRC-TV*

For NBC as Pre-Theatre Specials

‘Bicyle* Built for 2
Hollywood, May 7.
“Young Man on a Bicycle"
has been bought by “Schlitz
Playhouse" and will be telefilmed in two half-hour seg¬
ments, first time in the history
of the vidseries this is being
done.
Part of the comedy drama
may be lensed on the French
Riviera. Victor Canning story
will be teleplayed by Alec Coppel for producer Frank P. Ros¬
enberg. Film will be shot this
summer.

WBZ Axes Contest;
Vandals Reign In
Stunt-Happy Hub
Boston, May 7.
WBZ cancelled its highly ballied
Golden 'Key contest, In which a
new Pontiac was given to finders
of keys hidden around Boston,
Thursday (2) night because of the
"unanticipated and unwarranted
acts of vandalism” which resulted
in damage to the Brewster Foun¬
tain and flower beds in Boston
Common and the Public Gardens
Wednesday (1).
W, C. Swartley, veep of WBZWBZA, said: “It is indeed un¬
fortunate and we sincerely regret
that a few irresponsible persons
seized upon the contest as an op¬
portunity to commit wanton vandal¬
ism under the guise of searching
for the golden key.”
Boston Key Party
Boston, May 7.
Hub radio and tv is going stunthappy:
This week saw radio-tv editors
being submerged in a submarine
.in Boston Harbor by WBZ-TV for
new tv film series, “The Silent
Service"; WBZ radio’s Golden Key
stunt, in which a key to a new
Pontiac is hidden daily in Boston
and which resulted in treasureseekers tearing up historic Boston
Common and damaging statues;
WORL hiding $100 bond certi¬
ficates around town in their
“Treasure Hunt for Cash”; WNACTV planning a splash party for
radio-tv editors in tho Hotel
Somerset’s outdoor pool.

B-M HOT FOR 8:30
*
ABC-TV WEDNESDAY
Bristol-Myers has an order in
for 8:30 Wednesdays over ABC-TV.
Network indicated that it hasn’t
been accepted so far, but that the
deal looks hot.
B-M hasn’t named a stanza for
the slot, but should the acceptance
go: through, it is reported that
U. S. Rubber, current alternate
sponsor of “Navy Log," will move
the show to another half-h6ur an¬
chorage on ABC-TV and increase
its sponsorship to every week.
American Tobacco is quitting al¬
ternate weeks on “Log" after this
Season.

Wm. Vallee Joins TeleP
As Operations Director
William R. Vallee, formerly di¬
rector of television operations for
Benton & Bowles, has joined the
TelePrompTer Corp. as director of
operations.
In his new post, Vallee will co¬
ordinate the operations of c13 dif¬
ferent TelePrompTer departments,
including the scheduling o’f scripts,
development of new products, stag¬
ing of business shows, and the op¬
eration of the closed circuit tele¬
vision and technical denartmanta.

Perry Como will star in one
filmed fairy tale spectacular for
NBC-TV next season and may
package three more for the web,
Como signed a four-show co-pro¬
duction deal last week with-Indie
producer Hal Stanley, under which
his Roncom Productions will film
“The Pied Piper,” “Puss in Boots,"
“Beauty and the Beast" and “Rumpelstiltskin." NBC-TV has virtu¬
ally sewed up a deal for “Pied
Riper,” in which Como will star,
but hasn’t talked with Como or
Stanley about the other three.
All four shows will be filmed in
color during the summer, when
Como’s hiatusing from his regular
Saturday night NBC-TV series.
Only one other lead has been set
for the quartet of 90-minute color
specs—Kay Starr, who will do
“Puss in Boots." The Como starrer
will be based on Grieg music (only
one incidental piece previously
done in “Song of Norway," the
Grieg bioplay and pic, will be
used, the rest being Grieg works
heretofore unused in the pop field),
with the book and lyrics by Stan¬
ley and Irving Taylor.
Under the terms of the deal, the
properties would be available for
theatrical release after their oneshot telecasts. If that’s done,
“Piper” would constitute Como’s
first theatrical film in about 15
years, since he was at 20th-Fox.
Stanley and Como expect to
meet with General Artists Corp.
prexy Tom Rockwell next week,
when he returns to his desk after
surgery, to begin discussion on
sponsorship prospects and time
slots for the show. They’ll also
work out production plans, the cur¬
rent idea being to do all four in a
row so as to effect production econ¬
omies through the use of the same
crews, etc. Projects would prob¬
ably carry budgets of. $500,000 to
$700,000 per film.. Stanley last
year produced one NBC spec,”
“The Lord Don’t Play Favorites,"
which headlined Miss Statrr.

OM Gold ‘Court’
For NBC-TV Fri.
Old Gold has purchased “Court
of Last Resort," a Jules Goldstone
package out of the Coast pegged
on the private “court" which
solves human relations problems.
Show is set to move onto NBC-TV
in the fall in the Friday at 8 pe¬
riod, replacing “Blondie.”
Originally, Old Gold had pitched
the show at CBS-TV for a Satur¬
day at 8:30 berth next season fol¬
lowing “Perry Mason," but the
web nixed the show on the
grounds it didn.’t fit into the. mood
of the Saturday night schedule.
OG thereupon went to NBC for a
time slot, and firmed up the Fri¬
day period. Ciggie outfit is still
talking about sponsorship of the
8:30 time on CBS, however, and is
looking at several house-owned
shows. Among them are the new
Eve Arden starrer, “It Gives Me
Great Pleasure," based on the
Emily Kimbrough book, and a new
Dick Van Dyke situation comedy.
Old Gold interest in the Colum¬
bia Saturday spot stems from its
current half-sponsorship of Jackie
Gleason in the 8 to 8:30 period. It
will continue in' that spot on
through the summer, and is con¬
sidering reruns of either Gleason’s
“The Honeymooners" or the old
half-hour filmed Jimmy Durante
show as its summer entry. Deals
are being worked out by Lennen
& Newell, the Old Gold agency.

Chase Bank's WQXR Buy
Chase Manhattan Bank bought a
twice-weekly radio series over
WQXR, New York, Show, “Music
on- the. American Scene," goes
Wednesdays and Fridays from 7:05
to 7:30 n m.
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TV-Raio Production Centres

As NARTB Cudgels Swing Into Action
Washington, May 7.
Pressures on the Federal Com¬
munications Commission to pre¬
vent a positive decision .pn sub¬
scription tv are mounting, but it’s
expected the agency'"'W’tB move,
probably next week, toward au¬
thorization of tests. Failure to get
out a decision, which had been ex¬
Semi-annual Christopher Awards
pected a month ago, is said to be went to 26 motion picture and vi¬
due to inability to arrange a meet¬ deo producers, directors and writ¬
ing with all seven commissioners ers this week. Awards were given
present. The full membership will by Father James Keller “in tribute
be on hand next week.
to those who bad used their GodIt’s 'understood that recent cor- given talents in a positive and con¬
V1' < / '
respondence to the Commission structive manner.” Awards cover
from Chairman Oren Harris (D., the six months ending March 31.
A Christopher tv award was
Ark.) Of the House Interstate Com¬
The Jingle Workshop
merce Committee and Chairman given for the first lime to two pro¬
Directions RAYMOND SCOTT
Emanuel Celler (D., N. Y.) of the grams in the same series, Frank
CALL—PLaza 7-5686 — 6
House Judiciary Committee may Capra's “Our Mr. Sun” and “Hemo
WRITE—140 West 57th St,
cause the agency to adopt rigid the Magnificent” for Bell Tele¬
New York 19, N. Y.
safeguards to protect the public phone' on CBS. Shamus Culhane
(against investments in decoders) was also cited for animation'work
on the skein.
during any tests of tollvision.
Other, video winners were*, pro¬
There’s also the possibility that
Bob Banner . and
as a result of the- Harris-Celler let¬ ducer-director
writers Robert Wells and John
ters the agency will decide to call Bradford for the Dec. 16 “Chevy
for more information from pay-tv Show” with Dinah Shore; producer
promoters and from stations plan¬ Bill Walsh, director Edward Samp¬
ning to carry subscription pro¬ son and writer Ray Darby- for
grams before going ahead with “Christmas ’Round the World” on
tests.
ABC’s Dec* 24 “Mickey Mouse
Harris has strong feelings about Club”; producer C. Maurice Hol¬
embarking on a system of charg¬ land, ^director Frank Telford and
ing fees for programs which come writers Max Rosenfeid and George
Toronto, May 7.
over the air on the .so-called “free” Salvercon for Kraft's Feb. 6 “The
Canadian radio and television
channels. While insisting he only Discoverers,”
put “questions” to the Commission
In theatrical films, Christophers technicians of the International Al¬
in, his letter, he told Variety that were given for 20th-Fox’s “Heaven liance of Theatrical Stage Employ¬
pay-as-you-see “would change the Knows Mr: Allison,” to producers ees have applied to the Canadian
whole philosophy of the Communi¬ Buddy Adler and Eugene Frenke, Labor Relations Board to have the
cations Act” under which the pres¬ director-writer John Huston and American union decertified as its
ent system of broadcasting is writer John Lee Mahin; “The Spirit bargaining agent and plan to estab¬
based.
of St. Louis” (Warners), to pro¬ lish their own Canadian union, this
Harris’ Hot Questions
ducer Leland Hayward, director- on claim that present setup has no
Chairman Harris posed some writer Billy Wilder and writer say in handling Canadian affairs,
highly pertinent questions to the Wendell Mayes; “Fear Strikes Out” that no elected official in this coun¬
Commission concerning its authori¬ (Paramount), to producer Alan try has power to make a decision,
ty to permit pay-tv. Cellar merely Pakula, director Robert Mulligan that there is no means of deciding
reminded the Commission that he and writers Ted Berkman and how the $3 monthly dues is spent.
Blowoff capae when heads of To¬
has introduced a bill to ban payrtv. Raphael Blau; and “Funny Face”
It is before Harris’ Committee but (Par), producer Roger Edens, di¬ ronto local-r-Nick Treanor, secre¬
no plans have been made as yet for rector Stanley Donen and writer tary, and Frederic McShane, chief
steward—were dismissed via tele¬
hearings.
Leonard Gershe.
gram by John Francavilla, New
Meanwhile, the National Assn, of
York
director of IATSE’s radio and
Radio & TV.Broadcasters has been
tv division. Claim is that of the
carrying .on a campaign against
approximately
500 members of the
tollvision; enlisting the support of
State-operated Canadian Broad¬
women’s groups to back the Cellar
casting
Corp.
in
the Toronto local,
bill.
Organization pointed with
Art Linkletter, who already has over 400 have signed the petition
pride, last week to the action of
for
decentralization
of the U. S.
the Vermont Federation of Wom¬ hefty television exposure via hifcl body. Treanor says that “we have
en’s Clubs in urging its delegation CBS-TV “House Party” strip and been asking, demanding and plead¬
in Congress to support legislation' his NBC-TV “People Are Funny,” ing for some part in the adminis¬
is primed for still another show.
banning subscription.
Package, still untitled, is being of¬ tration of affairs” in the Dominion
The Vermont Federation, Said fered by, CBS-TV as a half-hour but this has resulted in headquar¬
NARTB, has '“joined a nationwide Sunday afternoon entry.at 1:30 to. ters’ dismissals of Canadian offi¬
drive to combat proposals to allow 2, but the. web won’t schedule it cials of radio and. tv technicians
promoters to move In >on free until it’s sold.
IATSE division. With CBC mem¬
broadcast channels and charge for
Show would consist of two. parts, bership spearheading the seces¬
viewing programs.”
first being his old syndicated sion, IATSE cardholders in Can¬
The Verjnonters have instructed 'Linkletter & the Kids” quarter- ada total iome 1,200, with per¬
their delegates to the convention of hour, which though on the market sonnel oV independent stations
the General Federation of Women’s for some time, has had only limited awaiting, the outcome of the CBC
Clubs, which meets the first week exposure.
Second quarter-hour revolt of 400 of its 500 members;
in June in' Asheville, N. C., to work would be modeled after “House
for a national resolution against Party,” but would consist of fresh
pay-tv.
material produced with a live aud¬
Ask More Than NARTB
ience following one of the regular
The state resolution appeal’s to weekday “House Party” shows
go beyond the position of NARTB kinescoped on 35m film.
which has been concerned only
with
wiui use
use of
at the
me “free”
itee
channels.
cuauueis. ro
, »
The Vermont resolution asks thatJbtuart McOlean Quits
Minneapolis,. May 7.
Mnn
dirpof nr
frnm P
A
_‘ i-J T» _
“no charge, direct
or iniHr^nt
indirect from
Dedicating itself to an unusual
Associated-Rediffusion
any source whatsoever, should be
cause, the Storz radio station
London,
May
7.
imposed on the general public for
Stuart McClean, managing di¬ WDGY here is attracting attention
the privilege of viewing tv pro¬
by engaging in a fight for mosquito
grams on sets located in the home.” rector of Associated Newspapers, control in Minnesota, where the
Don Martin, NARTR’s new pub¬ has resigned from his post as depu¬ pest is particularly obnbXious.
lic' relations chief, recently ad¬ ty chairman of Associated-Redif¬
Station launched its campaign
dressed the Federation in Bellows fusion, the London weekday com- for solution of the problem with
merical tv programmers. Charles
Falls, Vt.
an offbeat gimmick that has .been
Pay-tv promoters .won a round Eade, a director of the newspaper making for much word-of-mouth.
last week when-the American Le¬ group, has been appointed to the It asked its listeners to take part
gion withdrew its opposition to board of A-R.
Several months ago. Associated in “building a monument to the
“pay-to-see” programs.
At the
Unknown Mosquito of Minnesota.”
annual meeting of the Legion’s Na¬ Newspapers announced that they
WDGY disk'jockeys have been
tional Executive Committee, a res¬ had reduced their holding in the
intoning day and night, “if you
tv
programming
company,
and
as
a
olution was passed rescinding an
action taken a year ago which put result, it was not felt that McClean can’t lick ’em, join ’em,” and
the organization- on record .against should continue to bj, deputy chair¬ promising a $1.00 cash prize for
“changing the fundamental system man of a company in which the the best design for the afore¬
of broadcasting and telecasting in newspaper cohcern had a small mentioned monument. A .similar
(Continued on page 44)
the U. S.” The Committee said it interest.
now has letters from the “televi¬
sion industry” which guarantees
that'programs televised to veter¬
ans’ hospitals “will not be on a
Charge basis.”

Capra’s Double TV Win
In Christopher Awards;
Cite 4 Theatrical Pix

Canada Radio-TV
Wants Own IA
In‘Revolt’of 400

Liokletter Sun. Entry
Dangled by CBS-TV

WDGY, Mpls., Puts Sting
In Programming; 'All
Mosquitoes Gotta Go’

Those Overtime Radio Blurbs

Kansas City—Shift at KCKN
has A1 Vunovich becoming sales
inanager.
He steps up from ,a
sales position to. succeed Walt
Lochman Jr., wh6 resigned to join
WHB. Vunovich has installed a
territory sales system, covering
the metropolitan area with a staff
of five, including Marty Jenkins,
recently appointed as the first
radio time. saleswoman here.

Many Washington, D.C., radio stations are considered by local
observers to be overcommercialized—and under the very, noses of
the FCC. City has a host of automobile dealers buying time on
several radio indies- in town, taking up a good deal of daytime
spot announcement space. A commercial for every record played
is hot deemed unusual.
A prime example of the reported excessive commercializing was
noted last week in a Negro market station in the capitol. As an
example, between 2:50 and 3:10 p.m. last Tuesday (30), it aired
close to 12 minutes in paid-for pitches. Rule calls for three-minutes-per-quarter-hour maximum.

IK NEW YORK CITY
Evangelist BJUy Graham will* appear oh WPIX Mbnday U3) in an
’advance 15-minute show prior to kicking off hi* New York Crusade
at Madison Square Garden Wednesday (15). Thereafter, members of.
his staff will appear oh the indie station in a special Monday-throughFriday show following his Garden: appearance. Viewing time will
be 11:30 to 11:45 p.m. beginning Monday through June 28. Walter F
Bennet handled account for. the Billy Graham New York Crusade Inc’
. . . Jack Skinner, ex-Mutual flash features editor, is editor of the new
United* Ceirebral Palsy Assn, paper, the UCP Crusader . . . Mutual
plans extended live coverage of the Senate rackets committee probe
today ((8) Wed. Teamsters Union prez Dave Beck makes his scheduled
second appearance before the. committee . . . Lynn Dollar, one of the
hostesses, on the_“$64,000 Question,” has contracted for a Mutual of
Omaha commercial.
Herb Gomnerts, in the art deptl of Richard K. Manoff’s ad agency
is one of the artists whose paintings have been chosen for exhibition
at ,the City Center Art Gallery ... Louise E. Moyer and Gaiie M,
Longden have joined the copy dept; of Qgilvy, Benson &. Mather . . j
WOR’s Jean Shepherd on Saturday (4) afternoon celebrated a “Go Fly
A. Kite, Buddy” day in Greenwich Village’s Washington Square. He
distributed* miniature four-inch kites and acted as chief pilot of the
activities. ...
Charles Hinds, producer of WCB^-TV’s “Eye on New York,” speaks
at Hunter College next Thursday- (16) ron tv production : . . Harry
Fleetwood, host on WRCA’s “Music Through the Night,” will nar¬
rate the Armed Forces Day celebration at Governor’s Island Satur¬
day (11) . * .June Valli replacing vacationing Beps Myerson on “Big
Payoff” 7 . . WRCA-TV’s •‘Open Mind” will' be fed live to Boston’s
educational station, WGBH-TV, starting 'Sunday (125, the show’s first
anni, with the topic covering'the Alger Hiss case-. . . WCBS-TV news¬
man Ron Cochran appointed honorary chairman of the Westchester
County Cerebral Palsy Campaign Committee . . . Mary McNulty, sec¬
retary to WRCA-TV sales director Max Buck, convalescing at Horace
Harding Hospital after surgery . . . Piel’s renewed Carol Reed’s
WCBS-TV five-minute weather strip for another 26 weeks . . . Mike
Lannon, formerly with NBC’s ad-promotion department, moved over
to WRCA and WRCA-TV as. advertising and sales, presentation coordi¬
nator. . . Johnny Mathis set for 'the Ed Sullivan show June 16 . . ,
Scripter Jerome Ross set two original scripts for* the next two weeks
through the Blanche. Gaines office—“A Will to Live” on Alcoa-Goodyear Sunday: (12) ‘ and “Guest at the Embassy” May 21 on “Matinee
Theatre” ... Incidentally, Mrs. Gaines takes off May 10 for a Carribbean cruise , . . Donald Buka set for a key role in “Day of Disaster”
on “Armstrong Circle Theatre” Tuesday (14) . . . Ike Kleinerman,
associate producer of tjie upcoming CBS-TV “Twentieth Century,”
back from -extensive European filming on the show . . . “Second Hand
Lover,” an original by: George Lowther, set for “Kraft Theatre” May
22 . . A1 DcCaprio, co-director on the Phil Silvers show, chalking up
25 years .in broadcasting, with Fred Waring* “Omnibus” and “The
Goldbergs” among his- directorial stints . . . Andy Williams guests on
Alan Freed’s “Rock ’n’ Roll Revue” Saturday (11) on ABC-TV . . .
Paul Godofsky building a new 10,000-watt transmitter for his WHLI
in. suburban. Heippstead, L.I.; outlet was recently authorized to in¬
crease its strength from 250 watts . ; . Matt Dennis appears on the
Robert Q. Lewis show on CBS Radio Saturday (11).
Bill Stern and 32 tourists will leave Aug. 5 for a 20-day swing
through. Russia, with Stern, currently doing a WINS ayem stanza,
having already received permission to make impromptu tape inter¬
views with Soviet citizenry . . r Mary Jane Higby/into her 19th con¬
secutive year as star of ABC Radio’s “When a Girl Marries” on May
29; hubby, actor Guy Sorel, frequently does the stanza as “Girl’s”
family* doctor . . . Mike Merrick becomes a veep of the Alan (Bud)
Brandt Rack-promotion outfit < . . Martha ‘ Rountree (“Press Con¬
ference”) will do a takeoff on Clare Boothe Luce at the annual Wash¬
ington newshens VIP spoofing—the. Women’s National Press Club
Dinner—May 16 . . . NARTB prexy Harold Fellows guesting on ABC
Radio’s Ted Malone stanza Friday (10) to introduce National* Radio
Week, gimmick will be an on-the-air multi-way conversation with
bosses of many ABC affils . . . Don. Luftlg* WATV staff director,
scripted “A Touch of Silver” on the’ station’s “Great Jewish, Stories”
today (Wed.) ... . ABC’s bowlers are better than CBS’ and NBC’s, and
that's a fact. For the second straight year, Its keglers downed the
others in the.Tri-Network Trophy tourney on strength of “most pins
knocked down” . . . Joseph Savalli becomes, WOV director of Italo
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio prexy, will accept the Sigma Delta
Chi award to the network at the fraternity’s annual awards dinner
tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Hotel Pierre . . . Ann Friesinger, secretary to
Benton & Bowles radio-tv production chief Gene DeBona, picked from
among 175 agency* secretaries as “the girl-most likely to marry a mil¬
lionaire” -at a National. Telefilm Associates shindig at the Plaza Hotel
last week promoting NTA’s pew “How to Marry a Millionaire” pilot
out of the 20th-Fox stable ,. . Art Wallace, whose “Night Court” script
for .“Armstrong Circle Theatre” last week is due for a Sept. 17 repeat
on the same show, is now doing the true story of the escape of actress
Eva Siorengi from Hungary for Armstrong’s June 25 program . . •
CBS Radio sales veep John Karol addresses the Teaxs Assn, of Broad¬
casting Executives in Dalkis today (Wed.) .*. . Betty Sue Albert set for
a role in . “Look Up and Live” May 19.. . . Patti O’Neill doubling from
tv into “Member of the Wedding” at the West Orange, N.J., Suburban
Theatre.

EV HOLLYWOOD ...
Darrell Ross named producer in charge of talent for NBC-TV's
“Matinee Theatre,” succeeding Winston O’Keefe who moved over to
Screen Gems . , . Paul Nickell moving to Hollywood for a new pro¬
ducer contract with CBS-TV,. . . Dominick Dunne, formerly with NBC,
joined CBS-TV as executive assistant on “Playhouse 90” . . . Bud
Steffan moved'up by BBDO as assistant to Wayne ^Tiss, veepee of the
agency’s Hollywood operation ... If Bill Rousseau joins up with the
Pat Weaver-Fred Wile enterprise it will mark a reunion that took
root in the early radio days of Fred Allen. Weaver was the producer,
Rousseau assistant director and Wile publicist- for Young & Rubicam
. . Bill' Leyden, emcee of NBC-TV’s “It Could Be You,” has the rac-ing bug bad. Wherever there’s a road race in the vicinity, Leyden’s
speedster is there to take the checkered flag . . . Hal March working
off-six-day commitment In Paramount’s “Hear*Me Good” . . . CBS
Radio prez Arthur Hull Hayes in town just long enough to meet with
department heads and hold still for the press . . Phil Cohan of the
,N. W. Ayer agency said after viewing 27 telepix that the projection
[roonA smelled like a stable. In other words, thq, waddies were ridin

IN CHICAGO ...
. Henry Gillespie, former midwest manager of Screep Gems, switched
to CBS-TV Films in the Chi area . . . Pat Rastall, also ex-SG, now innetwork sales for CBS-TV . . .. Joe WHSoii, WNBQ’s “Championship
Bowling” gabber, received an Award of Merit frotn the Illinois VFW
. „ . Win Uebel leaving NBC network sales here to become radio sale?**
man for the Katz rep shop in Los Angeles . „ . Chi Tribune radio-tv
• (Continued on page 26)
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WHAS Dons Another Derby
Louisville, May 7.' .
WHAS radio will air 20 feature races on “Race of the Day” dur¬
ing the spring racing meet at Churchill Downs. Opening day
feature race, April 27, was the Oaks' Prep. Sportscaster Cawood
Ledford aired the running and Brownie Leach, public relations
director of the Downs, provided the color.
' Feature races include the Derby Trial, April 30, Churchill Downs ’
Handicap May 2, the Kentucky Oaks May 3, the Debutante Stakes
May 4 (Derby Day), thd Louisville Handicap May 12, and the Bashford Manor Stakes May 18. WHAS also' originated the Kentucky
Derby running for CBS radio.
Back in 1925, the first radio account of a Derby was aired from
one of the Churchill Downs towers! _ Derby airings remained a
local affair, with the late, Credo Harris'manning the. mike, through
1928, when WHAS, working under a gentleman's agreement with
NBC, aired the Derby over a coast-to-coast network of 12 stations.
Saturday (4), over 400 radio and tv stations carried the Derby.
Bryan Field aired the color Saturday, with Fred Capossela call¬
ing the classic..

NBC Radio’s 'See for Yourself’
Web Will Underwrite Sales Efficiency Studies
For Saturation Sponsors
'

NBC Radio will shortly announce
a “See for Yourself” research plan
enabling saturation sponsors to
test the web’s effectiveness as a
sales medium at little or no cost.
Under the plan, the network will
underwrite completely or on a
matched dollar - for - dollar basis
such studies in test markets for
any sponsor with sufficient com¬
mercial frequency on the web to
make the tests meaningful.
Plan, as it shapes up, is to stage
, such studies in one or more test
markets for sponsors having 50 or
more participations per week on
the network. Though advertisers
in the past have conducted their
own studies of this type, this is be¬
lieved the first time a network has
indicated a willingness to under¬
write them ort its own as an ex¬
pression of confidence’•in its own
power as a sales medium.
NBC gives an example of how
the service would work once it’s
inaugurated by citing the-case of
Jell-O. Latter has recently expand¬
ed its line of desserts from six
flavors to 10, a development the
public isn’t generally aware of. If
General Foods chose to utilize the
service, it would test the effective¬
ness of a new copy line stressing
the 10 flavors in the following
manner:
Since the “six delicious flavors”
copy line has been imbedded in
the public’s mind for years, NBC
would first survey the market to
determine the extent of public con¬
sciousness of the old slogan before
the campaign. Then, during and
after the campaign, the researchers
would go into the test market to
determine the effectiveness of the
network schedule in conveying the
new 10-flavor pitch to the public.
Survey would utilize an interview
technique and operate on a percentage-of-recognition basis.'
Cost of such a survey runs from
$4,000 to $10,000 per test market,
depending on the local situation
and the extent of the survey. Web
feels it’s time ft backed up its
claims of efficiency as a sales me¬
dium by laying its offer on the line.

+-

British Com’l TV In
London, April 30.
Television ^ Audience Measure¬
ments Ltd., has signed, a new con¬
tract with the four commercial tv
programmer's to continue supply¬
ing audience ratings and data,
when their present contract ex¬
pires at the end of June. It is
believed to be the largest contract
ever awarded in the market' re¬
search „field in the UK.
_

Warners’ Telepix
Lead the Majors
Hollywood ,May 7.Heaviest telepix sked for any ma¬
jor studio for next season is that
of Warner Bros. Slated are six
hour-long skeins and two half-hour
programs. Five are committed to
ABC-TV and others are still in the
speculative stage.
For ABC, studio will make
“Cheyenne,V “Sugarfoot,” ' “Mave¬
rick,” “ and “The Texan,” all hourlong; and “Amazon Trader,”' halfhour prbgratn. “Conflict,” 60-minute' show, is not on ABC’s sked for
next Reason and the web gets first
call ‘on the half-hour “Billy the
Kid.”

Pepsi Pays ATW 5G For
Cancelled Tony’ TV’er

American Theatre Wi*g has col¬
lected its $5,000 rights fee for the
Tony Awards telecast that never
came off.
The fbe, for which
Pepsi-Cola had contracted but
which it was not obligated to pay
because of the cancellation ‘ of the
telecast on WCBS-TV, N. Y., over
a labor dispute, was paid to the
Wing by Pepsi-Cola Metropolitan
Bottling Co., through v.p. Philip
Rubinstein, as a donation.
Telecast was cancelled April 21
because of a jurisdictional dispute
between IBEW Local 1212 and
IATSE Local 1 over which union
was to light the remote telecast
from the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
I-CBS has since filed a charge of
unfair -labor practices before the
National Labor Relations Board
against Local 1212. Pepsi has been
“Arthur Murray Party,” current¬ considering action against CBS, but
ly filling the Tuesday night NBChas made no decision as to its na¬
TV void left by the departure of ture.
Big Surprise,” won’t shift to Sat¬
urdays for the summer as the Sid
Caesar replacement. . Instead it
will move over to Monday nights
under new Bristol-Myers sponsor¬
ship as one of the two replacements
“Robert Montgomery Presents.”
Negotiation's between Ted Mack’s
NBC hasn’t chosen the 10 to 10:30 “Original Amateur Hour” and
summer show. .
ABC-TV have reached a hurdle.
The Murray show starts in the Network, aiming for a firm 52Monday 9:30-10 period on July 1, week pact, Will .not give sponsor
running through Sept. 16, after Pharmaceuticals Inc. an option for
which the Alcoa-Goodyear spon¬ 9-10 p.m. Sundays next fall be¬
sorship of the time*, begins (Alcoa- cause the bankroller intends tak¬
Coodyear haven’t finalized their ing a summer hiatus.
show yet, but it looks like the new
Drug company’s agency, Edward
edition of “Four Star Playhouse”), Klett/er Associates, nevertheless is
lhe Murray show was originally still seeking an ABC slot for the
intended to replace Caesar for the Ted Mack-starrer.
Network is
summer, but that was obviated by proffering 10 p.m. on Fridays, but
the sale of one of the Caesar half- producer .Lou Goldberg and Mack
i?!?urs to Rabst for “George Sanders don’t want to move the showcase
Mystery Theatre” (see separrfte into a time period opposite the
story). .
*
i strong Ntfp-TV Friday,.night fights.1

‘Arthur Murray Party’
Shifted to NBC-TV Mon.
For Bristol Summer Run

Ted Mack-Lou Goldberg
Resist Fri.-at-10 Shift

CBC Sets 2 Posts
Ottawa, May 7.
Personnel switching in the Ca¬
nadian Broadcasting Corp. fills two
new" positions in the English-lan¬
guage radio and video webs.
Eugene Hallman becomes direc¬
tor of radio network programming
and Peter McDonald director of
tv web programming.

RADIO-TELEVISION

N. Y. Lire Drama Amt What She Used
To. Be; H’wood More ‘Exciting’; Berg
• Mass. Aid for Educ’l TV

Boston, May 7.
The Legislative Committee on
Education reported favorably this
week on a bill permitting local
school committees to include in
their budgets.up to $1 per pupil
to help finance educational tv
programs for public elementary
schools.
A group of school officials and
Los Angeles, May 7.
educational leaders are spear¬
NBC’s “Festival of Music” for¬ heading a drive to intro ty teach¬
mat is a misappropriation of his ing into Greater Boston schools as
idea and a breach of trust, tv-pix an aid to teachers.
producer Maurice Revrtes charged
in a $200,000 suit filed in Federal
District Court last week.
Complaint charges that Revnes
submitted a written format entitled
“Cavalcade of Music” to net execs
in November, 1954. The following
month, NBC advised him that the
idea wasn’t usable at that time,
but “secretly” turned the format
Old pilots don’t necessarily die;
over to Showcase Productions and they sometimes. turn up as sum¬
the “Festival” shows resulted, mer replacements. Case in point
Revnes alleges. Not only did Show¬ is the “George Sanders Mystery
case—not named in the suit—copy Theatre,” pilot made a year ago
his format, but used a similar title, by Screen Gems and set with NBChe complains.
TV, but which never got on the air.
So far, web has staged three Pabst Beer has purchased, the
“Festivals,” two in 1956 and the show for a 13-week summer run
Royal Ballet’s “Cinderella” last on NBC starting June 22. Deal was
set through Leo Burnett agency.
week.
Program will go into the Satur¬
Through attorney Arthur S. Katz
and law firm of Zagon, Aaron & day at 9 period as one of the re¬
Sandler, Revnes is asking $100,000 placements for the Sid Caesar
each for general and punitive show—other half-hour hasn’t been
damages, interest from first tele¬ filled yet. As for. the Pabst sponsor¬
cast, and an accounting of the ship, it’s strictly a dog-days deal,
show’s profifs. Revnes is a former since L&M and Max Factor move
opera manager, and literary agent, into the time in September. Pabst
ex-general production. manager of drops the ABC Wednesday fights
Fox Film Corp., a producer at on May 27.
Columbia, Paramount, Pathe and
United. Artists Studios, an exec
with Metro for 6 years, and most
recently, pix-tv consultant to the
Secretary of State.
*

200G Suit Vs. NBC
festival of Music’

Pabst’s NBC-TV
‘Mystery Theatre’

ABC-TV Reconstruction
On Coast Starts June 1

WBAP-TV'S 'WARM-UP'
Fort Worth, May 7.
“Major League Baseball Warm
Up” has made its bow here on
WBAP-TV with Tom Mullarkey as
host, to be aired Saturday after¬
noons for a quarterhour preceding
NBC-TV’s “Major League Base¬
ball” telecasts. The program will
feature American, National and
Texas League standings, plus loca¬
tions and names of. t.eams playing
that day all over the nation. When
available, local and national base¬
ball stars and. officials will be
interviewed.
Telecasts are sponsored by the
Pearl Brewing Co. of Sap Antonio.

Hollywood, May 7.
New starting date for $12,000,000 reconstruction job of ABC-TV’s
Prospect & Talmadge lot (historic
former Vitagraph studios) is June
1, pushed back one month.
Eventually, under integrated con¬
struction plans, every' present
building on the lot will go under
the wrecking hammers and 13 new
structures will be erected, includ¬
ing eight stages. First to go up
will be a technical building.
Meanwhile net hasn’t set target
date yet for start of remodelling
job of ABC radio studios on Vine
St. into four audience participa¬
tion auditoriums.

'May Is Radio Month’—PhiBy’s
Extension of Nat l AM Week
Philadelphia, May 7.
The radio broadcasting "industry
is taking time out from its ap¬
pointed chores of telling other
people’s stories to state its own
case in Philadelphia this month.
National Radio Week on the Phila¬
delphia level has been converted
into .“May Is Radio Month.”
Representatives of 10 stations
were received last week by Mayor
Richardson Dilworth who issued a
proclamation designating Radio
Month. Citing the many signal
contributions of the industry to the
economic, technological and cultur¬
al development of our society, the
mayor declared: “Radio as a means
of mass communication has become
a vital force in the maintenance of
our city’s'welfare and security.”
“Philadelphia radio stations have
enriched our lives by making available^ vast sources of information,
education and entertainment, and
they have taken a very active role
in community life by displaying
unstinting willingness to promote
civic projects and place their fa¬
cilities at public disposal in tmes
of crises,” his proclamation stated.
For the first time in years, the
industry has evidenced solid un¬
animity in putting across the joint
project. An elaborate program is
skedded for Radio Month, with an
intensive promotional campaign
covering every media of publicity.
Program is being backed with full i
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participation of allied electronics
manufacturers, distributors and re¬
tailers.
A specially prepared jingle, “All
through your home and on the go,
you get much more from radio,”
has been selected as the slogan for
the drive. Message is skedded to
be aired in a half-dozen vocal styles
ranging from calypso, to hillbilly,
more than 4,000 times over the 10
outlets.
Among station executives pres¬
ent at the mayor's proclamation
meeting were: Joseph Tinney,
WCAU; Benedict Gimbel Jr., WlP;
Murray Arnold, WPEN' Patrick
Stanton. WJMJ; William A. Banks,
WHAT and newly elected president
of the Pennyslivania Radio Broad¬
casters Assn.; Jack Mahoney,
WIBG; Robert Klein, WDAS;* Aus¬
tin Marshall, exec director of the
Philadelphia Radio & TV Broad¬
casters Assn.; Lloyd E. Yoder,
VRCV; George Kohler, . WFIL, and
James J. Gray, WFLN.

Hollywood, May 7.
New York live tv “has lost its
lust for excitement which char¬
acterized the earlier days of tv—
it’s become a little mellower,” says
Gotham vidscripter Dick Berg,
here negotiating several tv and
theatrical film deals. “That ex¬
citement has moved to Hollywood.
I am now able to talk to producer
■Ralph Nelson of ‘Climax’ or Mar¬
tin Manulis of ‘Playhouse 90’
about controversial stories for
which there is no longer any re¬
ceptivity in N. Y.,” he adds.
“But I do find such buyer, recep¬
tivity here,. I realize I’m making a
statement at the risk of possibly
jeopardizing my relationship with
employers in N. Y., but in so doing
I would make only one exception—
David Susskind of the ‘Kaiser
Hour.’ He is the kind of a guy
who still seeks distinctive stories.
“The loss of distinctiveness of
N. Y. stories on tv has contributed
to the dwindling of dramatic shows
from the east. The loss is reflected,
too, in that no live tv write* ip
N. Y. has established himself in
the last year, as did Rod Serling
and Paddy Chayefsky, in previous
years, for example.
* “The creative climate is shifting
to Hollywood. Three years ago the
N. Y. tv writer had individual iden¬
tification, but today he is as
anonymous as the writer of one of
those m half-hour. shows filmed in
Hollywood. I worked on a tv adapta¬
tion of Galsworthy's ‘Loyalties,’ a
play dealing with anti-Semitism,
for the ‘Kaiser Hour.’ Nothing hap¬
pened. But there is greater likeli¬
hood that a Manulis will do that
play on ‘Playhouse 90.'”
Berg is writing “Tight as a
Drum” for producer Ralph Nelson
of “Climax.” He is also discussing
deal with producer Eugene
Frenke at 20thrFox regarding sale
of his “Studio . One” drama, “The
Drop of a Hat,” to films. “Hat," is
being published by the Dramatists
Play Service. The writer is also dis¬
cussing a ticket with Warner Bros.,
and an assignment on “A Matter of
Life” for producer Frank P.“ Rosen¬
berg.
He has previously sold one of his
tv stories, “The Judge and His
Hangman,” which was on “Studio
One,” to pix with Batjac buying it.

Hub’s WEEI,S.F.’sKCBS
Hands-Across-the-Coast
To Boom NatT Radio Wk.
Boston, May 7.
To celebrate National Radio
Week, WEEI management got to¬
gether with San Francisco’s KCBS,
both CBS-owned stations, for gim¬
mick “Say Hello With Radio.”
Officials and personalities of both
cities and stations will salute each
other1 during the week through
Friday (10) spotted through shows
on both stations.
From Boston, Joe Cronin, mana¬
ger of the Red Sox; Ernest Hender¬
son, gen. mgr. of Sheraton Hotel
Corp. and prexy of Chamber of
Commerc.e;. Dennis J. Haley, supt.
of schools; Carl Moore, WEEI per¬
sonality; Tom Russell, emcee of
“Tom Russell Show,” and Charles
Ashley, senior news editor,, will
say “hello” to S.F.
From San Francisco, counter¬
parts will be Jerry Donovan, owner
of the S. F. Seals, owned by Hub
Red Sox; Ed Crowley, West coast
mgr. of Sheraton Hotels; Herbert
C. Clish, supt. of schools; and Bill
Weaver, KCBS disker emcee, and
Don Mosley, news editor.

CBS-TV BLOWS DOWN
7-YEAR ‘BIG TOP’

“Big Top,” the Philadelphia-or¬
iginated circus show which has
been a CBS-TV Saturday afternoon
standby for the past seven years, is
due to be.dropped by the network
at the end of the summer. The Jack
Sterling starrer’s longtime sponsor,
Albany Chimes In
Albany, May 7.
Sealtest, quit last January, and the
Gov. Averell Harriman issued a network has been unable to sell
proclamation in observance of Na¬ any part of the show since.
Web will probably replace it with
tional Radio Week May 5-11 noting
the achievements of the broadcast¬ adult programming. Present plan
ing industry and saluting the per¬ is to fill the noon to 1 p.m. time
with two film 'rerun shows, “Our
sons associated with it.
Mayor Eraftus Corning also is¬ Miss Brooks” and “Schlitz Play¬
sued a proclamation spotlighting , house,” for which CBS recently
the local observance of the week. contracted.
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columnist Larry Wolters and wife Flora celebrated their 25th wedding
anni last Friday (3)
. . Lou Kravitz appointed v.p. over sales and*
Tom Ryan v.p. over production at the Fred Niles tv films shop.
James Magee was named creative director . . . Robert Brockman, once
with Crosley Broadcasting, added to the tv side of the Branham’ sta¬
tion rep office here. . . . Norman Barry’s 15-minute sports strip on
WNBQ purchased by Fohrman Motprs for 52 weeks, along with a
weekly half-hour syndicated film . , . Bill Gary and Hugh Hill back
from accepting 1957 Headliner Award in Atlantic City for WBBM’s
news operation . . . WGN’s Steve Schickel repping Chi in. nationally
circulated Dee Jay magazine ... Francis W. Crotty upped to v.p. in
charge of patents at Zenith Corp. . . •. Jay Andres notching his fifth
year as “Music Til Dawn” host on WBBM . . . Edward Hitz, v.p. of
NBC-TV’s central-division sales office, and Hal Smith, NBC-TV sales
promotion chief for this area, cited by American Heart Assn, for their
work in a recent fund drive . . . Foote Cone ’& Belding’s Bill Hyer
and family leaving May 17 for a vacation in Rome . . . ABC and WBKB
staging dedication ceremonies for their new plant on May 16 ... Ed
Holm, ex-NBC maintenance engineer here, transferred to the NBC
plant in Burbank, Calif. . . . WISN-TV, Milwaukee, deleting morning
schedule through Labor Day until new equipment is installed.

IN LONDON ...

KPIX’s pill Dempsey,-KCBS’ Don Mozley, KROW’s Ray Yeager,
KCBS’ Dave McElhatton, KBAK's Al* Constant,' KNTV's Robert Guy,
KPIX*s Jack Carnegie all sp6ke to the Radio-TV" Guild Workshopfeatured talk came from Bob Sweeney—KPIX’s Dave Allen working
with Lions Clubs to take 4,000 kids pn a summer-long Catfish Derby
. . . W. P. Fuller Brawner new KQED board chairman, with j. Paul
Leonard departing to become president of American U. in Beirut . . .
Chicago’s Ernie Simon having a tough time pronouncing those tricky
Spanish names over KGO (San Josie or San Hosey?) . „ . French jazz
critic guested on deejay Jimmy Lyons’ KNBC.shoW . . .. Ken Langley
replaced Pat McGuirk as writer-producer for Guy Cherney’s KCBS
show . . . KRON’s “Explorers of Tomorrow” and “Science in Action”
won Silver Anvils from the American Public' Relations Assn. . . .
KLX expanding its longhair programming . . . Salesman Make Wagner
departed KSFO to handle a tfhoto studio’s sales . . . Sherm Bazell,
KGO news-editor, left Frisco to join ABC’s Hollywood news staff . . .
Bill Gibbs, ex-KSBW, is new KNTV film editor . . . Jack Bailey visited
Frisco . . . Another visitor was Mrs, Jane Wigoder« broadcaster for
Israel’s Kol Zion Lagolah radio . . . New at KQED are Mrs. Rosemary
Dale, late of ABC’s “Super Circus,” Richard Christian and Jim Raesid
. . Allen Dunn departed KNTV to become national sales manager of
Nevada Network Inci, Las Vegas . . . Beverly Scoble new aide to Don
(“People with a Past”) Arlett—she’s an ex-KROWer . . . Robin Rosefield’s a new KGO salesman.

IN PITTSBURGH . . .
Robert J. Tangney has been n^med .program manager for WQED;
his predecessor, .John W. Ziegler, has moved up in charge of special
projects at educational channel . . . Ruth Black, secretary to Cal
Jones, program director of KDKA-TV, retiring shortly to await the
stork . . . Al Hallaman, of Ambridge, now.doing sports on radio and
tv in addition to an all-afternoon platter show'on radio at WFMJ in.
Youngstown, Q. . . . Hires has -renewed Al Nobel’s Saturday deejay
session on KQV for another 13 weeks .". . Joe Kilch, formerly of WKST
in New Castle under name of Al Francis, has been named to adjutant
general’s staff in Pennsylvania as information specialist for veterans
affairs ... Bill Babcock, program director at WJAG, signed to an¬
nounce the stock car races for the Pittsburgh Racing Assn, this sum¬
mer ... Both of KQV manager Jimmy Murray’s sons are on the high
seas; Jim, an Army private, is enroute to Germany, and Bill, a Marine
private, tef Panama . . . KDKA-TV newscaster’Bill Burns received one
of the Headliners Awards in Atlantic City last week.
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E. V$. W. German
Frankfurt, May 7.
East and West Germany are
fighting a mighty battle for- propa¬
ganda, with television as one of
the main weapons. To lure listen¬
ers, the East is now building a pow¬
erful transmitter at Brocken, the
highest mountain in East Germany,
which they maintain can broadcast
a picture as far away as Holland.
As an added lure, they, mention
that direct television from Russia
will be added as soon as the Rus¬
sians fimsh a link with the Czech
and Polish networks. •
West Germany, in rebuttal, is
stepping up transmission across the
Iron Curtain with new transmitters
now beine' constructed on the fron¬
tiers of East Germany. And the
powerful.t.v station in West Berlin
is also being used to transmit di¬
rectly into East Germany.
Newsreels, -films, live plays,
popular stateside records, quiz
shows are being beamed out by
both East arid, West In the fight for
listeners.
The East Germans a few weeks
ago changed the tv wavelengths so
that West Germans could pick up
their programs with a minor set
adjustment. The sets in the West
had formerly required special
adaptors.
Entertairiment of a .top quality
and propaganda are mixed on the
East German broadcasts—and the
good shows often retain a captive
audience for the “commercials”
about the superiority of the Red
government, just as the top state¬
side shows keep the listeners glued
to the sets through the advertis¬
ing appeals.
East German tv chief Heinz
Adamek admits his net U yying for
Western listeners by erecting add¬
ed transmitters along the frontiers
of West Germany. Lately, he’s been
able to lure Westerners with per¬
formances of theatre and opera
from East Berlin and with the Rus¬
sian film “Othello,” which showed
on the East German tv screen be¬
fore it opened in West German
theatres. And East Germany has
upped its television budgets as the
government masterminds realize
the potency of the homescreen
weapon.
West Germans offer the Eastern¬
ers a fare loaded with Western
films, including the American prod¬
uct whenever possible, and- often
include anti-dictator plays, along
with excellent newsreels.
Even the Communist party has
taken direct pokes at the Western
television as it- sneaks into the
homes in the East-with its lhessages
about freedom from Russian con¬
trol.
The spectacles of American tele¬
vision—the expensive productions,
the color broadcasts-^-are unknown
in both* 'East and West Germany,
but the shows are good enough to
put up a stiff fight for the audi¬
ences.

Granada-TV, weekday commercial tv programmers for the North,
celebrated first anni last week . . . Grade Fields was the headliner on
Associated Television’s “Sunday Night At The London Palladium”
(5), She’s also lined up for another ATV appearance in “Val Parnell’s
Saturday Spectacular” May 18 . . . ABC-TV’s program about the mo¬
tion picture industry, “Box Office,” had its first airing over the entire
commercial, tv web on Sunday (5) . . . Prince Philip will give a 45-min¬
ute talk about his Commonwealth tour in BBC-TV’s children’s pro¬
gram May 17 . . . Granada-TV’s comedy series starring Alan Young
will commence its 13-week run June 18 . . Sir Kenneth Clark, chair¬
man of the independent Television Authority, and Sir John Wolfenden,
chairman of Associated-Rediffusion, the London weekly commercial
tv programmers, will open the first school tv service May 121 .. . Sarah
Churchill starred in ABC-TV’s production by George More O’Ferrall
of “The Heiress,” the play by Ruth & Augustus Goetz, on Sunday (5) IN MINNEAPOLIS . . .
. . . American dancer Gill Johnson makes his British tv bow on BBCWLOL disk jockey Leigh Kamman currently featured as narrator in
TV’s “This Is Show Business”*May 15 . .. Associated-Rediffusion begins Zephyr LP album “Dixie for Deep North” with local Harry Blons’
a new series of 13 telefilms titled the “Gay Cavalier” May 13. Series “Incorrigible Monedota Buzzards” band . . , Marvin Kratter, New York
was made at Shepperton Studios by producer George King.
realtor, has applied for a ch. 7 tv station at St. Cloud, Minn., 60 miles
north of the Twin Cities. Town of 25;000 population has two radio
stations and boasts good Minneapolis-St. Paul video reception . . ,
IN BOSTON . . .
KMGM-TV bought entire RKO feature film library of more than
WNAC radio expanded its “Easy Listenin’” program daily from 2 700 releases to augment its Metro oldies . . , Arle Haeberle, WCCO-TV
to 6 p.m. on Monday (6) with Jim Dixon as new disk jock '. . . WBZ personality, addressed- Minneapolis Women in Education on .‘^Tricks
news editor Don Flaherty will be a judge in a beauty contest to select of the Trade” . . . WLOL disk jockey Jerry Cunning a candidate for
the Mass, entry in the Miss Universe contest at the Meadows on May councilman at suburban Hopkins where election will be held May 21
19 . . . “Big Brother” Bob Emery, WBZ-TV personality, hosted Buster . . . Ardis Wells & Her “Rhythm Ranch Gals, local Flame nitery cock¬
Keaton on his show . . , Dick Villard, WBZ-TV producer ,and Elpe tail lounge fixture, did guest shot on ABQ “-Ozark Jubilee” . ... Euro-'
Demetrekas, WBZ-WBZA publicity staff, engaged '. . . Group of 50 ex¬ pean trip interrupting Minneapolis Morning • Tribune columnist Will
change students from European and Asiatic countries got tour of Jones’ five-e-week KSTP radio show . . . Radio station KEVE spon¬
WBZ-TV where principles of tv were explained by WBZ-TV producer sored “Sonny James Show” at Auditorium here for one-nighter •. . «
George Moynihan . . . Pat Weaver participated in Boston U.’s confab Clayt Kaufman, WCCO radio promotion and publicity-director, a first¬
on the creative arts in American life and was a panelist on the Friday time father—it’s a boy
(3) sesh. on “State of Arts and Trehtjs” . . . James E. Allen new WBZTV sales mgr., with Donald H. Edgemon, former asst, promosh iiigiN, IN CLEVELAND ...
taking over Allen’s former duties as promosh mgr. . . . WBZ-TV news
Rudolph Ringwall, former associate conductor of the Cleveland
supervisor “Dinny” Whitmarsh author of newly published tome,’ “Fa¬
mous Athletes of Today” . . . Ruth Casey, first femme radio director, Orchestra, started third year of disking. (2) on WHK.with Louisville
Title
picking up lab for the half-hour stanza . . . Plain Dealer radio¬
WBMS, opening a school for ballet, radio, modeling in Roslindale . . .;
Tina Robin, new Coral disker, made Hub dee jay rounds with Buddy tv editor George Condon in Hollywood, for' writing stint . ... Maggie
Kaye, her songcleffifig mgr. . . : Norman Ziegler new inter-office cour¬ Wulff, KYW-TV, adding Grant Wilson, pianist, and Linn Sheldon,
ier at WHDH > \ .v iCal O’Brien; outdoor sportsman, fish and game col¬ actor, to her morning half-hour stanza . . . Paul Bedford, RYW, arid
umnist for the Sportsman's Reporter, joined WEEI with a nightly John Fitzgerald, WJW-Ty, nominated for AFTRA presidency , .
series of outdoor sports programs, 11:10 to 11;15 p.m., preeming Mon¬ Betty Cope takes over Paige" Palmer’s WEWS daily show while latter
is In Moscow ... Ed Paul named WERE national sales manager .~r „
day (6).
'
Leo* Perkins and George Keich, WNAC-TV staff, flew to Paris for Charles Dargan named public affairs director, Bill’ Morris production
tour of continent * 1 . Priscilla Fortesue, WEEI’s traveling reporter, supervisor and Don Rumbaugh on sales service in KYW-TV promo¬
in Madrid taping interviews . . . Louise Morgan, WNAC-TV femmer tions for directors . ., Howard Cfook, KYW-TV stagehand; elected pres¬
caster, flying to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., to participate in judging of ident of the Radio-TV Bowling League . . . Bud vWendoll, WDOK
Mrs. America contest finals Saturday (3.1) . . . George Hallberg, WNAC- disker, continues to broadcast’ from his home ^despite fire that damaged
TV -promosh director, off on motor tour through Virginiai . . . WNAC- building . . . WGAR staffers turn their Friday chores, over .to their
TV claims “King Kong” so big no one time slot can hold and skedding wives while hubbies stay home, to do menial ^duties in recognition
' .
. *
.*__* .
film Saturday and Sunday (11-12) late shows, first two-run date in Hub of Mothers Day.
tv history ... WNAC-TV televised annual dinner of Mass.: Committee
of Protestants, Catholics and Jews at Which' awards -were given Jto
Cecil B. DeMille, Bob Considine of INS- and Dr. Abranj L. Sachar,
prexy Brandeis U.
. Jack Feeney, Irish tenor,.debuting., series,.of
weekly radio programs over WBOS as part of station’s Irish hour, "his
portion being sponspred by Schaefer *Beer,
“Valiant Lady,” the. DaqperFitzgeraldrS>ample-producCd softper
IN PHILADELPHIA ...
An unusual , kinescope repeat which has ’"occupied the noontime
strip pn CBS-TV for the pastJhree
Charles Vanda, WCAU-TV chief, sparks the local drive to organize a pattern was inaugurated last week and a half years, is being axed by
Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washington chapter of the Academy .of Tele¬ by CBS-TV for its early-morning
the web afid will be replaced July 7
vision Arts & Sciences . , . Benedict Gimbel Jr. prexy and general “Jimmy Dean Show.” Kinnies will by a neW" Roy Windsor' package,
manager of WIP, elected to board of directors of the Penna. Asso¬ be fed to central standard time sta¬ “Hotel Cosmopolitan.” Network
ciated Press Broadcasters at the annual confab in Bloomsburg, Pa. tions at 3 p.m. their time, though will own “Cosmopolitan,” with
For the second straight year WIP has - won the association’s top news the cross-the-board segment airs Windsor, the ex-Biow agency radio¬
Albany, May 7.
award.. . . Roger W. Clipp, general* manager of the WFIL stations, 7 to 8 a.m. (EDT) and a live re¬ tv veCp who’s now an indie pack¬
Dropping all. ABC programs,
elected a trustee of the U. of Pennsylvania by the alumni of the peat is fed to CDT stations at 7 ager-consultant, acting as producer
except the evening newscasts by
Phila. area . . . Jerry Williams, recent nightowl commentator on WIBG, to ff their time.
on the show.
Edward P. Morgan and John W.
Purpose of the kinriie pattern is
opening a gift shop in New Hope, Pa. . . . Martha Rountree’s “Press
“Cosmopolitan”' Will ‘ centre its
the ' Schirie-ownea
Conference” to be filmed at Convention Hall (June 30) during National twofold, to maintain exposure of action in a hotel, using a host- Vandercook,
'WPTR
last week (1) went on a
Education convention . . . Jerry Danzig, veepee of NBC Radio program¬ the new show through the summer narrator who resides there as the
ming, speaker at Kiwanis luncheon in Camden, N.J. Robert M. Jones, on standard time stations in the central figure to spin out the yarns. 24-hour schedule featuring music
Who joined Philco in 1948 as assistant counsel in legal dept., appointed midwest, and to supply these sta¬ Final choice of the host hasn’t and news. It thus became the
second area station to adopt such
tions with an extra hour of pro¬
director of public relations.
gramming during the day. Since .been made yet, but Lee Bowman a format on round-the-clock opera¬
the country music segrrient started is the* hottest contender. Sponsor¬ tion. WTRY in Troy was the'first,
IN CINCINNATI ...
only this month, the *web feels any ship details haven’t been worked last September. .
out, but CBS is hopeful of per¬
Crosley Broadcasting advances John Babcock, asst, general program loss of exposure would be harmful suading the “Lady” sponsors—
Other changes planned for
manager, to asst. g.m. of its new Indianapolis tv station, WLW-I, sched¬ to its momentum, As for the extra General Mills,. Toni, Wesson Oil, WPTR by Duncan Mounsey, execu¬
daytime
hour,
standard
time
sta¬
tive v.p. and general manager,
uled to bow Sept, 15 . , .. Charles A. Black resigns May 10 as Gordon
Standard
Brands
and
Nestle;—to
Include mobile two-way radio for
Broadcastipg v.p. and managing director. Expects to continue in tions in the midwest will complete remain with the new show.
spots news coverage. Scheduled to
broadcasting after month vacation with family . . . Lester Sturgill exits their network daytime schedule; at.
begin functioning about' May 14,
May 15 as chief engineer of Crosley’s WLW-D, Dayton . . . New as¬ 3 p.m., but don’t start their local
ITAV 7th Brit. Outlet.
the coverage will entail the use of
signment for Helen Nugent, WKRC vet staffer, is community relations shows till 4, so that the delay on
four
passenger cars equipped with
director of its tv affinity. She continues her Weekday radio pro¬ the Dean kinnie. will, fill that gap.
London, May 7.
gram . . . Dotty Mack’s WCPO-TV mime stint originated abroad the ’ Reason the standard time sta¬
Prospective programmers for the broadcasting and receiving equip¬
tions can’t (or actually, won’t) ac¬
ment.
One Will be located ih
Avalon, river dance excursion boat, May 3.
cept the live repeat feed is that new commercial tv outlet, to he Albany; another, in Troy; a third,
they’d have 'to carry it. at 6 a.m. based on the Isle of Wight, were in Schenectady, The fourth is to
local standard lime, a . period which invited to apply for the contract be a roving unit.
IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .
of them , would just as soon to the Independent Television
KQED topped the nation in Ohio State, Awards, copped firsts for some
Eliminated from the program log
The new
forget. Since CBS wants as much Authority 'last week.
“Hop, Skip and Dance” and “The American Economy,” got an honor¬
exposure as possible for the show, station, which should be operat¬ were; Don McNeiU’s “Breakfast
able mention for a psychology course. They were the educational it hit upon the 3 p.m. repeat hour. ing by the Summer of next year, Club” and three soap, operas,
channel’s only-gentries. KPIX did well, too, with a pair of honorable
will serve more than 2,000;000 peo¬ “Whispering Streets,” “My True
mentions and a “special” award . . . Arthur Hull Hayes pulled.into
Story” and “When a Girl Marries.”
Victoria, Tex.—Albert B. Alkek, ple in the South of England,
Frisco last weekend, inspected hisjdd bailiwick, KCBS . > . KYA’s Jim operator of KNAL, has been grant¬
This will be the seventh outlet AH ties with ABC will b£ severed
Hawthorne, recovering from an appendectomy, deejaying from hos¬ ed a permit by the FCC to operate to come ’ into operation since the when' WPTR’s agreement expires
pital and home ... KRON’s Vem Louden, KROW's Rus$ Coglln, a channel 18 tv station here.
ITA commenced its programs •:
later in the year.

‘VAUANT LADY’ AXED
Unusual Kinnie Repeat
BY CBS-TV FOR Wtfc
Pattern for XBS-TV’s
Jimmy Dean Ayem Show

Only Morgan-Vandercook
News Slob Retained By
WPTR, Albany, in Revise

PfiszlEfr
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Educ’l TV
CBS Radio Pins Down Ford $4,200,000 BriL-Made
Bigscreen Tinters on Closed Circuit
Shows for U. S. Webs
By Clearing Pacific Network Time
Seen Delayed From 1 to 3 Years
London, April30.
Reports that two major Ameri¬
can tv networks are interested in
buying three educational programs
from Associated-Rediffusion, the
London' weekday commercial! tv
-programmers, have not. yet been
confirmed, but" Paul Adorian,
A-R’s managing director, planed
out of London for business talks
in New York.
A-R start their new educational
transmissions on May 13, and it is
rumored that, if the U. S. deal
comes off, the London program¬
mers would make general edu¬
cation programs, for American tv.

Ford this week signed,. sealed f
By HY HOLLINGER
and delivered its precedental $5,Widespread and regular commer¬
500,000 gross order for CBS Radio.
The Weekend Tyendex
cial use of bigscreen color televi¬
Under the deal, which starts in
Bob Hope, as he’s been do¬
sion for closed circuit meetings
September, Ford will sponsor 26
ing 311 season, topped all com¬
and product demonstrations is one
programs a week on the networks,
ers on. the overnight Trendex
to three years away, according to
Philadelphia,. May 7.
a tptal of four hours and 40 min¬
with Iiis Sunday night (5)
Hubert J. Schlafiy Jr., v.p. in
Eight minority stockholders with
utes weekly of air time. The net
"Chevy Show" on NBC-TV.
charge of engineering of the Teleless
than
5%
of
the
3,750,875
out¬
billing figure comes to $4,200,000
Hope averaged out at 24.8 for
Prompter Corp.
Schlafiy noted
standing shares, who contested the
after discounts.
the hour, against 20.4 for
that research for the improvement
"General Electric Theatre" and:,
Wrapup of the deal'came in the sale of WPFH, Wilmington, Del.,
and development of large-screen
and 19.6 for "Alfred Hitchcock
face of h last-minute pitch for the were granted a hearing for today
color is continuing rapidly and the
business by Mutual, plus reports (Tues.) by Judge William Kirkpat¬
Presents" on CBS-TV and a
two essential requirements—the
5 j for "Amateur Hour" on . amount of light and the registra¬
that CBS would not be able to rick in U. S. District Court here.
clear its PatcfflfTCplumbia Network Additional stockholders were ex¬
ABC. Latter’s "Mike Wallace
tion of the picture—remain the
Interview" improved slightly
for one of the new segments,, the pected to' join the. action.prime engineering problems.
Group's attorney charged that
late-afternoOn
Arthur
Godfrey
over its premiere week with a
Schlafiy stressed, however, that
the
sale
of
the
WPFH
Broadcast¬
9.0 (compared with first week’s
strip.
However, Columbia did
color will come because the mar¬
8.5), but ran last behind “Lo¬
achieve the clearance, and while it ing Co. to Storer Broadcasting for
ket for it is available and that
a
reported
$6,250,000
provided
Paul
retta Young Show’s" 22.1 and
may face other scattered clearance
"we’re doing everything- we can to
"$64,000 Challenge’s!’ 20.8.
situations, Jhasointil September to F. Harron, majority stockholder,
encourage and contribute to its
Earlier, Ed Sullivan hit his
overcome them. The only phases with benefits, denied the others.
development."
He added that if ‘
widest margin in several weeks
of the deal not yet pinned down Dissenters' lawyer, also stated an
the price is right and it provides
over Steve Allen, with a 25.9
are . contracts with Bing Crosby and agreement existed , giving Harron . In an effort to quicken the pace
the
right
quality
"it would be pref¬
Rosemary Clooney, who are to do $10,060 a year for1’ five 'years and
compared with Allen’s 18.7,
erable to black & white."
ABC’s "Hollywood Film Fes¬
an early-morning half-hour strip $20,000 for next five years as con¬ of daytime planning, ABC has
He
revealed
that
20th-Fox is
sultant to the Storer company.
hired for the first time a fulltime
tival" averaged to 5.0 for the
plus six weekend capsules.
continuing experiments with its
hour.
On Saturday, Perry
executive to head up pre-dark pro¬
Deal, the details of which were
E dophor color system which, he
Como topped Jackie Gleason
gramming. Armand Grant becomes
spelled out in last Week's Variety,
noted, is "very good,” but is more
by 'a 27.9 to 16.6 score, .with
has been in the works with J. Wal¬
suitable for permanent installations
ABC-TV executive producer for
ABC’s "Famous Film Festival"
ter Thompson since last June. The
than
for portable units. Other com¬
daytime programs.
in last with 4.0. Half-hour
panies experimenting with the de¬
CBS pitch has been twofold—the j
Approaching the end of the
earlier, ABC came off with a
velopment of large-screen color in¬
web’s ability to deliver "selling
nighttime selling season, the net¬
good score for the "audition"
clude General Electric and Gen¬
personalities" at low cost, plus a
work Is now shooting at a full
airing of "Alan Freed’s Rock
eral Precision.
huge frequency also at low cost.
three hours of daytime for next
’n’ Roll Revue," scoring a 13.3
The schedule, which runs tor- 52
Meanwhile Schlafiy indicated
Radio has found some sponsor fall, moving backwards from 5:30
against a 17.0 for "People Are
weeks with options through the end
that
black & white bigscreen tv is
Funny" and 9.4 for "Buc¬
of 1958, is designed to supplement friends among film companies and when "Mickey Mouse Club’’ goes
at a "fairly refined stage," but
caneers."
Ford's television efforts with a theatres, judging from two solid on. At present, network hopes to
"speaking as engineer, there Is al¬
day-in and day-out grind on radio. orders place separately on NBC put a series of telefilm adventure
ways room for improvement." The
reruns on from 5 to 5:30. Blue¬
Most of the Ford AM schedule is. and WOR, N. Y.
improvements, he said, consist
Columbia Pictures, on the basis print for earlier hours covers at
concentrated in times where the
mainly of refinements that will be
auto radio audience is highest- of its successful national radio least half-a-dozen audience par¬
noticed mainly by engineers.
early morning, late afternoon and campaign last year on the "Eddy ticipation shows, most of which are
Schlafiy said he saw no imme¬
Duchin Story" is going allout with in the pilot stage: -"Man In Your
weekends.
diate need for a picture larger than
radio for the kickoff of its Warwick- Life," "Parlay," "Guest of Honor,"
9x12
feet. "It’s Adequate fdr any
Productions, Ltd., "Fire Down Be¬ "What’s the Name of the Song?"
hotel ballroom I’ve seen," he said*
low," starring Rita Hayworth. It "Lucky Lady" and "What Makes
"It
is
a satisfactory size for audi¬
placed a $31,000 order with NBC You Tick?”
NBC Radio which in the past ences of from 1,200 to 1,500 based
Radio for "Monitor” and "Band¬
Grant leaves WAAM, Baltimore
on the experience of motion pic¬
couple
of
weeks
pulled
in
new
stand" spots/ Although the sum affiliate of ABC, where he has
ture theatres and tests on where
by itself is not high, tEe $31,000 been assistant general manager in business from General Mills and people should be seated. I see no
looms large when the overall na¬ charge of tv sales and program-, General Motors has pinned down point In attempting to get a larger
tional budget of $100,000 for all ming.
the third major "General" com¬ p!cture than is available now. It
media is correlated.. Television, in¬
pany—General Foods—to a 10- is far more, important to take ad¬
cidentally, is not one of the media
Chicago, May 7.
vantage of technical improvements
week saturation campaign for in Screen brightness.".
Illinois Broadcasters Assn, and being used for the pic.
In
an
entirely
different
deal,
the¬
the Broadcast Advertising Club of
Jell-O. The General Foods order,
Schlafly’s views on bigscreen
Chicago have alerted their mem¬ atre exhibition coin, is flowing to
calling for 60 six-second chain color tv are disputed by Fanshawe
bership against several bills pend¬ WOR, Mutual's New York flagship.
Lindsley,
president of * Closedcirbreaks a week starting July 1, is
ing before ^the state legislature Century .Theatres, with 33 houses
one . of three large deals totaling
(Continued on page 42)
ivhich would be detrimental to In metropolitan areas an dits en¬
$650,000 . net set by the web this
virons, bought a half-Tiour spon¬
radio-tv.
.
Portland, Ore., May 7.
week.
•*
Of most general concern is a sorship of "Music from Studio X"
KRTV Channel 27 went off the
Others are an order from Plough
she
nights
a
week
and
a
quarterHouse bill,'' felt to be • discriminar
air
last
Tuesday
(30)
and
returned
Inc.,
the
chemical
company, for a
tory because it specifically bars hour sponsorship of the "BobSmltb the next day as Ch. 1$ aftd the 52-week- run of 20 newscasts a
radio and tv from the hearings of Show" in the afternoons five days NBC affiliate. George Haggarty, weekend in "Monitor" starting May
a proposed state crime investigat¬ a week. -Deal is for a 52-week Detroit. financier, recently - pur¬ 25, and a two-week,. 100-participa¬
ing committee. Jiill states, "No! period {md if options are exei&Ised chased KLOR JCh, 12) for $1,794,- tion order from 20th-Fox for June
hearings shall be televised or over the year’s span, It represents 000 and KPTV for $1,183,800 for 22. Plough will Share the "Monitor”
broadcast by radio, nor shall any roughly $50,000 gross to the sta^ the purpose of combining; the two. newscasts with Kent.. The 20th-Fox
mechanical photographic or elec¬ .tion. •
Hollywood, May 7.
stations,
order Is for six.-se.cond breaks
tronic record of. the proceedings at • WOR deal also calls for heavy
At. meeting ofHollywood Acad¬
KPTV was . Portland’s first,. ,tv around- "Bandstand" and "Moni¬
any hearing, be televised or brOad- cross-promotion Yy Century, with
emy of ,TV Arts & Sciences last
tor."
•
station,,
and;
was
UHF.
The
Ch.
27
a
film
trailer
boosting
"Studio
X”
castbyradiOJ" ^
-• y
Week, an Informal poll among at¬
and "Bob Smith" slated to be* run outfit has always been the - NBC
Another House MU wouldimend
outlet Uiere:. KLOR was the third
tending governor* of upcoming
the state^ nevenue :;act, by stepping in Century hohses. John Gambling, station. In town • and started as' an
"Studio
X"
host;
and
Btfb
Smith
board found at least three In favor
on
5% tax ;..on - the gross re*
also <are set for p.a.’s at the the¬ ABC 'affiliate. Whea KGtV^Y hit
ceipts fxdpju /fencing ojr wrestling atre*;
of reaitrajiging the Emmy awards
Other cross-plugs also are the. air recently, ABC jhoved to the
matches when the. radiOrtv rights
to
conform tq the tv seasbn, in¬
pew
Chi;
fi
leaving
KEOR
: \
are *oid<; to ‘rftsttofOf per networks. pi|nne<!.
independent. The KPTV transmit¬
stead of .the calender year, as
This _lj| similar toth* bill recently
ter has the best location in the
recently proposed by Dick Powell.
introduced in the Minnesota leg!**
entire area’ hut'as a UHF was not * . While the dallies' put accent on
lature, against which-the arguinent
Supporters were' Jane Wyatt,
giving aa satisfactory , a signal as
ran that>restlen are hot- athletes:
veteran
sportscaster
Cleixi
Mc¬
Wayne Tlss and Sheldon Leonard,,
expected^ . Haggarty
purchased
but entertainers.
although
Leonard registered an
Carthy’*
critical
condition,
as
re¬
KLOR and the property of JCPTV,
observation that under present
One discriminatory bill was de¬
the latter-r-now VHF. sult of a weekend automobile 'ac¬ setup, some faltering shows might
feated, in committee last week.
The'premise* Of KPTV are being cident, the Edward J. Gwens who benefit with Sponsors from Emmy
This proposal wfuld have, prohi¬
Bob Crosby, long a daytime fix?
bited the displaying in tv commer¬ ture on CBS-TY, .may soon be used and tome of the KLOR staff was with him was not Identified, victories. However, Leonard ad¬
moved
Over with the KLOR loca¬
cials of "eye - glasses, eyeglass dropped by the network. Though
as the Kudner agency exec. Owens mitted that other factors make
frames containing bearing al^s, or ,n0 date for the axing hag been set, tion. now vacant. This gives Port¬ Is v.p. in charge of the Goodrich the seasonal Emmys a sound
land
three
channels—all VHF.
proposition.
other devices, goggles or glass Crosby would become the second
Rubber
account and w.k. in broad¬
cases.? That bill was considered, major daytime, casualty, the first KOIN-TV is the CBS outlet and
I New Hollywood governors will
especially unfair to radio and tv having been the noontime quarter- KGW-TV the ABC outlet. Frank casting and show biz circles. He hold first meet Thursday (9), at
since there is no statute forbidding hour soaper, “Valiant Lady," which Riorden remains as managing was driving. While suffering cuts, which officeri and committees for
with Mrs. Owens suffering a brok¬
the advertising and display of will, make way for a new "Hotel director.
en leg, both are convalescing at coming year will be selected. * .
spectacles and the like in news¬ ^Cosmopolitan" strip (see separate
their home in Manhattan after
papers and magazine.
story).
first being taken to Fordham Hos¬
Crosby has been demanding a
pital for treatment.
nighttime show from CBS for
McCarthy * was transferred to /
some time, and because the dayMount Sinai Hospital for surgery
timer. poses competitive product
to
his Jhip and, considering his 80
First
telecast
of
an
educational
Blackpool, Eng., April 30. . conflicts, the network insists he'd
Two former Hutchins Advertis¬
years, he came out of it "com¬
Influence of tv on British show have to give up the afternoon show television setup in operation is fortably.", He Is still on the criti¬ ing agency execs, H„ Pierson Mapes
scheduled
for
May
19,
when
the
biz is shown in pteting of a popu¬ if he wants the nighttimer. No WCBS-TV (N. Y.) network-fed cal list. The operation was neces¬ and Gene Schiess, have started
lar television puppet act for a plans have yet been developed for "Eye on New York" does a remote sary to enable medicos to set and Creative Merchandising Co. Inc.
summer stint in this show biz an evening stanza for Crosby,-but from the State TJ. College for pin the fracture. The Owens’ are Company will handle video pack¬
CBS has been itching to get a new Teachers In Albany. ' The teachers' both 65. .
aging and production, video con¬
resort.
The adman advised his agency sulting for agencies and manufac¬
Harry Corbett and his glove- human-interest audience participa¬ college operates one of three edu¬
Puppet Sooty are set for an eight tion show, "You Be the Jury," into cational television setups in New he expects to be back at his desk turers, closed circuitry, industrial
tradeshows and radio-tv commer¬
weeks’ stint of afternoon shows at his 3:30 to 4 p,m. cross-the-board York. State Under supervision of the end of this week.
Both had been motoring back cial production.
the Queen’s Theatre from July 8. time period.
the State’s Board of Regents and
Mapes, 15 years veep and general
from Darien (Conn.) where they
Show is likely to be titled "Sooty’s
the State Education Dept.
Dei -Moines—Don Bell, who has
Party," and will feature* artistes
Full crew and remote truck will had looked in on the Kentucky manager of Hutchins in New York,
who appeared with Corbett for a been with KRNT for more than 10 accompany Bill Leonard, the show's Derby telecast which McCarthy, and Schiess, radio-tv director for
years, has joined KIOA', another
Christmas afternoon season at the Des Moines radio station, and start¬ host* to Albany for the Show, for so many years, announced and eight years at the agency, already
has a client list Including PJbilco,
Adelphi Theatre, London.
ed. morning and afternoon, shows which will be fed directly back to described. The accident occurred
The afternoon hlbit is catching May 1. KRNT announced that Don N. Y. Since the telecast takes at 8:30 p.m. Saturday (4) on the Birge Wallpaper and Crosby
on here. Tommy Steele, British Soliday will replace Bell as mor¬ place pit a Sunday, the college will Major Deegan Parkway at 240th Brands. Outfit owns Happy Fel- _
ton’s "It’s a Hit," which preems as
rock n’ roll kid; is set for an after¬ ning masted of ceremonies, while "stage" the closed circuit educa¬ St.'
/
•
McCarthy has been in retire- a Saturday pre-noon show over
noon season in July 'at the Palace Ted. Hazard will fake over Bell's tional telecast operation in a simu¬
CUS^V/unel.
tu<; llt
Theatre.
disk jqc]cey teyn sho^
pjtNTt lation of- normal procedures.

HEAR SHAREHOLDERS
IN SALE OF WPFH

ABC Taps Grant
In Day-TV Push

Film Cos. Pouring
Coin Into Radio

NBC Radios 3d
‘General in Camp

Illinois B’casters
Decry Legislation

KPTV, Portland, Ore.,
Switches Channels,
Takes Stand as Y

By the Season

KodnerYEdw. J. Owens In
Clem McCarthy Accident;
Sportscaster, 80, 'Cnticajr

Boh Crosby jt Nifbt
A MiTbe m Dropout
As CBS-TY Daytimer

'Eye on N.Y/ in Remote
Of Albany EducT TVer

Sooty’s Summer Stint
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AdmenMapes, Schiess
Form TV Packaging Co.

NOT
SO LOUD!

We’ve always cherished the idea that you don’t have to rattle your
i

tonsils to prove your worth. Take a look at the Sphinx. She’s beenrittingpretty for years,
without, ever opening her mouth. And why do you think Mona Lisa made out so good?
When we placed, our hot new submarine-adventure series, “The Silent
Service,” into TV, syndication, we said to ourselves: “Okay. We Want the whole wide
world to know. But do we have to scream our heads off? Do we have to announce a new
series with the usual 4-color foldouts,; pushups, pullouts. Maybe even hydrogen fallouts? ”
“Up your periscopes, fellows! Take another look around,” we told
ourselves. “Maybe it isn’Jt'always possible in every line of business, but can’t we try for
once to build sales volume without noise volume?” We gave ourselves a resounding yes!
So we launched our seagoing series without a big splash. We didn’t
break a bottle of champagne over its. prow in the trade press. We drank the champagne.
And we let CNP’s prime product, created exclusively for local, regional and spot advert
risers; speak for itself. We discovered that if you really, have something to say, they’ll
listen. Even if you whisper it. Like this:

In less than ft month, “The Silent Service” has been sold in more than 76 markets,

Including 17 of the 26 largest population centers in the United States,

NBC TELEVISION FILMS
a division of CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS

80

P'SriWfrY

TV-FILMS
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ARB City -By-City Syndicated Film Chart

-

* time factors, since sets-in-use am1 audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e.9 a Saturday afternoion children's show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audien ce composed largely of children, with cor-

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndii:ated and nalional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American lResearch Bur-

Cities will be rotated each week, wiifh the 10 topr aiming at the children's market. Abbre•
rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shtmm oppositeresponding Results for the sponso
viations and symbols are as folliiws: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on (he latest reports.
(Co), comedy; (Dr% drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertiitent informa(Myst), mystery; (Q)9 quit; ($p),: sports; (W),{ western; (Worn),
lion about film in each market, which can be used by distribuilors9 agencies,
women's. IS umbered symbols ntixt to station call letters represent the stastations and clients as an aid in determining the effectivenes s of a filmed
tion's channelall channels aborti 13 are XJHF. Those ad agencies listed as
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to ti me—day and
distributors rep the national spoitsor from whom the film is, aired.
cau on a monthly basis.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

STATION

'

DISTRIB.

Day and.
TIME'

i

PITTSBURGH
Approx. Set Count—;1,200,000
/
1. Highway Patrol (Adv)..... KDKA.
Wed. 9:00r9:30 ....
2. Studio 57 (Dr). KDKA.
Tues. 9:00-9:30 ...
3. Secret Journal (Dr). .KDKA. .MCA. .Sun. 10:30-11:00 ..
4. Susie (Com) . . .KDKA. ........ TPA. Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ..
5. Search For Adventure (Adv). KDKA.
.Mon. 9:30-10:00 ...
6. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KDKA.
Sat. 11:00-11:30 ..
7. Superman (Adv) . KDKA.
.Wed. 7:00*7:30 _
8. Code 3 (Adv). .KDKA. .ABC. .7. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ..
9. Whirlybirds . KDKA. ... CBS... Fri. 7:00-7:30 _
10. Man of Annapolis (Adv). KDKA.
Sat. 5:30-6:00 .

GRAND RAPIDS-KAL’ZOO

»
MARCH
RATING

SETS IN I
|
USE

SHARE
(%)

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations—KDKA (2), WSTV (9), WJAC (6)
... .50.4..
.. ..46.4..
...44.8,.
....41.5..
. 1. .39.6..
....36.7..
.., .35.9 .
... .34.7..
... .33.1..
....329..

.. 61.1
..56.9
.. 56.5
.. 50.2
.. 56.2
.. 45.4
.. 39.6
.. 39.4
. . 38.9
., 34.7

.. , 70.4 ......
_T.. 90.6.
. 85.1.
....... 93.9.

Approx. Set Count-—536,000

ti
The Millionaire. .WSTV
To Tell The Truth. . WSTV
What's My Line... .WSTV
Sgt. Preston of the Yukon..WSTV
.WSTV
Playhouse 90...:.. • WSTV
, WJTAC
Lassie ..;. .WSTV
.WJAC
Wire Service. .WSTV

Approx. Set Count-—358,000

Stations—WMBR

-

Approx. Set Count—75,000

Stations—KOB

1. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv). . . . .KOB . .: .MCA. .Tues. 7:00-7:30 ... .39.7..
.Tues. 9:30-10:00 .. .28.7..
2. State Trboper (Adv). .KGGM.
MOn. 8:00-8:30 .... .28.5.,
3. Annie Oakley (W) .•. .KOB .. .CBS..
.KOB ...NT A. . Mon. 9:30-10:00 ... .25.6..
4. Sheriff of Cochise (W).
.KGGM. .TP A.•_ . Wed. 9:00-9:30 ... .. . . .25.4..
6. Passport to Danger (Adv).. . . .KGGM. ........ ABC. . Sun. 9:00-9:30 .... _24.5..
KOB . .
.24.5..
7. Code 3 (Adv)... .KGGM'.___ .. ABC.. .Thurs. 9:00-9:30 .. .24.3..
.... 23.8v.
.KOB
..
.
Sun.
9:00-9:30
.
..,
8. Badge 714 (Myst)..
9. Frontier Doctor (W)... . KOAT. . H-TV. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . . .23.6..

COLUMBIA, s, c.

■/

Approx. Set Count—66,000

1. Badge 714 (Myst). .. .WIS. . NBC. ... . . . Wed. 8:00-8:30
.. .WIS. ...2iv. .. Wed. 7:30-8:00
. .. WIS. .MCA.
4. Cisco Kid (W) .......... ...WIS .... __Ziv... . . Wed. 7:00-7:30
**
/
5. Annie Oakley (W) .. . ..WIS. . CBS. ...Fri. 7:00-7:30

.54.9......
. 49.6._.
.. 39.9.
_ 42.9.
....... 48.3..
.37.5.

10. Grand Ole Opry (Mus).... ...WIS.

.16.9
.24.8

6.0

.20.9
.13.9

. . 4.9
.
. .14.3
. .. 4.5
.
. . 4.9
.
.
.
. .. 3.0
.
.
. .14.7

(4)', KOAT (7),, KGGM (13)

... 66.6 [To Tell The Truth.. .KGGM . .23.3
... 47.4 Movie Of the Week. .KOB. .. .9.5
.KOAT . .9.5
. Confidential File
... 71.7 Studio One,,... .KGGM . .34.0
... 46.2 Wire Service. .KOAT- . .11.1
.KOAT . ..11.8
... 46.3
... 49.4 Badge 714. .KOB .. .23.8
... 61.4
.KGGM . .30.0
. KOB .. .19.5
... 56.6
... 49.4 Passport to Danger.. .KGGM . ......24.5
... 63.0
. KGGM . .30.2

.46.3.
.45.5.
.42.3.
.38.9.

..
..
..
..

70.9..
73.5.
61.5.
78.4.

_65.3
_61.9
;... 68.8
.... 49.6

.. . . .34.2. .. 76.5. _44.7

.. WIS.
6. Patti Page (Mus)
... Thurs. 7:45-8; 15 - T... f. .34.0. .. 71.0_, _47.9
7. Victory at Sea (Doc) ., . , .WIS. .NBC. . . . Fri. 9:00-9:30
.. .33.6_.. . ,. 66.6...,. ,. . ; 50.4
... Thurs. 7:00-7:30 *. \ .. 33,4-. .'. 75.1. .... 44,5
8. Man Called X (Myst).. .. WIS.
9. Men of Annapolis (Adv)... ...WIS...,.

. 6.6

Stations—WIS (10), WNOK (67)

•
. ..
. . .
..
. ..

.
.
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

(4) , WJHP (36)

1. Badge 714 (Myst). . WMBR. .NBC . . Mon. 7:00-7:30 .... . ... .45.9.. ....... 88.4...... ... 51.9 TV Journal; Weather. .WJHP
News—John Daly. .WJHP
2. State Trooper (Adv) . . WMBR. ,.MCA... .Thurs. 8:00-8:30 .. .41.3.. ..; 74.1. ... 55.6
.WJHP
3... Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) . WMBR.
Thurs. 7.00-7:30 .. _", 41.2.. . 88.8_ ... 46.4 TV Journal; Weather. .WJHP
News—John Daly. .WJHP
4. Death Valley Days (W). WMBR. .McC-E. ...'. Wed. 7:30-8:00 .... .33.0.. .84.4.;.... ... 39.1 Xavier Cugat.... .WJHP
News—Huntley-Brinkley .WJHP
4. Sheriff of Cochise (W). .WMBR.
.Wed. 7:00-7:30 .... .33.0.,
... 38.1 TV Journal; Weather:. .WJHP
News—John Daly. .WJHP
. WMBR. .Flamingo. . Mon. 6^00-6:30
.WJHP
.31.0.. ....... 91.3. ... 34.0
6. Grand Ole Opry (Mus). . WMBR. .Flamingo. .Sat. 6:30-7:00 __ ... . .‘28.9.. . 96.6. ... 29.9
.WJHP
7. Wild Bill Hickok (W). .WMBR.
. Wed. 6:00-6:39 .... ..-. . .28.1..
... 31.9 Sagebrush' Theatre. .WJHP
8. Wild Bill Hickok (W). .Vmbr.
. Sat. 9:30-10.00 a.m. .27.4..
... 27.4 No Competing Programs.
9. Secret Journal (Dr). .WMBR. .........MCA. Sat. 10:30-11:00 .. . .25.1..
... 39.8 Your Hit Parade.... .WJHP

ALBUQUERQUE

. . 5.5
.
.
*
„
.
.
.
. .2 8
.

Stations—WKZO (3)i, WOOD (8)

1* Death Valley Hays (W). . WKZO. .•.'■McC-E.'..’. Fri. 7:30-8:00 . .38.4. .,. 84.0. .. . 45.8 Xavier Cugat . .WOOD
News—Huntley-Brinkley . . WOOD
2, Dr. Christian (Dr.). .WKZO.
Wed. 7:30-8:00 .... .35.5. . ,
... 52.7 Million Dollar Theatre. .WOOD
News—Huntley-Brinkley . .WOOD
3. Highway Patrol (Adv) ... .WKZO.
61.6
Tues. 9:00-9:30 ... .35.1..,..56.9...
.WOOD
4. Secret Journal (Dr) . .WKZO.
.Fri, 7:00-7:30 ..... .33.1...
... 41.3 Big Picture... .WOOD
5. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) . . . .WKZO. ... MCA. .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .. .30.8...
... 42.9 Michigan Outdoors.. .WOOD
6. Annie Oakley (W) .. .WKZO. ........ CBS.. Tues. 6:00-6:30 ... .24.7...
... 32.8 Weatherman; News Report. .WOOD
News Report; Sports.,... .WOOD
7. Kit Carson (W)..
WKZO.
.Thurs. 6:30-7:00 .. .24.5..
... 28.0 Rowena Roundup......... .WOOD
Buck Barry’s Album. .WOOD
8. Crunch & Des (Adv). .WOOD. .*.. -NBt?*... . Tues. 7:00-7;30 ... .23.7..
... 47.2 Danny Thomas........ .WKZO
9. State Trooper (Adv) .. .. .WOOD. .'MCA_’. .Sat. 7:00-7:30 _ .22.1.. . 50.7. ... 43.6
.WKZO
10. Code 3 (Adv>
. .WKZO. ..ABC...;.\....Tues. 10:30-11:00 , ... . .'21.1.. . 59.1. ... 35.7 Ford Theatre..
.WOOD
-•v: _

JACKSONVILLE-

RATING

... Tues. 7:00-7:30 ..,... . . 32.2. .. 75.8 ... .. .... 42.5
*
"
A
.. Sat. 7:00-7:30 . .. .28.9. .. 63.9. .... 45.3

Jo Stafford...
Giant Step..
Shower of Stars.....
Robbie’s Roundup; News..
CBS News—D, Edwards.
Robbie’s Roundup; News..
CBS News—D. Edwards.
Count of Monte Cristo....
Mr. Adams & Evp........
Robbie’s Roundup; News..
CBS News—D. Edwards.
Robbie’s Roupdup; News..
CBS News—D. Edwards.
Amateur Hour ..........

.WNOK . .19.0
.‘WNOK .16.0
.WNOK . ..26.1
. WNOK . ..11.9
.WNOK . .9.5
.WNOK . .11.9
.WNOK*. . 9.1
. .WNOK . .12.3
.. WNOK . ......16.8
, .WNOK . ......12.3
, .WNOK . ...... 9.9
. .WNOK . ......11.1
r.WNOK . . 9.5
..WNOK . ... .J4.8
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TEUEVISIOX REVIEWS

$1

ADVENTURES OF JOHNNY
SUSAN’S SHOW
ROCK ’N’ ROLL REVUE
McQUEEN
j With Susan Heinkel, John Cough¬ With Guy Mitchell, Sal Mineo,'*
With Karl Mackey, AI Stebley,! lin, Frank Smith orch
June Valli, Martha Carson, The
Gerry Brew, Frank Johnson, Producer: Frank Atlass
Dell - Vikings,
The
Clovers,
Mary Ann Harter, Sparkus Fan- Director: Barry McKinley
Screaming Jay Hawkins; Alan
troy, Minnie Gentry, Mary Brad¬ 30 Mins., Sat., 10 a.m.
Freed, emcee
ley, Tom Willson, Bob McLaugh¬ Sustaining
Producer: Frederick Heider
lin, Bruce Herzbrun, Leonard CBS-TV, from Chicago
Director: Cort Steen
Puerto Rico Gov, Luis Munoz
The Mike Wallace Interview
Levy, Hy Terman
Susan Heinkel is one of those 30 Mins., Sat., 7:30 p.m.
In his second network outing Marin pointed out that many na¬
over ABC-TV Sunday night, (5) at tives return from the U.S. but even Producer: Aaron Fox
remarkable multi-talented young¬ Sustaining
ABC-TV, from NjY.
10 Mike Wallace performed a so there's a net emigration or be¬ Director: Earl Keyes
sters who manages to be pretty,
public service n spotlighting to tween 20,000 and 50,000. However, Writer: Fox, William Milhon
Rock ’n’ roll, which has blown
poised and glib without cloying. up a continuing storm in the music
the nation the bigotry pf the Ku in the long run he thinks this will 30 Mins,', Sun., 6 p.m.
Klux Klan and the type 'of people decrease as the local standard of GREATER CLEVE. PLYMOUTH Her daily half-hour local chores biz over the past couple of years,
DEALERS
„
who make up its membership. In living improves.
for the juve set, seven months run¬ is now making a bid on video. Be¬
selecting"’ Eldon L. Edwards, Im¬
Replete with public service, values, WEWS, Cleveland
ning, are being augmented by this cause of the peculiar nature of the
perial Wizard of the KKK, as its “The Puerto ,Ricaris—Americans
(Allied Advertising)
„
spokesman, the white^hooded night- on the Move” is (Veil worth distrib¬ ^ This bold, half-hour venture into network opus, and she takes it ap¬ r ’n’ r material, that idiom has not
had a striking success oh the tv
riders provided an unintentional uting theatrically. For it’s only too local live detective-lawyer mystery parently without strain.
channels. For one thing, songs like
assist. ■
'
obyious that there's wide interest drama is a commendable effort for
The web effort is a deluxe ver¬ “All . Shook Up,” . “Singim The
The booking of Edwards, in the in a problem so broad as this. Com¬ this ar.ea’s television offerings. sion of her WBBM-TV show, using Blues,” etc.', may be okay for the
midst of the heated desegregation mentary for tlie film was narrated Considering the problems in net¬ the same Alice-in-Wonderland for¬ disk artist who clicked with them,
issue, was-a master move on Wal¬ by co-producer Murrow in his cus¬ work efforts to do a half-hour mat but with some additions, but they are far from being “per¬
lace's part" and, to his credit,^he tomary forthright manner. Camera¬ weekly stint, the Johnny McQueen notably ah all-animal orch and formance songs” in the sense that
handled the interview beautifully. work'on how Puerto Ricans live stanza has moved along well, and some original story film. First edi¬ the old standards are.
Wallace was calm, articulate and and work in both New York and'
e issue caught, the third in the tion (4) introduced all the elements
So if video won’t come to rock
intelligent in probing the mind and their native land was top-drawer. sdfeies, was the best yet in plot, she’ll be working with henceforth: rock
’n’ roll, Alan Freed, high
the motives of the KKK’er. An¬ Sharp editing also rated a nod. presentation and filming.
her dog, her mother’s kitchen, a llama of the rock 'n’ roll movement'
other interviewer, faced by the Plugs for sponsor Pan American
magic
chair
that
flies
her
to
Won
via
his
disk jOckfey stanzas on
The
series
revolves
around
Mc¬
annoying matter-of-fact misstate¬ World Airways were unobtrusive.
Queen, policeman-turned-attorney derville, the cornucopian magic WINS, N.Y.,- is bringing r ’n’ r to
Gilb.
ments and answers made by Ed¬
the Cartoon-a-Machine which video. It’s a two-week series, end¬
who solves the weekly crime dish. box,
wards, might hav6 become impas¬
shows one Terrytoon per install¬ ing next Saturday (11), with various
In hopping around the city—by ment,
sioned and hit harder.
and a rather senile talking combos and converted pop singers
Studio One
way of film integration by Mel
A sensitive, often moving, mood Horace—he not only gives area table named Mr. Pegasus, who is guesting under the Freed banner.
Wallace, however, retained his
composure and let Edwards con¬ play about a lonely unmarried viewers a glimpse of their back¬ her conversation gambit; in the
Freed makes no concessions to
demn himself and his cause. And woman, titled “The Out-Of-Town- yard but the agency has dispensed fantasy segments.
the tv medium. If it’s rock ’n’ roll
that Edwards accomplished in ers,” was presented on Monday’s with active commercials and 'per¬
The topics of their engaging by that ABC-TV wants, then it’s what
spades. Edwards, a 48-year-old (6) “Studio One.” It was adult mits McQueen to talk about, the play are those close to the lives of he’s giving them all the way. In
automobile paint Sprayer, from fare, concerning a near-martial af¬
as he moves around the ordinary kids—homework, animals, fact, the opening show (4) ran off
Atlanta, emerged as a biased, fair, done with taste and under¬ product
rockets, and atomic energy—sea¬ like a miniature Brooklyn Para¬
...
ignorant, know-nothing Cracker standing by vet scripter Tad Mosel. city.
Crime
dealt with prizefight man¬ soned with a tasteful, simple mount layout with & flock of singers
with inbred predjudice and com¬
on for one number and theh off.
In the directorial seat was Jack ager and his wife. who sought to humor.
pletely unaware of the issues in¬ Smight, who was brought Cast by hide the murder by manager Steb¬
Naturally, the focus is on Susan That, at least, makes for some
volved. A more intelligent and artic¬ CBS-TV from his “Climax!” assign¬
most of the way, and there’s a lot variety, even if the music is hardly
ley
of
a
former
boxer.
Al
Stebley
ulate spokesman for the "KKK may ments to handle some plays • or
to watch in this 12-year-old. She so.
have been able to make a case for “Studio One” and other skeins. In’| as the manager and Gerry Brew, dances and acts and is loaded with
Freed came up with a strong
his organization’s cause, if it has his initialer for the Westinghouse his wife, handled their roles well camera ken. Charm is a trifle roster that should appeal to the
one, but as'presented by Edwards, sponsored show, Smight evidenced and helped pace the cast’s move¬ strived for in the kickoff network kids who go for this type of music.
ments.
Mary
Ann
Harter,
Mc¬
the KKK exposed itself as a group a well-trained eye for significafnt
chapter but should come more But if any unsuspecting adults
of misfits. It came out, too, as nuances, a command of the cameras Queen’s secretary, was the beauti¬ easily, as it does daily, when the tuned in by error, they weren’t
somewhat ludicrous, Edwards help¬ and a knack in developing charac¬ ful but dumb office helper; LeRoy pressure settles. Incidentally, the likely to be won over to the stomp¬
Evans,
Sparkus
Fantroy,
Minnie
ing, to some extent, by appearing ter and suspense.
ing, screaming and just plain cater¬
Gentry, Mary Bradley and Hy .Ter¬ show has no announcer because the wauling
in his Knights of the Ku Klux
styles common to the per¬
In the lead roles were Eileen man all did professional chores. gal is her own pitchman. Voices of formers.
Ppgasus
and
the
other
animated
Klan outfit.
Heckart and E. G. Marshall. Miss
It is Karl Mackey, though, whose
The
opening
number, “Start
Wallace made an effort to probe Heckart portrayed a spinster post¬ cold, analytical approach to the irops are the superb off-camera
the issues by« quoting chapter and mistress from a smalltown who an¬ cop-turned-attorney role sets the oings of John Coughlin, who is Movin’,” by Sal Mineo and the clos¬
verse from newspaper reports and nually goes to the big city to at¬ show's tone. Handicapped by only also pretty handy with the ad lib. ing number by Guy Mitchell,
other statements, as has been his tend a postal convention, always in fair scripts, he is unable to project Some, of the show’s best comedy “Rockabilly,” were both in that most
technique. But Edwards dismissed the hope she will meet a man and the personality that could turn the must be credited to Susan’s unwit¬ monotonous of musical genres—
ting dog, a Cairn terrier named rockabilly, a blend of the worst in
the quotes by simply terming them find romance. Marshall, a married show into a pulsating program.
Rusty. While Susan’s awe at Won- r ’n’ r and hillbilly music. Mitchell,
as “propaganda” or that the writer greeting card salesman in the hotel
Mark.
derville is obviously rehearsed, at least, tried to give a production
“doesn’t know what he’s talking serving as convention headquar¬
Rusty’s is genuine bewilderment dress to .the* tune with the use of
about.” He charged that, the KKK ters, hit it off \\dth fhe spinster.
OPEN HOUSE
and is unpredictable.
? * differently garbed' dummies on¬
did not have freedom of the press Qut of a common loneliness—and With
Anna Cameron, Fred Davis,
The .half-hour spins out rapidly stage.
because of pressure from the Anti- his intuitive tenderness toward her
others
Martha Carson contributed a
and is smoothly paced, but the most
Defamation League, that the —they were drawn together.
Producer: Michael Hindsmith
NAACP was a “fbreign-inspired or¬
commendable qualities are its rousing revivalist tune while June
Reality, though, in the form of a 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.
sophistication that never gets out Vallf, who used to sing class num¬
ganization” with “Communist lean¬
& GAMBLE
of moppet reach and the imagi¬ bers which didn’t sell, turned up
ings,” that the bible teaches segre¬ phone call from Marshall’s wife im¬ PROCTER
from Ottawa
contributions from the pro¬ with “Strictly Sentimental,” a con¬
gation, that for each member of the pinged at a crucial moment when CBC-TV,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’s native
duction side. Jerry Pinsler’s sets temporary-styled ballad. Giving out
KKK there are 10 or 12 sympathiz¬ .both were in the same hotel room. daily
half-hour’*
network
afternoon
They
w^nt
their
separate
ways,
but
with the straight rock ’n’ roll
ers. Edwards refused to divulge the
are nicely figged.
originated from the capital
Odds are Susan can duplicate manner were the Clovers and the
membership of the KKK, but in¬ with Miss Heckhart more hopeful show
three days (29-1) last Week. Ottawa nationally the success she’s had Dell-Vikings, with Screaming Jay
sisted that it was larger than the of striking a more fruitful relation- producer
Michael Hindsmithls over¬ locally. Her WBBM-TV ratings Hawkins featured in a frenetic song
lip with a mah minus complica¬
reported 50,000. He disclosed, too,
pace was just relaxed enough, dominate the time spot.
& dance display which just about
that branches were being organized tions, at next year’s trip., to the big all
Lbs.
for
the
housewife’s afternoon
city;
epitomizes the whole school. The
in the north. In a lame attempt at
band, billed as Freed’s Coral, re¬
Both leads played roles convinc¬ break-. Localite Cecil Brown’s tech¬
humor, which Wallace " ignored,
nical production was smooth. ROCK ’N RALLY
cording orch, also dished up one
Edwards asked if Wallace would ingly, lending proper emotion and Show’s
program organizer, With Dick Crest, others
of those steaming instrumentals
like to be the Grand Dragon of reality to the drama. Miss Heck¬ Evelyn regular
Hamilton, was in from 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.
with a lot of saxes honking enart fumbled on 3. few lines but re:
New York State.
Toronto,
whence
it usually stems. Sustaining
trieved
herself
admirably
over
the
masse.
In his opening remarks, Wallace
It’s
unscripted,.
semi
rehearsed
A big part of the show were the
KPIX, San Francisco
Supporting
called attention to the remarks that course of an hour.
an outline.
have been made he would not be cast, supplying the motif for the from
This is KPlX’s bid for Frisco Bay kids in "the audience whose reac¬
Weak segment was the opener,
tions received heavy camera focus.
able to be as controversial in a net¬ playout of the central characters,
Area’s
teen-age
audience,
and
it
The kids didn’t exactly flip their
work program as he had been- on was excellent. Production values a panel discussion by three femme
radio talkers, all lively personali¬ may make the grade, thanks largely wigs or tear up any seats, butMhey
Horo.
a local show (WABD, N.Y.). He were good.
ties but hampered by a vague topic: to the breezy informality of emcee were bouncing with the beat at all
said he hoped that the interview
“What’s it like living in Ottawa?”
Ed. Sullivan Show
with Edwards would dispel • that
Dick Crest. Format is to feature times. Maybe it was under instruc¬
tions.
Last-minute booking of Sugar Best exchange was between Jeanne
fear. It did.
Holl.
Freed, as emcee, rang some
Ray Robinson ana Gene Fullmer Sauve and Anne Francis (wife of one high school, and some of the
on the Ed Sullivan Show Sunday newspaperman John Bird): “You school’s student leaders daily, show hosannahs for rock ’n’ roll and then
See It Now
feel
that
because
you
live
in
Ottawa
what the school is doing in extra¬ made the intros of the various acts
A searching analysis of the (5) caused some rescheduling which
Puerto Rican problem was the sliced The Vagabonds and James you know more than is in the curricular activities,, let youngsters in authoritative, uptempo style.
Berm.
piece de resistance 'Sunday (5) on Melton down to . a song apiece, cut papers.”—“That’s why Ottawa peo¬ interview a guest personality and
CBS-TV's “See It Now.” Produced short Johnnie Ray’s medley and ple visiting other cities tend to be fill1 Spare moments with pop rec¬
(Continued on page 40)
ords. by Edward R. Murrow and Fred W. silenced Judy Scott’s pipes* Latter
VIP
Friendly, “The Puerto Ricans- was slated to kick off her debut
Frisco teeners on first show were With Norman Ross, Patricia Stev¬
Americans on the Move” ’ was a Decca slicing but had to be satis¬
generally ingratiating and 'Singer
ens, Jack Mabley
hard-hitting, impartial filmed, doc¬ fied with a verbal plug and some
Guy
Cherney
was
a
pleasant,
relax¬
Producer: Dave McElroy
Van Doren as Pro
umentary. Virtually every facet irn intro chores.
ed guest who made his questioners Director: Bob Gittens
Otherwise the show* ran its 'nor¬ • Charles Van Doren made his
volved in the annual migration of
feel at home.
30 Mins.; Sun., 9:30 p.m.
NBC-TV debut outside the
some 50,000 Puerto Ricans to the mal course. Song, comedy, inter¬
Crest’s interview with - “Hot- VIGNOLA FURNITURE
“TwentyrOne” isolation booth
U.S. was explored by the Murrow- view, dance and drama were mixed
rodder
of the Day”—while examin¬ WBKB, Chicago
Sunday (5) afternoon, and he
Friendly crew of reporters and in nicely. Dewey (Pigmeat) Mark¬
ing youngster’s hot-rod—was inter¬
Coupled with the preceding
came off, quite well. NBC,
ham and George Wilshire, a pair of
cameramen.
esting and bright. Crest, a band¬ Mike Wallace third degree session
One New York resident, in a lammisters from Harlem’s Apollo
which inked a contract for his
leader and high school teacher
brief interview, said she feared the Theatre, got the most out of a
radio and tv services follow¬
off
ABC-TV line, this local
himself, rated kudos for moving entrythe
Spanish-speaking migrants because classic mathematical sketch. Quiz
the “interview in depth’’
ing the quiz whiz’s rise to fame
show along and proved very per¬ idiom in
“they carry knives and are violent.'H whiz Robert Strom rounded’ out
(and fortune), slotted him as
should
hold the fancy of the
sonable. Less satisfactory were curiosity seekers.
On the other hand, the personnel the segment with some mathematWhile quizzer •
host and commentator for a
film
clips,
which
looked
as
if
they’d
director of the Hotel. Waldorf As¬ ricks and quips in a likeable man¬
rerun of one of the “Project
Normffcn
Ross
on the edition
come out of a 20-year-old hig)i watched (28) didn’t
toria asserted that of some 2,500 ner*
probe too
20” films, “Call to Freedom.”
school
annual.
Crest
also
played
employees at the hotel about 500
The Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
Van Doren is slated to work
into the life and careers of
four records, including Elvis Pres¬ deeply
are Puerto Ricans* ‘,‘ThdY work was effectively" spotted ip a folkhis
two
guests,
his
interviewing
in connection with other
ley’s “All Shook Up,” to which was backed by enough research to
very well in hotel and restaurant jetyled dance and Walter Pidgeon
“Project 20” Shows, two of
teeners danced in studio. Camera
kitchens,” he added, “and we don’t brought his “The Happiest Million¬
for an interesting gabfest.
which, “Three, Two One—
played over dancing youngsters make
find thenf trouble-makers.”
On hand were Jack Mabley,
aire” company in for a happy work¬
Zero” and . “Nightmare in
throughout the records and this Daily
In fact, the 45-minute film was over of a scene from the show.
News
who himself
Red,” are* scheduled for a re¬
may prove to be a form of tv en¬ is seeking tocolumnist
marked throughout by a diversity Latter was*-one of the best legit
the “controver¬
run. Judging from initialer,
tertainment which could become sial” lode, andmine
of opinion and a wide range of con¬ trailers Sullivan has had Yet.
Patricia Stevens cf
presence of Van Doren is** a
tedious
as
a
daily
diet.
tracts. For example, after looking
The Vagabonds were displayed
plus. The Columbia U. teacher
■ Among school activities demon¬ the model agency. Both were glib
at scenes 6f modern housing amid with “Up A Lazy River” and Mel¬
articulate and fielded with
comes across as a sincere, eru¬
strated was the singing of a girl’c and
Puerto Rico’s lush semi-tropical ton’s tenor gave “It’s Almost Like
ease the host’s few “provocative”
dite young-man with a pleas¬
quartet which must have been
climate, very likely many viewers Being In Love” a fair treatment.
questions.
was nothing really
ant personality.
He opened
parody on all the female quartets sensationalThere
may have wondered why the Puerto Ray came over easily with socko
uncovered, " but under
show with a few. introductory
ever invented. Show needs some Ross’ adept and
Rican would want to come to New renditions of “AH Of Me,” “Yes,
w'ell-briefed
crossremarks, telling a little about
shaking down.
Stef.
York, where he would be forced to Tonight Josephine,” “Cry” and
; examination the half-hour did take
Austria’s surge to freedom, the
pay an astronomical rent for the “Just Walkin’ In The Rain.”
on somewhat fuller dimensions
theme of the film. The open¬
privilege of living in an insectThe Robinson - Fullmer palaver
ing quickie hardly made an
Louisville — Neil Cline, station than the traditional mutual backinfested apartment.
impression.
This was cor¬
with Sullivan was handled with
manager of WHAS and WHAS-TV seratching standards of tv inter¬
“The answer is simple,” a N.Y. ease and lotsa charm. It made all
, . ,
rected later, though, during a
since 1952, has resigned, effective viewing.
longshoreman said, “they come that hasty production reshuffling
The jury-box setup from whicn
break, when he had about five
May 6, to become head of the Chi¬
here to eat.” In other avenues, ably worthwhile.
Gros.
minutes, to speak of Bee¬
cago office of Henry I. Christal the studio visitors fired an occa¬
covered by reporters Gene De
thoven, his life and his afflic¬
Co., station reps. Cline started with sional query at the frypan subjects
Poris and Edmund Scott along with
Kraft Television Theatre
WHAS in 1938 after graduation seems a superfluous addition. Their
tion—a deafness which iso¬
cameramen Leo Rossi, Charles
Mel Goldberg fashioned a moodfrom the U of Illinois. From 1946 questions sounded like they were
lated. him from most every¬
Mack and Martin Barnett, the doc¬ vignette for Sal Mineo in “Drum¬
to 1949 he was sales manager of prepared in advance and added
thing but his music. It was
umentary touched on education, mer Man” and the teenage thesp
KTBS, Shreveport, La. In 1949 he little.
there that the sure, relaxed,
the myth of Puerto Rican crime,” did the best he could within the
Wayne Atkinson did a smooth
returned
to WHAS as sales direc¬
straightforward
attributes
of
health and planned parenthood.
job on the client’s blurbs. Dave.
tor.
(Continued on page 40)
Van Doren had impact. Boro.
In an interview with Murrow,
M-H
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THE WORLD AT YOUR FINGERTIP.. .THROUGH RADIO
With Radio, you know what's going on everywhere, almost at the moment it's happening. Just reach for your
radio and you're in touch with the world instantaneously.
At NBC Radio, the new "HOT LINE” service holds a flash-line open to NBC stations everywhere When a major
story breaks, NBC listeners get instant word. And on NBC Radio the first five minutes of every hour provide
fresh round-ups, live, on-the-spot reporting throughout the broadcast day.
Compelling, dramatic news coverage like this is just one more reason why NBC Radio now has more advertisers
than ever before in its history.

NBC RADIO NETWORK

33

TV-FILMS
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MrIety- abb

featdbe film chart

Variety's weekly chan, based on ratings furnishea uy American Research Bu¬
reau's latest reports, on feature films and, their competition covers 120 cities. Each
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular ci£y will be rotated.
Factors which would 'assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as• their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and. low ratings for the measured

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:15 p.tn. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period: In the cities where, stations sell their feature, programming on a multistripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the
total number of showings Jor the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated, homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer
rained from a multiplicity; of station and other data,

•
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TIME SLOT

ARB
RATING

HIGH

LOW

27.9

26.5

SHARK OP
AUDIENCE

.

MARCH, 1957
tOP COMPETING SHOWS

RATING

... ..

.
.
.

.

.

My Little Margie..
Mickey Mouse Club.
Navy Log. .
Wild Bill Hickok

WNAC .
.WNAC .

1. DESTINATION TOKYO (PART 2)—
Cary Grant, .John Garfield;
1943; Warner brothers; Associated
Artists Productions

Pleasure Playhouse
Sun. April 7
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WBZ

20.9

2. DESTINATON TOKYO (PART D—
Cary Grant, John Garfield;
1943; Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions

Saturday Movietime
Sat. April 6
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WBZ

18.3

19.2

17.6

45.2

Three Musketeers
WNAC
Disneyland ... .WNAC

S. THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE—
Dorothy McGuire, George Brent;
1946; Selznlck Studio; NTA

Boston Movietime
Tues. April 2
4:45-6:45 .p.m.
WBZ

17.6

18.1

16.4

43.8

4. BLACKWELL'S ISLAND—
John Garfield, Rosemary Lane;
1939; Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions

Boston Movietime
Mon. April 1
4:45-6:45 pun.
WBZ

15.9

16.4

14.5

46.5

4. WINGS OF THE NAVY—
Olivia De Haviland, George Brent;
1939; Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions

Boston Movietime
Fri. April 5
4:45-6:45 p.m.
WBZ

15.9

18.4

14.2

3618

Million Dollar Movie
Sat. April 6
1:30-3:30 p.m.
WNAC

15.9

16.4

15.0

80.4

5. D. O. A.—
Edmund O’Brien, Pamela Britton;
1949; United Artists; NTA

Boston Movietime
Wed. April 3
- 4:45:6:45 p.m.
WBZ

15.2

15.6

14.5

45.1

0. UNDERGROUND—
Jeffrey Lynn, Philip DIM;
1941; Warner’Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions,

Boston Movietime
Thurs. April 4
4:45-6:45 p.m.
WBZ

13.6

14.5

12.0

38:5

Late Show
Sat. April 6
11:45-1:15 a.m.
WNAC

10.6

12.8

6.4

67.1

Hollywood Playhouse
Fri. April 5
1:00-2:30 p.m.
WBZ

9.0

9.5

8.6

67.2

Louise Morgan. ....WNAC .... .... 4.4
As The World Turns.. ....WNAC .... .... 4.7
Heart of the City’ ..... .WNAC .... .... 2.4

Best of MGM
Sat. April 6'
10:00-12:00 a.m.
WBBM

25.8

27.6

22.2

49.4

Secret Journal.. .WNBQ ...... ..15.2
Championship Bowling. •.. WNBQ _ ..10.3
Family Theatre ... .*__..WGN ....... .,10.5

2. OBJECTIVE BURMA—
Errol Flynn, William Prince;
1945; Warner Brothers; Associated*
Artists Productions

Community Playhouse
Fri. April 5
10:00-11:45 p.m.
WGN

19.7

23.1

13.8

52.8

Manhunt, Movietime* U.S.A.., .WBKB ...... ..11.8
Movietime, U:S,A„ Late Show. .WBKB *. .. 6.5
Late Show.....WBBM ...... .. 3.2

3. BITTER RICE—
Silvana Mangano, Vittorio Gassman;
1952; Lux Films; Amanda
Television Productions

Movie 5
Sun. April 7
8:30-11:30 p.m.
WNBQ

17.4

20.5

12.7

33.1

What’s My Line..
..WBBM ...... ..30.3
News, Sports & Weather.-.WBBM ...... ..17.3
The Private Lives of Elizabeth
and ^ssex, Courtesy Theatre.WGN. ..13.4

4. MR. SKEFFINGTON—
Bette Davis, Claude Rains;
1944; Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions

Premiere Theatre
Thurs. April 4
^10:00-12:00 a.m.
WGN

15.1

17.2

.11.4

47.4

Standard News Roundup. WBBM .. ..15.5
Movietime, U.S.A. .WBKB .... 9.1
Late Show. ;WBBM .... 4.2

Mutes Playhouse
Wed. April 3
10:00-11:45 p.m.
WGN-

13.3

15.1

10.6

39.7

Standard News Roundup i-- . WBBM/.,..16.6
Good Sam, Movietime, U.S.A.. .WBKB .,..10.6
Late Show.... WBBM ......... 5,2

6. SUEZ—
Tyrone Powerr Loretta Young,
Annabella; 1938,“ 20th Century*
Fox; NTA

Premier^ Performance
Wed. April 3
7:30-9 :30 p.m.
WGJft f-

12.5

ia.r

11.6

18.6

Father Knows Best..... WNBQ .
Ozzie & Harriet.
WBKB .
I’ve Got a Secret...
.WBBM.
This Is Your Life..*...........,..WNBQ ......

7. MANHUNT—
Joan Bennett, Walter Pidgeon;
1941; 20th Century Fox; NTA

Movietime, U.S.A*.
Fri. April 5
10:00-11:45 p.m.
WBKB

11.8 .

12.7

* 9.5;

27.0

.
Objective Burma* Community
Playhouse ..., .WGN .....21.7

Courtesy Theatre
Sun. April 7
10:00-12:00 a.m.
WGN

11.3.

13.4

6.9

27.3

Bitter Rice, Movie 5....... .WNBQ .. .......17.4
Late Show.., .WBBM ...... .. 10.2

9. SCARLET SPEAR—*
Martha Hyer, John Bentley;
1954; United Artists;
United Artists-TV

Movietime, U.S.A.
Mon. April 1
10:00-11:30 p.m.
WBKB

11.1

11.9

9.9

33.1

Fair Store Movie.... ... WGN ..... ..... 9-8
News. ... WGN .... .5.8

10. GOOD SAM—
Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan;
1948; RKO; NTA

Movietime, U.S.A.
Wed. April 3
10:00-11:30 p.m.
WBKB
*

10.6

£9.8

Angel and the Bad Man,
Mages Playhouse

4. THE SULLIVANS—
Anne Baxter, Tholnas Mitchell;
1944; 20th Century Fox;
Screen Gems

7. JOHNNY ANGEL—
George Raft, Claire Trevor,
Signe Hasso; 1945; RKO;
RKO Teleradio
8. LADY KILLER—
James Cagney; 1934; Warner
Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions

62.4

Search For Adventure...._ .WNAC
Sheriff of Cochise.. .WNAC
Rin Tin Tin.
. .WNAC
i

. .. .WNAC .
. ,WNAC .
My Little Margie.. • WNAC .
Mickey .Mouse Club.... .WNAC .
Western Marshall . .WNAC ,
Rosemary Clooney. .WNAC .
My Little Margie. WNAC . .13.1
Mickey Mouse Club. WNAC .
Lassie . .WNAC . . .4 . .27.3
Superman .. • WNAC , -21.5
77th Bengal Lancers..... WBZ ..

Kit Carson. .WBZ
Matinee Movies. WBZ
My Little Margie..
Mickey Mouse Club
Sky King
Badge 714

WNAC

. WNAC
. .WNAC
.. • WNAC
My Little Margie. -WNAC
Mickey Mouse Club. .WNAC
Ramar of the Jungle. .WNAC
Lone Ranger.... .WNAC
Hollywood’s Best. .WBZ.

.. ....... 4.1
..

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
5.1

CHICAGO
1. DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE—
Spencer Tracy, Ingrid Bergman,
Lana Turner; 1941;.
MGM; MGM-TV

5. ANGEL AND THE BAD MAN—^
John Wayne, Gail Russell;
1947; Republic; Hollywood
Television Service

8. THE PRIVATE LIVES OF ELIZABETH
AND ESSEX—
Bette Davis* ‘Errol Flynn, Olivia De
Havilland; 1939; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions -

*

..26.9
..26.7
..30.1
..31.8

\
11.2

9.5

WGN .... ..... 13.3
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There’s only one set of nationwide
awards in broadcasting* in which
the sole judges are the people—the
nation’s audiences themselves.
This “bench” has just handed down
its 1956-57 decisions. And they
form one of the clearest expressions
of public approval ever registered
for program performance by a

ENERS
RE
FOR
RADIO!

radio network.
For CBS Radio: 18 awards given to
11 programs and stars. More than
for any other broadcaster, radio
or television. More, in fact, than for
all other radio networks combined.
And America’s leading advertisers
concur. CBS Radio attracts
more of the nation's 50 biggest
advertisers than any other radio
network.
It follows. The programs people
seek out and enjoy most are hei*e.
So it’s the logical place for
advertisers to be—to reach radio’s
largest and most responsive
audiences.

*Annual TV RADIO MIRROR Poll.

HERE ARE THE
WINNERS
Amos ’nAndy Music Hall
CBS Radio Workshop
Arthur Godfrey Time
Gunsmoke
. Robert Q, Lewis Show
Art Linkletter's House Party
Mitch Miller Show
Romance of Helen Trent
Strike It Rich
with Warren Hull
. Lowell Thomas
Young Dr. Malone

..♦AND
ADVERTISERS
CONCUR
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TV-FILMS

Sylvania and Mars Fortify ABC-TV
Thurs. Sked; Buy 'McCoys,’ 'Circus Boy
Sales" to Sylvania and Mars*
Candy over the weekend enabled
ABC-TV to lock up the program¬
ming between 7:30 and 10 Thurs¬
day nights, though two co-sponsorships still remain unsold. The elec¬
Charles (Bud) Barry to the Coast
tronic manufacturer bought every . . . Ed Stern, prez of Ziv Interna¬
week of the Danny Thomas-pro¬ tional, returned .from Havana . . .
duced telefilm series, “The Real Lester Loeb.has joined ABC Film
McCoys,’' while the confectioner Syndication as an account exec
signed for half of “Circus Boy,” serving metropolitan New York
the Screen Gems vidpix skein area. He was most recently asso¬
berthed this season on NBC-TV for ciated with WMGM ... Lou Mar-,
get of MCA-TV’s promotion Dep’t.,
Reynolds Metals.
Sylvania, taking the 8:30 to 9 and Carole Meltzer^ actress-singer,.
Thursday anchorage for the Walter will be married in New York May j
Brennan comedy series, got ABC- 19. Groom is son of Manny Mar-]
sports announcer and manager]
TV off a sizable financial hook. get,
of radio station KVOX, Moorhead.
Some weeks ago, the network Minn.
(
;
bought the 26 films in the package
Gertrude Casey will manage ]
from Thomas and Brennan, who is Transfilm’s sales Dep’t., reporting
partnered in the production, but to. William Burnham, veep in
failed to get a bite until Sylvania charge . . . Former “$64,000 Chal-|
came aboard. Sylvania signed for lenge” hostess Doris Wiss to Ha¬
only the 26, but as the season pro¬ vana to do one of Guild Films*
gresses it may order an additional “Captain David Grief” half-hours
. . . Steve Elliot, topper of the
13.
commercial
“Circus Boy,” this season’s 7:30 Elliot - Unger - Elliot
Sunday entry on NBC-TV, was can¬ film house, back from a week In]
the
Caribbean
..
.
.
MPO
Produc¬
celled after one go-around by
opened a^Detroit office for
Reynolds. ABC’s companion ad¬ tions
industrial-documentary film sales,
vertiser- for Mars has not been putting Ross Sutherland in charge;;
signed. The slot for next season Sutherland’s ex-exec veep of John
is 7:30, followed by “Zorro” at 8. Sutherland Productions on the
(“Zorro,” a Disney production, is Coast.
half bankrolled by Seven-Up with
Robert Manby, v!p. in charge of]
the network searching out another, tv for RKO Teleradio, is due back
sponsor.) At 8:30 it’s “McCoys,” in N.Y. next week . . . Theatrical j
Pat Boone at ,9 for Chevrolet and Enterprises is prepping a new day-1
time telefilm show for midweek
“O.S.S.” at 9:30,for Mennen.
It may be “Walter Winchell File” stripping, featuring Ern West more, j
will got at 10 p.m. the same night, and keyed as a woman’s service,
programmer in the self-improve¬
though there has also been talk of ment,
vein . . . “Father
Fridays at 10 and early Monday Knows beauty
Best” star Robert Young
evenings, perhaps in the last half- will be the keynote speaker at the
hour of the current ABC-TV “Wire Seattle-King County Safety Council
Service.” “Service,” produced by campaign kickoff May 23 . . .-Actor
Don Sharpe and now seen from Barry-Sullivan will confab with Ziv
7:30 to 8:30, will either be cut back execs in N.Y. at end of month on
to a half-hour or eliminated entire¬ upcoming “Harbourmaster” series,
which R. J. Reynolds is sponsoring
ly next season.
on CBS-TV next season.

TV Film Chatter

ABC-TV Takes Dim View
Of ’57-’58 ‘Wire Service’
ABC-TV-holds forth little hope
that Don Sharpe’s “Wire Service”
will return to the air next fall.
Current sponsor R. J. Reynods
sought an extension on its option
until tonight (Wed.) when agency
William Esty and the client are to
meet, but ABC turned it down.
The telefilm drama, slotted 7:30
to 8:30 Mondays, ends its run the
last week in September.
Cig
house is reported looking at halfhour vacancies "on ABC, probably
for a new show.

See Court Battle
— Continued from page 22 —j

which goes into details of program
prices and covers programs of the
various outfits since the freeze was
lifted in 19^2, came out in the open
when the Barrow Committee took
recourse to a subpoena action trig¬
gering last week’s open hearings.
Heretofore, all the negotiations and
info offered by the parties had
been behind closed doors, the same
procedure which marked and is
marking the Barrow Committee’s
collection of data from the net-1

works.
Recourse to subpoenas,
making the data-seeking a public
proceeding, halting negotiations on
altering the material requested,
was sharply attacked by the tv
companies.
Decision of the FCC examine*,
if adverse to the respondents, could
be appealed to the full FCC it¬
self, or the courts. Four of the
FCC commissioners, under whom
Dean Barrow functions, are on the
Network Study Committee, with
FCC chairman George G. McConnaughey topping the foursome. The
committee was formed in July,
1955, and some months later began
its examination of the efficacy of
the chain-broadcasting rules .adopt¬
ed more than 13 years ag<5, as they
applied in the tv era.
The Barrow Committee has sent
out about‘195 questionnaires to tv
program producers. According to
committee courtSel Bryant, “a sub¬
stantial amount” of these question¬
naires have been filled out by firms
and returned. He also said that
the networks have furnished infor¬
mation and are in the process of
supplying additional material. He
would not say how many, other
than the seven respondents, re¬
fused to cooperate. The question¬
naires at issue were sent out Dec.
20, 1956, returnable Feb. 6.

Silvers & Hiken On
Cutting-Room Floor
For Season’s Windup
Phil Silvers and producer-direc¬
tor Nat Hiken will literally sweep
up the cutting-room floor to turn
out their final “Phil Silvers Show”
of the season for CBS-TV. Silvers
and Hiken came up with the idea
of consolidating several sequences
they liked but were forced to cut
during the course of the season
into a single show to be used as
the year’s finale in about five or
six weeks.
To integrate the episodes, Hiken
shot exterior shots in front of
Lindy’s Restaurant in N. Y., and
then did studio interiors at a sim¬
ulated. Lindy’s table with Silvers
in mufti talking to Ed Sullivan in
an “if-you-thought-that-was-funnylook - at-what-we-ieft-out” vein.
Hiken, incidentally, pulled his first
“Alfred Hitchcock” bit by appear¬
ing in the Lindy’s exterior se¬
quence as a passer-by. Silvers
crew lays off for six weeks before
starting filming on next fall’s
lineup.

TTedncgday^May 8, 1957

. Inside Stuff—TV Films
“The Big Little Show,” a musical series of 30 half-hour shows culled
from the Paramount shorts library, is being readied for sale by Na¬
tional Telefilm Associates, Among talent featured in package are
Sammy Davis Jr., Peggy Lee, Billy Daniels, Jimmy Dorsey, Eddie Fov
Jr., Yvonne De Carlo, Barbara Britton and Ed Sullivan.
Public relations for the audio-visual field will be the theme of the
1957 National Audio-Visual Assn, convention in Chicago, July 20-23.
Speakers will include Dr. John A. Hunter,f dean, junior division of
Louisiana State U.; Dr. Clyde Miller, director, division of audio¬
visual, education, .Ohio State department of education; P. Ray Swank,
of Swank’s Inc., St. Louis; and Henry C Ruark Jr., the association’s
director of information.
New focusing device for television and motion picture cameras
which permits a continuous inward sweep of the camera to an extreme
closeup has been patented by cinematographer Edmund Bert Gerard.
Heretofore, a camera approaching, an object could not be focfised at a
distance closer than three feet, such focusing then accomplished by
stopping the forward movement of the camera and making a stationary
take with a closeup lens. New device, known as the Gerard Focus,
enables cameras to move in continuously to an extreme closeup which
will fill the screen with a brand name or an eye or any other extremely
tight picture. Device has already been demonstrated to one agency,
which is said to be enthusiastic about its application to filmed and live
commercials.
Since Aaron Katz ankled over a year ago. Guild Films has been with
out a. treasurer, and. the 1956 financial report to stockholders was pre¬
pared without benefit of a company financial chief. However, in the
two weeks since the report, the distribbery and production house has
named George DeMartini veep and treasurer, effective immediately.
DeMartinl, member of the American Stock Exchange on which Guild
is listed, has resigned from Cohen/ Simonson & Co. as a general
partner. He’s served on the board of directors of Metalsalts Corp. and
the Molybdenite Corp. Ltd. of Canada.
WPIX, N.Y., is taking a leaf from motion picture exhibition experi¬
ence/ switching titles in an attempt to hypo interest Case in point
is the “Crunch and Des” series, purchased from NBC Film Sales and
telecast beginning, last September. By January ratings dropped off,
and the station pulled the show, in the belief that skein didn’t go over
because hundreds of New Yorkers weren’t familiar with the Philip
Wylie SAtevepost series of the same title. Under a new title, “Deep
Sea Adventure,” WPIX will resume series next Tuesday (14) evening,
using fresh and rerun episodes.

Parents TV Institute
Chartered in Albany

'Albany, May 7.
Parents Television Institute Inc.
has been organized, under the
membership corporations law, to
“provide, promote and endorse, in
‘television, radio, the theatre and
allied fields, improved children’s
entertainment
and
instruction
which will instill in them the
knowledge and enlightmeht essen¬
tial to right living, high moral
standards, patriotism and good
citizenship.”
The institute’s territory of op¬
eration will be principally in the
New York City metropolitan area.
Directors are David Inglis UrquBurlington, Vt. — A Burlington hart„ William Lester Urquhai't,
sub-section of the Institute of Ra¬ Gloria R. Flood, Gloria and Gerald
dio Engineers has been organized Stolk, latter the filing attorney.
with C. Howath as chairman. Other
officers include J. Tierney,. treas¬
urer and, and D. Wheatley, secre¬
tary.
_

Telefilms’ $6,000,000

—Continued from page
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——

delivering a cost-per^thousand for
the sponsor unusually low for such
countries where the set-count is
low.
Ziv, which maintains studios in
Mexico City and Paris, has 14
series dubbed in Spanish, repre¬
senting 1,023 half-hour showi, six
skeins in Italian, one in German
and -another . upcoming, two in
French with a third on its way, as
well as having subtitles on Ziv
shows telecast- in Japan and Hong
Kong. Recently, it made a deal
with Rediffusion Hong Kong Ltd.
for ”10 Chinese subtitled shows,
marking the first sale of U. S.
telefilms to the commercial sta¬
tion there. It also has six series
on the air in Britain and eight in
Australia.c>
A collateral development will be
the growth of production of U. S.
^telefilms abroad,1 Stern feels, Ziv
now has one going in Britain in a
co-production deal with Harry
Alan Towers, “New Adventures of;
Martin Kane.”

Jack Webb’s 506
■ Continued from pace

22

“remarkably well in syndication.
We now have .the "fourth batch of
pictures in rerun, and sales are
holding up.” Howevpr, he added,
l he gets no additional exit on reruns
since his outright sale to Sherry.
Preparing to shoot another 39
‘Dragnets,” the tv vet commented,
“nothing is forever in this busi¬
ness. . We don’t seem to hit the Top
10 in ratings. anymore; We were
11th in the last Nielsen. We do all
right except when CBS throws
their high-budgeted ‘Shower of
Stars’ at us, and this cuts down
our average. But it doesn't disturb
me. tpo much.”

Scorecard on Bremer’s
WAAT-WATV ‘For Sale’
Bremer Broadcasting, anxious to
sell WAAT-AM and WATV* (tv),
in Newark, has reportedly opened
its books to any and all prospective
customers. Company shows a net
profit for the radio indie of
$300,000 in 1956, while the overall
corporation shows a net loss of
$37,000.
But so far, the RosenhausPollock ownership has not closed
the sale. Latest prospect is the
Metropolitan Educational Televi¬
sion Assn., and even ex-NBC
prexy Pat Weaver is understood’
to have given the operation the
orice-over. As previously reported,
the wide-open negotiations also
involve James Norris, International
Boxing Club chief; Donald Flamm,
former owner of WMCA, N. Y.,
and Ely Landau, -boss -of National
Telefilm Associates. /'
’

Genevieve
“The Pixie from Part*”

"Generic^ Ji ties beo, tree talented, «es
versatile and H'Jimir uninhibited, for lots of
fun open the French erindow* and let In
the “Pixie From- Pari*."'
_
PETER LINO WAVE*.

•AKRON POJ-AN LTD,
*L *-4727
252 East 4tth
Nee/ Y»rk 17# N. V

WESTCHESTER
CRUGERS, N. Y.
' Luxurious Estate on Hudson
Perfectly maintained, »rJck South¬
ern Colonial; 11-reoms, S t»aths,
2 maids' rms. Swimming pool, and
-cabana-bar; tennis court; 15 breathtalcing acres oyerlooking -fflaiestfc
Hudson Rlvor. Will, sail; or rent to
right person. '
'

LA 4-2W6, owner Mr. 9#llsey:
or your own broker.

fONSVItr CHANNEL’!

BROOKS
COSTUMES
JSMAMJM.YC.-7H.rt. r- JS00
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HERE'S A BRAND NEN °
°
DEAL...THE NEN
°
° NOD V TELEPROMPTER! °
°o

After more than 1,000,000 hours of TelePrompTet performonce* serving thousands of TV productions . . . network,
local TV stations and film programming of every type ; » •

-

WePrOMPICR CORPORAl/ON ANNOUNCES

_e

THE NE

TelePrompIer

TELEPROMPTER SERVICE
used on more than ISO
network TV and Film
programs weekly . - .
NETWORK SHOWS . . .
FILM SERIES ...

V

NEW EYE-LET SYNCHRONIZATION

O

0

has no moving parts . . . quiet operation . • .
quick changes . . . easy loading

NEW MASTER CONTROL
professionally rack mounted for easy set-up
. . . greater operational freedom

DRAMATIC SHOWS . . ,
MUSIC SHOWS . ..

TELEPROMPTER
PROTECTS YOUR
TELEVISION
INVESTMENT
• CUTS REHEARSAL TIME

SOAP OPERAS . . .
LIVE AND FILM

DUAL HAND CONTROL
allows operation from 2 locations in studio
for fast changes

COMMERCIALS . . .
AND
LIVE PROGRAMMING
OP EVERY
DESCRIPTION ...

+ SAVES MONEY
120 STATIONS
* ELIMINATES RETAKES

©

THROUGHOUT THE
COUNTRY 1

o
0

ELECTRICAL ISOLATION
all motor and synchronization circuits elec¬
trically isolated from house power

NEW MOD V TELLENS ADAPTER
new lightweight, collapsible construction
allows quick mount for easy Fnto-the-lens
prompter technique

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION!

TelePromp/er Corporahon
311 W*at 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 2-3800
DON REDELL, Sates

Manager

LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • WASHINGTON D 0. • DETROIT • MIAMI • PHILADELPHIA • TORONTO • LONDON

RADIO-TELEVISION
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Tele Followups
—. Continued from pace 31

limits of the script. And the script,
aired on Kraft’s hour over NBCTV last Wednesday (1), was plenty
limited.
It was strictly a cursory looksee
into the life a young jazz combo
leader and his drive to the top,
with some Jove .interest thrown in
for good measure. At times, Gold¬
berg’s lines captured the hipsters’
world with true effect but his script
never seemed to be going anywhere
and lacked, the big scenes for
dramatic impact and for sustaining
interest.
Mineo, out of the realistic school
of dramatics, did well in relaying
the young drmnmer’s ambitions
drive. He washout of his league,
though, in the love scenes. His
baby-face opposite, sultry looker
Ruda Michelle, didn't add up. In
addition to Miss Michelle, who was
okay, in a not too exciting part,
Mineo received a good supporting
cast assist, especially from Robert
Emhardt and Mike Kellin. William
A. Graham’s direction pulled every¬
thing together nicely.
Mineo seemed to have a hip flair
for the beat in his skiribeating
sequences and he may be able to
pick up some added gold in the
disk field with his rock ’n’ roll
vocal styling. Tune, pre-recorded
for the show, was “Start Movin’ ”
and it’s Epic Records’ big push for
the current platter market.
Gros.
Person to Person
There was • a minimum of glam¬
our but a good quota of public
and political interest in Friday’s
(3) CBS-TV “Person to Person.”
The. glam angle was to be pur¬
veyed by Italian film actress Sophia
Loren, she Of the wondrous super¬
structure, but the “Boy on a Dol¬
phin” girl bowed out. She was re¬
placed by veteran politico James

MANAGEMENT
BY
t
-

KENNETH LATER
ENTERPRISES
1650 Broadway, N. Y.
PLaza 7-4940

Mgt.i William Morris Agancy

M. Curley, the controversial three¬
time mayor of Boston, ex-governor
and now at 82, an author with “I’d
Do It Again”—maybe as an an¬
swer to “The Last Hurrah” novel
of which he’s said to be the proto¬
type. The shrewd Irishman played
it bland and deadpan as he re¬
sponded to the usual thisa & thata
pitched by Ed MurroW, with his
wife and son George chiming in.
The old boy insists he’ll live to 125
years of age. Gruff and'sturdylooking king, he could make it at
that.
Up ahead, “P to P” scored a
coup in invading Alcatraz for a
session with Warden Paul J. Madigari and his wife. Considering t^iei
fame’of “The Rock” off San Fran¬
cisco, there might h%ve been more
on some past and present inmates,
but this is probably verboten un¬
der the ground rules. A big plus
factor were the excellent shots of
the Frisco skyline and the Bay
landmarks. The warden dwelled
'on the psychological phases of in¬
carceration and the workshops, with
very little devoted to the security
aspect, said to !be the. tightest in
any Federal pen. The warden
passed off an engagemei^ with one
of the prisoners (in which the of¬
ficial was threatened with an axe)
as mere routine. Some routine!
Trau.

P^SStEff
cussion only to move it .along or to
clarify or to press some point.
But moderator-producer Heffner
failed to get his panelists to offer
any strong and clear. position on
one of television's most trouble¬
some bugaboos.
To say one is
against censorship (or for it in cer¬
tain cases) is all very well, but to
explain, defend and justify Such a
position in logical and consistent
fashion is a matter the panel, for
the most part, failed to do.
Chan.

Look Up' and Live
Subject . of reform Judaism
kicked off a four-part series on
the Jewish religion, presented (5)
on CBS-TV’s longrunning Sunday
morning religioso sustainer “Look
Up and Live.” As an exposition,
the program offered many enlight¬
ening
moments.
Drairiatically,
though, it was wveak.
format. depicted a modern-day
Jewish family* in the U. S. The
father was a doctor who, along
with his wife, rebelled against
what they considered the old-fash¬
ioned formalism and scientific fal¬
lacies of the religion of their eld¬
ers* The son> studying to follow
his father in the medical profes¬
sion, was troubled about his re¬
lationship to God, wants to hold
on to the Jewish faith, but is in
conflict about what is “revealed”
in the Torah and what he knows
and studies in secular schools. In¬
terwoven in this family affair were
the commentaries of Rabbi Alvin
Rubin,:ivrth the cameras switching
to his ‘‘study” for an explanation
of the nature of the family’s con¬
The Open Mind
flict and the role reform Judaism
Richard Heffner’s “The Open can and has played in the solution
Mind” celebrated a twin occasion of such conflicts.
Sunday (5), its first anniversary on
Unfortunately, the script by
WRCA-TV, N.Y., and the inaugura¬ Martin Plissner created characters
tion Of a feed of the show tb who were superficial, and who
WGBH-TV, the educational tv’er with onev exception never came
in Boston. “Open Mind” has been across as real persons/ • The excep¬
one of the more outspoken and tion < was the grandfather, por¬
fearless panel shows on the air trayed by Theo Goetz, who re¬
during its year, and it’s unfortunate mained firm in his oldfashioned
that the anniversary show, while beliefs and showed some color and
pegged to a provocative theme, individuality. What motivated the
didn’t come off in the customary Son to search for a religion in a
live-wire fashion.
non-religious household was never
Topic was television censorship, explained. David Mason, portray¬
with a panel comprising NBC con-, ing the son, also was on the wood¬
tinuity & acceptance director en side, being unable to overcome
Stockton Helffrich, N.Y. World- the confines of the script. David
Telegram & Sun tv critic Harriet White as the father and Ruth Alt¬
Van Horne and TV Guide manag¬ man as the mother, lacked credi¬
ing ed Merrill Panitt. With the bility. Direction by; Marvin SilHoro.
exception of those pontributions by bersher was competent.
Helffrich, the discussion was for
the most part muddled, confused
Sunday Night at London
and somewhat significant m its
Palladium
ommissions. Concentrating almost
A new type Shirley Bassey topped
entirely on' the question of what the bill of Val Parnell’s Associated
to do about the children and tele¬ Television show on Sunday (28).
vision’s responsibility to the “fam¬ Recently returned from a success¬
ily group,” the panel left out such ful cabaret stint at Las Vegas,
other points as religious con¬ she’s added with charm, poise, and
troversy (“Martin Luther” and the a more intimate style of delivery.
CBS Radio hassle), the tobacco- Unfortunately, the old Shirley
cancer issue arid the case of “The Bassey has been lost in the more
Commentator,” all in the broader streamlined version; but she can
area of censorship and all contri¬ still sell a song as well as the best.
buting to the demand last week of
Her two numbers, “Banana Boat
the American Civil Liberties Un¬ Song,” and VBurn My Candle,”
ion for a ..Congressional investiga¬ hoth got the maximum reception
tion of what can and what can’t be from the live audience. But on
shown on tv.
“Burn My Candle” her style was so
Helffrich, in his analysis of the much like that of Eartha“Kitt that
function of the tv censor, was the it might Ifeve been tin impersona¬
most articulate of the panel, par¬ tion.
ticularly in his explanation of
American comedy team, Rowan
NBC policy to the effect that the & Martin, who scored a smash hit
web assumes that in making adult during their two-week vaude sea¬
drama “reasonably” palatable, its son at the Palladium, got a cooler
influence on the kiddies will take reception than they deserved,
care of itself. Miss Van Horne mainly because their material in¬
damned the would-be censors from volved a long sketch which can
the women’s clubs with the obser¬ only be a success after a prelimi¬
vation that they are always look¬ nary warmup. David Njxon with
ing for publicity, but otherwise his magic and comedy, scored well.
seemed to waver between a con¬ His patter and personality helped
demnation of censorship and a feel¬ along his, zany routine, and- an
ing that it’s necessary for the kid¬ added advantage was his ease be¬
dies' sake. Panitt appeared to lack fore the cameras.
Ballet had proved itself on this
any conclusive opinion on the
question.
show before, and in consequence
Heffner was a skillful moderator, Val Parnell brought Beryl Grey,
interposing himself into the dis- Britain’s tallest ballerina, and her

ZIV HAS THE HOT SHOWS!
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new partner Oleg Brianskl, along
to the Palladium for the program.
Dancing the pas de deux from
“Don Quixote,” they were among
the main 'successes of the show.
Rudy Cardenas, making his British
bow, was a hit. His novel juggling
and ball routine was in a class of
its own.
George Carden’s London Palla¬
dium Girls gave their usual fault¬
less performance, and Tommy
Trinder, the show’s emcee, who
also conducts the “Beat The Clock”
spot, filled his role adequately.
Program also marked the appear¬
ance of the new Palladium Orches¬
tra conducted by Cyril Ornadel,whofce standard of accompaniments
was very high.
:Bary.

TV Reviews
i Continued from page 31

regarded as a pain in the neck!”
Maud Ferguson, ex-Calgary Herald,
got no chance to sparkle. Fred
Davis, a husky heart-throb, chaired
the gabfest.
. Anna Cameron, a breezy blonde
with an infectious laugh' who has
acted with Canadian Repertory
Theatre here and someTn the U.S.,
then interviewed Arthur Price.
Deep-voiced young sculptorJs one
of the few Canadians able to make
a living by art alone. Miss Came¬
ron asked brief, blight questions
and got interesting answers.
F. R. “Budge” Crawley, presi¬
dent of Crawley Films Ltd., Can¬
ada’s largest commercial picture
producer, was on tap with his wife
Judith — both tanned from, a
m o n t h’s shooting' in Jamaica.
They’ve collabed on many films
(one they made on their honey¬
moon won a N.Y. award) and have
five children. Three of latter ap¬
peared in a clip from their “Sibling
Rivalry” (for McGraw-Hill, N.Y.).
Mrs. Crawley said they couldn’t get
the baby to cry for the camera.
Finally, Crawley hit the youngster
— concealing himself behind a
. blanket so it wouldn’t Kriow its
daddy was the brute.
Davis, who used to work for
Crawly, handled this one crisply.
Crawley, questioning revealed, has
to gross almost $1,000,000 a year
to break even. Staff of 100 makes
industrial and educational films
and tv commercials, and expects
soon to turn out some half-hour tv
dramas “to help carry the over¬
head.”
Last two-thirds was a very good
show, and there was only one short
commercial—right after the intro.
Gard.

CBC’s ‘Big Look’
Ottawa, May 7.
Radio programming in Canada
is to get a thorough once-over by
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
board of governors.
Projected
scanning results from recent rec¬
ommendations to the federal gov¬
ernment by the Royal Commission
on Broadcasting (Fowler Commis¬
sion) regarding a need for tighter
checking of programs. .
The; board will not wait for these
recommendations to be implement¬
ed but will get started as soon
as; possible on its own checkup.
With a federal election on June 10
and slight chance of the. commis¬
sion ideas geting into parliamen¬
tary debate for many months,
CBS’s governors decided not to
wait.
«
Deferring action on ^applications
from two British Columbia radio
stations for increased, power and
new AM airer the board, noted, “In
the light of recent and possible fu¬
ture developments in sound broad¬
casting the board wishes /time to
study possible standards of pro¬
gramming of stations in metropoli¬
tan areas before making recom¬
mendations regarding applications
for further stations.”

Foreign TV Review
ALMA COGAN SHOW
With Alma Cogan, Harry Secombe,
Michael Miller, Terry Skelton,
Lou Eather, John Prescott
Producer: Douglas Moodie
Dances:'' Arranged by Douglas
Squires
^
a u
Music: Arranged, conducted by
Stan Foster
Designed by Fanny Taylor
30 Mins.; Thurs., 6:45 p.m.
BBC-TV front London
So many 30-minute shows fea¬
turing a headline artist are built
around a stock formula that it’s
leasant to see a program which,
lough based on the usual pattern,
gets out of the rut by featuring
excellent dance routines, backedby good orchestrations. Alma Cogan, recently back from a visit to
the U.S., has charm, pleasant de¬
livery, and from the first offering
in her series of six teledates, looks
certain to attract quite a hefty
audience fou her future shows.
Miss Cogan featured a guest spot
in her show which was filled by
zany comedian Harry Secombe, and
they joined forces for a comedy
sketch about Napoleon and Jo¬
sephine, With Secombe apparently
ad libbing most of the time. In her
solo spots, the star, beautifully
gowned, sang several songs, best of
which was “I’ve Got the World on
a String.”
Bary.

RECEPTION...

S

There are all kinds, but If you’re look¬
ing for sales reception in Southern
California, “Star Shoppers’’—KTTVj
free daytime shew for Its food adver¬
tisers—has another record worth'
playing...
Roys Market, one of the nation's most
successful supermarket chains, tells
the story...
“As you know, we featured en eur
one hour special, fresh ground
beef at a really low price, think¬
ing perhaps that two or three
hundred sales would he made en
this special. Imagtye eur amaze¬
ment when our meat department
at Pomona informed us that 2100
pounds of hamburger were sold!"
Now in its 5th year, “Star Shoppers"
visits a different market each morn¬
ing, delivering effective, tangible mer¬
chandising support and In-store
promotion that means business.

BBD0 Taps Traviesas
As TV-Radio Manager
Herminio Traviesas has been
named manager of the tv-radio de¬
partment of BBDO. Traviesas, v.p.
for the past seven years, has .been
in charge of the agency’s Lucky
Strike radio and tv activities.
Robert L. Foreman, „ recently
named exec v.p. of the agency, re¬
mains in overall supervision of all
tv and radio for the agency, in ad¬
dition to being chairman of the
plans board. Traviesas, who joined
BBD&O in 1950, was previously
with CBS from 1947 to 1950 as
network sales service manager.

Talk to your Blair man about KTTV's
"Star Shoppers" and sales reception.

„

Los Angelos Times-MGM
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A city is vibrant. A city grows. But the heart of a city never changes. At WCAU, we’re
proud of our Philadelphia tradition and this month, our 35th Anniversary, we are honoring
all the yesterdays that have served us so well. Some of us can still see the long parade of
personalities associated with WCAU. A1 Jolson sang his first song on radio over WCAU,
Fred Allen rpade his first radio appearance with us. Paul Douglas, Ezra Stone, Boake Carter,
Henry Morgan, Wilbur Evans, all began bright careers at WCAU.
Yes, we have grown since we were issued our first broadcast license in 1922. And our
50,000 watts aren’t the real measure of growth. It’s the long list of public service awards—
the confidence of advertisers that helped make 1956 the greatest fin our history. But, most
of all, it’s the acceptance we enjoy in the 2 million homes in 47 counties to which each day
we bring news, , information and entertainment.

C A U RADIO The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio Station,
Philadelphia

Represented nationally by CBS Spot Sales,
By far Philadelphia’s most popular station. Ask Pulse, Ask Philadelphians,
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public soon reports which are ex¬
pected to be highly critical of the
Commission for its handling of
monopoly problems in television.
i Continued from page 19
Mills, who isx51 and a Republi¬
can, is a native. of Morristown, the autpmbtive field. The dealers
practiced law there and served as aren’t doing the sale* job they
mayor prior to coming .to Washing¬
Jimmy Dolan, the vet rhdio-tv not matched play, where a radio ton about a‘year ago to join GSA. used; to before the war,. audVthe.
Tel Aviv, May 7.
sport? director \yho recently took commentator can follow the golfers He is a graduate of Princeton. II. personnel situation at the dealer
Commercial broadcasting was inthrough
each
hole.
Similarly,
a
ra¬
levelis
gT
owing
increasingly
and Yale Law School, following'
over as sports chief for CBS Radio,
Produced in Israel on Wednesday
dio: commentator can follow a Co¬
is planning a “hit ’em where they lumbia crew down the Hudson which he became associated with Worse. Barrett cites the NADA’s (1) via Kol Israel, the State
the law firm of Pitney, Hardifi &. own statistics, namely .that 29.6%
ain’t” year-round schedule of cov¬ where tv cameras couldn’t.
Skinner in Newark, N. J., handling ■of,-all the country’s dealers oper¬ Broadcasting Service. None 0f
erage. The motto applies to tele¬
On the actual scheduling, Dolan corporation and railroad cases. Just ated in the red in 1956, and that Israel’s three radio stations—the
vision, not audiences.
plans a year-round lineup of Satur¬ before World War II, he went to the average dealer’s per-car profit
State Radio, the “Kol Zion La
Radio’s mobility and its inexpen¬ day afternoon sports, this being an
sive .production costs make it. a area where radio listening is heavy Washington to serve two years on in 1956 was $39, compared with Golah” Overseas Service of the
^
natural for On-the-spot coverage "of and particularly the male audience the legar staff of the Civil Aero* $80 in 1955. *
Jewish Agency, and the “Galei
. TV’s Duel- Force '
sports that television can’t-handle*' ;is working, around the house and naatics Board.
Zahal” Army Broadcasting UnitDolan believes.
With that as a' unable to: watch tv; Some sports
. During the war, he. served as".a
With the level of retail sales ef¬ had previously yielded to the oft.
basic premise, plus the fact that ra- will be covered on Saturday nights,- pilot on an anti-subrriarine pa¬ ficiency down, television is the
repeated
suggestions to swell a*
dic “can do it better” even for basketball, for example, sh as not trol, a flight instructor,-and an'1 Air :pnly sales source the industry can
some sports which television cah: to compete jwith Saturday after¬ Transport, Command pilot. Tte.iSv turn to, Barrett believes., Detroit meagre budget by way of com.mercials.
But
with a drastic cut in
cover, Dolan also plans a sched¬ noon tv coverage.
Beyond this, a recipient ..of the Air Medal. .. ' < must use national media-on a mass
Kol Israel’s annual budget—the
ule, envisaging non-competition Dolan hopes to he able to clea*r
basis, and television has the poten¬ station is attached to the prime
with tv in the actual time periods some weeknights for special sport*
tial both to reach people and to minister’s office—only two alterna¬
involved in sports presentation.
’ in£ events.
do a sales job on, them. Barrett tives were left open, either to
In his new post now for a month,
believes the pattern will be a two¬ drastically cut broadcasting hours
Dolan
also
believes
the
time
is
Dolan hasn't yet map'ped out a
fold onfr—the big network show¬ or to look for other sources of
Continued from
«
ripe
fora
.lot
moye
sponsor
inter¬
complete sked, but he sees it in¬
cased to attract 'attention, . and
cluding such sports as horseracing, est- in network Sports coverage. drew a spirited defense from the steady-local-level spot ‘ campaigns income.
Budget difficulties result largely
golf, tennis,' basketball, football There’s a definite segment of the floor by-Charles Cantor, vet radio to grind out/brand identity and
advertising,
community
which
because Kol Israel-has to cater to
(the fall plan is for one national wants sports sponsorship, but tele¬ and tv comic, as. well as some dealer identity.
a
great
many different communities
game a week instead of last year’s
pointed inquiries from.. Sheldoii
Other factors affecting the up¬ in so many languages. The main
regional setup), sports car'racing vision costs are steadily increasing Leonard j another, bo ard member, beat
in
.
television
dre
the
medi¬
and
there’s
a
resistance
to:the
mul¬
programs
are in Hebrew, but there
(web covered Florida’s Sebring
Thus,; ’Cantor contended that both radio um’s own continuing sales success are broadcasts in English, French,
race a few weeks ago, getting Wal¬ tiple spensdrship~Tn tv.
?and tv comedy had been tried by stories^first Groucho Marx with
sports
sponsors
can
bankroll
an
en¬
Yiddish,
Arabic,
Persian, Ruman¬
ter Cronkite, an enthusiast,, to do
top comics without laughtracks,
the commentary), track and field, tire radio event solo and get all and h.ad. proved “a dismal, failure.” DeSoto-Plymouth, then Ed Sulli¬ ian, Hungarian, Ladino, a program
tfce: prestige-and audience identifi¬
van
with
Mercury
and
most
lat¬
for
the
Christian
communities,
regattas and other lesser-covered cation to themselves at less cost ViHave you ever watched a" comedy
events, most of which tv can’t than their television segment. Such in a half-filled theatre?” he asked; terly and probably best of all, special programs for Yemenites
Lawrence
Welk
for
Dodge.
and
North
African
immigrants,
etc.
cover because of cost and mobility abase was Amoco, which sponsored
Leonard commented, “We can
The economic realities of the
factors. Television, for .example, the Sebring event and was delight- make them (telefilm comedies)
country will make it impossible
can cover medal play in golf, but j ea with the results, Dolan says.
either way, but we’re damned if
for commercial broadcasting to
we do and we’re damned if we
function on a large scale and at
don’t. The ad agencies say yes, the
high fees. The station has an*
Continued from page 23
critics say no.”
From the critics’ panel, both verting'it to a theatrical film, the nounced that only during the
lunchtime
broadcasts from noon to
Lait and Miss Bigsby noted that
2
o’clock will commercial an- 0
Continued from page 20
^ every letter they've . received on original plan for the show.
noubcements'
be made, at a maxi¬
Also
on
the
feature
film
front,
erally in the form of. longterm ”the subject has panned ..the prac¬
mum time of five minutes each,
pacts, such business would go,a tice. However, Humphrey de¬ Sharpe will talk to the" BBC-TV for $27.50. Sponsors will only
long way toward supplying sta¬ clared, “It’s an academic question while in London about the possi¬ send in announcements, while the
bility to a small-market radio op¬ now. The public accepts it and has bility of their doing a repeat live musical programs will be selected
eration.
However, Taylor esti¬ become inured to it. All that can version of .“The Gene Austin by the station. Cultural and public
mates that if such stations derive be done is to insist that they be Story,” aired a couple of weeks ago institutions’ can . announce details
used with restraint.
on the NBC-TV “Goodyear Play¬
5% of their gross income from, such
Bob Crosby smoothly moderated, house.” Purpose of the British ex¬ of their activities after news broad¬
advertising, “they»’re doing well. A
casts at a fee of $5.50.
$1,000 budget may. not mean' a lot while also sitting in were Bob posure of the teleplay is the. same
Listeners in Israel pay a yearly
to a national sponsor, but it’s a Hull of the L. A. Herald-Express as in the U. S.—to pave the way $2.75 license fee for their radio
and tradepaper reporters-review- for the feature biopief on Austin in
big item for a little station.”
sets, but not all of this income is
ers
Leo
Guild
(Hollywood
Report¬
which Sharpe is associated with the handed over to Kol Israel. The
(Subsequent check of several im¬
portant Hollywood indies discloses er) and Leo Kovner (Variety). Wal¬ singer, Desi Arnaz and A1 DeLynn. fear has been expressed by the
Ames' of the L. A. Times was
As to his other properties,
that most average 30% of their ter
forced to cancel out because of ill¬ Sharpe expects to hear a final de¬ local press that should commercial
gross income from national biz.)
broadcasting
prove
financially
ness.
cision from R. J. Reynolds on profitable, this' might induce the
The national advertiser knows
“Wire Service” later“this week— authorities to further reduce the
that the local small station can de¬
there’s a possibility it will be cut annual budget and leave the way
liver a solid audience, hut the ma¬
down to a half-hour entry; “Mr. open to /constant bickering.
chinery by which the sponsor can
Adams & Eve” is set through Jan¬
easily, make purchases on many
uary,
but a renewal from Reynolds
Continued
from
page
20
small indies just ‘doesn’t exist, Tay¬
and Colgate beyond that date may
lor comments. DANBURY, CONN.
total stocks outstanding, and it will be forthcoming in a few weeks; and
Alleviating the situation some¬ -similarly affect' other DuMont
•
what is cooperative biz, in which shareholders. Par, on the other Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, whom
'
CANDLEWOOD-LAKE
national advertisers match ad funds hand-, Will have increased its hold¬ he agents, are, set with their five
local merchants. But this is a ings in the company from 20% th specs for next‘season with Ford as
Selling products is an upstream of
Bathing—Fishing—Boating
bankroller. . ,v
hidden factor, hard to pinpoint,
battle in today’s competitive Taylor admits. “It doesn’t reflect nearly 50% 6f the total stock.
Will sacrlflct because tf |lln«s*. This lovely
Also, Buckley is capable of mak¬
6 ream year raund 4i*um with* awning patio.
market. It takes power to make in the national advertising budgets ing $120,000 annually as manager, Houston ~ Jack Harris, veepee Accatsibte
all yeaF rauad. large living room,
small stations,” he says.
cathedral ceiling, full dining roam, science
of WNEW, the new DuMont divi¬ and general manager of KPRC and
headway ... to channel adver¬ on“The
kitchen! 2 Urge' bedreane; large playroom
small operator has to plug sion. Plus that, he got sizable KPRC-TV, has been reelected prez
knotty pine aguipped with beautiful bar, to¬
tising skillfully over shoals and every minute to come out ahead,”
gether with exaulsite furnishing worth approx¬
cash consideration for his quarter of the Assn, of Maximum Service
imately )13,000, Garage; gil heat located on
into homes of reCeptive prospects. says Taylor, reflecting his own ex¬ of WNEW. So, not primarily in¬ Telecasters, an organization com¬ beautifully
landscaped plot about % acre with
private deck.
perience.
terested in further current income, prising 146 of- the nation’s leading
tv
stations.
Purpose
of
the
Organ¬
Must tee te appreciate.
WSAZ-TV can do this for you
Buckley’s faced with the longrauge ization is to maintain, promote and
Asking $38,000.00 all Iholusive, will consider
bonaflde offer. Principal anly. Call COrtlandt
problem of Whether the KTLA buy¬ protect maximum possible tv serv¬
in the rich Ohio River market.
7-0612 ar INdependence 1-4803 for appointment.
out will elevate the value of his ice to all areas of the U. S.
Blanketing 69 important coun¬
DuMont shares. KTLA, until a
ties with half a million .TV
recent change in management, was
m Continued from page 19 - ■
homes, its power is measurable4 is a former mayor of Morristown, always in the red ink, and noW it
shows a month-to-month profit.
both in ERP and in viewer ac¬ N. J.
' If it comes to a stockholder
It’s expected that the formal' showdown, Buckley has his 10%,
ceptance, persuasive selling.
nomination of Mills will be ac¬ probably that amount from Erpf,
No other medium approaches companied by an announcement and at least another'7% from his
WSAZ-TV's broad popularity. that Chairman George C. McCon- former partners in WNEW, one of
naughey will return to law prac¬
Nielsen shows (for example) 'a tice in Columbus, O., at the expi¬ whom was John Loeb.
nighttime, weekday superiority ration of his term on June 30. Mcof 100,580 homes for WSAZ- Connaughey has been saying for
some months that he is undecided
TV over the next-best station.
whether to remain in Washington.
. 'Continued from page 27
He recently put up his home for
This kind of penetration and sale and reportedly purchased a
cuit Telecasting System, a company
preference gets .advertising re¬ house in Columbus.
that is specializing in large-screen
It’s regarded"' as practically cer¬ color for closed circuit use. Lindssults . . . and can propel you to
tain that Mills will' he named as a ley maintains that fully perfected
new sales levels in America’s in¬ commissioner, .riot as chairman. large-screen closed circuit color
dustrial heart. Any Katz office Speculation here is that the chair¬ “is here.” Closedcircuit Telecast¬
can help you harness WSAZ- manship will tend to either Comr. ing is the only closed-tv 'firm offer¬
John C. Doerfer or Robert E. Lee, ing color and has already invested
TV to get you upstream faster. with Doerfer the likely choice. $250,000
in large-screen RCA color
However, the post could go to equipment. It has been holding a.
Comr. Robert Bartley, a Democrat. series of demonstrations in key
Designation of Bartley, it’s sug¬ cities for larger advertisers and
gested, might be a political move corporations. Last week LIndsley
to • take the current Congressional and his staff unveiled their equip¬
Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, General Sales Mgr.
heat off the FCC. Bartley is a ment at the Merchandise Mart in
nephew of Speaker Sam Rayburn Chicago.
MGM-TV, a service of Loew's Incorporated
(D., Tex.) who has been active in
701 7th Ave., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 3-2000
piishing for an extensive inquiry
Houston
“Sportswire”
has
by the House Interstate Com¬
merce of the FCC and othfcr Fed¬ made its bow on KTHT here with
baseball results and wrapups by di¬
eral regulatory agencies. , The rect1000 SQ. FT. LOBBY FLOOR
wire to KTHT from every im¬
WmT/fGTON-CHARLCgTOfl. W. VA.
Committee has’been given a sizable portant ballpark in the country.
High Caning
XT.B.O. iN m'lVOSS appropriation for this purpose-and Loel PasSe, dean of Houston sportsSUITASLI FOR COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHER, RRCOROING STUDIO;
Affiliated with Radio Stations
is building a special staff for the casters, reports every half inning
ART GALLIRY, REHEARSAL ROOM; ITC.
WSAZ, Huntington & WKAZ, Charleston , investigation.
on each major, and minor league
HOTEL GREAT NORTHERN
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
The House Judiciary Committee games from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
11« West *7th St./ New York
Represented by The Katz Agency
and the Senate interstate Com¬ nightly. In between, Ed Case spins
****************** merce Committee are due to make the top pop tunes.

Jimmy Dolan’s 'Hit ’Em Where They
Ain’t’ Sports Format for CBS Radio

Detroit TV

ATAS Lets Loose

Whodanits

Small-Mki. Radio

Paramount TV

T

Edw K. Ellis

Bigscreen Tinters

Israel Goes
Comml Radio

Vedneeday, May 8, 1957
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THERE’S A SOUND DIFFERENCE ON WBC RADIO I
That wonderful sound of WBC’s local programs is no accident. It
takes a wide-awake, aggressive organization to corral the best disc
jockeys in every market... fire up the mobile units, beep phones and
tape recorders, that make on-the-scene news come alive . . . produce
local public service programs that capture national awards.
On top of this, there's the expert programming assistance each sta¬
tion gets from WBC group advisers—-programming that makes WBC
stations the most listened-to in their areas.
1/ you want to know how little it costs to put the sound difference
on WBC Radio to work for you—if you want proof that no selling
campaign is complete without the WBC stations—call A. W. “Bink”
Dannenbaum, WBC V.P.—Sales, at MUrray Hill 7-0808, New York.

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.

©o'

RADIO
BOSTON, WBZ+WBZA
PITTSBURGH, KDKA
CLEVELAND, KYW
FORT WAYNE, WOWO
CHICAGO, WIND
PORTLAND, KEX
TELEVISION
BOSTON, WBZ'TV
PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND, KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO, KPIX
WIND represented by A M Radio Sales
KPIX represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
All cither WBC stations represented by
Peters, Griffin, WoodwarjJ, Inc.

RAPIO-TELEVISIOiy
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Radio Review
NIGHTLINE
With „Walter O’Keefe, host; Joseph
C. Harsch, Martin Agronsky,
Leon Pearson, David Brinkley,
• guests
Producer: Ben Squires
Writer: Alice Wallace
85 Mins.; Tues., Wed., Tlmrs,,
8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from New York
“Nightiine,” NBC Radio’s new
85-minute, thre‘e-a-week nighttime
entry, shapes up as a lowercase
edition of “Monitor,” the success¬
ful weekend marathon. It’s a
.hodgepodge of features, music,
news, criticism and analysis, the
features consisting mainly of taped
items which the web tries to pass
off as live remotes.
Considering the estate of night¬
time network radio, the “lower¬
case” description is used advisedly.
A large measure of “Monitor’s”
success is its weekend appeal to
car-radio listeners, an' advantage
♦‘Nightline” doesn't appear „ de¬
signed to make them any more
prone to the idea of shelling out
their money for a limited audience.
For the scheduling of the show
as a three-a-weeker (Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday) and the
unusual time pattern (8:30 to 9 and
9:05 to 10, with, a news break in
between) isn’t conducive to the es¬
tablishment of a consistent audi-*
ence identification such as the one

&

l

established by “Monitor.” Ironi¬
cally enough, one reason for the
lack of a sustained weeknight
•spread for “Nightline” is the very
success of “Monitor,” which was
extended to include Friday nights
this season, thus freezing out
“Nightline.” Monday night is out
because that’s “music” • night on
the web.
Even if “Nightline” were a qual¬
itative. entry, it would preem with
tv, 9 strikes against it. But it strikes
out because it’s a fanciful mish¬
mash of assorted mediocrity. There
are two exceptions— the presence
of news analysis by Martin Agronsky, newly added to the NBC
Washington staff,; and veteran-Jo¬
seph C. Harsch,“and the sometimes
lucid criticism of Leon Pearson.
Once past those elements, host,emcee Walter O’Keefe has his
hands full making much sense out
of the show.- Caught on a couple
of the programs last week were
items like- these: a “visit” to N.Y.’s
Broadway Theatre to “pick up” the
“Romeo” number, from “Shinbone
Alley”—entertaining, yes, but it
was eithfcr a tape or a disk, cer¬
tainly not. a “visit”; a tape of Tab
Hunter talking to one of his teen-,
age fans in a theatre lobby; a
“pickup” from Hong Kong and an¬
other from Manila, .both capturing
night club singers on the spot, but
with O’Keefe making like the sig¬
nal was going to fade any moment
when’ actually it was a tape in. each
case; a tape of Judy Garland talk¬
ing to her daughter in her home; a
“remote” to the Town & Country,
Brooklyn, with Frances Faye doing
a couple of numbers; a visit pre¬
miere night from George Jessel,
telling O’Keefe what a great guy
'he is etc.
O’Keefe is a capable and genial
host' who’s at home before a mike,
but despite the old college try, the
format doesn’t come off. Alice
Wallace’s script doesn’t. help top
much—seems whenever NBC’s got
a show that doesn’t have anything
to say, the continuity gets fancier
and fancier to the point where it
becomes absurd. ■ Producer Benn
Squires really has his work cut out
for'his on this one.
Chan-. "

RCA’s 1st Quarter
Continued' from page 23 —^

P^A-riety
one woman stockholder objected to
the presence bn the RCA board of
two directors who are also direc¬
tors of New York Life Insurance
Co.
Her objection was the fact
that Frank Stanton, CBS prexy, isalso a director of N. Y. Life and
therefore “has access to the most
intimate information on the opera¬
tions of RCA.” Another moment
of levity came when a stockholder,
heaping praise on Bob Sarnoff,
asked why he isn’t a member of the
RCA board. The elder Sarnoff re¬
plied, “I would be a prejudiced
witness, but I can” say that he’s
young yet,'he might make it some
day. But don’t give him any -ideas,
young man.”
Reelected for three years to the
board without opposition were
Burns, Folsom, Harry C. Hagerty
of Metropolitan Life, George ' L.
Harrison of N. Y. Life, and Dr.
Charles
Jolliffe, v.p. and tech¬
nical director of RCA.
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
The George Heller Memorial Foundation, established by the Amer¬
ican Federation of Television & Radio Artists, will have the broad
powers to authorize funds-to foster health and welfare of “qualified”
members of the federation, to establish burial and death benefit plans
and to provide funds for scholarships and other educational aid. piUR
the benefit program, new aim pf AFTRA will be giving Memorial
Awards for persons making “significant contributions” to radio and t,,
and to AFTRA.
.
a
Fund raising procedures will be determined by the Foundation’s
board of trustees. AFTRA noted yesterday (Tues.) that there are ex.
tant funds intended for the union (exclusive of AFTRA Pension & Web
fare) which-may be made available for administration via the Founda¬
tion. One is the Dorothy Lamout Fund, established as an AFRA
(American Federation of Radio. Artists) welfare kitty in 1948. Coin
was derived from a series of stanzas for which the stars waived their
fees to the union for welfare purposes.

“Person to Person” co-producer Jesse Zousmer describes the show’s
Friday night (3) remote from Alcatraz Prison as not the most difficult
but “the most peculiar” remote he’s ever. done. Show’s plans were
changed*at the last'minute because of a rumor that the prisoners might
create a disturbance or demonstration before the cameras; and one shot
of Warden Paul J. Madigan walking down the cell block was eliminated.
Some jprison., shots' were, used, but the interview of Warden Madigan
was opnfined to his home and-the entrance to the house.
Zousmer,who rarely goes out on a remote unless problems requiring
quick decisions are expected, also got a case of the. jitters from the
heavy security guard around the warden’s home and the television
equipment.' There were four guards outside the control room with
tear gas guns, and six stationed near the prison armory. Moreover,
the elaborate gate System which requires that when one gate is opened*
the one behind it first be closed, presented unique~problems to the four
technicians,who had to scurry back and forth adjusting the three light¬
ing setups within the prison..
“P to P” has done only one other show from an islang, but that was
Chicago, May 7.
After a healthy boxoffice hypo a tame affair, merely involving a remote from a lighthouse in the Hud¬
from the network telecasting of 10 son River.
games last season on CBS, the Na¬
tional Hockey League now plans
Top exefis of Schwerin Research Corp. will kick off a series of talks
to raise the number to 21 for the today (Wed.)- at a variety of business meets. Today, Donald H: McCol¬
1957-58 season. The games will be lum, v.p., addresses the Assn, of National Advertisers,' Arrowhead
picked up every Saturday after¬ Springs, Calif., while Raymond K. .Maneval, v.p., speaks to the Toilet
noon from Nov. 2 through March Goods Assn, in N.Y. Next Wednesday. (15), Leonard Kudisch, exec22. and will originate variously v.p., will deliver a speech to the Proprietary. 4ssn., \Vhite Sulphur
from New York, Chicago, Boston Springs, W. Va.
and Detroit.
Drawing up the league schedule
Eight radio-tv newsmen have been awarded the first annual CBS
with an, idea to tv, however, is
proving a headache for the NHL. Foundation News & Public Affairs Fellowships at Columbia U. in
As with last year, the Saturday ice N.Y. Winners, who get a year of study at .Columbia plus practical
hockey matinees are ^specially work at CBS, are.Ernest F. Andrews Jr., assistant professor of jour¬
skedded for the tv showcasing; nalism at the State U. of Iowa and news director of WSUI, Iowa City;
otherwise, the games are all played William B. Crawford, tv news writer at CBS News in N.Y.. William
at night. Secondly, pickups from Arthur Eames, news director of KBOl and KBOI-TV-in Boise, Idaho;
Canada are impossible because the William Ray Mofield, director of- news & special events and assistant
Montreal and Toronto teams have manager of WPAD, Paducah, Ky.; Joseph L. Morrison, assistant pro¬
firm contracts with a Canadian oil fessor of journalism of the y. of North Carolina School of Journalism;
company for their tv rights. Addi¬ Robert Bruce Taber, news Writer with CBS News in N.Y., and Avram
tionally, the most prosperous U. S. Robert Westin, director with CBS News & Public Affairs in N.Y.
teams, Boston and Detroit, are Stipends for the fellowship awarded by a seven-man committee, aver¬
loathe to give the game away free age about $8,000.
in their own cities because the
telecasting inevitably cuts into the
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.’s acquisition of WAAM-TV, Balti¬
boxoffice that normally is SRO
more, revealed, last week in Variety and formally announced this
on Saturday nights.
week by the two parties, involves an exchange of stock between West¬
inghouse and WAAM Inc., the latter owned by Ben Cohen, his brother
Herman and Norman C. Kal. Under terms of the deal, still subject
to approval by the Westinghouse board of directors (and of course
the FCC), WAAM Inc. will receive Westinghouse stock valued at the
time of the agreement at $4,400,000. Purchase includes acquisition
of liquid quick net assets in excess of $500,000. '

21 Pkkcasts

upon' full payment in cash. Gen.
Sarnoff said he would not partici¬
pate In this particular plan. The
arrangement under which Burns
will get options on 50,000 shares
limits him to exercising only 20%
of those options during the 'first
five years at a price of $33.75 per
share.
Hollywood, May. 7.
Johnny Mercer, the retiring
Option plan was opposed by the
same group which proposed the prexy of the Hollywood chapter,
Academy of TV Arts & Sciences,
salary ceiling,.with Donald Camp¬ recommended that the ATAS put
bell Henry as the spokesman (he on “our own sponsored shows dur¬
claimed to represent Lewis D. and ing the year,” and thus become
John Gilbert, who were absent). financially independent. Mercer
The ceiling on salaries, overwhelm¬ delivered his valedictory address
ingly defeated by more thap a 12-1 to the Hollywood Acad member¬
margin, was opposed by Sarnoff ship last week, before a.panel dis¬
and the board as a matter of prin¬ cussion by local tv crix.
ciple, with Sarhoff pointing out
Among his recommendations,
that nobody was making more than Mercer urged that the annual
that anyhow.
Emmys on NBC : be “urisporfsored
The Broadcast Music Inc. (BMI) . .. * like a public Service . . . to
issue never came up, though Sar¬ avoid any of the pitfalls of outside
noff indicated the company had influences.” (Past couple of years,
prepared a statement on the mat¬ the Emmys have been particularly
ter for delivery if the issue was beset by auto sponsors, who have
raised.
Music publisher Barney refused to allow their performers
Young, who had raised the point to participate actively in the pro¬
at the CBS annual meeting last ceedings.)
month with a demand that CBS
The retiring prexy also made
divest itself of it^> interest in BMI, pointed inference to the just-past
took the floor but raised another Awards when he said, “I think^we
matter entirely, that of the use of should increase pur membership to
Negro talent on NBQ.
He de¬ be always equal to N. Y., so we
manded to know what the position won’t be swamped in the voting.”
qf the five directors up. for reelec-,
tiori was on the question of more
extensive use of Negroes on the
air, claiming it is desirable from
both the democratic and economic
— Continued lrom page 24standpoints.
Young was answered by NBC prise will go to the person naming
prez Robert W. • Sarnoff, who listed what will be adjudged the most
several top Negro entertainers who suitable location for it. And “the
have appeared on NBC, said all listener submitting the best “nom¬
NBC decisions were made on the inee” to be sealed in the base of
basis of talent and not race, creed the monument’s “time vault” will
or color, and further stated that receive $50.
any all-colored show submitted' , Stephen B. Labunski, WDGY
would be stfbject tq tjhe same de¬ general manager/ feels that his
terminations that.cuter all shows station is" performing a' valuable
ott the scheduler-quality, accept¬ public service* in publicizing the
ability to the'public, and accept¬ need for mosquito control in
ability to advertisers. Young, not Minnesota- thuslyi He points out
_ satisfied with' the answer, observed that “it won’t take very' many
|| that “you haven’t- even reached se¬ more' summfers like . the -last one
gregation, let -alone integration.” to discourage our • vast summer
Session t wasr not without . its tourist4 trade from' coming' A,q
■lighter moments, particularly whep.( Minnesota;^,.

Johnny Mercer Pushes
Sponsored ATAS Shows
But Unsponsored Emmys

■:n AfK
RECEPTION...
There are all kinds, but if you’re look*
Ing for sales reception in Southern
California, “Star Shoppers”—KTTV’s
* free daytime she* for its food adver¬
tisers—has another record worth
playing...
Boys Market, one of the nation’s most
successful supermarket chains, tells
the story...
“As you know, we featured on our
one hour special, fresh ground
beef at a really low price, think- ing perhaps that two or three
hundred sales would be made on
this special. Imagine our amaze*
ment when our meat department
at Pomona informed us that2100
pounds of hamburger were sold!”
. Now in its 5th year, “Star Shoppers”’
’visits a different market each morn¬
ing, delivering effective, tangible mer¬
chandising support and in-store
promotion that means business.
Talk to your Blair man about KTTV’s
“Star Shoppers” and sales reception.

Lo; Angeles Timet-MOM*
;
Television ( ^
|

Represented nationally by

B LAI It-TV

‘Mosquitoes Gotta Go’

*

A 5,000-watt television transmitter has been given to the U. of Kan¬
sas by the Meredith Publishing Co., Des Moines. The' gift was pre¬
sented at the university’s annual radio-television banquet by E. K.
Hartenbower, general manager of Meredith’s Kansas City, stations
KCO and KCMO-TV. Kansas t). has applied for a permit to build a
station. The gift transmitter, from/a.Meredith affiliate at Syracuse,
N.Y. was estimated to be worth $75,000.
_

TV Dullness
■

■ Continued from page 19

featured spot rather than play one
of the leads. “The viewer can
take* just so much-'of a ‘character’’
comic and no more. He’s got to
be used sparingly so he doesn’t
wear on his audience after just„fl
few weeks. That’s what we do, for
example, vyith Harry, Morgan. The .
networks" are standing in line to
get this guy, but if they tried to
use him as a lead, he’d be dead
inside of a few weeks. I’m trying
to put together, a new show with
Arnold Stang, but.I won’t jpse him
as the lead in the show. It wouldn’t
work.”
Biggest problem facing television
today is the lack of writing talent.
“There just isn’t enough talent in
the U.. S., in the world, to keep up
with television’s needs.” But .in
spite of the difficulty, Levy feels
the shows are improving in quality
all the time.
.
'
•
He’s reminded of the time “De¬
cember Bride” went oil the air and
a. friend said it would never make
it through the. season, After it was
in its second year, the friend saw
the show again and admitted his
mistake, but declared that “the
show I just saw wasn’t the same
show as. the. pilot.” Any producer
worth his salt, Levy feels, can im¬
prove his, sjiow.. after - it’s op for
some weeks, arid, .that's befen.-tjie
1 story of television,. •
,
-I

AVOID TAXES
ON SAVINGS!
There is no Colorado law taxing
savings. We invite-the deposit
of yor surplus savings . . . enjoy
tax-free security and easy avail¬
ability of funds. It’s easy to
bank by mail . . . financial state¬
ment and- other information on
request.
2% Interest on all Savings
Accounts insured to $10,000
Southeastern Colorado’s Oldest
and Largest Bank

First National
BANK of Pueblo, Colorado
Established 1871
' Member
Federal

Deposit

Insurance

Corp.

70's, NEAR MADISON AVE.
Approximately 11,090 'sq. ft. Handsome B-story elevator mansion—-mgm.y
suitable -for. antique .house, club. an.
gallery, consulate, et6. Could,bb ^sea
fn combination with terrace apait
ments on upper floors.
...
Brett, Wyckoff, Cottar, Hamilton,;lnc.
Mrs. Rhoades, Eldorado 5-6900

P^rieSy
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BMI’S BIG PUSH ON PIC SCORES
1----+

Lawyers For Litigating!.A. Tooters
Can’t Find Petrillo To Serve Papers
American Federation of Mu-4sicians prexy James C. Petrillo
and other union execs are current¬
ly avoiding ♦service from lawyers
nf the Coast musicians who are
eUing both, the AFM and the-Music
Hollywood, May 7.
performance Trust Fund.* Harold
Deal has been set for a Colum¬
A Fendler, attorney for the Coast
Local 47 musicians, is currently bia Masterworks album of Norman
in N Y. trying to contact the AFM Corwin’s “The Rivalry,” based on
executives, but has been unable to the Lincoln-Douglas debates. It will
be recorded in August by Raymond
cet beyond their attorneys.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, trustee Massey, Agnes Moorehead and
Brian
Dpnlevy,, who will take the
for the Trust Fund, was served,
but went into N. Y.. Supreme Court show oh the road for producer
Paul
Gregory
in September.
last week to move for a quashing
Album, like the Gregory disk
of the service. No decision has
version
of
his
“Don; Juan in Hell”
been made on this score, hence
Fendler has been unable to get his production, will be released shortly
before
the
troupe
reaches Broad¬
deposition from Rosenbaum for
use in the various suits currently way. in January after a: total of *12'
one-night
and
split
week stands
pending in the California courfs.
Rosenbaum contended in court across the country.
that the California courts, have no
jurisdiction over the Trust Funds
and that the N. Y. courts have no
authority to require him to submit
depositions. The AFM execs are
charging "the litigating musicians
with “harassing’’' the Federation
by requiying. them to be defend¬
ants in multiple suits.
The musicians are suing the
Roulette Records, new indie
Federation and the Trust Funds
on the grounds that monies al¬ Which broke in recently with rock
roll singles, will branch out
legedly due them for work in re¬
cording sessions have been divert¬ into the pop album field later this
ed to the Funds. Fendler indi¬ month with a dozen" 12-inch LPs.
cated that if he was unable to
serve Petrillo and the others in Highlighting its first packaged
N. Y., he would move to serve goods release wjll^be sets by the
them in Denver early next month Radio City Music Hall Orch under
when the AFM holds its annual the direction of Raymond Paige,
Pearl Bailey, Buddy Knox,, Jimmy
convention next month.
Fendler is leaving for the Coast Bowen and Henry Jerome.
Label currently is working out
Friday (10) after a five-day N. Y.
effort to contact the AFM toppers. details on a special introductory
offer which will be.aimed at boost¬
ing distributor and dealer profits.
The packages were masterminded
by Roulett’s artists & repertoire
toppers Hugo Peretti and Luigi
Creatore.

Lincoln-Douglas Work
By Corwin Into Col LP

Roulette Into

Carlton Hits Road With
Bonnie Scott to Bring
Back the Girls on Wax

With the disk bestseller lists
dominated by the males, either in
ensemble or solo, for over a year,
Joe Carlton, RCA Victor pop artists
& repertoire chief, believes that
the time may be ripe for a switch
to the distaffers.
With that in'
mind,“he’s hitting the road this
week with a new Victor songstress,
Bonnie Scott, to plug her with the
disk jockeys ’frpm New York to
Chicago.
Miss Scott is a 16-year old Coast
thrush who as orignially known as
Bonnie Paul. But that was changed
because it was too close to another
disk performer, Bunnie Paul.

MGM EXTENDS PRICE
DEAL ON HYMAN PKGES.

bum campaign that calls for 24
new packages by the fall season.
There’ll .-also be a- push on The
Tied album line. Tico is in the
disk combine with Roulette, Rama
and Gee labels.

GOULD EXITS CAPITOL
FOR OWN PUB SETUP
Hollywood, May 7.
Mike Gould, for the last six years
head of Ardmore and Beechwood
Music firms, the Capitol. Records
publishing subsidiaries, resigned
over the weekend to launch his
own pubberies.Gould has formed Mike Gould
Music Inc., a BMI firm, and an
ASCAP corporation as yet un-.
named, and . starts, his activities
.with some recentlyracquired Euro¬
pean material. First project of the
new firm will' be the fitting of
American lyrics, to-these tunes.*
Prior to running the Cap sudsids.
Gould was West Coast manager for
Bourne Music for five years.

MGM Records is extending its
special $2.98 disk promotion until
May 15. The drive, which is cen¬
tered on three 12-inch LPs of “60
Great All Time Songs” by Dick Hy¬
man, originally was launched as an
April promotion. Hefty sales reac¬
tion from distribs.and dealers de¬
cided the diskery on expending the
promotion an additional two weeks.
Harry Meyersbn, MGM’s pop ar¬
Hollywood, May 7.
tists and repertoire chief, is pre¬
Copyright infringement and un¬
paring a group of new albums
fair competition suit over the time
along the same lines.
“Petticoats of Portugal” was filed
against Christopher Music Co.,
American Music Co., Decca, Coral
Raymond Scott, who has been and Melody Lane Publications by
Conducting big orchs on radio and Tom Skeie, David A. Cota and Joe
tv for years* makes his big band Sams. L. A. Federal Court action
debut on‘Coral Records in a paefcr contended the melody was appro¬
*ge titled “This Time
With priated from their “Part of Heav¬
Strings.’-’ Set* will reprise some of en,” which they wrote and copy¬
Scott numbers* like. “powerhouse” righted in 1954.
*nd “Huckleberry Duck,”, which he
Plaintaiffs said‘they turned the
originally;., did With his quintet tune ;over to Christopher*. Music
about 20 .years ago/ plus ;Some pew topper Martin M., Mayrath and that
Compositions,... ),}r.t :.... (
it, later was given new lyrics and
Ted Heath, meantime, is. cutting Wrongfully copyrighted as “Petti¬
* now Scott euitc,'1 “Yank-in Eu¬ coats.” They asked all of the “sub¬
stantial” -profits on the sfng.
rope,” on London. Records. *

’Petticoats’ in Middle
Of Infringement Suit

Scott & Strings

FILM INDIES
. OPEN
Broadcast Music Inc. affiliates,
which have been highly potent on
the> pop bestseller lists recently,
are now making a wide push on
the film music sector. This market
was once the exclusive domain of
top ASCAP publishers, but, in re¬
cent years, the changing patterns
of the film business have thrown
the film music field wide open to
all comers.
For one thing, filmmaking has
increasingly moved into the hands
of the indie producers who have
no allegiances to the major studio
publishing subsidiaries. In some
cases, the indie producers have
even set up their own publishing
operations, with both BMI and
ASCAP wings. Another factor in
the BMI surge in film, music has
been the influx of foreign pix
product into the U. S. since the
end of the war.
From the current or upcoming
pic scene, the .Mischa Spoliansky
score for Otto Preminger’s “Saint
Joan” production is being pub¬
lished under the BMI banner by
Raphael Music. Other pictures with
BMI music are the Italo-made “The
Lost Continent,” published by..
Hollis Music which also has the
scores for “The Bowery,” and
“Albert Schweitzer.” Buck Music,
another BMI firm, is publishing the
Billy May songs from the Waterfield-Russell pic,
“Fuzzy Pink
Nightgown”, while Moonlight
Music has four songs from the
M-G film, “This Could Be The
Night.”
Frank DeVol, a BMI writer, has
written the scorp to the United
(Continued on page 53)

Decca Qtr. Net
Rises to 974G
Decca’s net earnings for the
three-month period ending March
31 rose to $974,959. Total includes
the company’s share of undistrib¬
uted earnings of its subsidiary,
Universal Pictures, and equals 61c
per share on the 1,602,501 out¬
standing shares of common stock.
In the corresponding period
last year,. Decca’s ‘earnings were
$890,444, equal to 55c. per share
on the same number of shares.

Belie Baker’s Services;
Irving Berlin Rates Her
&Jolson‘2 Best Plugs’
-Belle Baker, one of. the allrtime.
vaudeville greats, again played
like a headliner to SRO at River¬
side Memorial Chapel last Friday
(3)' • noon, as ‘ over ■ 500 from show ‘
biz and the laity jampacked the
New ‘ York mortuary. The official"
legend, required by law, over the
signature of the Commissioner ’ of
Housing & Building, indicated that
330 Was legal'capacity Of the main
chapel.. . There were .standees who
spilled into the corridors and bal¬
cony aS Miltoh Berie'delivered tlie
.pithy, and tasteful eulogy and.Rabbi
Abraham Birstein,. of the Actors’
Temple, officiated.
Berle’s showmanly appraisal of
the great song delineator was as¬
tute and on-the-button. ' “She put
her' heart in everything she did',
whether it was ‘Put It On, Take It
Off/' ‘Cbhen"Owes Me $97/ 'Eili
Eili/ • -Blue . Skies’ • or ‘ Yiddisha
Mama’,” he observed. “She had
reason for every gesture, every
movement. She was- responsible
for creating more popular'song hits
than anybody in the business"—
and- this is • something- the music
business fully attested judging by
the inordinately large Tin Pan Al¬
ley turnout, among the mourners.
Berlin’s * Appraisal
. Previously in - the- -week* - in be¬
tween son Herbert Baker bringing
th£ remains eastfor interment, Irv¬
ing Beriin had observed, “Of all the
(Continued on page 53)

AFTRA Asks Pension Fund, 25% Hike
In Scales in Talks for New Disk Pact
f

7 Orchsters in 6G Suit
Vs. New Frontier, Vegas
Las Vegas, May 7.
Seven bandleaders combined to
bring a suit against the New
Frontier Hotel for a total of $6,139
allegedly owed them for a week’s
work prior to the hotel’s closing
last month.
The actions were brought by
Attorney Charles Deaner on be¬
half of Eddie Moorin for $130.40;
Don Baker, $600; Sam Melchionne,
$600; Stan Seltzer, $700; Bobby
Braman, $1,150; Bobby Sherwood,
$2,317, and Johnny Puleo, $641.80.
Puleo was „ a supporting act in
the main dining room with singer.
Yma Sumac, while the other mu¬
sicians headed lounge combos. *
A writ of attachment was issued
through the District Court here
and .the suit was assigned to Judge
A.'S. Hendersdn.

Victor Disk
Sales Up 50%
RCA Victor’s disk division sales
reached a new peak during the
first three months of this year, ac¬
cording to the report of RCA board
chairman David Sarnoff to the
N. Y. stockholders’ meeting in New
York yesterday (Tues.) Platter sales
in the first quarter topped the
take in the same period last year
by 50%.
Sarnoff also reported that while
television sales have been lower
during the past months, radio and
phonograph business has been up.
He said that “hi-fi has gained such
widespread popularity that it con¬
tributed to the upward trend of
the overall sales curve.” (Further
details on the RCA stock meeting
in Radio-TV* Section).

SONG USED IN TWO PIX
SO WRITER FILES SUIT

Demands for a pension and wel¬
fare fund by the American Fed¬
eration of Television & Radio
Artists in negotiations for a new
disk contract, plus other union
proposals are due to run. into stiff
opposition from the record com¬
panies.
AFTRA!s two-year pact
ran >out last month and the union
presented its proposals for a new
pact in letters to all companies
operating. under its previous deal.
Talks between AFTRA and union
execs are due to be resumed to¬
day (Wed.) at the CBS offices in
New York.
AFTRA has patterned several
of it's demands, mostly affecting
choral merribers in recording ses¬
sions after the AFM deal with the
diskeries.' -In addition to the wel¬
fare fund idea, AFTRA also is
asking for a contractor for each
session,' similar to the way mu¬
sicians • work on disks. On the
salary scale -front, AFTRA is ask¬
ing for a 25% increases for group
singers plus a revision in tlie lower
scale rate given to groups of 17
or over. The union wants to in¬
crease the 17 figure to 25. The
union is also asking for a new
definition of a side.
AFTRA
members are now paid per hour
or per side, whichever is higher.
One of the key AFTRA demands
this year is the removal of the past
exemption of hillbilly and rhythm
& blues (now rock ’n’ roll) singers
from the union’s pact. Since rock
V roll ^ has assumed such impor¬
tance in the disk field, many
artists now fall outside of AFTRA’s
control.
AFTRA is also asking for an ex¬
tension of its geographical “juris¬
diction over recording sessions,
which now covers New York, Chi¬
cago and Los Angeles. The union
would now like to bring a major
recording center like Nashville
into” the picture.

WB Music Catering
To Modern Jazz Set
With Special Folios
Continuous growth of interest in
modem jazz isn’t getting by the mu¬
sic publishers. Music Publishers
Holding Corp. (Warrffer Bros, firms),
for example, is launching a “Jazz
Classics”, folio series directed to¬
wards modem jazz groups whether
they be pros, semi-pros or tyro
tootlers.
The series of stock arrange¬
ments, which can be used by ajiy
sort of combo, is being prepared
by Jimmy Guiffre. First tune in
the MPHC’s modern jazz series is
“Round Midnight,” written by
Cootie Williams, Thelonius' Monk
and Bernie Hanighen.
The invasion of modern jazz out¬
fits on wax is pinpointed by the
number of etchings given “Round
Midnight” since its. publication in
1944. There have been 32 waxings
in all. However, 19 of them were
•recorded after January, 1956.

Hollywood, May 7.
Reformation of an existing con¬
tract and an injunction to halt fur¬
ther use of the tune “Dusty Trail”
was* requested by tunesmith Lou
Herscher in a L.A. Federal Court
suit against Great Western Produc¬
tions, Guild Filrrvs, Motion Pic¬
tures for Television, and S.cott R.
Dunlap.
.. Herscher said he made an oral
agreement to license synchroniza¬
tion rights for the song for a film
called “Rollin’ Along” for $300 and
subsequently signed a document he
thought was written confirmation
of- the verbal pact. Two months
ago, complaint said, he learned
that the song' also had been used
in-“Under Arizona Skies” without
credit or payment. He asked the
RCA Victor is rushing into mar¬
court to order revision of the
agreement since he did not intend ket this week with a Mickey
Rooney
“Mr. Broadway” package
to sign away anything but the syn¬
to tie in with Rooney’s appearance
chronization rights on one film.*
as George Rl. Cohan in the NBCTV spec Saturday. (11).
Package will include six of the
Cohan songs Rooney sings on the
show on one 6ide of the LP. The
flip side will be made up of stand¬
ards and two originals by Rooney.
London, May 7.
The proposed tour of Britain
later this year by the Duke Elling¬
Vet bandleader Richard Himber
ton orchestra is now definitely off,
has been inked by Coral Records.
but band agent Harold Davison, His first side will include his own
who handles this end of the Anglo- composition, “Tonight,” theme of
U.S. band exchange deal, says that the NBC-TV show of that .title.
negotiations are far advanced for
He'll also cut a “Parade, of
the return nf Count B&sie arid his Bands” set 'for Coral.
Himber
band during the fall.
made a similarly titled package
The Basie band scored a big hit for RCA Victor before : th$ \var,
when they were here several weeks containing theme songs ’of the
various dance bands.
ago.

RCA RUSHES ROONEY
SET FROM COHAN SPEC

No Duke for England
But Count Is on Way

Himber to Coral
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
'

■" -*y HERM c™™xn?T?i n

Frankie
Laine
(Columbia),
“Without You” (Joy*), a religioso
that has been around for some
months, could crack into the hit
lists via the same kind of rendition
Laine gave “I Believe.” “Gunfight
at the O.K. Corral” (Paramount*),
a pic title tune, is very much in
the “High Noon” idiom.
Sylvia Syms (Decca). “It’s Good
to Be Alive” (Valyr*), from the
“New Girl in Town” score, . gets'
top chances via this effortless
Sylvia Syms workover. “Be Good”
(Winneton) is a bright entry with
a simple melodic idea- that could
catch on big.
...
Jerry Wayne (MGM).
“Don’t
Want Your Kisses” (Weiss & Barry) is a firstrate rocking ballad
belted for maximum results. Could
go all the way. “It’s Not Too Late”

’

gives this singer a 'fine showcase
for his vibrant, dramatic pipes,
“Scratch, Scratch Me JSacu” (Yalleydale) is a cute, rhythmic
straight calypso item.
Vipers' Skiffle Group (Capitol),
“Cumberland Gap” (Cromwell*),
the old American folk number,
gets another standout rendition
from a British vocal combo. “Maggie May” (Essex*) is in the same
genre, also very well delivered,
The Quarter Notes (De Luxe).
“My Fantasy” (Menlo) is a surprisingly good, atmospheric ballad
turning up with a rock ’n’ combo
who handle it with class. “Ten.
Minutes to. Midnight” (Armo) is an
okay r ’n’ r item in a more conventional pattern. *
Doris ^llen (Jade). “He’s Funny
That Way” (Rosarita*), the oldie.

Best Bets
FRANKIE LAINE ,........ *...WITHOUT YOU
(Columbia) ...Gunfight At O.K. Corral
SYLVIA SYMS .... ,. IT’S GOOD TO BE ALIVE
(Decca) .......'-...Be Good
JERRY WAYNE .DON’T WANT YOUR KISSES
(MGM).....It's Not Too Late
BONNIE SCOTT... . KILL ME WITH KISSES
(RCA Victor) ...
Deep Within Me
!
, *
(Broadcast)

.

„ .
a fair

•

/ ,

rockab.liy

Decca’s new “Parnassus” series,
subtitled “A Treasury of the Spok¬
en Word,” extends this phase- of
the disk catalog into a more pop¬
ular field. Although even this se¬
ries has an overall highbrow cast,
it includes many familiar standardworks, stemming from primary
school days, which could earn
them a wide audience.
Among the first entries in “Par¬
nassus” series are selections froml
William Shakespeare’s plays and
sonnets, recited by such thesperS
as John Gielgud, Pamela Brown,
'Arnold Moss and R. E. Johnson.
LAWRENCE WELK
“The Fun-Makers, An Evening
and hit 'CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
With The Humorists” may raise
Coral—Thesaurus Transcriptions
expectations of big yocks. Actual¬
98th Consecutive Week
Dodge Dance Party
ly, it’s a collection of classic pieces,
ABC-TVr-Sat. 9-10 P.M., E.SiT.
from
“Abdul A-Bul-Bul A-Mir,”
Sponsored by Dodge
hardly a side-splitter, to “Casey At
Dealers of America
Top Tunes and Talent ,
the Bat.” “Famous Poems That
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10 p.m., E.S.T. m-ii
Is a fine selecSponsored by Dodge and Plymouth
Dealers of America

TeU Great storle*

ls> * nn® sciec

tion from the popular poetry an■ ■ ■[ thologies, including such standards
_
.
as “AnnabeLLee,” “Charge of the
\
KpVIBW
Light Brigade,” “Paul Revere’s
UdUU IVCTlCff
Ride,” Gunga Din,” etc. Johnson,
--—--- - Moss,
Fredric
March,'
Agnes
Moorehead and Alexander Scourby
LEN WEEKES ORCH (11)
do the recitations expertly. Other
Chateau Laurier, Ottawa
well-known poems are also ; feaLen Weekes is doing a boff job tured in. the “Heroic Soul:—Poems
o(
rough chore. Th ^
«7 - 1

1 ■

i 1 - ■

i
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Hand Review
Band

Bonnie Scott (RCA Victor). “Kill fare for jocks. “I Can’t Give You ment °* the. Chateau Laurier de- Live» By: Prayers and Inspirations”
Me With Kisses” (Broadcast) is a Anything But Love” (Mills*) is an- mands a Lombardo style on the sets
bright, bouncy rhythm entry with other great standard neatly done, stand of its busy Canadian Grill,
Hank Williams, the hillbilly
Ernie Andrews (GNP), “Sunset where the Weekes band sits, to fit eleffer and singer who died four
Eyes” (Neil) is a swinging ballad (it says) the subdued, decorous at- years ago, is still a legendary char15^PcSithl?
strongly belted by a Andrews’ mosphere of the room.
acterin themusic biz. Shortly bedelivered in bluesy baritone.
“Peace” (ReisFor 15 years that lulling sound fore his death in 1953, he wrote a
marching tune style.
Dart) is a pretentious inspirational was produced by Len Hopkins,’ string of hit songs (“Jambalaya,”
Buddy Greco (Kapp). ‘With All production.
band, Hopkins leaving the Grill “Cold, Cold Heart,” “Half As
MyHewt (Debmar.*) is a big class
Quinton Kimble (Federal). “My last year to become chief of a Brit- Much” and. “Your Cheatin’ Heart”
bahad projected strongly by Greco Mojo and My Lodestone” (Armo), ish Columbia radio station. Now and a couple of others) that “coun¬
cil" an interesting choral and in- an interesting calypso - flavored. Weekes must maintain the Lorn- trifled” the whole music biz. MGM
strurnental backing.
Game of concoction, gets a firstrate work- bardo style but give his band a Records, for whom Williams re¬
move Mariana*) is routine,
over )t>y a singer who 'still works distinction of its own while basi- corded exclusively under his own
(Capitol), in the .authentic rhythm & blues cally the same instrumentation as name and as “Luke The Drifter,”
“Imagination” (ABC*), the fine style that preceded rock ’n’ roll, the Hopkins group.. And he’s doing has issued a superlative memorial
oldie, gets a tricky arrangement by “I’ll Be . a Fool for You” (Armo) is it, to big impact.
album of 36 top Williams’ numthe King Sisters for appeal in the a solid r&b ballad.
Grill customers go for the group, ^rs dating from 1947 to 1953.
current market'
“You’re My
The Ivyliers (Donna).
“Echo which produces a solid, colorful, with Williams’ stature as a songThrill” (Movietone*) is strong bal- From the Blue” (Arco), a so-so stronger type of music with plenty writer already widely known, this
lad material also given a catching, Latin-type song, gets a corny, variety in arrangements. Weekes album spotlights his standout taloffbeat arrangement.
deadpan delivery by a vocal com- uses the group’s brass Mo advan- ents as a performer. Williams, doSunny Gale (Decca). “Let’s Be
“When the Reign of Love Be- tage, featuring * five-horn trom- jng hit own material, delivers with
Friendly”^ (Abbott) is a .solid £ins (Central-West*) gets an even bone unit in several items to good \ simplicity and a sincerity that
rhythm song with a good lyric idea coi™r. execution.
returns. Rhythm section is smooth communicates deeply in the manthat Miss Gale belts in infectious _' Vicki Young (Brunswick), “I’ll and nicely coordinated to give ner of genuine folk singers.-MGM’s
style. One of her better sides re- 3e7fr1 Ask
<E. H. Mor- clicko backing to band’s bright ar- “Hank Williams” triple LP packcently “Mirror” (T. J.) is a stereo- w8*) ls a neat ballad belted in a rangements.. Satisfying manage- age is aot only firstrate; entertaintyped blues number.
slcnv rocking^ groove by a savvy ment demands, Weekes has upped menf but is a primary sourcebook
Henri Rene Orch (RCA Victor).
Forbidden Fruit” the gtmosphere of the Canadian on musical Americana. Photos, a
“Smokey Strings” (Frank*), a lilt- (Aberbach) gets., an okay cover Grill where he playg: nightly 7 to short blog of Williams. and pubing melodic entry, executed with ne£,e.
■
midnight.
Gorm.
usher credits for his songs are in¬
tasteful simplicity by the Rene
Cochran (Liberty. “One
——— -cluded in the set
orch. ^Shenandoah Serenade” (E:; Kiss” (Jackson) is a fair rhythm
rliw* Simukk
-i.'
ciuaea in xnc set,.
_
H Mortis*)
Morris*) ie innHirr
annthir ivriiUnf side delivered in a stvle markediv
■
>ympn
aynspn TO turops
europo
From the contemporary country
Preslev. “Men ,' clevelJnd
Cleveland Symphony ^ left early & western scene,
instrumental , for rhaUve-of-narl
chaflge-of-pace influenced by Elvis Presley.
scene Jim: Reeves,
jock programming
■
When I’m Mad” (Jackson) is also this week for a concert tour of Eu- who’s hitting in the single field
-Sonf to u^ockto, idiom, but ewW;
__
First date is at ^ Antwerp, Bel- a bri [ht, folksy set titled “Bimbo” .
of the Moonlight” (Ludlow), a neat w6re so•gium. May 7.... Symph Is due back for ; CA Victor. Reeves delivers
ballad with a catching rhythmic ""T: v-_
in the traditional twangy style aslin the States June 17.
(*ASCAP.
All others BMI).
line, sold in appealing style; “Hold ! (s
ASC,
Me” (Robbins), the oldie, gets an * .
okay rendition with’ rock V roll 1 „
figures .‘in .th/e background.
Tony Middleton A: The -Willows ^
'
(Eldorado)^ ,i“Tbe First Tasw of V
Love” (BuehSnan, A Goodman) 4s * *■
a good juve-slanted item delivered ; ■
Elvis Presley .., .Victor .
by -Middleton! with: a flavorsome ^ < 1.. ALL SHOOK UP (5) .
Pipiu« .style. “Only My. Heart” ^ 2. LITTLE DARLIN’ (5)
Diamonds ..... .... .Mercury ■
(BAG) is a fine slowrtempoed blues ■’
.......Victor.
number also delivered to the hilt*. ^ S. ROUND AND ROUND (7) .....
Perry C<mo
.Victor.' !
Mindy Carson (Columbia). “Time ►
.Coral 1
a »*»tv iutii
0,1
$ Steve Lawrence .Coral
And Tears”'(Oxford*) «is a smart '
piece of rhythm, material belted by ; * 4. TARTY DOLL (16) ......{ Buddy Knox ..........Roulette
Miss Carson with lots of Impact.
5. GONE (g) ..^..FerXtn Huskey
Capitol
Could be her ticket to. the bestsellers. “Sugaree” (Joy*) is a wella6. TkAnir
iuaov
/ov
$
Bonnie
Guitar
...Dot
DARK MOON
MOON <2>..
<2>
. ......j Gale Storm ................Dot,
constructed item with a catching ' [ «. DARK
rhythm base.
.,
The: Bobbsey Twins (Cadence) ■ * 7. SCHOOL DAY (1) .... Chuck Berry .. .Chess
“A Change of Heart” (Acuff-Rose)
I. WHY, BABY, )WHY <fl> .............. Pat Boone.
Dot
is a highly commercial blues bai- ! *
9. I’M WALKIN’ (9) ......
Fats Domino .....i,..Imperial
lad ,smoothlv delivered by the vocal duo. “Part-time ' Gal” (Mary- ' * 10. ROCK-A-BILLY (1) ......
Guy Mitchell .. ..Columbia ,
land-Presley) is an uptempo ballad, but with more or less the • ►
same idea,
Wynonle Harris (King).
“Big ^
Second Group
!
Old Country Fool” (JayrCee) is a '.l
standard-cut rocking tune potently ^ ►
( Andy Williams . ,*.Cadehce
BUTTERFLY
belted by a top blues slionter.
l Charlie Grade ......... Cameo
“That’s Me Right Now” (Jgy-Cee) * ’
Patsy Cline ..Decca
is more stereotyped material in ^ ^ WALKING AFTER MIDNIGHT
the same genre.
THE FOUR WALLS . ....
Jim Reeves .
Victor
Ruth Wallis (Decca).
“A Sad *
Calypso” (Champion) is a well- ”
Jimmy Dorsey ....... Fraternity ■
conceived calypso ballad effective- ''
Platters .Mercury
ly projected. “Donkey Is Jackass” - ► I'M SORR? ...
(Champion) is another calypso with ,k MAMA, LOOK AT BUBU
Harry Belafonte
.Victor
a cutely contrived lyric.
^
Tab Hunter
.
Dot
NINETY-NINE WAYS
Captain Percussion (MGM). “The
Marriage of Melda” (Leeds*) is
Marty Robbins ....... Columbia
solid calypso entry in the “Banana ;; A WHITE SPORT COAT
Boat” groove rendered by nativeDell-Vikings
\.Dot
COME, GO WITH ME . .
sounding crew. * “De Penalty” • ( Terry Gilkyson .Columbia
(Leeds*) is a typical swinging ■■ MARIANNE
\Hilltoppers ..Dot
calypso of the type currently flood- ’ ‘
ing-the market.
I
[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 303
Nathan RumeU (Bally). “Slmi- -lau” (Campbell), a Caribe-type j
r.
number with a voodoo quality, m1

PfttiiEfr
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sociated with the- country music
category, but he has a flexible ap¬
proach that makes for variety and
vocal color. In addition to the
charming titlesong, set includes a
collection of his past country hits
such as “Echo Bonita,” “Where
Does A Broken Heart Go,” “Moth¬
er Went A-Walking”. and “Let Me
Love Yu Just A Little,” among
others..
Gojng from Nashville to Italy
RCA Victor spotlights Italo song¬
stress Nilla Pizzi in a repertory of
songs in the set, “Lovg Me If You
Want Me,” An excellent stylist in
the Continental manner, Miss Pizzi
projects through the language bar¬
rier imposed by having the mate¬
rial done exclusively in Italian lyr¬
ics.’ Two numbers, “Arriverderci
Roma” and the Italo version of
“Love ,.is A Many Splendored
Thing,” are familiar. The others,
including a swinging number, “Musetto,” are all highly attractive
melodies, mostly in the lush ro¬
mantic idiom.
In the jazq field, Jazztone label,
a part of the Crowell-Collier disk
operation, is doing a standout job
of collating old and relatively new
material into package form. “The
Early. Jam Greats” series has as¬
sembled some' great sides by Jelly
Roll Morton and Johnny Dodds
while another set, devoted exclus¬
ively to Morton, brings back such
classic jazz vocals as “Buddy Bol¬
den’s Blues” and “Winin’ Boy
Blues.”
Herm.

Small Combo Reviews
EDDIE COSTA TRIO
Composer, N. Y.
Eddie Costa, who’s been hitting
the keyboards for several jazz com¬
bos over the years is finally head¬
ing up his own piano-drums-bass
unit. And rightly so, too. For he’s
got a style and inventiveness that
should be heard on his own terms.
Like so many of the keyboardcomers, Costa is adapting quite a
bit from, the* .progressive leaders.
Yet he does it in a moderate form.
that sort of blends the “far-out”
Style with the more down-to-earth
swinging approach. It's a happy
blending that fits ihe demands of
a room designed, for eating, tip¬
pling, listening or gabbing.
. His bass and drums assist lend
the proper jazz tone and, the workover of the standards in the reper¬
toire. shows a lot of preparation
and care. Trio should do well in
other jazz rooms when it finally
ptllls out of The Composer.
‘ ’
Gros.
DOROTHY DONEGAN TRIO
London House, Chicago
Backed, with.rsubstantial talent
oh bass and drums and fluent with
the idioms of -Shearing and. Gam-;
per and a variety of cutlsh stage
manners; porothy;. D^negan’s Lon¬
don House debut is making a pleas- j
ant impression. ... The ..musically;
literate ider keeps the house Vattention with, her, percussive pfanistics augmented by floorrstemping
In highly audible Sequlned pumpB.j
MisS Doneg'an offers a variety of
easily digestible"JazS and -pop’
standards supplemented With such
showy bits qs “Flight of- Bumble-bee” and ls competent at overrid¬
ing any opposition of dinner noise
to. maintain the -ear .of the house.
Whiles Dorothy Doitegan is th#
centerpiece of -this group, drum¬
mer Charlie Smith’a solos earned
some opening night mlttings. HU
rhythmic gyrations are' as expres¬
sive as any hereabouts, Johnnie;
Fate’s' full bodied, bass lends »
round and deep tone to the heavily
.punctuated stylings of the trio,.
Both Miss Donegan’s backers are
alert to her piano hieanderings and
follow along nicely with each
change of pace.
■
.
.
The net response of the listeners
is a comfortable applause for. a
strictly dinner music performance.
The Barbara "Carroll trio return
here, May 29.
Leva.

Decca Dittrib Switche*
Decca Records has opened an¬
other company-owned branch hi
Salt Lake City. New office replaces
the Salt Lake Hardware Co. which
were the Decca distilbs in this
area. Joe Rogers, who handled
the line for the distrlbs, has been
named branch manager,
.
Meantime, A1 Barlsmanto, for¬
merly branch manager of Decca s
Seattle branch, ha$ been tipped to
head the company’s branch In Los
Angeles, Luther Choate, a sales¬
man, has been upped to chief oi
the Seattle office. N
,...

usssreft
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Whats In Groove Isn’t Enough For
Indie P’kges; Must Be Sold Inside &J0ut
'Hollywood, May 7.
Indie labels which have concen¬
trated on selective disk product in
the past now have to shift their
sights in order to make an impact
in today’s market, Gene Norman
believes. As much effort, he con¬
tends, must go into the liner as
into the album in order to achieve
a high sales rating.
"We need two kinds of artists in
the business today,” .opine? 'the
deeiay-concert
promoter - disker
whose label, Gene Normart Pre¬
sents, has long been identified with
iazz
“The artist we record, no.
matter how good he is, can no long¬
er stand alone. We have to have
an artist—and a good one^-to de¬
sign our liners to attract the ini¬
tial attention that means' sales.”
Disk industry is only just begin¬
ning to realize the* importance of
nroper merchandising, Norman
opines. Virtually every, other in¬
dustry has long since gone'heavily
Into that field, calling in industrial
designers to plan* new products
and the packaging of them.
"The trend is toward the same
kind of Selling in records,” says
Norman, “but it’s a matter of even
greater concern to. the small label,
than it is to the major. They have
jin edge both in the acknowledged
names of their artists and in the
exploitation dollars they can spend.
The smaller label must concen¬
trate on packaging to attract po¬
tential buyers while they are in
record stores.* Att attractive or eye¬
catching liner is at least half the
battle today:”
GNP, Norman says, has found a
femme illustrator who has a flair
for liners with distaff appeal. La¬
bel still is looking for someone
to do-other packages.
“From now on,” Norman con¬
cludes, “we intend to put as much
thought into preparing the package
as we do into preparing the mate¬
rial inside.” *

Save That Title!
There’s ho stopping the mu¬
sic publishers when they want
to tie in a tune with a pic
title. Latest example of the
lengths to whigh a publisher
will go to retain the pic asso¬
ciation in a song is RKO Mu¬
sic’s acquisition of Heinz
Roenheld’s score for UA’s
“The
Monster Who
Con¬
quered the World.”
Publishing firm is develop¬
ing “Love Theme From the
Monster Who Conquered the
World” for a pop promotion.

Angel Ties Releases
* To Kogan, Gilels Tours
•Angel Records Is tieing in its
upcoming releases with the U.S.
concert tours jof Russian'violinist
Leonid Kogan and Russian pianist
EmH Gilels, Diskery will Issue a
number of new recordings, made
in London and Paris, by both
artists ^before their tours begin.
Kogan will tour the U.S. for. the
first time in January, 1958, while
Gilels will make his second U.S.
trek in November,

Jimiriy Shand Retires *
Dundee, Scotland, May 7.
Jimmy Shand, .leading Scottish
danceband maestro is retiring at 49
because of Hi health.
Shand, a top draw in concert
dates' here, has recently been nix¬
ing radio an$ tv dates. He has been
under doctor’s orders -for .some
years. He made a^ tow of Canada
«hd the U.S. two years ago.

Serenade to Dem Bums
The possibility' that the
ball team may move from Ebbetts Field to a Los Angeles
site has x cued a new topical
song, “Let’s Keep the Dodger's
in Brooklyn.” It was written
by Roy Ross, Sam Denoff and
Bill Persky, all staffers at
WNEW in N.' Y.
Comic Phil Foster has etch¬
ed It for Coral Records.

U. S. Air Force Band To
Introduce Asia to Sousa
Troy, N. Y., May 7.
United States Air Force Band,
now touring Eastern New York
and New England, will leave June
1 by air for a six-week swing
through Japan, Korea, Hong Kong,
Formosa, the. Philippines and
Hawaii, arranged by the State
Dept The
overseas good-will
jaunt will end July 17.
The band, of Which Col. George
S. Howard is conductor and Lieut.
Harry H. Meuser is assistant con¬
ductor, with Capt. Robert L. Lan¬
ders as director of the 18 “Sing¬
ing Sergeants” component, has ap¬
peared in 44 countries since 1948.

OF

top Talent and tunes
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current Comparative talcs strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. Tti6 positions resulting from these findings denote the OVER ALL. IMP ACT. de‘
veloped from the ratio, of points scored, two ..ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the .case of tunes (ctiin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
. This
Last .
Week Week

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

ELVISLJPRBjSLElg^icto^)'
; i

All Shook Up
Peace fn The Valley . v [Wlifeh Heartaches Begin

2

DIAMONDS (Mercury)

3

PERRY COMO (Victor) *.• ••««*•.*'Hound and Round
CHUCK BERRY (CheSS)
. School Day

4

FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)..;.v. Gone

6

DELL-VIKINGS (Dot)..

Come, Go'With.Me

7

FATS DOMINO (Imperial) ..•.:...

8

JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity)

9

BONNIE GIJITAR (pot).;..

....So Bare

Dark Moon
(Why, Baby, Why .
PAT BOO^E (Dot) .........(I’m Waiting Just For You
(Love Letters In The Sand

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

Shapiro-tfernstein is the latest
major ASCAP firm that wants to
get in on some of that rock ’n’ roll
gravy. A few weeks ago, Bourne,
Inc., set up a subsid firm, Lady
Mac, to handle tunes in the r’n’r
idiom.
According to A1 Galileo, S-B
general professional manager, the
ASCAPers shouldn’t fight the
trend but should join it. Gallico
already has set 16 r’n’r sides with
the disk companies and he’s cur¬
rently prowling for new ASCAP
writers who. fit into the r’n’r
groove. Unlike, Bourne, however,
Gallico isn’t'Setting up a new firm
for the r’n’r tunes. They’ll be put
into the parent company, S-B, or
its subsid Skidmore MQsic. «
Among the new writing teams
Gallico has latched onto for his
r’n’r *pitch are Herb Weiner-Cy
Crane-Terry Syms and Walter
Meyers-Lenny Martin. He’s taken
18 songs from the Weiner-CraneSyms* team with Georgie Shaw’s
Decca slicing of “City of Tears”
their .first big push. The MeyersMartin team will be repped with
Brenda Lee?s Decca etching of
“Why Ask for the Moon When We
Have the. Stars” on her next re-,
lease! ‘
Gallico alsq is after the vet
ASCAPers to. get into the r’n’r
groove. He’s teamed Tom Glazer
with Mort Garson as the first step
in that direction. Another new¬
comer to' S-B’s r’n’r fold is Baker
Knight ,a writer-singer from Ala¬
bama.

Granz Disk Plans
For Newport Fete
Hits Col Hurdle
There’s a hassle brewing be¬
tween Columbia Records and Nor¬
man Granz’s Verve label on the
disking of the upcoming Newport
Jazz Festival. According to Granz,
The 1957 Newport Jazz Festival
will be grooved on five LPs for the
Verve label; but Col’s pop album
director, George Avakian, says no¬
can-do as far as the Columbia
artists are concerned.
Among the Col artists already
set for the fest are Dave Brubeck
and Turk Murphy. Last year, Ava¬
kian'grooved 'the* portions of the
Newpprt Jazz Festival that feat¬
ured Col. pactees. The jazz sets
included albums by Duke Ellington,
Jai . & Kai, Dave Brubeck, Buck
Cl,ayton and Louis Armstrong. Lat¬
ter is a freelancer.
Avakian claims that his ’56 New¬
port sets are. still selling well and
that there’s no need for him to put*
the . Col artists at the ’57 .bash into
the groove again.

. Little Darlin'

5

IQ

Bob Mack has joined Cadence
Records as production manager.
He’ll assist Cadence prexy Archie
Bioyer in mastering and cutting
disk sessions.
He previously was with the RCA
Victor engineering department.

,
London, May 7.
The Gerry Mulligan Quartet, who
have six more dates to play before
they head for Scandinavia and a
short concert tour, are making a
terrific impact in Britain. Mulli¬
gan, who says that :Hriti$hv audi¬
ences have not had a lair repre¬
sentation of American ja2z groups,
apart from Count Basle, is more
or less making his tour an educa¬
tional one. Filling the bilb for* the
first, half of the concerts are a
British cbtabo; called .the “Jazz To¬
day” unit It’s composed of 10 top
modernist musicians, who suffer
from comparison.with the Mulli¬
gan Quartet
Mulligan has built up his repu¬
tation here on disks alone, but un¬
like many others, lives up to and
even betters it when he appears
personally.
Presented here by the National
Jazz Federation, a non-profit mak¬
ing body devoted primarily to pre¬
senting concerts of the best jazz,
with the aim of widening the per¬
formance and appreciation of the
music, Mulligan’s opening dates at
the Royal Festival Hall on April 27,
were both sellouts.. : The quartet,
comprising Mulligan baritone sax,
Bob Brookmeyer on valve trom¬
bone,'Joe. Benjamin on bass and
Dave Bailey, drums, got one of the
heftiest receptions ever meted out
to an American outfit.
Their opener, “Come Out Whqr(Continued on page 52)
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Shapiro-Bemstein 1$ Another ASCAP
Firm Ready to Promote Roch n’ Roll

Pj$RlitfrY Scoreboard

4G in Crackdown

Mack Joins Cadence
As Production Chief

Gerry Mulligan Quartet
in
With Modern Jazz Style

V

Coin Machines

Recently launched crackdown by
the American ‘Society of Compos
ers, Authors k publishers on delin¬
quent radio,, stations is beginning
to pay off In courts. Last week,'
ASCAP received a $4,098 judge
ment In ‘
-Y. Supreme Cpurt
again WSAY in Rochester. Suit was
based upon the defendants failure
to pay license-fees; due ASCAP
tinder license agreements formerly
in effect.*
■: The coin *awarded ASCAP* from
WSAY represents money due un¬
der the old contract, and did not
involve an infringement claim.
Under the latter, th$ plaintiff is
entitled to $250 statutory damages
for each infringement.
Similar suits against several
other radio stations have been put
into the works- around the coun¬
try. in soriie cases, ASCAP has
suspended licensing pacts’ because
u.f failure to. pay license fees, but'
the "stations continue £o play
ASCAP,music nonetheless!

MUSIC

(‘ASCAP. fBMI)
TUNE

PUBLISHER

1

1

(ALL SHOOK UP ..

Presley-Shalimar

2

3

fLITTLE DABLIN’ ....:......... Excelloric

3
4
5

2
9
4

(ROUND AND ROUND...
Rush
(SCHOOL DAY .....
Arc
fPARTY DOLL.......'. Jackie

6

6

(GONE

7

7

fl’M WALKIN’ . Reeve

8

8

-(BUTTERFLY..

9
10

..
5

.Hill & Range
Hill & Range

(DARK MOON . ..-..
Dandelion
, f WHY, BABY, WHY .....%....v Winneton

RCA Shifts Davidson
To Coast Singles Post
John Davidson, domestic Sales
manager for the RCA International
disk division; has been shifted to
the Coast as field promotion man¬
ager in,.that area. He replaces Tom
Moseley; and will work under, the
general Supervision of Harry Jen¬
kins, Victor’s singles sales chief.
Davidson will cover the whole'
Coast area in addition to Hawaii.

AGMA Awards
Brig. General David Sarnoff,
William S. Paley, Lincoln Kirsten
and the Texas Co. will be cited by
the Amerioan Guild of Musical Art¬
ists (AGMA) for their services to
the cause of music. Awards will be
lianded out June 12 at a dinner at
N.Y.’s Hotel Roosevelt which will
wind up AGMA’s three-day confer¬
ence commemorating its 20th anni.
Senator Jacob K. Javits will be
guest of honor at the AGMA feed.
John Cameron Swayze will toast¬
master the affair.

CASTLE HILL'S JAZZ START
Ipswich, Mass., May 7.
The Castle Hill season will open
June 28 with a jazz concert con¬
tinuing on June 29.
The initial Friday and Saturday
evenings will be divided between.
Ella Fitzgerald and the Oscar
Peterson Trio.
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RKO Music Firm
Gets 5 UA Scores

BETAIL DISK AHD ALBUM BEST SELLERS

RKO Music, recently formed
music publishing subsid of the
RKO-General Teleradio operation,
Is rolling deeper into the pic
music field. In addition to scores
from upcoming RKO films, outfit
has latched on to five film scores
from United Artists’ releases.
The scores are from “Valerie,”
by A1 Glasser; “The Monster Who
Conquered the World,” by Heinz
Roenheld; “Bail Out at 43,000
Feet” by A1 Glasser; “The Vam¬
pire” by Gerald Fried, and “The
Big Caper” by A1 Glasser.
Herschel Gilbert, RKO MusTc
pactee and pic composer-arranger,
is now adapting theme music from
the scores to be used by the firm
for a pop disk push.
Marty
Machat, RKO Music’s general
counsel, heads to the Coast Satur¬
day (11) to work out deals for
other pic scores. He’ll be back at
his New-York desk May 18.

National
Rating .
This Last
wk. wk.

■

ever You Are,” brought cheers
from the audience at its conclusion.
Established-disclicks here, such as
“Frenesi,”' “Walkin’ Shoes,” “Bernie’s Tune,” and “My Funny Val¬
entine,” all previously heard with
Chet Baker on trumpet, were just
as good with Brookmeyer’s valve
trombone taking over the horn,
part. Best rendering of the showwas ‘Baubles, Bangles and Beads”
from “Kismet.”
Mulligan’s "rich
.full tone and superb improvising
on this tune surpassed all his pre¬
vious efforts, and the melodic bass
of Joe Benjamin backed by Dave
Bailey’s subdued drumming were
jazz at its best.
At the p5ano for “The Storyville
Story.” Mulligan again showed his
individuality as a musician. His
constructive choice of chords and
punchy attacks could not be com¬
pared with anyone else.
The British outfit filling the first
half spot comprised: Don Rendell
and Jimmy Skidmore, tenor saxes;
Jimmy Walker, alio and soprano
saxes; Dave Shepherd, clarinet;
Bert Court!ey, trumpet; Eddie Har¬
vey, trombone;: Ken Moule, piano;
Ken Sykora, guitar; Arthur Watts,
bass, and Allan Ganley, drums.
On the British en<J of the Anglo-U. S. swap for the Gerry Mul. ligan Quartet is the Tommy Whit¬
tle combo,
Bary.

Col Inks *Bowers
Kenny Bowers is the latest ad¬
dition to the Columbia Records
artists roster.
This will mark
Bowers first crack at the disk field.
He’s already racked up credits
In legituners and pix.
Bowers’
etching will be slotted for the pop
singles market.

Artist* Label, Title
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“All Shook Up”.1
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
“Little Partin’1”.. 2
PERRY COMO (Victor) '
“Round and Rotand”. 3
“CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
“School Day”...
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot)
“Come, Go With Me”...;.
FERLIN “HUSKEY (Capitol)
“Gone” ..
4
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity)
“So''Rare” .........
6
FATSTdOMINO (Imperial)
“I’m Walkin’” ......... 5
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia)
“A White Sport Coat” ... . 8
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
“Party Doll”.
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)
“Dark Moon”...
STEVE LAWRENCE (Coral) •
“Party Doll”..
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
“Butterfly” .. .
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“Mama, Look at Bubu”...
7
“CHARLIE GRACIE (Cameo)
“Butterfly” . .
GALE STORM (Dot)
“Dark Moon”..*t..-.
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
“Rock-a-Billy” ... .
“JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
“It’s Not for Me to Say”.’..
RICKY NELSON (Verve)
“I’m Walkin’”......
PLATTERS (Mercury)
V
“I’m Sorry”... ..
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Why, Baby, Why”....‘..
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“He’s Mine”. . 10
COASTERS (Atco)
“Searching”...
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“I’m Waiting Just for You” ..
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
“Mangos” .
I
2
13*1
4

Mulligan
T'. Continued from pare 47
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MY FAIR LADY
Harry Btlafonta

Victor
LPM .1248
EPA 1248

Broadway Co*»

AROUND THE
WORLD IN
DAYS
, Sound,,.*

LOVE IS"
THETHINO

3

3

4

6

2

17

1

Decca
DL 9046

1

«

1

5

2

12

1

2

113

4

7

4

3

2

10

3

1

..

4

..

3

4

5

3

4

..

0

2
3V v 5.

7

7

1

2

2

..

2

1

1

2

12

7

4

5

6

1

7

10

5

5

2 183

..

21

10. ..

11

4 . 8 * 9

5

AN EVENING
WITH
BELAFONTE

STEADY DATE
Film Soundtrack

Victor
| LPM 1402

SONGS OF THE

Tommy Sands ‘'1

Tann. ErnU Ford!

Not (Kin,) C.1.
Harry Balafonta

Columbia
OL 5090

1

Capitol
W 740

EAJ» 740

50 •

OKLAHOMAI
jj|m Soundtrack

Regar William*

Capitol

Kapp
KXL 5000

SAO 595
SDM 595

| as well as the rhythm blue*
and then for four frames at the
markets with the upcoming Robin¬
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans,.
son platters*
July 18.
The . Cavalier has been booking
about five bands per year and the
Chicago, May 7.
London, May 7.
Roosevelt about eight. Russ Carlyle
| “Saturday Night is th«
Conquest Records, one of the lat¬
Two plums on the nation’s also plays four weeks at the Mar¬
est
labels
to
arrive
British
I: loneliest night of the week";; shrinking band circuit have been tinique - Ballroom here, next disk scene, has foundona the
solution to
garnered by Orchestras Inc. for the Wednesday (15).
the
strong
distribution,
opposition
Russ Carlyle band.
The indie
of the giant recording concerns by
booking outfit, formed less than
Hal . McIntyre band opened the making a distribution deal with a
H*
.
' >. «AKN • three years ago by its president, season
at the Marine Room of the
Bill Black, has the Carlyle orches¬ Pleasure Pier in Galveston last cycle and hardware distributing
concern. ,
tra set for the Cavalier, Virginia week.
!T' •
•
CO**,
When the label began operating
Beach, Va., for twer"tveeks, June 28
several weeks ago, it was faced
with the prospect of having about
20,000 new disks left in its stockroom, because normal distributors
London, May 1.
would not handle them.
1. Cumberland Gap .Donegan
But'since then, the new deal has
((Pye-Nixa)
solved their problems. The dis¬
2. Banana Boat . ..«Belfante
tributors, a company called Hobday
(HMV) Bros, have agreed to Supply the
3. Young Love .;... .Hunter
Conquest platters to overJ 5,000
horn
P'C-'USE
(London)
stores already on their books
throughout Britain, and have taken
4. Baby Baby -Teenagers
"THE LONELY MAN'^_
on 30 extra staff to cope. Conquest
(Columbia)
r ‘
is released in the U. S. on the
5. Long Tall Sally.. .Richard
"TENNESSEE" ERNIE FORD
Liberty label.
RECORDED BY
.(London) .

m

JetVMC * CAHN*S

Brit. Conquest Rolling
With Cycling Distrib

Russ Carlyle Booked
For Two Toil Stands

FACE IN THE

CROWD

British Disk Best Sellers

Another

MAMA GUITAR

BMl ‘Pin Up' Hit

MOON”

GALE STORM.
BONNIE GUITAR.
PUBLISHED BY

dandelion MUSIC CO.

6. Don’t Forbid Me. . . .Boone
(London)
7. Rock-A-Billy .... Mitchell
(Philips)
8. Butterfly .Williams
(London)
9. Homeward Angel.Ray
(Philips)
10. Ninety-Nine Ways Hunter
(London)

Atlantic Pacts Robinson
Atlantic Records has tapped Ne¬
gro singer Robin Robinson to a
term pact, Label also bought up
Robinson’j master of “I Promise
You” from the Antler diskery and
is prepping a national distribution
of the tune under the Atlantic ban¬
ner.
Diskery plans to hit the pop

Capitol Recording

LONELY.6MAH
PARAMOUNT

MUST

CORPORATION

t^SSlET?
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On The Upbeat
San bran cisco—(Pac. Coast Musie)

Minneapolis—(Schmitt Music Co.)

Kansas City—(Jenkins Music Co.)

Indianapolis—(Pearson Music Co.)

Detroit—(Grinnell Bros. Music)

I
"3
l I
I I
fc 1

San Antonio—(Alamo Piano Co.)

-TAKIL i T Survey of retail sheet music.
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
ASCAP
t BMI

Chicago—(Lyon-Healy Music Co.)

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLER!ei

New York

Boston—(Mosher Musie Co.)

Eleanor Morrison, of Columbia
Records publicity department, left
Q
CO
for Europe yesterday (Tues.) . , .
m
o
T
Tina Robin, new Coral Records
0)
9
“w
0
pactee, into the Roxy Theatre May
3
T
16 . . . Dean Jones will plug his
3
A
MGM slicing of “Young and in
g
4
L
Love” on Steve Allen’s NBC-TV
•M
show Sunday (12) . . . Tunesmith
m
Alice Sims penned 14 calypsongs
P
j.
National
for UA’s “Calypso Island” . . .
0
e
Si
Stanley .L. Goodman named direc¬
Rating
CM
I
tor of coordinated marketing serv¬
■i
N
This La§t
*
ices at Harshe-Rotman.. public re¬
T
wk. wk.
Title and Publisher
4*
o
lations firm. Goodman had been
CO J
S
with Decca’s sales department for
the past 15 years . . . W. D. Mizell
{•Round.
and
Round
(Rush)......
7
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1* 2
•1
1
2 10&
1
Jr. named sales manager- of B. T.
tAil Shook Up (Presley-Shalimar).
4
2
5
3
4
5
3
2
2
1
4
1
87
. 2
Crump Co., Columbia’s Richmond
tAlmost Paradise (Peer)..
2
9
7
distributor.
3
1
4
6
6
3
4
58
'3
Bob Nash joined Gotham Re¬
tMarianne (Montclare)...
8
3
6
3
. 7
5
3
3
2
7
55
T
cording as account exec . . . Capri
•{■Why,, Baby, Why (Winneton)- 5
5
4
10
3
5
7
5A 6
5
44
Records set Gil Edelstein as staff
2
4 10
1
2
photographer . . Charlie Grade,
3
5B 7 ••{■Little Darlin’ (Excelloric)
44
Cameo disker, set for Alan Freed’s
tButterfly (Hill & Range)
6
4
6
5
5
4
<9
32
7
ABC-TV rock ’n’ roll show Satur¬
*Do I Love You (Williamson).... 10' 3
6 *.
9
6
4
28
'8 -14
day (11) . . . Terri Stevens set for
'{Chantez, Chantez (Chantez).
Atlantic City’s Steel Pier June 8-9
6
4
8
6 ,6
22
9
. . . Baritone Myron Vincent contParty
Doll'
(Jackie).
•8
10 10
9
3
7
8
20
* 10,
certizes at Carnegie Recital Him
tNinety-Nine Ways (Maryland)..
6
8
12
8
7
10
16
' ii
May 19 . . . Kirk Stuart opens at
the Picadilly, Fail River, Mass..
■(•Gone (Hill & Range)....
7
13
1 10
12
15
May 13 for four weeks . . . Betty
•{•Dark-Moon (Dandelion).
4
8
10
9
13A 10
13
Wells making the rounds of deef Wind in the Willow (Broadcast)..
2 „.8
10
13
• 13B 11
jays in Philly, Baltimore and Wash¬
ington for her new ABC-Para¬
t Around the World (Young).
1
9
12
mount etching.
VIP label inked crooner Billy
W. Berlin Disk Bestsellers Brando . . . Teddy Quartell oreh
currently at Bill Bertolotti’s in
Berlin, April 30.
Greenwich Village . . , Daken X.
1. Banana-Boat ... .Belafonte
Broadhead, Allied Records prexy,
(RCA)
heading out for a six-week tour of
Lee Morris', Hub's scholarly tunesmith-teacher is on a western kick
2. Cindy, Oh Cindy... .Sauer
Europe .. . . Bernie Wayne hitting
that’s paying off, He' had four new songs out including “Three Ways,”
(Electrola)
the deejay circuit for his current
recorded by Kitty Wells on Decca; four versions of “Needle And
3. Don’t Forbid Me...Boone
ABC-Paramount release “The
(London)
Leaky Faucet” and “Abner The
Thread,” headed by Anita Carter’s on Victor; “Actress Of The Year,”
Baseball.”
4. Marie mit BlickBertelmann
which he wrote with Gene Kilham, by Lorry Raine on Advance; and
(Electrola)
“Forty Nine Juke Boxes” by Alfie Weatherby on Roulette. Morris
5. Young Love,.James
London
just sold “Honky Tonkin” to Hill & Range, “Billy Willy” (with Rose
(Capitol)
Freddie Bell. & Bellboys arrived
6. Gelsomina .Ramblers
Marie McCoy) to Bobby Mellin, and “Thirsty Lips” (with Bee Walker
Friday (3) for their British tour
(Philips)
and Kay Toomey) to Barton music. He has also completed a score
. . . The Hedley Ward Trio, an in¬
7* Moonlight Gambler.Laine
strumental-vocal combo, will do a
for a country musical.
(Philips)
week’s
cabaret stint at the Savoy
8. Peter, komm’ heut...
Hotel commencing May’ 27 . . .
" A second “original cast album” is in the offing on “Brigadoon,”
(Green Door) .. Sunnies
Buck Ram,.manager of The Plat¬
which is concluding a successful, limited revival at the Adelphi, N.Y.
(Telefunken)
ters vocal group, arrived in LonRCA Victor issued .the -package on the show when it was originally x 9. Singin’ Blues....;Mitchell
donTast week . . . Songstress Marie
(Philips)
produced on Broadway in 1947.
Benson joined the Londonaires. a
10. Jamaica Farewell
three piece instrumental group . . .
Now, Columbia is dickering with Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
(RCA) .Belafonte
Pianist-trumpeter Ido Martin now
Loewe for another package, this one featuring the cast involved in the
resident at the Club de la Cote
current revival including Robert Roiinseville and Helen Gallagher.
d’Azure with an eight-piece orchesr
tra. The outfit replaces the Leslie
Weeks orch.
In the American Guild of Musical Artists’ pitch for the development
of new groups, Hy Faine, AGMA exec secretary, would like to clear up
Continued from page 45
the point of working, with a non-union operation. “AGMA,” he states,
Hollywood
“would be willing to have uqion people work with non-union groups Artists film, “The Ride Back,”,
Ben Selvin in town to record 76
which Meridian Music is publish¬ sides
to get the local.non-union group going.”
by Lawrence Welk for the
ing. Chico Hamilton’s tunes for RCA
Thesaurus
Transcription
“The Sweet Smell of Success,” a Service . . . Tom Riley & Saints,
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster film, is being Dixieland combo, inaugurate a tal¬
put out by Cal-York Music, also ent policy at Dude’s Westwood . . .
BMI, as is Montclaire Music Morty Stevens, Sammy Davis’ con¬
which has the score for Louis ductor, inked to a Decca pact to
Continued from page 45 ;
de Rochement’s “The Sea Is cut instrumentals on his own . . .
Carole Simpson, former chirp with
song stylists and interpreters whom gan’ or ‘Blue Skies/ which she in¬ Green.” Daywin Music, also BMI, Billy
May’s orch, signed a sevenis publishing tunes from the Bryna
the public publishers and writers troduced in Ziegfeld’s production production, “The Careless Years,” year deal with Capitol and cut an
album
for quick release . . ♦ John
wooed as .a No. 1 plug, the two of ‘Betsy/ she knew her way'with and “The Teacher’s Pet.”
The scores from the British Scott Trotter cleffed a new tune,
toppers were Jolie (A1 Jolson) and a lyric. It was always in impec¬
with
lyrics
by Tom Adair, called
Belle Baker. She was the greatest cably good taste, and she never Neagle-Wilcox film, “These Dan¬ “Where’s the.Happy. Ending?”
Years” and “Sea Wife,”
‘starter’ of a song, and whether it permitted anything either to be gerous
being made abroad by Andre
was an- Italian character song like maudlin or to create any . sensitivi¬ Hakim, are being published in the
Chicago
U. S. by the Big Three (Robbins,
‘Angelo,’ or a dialect number like ties.”
Chico Hamilton takes over the
Feist
&
Miller),
but
performance
’Cohen Owes Me $97/ or whether it
Modern Jazz Room here, July 10,
Berlin's liaison with Miss Baker
^knoney is being collected through for three weeks . .•. Eddie Higgins
was songs of mine such as ‘Michiwas more intimate because of his' BMI due to the fact that Richard Trio at- the Louisville Country
longtime ties with Maurice Abra¬ Mullin, one of the score writers on Club, June 15-1 f) . . .Dan Belloc
Orch at the Aragon Ballroom here,
hams, her second husband, who both films, is a BMI pactee.
In the past, BMI publishers have Aug. 20, for four sets . . . King
died in 1931. He was not only genRecords
pacted Lores Alexandria
had some film music, but not on
eraL professional manager for the the present scale. A few years ago, to cut “This Is Lorez” album here
old Waterson, Berlin & Snyder pub¬ Broadcast Music, BMPs own pub¬ . . . Chubby Jackson with 16-piece
lishing house but he was one of lishing subsid, came up with a big band to be released bn Argo album,
the very few collaborators Berlin hit in “The Song from ‘Moulin Chess Records’ new jazz label.
ever had. Under the nom-de-plume Rouge’/' while Hollis* Music had
of “Ren G. May” (scrambled for a strong entry with the Italian
Pittsburgh
“Germany,” derived from Berlin, film title song, ‘Anna.”
Buddy Morrow orch booked for
of course) he and Abrahams au¬
a one-nighter at West View Park
thored’ “Pullman Porters On Pa¬
May 23 . . , Kai Winding septet and
Dot Does It Easily
rade.” It was published in 1913 by
Woody Herman band playing for
Maurice Abrahams Inc., a subsid¬
Carnegie Tech Spring Carnival this
Hollywood, May 7.
iary of Henry Waterson who, later,
Dot Records picked up the mas¬ week-end . . . Del Monacos, just
with Ted Snyder (also for a limited ter on an album cut independently renewed at Holiday House, consist
1
uofcst, mc.
time a Berlin collaborator) formed by Easy Williams and signed the of three brothers, Del, Pat and
the WBS firm.
gal singer to a term contract. LP Augie Monaco, and Toni Diaz . . .
Sarah McLawler Trio, with Miss
Berlin stresses that whether it ^was produced by Jack Elliott.
on organ, Richard Otto
Crider the deal with label's al¬ McLawler
was “special material,” like the
on
violin and Herb Friedberg on
Fast climbing the charts . /*
dialect songs, which the boys wrote bum chief Tom Mack, the package drums, back again at the Hotel
for her with the knowledge that the will be released under the title Flamingo.
ballad plug would be the jackpot “Easy Does It.”
payoff, or whether it was a “money”
Kansas City
SAM DONAHUE TO CINCY
song, Miss Baker .gave each inter¬
Jazz pianist Betty Miller and her
pretation thoroughly professional
Cincinnati, May 7.
treatment.
From
“Michigan”
Sam Donahue brings his band to trio have headed out for a round
$
■ ’
.
(1914),. which was probably Miss .Coney Island’s Moonlite Garden of dates in the midwest and east,
after many months at the Golden
A Great Vocal Rendition by
Baker’s first click with a Berlin May 11 and 12' for amusement Horseshoe
here. Trio opened last
song, to . his later “Blue Skies” park’s third weekend dance session week at Mr. Keily’s, Chi, and are
and the like, she was the prize plug prior to regular opening May 18.
set for the Embers, N. Y., May 27,
Near-freezing temperature Sat¬ and the Theatrical Grill, Cleve¬
for the music men. What impressed
on London Rocorde (#1729) all was her fortitude in introduc¬ urday (4) caused first closing of a land
June 3 . . . Sammy Graham
ing a new ballad cold at the Palace scheduled operating day in Coney’s Quartet went into the Cipango
THI I.F.W©Ob MUSIC CO* INC, within two hours of having re¬ 71-year history. Larry Sonn’s och Club, Dallas, May 6 for an indefi¬
was on deck.
nite engagement, set by Midland
hearsed it.

i- i
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attractions . . . Will Back orch is
due in at the Kansas City Club, to
follow the Bea Vera orch . . . Blue
Barron orch plays' for the spring
formal dinner dance at the Kansas
City Club May 14 . . . Burns Twins
& Evelyn playing one-nighters in
this area and then follow with a
string for the Union Pacific "...
Rusty Draper set for the Balinese
Room, Galveston, opening May 9,
as his next, date following current
stand at Eddys’ here.

Philadelphia
The Vagabonds into the Latin
Casino (May 27-June 1) .
Meg
Myles, the Rover Boys and The
Bon Sons at Chubby’s for full
frame (6-12) . . . Josephine Premice
current at the Celebrity Room (611) .... Lionel Hampton plays Pep’s
(6-11) . . . La Varne Baker booked
into Sciolla’s next week (13-18) . . .
Eddie Dano, South Philly vocalist,
signed by Music Corp. of America
. . ..Ed Barsky has.snared the Verve
label for his distributing firm . . .
Sal Mineo due in town (10) on his
“Start Movin’ ” platter.

San Francisco
A1 Levitt’s San Francisco Rec¬
ords has signed Ree Brunell, Bob
Hodes and Barbara Dane and made
a deal with Bernie Green to record
some albums and the firm’s first
Stereo Tape package in New York
. . . singer Ronnie Draper, of Bim¬
bo’s 365 Club, is' recovering from
an appendectomy . . . Walt Tolleson’s orch went into the Villa Hotel
. . . Enid Mosier booked into Fack’s
II May 30.

Wall Heads to Europe
On BMI Goodwill Trek
Charles A. Wall, Broadcast Music
Inc. v.p. and prexy of Associated
Music Publishers, BMI’s longhair
subsid, is heading for Europe this
week on a goodwill tour of for¬
eign licensng societies and publish¬
ers.
He’ll also attend the Interna-’
tional Rotarian convention in
Switzerland as a U.S. delegate.

Kostelanetz on BBC-TV
London, May 7.
Andre Kostelanetz planed into
London today (Tues.) to appear on
a BBC-TV program, on Sunday
(12), and conduct the Royal Phil¬
harmonic Orchestra.
His program will consist largely
of modern American music, and
include music from “Carousel,”
and “Oklahoma.”

Belle Baker Services

f

The1

OF THE
WEEK

MIKE SECREST
.

sings

THE GIFT
and

Do You
„ Promise
K 12479

lYOUR HEART

DON’T CRY
MY LOVE
VERA LYNN

TRUE LOVE GONE
(Com* On Home)
Sensationally Recorded by

• BETTY MADIGAN
on Coral

• THE ENCHANTERS
on Coral

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
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Toronto Boom Draws U.S.'Hotel Coin
For New Building; Blue Laws a Hurdle
Toronto, May 8.
The virtually uncontrollable ex¬
pansion of Toronto is making this
market one of the prime invests
ment areas of American capital,
with the Knott Hotels being the
latest to try for the Canadian mar¬
ket with its preem last week
(Thurs.) of the 350-room Westbury.
The Sheraton chain is already in
that town, and local hotels are
either being built or adding to its
present, plants.
The Westbury is the second in¬
ternational unit opened by that
chain, first having been the re¬
cently opened Westbury, London.
This units is the 26th unit either
leased, managed or owned by the
organization, now the third largest
inn-circuit in the world.
The desirability of Toronto as an
investment for American hotel cap¬
ital is seen by the fact that the
1,200-room Royal York, the largest
hotel in the. British Empire, is cur¬
rently building 400 additional
rooms. The 600-room Lord SimcOe
is currently under construction,
and the Park Plaza has built a
large modern addition.
The particular downtown sector
of Toronto, where the Westbury is
located, is the most convenient to
the Maple Leaf Gardens, the larg¬
est meeting and sports site in the
town, and is near the Canadian
Parliament buildings.
On the entertainment scale, a
pianist presides,, in the inn’s Sky
Lounge with a view reminiscent of
that from the Mark Hopkins Hotel,
San Francisco.
Blue Laws
However, the entertainment fac¬
tor here is similar to that which is
faced by any hotel and cafe opera¬
tion in Toronto, one of the strictest
towns in the • Dominion, with the
Lords Day Alliance constantly
fighting any liberalization of the
Bliie Laws. Bluenoses are now en¬
gaged in a struggle to eliminate
the town’s Sunday papers. Only
last week did ,the journals in that
city publish on the Sabbath (with
material prepared generally on
Saturday).
Fact that the Monday a.m. edi¬
tions were prepared Sunday night
hadn’t phased the reformists in the
least. Under present cafe laws,
there’s a maximum selling time to
1 a.m., and on Saturday, the drinks
have to be off the table by mid¬
night. In addition, present laws for, bid bars without food adjuncts.
When the liquor sales stop at mid¬
night, the restaurant portions must
remain open until 1 a.m.
The nitery operators cannot get
off the nut with expensive shows
under that setup, they mourn.
Names, generally of the genre jazz,
are brought in . only occasionally,
mainly, as a prestige measure. The
niteries have to go along with
either inexpensive - acts or.musical
(Continued on page 58)

ALPARYIN ON DINAH’S
BIG FLAMINGO CLICK
New York.
Editor, Variety:
Your attention is directed to ar¬
ticle entitled “Cafe Managers Se¬
cret” etc., issue of April 24.
I refer only to that portion
which deals with Dinah^hore’s en¬
gagement at the Flamingo Hotel
this past Feb. 14-March ft Whoever
authored this article certainly went
far afield for his information. v
If you are interested in the true
figures, they are stated herewith.
During the three-week engagement
of Dinah Shore, our attendance
record in the Flamingo Room
(where Miss Shore appeared twice
nightly) surpassed by close to 20%
any other three-week period in the
history of the hotel. Furthermore,
traffic and sales in all other de¬
partments were up by that per¬
centage or better.
To further express.our feelings
about Miss Shore, ’ she can come
back to the Flamingo any time she
chooses, no questions asked.. She
can name her own price, terms,
and conditions, and what’s more,
neve/ have I known a star to sur¬
pass her, not only in talent, but
fine character and integrity as
well.
I believe an injustice had been
done Miss Shore, since she did a
magnificent job at the Flamingo.
Hotel Flamingo, Inc.
(By A. B. Parvin, Pres.).

Rock V Roll Troupe
Into Texas Drive-In
Houston, May 7.
Johnny Carroll, Decca recording
artist and his rock *n’ roll revue,
are, appearing at the King Center
Twin Drive-In here currently.
The show will appear on-both the
west or east side of the ozoner in
addition to the double screen bill,
which is different on either side.
In the revue are Toni Kaye, the
Heartbeats and six Other acts, in
a 45-minute show.

RRPrexyon‘Sad
State of Tourism’
In New England
*

Boston, May 7.
Yankeeland's handling of tour¬
ist biz nabbed a blast from Patrick
B, McGinnis, prexy of the Boston
& Maine Railroad, at the Early
Bird breakfast of the N. E. Hotel
Assn. Jhere.
Speaking on “Railroads and the
Tourist Business," he said: “There
is no proper recognition, either by
transportation interests, hotel and
resort businesses, and the New
-England states and their munici¬
palities of the tourist business. In
my opinion, the tourist business in
New England is geared to tour-*
ists from New England—the ‘aver¬
age guy/ a ihan with a wife and
two or three children who own one
of the country’s 60 million automo¬
biles, generally second-hand; who
has two weeks' vacation and is
looking for an inexpensive place to
spend it."
The luxury class is out, he de¬
clared. “The airlines have found
it out; the railroads have found it
out; and the hotels, are finding it
out. “Competition from such well
publicized states as California, Ari¬
zona, Oregon, Minnesota, and now
even Oklahoma is geared to recog¬
nition of just what the tourist is
and of making available places
where he ctan stay at reasonable
rates for himself, his family, and
his car."
He referred specifically to Long
Island’s Jones Beach, which has
adequate accommodations for 180,000 persons daily with parking, fa¬
cilities for their cars. He criti¬
cized the policy in several New
England areas—“Cape Cod, where
‘private ■ property' signs bar tour¬
ists unless they are residents or
club members"—New Hampshire's
lake area, which could, with proper ;
facilities, enjoy the biggest tourist
business ever—ai^d Maine, which
does not provide sufficient, facili¬
ties to care for a really big tourist
influx, he opined.

Platters to B. A.
The Platters, current at the Pal¬
ladium, London, have been signed
to work the Opera House, Buenos
Aires, following their tour of the
British 'Isles, They’ll work this
town jas well, aS other South Amer¬
ican cities for six weeks.
. .They’re expected to return to the
U. J3. in the middle of this month,
and will leave early in June for
the South American stands.

Ringling,,ATPAM
Settle Row Over
Hub Garden Stand
A dispute which flared up last
week between' the Ringling Bros,
and Bamum & l^ailey Circus and
the Association ot Theatrical Press
Agents and Managers, was settled
this week'. Union had claimed that
non-union press agents-were doing
advance work, and demanded that
the work be done by ATP AM
members. Ah advance man,-How¬
ard Barry was sent up to goston
on Monday (6) to work on the
show which preems at the Boston,
Garden May 14.
Last. week the Ringlirigs gaye
notice to three of its four press
agents.
Frank Braden, Reggie
Dennenholtz . and Andrew Clark
were pink slipped and Barry re¬
tained Union admits the circus
had a right to do so under the
terms of its deal during its run
at the Madison Square Garden.
However, it objected to any work
being done in advance by non¬
union members.
Under terms of the union deal,
a second pressagent is to be named
by the end of the week to continue
with the show. Union had threat¬
ened that' unless its terms were
complied with, it would start pick¬
eting the unioh.
Union had already notified the
Boston Garden of its intended ’.ac¬
tion. However, it was pointed out
that under ' its agreement, with
Ringling, the, .flacking Was to be
done by Ringling with the cost to
be taken off the top. Agreement
also called, for complete unioniza¬
tion of all crafts by Ringling so
that there would be no such diffi¬
culty as last year when the Amer¬
ican Guild of Variety Artists And
the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters picketed the Boston
Garden.

Book Lennon Sisters
For Vacation Dates

AGVA Running H’wood Bowl Benefit
As 1st of Shows for Ailing Members
;

-

1

Okie. Expo Sets eeker
For Grandstand ShWs
Dallas, May 7.
Oklahoma Semi-Centennial Ex¬
position, Set for Oklahoma City,
June 14-July 7, has engaged
Charles R. Meeker. Jr. to produce
a series of nightly grandstand
shows.
Meeker, a State Fair of Texas
veefree, is also managing director
and producer of the State Fair
Musicals here. Additionally, he’s
booker for the
Sfatler-Hilton
Hotel’s Empire Rdom. In his Okla¬
homa endeavor he’ll be assisted by
Thomas L. Hughes, new assistant
managing director of the musicals
here, and Peter Wolf, scenic de¬
signer also associated with the lo¬
cal summer shows for 10 seasons.

In Newark Under
Former Burley Op
Newark, May 7.
City license authorities last week
turned down an application to run
sepia shows at the Empire Theatre,
here, which formerly housed bur¬
lesque shows.
Samuel H. Lohman, license supervisor, declared
that the action was based on the
ground that Jess D. Myers, former
manager of the Empire during its
hurley era, was a stockholder and
secretary of the firm which sought
to stage the layout.
' According to the rejection, Myers,
during his tenure as manager
of the Empire for I. Hirst Enter¬
prises, “repeatedly permitted the.
exhibition of lewd and 'inde¬
cent performances which were of¬
fensive to public morals and de¬
cency."
Local police chief had
recommended that the license de¬
partment reject any theatrical
enterprise with which’ Myers was
connected.
In its application for a license,
it was stated that the“show would
comprise recognized Negro artists
who had never been In burlesque.
The Empire was closed last Feb¬
ruary with passage of an anti-strip
amendment to tne city theatre or¬
dinance.
The house license Was
revoked April 10.

Hollywood, May 7.
Lennon Sisters, teenage vocal
group bn Lawrence Welk’s ABCTV shows, have been pacted for a
series of live engagements during
summer vacation, months.
The.
group kicks off with Portland Rose
Las Vegas, May 7.
Show, June 13, plus engagement
Riviera Hotel has picked up its
Iowa and Indiana State Fairs later option on Liberace and is bringing
in summer.
him in f or a'three-week stand be¬
Bookings were made through ginning May 15. Hotel had an opGabbe, Lutz, Heller & Loeb.
-tion on the pianist’s show for
either May or August and chose
the current date. •
Option pickup came after the
shortening of Liberace’s N, Y. Pal¬
ace stand.
He flies here next
week after an appearance on' the
Pefry Como show. Following the
Riviera, he treks, to Kansas City to
open the Starlite Theatre season'
for
one week with his own unit.
what like the Lido with specialty
acts studded b^twedn ax series of
richly mounted dance numbers, Troupers itonor Davis Jr.
plus the addition of mechanical
The Troupers, the femme theat¬
aspects salted with the proper rical organization, will honor Sam¬
my Davis Jr. at its annual soiree
nude values.
Pierre Sandrini, who died five to be held-.May 26 at the Latin
Quarter, N. Y, Proceeds will go
years,, ago, • had bought the Moulin to its welfare fund, which concen¬
Rouge before the war and was trates on the children of the the¬
planning to transfer his success¬ atrical needy.
ful Tabarin to this spot. He felt
Mrs. Cecil Becl&nan Jacobs is
the Tabarin and its aging meccano chairmanning the event.
effects.were getting old fashioned.
The war intervened and he rfold
the Rouge to- Jo France, However,
Dallas Fan Ups Hughes
he stipulated that it could not have
Dallas, May 7.
a revue, but only a music hall for¬
Thomas L. Hughes, who for the
mat.
past 18 months has served as
When the Lido group took over house manager of. the State Fair
the Tabarin they also bought into Auditorium, has been named as¬
the Rouge with Bauchet. However, sistant managing director.
The post is a newly created one.
they too feel the Tabarin mi.y neea
top much refurbishing to serve The new duties encompass those of
their purposes. So, with Bauchet the executive assistant, a post va¬
willing next March ’58 should see cated by Miss Betty Pierce after
a new big scale revue nitery in five years with the State Fair Musi¬
action.
cals.

Paris Night Life Beaucoup Boxoffice;
Lido Syndicate Setting New Top Spot
Paris; May 7.
The Lido Syndicate., (Clerico
Bros., Pierre-Louis Gtierin, Rene
Fraday) which owns the Lido, the
shuttered Bal Tabarin, The Empire
Theatre (now housing Cinerama),
and 51% of the Moulin Rouge
(with Jean Bauchet now running it
and holding 49%), has decided to
have another big scale cabaret, a la
the Lido, on the Paris scene next
spring. It will be either the Tabarin or the Moulin Rouge, which
would be .changed from its pres¬
ent vaude-cabaret format, to that
of big scale- revue like the Lido
spec.
Syndicate has been toying1 with
the idea for some time now. At
first they were reluctant to reopen
the Tabarin and create competition
for themselves. But the success of
the Lido, SRO every night, with
people coming early to dine so at.
to have good seats, convinced them
there was room for another sump¬
tuous nitery revue in another part
of town.
, The new revue would be some¬
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RIVIERA, L.V., PICKS UP
3-WK.LIBERACE OPTION

' Arrierican. Guild of Variety Ar
.tists >will stage a mammoth an
star show at Hollywood Bowl Jim*
28 for the benefit of St. Joseoh
Hospital, Burbank, as the first sten
in a nationwide program to takS
care of the hospital needs of the
union’s membership. Because of
the migrant nature of their work
AGVA members normally are not
eligible for county or state aid
or group insurance benefits in the
event of illness.
Entire proceeds of the June 28
show will be turned over to the
hospital—60% for its unrestricted
use and the remaining 40% to be
set asifle for treatment of AGVA’s
needy membei^s.
Approximately
20% of the union’s membership
are wholly or1 parttime residents of
this area:
Show will probably
serve as a pattern for other bene,
fits in other sections of the coun.
try so that a similar program rf
hospital aid can be launched 'on
a nationwide basis.National administrator Jackie
Bright, sick and relief director
Margie Coates, president Georgie
Price and western regional direc¬
tor Irvin P. Mazzei selected Los
Angeles as the site of the initial
project with similar shows and
subsequent benefits planned for
San Francisco, Denver, Seattle
Chicago and St. Louis.
’
George Murphy and Le Roy
Prinz have been named to coordin¬
ate the talent and stage the show
for which top name stars from all
branches of the industry will be
enlisted. Tickets will be scaled to
a $5.50 top at the 20,000-seat Bowl.
Gov. Goodwin J. Knight, a life
member of AGVA, has accepted
chairmanship of the benefit event,

BERJLE BACK IN HARNESS
FOR NIGHT CLUB DATES
Milton Berle is resuming nitery
dates. He’s been pacted for a 10day' stint at the Latin Casino,
Philadelphia, June 3, and the Elm¬
wood Casino, Windsor, Ont., start¬
ing June 17.
The Dunhills are the only act
•signed to go with Berle, thus far,

Hilton Hotel in Vienna
Looms; Berlin’s Started
Vienna/ April 30.
The “Hilton war" ended here
with a compromise. Provided no*
new difficulties turn up, the Aus¬
trian capital will have its Hilton
Hotel in two or three years. The
City Senate offered the space the1
Vienna Ice Skating Assn, occu¬
pies at present. Despite the fact
that this association has a contract
expiring only in 1971, it is believed
other space can be found for the
association. New site is on the
border of the City Park and will
be connected with the neighboring
Beethoven Square.
Charles Warner will be the
American architect for the 11-story
building, having 350 rooms. 1
Berlin Cornerstone Laid
Berlin, April 30.
Conrad Hilton officially incorpo¬
rated Berlin into his vast hotel net¬
work . with the cornerstone laying
ceremony of the Berlin Hilton Ho¬
tel on Budapester Strasse. The
event, accomplished . in the true
Hiitonian fashion, was attended by
some 500 persons, including gov¬
ernment dignitaries.
When completed In 1958, the
Berlin Hilton will-have 350 rooms,
conference rooms and ballrooms,
several restaurants, including an
.American style cafeteria, a swim¬
ming pool and space for several
small stores.
PANRUCKER IN CALGARY
/ * *
Calgary, Atla., May 7.
John Panrucker, has been named
manager of the Alberta Jubilee
Auditorium in Calgary. He has
been associated With Odeon Thea¬
tres in Calgary since last August
when he came from England. He
managed the Uptown and Grand
theatres' and the 17th Avenue
drive-in-.
In England, -Panrucker was gen¬
eral manager-and director of a
chain of houses, including the Mal¬
vern Festival theatre. He was also
associated with Jamor Productions
in England, „
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Canadian Natl Exhibition Aims For !
Year-Round Biz With Theatre Adjunct
Toronto, May 7. ' .make way for an office building,
The Canadian National Exhibi¬ ■Uie Queen Elizabeth Theatre will
tion will make a try fo£ greater try for theatrical events as well.
year-round activity with the con¬ However, execs say that they pres¬
struction of the Queen Elizabeth ently will not bid against the older
Theatre, expected to be ready in theatre for events, but may accept;
time for this year’s Fair opening, them if the other house -turns it
Aug. 25. House,, a. 1,325-seater with down.
adjoining ^exhibition space of 63,- , The theatre and convention hall
000 square feet, will make a try will represent an outlay of about
not only for conventions, but for $3,500,000. House will have a dou¬
ble turntable on a* stage with a
theatrical events as well.
With reports current that the proscenium arch of 88 feet wide
JRoyal Alexandra Theatre may
(Continued om page 58)

Salisbury Still Dry
Salisbury, Mass., May 7.
Salisbury must be totally' dry.
The Supreme Judicial Court ruled.
Friday (3) that the beach resort
town must remain in state of dry¬
ness.
Package stores were voted
‘out by the town at last November’s
election.
Justice John V. Spald¬
ing ruled that a recount on Nov. 13
m whith package stores were de¬
clared a winner by eight votes was
illegal.
*
j
“The entire recount is a nullity,”,
the court said. The. court, in up¬
holding a lower court decision, di¬
rected that thel town registrar
record the vote on the. package
Store question at the original totals
Of 776 for package stores and 778
against.

This happens once in a decade —
1920, The Castles; 1930, The DeMarcos; 1940, The Champions

HAL L0MAN
AND HIS

Playmates
Currently

COPACABANA
NEW YORK
PAniEfr
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New Acts

“Hal Loman, who worked with
Sammy Davis Jr. In the late,
legit musical, “Mr, Wonderful,”
has been tapped by Davis for
appearance with him at the
Copa. Loman, with two femmes
flanking him, has devised an im¬
aginative and highly colorful
dance turn that can stand serv¬
ice in virtually any class nitery
operation, apd in video and the¬
atre situations as well.
“Loman and his blondes are
excellently costumed, routined
with precision, and' perform
spiritedly. Two major works, at
show caught, are labeled ‘Love
Story! and ‘Dragnet.’ In each,
Loman gets a chance to do some
good solo bits, but the latter
gives him a top sendoff. Loman
group gets a deservedly strong .
mitt.”
Jose.

Vaude, Cafe Dates
Nety York
Juliette Greed, at* work on' the
20th Fox pic “The Sbn Also Rises,”
has been resigned for the Hptel
Waldorf-Astoria, in April of next
year '.. , Rhonda Fleming has been
pacted for the Tropicanan, Las
Vegas, May 16 . *
Dick Shawn
doing a Sept. 30 date there V . *
Moore Sc Lessy go to the^oco^
Phoenix, July 30’. . . Galefta opens^
at the Viennese Lantern, Tuesday
(14) . . . Joey Bishop doing a July
3 stand at the Americana, Miami
Beach . . . Patricia Wilson tapped
for the Chase, St. Louis, Aug. 23.
.... Johnny Puleo to work the Latip
Quarter, Oct^ 3 . . . Maurice Rocco
to work the Dunes, Las Vegas, June
20 . . . Terri Stevens inked for the
Chase, St. Louis, May 21 and the
Eden Roc, Miami Beach, June 20.

EARL WILSON—New York Post
“Other show-stoppers in the fine new
show: Hal-Loman and His Playmates.”

LEE MORTIMER—New 'York Mirror
“Wonderful Hal Loman and His Play¬
mates ♦ , . What a grand act!”
GENE KNIGHT—N. Y. Journal-American
“Dancing Hal Loman and his playmates
(two pretty girls) opened the revue with
speed. Loman, who resembles Frank Sin¬
atra but dances much better, displayed
plenty of showmanship. I think this is one
of the best dance acts in the business.”

Looking Forward to the TOUR, with the
WILL MASTIN TRIO Starring SAMMY DAVISr Jr.
Direction
Musical Arrangements
by MARTY STEVENS

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Dallas

Jean Channon Trio and the
Brooks Bros, into Colony Club for
Wayne Roland inked for the two. frames . . . Organist Horace
Henry Grady. Hotel, Atlanta,; Mon. Smith moved into the Italian Vil¬
(13), for two weeks . . . Tune Tat¬
tlers set for the Claridge Hotel, lage, with-singer Teel Stanford 'and
Memphis, Sat. (11), for one frame pianist Howard Stafford into the
during “Cotton Carnival” with adjacent Village Club . . . New
Lee Wiley on same bill . . . Mort Show Club has The Commodores,
Sahl, currently at the Blue Note vocal quartet, with Johnny Mathis
here through Sunday (12), returns due May 13 and exotic Kalantan
June 19 for two sets . . . Virginia joins the bill May 18. Lucille Cun¬
O'Brien into the Silver Moon, Pu-. ningham stays on with songs and
eblo, Colo., May 16, 'for one week accordion . . . Danny Marshall
... Andrini Bros. (2) move into opened at Luigi’s for an indefinite
. Statler-Hilton, with Jose
the .Muehlebach, K.C., for two stay . . company
current, has dated
frames, June 21 . / . De John Sis-y ;Greco’s
Myron
Cohen,
May Iff* Buddy Ebters due to play the Rancho Don sen, May 30; Bob
McFadden and
Carlos, Wihnepeg, May 24, on a Jo Ann Miller, June
13; Rusty
two week.er '. . . Three Suns set for Draper, June 21; Gogi Grant, July
Angelo’s Studio Inn, .Omaha, June 11 and Larry Storch, July 25. Bob
10, for one frame.
Cross’ orch, holdovers since the
Empire.’s Room’s Jan., 1956, open¬
ing, returns to the Balinese Room,
__
Hollywood
Galveston, in July, but returns to
Carsony Sc his. Twin Bros, set to the Statler-Hilton on Sept. 5.
support the'McGuire Sisters who
Open at the Cocoanut Grove May
PROFESSIONAL
15 . , .. Songstress Betsy Diincan
COMEDY MATERIAL
opens at the Hotel Riviera, Las
Vegas> today (8) . . . Buddy Rich
for all Theatricals
breaks in his nitery act featuring
GLASONS
PUN-MASTER
himself as a singer at Larry Pot¬
• Th« Original Show Biz Gag Pile
ter’s Supper Club today (8) ...
*We Service the Stars
. June Christy has been set to fol¬
35 Issues $25 — First 13 for $7
Singly—$1.05 .Each In Sequence
io^ the Four Freshmen Into the
• 3 Perody Books** per Bk-$10 e
Crescendo beginning May 17 . . .
• 3 Blackout Books, per Bk_$25 cl
The Thaliahs will stage.. another
• Minstrel Budget .$25 r
charity affair v at Ciro’s Oct; 21.
How to Mestor the Ceremonies
$3. per. Copy
I Buddy Bregma'n will, produce the
• "The Comedian" Monthly Service e
show, with music conducted by
$15 per Yiear <12 issues)
Elmer- Bernstein. We Also Teach M.CJIng and Comedy

Chicago

Kansas Cify
Cordoling shift from the Hotel
Muehlebach to Canada with a .date
at the Bellevue Casino, Montreal,
opening May 23,- the first of several'

Let a Reel Professional Train You
NO C.O.D/S
BILLY G LAS ON
200 W. 54th St., NXp. 19. Dept. V
Circle 7-1130

RAY R0MAINE
and CLAIRE
Laine Doubling On
TV in British Tour "Delightfully \

London, May 7.
Frankie Laine, who opens a two
week vaude season at the London
Palladium next Monday (13), is
scheduled .to headline the bill of
Associated Television’s top'Show,
“Sunday Night At The London Pal¬
ladium” on May 26.
Laine, who will be coming to.
London from Paris where he’s set
to play the Olympia Theatre tomor¬
row (Wed.) night, will also-do a
short concert tour, taking in sev¬
eral major British cities. His last
Palladium appearance was in 1953,
Ringling Circus to Dallas
Dallas, May 7.
Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
Bailey Circus has dated the 10,000seat coliseum of the Dallas Mem¬
orial Auditorium for a week’s
stand, Nov. 18-25,
New downtown showhouse, with
an adjoining 1,700-seat legit theatre, is due completion in June.

MARTIN BURDEN—New York Post
“Hal Loman and His Playmates—a dancer
who looks/ like a youthful Sinatra, and his
two pretty partners—make something bright
and entertaining of the dance spot.”

dates lfi Canada . . . BeaVera
(5) out of the Kansas City Club to
the. Midland Club, Midland Tex0
for four weeks . . , Don Roto
set by the ^McConkey agency fJJ
the summer seaSon at the Broad?
moor Hotel, Colorado {Springs Q
Roy Cunningham prch Currently in
tfte Kansas City Club . .\ CharlM
Drake orch opened at the Heidel.
berg Hotel, Jackson, Miss, April 27
for five weeks , .
Orchid Room
reopened .last week after beine
closed several irioriths,* presenting
The All-Stars with Bob Wilson
Clay Tyson, Tommy Green, Irene
McLaurian, Clarisa
Reed
Tommy Leonettl and Doris Stocktor make up the bill for the Terrace
Grill opening May 10.
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Tiny Cintemas and Vaude Houses
Seen Invigorated by Brit. Tax Cut
Glasgow, April 30.'
Smaller exhibs in population
areas up to 3,000 persons are
elated by. the tax concessions in
the British Budget. They will, now
get complete tax exemption.
Scotland has a large number of
scattered towns and villages of one
cinema, normally.a small capacity
house with-modest aims. Inrbads
of video hit Kiard at such small¬
time theatres.
Exhibs controlling larger thea¬
tres, while partially satisfied by the
Budget cuts, are not- unduly op¬
timistic.
Most expected larger
cuts all-round.
Vaude theatre operators are
pleased. 'Charles Tripp, manager
.of the Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh',
said more coin would now be put
back into the theatre, and'manage¬
ments would take chances. More
and better productions should re¬
sult.Policy of Howard & Wyndham
group has always been to keep
prices as low as possible. Top
price for musicals has been $1.50,
for normal stage plays presented
by London companies $1.20, and
for repertory companies 90c. These
figures included an all-over enter¬
tainments tax of about 14%.
Theatre managements in the
provinces like to feel the tax cut
■ as oxygen being pumped into a
dying patient. Alex Frutin, boss of
■ the Metropole vaudery, Glasgow,

said; “I am delighted that this crip¬
pling tax is being abolished. “The
burden of taxation prevented the
small theatres from being modern¬
ize and giving patroris the comfort
they deserved.”

O&J TO SUMMER
IN TENT LAYOUTS
T)lson 8c Johnson have signed
for a trio of dates in music tents.
They will bring their revue to the
Oakdale Music Tent, Wallingford,
Ct., July.. 22, and the Warwick
Music Tent, Warwick, R.I. Breakin
in this field will be at the Brandywyne Music Box, Concordville,
Pa. Team is dickering for other
canvas dates during the summer.
Many tents' and summer stock
situations are looking to the variety
field for shows this year as re¬
placements for. the standards no
longer drawing and because of the
minimum production costs attached
to vaude presentations.

Spivak Injured
Charlottesville, Va., May 7.
Charlie Spivak and Three side-’
men in his -band were injured in
an auto accident near here early
today (Tues.).
Spivak was treated for khee and
hand injuries at the U. of Virginia
Hospital and released.

Gabbe-Lutz and Heller
are proud to announce

Toronto
== Continued from page 54 =!

combos and singing pianists. All
package liquor stores, incidentally,
must shutter at 6 p-.m.
As it is, most restaurants have
some sort of music and most^ per¬
mit dancing. The 10% tax applies
to all Spots .with any type of ‘' en¬
tertainment.‘There are. many spots.
With cocktail talent in the town.
Toronto’s major need is more
convention space. However, many
feel that With, the space available
they could have more out-of-t9wnei’S coming here if the entertain¬
ment setup were only liberal
enough to cause nitery owners to
gamble with some top talents.
Under, the present setup, most
Torontonians with a hankering for
top1 entertainment, shuffle off to
Buffalo’s Town Casino and that
general area for name values. Thus,
.the- strict Sabbath rules prevent
not only a large’ amount of money
from flowing in, but also cause a
major exodus of coin.
Growth Phenomenal
Despite this, the growth of To¬
ronto is phenomenal. There’s a
marked flight from suburban areas
into the city. There’s a tremendous
amount .of building in progress,
with ^rentals in the very modern
glass-buildings;' which seem to
abound here, going at fancy prices.
Land values on the route’ to the
Malton Airport which services the
city, ran-at about $10 an. acre 10
years ago. Today industrial sites in
that sector go as high as $15,000
an acre. The activity on the To¬
ronto stock exchange, sometimes
has more shares changing hands
than its better known N.Y. equiva¬
lent.
The Knott chain is, on an expan¬
sion kick. The third unit built on
its own, is at the International Air¬
port, Idlewild, N. Y„ the Inter¬
national Hotel, a 320-roomer with
lotsa public spaces including meet¬
ing fooms. Opening is scheduled
for early next year.
If the Toronto unit can’t get
large conventions, it can hold major
meetings with a 200 seat room on
a lower level. The confab depart¬
ment .has become a major activity
of virtually . every commercial
hotel, and the 'dining room and
lounge sales can soar tremen¬
dously, if the meetings can adjourn
early enough.

the association with

William Loeb
artists management

The firm-now to be known as

Gabbe-L utz-IIeller
and Loeb
Artists’ Personal Managers

1626 N. Vine St.

Suite 415

Hollywood 28, Calif,

119 West 57th St.
New York City'

AGVA Elects 49
Confab Delegates
The American Guild of Variety
Artists convention set for Miami
Beach early next month is ready
to roll. Election of delegates, which
closed Saturday (4) called for 49
to attend the confab.
From New’York, those elected
are Michael A. Abbott, Peter Chan,
Charlie Dale, Bob Hope (a vet Scot
comic), Archie Robbins, Joe Smith,
Russell Swann, Allan Walker, Sally
Winthrop and Johnny Woods. ■
In the Los Angeles area* Harry
Dunn, former national administra¬
tive secretary of the union, was
elected, but its’ likely that he will
not be able to attend the confab
because ofjllness. Pinky-Lee was
also chosen. Others from that city
include Bobby Faye, Matty King,
Sid Marion, Harry Mendoza, Sena¬
tor Murphy and Penny Singleton.
The Chi branch will be repre¬
sented by Eddie Burnette, Ray
Conlin Sr., Jack Gwynne, Anne
O’Connor and Robert Sharpe.
Miami Beach delegates are Rajah
Raboid, Buddy Walkers and Rex
Weber. Philadelphia, Joe Campo
alnd Betty Gaynor; San Francisco,
Eddie Bartell and Vince Silk; Bos¬
ton, Charlie Brett and Johnny
Miles; Baltimore, Marion Moore;
Buffalo, Lenny Paige; Cincinnati,
Wally Lane; Cleveland, Linda
Compton* Dallas, Think-a-Drink
Hoffman/Denver, John Ellis; De¬
troit, A1 Tucker; Kansas City,
Harry Otto; Montreal, Romeo
Perusse; New Orleans, Tina Marie;
Pittsburgh, Sylvia Walters; Prov¬
idence, Dick Martin; St. Louis, Bill
Bentlage; Sarasota, Elly Ardelty
ahd' Karl Wallenda; Seattle, Don
George and Toronto, Violet Murray.There were 1,821 votes cast, the
largest number in the history of
the union. Ballots were counted
by the Honest Ballot Assn.

Vejn^aday, May 8, 195?

Inside Stuff-Vaudeville
An interesting situation has developed in the booking of Xavier
Cugat and Abbe Lane, his wife and‘"vocalist. While nitery owners
may book the outfit by dealing directly with Music Corp. of America
a video show. desiring the same combo will have to deal with two
agencies. Miss Lane recently signed a separate representation agree¬
ment with General Artists Corp. Idea’ of the second agency is based
on an attempt to get the singer her own *sliow.

With Off-Limit Citations on Bars
Boston, May 7,
The Armed Services ControlBoard placed 12 of the larger bars
and cqcktail lounges, frequented
by servicemen, off limits as the
outcome of a report branding Hub’s
vice and liquor situation for service,
men the worst in the country. The
crackdown took place Tuesday
night (30) when orders were sent
out from the office of the Provost
Marshal of the New EnglamLarea
that 12 of the larger places cater¬
ing to service personnel in down¬
town Hub were now off limits, and
sefvice personnel are forbidden to
enter the places.
A half dozen others have been
warned and given peremptory
notice to clean up conditions or
be placed under a similar ban. The
crackdown resulted from a study
made by the American Social
Hygiene Asso. of conditions in
Boston. The report was first given
to the Armed Services Control
Board.
Over 20,000 servicemen Tegularly
get weekend passes or furloughs in
the Boston area, service officials
estimated:* On certain holidays the
city becomes a mecca for service¬
men from all over N. E. The offlimits ban was imposed quietly
without any public announcement,
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and 44 feet deep. Turntable will
be reversible with a capacity of 17
tons. New structure will be on the
site previously known as the Wom¬
en’s Building, and will be .renamed
Queen Elizabeth Building. Permis¬
sion for the change of name has al¬
ready been sanctioned by the royal
family.
The CNE, which has a big splash
for 16 days annually, starting late
August, has some activity during
the year. For example, there are.
periodic stock car races and some
buildings can be left to various
organizations, but generally there
ha£ beep ho concerted effort to put
the exhibit on a year-round- basis.
The construction of- the theatre*
however, and. with it opening of
restaurants, refreshment stands
and possibly other buildings, is the
first major step to bring more peo¬
ple to the site. The location is
sufficiently far removed from the
centre pf town so that convention
delegates can take cafe of business
without competition from stores
and shops, and at the same time,
it’s a comaparatively short distance
from other activity.
This year’s top grandstand show,
according to producer Jack Arthur,
will cost more for talent than in
previous years, but the overall
costs ’Will remain about the same.
This year’s topper is Bob Hope
who Will bring his own cast with
him, with a surrounding show to
include* Geoffrey Holder* Jo, Jac
& ’Joni, Alcettys, plus a dancing
chorus of 80, and a 30 voice
chorale.
The record receipts during the
CNE run was attained by the com¬
bination of Ed Sullivan and Mari¬
lyn Bell, which hit $457,000 for 14
shows. It’s the largest self-sustain¬
ing fair in the world, it’s claimed,
and its talent .outlays are the high¬
est in the field. This year, in addi¬
tion to the Bob Hope Show, the
Ringling Bros, and BarnUm • &
Bailey Circus will be there for one
week.

service spokesmen said, in the
hope that conditions would be
corrected.
{
Included among complaints are
solicitation
of servicemen by
women, selling of liquor to minors
and other infractions of license
regulations. The notices of the offlimits regulations are also- posted
to commanders of Army, Navy,
Coast Guard and Air Force posts
and detachments stationed in the
whole area, including scores of
Nike battalions.
New spots put off- limits in Hub
include the Bacchanalian, Berke¬
ley Hotel Bar, Cavana’s Restaurant,
Crosstown Cafe, Friendly Grill,
Novelty Bar, Regent Cafe, Stage
Bar. Previously declared off limits
were; Handy’s Cafe, Army- Base
Diner, 4-11 Club, Punch Bowl,
Revere Cafe, Toraine Cafe, Big
Potato.
Clarence R. Elan* Boston Licens¬
ing Board Chairman, disclosed
that 25 licensed spots were named
in a • confidential report regarding
prosties by the Hygiene Ass’n, NY.
agency which works with the
Pentagon in national surveys.
“If violations are found at any
of these establishments, the board
will take action against those
named immediately,” he said. The
board also sent rules to all estab¬
lishments which must be followed
in the. 30-day cleanup process. In¬
fractions after the 30 days have
elapsed will be punishable.
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LE MONDE, PARIS
“Mais la veritable vedette du pro- i
gramme est GEORGE MATSON, j

..he means

autre habitue du LIDO... II fait I
“pleurer” de rire!”

MAGNIFIQUE!

|

GEORGE
MATSON

*

“George Matson does some w.k.
disk names in a solid lip synch
mimic act that comes to a boil*

ing laugh crescendo.... High
geared and inventive...”

3 Consecutive Years-CLUB ECHO, Miami Beach
2 Consecutive Years-CLUB LIDO, Paris
3 Months, LATIN QUABTER, Miami Beach

Currently

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL, NEW YORK
, Opening May 23rd
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NEW YORK

'
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sive or swinging in th? old-fash¬
FlantilngO; Las Vegas
ioned groove.
Las Vegas, Mpy 3,
Sharing the podium last week
Judy Garland, Sid Krojft, Jack

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

gams. Pianist Jack Elton guided
Mocaiiilio, Hollywood
the Carlton Hayes orch (16) with
Hollywood, May 1.
Leny Ever song. Paul ,Hebert

ssras. SfejWWS ssswMur" T
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Hai*i*nlt9s, Lake Talioe
_ Lake Tahoe, May 3.
Nelson Eddy with Gale Sher-
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lie holed up in Paris' Calvados for their command,, usually have a
to the music of w k was at Tahoe filming "Rose Marie/'
When Judy Garland made her eight years but he wins over the touglv time making an impression sin|fng commercials* his version of He sounds every bit the same as
Vegas debut last summer at the Anglais crowd handily. He’s got m U.S. cabarets. But few approach - £ ifuiz as
wou’id be done in when he made those famous motion
New Frontier Hotel, it was an ex- an easy, swinging way with the the project with the determination Scotland England and Russia* Picture duets with Jeanette Maciting social event attended by Strip ivories and shows plenty of respect of Leny Eversong, the Brazilian
funnv irrmreshes and Daro- Donald.
headliners and local VIPs. Miss for the original melodic line even singer current at the Mocambo, Hl>-. and PVpn the distaffprs
Dapper in tartan tie and waistGarland has returned^ to the Strip, when he gives out with' the Beal and this added zest combined with iflu«hpd at- hi«? cracks about how band, he seems to regard the past
this time at the Flamingo, and like bounce. His opening set runs over a good voice make her a promising
wbM1 thev’re at home
with more than a little humor. But
her initial appearance, the pre-. 30 minutes and it's always spar- contender. Locally, she’s still a lit- ■
.. . .
the singing is serious when he leafs
miere night was a one-show affair, kling arid" lilting. Highlight is a tie too unknown, despite some
T"'0
,aLy holdover Production hack through such songs as “Stout
.presented at 10:30 so that other slick medley concoction of Jerome good records, to serve as a hot draw
j ai» >;an 1 • ani* t uncl Hearted Men” and “Rose Marie.”
stars could attend the opening be- Kern’s. “Show .Boat” score. And for the Mocambo but word of ^be Ballad of Frankie ana John- Qn *<on the Road to Mandalay” he
tween their own shows.
.net to be forgotten are such nifties mouth will help.
hy ) featui’ihg the Donn Arden really kids himself with impreshes
The Flamingo opening dupli- as “Dancirig On The Ceiling,”
Miss Eversong is a large woman dancai’s(13'and tbe. s°ngs 01 Gie- of presleyt Godfrey, and even a
cated last summer’s in every Way ‘‘Therejs A Small Hotel." "Cabin with a voice to match.® ft’s pure aSL^he'vo
miliutt program
uroCTam which
wldch prSf,ty g0.?d, a8t Fole’
,
ance the 70-minute
sea¬
--the Strip headliners and the lo- In The Sky,” “A Foggy'Day” and and of such timbre as to make the ance
70-mmute program
wmen | The attitude from several seasons ago is decidedly lighter and ^
calU1 viPs^were"* there, and they ”Ain’\*":^
~ex~ microphone ^frequently0 ^inneces- runs through May 21'
Duke‘
sops
friendlier.
- '
gave Miss. Garland-a stariding ova- ample of the kind of' stuff Beal sary, particularly in an- intimery
tion for her efforts
Her act is likes .to play with. Assist frorh SUch as this. Too, she has a fine
El Morocco. Montreal
. Gale Sherwood, a lovely addi¬
addition
in
voice
and.form,
duets
with
dramatic yet punctuated . with colleagues on drums and bass is sense of rhythm and a jollity that
Montreal,
May
2.
ln
v°me
and.form.
duets^
With
Montreal, May 2.
Merry Widow,
Widow,” and
down-to-earth casualness; it is nos-- standout.
helDS her presentation Much* of
«
,
—
, , . . n
Eddy on “The
file Mciry
Constance Bennett (with
(with Don
Don “Ifn”
“If’n” among others,
others.
talgic yet holds its own . in the ; Shirley is one of the more-proi what she does is in English, learned
- Dick Drake breaks up his part
freshness department; it is fulfill- gressive elements ill modern jazz, phonetically, thus overcoming one Pvppen and Joe Ross)^George Hop-, -Dick
ingin that it warmly presents With- -Working with Jimmy* Bond on 0f the big drawbacks of imported kins, Maury Kaye Orch (6) Johnny of .the show with storiy
stony faced ap¬
approach, not
not only
only appearing
appearing utterly
utterly
jntimacy a living legend.
bass, the duo brings a chamber talent. Sne still needs to learn LaSalle Quartet; $1 cover.
proach,
bored but sometimes he nilvPna
almost ■
.The Flamingo Room is a better, music effect*and a Bach sound to more about American styles of pacSSir?*
drifts off to sleep
while
playing
showcase - than was the Vpnus. its jazz improvisations. You have ing a show and to enlarge her rep-‘
Proof that a vet showman with ftl
1 P
b 1 playing
Room, because the stage isn’t to listen closely to get all of Shir- ertoire. Among her better items „
? 1-7 snowman witn the mandolin.
. .
separated .from the star' by the ley’s keyboard nuances but its in the Yankee idiom are “Tender- tbe savvy born
good taste and
Dancer Lois Ray, good to look at,
orch and Miss Garland: can get worth the effort. In his repertoire, iy/» “Autumn Concerto” and “Jez- experience can score in most any also does some fine dancing Her
closer to . her audience. ,6er en- jn addition to a far out contem- ebel,” latter building-'as a Coral type of room is apparent with Con- Sv^u?0 several Afferent6'dances
trance is simple: she s introduced, porary jazz piece, are such fayes- disk hit. She . also has a strong nie Bennett’s offering at El £.y
nmdnCer fiSmiv eettfna
the Curtain rises and-there she is as - ‘I Can’t Get Started,
Our opener in the latune “Miflher Ren- Morocco. Other than several legit
rtn1]ftrapt>with a few hLn«? and
on the plainly draped stage; This Love Is Here To Stay,” “Gentle- deira” and begged off solidly'open- appearances, this is Miss Bennett’s S,.?nd~ 1
1
U - f
b
time she does a switch and mtro- men priend,” “What Is There To ing night to “Granada,” which first nitery stint in Montreal and gimai>*
_
MarK•
duces her dancing boys (9), a, tai- Say” and a medley from “New should become a standard item in she scores with all comers as an
_
ented group of terpers who are paCeS of 1952” which highlighted her act.
entertainer asking'and giving no
Cliailflicre^
Cliaiidicrc, Ottawa
excellent foils with both i straight his first aibum for Cadence RecMdecomicfhoofinBth
B^rtVi^heih-i^ firSt album £°r Cadetl%^e0In appearance,-she. recalls the quarter
Although she reprises
Ottawa, May 4.
and
comic hoofing. Bert
May, her oTds
Gros.
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EL
lead dancer,
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^
late Tess'Gardella, Singer works
Le,vis reitb
Kathy Basic,
Basic,. Eloutstanding with ®dS-*
tsnrko slides,
slides spins,
spins and
and assorted;
assorted
_y
with her own conga drummer sup- she seldom tails oacK to tne gooa r0y
roy Peace;
peace; Don Phillips, Miriam
socko
^'MTariviil TV V
acrobatics. The numbers, Which
tnaiCttll Madrid,
jyiaaria,iH.M
Which' Chateau
N. Y.•
plying an added beat to the back- Jesorts^to nwtaf^VTSasisTfoi
5?ncers (6), Harry Pozy
include special' material., written
Goyo Reyes Dancers (4); Gloria mg by the Paul Hebert orchestra
noscaigia as a Dasis 101 Orch (9); $1.50 admission.
for Miss Garland by Roger Edens,. Blake, Fernando Caney Band (6), which holds, over, airing .with the ner ac1,
.
are tightly woven by Robert Altoh,
Aitori, Ralph Font Orch (5), with Candy; Frankie Sands Trio.
*Kap.
‘Kap.
„.Bac^
Bac^ by.^l?
by .^1? ^ne piano
Piano of Don
Ted Lewis played Ottawa last in
who staged, and Hal Belfer, who $3.50-$5 minimum.
Pippen and the comedy-song an- 1920 when he was with the “Greenproduced. Latter gentlemen should'
. -1CS- * . Jpe R°iS-sJ ±1SS Be?ne^ ich Village Follies,” but the genreceive salvos for the originality
Present layout at the Chateau 1,11111,0
»an ^ * ramcwco maintains a solid tempo at all eration since then has seen him
and pace of the package...
Madrid is not greatly different
Fnmmsco, May 2.
times.
Of the ballads offered, enough on television to bring okay
Included in the repertoire are from the show of about a month.
Shecky Greene, Bob DeVoye Trio, here arrangement of several Cole biz to the Chaudiere Club when
such faves as “This Is My Lucky The Goyo Reyes group of three Amin Bros. (2), Dorothy Dor* Porter numbers is perhaps the the vet arrived. He works a boffo
Day,” “Rockabye Your Baby,” males and a personable femme are ben Dancers (10), Al-Wallace Orch ^ost. ^ And to prove all is not soph- stint that-has the customers plam“The Man That Got Away,” “Come more in stride with a new group of (9) with emcee Allen Cole; $1-$1.50 istication, she teams up with Joe slapping throughout.
Rain or Come Shine,” “A Couple dances whi^
cover.
Ross for a rousing workover of
With him is Kathy Basic, a stand“Dungare.e Doll” complete with a 0ut
of looks.
looks,
of Swells,"
the yock-eliclUng tractive^ Warble? md Se current
—
“Dungaree
out canary with plenty if
gay shirt and seqmh-patched
sequin-patched Femme
Femme does
does “I
"Pretty Girl Milking Her CoV l/populw^^CanVLatimAnJerican
standup eomie Shecky Greene f^ns
"I Could
Could Have
Have
jeans.
Danced All Night” nicely and douand her standard bow off; “Over band hav„ been added This comlwf Jeans.
the Rainbow.”
' bo has been introduced for the
Stc£ie H-w
Preceding Miss Bennett, George bles with Lewis in a run-through
Jack Cathcart and the expand- dancine £ter 10 Dm and it eoes
e<niHopkins, a newcomer to the local of w.k. Lewis familiars like
ed
Louis Basil orch (23) provide
over bhr tt this
suot
aa favorite
one t^ether in many^months. l aS pUt circuit, works a frantic comedy ses- “Smiles,” “Baby Doll,” “After
moom-vi5
thislike
spot,the
fawritVone
properly
compatible notes ffitt
for the for thoseatwho
Samba and together.
in ^auy months.
sion topped by an impresh set. He You’ve Gone,” others1: His fourth
the^Cffestivities
esUvities thln^
star, and kick off the
Surprise of &
the show i:is the Bob would be more effect if he relaxed “shadow,” Elroy Peace, shows
with an
OCner
with an overture nnncictincr
consisting hf
Of tha
the 1llle
Mis*;
RlakJ_iaUI10
?3 who S^epS.
ha? Wn Armmii DcVove
DeVoye Trio.
Trio, COmOOSCd
composed of two and trimmed his material.
His clicko tap ability in a pair'of sintunes with which she’s identified.
mal« dancers and a long-legged, original bits are obscured in his gle items plus smooth work with
Sid Krofft, the puppeteer, is fca- Se£lv imSrSved ove^the? oric? redhaired girl. They do four num- energetic attempts to cram in all Lewis
who,
incidentally,
has
tured on the bill, and gets top ap- fnfiiv^aS hv VARiEty *?he hS? P-ers ^hulCS !elm„to be a «ombma“ comedy styles whether they fit rou- worked a rock ’n’ roll bit into his
plause as he puts his marionettes inhinSd hPatiu-al ahilitv a? a 5on ?f ballet- baRroom and apache tining or not. Music for the shows “Me and My Shadow” routine,
through such skits as a comically singer with
tu
SoL anri dancing* /nd get .huge audience and customer hoofing is supplied Lewis only clarinet chore is a re¬
strip
response for their imaginative and by talented Maury Kaye and his prise of his old “Tiger Rag” disk,
grotesque skeleton terp; a strfp
an easier
bit. and*
and-aa rock ’n’
hi’ roll ruckus. an
easier approach^ to her audi- skilled routines. All three have
with .Tnhnnv T.aRalle’s nnmbo
Lewis displays
disolavs his fine ability to
.Lewis
tease bit,
Mary Menzies and the Elamingo- pnc£*. P°^e}y
d?,^s . Iv9e,! bad S°°d ballet training and this in the relief slot.
Jceep the tablesitters happy and
with him. He uses a solid mixture
ettes (11) are presented in a .lavish- A ?lck
of ^10u’
Es^ral\.a, is the payoff.
ly
highly-effective-*“l"uiey
Wlia ’ Greene is fast, seems to impron«Alll ¥
of nostaglia, hearts-and-flowers and
]y costumed/ arid highly
effective a9;d a J?®fdley UI
of love iUU6i
songs Wlth
Stork iioom,
Room, London
orient.al
flanpp whlPh
.QPrVPri as thp
nice enecc.
vr?o/» nicely
ni/>Alvr and
on/l doesn’t
dnucn'f let anything
umTfhim,
oriental dance,
which serves
the ni^®“e^c*
eHll • vise
^lorx
i/Uiiiiun
socko comedy to heavy begofls.
curtain raiser for the 90-minute fVlG0t0
of Gouisf^
ls upset him. Two of his funniest bits
London, April 29.
’On the same bill but not part of
show, skedded through May. 22.
•• tne stanaout stepper 01 • tne Keyes concern a punchy fighter arid a
Hal Fisher (with Laura Fisher), the Lewis company is juggler Don
Duke. ‘ foursome, scoring with a solo num- French singer. His humor, gen- Fraser Hayes Quartet, Pharos & Phillips, an energetic youth who
-=rt^cSr-i?" erally speaking, seems fresh, Marina, Al Brunett, 'Art Staddon topples bells, clubs, rings while
nitr rnrllnn IWenfrenl
though he may-spend too much Trio, Sylvia & Her Los. Chicos; balancing on a unicycle atop a
llilz barium, Aioncrcai and femme looker, Olga Fernan- time kidding the club’s boss, $2.80
cover.
.80 cover:.
small table. Routine is standard
Montreal. May 2.
dez< For those Who appreciate the . Bimbo—intramural jokes- Can fail
__
•
but Phillips gives it slick handling
Caprice Chantal (with Paul PaL .Spanish heel-and-toe-terpsing and flat Crdwd likes him a'lot: '
Ha1
a drftll
. f. *with cycle adding thrills. Unbilled
f£mme js
Gorm.
meiri), Johnny Gallant, Joe Set- Castanet stomping, this group.con* _
Hal Fisher, a droll comic from ffemme
is assistant.
in no trio- A2
*0 -$2 <i0 cover
tinuftK to elirik
iWO
Amm mw.
aros. are nneiy
PMiarm,
iami, headlines
tano
tinues
click solidlv
solidly here.iwunumi
micij nopea ,fjviiaim,
neaannes the
tne current layiaytno, $2. §2oQjcover.
Ralph Font’s orchestra piays the probate.
at Al Burnett’s late night spot
acrobats. One twirls ■ the pther out at’Al
,
...
.
,r.
_j .rhrmicm tnp nvr arm nrirh rnrp a
_
m'_* _ _ _:4_u
_
IaUU s\ K. C.
• The initial aooearance in the shbw' smoothly and. provides part
f off piccadilly* As a switch from
Kansas City, May 3.
Ritz Cafe of clfantootsie Caorice
the‘music for patron dancing,
bwd* ISexcellent the familiar revues which they’ve
Chantal is a comDlete switch in And, of course,’ the Chateau Ma- contrast to other act?.
been featuring of late, there’s a
Steve Lawrence, Pin-Ups (4),
show formula for thiA boite
Al- drid continues to attract with its
Dorothy Dorben-closer on this trio of contrasting aets, with Bur- Tony DiPardo Orch (8); $1, $1.50
most withoutException thfe riatrons authentic Spanish dishes. Wear.
55-minute show, is noteworthy for nett himself playing the role of an C0Vcr.
*
have
entertained by:
bv: an
an ’ele¬
ele--- ’
'
beautiful black-and-white costum- ebullient host and emceeing the
have ^been
beeri entertained
Statlcr-Hittoii, Balias
Pallas
gantly gowned thrush and, in most
Statler-HiltOll,
fnns for^ix8lineSgfrls th? reverse Sv Wlth hls vlgorous lme of
Riding the crest with an entry on
cases, with a pretty standard sorigsongDallas, May 3.
fo?the fomUllothers DeVoye
...
,the bc|tseUing song lists and
alog. Not so with Miss Chantal.
j0se Greco & Spanish Dancers tSo ioins in finale? vSh repaired _ Alth°ugh it’s his first time over, known for his work on the Steve
Garbed in trim black slacks and a (19); Bob Cross Orch (12); $2- cM in a ^
Fisher has no problems wjth a Allen shows, Strive Lawrence is
high-collared blouse affair} $2,50
$2 50 cover
?
dan-inff feftfe Line lirl's are hvely Bntish audience. His re- making his first stand in a midwest
white, high-Collared
she raises a few eyebrows and gets ^*ou coveu _
romnetent
* ~
laxed style of comedy gab’ with night spot. He combines with the
int#
7, „” P _" _u
_his fund of yarns about medicos Pin-Ups for 35 minutes on the
attention as she belts out a series
Tot.e rw
of"offbeat trine?wdth^\ Wes? Indies w2S?n F^firn’nrv h?Q^R
Al Wallace orch is smoothly and . psychiatrists, is sure for re- sprightly side and well applaudedaccent dominatingEntire offering. I1.6feln
19^6AitlU_ b°i^s geared. Showf runs through May 22, action. There’s originality in his by the house.
Stef.
offbeat impressions, particularly of
A personable' youth, Lawrence
rP^ntinn£erwS
Tnn ance* promisesro keep the heavy
blinking lighthouses as seen from wraps up eight songs in 24 min¬
UXed and wasn t helped by too draw 4n u;s ourrpnt fortnight stand
ium. Las Vegas
tbie rails
rads of
°I a luxury liner. Then utes
utes, none too long for Ins
his portion
much volume and the apparent cap^city^^
PeSCrt IilM,
the
lack of reheartal. A separate mike
y with Ino tahWd? nni?e)
Las Ve^as MaV 1
there’s a complete transformation of the show. Over the route he
in front of guitarist Paul Palmeiri *™yeJ Greco^ return ^hur^dav
Jane Powell Dave Barrv Art in personality in his interpretation covers a wide range of tunes, from
gave background accomps too
f
^ flS5,S.y
of a drunk singing “My Wife Has “Breezing Along with the Breeze”
much prominence and a somewhat K«,a^f
Johnson,- Cleone Duncan, Donn Ar- Gone and Left Me.” That provides and the ever steady “Lazy River.”
over-anxious desire to please on b£^al^c£!?p^fo0/
pclpS» singing den Dancers (13), Carlton Hayes a soclc finisb to an act with novel In between he goes for the stand¬
ee part of Miss Chantal/threw1 anS«i3s
?rchJn 16U stage<i«ndirected by features. His wife, Laura, a look- ards, such as “Birth of the Blues”
timing and routining off. •
wS^APlJonathan Lucas; $2 minimum.
er sits in at the ivories to take and “My Baby Just Cares for Me,”
Husky piping however is effee- “ “??
12
-good care of the modest back- but works in his current Coraltive and her folk songs of MartininnUrfill
sml
In her fifth trip to the local grounding the performance de- labelled best seller, “Party Doll’
que make a refreshing change from
fnu? chaneeV ■for tori e£ boards,
Jane Powell goes over mands.
andthenew “rveGrownAccusthe commercial calypsoitemscur- ^anagesiour_cnanges toiiopei sounds solidly. With her sophistiThe Fraser Hayes Quartet com- tomed To Her Face ” In Make
rentty going the rounds. : House ienla de Ronda wTndinc to heftv cated» act» she’s every in^h a lady prises three men on bass, guitar Yourself Comfortable’ he calls up
88’er Johnny Gallant and. the Setne duettine with he? aided bv and every note a singer* From her and accordion arid one femme vo- a young fqmme from the crowd
tano^trio give additional musical ZU'nngti^eH"gneWlttb “Fa’ntasia de effective entrance, when she steps calist; They put on a lively, but and brings it off a. bright spot m
depth to guitarist Palmeiro during
®nure uoupq, to .fantasia ae *«out of an ornate,gold picture frame rather noisy, pop songalog, with the show. Some impressions by
each performance and then: split vajed"c_1S y
trin includes in a tastefully, designed evening the emphasis on rock ’n’ roll. Typ- Lawrence come off but lightly and
dance intedudes between shows. i Added spice tnis^trip inci^ gown she registers with both the ical entries in a moderate show are could almost be exchanged for a
Miss Chantal holds until May 21.
Gracia dll longhair and crewcut set. Tunes “Singing the Blues” and “Hound bright. song or two to probably
Xewt. :
include “For Every Man There’s Dog.” Pharos & Marina}w.k. mind- perk up that portion.
--; eom^?srtlelole, toashb\V^deal^g “’TwS a Woman,” “The: Art of Knowing reading act, never, fail to impress. ^ Pin-Ups have an inning to open
Einlicrs. N. Y.: - :
coritfles® thVlfeonS GvoSe? How;” .^Maids. of 'dadiz,” “Mpun- The , gal, . blindfolded onstage, the show with * military tap and
Don Shirley. Puo; Charlie Beal: grabiJaotice with their terpirig, A^* ^1 ^usulr^y ”0^nd ^‘Ten- ttfySV^
their i*ork being sprightly and cosl
no cover
cover or
or minimum.
minimuyi.-' ^ I\ /; ®pah^,?^^
ebmpariistsf, pianist;Lj^dia .del..Mat S.”
g
Tno;; no
‘
''
?e? & f^customlrs. f IS' gete:- tumes hanclsome as"usual. Spot

t

1

it.'A eo
The Embers remains the:
strbri^r' «uel Garcia/ arid?'ManUel-Hildago,
hold of the ; eaStside. jazz' eplt rilrfldj
even has . the westsiders 'SqrdSsfhg!
frettlrig.i. ^VKickapoki Kick,” in-=.which * she orchs^put the emphasis on ihythm King in May 17 lot a fortnight
over the Fifth AVri. borde^ ito1:dig
Bark. - shows okay terping and shapely for the dance sessions.
Myro.
vu
the music whether it be progres-1
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MAY 8
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Hotel Sfatler

NEW YORK CITY
9

Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
George Matson
Malta A Fernando’s
Gloria Ware
Elizabeth Mannlon

Palace (P) 10

Bobby Dae A Babs

Helen Pavette
SYDNEY

George Wallace
Mam-ice Collcano Co,
Jim Gerald
Jennie Howard
aueenie Paul
Millie Hansen
Peggy Mortimer
Bill French
Edna Busse
George Nichols
Nanette Allan
Jack O’Dowd
Jimmy White
Noreen Carroll
Wheeler A Gloria
2 Randows
Jandy
Reg Park
Hill Sc Dale
Bowery Piano 4
Gay Dogs
Dancing Debutantes
Toppano’s Melodymen
•Flat Tops

DUNEDIN
(New. Zealand)
Ma|estys (T) 13

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 4

Dancing McKennas
Reg Thompson
3 Ralsner
M A B Winters
PAP Page

LONDON
Hippodrome <M) 4

Ronnie Carroll
Bob Hatch
Henderson Sc Kemp
Metropolitan (1) 4
Aerial Kenways,
Mitchell Torok
Clifford Stanton
Cycling Brockwayg ■Len Young
Mundy
A Earle
Milton Woodward
Gold. A Cordell
Douglas. Maynard
Ray Allan
Johnny Stewart
Krandon
A Kama
K Sc A Alexis
Brooks A Harvey
• BRADFORD
Joan Hinds

Alhambra (M> 4

Old

Roumanian

Jan Bart
Danny Carroll
Sadie Banks
Joe La Porte Ore

BRIGHTON
Hlppodrame (M) 4
Vic Oliver
Emerson 4c Jayne
Gary Miller
3 Brittons
Arroll Sc Meadows
Vanda Vale

FINSBURY PARK
■mplre (M) 4

Frankie Vaughan
Francois A Zandra
Arthur Worsley
Ravlc ic Babs
Jo# Church
The Skylons
Ossie Noble
Kltaf Bros.
Keefe Bros. A A.

Village Barn
Norma Smith
Ralph Michele
Danny Davis Ore
Larry McMahon
Billy Kfelly
Irving Harris-

Jan August
Spark Thurman

Mae Barries
Lurlene Hunlor
Charles Manna
C Williams I’rie

Jo Hurt
Don Carey
Don Evans

Johnnie Ray
Emil Coleman Ore
tVUsclia Borr Ore

RSVP

Waldorf-Astoria

Black Orchid
Mel Torme
Irwin Corey

Blue Angel
"Calypso Jubilee”
Jamaica Slim
Lady Sylvia Lord
Lady Venita
Calypso Trio
,A1 D’Lacy Ore

Blue Not*

Chez Parte
Tony Bennett
Rowan A Martin
Chez Paree Adorables
Ted Fio Rito Ore

Cloister Inn

Platters
A A B Lund
Lonnie DOnegan
Granger's Puppets
BenBon Dulay
Leo de Lyon
.Toe Black
Vlvlane A Tassi

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M> 4

Freddie Sales
3 Skylarks
Lea Marionettes j
Barry Anthony
Roy Lance
Larry Gordon Co.

NORWICH
Hippodrome (1) 4

A A D Paige
Toni Kaye
Pauline Mee
Iris Blair
Tommy Loftus
Peter Small
Martino Hazelle

Bill Christopher
Paul Glbben
Naomi Wold
“Chiba” Clark
Ann Cucksey
Encores (4)
Frankie Masters Orf
Boulevardears A
Dons (12)

Drake' Hotol

Gate of Horn

Win Strake wltlr
Richard Pick
Shelley Berman
Peggy Seeger

London House

Dorothy Donegan 3
Eddy Higgins (3)

Mister Kelly’s

Dinah Washington
Slappy White
Han-y Slottag (3)
Marx A Frigu
Frank D’Rone

Chubby Jackson’*
Rascals (5)
Iluth Olay

Conrad Hilton
"Skating Memories’’
Boyers (2)
Clifford Guest
Colstons 12)
Karen
Jo Ann McGowan

Palmer Nous*
Dick Shawn
Richiardi Jr.
Giselle A Francois
Szony
Charlie Fisk Ova

LOS ANGELES
Bar of Musis

Lenny Bruce
Ray Toland Ore
interlude
Jackie A Roy

Beverly Hudson
Ray Hastings
Felix De Cola
Jerry Linden Ore

Mocamtoe
Leny Eversong
Frankie Sands Trio
Paul Hebert Ore

Cl re’s
L*dy Constance
Los Nortenos ■
Calypso Review
Geri Galian Oro

Coceanut

Moulin Rowg*

Doan Martin

©rave

Tony Martin
Chlquita A Johnson
F. Martin Ore

Crescendo
Four Freshmen

Etatlor Hotol
Glnny Sims
Dick Stabile Ore

Zardle Jazzland
The Trenlers (8)
-Scatman Cro there
Jean Turner

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn

Novelltes t
Lenny- Kent
Jacl Fontaine
Kay
Sinatra Orch
PRINCE OF WALES
Royal Navad*
. (M) 4
OLASOOW,
Cab Calloway
Empire tM) 4
Bernard Bi-os.'
Cotton Club Revue
Slim Whitman
Sabrina
''Havana Mardi Gras’ SaUle Blair
N‘A N Grant.
Dlclde Hepdersoh
Cesar Romero' :
Lonnie -Sattih
3 Monarch*
Boy Castle
Garwood. Van Ore
George Kirby
Allen A Albee Sis
Lee Sharon
■I Cortez
Norma Miller Pncre
Maggy Sarragne .
Jimmy .James ■ •
"Rhythm on. Ice”
. Sahara
•HKFPIELD
Peter Quinton
George Arnold
nald O’Connor
Ertiptro <M) 4
TAP Derrick
Kenny Davis A a trice Kraft
„■= Hanley
•Ken; Dodd ; •
Redheads
Larry White .
Roy Rivera ‘
Royal (M) 4
Buster1 Ballett Ore George . Prentice
Joan Turner Nat Jackler
El Rancho . Vogos
Cee Davidson Oro
Marie De Vere S
Ken-Tone*
Jo* E. Lewis
Mary Kay* Trio.
Dennis Spicer
Georg* Lacy;
ZSa Zs* Gabor. 1
• - Etn.rs
Brian Andrir
Dave O'Gorman
Tho
Continental*
Danny Thomas
,
3 DOuces ;■
Daphne De Wit
Dick
Rico
Orch
Augle A,Marge
BUI A- Billie
Jeffrey' Lenner
Com
Girl*
SOUTHAMPTON
Bock V Roll Glyls
Antonio
Morelli
Ore
Judy
Garland
•rend Cl)
WUlls
Sid Kroff
M.k Miller
Curtis A JaaFlamingoettes
LESDS
Duncan Sfa
Lou Basil Orch
_Rebel
. Empire
4.
Glyn Thomas 8
Fromont Hotol
Gary Nelson"
Nixon A Dlkon .
Buby Murray
rsh . Kablbblo A .
Showboat Girls
Barney Powell
Maritons
Shy Guys
Mike Werner Orch
BUlx Dainty
3 Paulo* •
Tho Make Believes
Audrey Jeans
•liver -oilppor '
Ron A Rita
The NltecapsSUNDERLAND
Murray- A Maidia
Hank Henry
Gaylo Walton
Empire (M) 4
P*op-*tta
Norman Vaughah
Eddie CalvOrt
Boubouka
- Hairy • Jacobson ■Hank Penny A Sue Tiira Satana
Gressatte A Gaston
Sylvia A Audrey
Thompson
Tommy Locky
Albert Burton
Barbary Coast Boy*
LIVERPOOL
Netnec A Violet
* Lisa Alonso.
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Leo Maynard'
Sparky Kaye
•Gerry
Brereton
Empire (M> 4
Faya Ellen
BJlly Stutt
Mac Dennison
Tommy Steel*
Jig
Adams
Dixie¬
Sllpperette*
: Jeamie A Jon
Freddie Bell
land Band
Geo. Redman Orch
Hacienda
Thwnderblrg
"Can Can”
Arthur L Simpkins
Denise Darcel
Dr. Arthur Ellen .
Kings TV
'
Thunderbird Dncrs
Cow- Eyes Engler
A1 Jahna Orch
Bruce Davis
Rlvlara
Traplcan*
"Blackouts”
Eddia Fisher
Elairfb Dunn
Ken Murray
Tybee Afra
Marie Wilson
NEW YORK CITY
Barry Gordon Dcrs Ben Dova
Dorothy Dorben
.Judy Logan
Downstairs Room
Eon Selr
Nat Brandywynn#
Dancers
Ceil Cabot
Phil Leeds
Jack Fletcher
Bibl Osterwald
June Erlcson
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Felicia Sanders
Gerry Matthews
Jimmie Daniels
Julius Monk
Americana
Three Flames
Count Bernardino
Bruce Kirby
Jackie Heller
Daphne Heilman
Palmetto Boys
Larry Stor.ch
Stella Brooks
Fontainebleau
Elue Ansel
Jerry Vale
Orson Bean
Blossom Dearie
Toni Arden '
Dorothy Loudon
No. 1. Fifth Ave The Archers
Alan DrakoBob Gibson
Lee Martin Ore
Bob Downey
Martha Bentley
Enid Mosler
Harold Fonvllle
Balmoral
Murray Schlammt
Hotel Ambassador Charlie Farrell
Jimmy Lyon 3
A1 Navarro Ore
Cesanova
Sacasas Ore
Chaunccy Gray Ore Sonny Kendis Ore
Janf Sarkozl
Jacques Zarow
Tana Lenn
London * Town*
Gypsies
Club Calypso
Arthur Blake
Alex Alstone
Quintero Rhumbas
Chateau Madrid
Tropical Holiday
Weela Gallez
Hots! Pierre
Kirna
Jean Toui;igny
Carlos Varella’s
Celeste ‘Holm
.. MalayanGoyo Reyes
Cubanalres Jack Marlin
Di Lido
LAE Roberts
Tho Riveros
Stanley Melba Ore
Ralph Font Ore
Mandy Catupo Ore
Mighty Panther
Alan
Logan
Ore
Loid
Buckley
Canay Co.
Bahama Mama
Cepacabana
Joseph. Sudy
Phyllis Arnold
Conrad Hodges’
Hotel Roosevelt
Maria A Toni
Will Martin Trio
Calypgonians
Sammy Kayo Ore
Caney Oro
Murray Franklin’S
Gene Baylos
Hotel Taft
Eden Roc
June Perry
Hal Loraan Dcrs
Vincent Lopez Ore
Constance Moore
Nat Poolgato
Tom Rockford
Larry Best
Hotel St. Regis
Richie Bros.
Marilyn .Cooper
Tony Starman
Kasse Quintet
Dick Havlland
Julie Wilson
Johnny .Franks
Henry Tobias
Michael Durso Ore
MUt '..Shaw Ore
Ray Biri Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Mai Malkin Ore
Murray Franklin
Jane Powell
Dave Barry
Art Johnson
Donn Arden .Dncrs
Carlton Hayea Ore

K
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Place Plgallt

B. S. Pully
Dixie Evans
French Follies

Sevilla

Mickey Gentile
Tommy Ryan
Johnny Silvers Ore
Rey Mambo Ore
Saxony
Lamatta Bros.
Calypsonlans
Cortes Ore

t

(im.

Wednesday, May 8, 1957

Ronay Plazg
Lord Count
Katy Lee
Serge Valdez Ore
5 O’clock
Bubbles Darien*
Tommy Raft
A1 Golden
Parisian Rev
Thunderbird
The Kentones
Dick Sterling
Rip Taylor '
Rey Mambo Ore
Vagabonds
Vagabonds
Danny Stanton
Eddie Peabody
George Horton
Jay Salerno
Scott A Boyd
Frank Lihale Ore

HAVANA
Tropicana
Tula de Palma
Leonela Gonzalo?
Paulino Alvarez
S Suave; Oro
A Ronicu Oro .
Sans Souci..
Pete Hanley
Sonia Calero
Victor Alvarez

Ortega Ore
Montmartre
Chavales De Espana
Fajardo Ore
Casino Playa Ore
Nacional
Betty Reilly
3 Galanes .
Sherman’s Models
Dancing Waters
VV Reyes Ore

RENO
Mopes Skyroom
Margaret Wliiting
Dunhills
Skylets
Fitzpatrick Ore

Riverside

Mills Bros.

Starlets .
Bill Clifford

Ore

Now Golden
Billy Duke 5
Sherry Mai-tlh $

LAKE TAHOE
Nelson Eddy
Gale Sherwopd

Betty Madigan

Meynard Ferguson
Ore
Mort Sahl

Sans Sousl Hotel

Harrah’s

CHICAGO

Palladium (M) 4

Jewel Sc Warrlss
Penny Nicholls
Don Saunders
Marcellis
Nordics
_
Russell Sc Susie
Galsntas

Viennese Lantern

Galena
Judy Foster
Ernest Schocn Ore
Harold Sandler
Paul Mann

Village Vanguard

Park Sheraton

Maiastys (T) 13
Johnny Lockwood
Bobby Gonzales
Bobby Limb .
Les Thaika
(
Billy Hayes I
Dawn Lake
Darryl Stewart

Dave King
Shanl Wallis
Andrea Dancers
Jones A Arnold
Los Gatos
Jimmy Lee

BLACKPOOL
Pataca (I) 4

Lou Menchell
Alverda
Jeryl Chandler
H. Roth Ore

Burnell Dancers*
Ned Harvey Ore
La. Playa
Two Guitars
Kostya Poliansky '
Dolores Dauphine
Leonid LugoYSky
Eugene A Sonya
Andrei Hamshay

Co.

BRITAIN
Dave Gray
Johnnie Lister
Kish Sc Valiere
Marine Ellen
Derek Lawrence
Whlteley Starlets

Hotel Plaza

New' Roumanian

Tivoli (T) 13
Richard llearne
Julia
Nicolas Darvas
Ross A La Pidl-re
Lane Bros
Bob Bromley
Albins
Alwyn Lcckie
Frank Ward
'Daniel Davey
Lewis Jacob

K Dunham 4c
PERTH

Latin Quarter
Jean Carroll
Isabel A Miguel
Georgia Reed- '
Kitty Dolan
Carmen Phillips
Trio Cottas
Syncopated Waters
Jo Lombardi Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Margarita Sierra
Ted Straeter
Mara Monte

‘AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE '
Tivoli (T) 13

Town A Country

J. Dorsfey Ore.

Fred Barber
Gayle A Paul
.Timmy Jimae A Co.
Ben Wrlgley A Co,
Windsors
Wally Brown
3 Edwards Bros.

Milt Ross
Syd Stanley Ore

Johnny Morrison
Freddy Calo Ore

Numerals in connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
tetter In parentheses Indicates circuit: <l> Independent; <L) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; <R) RKO; <S> Stoll; <T) Tivoli; <W) Warner

Mu$le Hall (R)

Billy Mitchell
Eddl* Bernard.
Nautilus

Dick Drako
Lois Ray
Will Osborne Ore

TV Quiz Game
Continued from page 1

requests for data on the films’ pub¬
lic acceptance.
♦
Situation lias Wrought to light the
fact that not too much has been
done in the way of compiling rec¬
ords on individual productions.
Gross receipts are on file but in
many instances there is no break¬
down on where a feature made
money and where it didn’t, and
why. Also, the press notices aren't
tucked away and indexed to make
them conveniently available.
Result is that telecasters, in the
case of pictures without outstand¬
ing star names and immediately
recognizable production plusses,
aren’t quite sure of the values. This
is important for the obvious rea¬
son. that presentation of. a string of
the lesser-important of. Holly¬
wood’s minor vintage entries could
discourage public interest: in an en¬
tire season’s program.
Other significant factor is that
local stations, preparatory to nego¬
tiating for a package of the backnumber films, want an Idea of wliat
they’re bidding for and the best in¬
dication of this is the b.o. perform¬
ance of the picture? in the theatri¬
cal market.
Variety’s Annual Lists
Playing a key . role is Variety.
Queries have been coming in al¬
most daily on this weekly’s annual
listing of the top money-making
pictures" of each year, plus the'annu¬
ally updated roster of big-revenue
pictures of :all time. Network, local
station and-Agency representatives
^reon the want-to-know list in such
numbers as to attest to the relia¬
bility of Variety’s accounting. This
is an annual' exclusive, appearing
variously In the first, second or
third week’s issues of January ©*
each year, and the. back copies are
available at. most key . city public
libraries.
J/

TV Showman
Continues from peg*
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network or agency Is doomed. The
selection, care and feeding of
showB will be done through an IBM
.machine; the traditional reliance
on the showman who can innately
sense a hit or a miss with a fairly
respectable batting average will be¬
come a thing of the past.
That such research techniques
aren’t merely some researchers’
dewy-eyed visions is attested to by
the fact that NBC-TV already is
studying presentations by several
research Companies on exactly this
type of project. Web hasn’t, de¬
cided on the company or the exact
technique to be used, but has in¬
dicated its intention of proceeding
with a pilot - study On such field
pre-testing of programs.
One of the proposals before
NBC, out of a top indie research
outfit which lias done work for the
network before but has also been
engaged in top Government proj¬
ects, calls for telecasting of pilots
In selected test markets against se¬
lected competition. The proposal
is to pit the show tinder consider
tion against the regular network
competition in a given time slot,
)
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and evaluate the rating? in terms
of that show’? particular efficiency,
against the program classification
of its competition. Then, a second
pilot in the series, would be slotted
in another time slot against dif¬
ferent types of competition' and
those results evaluated.
Ratings and Interviews.
,
Idea is to find where a particular
vehicle can do best in the network
schedule. A comedy pilot, for .ex¬
ample, might do only passably well
against another comedy show and
a western, but might get excellent
results against a drama and a quiz.
Instead of guessing where it would
excell, the networks would then
have actual rating results with
which to work inplanning its
schedule. Besides the ratings, per¬
sonal interviews would furnish
qualitative information on the pro¬
gram itself.
Plan has wrinkles aplenty, of
course. For one thing, the practi¬
cal problems of selecting a test
market, determining whether the
pilot should he “sneaked” or ex¬
ploited-heavily in an effort to sim¬
ulate normal telecasting condi¬
tions, of clearing time in the mar¬
ket for the tests during network
hours—all present difficulties. Per¬
haps more serious is the'point that
there i? no guarantee that the com¬
petition for the next season will
be the same as during the test peri¬
od and that the research will come
to naught.
’ ;
Whether or not this particular !
technique is adopted, this is the
direction research is taking, and
it poses an unhappy future for the
business. But with millions of dol¬
lars riding on every program, deci¬
sion, the networks and sponsors
can’t afford to be content with just
a fair batting average and the
sliderule technique of program¬
ming is inevitable, some execs
state. If it takes the fun out of
television, that’s the price "of
growth and progress;

Poland Prostis Pic
== Continued from pace l --

“Warsaw 1956.” It deals with pres¬
ent day living conditions in the
city and; as the director explained
is a sequel to “Warsaw,” his prize*
winning-entry in the 1953 Venice
Film Festival.
That picture had contrasted
view? of the city in 1953 with those
from 1945 with 90% of the city
destroyed.
However, the shots
taken in 1953 had only included
the already reconstructed parts of
Warsaw. Scenes of the many re¬
maining ruins had been carefully
avoided by the camera.
But in shooting “Warsaw 1956,”
the camera was not that discreet.
It has penetrated into the miser¬
able interiors of these ruins which,
even today yet, are shelter and
home for thousands of families.
OVer the rows and blocks of new
buildings the. camera has panned
but briefly in this film. Just long
enough for the terse remarks of
the commentator, who points out
that most of these buildings are
government offices, not housing
units, although they have the ap¬
pearance of apartment houses.
The second documentary, “Peo¬
ple from the Open Air,” deals with
the problems of teenagers. It was
produced by a team pf young grad¬
uates, from the film academy in
Lodz, where Poland’s major stu¬
dios are located for commercial
and entertainment productions.
Without the use of theatrical de¬
vices, 25-year-old director Karabasz Kazimir tells his story with
impact and stark realism. He
shows the sub-hum^i living con¬
ditions in the homes which drive
the young boys and girls in the
streets where they aimlessly wan¬
der and loiter about.
There is nothing for them to do
and no place for them to go for
recreation or entertainment but to
the cafe houses or to one of the 14
film houses, only one Cinemascope,
in Warsaw—a city with a popula¬
tion pf over 1,000,000.
Continue* from pace 1
Objectively and without accusa¬
substitute line suggested by .the tion against the youths, the direc¬
Code. The original wording was tor develops his theme and traces
this: ‘In Paris we have a saying for the causes which lead to delin¬
it but we never say it, we do it.” quency. He offers neither solution
Ad Code wants this as a replace¬ nor answer, but presents the prob¬
ment: “In Paris we have a saying lem with thought rousing Impres¬
for it but we never say it, we siveness.
make it.”
Sr Comrade Prostitutes
AA's history has been one of
“Paragraph Zei;o,” a documen¬
complance with ali MPAA opera¬
tary
about prostitution, is actually
tions and for this reason it’s an¬
ticipated that an agreement on con¬ a protest against the omission of
a
legal
statute in Poland’s present
tent of the “Afternoon” ads will be
constitution regarding this human
reached.
problem. . (Until facts proved the
contrary, Comm uniats have
claimed that prostitution is one of
the. evils of the corrupt capitalistic
societies which could never de¬
SS Continual from p*cg *
velop in socialistic societies. Laws
granted to protect a . loyal citizen pertaining to it were believed to
abroad, but hoW did Roheson me>s- be superfluous, even in Russia,
,
ure up to thi»T- Miss Gloag then therefore).
“Paragraph Zero” was produced
quoted a- number of statements
credited to the colored singer by the young graduates in' cooper¬
which all verified hiis leanings"!o- ation with, -police which per¬
wards Communism, and added the mitted the filming of a routine
names, of a lonf llst of organiza¬ roundup.' The' purpose of these
tions, all with strong Red. back¬ periodical roundups is to save, if
possible, the very young'girls from
ground! to Which ho belonged.
becoming unredeemable profes¬
This led to cries that the speech sionals. Parents are notified and
was out of order, which were shout¬ requested ( to take their daughter
ed doym by members who- were in home from the police station, or
agreement with the speaker. Miss to give their consent to have girl
Gloag continued t “Are we so naive placed Jn an institute or convent.
as to expect Americans to let him
The picture has been directed
go abroad arid ‘dejile th$ ■United.
States?” Robeson wanted notliing with straightforwardness and great
sensitivity
by youthful director
more than personal publicity and
to be recognised as a martyr. If Borowlk Wlodzimlerz and without
he was so keefi on going abroad, trace of sensationalism or cyh-.
he should renounce his citizenship. icism.
But besides this heavy fare, the
“Surely,”, aho said, “any Valid per¬
son who makes a statement that we selection of documentaries • shown
are above politics is a fool, a cow¬ me included also several enter¬
tainment , and cultural pictures.
ard, or a Communist.”
These were color Aims. Astonish¬
At the close , of her speech, Ayl¬ ingly well done and impressive
mer quieted the uproar by saying was “Nikifor,” which presents the
that the only thing that should be life and some of the works of one
voted for was an appeal by artists of Poland’s eontefiiporary artists,
to be able to hear another artist, who had a successful exhibition ill
The resolution was carried.
London recently.Very tuneful, picturesque and
colorful is the Cinemascope pro¬
duction of the “Silesia” iolkdance
and song ensemble.
The quality of all films was uni¬
• r
Continue* from pare 1 ————
formly good and professional. The
only medium with a firm grip on direction, imaginative, effective
costs.”
and to the point. Tl\e photography,
Sweeney pointed out that “radio artistic and clear. And the sound
has become fashionable again,” distinct and well balanced and
with, the largest agencies recom¬ controlled..
mending it to large national ad-1
The Warsaw studios produces
vertlser?.
He cited Listerine’?! yearly 30 documentaries. • Cost
$2,500,000 budget and initial entry ranges from 300,000 to 10 million
of Whitman Candies with 35% of Zlotes each. (24 zl. equal 1 dollar).
entire 1957 ad budget into radio Most of the technical equipment is
spots as examples of the medium’s British-Gaumont, The studio, uses
new vitality.
.Agfa and Gevert film.

H’wood Ad Code

Paal Robeson

$750,000,000 AM
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Chi’s Stock ‘Bridge’ to Tour Bams;
D.S. Play Festat Sharon; Silo News
Chicago, May 7.
The recent Studebaker Theatre
stock production of'“View From
the Bridge” is scheduled to be
revived for a strawhat tour this
summer. The JStage & Arena Guild
of America is mapping out a silo
trek for the company* with Luther
Adler again heading the cast.
The production, which opened at
the' Studebaker as part of the local
stock series, was subsequently
moved to the Harris Theatre here
for a three-week run.
American Play Fest
Sharon, Conn., May 7. •
A longrange theatre festival of
American plays of the past 50
years gets underway at the Sharon
Playhouse this summer. Nine en¬
tries are scheduled for the June 2Aug. 31 semester, with others to
be presented in subsequent sea¬
sons. Judson Philips is executive
director of the operation, which is
going into its seventh year.
The lineup of plays for the first
of the festival -series includes “Re¬
union in Vienna,” “Winterset,”
“Burlesque,”
“Ned
McCobbrs
Daughter,” “The Beggar on Horse¬
back,” “Blind Alley,” “Summer
and Smoke,” “Animal Kingdom”
and “The Time of Your Life.”
‘Witness’ to Open Philly
Philadelphia, May 7.
The Playhouse in the Park,
Philadelphia’s
municipally-oper(Continued on page 68)

Vancouver’s 1958 Festival;
All Arts Included; But Nix
Of Guthrie Is Already In
Vancouver, May 7.
The festival bug has bitten this
Pacific seaport. It plans a festival
of the arts from July 19 to Aug. 10
next year, When .British Columbia
province will be 100 years old. It's
budgeted at $310,000, but one oificial had said, “We won’t worry if
we go $100,000 over that.”
Gunther Rennert, producer-director of Stuttgart and Hamburg
States Operas,: has been signed .to
produce and direct an opera. Ty¬
rone Guthrie has turned, down a
bid to direct an untitled play dra¬
matizing the growth of B.C., com¬
pleted by playwright Lister Sin¬
clair (“The Blood Is Strong.”) A
N. Y. director is now being sought.
Nicholas Goldschmidt, head of To¬
ronto Conservatory’s opera School,
is artistic and managing director,
taking over this June.
Glenn tjould, Canadian’ pianist,
and William Primrose, British vio¬
linist, have been signed. Five Sym¬
phony- concerts;1 preem * of prizewinning chamber-milsic work in a
composer’s competition; and a jazz
concert. are in the works.
First" festival Will likely be held
in a large movie house, but the ’59
one, already' mbotCd; will be in a
new $4,000,0b0 civic auditorium.'

PUT UP INDIE TICKET
FOR EQUITY ELECTION
Another factional skirmish has
broken out in Actors. Equity. What
Is generally regarded as the dissid¬
ent element, headed by Bill Ross,
has 'entered a partial independent
slate of chOrus-representative can¬
didates for council in the, union’s
approaching annual electon.
It
Was put Up in opposition to the
politically unaffiliated ticket se¬
lected by the union’s nominating
committee.
The indie card, submitted last
Week just prior tp the deadline, in¬
cludes only, the chorus candidates.
The stand being taken by the in¬
dependents based on a technicality,
is that the slate selected by the
nominating committee does not
really represent the union's chorus
membership. The conflicting tick¬
ets involve only four of the 15
council spots to 'be filled'.
The! indie candidates for fiveyear terms are Charlotte Foley, Tao
Strong and Eddie Weston, the lat¬
ter an incumbent not named by the
nominating committee." They’re op¬
posing Jack Leigh, Howard Rob¬
erts and Mary Roche. The indie
candidate for a three-year term
is Edward Becker, running, against
Ralph Lowe. •
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.NEGOTIATOR-ACTOR
Frank
Maxwell
Booked
Into
Davises’ Finger Lake Tent
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Tax Relief for London Legit Not
Likely Jo Restore Extravaganzas;
‘Bergere a Smash But Big Risk

Frank Maxwell does Sakinl in
“Teahouse of the August Moon,”
thq opening bill at the Finger
Lakes Lyric Circus for Walter and
Virginia Davis. Maxwell got con¬
tract following contract negotia¬
tions betwen Actors’ Equity and -;-.—f
By HAROLD MYERS
Musical Arena Theatres Assn.
London, May 7.
The actor headed the union com¬
' London, May 7.
Not
even the total abolition of
mittee in the confabs, while Mrs.
The Stoll Theatre in Kingsway, Davis was a MATA representative.
the admission tax .on the live thea¬
London, which closed March 25 be¬
tre, conceded by the Chancellor of
cause of “crippling” admission tax,
the Exchequer and effective from
is to reopen May 13 with a pre¬
New York.
May 5, is likely to encourage a re¬
sentation of Italian opera. Prince
Editor, Variety rvival of spectacular musical pro¬
Littler, chairman and managing di¬
I have been interested in the ductions and revues in the West
comments in Variety recently End. They’re still regarded as far
rector of Stoll Theatres Corp., said
at the time of the shuttering that
about integrated Negro and white too chancy by most of the indie
if there was any tax relief in the
casts of Broadway shows. The list managements.
might also include “The Emperor
government budget the decision on
That’s the generally accepted
closing would be reviewed. All
Jones” (1920), “All God’s Chillun view around Shaftesbury Avenue,
admission tax on legit was abol¬
Got Wings” (1924), “In Abraham’s expressed within a few days of the
ished by the government.
Bosom” (1926), “As Thousands boff opening of the new Follies
After announcing that the thea¬
Cheer” (1934), “This Is the Army” Bergere revue, “Plaisirs de Paris”
tre would be reopened, Littler ex¬
(1942), “Winged Victory” (1943), at the.Prince of Wales. And, para¬
Zurich, April 30.
plained that without the'tax relief
A multi-lingual legit program is “On the Town” (1944), “Finian’s doxically, the factors that made
it would have been “most improb¬ scheduled for the upcoming June Rainbow” (1947) and “Call Me that show into a smash, are enough
able” that the Stoll would have Festival here. The plays, which Mister” .(1947).
to scare off other managements.
been reopened as a theatre. ■
There were also a number of
Th£ Follies revue cost around
v/ill be presented at the Schauspielhaus, will be given in English, Federal Theatre Project produc¬ $120,000 to mount, and one half Of
the investment went in costumes
French, Italian and German. Dur¬ tions with mixed casts.
George Freedley,
and decor. As a twice-nightly at¬
ing the same period the Stadttheatre will offer three ballets and four Curator, Theatre Collection, N. Y. traction it can, when the tax relief
starts in the week of May 6, gross
Public Library.
operas.
around $25,500 a week; but due to
The play lineup includes Lon¬
the heavy operating costs, will
don’s Royal Court Theatre in nresneed around six months of near
entations of John Osborne’s “Look
capacity biz to pay off. The pre¬
Back in Anger” and William Wych¬
vious Follies revue, with a sub¬
erley’s “The Country Wife.” A Solo.
stantially smaller investment, made
Shakesneare recital will also he
a profit of about $120,000.
given by Sir John Gielgud. The
Although the formula of the
regular troups at the Schauspiel“girlie-girlie” show has proved a
The board of governors of the haus will offer a new production
(Continued on page 69)
of
Schiller’s
“Don
Carlos”
a^d
the
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents
& Managers has rejected as uncon¬ German-language preem df Thorn¬
ton
Wilder’s
“Alcestiad,”
which
stitutional a recently - submitted
plan to alleviate a jam-up of ap¬ preemed in Edinburgh in 1955 un¬
Waco, Texas, May 7.
prentice drumbeaters in the union. der the title, “A Life in the Sun.”
Next season’s contemplated tour
In doing so, the board ruled that
The Theatre National of France of the current Broadway produc¬
the union had been in error in will present Maria Casares in tion of “Major Barbara” may
permitting the adoption of a sim¬ Racine’s “Phedre,” Moliere’s emerge as a two-in-one project.
“Etourdi” and Jean-Louis Barrault
ilar procedure in 1952,
When “Long Day’s Journey Into
Robert L. Joseph and Producers
The thiimbed-down measure, hi Jean Vauthier’s one-man plav, Theatre, presenting the Bernard Night” holidays for a week, July
presented to the board, by. the New “Le Personnage Combattant.” Ital¬ Shaw revival at the Morosco Thea¬ 2:6, to permit the company to fly
York pressagents’ chapter, called ian legit will again be represented tre, N. Y., are planning to send to Paris as America’s 1957 entry
for a moratorium of at least one- by the Piccolo Teatro della Citta out the show as an alternate entry in the International Theatre Festi¬
year on the enrollment of new ap¬ de Milano.
with the Paul Baker version of val, it will be by actual count the
prentice publicists. Along with the
A new ballet, “Prisma,” by Swiss “Hamlet.” The latter, presented 80th presentation and will be
holdoff, it Was requested that all composer Nico Kaufmann, will be at Baylor U. here last year with hitting the 80th nation under the
present p.a. novitiates be admitted presented" as part of the dance pro¬ Burgess Meredith in the title role, International Exchange Program.
into the union at the expiration of gram, which will also include Bela was revived* at the university last
This summer will be the fourth
the required three-year; apprentice¬ Bartok’s “Miraculous Mandarin,” week.
drama marathon in the "French
ship.
performed by Hungarian retugee
This time, however, Merdith capital. America was represented
The board has. agreed , to recon¬ dancers, and a one-week stand pf was a. spectator along with Charles b.\ '“Skin Of Our Teeth” and
sider its turndown to see if a solu¬ the London. Royal Ballet, which Laughton, Cornelia Otis Skinner, “Medea” previously, but the State
tion to the difficulty can be worked will be makiiig its first appearance Eli Wallach and Anne Jackson Dept, put up no coin so there was
out. But, before any such steps in this country.
(Mrs. Wallach). All are appearing no play sent over last summer.
are. taken,, however, it has asked
“Journey” will play in the Sarah
The opera segment will include in “Barbara,” . which cancelled its
that all members of the N. Y. press- the world preem"’of Arnold Schoen¬ April 29 performance to permit Bernhardt, retitled for the Festival
agents’ chapter be canvassed as to berg’s “Moses and Aaron,” the Eu¬ them as well as Joseph, Robert as the Theatre des Nations. (A. M.
what action they feel should be ropean debut - of “The Silver Whitehead (executive producer of Jtilien, director). Under the French
taken. The rejected plan.h.ad been Heron,” Ikuma Dan’s Japanese op¬ the Producers Theatre) and pro¬ terms the visiting show takes the
okayed at' a chapter meeting at¬ era, and the Teatro La Fenice of duction manager Harry Young to entire boxoffice. State Dept., yia
tended by about 25 of the 85 mem¬ Venice in Verdi’s “Trovatore” and plane here; to catch the Shakes¬ American National Theatre &
Academy, Manhattan, is guarantee¬
bers.
Pucini’s “Girl of the.Gloden We§t.” peare tragedy.
If the chapter membership • fa¬ The festival runs from. May 31The ■ contemplated touring setup ing the difference in cost. With
transportation at least $1,000 per
vors remedial, action, the board has July 4.
would have the . “Barbara” com¬ head,
an educated guess is that it
Indicated it will .attempt to findpany appearing .in both produc¬ will stand the Government; aro'utid
. Wilder. Keeping Busy
another solution. The apprentice
tions, which ..would utilize' the $20,000 to be represented by the
Playwright Thornton, Wilder, same basic.^ scenery. The “Ham¬
p.a. • congestion stems from .thepresent - ATpAM ruler permitting currently travelling ip Europe, has let” cast would include Meredith Eugene O’Neill work, which had
its world premiere in Europe
the enrollment of six new candi¬
(Continued on page 71)
in the,. title’ role, Laughton as (Sweden) last summer.
dates annually, whiipr qnly two-aPolonius, Wallach- as the King,
year are allowed to enter . the
Miss Skinner as Queen Gertrude
union. When the• regulation -wasand Misr§ . Jackson as Ophelia.
first adopted, the ratio, considering,
“Barbara”1 is scheduled to end
the apprentice dropout at the, time,
its Broadway run next May 18 and
was considered feasible..
begin touring in. September/ Dates
However, with most apprentices
Subsidiary income has. pushed
Backers of “Bps Stop,” a twq- set thys far include an Oct. 28now tending to stick out the threer, company hit of the 1954-55 season, Nov. 2 ' stand at , the State . Fair the original Broadway production
year period (possibly because have been paid. $l84,Q00, or 307% Auditorium, Dallas*
of “Desk Set” past the 100% profit
they’re getting. as. much as $75 profit thus far'on 'theft $60,000 in¬
mark. As. of a Dec. 31 account¬
weekly compared to $25 a few vestment. That. represents the
ing, the Willianr Marchant comedy
years ago) the six-td-two setup is usual 50-50 split with the manage¬
had netted $75,712. Of that amount*
mathematically illogical. The re¬ ment on -the $368,000. total dis¬
.*$70,000 has been distributed equal¬
sult is that although some appren¬ tributed. profit to. date, >including
ly between the management and
tices ftr.e completing the trial term, recent $12,000 divviy covering in¬
the backers, giving the latter ft
London, May 7.
they’re winding up on a waiting, come for the six months ending
47% profit thus far on their $75,000
The abolition of admissions tax investment.
list because of the two-per'annum last February 28. •
entrance limit.
j Revenue for the halfryear period, on tlie legit theatre was perhaps
The audit on the Robert Fryer*
after deduction of director Harold “the happiest news of the year,” Lawrence Carr production, which
Clurman’s 5% share of the profit, said Felix Aylmer, president of had a 37-week Broadway run last
was $11,271. That hiked the total British Actors’ Equity at its annual season, covered the final five
net on the. Robert Whitehead-Roger meeting April *23.months of 1956. Income during
“But,” he cautioned, “no one will that period included $7,307 royalty
L. Stevens production to $369,620.
The six-month coin accumulation suppose that all theatres through¬ from the Coast production, $491
Marcel Prawy, executive produc¬ included foreign and stock royal¬ out the land Will henceforth be additional from 20th-Fox on its
er for the Vienna Volks Opera, has ties and income on *the sale of the preserved as a result. At least the $75,000-plus bonus purchase of the
arrived in New York for a stay of William Inge play to 20th-Fox for gradual encroachment of the me¬ film rights.
several months. While here he will $75,000. down, plus weekly pay¬ chanical media will now be
The Coast edition, with Shirley
engage ih casting, and the acquisi¬ ments on profit' stanzas up to a brought about by the natural laws Booth repeating the starring role
Of change, no longer accelerated she originated on Broadway, was
tion of properties. Prawy, who in- $250,000 ceiling.
by a punitive taxation appropriate initially presented last summer. It
troed American musical operetta
to that age of. Puritan bigots who was recently revived there,' with
in postwar Vienna, expects to put
W.K.
Huff
Quit*
Job
saw the theatre as the Gate of Miss Booth again headlining, and is
on “Brigadoon,” “Can-Can” and
Hell.”
Philadelphia, May 7.
“Pajama Game” there next season.
now playing the Harris Theatre,
The Arts Council of Great Brit¬ Chicago.
William
K.
Huff,
executive
di¬
The Volks Opera is' the light
opera branch of the Vienna State rector of the Philadelphia Forum ain, Aylmer said, had looked after
First performance of a new bal¬
Opera and, like its parent, is state- since its inception 36 years ago is. its own interests in the plea for
owned. Prawy is a'U. S. citizen retiring from the Academy of Mu¬ tax relief,’ and had “shocked all let, “The Myth of . the Pomegran¬
lovers of the drama” by, announc¬ ate,” bawd on the Graeco-Roman
Who pioneered American musicals sic.
The first appearance here of the ing its support of the tax even if legend of Proserpina and choreo¬
In Vienna against considerable op¬
de Paur Opera Gala marked Huff’s it meant letting the rest of the pro¬ graphed by Esther Brooks, will be
position from “conservatives.”
presented by the Cambridge Ballet
Opera runs 10. months out of the farewell. ‘ Included were scenes fession starve.1
“Fortunately,” he concluded, Theatre on two successive Satur¬
year, on a repertory basis, With frorii “Four Saints in Three Acts”
days (18) and (25) at Brattle Thea¬
works staying on the sked for sev¬ and “Porgy and Bess.” The Forum “this inexcusable act of sabotage tre in Harvard Square.
I
exec leaves for Florida next month. was finally exposed and failed.”
eral years. ~

London Stoll Reopening
With Admish Tax End

George Freedley Lists
More Integrated Shows

Mixed Lingo
Legit in Zurich
June Festival

Apprentice Bid
Is Turned Down
BvATPAM Board

‘Barbara’-Hamlet’
As Tandem Unit
For Road Tour

‘DESK’ PROFIT BETTERS
100% QN $75,000 ANTE

‘Bus’Pays 307$ Profit
To Date on 60CrStake

Prez of British Equity
Raps the: Arts Council

Marcel Prawy Arrives
Td Scout U.S. Musicals

‘Journey’ Will Be 80th
Item of Exchange Setup;
Figure It to Cost 20G
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Show Oh Broadway
A Moon For The
Misbegotten
Carmen Capalbo-Stanley Chase produc¬
tion of a drama in four acts by Eugene
0?Ncill. Staged by Cdpsilbo. Stars Wendy
Hiller, Franchot Tone*
Cyril 'Cusack.
Scenery, William Pitkin; lighting, Lee
Watson;
costumes, Ruth Morley.
At
Bijou, N.Y., May 2, 1957; $6.90 top. .
Joste Hogan
. Wendy Hiller
Mike Hogan
.... Glenn Cannon
Phil Hogan
.
Cyril Cusack
James Tyrone Jr. Franchot Tone
S.te'dman Harper .William Woodson

i knowing and adroit performance,

-seemingly effortless,'it is nonethe¬
less booby-trapped all the way for
missteps-of exaggeration which the
actor, and director Capalbo, have
scrupulously avoided.
There are two bits. Glenn Can¬
non is seen briefly as a runaway
brother of the girl and William
Woodson comes on in riding
breeches as a neighborhood mil¬
lionaire against*, whom, the Irish¬
man vents outrageous insolence.
Standing face to face with two of
the. most verbose characters ever
written, it is the misfortune of ac¬
tor Woodson to open his mouth to
say something and be ma,chinegunned into silencer
The dilapidated residence of the*
Hogans was designed by William
Pitkin and is a convincing picture
of squalor. Under the circum¬
stances, the credit to Ruth Morley
for “costumes” is pretty quaint;
Land.

Wm. Morris Staff Cut
Reflects a Legit Trend
A recent ^personnel cut in the
legit department of the William
Morris agency apparently reflects
increasing pressure on the major
talent ’ agencies in the stage field,
as well as a dwindling volume of
production activity.
Those, hit by the Morris office
cut include Nate Beers, a member
of the department for nearly 15
years and a veteran of more than
25 years in legit talent repre¬
sentation; Bruce -Savan, -who's
been with the agency about two
years, and two -assistants, George
Litto and Bob Sheer. Beers’ exit
becomes effective June 1.
Remaining as heads of the Mor¬
ris legit department are Charles.
Baker and Joe Magee.

hside Stuff—Legit
John Huntington, producer at the Spa Summer Theatre in Saratoga
since 1947, has turned dramatic critic.' For several months, he has
been writing a weekly review of a Broadway production, for papers
in several of the cities from which hiS strawhat draws patronage. They
include The - Glens Falls Times, The Gloversville Leader, and The
Saratogian (of Saratoga), ’Huntington, whose by-line identifies him as
of the Spa Summer Theatre; is paid for the critiques. They run’around 300 words, make colorful reading.
In a rave notice on “Hotel Paradise,” at the Henry Miller Theatre, he
wrote that he never attempted to do-farce in his summer theatre, be¬
cause of difficulty in, visualizing “believability” from a script, but hatsoffed Bert Lahr and all associated with the New York production of
the French opus.

Of the 39 plays written "by the
man commonly rated America’s
London producer Henry Sherek contradicts a statement in last week’s
greatest playwright, this was the
issue of Variety that “The First Gentleman” was a “moderate” hit 12
last, in it- he indulges unstintedly
years
ago in the West End. It had a 70-week run, he notes. He also
in sheer gabbiness, especially in
points out that the screen rights to the Norman Ginsbury play, were
the first two of the four acts. Many
never held by Paramount, as reported, but by Columbia, which filmed
will quarrel that the words are too
it in England; The picture was never released in the U.S.
many, the characters too puny and
the action too slow. Nonetheless,
the genius of the man still shines
through and in a generally lack¬
lustre legitimate season “A Moon
For The Misbegotten” is surely a
memorable emotional experience.
the husband and wife., as he be¬
Silver Wedding
The difficulties of this particular
comes more personally ambitious
The N. Y. City License Commis¬
Glasgow, May 1.
manuscript are apparent. It was
George Sc Alfred Black presentation, of she eases loneliness with whiskey.
sioner's
ban
on
the
sale
of
IQ
or
written in 1943, produced' by the
new comedy in three acts (five scenes),
more, tickets to a Broadway show by
The study of a man eager for
Theatre Guild in 1947 and then
Michael Clayton Hutton. Stars Evelyn
to unlicensed purchasers has been Laye, Frank- Lawton, Marie Lohr. Staged power at any price is well written
closed on the road because of cast¬
ing problems. Eugene O’Neill was American Ballet Theatre temporarily suspended. The sus¬ by Charles Hickman, Decor, Anthony and ably played by Geoffrey
Holland.
At King's Theatre, Glasgow, Golden, with the tragic figure of
obliged to modify some of his orig¬
It’s pony-tail month on 2nd Ave. pension will remain in effect until April 29, '37, prior to London production. the alcoholic wife 'movingly done
inal demands, especially as regards Under the aegis of the Ballet Thea¬ N. Y. Supreme Court Justice $1.20 top.
Diana
Marlowe
..Miranda ConneU by Maire Keane as a woman to be
the female character first written tre Foundation, the American Bal¬ Henry Epstein hands down a deci¬
MarloWe ..; Brian Smith sacrificed, if necessary, so that no
as a misshapen lummox of a farm let* Theatre is having a “festival” sion on a temporary restraining Simon
Sir Robert Marlowe .Frank Lawton scandal should .hit her spouse’s
girl.
of new works in a series of Mon¬ order obtained last Friday (3) by Lady Marlowe ... Evelyn Laye ambitions. Hit-and-run road death
Lady Charlton .... Marie Lohr
The present mounting of the day night previews or “dress re¬ Theatre Trains and Planes, Inc.
Stella Manners .....Joan Benham complicates the politician’s plans
A hearing before Justice Epstein Moving
work by Carmen Capalbo probably hearsals” at the Phoenix Theatre.'
Men. .Denver Thornton and when the police superintendent, in
comes, as close to solving the cast¬ In successive weeks, 15 ballets will Was' scheduled for last Monday (6)
Roy Hawksworth a doggedly honest portrayal by
ing- problem as. could be expected be premiered, the first and last morning, but was adjourned until
Philip Flynn, tries to .do his duty
though Wendy Hiller, who misses programs being danced by the reg¬ last week.
New comedy by Micheal Clayton when all the “fixes” are at work.
a personal tour de force by inches ular company, and the Ballet The¬
Hutton is lightweight fodder, de¬
Characters are believable, with
only, is too attractive a figure to atre Workshop taking over the
signed primarily for a summer eve¬ particularly
good portrayals from
be wholly consonant with some of stint for the 2nd and 3rd Mondays.
ning's entertainment, and shapes newcomer Aideen
O'Kelly as a
the allusions to ugly lumpiness in
up as having so-so chances for run. daughter caught between two loyal¬
The initial program (6) consisted
the script. ^
It
is
a
vehicle
for
talents
of
Evelyn
of four ballets, VFesta,” a graceful
ties, Patrick Layde as the man with
Laye on return after many years a motive for revenge he doesn’t
Playgoers will be arrested—. improvisation to Rossini's music,
to legit stage from musicals and of take, and the small role of the
some may even be shocked—by the “Journey/’ an apostrophe to death
New York.
her husband, Frank Lawton, also near-honest builder played by
bawdy Irish colleen on a Connecti¬ to music by Bela Bjirtok, “Annabel Editor,. Variety;
back after recent severe- illness.
cut pig farm played’by an actress Lee,” a short enactment of the fa¬
Michael Hennessey.
The United Scenic Artists Union
remembered for her well-bred suf¬ miliar* Edgar Allan Poe poem, and
Clever cast seize every comedy,
ferings in “The Heiress/' Perhaps “Blood Wedding,” a reincarnation has contracts with Broadway pro¬ opening and make the most of the . The piece is resolved rather ob¬
viously, but Bia Mooney's direction
Miss filler's Performance would in dance of Federico Garcia Lor¬ ducers of dramatic plays, musicals flimsy fodder to good results.
keeps tension high throughout the
and ballets, pertaining to fees for
have approached more complete ca's play.
Miss L?ye gets under skin of production. Although on for only
services rendered to producers of
fullness had the director solved
“Wedding” bears the American a particular show by Scenic Design¬ role of the self-willed Lady Mar¬ a short run at the Abbey, the play
the occasionally stilted inaction in¬ Ballet
lowe, wife of an English diplomat, has possibilities for overseas.
customary trader ers and Costume Designers.
herent in the play; but hwith due mark. Theatre’s
who announces on her 25th wed¬
The two leads are rewardMac.
acknowledgement of a few mental
One of the clauses of the agree¬ ding anni that she plans to leave
ingly
danced
by
Nora
Kaye
and
reservations, hers is a stunning job John Kriza, the • story is a stark ment calls foi* 50% of the original her spouse and elope with an
of acting and should go into the
designing fee whenever the stage American to Tangier. The plan
record as a successfully met test tragedy told in economically im¬ settings or costumes are used for leaves hen husband (Frank Lawpassioned terms, it is done with
of Miss Hiller’s right to command dignity
television broadcasts from' that ton) and two children aghast. Hus¬
and
power.
Despite
some
stellar status as an emotional per¬
band is a dignified London politi¬
mystical veiled spirit hocus pocus, production.
former of versatility and depth.
there is useful excitement in cho¬
In the past seven years, this cian of Cabinet rank. Wife throws
Flowering Peach
It is the acting of Miss Hiller, reographer Alfred Rodrigues’ logi¬
at him a bundle of letters he has
Cyril Cusack and finally, after a cal use of .Denis Aplvor’s musical Union, on many occasions, has col¬ penned to various women in world
Chicago, April 23.
lected additional fees under that capitals over the years.
Studebakcr Theatre Co. production of .
hesitant start, of Frahchot Tone, evocation.
a two-act drama by Clifford Odets. Stars
clause, and one-half of the money
that stands out. They meet O’Neill
Three
acts
are
taken
up
with
Jacob Ben-Aipi and Berta Gersten.- Staged
Kenneth MacMillan’s choreogra¬ collected, is given to the Scenic or working-out of the plan. Interest by
on his own terms. As with other
David Pressman; scehery, Clive Rickacostumes, Theoni V. Aldredge. At
works of the dramatist, the main phy for “Journey,” a study of the Costume Designers involved, and is held well enough but the. second baugh;
Studebaker Theatre, Chicago, April 23,
roles are technically demanding in last throes of a despairing spirit, the oth^r. half is deposited in a act would benefit from trimming. '37;
$4.50 top.
■
''
occasionally
has
aficionados
shak¬
Cast; Jacob Ben-Ami. Berta Gersten,
Sick & Benefit Fund.
the extreme and exhausting as
Finale
twist
is
novel
but
hardly
ing their heads. A few skeptical
Troobnick, Maureen Hayes, Moul¬
nightly chores.
strong enough to wind play, al¬ Eugene
trie Patten, Maury Cooper. Tresa Hughes,
chuckles could be heard at the • Recently, the Sadler’s, Wells though,
at show, caught, outfront- Elaine May, Mike Nichols, David Crane,
Conceding nothing to this gen¬ green-hued skeletal grotesqueries, Ballet of “Cindesrella” was .flown
others.
eration’s fondness for frivolity in yet thanks to MacMillan’s perspi¬ here for television broadcast by ers seemed amused.
Marie Lohr, as Lady Marlowe’s
plot and smartness in setting, the cacity and Miss Kaye’s lithe and National Broadcasting Co.
The
A stimulating contemporary opus
present 'drama is frankly pathetic economical precision, - “Journey.” television settings were recreated mother, an ex-musical comedy girl
in the first and sordid in the sec¬ becomes more than an experiment by one of our designers, but the of London’s earlier stage days, gar¬ helmed by a pair of seasoned pro¬
ond, aspect. To the modern ear the and might well find its way into original costumes, as designed by ners many yocks with handling of fessionals may . be the antidote to
witty lines, majority asides on Brit¬
author’s penchant for Irish spoof¬ the ABT repertoire.
Mal-Cles, who is not a member of ish way of life. Her “I remember what has been ailing this stock
ing,. booze-fighting and verbal
company. Clifford Odets’ anachro¬
this
Union,
were
used.
Lupe
Serrano
and
Scott
Douglas
when” lines have wit and bite.
pyrotechnics is sometimes curious¬
Through a conversation with the
Frank Lawton is well cast as the nistic retelling of the Noah tale,
ly dated, belonging to an era long execute Erik Bruhn’s choreography
with deeply moving performances
before immigrant exclusion legis¬ for “Festa” with serene efficiency, Sadler’s Wells management and English diplomat in a quandary. by
Jacob Ben-Ami and Berta Gerlation: But O’Neill’s dialog is still and only when Rossini becomes the Sol Hurok office, they agreed As the two youngsters Miranda steii,
show favor at the boxO’Neill’s dialog and would that sonorous does the airiness seem at to make, payments to. the United Connell, a self-assured newcomer officeshould
the next three weeks and
odds
with
the
music,
“Annabel
with.
a
merry
eye-twinkle,
and
Scenic
Artists
Union
of
onerhalf
more of the current crop of play¬
perhaps will win back public es¬
wrights had its equivalent sing and Lee’ is a ballet by George Skibine, of the designing fees for costumes perky Brian Smith show genuine teem
for the operation.
to music* by,Byron Schiffman, and used, which .amounted to $705.
promise for the future. Joan Ben¬
ping.
Odets’ portrait of Noah as a
Francbot Tone’s role is that of the Poe poem .is sung by ^Loren
The Executive Board of the ham is strong in brief appearance
Bronxian .family man becomes a
James Tyrone Jr., who also is de¬ Driscoll. It is a sombre briefie that United Scenic Artists, at my sug¬ as the “other woman.”
The Anthony Holland decor cap¬ role more jumbled than complex,
picted, years younger, in O’Neill’s neither Ruth Ann Koesun’s charm gestion, authorized me to send the
other work about his town kin. nor Kriza’s energy can rescue from full amount of this money to the tures atmosphere of a wealthy and it is to the greater credit of
the
macabre.
home
in Chelsea;. London. Ward¬ Ben-Ami’s colorful acting that he
“Long Day’s Journey Into Night.”
foreign Designer, Mal-Cles, who is
Incurably addicted to bottled spir¬
With the prpgrams, question¬ -now residing in France, even robe. particularly Miss Laye’s, is makes the confused characteriza¬
tion credible. Miss Gerston's more
lavish
and eye-catching.
its and self-pity, one-part poet, naires are distributed asking the though he is not a member of this
Charles Hickman stages, making sober portrayal of Noah's wife has
one-part ham and eight p.arts quag¬ audience which ballet it likes best,
mire, this is no easy realization for which least,', whether previews for Union, as we feel that fellow-art¬ an obviously contrived stage situa¬ great warmth and poignancy, and
an actor. He has to represent al¬ Ballet Theatre Foundation mem-' ists should be compensated for any tion appear credible, and maintain¬ it is she, more than anyone else,
ternately many contradictory traits, bers seem a good idea, and what additional use of sets and costumes ing happy tempo. Play is on pre- who steers this uneven vehicle
including mocking his own mock- suggestions members wish to make other than the original production London tryout tour for necessary gracefully on its long and some-:
tuneup. Although well cast and times teejious course.
ery, hopelessly involuted
and for the future. Although the Bal¬ for which they were designed.
A similar collection of money acted, and with marquee value in
The supporting -players are
damned. As the evening progresses. let Theatre Workshop feeds talent
. so does Tone, and in the end he upward to the first team, a fair was made by this Union for TV Miss Laye, Frank Lawton and mostly proficient, with Eugene
Marie
Lohr,
its
lightweight
nature
Troobnick
and Maureen Hayes par¬
broadcast
of
The
Kabuki
Players,
makes a major job of it.
counter-question might be, whence
The moon mentioned in the title comes another ballet tragedienne which was done a few years back, makes it a doubtful entry for the ticularly impressive as the ideal¬
London
market.
Gord.
istic
young
lowers. Moultrie Pat¬
is shining down on the shanty as like Nora Kaye?
and
the
money
collected
was
sent
Geor.
ten’s eowboyish dialect for Shem,
the husky Josie Hogan, in her best
to the TV broadcast of the D’Oyly
the eldest soh, is jarring. David
dress, awaits her lover. He is late
Carte Players. However; upon in¬
The Flying Wheel
Pressman’s direction generally is
in showing up, during which her
CREATIVE ARTS CITATIONS
quiry, as to the name of the Eng¬
Dublin, April 29. .
gamut of reactions and her father’s
Abbey Theatre Co. presentation of smooth and makes the best of some
lish designers, we were told that
turgidly-written
scenes.
Les.
three,act
drama
by
Donal
J.
Glltinan.
shenanigans tell much. Behind her Atkinson,
Anderson
of
Legit they were long since dead, and that Stars Geoffrey Golden, Maire Keane, Pat¬
loose talk and boasted promiscuity
Among Boston U Honorees
all rights to1 their set and costume rick Layde. Staged by Ria Mooney; setting,
there lurks a love-starved virgin.
McCann. Abbey Theatre, Dublin,
designs were purchased by the Thomas
April 29, '57.
Once the neurotic suitor has finally i
Biog on Eugene O'Neill
Boston, May 7.
D’Oyly Carte Producers. Therefore, Victor Patterson . Geoffrey Golden
blurted out his self-loathing and
Deirde Patterson 7?... Maire Keane. Editor, Variety:
Brooks
Atkinson,
drama
critic
of
the
monies
collected
by
this
union,*
waxed drunk, he spends the night
Constantla Patterson.Aldeen .O'Kelly
With the assistance .of Shane
Phillips ......
Liam Foley
sleeping in her arms on the porch the New York Times, and play¬ was then turned back to the pro¬ Dr.
Joe Harty ... Patrick Layde
O’Neill, I am working on a book
in the moonlight. The girl tells wright Maxwell Anderson were ducers for that reason.
Supt. Taggart
.-Philip Flynn
having
to do withHhis late father,,
Because of. the adverse publicity Walter Taggart . Peter Looney
her father in the morning that she cited for distinguished contribu¬
Rowawn .. Michael O'Brian Eugene O’Neill the playwright, and
is a virgin who has given birth in tions and achievements in the arts American labor unions are cur¬ Sgt.
Denis Conlon .
Hay McAnally the O’Neill family. We would par¬
at the celebrity dinner climaxing rently receiving in the newspapers, John Trumbell ... Michael Hennessey
the night to a dead child.
ticularly like-to get in touch with
Eithne Lydon
Plainly this not the stuff 0f Boston U’s confab on the creative we thought it might be'interesting Annie ..
any friends or relatives Df Eugene
which longrun hits or blockbuster arts Sunday night (5).
for your readers to understand
This play was originally broad¬ Jr., Shane, Oona, and, of course,
films are fashioned.
It may not
Also receiving citations at the how we, the United Scenic. Artists,
even be topflight O’Neill but it is Sheraton Plaza , Hotel were Eu¬ function—not only for the produc¬ cast by Radio Eireann, and in Eugenp O’Neill himself. We would
authentic O’Neill, tortured, tender gene Ormandy, conductor of the tion of our own members, but also bringing it to stage author, has cen¬ like to see any letters or docu¬
and somehow spiritual in its final Philadelphia Symphony. Orch., Ly¬ for its fellow-artists, np matter tered it in one setting—the sitting- ments to the O'Neill family. We
room of a home in an Irish coun¬ will gladly pay for photostating
feeling.
man Bryson, the CBS program where they are.
try town. The principal character
Cyril Cusack helps make it come
Rudy Karnolt.
is former hero of Irish fight for them,
alive. An alumnus of the Abbey moderator; Karl Zerbe, American
Croswell Bowen
(Business Representative^
Independence, now concerned more
Players of Dublin, he is making painter; Dorothy Adlow, art critic
18 Spruce Lane,
United
Scenic
Artists,
with
being bigrtime politician. The
of
Christian
Science
Monitor;
Clifhis Broadway debut as the old
r
Cb^ppaqua, N- .Y.
Local 829).
story deals with the drift, apart of
Irish' varmint.
An .enormously I ford V. Buttieman, music educator.

SUSPEND BAN ON SALE
TO PACKAGE TOURERS

United Scenic Artists
$$ Gesture to Frenchman
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Brooks Atkinson’s B.O. Impact
A rave review by Brooks Atkinson in the N. Y. Times turned an
amateur production of a religious drama into a hot ticket last
Thursday night (2) bn upper west side. Manhattan. The critic’s
notice appeared in that morning’s editions.
The play, presented by students of Union Theological Seminary
in Francis Brown Social Hall, N. Y., was “The Sign of Jonah,” by
Guenter Rutenborn, a Lutheran pastor in the East Zone of Ger¬
many. It was translated rinto-English-by Bernard Ohse and Ger¬
hard Elston. In reviewing the hour-long production, Atkinson
noted that the Thursday night performance was the last scheduled,
locally by the Seminary.
The critic had been invited to attend a performance the previ¬
ous day and following the appearance of his notice, the Seminary
was flooded with phone calls for tickets', most of which had to be
turned down. Among the callers requesting ducats to the noadmission * invitational performance were several show business
professionals.
Those for whom tickets were held included John Fearnley, Jerry
Whyte and Morris Jacobs, of the Rodgers & Hammerstein office;
T. Edward Hambleton, co-producer at the Phoenix Theatre, N. Y.;
Ross Donaldson, manager of program submissions for NBC, and
Geoffrey Barr, formerly involved in legit production and now with
CBS as its story department business manager.
Time and Life magazine staffers also attended the closing on
assignment.

Chi Tapering Off; ‘Cat • $21,600 (7),
‘Desk’ $17,100; ‘Cart’ Has Mixed Reax
Chicago, May 7.
“Cat On a Hot Tirf Roof” opened
fairly strong or its first week onsubscription^ while . “Desk Set”
tapered off and is closing.
There was one opening this week
but no other tourers are earmarked
for the Windy City until next fall.
Estimates for Last Week
Cat On a Hot. Tin Roof,1 Erlanger
(D) (1st wk) ($5; 1,335;' $34,495)
(Thomas ’ Gomez, Marjorie Steele,
Alex Nicol). Nearly $21,600 for the
first seven performances on sub¬
scription; opened last Tuesday (30)
to -three negative reviews (Cassidy,
Tribune; Harris, News; Kogan,
Sun-Times) and one no-opinion
(Tucker, American).
.
Desk Set, Harris (C) (5th wk) ($5;
1,000; $29,600) (Shirley Booth).
Almost $17,100; . previous week
$18,400; folds here next Saturday
(11).
Opened This Week .
Apple Cart, Blackstone (C)
($4.95; 1,450; $36,032) (Maurice
Evans). Opened last night (Mon,)
for two-week stay. Drew one favor¬
able review (Tucker,. .American),
two mildly-negative (Cassidy, Trib¬
une; . Kogan, Sun-Times) and one
pan (Charles, (News).
Miscellaneous
Flowering Peach, Studebaker.
Stock revival ends its three-week
run next Sunday (12); .Waiting for
Godod” opens Tuesday. (14)..

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON
At Drop of Not, Fortuno (1-54-57).
Bolcony," Arts (4-22-57).
Boy PriOnd. Wyndham's (12-1-33).
Brldo A Bacholor, Duchess (12-16-56).
Camlno Baal/ Phoenix (4-8-57).
Chalk Garden, Haymarket (4-11-36).'
♦
Damn Yankoat, Coliseum - (3-28-57).
Dry Rot, WhitehaU tfl-31-34),
Kwlto Poullloro Co., Palace (3-4-37).
Penny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
Per .Amusement Only, Apollo (6-5-36).
Class Cade,- Piccadilly (4-26-37).
Crab Mo a Oandola, Lyric • (12-26-36).
Hatful of Rain, Princess .(3-7-57)..
House by Lake, York's (5-9-56).
Iron Duchess, Cambridge (3-14-57).
Janus, Aldwych (4-24-37).
Lovablrds> Adelphi (4-20-57).
Mousatrap, Ambassadors (11-23-52).
Now Crazy Cana, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
No Time Sgts.. Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
Plaintiff In Hat, St. Mart. (10-11-58).
Plaislrs Do Paris, Wales (4-20,57).
Plume do ma Tanta, Garrick 11-3-55).
Polish Thoatrt, Wint. Gard. (3-25-57).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Subway In Sky, Savoy (2-27).
Summer e 17th, New (4-30-57).
Tea A Sympathy, Comedy (4-25-57).
Tropical Heat, New Lind. (4-23-57).
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
Zultlka, Seville (4-11-57).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
•
Bast Damn Lit, Wint. Gard. (5-7-57).
Restless Heart, St.'James's (5-8-57).

ON TOUR

SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if set)
46th St. (5-14>.
Center (5-15),

OFF-BROADWAY.
Pigeon, Labor. Temple (5-16-67).
Beautiful Jailer, Actors (5-16-57).
Simply Heavenly, 85th St. (5-21-57).
Magic Car pat, Jan Hus- (5-27-57).

Philadelphia, May 7.
Curtain rang down on the local
legit season with the departure
Saturday night (4) of “The Great¬
est. Man Alive,” Dennis King starrer-which played two-week tryout
run at the Forrest. Neither pressnor public took kindly to this farce
about a would-be suicide.
Estimate for Last Week
Greatest Man Alive, Forrest (C)
(2d wk) ($4,80; 1,760; $32,000)
(Dennis King). Pulled a feeble
$5,900; previous week, $6,700;
moved on to Broadway.

Lady’ Huge 74G
‘Tops’$5JO, LA
Los Angeles, May 7.
“My Fair Lady” burst into town
last week to set a record for its
first week gross ahd pave the way
for a series of new marks for the
Civic - Light Opera Season. The
touring musical will be here a to¬
tal of-10 weeks.
Next show is “Fallen Angels,”
starring Hermione Gingold and
Mary McCarty, due May 20 at the
Huntington Hartford. Two days
later, the Biltmore rekindles with
“No Time for Sergeants.”
‘ Estimates for Last Week
My Fair Lady, Philharmonic Aud
(MC) (1st wk; 2,670; $5.95; $80,000)
(Brian Aheme, Anne Rogers).
Wow $74;000 for the initial frame,
an all-time high for the house, al¬
though limited by opening night
press list and season cut-rate tickPajama Tops, Forum (C) (28th
wk; $3.30; 1,740; $20,000). Down
again to $5,300; previous week,
$5,700. Will close May 25.

‘MATCHMAKER’BIG 22G
ON SOLO WEEK, BALT0
Baltimore, May 7.
“The Matchmaker, starring Ruth
Gordon, Loring Smith-and Patricia
Cutts, drew a neat $22,000 at
Ford’s Theatre here last week.
Word-of-mouth plus a subscrip¬
tion run were added help for the
comedy, which was warmly . re¬
ceived by the town’s three critics.

. Off-B’way Shows

Bed
■ Daad Secret
Doctor In the House
D'Oyly Carta Opera
Free As Air
Clamour Girl
Kismet
Look Back In Anger
Love's.a Luxury
Man in Question
Month of Sundays
Mrs. Gibbons' Boys
Pajama Gama
Reluctant Debutante
Silver Wadding
Six Months' Grace
Spider's Web
Time Murderer Please
Touch of Fear

New Girl In Town,
Pajama Game, City

‘Greatest Man’$5,900;
Finals Philly Session

• •

Career, 7th Ave. South (4-30-57).
Gilbert & Sullivan Repertory,
St. Ignatius (4-23-57); closes June
2.
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
(5-8-i>6); closes Sept. 8.
In Gbod King Charles’ Golden
Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
-Xand Beyond the River, Green¬
wich Mews (3-28-57).
. Oscar Wilde, 41st St. (4-16-57);
closes next Saturday (11).
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (1227-56).
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (36-57)'.
* ' Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (925-26); closes next Sunday (12).
■ • Threepenny Opera, de Lys (920-56).
Closed Last Week
• It’s an Ill Wind, Royal (4-23-57).
Run Thief Run, Chanin Aud. (51-57).

‘Sergeants’ Neat $28,300
For First Week, Cincy

LEGITIMATE

Severe B way Drop Coes Closings;
‘Moon’ $14,000 in 7, Slezak $15,200
But ‘Pacific’ $58,800, Ewell $30,MO

Cincinnati, May 7.
“No Time for Sergeants” grossed
a lively $28,300.last week in open¬
ing a fortnight stay in the 2,000seat Shubert Theatre at $5 top.
Terrific reviews were reflected in
a trade climb in the last half and
perky advance sale indicates a
The roof caved in on Broadway
stronger second week.
Comedy sounds taps for Cincy’s last week in a heavier-than-usual
post-Easter week recess. Four sell¬
legit season;
outs, plus “South Pacific,” at the
City Center, and “Tunnel of L^ve”
managed to hold their own.
The falloff in business cued a
rash of closing notices. Set to exit
next Saturday (11) are “Holiday
for Lovers,” “Potting Shed” and
“Waltz of the Toreadors,” with
“Major Barbara” and “Orpheus
Descending” quitting the following
Boston, May 7.
Saturday. “Middle of the Night”
Hub’s regular legit season ended winds up May 25, ‘ while “Inherit
last Saturday (4)' with the exit'of the Wind” may close June 1, when
“New Girl in Town” for Broadway Paul Muni exits his starring assign¬
ahd the closing of the touring ment.
“Hatful of Rain.”
Bowing out June 29 is “Diary of
Strawhat outlook for Boston is Anne Frank,” while “Livin’ the
also far below last year’s. Two Life,” at the Phoenix Theatre, is
strawhatters, John Hancock in Bos¬ expected to shutter soon. In addi¬
ton and Sanders Theatre, Cam¬ tion, several of the off-Broadway
bridge, -will be dark. Only Hub entries have set closing dates.
strawhatter set to open is Lee
Estimates for Last Week
Falk’s Boston Summer Theatre.
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Estimates for Last Week
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
New Girl in Town, Shubert (MD) MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
(3d wk) ($6.25-$4.95; 1,717; $52,- cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
000) (Gwen Verdon, -Thelma Ritter). eretta).
Tryout of the “Anna Christie”:
Other parenthetic designations
musiccilizatiori was affected by Miss
Verdon missing three perform¬ refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number
of performances through
ances; grossed $49,300, off $1,500
last Saturday, top prices, number
from the previous week.
of
seats,
capacity gross and stars.
Hatful of Rain, Plymouth (b) (2d
wk) ($4.40-$3.85; 1,241; $33,100) Price includes 10% Federal and
5%
City
tax,
but grosses are net,
(Vivian Blaine, Ben Gazzara).
Pulled . a strong $23,000, about i.e., exclusive of taxes.
$3,100 above the previous stanza;
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C)
closed tour Saturday (4).
(26th wk; 205; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182;
$43,000) (Rosalind Russell). As al¬
ways, $43,500. Lays off following
the June 29 evening performance
and resurftes Aug. 5.
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
(23d'wk; 180; $8:05; 1,453; $58,101)
, Detroit, May 7.
(Judy Holliday). Usual $58,700.
Third and last week gross of the
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC)
touring “Damn Yankees” was a (105th wk; 836; $8.05; 1,297; $50,great $54,300 at the 2,700-seat Rivi¬ 573). Moved yesterday (Tues.) to
era Theatre, at a $5 top. First and the Adelphi. Previous week, $36,second week grosses were $64,800. 200; last week, over $25,200.
and $65,000, respectively, for a to¬
Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa¬
tal of $184,127, a new record for dor (D) (83d wk; 661; $5.75; 1,155;
the musical while on tour. Poten¬ $35,000) (Joseph Schildkraut). Pre¬
tial capacity was $240,000 for the vious week, $19,000 on twofers;
stand..
last week, over $14,700 on two• Ray Walston withdrew as star -fers. Closes June 29 and lays off
after Tuesday’s (30) performance until July 29 when it begins tour¬
for a flim assignment. Horace Mc¬ ing in.Los Angeles.
Mahon, who had been playing the
First Gentleman, Belasco (C) (2d
baseball manager’s role, subbed wk; 12; $6.90; 1,037; $34,000) (Wal¬
for the rest of the week, and Bobby ter Slezak). Previous week, $16,Clark takes, over this week.
600 for first four performances
The Riviera is now dark, as are and one full 'and one partial pre¬
the Cass and Shubert.
view; last week, over $15,200;
scheduled to move May 20 to the
Martin Beck.
‘Fanny’ Down to $24,400
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum
For 4th Week in Wash. (C) (24th wk; 191; $5.75; 995; $26,Washington, May 7. - 000) (Walter Pidgeon). Previous
Fourth and final week of “Fan¬ week, $23,300; last week, almost
ny”- at the National drew a fair $19,900.
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC)
$24,400, bringing the total take for
the run to a. disappointing $108,- (22d wk; 172; $8.05; 1,625; $69,989)
300. Musical had favorable notices, (Ethel Merman). Previous week,
from the critics and good word-Qf- $65,900; last week, nearly $58,500.
Hole in the Head, Plymouth
mouth but somehow didn’t pull as
well as expected. It'moves to Bal¬ (CD) (10th wk;- 76; $6.25-$5.75: 1,timore, where it has advance sale 062; $36,625) (Paul Douglas). Pre¬
vious \veek, $30,300; last week,
of. $20,000.
Thornton Wilder’s “Matchmaker” over $28,600.
Holiday for Lovers, Longacre
opened . last night (Mon.) for a
(CX (12th wk; 92; $5.75; 1,101;. $29,three-week run.
378) (Don Ameche), Previous week,
$17,700; last week, over $15,000.
Closes next Saturday (11), with
producer-director Shepard Traube
Amours de Don Juan, Mogador.
planning a 13-week strawhat tour,
Amour 4 Colonels, Fontaine.
Amphitryon, Comedie Champ6-Elysees. prior to a regular road hike next
Belle Arabella, Porte St. Martin.
season.
' •
Bltos, Montparnasse G. Baty.
Hotel Paradiso, Miller (C) (4th
Cahtatrlce, .Huchette.
Chatte sur un tolt, Antoine.
wk; 28; $6.9p; 946; $34,000) (Bert
Comme une Flamme, Theatre en Rond.
Lahr, Angela Lansbury, John
Don Perltmpiin, Theatre de Lutecc,
Emery, Vera Pearce, Douglas
Ecole des Cocottes, Arts.
Faisons un reve, Varietes.
Byng). Previous week, $27,200;
Femme trop honette, Edouard VII.
last week, nearly $26,500.
Femme est nee, Potinlcre.
' Gr'and'Peur es mtsere. Petit Marigny.
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
Guerre comme a la Guerre, Franklin.
(94th wk; 750; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162;
Hihornatus, Athenee.
$32,003) (Paul- Muni). Previous
Hommes du Dimanche, Michodiere.
■ Irma la Douce, Grammont.
week, $24,700; last “Week, over $20,. Isabelle et le Pelllcan, Capucines.
800. May’fclose June 1 when Muni
Ivanov, Alliance Francaise.
leaves at the expiration of his con¬
Lauriers Verts, Copiedie Paris.
.Magicienne. .Pantoufles, Ambassadeurs.
tract.
Mai court, Bruy ere.
. Li’l Abner, St. James (MC) (25th
Mama, Madeleine,
Mediterranee, Chatelet.
wk; 196; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100). Pre¬
Minnie Moustache, Gaite-Lyrique.
vious week, $58,300; last week,
M. Masure, Comedie Wagram.
over $58,200.
Mondanftes libertines, Comedie Cau' martin.
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
Ne faites pas I'enfant, Ambigu.
Helen HayeS (D) (26th wk; 156;
Oeuf, Atelier.
$6.90;
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric
Or et la Paille, Michel.
• Pafate, Sfc. Georges.
March, Florence Eldridge). Previ¬
Petite Hutte, Noueautes.
ous week, $29,300; last week, al¬
Fellies Tetes, Palais Royal.
Phi-Phi, Bouffes-Parislens.
most $27,500.
Quincailliere de Chicago, ABC.
Major Barbara, Morosco (C)
Requiem pour Nonrie, Mathurins.
(27th wk; 215; $6.90; 946; $37,500)
Sacred Fantomes, Vieux Colombier.
• The et Sympathle, Paris.
(Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬
Topaze, Gymnase.
dith, Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis
Visite de la VIelle Dame, Marigny.
Skinner). Closes May 18. Previous
Vlrginle, Daunou.
•VoyageOts ’Egares, .Renaissance.
week, $21,000; last week, over
.SCHEDULED OPENINGS
$14,500.
(Figures.. denote opening dates)
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D)
Fin de Partle and Acte sans Parole,
Sdrtitiel Beckett dual-bill. Studio Champes- (57th wk; 453; 1,185; $39,116) (Ed¬
Elysees (5-7-57).
ward G. Robinson). Previous week,
Mpotsprrat,
by Emmanuel Robles, $23,800; last week, almost $22,900.
Oeuvre (6-7-57).
■Mademoiselle,' by Jaques Deval, Come- Closes May'25 and lays off until
die-Francaise (5-8-57).
Oct. 7 when It begins touring. .
Dlalogu des Carmelites, by Georges
Moon for the Misbegotten, Bijou
Bernanos, Hebertot^ (5-9-57),

‘Hatful 23G, Hub

‘Yankees’ Speedy $54,300
Ending Big Det. Stand

Paris Shows

(D) (1st wk; 4; $5.75-$5.25; 603;
$19,000) (Wendy Hiller, Franchot
Tone, Cyril Cusak). Opened last
Thursday (2) to three favorable re¬
views (Chapman, News; McClain,
Journal-American; Watts, Post)
and four unfavorable (Atkinson,
Times; Donnelly, World-Telegram;
Gilbert, Mirror; Kerr, Herald
Tribune); almost $14,000 for first
four performances and three pre¬
views.
Most Happy Fella, Imperial
(MD) (53d wk; 420 $;7.50; 1,427;
$57,875). Previous week, $54,800;
last week, almost $44,100.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
(60th wk; 475: $8.05; 1,551; $67,696) (Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews).
As always $68,700.
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
(C) (81st wk; 644; $5.75-$4.60;
1,331; $38,500).
Previous week,
$34,500; last .week, nearly $24,300.
Orpheus Descending, Beck (D)
(7th wk; 52; $6.90; 1,280; $41,500).
Previous week, $18,300; last week,
management claimed $15,000, but
was actually over $14,100. Closes
May 18.
Potting Shed, Golden (D) (14th
wk; 111; $5.75-$5.25; 800; $26,000)
(Sybil Thorndike, Robert Flemyng,
Leueen McGrath). Previous week,.
$16,100; last week, almost $12,900.
Closes next Saturday (11), with
tour planned.
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
(28th wk; 220; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
nearly $21,200.
Miss Leighton
Previous week, $25,200; last week,
nearly $26,400.
Miss Leighton
leaves at the expiration of her con¬
tract June 29.
Shinbone Alley, Broadway (MC)
(3d wk; 25; $7.50; 1,900; $74,297)
(Eartha Kitt, Eddie Bracken). Pre¬
vious week, $41,500; last week, al¬
most $32,600.
South Pacific, City Center (MD)
(2d wk; 15; $3.80; 3,090; $68,812)
(Mindy Cai'son, Robert Wright).
Ends limited three-week run next
Sunday (12). Previous week, $57,700 for first seven performances
and one preview; last week, over
$58,800.
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (12th
wk; 93; $5.75; 994; $34,000) (Tom
Ewell). Previous week, $30,800;
last week, almost $30,900.
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
(C) (13th wk; 100; $6.90-$5.75; 766;
$27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Previ¬
ous week, $25,700; last week, near¬
ly $22,800.
Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet
(CD) (16th wk; 124; $6.90; 1,001;
$35,040) (Ralph Richardson). Pre¬
vious week, $20,400; last week, al¬
most $17,400, with Richardson out
for two performances. Closes next
Saturday (11) with Richardson
leaving for London to undergo
surgery for a throat ailment thatT^
resulted in his missing 34 perform¬
ance^ since the opening. Chris
Gampel is his sub.
Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden
(R) (10th wk; 75; $8.05; 1,404; $63,000) (Beatrice Lillie).
Previous
week. $43v300; last week, over
$36,000.
Miscellaneous
Livin’ the Life, Phoenix (MC)
(1st wk; 9; $3.85; 1,150; $25,000).
Previous week, $3,300 for opening
performance; last week almost $8,600, with closing expected soon.
Closed Last Week
Brigadoon, Adelphi (MD) (6th
wk; 47; ,$5.50-$4.85; 1,434; $45,000)
(David Atkinson, Virginia Oswald,
Scott McKay, Robert Rounseville).
Previous week, $27,600; last week,
almost $23,200. The City Center
Light Opera Co. revival closed
last Sunday (5) after an extended
four-week run at the Adelphi, fol¬
lowing a regular two-week stand
at the Center.
Opening This Week
Greatest Man Alive, Barrymore
(C) ($6.75-$4.60; 1,077; $27,811)
(Dennis King). Play by Tony Web¬
ster, presented by Frederick Fox
(in association with Elliott Nugent
& John' Gerstad); production fi¬
nanced at $82,500 (including 10%
overcall), cost about $65,000 to bring in and can break even at
around $17,000 gross. Opens to¬
night (Wed.).

‘Cart’ Just Fair $18,800,
Racks Up St. L’s Season
St. Louis, May 7..
Maurice ' Evans in “The Apple
Cart” pulled a fair $18,800 last
week at the 1,513 American Thea¬
tre, at a $4.95 top.
That apparently ends the regular
local legit season.
Claire Luce is scheduled to tour
the strawhat circuit in a package
of “The Great Sebastians.”
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Paris Gets Spring Legit Splurge;
Dell Book,’ Guitry’s ‘Faisons’ Click

Wednesday, May

8r

I.957

Equity-Bonded Summer Theatres
i

This Roster of Equity-Bonded Summer Theatres covets those for lohtch Equity Bonds were posted
in 1956. So far as Actors Equity Assn, knows, all these listed below intend to operate in 1957 at. though bonds for all of them have not yet been posted, there may be additional theatres, which will
be published in subsequent issues. The-parantheiic (M) indicates a Musical Theatre.

By THOMAS QUINN CURTISS 4-‘-Paris, April 30.
Theatre
Manager
Location
FRONT-OF-HOUSE PENSIONS
With the May-June tourist in¬
•Barter. Theatre ....«•.*......../Robert Porterfield
Abingdon, Va. .........
flux due to spur business, the Paris
.Grist
Mill
Playhouse
...,.
.Harold
J, Kennedy
Legit
Press
Agents
&
Mgrs.
Seek¬
Andover,
N.
J..
legit season has entered the home¬
ing Practical Method
Ann.- Arbor, Mich. , •..
stretch with a flurry of notable
..Robin
Hood
Theatre,
Wilmington
3,
Del.......
,Neil
McKenzie
Arclen,
Dell'
....
openings. It’s apparently .the usual
The Assn, of Theatrical iPress Atlanta, Ga. (M) . .’. ....Municipal Theatre, Inc., Hotel Georgian Terspurt before the July-August dol¬
• race, 659 Peachtree St., N. E...Eric Mattson
drums. The new season starting in ^Agents & Managers is renewing
^efforts
to formulate a. pension plan Atlantic Beach, N. Y. .
Capri Theatre .•.. Helen Waren
September generally brings a ma¬
for
its
members.
The
union
is
now
Atlantic City, N. J. ... ..Quarterdeck Theatre, 148 So. Virginia Ave.Cheryl Maxwell
jor parade of new shows.
sending out questionnaires to the Augusta, Mich. ......... .Barn Theatre '....Jack P. Ragotzy
The Ambassadeurs, the late membership requesting certain info Barnesville, Pa. ..........Lakewood Theatre ..* v*• • -Nat
Stevens
Henri Bernstein’s theatre, has re¬ necessary for the establishment of Bellport, N. Y..
. Gateway -Theatre ...'.”.Ruth Vickers
placed a disappointing revival of a retirement setup.
Beverly, Mass. (M) ... .North Shore Music Theatre (P. O. Box 62)...... .Stephan Slane
Henry De Montherlant’s “Those
Working with ATPAM. on the Binghamton, N. Y. .......... .Triple Cities Playhouse ....Peter Flournoy
We Take in Our Arms” with Louis project is Martin Segal & Co., Bismark, N. D. .Town ’n Country Playhouse... .Nancy J. Edwards
Ducreux’s adaptation of John van which has handled similar assign¬ Blauvelt, N. Y. .Rockland Co. Playhouse, Greenbush Hoad.Alwin Leber
Druten’s “Bell, Book and Candle;” ments for other unions.
Boiling Springs., Pa. .. .., .Allenberry Players ......Chas. A. B. Heinze
The locale of the comedy has been
Lee Falk
Boston, Mass. .Boston Summer Theatre.
switched from New York’s Murray
Canal-Fulton, O. ...... ..Canal-Fulton Summer Theatre ...David Fulford
Hill to Montmarte, and the sex
William Dempsey
scenes have been' spiced up arid
Chatham, Mass. ..Monomoy Theatre .. .Mary B. Winslow
the characters names changed.
.Globe Theatre ..
.Paddy Robinson
Chatham, Ontario ..... ..
Otherwise, “La Magicienne en
Abe Olshan
Chestertown, N. Y. ... .Crystal Lake Lodge .
Pantoufles” (“The Witch in Slip¬
“Long Day’s
Journey
Into*
. .Cincinnati Bummer Playhouse............Richard L.> Rosenfeld
pers”) is a fairly faithful render¬ Night,” Eugene O’Neill’s posthu¬ Cincinnati
..
Clinton
-Playhouse
...;.Charlotte
Harmon
Clmton,
Conn.
ing of the fantasy about the mod¬ mous autobiographical drama, was
South Shore Music Circus......... .Ray *C. Johnson
ern young sorceress who enchants this week awarded the Pulitzer Cohasset, Mass. (M) .. ..
..
Brandywine
Music
Box,
P.
O.
Box
126.John
Stark
Concordville
(M)
.
a tenant in her apartment house, Prize for drama for 1957. That gives'
tojhe disgust of her witch aunt and O’Neill, the only American play¬ Coonamessett, Mass. .. ..... .Falmouth Playhbuse ...*..Henry ,T. Weinstein
brother. Gaby Sylvia, who excels wright to get a Nobel Prize, ,the. Corning, N. Y. .....Corning Summer Theatre ...Dorothy Chernuck
in roles with a touch of the super¬ additional distinction of being the Cragsmoor, N. Y. .......... Cragsmoor ^Playhouse ... Elairie Perry
..Dallas Civic Theatre
.Ramsey Burch
..
natural, scores as the attractive only winner of four Pulitzer awards Dallas
Margo Jones Theatre ’56....... Ramsey,. Burch
hexer, as does rising juvenile comic for drama.
.State
Fair
Musicals,
State
Fair
Auditorium..... Charles R. Meeker, Jr.
Dallas (M) . ...i.
Guy Bertil as her puckish brother.
The only other four-time Pu¬ Dennis, .Mass. .Cape Playhouse ...... Charles Mooney
Ducreux’ direction lends the draw¬
litzer
winners
were
Robert
Frost,
...Elitch’s
Gardens
.
.John M. Guitler
Denver
ing room whimsy proper tone and
and the late Robert E. Sher¬ Detroit. (M) .. ..-.Melody Circus .....William J. Cornell
“Magicienne,” though not a smash, poet
wood, playwright-historian. In the East Hampton, N. Y. . ...John Drew Theatre ...........Ron Rawson
should last through the balance of
this season and be good for a re¬ latter case, three of the awards Ephrata, Pa. ... The .Star Playhouse ... Jonothan Dwight
were for plays and one for his biog¬ Evergreen Park, Ill. .. .Drury Lane. Theatre ...
Jim Monos
prise in the fall.
The 3,000-seat Chatelet, which raphy of “Roosevelt and Hopkins.” Excelsior. Minn. ....Old Log Theatre ....... .Don Stolz
In nailing the Pulitzer citation, Fayetteville, N. Y. ..........Famous Artists Country Playhouse....Elliot Martin
normally changes its operettas at
Christmas time, has also done a “Journey” made a clean sweep of Fayetteville, Pa.' .....Totem Pole Playhouse .....William H. Putch
switch by trotting out a spring re¬ the major legit honors of the sea¬ Fish Creek, Wis. .Peninsula Players ...Caroline Rathbone
vival of “Vaises de Vienne” son. The play, which marked the Fishldll, N. Y. ... ..Cecilwood Theatre, Dtichess Players.Joseph Stevens
(“Waltzes
from
Vienna”),
a Main Stem bow of off-Broadway Fitchburg, Mass. .Lake Whalom Playhouse....Guy PaJmerton.
.Robroy Farquhar
schmaltzy musical biography of the producers Theodore Mann, Leigh Flat Rock, N. C. ...... ....The Vagabond .Players
Johann Strausses, pere and fils, Cornell and Jose Quintero, previ¬ Flint, Mich • (M) ...... ..The Musical Tent, Clio, Michigan.Leonard Patrick
with a score adapted from both. ously won the New York Drama Groton, Conn. ........ .Groton Playhouse, 40 School Street.....Jack I. Zalkind
It’s a handsome, spectacular and Critics Circle award as the best Haddonfield, N. J. (M). ... Camden County Music Circus,
Delaware Township ., ..*St. John Terrell
well-sung production, apparently new American play and the Ameri¬
strong enough to run through the can Theatre Wing’s Antoinette Hampton, N. H. . .Hampton Playlftmse ..John Vari
Perry (Tony) Award aS the out¬ Highland Park, Ill. (M) .Musid Theatre, North Shore Community
summer.
Opera Association .‘..Frank Hutchins
Another hit April revival is standing play of the year.
“Journey,” costarring Frederic Highland Park, Ill. ..Tenthouse Theatre
Sacha Guitry’s “Faisons un Reve”
.Herb Rogers
March
and
Florence
Eldridge
(Mrs.
(“Let’s Dream”), a 1916 item done
Hinsdale, Ill....;.Hinsdale Summer Theatre .*.. Fay Roope
in the U. S. in 1918-19 as “Sleep¬ March), is crrently in its 27th Holyoke, Mass. ..The Valley Players, Mountain Park Casino.Jean Guild
ing Partners.” Though the play week at the Heleri Hayes Theatre, Houston, Texas ..Alley Theatre, 709 Berry Avenue..Nina Vance
has a creaky plot, its wit hasn't N. Y. The. play has also been se¬ Houston, Texas .Playhouse, 4816 South Main......Herbert Kramer
withered and, with character-comic lected by the State Dept, to rep¬ Hyanriis, Mass. (M) ...Cape Cod Melody Tent...Ray C. Johnson
Robert Lamoureux as the glib roue, resent the U. S. this summer at the Hyde Park, N. Y.Hyde Park Playhouse .*.George Quick
Danielle Darrieux as the. beautiful' Paris Festival. The drama award Indianapolis. Ind..
Avondale Playhouse ..
Wm.. T. Wilson
wife and comedian Louis de Funes is $500, as is the music prize, which Indianapolis (M) ..Starlight Musicals, Inc., Indiana State
as the flustered husband, it is sell¬ went to Norman c Dello Jolo for
Fairgrounds, Coliseum ..Melvin T. Ross
"Meditations on Ecclesiastes.”
ing out at the Varietes.
Irwin, Pa..White Barn
.. Clay Flagg
O'Neill’s other Pulitzer awards Ivory ton, Conn..
“Burning Bright,” John Stein¬
Ivoryton Playhouse ...Milton StieTel
beck’s drama about sterility, also were for “Beyond the Horizon” Jackson’s Point, Ont.Red Barn Theatre ... .Douglas Henderson
was a mid-April entry as “Comme (1920), “Anna Christie” (1922), and Jennerstown, Pa...Mountain Playhouse .n... Louise S. Maust
une Flame” (“Life a Flaine”), in “Strange Interlude” (1928).
Kansas City, Mo. (M).~..Starlight Theatre Assn, of Kansas *City, Inc.,
a circular-staging production at the
Swope Pk., P.O. Box 7029, Country Club Sta..William Symqn
Theatre-au-Rond, but neither the
Keene, N. H.. .Keene Summer Theatre .:.. .Alfred T. Colony
critics nor public was interested.
Kennebunkport, Me. •./... Kennebunkport Playhouse ...... Robert C. Currier
Albert Willemetz has an April hit,
Kingston, Ont.Kingston Repertory Theatre ...Barbara Field
however, with a revival of hfi?1918
Knowlton, P. Q.....Brae Manor Theatre .Mrs. Sadler
operetta, “Phi-Phi,” at his®BouffesLaconia-Gilford, N. H.Lakes Region Playhouse.....Alton Wilkes
Washington, May 7.
Parisiens.
Laguna Beach, Calif.. Laguna Playhouse .;.*.;..
Conrad Noles
Arthur
Miller
will
go
on
trial
Continuing hits include Felicien
La Jolla, Calif.La Jolla Playhouse ...John Swope
Marceau’s. “L’Oeuf,” at the Ate¬ here next Monday (13) in U. S. Lambertville, N. J. (M) .Music Circus .St. John Terrell
lier; Marcel Achard’s “Patate,” at District Court on charges of con¬ Liberty, N. Y.Stanley Woolf Production, 1697 Broadway,
the St. Georges; Marcel Andre’s tempt of the House Committee on
N. Y. C. ...Stanley Woolf
“Virginie,’ ’at the Danou; “Irma un-American Activities. A motion Litchfield, Conn......Litchfield Summer Theatre .Leonard Altobell
La Douce,” at the Grammont; An¬ for postponement was denied last London, Ont.Grand Theatre ...Ken Baskette dre Roussin’s “La Mamma” at the week by Chief Judge Bolitha J. Long Beach, N. Y.Long Beach Playhouse .Samuel Zerinsky
Madeleine; “L’Or et La Paile” Laws.
The
playwright’s
attorneys, [-Louisville, Ky. (M)‘.Louisville Park Theatrical Assn., Iroquois Park
(“Gold and Straw”), at the Michel,
Amphitheatre, Memorial Aud., 4th & Kentucky . George E. Gans
and Ingrid Bergman in “Tea and Lloyd Garrison, of New York, and Lutherville, Md. .'....Hilltop Theatre .Don Swann, Jr.
Joseph L. Rauh, of Washington,
Sympathy,” at the Paris.
requested postponement pending a Madison, Ohio .Rabbit Run1 Theatre .Margaret Klump'
Supreme Court decision on a Mahopac, N Y. (M)...Putnam County Playhouse .Tom Reddy
similar case. The move was op¬ Malden Bridge, N. Y.Malden Bridge Playhouse ...Paul Bressoud
posed by Asst. TJ. S. Atty. William Manistee, Mich. .......Manistee Surtimer Theatre ..Madge Skelly
Hitz, who argued that the U. S. Marengo, Ill.Shady Lane Theatre...'....Frank Bryan
Donald Wolin
Court of Appeals has ruled on Matunuck, R. I.... Theatre-By-The-Sea ..
Millburn, N. J...Papermill Playhouse ..., .Frank Carrington
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo had similar cases without waiting to Mohnton, Pa..Berks Players, 133 South 6th St., Reading, Pa...Betty Morgan McLean
$150,445 in the count-up on 16 per¬ see what the high tribunal does.
Miller was cited for contempt Monmouth, Me. (M) ..Gilbert & Sullivan Festival Theatre........_Dorothy Raedler
formances through last Saturday
Montreal, Quebec ... .Mountain Playhouse ....
.Norma Springford
(4) at the Metropolitan Opera for refusal to disclose names of Montreal (Mont Gabriel) ..Ten Theatre
.•.Bruce Raymond
House, N. Y. ' That is believed the persons who anight have attended Mountainhome, Pa. ....Pocono Playhouse .....Rowena Stevens
Communist
group
meetings
about
top take ever for a “native” (it’s
Mt. Gretna, Pa. .'..Gretna Playhouse ...Chas. F. Coghlan
now essentially a Yank enterprise) 10 years ago.
Mt. Kisco, N. Y. ....Westchester Playhouse ...Barton H. Emmet
ballet troupe.
Myrtle Beach, S. C.Myrtle Beach Playhouse ..W. Griswald Smith
Last spring the Ballet Theatre’s
Nantucket, Mass.Straight Wharf Theatre
...Peter T. Poor
gross for three weeks, one more,
Neptune, N. J. (M) .Music Circus
.....St. John Terrell
than the Ballet Russe, was around
New Centerville, Pa. (M) ........Valley Forge Music Fair, Devon, Pa.Lee Guber
(May 6-19)
$126,000. Sadler's Wells and Royal
Apple
Cart
(Maurice
Evans)—Black- New Hope, Pa.Bucks- County Playhouse...*....*.Michael Ellis.
Danish Ballets at the Met were stone, Chi (6-18).
...Casino Theatre ....Sara Stamm
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez, Newport, R. I.
both sellouts or nearly so.
Marjorie Steele, Alex Nicol)—Erlanger, Niagara Falls, Ont.Princess Theatre ......Erick Greenwood
The $75,000 weekly take for Chi (6-18).
Nisswa, Minn.Nisswa Summer Theatre ...Shiriey. ]£. Richardson
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)—
Ballet Russe throws into sharp re¬ Palace,
Marjorie A. Miller
Youngstown (6r8); Paramount, To¬
lief last week’s widely published ledo (9-11); Royal Alexandra, Toronto (13- North Conway, N. H. .Eastern Slope Playhouse ... ....Edward P. O’Donnell
18).
incident of impresario Serge Den¬
Northland
Center,
Detroit,
Mich.
.Northland.
Playhouse
..Kenneth
Sdhwartz
Desk Set (Shirley Booth)—Harris, /Dhi
ham, a 'former banker, ordering (6-11,
closes).
North Tonawanda, N. Y. (M).Niagara Melody Fair, Wurlitzer Pk., Box 75.Lewis T; Fisher
the curtain down iri the midst of
Fanny
(Italo
Tajo,
Billy
Gilbert)— Ogunquit, Me, ..Ogunquit Playhouse ....John Lane '
“Gaite Parisienne” to terminate Ford's, Balto (6-11); Hanna, Cleve. (13-18). Olney, Md.Olhey Theatre
...William H. Graham
Hatful of Rain (Vivian Blaine, Bfen Gazthe performance before 11:30 p.m. zara)—Her
Majesty’s, . Montreal
(6-11, Pawling, N, Y...... Starlight Theatre .... Isobel Rose Jones
when time-and-a-half overtime closes).
Peterborough,
N.
H.Peterborough
Players
..Edith Bond Stearns
Matchmaker
(Ruth
Gordon,
I.oring
would apply. Ballerina Alexandra
Patricia Cutts)—National, Wash. Peterborough, Ont. ..Peterborough Summer Theatre ..Eric Christmas ••
Danilova, guesting for the New Smith,
(6-18).
Petersburg, R. D., Pa.Standing Stone Playhouse ..Richard Warren
York dates from her present home
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne,
Petoskey, Mic’’... Petoskey Playhouse
..... Bentley Lenhoff
Rogers)—Philharmonic, L. A. (6-18).
and teaching life in Texas, Anne
... Sam M, Handelsman
' No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Shu- Philadelphia, Pa.... .Playhouse-In-The-Park
screamed as if back in Petrograd bert, Cincy (6-11); ..Music HalL K. C. (13(Continued on page ' 68)
in the good old days.
18).
/ ’

‘JOURNEY’DOES SWEEP
WITH PULITZER AWARD

Arthur Miller Contempt
Trial Next Monday (13)

Ballet Russe $150,445 In
16 Performances, Met, N.Y.
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MESSRS. RODGERS and HAMMERSTEIN
from a grateful "NELLIE FORBUSH"
"SOUTH PACIFIC," City Center, New York

BROOKS ATKINSON
New York Times
"Miss Carson • .. Is a charming ac¬
tress with an excellent voice.11
WALTER KERR
New York Herald Tribune

"Miss Carson is a sunny performer
with a winning smile and a good bit of
bumptious gusto."
ROBERT COLEMAN
New York Mirror

"Mindy Carson made an auspicious
Broadway bow ... has remarkable
stage presence and can sirtg like a
nightingale."
RICHARD WATTS, JR.
New York Post

: "Mindy Carson was something of a
revelation . , . attractive freshness,
warmth, humor and simplicity."

COLUMBIA
RECORDS

JOHN McCLAIM
New York Journal-American

"Mindy Carson has a perfectly en¬
chanting voice . . .' pert face and fig¬
ure ... she is very good."

P^Rrnfr
"Mindy Carson is a plausible and en¬
gaging Nellie Forbush . . . an honest,
direct and winning performance • , •
her singing is stand-out."
WHITNEY BOLtON
Morning Telegraph

and a sincere acknowledgement to

JOHN FEARNLEY

FREDERICK OVONGH

JEAN DALRYMPLE

Director

Conductor

and Staff

"Her Nellie Forbush lights up the
place like a million-watt torch. She
has the charm, the winning grace and
the volte."

, Management —

BYRON BENTLEY
Nighfbeat TV Show
"She has charm, spirit, verve and wit
• •. She's a very capable actress,"
FRANK FARRELL
New York World Telegram 6 Sun
"Mindy Carson the loveliest of the
Knucklehead Nellies In the current City
Center edition of 'South Pacific'."

EDWARD JOY

1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

Press Relations

Direction

Musical Direction

MARVIN DRAGER

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

SHERMAN EDWARDS
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Chi’s Slock‘Bridge’
--
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Legit Bits

Understudies in the Broadway Louis Schweitzer, John Post Jr
production of “Happi'est Million¬ Anita Post Litsky and Joseph Feld¬
aire” got their chance last Wednes¬ man on an appeal against the
day (1). Martin Ashe, who’s fea¬ unanimous decision given to Max
tured in the comefdy, subbed for Eisen by the Appellate Division
star. Walter Pidgeon, who was out that the 1955 sale of the leasehold
for both performances that day and the contents of the Theatre de
because of a strep throat. In turn, Lys, N. Y., to Schweitzer and his
Ashe’s understudy, Mark Allen, wife, Lucille Lortel, was null and
who plays a footman, went..on for void.
the former. . Ashe, in costume,
The N. Y. City Center will give
made the substitution announce¬ itself a benefit performance May
What is theatre all about? Actorment himself, noting one good 20 for the first time in its 14 years
stage manager-playwright James
thing about the change was that it of operation. It’ll be tagged “The
Lee has some definite notions and
gave Allen an opportunity to speak City Center Showcase” and will
he’s getting them oft his chest in
lines.
consist of selections from the nu¬
a new play, “Career,” at ofMBroadJosh White Jr. has succeeded merous Center opera, baBet, drama
way’s newest showcase, Seventh
Louis Gossett as lead in the off- and light opera productions.
Avenue South.
Broadway production of “Take a
Run Thief Run
Theresa Helburn, co-administra¬
Giant Step,” which closes next
Starting in a restaurant where.a . James P. Davis production of his own
tor of the Theatre Guild with her
46-year-old actor “at liberty’ has new drama in three acts. Stars Len Tune Tent at Framingham, Mass. Sunday (12).
husband
Lawrence Langner, has
Doyle; staged by Carlo De Angelo; set¬
Framingham, Mass., May 7.
the chance to make $200 a week ting, Ballou. At Chanin Theatre, N. Y.,d
' Jack Leny, of the Lenny-Debin
him in London to o.o. a
New musical tent, the Carousel talent agency, planed to the Coast joined
as headwaiter, the play quickly May 4, '57; $2.80 top.
1
prospective Guild property, “The
flashes back to his initial decision
Cast; Len Doyle, Jerome Cardino, Pat of Framingham, is slated to open last Sunday (5) to line up names
Restless Heart,” the Jean Anouilh.
^
to make the theatre his career. It Crawford.
the first week in July. Stanton for the tent theatres represented Lucienne Hill play, which opens on
then follows the varying fortunes
the West End tonight (Wed.).
The Chanin Theatre is five Shifman, of Brookline, formerly by his office.
of his career and life in and out
Legit
pressagent
Joe
Lustig
goes
associated
with
the
Warwick
(R.
I.)
While there, discuss possible deals
of the profession, swinging back blocks and 50 stories off-Broadway. Music Tent, is the producer.
into Mt. Sinai Hospital, N.Y.; to¬ for West End productions of the
A
couple
of
ill-fated
plays
have
full circle to the restaurant again
Efforts have been made to open morrow (Thurs.) for surgery on his' Guild's current Broadway presen¬
- where he must make a fateful de¬ been produced in its plush-seated
left leg, lYhich he injured last tations “Bells Are Ringing” and
black and gold resplendency dur¬ a canvastop here for three years, February
cision,
in a motor scooter acci¬ “Tunnel of Love.” Worthington
the past-year, and “Run Thief but promoters encountered trouble dent.
Lee has looked at the.’theatre ing
Run” is a new casualty.
will be associated with the
due
to
zoning
and
inability
to
get
Gene Nelson has succeeded John Miner
with shrewd eyes, and in his play
in James P: Davis’s melodrama, the right spot. Tent will be just Ireland as lead in-“Darling, I’m Guild in the.contemplated Broad¬
he has been able to counterbalance
way
production
of “Heart.”
the
offstage
elevator
is
the
protag¬
off the. intersection of the Boston- Yours,” which opened last Monday
bitterness with glamour, to offset
Jack Hylton, producer of the
recurring defeat with perennial onist. Whenever it noisily grinds Worcester Turnpike and the new (6) at the Curran, San Francisco.
longrun
London
edition of “La
up
to
the
third
floor
and
clanks
Tollway.
Alexander H. Cohen, co-produ¬
hope. He seems to say that even
cer of the Broadway production of Plume de ma Tante,” will present
as the theatre dies., it renews itself, open, the fleeing bank embezzle'r
the French musical revue in Eng¬
“The
First
Gentleman,”
and
Inga
that the acolytes the theatre sacri¬ occupying the immediately adja*
Pitt Area Lights May 11
Swenson, femme lead in the show, lish on Broadway next season in
fices are responsible for its Con¬ cent-room freezes into immobility1
Pittsburgh, May 7.
until the elevator grindingly" de¬
took- a booth at the Biltmore Hotel, partnership with - Joseph Kipness.
stant rejuvenation.
The
Pittsburgh
area
strawhat
“Gravelswitch,” a musical com¬
For Lee has spoken affirmative¬ scends. Then the man sighs and season opens Monday (11) with N.Y., last Mbnday (6) to hand out
ly, even while scrutinizing the the¬ resumes his interrupted activity, the Mountain Playhouse in Jen- cuffo tickets to. tl\e playwrights, at¬ edy with, book and lyrics by Rob¬
ert
Purdom and Claire Wood and
which
usually
is
either
drinking
tending the Dramatists Guild con¬
atre with skepticism. He has dis¬
nerstown offering “Janus.” The
music by Harrell Peter is sched¬
sected producer, director, actor, brandy, counting his 250 grand schedule will run 24 weeks, with. vention there.
uled
for Broadway production next
swag,
or
chivvying
the
girl
from
The
part
recently
taken
by
Ruth
agent, hanger-on, revealed the raw
bone and sinew of show business, next door who shares his bath¬ Charles Crain returning as resi¬ McDevitt, as successor to Nydia November by Lawrence Baker Jr.,
dent director-actor.
Westmaft in the “Greatest Man who was last represented on Broad¬
and admiringly concluded that room.
Carl Low and Clay Flagg won’t Alive,” has been written out of the way two years ago as co-producer
there’s no business like it.
If the thief-didn’t have a rather
with Robert Radnltz of “The
It’s virtually impossible to Vrite ghastly heart attack early in the get their White Bam Theatre at play.
Two plays dealing with the Leo- Young and the Beautiful.”
a play about theatre that doesn’t first act, “Run Thief Run” might- Irwin going until June 1, and Wil¬
“The Man Beneath,” a musical
seem derivative.
Although Lee have a little suspense. Plant poi¬ liam Penn Playhouse and Little pold-Loeb murder trial are due for drama,
based on Peter Abraham's
production.
Meyer
has written with keen insight, son or a heart attack early in a Lake Theatre are slated to go few Broadway
“Mine Boy,” with book by
there are second-hand cliches ir play, however, and it’s a dead cer¬ weeks after that. Civic Light Op¬ Levin’s adaptation of his best-sell noyel,
Herbert
E. Martin and Stephen
ing
novel,
“Compulsion,”
reported¬
his play, and an occasional sent! tainty they’ll turn up later on. In era series of six outdoor musicals
ly, will be produced by Leigh Con¬ Bates, lyrics by Martin and music
mentalization intrudes. And rath this instance, the heart condition at Pitt Stadium starts June 24.
by'Duke
Ellington, is planned for
nell,
Theodore
Mann
and
Jose
er surprisingly; considering the thwarts earthly justice, and the at¬
Quintero, while Jay Julien has ac- production next season by Christo¬
author’s programmed theatrical tractive girl from next door with
auired the rights to “Counsel for pher B. Manos, who was responsi¬
Canadian Barn Opens June 8
credits, he hasn’t always known the black- eye and broken tooth
the Defense,” a new play by Wil¬ ble for the 1954 revival of “Here
Montreal, May 7.
when an act is over, although to needn’t worry any longer about
Come the Clowns” at the Cherry
The North Hatley Playhouse, one.| liam Marchant.
have written too fully is less fatal having fraternized- with a wanted
Accountant Robert M. Carr is Lane Theatre, N. Y.
of
theleading
strawhats
of
Quebec
man.
than not to have written enough.
currently assistant treasurer for
Martin Cohen, a longtime NBCCharles Olsen, who has co-pro¬
There was a director change in Province, plans a 10-week season the American Shakespeare Festival TV production staffer, has with¬
Co-Producers
duced “Career” with Janies Pres¬ rehearsal, Carlo De Angelo finally starting June 8.
Theatre & Academy, the Acad'emy drawn from the network to devote
ton, has staged with taut force. being credited (if that’s the word). Ray Hatrick (who also owns the of TV Arts & Sciences and the full time to legit production.
The staging is arena, Seventh Ave¬ Veteran actor Len Doyle is starred theatre) and Brigham Day will American -Theatre Wing.
Also
The Eauity Library Theatre will
nue South being similar in layout as the embezzler whose getaway is also' increase playing nights from member of the American Arbitra¬ present
George Bernard Shaw’s
to its
neighbor, Circle-in-the- delayed by concern for his kid three to five, with one night in tion Assn, for tv and legit matters. “Too True
to be Good” tonight
Square, and Olsen has used the brother and dalliance with the Rock Island, a U.S. border town
Lisa Ferraday will star in “Wit¬ (Wed.) through next Sunday (12) at
three-sided area with brisk assur¬ toothsome blonde next door. Pat nearby.
ness for the Prosecution” - at An¬ the JLenox Hill Playhouse, N. Y.
ance.
Crawford appears as the accommo¬
The Matrick-Day combination, thony Brady Farrell’s. Sacandaga The "production st^ff includes Cyril
Charles Aidman gives a thought¬ dating dancer who decides she’d
Summer Theatre, the week of Simon, director; Sam Kaner, set
fully clear-eyed performance as better draw the line somewhere who converted the theatre from a July 8.
designer; Robert de Mora, costume
the actor, changing credibly from and refusing a stolen $100,000 is as curling rink, will start the season
Legit pressagent Phyllis Perlman designer: Jane Worley, lighting de¬
with
a
week
of
French
offerings
eager youth to middle-aged dis¬ good a place to start as any.
is
spending,
two
weeks
in
Puerto
signer:
George Hale, stage man¬
illusion. As his first wife, Nancy
Jerome Cardino, as the bellhop with a cast headed by Yvette Rico where she’ll attend the Pablo ager; Mary Ann Lowe, production
Rennick has an energetic, attrac¬ of the fleabitten Times Square hos: Brindamour.
Casals Festival.’ During her manager; Kevin Tyler, assistant to
Company this year will be all absence Michael Mok will work
tively in genuous charm.
telry where the thief holes up,
the director,'and Pat Schultz, as¬
Clifton James, as a producer, slouches amiably in and out at pro, with New York actress with her partner, Marian Byram. sistant stage manager.
chews his cigar alternately with various incursions of the elevator Patricia Evans playing most of the
The New York State Court of
Dr. Marcel Prawley, executive
with
the
over-active
thyroid.
*
femme
leads.
Resident
director
nervous irritability on vigorous
Appeals is scheduled to hear argu¬ director of musical productions at
(Cldsed last week.)
Geor.
scorn, Norma Crane is crisply
will once again be Arthur Voronka. ment today (Wed.) in Albany by the state:owned Vienna Volksopera
hard-boiled as his sensati6n-satiis in New York to scout new tuners
ated daughter, and Norman Rose
and American German-language
has . truculent conviction as a di¬
singers for his presentations in the
Austrian capital.
Marc Blitzstein is doing the
score and lvrics for the Joseph
; Continued from page I
Stein-Will Glickman musical adap¬
tation of “Juno and the Paycock.”
Location
Theatre
Manager
The Hume Cronyns (Jessica Tan¬
Pittsburgh (M) .Civic Light Opera Assn, of Greater Pitts¬
dy), returned Monday to New York
burgh, Pitt. Stadium ....William Wymetal
from a brief vacation trip to their
Rhinelander, Wis.Tower Ranch Tenthouse Theatre. ...Mrs. C. H.'Jackson
private Bahaman island, Children’s
Rockton, Ill.Wagon Wheel Theatre ..Edgar Kloten
Bay Cay, to begin casting on “The
Man in the Dog Suit,” which
Sacandaga-Park, N. Y.Sacandaga Summer Theatre.......John Larson
they’ll tour on the strawhat circuit
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.Spa Theatre .John Huntington
this summer. Cronyn.will also be
Sacramento, Calif. (M) ....Sacramento Music Circus ...
Howard Young
involved
in the casting of “The
Sea Cliff, N. Y. .Sea Cliff Summer Theatre ..Thomas G. Ratcliffe, Jr.
Egghead,” which he’s staging for
'
Louis MacMillan
producer Hope Abelsoii, who plans
ha* the original Broadway cokSharon, Conn.Sharon Playhouse ...Judson p. Philips
to present it on Broadway early
tumes for SILK STOCKINGS, THE
Skaneateles, N. Y. (M) .Finger Lakes Lyric Circus...Virginia Franke Davis next season.
BOY FRIEND, CAN CAN, THE LOUD
Skowhegan, Me...Lakewood Theatre .'...Grant Mills
■«
RED
PATRICK,
EUGENIA,
THE
Somers Point, N. J. (M).....Gateway Music-Go-Rouiid Playhouse ..........Barnard L. Sackett
YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL, GUYS &
Standard Logit Theatrical Forms
Somerset, Mass...Somerset Playhouse .......
.....John J. McAvoy
DOLLS and many others ; . .
and Reports
Southbury, Conn. ............... South bury Playhouse
t......Ja.ck Quinn •
A FEW OF THE THEATRES WE
All form* SI.00 ptr 100
Spring Lake, N. J. ...Ivory Tower Playhouse
.-.Grace Powers
WILL COSTUME THIS SUMMER
St. Louis (M) .......Municipal Theatre, Forest Park .John Kennedy
Send for Your FREE Sample Set
Stockbridge, Mass..Berkshire Playhouse ...William Miles
TODAY
Papermill Playhouse; Music Circus,
American Legitimate Theatre Service
Stratford, Conn. .... i..
American Shakespeare Festival .Richard Skinner
Lambertville; Music Circus, Neptune;
4000 Sunset Blvd.
Stratford,.
Ont.
..Stratford
Festival
.
....*.V.
C.
Polley
Hyannis Melody Tent: Bucks County
* Hollywood 20, California
Tam worth, N. H. .....The Barnstormers ..Francis G. Cleveland
Playhouse;
Allenberry
Playhouse;
Tinton Falls, N. J.Old Mill Theatre .....Robert Cordier
South Shore Music Circus; Brandy*
Toronto Island, Ont.Centre Island Playhouse ...Bernard Rothman
wine Music Box; Cocoanut Grove
Traverse City, Mich. ..Cherry County Playhouse ...Ruth Baiby
Playhouse.
Vancouver, B. C...Vanguard Theatre .Derek Inman
FOR FINEST COSTUMES THAT
Vancouver, B. C. (M).Vancouver Civic Theatre, Theatre Under The
,. . have'that -Broadway look
Stars, 2024 Beach Avenue.William Buckingham
... will arrive on time
Virginia Beach, Va. ..Theatre-Go-Round ...•.Leslie Savage
... are fresh, clean, correct
Wallingford, Conn. (M) .Oakdale Musical Theatre .Ben Segal
... will fit your actors
Warrensville Heights, Ohio (M).. . Musicarnival, Inc., 4401 Warrensville Center
SEND YOUR SCHEDULE NOW
Road, Warrensville Heights. Cleveland 28.....John L. Price, Jr.
FOR A REASONABLE RENTAL
Warwick, R. I. (M) .Warwick Musical Theatre.Ben Segal
QUOTATION AND COSTUME PLOT
Wellesley, Mass.,.Group 20 Players, Theatre-On-The-Green ......Alison R. Evans
STAGE DIRECTOR
Westport,-Conn.’.Westport Country Playhouse .Philip Langner
Westboro, Mass. ...,..Red Barn Theatre ....Ivers S. Sawyer
(Equity), over 10 yts, (took, radio, eff-Broad*
way; Little Theatre; new eueeenfully dirccWestbury, L. 1. (M) .Wcstbury Music Fair .........Lee Guber
tlhi In Southern city; bo**d for 10-weck
Whitefield, N. H. .......Chase Barn Playhouse ...Lucy Chase Sparks •'
professional euinmer itetk; available Sept, jo
fer etock »r Oret*rate Little Theatre, preferably
Windham, N. H.! Windham. Playhouse ..A. Everett Austin
.In North, Seek opportunity fer ipectaeular
232 NORTH 11th STREET
Woodstock, N. Y.Woodstock Playhouse.A. L. Sainer
Job,v in audlenee-bRHdlrti. Finest recommen¬
dation*. Bex V 52-57, Variety. .154 W. 4Cth
PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
Worthington, Ohio ..-... .Playhouse-On-The*-Green, P. O. Box 306.;.Joseph K. Weaver
Street. NeVv York 3S.
Yellow Springs & Telodo, Ohio.. Antioch Area Theatre ........Arthur W. Lith'gow

Career

James Preston and Charles Olsen pro¬
duction of a new comedy-drama in three
acts by James Lee.
Staged by Olsen;
settings, David Hays At Seventh Avenue
South, N. Y., April 30, ’57; $3.50 top.
Cast; Charles White, Charles Aidman,
Nancy Rcnnick, Clifton James, Forrest
Wood, Frances Armstrong. Rlcnard Goldhurst, Norman Rose, Mary James, Wil¬
liam Long Jr., Norma Crane, Bernard
Reed, Dick Stahl, Larry Hagman.

i rector who lets expediency dictate

friendship.
It’s a solid cast throughout, but
two of the most, satisfactory sup¬
porting performances are by Mary
James, as an agent who sticks with
the. actor through good times and
bad, and Larry Hagman, as a re¬
turning G. I., in a brief but hilari¬
ous scene in which he gives a
civilian’s view of the acting pro¬
fession.
Career” is a play of, by and
for the theatre. Luckily its lastminute concession to - convention
doesn’t seriously modify its acrid
observations-,
Geor.

ated tent theatre in Fairmount
Park, will open its sixth season
June' 10 with Agatha Christie’s
melodramatic, “Witness for the
Prosecution,” with Basil, Rathbone
as star. The spot will break prec¬
edent by -playing the initial bill
for two weeks.
• Other shows booked but with
no official dates announced are
“Androcles and the Lion,” “Tiger
at the Gates” and “Fallen Angels.”
Others likely to be included will
be “Wedding Breakfast,” “Chalk
Garden,” “Desk City,” “Janus”
and “Uncle Willie.”

Equity-Bonded Bummer Theatres

MXU

iCostunws
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Literati
Overseas Press Votes Staff
New York’s Overseas Press Club
election returns show a nearly all¬
stag slate as victors. Inez Eobb
alone of the many feminine candi¬
dates won a place (as a governor).
Rumors promptly started that the
male membership had “plotted”
to demote the queens as too
prominent in the club’s manage¬
ment. As to that, nobody knows.
Cecil Brown is the -new presi¬
dent 'oyer Ansel Talbert, 358 votes
to 328. Thomas P. Whitmey, Rich¬
ard de Rochemont and Cornelius
Ryan are the new veeps. Returned
secretary is Will Yolen and re¬
turned treasurer A. Wilfred May.
Governors: Henry Cassidy, Nor¬
man Cousins, Miss Robb, Ben
Graiier, Larry Newman, Robert
Conway, Bill Saffife.
Melinda on Groucho
Groucho Marx’s 10 - year - old
daugter, Melinda, put a new slant
on the comedian in the Sunday (5)
edition of Parade mag. With the
help of Parade staffer Lloyd
Shearer and5 a recording machine,
she sounded off on pop in a zingy
piece " called “My - Life with
Groucho.”
“One of the reasons I love
Daddy,” she wrote, "is that we do
a lot of things together ... We go
to the movies where he talks back
to people on the screen, you know,
wisecracks like ‘I knew that, actress
■ when she was a car-hop in Colum¬
bus, Georgia’.”
Melinda, who’s appeared on her
father’s program several times,
adds that “his real name is Julius.
H. Marx. The ‘H’ stands for Hadacol, which is Swedish, he says, for
’God Bless America’.” Footnote to
the article reveals that pere Marx
insisted upon the recording device
because: “Everyone misquotes me
and I am of age. You can imagine
what they’ll do with Melinda.”
Prison Philosophy
As prelude to the below it might
be reprised that the only “free list”
that Variety has is the profes¬
sionals who are hospitalized or in
prison. As result of the latter, this
paper enjoys a journalistic rapport
with prisoners’ publications in so
far as being, on their cuffo list.
The Apr<j£L957%sue of The Echo,
Inmate Publication of the Texas
Prison System, has just been re¬
ceived, and Variety was struck by
two bits of philosophy. Boxed and
flanking the masthead of the Echo,
one item reads, “In journalism as
in other things, Monday’s master¬
piece wraps Tuesday’s fish.” The
second item: “One of the most dif¬
ficult things to give away is kind¬
ness, for it is usually returned.”
Blog On ‘Rachel’
"Rachel” by Richardson (Put¬
nam’s; $4.50), is another in cur¬
rent crop of show biz bios attempt¬
ing to separate fact from legend in
dealing’with prominent 19th cen¬
tury thesps. Author ,goes to rec¬
ognized sources for most of her
material, providing first tome in
English in 20 years to deal with
Rachel Felix, French-born trage¬
dienne who achieved fame on stage
and in the boudoir.
Queen Elizabeth permitted spe¬
cial research in the Royal Ar¬
chives at Windsor, and the find¬
ings, published for the first time,
give this work its principle dis¬
tinction. -Book was printed from
English plates, and is illustrated. %
Rodo.
Blog on H. W. Van Loon
Gerard Willem van Loon has
left for Holland and other Euro¬
pean spots to research material for
a definitive biography of his father,
Dr. Henrik Willem van Loon, au¬
thor of “The Story of Mankind”
and other works. Younger van
Loon will also visit Munich, where
he was born, and dig into family
archives in The. Netherlands in
which country, incidentally, he
spent the first 20 years of his life
before coming to the U.S.
There is another -brother, Henry
van Loon, who is an architect in

BOGART
appeared dn 73 movies. His career Is
told £actii*Uy> illustrated with 12 stills,
and accompanied, hv a detailed listing
of the 73 pictures, in the May' issue of
FILMS IN REVIEW. This issue also
contains an article on all the drama
and melodrama that went on during
the making.of Gone with the Wind,
and the tost ihstaUfnCnt of a two-part
article on how ■ the Irish have been
depicted on the American screen. It
also contains discerning and absolute¬
ly uncorrupted reviews of current
movies; a fascinating movie quiz for
eggheads;
special
departments
on
filmUsic and mpvles on TV; and last,
but not least, letters from readers
containing invaluable factual material.
FREE
We will send the May Issue free to all
who subscribe for ohe year.
Rates;
$4.50 in the US; $4.75 in Canada;
$5 elsewhere.

FILMS IN REVIEW
31 Union Square, New York City 1

New York. While Simon & Schus¬
ter published Dr. van Loon’s best¬
seller, the biog will' be published
by Atlantic Monthly Press (Little,
Brown).
CHATTER
World Famous Comics Inc.
authorized to conduct a publish¬
ing business in New. York.
Israel News Service Inc, author¬
ized to conduct a business as pub¬
lishers in New York.
Milton J. Shapiro, ex-managing
editor at Stearn Publications,
joined N.Y. Enquirer as sports edi¬
tor.
Look mag did not participate in
the Pan-Am overseas theatre flight
to Europe since policy forbids par¬
ticipation in such trips.
Ike Vern Associates Inc. author¬
ized to conduct a business as pub¬
lishers in. New York, with capital
stock of 200 shares, no par value.
Richard G. Hubler, who finished
a tour of Strategic Air Command
bases, is now writing a book on
the SAC for Duell, Sloan & Pearce,
for early 1953. publication.
Barbara Finlay, formerly home
furnishing editor of Modem Bride
mag, joined staff of. Seventeen
mag as home editor. She replaces
Susan Kadison who left to be mar¬
ried.
The Irish Academy of Letters
has named J. M. .Hone prexy for
1957, with playwright Rutherford
Mayne as deputy. Named to council
were Peadar O’Donnell, Lennox
Robinson, Austin Clarke, Seamus
O’Sullivan and Arland Usher.
Frontier Newspapers, Inc. has
been empowered to conduct a pub¬
lishing business in B.lasdell, Erie
County, Capital stock is 200 shares,
no par value. Charles J. Gaughan
and Gerard J. Lankes, 445 Ellicott
Square,"Buffalo, are directors and
filing attorneys.
A retired navy captain, with a
list of motion pic writing credits
and a Broadway play behind him,
has penned his first novel, basing
it on John Paul Jones. Harvey
Haislip, author of “The Long
Watch,” on the boards in 1952, and
the Oscar-winning documentary,
“The Secret Land,” wrote "Sailor
Named Jones” for Doubleday.
A. S. Barnes & Co., appears on
May 13 with “That Kelly Family,”
biog penned by John McCallum.
The Philly clan has a show biz his¬
tory: late Walter C. Kelly was
vaudeville’s
“Virginia * Judge”;
playwright George Kelly won the
Pulitzer for his “Craig’s Wife,” and
then there’s Grace, who not too
long ago married a nonpro.

‘Cindy & I’
Continued from page 2 =

lie. Their wedding day and night
wound up as a tour of the town’s
niteries, pubs, clubs and delicates¬
sens. Their friends’ affectiort-byinsult, which is the offbeat pattern
of a certain brand of Broadway
camaraderie, was fully unveiled at
a 25th anniversary party 'to sig¬
nalize Adams’ show biz career.
Their private and public world is
truly a stage.
Cindy’s predilection for hor¬
rendous color schemes; her per¬
sonal sartorial inclinations; her
oils, salves and bedtime fright wigs
that seemingly sound more like a
skindiver’s standard equipment
than for«boudoir beautifying; the
sunbaths, diets, domestic scenes,
household havoc, and crazy-mixedup .(but they apparently love ,jt!)
intimacies are bright reading. It’s
never vicious. It’s captious and
betimes clinical in -its analysis of_
their personal relations-” but neyer
too caustic—except where a hu¬
morous barb fits the anecdote.
, The satire is broad; the humor
is of the stripe of a vaudeville
monologist’s diatribe on any stand¬
ard foible. Its special appeal is the
subjective persdnalization of the
private lives of the author with his
Cindy—and vice versa.
The canvas is- geographically as
broad as . western civilization as
Adams personalizes his career
since Feb. 14, 1952, when Judge
Jonah J. Goldstein .'tied the con¬
nubial knot In his chambers. He
recounts his GI tours to Germany
and the Middle East; his Cook’s
tours to Europe and Israel, includ¬
ing an audience at the Vatican and
an interview with Ben-Gurion. He
has personal opinions on the poli¬
tical scene to match. Adams should
leave punditing to'others for the
prime reason that, no matter the
viewpoint, his flash 'travels in. cer¬
tain GI occupation ojjtposts are
per-force limited to the entertain¬
ment circuit.
Adams is more at home,: hence

more naturally funny, when his
peregrinations take , him to Las
Vegas or Cindy goes in for a char¬
ity pitch in Miami Beach with her
own concept of a “show.”
This is no comic’s “joke book”
collection for a fast buck. It has
beaucoup humor but it’s stuff in¬
herent to the titular pair and in¬
digenous to their marital blisterings. The built-in situations are
productive of a more genuine funn^bone end-result than if con¬
trived. The people who touched on
the Adamses’ lives fall naturally
into proper orbit and, as result, it
reads better. There’s no hark-back
and heart-break nostalgia*
“Cindy and I” are affectionate
people with an affectionate outlook
on life they lead—and apparently
like very much.

’ Crosby’s Kidisks
—-

■

Continued from page i •

Baba” is the daughter of composer
Richard Rodgers.
The albums were cut on the
Coast a few weeks ago by Arthur
Shimkin, Golden Records’ director..
It marked the first time that Cros¬
by was recorded specifically for the
kiddie market.
According to Shimkin, the Cros¬
by vocals in the packages also will
be culled for single release in Gold¬
en’s 25c line and for EP release in
its 49c line. Two albums, “All
Baba” and “Boy At Window” have
been set for early fall release. The
other two albums have been sched¬
uled to hit the market after the
Christmas season. The album price
has not yet been established. It’ll
either sell for $3.98 or $2.98.
The 30 songs in the four pack¬
ages have been put into-S&S’ subsid music firms. The Alec WilderArnold Sundgaard score is in Berry
Music, a .BMI firm. The others are
in the ASCAP firm, Walton Music.
Shimkin is now talking to tv
execs about possibilities of a show¬
casing of'the kid stories via film
with the Crosby disk narration and
crooning as soundtrack. He’s also
talking about the possibilities of
leasing the Crosby singles to Capi¬
tol or Columbia on an; over-ride
royalty deal for a regular pop mar¬
ket .push. The over-ride royalty
would give S&S about 10% of the
retail selling price which it would
have to divvy with Crosby.

London Musicals
SS—■ Continued from page 63 ——,

handsome payoff for Bernard Delfont, a similar type revue, “The
Latin Quarter,” was by no means
so successful when presented by
Emile Littler and Tom Arnold at
the Casino. The final presentation
there stood up only for a short
engagement and turned out to be a
costly proposition. In large meas¬
ure, that expensive failure may
have cued the exodus of Littler &
Arnold from the production of
lush West End presentations.
The policy of most independents
has to be dictated by jelementary
economics. Production costs have
never stopped rising since 1939,
but only a small proportion of the
increased overheads, have been
passed on to the consumer. Theatregoing in London is far cheaper
than most of Europe, and way be¬
low Broadway prices; West End
admissions fluctuate between a top
of $2.30 and $3. As one indie put
it to Variety: “There just isn’t
enough margin to justify the risk.
One failure, and you’re out of
business—possibly for good.”
Nevertheless, there are economic
safeguards. One of them has been
used successfully by Jack Hylton
and George and Alfred Black,
among others. Put a revue on in
a popular resort like Blackpool for
the summer, and bring it into town
after it has recouped its invest¬
ment. Hylton used that formula
very profitably at the Adelphi for
a number of years; his last Adel¬
phi revue, however, in association
with Arthur Lesser, opened cold
in town and folded within a few
weeks.
The Black Brothers are
currently working that formula
with the Dave King Show'at the
Hippodrome.
There’s another surefire pattern.
Take a topline British male star—
like Norman Wisdom or Max By¬
graves, for example—and put him
in a spectacular Palladium revue.
The combination of star and the¬
atre seems to spell boxoffice magic,
as • will (Undoubtedly be proved
when Bygraves headlines the new
summer jlhow in June.
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
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»♦+♦++♦ ♦♦♦++»+♦ By Frank Scully
Laguna Beach, May 7.
After singing “Take Me Out To The Ball Game” for 49 years, Jack
Norworth learned recently from a moppet ball player that the old
headliner’s semaphoric gestures accompanying the classic were all
wet.
“When you sing, ‘One, two, three strikes you’re out at the old ball
game’,” explained the boy-bu$her, “you should not make a slicing
"motion with your hands in front of you. If the guy is really ‘out’ you
should snap your right hand, with thumb extended, over your right
shoulder and then shout, ‘You’re^Out!”
Seems the male half of “the top
of the
late Joe Laurie Jr.’s Ideal Vaude Bill has been lousing, up. Jtite .songsince 1908.
“No critic of umpires drew this to my attention until recently,” ad¬
mitted Jack, “and it had to be one of these modern hoy-wonders "who
has to come up with the right answer.”
According to the late Albert Von Tilzer, who composed the music
of “Take Me Out To The Ball Game,one day in 1908 a young man
approached him with a poem. After reading it Von Tilzer told his
caller there was one phrase in the po§m he liked and if agreeable he
would buy the whole poem for that one phrase. That was the “One,
two, three” line.
Von Tilzer said he then turned the phrase over to Jack Norworth
who completed the lyrics as we know them. This was never the way I
heard it.
*
32 Times At Bat, One Hit
According to Harry Ruby, there were 31 ballgame songs before
the Norworth-Tilzer version came along and none of-them so much as
fouled out in the left field.
Jack himself confirms the Ruby catalog. . He said he got the in¬
spiration for “Ball Game” while riding in the subway. He got it from
looking at the subway ads.
He got the idea for “Shine On, Harvest Moon” from the same source.
Not long ago while'in New York (he still hops around as if-he were
a chameleon still searching for the right scotch plaid) he got a call
from Chicago. He was wanted on a program to tell the inside story
of the writing of “Harvest Moon.” He told about the Subway poster.
They said that was no good. So he asked, “Do you want three typed
pages of lies about frost on the pumpkin, cuddled in a blanket, riding
with a sweetheart in a one horse open s'hay?”
“Yeah, that’s what we want.”
“Well, go and write it yourself, and get some jerk who can’t sing to
imitate me, especially somebody who never heard me sing in his life,
because I got the song from New York subway ads.”
This spring Some guy wrote him wanting a real new Irish song.
“I wrote him back that I was sending a copy of ‘Mollie Flanagan,*
and that I had written it on order. Okay, so the copyright says it was
written in 1951. All that proves is that I was six years ahead of the
guy’s request!”
“Besides, what difference does it make? You write a verse that
leads ever so plausibly into the chores and then all the modern sing¬
ers cut to the chase and sing only the chorus and let the loudest band
since McNamara’s A-Bomb the singer, the song and the house into
oblivion. I’m not protesting. Just puzzled.
Moon Slijnes For Moppets
The junior members of the “Scully Circus viewed all this with popeyed awe. We had really journeyed to Laguna so that they might
see the famous Norworth collection of miniatures. They confessed
they didn’t even know “Shine On Harvest Moon.” Whereupon Amy
Norworth hopped to the console-organ, ancl Jack took off as if their
living room were the Broadway Colonial and they were Nora Bayes
and Jack Norworth of 50 years ago, the only act that toured vaude in
its own Pullman car.
Afterward old foxy grandpa kissed Amy on the cheek and whispered
that it smelled as if her macaroni dish were burning. She jumped up
and rushed to the kitchen, whereupon he eased himself on to the
vacated, seat, and knocked off a few more numbers. Still using the
old bean to get the center of attraction! Nothing was burning in the
kitchen, except Amy.
We were sitting in their living room which overlooks Laguna Beach
and the wide Pacific. The Norworth apartment is on the second floor
and above he has built a penthouse and sun porch. Even to get to
tire living room you have to climb the straightest stairs since ladders
were invented, but Jack, now 80, hops up them every day.
He also drives a Jaguar. I suspect he's the only tobacco-chewing
Jaguar owner in the world. Rosy-cheeked, with more hair on his
well-shaped head than all of the surviving members of Joe Laurie
Jr.’s. Ideal Vaude Bill put together (Roger Imhof, George Burns and
Smith & Dale), Norworth is as much fun as reading Plato for the first
time.
,
Between us stood a huge silver-plated spittoon. It had the crest
of the Waldorf-Astoria on it. I have seen souvenir hunters make off
with slot machines, but I was assured Jack came by this honorably.
It seems when they were wrecking the old Waldorf to make way for
the Empire State Building, friends were offered mementoes' and.
Norworth fell heir to one of thesfe deluxe jars of a dying art. He
pulled a piece of plug from his back pocket, tore off a mouthful as we
talked and went to work on it. I was offered a piece but declined.
Fat I can chew, but not cqt-plug.
Concerning The Chewer’s Delight

He was telling about a time he cornered a market on the stuff and
forced Fred Allen to book him on Fred’s Treadmill To Oblivion. There
was a tobacco shop on Sixth Avenue which carried the Allen brand—
the only one in town. Norworth went in and bought’it all up. .Two
pounds.
When Allen sent Uncle Jim out. for some of the vintage leaf, Uncle
Jim learned Norworth had .cornered the market. So he had to go to
Jack’s place to get some.
•
In those days, as now, every man had his price but it was not al¬
ways money. Norworth said he would break the monopoly and let a
pal in, provided 'he got a booking on the Allen show. The deal quickly
consummated, Allen got his quota of cut plug. But he fixed Norworth.
He gave him time but no script.
“Ad lib,” he told Jack, “or buy youi1 own material!”
Around the Norworth manse there’s a piano, an organ and a parrot.
Some years ago Amy bought a portable rgan. She figured they could
fold it and cart it around when they went on trips. She paid $50 for it.
Light as it was, nevertheless turned out to be too heavy, because
Jack won’t lift anything heavier than a two ounce plug of tobacco, or
a drink of scotch and water. So they advertised the organ for sale.
They took the first offer. It was for $150.
“The next guy who called offered me $300,” said Amy, “but I had
already sold it.”
.
By now she’s convinced in getting three times what she paid for it,
she got at least what it was worth.
“Like the time,” said Jack, “when we were living in England. I
leased a house for 99 years at 500 pounds a year. When the war came
we felt it would be better to go back to America and I gave up'the
lease.
“Years later I went back and checked on the place. It. was now
being leased for 3,000 pounds a year. If I had held on to the lease
I could have been a remittance man getting 2,500 a year on a lease
for the next 50 years. Not bad, what, for a chap born in Philadel¬
phia.”
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try Club, Tuckahoe, N. Y. on
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Copley Theatre, long dark as screen. Peter Glenvllle is set to
The Nat “King” Cole Show with
June Christy, Nelson Riddle Or¬
June 13.
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a
n legiter, leased as arty film house.
Selling Films Incorporated au- £?ni „_2Sfd»+
JrSamr.?
Elka Sylvern
current at Hotel
Sylverncurrentat
Ure'WhiCh
*“ chestra and supporting acts set for
thorized io conduct a film business
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Record
scord nitery columnist, to Mont¬
Mont- .A Ita£.made Kank release| ..Sou, Auditorium . May 9, with Central
in New York, with capital stock
real.
Catholic High Dad’s Club as spon¬
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of $20,000, $1 par value, via attor- fcjJ; 5?wele SeiSneuret and Tessa
Lee
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Mu- release
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Crawley & Wood.
Two Hollywood majors already tual Hall''again this season.
of this year. Dates include Los
Aaron Fishman, Smith & Dale bidding for an as yet unpublished
Alta Maloney, legit-film critic Aneeles
and New York as well as
biographer, to be feted Tuesday Gallic novel, “Les Neiges De De- Boston Traveler, in hospital for London aSd oth^r maior craters
By Bob McSiay
(14) at the Columbia University cembre” (The Snows of December), testS; Cameron Dewar taking over
juie? SLin m?! iLkp hfs
Louise LindOn into newly-opened
Club by the class of ’23 which written by Dam Oliver. It con- the drama desk again.
adaStltion of Verb’s “wKtro Don
named him onk of the men of the cerns an aborted uprising against
Hub’s legit season came to early GelSSdS” after Sall 'Production Sky Lounge of the Westbury,
Max Sherman switching his band
year'~ - - - _ the Czar-m the Russia of 1826’ end Saturday (4) with^exiting of
caused" po^poneme^of from the Prince George Hotel to
S. H. Fabian and Harry M. KalJean Genet was kept out of the New Girl In Town
Shubert proj ect, with Dassin at one time the Park Plaza.
mine addressed a meeting of Stan- preem of his new play, “Le Bal- to Broadway, and closing of tourer threatenim? suit hut nnw situation
Famed 48th Highlanders band
ley Warner zone advertising man- con,” in London after he raised a “Hatful of Rain” at Plymouth.
is said to j°e ciearine
to play at the annual Highland Ball
agers who were summoned to New rumpus during the first runJohnny Barracuda, Calypso. Is- •
of
the Buffalo City Guard.
York by pub-ad chief Harry Gold- through. He maintained that the landers and Lord Baladier current
I 1
J
Bill Shatner packing for Holly¬
berg.
Anglo version, of Peter Zadek, had at new Calypso Carousel .Room of
H 6mDQ
wood
where he reports to Metro
Exclusive Enterprises Inc. also betrayed the essence of the play. Hotel Bradford which bowed as
.
June 1 on five-year contract.
By Maxwell Sweeney
authorized to conduct a business in it went on anyway at the Arts The- new Hub night spot Monday (6).
Glenn
Gould accepted Russian
(22
Farney
Pk:
Dublin
684506.)
cartoons literary and musical pro- atre without Genet present.
George jBookasta directing Red
Cameraman Robert Monks government’s invitation to give pi¬
ductions, with offices in New York.
-1Barn Theatre, strawhatter in Westano
concerts
in Moscow and Lenin¬
boro,
opening
“Father
Malachy’s
planed
to
Africa
to
lens
documenJohn Irwin Dugan was filing atD5m*»Kiw*A
grad next month.
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Lome Greene leaving for Coast
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80 years
old, si
still starring Guy Madison.
June 19. That being technically
the U.S.A. his American debut is
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t PP Adams and rharipa qtrnnsp Alpha Epsilon Rho for. his con- active manager of Grafton Cinema,
there, not next fall with San Fran- in .
for“ rehearsals^of their ‘“J>a ‘S ra??la^ ‘V in NeW Tent 41. h0n0red by Varie.ty
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Top.” . England and nationally.
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• Paul Kapp whose daughter
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lllL he’s*'ll it Oxford
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Union, named prexy of Dublin
Tel. A45045)
Council of Irish Unions.
American conductor Frederick
By Pete Mayer
idds mus™gbIokandA°n c/ViCamI e Walt Burleion, Tommy Carlyn’s
Owners of Mary Street, Dublin, Prausnitz guested in GrosSe Kon(Tel. 23-84-97)
Fiddling” which Oxford Press has
trombonist, and his wife cele•p
Cinema awarded aprox $600 by zerthaus.
Russ-made
Othello . getting Q0urts for ".damage caused by rock
Executive producer Marcel
Pittsburgh Symphony’s William sixth week at Versailles cine.
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Milk Fund for Babies Inc. as co- chased or Professional Durooses 1 vSf63 legit house for two more from Radio-Eireann schedule after
chairmen .of the program commit- Chase for Professional purposes.
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Wanprofp{T,
dispute on pay for artists,
y.. Gregorio Wallerstein shooting diS^fd
tee for the benefit world premiere
worid preem of “
John Ford’s
Trianon Ballroom, millioh-dollar
of “The Prince and the Showgirl”
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at the Radio City Music Hall in
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S*t for May 16 at Metropole, No. 1
Eric Braun, .whilom Ballet Thea¬
Dave Stoltz, owner of the Stoltz
Marian
Marian Anderson
Anderson in
in Northrop
Northrop Plctmg his latest legit effort foi
f°r an
an Rank
Rank house
hot>se in
in Dublin.
Dublin.
tre terper, choreographing indus¬
August production date.
uu*s,c _,_
111
Bros, drugstore in Syracuse which Auditorium concert.
Darryl Zanucks
Zanuck’s “Sun
Also
n
_
.
trial film at Kling Studios.
has been a show biz hangout in
Songstress Lilo continuing at ^.DaV,ryl
Sun Also
nr
Actors Sidney Blackmer and
Rises” company back at>
Churubusthe town before and since he Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
atChurubusNon ITailClSCO
f ran CISCO
cq after location work m Morelia.
*
Faye Roope in town to o.o. the
bought it 55 years ago from Jackie j
Edyth Bush Little Theatre pre- co
.avv
By Bill Steif
Hinsdale strawhatter for coming
Coogan’s grandfather, is ready to senting “King of Hearts.”
Maria Felix to .go
,g9 into tv after
John Veitch, of WB, scouting season.
retire and was in N. Y. to work up
“Little Foxes” on tap at subur- she finishes shooting
shopting her next,
Huntington Hartford here for a
a deal for the landmark situated in ban Bloomington Civic Theatre.
“Flower of May,” for Olallo Rubio; Frisco locations. t
the Bastable Theatre Bldg.
Leo Carillo in St. Paul to headLilia Guizar getting her U.S. ,. 20th-Fox prepping to shoot some few days to be with his wife, Mar¬
* By coincidence, Irving Berlin’s line Women’s Institute program, film break in “Sun Also Rises.” of “Kiss Them for Me” here, prob- jorie Steele, who’s co-starring
69th birthday on Saturday (11) falls
Count Bobby Bravo’s “All Ca- Actress is daughter of singer Tito ably around the-North Beach res- here in “Cat On Hot Tin Roof.”
Melvyn Douglas’here last week
on the same day of Mickey lypso Revue” again holding-over Guizar.
taurant sector.
Rooney’s NBC spectacular, based at Gay 90s.
Union-owned production unit,Linda Darnell coming to Frisco to do a one-act play, “Mr. Darrow
on George M. Cohan’s life and
Bill Keefe of Theatre Guild here Alianza Cinematografica still non- May 18 to reign as “Queen” at For the Defense,” at Adult Educa¬
songs/ Berlin has been the behind- to get nekt season’s legit Lyceum productive this year with three “Ball of the Year” to raise money tion Council’s centenary fest for
Clarence Darrow.
scenes spark of a civic mbvement subscription activities started.
scripts in preparation.
for Boys’ Towns of Italy,
One-night jazz concert at Civic
for a statue to. Cohan in Times
With “Fanny” cancelled, “Cat on
Ton local lenser Gabriel Figeroa
The Portola, an exploitation
Sq., on the triangle fronting the Hot. Tin Roof” last week ended huddling with Mel Ferrer on an house on Market Street in down- Opera House May 17 being pro¬
Palace Theatre, where also stands legit Lyceum season- that com- Acapulco production of “Tfye Beach town Frisco, has been renamed the moted by Frank Broude, 18-yearthe Father Duffy monument.
prised only five Theatre Guild* At Bjilbessa.”
Farros for its owner, Harry A. old University of Chicago pre-med
student.
Press accented Tommy Man- subscription shows.
Ma]or distribs holding up show- Farros.
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OBITUARIES

71

f^SIETr
in Palm Springs, Cat., was killed
in an automobile accident near the
resort April 29, less than 24 hours
after her marriage to market exec
William Bryant.

Adaptor Is No Butcher
Continued from pate 5 ;

Raymond J. Zwack St., 61, violin¬
ist who at one time played with the
Albany Symphony Orchestra, died
May 1 in Albany. His wife, two
daughters, son, two sisters and a
brother survive.

made him bitter about women.’* creates some'preliminary difficul¬
What the novelist doCs in a sen¬ ties but is actually an advantage.
tence can only be conveyed on the In a film about a real composer,
screen through ...the elaborate and any defects may be to some extent
time-consuming means pf showing excused by an audience which is
the Normandy invasion and the already interested in the compos¬
Ella Messetti, 68, former opera encounter with- /the girl—which er’s real life and work. In writing
singer with La Scala, Milan; Bos¬ would more than likely throw all about Jean Christophe, we have
ton English and San Carlos opera the rest of the story out of bal¬ no such excuse-. Christophe has to '
Companies, died in Hollywood May ance.”
be majfle interesting as a character
1. Her son, Vivian, dahcer-singerIn the case of “Peytort Place,” whom the audience now meets for
wfiter, survives.
Hayes feels that the book is more the first
without aay,^E€¥iOUS
than just a controversial best¬ knowledge of
Ralph Gabbe, 59, brother of Dick seller. “It is one of those rare
“What
kind
of character Is Jean
Gabbe, of the personal manage¬ novels that comes along only.every
Christophe, An individualist, A
ment firm of Gabbe, Lutz Heller &
five
years
or
so
that
naturally
fighting
non-conformist,
who chal¬
Loeb, died May 3 in New York of
lends itself to the screen and will lenges all kinds of tyranny—artistic,
a heart ailment.
undoubtedly make an outstand¬ political, racial or otherwise. Such
Wife, 59 of A1 Tucker, member ing motion picture. 'Peyton Place’ a character is of great contemporary
of the National board of the Ameri¬ is explosively dramatic, it is interest. For today, as much as
can Guild of Variety Artists, died graphic down to the* smallest de¬ in the period of Rolland’s novel, we
in New York, after a lengthy ill¬ tail, its characters are clearly and see the non-conformist fighting the
ness.
interestingly drawn, it is frank cultural uniformity which is the
and honest in its treatment of life result of mass-production. The ex¬
Father, 71, of Edward H. Seguin, and the problems thereof, and it isting social set-up aspires to pro¬
director of advertising and publi¬ contains a minimum of ‘storybook’’ duce exceptional people, like
city for Balaban & Katz theatre plotting. The. roles it offers should
chain in Chicago, died April 8 in satisfy any actor or actress and Christophe—but, in fact, it does its
utmost to prevent any given indi¬
Tucson, Ariz.
the sets it offers should satisfy vidual from becoming exceptional.
any
actor
or
actress
and
the
sets
So, in our film, we shall be treat¬
JohiuF. Hunt, 59, senior vice
president and a director of Foote, are limited to one sm§U New Eng¬ ing a theme of vital pertinence to
land
town,
Pop.
3,675.
From
this,
our own time.”
Cone & Belding ad agency in Chi¬
one can easily see what elements
cago, died May 4 in Chicago.
novel a screenwriter likes to
Mother, 53, of Edward L. Pearle, have at his disposal for his'adapt¬
member of the promotion dept, of ing. chore.”
WNAC-TV, Boston, died April 19
Skirting. Censorship
Continued from page 3 —j
in that' city following a long illness.
The particular problem that
Julius
Epstein
faces in adapting making such a deal with Petrillo,
Mannie Gates, 62, director of
if, indeed, such a deal was made—
music at Miami hotels since 1925, Frederic Wakeman’s well known and much mystery surrounds whole
died April 24'in Miami. Wife, story of three Navy fliers on leave situation—it is known that the for¬
during World War II Is one of
brother and two sisters survive.
language. As Epstein points out, mer M-G president was among
John David Keyes,. 52, former “this is a graphic, realistic account those who never regarded tv as a
member of the Four Admirals of the experience of three fliers on potent force and minimized this
quartet, died April 23 in Boston. a four day shore leave in San Fran¬ medium as a source of money for
cisco after months of grim combat old pictures. Commented a v.p. at
Brother, 70, of Frank B. Walker, over the waters of the Pacific. The another major film company: “If
MGM
Records
topper
and
a
Loew’s
flyers
«are hot recruiting posters. there were any kind of agreement
In Fond Remembrance
veepee, died May 1 at Greenwich, Their vocabulary is, to put it Schenck probably supposed at the
N.Y.
_
mildly, earthy. Expletives - enrich time that only $100,000 or a little
their conversation.
‘Hell’ and more in royalties would be in¬
Mother, 58, of Ziggy. Lane, ‘Damn’ fall from their lips with volved. That would be peanuts
singer-tunesmith, died April 29 in almost
rhythmic regularity. They compared with Metro’s earnings a
Great Neck, L. I.
are not above occasional obscen¬ few years back yet it still would
Father, 90, of Raul de Anda, ities. They are, in short, flesh be an important goodwill gesture
toward the musicians.”
Mexican film producer, died April and 'blood people.
As matters now stand, M-G is
“Yet ‘hell’ and 'damn’ (not to
24 in Mexico City. ...
mention the unmentionable ob¬ figuring on reaping over $40,000,?
Leon S. Hill, 82, longtime band¬ scenities) are words that send the 000 from tv licensing and, under
leader, died April 28 in Concord, guardians of the Motion Picture the alleged Schenck agreement,
N.H.
Code scurrying for their scissors, this would mean a payment of $2,MAY 14, 1943
and the guardians of The Legion 000,000 to AFM.
Herbert Butterfield, 61, film and of Decency rushing to their pulpits.
tv character actor, died May 2 in
In preparing a screenplay from
companies for 10 years before ap¬ Hollywood’s1 pioneer film anima¬ Sawtelle. Cal.. His wife survives.
William Faulkner’s “The Sound
tors, died May 2 in Los Angeles. v
pearing as a solo turn.
Young, an early film-trick cam¬
Louis Fladel, 101, carnival man and the Fury,” regarded by many
His wife, Florence Palmer, as¬
sisted him in such sketches as eraman, cartoonist and animator, for more than a half-century, died critics to be his finest work, Irving a— Continued from page 63
Ravetch and Harfiet Frank Jr.,
“The Fire Station,” “The Police joined the film industry in its in¬ April 27 in San Francisco.
were faced with the task of drama¬ completed four of seven one-acStation” and “The Magistrate.” fancy. He had worked with Hal
Wife, of Mexican-Spanish film tizing a novel in which the form ters he’s writing for presentation
They toured the top vauderies of Roach and Jesse Lasky for years
and
for
a
time
was
head
animator
and legit star Gustavo Rojo, died and timespan covered were par¬ by producer-director Jose Quin¬
Britain as well as the U.S., Can¬
ticularly difficult to treat in terms tero at the Circle in the Square,
ada and Australia prior to his first at Universal studios. He also pro¬ April 29 in Mexico City. .
of the screen. The novel is told N. Y. The author has also rewrit¬
Royal Variety Performance in duced “Scoop Scandals,” a cartoon
series, and with his brother had
in four parts, three of which are ten all but the last act of his play,
1926.
BIRTHS
subjectively narrated by three “A Life in the Sun,” which was
Wilton, who made a number of his own cartoon co., called Kinex
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund T. Sher¬ different characters -(covering about preemed in 1951 at the Edinburgh
broadcasts for the BBC, was famed Studios.
lock, daughter, Burbank, Cal., 30 years of time), and the fourth Festival. A German version of the
for his air character of “Mr. Mud- , His wife survives.
April 29. Father is RCA tv -sales of which objectively recounts the play is scheduled for presentation
dlecombe J. P.” He was heard in
coordinator; mother is former events ..of a single day. As a clue
WILLIAM HURLBURT
several radio sketches under that
this summer at the Zurich June
title.
William Hurlburt, 74, veteran actress Dolores Scott.
for their approach to re-casting Festival. '
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Condeluci, this story in film terms, the writers
playwright, and screenwriter, died
Wilder, who’s’headquartering in
daughter, Pittsburgh, ■ May 1. Fa¬ took Faulkner’s own statement,
May 4 in Hollywood.
MISCHA BORR
still hasn’t completed “The
ther’s the son of Bill Condeluci, made .in his now famous interview Paris,
Emporium,”
which Jed Harris
Mischa Borr, 57, orchestra leader
Hurlburt went to Hollywood in with Walter Gable band at Ankara.
at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., the early 1930’s after writing nu¬
for the Paris Review, that “The .eventually plans to produce on
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Berenic, son, Sound and the Fury” is set in Broadway.
for more than 25 years, died May 6 merous Broadway plays including
in New York, of a heart attack.
| “Bride of Lamb,” starring Alice Santa Monica, Cal., May 2. Father motion by a young girl in a Missis¬
sippi family, without love or affec¬
Borr, originally concert violinist, Brady; “Lilies of the Field” and is a screen writer.
MARRIAGES
Mr. and Mrs. Don Andrews, son, tion or understanding, who climbs
started his affiliation with the old Little Miss Fixit.” His best known
Jill Adams to Peter Halgh, New¬
Waldorf-Astoria located on the site screenplay was Universal’s “Imita¬ Culver City, Cal., April 30. Father down a rainpipe to flee from the
is
with
CBS-TV.
*
now occupied by theJEmpire State tion of Life.”
only home- she ever knew.” Hence port, Isle of Wight, April 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Taylor, son, the screenplay begins with an ex¬ Bride’s an actress; he’s a tv an¬
Building, around 1925. Between
San Antonio, recently.- Father is a amination of this adolescent of nouncer.
the shuttering of the old inn and
HOWARD W. BASKIN
the completion of the new hotel,
Elaine Ruggles to James R.
seventeen who is the youngest and
Howard W. Baskin, 48, motion Metro salesman.
Borr worked at the, Sherry Nether- picture booker, died May 3 in
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Baccari, son, the last in the dying Compson line. Irwin Jr., Hampton, N.H., April 28.
land Hotel. Borr was instrumental Dallas after a long illness. In the San Francisco, April 25. He’s chief
The problem faced by Christ¬ Bride’s a model and “Miss New^
in popularizing dance novelties film business 30 years, he had been of public relations for KPIX, opher Isherwood in adapting Ro- Hampshire” of 1953.
such as a simplified version of the .employed-by Interstate Theatres Frisco,
Pauline McDondugh to Joe Ryan,
main Rolland have been of quite a
Mexican hat dance and others.
for the past 14 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Anatole Kitain, son, different sort than those faced by Boston, May 4. He’s with the NBC
Born in Russia where he studied
' Survived^by his wife and a Mexico City, April 20. Father is the other screenwriters whose Press Dept, in New York.
violin at the conservatory, he came brother.
Ann Gilbert to Stuart Ostrow,
a concert pianist.
work we have examined. Isher¬
to the U.S. in 1924 and joined the
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Hollenbaek, wood writes: “Basically, we have White Plains, N.Y., May 4. Bride is
JOHN WARREN
old Waldorf orchestra shortly
daughter, Chicago, April 21..Father had one simple principle in adapt¬ singer with Vik Records; he’s with
thereafter.
John Warren, 81, founder and is editor of WBBM sales promotion ing this novel. The film is to be Frank Music.
managing director of Albert Ball-, organ Trade Talk.
Survived by wife and sister.
Maria Schell to Horst Haechler,
a portrait of Jean Christophe. All
room Ltd. in . Glasgow, died April
Munich, April 26. Bride is a Ger¬
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Allison,
27 in that city. The ballroom was daughter, Chicago, April 29. Mother the other characters are seen only man actress; he’s a film director.
JOCKEL STAHL
in
relation
to
him.
We
are
inter¬
Jockel Stahl, 45, solo dancer of established in 1905 when he took is pop singer Gloria Van.
Dolores Gennero to Luis Perez'
ested in them only .insofar as they
the Berlin City Opera, died May 1 over a public hall. ' .
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Strauss, son, influence him, mold his character, Martinez, San Antonio, May 4.
His family will continue operat¬
of • a heart attack' in Berlin.' With
Bride
is secretary to manager of
Forest Hills, N.Y., May 3. Father’s assist or obstruct his development.
his wife and partner -Lieselotte ing the business.
KITE in that city.
a personal manager who handles
“Since this is so, each character
Koestner, he was for many years
Eileen
Donnelly
to
Walter
the Crew-Cpts, among other acts. has to be considered primarily as
JACK RAE
the best known dancer in Germany
Brown, Pittsburgh, May 2. Bride's
Jack Rae, 58, vet stage and * Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wright, son, an influence.
and appeared in countless German
If two or more a dancer, he’s with Joe Hiller book¬
Birmingham,
April
2.
Father
is
a
screen actor (real name Alton
films.
characters exert the same kind of ing agency and used to be half of
jock on WBRC Radio there.
Born in East Prussia, he studied Sampley), died of a heart attack disk
Mr. and Mrs. Robert ' Thom, influence on Christophe, they can brother-sister dance team of Jean
with the Max Dance School and the May 3 in Hollywood.
Surviving are his widow, Teresa; daughter, New York, May 2. therefore be more conveniently and Walter Brown.
Ballet School of the German Opera
Mother is ^actress Janice Rule; fused into one character. And this
Sandra Epworth to Ernest Sands,
House in Berlin, spending most of mother, five brothers, two sisters. father
is exactly what w* have done. For Chicago, May 3, He’s district man¬
is a playwright.,
his career as leading dancer of the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Carner,
example,
Romain
Rolland
in
his
ager
for Warner Bros, there.
Elmer
D.
Youngs,
54,.
head
City Opera in Berlin,
Shelley Winters to Anthony
One of his most noted roles was booker at the LoS Angeles 2Qth-Fox: son, Chicago, April 30. Father is novel creates enough romantic fe¬
"publicity staff of WGN.
male characters to stock a harem. Franciosa, Carson City, Nev., May
as Faust in Werner Egk’s “Abraxas exchange, died April 26 in that onMr.
. and Mrs. Robert Martin, We have limited ourselves to four. 4. Both are film-legit actors.
Ballet.” After the War, he and his city following a heart attack. Wife daughter,
April 25, New York. Fa¬
“Quite aside from the question
Grace Sontag to Stuart Millar,
wife appeared *in dance tours ahd father survive.
ther
is
casting director at CBS-TV. of whose music we should use in New York, March 9, it was recent¬
throughout. Europe, in the U.S.
Mr, and Mrs. Joe Reisman, son, the picture, Jean Christophe re¬ ly announced. He’s the .son -of
Mary Martin, former Technicolor
and a about.six months ago, in a
employe and more recently man¬ New York, April 23. Father is mains a fictitious character. This press agent Mack Millar.
tour of Russia.
ager of Bill Goodwin’s Nooks Hotel musical director at"RCA Victor.
His wife survives.

EADIE GODWIN
GBANT MITCHELL
Grant Mitchell, 74, veteran 4 Eadie Godwin, 54, member of the
piano
team
of Eadie & Rack, died
screen character actor, died May 1
in Los Angeles. He had been in April 30 in Detroit of a heart at¬
ill health for the last two years, tack.
following a stroke.
She launched her career in Los
Mitchell, who had been a famil¬ Angeles with an allgirl orchestra
iar figure oh the screen for the and toured extensively for eight
last two decades,, was a native of, years. She and her husband, How¬
Columbus, O. Educated at Phillips ard Rack Godwin, who survives,
Academy, Andover, and at Yale started as a . team in 1946. Since
and Harvard Law School, he start¬ then, they have appeared at nitered out as a newspaper reporter,*| ies throughout the U.S. including
later shifting to law. Eventually, a four-year stand at N.Y.’s Blue
he decided to try the stage and Angel.
made his debut in Chicago in 1902
They also appeared with Bea
alter studying at the American. trice Lillie in both the N.Y. and
Achdemy of Dramatic Arts. His London Production of “An Even¬
first role was with Richard Man¬ ing With Bea Lillie.” In 1952, the
sfield in “Julius Caesar.”
team'had its own tv show called
For almost 30 years thereafter, “Club-7,”
_
Mitchell consistently appeared both,
on Broadway and on the road, in a
ROBERT C. BAGAR
wide variety of roles, notably in
Robert C. Bagar, 55, music critic,
such plays as “Get Rich Quick
Wallingford,” “The Tailor Made died May 6 in New York.
'Bagar was music critic for the
Man,” “The Champion,” “The
Whole Town's Talking” and “It World-Telegram and Sun from
Pays to Advertise,” which he 1935 to 1955. With his oolleague,
toured for a considerable period. LOuis BiancOlli, he prepared pro¬
Mitchell came to Hollywood in gram notes for many years for the
1933 and remained to-'appear in New York Philharmonic Symphony.
scores of films. Among his better These provided the basis in 1947
known characterizations were roles for their book. “The Concert Com¬
in “Arsenic and Old Lace,” “See panion.” Bagar was also a pianist
Here Private Hargrove,” J'Laura” and had composed music per¬
formed by Nathaniel. Shilkret. He
and "A Medal for Benny.
'appeared regularly on the Opera
Forum quiz program of the Metro¬
ROBB WILTON
politan Opeta Co.-, as a participant
Robert Smith, 75, radio and in intermission discussions of oper¬
vaude comedian known profession¬ atic music.
,
Wife, son, mother, three brothers
ally as Robb Wilton, died May 1
i-n Liverpoftl, Eng. A native of and four sisters.
that city,, he made his first stage
appearance at the age of 18 at the
ELMER H. YOUNG
Theatre Royal, Garston, Liverpool.
Elmer H. Young, 66, one of
He trouped in drama and stock

Metro’s AFM Jam?
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_ Recent

MERCURY RECORDINGS:_

ONLY YOU (1,500,000) • GREAT PRETENDER (3,000,000) • MY PRAYER (3,000,000)
YOU'VE GOT THE MAGIC TOUCH (1,000,000) • YOU'LL NEVER KNOW (1,000,000)

and now the latest

HE’S MINE

Recent TV Appearances:

PERRY COMO SHOW .• ED SULLIVAN SHOW
JONATHAN WINTERS • ARTHUR MURRAY PARTY
JACKIE GLEASON SHOW

with over 7,000/000 to date!

Featured in PICTURES now playing all over the world...
ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK (Columbia) Songs: GREAT PRETENDER and ONLY YOU
THE GIRL CAN'T HELP IT (20th CENTURY FOX) Song: YOU'LL NEVER KNOW
ROCK ALL NIGHT (American International) Songs: I'M SORRY and HE'S MINE

Promotion and Publicity: JEAN BENNETT

Personality Promotions
1619 Broadway Now York 19, N. Y.'

Personal Management PERSONALITY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Buck Ram, President

1606 N. Argylo, Hollywood,^alif. Hollywood 2-6051
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Arab-Israeli Strife Snafus Col’s
‘Bitter Victory’ (AngIo4J.S.) Pic

Us Look Like Shady Characters
The legal professlon, which has • F-----—
frequently complained' about how
its members-have been depicted in Magician Aims to Catch
films and television* is determined
Bullet in Teeth on TV’er
to do something about it. The
When magician Milbourne Chris¬
American Bar Assik. has formed a
topher
essays “the most dangerous
special advisory committee, com¬
posed of lawyers prominent in the trick” on .NBC-.TV’s “Producers’
Showcase”
next Monday (27) it will
entertainment field, to act as a
liaison with the motion picture and be the second time it’s been done
on
tv.Trick
is catching with the
. tv industries in achieving accurate
portrayals of lawyers, judges and teeth a bullet fired from . several
yards
away,
and
Christopher has
‘ courts, j
According to David F. Maxwell, never tried it before because of
his
wife's
objections.
It's said that
.ABA president,-the committee, au¬
thorized by the Board of Gov¬ 12 who have attempted it have died
in
the
attempt,
and
that even
ernors, Will offer, upon request,
' consultation and guidance to pro¬ Houdini*. was dissuaded from it.
It was done successfully in
ducers, directors and writers on
‘ technical or ethical questions in¬ November, 1955, on Canadian
volving legal profession portrayals. Broadcasting Corp.’s “11:30 P.M.”
teleshow by a 30-year-old bearded
7
The 10-man committee will have Australian, Jack Carson. He caught
; equal representation in New York with his teeth a # bullet fired by
.and Hollywood so that it will be“ Gilmour Boa, Canadian crack rifle
readily accessible at, both produc¬ shot and Olympic champ.
tion centres. Co-chairmen of .the
' Committee are Martin * Gang, Los
Angeles, and Paul D. O’Brien,
New York. Both . have practiced
law extensively in the entertain. inent field.
Other L. A; committee members
are George W. Cohen, Louis M.
Brown, Lloyd Wright Jr. and
Deane F. Johnson. The N. Y.
; jhembers include Theodore R.
Kuperfman, Mark F. Hughes,
‘ Judge Arthur H. Schwartz and
Albert C. Bickford.
“My Fair Lady” has her dander
up again. This time it’s over an
upcoming parody from Jubilee
Records
tagged
“My
Fairfax
Lady.”
The disking is an’adaptation of
a tab revue which ran for several
months at Bandbox, L. A., with
Film advertising executives art Billy Gray, Bert Gordon and
Carol
Shannon.
Difference be¬
•facing a new adversary^ unidenti¬
fied. Never before, they say, have tween the revue and the waxing is
that
a
score
by
Jerry
Fielding is
so many newspapers around the
country been • refusing: to TUrt ads being, used " instead of Frederick
for certain pictures, and pressure Loewe’s original.
Alan Jay Lerner, “My Fair
groups are behind the censoring.Nearly all picture' companies Lady” librettist and lyricist, and
Loewe
have registered a squawk
have had insertions rejected on
grounds of over-emphasis on sex through attorney Ben Azlan, out
of
the
Fitelson & Mayers office,
. and/or violence, publishers ex¬
plain the rejections by merely to Jubilee to withhold release of
the
album.
Letter, to Jubilee adds
Pointing to floods of complaints
which they had received about that legal action will be taken
if
the
set
hits
the market.
previous ads of a similar type. The
Picture ad men have it reasoned I According to Morty Palitz, Jubi(Continued
on page 69)
. that the reader beefs have been
6ent in in such Abundance that an
organized campaign is strongly
indicated.
Yet, there’s no. evidence of the
origin * of -*t fie campaign or the iden-:
tity of the* pressure, groups. The
An unusual casting move has put
publishers* have, exhibited sacks of
Protest' mail' by wAy of explaining “Inherit the Wind” back in the
their actions ‘in denying publica¬ running for this summer. The
tion of certain campaigns. And Herman Shumlin production, which
that's that.' The . advertisers have had been scheduled to close Juhe 1
their • choice of offering substitute When Paul Muni exits, will con¬
#hs or not /advertising at all.
tinue with Ed Begley taking over
. film distribution sources Said the lead/ j..
this week that \dhllies. In many
That means ‘ Begley, who’s been
“llfes Which: never vbefOre' raised playing second lead in the court¬
objection* about art and copy lay¬ room drama since its opening, will
outs have joined the Camp. of the have to make a major character
(Continued on page 69)
(Continued on page 75>
Ii

‘My Fair Lady
Has No Sense
Of Disk Humor

Pressure Groups Pound
U.S. Dailies; Force Film
Ads’ Nix or Censoring

Set Begley as Harrow
When Muni Exits 'Wind'

PRICE 25 CENTS
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By BOB CHANDLER
Network radio, driving hard in
its strongest comeback bid since
television exploded on the national
entertainment-adVertising scene in
1948 and 1949, is facing up to a
major task—the reeducation of
agencies and advertisers to thp
values and potentials of the me¬
dium. It’s been nearly 10 years
since network radio was toppled
from its preeminence, and both in
the agency and advertiser field,
new executives have taken charge
who don’t remember radio.
If the networks appear to have
come to this conclusion belatedly,
it’s due to the fact that in their
current comeback drive, they are
finally reaching the agency and in¬
dustry brass, a feat they have hith¬
erto been unable to accomplish.
The radio networks were virtually
ignored. a year ago by top agency
and client brass—now that they’ve
broken through they've found a
startling, lack of 'information among
the men Whq foQt the bills about
the medium.
The .case of CBS, in its $5,500,000
sale—biggest in 10 years—to Ford,
if not typical, spells out the situa¬
tion. The deal was a year In the
making, for one thing. For an¬
other, CBS found-that the entire
Ford top echelon in Detroit con¬
sisted’of men. who had taken over
in the past 10 years and knew little
or nothing about network radio
as a sales medium. In the process
'of working out the details of the
deal, J. Walter Thompson, Ford’s
(Continued on page 56)

TKg Tb^#Divas!
Although the present season is
not yet completed, the Metropoli¬
tan Opera’s spring tour being an
extended one this y§ar, the outline
of the showmanship' strategy for
1957-58 is beginning to emerge,
There will be more “battle of the
prima donnas” stuff as last fall.
Present guessing is that Victoria
de los Angeles, Rise Stevens,
Roberta Peters and, Eleanor Stebei
will be (big in the competition, if
only because the first and-the last
names are back after a year’s, leave
of absence. Meanwhile Patrice
Munsel, who had the novelty rble
in the much-repeated light oper¬
etta, “La Pirochole” during the
past season, has been at odds with
tfie Met management on vehicles
and may be “on tour” in Europe
during the season as a result.
Maria Callas, who conked put of
her Vienna Opera dates the othfer
I
(Continued on page 68)

Cha-Cha on Qhoo-Choo
New Show Train Come-On
Lambertville, N. J., May 14? •
• St. John Terrell will run the
first show train of the season to his
Music Circus June 21. from Phila¬
delphia. “Pajama Game” will be
the offering. The train ran for the
first time last summer. More than
300 made the choo-choo trips to the
tented theatre on Muslcr Mountain.
Terrell expects an even longer
train this year?
The train will be decorated and
there will be dancing aboard. It
leaves Philadelphia's Reading Rail¬
road Terminal at 6:30 p.m. and
makes stops at points to Hatbdro.
From there it runs non-stop tb
New Hope. Buses take the passen¬
gers across the Delaware River to
Lambertville. . The train returns to
Philadelphia
after
the
per¬
formance.

Anti-U.S., French
Demand Cuts
. Paris, May 14.
Hassle has developed between
Charles Chaplin and the French
distributor. of his * “The King in
New York” over cuts which the
French outfit is demanding of
Chaplin before the film can be re¬
leased here.
While release of “The King” is
jsiet for Mexico and Italy—without
any scissoring—the* French feel the
picture is tod* sharply anti-Ameri¬
can for comfort and want some of
the most satirical scenes removed.
Chaplin so far has nixed any cuts.
One who has seen the film here
says it fully reflects the bruised
(Continued on page 69)

AGVA Bans Muscling In
By P.R. & Hula Actor Orgs
Organizations in Honolulu and
Puerto Rico .have.been, frying, to
get in on the union act. Groups in
both countries have, told the Amer¬
ican .Guild, of Variety .Artists that
having constituted themselves as
a performers’ organization and
eager to protect the interests of
their own members, a levy has been
voted on American performers
playing their territory. The Puerto
Rican Assn, of Actor? told the
union that it" wanted a $10 Initia¬
tion fee plus 5% of the weekly
salary. The Honolulu org wanted
a similar percentage of the salary.
Jackie Bright, administrative
secretary of the Anii’tcan Guild of
(Continued gjfinife 69)

Paris, May 14. •
This Is the.story, of an American
film which Was to have been made
on location-in. Israel but wasn’t
because of fear of an Arab boycott,
and which was to have been a Brit¬
ish quota, entry but was nixed by
American? as being too anti-Brit¬
ish, though the British Army fully
cooperated in its making.
The picture involved is Colum¬
bia’s “Bitter Victory,” which PatU
Graetz produced and Nicholas Ray
directed, with Richard Burton,
Curt Juergens and Ruth Romad'
starred.
It was finally made, as a French,
film, on location in Lybia, whereproducer Graetz, being of Jewish
faith, wasn’t allowed to enter tin*
less’he chose to falsify1'his-reli¬
gion. He refused to: play thi*
game.
:
Graetz originally planned “Bitter
Victory” for Israel where he ana
Ray agreed the desert location was
perfect*for this World War II com¬
mando yarn. When informed, Co¬
lumbia nixed the proposition on
the grounds that a film locationed
in Israel wouldn’t be acceptable in
Egypt. Graetz then offered to make
up for the potential loss, but Co¬
lumbia capne back with the argu¬
ment that Egypt—and potentially
also the other Arab states—might
choose to boycott Columbia alto¬
gether, a risk which the company
was unwilling to take.
/With Columbia the major in¬
vestor in the production, Graet;c
and Ray then had no other choice
but to agree to the Lybian location,,
though a hassle promptly devel¬
oped re certain script changes
asked by Columbia which, it’s al¬
leged, would have reduced “Bitter
(Continued on page 14)

Nothing Could Be Fiercer In
Carolina than Relafonte;
lanuck Offer Passed By
Columbia, S.C., May 14.
A new'type of integration battle
is festering in South Carolina, with
theatre owners sitting an the pow¬
der keg.
After a hill banning the 20th-Fox
feature “Island in the Sun” — a
story of racial integration on a
mythical island — was introduced
in the State Legislature, theatre
owners were “advised” not to • ex¬
hibit the release.
Producer. Darryl F. Zanuck
countered by saying he would per¬
sonally pay any fines imposed on
theaters-for showing his picture.
South Carolina showmen are : ex¬
pected to pass up his offer. While
legislative action is pending, the
Theater Owners of Norland South
Carolina Inc. issued'a statement
recommending member owners and
operators forego the picture.
Film stars Joan Fontaine and
Harry Belafonte* the Negro singing
star, who is (outside Dixie) one of
the nation** boxoffice smashes.
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Europe Show Plane Tour Goggle-Eyes
Its 51 Yanks; London, Paris Go All-Out
*

By JOE SCHOENFELD
Paris, May 14.
This city oLlight, sight and tour¬
ism has now had and seen the ul¬
timate in modern Americanism—
the packaged theatre party—and is
likelv to see much more of it in
the future. Betty Murray, who has
been promoting this sort of th;ng
Via Greyhound Buslines and other
public ground' and air conveyors
in the U. S., completed here over
the weekend the second lap of her
•first international tour for theatre
and celeb-hungry voyageurs, a trip
scheduled for four stoDS (London.
' Paris,' Rome and Riviera) in 17
days. The tariff for the 51. ^"ying
..guests she has in tow, is $968 per
person N. Y.-to-N. Y., the price in¬
cluding all theatre tickets, hotel
' accommodations, most meals, nirtht
clubs and, most important, parties
hosted by top international stars.
Miss Murray comes by her tour¬
ing proclivities quite naturally. Her
parents were George Fisher and
Honey Hurst, a comedy-singing
team familiar years ago to the Orpheum and Keith circuits. How" ever, it’s doubtful that these neripatetic.performers ever envisioned
their offspring becoming, a booker
for sightseers, even if on the grand
scale.
Since this Is an off-season opera¬
tion (June, Julv and August, the
Usually crowded tourist months,
will be out for" any future operations\. the theatre-tourists are get¬
ting the A-l treatment everywhe™.
In London they stopped at the de
luxe Savoy Hotel, saw “The F"*-’tainer ” one of that city’s toughest
ticket-buys in years, and were later
hosted by its st^r, Sir Laurence
'Olivier, at a champagne rr'rty
backstage at the Royal Court The¬
atre.
The following night they
were entertained at the“'Caf'' de
Paris by .'Robert Morley, Zachary
Scott and Sophie Tucker.
Ingrid end L** Lido, Too
Here in Pans' they saw Ingrid
. Bergman In “Tea and Symoathv.”
•Friday night (10) were her “guests”'
later at. a champs* gne partv in the
b&jr..Qf the Paris Theatre: the next
flight they attended a cocktail .party
-^t Maxim’s, with Maurice Chevalier
a^-“h6st,” with subsequent dim^r
and .show at the Lido, where this
reporter caught up with the. Dartv
•goggle-seyed with a bare-bosomed
entertainment they'could never see
in the U. S. without being subject
to a raid by the local gendarmerie.
Miss Murray set up this .tour
•with Pan-American Airlines, which
gets the full $968, fee from each
person and then compensates the
‘originator with a percentage. In
return she not only afrange and
’sets the itinerary but also acts as
hostess. Obviously it’s a tiring job.
At the Lido, by the time the show
was over, Mi^s Murray was wall¬
eyed.
But exhaustion Is hardly phasing
her future plans. Not’ only -is she
Planning once-monthly trans-At.lantic tours to start next Sept. 15,
(Continued on naee 69)

By EVA FRANKLIN

, London, May 6.
• By this time, the Show Plane
Tourists have begufl to expect the
unexpected. Yesterday it was a
bison (!) pie luncheon with the
Duke and Duchess of Bedford, tea
and crumpets with Lady Hermione
Cubbold, and a spot of sherry with
the Lord Mayor of London, Sir
Cullum Welch. Two representa¬
tives .of the Nigerian government
were visiting his Lordship at the
same time and joined our group in
a tour of Mansion House, Tieadquarters of Sir Cullum. One of
the highlights Was a visit to the
Lord Mayor’s kitchen where the Ni¬
gerians were photographed with
one of the show planers, Mrs. Hil¬
dreth Hathewayr winner of the
Pillsbury Flour Co.'s "Bake-Off”
Contest. The prize was $25,000 and
the Show Plane Tour, and this
perky little woman from Santa
Barbara,. Calif., is really living
it up!
To get back to his Lordship,
the Mayor. He is a most_ charm¬
ing man and very theatre-minded,
being one of the members of the
Mermaid Theatre Trust. This is
an. organization (city-sponsored)
which has raised funds to build
London’s first new theatre in 25
years. It will be open to the pub¬
lic next year and the building will
also include a restaurant where
food will be served at reasonable
prices. The plays are to be pre¬
sented on an open stage such as
was used ip Shakespeare’s day but
the productions will cover a wide
range of entertainment—modern
as well as ancient, dramatic plays,
musicals, foreign and home-grown.
Insofar as the Show Plane tour¬
ists are concerned, the trip has
more than lived up to expectations.
Celebrities were promised as part
of a welcoming committee at our
first cocktail party at the Hotel
Savoy, London, and the only dis¬
appointment in this respect was
the noriappearance of Victor Ma¬
ture. However, Robertson Hare,
w.k. British comedian, was on
hand instead- Here is a charming
man but, rather an odd substitute
for Mature. Later on, Sophie Tuck¬
er joined us as did Robert Morley,
Zachary Scott and English film star
Nigel Patrick; Miss Tucker was
on her way to the Dominion The(Continued on page 69)

Wcdneedey, Mey

. Washington, May 14.
“Unfair Ladies”, annual Grid¬
iron-style show of the Women’s
National Press Club will be unyeUed at the Statler Hotel Thurs¬
day (16).
Script is kept
strictly tinder
wraps until show time. But cast
names and credits are circulated
in advance. Following are included
in line-up: NBC’s Patty Cavin,
Hazel Markel, and Inga; UP's Pat¬
ricia Wiggins; AP’s Frances Lewine; Hall syndicate society colum¬
nist Betty Beale; Reader’s Digest’s
Deeria Clark; New York Daily
News’ Gwen Gibson, etc.
Production and dinner is helmed
by Variety’s Florence Lowe. Arch
Lustherg, Catholic U Drama
teacher, is Coach, while- music is
under direction of Marine Band
maestro Capt. Albert Schoepper.
Alice Johnson, Seattle • Times cor¬
respondent, is club prexy.
.

Tex Rickard As
‘Magnificent Rube’
By LEONARD TRAUBE
George'Lewis (Tex) Rickard was
first an'd foremost a showman. It
was just by one of those strange,
quirks that his arena happened to
be sports. As a razzle-dazzle pro¬
moter he dominated nearly all the
first quarter of the 20th century,
as Barnum was kingpin of the flim¬
flam and flamboyant over a longer
stretch in the 19th. Although it’s
incredible that the .filmmakers,
ever on the prowl for the gallery
of the greats, have so far failed to
come up with a biopic on “Honest’’
Rickard, “The Magnificent Rube”
(McGraw-Hill; $4.50) may remedy
that. In his rhapsodic saga of the
Tex Rickard the “Rube,” Charles
Samuels — has delivered ' what
amounts to a readymade—Holly¬
wood script; this. is aside from the
book’s lure as a book, as a biog¬
raphy that reads like a novel, com¬
plete with loads of dialog that
represented painstaking effort in
the research thereof.
“Rube” is subtitled - “The Life
and Gaudy .Times of Tex Rickard,”
with built-in side excursions on the
persons, places and things crossing
the promoter’s path until his sud(Continued on page 75)
♦
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Some (Don’t Be A) Continental Dope
♦

By STUART SCHULBERG »♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

' Chi dips, L. A. tapers, K. C. is
just OK—but business is booming
in Bombay, loud in London, nice in
Nice and wow in West Berlin. Lit¬
tle wonder dhat American produc¬
ers are attaching more importance
to pictures shot abroad which ex¬
ploit foreign backgrounds, situa¬
tions, stars. This year, Roy Brewer
notwithstanding, .some 52 Ameri¬
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J can features are planned from Mel¬
bourne to Madrid. Their raison
d'etre no longer is to save produc¬
tion costs; now the aim is to pro¬
duce truly universal films which
will have a worldwide focus of in¬
terest and identity.
In fact, cost has become a reverse factor in foreign production.
Today the chief problem for ’the
independent is to produce that
overseas film as economically as
he could in his Hollywood back¬
yard. It was not always thus. In
the immediate postwar y$ars, when
KR-I-M still sounded like ‘some
Rocky . Mpuntain, radio station,-Eu¬
ropean studio cdsts were authentic-1
ally Tdw» Then came “Quo Vjjdis,”
Cinemascope, < “Trapeze,” Leland
Haywafd and Henry King-sized,
budgets,
European' costs soared
higher than “The Spirit of St.
Louis.” ‘ Max Was no lphger so
YoUngstein.
But there are ways and means
of bringing those foreign produc¬
tion costs back to earth. Here,
after 10 humbling years of Euro(Continued on page 14)
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"Sir John Gielgud Directs Covent
Garden Opera
London, May 14,.
American soprano Blanche Thebom will have one of the principal
parts in. the Covent Garden Opera’s
performance of Berlioz'*opera “The
Trojans,” which will make its Eng¬
lish
professional .performance,
debut on June 6.
The work, which is in fivfe acts,
will be conducted by Rafael Kube¬
lik, and directed by Sir John Giel¬
gud. The opera lasts for approxi¬
mately four-and-a-half hours.

15.
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Saucy as Ever, Preston Starges Sees
Films’Uneasy Bed of Art & Business
By HY HOLLINGER

Another Ripley on BVay;
Clothier’s Show Biz Bally
Name of Ripley is becoming an,
increasingly important factor on
Broadway. Recently, the Ripley
Odditorium made its. bow in the
basement of the Astor Theatre, and
now the Ripley clothing store,
built on the site of the former
hangout for theatrical fledglings,
the Walgreen Drug store, bowed
Wednesday (8) with a cocktail
soiree (8) attended by some top
personalities from ".show biz and
political domains.
The new Ripley store provides a
growing indication of the tie-in be¬
tween the mercantile and enter¬
tainment worlds.
The Ripley
store, for example,' has a trailer
deal with RKO houses. It is creat¬
ing weekly panels which will glori¬
fy various shows and other theatri«
cal institutions. It’s calling u'pon
showmanship with direct links to
show biz.
Cocktail party, preceding the
formal opening of the store on
Thursday (9), was attended by per¬
sonages . such as Mayor Robert F.
Wagner and Tammany Hall chief¬
tain Carmine DeSapio. From the
theatre came a lot of the legiters
who had to run in order to make
evening performances.
In addi¬
tion, cafe and video and agency
personalities attended.
The Ripley store apparently feels
that, since it’s located in. a pre¬
dominantly theatrical neighbood, it
should try to take on the coloration
of its surroundings and be & good
neighbor in this kind of setup/
It’s estimated that more than
1,000 milled through the basement
of the store during the cocktail ses¬
sion.
Jose.

MITR0P0UL0S BOOKS
FULL O’SEAS SWING
Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor
of the N. Y. Philharmonic,. will
leave for Florence, Italy, early in
June where he’ll"‘baton four per¬
formances of the£ Verdi’s opera,
“Emani,” starting June 15.
Mitropoulos is booked for two
concerts in Miljtno June 28-29, goesto Cologne to conduct a July .19
concert for the West-Deutscher
Rundfunk and then heads for Salz¬
burg to baton “Elektra” on Aug.
7. He’ll handle three other performances"~of “Elektra” there as
well as a concert of American
music.
Balance o'f Mitropoulos’ schedule
finds him in Lucerne. Sept. 1 for a
symphonic concert with the Vienna
Philharmonic, then to Vienna. For
the first half of the month .in the
Austrian capital he’ll record the
“Elektra” with, the same cast as in
Salzburg. Subsequently, he’ll ba¬
rton a new production of “Madame
Butterfly” with the Vienna Opera
and will also conduct two concerts
with the Vienna Philharmonic be¬
tween Sept. 15 and 25.

profundities and pronunciamen
toes”—looks upon his- self-exiu
from Hollywood without bittern^
or recrimination.
“Suddenly r
didn’t make a living. So I went
, h? .. ‘ays iflatter-of-factly,
“My vile temper and disagreeable
ways .closed the doors of Holly
wood to me.”
J
The expatriate' Hdlywoodite has
been living in Paris for the past
three years. He is currently in
New York in connection with the
release by . Continental Distributing
of his picture, “The French The?
Are A Funny Race,” which was
shot in. both English and French
versions. Continental will also be
involved in a.coproduction deal of
Sturges’ next picture, “Gentleman
From Chicago,” which will be also
shot in two versions in France
The-Frank Kassler-Walter Reade
Jr. firm is pitting, up $250,000 of
the $500,000 production cost. Ac¬
cording to Sturges, the $500,000
budget is one-third of what the
(Continued on page 68)

Mex Belly Dancer, Fave
Of King Farouk, Plans
To Retire on Income
. Tokyo, May. 7.
Lalin Francis, Mexican - born
member' of the
international
bumps-and-grinds set and a former
“favorite of Egypt’s deposed King
Farouk,” told .Variety of her plans
to retire in two years. The blonde
Stripper-belly dancer, interviewed
backstage at tlije. Nichigeki Music
Hali, said in her halting English,
“I will live off my rent. I have
apartment house in Mexico’ City
and a house.in Acapulco for va¬
cations.
Part of this is from
Farouk and part from my work,
.. “Right now I don’t have enough
for the retire,” hlie said. “You
know how it is with the money—
the more you have, the more you
want. And I still excite the peo¬
ple, so why retire?”
Miss Francis explained that she
first met Farouk .about five years
ago when..she was doing a belly
dance .at a nightclub in Cairo.. “He
meet me, see me dance and he like
me/’ she explained in bland retro¬
spect.
' “
Miss Francis has been dancing
for seven years or since she went
to Europe after a. divorce in Mexi¬
co. She has worked all over the
„worJd and now wants to buy a
house in California ahd live near
the beach.
Playing hex* first date in Japan
after working in Hong Kong, Miss
Francis- offered: “i like to work for
these Oriental audiences because
they are Very Observing. They
don’t lose the time to talk or clap
—they just look. And business
very good,” she -said. “The man*
ager he got happy with full house
every tiihe.”
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H’WOOD’S HAD IT, SAYS DAVIS
‘Vikings’ Casie Irks Newly Urge ‘One Big Print Depot ;
National Screen Ready To Service
* Hollywood, May 14.
Bryna Productions’. lensing of
“The Vikings" in Norway and Mun¬
ich is being investigated .by exec
board of IATSE cairieraman’s. local
659 on grounds the Hollywood
company is shooting in Europe
mainly to utilize cheaper labor, as¬
serts business agent Herb Aller.
“They have; a $3,OOOJOOO budget,
and they are ping to import a
camera crew from Holland, and
labor from'all,.over Europe. We
nlan to study this entire situation
and then submit our findings to
central * labor councils in L. A.,
g[an Francisco, San Diego and the
Spokane ^theatrical federation, and
ask for appropriate action,*’ said
Aller.
. Kirk DouglaS, Tony Curtis, Ern¬
est Borgnine, Janet Leighr and Mi¬
chael Rennie Star in the film which
rolls Jufie 17. Bryha plans loca¬
tion shooting in Norway and on
the coast of Brittany and eight
weeks Of interiors in Munich.

Tinian’s Rainbow’ May
Be Completed in France;..
Another $600,000 Needed
? Paris, May 14.
Distributors Corp. of . America is
negotiating with a French outfit
to complete work on the long-de¬
layed film,; “Finian’s Raifibow.” If
the deal goes through, Jean Image
will do the animations in Paris.
, Soundtrack of “Finian's Rain¬
bow” has been recorded and ready
for some year*. However, DCA
originally had planned to have
John Hubley do . .the ' animation.
When the question of Hubley’s
politics arose, the project was. tem¬
porarily abandoned;, riot beforq the
company had invested some ,$400;000 in Recording of dialog and
music and . storyboard. treatment,
however.
>
By the time DCA , was ready to
take up the completion of “Rain^bow” again, animation costs in the
U. S. had risen beyond all reason.
It’s now figured that, if the film
is dhimatea in', France (using the
. recorded track, of course), an add¬
ed investment of some $600,000
would be necessary.

$711,917 QUARTER ON
UST (RKO THEATRES)
List Industries (RKO Theatres
being the principal affiliate) had
consolidated earnings of $711,017,
equal to 16c a common share, for
the quarter ended March 31. First
quarter of 1956, Which was before
the acquisition of Gera Corp.,
brought a net of $355,138," or 11c
per share.
New period’s • jjfofit
doesn’t take into account; a loss of
$99,046 on the disposal of certain
properties.
. .■ .
Corporation, now has 4,326^044
, shares out, compared with. 3,151,' 736 a year ago: ■<

SAIGON'S AGENT IN U S’
Alain Bernheim Seeks Deal For
Girl’s 3d Novel
A new, stlll-Unpublished book by
Francoise Saigon, the yo.ung
French authoress who has already
sold the film rights to two of her
books to American companies, is
. being pitched to the American film
industry.
;
.
Alain Bernheim, „an American
literary agent Whb headquarters in
Paris and who represents Ameri¬
can and French .writer^ has come
io the U. S., in search of buyer,
for the new Volume—‘Those With¬
out Shadows.”
Bernheim, who
spent several days' in New York,
left for the Coast Monday; (HD to
confer with studio story .chiefs. He
bas a date at 20th and at. several
other companies* 20th will film
Miss Saigon’s ‘‘A Certain smile”
and otto Preminger will - make
Bonjour Tristesse” for Columbia

By GORDON IRVING
Gleneagles, Scotland, May 14.
Echoes of Hollywood studio
troubles and of capital gain raiders
and liquidators in New York finan¬
cial circles ran through the ad¬
dress here of John Davis, head of
London’s
J. Arthur Rank Organi¬
Cannes, May 14.
Robert Amon, world sales rep for sation. He reminded the Cinema¬
tograph
Exhibitors
Assn of Britain
Hoche Films subsid Mondex Films,
joined with Henri Deutschmejster, (and Ireland) in a 50-minute talk
prexy of Franco-London Films, to that the main world source of boxform a new production company to ^ office pictures was “moving away”
produce two or three features per from California.
year. Amon is on his own in this | Financialdifficulties of the
venture while Franco-London will American film makers, their pre¬
add these productions to its regu¬ occupation with television library
lar six to seven annual pix.
deals, the moribund condition of
Films will be mainly big scale: RKO and Republic were: implicit
coproductions with a .definite aim in Dayis’ remarks.
towards making films with U. S.
Trend of production in the U.S.
possibilities, and preferably with A. over the last year or so had
English versions. First film may shown a material change, aggra¬
be “Modigliani” with Gerard Phi- vated by financial battles for conr
lipe.
Richard Davis, prexy of trol of some of the great corpora¬
U. S. distrib outfit, UMPO, may be tions, he shid. They had seen them
in on this pic for U. S. rights.
get into financial difficulties. They
Meanwhile Beutschmeister de¬ had seen on<» or two go perma¬
clared here he will send a protest nently out of business.
to the Motion Picture Assn, in U. S.
It was contended in some quart¬
due to the refusal of a seal to his. ers that those who had gone out
Franco-London pic “French Can' of business would be replaced by
Can.” He feels there was no rea¬ others with a more enlightened
son for this and will also bring it production approach to fit into
up at the meeting here of the In¬ 1957 conditions. Added Davis: “I
ternational Federation of Film wonder. An industry in difficulties
Producers. Agenda will include does not easily attract new money
demands for special code super¬ and new brains, both of which are
vision of foreign entries in the needed in great quantities.”
U. S. Since their diffusion is still
“In my view,* we are going to be
specialized in the U. S., they feel faced with an American product
they should be treated accordingly. shortage fop some considerable
Cutting and amputation of these time, if not for good.”
pix could lead to the loss of the
Strengthen Britain
very factors which make them'
In Britain, Davis disclosed a
palatable to art house audiences.
strong production industry is to be
permanently developed, making
Ill, York Resigns 'MPEA; films of high. entertainment value
with
an .eye on both the domestic
Gronich Mky Absorb Job
and ^orld markets. Entertainment
Frankfurt, May 14.
supply would become more and
Carl York, who has been in ill more on a global basis, and if
health, has resigned as the Motion British producers grabf>ed the op¬
Picture Export Assn.’s Scandinavi¬ portunity, British production would
an representative. Indications are play an increasingly important part
that .York will not be replaced and in the world. .
that Fred Gronich, • the MPEA’s
German rep, may take on Scan¬ «Tiyp ideal of a European Com¬
mon Market must be developed, he
dinavia as additional territory.
Also exiting the MPEA ranks is said. It would be in the long-term
interests
to Britain to do so.
Herbert -Banquer, Marc Spiegel’s
Producers in the • United King¬
assistant in Paris, who resigned in
dom
and
overseas must have the
preference to a transfer to the N.Y.
opportunity to produce films of
office.
^
broader appeal with an eye tq a
big, domestic market. Thus one of
the producer’s problems should be
removed, namely, the small doParamount Net Equals
mestic market, and better films in
66c on First Quarter Biz Still Offish; ‘80 Days9 Again No. 1, ‘10 CY 2d, greater number. would flow from
Paramount had estimated net
such a development.
1Wonders9 3d, ‘Face,9 ‘Dolphin,9 ‘Party9 Next
The use of large-screen televi¬
earnings of $1,299,000,- equal to
•66c per share, for ..the first quarter
sion might well come sooner than
Seasonal tendencies are being “Abandon Ship” (Col), disappoint¬ they could foresee at the moment.
of 1957. Profit for the same pe¬
ing in many keys, and “12 Angry
Scientists, too, were already
riod of 1956 was $1,372,000, or 64c felt currently in key cities covered
(UA) are runner-up pix in
per share.
Lesser number of by Variety. First four or five Men”
talking* about world television net¬
that order.
weeks
when
temperatures
start
shares outstanding at the close of
works operating in the next 10
getting
>
into
summer
•
stride
for
“Something of Value” (M-G) is years. They must organize them¬
the new year’s quarter accounted
for the increase in per-share earh-. years have spelled offish film biz. standout among newcomers, b’eing selves as a cinema industry so that
By the end of this period, the pub¬ smash on preem week at. N.Y. they could participate in these
irigs. .
Not included in the profit for the lic resumes going to the cinema Astor. “BUster Keaton Story” (Par), heW developments.
1956 period is $350,000 which came more regularly especially since re- also new, is fair in,K.C. and okay
“European and world networks
from the sale of shorts to tele¬ acquainted with fact that theatres in Boston. .
with large screens open up newhave ^ir-conditfoning. But until
“Untamed Youth” (WB), nice in sources of supply of entertainment
vision interests. •
then, not many pix do" well.
Boston, shapes "mild in Cincy, N.Y. and new methods of presentation,
“Around World in 80 Days’’
MORI KRUSHEN ON RAMPARTS (UA) zooms back into ..No. 1 spot and Indianapolis. Another fresh en¬ such as an extensive use of world
trant, “Way To Gold” (20th), looks activities.”
this session, with a batch of great
Sees Home-Toll Films
Sets Up Next Bir Trio of UA „ playdates. This Mike ’ Todd. opus mild in three key cities but .good
in Denver.
Davis is convinced coin-in-theReleases in. Midwest
will be opening in a number of
“This Could Be Night” (M-G) is slot television will bemused in the
new keys by the end of this month fair in Frisco. “Young Stranger”
foreseeable future. The cinema in¬
Mori krushen, exploitation chief to swell "the total.
(U) looms okay in Chi. Also new, dustry must and could harness it
of United Artists, is spending 10
“10
Comnfaridments”
(Par),
days in Chicago and midwest set¬ spurting in. many spots this round, “Kettles on MacDojiald’s Farm,” for its own benefit. •
ting up next three blockbuster pro¬ is climbing back to second po¬ another Universal encry, is rated . “All these developments are af¬
okay in Denver and K.C.
fected- by the rising standards of
motions.
.
sition although far along in nu¬
“Public Pigeon No. 1” (U) looks living of peoples all over the World.
• These are: “The Pride and the merous dates. “Seven Wonders of
Passion,” “Sweet Smell of Sue-' World” (Cinerama) is pushing robust in Boston. “Designing Some were and are much lower
Woman” (MrG), due at N.Y. Music than others, but in all countries
cess” and “Saint Joan.”
back tq-third place.
Hall this week, is big in Toronto,
Due back at home office May 22.
“Funny Face”N(Par), champ last ancf good in Balto and L.A. “La prosperity and working condtions
week, is down to fourth spot. Strada” (T-L), okay in Cincy, are constantly improving.
“The cumulative effect of this is
“Boy on Dolphin” (20th) is finish¬ shapes big in N.Y. and good in
that people have more leisure time.
ing fifth, aftter being'higher for Omaha.
The
more leisure people have, the
Hollywood, May 14.
several weeks.
“Oklahoman” (AA) is trim in
Mickey Rooney has committed
“Bachelor Party" (UA) current? Chi. “Reach For Sky” (U) is big in greater the competition for it by
all
providers
of entertainment, be
himself to make one feature a year ly is climbing up to sixth plade, N.Y. “Garment Jungle” (Col) is
It television, radio, the ballet,
with Fryman Productions, new in¬ a big improvement over last round. rated slow in St. Louis.
nftisic, 'sport, motor-cars or films.
die pix-telepix firm set up by Red “China Gate” (20th), a bit spotty,
“Kronos” (20th) fair in N.Y.,
In a pat-on-the-back to the
Doff, George Gottfried and Oscar is capturing seventh money. “For looms okay in-Portland. “Hellcats
Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (reissue) of Navy” (Col), okay in Frisco( is Yanks, Davis said this demand for
Cummins,
entertainment
has been demon¬
Doff is Rooney’s "personal man¬ is winding eighth.
fine in Portland.
strated in perhaps a more startling
“Spirit of St, Louis” (WB) will
ager, Cummins his attorney and
(Complete
Boxoffiae
Reports
on
manner
on
the
other side of the
Gottfried his bii manager. Trio be ninth and “Attack of Crab
(Continued on page 18)
• Ji
comprise firm’s officers and board. , Monsters” (AA) in 10th position., ■Pages 8 and 9).

Consolidation of physical distri¬
bution ' of an all-industry basis is
due for new spotlightihg.
A report to be presented shortly
by Booz, Allen Ac Hamilton, man¬
agement counsellors, will strongly
recommend that all companies con¬
Cannes, May 14.
Mrs. Phyllis James, top film of¬ solidate their branch exchange
ficial in the British Board of Trade, work, excepting the actual dealings
is taking a protracted leave of ab¬ with exhibitors, under one roof in
The annual savings
sence from the Board tQ study the, each city.
effects of television on the picture would be in the millions annually,
according
to
advance information
business in the IT, S.
*
Mrs. James hap been given a on the Booz report,
It became known* this week that
year’s Harkness scholarship to un¬
dertake the study! The scholarship, National Screen"Service "tnot to
financed by American money, is be confused with National Film
available only to British civil serv¬ Service) has been in discussion for
months' with all film companies
ants.
Now here In Cannes as a guest about taking over the physical han¬
of the film festival, Mrs. James ex¬ dling of prints. This would include
pects to start her leave around storage inspection and shipping.
October of this year. Six months Also, NSS as a second step is pro¬
of .the year she spends in the moting the idea of doing the “front
room” woric for the distributors—
States must be spent travelling.
Her survey will cover not only this entailing billings and collec¬
the extent to which tv has af¬ tions. The service company has
fected film attendance in America, never been in this field of industry'
but also the pattern‘of future de¬ operation, before, concerning itself
velopments as it shapes for the two with the trailers and accessories.
industries.
<> But the outfit is said to be mak¬
ing the pitch that it is particu¬
larly equipped to take on the back
and front room assignments, hav¬
ing the basic facilities in each area
and experience, in film handling
that goes back some 40 years.
. Some time ago the distribs had
HolljKvood, May 14/
Samuel G. Engel was elected to come, to agreement on a test run
his third term as prexy of the in New York with National Screen.
Screen Producers Guild at the an-, The latter was to be the single
nual meeting which was also agency doing the backroom work
marked by the appointment of for all companies. But Harry M.
seven new membefs to the Execu¬ Warner, then president of Warners,
backed out and RKO failed to ante
tive Board.
up the initial payment of $50,000.
Board named the slate of of¬ The test never was made,
ficers which includes, in addition to
Active in this field for the past
Engel, Walter Mirisch, first veepee; few years is the similarly National
Lawrence Welngarten, second vee¬ Film Service, which reps film com¬
pee; Dick Powell, third veepee; panies on an individual basis.-NFS
Frank McCarthy, secretary; Pandro mostly does backroom* work but
S. Berman, treasurer; Hall Bartlett, also has contracts with J. Arthur
assistant treasurer; .William Self, Rank and Buena Vista for the front
•assistant treasurer. *
room activity.
New Board members are Samuel
j/ Briskin, Louis F. Edelman, Mi¬
Georre Kerasotes, chairman of
risch, Powell, Charles Schnee, Self •the executive committee of Thea¬
and Carey Wilson/
. tre Owners, of Ameriqa and board
SPG membership now totals 187 chairman Of United Theatre Own¬
member^, 43 more than last year, ers of Illinois, will be principal
comprising approximately 98% of speaker at a meeting of Tennessee
members at Nashville on
all motion picture producers in the T.O.A.
May 27.
country.

Yank Foundation Paying
British Woman Exec To
Study TV-vs.-Pix in U.S.

Amon, Deutchmeister
In Co-Production Deal;
Protest ‘Can Can’ Nix

SAM ENGEL CONTINUES
AS PRODUCERS’PREZ

National Boxoffice Survey

Rooney’s Fryman Deal ■

PICTURES

Metro Employes Under $500 Weekly
Still Covered by Pensions; $375,000
Payment (Past Due) to Equitable
Metro has notified Equitable Life 4--:---:-Assurance~that the film company’s n
' m
employee pension plan is to be UgWOr PrODAffStDOa Oil
continued.
Annual payment of
®
I10®
about $375,000, which Was due
‘Smirit nf
I nine’ Rir
March 1, now is to be made, M-G
^pilll 01 ?l.
DIZ
told the insurance, outfit, which
,
administers the fund. It’s renewJJepUIlKMr Dy-flUlDa
able on an annual basis and each * Recent inside stuff itenj quoting
year’s payment is made in a lump
.
,
....... ~
~
Sum ■
Minnesota pxhibitor Bennie Berger
Under the original plan all on Warners “The .Spirit of St.
Loew’s-M-G employees were cov- Louis” doing only. $7.50 in one
ered but this was changed some
,, .
_ .
time ago to eliminate those earn- smaIL burg is corretted by the dis"
ing over $500 weekly. Under the tributor. Meyer Hutner writes
present arrangement, personnel Variety as follows:
making. $500 and under become
“Actually, the facts are these:
eligible after five years of employ- „
ment.
Payments are made into Jhe theatres are not owned by Ber¬
the fund in their behalf immedi- ger but by Lowell Smoots. The
ately upon completion jof that pe- picture was booked into the Falls
riod but no benefits can be realized Theatre and.a small theatre, the
unless the employment continues Ripley. At the Falls,
The Spirit
for another five years.
of St. Louis did a top figure of
Thus, the employee must work $1,380 for the week which is excelfor 10 years in the minimum. The lent.
This compares ‘With the
total payoff, made when the eli- $430.50 “The Searchers” did for six
gible employee leaves the com- days, a top grosser at the theatre,
pany, is based on total periqd -pf
“The Ripley <fid $239.20 which is
employment, salary earned and good for this little theatre even
age. Employees contribute noth- without day and date competition
ing to the fund; M-G pays it all. from the much bigger Falls TheaAt one time M-G’s ante amount- tre. The second day figure at the
ed to over $1,000,00 per- year "but Ripley was $32, not $7.50.”
this was when more employees
--—were on the payroll than at presATTr,TPr- nDFCVUT
ent and the upper-income ■ execs
also were covered.
■
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Anderson & Co. Among
Outside ExperJsEyeing
, Loew’s Internal Setnp
.

Continuing his efforts to. bring
about a complete reorganization of
Loew’s Inc., prexy Joseph R. Vogel
isx bringing in an outside firm, of
.certified public accountants “to
make a review and recommenda¬
tion concerning effective. account¬
ing procedures,” The company ap¬
pointed to undertake the job is
Arthur Anderson & Co.
Naming of the Anderson firm
followson the heels of the designa¬
tion of Robert Heller & Associates,'
a management consultant firm, to
survey the company’s homeoffice
Operation. Both appointments are
part of Vogel’s efforts “to stream¬
line the corporation and promote
increased profits in all possible
areas.”

Moe Ellis’Drive
To Get Republic
Hollywood, May 14.
Moe Ellis, who for a long pe¬
riod has been seeking a strong
stock position in Republic, now
states he’s , seeking to wrest con¬
trol via a proxy fight. An investor.
Ellis is/said to he particularly in¬
terested in "taking over the studio
property for commercial develop¬
ment purposes and liquidating all
other assets.
He’s known to have been buying
Rep stock for some tjime and re¬
ports he’s now about to offer'other
stockholders $10 per share for
their, stock on condition that at
least 1,000,000 shares are deposited
in escrow for such sale with a local
bank.
He said he -also plans to call a
special meeting of stockholders for
the purpose of electing a new
board and Announcing details of
a Rep liquidation plan he has in
mind.
Ellis heads an investment syndicate which includes toy manufac¬
turer Harry KarL
(In New York, this week highlyplaced Rep insiders said they knetf
Ellis has been acquiring stock but
have, no knowledge of the exact
aipount he holds. It Was also said
he’s made attempts to work out a
compromise with Rep president
Herbert J. Yates and the latter has
been brushing him off.)
Ellis further stated he’s hired
Marshall Litchmann to' file the
legalistic statements With the Securities & Exchange Commission
as a preliminary to the proxy,
solicitation.
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New York Sourid Track
Paramount executives continue among the lowest paid in the uro
duction-di&tribution business. Barney Balaban draws $124,800 a veart
Y. Frank Freeman, $130,000; Adolph Zukor, $78,000; George Weltn^i$65,000i, and Paul rRalbonrp, $59,800.
*
Miss Elli Silmait, a U. S. national, has becom^ the Number One agent
In Berlin with roster of 156, including 19 pic directors. Since Miss
Silman works with Paul Kohner and the Peter Witt in New York, she
also reps several Hollywood clients, notably'Lana Turner and Sh’ellev
Winters. •
The Kenneth Hargreaves' finally landed a New York apartment on
5th Ave,; he’s the y. S. distrib head for Bank,
More rumor-tism: Buzz iii financial areas has it that Howard Hughes
(yes, him again) is now buying'Loew’s stock, Just as earlier Tie had been
reporte'd active on the 20th-Fox front.- Factual is that Loew’s was
among the most active'stocks traded.on the Exchange last week, with
78,500 shares changed Rands.
Warners cut-conformed “Untaified Youth” to a ■ “B” rating from the
Legion* of Recency, after a “C” had been' threatened, but cut no ice
with the~local reviewers, whose notices were plenty rough. The critical
set can't stand rock ’n’ roll, it seems, even when Mamie Van Doren
contributes the roll . . . Same company’s charity preem plan for “Face
in the Crowd” is drawing upbeat comment from ..rival outfits. Ticket
buyers make their donations to ’the charity of their choice . . . Otto
Preminger has’ 100,000 feet of “Saint Joan”-film left over of the mate¬
rial he lensed specially for trailers.
Story from London about Jack BernardJoining.tNat Miller as sales
director at Orb Film' Distribution Ltd., which ' appeared on Page 4
of the May 1 issue, is not correct. Should be Geoffrey Bernerd, and
appointment should read ‘‘director.” Bernerd is still UK representative
of Guild. Films. Inc.
Bob Livingstone, whilom president of the Nebraska Theatre Owners
Assn, and secretary of TO A, marked 50 years in show biz recently
now with Cooper Foundation (theatre circuit) . . , Although Frank
-Sinatra has sued Look Magazine for its pandid profile of him, this ar¬
ticle was favorably mentioned at one of the panels last week of the
Authors League of America’S' first “authors’, convention” at the Hotel
Biltmore . . . writers .argued that magazine profiles had degenerated
in recent years to pure pro and no con . . . the Satevepost profiles of
Hollywood personages by Pete Martin being down-rated by the League
speakers as so favorable that the pressagents could have written
every word .... overly “cooperative” articles in mags were hurting
the mags’ reputation and contributing to their falling sales oh nation’s
newsstands, argued by the League delegates.
* Universal signed pressagent-that-was Ruaaell Blrdwell, who recently
directed “The Girl in the Kremlin” at the 'studio, to a writer-direc¬
tor-producer pact * . . Next on Darryl F. Zannck’s schedule will be
“Roots of Heaven,” from the Romain Gary novel ... Dianne Foster,
on loanout from .Columbia, and Keenan Wynn have top roles with
Alan. Ladd in “The Deep Six,” Jaguar Production-for Warner release
, . . William Wyler and. Gregory Peck set Leon Uria to screenplay “The
Big Country” to be made' for United Artists with Peck starred.
A1 Altman, Eastern talent scout for Metro, was kudoed in the
Congressional Record last week by Rep. Philip J~. Phllbin (D., Mass.),
a longtime friend for “high Ideals and high principles.”
Exploitation generalissimo Mori Krnahen off to Chicago to chart
upcoming premieres there for UA product.
‘ J
Russian^ pictures relegated to" occasional -filler dates- at the Cameo
Theatre,'instead of the iop position' 6f past. Greek'entries now the
chief ’ commodity at the David Fine house . „ . B, Gerald Cantor,
a board member, bought 1,200 mpre shares of National Theatres . . .
Seventeen mag now awarding plaques tq its ”Pi<tftiire of the Month”
winners, “Funny Face”-being the first .witti Jerry Plclpnan. accepting
. . .-Charles Laughton closes his “Major Barbara" legit^r at the week¬
end, heads for the. Coast immediately for the. preliminaries on “Wit¬
ness for th# Prosecution.” Also on the film is his wife, Elsa Lancaster,
marking the first time the two Will Re working, together since Para¬
mount’s *‘Big Clock,” 10 years ago.
Stock dividend of 35c per share expected to be declared by the
United Artists board at a meeting tomorrow (Wed,).' This
be
first board session since the switen to public ownership.
Jack Cummings, former Metro, .producer and nephew of Louis B.
Mayer, will produce “Paint Your Wagon,” as his first independent
production. Property is owned by Mayer who acquired the rights to
the Alan Jay Lerner-Fredprick Loewe musical several years ago.' James
Cagney is'being eyed for the lead ... Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel
attended the fourth “sneak” preview of “Raintree .County” bn the
Coast . . . Premiere of “Man On Fire,” Bing Crosby’s latest -starrer,
will be held in Spokane, Washington, .on June 19- in conjunction with
the dedication of the Crosby Memorial Library at the star’s alma
mater, Gonzagg" University, ’ Library, was built with funds donated by
Crosby . ^. Cyd Clarisae arriving from the Coast for an indefinite
Gotham stay.
Alfred E. Daff and Americo Aboaf, Universal officials, off for Rome
to attend the company’s European sales conference . . . Universal prexy
Milton R* Rackmil to the Coast for '10 days of conferences with studio
officials ... i Dimitri Tlomkln in Gotham to record the Score of the
new Cinerama picture, “Search for Paradise,” produced by Lowell
Thomas . .. . Oscar Hammprstein 2d. to the.'Coast to confer with
Joshua Logan and 20th-Fox on the production-‘of “South Pa'cific.” ....
British director Ken Annakin setting up ^location, sites in New York
and Texas for J. Arthur Rank’s “Across the Bridge,” which will star
Rod Steiger . .
Metro’s “The Little Hut” get for 200 day-and-date
openings just before and on Memorial Ray,
Metro v.p. and treasurer Charles C. Moskowitx Off ort‘ his annual
Miami vacation ... Gore Vidal has reported to Metro tq script “Spec¬
tacular,” based on the novel by AP writer Bob Thomas . . . Maria
Schell, now at the Cannes Film. Festival, will visit her‘family in
Munich before reporting to Metro for “The Brothers .Karaipazov.”
. . . Jack Wehb making his first visit to Manhattan in several years.
He arrives today (Wed.) for the Broadway premiere” of his latest fea¬
ture, “The D.I.,” which Warners is releasing^
_-

Birth
printed on theatre admissions cards
OO to prevent those under 16 seeing
I a lire Alt' III 017 / / films rated “adult entertainment,”
. MCI MAO' Ull llIClj UM Col. J. A. Fleming,' chairman of;
. 1
Alberta’s film censorship - board,
Madrid, May 14.
said in a recent address.
Resumption "of talks between
Many children see such films by
Spain and the Motion Picture Ux- asking adults in a theatre lobby to
port Assn, have been set pack to
their tickets, he reported. Chila post-Cannes calendar sp°t, now dren jiave many ways 0f circumprobably May 22. Although MPEA venting present under-16- limitaMediterranean rep Charles Bald- tions he
md their birthdays
win-was ready to come here from printed on cards used for special
his Rome headquarters on-May 4, student‘ admission prices would
Spanish Government officials ^n-- help cut down these practices.
volved passed the word along that
„ TT c -Cannes Film Festival had priority
While U‘ {L1?.? ^ nf
over the Baldwin target date.
w
With a promising European cine- ?P%TTofethLf®
ma pool in the air, Spain seems {be+1V;
? £1* JJX
to show more ardour preparing for to this code’ Fleming estimated^
a- big film fish' fry . on the Cote
d'Azur than it does in restoring JJ.S Hdrror in London
MPEA to its dominant distrib nov
v l
1
sition in the local market. Curious
i borJor fib?s bave.
note now-heard in official circles scheduled for production in . Eu-■
here is that the early April meet- roP® &y Amalgamated Productions,1
ing, between Government spokes- an American firm that operates in1
men and MPEA’s Baldwin was London,
merely an exchange of views, and
Charles F. Vetter Jr., who is
that genuine negotiations have yet partnered with Richard Gordon .in1
Lynn Krueger, manage? of the
to take‘place.
the company, planes out for Lon-‘ Majestic Theatre, San Antonio, is
During the “exchange of views” don today (Wed.) to begin prelimlast-month, Baldwin asked'for.'the mar/ work on “A Fiend Without! in receipt of a $1,000 U. S. Savings
pre-embargo U. S. film Import a Face” and “Stranglehold.” Lat-! Bond, the top prize awarded by
United Artists for the best expioitaquota^of 100, with. MPEA getting ter will star Boris Karloff.
60. The . Government countered
Production on .the two filmsi tion job on the motion pic “Tra¬
with a reduced annual total'of 80, will begin in July.
peze.”
55 of which would, go to MPEA —=-:-jaffiliates operating in Spain.* Local
distribs, left out in the cold with
a mere 25, unleashed a continuing
powerhouse campaign for more
consideration at MPEA expense.
Apparently aware that the U.. S.
embargo has not achieved its goal Azcarraga Had Previously Warned Against Govt/a
and anxious to restore MPEA
footing in Spain before the situ¬
Favoritism to Clasa Studios
ation gets entirely out of hand,
Baldwin would like a new pact1
Mexico- City, May 14. i
Mexico’s Jnggesi plant, Churu¬
signed before the Government
leaves Madrid to take up summer
Churubusco Studios will def¬ busco will have equipment valued
at $4,000,000 going on the block
residence in San Sebastian. There
are indications, however, that a initely close May 25, according to iii the event the fold takes place,
newsagreement will not be offi¬ notification given to all government
cially signed and sealed before the sources, banks, producers and un¬
N. Y. to L. a. •
fall. There is no sense of urgency ions. Employees are to be paid a
N. Y. to Europe
Alain Bernheim
s
here to begin,with, and the Gov-, total of $300,000 in severance.
Americo Aboaf
^Charles
L. Casanave
Shuttering
had
been"
threatened
efnment is openly reluctant to take
Howard Cullman
Mildred Dunnock
the gilt-edged bread and butter earlier by Emilio Azcarraga, Chu¬
Alfred E. Daff
Paul Ford ■
from local distrib. mouths. Fall rubusco board chairman, because
John. Ford
Sidney Gordon
inking seems the best Baldwin can allegedly Unfair competition and
Theodore R. Kupperman
Oscar Hammefstein 2d
excessive
labor
demands
have
kept
get, with only a- marginal possi¬
Enrico Leide *• .
^.Kenneth Hargreaves
bility he can better Spain pro¬ the operation in the Ted since'" it
Robert Q. Lewis
' William HoIden
began in 1946. Jfle claimed, for ex¬
posals.
Robert L. Lippert
• Arthur ’Homblow Jr.
ample, that while Churubusco was
Giovanni* Martinelli
Dean Jones
given limited contracts, the assertAndre Mertens
Archer King.
edly inferior Clasa Studios have
Brenda Marshall
been kept busy with government ^Arthur Rubinstein
’Karl Schnabel
Milton R. Rackmil
contracts.
S. A. G. Swenson
Many in Mexico believe the
. Europe to N. Y.
Board of directors of Universal threatened darkening of the studio
Francis C. Thayer
Lawrence Langner
declared a quarterly dividend last is designed to stave off a new round
Cesare Valletti &
Armlna Marshall
week of $106*4 per share on the of wage demands by the unions.
Varel & Bailly
Otto Preminger
Charles. F. Vetter Jr.
4*4% cumulative preferred stock And hoping to prevent the closing
John Wayne
Joe Schoenfeld
of the Company.
I are several industry groups head¬
Jean
Sebprg
Joan
Wetzel
Melon is payable June 1 to stock¬ ed by Labor Secretary Adolfo LoRobert Zeller
Oliver Smith
holders of record on May 17.
1 pez Mateos.
If

MM

Mexico City Churubusco Closes May 25

U’s $1.06 Quarterly

L. A. to N. Y.
Samuel Z. Arkoff *
Charles Boasberg
Cyd Charisse
William J. Heineman Sonja Henie
Howard Keel
Arthur B. Krim
Nathanie^Lapkin
Irving H. Levin
Jackie Loughery
Tony Martin
- Harold T. Mirisch
Jefry Fickman
Dimitri Tiomkin
Melville Tucker
Joseph R. Vogel
Jack Wehb
.
George Weltner
Yale Wexler
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Not ‘Anti-American—But ‘Pro-Arty
[SUMS UP CANNES FILM FESTIVAL]
Cannes, May 14.
Discount whispers of “anti-American” current at this years
Cannes Film Festival. It is always necessary to bear in mind that
a vast majority of the personages at a European art film festival
are precisely that—arty. They search for the unusual, the pro¬
found, the different. These are. never Americsfii specialties. Amer¬
icans are boxoffice blockbuster'expdnents.
Admittedly the applause for Mike Todd’s “Around the World
in 80 Days” was lights Actually there had been some technical
flaws because of the printdown and the rhubarb over tickets, as
reported in Variety, created less than the ideal atmosphere. Todd
almost cancelled at last moment, was dissuaded by Arnold. Picker.
“The Bachelor Party” was well received but could not compete
with the memory of United Artists’ earlier entry from the same
talent source for the reason that “Marty” was arty and “Party”
is.smarty,

Catch-As-Catch Cannes
4-4+

By GENE MOSKOWITZ
x
Cannes, May 14.
Marc Spiegel, Motion Picture Export Assn. Continental rep, states
that Poland," East Germany and Czechoslavakia are still viewing U. S.
pix and will soon make their choices. Meanwhile, United Artists is
putting more pix on Polish and East German screens with five already
In Poland and four in East Germany. Prices have already been paid
in NY in dollars on the scale of 5000 dollars to $15,000 per pic for Po¬
land and $5,000 tp $25,000 for East Germany.
Michael Wilson in for the showing of “The Friendly Persuasion”
(M-G) for Whose screenplay from the book by. Jessamyn West he did
not-^et screen credit though Screenwriter’s Guild nominated him for
the Academy Award. ^
John Berry starting his French feature “Tomango” nearby with
Dorothy Dandridge and Curd Jurgens. To be made in English and
French, some wag maintained that this pic on 19th century slave¬
trading was being done in color which was strange for a film about
black and white people . . .. Ilya Lopert interested in the Russo pic
“Don Quixote” which he might take for U. S. distribution.
Richard Davis eyeing the Argentinian pic “Laca Casa Del Angel” as
well as Jules Dassin’s “Celui Qui Doit Mourir” (He Who Must Die).
Big turnout of American Indie foreign film distribs includes Harry
Brandt, Walter Reade Jr., Ed Kingsley, Jean Goldwurm. If any one
of them shows an interest or makes an offer foreign* producers jack
up the price, inflame rumors and play off one against the other. Some¬
one labeled the Russo entry “The Forty First,” about a femme Bolshe¬
vik sharpshooter who falls in love with her White Russian prisoner
during the Revolution and- finally kills him as he is swimming out to
meet some CZarist rescuers, “Don’t Go Near the Water.”
George Stevens slightly pic happy on his jury duty here. Seeing
about three pics a day, he also has the added trouble of having to
to take them mainly visually since all subtitles are in French, When
somebody remarked sagely that all over the world people were making
films SteVens dryly retorted" that they had to at the rate they were using
them up at Cannes (Stevens has no one cast in “The Diary of Anne
Frank” as yet, and goes to Holland after his festival chores to spend
some time with Anne Frank’s father and other people who knew her.
Maria Schell received a big hand before the projection of her- film
"Rose Bernd” but miniscule mitting after the showing of this long,
----fslow “moving” picture.
Karen Scott, Hollywood actress;
here for her first festival, financed
by her tv residual funds. Though
she has been besieged by auto¬
graph hunters, no job offers have
materialized. She says she was
chased into the Cartiers twice by
the signature seekers but left each
Cannes, May 14.
time without any baubles. In fact,
0 Michael Wilson who for Ameri¬ lost her pen on one of these
can political reasons has been de¬ forays . . .
nied any screen! credit' for the
Italians have a flock of phone
Allied feature, “The Friendly Per¬ booths along the Croisette in
suasion” has rejected a suggestion which people can ' lift a receiver
of the filfh’s director, William Wy¬ and hear the recorded voices of the
ler, that Wilson be named as “one Italo artists describing their films;
of adaptors” at the Monday (13)
Walter Readc Jr. has the French
ceremonies of the French Federa¬ pic, “Un 'Condamne a Mort S’Est
tion of Film Authors.
Echappe” (A Condemned Man
Cannes Film Festival itself is Escaped), one of the leading prize
hands off” on the issuq^which is contenders.
pending in the American courts,
Curd Jurgens seen constantly
""tit the French writers strongly with ex-wife Eva Bartok.
■ side with Wilson as did the Screen
Otto Preminger in to begin
Writers Guild of Hollywood. Allied preparations for “Bonjour TrisArtists removed Wilson’s name for tesse” (Col) which he will make in
fear his allegedly left wing, past a villa on the Riviera loaned to him
Stat^ provoke boxoffice pickets in by newspaper tycoon Pierre Lazarieff. Deborah Kerr, David Niven
Wilson is disposed to fight and to and Jean Seberg star.
use the sympathetic .environment
France' (see other stories in this
issue on France’s refusal to (be
jnti-Red) as a showcase. Interna¬
tional ,press pickup of his griev?nce may be considerable. It’s beHollywood, May 14.
ueved , he seriously contemplated
Mrs. Lyda Hyman, 74, silent
seeking a French injunction against screen .star known professionally as
^yler and Allied Artists but was Dorothy Dale, burned to death yes¬
auvised not to create an issue terday (Monday) in a ’Hollywood
“gainst his country or* to discount shack in which she,had been liv¬
American justice.
ing for some years. ’Cluttered rub¬
Wyler agrees political motives bish, including old stills of ■ Tom
r>i.r ..topping a writer’s ! screen Mix, Mabel Normand and other
credit are deplorable but insists yesteryear players that made the
ci!s ls Inapplicable to Wilson case fire so intense rescue was impos¬
Bince Wyler and brother Robert sible. She retired from pix after
"Uh Jessamyn West completely the original “10 Commandments”
ewrote original Wilson screenplay. when her face was scarred by
»vyier contends single screen- makeup poisoning. She had been
redits for Wilson would be unfair married to Dr. Jacob Hyman Who
10 other adaptors.
died 1-3 years ago.
4

Michael Wilson Erasure
From 'Persuasion’ Dangles
Awkwardly at Cannes

Dorothy Dale, Silent Film
Star, Dies in Coast Fire

LUCK OF U,S. CALS
By FRED HIFT
Cannes, May 11.
The big question mark which
hovers* over
this
tumultuous
Cannes Film Festival—apart from
why there aren’t more interesting
films around—is: Where are the
American stars?
The question is more than an
academic one, for the presence of
one really pretty and glamorous
American at the festival here
would probably stand the town on
its head. There are hordes of
other nations’ players in evidence,
from Italy’s Raf Vallone to a lbyear old-Swedish girl with long
and stringy hair which is the. de¬
light of the photographers.
But American business men are
almost unanimously agreed that
the American representation, per¬
sonality-wise, rates as the poorest
in years, and it’s pointed out that,
in years past, such Hollywood glam
femmes as Kim Novak literally got
their start at Cannes, where the
world press corps can have a
gander at them.
True, Don Murray and Pat Smith
were here in connection with
United Artists’ “The Bachelor
Party,” and Henry Fonda also put
in an appearance, but this is—for
the tithe of the festival at least—
a. woman’s town. It’s in that de¬
partment
that
the American
“touch” is missed Jhe most.
Yul Brynner was here plus three
Hollywood directors, George Ste¬
vens, William Wyler, Anatole Litvak. Conking out at last minute
were Kirk Douglas and William
Holden, among others.
* It is said here that the festival
management made every possible
effort to rope in some American
stars to spend some time and help
lend glamor to the occasion. The
rumor is that Audrey Hepburn
might be persuaded to fly in coin¬
cidental with the showing of “Fun¬
ny Face came to' naught. She’s in
Mexico with sprained back. This
disappointment
leaves
Cannes
Sans &ny major screen personage
from U. S.
It’s interesting to note that
Britain’s J. Arthur Rank Organiza^
tion also has been csiticized—in
the British press—for its failure to
import “name” stars for the fest.
The Rank people are bringing in
quite a few players, but they are
mostly unknowns.
Rank’s John
Davis has replied to the criticism,
arguing his company couldn’t be
asked to interrupt shooting skeds
in London just to fly stars to
Cannes.
The one* American star who got
plenty attention when she did put
in a brief appearance was Eliza¬
beth .Taylor, who attended the
party for and showing of “Around
the World in 80 Days.” Miss Tay¬
lor, who is pregnant, hasn’t put in
an appearance since; and she has
steadfastly refused to sign auto¬
graphs. The Todds are ensconced
at a villa near Nice, and the
actress spends-, most of her: time
there.
While at this writing it is'still a
little early to compound the im¬
pressions of this fest, it is fair to
say—based on the pictures seen
so far—that the artistic "level of the
world output, at least as seen from
here, Is surprisingly low. As for
the
commercial
point-of-view,
looking to the potential of the pic¬
tures in the U. S., it is also on the
whole disappointing, with • no out¬
standing “sleepers” in sight.
Sitting on the sun-baked terrace
of the Hotel Carlton, the American
independent distributors, here en
masse, admit that the picki-n’s are
slim this season, though a couple
Of films are at least possibilities.
The much-touted “Celui Qui Doit
Mourir,” which
Jules
Dassin
Directed, impressed some but gen¬
erally left .the opinion that it
would be a difficult film to sell in
the States. As one of the indies
put it very succinctly: “I wouldn’t
buy it with somebody else’s
money.’*
The only West German entry,
“Rose Bernd,” was a disappoint(Continued on page 14)

John Davis Hopes Common Market To
Loosen and Enliven Film Industry
Germans Much Reminded
. ' Of Hitler's Felonies
Cannes, May 14.
Although Cannes Film Festival
has an amended rule banning from
exhibition here films offensive to.
nationalities, and seems' especially
respectful of the Communists, the
German nationals are repeatedly
reminded in .films from various
countries of their recent crimes
under the leadership of Hitler.
. Terrible extermination of War¬
saw is feelingly told in the Polish
pic “Kanal” (The Loved Life), and
Nazi barbarism is stripped bare in
an East German pic, shown out of
competition, “Betrogen Biz Zum
Juengsten Tag” (Duped Till the
End). Czech “Svejk”' (The Good
Soldier Schweik), which was
yanked at the fest suggestion so as
as not to offend Catholic feelings,
was shown for the press in town
one morn. It emerges a pleasant
version of the classic depicting the
little man at grips with bureau¬
cracy and war.
However political interpretation
can be evidenced in a film in the
most subtle manner. Aforemention¬
ed “Kanal” depicted the extermi¬
nation of the Polish resistance in
Warsaw by the Germans near the
end of the last war but Westerners
were not alone moved iby the
Polish heroism but were conscious
of the fact that the Russians'waited
outside of Warsaw allowing this
.massacre of all the resistant ele¬
ments to go on.
East German pic “Duped Till
The Last” concerns German sol¬
diers who innocently shoot at a
heron and kill a German girl by
mistake and then allow it to be
blamed on the Russians who are
just across the border.

Seen Sure For
‘Common Market’
By HANK WERBA
Madrid, May 14.
Spanish film industry may take
its place in the European Common
Market.well before Spain itself be¬
comes part of the new European
free-trade zone set up in Rome
last month.
While Commerce Minister Ullastres went on record at the Valencia
Trade Fair to. the effect that Spain,
in general, is not yet adjusted eco¬
nomically to participate in a com¬
mon market^, the. Spanish Govern¬
ment is- giving its blessing to key
cinema department heads like Mu¬
noz Fontan (Director General for
Cinema.& Theatre) :abd- Jesus Orfila (cinema chief for Commerce &
Industry), - in their upcoming ef¬
forts to. teaip Spain with France,
Italy and Germany in a European
Film Pool.
.Positive industry interest is re¬
flected by a lead article in Luca
de Tena’s' ABC, from the Rome
correspondent of Spain’s No. 1
daily. Spread head read: “Spaiil
Cannot Remain Indifferent To The
European Cinema Union.” Luca de
Tena is also a film producer wtihin
the Dipenfa-Filmayer combine.
Government here is fully docu¬
mented on initial pool sessions'
that Were held in Munich early this
year. Preliminary meeting found
France, Italy and Germany talking
together abput the gradual elimi¬
nation of customs barriers and im¬
port licenses, financial coopera¬
tion, dual and tri-nation coproduc¬
tions, as well as scope and limits
the film laissez-faire structure
would incorporate.
The three nations held a follow¬
up meeting in Milan on April 24
to put a detailed mutual coopera¬
tion program on paper in time for
(Continued On page 20)

Cannes, May 14.
John Davis, managing director of
the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
questioned here by Variety re¬
specting the pending European
Common Market, stated he favors
British participation.
He would
like to see the whole of Europe
opened screen-wise without import
restrictions.
The European Common Market
need not injure American film in¬
terests, if no import quotas are in¬
cluded. But a freer European film
situation with open competition
would Improve picture - making
over all, he felt.
Davis mentioned as an instance
of present curbs “A Tale of Two
Cities” made 50-50 in France and
Britain but it must enter the
French market under thq handicap
of a limited British quota.
Under the European Common
Market of the future many choking
pressures might be happily lifted*
Davis believed.

Soften Objections To
Allied Artists Come-On
On ‘Love In Afternoon’
All is now peace between Allied
Artists and the Advertising Code of
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬
ica after a period of hassle over
the film company’s campaign for
“Love in the Afternoon.” At the
request of Martin S. Davis AA’sr.
eastern ad-pub director, MPAA.
president Eric A. Johnston stepped
in after Gordon White, Ad Code
administrator, rejected the “Aft¬
ernoon” ads.
Oi^the basis of the outcome, it’s
apparent that the Ad Code did an
about-face on most of its objec¬
tions to. the copy for the picture.
Still to be used is the sketch of a
•drawn window shade with the film's
title written on it. t
And remaining as a point of
curiosity is a line of dialog in the
ads. A A originally wanted to use:
“In Paris we don’t talk about it—
we do if.” Ad Code apparently felt
this was too provocative and of¬
fered suggestions, including this
one which was accepted by AA:
“In Paris we don’t talk about it
(cherchez la femme)—we do it.”
The French phrase, ‘of course, is
literally interpreted as “look for
the woman.” ' But it also implies,
according to Webster’s Internation¬
al, that “a. woman is at the bottom
of the matter under discussion.”
This leads to the question, which
line of ad copy is more provoca¬
tive, AA’s or the Ad Code’s?

STEINBECK’S‘PIPPIN IV'
FOR LEVY-VENTURA
Paris, May 14.
French producer Raoul Levy has
closed a deal with author John
Steinbeck for a film version of the
latter’s
newly-published
novel,
“The Short Reign of Pippin IV.”
Picture, part of Levy’s “package”
(six picture) contract with Colum¬
bia, will roll in April, 1958.
Levy, partnered with Ray Ven¬
tura in Iena Productions, is seek¬
ing either French comic Fernandel or Britain's Alec Guinness for
the lead part In the comedy.
The Steinbeck book was pub¬
lished by Viking Pres in New York
in April. ” Under the deal, the
author gets $25,000 as down-pay¬
ment and a 20% cut with a guar¬
anteed minimum. Picture will be
done in French and English ver¬
sions, but will be basically French.
Levy expects to do two films for
Col in '57 and three or four next
year.

Joe Moskowitz in London
. London^May 14.
Joseph Moskowitz, 20th-Fox stu¬
dio and production liaison man, is
here to confer with Robert Gold¬
stein, 20th's British production
topper.
While 20th hasn’t made a. British
film under Goldstein yet, he has
four scripts ready to go.
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and much ily Innuendo about her Prince and the Showgirl
Desk Set
husband’* preoccupation with
(C'SCOPE-COLOR)
(COLOR)
everything else but her gender. The
Funny film version of the
Generally plfasant comedy
basic comedy is a menage a trois
Broadway hit with Spencer
with built-in b.o. values in
with the characters- all In bed with
Traoy and Katharine Hepburn
casting of Marilyn Monroe op¬
a “Code." Nonetheless, synthetic
re-teamed, in color; rood pros¬
posite Laurence Olivier.
or
not,
and
though
bearing
only
pects.
fleeting resemblance to "the original
Warner Bros, reloase of Marilyn Mon¬
20th*F<?x release of a Henry Ephron French text this is 90 minutes like¬ roe production produced by Laurence
production. Stars Spencer Tracy, Kath¬ ly to please the run-of-mill film Olivier, Stars Marilyn Monroe and Lau¬
arine Hepburn* co-stars Gig Young, Joan
rence Olivier. Features Sybil Tnorndyke,
Blondell; features Dina Merrill, Sue Ran- fans, including the "teenagers.
Richard Wattis, and Jeremy Spenser.
glall,
Neva Patterson, Harry
Ellerbe,
F. Hugh Herbert and Mark Rob¬ Directed by Olivier. Screenplay, Terence
Nicholas Joy, Diane Jergens,.Merry An¬ son divide a number of chores in Rattigan; based on his play, "The Sleep¬
ders, Ida Moore, Rachel Stephens. Di¬
ing Prince”; camera (Technicolor), Jack
rected by Walter Lang. Screenplay, Henry whipping up the basically, light¬ Cardiff; editor; Jack Harris; music, Rich¬
end Phoebe Ephron, based on the play by weight play material.
They pro¬ ard Addinsell. Previewed in N.Y., May
William Marehant. Camera, Leon Sham10, '57. Running time, 117 MINS.
duced
under
the
indie
Herbson
S.
goy; music, Cyril Mockridge; editor, Rob¬
Elsie . Marilyn Monroe
It The
ert Simpson;
Art
direction, Lyle R. A. banner for Metro release.
Regent . Laurence' Olivier
Wheeler, Maurice Hansford; Previewed at is slick and showmanly.
Queen
Dowager... Sybil Thorndyke
Village Theatre, Westwood, Cal., May 8,
Northbrook
Richard Wattis
As the choice feminine tidbit King
*57. Running time, 102 MINS. \
Nicolas .-Jeremy Spenser
Richard' ..... Spencer Tracy who fires the masculine libido, Ava Col. Hoffman .. Esmond Knight
Bunny . Katharine Hepburn Gardner is ideal casting.
Major
Domo
.
Paul Hardwick
Besides
Mike Cutler . Gig Young
Maud ..
Rosamund Greenwood
Peg Costello . Joan Blondell what she has to start witlf, she’s Ambassador .
Aubrey Dexter
Sylvia ... Dina Merrill equipped with additional fighting Lady Sunningdale .. Maxine Audley
Ruthle .
Sue Randall
tools in the shape of some extreme¬ Call Boy . Harold Goodwin
Miss Warringer ..... k... Neva Patterson
Valet .Andrea Malandrinos
Smlthers .
Harry Ellerbe ly smart Christian Dior .gowns and Maisie Springfield . Jean Kent
Azae ..
Nicholas Joy castaway costumes.
As to han¬ Fanny . Daphne Anderson
Alice . Diane Jergens
Maggie . Gillian Owen
Cathy .
Merry Anders dling the comedy demands of her Betty .
Vera Day
Old Lady .. Ida Moore part, she’s up to every require¬ Lottie . Margot Lister
Receptionist . Rachel Stephens ment,
doing splendidly by the Theatre Manager.Charles Victor
Foreign Office. David Horne
change .in acting pace. Equally The
Head Valet .
Dennis Edwards
With some shifts in the basic adept and effective, and certain to Dresser
.
Gladys Henson
$tory line, "Desk Set," the Broad¬ .exert plenty of appeal for femmes,
way hit comedy of two. seasons ago, is Granger, also in a pace-change,
The combination of Marilyn
has been transformed into a gay as Miss Gardner’s too-busy-to-love
and sometimes uproarious film by husband. Matching the above two Monroe and Laurence Olivier plus
fiOth-Fox. It has the elements for is Niven, in *a very amusing take¬ the title, “The * Prince and the
good returns in all situations, aided off on a proper Englishman who Showgirl," provides a pre-sold
by the "marquee value of the re¬ wants to preempt Grangers’ mari¬ quality for this first indie produc¬
union of Spencer Tracy and Katha¬ tal rights with Miss Gardner.
tion of Miss. Monroe’s own com¬
rine Hepburn in the comedy field,
Government business has left pany. It will draw those curious
and can, derive added exploitation Granger
with little time to prac¬
Results from the mounting public tice
to
see Miss Monroe playing op¬
the arts of a husband, so Miss
interest in automation.
Gardner turns to hubby’s best posite one of England’s foremost
Henry and Phoebe Ephron have friend,
Niven,
for
companionship,
actors as well as those intrigued
switched the romantic angle in
this situation to a deserted by the come-pn title. These values
transferring the comedy to the transfer
isle after a shipwreck, feed
scre.en, to give a better payoff to tropical
give
the picture a good chance of
the principals a stimulating sea¬
the Tracy-Hepburn teaming, but food
diet, mostly oysters, and some¬ becoming a b.o. success. 1
have otherwise hewed closely to thing has to give. That it never ac¬
The picture, being released by
the William Marehant play about tually does is due to the interferWarner Bros., is a generally pleas¬
the installation of an electronic
of a dog (the script device ant comedy, blit whether it will ap¬
brain in the research department | ence
to mollify the censors!, who doesn’t peal to all those attracted by the
of a tv network. Tracy is the- like
Niven, keeps him from playing exploitation influence is open to
methods engineer who supervises house
with Miss Gardner after question. There are moments of
the job and Miss Hepburn is the Granger'
makes a calculated relin¬ genuine comedy in the film, but
department head who fears she and quishment
of his marriage. For there are also stretches of dull
her staff are being replaced. Tracy’s the
wrapup,
in an Italian footage and repetition.
advent ends a long-standing ro¬ chef from the bring
wrecked ship who, in
The pace is leisurely. Filmed in
mance between Miss Hepburn and the guise of a blood-thirsty native,
Gig Young, a rising network ex¬ almost takes over the heroine. Af¬ London with a predominantly
ecutive, but only after a series of ter all, he’s been on the same diet British cast, it may be more of a
highly comedic sequences in which and she’s the only femme around. big city picture in U.S., than a
small town entry, but the lure of
the human element eventually Plot
are neatly con¬ the Monroe name may wipe ’out
triumphs over the machine. In trivedcomplications
at
the
finale.
such calculations.
tome cases, the comedy has been
Walter Chiari, Italian actor, is
The film is not a cliche Cinder¬
stretched a trifle thin for the 102minute running time, particularly introduced as the phony native and ella stoiy as its title might indi¬
Seen cate. It is much more sophisti¬
in some interpolated scenes, but sells his role amusingly.
the fun generally shines through briefly, but to good effect, are Fin¬ cated than that though story is a
and some of the play’s basic mate¬ lay Currie, Jean Cadell and others-. thin one and is. secondary to the
rial has been enhanced by the The. Eastman Color lensing by F. by-play and romantic maneuverings
A. Young heads the lineup of fine between Miss Monroe, a scatter¬
mobility of the camera,
„ Walter Lang directed with a technical credits. Robert Famon brained American showgirl in a
•killed and patient hand to reap provides a fitting background score, London musical, and Olivier, the
.a. harvest of laughs and there are and there’s even a’title song, heard suave and worldly Regent of a
a series of competent performances behind the credits, by Eric Mas¬ Balkan kingdom.
from a cast that is largely sub¬ chwitz, Marcel Stellman and Peggy
Based on Terence Rattigan’s
Brog,
sidiary to the stars. Tracy is fine, Cochrane.
play, “The Sleeping Prince,” a
albeit a trifle elderly in appear¬
London success but a Broadway
ance, as the dedicated electronic
disappointment, the story takes
Profesaor Tim
engineer who triggers the action.
place in London in 1911 at the
(IRISH)
Miss Hepburn is good as the re¬
time of the Coronation of King
searcher and Young is convincing
George V. Olivier and his entour¬
Lively pie version of Irish
as the exec. Joan Blondell shines
age, including his son, the boy king
comedy, with actors Abbey
as Miss Hepburn’s assistant and
of the Balkan country, and the
Theatre Players; first of Dublin
Dina Merrill, Neva Patterson and
Queen Dowager, Olivier’s motherFilms’ Productions and' rood
Harry Ellerbe register In the best
in-law, come to London for the
b.o. potential.
Of the smaller roles.
[Coronation ceremonies. The Re¬
Film is a top production credit
gent’s roving eye alights on Miss
Dublin, May 7.
for Ephron, who. also coscripted
Dublin Film and Television Production* Monroe and the British Foreign
ably with his wife Phoebe. Camera production and release. Features Ray Mac? Office, apprehensive of the delicate
Anally,
Seamus
Kavanagh,
Malrc
Keane,
work by Leon Shamroy is good and Phillip Flynn. Directed by Henry Cass. balance of power in the Balkan
the DeLuxe . color effectively en¬ Based on George Shlel's play of same area, makes a determined effort to
hances the striking art direction name; music, Stanley Black. Running give the Regent what he wants.
time, 40 MINS.
by Lyle B. Wheeler and Maurice MINS.
As a result, Miss Monroe, the
Hansford, although the preview
O’Cathan .Ray MacAnaUy showgirl
from Milwaukee, finds
print was marred by an occasional Hugh
Mrs. Scally . Maire Keane herself in
the Regent’s private
Inconsistency in. shading. Robert John Scally .
Phillip Flynn
quarters
in
the Carpethian Em¬
Simpson edited it down smoothly Peggy Scally .Maire O'Donnell
It is several days before
Kilroy . Geoffrey Golden bassy.
to its final running time and Cyril James
Mrs. Kilroy
.Eileen Furlorig Miss Monroe leaves the embassy,
Mockridge has contributed a back¬ Joseph Kilroy ..Michael O'Brien
ground score that complements the Professor Tim ....... Seamus Kavanagh but during that period Miss Mon¬
production. There are also some Moll Flanagan ..Brid Lynch roe successfully parries the Re¬
Kinney .John Hoey gent’s seductive advances, attends
fine special effects, particularly the Paddy
Mr. Allison ..BUI Foley the Coronation as the Dowager’s
electronic brain’s tantrum, by^Ray
lady-in-waiting, brings about a rec¬
Kellogg.
Kap.
A familiar Abbey comedy of• onciliation between the Regent and
farm life, greed for money an<l a his son and thus avoids a revolu¬
The Little Hut
good marriage for children is. the tion in the Balkan country, at¬
first pic to come from •; deal in¬ tends the Coronation ball, and fi¬
(SONG-COLOR) ~
volving the Dublin film cqmpany nally falls in lave and lures the
with the Abbey Theatre and its Regent to renew his advances.
Bedroom farce on a ‘ ship¬
players. Original aim was for tele
wrecked isle with Ava Gardner
To Olivier’s credit as producer,
but “Professor Tim" is also to director
the lure for Stewart Granger,
and p e r f 0 fm e r, he
be given thuatTe distribution. Di¬ achieves the
David Niven. Good prospects.
utmost from his mate¬
rection and photography of story rial. His own
performance as the
are
first
rate
with
good
naturalistic
Hollywood, May 7.
stuffy
Regent
is flawless. How¬
Metro release of F. Hugh Herbert, Mark acting from Abbey players whose i ever, the character he portrays is
Robson (Ilerbson S. A.) production; di¬ names have little marquee value,
rected by Robson.
Stars Ava Gardner, except as Abbey Players, outside not an appealing one, and'some
Stewart Granger, David Niven; introduces
viewers may wonder what draws
Walter Chiari: features Finlay Currie, Ireland. .
the showgirl to him except for the
Jean Cadcll. Screenplay, Herbert; based
Professor Tim, an amiable rum- fact that he’s member of royalty.
©n play by Andre Roussln and English
fttage
adaptation
by' Nancy
Mitford; pot, returns to his native village The art of the seemingly naive
camera (Eastman Color), F. A. Young; after world wanderings. His sister,
showgirl is just right for Miss Mon¬
editor, Ernest Walter; music, Robert Farmarried to a farmer, is making roe dnd she makes the most of it
jnon; title song, Eric Maschwitz, Marcel
Btellman, Peggy Cochrane. Previewed.May money if not happiness for her attired in a skin tight revealing
1, '57. Running time, 90 MINS.
family, and her daughter has a dress. She shows a real sense of
Susan (Lady Ashlo\v).Ava Gardner broken romance with local boy of
comedy and can command, a laugh
Sir Philip Ashlow.Stewart Granger
Henry Brittingham-Brett .... David Niven the manor who is broke and about with her walk or with an expres¬
Mario
. Water Chiari to have his home auctioned off.r
sion. Dame Sybil Thorndike is
The Rev. Brittingham-Brett Finlay Currie
Performances are very even, excellent as the hard-of-hearing
Mrs. Brittinghanji-Brett ,...k.Jean Cadcll
Captain MacWade . Jack Lambert with Seamus Kavanagh a standout not-quite-there Dowager;
Jeremy
Mr. Trollope ... Henry Oscar as
Professor Tim. Stage Irish Spenser, who bears a remarkable
Miss Edwards .t'..Viola Ly-el
Indian Gentleman . Jaron Ynltan characters have been avoided, but resemblance to Sal Mineo, is ap¬
the brogue and behaviour are suf¬ propriately serious as the young
Sex is incessantly hinted at in ficiently clear to give piece au¬ king, and Richard Wattis is prop¬
this saucy triangle which keeps thentic ring of Irishry. Settings erly harassed a$ the British
husband and wife intact for the are naturalistic with few studio Foreign office representative. The
ioral code. It all takes place on a shots, and lensing first class. Dublin rest of the large cast lends able
outh Pacific Island with Ava Films has series of Abbey plays support.
Gardner down to her lace BVD’s lined up for lensing.
Mac.
Based on his budget allotment,
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Jack Cardiff lias provided an ade¬
quate lefising job. However, the
Coronation sequences are obviously
artificial, revealing the use of rear
screen superimpositions.
Other
technical aspects are okay.
Holl.
Monkey on My Back
Story of Barney Ross, ring
champ who becomes a hophead, intensely scripted and
performed; boxoffice potential
good but lack of top names
must be overcome.

1957

Fury at Shawilown
Slow-motlon giddy™
So-so outlook.
P

Per*’

dlrected by Gerd Oswald, stars iK!8
Derek, John. Smith, Carolyn Cn f
Adams; features Gage * Clarko U®{> vlQlt
Griffitf Malcolm Attfrburv? Scree ^ert
Jason James, from a novel by Lucas mv.5?'

8SS8E^.
Chad Deasey

..t.

'

^»«w

United
Artists’
Edward
Small p(oduction. Stars Cameron Mitchell, Diane
Foster; features
Paul Richards, Jack Van Steedcn .......Rvclriev*
Frances
Albertson, Kathy Garver, Lisa Golm, Mrs. Williams ..
Barry Kelley, Dayton Lurrtis. Directed by
Andre de Toth. Written by Crane Wilbur,
Anthony Velller. Paul Dudley; editor.
Grant Whytock; camera, Maury Gerts-'
man; music, Paul. Sawtell and Bert Shef- Sheriff of Buckhorn'.. Tom Vic£
ter. Previewed in New Yox*k, May 8, '57.
Running time, 93 Ml NS.
“Fury at Showdown" is a nioodv
Barney Ross .......... Cameron Mitchell
Cathy . Dlaiine Foster western that could have used more
of its action. Direction
Rico . Paul Richards .pacing
Sam Pian . Jack Albertson spends so much time building an
Noreen .
Kathy Garver
of impending doom
Barney's mother . Lisa Golm atmosphere
Big Ralph . Barry Kelley that the plot never picks "up ade¬
McAvoy .. Dayton Lummis quate momentum.
Lew Surati .
Lewis Charles
Scripting by Jason James from
Latham . Raymond Greonleaf
Art Winch . Richard Benedict a Lucas Todd novel tells the story
Spike .• • Brad Harris
of a young man trying to overcome
Dr. Sullivan . Robert Holton

a reputation for gunslinging and
Producers’ propensity for taking the enmity of his neighbors, mostly
fostered by a gabby lawyer who
on strong subject matter—strong wants revenge for the death of his
in,that themes of a few seasons brother by the hero’s gun.
back would be tepid in comparison
John Derek is okay as the gunsy
—is illustrated anew, and with kid trying to forget, as is Nick
good dramatic effect, in Edward Adams as the younger brother who
Small’s intense filmization of the is trying to help him. However,
story of Barney Ross. ■
both get lost at times in the heavyRoss in his limelight days was a handed, prairie philosophizing with
big spender, reckless gambler and which the script is loaded and
on-and-off welter and lightweight aren’t helped, by the matching de¬
champion of the boxing world. He liberateness of Gerd Oswald’s di¬
was decorated for heroism in coip- rection. Same handicaps face Carobat as a Marine on Guadalcanal lyn Craig, the hometown girl who
during World War II. He was can’t make up her mind about
wounded and contracted malaria Derek, and Gage Clarke,-the oily
and his need for morphine per¬ lawyer. John Smith, Clarke’s body¬
sisted beyond his hospital intern¬ guard, fares somewhat better in a
ment. He had become a drug addict part developed along more general
and in civilian life sunk to the western lines. Among others are
nadir in personal existence. He Robert E. Griffin, Malcolm Atterentered the United States Federal bury, Rusty Lane, Sydney Smith
Hospital in Lexington, Ky., and and Frances Morris, all of whom
four and a half months later are acceptable.
emerged with that monkey, finally,
John Beck produced the United
off his back, •
Artists release under the execu¬
As realistically scripted by Crane tive supervision of Robert Gold¬
Wilbur, Anthony Veiller and Paul stein and the outdoor atmosphere
Dudley, and graphically staged by obtained through Joseph LaAndre de Toth, the Small produc¬ Shelle’s lensing is okay. So are the
tion looks like a fairly-close repro¬ Henry Sukman background music,
duction of the basic facts. There’s which is not overused, and the
nothing dainty or delicate about it; technical assists from art direction
“Monkey on #My Back” is not for and set decorations, editing and.
sound.
Brog.
the lily-livered. •
It is, however, a well-rounded
story that’s given professional
High Tide at Xoon
j
presentation. The entry figures as.
(BRITISH)
a good commercial prospect but
demands, because.of the absence
Leisurely paced yarn of Island
of top-calibre selling names, a pro¬
life in Nova Scotia* modest
motional helping-hand to get it
prospects.
rolling in the initial dates.*
London, April 30.
While the values of the feature
Rank (Julian Wintle) production and
at hand are under discussion, some release.
Star* Bette St. John. William Syl¬
thought is suggested about the idea' vester, Michael Craig, Flora Robson, Alex¬
of “dope addict pictures."' Otto ander Knox; co-stars Peter Arne, Patrick
McGoohan. Directed by Philip Leacock.
Preminger’s “Man With the Golden Screenplay,
Nell Paterson; camera, Erls
Arm" was the first to focus on Cross; editor; Sidney Hayers; music, John
Veale. At Gaumont, London. . Running
such material and have important: time,
109 MINS.
'b.o. impact. 20th-Fox is now ready Joanna
*
,
.Bctta St. John
William Sylvester
with “Hatful of Rain." Producers Alev .
.
. ; Michael Craig
might do well to be cautious about Nils
... Flora Robson
Donna .
going overboard. The public can't Stephen ..
Alexander Knox
. Peter Arne
be counted upon to hold still for Owen .....
*atriek McGoohan
..
too many variations on a story line Simon
.. Patrick AUen
Charles .,
that has as its focal point a* tor¬ Mateel .
. Jill Dixon
Susan Beaumont
Kristi ........
mented hophead.
. John Hayward
Philip .
Errol MacKinnon
“Monkey" is played out with uni¬ Peter Grant ..
.. Stuart Nlchol
Breck .
form conviction. Cameron Mitchell George
George Murcell
Ash Breck .
handles the Ross part with com¬
mendable flexibility. He’s person¬ , A long, slow-moving drama with
able as the champ, impressed with modest marquee strength, “High
his own ideas about being a winner Tide At Noon" shapes as a tough
and living high. And it is with
to sell. The pic haf
striking realism that, following the proposition
only moderate chances in thi
war, he shivers, and sweats in* des¬ domestic market, but its quota
perate quest for a “fix.” The scenes •ticket will be;a valuable selling aid.
■of his agony and the self-injection
The entire action is set on an
of a hypodermic might be repulsive
to tender hearted witnesses. But island off? Nova Scqtia, where the
they are important ih getting the inhabitants depend on lobster fish¬
full' story told and, indeed, ram¬ ing for * living. It is a tale of the
ming across the meaning of the jealousies and loves of the island*
true horror of narcotics enslave¬ ers, unfolding at a casual pace,
until economic necessity drivel
ment.
them to the mainland.
Diane Foster is * attractive and
Betta St. John plays the daugh¬
competent as Ross’ wife, a show¬
girl who has a daughter, Kathy ter of Alexander Knox, a man who
Garver, by a former husband. Also owns the major part of the island.
providing the required talent are She is a high-spirited, tomboy type,
featured performers Paul Richards* who falls in love, and marries vvnJack Albertson,' Lisa Golm, Barry liam Sylvester, only to find tnai
he’s a -gambler and has lost
Kelley and Dayton Lumis.
their savings.
.
Interesting and reasonable (to
The island setting is visually
■the layman) are brief but sharp attractive, although the plwto*
lines of dialog on motivation, be¬ graphy is of unequal quality. The
hind the morphine habit and the lobster fishing sequences have *
cure possibilities. Ross had the distinct appeal and*a couple w
“roar of the crowd" to ease the brawls provide the liveliest action.
physical pain of * ring cuffing and St. John’s starry-eyed portrayal w
provide ego inflation. When he lost pleasantly agreeable while Wnliara
the cheering section he hit upon Sylvester makes aTiice showing »
the needle as a substitute. And it’s her husband. Easily the best pe^
spelled out that as he leaves the formance, however, . comes
hospital he’s cured—for as long as Knox—his interpretation of
he has the will to be cured.
island leader carries the stamp o*
Music in many sequences has a dignity. Flora Robson has lm?
dramatic quality of its own, camera scope as hla wife, but Michae
work is particularly effective in Craig impresses as one of Miss pj
close-ups of ring battles and other John's suitors. Remainder of uj
technical credits all are good.
cast turns in average acceptam*
Cene. } performances.
MVr0>
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Calypsp Joe
(MUSICAL)

*

Not the mostest probably, but
the firateat in retting there
^vith a Calypso nraalc fad film,
Allied Artists release of William P.
Broldy production. Stars Herb Jeffrie*.
Anie Dickinson, Edward Kemmerj fea¬
tures Stephen Bekassy. Laurie MitcheU,
Claudia Drake, Hurray Alper, Linda. Ter¬
race. Charles R. Keans, Genie Stone, RobSherman, and Herb Jeffries* Calypsomaniacs. Lord Elea and his Calypsonlans,
The Easy Riders, The Lester Hordon
Dancers, Duke of Iron, directed by Ed¬
ward Detn. Screenplay, Edward and MilHred Deinj camera, Stuart Thompson; edi¬
tor Thor Brooks; music. Richard Hazard.
Previewed May 1, *57. Running time, 71

With upwards, of a dozen tunes
' and/or production numbers, “Ca¬
lypso Joe" should please those who
like their calypso. Film abounds
in exploitation value,. and is being
teamed • by Allied Artists as a
double-bill with “Hot Rod Rumble."
Film is chiefly notable as being
the first in what is shaping up as
a new screen cycle (Sam Katzman’s
‘ Calypso Heat Wave" and Bel-Air’s
“Bop Girl Goes Calypso" due
shortly). Canned only last March
27, pic hits the screens pronto..'
Basically, there’s butthe slimmest
of plots in the screenplay by Ed¬
ward and Mildred Dein. At the
outset, in Manhattan, Angie Dickin¬
son, an airline hostess, and Edward
Kemmer, a television star, have
had a spat and are phffft. At the
wind-up, in South America, they’ve
made up. And playing Cupid
through it all, mostly via song, is
Herb Jeffries.
Getting the main play, of course,
are the musical break-ins. Jeffries
puts over seven numbers in famil¬
iar fashion, including “There’s
Only One Love" (In a Woman's
Life), which is used more-or-less.as
the theme. The Easy Riders,
headeds by the. unbilled Terry
Gilkyson, are in with their popular
“Marianne," also “Sweet Sugar
Cane,” while the Duke Of Iron and
Lord Flea are others prominently
spotted. Making a particularly good
impression, terp-wise, are The
Lester Horton Dancers.
In lead roles, Jeffries, Miss Dick¬
inson and Kemmer are adequate
to the demands of the script, while
Edward Dein’s direction of the
William F. Broidy production runs
along routine lines. Technical
credits are stock.
There is, incidentally, a striking
similarity herein between real.an $
reel life. As “Calypso Joe," Jeffries
has a dancing partner known as
“Lady T." The real-life Calypso
Joe, who resides in Hawaii, is part¬
nered with a femme known as
Coco Te.
Neal.

The Restless Dreed
(SONGS-COLOR)
Scott Brady, Anne Bancroft in
western vengeance drama;
suitable to regular outdoor ac¬
tion market, v
Hollywood, May 14.
.
<
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20th-Fox release of Edward L. Alper■on production. Stars Scott Brady, Anne
Bancroft; features Jay C. Flippen, Jim
Davis, Rhys Williams. Directed by Allan
Dwan. Screenplay. Steve Fisher; camera
(Eastman Color), John W. Boyle; editor,
Merrill G. White; music, Edward L. Alperson Jr.; conducted „by Raoul Kraushaar; songs; Dick Hughes, Richard Stap*
ley, Alperson Jr. Previewed April 29, 57,
Runnings Time, II MINS.
Mitch Baker
..Scott Brady
AngeUta .„..Anne Bancroft
Marshal Steve Evans .....Jay C. Flippen
Ed Newton .Rhys .Williams
Rev. Simmons. Jim Davis
Cherokee
....Leo Gordon
Allan
. Scott Marlowe
Caesar
..
Eddy WaUer
Mayor Johnson
.Harry Cheshire
Sheriff William .. Myron Healey
Bartender
...Gerald Milton
Hotel Clerk .:.Dennis King Jr.
Secret Service Chief ......James Flavgn

Gun runners along the Texas
border knock off a Secret Service
agent, thus priming ithe vengfeance
action in this Edward L. Alperson
production for 20th-Fox release. It
' all adds up to a suitable, entry for
the outdoor action trade.
Scott Brady Is the man with a
mission, who comes to. the border
town seeking the killer of his
father. Title to the Steve Fisher
screen story comes from the rest¬
lessness of men who want to go
outside the laW for justice, and the
Plot fashioning, while more or less
to type, establishes a good pattern
for this kind of action subject.
Where picture falls a bit short is
in the lags permitted by Allan
wan’s direction. He could have
- Played his scenes faster to surer
Purpose for plotting arid charac¬
terization^.
Anne Bancroft beautifies the
role of a half-bred girl, ward of
. • Rhys Williams, unordained preach¬
er who runs a small mission for
Unwanted youngsters in the border
town. The heavy sought by Brady
^ Jim Davis, a cautious man who
. ^ays below the border most of the
time while his heftchman, Leo Gor; Jon, and others keep an eye on
things in Mission. Finally, Brady’s
Well-advertised^ presence in the
town lures Davis across the border

I
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Cannes Festival Films In Capsule
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Slsil (AUSTRIAN; COLOR). Erma Film
production and nImn.
Start Romy
Schneider, Karlheinz Rohm; feature*,
Magda Schneider, Guatav Knuth, Uta
Franz. Written and directed- by Erneit
Marlsohka,
Camera (Agfacolor), Bruno
Mondl; editor, Frita Jonstorff.
At the
Paris, Parle. Running time, 102 MINS.

Every once In awhile a tenuous
little film suddenly crosses all bor¬
ders and begins to pull in heavy
coinage to the general puzzlement
of distribs everywhere. Such is the
case with this sentimental, sudsy
“Sissi." Depicting the youth of
Emperor Franz Joseph, and how he
finally marries the little sister of
his intended love, it has the usual
operetta schmaltz without’ the
music.
Sissi is a headstrong, simple lit¬
tle girl who meets the Emperor
and love blooms finally. Color is
uneven, technical credits good and
playing vacillates between low
comedy and haughty seriousness.
Romy Schneider; a star in* Ger¬
many, is a heavyset, Teutonic look¬
er whose main plus-factor is a
gurgling Innocence. Her gauche
girlishness manages to be accepta¬
ble. Hollywood ‘could well take a
look, at her. For the U.S. this
rather hokey piece still appears
limited in spite of its Continental
cleanup.
Mosk. .

Robtr Richebe.
Screenplay. Francois
Boyer from novel by Edomond de Gonqourt; camera (Eaitmancolor), Roger Hu¬
bert, editor, Yvonne Martin. At Lutetita,
Parlt. Running tipae, ioi MINS.

and, overall, has a suspenseful,
powerful theme to overcome its
propaganda aspects.
Mosk,
Kantl (They Loved Life) (POLISH).
Film Poltki production and release. With
Tadeusz Janczar, Teresa Isewka, Mlatczyslaw Glinskl. Directed by Andrej Wajda.
Screenplay,
Jerzy
Stawinskl;
camera,
Jerzy Lipmann; editor, Roman Mann. At
Cannes Film Fest. Running time, 95 MINS.

This is a meaty slice of life de¬
picting the tribulations of a prosti¬
tute of the 19th Century in Paris.
Despite unfolding in the (bagnio
milieu, it never gets erotic or sug¬
gestive, concerning itself with the
exterior aspects of the setting.
Story details the love which blos¬
soms between the joy girl Elisa
and a blind organist. When he
finds out what she is, he tries to
rape her and Is killed in the
scuffle.
Film plods along and is rarely
Infused with a feeling for the times
or the girl1 who drifts into things
normally after being imprisoned
for her mother’s abortion activi¬
ties. Main usage for the U.S;
would have to depend on exploita¬
tion. Color is uneven but decors
and costumes help.
Dany Carrel displays acting abil¬
ity in her first, major role while
Serge Reggiani confirms his talents
in as the blind lover. Director
Roger Richebe rarely generates
feeling for the hapless plight of
the heroine. Production values are
good.
Mosk.

Hallucinating pic, depicting the
last days of the Polish resistance
In Warsaw, is not for the squeam¬
ish. However, film has a heartfelt
reenactment of these days of ter¬
ror, making a taut penetrating
subject that could well make a
telling specialized U.S. entry. It
takes a company of partisans and
deftly blocks out their characters
and then follows them into their
nightmarish descent into the .sew¬
ers to escape the Germans. Here
mass heroism and the utter horror
of war are made explicit.
Direction, if theatrical at times
(but the subject almost calls for
this), is dynamic, acting first-rate
as are technical credits. Right ex¬
ploitation could well make this a
worthy U.S. arty theatre entry.
Mosk.
Dolvna Mini (The Peaceful VaUey)
(YUGOSLAVIAN). Trigla release and pro¬
duction. Stars John Kltzmiller; features,
Evelyn Wohlfeiler, Tugomlr Stlglic. Dircted by France Stlglic. Screenplay, Ivan
Ruble; camera, Rudl Vaupotic; editor,
RodjOjka Ivancevlc; music. Marljan Ko¬
zina.. At Cannes Film Fest. Running time,
90 MINS.

Kohl* (The Rice People) (JAPANESE;
Kanlkottn (JAPANESE).
Yamada pro¬ COLOR). Toei release and production.
duction and release! Written and directed With Shinjaro Ehara, Masako Nakamura.
by Satoru Yamamura from novel by Ta- Itao Kimura, Yuko Mochlziki. Directed by
hlgi Kobayashl.
Camera. Akira Ifukubej' Tad^shi Imai. Screenplay, Yasutaro Yagi;
editor. Yamamura.
At Vendome, Paris. camera (Eastmancolor), Shunichiro ,Nakano; editor, Yoshikl Nagasawa; music,
Rtmnlng time, 100 MINS.
Yasushi Akutagawa. At Cannes Film Feat.
Running time, 120 MINS.

Kanikosen were the Infamous
crab fishing boats which roamed
the Japanese seas in the 1920’s.
Pic has a heavy socially slated,
revolutionary format reminiscent
of the pre-war Soviet films. It de¬
tails the sordid, oppressed lives of
the crab fishermen and their final
revolt which is bloodily suppressed
by the Royal Navy. Though somewhat repititious
and overlong, pic has power and
directness. However, the over¬
statement, in acting and direction
slant this only for specialized spot¬
ting in Airierica.
Mosk.

Bonfeur Toublb (Hi Doc) (FRENCH).
Paths production and release.
Start
Noel Noel; feature* Georges Descrleres,
Bertha Bovy, Glnette Pigeon.
Directed
by Louis Cuny. Screenplay, Jean Cosmos,
Cuny, Serge De Bolssac, Noel; camera,
P. Cottevet; editor, Jean Feyte. At Marignan, Paris. Running time. 111 MINS.

In the best soap opera tradition,
this offers a day in the life a hum¬
ble doctor who turns out to be
ibetter than his haughty specialized
colleagues. Complications are a
son who will not become a doctor
but is brought around, and his
many cases and charitable tenden¬
cies. Simplified and surface is
characterization, it is carried along
by Noel Noel’s knowing limning of
the little, self-effacing doctor.
Pic seems dubious for the U.S.
but might be worth dubbing for
video where its simple progression
and happenings could be palatable.
Technical aspects are good as* is
the cast.
Mosk1
Elisa (FRENCH; COLOR). Roger Richebevrelease of Rlchebe-Parls-Overseas pro¬
duction.' Stars: Dany Carrel; Serge- Reggianl; features. *Lyslane Bey, Valentine
Tessier, Martha Mercadier.
Directed by

for the climaxing gun duel, but not
until the hero has been in and out
of a few tight places with Davis’
gunmen.
Brady and Miss Bancroft, while
not called upon for any acting
strain by Dwan’s dowdling direc¬
tion, handle themselves capably.
Vaudeville’s gift,to giddyap, Jay C.
Flippen, is around to see that Da¬
vis lets the law handle the ven¬
geance angle, and good. Davis only
has a couple of scenes but does
okay by them’. Williams is good
as the preacher and Gordon is a
llrstrate heavy.
Scott Marlowe, .
whose character "remains a bit
nebulous, does well, however, in
enacting a young man who yens
to have the gun courage of the
villains but never quite makes it.
Myron Healey shows up expertly i
as a sheriff bumped off early in the
footage.
Alperson’g production benefits
from some effective color lensing
by John W. Boyle and good editing
by Merrill C. White. Also an as¬
set, even though occasionally overued under the baton of Raoul
Kraushaar, are the background
score by Edward L. Alperson Jr.,
and the title tune, plus “Angelita”
and “Never Alone" which he wrote
with Dick Hughes and Richard
Stapley. Border town settings and
the mission are expertly conceived
via5Ernst Fegte’s art direction and
the set‘•decorations by Howard
Bristol.
Brog.

Film is reminiscent of the
French film “Forbidden Games"
in its detailing of the effect of war
on two young children. However,
it lacks the lyric quality of the
former though adroitly made and
children well handled. Seems a
chancy U. S. item.
Children are orphaned and run
away to seek a peaceful yalley.
On their trek they meet a ground¬
ed Negro American aviator who
cares for them. They do find a
peaceful valley but the Germans
come and the American is killed
leaving the children still searching.
Film is technically acceptable,
moppet work is excellent rind John
Kitzmiller, an American actor, is
adequate.
Mosk.

Film concerns the poor rice work¬
ers and particularly the younger
sons who are disinherited and form
a band who live by fishing and
poaching rather than the rice fields.
Film Is too involved-in its prepara¬
tion and only gets into its story of
the tale of two lovers and the death
of a mother, thru official persecu¬
tion in the last half. This makes
It slow and'lagging In spite of ex¬
cellent color and a good documen¬
tary sense.
Technically it is competently
inanaged, but the laborious, unclear
scripting militates against this in
spite of good thesping.
Mosk.
Betrogtn
Bit
Zum
Jutngsten
Tig
(Duped Till the Last) (EAST GERMAN).
DEFA production
and. release.
With
Rudolph Ulrich, Wolfgang Kieling, HansJoachim Marten*, Renate Kuster. Directed
by Kurt Jung-Alsen. Screenplay, Kurt
Bortfeldt from novel *'Kameraden,’* by
Franz Fuhmann; camera, W. Sussenguth;
editor, Alsen. At Cannes Film Fest. Run¬
ning time, 7s MINS.

East German pic castigates the
Nazi mentality in a taut tale about
three friends who kill a girl by
mistake while shooting at a bird.
They are on the Russian border,
just before the attack on Russia,
and a Gestapo general, to shield
his son who is one of the men in¬
volved In the accident, blames it
on the Russians which preceeds
Hitler’s orders to march into the
Soviet, territory. Film Is grey but
absorbing as it lays bare the men's
reactions to their deed.
Though somewhat morbid, It
states the cast against the Nazi
creed, telling it in filmic terms.
Pic still remains a specialized item,
but could do for arty spots in the
i U.S. Direction is taut, acting exact

The Tonely Man
(Y’VISION)
Offbeat western with Jack
Palance and Anthony Perkins
names to draw.
Hollywood, May .14.
Paramount release of a Pat Duggan
production. Stars Jack Palance, Anthony
Perking, Neville Brand, Robert Middleton;
features Elaine Aiken. Directed by Henry
Levin; Screenplay. Harry Efsex, Robert
Smith; camera, Lionel Llndon; editor,
William B. Murphy; music. Van Cleave.
Previewed May 9, *57. Running time, 17
MINS.
Jacob Wade .. Jack Palance
RUey Wade..
Anthony Perkins
King Fisher.. Neville Brand
Ben Ryerson..
Robert Middleton
Willie ..
Elisha Cook
Blackburn .. Claude A. Akins
Faro .
Lee Van Cleef
Dr. Fisher ...Harry Shannon
Judge Hart . James BeU
Lon . Adam Williams
Sheriff...Denver Pyle
Sundown Whipple.John Doucette
Fence Green . Paul Tiny' Newlan
Ada Marshall.Elaine Tiken

“The Lonely Man" is an offbeat
western, more a character study of
a gunfighter who tries to reform
than an out-and-out action picture.
Narrative carries certain interest
and winds in a gun flourish when
principal character Is baited into
one last battle, but Its success at
b:o. will depend upon the-draw of
Jack Palance and Anthony Perkins,
who co-star.
The Harry Essex-Robert Smith
screenplay is predicated upon
Balance’s desire to retire to his

Li Casa Dal Angel (The House of the
Angel) (ARGENTINIAN). Sono Film rerease^and production. Stars, Elsa Daniel,
Lautaro Murua; features, GuUermo Bat¬
taglia, Jordana Fain, Berta Ortegosa. Di¬
rected by Leopoldo Torre Nilsson. Screen¬
play, Nilsson, Beatriz Guido, Martin Mentastl from a novel by Miss Guido; cam¬
era, Ricardo Agudo; editor, Jorge Garate.
At Cannes Film Fest. Running time, 75
MINS.

!

Well mounted Spanish language
film details how a puritanical up¬
bringing brings destruction to the
budding life of a young girl. Act¬
ing, direction and a firm narrative
style combine to make this en¬
grossing pic a natural for lingo
spots and of possible appeal for
specialized U. S. situations.
In flashback it details how a sen¬
sitive young girl is warped by her
religious mother. She is made to
bathe with a slip on, and so
steeped in the fear of siri* that her
first love turrts into hatred for the
man and leads to her inability to
accept his love;
Direction, arty at times, keeps
interest but does not fully mark
the dramatic poignance inherent
in the tale. Acting and technical
credits are excellent.
Mosk.

(He Who Must Die)
(FRENCH—C’SeOPE)
Cannes, May 7.
dnedls release of IndujtfUms-PrimaClnotei-Fllmsonor production.
Feature*
Melina Mercouri, Jean Servais, Fernand
Ledoux, Pierre Vaneck, Nicole, Berger,
Maurice Ronet, Roger Hanin. Directed by
Jules Dassin. Screenplay, Ben Barzman.
Dassin from novel, "Christ Recr.uclfled.’1
by Nikos Kazantzakls; dialog, Andre Obey;
camera. (C’Scope), Jacques Natteau; edltor. Roger Dwyrc; music, Georges Auric,
At^Cannes Film Fest. Running time, 129
Fotia .
Jean Servais
Katerina ...Melina, Mercouri
Manolios .
Pierre Vaneck
Patrlarheas . Ger.t Froebe
Mlchells
.Maurice Ronet
Marlori
.
Nicole Berger
Grigoris ..Fernand Ledou*
Lukas
.Carl Mohner
Pannayatorls .Roger Hanin
ASha .
Gregoire Aslan
Jules Dassin made this entirely
in Crete. Dealing with the theme
of revolt against oppression, it has
a generous premise which is not
quite matched by the treatment.
Film Is slow, loosely constructed to
make this a plodding pic. Its up¬
beat theme is limited by patchy
progression, making this chancey
for the-U. S. It looms mainly as
a possibility in special situations
where needing plenty of bally.
Plot has Crete .under the occupa¬
tion of the Turks. A small town
lives peacefully under the local
Turkish overlord who does not in*
terfere with the townspeople and
lets them have their yearly pas¬
sion play. Into this comes a group
from a destroyed town led by a
courageous priest.
They are re¬
fused help and entrance by tha
more selfish priest, but camp near¬
by.
Pic then concerns itself with
three of the townspeople who de¬
cide to help the refugees with food.
This leads to a battle between the
two, with the Turks finally taking
•a hand.
Director Dassin has not quite
welded the two story aspects, and
the development is uneven.
The
second half is full of action and re¬
volt, thus taking on a more dy¬
namic air but does not quite bring
it off. Acting is somewhat theatri¬
cal and Pierre Vaneck rarely gets
the dignity into the role of shep¬
herd who becomes a liberator after
he is picked to play the Christ part.
Melina Mercouri is somewhat too
mannered as the town joy girl,
transformed by love.
Location work gives this a good
production aspect but CinemaScope at times hampers the move¬
ment and emphasis.
Pic has a
laudable theme and some fine mo¬
ments.
But mainly it lacks the
complete blending of emotion and
character.
Technical credits are
good and use of non-actor natives
is a plus factor. Warring priests
are neatly limned by Fernand
Ledoux and Jean Servais.

Mosk.

Cunfight at the O.K.
Corral
Smash western with double
voltage names of Burt Lan¬
caster and Kirk Douglas.
Paramount release of a Hal Wallis pro¬
duction. Star* Burt Lancaster, Kirk
Douglas; costars Rhonda Fleming, Jo Van
Fleet, John Ireland; features Lyle Bettger,
Frank Faylen, Earl Holliman. Directed by
John Sturges. Screenplay, Leon Uris;
camera (Technicolor), Charles Lang;
music, Dimitri Tiomkln; editor, Warren
Low. Previewed May 6, *57. Running time,
122 MINS.

^

Wyatt Earp . Burt Lancaster
Doc Holliday . Kirk Douglas
Laura Denbow .Rhonda Fleming
Kate Fisher . Jo Van Fleet
Ringo .... John Ireland
Ike Clanton .Lyle Bettger
Cotton Wilson..
Frank Faylen
Charles Bassett . Earl Holliman
Shanghai Pierce.Ted DeCorsia
Billy Clanton ............ Dennis Hopper
John P. Clum ..... Whit Bissell
John Shanssey.George Mathew*
Virgil Earp .John Hudson
Morgan Earp..
DeForest Kelley
James Earp . Martin MUner
Bat Masterson..
Kenneth Toby
Ed Bailey .
Lee Van Cleef
Betty Earp .Joan Camden
Mrs. Clanton . Olive Carey
Rick . Brian Hutton
Mayor Kelley .. Nelson Leigh
Tom McLowery .. Jack Elam
Drunken Cowboy...Don Castl*

ranch after years of killing and
win over the son he hasn’t seen
for 17 years, a son who hates him
because he believes his father was
responsible for the death of his
mother. Lurking in the background
is' a gambler out to kill Palance
for having taken his girl from him.
intent'upon using the same bullet
to mow.fdown gunslinger that lat¬
ter used' to cripple him. Interwo¬
ven in this plot line are Palance’s
Hal Wallis has a strong money
activities In rounding up wild
picture in this film based upon
horses.
what is probably the most famous
Palance registers strongly as the
in the wild history of the
old gunfighter who is losing his gunfight
Old West, and consequently a
eyesight, a circumstance leading to highly exploitable product. Topped
his death after he wipes out his withjhe double-barrel potency of
pursuers. Perkins’ characterization the Burt Lancaster and Kirk Dougis more indeterminate in his la^/names for marquee draw in
hatred of his father that in the /both the outdoor and general mar¬
end turns to respect, but turns in/ kets, film, is further enhanced by
a good performance. Elaine Aiken the pictorial values allowed by
delivers well as the girl is not a VistaVision and a haunting title
easy role, Neville Brand lends song written by Ned Washington
menace to part of. Palance’ neme¬ and Dimitri Tiomkin, pair who
sis and Robert Middleton is effec¬ previousy
collabed
on
“High
tive as a badman vacillating be¬ Noon."
tween Palance and Brand. Lee Van
Producer has taken the historic
Cleef, too, stands out briefly as meeting of Wyatt Earp, a cele¬
Brand’s henchman who dies in brated lawman of the west, his
gunfight.
brothers and Doc Holliday, with
Henry Levin’s direction fits the the Clanton gang in the O. K.
mood of the Pat Duggan produc¬ Corral of Tombstone, Ariz., and
tion. Technical credits are quality fashioned an absorbing yarn in ac¬
assets, including Lionel Lindon’s tion leading up to the gory gun¬
camera work, William B. Murphy’s fight. The Leon Uris screenplay
editing, Van Cleave's music score. traces the • strange friendship
Tennessee Ernie Ford warbles Jack built up between the oddly-assort. (Continued on page 22)
Brooks-Cleavt title song. Whit.

PICTURE CROSSES

4 New Bills Not Boosting LA Biz;
‘Gate’Slow $22,000, “Ship’Sad 12G,
‘IOC’s’ Boff 20a‘80 Days’ 26G
Los Angeles, May 14.
With only longrun holdovers
showing aiiy action, four new bills
here this wedk are getting only
thin response, giving first-runs a
somewhat dour appearance. Most
of new entrants are doing so poorly
they are being pulled after their
initial stanzas. Typical of the slow
biz is combo of “China Grate” and
“Bermuda Affair,” heading for a
mild $22,000 or less in four thea¬
tres.
“Battle Hell” looks grim $14,500
in two houses. “Abandon Ship”
shapes very poor $12,000 in three
spots.
Mother’s Day weekend helped a
number of holdovers. Included in
this category is “Funny Face,”,
okay $13,500 in fourth Hollywood
Par week. Also-it gave “10 Com¬
mandments” a terrific boost to
$20,000 or better in -26th week.
“Around World in 80 Days” is
holding steady at $26,100 in 21st
session. “Boy on Dolphin” looms
fine $12,000 in fourth round, al¬
most same as last week.
Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Hollywood, Ritz,
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 756; 1,330;
1,248; 90-$1.50) — “China Gate”
(20th)
and “Bermuda Affair”
(DCA). Mild $22,000 or near. Last
week, Los Angeiles, Ritz and Loyola
with Vogue, “Mr. Allison” (20th)
and “Quiet Gun” (20th) (third
week), okay $18,900. Hollywood
last'week, “For Whom Bell Tolls”
(Par) (reissue), “Fear Strikes Out”
(Par) (2d wk), okay $3,900.
Hillstreet, Wiltem, New Fox
(RKO-SW-FWC) (2,752; 2,344; 965;
80-$1.80)—“Abandon Ship” (Col)
and “Shadow on Window” (Col).
Sad ^12,000. Last week, Hillstreet
“Blood Bataan” (Indie) and “Chain
Evidence” (AA), dull $3,900. New
Fox, second-run,' Wiltern in unit.
Downtown, Vogue, El Rey (SWFWC) (1,757; 885; 861; 80-$1.50)—
“Hot Rod Rumble” (AA) and
“Calypso Joe” (AA). Terrible $7,500. Last week, in other units.
State, Egyptian (UATC) (2,404;
1,503;
90-$1.80) — “Battle Hell”
(DCA) and “Mutiny on Bounty”
(M-G) (reissue). Thin $14,500. Last
week, State, “Dragstrip Girl” (AI)
(Continued on page 20)

D C. Dips Albeit ‘Ship’
Stout $8,000; ‘80 Days’
Sock 206, ‘Wonders’ 17G
Washington, May 14.
Collection of holdovers along the
mainstem is keeping biz down be¬
low normal. “Shoot-Out at Medi¬
cine Bend,” a newcomer, looks
mild day-dating two houses. Stand¬
out among the oldies continues to
be “Around the World in 80 Days.”
On the other hand, “Seven Won¬
ders of the World,”- which depends
heavily on tourist biz is off, with
group bookings down for the time
being, “Abandon Ship” looks good
at Trans-Lux. “Bachelor Party” is
strong in second round at Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 70-90)
—-“Shoot-Out at Medicine Bend”
(WB). Thin $3,500. Last week,
“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (3d wk),
$3,100 in 4 days.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25)
—“Boy On Dolphin” (20th) (4th
wk-5 days). Okay $7,000, after
$13,000 in third.
Columbia (Loew) (1.174; 70-90)—
“Hellcats of Navy” (Col) (2d wk5 days). Mild $4,000 after $7,500
initial stanza.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 50-90) —
“Young Stranger” (RKO). Disap¬
pointing $6,500, and moves. Last
week, “Cinderella” (BV) (reissue)
(3d wk), $7,000.
Metropolitan’ (SW) (1.100; 70-90)
—“Shoot-Out at Medicine Bend”
(WB). Fair $5,500. Last week,
“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (3d wk),
$5,000 in 4 days.
Palace (Loew) (2,360: 85-$1.25)—
“Bachelor Party” (UA). Strong
$13,000 in final'10 days after $16,000 opener.
Plaza (T-L) (290: 90-S1.35)—“Bed
of Grass” (Indie) (3d wk). Big
<$6,000. Last week, $6,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600: 90-$1.25)
— “Abandon Ship” (Col). Good
$8,000
or near.
Last week,
.“Strange One” (Col) (3d wk),
$6,000.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3)—
“Around World” (UA) (6th wk).
Great $20,000. Last week. $23,500.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.300:
$1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (20th wk). Off to fine
$17,000 for second consecutive
week.

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week.,$475,500
(Based on 26 theatres)
Last Year .$483,000
(Based on 24 theatres)

Party’ Rousing
$15,500, Toronto
Toronto, May 14.
“Bachelor Party” is topping new¬
comers currently with solid re¬
turns.
But “12 Angry Men,”
“Abandon Ship” and “Young
Stranger” are not up to hopes with
the exception of “Party” and “De¬
signing Woman,” latter in secona
stanza, biz is generally light here,
warm weather being blamed. Of
the longruns, “Oklahoma” is hold¬
ing okay in 55th frame but “10
Commandments,” in 25th, is only
fairly good.
Estimates for This Week
Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank)
(2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$l)—“12
Angry Men” (UA). Mild $12,000.
Last week, “Boy on Dolphin” (20th;
(2d wk),'$12,500.
Centry, Downtown Glendale,
Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,358; 1,054;
995; 1,039; 1,393; 755; 698; 50-75)—
“5 Steps to Danger” (UA) and
“War Drums” (UA). Poor $17,000.
Last week, “Incredible Shrinking
Man” (U) and “Brass Legend”
fUA), $26,500/
Hollywood, Palace, ' Runnymede
(FP)- (1,709; 1,486; 1,385; 60-75)—
“Young Stranger” (U).
Light
$9,000. Last week, “Funny Face”
(Par) (3d wk), $11,000..
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)—
“Abandon Ship” (Col). NSG $12,000. Last week, “Buster Keaton
Story” (Par), same.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)—
“Green Man” (IFD) (7th wk).
Good $3,500. Last week, ditto.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 60-$l)—
“Bachelor Party” (UA). Solid $15,500 or hear. Last week, “Design¬
ing Woman” (M-G), $14,000 at
$1.25 top.
Tivoli (FP) (995; 4L50-$2)—
“Oklahoma” (Magna) (55th wk).
Oke $7,500. Last week, same.
Towne, Westwood (Taylor)
(1,080; 994; $1)—“Edge of City”
(M-G). Light $4,000. L^st.week;
“Baby and Battleship” (IFD),(4th
wk), $5,500.
University (FP) (1,536; $1.75$2.50)-y“10 Commandments” (Par)
(25th wk).
Fairly good $6,500.
Last week, ditto. .
Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 75-$1.25)
—“Designing Woman” (M-G) (2d
wk). Smart $13,000 or over. Last
week, $15,000.

Pissmft
Seattle Way Off But
‘80 Days’ Hot $12,500
Seattle, May 14.
First-run biz Is dull her* this
stanza, with few exceptions. One
to battle downbeat is “Around
World in 80 Days,” which is great
in fourth session at the Dlue
Mouse. It had biggest Sunday of
run despite the weather. “China
Gate” is rated mild at Fifth Avenue
and “Cinerama Holiday” is good in
fifth Paramount week. Otherwise,
newcomers are very slim.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800;
$1.50-$2.50) — “Around World”
(UA). (4th wk). Great $12,500.
Last week, $11,800.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90$1.25)—“Guns of Ft. Petticoat”
(Col) and “Shadows on Window”
(Col).
Oke $7,000. Last week,
“Kronos” (20th) and “She-Devil”
(20th), $8,000.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1-$1.25)—“China Gate” (20'th) and
“River’s Edge” (20th). Mild $7,000.
Last week, “Abandon Ship” (Col)
and “Sierra Stranger” (Col), $6,300.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—“Funny Face” (Par). (4th
wk).
Okay $3,500.
Last week,
$4,200.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25)—“Bachelor Party” (UA) and
“Iron Sheriff” (UA). Slow $5,500.
Last week, “Spirit St. Louis” (WB)
(3d wk-4 days), $4,400.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1,25)—“Crab Monsters” (AA) and
“Not of This Earth” (AA), Drab
$6,000. Last week, “Girl in Krem¬
lin” (U) and “Man Beast”' (FF),
$4,100 in 5 days.
Paramount
(SW-C inerama)
(1,282; $1.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama
Holiday” (Cinerama) (5th . wk).
Good $9,000. Last week, $8,595. (

'Dolphin’ Dandy
$21,000, Philly
Philadelphia, May 14.
Boxoffice picture is rather dull
currently, with Mother’s Day pro¬
viding only upsweep in an other¬
wise slumping setup. Many bluechip pix also were hurt. Top new¬
comer is “Boy On Dolphin,” sock
at the Fox. “Strange One,” after
a slow opening, looms okay at
Goldman. “Around World in 80
Days” still is fancy in 20th stanza
at Midtown. “Spirit of St. Louis”
was helped by a preview to an
okay figure #t the Stanley in fourth
session.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
“10,000 Bedrooms” (M-G) (2d wk).
Quiet $6,000. Last week, $7,000.
Boyd
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,430;
$1.25-$2.60)—“Seven Wonders of
World” (Cinerama) (55Jth wk).
Thin $5,500. Last week, $5,700.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80)—
“Boy on Dolphin” (20th). Solid
$21,000.
Last week, “Heaven
Knows, Mr. Allison” (20th) (4th
wk), $13,000 in 8 days.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65$1.35) — “Strange One” (Col).
Okay $11,000. Last week, “Spring
Reunion” (UA),. $8,000.
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75$1.25) (closed Sundays) — “Colditz
(Continued on page 20)
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Heat Hits Hob; ‘Keaton’ Oke $16,(
Pigeon’ Robust 12G, “Party 14G, 3d
Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week.$2,179,700'
(Based on 22 cities and 242
theatres, chiefly first runs, in*
eluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week ■
.Last Year ....$2,220,700
(Based on 23 cities and 286
theatres.)

‘10 C’s’ Rugged
$10,000 in Prov.
Providence, May 14.
“10 Commandments” is holding
fine in fourth round at Strand to
lead town with top money. Majes¬
tic. is healthy with “River’s Edge,”
but State’s “Abandon Ship” shapes
slow. “Public Pigeon No. 1” at
Albee is fairly meek.
Estimate* for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Public Pigeon No. 1” (U) and
“Man Afraid” (U). Meek $5,000.
Last week, “Funny Face” (Par) and
“Beast of Hollow Mountain” (Par),

$8,000.

Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80)—
“River's Edge” (20th) and, “Oh,
Men! Oh, Women!” (20th). Attrac¬
tive $8,000. Last week, ‘Paris Does
Strange Things” (WB) and “ShootOut At Medicine Bend” (WB), good
$7,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)—
“Abandon Ship” (Col) and “Phan¬
tom Stagecoach” (Col).
Slow
$7,500.
Last week, “Designing
Woman” (M-G) end “Affair in
Reno”. (UA) (2d wk), $8,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; $1.50$2)—“JL0 Commandments” (Par)
(4th wk). Fine $10,000. Last week,
$13,000.

Det. Down; ‘Angry’ NSH
$12,000,‘Crab’Fast 16G,
‘Face’mC10C’S’19G
Detroit, May 14.
With the exception of strong
long-termers and one newcomer,
first-runs face a slow week. “Attack
of Crab Monsters” is grabbing a
stout total at the Broadway-Capitol. “12 Angry Men” shapes below
average at the Michigan. “China
Gate” opens slowly at the. Fox.
Reissues of “For Whom Bell Tolls”
at palms and “Gaslight” fit the
Adams are slow. • Long-runners,
“10 Commandments”. at the Madi¬
son,' “Around World in 80 Days”
at United Artists and “Seven Won¬
ders of World” at Music Hall, con¬
tinue wham. “Funny Face” is
great, in second week at the Krim.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 00$1.25)—“China XJate” (20th> and
“Badlands of Montana” (20th).
Slow $14,000. Last week, “Way to
Gold” (20th) and “Break in Circle”
(20th), $12,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
90-$1.25)—“12 Angry Men” (UA)
and “Iron Sheriff” (Rep). Below
average at $12,000.
Last week,
“Spirit of St, Louis” (WB) and
“Halliday Brand” (UA), $17,000 in
9 days.
Palms (UD) (2,96l; 90-$1.25)—
“For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (re¬
issue) and “Footsteps In Night”
(AA). Quiet $8,000. Last- week,
“Bachelor Party” (UA) and “Big
Caper” (UA) (2d wk), $12,000. .
Madison (UD) (1.9Q0; $1.25-$2.75)
—“10 Commandments” (Par) (25th
wk). Sockeroo $19,000. Last week,
$22,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25)—“Attack of Crab Mon¬
sters”. (AA) and “Not of This
Earth” (AA). Great $16,000. Last
week, “Tall T” (Col) and “Cha-Cha
Boom” (Col), $10,000.
, United Artists (UA) (1,668; $1.25$3)—-“Around World” (UA) (20th
wk). Swell $18,500. Last week,
$17,000.
n
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90$1.25) — “Gaslight* (M-G) and
“Postman Always Rings Twice”
(M-G) (reissues). Week $7,000. Last
week, “10,000 -Bedrooms” (M-G)
and “Lizzie’* (M-G), $7,500.
Miisib’Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,205;
$1.50-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (48th wk). Qreat $17,900r Last week, same.
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.50) —
“Funpy Face” (Par) (2«bwk). Swell
$13,500. Last week, $14,000.

New Films Falter in Mpls.; ‘Gate’
Dull $5,000, ‘Ship’ §/■$, ‘10 Cs’ 7G
Minneapolis, May 14. I
There’s a raft of newcomers, and
Sunday was cold and rainy. How¬
ever, this favorable factor failed i
to help biz which hit new low this
week. Fresh entries. like “China
Gate,” “Dragoon Wells Massacre”
and “Abandon Ship” are. light to
poor.
i
Holdovers comprise “Seven Won¬
ders of World,” good in its 40th
week and “Ten Commandments”
and “Spirit of St. Louis,” chalking
up their 12th and third stanzas,
respectively.
Exhibitors believe
that Daylight Savings Time already
is hurting. .
Estimates for This Week
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150;
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (40th wk.). Package
deals, special school children’s
morning matinees and transient
trade helping this to maintain its
usual lead. Good $11,000. Last
week, $11,500.
Gopher (Berer) (1,000; 85-90) —
“The Vintage” (M-G) and “Hot
Summer Night” (M-G). Slow $3,000.
Last week, “Rififi” (Indie) and
“Diabolique” (Indie) (2d j:uns),
$2,300.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; $1.25-$2.25)—
“10 Commandments” (Par) (12th

wk). Bows. out efter this canto
following not so strong, run. Oke
at $7,000. Last week, $6,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 86-90)7“China Gate” (20th), Nothing fn
cast names or too much otherwise
to bring''em in. Poor $5,000. Last
week, “Way to-Gold” (20th), $6,500.
'.RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 7590)—‘Abandon Ship” (Col). Tyrone
Power a draw, but offering not
sufficiently potent
Drab $5,500.
Last week/“Young Stranger” (U),
$4,500.
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (3d wk).
Considering present low state of
b.o., this one has been giving good
account of itself.
Lively with
$5,500. Last week, $6,500,.
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Dra¬
goon Wells Massacre” (AA). Wellliked outdoor action film but only
light at. $5,600.
Last week, "12
Angry Men” (UA), $5,500. World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25) —
“Young and Passionate” (Indie),
This Italian pic advertised as only
for single week. Most of such
foreign films have limited follow¬
ing here.- Tepid $2,500, Last week,
“Funny Face” (Par) <4th wk),
$3,600.

Boston, May 14
Heat Is putting a crimp in th.
b,o. this frame, with 88 degrees
■on . Friday (10). and fore" &
scares hurting. “Abandon Shi?*
was dull at State and OrphSg*
last week, ended Friday (10). “Bus¬
ter j Keaton Story” looms fairlv
good at Paramount and Fenwav
combo hypoed by recent personals
by Keaton. “Public Pigeon <No i»
is rated robust at the Memorial but
“Way To Gold” is thin at the Met
“Untamed Youth” shapes neat at
the Pilgrim.
1
“Around World” continues big.
gest with sellout again in fourth
frame, at the Saxon. “Seven Won
ders’V stiU is big in 38th rouSd”
10 Commandments” is holding
steady at the Astor in 26th week
“Bachelor Party,” now in fourth
Kenmore week, was socko in third
round.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.7»)
;—“10 Commandments” (Par) (26th
wk).
Stout $16,000. Last week
$17,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (67a.
90-$1.25) — “Snow- Was BlacP
(Cont) (2d wk). Oke $5,000. Last
week, $7,000,
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354*
$1.25-$2.65) —* “Seven Wonders"
(Cinerama) (38th wk). Slick $19.
000. Last week, $17,000.
’
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$l 25)—
“Gold of Naples” (DCA) (2d wk).
Second week began Sunday (12),
First week was. good $10,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)
—“Buster Keaton Story” (Par) and
“Shoot-oub at Medicine Bend"
(WB). Okay $5,500. Last week,
“Sea Devils” (RKO) and “Flying
Leathernecks” (RKO) (reissues).
$7,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (4th wk).
Third week ended Friday (10) wai
smash $14,000.
Memorial (RKQ) (3,000; 60-90)—“Public Pigeon No. 1” (U) and
“Man Afraid” (U). Robust $12,000,
Last week, ■ “River’s Edge” (20th)
and “Wicked Wife” (Indie), $10,000.
Metropolitan' (NET) (4,357; 90$1.25)—“Way To Gold” (20th) and
“Deadliest Sin” (Indie). Drab $13,000. Last week, “Spirit St. .Louis"
(WB) (3d wk), $7,000 in 5 days.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; GOSI. 10) — “Buster Keaton Story"
(Par) and “Shoot-out at Medicine
Bend” (WB). Good $10,500. Last
week, “Sea Devils!” .(RKO) and
“Flying Leathernecks” (RKO) (re¬
issues), $16,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95) “Untamed Youth” (WB) and “Coun¬
terfeit Plan” (WB). Neat $9,000.
Last week, “Hellcats of Navy1'
(Col) and “Phantom Stagecoach”
(Col) (2d wk), $3,500 in 6 days.
• Saxon - (Saxon) (1,100; $1.50$3.30)—“Around World” (UA) (4th
wk). Fourth week began Saturday
(11) and same story with 11 soldkout shows for $28,000. Last week,
same.
, Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.25)
—“Strange One” (Col) and “Silent
World” (Col). Opened Saturday
(11), Last week, “Abandon Ship"
(Col) and “Sierra Stronger” (Col),
dull $10,500:
State (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.25)“Strange One” (Col) and “Silent
World” (doc.). Opened Saturday
(11). Last week, “Abandon Ship”
(Col) and “Sierra Stranger” (Col),
drab *$6,500.

BELL’ OK $6,500 IN
OMAHA; LA STRADA’4G
Omaha, May 14.
Despite two new entiles that ap¬
peared promising, bfe continues to
limp at' many^ downtown first-runs
this week. Possibly the brightest
spot Is the Orpheum where th®
oldie, “For Whom Bell Tolls" w
okay. “Kelly and Me” is slow at
the OmahA. ’ “La Strada’’ shapes
okay at the State. “Spirit of St.
Louis” is down in its third week
at the Brandeis.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 90-$1.25]
—“Spirit pf St. Louis” (WB) (3d
wk). Modest $2,500 after $4,000 m
second session.
'
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90)
—“Kelly and Me” (U) and ‘W|
Gun” (20th). Slow $4,000.
week, “Giant” (WB) (reissue),
$3,500.
Orpheum (Trlstates) (2,980; 7590)—“For Whom Bell Tolls" (P«»
(reissue). Okay $6,500. Last week,
“River’s Edge” (20th) and “Smiley
(20th), $5,000.
State (Goldberg) (850; 79-90H
“La Strada” (T-L). Oke $4,000,
with excellent reviews. Last wee«
“Edge of City” (M-G) and ‘Hot
Summer Night” (M-G), ditto.
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Cold Blamed (or Offish Chi B.0i;
‘Ship Slim $14,000, ‘Party Powerful
13G, ‘80 Days’ Sellout 25G, 6th

_

‘Navy* Smooth $7,500,
Port.;/‘Kronos’ OK 7G
Portland, Ore., May 14.
Cinema biz is quite uneven cur¬
rently but there are some bright
spots. “Hellcats of Navy” is rated
nice at Fox while both “Bachelor
Party,” at Liberty, and “Kronos,”
at Orpheum, are okay, “Around
World in 80 Days” continues terri¬
fic in fourth stanza at Broadway
while ‘10 Commandments” still
looms sturdy in 10th. frame at
Paramount.
- Estimates for This Week
Broadway • (Parker) (980; $2$2.50)—“Around World” (UA) (4th
wk). Hard-ticket sale. Still wow at
$14,000.' Last week, $14,300.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
—“Helcats of Navy” (Col) and “Tali
T” (Col). Fine $7,500. Last week,
“Abandon Ship” (Col) and “Big
Boodle” (UA), $5,800.
Guild (Indie) .(400; $1.25)—“Wee
Gordie” (Indie).
Good $3,000.
Last week, “Gold of Naples” (In¬
die) (2d wk), $1,200.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90$1.25)—“Bachelor Party” (UA) and
“Spring Reunion” (UA).
Oke
$6,000. Last week, “Girl In Krem¬
lin” (U) and “Deadly Mantis” (XJ),
$3,400.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25)—“Kronos” (20th) and “SheDevil” (Indie). Okay $7,000 or
close.
Last week, “Halliday
Brand” <ua>
(UA) ana
and “Delinquents”
"ranu.
delinquents
,p ,
,o An{\.

PICTURE GROSSES

N.Y.s Not-So-Good Pre-Summer time:
‘Value 32G, Tops Field; ‘John’ Fair
7G, Gold’ Dull 18G, ‘Bell’ Loud 13G

Broadway picture business con¬ —“Untamed Youth” (WB). Initial
tinues to follow the usual pattern frame ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
for this time of year, being mainly looks like tame $7,500, and won’t*
in the doldrums. First-runs had be here long. In ahead, “Dragoon
Film gross estimates as re¬
to contend with three days of Wells Massacre” (AA), $6,000 in
ported herewith from the vari¬
real summer weather (Wednesday six days.
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95through Friday), and this did little
“Abandon Ship” starts at the
without usual tax. Distrib-.
$1.80) — “For Whom Bell Tolls”
for the b.o.
State-Lake with a slim $14,000 in
utors share on net take, when
(Par) (reissue) (2d wk). First week
Best
of
the
new
entrants
is
m-ospect. Heavy advance publicity
playing percentage, hence the
“Something -of Value,” which is finished last night (Tues.) was great
promises great $13,000 for “Bachestimated figures are net in¬
heading for a smash $32,000 or $13,000. Looks in for run.
ii0r Partv” at Garrick for first
come.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
•close
at the Astor.
“John and
frame.
“Young Stranger” looks
The parenthetic admission
Julie” hit an okay $7,000 opening “Kronos” (2,0th) and vaudeville.
only okay $7,000 at the Esquire.
prices, however, as indicated,
round at the Guild. “Way To the Week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
“Albert Schweitzer” is down
include the U. S. amusement
Gold” looks mild $18,000 opening looks like fair $14,000. Last week,
from its torrid first week at the
session at the Paramount, and “Spring Reunion” (UA) plus vaude,
Carnegie but still potent. “Boy On _ tax. __
won’t
be around a full two Weeks. $13,500 in 6 days.
Dolphin" hasn’t lived up to hopes Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $1“For Whom Bell Tolls,” out on $2)—“Way To The Gold” (20th).
for its second frame at the Oriental /
reissue, shapes great $13,000 for First Week ending tomorrow
but is still relatively strong' for
initial week at Normandie. “Un¬ (Thurs.) is heading for mild $18,this week. “Oklahoman” and “Tall
tamed Youth” looms tame $7,500 000. Stays only 5 days in second
T” are in expected- second frame
or under in opening Mayfair frame. week. In ahead, “Abandon Ship”
slump at the Roosevelt for a par
“Funny Face” with Easter stage- (Col) (3d wk-9. days), $17,500.
windup week.
show is winding a smash seven “China Gate” (20th) opens after 12
“Edge of City” winds so-so at the
week run at the Music Hall, with days of “Gold.”
Woods after four frames. “Spirit
an okay $110,000 for final round.
of St. Louis” eyes a shaky fourth
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90St. Louis. May. 14,
“Designing Woman” ‘opens tomor¬ $1.80) — “Gold of Naples” (DCA)
week at the Chicago. Five weeks
row (Thurs.). “Boy On Dolphin” (14th wk). The 13th round ended
is a long run in Chi this time of
Biz Is only fair at first-runs here
with Louis Armstrong topping Sunday (12) was fine $7,000. The
year, but “Funny Face” is'manag- this session with the. exception of
stagebill wound a 5-day fourth ses¬ 12th week was $7,800. “Julietta”
ini it at the United Artists.
"10 Commandments" which is enTodd’s Cinestage is still sellout joying brisk activity, and “Spirit of ^^O-^^O)—• 10 Commandments sion at the Roxy with a fair $37,000. (Kings) in next but date not set.
“Kronos” and vaudeville shapes
on “Around World” for sixth St. Louis” which did fine in first (par^
WV\ Hard-tix 5a*e ^
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel¬
frame. Both “10 Commandments” round at the huge Fox, Latter now gtuiv^O&O ^LaS^weelTsTwo to get a. fair $14,000 at the Palace lers) (6,200; 95-$2.85) — “Funny
in 25th week at McVickers and is on moveover at the Missouri. ^>turdy ?8,000. Last week, $8,300. in the usual one week booking. Face” (Par) and Easter stageshow
“This Could Be Night” opened yes¬ (7th-final wk). Final session ending
“Seven Wonders” in its 21st round Biggest coin of new entrants is goterday at the State where “Ride today (Wed.) is heading for okay
at Palace, are fine. .
' ing to “Garment Jungle,” rated as ^
• a i <
1A/.
Back” slipped to a lightweight $110,000. Sixth was $127,000. Looks
$7,500 in 8-day second week.
•
_ World"'is^stifi
to wind 7-week run with $1,122,000
“Bachelor Party” still paces the or one of top seven-week mark at
w,air7IJe^ie o ?&E-A BaJa£a
i
at the Ambassador. Weather con95) Albert Schweitzer (Indie) (2d tinues spotty with rains almost
straight-film longruns (aside from Hall. “Designing Woman” (M-G)
wk).
Tall $4,000.
Last week, daily over the last three weeks.
hard-ticket pix), ..hitting a hangup and new stageshow opens tomor¬
$5,000.
$16,500 in fifth stanza at the Vic¬ row (Thurs.).
Estimates for This Week
-Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.50)
toria. “Little Hut” is likely to hit
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
Ambassador (SW - Cinerama)
—“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (4th
fair' $20,000 in Second Capitol —“Around World” (UA) (31st wk).
wk, Pacchedmsoo. Last week,
$£
.
San Francisco, May 14.
round.
The
30th session finished last night
>15 000
’
ders” (Cinerama) (56th wk). Neat
“Around World in 80 Days” fin¬ (Tues.) was capacity $40,000 for
Balaban) (1,400; $6,500/
. Esauire
F'ouire (H&E Balahan)
$6,500.- Last
Last week, $7,000.
„*%?.£ 5„°f
*ro,w Ilf-' ished its 30th week at the Rivoli 12 shows. The 29th week was same
$1.25) — "Young Stranger" (U).
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 50-75)— f°nt 'Ll,* with
Pi„„d™Lf n with a capacity $40,000. “10 Com-, for 12 performances.
Olrav $7,000.
*7 000.
T.nst. week,
week. “For “Mister
Cnrv” (U).
(TT). Mild
Mild *4.500.
it mandments” looks like great $42r
Okay
Last
Mister Co
Cory”
$4,500. Fent\ and Wlth s.onl? longruns_i.S
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (reissue) Last
iast week, “Lizzie” (M-G) and ^eek ^rhina r
Ilf 000 in 27th session at the Criterion. “Lust For Life” (M-G) (35th wk).
Blonde Sinner” (AA),
(AA) $4,000.
$4,000
£“tnlw- “Sbven Wonders of World” held The 34th round completed Monday
(2d wk), $5,200.
“Blonde
™ost c0Sh,0n|
™ ^et
street among11 newsocko $40,000 in 57th round (13) was bi $7,100 same a$*33d
JWj* pS"(8m:A?°'$1Tiv^ ../« <“> 'M,00vJS-90) - SmU°with a strong take fn nine with
at the Warner, where pic is now ! week. Stays.
vfnnn^nr
alV„5uy
i2ni
A• J20thL
days at the Fox. “Deadly Mantis”
$13,000
or close. tLast
week, “Fear
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25a Medicine /Bend shapes okay at Golden Gate. in its 58th' week.
Central brings in two reissues.
2&'IS*?(20tt)- W ,today
“HTllcats of Navy” is rated okay at “Jim Thorpe, All-American” and $2.50)—“Boy On Dolphin” (20th)
with Louis Armstrong combo head¬
weik,.<TTSpiAlt:
°1
Louis
.<WB,
Paramount
opening
stanza.
“Guns
Business’
Guns of Ft. Petticoat”
Petticoat (Col) and and “Heart
of Show Business”
“in
?earL'r?Lrtsnow
Busmess"
“io r'.nmmanHrritntc”
Commandments” is perking “Bright Le?rf ” today (Wed.) after ing stage layout (4th-final wk).
“Phantom Stagecoach” (Col) (2d (Col),
fine $15,000.
$15,000.
(Col), fine
ahead of last round to getr'a faficy 15 highly profitable weeks with Landed fair $37,000 in final 5 days,
wk). Slow $2,500 for three days.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85) — take in current (12th) week at St. “Mom and Dad” and “She Shoulda house closing today to prep for
Last week, $6,500.
>
special preem of “Desk Set” (20th)
“Garment. Jungle” (Col) and “The Francis.
“Around World in 80 Said No.”
Estimates for This Week
Loop (Telem’t) (600; 90-$1.25)— Burglar” (Col). Slow $8,000. Last Days” looms great in 20th session
tonight. Regular run of “Set” with
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— stageshow opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
“Cinderella” (BV) (reissue) (6th week, “Hellcats of Navy” (Col) and at Cdfronet, same as last week.
wk). Light $7,500.
Last week, “Wicked As They Come” (Col), “Seven Wonders of World” shapes “Something of Value” (M-G). First Third week of “Dolphin” was
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) $55,000.
/Traci ti kqa. *i or $7,000.
"
. sturdy in 25th round at Orpheum, session
is headed for smash $32,000 or
State (Loew) (3,450; -78-$1.75)—
topping 24th frame.
near. Last week. “Strange One” “This Could Be Night” (M-G).
$3,30)—“10 Commandments" *(Pa?>
M*8?0™1 (Arthur) MW: 7*-90> tOPPipgt|24tlLft|meThl w
(25th wk).
Excellent $23,000. ~ sPirit . s|- Lolhs . (WB) and
Estimates for This Week
Opened yesterday (Tues.). In ahead,
(Col) (4th wk), $10,000.
Last week, $24,000.
Heart of Show Business” • (Col)
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80-$l)
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) “The Ride Back” (UA) (2d wk-8
-Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)—
tl9?®n®P today (Tues.). Last —“Deadly Mantis” (U) and “Man (550'; $1.25-$1.80)—“Nana” (Times) days), light $7,508 after $10,500
“1,000 Years From Now” (DCA) ^ek, A.tta<* °f 9ra£u$Mo5?tSs» Afraid”' <u)- Okay $11,000. Last (5th wk). This stanza ends tomor¬ opener.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75) —
and “Invasion U.S.A.” (DCA). Good AA) al?d Hot of This Earth” week, “Slander” (M-G) and “Hot row. (Thurs.). Fourth week was big
“Reach For Sky” (U) (3d wk).
$7,000. Last week, “Smiley” (20&) (AA)> mild $6,000.
Summer Night” (M-G), $7,200.
$10,000. Third was $12,600.
and “Storm Rider” (Regal), $4,000,
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914;-50-851—
(1,914;-50-85)—
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25(Continued on page 20)
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) “Edge of City” (M-G) and /‘Hot “China Gate” (20th) and “Bad $1.40)—“Under Roof of Paris” (In¬
(Continued on page 20)
Summer Nig^t” (M-G). Modest Lands of Montana” (20th). Strong die) (reissue) (2d wk). First week
-- .. ..
$2,500.
Last week. “Fantasia” $18,000. Last week, “Boy On Dol-> ended Monday (13) was fine $4,500.
p*M Aff. tv m .1 t »n
(BV) (4th wk), $5,000.
phin” (20th) and "Smiley” (20th) Stays on, with “French, They Are
A Funny Race” (Cont) opens
linCyUlt, IOllUl
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; (3dwk>> *8,000 in 5 days.
»ntAA
* n • mi /i
75-90)—“Royal Affairs In' VerWarfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)— May 20. Capitol (Loew-) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
—“Little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk).
First holdover round winding to¬
Louisville, May 14.
morrow (Thurp.) looks like fair
l. Amus.)
Biz is slow-paced at downtown
,$20,000 or nea?. Initial week, $26,houses
this
week.
Warm May day*
500.
Downtown
Central (Maurer) (501; $1.25- are slowing up trade, particularly
shapes fairish. Duals at three week, “We Are All Murders” (In- wtikifnnn St‘ L ** (?B 2d $1.80)—“Jim
since
advent
of
Daylight
Savings
Thorpe, All-Ameri¬
houses and a belated art release at die). $1,500..
wl&
fPoi,v n
-Time. Product, too, is generally
another note the absence Of b.o.
St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; $1.25n r^aS+c-> /plri can” (WB) and “Bright Leaf” (WB) on light side. Because biz usually
(reissues).
Open
today
(Wed.).
Last
draw films.
films. “Untamed
“Untamed Youth”
“in rinrmnnn/img»r.fc“
draw
Youth” $2)—“10
Commandments” (Par) fiolh wk)° Commandments
^mmv” 1*16Offo (Par)
after
leads by a small margin currently (12th wk). Rousing $17,000 and a tunflobd WS y *16’000 after‘ week, “Mom and Dad” (Indie) and tapers for several weeks with ad¬
“She Shoulda Said No” (Indie) vent of first warm days, managers
at moderate pace for big Albee. pickup/from $14,500 of last week. ^nUIh^nm Tew
n
(15th wk), okay $6,000. The 14th are not Complaining. Rialto is
Doing almost as well is “Tattered
Shady OakZ Ipt.
(St. Li.
L. Amusj
Amus.) (BOO;
(800; ti
• “Seven Wonders” week was $7,200.
slightly slow with “River’s Edge”
f?qfSS, at, the, s^aHer Palace. 75-90) — “Paris Does Strange
fcine'Sa) ~(25thwk)
St-uge feinerama).
(25th wk).Wsfurdv
Sturdy
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80$3,000. Last gfi000 or'close
'*
'i?
Shoot-Out at Medicine Bend” at Things” (WB). Fine $3,000.^Last^ Week
Sl4-- $3.30)—“10 ■Commandments” (Par) while Loew’s is lightweight with
ihAe ,GP.nd ls rated s°-soLa week, “We Are AU Murders” (In- SiS>00°
1
* Last week, $14, (27th wk). This session ending “Abandon Ship.” “10 Command¬
ments” at Brown is perjdng up in
Strada” is in okay stride-at Keith’s, die), '$2,500.
rntn
n o/w.
tomorrow (Thurs.) likely will reach
«
•
7oSff“r®(wld* sock $42,000 in 15 shows. The 26th 12th round.
Estimates for This Week
week> with 15 performances, was
$43,000.
Brown (Fourth .Ave.-U.A.) (1,000:
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) $1.25-$2) — “10 Commandments’*
Thi, w«k
In flmvAr V)My
Olcav ^lU,UuU
CIA AAA l?d.n|BaU 0ut “* 43.....
00p" ..(UA>’
, Aib«« (rko) for
0,100; 9U-S1.25)—
inueHyer,
,. —“Lost Continent” (Lopert) (10th (Par) (12th wk). Picking up some¬
Untamed Youth” (WB) and “Heart
Denver Mav 14
»»
^1,25/i wk). Ninth week finished Sunday what to nice $6,000 after 11th
of" Show Business” (Col) Moderate
•
’
' • ’
$1.50) — . Rebecca
(20th) and (12) was oke $6,200. Eighth was week's $4,500.
$9,500
Last week 1);‘Desicnfng
Ti;ade ls very uneven here cur- “Third Man” (20th) (reissues) (2d $6,700. “Torrero” (Col) opens May
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 80-85)
Woman” (M-G)- tl 2 bon ■L'esi8“lUK rently, many new entries not meas- wk). Good $3,200 or near. Last 21.
—“Hold Back Night” (AA) (reissue)
55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300; and “Hold That Hypnotist” (AA).
Capitol (SW-Ciimrama> U.378;
V^’nl Z
. IAnn
tl,
$1425-$T.50)
—
“Winner’s
Circle”
$1.20-$2 65) — ‘‘Seven woniVn-s” MacDonald s Farm is topping the
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—
(Cinerama) (4Qfh wlrl Solid 417 non newcomers with an okay figure at “Lady Chatterley's Lover” (Indie), (Janus) (2d wk). First stanza was Modest $4,000. Last week, “Rock,
outlook^fter 48th sUnS’s $17 500 Paramount
“Way To the Gold” Big $6,Ood: Last week, “Street of only fair $3,200, and being replaced Baby, Rock” (Indie), pulled after
Friday (17) by “3 Feet in Bed” 5 days, $3,000.
splurge with support oTexcursions
atfGe^e while shame” (Indie) (6 th wk), $2,200
Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000:
by 4,000 Darochial school Dunils Ghina Gat® Js ,rated Ught at the
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Al- (Janus).
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) 50-85)—“Abandon Ship” (Col) and
from Louisville Kv
"Attack
of - Crab Moh.
____
__
P T,
Denver,
Attack of-Crab
bert
Schweitzer” _
(Indie) (5th
wk).
Light $7,500.
— “Oklahoman” (AA).
Opened “Nightfall” (Col).
Grand (RKO) (1400- 75-41 lo(— sters" loolns nice ln one theatre Hep $2,300. Last iVeek, $3,300.
(Tues.). In ahead, “Liv* Last' week, “Zombies Mora Tau”
“Shoot-Out at Medicine BeSd" (U) and
ThU w„lr
TI*S?t^S,„ (?®*J yesterday
1 $1.25)— Silent
~ .Fw
Bnd “Counterfeit Plan” (U) Sa-so andtSK&puw.ek
« E®t*niat^es for This Week
World (Col) (5th ing Idol” (M-G) (2d wk), down to (Col) and “Man Turned To Stone”
$7)000. Last week “Public Pigeon
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)— wk).
Big $3,000.
Last week, slow $4,500 in six days despite (Col), same.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (l,000j
previous on virtually every day of
Ho- 1” (ufLd^Man4n Vault” (U? l‘WayA To Gold J20th)‘ Modest $3,800.
$7,300.
d ManlnVault
$8,000. Last week, “Boy On DolBridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25) second round. First was $6,000. 50-85)—“Shoot-Out At Medicine
Bend”
(WB) and “Counterfeit
“Face
in
Crowd”
(WB)
opens
May
, Keith’s' (Shor) (1 500* ■75-Sl 25)—
S20t^ ,J?d ,wki\
—“Simon and Laura” (U) (2d wk).
Plan” (WB). Oke $5,000. Last
La Strada” (T-L) Okav $6 500
Denll??nA JC°cknlD (1.428; 90- Hotsy $3,000. Last week, $2,500. 29 after a preview on May 28.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) — week, “Spirit St, Louis” (WB) (3d
Last week, ‘‘12 Angry Men” (UA) $2.20)-x-‘lO Commandments” (Par)
Coronet (United California)
son
'
Angry men vu-fv, (13th
/-JQ1.-L Wk). Fine
Fln#» $9,000
49 000 or
nr better.
better, m,250;
ti oka. f$1.50-$3.75)
.*1 rb.<!9
2_ “Around
“-a r n n « H “John and Julie” (DCA) (2d wk). wk-4 days), at $1.25 top, $4,500.
—
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000:
Initial round ended Sunday (12)
Wqrld” (.UA) (20th wk).
■•^C^<£KO)..<2-800:
75-$1.10)—
ra£"e*k>
fA?®,0was just okay $7,000. In ahead, 50-85)—“River's Edge” (20th) and
‘‘Tattered Dress’^TuT^and “Deadly
Denver (E°x) (2,525; .70-90)— $21,000. Last week, ditto.
Mantis” (U). Fairish $7 500 Last “China ^te (20th) and Smiley
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—’lllnv
$1)—1‘Invita- “Young Stranger” (RKO-U) (4th “Quiet Gun” * (20th). Slow $8,00^
Last week, “Boy On Polphin
week, “Brave One’* (RKO-U) (20th)* Light $9,000. Last week, tion To Dance” (M-G) (2d 7wk), wk), $5,000.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80) (20th), $9,500.
Oke $1,200. Last week, same.
(Continued on page 20)
Chicago, May 14.

Unseasonably cold weather con¬
tinuing into the weekend deflated
anv hopes for most new Loop open¬
ers this frame. Holdovers are gen¬
erally drab.

-*■•*-

Estimates Are Net

IOC’s’ Wow 17G,
St. Loo, 12th Week

‘Gate’ Golden 18G.
18G,
Frisco;‘Navy’13G

lame

$9,500, Dress Fair 71G, ^
‘La Stj-ada’Okay $6,500
^SSSS&

tv .

Kettles’ Top Newcomer
J™yrunpact “ #pproa«h °f ^ Kettles

^ ^ S&BriSFSa

a&t W8S&

L’ville Lags; ‘Shoot-Out’
OK $5,000,‘Ships’Light
7iG,‘River’s Edge’ 8G
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Lots of Clippings, 10 TV Airings
Harvest of French Film Week:
Showmanship Audit Favorable
San Francisco, May 14.
Reaction among San Francisco
newspapermen and showmen is
that the recent visit here of four
French stars from Paris, Gerard
Philipe, Micheline Presle, Jean
Marais and Francois Arnoul (plus
Jean Renoir up from Hollywood),
produced exceptional local news¬
paper breaks. Even an American
publicity junket would hardly have
- done much, if any, better, spacewise.
One comment: “Considering that
there, was a language problem and
that this was- an ice-breaking ex¬
periment for European talent, the
press coverage was distinctly good.
Stories and photo breaks made
San Francisco well aware of the
French presence:”American publicists are inclined
to consider the really spectacular
achievement on behalf of the
French party their appearances on
some 10 television broadcasts, here
and in the east, to wit:
Ed Sullvan Show.
Today.
Strike It Rich.
Night Beat .“
I’ve Got A Secret.
Home.
Tonight.
Marjorie Trumbull Show.
Tennessee Ernie Show.
Queen For a Day.
French Film Week here at the
Bridge Theatre and at the Rio
Theatre had a different new
French release showing each of
five successive days. Leading up
to this sequence was an advance
publicity campaign organized byj
the Benton & Bowles ad agency’s
Pacific Coast office. This ad shop
entered the situation via the cur-*
rent Lafayette 200th Anniversary
Year, the promotion budget for
which was tapped to help. Unifrance’s forces muster their_ best
strength.
Here with the French stars and
squiring them for their social visit
to Hollywood which followed were
Joseph Maternati, head of the
French Filip Office (Unifrance) in
Manhattan together with his N. Y.
aide Donald La Badie, and a Pari¬
sian publicist. Jerome Brierre, as¬
signed to the party from France.
That the French stars were not
accustomed to the closely crowdedschedule of American film bally¬
hoo and that they were terribly
fatigued at several points was
known here. Again the point as to
similar . American publicity jun¬
kets: fatigued stars is par for the
"personal appearance” course.
TV Vs. French Dignity
Los Angeles, May 14.
Four French stars Were here
only briefly, long enough .to be
whisked around the film colony
and to be feted at a Motion Pic¬
ture Assn, cocktail party.
They
were photographed in profusion
with American stars—per Greg¬
ory Peck, Tony Curtis, Clifton
Webb, Joan Fontaine—for the
U. S. and European fan press.
Americans who spoke French
found that the visitors were both
'awed and frightened by American
television, it had not been under¬
stood by the Americans that it is
very rare fpr Parisian cinema thespians to appear before tv cameras.
The French tv. system is a gov¬
ernment* monopoly and relatively
undeveloped by Yank standards.
One knoweldgeable U. S. show¬
man remarked that French actors
are far less relaxed about im¬
promptu interviews or going on the
air with' practically no prepara¬
tion or.script and that some of the
stars’ nervousness." originated in
this strangeness of American cus¬
tom. French ‘talent worries a lot
lest they not give a “smart” im¬
pression,. not only personally but
of France.
Vive Lafayette
Postmortem comments on the re¬
cent French Film Week in San
Francisco, first ever held in the
States, are still coining in. Last
issue of Variety detailed some
west coast comments as set forth
in a privately-circulated study of
Benton fie Bowles and also reported
from Paris some comments made
by the stars themselves upon their
return to France.
On the overall evaluation the
trip rates a success. The New York

and west coast press learned a lot
about the French film industry and
similarly the French were “edu¬
cated” in American publicity folk¬
ways.
For immediate gain, and
future advantage, much is to be
put on the credit ledger.
Organization and execution of
the Frisco, journey was a tangible
achievement in meeting the maxim
of the American trade that foreign
film personalities must be heav¬
ily* publicized in the States if any¬
thing more than limited circula-v
tion of French imports is to result.
TOv.advarice^this precise purpose
the French Film Office was estab¬
lished 19 months ago in Manhat¬
tan.
Commenting upon the project
and reactions ttf it, N. Y.. resident
representative, Joseph Matfcrnati,
last week wrote Variety:
“In planning the publicity
for our quartet, we organized
a heavy schedule, aimed pri¬
marily at reaching a mass audi¬
ence. For this purpose, we
leaned heavily on the use of
television.
Altogether, ' our
. .stars were involved., .in 10 tv •
Shows within the space of two. weeks, this apart from, the
usual receptions, press vinte~rviews,* radio broadcasts, etc.
For European actors, essential¬
ly unfamiliar with the televi¬
sion medium, and hampered by
an incomplete command of
English, this was a trying pro¬
gram.
'
'
“I take issue with your
st.Ory headlined . ‘How Not to
Court Yanks’ Good Will.’ It
was inaccurate in detail and
• exaggerated and I would add
unnecessarily harsh In its judg¬
ments oil a group of artists
who were required to make a
rapid adjustment to a strange
and.(for them) sometimes be¬
wildering. milieu. . Their re7
sponse to this . situation not
only impressed us, but, we be¬
lieve, the people who worked
with them, and the. thousands
of people they met during this
whirlwind tour. That our ef¬
fort did not succeed in every
detail, we would be the first to
t admit since; as foreigners, we
’ approached it in the spirit of
experiment and educations Blit
the ‘not good humored* atti¬
tudes and ‘whims of: glamor’ at¬
tributed to our stars in the ar«tide seem to us subjective and
distorted reactions.
“In France, Variety is ad¬
mired for, among other quali-,
ties, its ^attempts to evaluate;
objectively the problems in-volved in any theatrical venture. It is respected likewise
for its understanding of the
world of European entertain¬
ment. It is • in reference to
these virtues that the ‘not too
good humored’ judgments of
your correspondent are all the
more surprising.”
Any exaggerations in the first

story based upon the advertising
agency study or in some extremelystated comments by the star*
themselves once back on their
home ground, only serve to under¬
score how very new indeed Is the
idea of European “film-stars coming
to call. Meanwhile no damage has
been done to Franco-American re¬
lations. Quite the' reverse. It is
to be hoped that the French will Inferiority Complex Stuff
now follow up on their own adven¬
Philadelphia, May 14.
ture in showmanship. It was a
The Studio Theatre was all
worthy one, in the best traditions
set to make an award at the
of Barnum, who was no French¬
Penn Relays to ballyhoo their
man,
next release “Wee Geordie,”
As for the Marquis de Lafayette
which starts in Scotland and
on his 200th birthday, many happy
ends at the Melbourne Olym¬
returns. He is still America’s No.
pics.
1 pet Frenchman,
Manager Bill Kanefsky got
the okay from the relay brass,
but there was one hitch.
There is so little U.S. public
interest in hammer throwing
that these matches are not
held in Franklin Field along
with the other eyents, but in
the relative solitude of River
Field—with no audience. Ka¬
nefsky decided to nix the
plaque idea.

Stanley, 31% Owner, Sends No Reps
To Cinerama’s Annual Meeting

U.S. Filins Studied
By Priests-to-Be
At Rome College

Two American releases, “The
Mountain” and “Giant,” an English
film, “The Prisoner,” and an Ital¬
ian-made, “II Tetto” (The Roof),
were screened and discussed dur¬
ing the second Motion Picture For¬
um held at the North American
College (for seminarians) in Rome,
the National Catholic Conference
News Service reported via a Rome
date-liner.
Bishop Martin J. O’Connor, rec¬
tor of the College and president
of the Pontifical Commission for
Motion Pictures, Radio and Televi¬
sion, pointed out that motivation for
the forum was the counsel of Pope
Pius XII. The Forum attendees
“as .future priests will be obliged
to make known, explain and de¬
fend the teaching authority of the
Church in regard to motion' pic-,
tures. In the concrete this will
mean upholding the moral classifi¬
cation of film's by our national cen¬
ters. and in particular that of the
Legion of * Decency, the national
center in the United States;”

To Be Conciliation
Unanimous agreement in princi¬
ple on all phases of a conciliation
plan highlighted the first meeting
of the exhibitor-distributor ..com¬
mittee attempting to organize an
industry arbitration system. The
committee, consisting of represen¬
tatives of Theatre Owners of Amer¬
ica, Allied States Assn., Inde¬
pendent Theatre Owners Assn., and
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬
ica, commenced the new efforts, to
formulate an arbitration plan at a
meeting at the N.Y. office of the
MPAA on Monday (13).
This is the third attempt since
1952 to evolve a system that would
help to minimize the disputes be¬
tween exhibition and distribution.
The 1952 draft failed when Allied
walked out because of the com¬
mittee’s failure to include rentals.

RKO Shelf for 'Stage Struck"
D. Weaver Dropped—Trade Notes Same ‘Standstill’
Characteristic of Howard Hughes Era at Company
RKO over the past week dropped
a special publicity unit in a move
which reflects more and more the
type of standstill operation that
used to be synonomous with the
Howard Hughes regime. In an ex¬
pected move, Dick Weaver was
notified that he’s off the payroll..
And the picture which he had been
concentrating on, “Stage Struck,”
although _ completed, is going on
the shelf, perhaps until next
Christmas.
Weaver had been brought in
amid a volume of company state¬
ments about “individualized sell¬
ing” and “individualized exploita¬
tion” of pictures. RKO was off to
the races with a new policy, a new
approach to market; a better shake
for independent producers as con¬
cerning their share of profits.
These were the announcements of
several months ago. And nothing’s
happening.
Explanation from one source on
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deferment pf the release of “Stage
Struck” is that no distribution has
been made as yet and scheduling
will have to be compatible with
the.-schedule of the distrib who
eventually makes the deal to take
the picture on. Yet, the fact is that
RKO, which lost considerable iden¬
tity with its deal for licensing of
its previous pictures through Uni¬
versal, appears doing even more
of a fade because of the limited
product in actual release.
Too, nothing is going productionwise and the future is vague. Ed¬
mund Grainger, who was to make
“Galveston,” is no longer on- the
Gower Street lot. Stuart- Miller,
who produced “Stage Struck,” Was
given a release from his contract
last week.
“Pakistan” and “Naked and the
Dead,” both of which were-»scheduled for production by Paul Greg¬
ory, are not off the ground, also
being in a vague, tied-up state.

Operating. Sundays In
Blue Law Pennsylvania
Reading, Pa., May' 14.
Coffers of the Berks County
treasury were enriched by $1,800
last Thursday (9) when the amount
was turned over by Sebastian Bodanza, South Heidelberg justice of
the peace, representing fines paid
by the Sinking Spring Drive-In
Theatre.
The ozoner has paid nearly
$2,300 in fines to the state for
showing Sunday films in violation
of “blue laws” not allowing screen¬
ings in townships where voters
have not voted their preference,
Berks county commissioners last
week objected to the state getting
the money, citing a 1935 law, which
said the county treasurer should
get the fines. The'money had been
withheld from thejaitate on advice
of counsel. The aounty will also
petition for a refund of $500 paid
to the state.
The theatre, nowr jnanaged by
Jay Emmanuel, Philadelphia, was
first fined May 21 last. yOar. The
fines will continue to:4he November
general election when voters of the
township can ballot on the ques¬
tion of Sunday movies. The com¬
missioners estimate $1,250 will be
collected until then.
Each Sunday night, county de¬
tectives visit the theatre, rain or
shine, and the manager coughs up
$50, plus $14.50 costs the next day.

Ohio Attny. Gen. To Snip
If Censorship Returns
Columbus, May 14.
If and when censorship returns
to Ohio within the next two years
the “yessing” and “no-ing” will
come from the attorney general's
office and the Franklin County
Common Pleas Court.
The Senate Education and Health
Committee voted Tuesday (May 7)
to recommend Senate passage of
the bill proposed by Sen. Delbert
Latto, (R. Bowling Green).
The Latta, bill was substituted
for the original censor proposal by
Sen. Andrew Putka (D. Cleveland).
The - proposed law required all
film distributors, in Ohio to register
with the Secretary of State so they
can be served with legal notices by
mail in their films are challenged
as unfit for public showing.
If the attorney general, feels a
film is obscene he file* a suit in
Franklin County Common Pleas
Court.
If a jury finds the film unfit for
public showing the distributor is
then forbidden to show the film.
Violation of the law carries a stiff
fine of up to $5,000 and up to six
months in prison. •

‘80 Days’ Up for Cincy
Cincinnati, May 14.
RKO’s. 1,300-seajt Grand has the
edge as choice of Mike Todd Jr.,
for tenancy of “Around the World
in 80 Days,” scheduled to open
here in mid-June. Todd paid a
flying visit here last week with an
engineer and attorney to select a
theatre.
Lack of air conditioning, is
against the indie 2,500-seat Taft
Theatre as a potential location.

Cinerama, Inc., the equipment
manufacturing and
installation
firm, barely managed to get a quo¬
rum at its annual meeting last
week-when representatives of the
Stanley .Warner Cinerama Corp
failed to put in an appearance*
Stanley Warner, which owns 31%
of the stock of Cinerama, Inc., the
largest single block, has a repre¬
sentative on the Cinerama Inc.
board and on its management
team. Harry M. Kalmine, Stanley
v.p. and* general manager, is the
boSrd member, and David Fogelson. Stanley attorney, is secretary
of Cinerama Inc. *
Failure of Stanley Warner to
participate in the meeting or vote
its proxies is believed to be due
to the feud that has* been waging
between the theatre chain and
Cinerama - Inc. prexy Hazard E.
Reeves. Reeves has charged Stan¬
ley with breach of contract in that
it failed to complete its most re¬
cent Cmerama picture on the
specified deadline.
In addition,
therO have been numerous other
disputes "between the two com¬
panies relating to the interpreta¬
tion of the contract. Arbitration
proceedings between the two com¬
panies have been in process for
more than a year.
Without mentioning the name of
Stanley Warner, Reeves made an
obvious reference to its boycott of
the meeting. “We have been able
to get a quorum at this meeting
without the helo of a leading stock¬
holder,” he said.
. Absence of Stanley Warner again
points up the undercurrent of bit¬
terness and recrimination that is
taking place amorife the companies
involved in the Cinerama ooeration. Cinerama Productions Corp.
has had a number of disagreements
with both Stanley Warner and
Cinerama Inc. and has finally
reached an amicable relationship
with the latter. It Is Still feuding
with Stanley Warner,-but not as
violently as Cinerama Inc.
Reeves told the Cinerama Inc.
stockholders that the company will
explore possibilities of further di¬
versification. He stated, however,
that he had not been approached
on a possible consolidation with
Cinerama Productions Corp. and
Stanley Warner Cinerama Corp.
However, it’s understood that ef¬
forts are being made for Cinerama
Productions to acquire a part of
Stanley Warner’s stock interest in
Cinerama Inc.
'4
Reeves emphasized to stockhold¬
ers the necessity of encouraging
more Cinerama film production
and the opening of more theatres,,
noting the company's willingness •
to Undertake both, if necessary. He
said that the company’s projected
“The Eighth Day”' is in the final
stages of planning and estimated
that it would cost $2,500,000.
Discussing Cinerama’s technical
advances, he -indicated that “defi¬
nite improvement” had been made
in the match lines, film processing
and projection equipment.
Of a total of 2,837,810 shares
outstanding/ 1,526,000 were voted
at the meeting.

Italo Film Prod.
Up in New Year
Rome, May 7.
Twenty-three pix have gone into
production in this country during
the first three months of the year.
Five, of these were in color while •
11 were in one of the several wide¬
screen systems..
Twelve more subjects are ex¬
pected >to start before the end of
this month. Among the pix already
rolling are “El Aalmein,” “Sere¬
nade to Maria,” “Anyone Can Kill
Me,” “Susanna - Tutta Paiina,”
"Nonna Sabella,” “An Angel Lands
in Brooklyn,” .“Man Who’ll Die To¬
morrow,” “Angelic Enemy,” “A 20
Anni E Sempre Festa,” “Heretic”
and “Man With The White Um¬
brella.”
Expected to start shooting in the
near future ale the following films:
Pietro Germi’s “The Straw Man,”
Mauro Bolognini’s “La Civetta,”
Carlo Lizzani’s, “Yellow River,”
Aldo Fabrizi’s t7Gabriele„” “Girl's
in Blue Jeans,” “Ambush In Tan¬
gier’s,” “Don’t Count, Kiss Me,”
“Rascal la Nuit” and “Squarcio.”
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20th Century-Fox
proudly
announces
a distinguished
motion picture
from
the pages of
the supreme novel
by the master
story-teller!
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The Steinbeck people!
The Steinbeck passions!
The Steinbeck power!

another BIG ONE
from 20th /

♦VARIETY'S1 LOMDON OFPICI
i Sh Martin's iPlact, Trafalgar Sqyara

UFA Takes Lead in German Fdm
Industry; First Into TV Production

PArieF?
Aberdeen ScotsiNot
So Miserly With TV
Aberdeen, May 7.
Age-old gag ’about Aberdeen is
that this northeast Scotland town
is full of miserly Scots who watch
closely before spending a cent.
Gag doesn’t hold water any longer.
.Since 1955, 16,000 tv sets have
been sold in the city or about $4,500,000 worth. In two years Aber¬
deen has become one-of the most
tele-conscious cities.

Frankfurt, May 7.
UFA is not only up and com¬
ing, it’s way out in front In the
German film' industry, witlj its re¬
London,- May 7. cently revealed plans to go 1 into
David Galbraith, a young
German tele production. It has
Canadian who came to this
firmed-up contracts for 15 tv films
with the German tele net.
Al- ] * country three years ago look¬
ing for a break in British show
though one of the tasks, of the Al¬
-biz, got- his biggest chancy
lied High Commission In German^
When‘ signed up as a studio
after the war Was to break up the J
manager with Associated Tele¬
ail-powerful UFA organization of j
vision in Birmingham.
film production, distribution, re-.!
Now Associated has discov¬
lease, people in the film industry;
ered that he can sing, too. So
in Germany are concerned with the I
additionally
he. now has a
rapid realignment of the powerful
regular weekday spot on the ’
Mexico' City, May 7.
monopoly, as the new UFA group I
station's
mid-day
program,
Mexican pictures are more than
branches out more and more into
“Lunch Box."
holding their own at home and
various facets of the entertainment
abroad, despite sharper competi¬
biz.
tion in Mexico. Although the av¬
Here are the latest develop¬
erage annual exhibition ratio is
ments:
UFA has announced that it is the
only around'100 native pix out of
the 600 films released yearly down
first company going into active pro¬
duction for German tv.
Stating,
here, .the domestic product gar¬
that it has followed ^he course of
ners 60% of . total gross, according
the American battle between -film
to Eduardo Garduno, head of the
and television, and the eventual
trade’s own bank, the semi-official
resolution of the U.« S. major com¬
Banco Nacional Cinematografic.
' ' " Home, May 7.
panies in entering film production
HC asserts -that Mexican films
Neapolitan tempers are. continu¬
for tele, it says that not only will ing to boil over in the controversy are a big prop in the Mexican
it make and release tele films; but over alleged favoritism in selection economy because they; spread
is offering to help other pix pro¬ of -20 'finalists for the upcoming money, bring in. coin and stem
ducers by releasing -their:, product, (May 14rl6) Neapolitan Song’ Fes¬ the .exodus of dollars, with Mexi¬
to television.
*
\
. I tival. , Daily, incidents, as welt as can pix-bringing., home about $7,It has .been Working with a "lit**]
OOO.OOO jinnually from playing dates
tie commission" of the program group protests have been added .to abroad.
the Initial uproar in the local press.
directors of the three major tele Some of Italy’s top singers have re¬
But he admitted, that some $5,outlets in Germany- on possible portedly refused :to appear at the 000,000 leaves Mexico yearly to pay
films. Of 33 projects suggested, 15 event.
for foreign pix, mostly American.
have been chosen. AUiwlll be films
.Latest, and most serious,, to-do However, the banker ’ contended
running 30 to 55 minutes.
that the coin figures he cited do
Coordinator of German tele, Dr. involves w.k.. Neapolitan writer- pot represent films profits but are
Clemens-Muenster said, "We have critic Giuseppe Marotta; currently merely estiiriates of the movement
the
target
of
at'least
tWo
suits
and
no exclusive contract with UFA,"
of funds.
“
'
but added that the tv .studios were two duel challenges. According to
unable to put up enormous sums reports, Marotta, whose enry in the
for financing and must wort with sonfest Was eliminated, by the'jury,
production units capable of, their publicly '-slapped Mario Stefanile,
own financing of top-grade tv pic¬ one of the jurors and legit erte of
“II Mattino” oh a’Naples street! An
tures.
exchange of letters followed in the
Expanding in Other Fields
Neapolitan press,' with the end re¬
Expanding in other ' directions, sult that both Stefanile and Mario
UFA announced some big building ZanfagQa, head pf the Naples TurSydney, May'7.
plans. It is putting up a huge new ist Office, have announced inten-,
Aussie boxoffice coasfc-to-coast
theatre in Hamburg (where both J.
(“continues
strong
after a plush
to- cHallehge Marottd to a
Arthur Hank arid Metro recently tioiisEaster period. Showmen look for¬
opened their own house)! and is duel. •
ward
i;o
splid
fall-wiriter
biz here,
Still according to reports, music
putting up large building in Mun¬
with nutstanding product from the
ich where all its activities will be company pressure lies behind the U.S. and Britain... “War and Peace”
coordinated. ' This large building protests over jury choices, even (Par) preemed solidly and shapes
will include offices for1 UFA film more than those of individual au¬ big despite its length. Crix gave
and the production, releasing, and thors who didn’t make thq grade. the pic rave notice*
It’s said here that of the 20 final¬
the theatre setup.
“Tea and Sympathy" (M-G) Is
IVs particularly significant, to ists'-(out of 301 entries), five are
observers that the' Geiselgasteig owned by the same publishing smash as is “Teahouse August
production studios in' .Munich, group, Curcio, while Vis-Hadio Moon” also Metro. “Anastasia"
Which-were recently bought by an¬ owns three others. Five more are (20th) is doing capacity in. eighth
other-group of owners, will be in said the property of the Mario Gill week, and continues. “Battle of
the immediate vicinity to handle publishing group, which runs Na- Riyer Plate" (Rank) is copping real
coin for the British.
UFA film and tele production. The zionalmusic, EAH, and Hendine:
Current lineup includes “Zarak"
Geiselgasteig and TJFA owners,
(Col.), “King & I” (20th), fifth week
through various banks,'have inter¬
of
carryover; “Trapeze” (UA), hot
locking financial interests. UFA is
on third week imo; and “Jesse
also buying the largest theatre in
James”
(20th).
Munich, the 1,275-seat Luitpold,
probably as .a showcase for Its new
'Oklahoma’
in Melbourne
.
.
Tokyo,
May
7.
films. '
. Melbourne, May 7.
Nichiei, the proposed seventh
Its own .film production was to
“Oklahoma”
(RKO)
got off to
begin this year, but no product will Japan major, has gone by the
be made until next year. Instead, boards. On the eve. of itg sched¬ terrific biz following a smash pub¬
licity
campaign.
Rank’s
“Reach for
it will release 16 German films on uled formal Inauguration, Shiro
its 1957-58 schedule., These, are Sannomiya,-' ex-prez of the . Keio- Sky” is* in its 15th week, and held
on.
“Opposite
Sex”
(M-G),
is rated
pix which were, contracted for Teito R. R. Co, arid one of the
earlier by Herzog, who is now han¬ planned company’s top sponsors, okay. Marquees presently are dis¬
playing
“Woriian’s
Prison”(Col),
dling the UFA releases.
came , out of self-imposed hiding
During 1958-59, three films, will and announced his regret over, his “Teahouse (M-G), “Toy Tiger’* (U),
“Josephine
and
Men”
(20th),
“Mir¬
be made for UFA, and by the next inability to come up with half of
year, it will’ have an entire UFA- the $2,222,222 which was to capi¬ acle of Milan” (Indie) and “All For
Mary” <Rank).
produced schedule. It has already, talize the project. _
made , contracts . With Rhombus
Earlier! Sannomiya and-his wife
Par Pix Adelaide Hits
Films (Herbert Tischendorf), Sas- had> been reported “missing” as
'Adelaide, May 7.
cha FilnPs of Vienna (Dr. Herbert signs of his wavering became ap¬
Outstanding,
trade is being reg¬
Gruber), feerolina (Kurt.Ulrich and parent. He" offered, his apology, to
istered hero with “Mari Who KnOw
Kurt Schufc) and CJCC Films (Ar¬ all sponsors. ,
thur Brauner) to'make pictures for
Kunizu Matsuo, prez of Sentocbi Too Much” (Par), “Somebody Up
UFA.
Co., a leading Kansai exhibitor, and There, Likes Me” (M-G),.. “Bus
The monopoly that was once to a promoter of the proposed. film Stop” (20th), “Ladykillers’! '(Rank),
have been destroyed Is raising Its company, said the establishment of “My Sister Eileen” ' (Col) ’ and
“Hollywood or Bust” (Par).
head with a strong new’body,
Nichiei had been abandoned and.
that no claims for damages would^
'Society’ Smash.
be made against- Sapnomiya. But
Brisbane, May 7.
he plans to form a new company
“High Society” (M-G) is a smasn
within" about, a month.". .Seishi here, with “Man Who. Knew Too
Soga, former managing director of Much”, (Par) also big. Others okay
Daiei, had resigned, his post to include “Man Who Never Was”
.. '
7 ' London, May 7.
join the new company.
(20th), “Second Greatest Sex” (U)
The overtime dispute between
and “Mari With Gun” (UA).
actors and producer, which has
been going on for more than three
weeks, is in sight of settlement,
Honolulu First-Run
with a formula that will put a stop
Mexico City, May 7.
To Use Only Jap Pix
to much of late working in British
Rosita Diaz Gimeno, the comely
studios.
Honolulu, May 14.
Mexican actress who scored a. hit
Consolidated
Amusement Co. has
Since the breakdown of the origi- playing the femiqe lead in the
hol negotiations; there have been Spanish version ot “Teahouse of converted its Kapahulu, a subsequept-run
fiouse
near Waikiki, to
several meetings between the Brit¬ the August Modn,” which was pre¬
ish Film Producers Assn, and the sented here, two years ago, has an all-Jarilariese . policy. After a
actors union, as a rejsiilt of which been-inked by Braulio Junco, who facelift, .hbuse reopened as firstthe film makers hive Indicated staged “Teahouse,” to play the lead run showcase for. Toho product.
Switch^ comes at a time when
their willingness to make “substan¬ in “Anne Frank’s Diary,” soon to
Honolulu' tele' stations are. on a
tial overtime provisions.!’ By that, be(1 done here In Spanish.
Junco is shopping for a theatre heavy feature-film kick, utilizing
the producers have gone mdst of
the way in meeting the Actors for the production. He hopes to several Hollywood packages but
| not yet showing Japanese pix.
■Equity demands.
bow with it In July.

Makes It Via Back Door

In World Market

Italo Song Fest

Aussie Film BoxofjRce
Still Big After Easter
Upbeat; m/Tees Off

7TH JAPAN MAJOR PIC

CO. GOES BY BOARDS

Brit. Equity, Pix Prods.
End OvertimeDispute

Setting Mex ’Anne Frank’

EVIERNATIOm
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Maas Debunks Tokyo Daily’s Blast
At U.S. Product, Distrib Methods
'

.
Tokyo, May 7.
“Who are they to say that too
many Japanese people are spend¬
ing too much yen seeing too many
London, May 7.
American pictures?” demanded
Bright spot of the British
Irving Maas, Far East supervisor
Actors Equity Assn., annual
for the MPEA, after considering
meet came when Russian-born
an article whidh appeared on the
screen- actress' Nelly Arno,
front page of a recent issue of the
who after, many years in this
left
of center Asahi Shimbun
country still -remains a very
(daily circulation of over 4,000,marked accent, demanded con¬
000).
trol over the number of for¬
“I am just confused as. to the
eign artists allowed to work in
meaning of the article' and what
Britain,
purpose it serves,” Maas continued
Well under five feet tall and
in .blistering style. “It’s completely
waying an umbrella, she said: ’ one-sided and- anti-American film.
“Hundreds of British actresses
It is not even constructive from
are being- wiped out iby Amer¬
the Japanese viewpoint because it
ican vomen vid ze beeg busts.
ignores the' existence of 30,000,000
Zose vomen come here and
Japanese In a matter very close to
take from us British * artists
them how to spend their relaxing
our york—rvomen who are not
hours.”
even actresses — vomen only
The article was entitled “Over¬
viz statistics.”
flowing American Movies.” It de¬
plored the high rate of Imported
U. S. pictures and th^t a goodly
percentage are “action” films. It
pointed to unfavorable results, cit¬
ing absorption of dollar reserves.
“The Japanese public must be
Considered,” Maas said. “The ar¬
ticle is based on a false premise.
It does not weigh the scales of
value at all. It’s what we are givMexico City, May 7:
ing
4 in return. There isn’t a • yen
With the launching of the fund
to guarantee stimulation of tour¬ spent that’s better spent for enter¬
tainment
and relaxation and the
ism, capitalized at $4,000,000 (con¬
tributed pro rata iby the govern¬ .public should not be criticized.” He
also-cited
that Japanese samurai
ment and- private, interests) Dr.
Francisco . Villagran, vchief of the (ancient swordsmen) films are the
staple
products.
the -Japanese
governirierit’s tourist department, film producers inofregard
to U. S.
forecast that 1957 Will set a'new action films.
high in visitor trade. President
Maas Debunks Coin Juggling:
Adolfo R! Cortines decreed this
Tearing Into the first point of
tourist arrangement last fall.’.
fact is the. article, that “American
Vallagran estimated that tour¬ movies are more of a ‘hit’ than do¬
ists, mostly Americans, will spend mestic or European films” and that
nearly $600,000,000 in Mexico this because, of' this ' “the dollar re¬
year or 9% above the- Yank spend¬ serves which were earned in a
ing down here last ye'ar. That will hard way by other means of for¬
he in the front rank of Mexico's eign trade Will rapidly tbe ab¬
income sources this year, the tour¬ sorbed,” Mass said. “The foreign
ist chief said. The fund is allowing exchange budget of Japan for the
more coin for advertising Mexico first six months Of fiscal 1957-58,
abroad and improving facilities for beginning April 1, is somewhat
visitors.
higher than $2,500,000,000. Of the
Tourists are getting better treat¬ $9,000,000 that was budgeted for
ment than ever, thanks to the foreign films, let’s say that the
department throwing a big scare dollar part of that figure is $7,000,into profiteers and Tenderers of 000. So you can easily see what
indifferent service. The latest infinitesimal proportion of Japan’s
scare was thrown into certain al¬ foreign exchange is being ear¬
leged hotelkeepers sin minor west marked for films. And by the same
Cdast resorts, such as Manzanillo, reasoning, you can see how utterly
Mazatlan and San Blasr setting (absurd ^it is to say that this can
those spots back for such misdeeds ■rapidly absorb Japan’s dollar re¬
as charging $3.20 a day for a 50c serves.”
room. Such alleged hosts were ' Maas pointed out that the reheavily fined, told to clean up and mi ttable earnings of American dis¬
warned if they, ever repeat their tributors in Japan for the calendar
spots will be shuttered.
year 1956 totaled about $12,000,000.
The article’s figure is overstated by
50%,-he said,
Reason for Big U. S, Share
The article took exception to the
IIP 7 W nVFP 1QC£ fact that the U. S. receives the
III 9 *0/0 IMLH IJuU | lion’s share of the import alloca¬
tion, -122 films out of a total of
Frankfurt, May 7.
Film ’theatre business is constant¬ 189 basic import policy.
ly on the upswing in West Gei<] '“If this were a free market,”
many, with the latest figures for Maas replied, “the percentage of
1956 (released by the German American films to other imported
SPIO) indicating that 826,000,000 films, based' on non-restrictive and
people paid for tickets in West Ger¬ freely competitive conditions, would
many and West Berlin during the undoubtedly increase due to the
year.
That represented nearly overwhelming public preference
.double the number who bought for American product.”
Maas added, “The article fails to
tickets in 1950, and an increase of
mention that we have produced .
7.8% over last year.
It work's out that every member nine motion pictures in Japan. In
of the: population attended 15,6 .pic¬ addition to which a number of
short subjects have been produced
ture Shows during the year.
Taxes on theatre • ducats added here by. Americans which have
;about $3.7,700,000 tO'the.tax coffers been, shown on the screen to the
o fther;various lands, of" West Ger¬ entire world and which have
many during 1956 or about $2,- brought untold benefits to Japan
500,000 more than the previous in arousing interest in the products
y.ear. As is generally true,- the of Japan and by attracting a flood
population of the land of Nordr^j pf tourists to Japan.”
hein-Westfalen, which is heavily
loaded with factories, is the most
theatre-going area and brings the
greatest tax revenues, about $12,000,000 last year.

New High in’57

W. GERMAN FILM BIZ

New Zealand Approves
Sunday Film Showings

Irish Prexy Aids Theatre
Dublin, May 7.
Sean Q’Kelly, president of Ire¬
land, has made a substantial per¬
sonal cash donation to a “Save the
Gate Theatre” Fund here.
Theatre Is in urgent need of
structural alterations and lessee
Lord Longford has launched an
appeal to Irish theatre-goers to
help meet the bill.

Wellington, N. Z„ May 7.
New Zealand politicos have
granted permission to cinema man¬
agements to open houses on Sun¬
days provided screening times do
not conflict with religious services.
Permission applies to key cities
with tlio understanding that only
suitable product will be dated.

Not for Sydney
Sydney, May 7.
Key authorities here have again
Edward P. Halline, drama critic refused to grant Sabbath cinema
of the Milwaukee (Wis,) Sentinel, openings. Strong union pressure
will be in New York next , week to is behind the longtime shutdown
order. .
o.o. the Broadway shows.
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YANK IMPORTERS THINK NOW IN TERMS
OF ‘PRE-PRODUCTION’ TIES WITH EUROPE
READY LEGIT ALVIN
FOR TODD’S ‘80 DAYS'

Cannes, May 14. Pre-production rather than the
outright purchase of films, is one ——; Continued from page 7 ^,
of the dominant features of nego^ pean film-maklpg, I present my
Minneapolis, May 14.
tiations here at the Cannes film own 10 Commandments (with apol¬
festival between local producers ogies to Cecil B. DeMille) for sav¬
Acquisition pf “Around the
and American representatives.
ing money .on thC Continent.
EWorld in 80 Days” for his shuttered
I. Don’t boast to the Europeans Alvin here will involve the expen¬
The Americans, and particularly
the indies, aren't offering a lot of about your major studio financemoney in terms of overall produc¬ distribution deal. It will only make diture of approximately $100,000
tion budgets, but their participa¬ their eyes bulge with lust for lucre. by owner Ted Mann who is in the
tion . does introduce important Use youiv independent, company process of remodeling the' house
elements, apart from actual coin. name and play down your U. S. extensively, including the installa¬
For instance, DCA had a pre- connections.
II. Don’t neglect .your European tion of the complete 45-foot
production deal with'Herbert Wil¬
cox on “Yangstee Incident,” which production manager just because curved screen and‘ Todd-OA pro¬
is one of the British features being he uses American slang and can jection system similar to that used
shown here. DCA sent a dialog man translate your Gibson formula at at the New York Rivoli.
There’ll be hew. seating, a re¬
to Britain to sit in on the shooting the Tour d’Argent. Chances are
and make sure that not too many he picked up both talents working duction of the 1,500 ‘ capacity to
“typical” British navy expressions on the previous American bank- about 900, renovation, air-condi¬
buster.’ Naturally, your production tioning and redecorating, etc. The
were used in the script.
,As one American here put it: “It’s manager needs some basic English; balcony of the theatre, once a legit
worth while going in on production he also needs some basic integrity. and for many years a dramatic
deals if the seript looks good. So In some European movie circles'* stock house, will be closed entirely.
often we see a finished picture the tw.o are mutually exclusive., ,
Which would be grand for the U.S., • III. Don’t hire any technician br
imt a couple of little things were assistant found loitering in the pufn
done in the production that pre¬ lie rooms of the Excelsior in‘Rome,
clude it from being a potential the George V in Paris, or the Bay- i—j Continued Irpm page 1
winner in the States. By going 1'n Irischer Hof in Munich. They are
for pre-production deals, we can out to skin you high-living produc¬ Victory” to '.‘just another action
film.” Actually Ray. sees it as a
at least make sure that doesn’t ers alive.
IV. Don’t make service deals with persuasive anti-war drama within
happen,”
foreign
companies
’
whose
“sole-”
an action frame.
Pre-production deals take vari¬
When it was. planned to shoot
ous forms and vary literally from compensation is based on cost-plus.
picture to picture, one of the prime They will pad. every item on the in Britain* Mike Frankovich, Co¬
determining factors being the po¬ budget*in♦ order to increase their lumbia’s British production topper,
*
'
^ objected on the grounds that the
tential appeal of a film in the U.S. take.
. V. Don’t gravitate to the big lots film was anti-Rritish and wouldn’t
market.
in
Rome,
Paris
or
Munich
unless
sit well with theBritish - public.
It’s not only the indies that are
yaking up the production deals, but yotir . picture requires complex This viewpoint finally prevailed,
also the majors. Edward L. Kings¬ equipment or services. You’ll get though the British Army offered—
ley is here for Columbia, and better' terms arid. warmer cooperar and finally extended—full- coopera¬
Arnold * Picker has been huddling tion in off-the-beaten-track studios tion and provided an adviser.
at Amsterdam, Wiesbaden, Copen¬ Eventually, Interiors were shot' at
with producers too. Europeans hagen,; Nice.
Nice, on the French Rivera.
want, of course, to make it a con¬
|
VI. -Don’t count on production
Graetz wasn’t the only one un¬
dition of a deal for the Americans i advice
from your major* company
interests to supply one or .two foreign i offices. Their' personnel willing to deny his being of Jewish
faith.
Music Corp. of Airierica
Hollywood stars. This occasionally, know ’everything about European
leads to problems since the Con¬ distribution and promotion but asked one of its Paris reps to do
likewise,.
and he refused. - How¬
tinentals are loath to grasp the thty .probably, think a dolly shot
fact that their stars are for the refers to that French moll, mur¬ ever, several Columbia accountants
did
‘■
g
o
to
Lybia, and at least one
most part unknown in the States. dered in Marseilles last week.
of them, being of Jewish faith, got
It’s difficult. for the French, for
VII. Don’t use Continental labs his visa by representing Himself as
instance, to swallow the bitter If you can help it. Even the best a Catholic.
truth that their number one draw, of them will send you home purs¬
“Bitter Victory” was shot in
Eddie Constantine, is a b.o. non¬ ing a scratched negative. Process black-and-white Cinemascope and
entity for U.S; exhibitors. High in the U. S. if you can afford the cost $1,500,000. Graetz is currently
price asked by the top American time, in London otherwise.
editing it here in. Paris.
players also represents a problem
VIII. Don’t accept your European
But this isn’t all. There is a
and a talking point While, on the production figures without check¬ scene in the film in which Burton
one hand, it drives up'the^budget, ing them first with a trusted friend kills a wounded German and car¬
on the other a name like Ava Gard¬ familiar with local costs and .con-„ ries a wounded British officer to
ner, for instance, will help make ditions. The kick-back is almost safety. This represents a Code
a picture draw both in the U.S. standard procedure across the Con¬ problem, though Ray says he is
and in the rest of the world.
tinent and. Individual suppliers— certain the seeqe will pass. If it
Trend of Future? costumers, furniture houses, -even should not, a nCw dilemma is-posed
florists—Will
pad their estimates in since Columbia can’t officially
While there’s plenty, of pre-pro¬
duction talk going on, and the order to take care of the produc¬ handle a picture - without a seal,
tion
or
unit
managers.
J and Graetz says he will refuse to
general impression is that, in the
IX. Don’t rush into anything. The delete the scene
years to come, the practice may
As for having to shoot In Lybia,
European
industry
is
not
as
well
or¬
become very common, there is of
course interest in the better films ganized as Hollywood and last-min¬ where as a Jew he couldn’t go,
Graetz
said here last week: “I’ll
ute
production
planning
will
cost
being screened at the festival.
Probably the outstanding' disap¬ you dearly. Plan to spend at least put an English sound-track on the
excellent
French picture, ‘Nuit et
pointment here so far has been the three full pre-production months
Brouilllard,’ which is about the
French “Celui Qui Doit Mourir,’’ at the scene of operations.
X. I had a 10th Commandment German concentration camps, and
which had a mediocre critical re¬
ception. This is the picture made around here somewhere. That pro¬ send It to the Columbia people to
b: Jules Dassin, whose “Rififi” has duction manager .at the Tour look at. Theri, perhaps, they will
understand why I drew the line.”
d’Argent must have swijped it.
been a big hit in the States.
Whether as a bargaining point
or not, several distribs are on rec¬
ord as stating .that they wouldn’t
take a risk with a Dassin picture,
particularly if it moves into a con¬
troversial area. There is much spec¬
ulation hereabouts whether the
Among Fiscal Puzzles He’ll Tackle Is Future Of
Roman Catholic Church will ap¬
Company’s Radio Station WMGM
prove or disapprove of the film, a
circumstance which looms of con¬
siderable importance, Dassin, of
Malcolm Kingsberg, veteran in¬ pany will be split, with shareholder
course, insists the picture will have dustry financial expert, has been pany will be split, With share¬
no trouble with.the Church at all, retained by Loewis Inc., on a special holders receiving a half of share
and in fact will get its blessings. assignment relating to real estate.l of stock in the theatre company
The Italian film, “Guandalina,” values and the jspinoff of the the-I and in the production-distribution
has had a generally favorable re¬ atre division from the production- firm for each share of Loew’s Inc.
stock now held. The ^alue of the
ception among the American indies distribution arm.
in attendance here, and. it may be
Kingsberg, a former president of split stock is expected to be $10
picked up. It’s a story about teen¬ RKO Theatres, has had previous or $11 a share, depending on .the
age love and a strong indictment assignments with Loew’s on special value of the Loew’s Inc. stock at
of divorce. While some think its financial matters. He had been the time of the separation.
simple charm could appeal to called in to reorganize the finan¬
American audiences, others are. cial structure of WMGM, Loew’s
less sanguine, holding that it lacks N. Y. radio station, and to work on April Index (Tax) Down
the sex exploitation angles which the transference of property re¬
Chicago, May 14.
so many feel are necessary to put sulting from the Government’s
a foreign lingualer across in the consent decree.
April amusement taxes from
States. It is, in this sense, vastly
In the matter of the final sepa¬
Chicago film houses totaled
different — though perhaps more rate of the theatres from producfive percent less than April of
realistic and understanding — than ion-distributiori, Loew’s officials
1956. The city tax collector
the French “Game of Love” of are hopeful that it will be accom¬
reports receipts of $90,733 as
some years back.
plished by next month. However,
against $95,436 for last year. *
We are still in the fairly early indications are that because of the
Total amusement tax re¬
stages of the fest, and some of the many complications involved the
ceipts also run about $5,000
upcoming pictures hold consider¬ final separation will not be achieved
under last year for the same
able promise for the American until August. At /that time it’s ex¬
month, $156,909 as against
market*
$161*452.
pected that the stock of the com¬

Continental Dope

‘Biller Victory’

1

Kingsberg as Loew Spinoff Aide
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. Kansas City, May 14,
A plan of providing refreshments for patrons without the fuss
and muss of the concession stand has proved successful for several
months at the Rockhill Theatre here.
There is no concession stand in this operation, but there is a re¬
freshment counter Serving coffee or tea orhot chocolate and
, cookies. This service is available to the patron .at a lpc refresh¬
ment charge, iri addition to the regular theatre adinlssiori of 90o
per person (students. 75 c).
m . . .
While the refreshment charge Is optional, a . separate ticket is
sold for this feature,, and Allen Kodad,. manager, estimates that
99% of patrons buy the refreshments with the admission.
• .
The policy has resulted from the attempt to provide the proper
atmosphere for an art house. It was especially desirable since the
Rockhill has new decor and furnishings bespeaking * the artfilm
policy, following its remodelling some months ago when taken over
by the Little Art Theatres circuit.
The Rockhill is well'arranged tc( handle this feature, with a serv¬
ing room right qff of the lobby. A girl attendant profers the drink
and cookies and the patron helps-himself to cream (powdered)
and -sugary if desired.
Kodad secures the cookies from a local baker, at $1.50 the pound.
Add expense of the drinks and an attendant. But the refreshment
department is not expected to produce revenue, although it is ex¬
pected to break even.
With summer in the offing Kodad is planning on' adding summer
drink choices, at least Coca Cola, and iced tea.

Station Repeats Editorial 20 Times
Attacking 20th-Fox Location Unit
San Francisco, May 14.
Radio, station KOBY attacked
the 20th-Fox unit of "Kiss Them
for Me” and the local police de¬
partment in an “editorial” broad¬
cast 20 times last Wednesday (8),
once with each newscast!
Ostensible reason for the attack
was that « police detail was di¬
recting
traffic,
keeping. back
Crowds "and guarding equipment
during lensing of -Nob Hill scenes
of the remake of Fredric Wakeman’s “Shore Leave.”, -Real ‘rea¬
son, police sources speculated, may
have been that KOBY, along with
a ^number of other Frisco stations,
was refused permission about two
months ago to have a policeman
read Hall of Justice blotter over
phone four times dally and have
stations tape the readings for
broadcast.
One police - official also said “a
personal beef” might be involved
between Jayne Mansfield and Dave
Segal, owner of . MkMmepica
Broadcasters who bought longhair
KEAR last fall, switched call let¬
ters to KOBY and changed the in¬
dependent’s policy to rock *n’ roll
and pops.
At any rate, last paragraph of
the “editorial” contains a dig at
the actress.
Rest of the “editorial” reads:
“Attention taxpayers of San
Francisco. We don’t know if it is
meant as a compliment to you,
but most certainly you are paying
for It, so you should, be com¬
plimented—at least we! at. KOBY
feel so. .Last night, among its many
duties, the San Francisco Police
Department, or at least a portion
of it, was stationed around a mo¬
tion picture set shipped up here
from Hollywood no doubt to save
many thousands of dollars for the
Hollywood motion picture com¬
pany..- True,- San Francisco peo¬
ple were able to view minks and
bosoms, but in the meantime traffic
was completely snarled atop Nob
Hill.
“Big motion picture kleig lights
were keeping people awake on
other portions of Nob Hill, and
your police department was super¬
vising this Hollywood extrava¬
ganza. We of KOBY feel that the
citizens of Sari Francisco .in pay¬
ing taxes should be coiriplimented
in ’ letting* their tax money help
Hollywood save money. It is mere¬
ly a suggestion, Mr. and Mrs. Tax¬
payer,- but we of ■ KOBY suggest
if you do'not approve of this, and
frankly we don’t, then Write your
mayor today. We feel confident he
will appreciate your comments.”
20th-Fox officials here said the
studio was paying for its own police
protection, and that it’s “been done
this way at least 25 years, dating
back to when C. B. DeMille filmed
the first ‘Ten Commandments’ in
and around Saints Peter and Paul
Church.”
20th claimed a retired cop, Mor¬
ris Reardon, who once headed
Frisco’S bunco squad, is called in
on each of these location lensings,
given the assignment of watching
property' and blocking streets.
When he needs help, said 20th, hfe
hires off-duty cops.
“Kiss -Them for Me” shooting

was confined to two days in front
of Fairmont Hotel, a'few hours on
a cable car line arid a few hours
iri the .North, Beach .sector. Traf-.
fic was halted, only in the. one block,
in front of the. hotel.
The 20th official added that film¬
ing in Frisco aids tourist traffic tre¬
mendously. and , remarked that
“KOBY is just looking for a story.”
Police said that “two .or .three, or,
five or. six”, men are .-detailed to'
handle qrowds and traffic, as situa¬
tion warrants, , but . police insisted
they’d had'rio neighborhood com¬
plaints, and: pointed out, like 20th,;
tljat lensing here. hypoes tourist
business 'Considerably.

Columbus 2-to-l
Nix of Fast Time
Columbus, May 14.
Columbus voters went to tha
polls .last week and. showed the
city council that they do not want
daylight saving time in the city.
The vote was almost two-to-one
in favor of remaining on Eastern
Standard Time*. The final vote was
40,781 against a change; and 21,173
for daylight time.

American Dames
Continued from page S*s=S

ment. Actress Maria Schell, now
signed by Metro, in the^film gives a
performance which hardly ranks,
with her best. At a press confab,.
she held that this Gerhardt Haupt¬
mann play was singularity of Ger¬
man appeal,. which7 appears to be
borne out by -the boxoffice since
“Rose Bemd” is one of the big
German grossers.
DEFA, the.East German produc¬
tion outfit, showed “Betrogen Bis
Zum Juengsten Tag” (Betrayed
Forever) which' has a strongly antiNazi theme, "but is hardly a likely
entry for the U. S. - *
•
The Italians, may have a couple
of aces rip their sleeyes with“Guendalina” and “Nights of Cabiria.”
The Motion Picture Export Assn,
in the early part of the week was
well represented here, With Marc *
Spiegel, Its Continental rep and .
the official MPEA man here; Ralph
Hetzel, MPEA’s executive v.p., Grif- ..
fith Johnson, also v.p., arid Fayette
W. Allport from London, whd
repped the association at the meet¬
ings of the International Federa¬
tion of Film Producer Assns. Considering the attention the
world press is giving the festival,
arid the kind, of coverage and build¬
up people like.. Miss Schell are get¬
ting on such an occasion, the
American industry’s failure to pro¬
duce stars for the fest is—at. least .
—shortsighted, Cannes is uniquestionably a great showcase and an
ideal kickoff point for a film, par¬
ticularly if the reviews are good.
Since Hollywood is badly in need
Of new talent, which needs pre¬
cisely the kind. of, international
boost which Cannes affords, Amer- .
leans' here are wondering why ths
industry chooses to miss such *
good bet.
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20th-Fox Wallopy 'Giant Trailer
Stimulating Entire Film Trade

For Week Ending Tuesday (14)

JV. Y. Stock Exchange
iltly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
Close
High
Low
100s
14%
14%
1434 11% ABC Vendingl 42
13%
2334
2434
24%
24% 20% Am Br-Par Thr 240
3534
3434
29% CBS “A” ... 139 *36?
36
34%
33%
35%
100
35% 29% CBS “B”
17%
1734
42
18'% •
18% 17
Col Fix ...... 42
16%
16%
17%
266
17% 13%. Decern
96%
95%
98%
98% 81% Eastman Kdk. 131
4
3%.
4
4%
3%. EMI ....... 448
8%
8%
8%
g
7% List Ind. .... 76
1934
1934
20%
; 409
18% Loew’s
22
8
7%
8%
183
Nat. Thea.
8
9%
35%
35%
208
36.%
36% 28%;•. Paramount
1634
16%
17%
241
18% 14% Philco —
38%
36%
40
740
31% RCA .740
40
734
7%
8
5%; Republic ... 116
.8%.
123/s
123/8
123/&
2
% R<sp., pM. ...
13%
16
1534
16%
17% 14% Stanley War. 62
28
26%
28%
36
29% 25% Storer
27%
28%
27%
28% 22% 20th-Fox ... 334
26
25%
26
3
25% 22
Uriiv. Pix ...
69%
69%
69%
71% 69
Unlv., pfd. .. +10
25%
25%
26
27
28% 22%. Warner Bros.. 2T
1133/4
111
116
121% 91% ✓Zenith -- 55
American Stock Ekchanga
33/8
33/8
334
3% ; Allied Artists 43
4%
9
.8%
9
10% r8% Ail’d Art., pfd
45
,45%
42%
45% 32%' Asso. Artists.
s
34.
13/16
.
%
34 C hr C Super.
1%
53%
53/8
5
4% DuMont Lab. 62
6%
4
"3%
432
4
2% Guild Films
4%
8%
8%
834
934;. -71/2 . Nit’l Telefilm 79
5%
5%
6%
450
3% SUatron
6%’.
6%
6%
634
6% ' Technicolor . 53
8%
5
434
5
24
3% Trans-Lux .
5%
Over-the-counter Securities
Ask
Bid
463/8
41%
Ampex
2%
Chesapeake Industries. 1%
1%
Cinerama Ip©*
„
j-ft
234
Cinerama Prod.'
.....
27
9%
DuMont Broadcasting .....
3%
Magna Theatres .
2%
2
Official Films ...
164
Polaroid . .*
6%
U. A. Theatres...• • 5™
25
Walt Disney .. 23'8

11

Net
Change
Chicago, May 14, .
for wk.
Seven pictures produced under
— %
an initial budget of $3,000,000 were
described by-AB-PT Pictures pro¬
*+ %
duction head Itving H. Levin at a
+1 •
meeting
of over 100 American
+ %
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
— %
execs' at the Sheraton-Blackstone
Hotel here last week.
+ %
Saturation booking at 80 Illinois
+ 1%
and Indiana houses is set for the
+ %
two releases, "Beginning of the
+ % • End” and “The Unearthly/’. June
— %
21. The pair preems at Chicago’s
Roosevelt Theatre, June 19.
— %
Levin asserted that all seven pix
+ %
meet the exhibitors’ call for “highly
+ %
gimmicked and exploitable” prod¬
+2%
uct. Distribution plans have not yet
jelled, but is is possible- that Re¬
— %
public, on whose lots the pix have
— %
been and are being produced, is
+ %
the prime prospect, According to
+ 1%
Levin production . on rented lots
—- %
will be continued by the new pro¬
+ %
duction outfit thus* enabling it to
—1
produce without “excess overhead
— %
.and baggage” entailed by the large
+ 1%
lot-owning companies.
All matters of production are -to
be determined iby the production
subsidiary of AB-PT according to
Levin, but an. advisory council- of
+234
AB-PT circuit heads, under the
chairmanship of - Jerry Zigmond,
%
Coast division - manager, was
+ %
formed
and met following the ini¬
— %
tial meetings*
+ %
— %
— %.

— .%
+%

7

—3%
—

%

7
%
+ %
.—3

+ %
— %

* Actual Volume.
, , , L _
.
. _. .
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Ontario’s Censor Reports Criticism
Toronto, May 14'. Rather than the films them¬
selves, newspaper advertising sub¬
mitted by exchanges is the target
for increasing complaints from
pressure groups; some 40 theatres
were predicted as folding in the
Province ’■ of Ontario within the
next year, this leaving 510 houses
in operation; and 3Q% of all pic¬
tures entering Ontario (which has
one-third of Canada’s population)
were not in the English language,
this making it possible' for certain
situations to remain in business
which otherwise might have closed
because of television competition.
Foregoing were highlights, of the
1956-57 fiscal report of O. J. Silverthorne, chairman of the On¬
tario Board . ot„ Censors.
He
claimed,. however, that, reduction
In the number of operations is not
* clear indication of decline in
gross business hut rather a con¬
solidation among fewer enterprises.
Modernization of theatres contin¬
ues, with particular stress on au¬
dience comfort, pluj facilities to
present all .the newer innovations
of film production.
./
With “responsible elements” in
me United States motion picture
industry displaying a tendency to
no guided by criticism from pub¬
lic bodies, Silverthorne said “pri¬
mary argument for censorship is
the necessity of protecting young
ininds,” though “many feel it is un¬
thinkable that a medium designed
for entertainment should be per¬
manently hobbled hy the mental
and moral requirements of the im¬
mature.” . (See Mark Van Doren’s
comments to last week’s Author’s
League of American Assembly in
“is- issue—Ed.)
Of the 333 American films sub¬
mitted during the period covered,

-
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Bald-Headed Gals
.. • San Francisco, May 14.
“Girl in the Kremlin” rated
feature play in Mrs.. Patt
Foehr’s “Ad-Ventures” column
in The San Francisco Exam¬
iner after Hearst daily had run
a classified ad asking for girls
willing- to have, their heads
shavecUIn two days, ad drew 630
girls eager to be cue-balled
and Examiner stopped count¬
ing replied.

By HY HOLLINGER
Industry opinion is that 20thFox has provided a formidable as*
sist to the entire motion picture
business , as well, as to itself with
its giant trailer giving a generous
sampling of the future merchan¬
dise that theatres, both in the *U. S.
and abroad, will soon offer for sale.
The 110-minute trailer, titled
“The Big Show,” Is believed to
have cost $250,000 to produce, but
based on the general reaction of
exhibitors and industry pundits it
appears to have been a worthwhile
investment. . The merchandising
feature, shown in New York at the
Roxy Theatre last week, was also
exhibited in key cities throughout
the country to a specially-invited
audience of tbeatremen, press, ra¬
dio and. tv representatives and com/
munity leaders. In New York? 20th
invited stockholders from the
metropolitan. area to a separate
special showing and more than
2,500 showed up for a 9:15 a.m.
screening at the Roxy. Further
goodwill with stockholders was
scored when' 20th, in. cooperation
with the Roxy management, in¬
vited the shareholders to Stay on
to view the company’s “Boy On a
Dolphin” and the Roxy stageshow
headed by Louis Armstrong.
The product feature was not a
hastily . pasted together series of
sequences from upcoming films. It
showed evidence of being, careful-'

i Authors Leagues Conv. Sidelights
hM-H
Rex Stout’s Publicity Complaint
Rex Stout complained on the final day of last^ week’s writers’
convention that the recent encampment of the Daughters of the Ameri¬
can Revolution rated 95 inches of space in the N.Y. Times against 30
inches for the National Assembly of Authors and Dramatists. The im¬
plication Stout left.was that this might have some mysterious journal¬
istic explanation but it did not cast credit upon the Times’ choice of
intellectual companions.
Rated Effective Public Relations
Notwithstanding the difficulties of getting quite- as godd a break
from the daily press and wire services as the Author's League of
America hoped for, it was evident that the 45-year old League never
did anything so dynamic for its own public relations and for the
enchancement of the writers as citizens.
Sire Was' Shirer
• Idea for the National Assembly is credited to* William L. Shirer, the
president of the Author’s Guild, one of the two component units of the
League. Stout and Russell Crouse co-chaired the organization com¬
mittee.
Handled by Lynn Famol
League retained the Lynn Farnol office. to handle the Assembly’s
press relations.
*

Authors as Potential Copy .
Leonard Lyons grabbed nearly a whole column of N. Y. Post chit¬
chat from the meetings. Mike Wallace’s DuMont tv Friday interview*
with Negro author Langston Hughes quoted the Assembly and. Hughes’
talk thereto. Experimental though it was, there was no doubting that
a hotel-full of authors and dramatists, most of them as quick with
spoken as written words, had a wallopy potential for making headlines.
The press will uhdoubtedly tumble to thisk and next time—and a next
this an Increase of 28 pictures over time is now certain-—Rex Stout’s complaint may be urtnecessary.
the preceding period, 22 were cut
Hotel Mikes Spoil Panels for “objectionable sequences” and
The main complaint—^and nearly everybody’s—was against hotelone was rejected. There were 71
quality
microphones.
During the three days of the Assembly some
British films, with seven “treated,”
13 classified on newspaper adver¬ 13 panels were held on various craft and economic problems of authors.
Practically
all
the
panels
were marred and a couple were t nearly
tising.
Foreign language films
passed by the Board of Censors spoiled by the poor miking at the Biltmore hotel. Worst undoubtedly
included West Germany, 36; Italy, was the Dramatists panel chaired by Oscar Hammerstein 2d. Most of
103; France, 5; Japan, 6; Russia, the speakers from the floor and Luise Sillcox at the table were almost
12; Israel, Austria and Poland, one totally inaudible to those seated in the back. In this case decrepid
each. On immigration of ethnic amplification gear was joined by a clatter of dishes being readied for
groups, latter films have permitted luncheon next door.
year-round operation of houses in
areas where exhibition of EnglishStagehands’ Know-Nothingism
\
language pictures would otherwise
Nor did the meetings scheduled for theatres rate much better. Helen
have meant closing of situations.
Hayes was fair Wednesday but the Tuesday rally at the Alvin had no
During the year, the Board of microphone at all, being forbidden by the Stagehands’ Union, which
Censors has received complaints knows from nothing about'playwrights. With even such experienced
on advertising and attendant cam¬ speakers as Clifton’ Fadijman and Bruce Catton inaudible, the advan¬
paigns on 104 films, these rejected tage of the Authors' League having secured rent-free use of the the¬
because they. “portrayed crime or atre w6nt for naught.
violence or treated sex in a salaci¬
ous manner,” reported Silver¬
‘Free Tickets to Hits’
thorne. Hfe said, howeyer, that “by
Large blocks of tickets to various Broadway legit shows were given
far the larger portion of screen
delegates
for
the
asking
Monday
and Tuesday evenings. A desk along¬
advertising' is unobjectionable”
and that aihy problem.is often com¬ side registration at the Biltmore disbursed fairly, precious tickets as if
the
Author's
League
printed
them.
League had used these “free
plicated .by local taste; that “the.
lot of the censor is not entirely a tickets to hits as part of its come-on for out-of-town authors to attend J
the Assembly.
pleasant one.” '

ly planned aiid integrated so that
the company could show its prod¬
uct in the best light as well as de¬
liver its message to exhibitors. The
stars of the film were not. only
th’s upcoming films and perform¬
ers, but also the executives, pro¬
ducers and directors. Headed by
prexy Spyros Skouras, who out¬
lined the company’s program sin¬
cerely and intelligently, the ex¬
ecutives - turned - actors included
stud-'o chief Buddy Adler, sales
chief Alex Harrison and pub-ad
topper Charles Einfeld, each of
whom discussed the particular
contribution and efforts of his in¬
dividual department.
' All in all a total 43 out of the 55
pictures that’ 20th will produce
over a 12-month period were men¬
tioned in the trailer. Scenes from
at. least half of these were shown.
The scenes and the films to be
made were discussed by the pro¬
ducers and/or directors who will
be responsible for the production
of the films. The array was quite
a formidable one and included
Darryl F. Zapuck David O. Selznick Jerry Wald, Fred Zinnemann,
Richard Rodgers arid Oscar Hammerstein 2d, Nunnally Johnson,
Charles Brackett, Henry Ephron,
Stanley Donen, Walter Reisch, Her¬
bert Bi Swoper David Weisbart,
Dick. Powell, Henry Ginsberg, A1
Liclitman, Leo McCarey, Elia Ka¬
zan, Edward Dmytryk, Henry King,
Walter Lang, and Jean Negulesco.
The product feature . also spot¬
lighted 20th” talent training school
and showed the company’s efforts
to introduce new talent* A number
of the graduates of the talent
school were shown for the first
time to the viewers.
Skouras, in his introductory re¬
marks, declared that 20th has “al¬
ways been dedicated to the mainte¬
nance of the motion picture thea¬
tre and its prosperity, basic to our
own livelihood and the economic
welfare of every community be¬
cause the. theatre' is .the hub of
activity everywhere.” He stressed
that. the.55 pictures on the com¬
pany’s program would be suitable
for every: type of theatre in the
world. The program, he noted,
would consist of “30 top pictures—
of blockbuster proportions and
13 great pictures—as well as 25
showmanship pictures.” The block¬
busters, it was indicated, will be
released at the rate of one a
month.
Adler, in, his description of the
forthcoming films, emphasized that
the company would provide quality
as well as quantity. “We mean to
give ypu' the Very best,” he said.
“Great stories, great stars,, great
producers, writers and * directors,
great showmanship in every pic¬
ture we produce. We will not set¬
tle for second best.”
Einfeld, in outlining the public¬
ity and advertising program to sup¬
port the 55-picture schedule, said
that each property will be analyzed
for its merchandising possibilities
before it goes into production and
“if the basic values of showman¬
ship are not-there, we will build
them'-’ in beforehand.” . Harfiman
stated that his entire sales organ¬
ization is “dedicated to the task of
helping every theatre conventional
or drive-in to sell this ambitious
program of pictures to theatre pa¬
trons everywhere?’
Following the introduction by
Skouras^, Adler detailed the com¬
pany’s production program: As
he took the audience on a tour
of the studio he discussed the many
best-selling novels and Broadway
plays the company had purchased
for conversion to the screen. The
executive producer in turn, intro¬
duced many of the company’s pro¬
ducers who narrated scenes from
their respective pictures.

20
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Ted Tod Heads for Peoria
Chicago, May 14.
Ted Tod, midwest publicist for
20th-Fox headquartering here, re¬
tires after eight years to his home
in Peor:a, Ill., May 25. Tod’s ter¬
ritory took in Illinois, Indiana,
Wisconsin and Iowa,
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Fiscal Chairman Gres British
Theatre Operators Prospect Of
Only Toil Fret and Economy

Wednesday, May 15, 1957

H’wood-Davis
; Continued from paao 3 -

—

Judge Surprised His ‘Invitation So
Seriously Taken by Film Showmen

Atlantic .than in Britain. This was
because, in the U.S.A., reactions
were usually more violent than in
Philadelphia, May 14.
the ILK., and Americahs were more
Judge Francis L. Van Dusen in
quickly responsive to change.
More Glamorous .
U.S.
District
Court here reversed
One of the greatest competitors
his previous order in the suit of
Gleneagles, Scotland, May 9.
for leisure time was the motor-car.
Douglas
Granville,
Univer¬
Claude
Schlanger
vs. Universal
Gleneagles, Scotland, May 14. ;■
The percentage Of people owning
sal? European, rep, is being
Film Exchange In^c., which gave the
The answer to the cinema’s cur¬
cars- in Britain and in most count¬
Talent9* International
wheeled
around
the
British
exhibitor
,
the
right
to
petition the
ries was increasing at a very great
rent problems in Britain lies in ra¬
exhibs’ summer convention in
court within 24 htffirs in the event
Frankfurt, May 14.
rate. It used up a great deal of
tionalization, according* to Clifford
of discrimination in the matter of
an
invalid
chair.
He
tw.isted
Nate Blumberg, chairman of
leisure time and leisure coin.
film availability dates.
his ankle while playing tennis,
Barclay, chairman of the English
the board of “Universal Pic¬
But, in turn, the public, with
and is undergoing treatment.
tures, h«r« f°r bis first visit
“I didn’t intend to imake this a
exhibitors All-Industries Tax Com¬
more leisure time, Would develop
Granville has had more at¬
to Germany, said he-feels that
cause celebre,” said Judge Van
their critical senses, and would be¬
mittee, and a financial expert. He
tention directed at himself as
the antagonism, against Ger¬
Dusen,
after defense counsel in¬
come-fore selective In their tastes
tolcf the summer confab of exhibs
result of his fall than if he had
many that existed shortly alter
formed him that the initial order
andv the conditions -under which
moved around in normal style.
here that action should be taken to
the war has been broken ’down
had
been
viewed in the trade as a
they took their entertainment.
■—and that German: stars are
move to police the industry-. “On
prune the unnecessary.
“These developments are our
being
accepted
,
on
their
own
the
other
hand, I don’t intend for
Two major items lend themselves
great opportunity,” declared Davis.
merit in America..
you people to hit Schlanger over
to such pruning, according to Bar¬
Improved conditions existing in
He
pointed
but
that
the
Uni¬
the head,” he added. The Court
clay. They are film rentals and
all homes would call for improved
versal casting of such German
issued a new order to supersede
exhibitor overhead including
conditions in cinemas. Ten or twen¬
stars as Cornell Bortfiers,
and vacate the first one with its
ty years back the customers used
wages.
Marianne
Cook,
Curt
Juerattendant two pages of footnotes.
to tolerate indifferent conditions in
He considers it. inadvisable at ' gens, Helmut Xautner, has
The hassle arose in the action of
Which to see films, as they were
\ present to attempt to reduce the
brought good results and that
Schlanger, owner of the Doylesnot seeing them in striking con¬
cost of film rentals since prosperity
the. “German” tag has not been
town Theatre and the Bucks
trast to the conditions of their
depends so much on quality of the
detrimental.
~
County Drive-In, against Universal.
own homes. , ' ' ■
product. To deny to producers the
As an example, he cited that
Schlanger asked the court for a
Toa Many Theatres?
means with which to create this
the Univets Organization, a*
temporary injunction, claiming the
-Theatres not in first-class condi¬
could be fatal;
,
'
Universal Film group compris¬
exchange had refused to give him
Hollywood,
May
14..
tion
must
be
closed
or,
alternative¬
On distribution costs, considera¬
ing veterans from various
ly, re-built Up to the latest and
After trying for 10 years, Sam¬ “Battle Hymn” on his availability
tion should be given to . the pdswars, has members who fought
dates.
"He said this refusal stem¬
mpst
modern
standards
of
comfort,
sibiiities of amalgamation so as to
uel Goldwyn acquired the film med from the fact that he had in¬
in
different armies—many
projection, etc.
reduce the aggregate of overhead
fighting against each other in
rights to “Porgy and Bess” for a stituted suit against Universal and
Davis
added
a
warning
and
cast
expenditure. '
' s
the past.
momentary gloom over the confab $650,000 down payment against the other major distribs and it was
Barclay detailed a scheme., for
here when he said:
10% of the world-wide gross. As¬ done in reprisal.
building up a $18,000,000 fund by
“In my view nothing can
The Judge denied the temporary
sociated with him in the film pro¬
a levy on seat prices, this to be
stop a material contraction in
restraining order and injunction,
used to compensate cinema'Own¬
duction will be Robert Breen, who but had granted to the plaintiff the
■ the number Of cinemas operaters forced to close.
produced and directed'the revival right to apply for a similar tem¬
mg in the Western world.
‘The number of British cinemas
of the American musical. Whether porary injunction upon 24 hours
This number, is presently ex¬
estimated as about to show losses
Breen, who has never before' done notice to the exchange, if future
cessive, particularly when you
in the next 12 months totalled
any film work, will also direct the events justified the application.
bear in mind that to-day it is
about 600, he said.
film version of the George Gfershapproximately the same as 10
Defense counsel Arlin Adams in¬
win-DuBose Heyward property, is terpreted
or 20 .years ago.
How were those -who retired
the vacatihg of this order
still uncertain.
from ther business to be compen¬
“The present limited supply
as a Victory and a return to the
of pictures and the changing,
sated
The cinema industry, by
Goldwyn called a press confer¬ status quo. “The injunction was
itself, would be unable to do so.
competitive conditions in the
ence to disclose he hopes to start denied'and the order is rescinded,”
He looked to the Chancellor of the
mass entertainment market
filming in November in “some Adams said. . Harry Norman Ball
Gleneagles, May 14. „
Exchequer for some remission to
will bring about the closing df
widescreen process.”
represented the plaintiff.
Britain’s
cinema
exhibitors
are
many- theatres.
Only those
provide that help.
In his suit against the distribu¬
Goldwyn said he had been hop-'
with good' earning potential
Hundreds of cinemas must close worried about a statement rAade
ing to get the property for a dec¬ tors Schlanger charges a conspir¬
will he retained.”
In the next year or two, and thejr by John Davis, J. Arthur Rank.]
acy
to impose clearances which
ade because no other project as so
On a more optimistic note, the “excited or enthused me.” Deal benefit the downtown-Philadelphia
owners be depriyed of their life’s Organization topper, in his address
Rank chief said: “If the industry was
work.
'
theatres.
Curious aspect of this is
made with the estate 'of Rose
here.
is far-seeing, this reduction in the
The British Chancellor should
It 'came when Davis said: “In number of cinemas will march in Gershwin* the estate of DuBose Jthat the plaintiff’s father, Ted
agree to participate in a scheme
Schlanger,
is zone manager of -the
Heyward, Ira Gershwin, Dorothy
to assist exhibs who would “fall by my «view Entertainments Tax relief parallel with the building of new K. Heyward, the Theatre Guild and Stanley Warner Theatres, which
the wayside,” and at the same time is not the solution to many of our cinemas either in new districts of several other persons who were in¬ has three firstruns in midtown
concede some additional relief to problems. However unpleasant it population or in existing districts, volved, and was agented by Irving Pllilly.
to bring, as I have suggested/old
the industry generally. Stanley chain fs not named as a
Lazar. Goldwyn declaj^d that the
may he as a theory, I hold the view theatres up to date.
defendant in the action, however
Barclay surprised the confab by that no filial solution to our prob¬
The future life of big mammoth owners" of “Porgy”, had turned much they might seem to benefit
down two offers involving $1,000,saying that exhibs might consider
cinemas
was
also
limited.
Great
indirectly from the ‘ alleged con¬
each.
an overall increase in' admission lems would have been found if a intelligence would have to be used
of three-pence per seat. This -was much larger amount of belief had to alter many of them into smaller
Show had its genesis in Hey¬ spiracy. Along Film Row it is
known that Ted Schlanger has.put
not much more, than 10% overall been granted this year.”
ward’s
novel
“Porgy,”
written
in
more intimate, theatres coupled
on present prices. In just over*
1925. Two years later, the play up private fundsJTor his son’s film
Many exhibs are upr in arms at with offices, multiple shops, etc., version, with score by George ventures and any possibility of
20 years-the British public^Was
or alternatively pulled down and
this
statement
as
they
meet
in
their
paying only .twice as much for
Gershwin and lyrics by Heyward Claude suing his father was said
rebuilt
as
a
new
operation.
Half
their . film entertainment, com¬ annual summer confab here. They measures would not solve prob¬ and.Ira^Gershwinopened on.Broad¬ to be very-remote. ■ -»
pared with three to four times as disagree violently With his point lems.
way
to "immediate recognition as a
much for most other consumer and say. cinema tax must be abol¬
Davis described present methods major American niusical work. Thet
products. Entertainments Tax had ished in. Britain it being the Npt l
recent
revival played throughout
of 111111
film cusiriDuuon
distribution in
In junta
Britain as
»m.
y
V
risen nearly five times, thus leav¬ problem.
the U. S. antj in 28 foreign coun¬
Alexander
King Scot
unnecessarily corn- tries, including Russia, Poland' and
Sir A1
* —*
~ * clnrnaj
ing the exhib. With a net admission
continuation
ite tad a leading Jtgfter
».eontim
price barely 70% higher in 1955 magnate,
the conditions existing nin the Czechoslovakia in an uriprecented
than in 1934,.yet facing costs of the anti-tax drive, stressed'he has-'] early
days of the industry when cultural invasion of the Iron Cur¬
operation at least three times as nothing perSonAl against John
tain. •
Davis,, but ‘ added: “The damned the salesman literally carried a can
high.
Goldwyn said he has not begun
Ex-boxing champTBarney Ross is ■
of film under his arm. to secure a
to prepare a-.budget for the film throwing some severe body blows
Tax was not the only problem, title of his address should have contract.”
and
will not do so until he has at United Artists oyer the the com¬
said Barclay.
A business that been ‘Sabotage* instead of ‘A Call
The industry must reduce the
to
Serious
Thought’.’*
failed to hold its customers, even
cost of distribution, which was far some concrete ideas about casting. pany's Ross biopic, “Monkey : On
at “basement” prices of admission,
Jack X. Prendergaat, English too high, not only in the U.K. but Asked who would appear in the My Back.” And UA is claiming
should first look to itself for the exhib, said that, as one result of world wide. It must evolve a com¬ film, he quipped “I expect to do foul.
cause or causes that’failed ta, im¬ Davis’ speech, the Gleneaglesr mon servicing organization sep¬ it witii. actors.” .
The fighter gave a story to the
pel them to return, and then, hav¬ Scotland, confab of 195.7 would go arate from any one company and
It will be an all-Negro cast.
New York World-Telegram & Sun
ing found the remedy, combine in down in history as “the Glencoe divorced from selling to handle the
Goldwyn will finance the project on his opinion of * the picture,
the common purpose of defeating Massacre Conference./'
himself.. H? declined to estimate 'branding it “filth, bilge and cheap
physical, side of distribution.
the enemy from without.
Other exhibs pointed out that a
On production, Davis said: “Pro¬ the' firm’s possible running time? Sensationalism.” He was quoted as
wrong impression would go out to ducers need more and niore money contending that; a picture should saying he intended to sue UA for
the public and to the government. for their product as the cost of be as long as it holds the audience. $5,000,000. (“Monkey” is reviewed
They said Davis’s single point had production is constantly rising. But Reminded that many big pictures in this Issue of Variety).
been featured In .a radio pewscast it is essential that ye work out recently have played with intermis¬
UA’s version of the situation ii
and in national newspapers.:!
i methods . of Increasing = box office sions, Goldwyn replied “the trouble entirely different. Max E. YoungOfficer^ of tile Cirtefnatographi returns. ‘-Opportunities are there with intermissions is sometimes the stein, v.p., said yesterday (Tues.)
that Ross called him last Friday
Exhibitors Assn, will get together if we use imagination. Much can people don’t come back/’
and asked for a $50,000 guarantee
to find how to offset the statement. be done to stop the decrease in at
tendanees.”
•
;
•'
against
his percentage of profits to
London, May 14.
Sir, Alexander predicted:“This
be paid over a five-year period.
There werie !too many trade as¬
The Chancellor of the* Ex¬ is serious. You are going-to haVe
Ross
threatened
to blast the pic¬
sociations
in
the
British
cinema
,
chequer, Peter Thorneycroft, last this thrown back at.you.”
Industry, said Davis. He estimated']
ture at that time .because he was
Ivor Smith, J. Arthur Rank Or¬ there were over 60, with annual
week-refused to receive a. deputa¬
refused the money, said Youngganization topper, promised to con¬
stein, adding that this kind of pay¬
tion „ from the All-Industry Tax tact John Davis and consult him cost of operation in excess of
$750,000,
Roek Hudson in “Twilight For off was not part of Ross’ participa¬
Committee, which Includes pro¬ over the question of his statement
AH this effort and money could the Gods,” Universal film version tion contract..
ducers, exhibitors and distribu¬ on the cinema tax.
by pooled for ttte common good of the Ernest Gann novel. . . MillFilm company exec stated fur¬
tors, concerning the Budget pro¬
instead of being used to a consid¬ ner Brothers will produce “Brand¬ ther that it’s a matter of public
posals for picture theatre admis¬
erable extent to cause Internal ed, Lady,”-from a'“screenplay Iby record that Ross previously gave
Andy Griffith Back Home friction within the industry. Even Richard Bernstein, following “From “Monkey” enthusiastic endorse¬
sions tax.
Reason given for. - the cold
Greensboro, N. C., May 14.
to-day, in these difficult times, new Hell It Came,’’ now shooting for ment such as in interviews with
Shoulder action by the Chancellor _Andy Griffith, former Goldsboro associations were being formed, Allied Artists release . . . Roy pel Mike Wallace, Barry Gray and sev¬
was that (in his opinion) the lat¬ school teacher who became a but they were not helping the In¬ Ruth, long a director at the studio, eral Chicago disk jockeys.
made producer at Warners and
est approach by the AITC ap¬ Broadway and Hollywood actor, dustry.
Ross said he hadn’t seen the pic¬
peared to cover the same ground will be the central figure in
Answering a question about the was assigned two scripts,'“Trouble ture until last Thursday, and not
as the committee’s talks earlier benefit for the North Carolina star system, Davis said exhibs and Marshal” , and “Socorro.” . . . Ar¬ until then did he learn of its con¬
thur Hornblbw and Edward Small tent. Film overemphasizes his
this year .with Nigel Birch, Eco¬ Assn, for Retarded Children Inc., customers demanded films with have
purchased “Sergeant pike, of
nomic Secretary to the Treasury. to be staged in Raleigh May 31.
stars in them. If they put on films the Texas Rangers” for production drug addiction and doesn’t depict
Griffith first gained note with his without stars, they got complaints after they complete' the upcoming his rehabilitation, Ross charges.
Thorneycroft expressed the view
that he did not feel there would recorded monolog “What It Was, from exhibs and the public.*
“Witness for the Prosecution” for On the other hand, according to
be much point in going over the Was Football” in 1953, followed by "But there were only a limited United Artists . . . Martin Rlti, re¬ Youngstein, Edward Small, pro¬
number
of
artistes
who
should
be
monolog.
Then
hit
fame
with
the
cently set to direct “Down Pay¬ ducer of the film, has reported that
same ground again, 'especially
when the earlier representations Broadway play, ‘‘No Time for Ser¬ called stars. Stars, in his (Davis’) ment” for Jerry Wald at 20th-Fox Ross was on.the set every day dur¬
language,
meant
only
people
who
geants.”
He’s
in
upcoming
film,
“A
was signed to a term contract by ing the shooting of “Monkey” and
were taken into account'during the
saw all the rushes.
attracted coin to the box office.
the studio.
framing of the Budget proposals. Face in the Crowd,”
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' EXCELLENT! DON’T MISS IT!
illoquent andexciting picture filmed brilliantly
by M-G-M with a realistic blending of violence
and compassion. Sidney Poitier Is realty great.
In 'all ways an admirable job of motion picture

making. /

—Irons Tblror, ft. Y. Post

"An arresting film, highly realistic. Rock Hudson
forceful. A fine cast."

— Kata

Camaron, Dally Na'Wa

"A great tapestry crowded with people and
events. There is something for everybody. A

— Wlltlsm K. Z/nsssr, Hsrsld Tflbuno

rOUSing film."
j

’

V..

"Hard-hitting dramatization-of Robert CRuark’s
book. A graphic presentation"- Bos/ey crowther, r/maa

YEAR A
A NAIF AT
ASTOR. N.Y.

"Realistic adventure based on the Mau Mau
Uprising in Africa."

-Alton Cook, World-Talagram-Sun

The director and producer of M-G-M’s

"An excellent job of transferring 'Something of

famed “Blackboard Jungle,” Richard

Value' to the screen. Arresting in Rs develop¬
ment, sustains a tense mood throughout. Very

dramotk.

— Rosa Pals wick, Journal-Amarloan

MGM presents “SOMETHING OF VALUE”
. • starring ROCK HUDSON
Dana Wyiiter • Sidney Poitier • "with Wendy Hiller
Juano Hernandez • William Marshall • Screen Play
by Richard Brooks • Based on the Book “Something
of Value" by Robert C. Ruark • Directed by Richard
Brooks • Produced by Pandro S. Berman
Doori open 9:45 A.M.
Late film 12:00

NOW AT THE

ASTOR

B'way & 45th St.

Above: One of the newspaper ads1

Brooks and Pandro S. Berman, have
made another explosive attraction
whose reception by the public ih its
World Premiere at the Astor, N. Y.
forecasts a new “Jungle” bbx-office
bomb-shell Tor the nation!

20
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PICTURES

Picture Grosses
K.C. Slipping; ‘Kettles’
Fair $11,000, ‘Keaton’
Light 6G, ‘Strange’ 4G
Kansas City, May 14.
Pace continues slimmed off at
about the level it sought immedi-|
ately after Easter. Season and fa-1
vorable weather apparently caus¬
ing slack trend. “Buster Keaton
Story” at Paramount looks light
while “Strange One” at Midland
is drab. “Kettles” at four Fox Mid¬
west "houses- shapes fairly okay.
"Cinerama Holiday” is oke in 10th
week and “Ten Commandments”
Is same for 13th session. Weather
was cool and damp over weekend.
Estimates for This Week
Dickinson, Glen, Shawnee Drivein, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson)
(750; 700; 1,100; 900; 75c person)—
"Dance With Me, Henry” (UA) and
"Tomahawk Trail” (UA). Modest
$8,000.
Last week, “Voodoo Is¬
land” (UA) and "Pharoah’s Curse”
(UA). same.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)—
"Great Man” HI) (4th wk). Fair
$l,000v? Last week, $1,200.
Midland (Loew)' (3,500; 60-80)—
"Strange One” :(Col) and “Phan¬
tom Stagecoach”
(Col).* Drab
$4,000. Last week, “Abandon Ship”
(Col) and “Sierra Stranger” (Col),
$4,500.
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194;
fl0-$2)—“Cinerama Holiday’1 (Cin-;
erama) (10th wk). Down a. bit at"
$9,000, but still good. Last week,

BROADWAY
(Continued from page 9)
Second week ended Monday.(13)
was great $7,400. First was $9,900.
Trans-Lux 52d St.' (T-L) (540; $1$1.50) — “La Strada” (T-L) (44th
Wk). The 43d week ended Sunday
(12) was big $7,000. The 42d was
$7,500. Stays on indef.
Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (249;
95-$1.50) —'‘‘Naked Eye” (Film
Reps) (4th wk). Third round ended
Saturday (11) was solid $4,100 after
$6,100 for second.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (6th wk).
Fifth round finished Monday (13)
was hangup $16,500. Fourth was
$18,500.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600;
$1.20-$3.50) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama)- (58th wk) 'The 57th
session ended Saturday (11) was
solid $40,000 for 16 shows. The
56th week, for 16 performances,
was $44,100.
World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50)—
"Devil’s jGeneral” (Indie) (5th wk).
Fourth week finished Sunday (12)
Was okay $4,000. Third was $4,200.

‘OKLA? FAIRISH 7G,
INDPLS.; ‘10 C’S’ 10G

‘Angry’ Fair $10,000 In
Buff; ‘Bell’ Lusty 9G
„
Buffalo, May 14.
Boxoffice takings are mostly cn
mild side here currently, especial¬
ly among the newcomers. Top new
entrant looks to be the oldie, “For
Whom Bell Tolls," good at Center.
“Way To Gold/? "12 Angry Men”
and "Tall T” are all lightweight
although "Angry” is not too soft
“Around World in 80 Days” still if
big in sixth session..
Estimates for This Week
l Buffalo (Loew) (3,000;' 60-85) —
"12 Angry Men” (UA) and “Revolt
at Ft, Laramie” (UA). Fair $10,000
pr near. Last week, “Lizzie” (M-G)
and “/The Vintage” (M-G) (6days),
$8,500.
Paramount - (AB-PT) (3,000; 6085)—“Way To. Gold” (20th) and
“Break in Circle” (AIP), Soft
$8,000 or close. Last week, "Voo¬
doo Woman”. (AIP) and "The Un¬
dead” (AIP) (5 days), $9,500.
Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 60-85)—
“For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (re¬
issue). Good. $9,000. Last, week)
“Brave One” (RKO-U) and “Hell’#
Crossroads” (Rep), $9,500.
| Century (Buhawk) (1,400; $1.5(P
$3)—“Around World” (UA) (6th
wk). -Big $13,000, Last week, ditto.
Teqk (SWj* Cinerama)
(1,200;
$1.20-$2.40)
"Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (36th wk). Tall $8,500/
Last week, $9,000. .

LOS ANGELES ."
Indianapolis, May 14.»
(Continued from page 8)
Rainy weekend took more starch
out of first-run biz, already in sea¬ and “Rock A11 Night” (AI) (2d wk),
sonal May slump here., “Untamed-. light $5,800. Egyptian in unit.
Youth” is not getting much play
Downtown • Paramount (ABPT)
at the Indiana, but top coin in city, (3,300; 80-$1.80)—"Riot” (WB) and
"Oklahoma”^, opened in Cinema¬ “Chain Gang,” (WB) . (reissues).
$10,000. '
Last week, with
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— scope' at Circle after five months Only $4,300.
"Buster Keaton, Story” (Par). Slim .at Lyric ending in January, but Egyptian, Wiliern,;^Spirit St.
results
have
been,
disappointing'
Louis”
(WB)
(2d
wk), $17,600.
$6,000. Last week, ‘‘Spirit of. St. and one week will beall; “Strange
. Four Star (UTAC) (868;.$1-$1.75)
Louis” (WB) (2d wk), $5,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$2) — One” is doing poorly at Loew’s, —'Strange One” (Col) (2d wk).
"10 Commandments” (Par) (13th “10 Commandments,” in 15th week Off to $3,800. Last week, $5,000.
continues winner.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 80-$1.50)—
wk). Slacked off to $5,000, still sat¬ at Lyric,
Estimates for This Week
"Girl in Kremlin” (U) and “Deadly
isfactory. Last week, ditto.
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; Mantis” (U) (2d wk). Slow $2,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Grana¬
75-$l,25)
“Oklahoma” < (20th). Last week, with Warner Downtown,
da (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; Mild
'$7,000 * or near. Last week, El Rey, $10,000.
,
1,217; 75-00) — "Kettles Gn Old
and Me” (U) and “Istanbul”
Hollywood Paramount ^ (F&M)
MacDonald’s Farm” (U).and "Kelly! “Kelly
(U),
.same.
(1,468;
»Q-$1.80)—“Funny
Face”
and Me” (U). Fairish'$11,000, in
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-90) —
line with‘trend in city. Last week, "Untamed- Youth” (WB) and “Deep (Par) (4th wk). Okay $13,500. Last
week,,
$12,500.
"Boy On Dolphin” (20th) and Adventure” (Indie). Mild $8,000.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25-$2)
"Badlands of Montana” (20th) Last -Week,* "Tattered Dress”- (U)
—“Boy on Dolphin” (20th) (4th
$12,000.
I and "Duel Apache. Pass” (Rep),
wk); Fine $12,000.
Last week,
$8,500.
with preview, $13,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85) —
Fine Arts (FWC), (631; $1.25CHICAGO
"Strange One” (Col) and “Shadows $1.75)—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (5th
(Continued from page 9)
on the Window” (Col). Thin $5,000. wk).
Hep $4,300.
Last week,
—"Bpy on Dolphin” (20th) (2d wk). Last week, "Abandon Ship” (Col) $5,000.
tPerky $21,000. Last week, $30,- -and “Cha-Cha-Cha-Boom” (Col),
Fox Wilshlre, iris, Orpheum
500.
$3,500.
(F W C-Metropolitan) (2,296; 756;
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484;
Lyric (C-D) (900; $1.25-$2.20)— 2,213; 80-$1.25)—-“12 Angry Men”
$1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders” “10 Commandments” (Par) (15th (UA) (5th wk Wilshire, 1st else¬
(Cinerama) (21st wk).
Hearty wk). ' Big -'$10,000.'. Last week, where). Thin $11,200. Last week,'
$33,200. Last week, $32,800.
$11,000. - .
$3,500 for Fox Wilshire alone in
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)—
fourth week.
"Oklahoman” (AA) and “Tall T”
Panta#es (RKO) (2,812; $1.10‘80
Days'
Fine
$1O,0OJ),
(Col) (2nd wk). Trim $16,000. Last
$1.75)—“Designing Woman” (M-G)
week, $22,500. .
Balto; ‘10 C’s’ Big 8G (5th wk). Good $8,000 in 6-day
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90windup. " Last week, $8,200.
Baltimore, May 14.
$1.50)—“Abandon Ship” (Col). So¬
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75With the downtown screens filled- $3.50)—"Around World” (UA) (21st
so $14,000. Last week, "Strange mostly
with holdovers, pictures wk). Holding to same after great
One” (Col) (2d wk), $7,000.
.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) here in week is on dullish. side/’ $26,100 last -week . ’
Only new entries, “Shoot-Out at
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;
—“Baby 'and Battleship” (DCA) Medicine
Bend” at the Stanley and
(2d wk). Fairish $3,000. Last week, “Istanbul” at *the Mayfair, and $1.50-$3/30)—“10 Commandments”
(Par)
(26th wk). Pushing to great
$3,700.
neither are impressive. However,
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; “Funny Face” did nicely at the $20,000 or better. Last week, $14,r
....
$1.75-$3.50)—“Around’ World in 80- Town for a. fourth stanza and 900.
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine¬
Days” (UA) (6th wk).. Full house “Around World in 80 Days” is still
at $25,000. Last week, same.
strong in 22d week. “10*Command- rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—“Cine
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- ments” pushed ahead of last week Holiday” (Cinerama) (79th wk)..
$1.50)—“Funny Face” (Par) (5th for an amazing figure in 21st week Into current week Sunday (12)
after sock $18,000 last week.
wk). Good for its age at $12,000. at the New.
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)—
Estimates for •‘This Week
Last week, $15,500.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- 'Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50- “Gold of Naples” (Indie) (£d wk).
Hot
$5,200. Last week, $5,500.
I
' $1.50)—"Edge of City” (M-G) (4th $1.25)—"Boy On Dolphin” (20th)
wk). Gentle $13,000. Last week, (2d wk). Pleasing $8,000 after $13,-000
first.
.
...
PHILADELPHIA
$15,000.’ .
'
Cinema - (Schwaber) (460; 50World (Indie) (606; 90)—“Spell
(Continued from page 8)
of Ireland" (Celtic) (2d wk). Hotsy $1.25) — "Gold of Naples” (DCA). Story” (Indie) (4th wk).
Thin
(4th wk). Oke $3,000 after $3,500
$5,500; .Last tfeek, $4,700.
$2,300. Last week, $3,300..
. .
Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; $1.25- for. third.
.
Mastbauin
(SW)
(4,370;
'90-$1.80)
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;,
$1.50h:==-“M;arcelino” (Indie) (12th
— “Around ;W<?rid” ^“Fuiy ait Sundown” (UA) plus
wk).
Hot $6,000. • Last week, $1.50-$?.50)
(UA) (21st wk). Holding at fine "Calypso” stageshow; • Dull $12,$6,500.
.000.. Last week, ‘‘Hellcats of Navy”
$10,000 after same last week:
. Five West (Schwaberp (460: 50- (Col), $9,000.
— “Colditz Story’* (Indie) , Midtpwn (Goldman) (1,000; $2DENVER
: $1.25)
(2d wk). Fairish $3,100 after $3,50tf $2.75)—"Arotind World in 80 Days”
(Continued from page 9)
(UA) (20th wk)„ Fancy $14,000.
first.
.
"Tall T” (Col) and "HCllcats of
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2;300; Last week, $15,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250;
Navy” (Col), $10,500. 1
50-$1.25) — ‘Designing Woman”
Gothic (Atlas) (600; 50^65)—“At¬ (M-G) (4th wk); .Good $5,000 after $1.40-‘$2.75)—“10 Commandments”
(Par) (25th wk). Off to $11,000.
tack of Crab Monsters” (AA) and $7,000 in third.
"Not of’ This Earth” (AA). Fine
Mayfair (Hicks) (930; 50-$1.25)— Last week, ^lT.OOO. •
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
$2,200. . Last week, on subsequents. “Istanbul” (U). Okay $4,000. Last
LakeShore Drive-In (Monarch) week, “Rock, Pretty Baby” - (U), "Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (4th wk).
wk). Preview helped this to okay
(1,000 cars; 65)—“Attack of Crab* $4,500.
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; $1.25- $9,000. .Last Week, $10,900.
Monsters” (AA) and “Not pf -This
Earth” (AA). Nice $5J500; Last $2.25)-—"10 Commandments” (Par) - Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)-t(21st wk). Nice $8,000* against “Zombies of Mora Tau” (Col) and
week, on subsequents.
“Man Who Turned to Stone” (Col).
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)— $7,000 last week.
"Voodoo Woman” (AIP) and “Un¬ „ Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50- Mild $7,300. Last week,. “Tarzan
dead” (AIP). Poor $6,00Q. Last $1.25)—“12 Angry .Men” (UA) (4th Lost Safari” (M-G) and "Footsteps
;
week, “Brave One” (U) and “Men wkh Holding at $3,8Q0 after same in Night” (AA), $7,500. .
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 7S-$1.40)—
Sherwood Forest” (Astor), $10,000. for third.
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)— “Funny Face” (Par) (5th wk).
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;
70-90)“Kettles on Old MacDonald’s “Shoot-out At Medicine -Bend” Stylish $11,000, Last week, $14,Farm” (U) and “Kelly and Me” (WB). Dull $4,500 for six days. Last 000.
World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49M
(U). Okay $10,000 or better, Last week, “Rebel Without Cause” and
week, “Deadly Mantis” (U) and “East of Eden.” (WB) (reissues)* “Invitation to Dance” (M-G) (2d
wk).
Slow .$2,500.
Last week,
"Girl in the Kremlin” (U), $10,500. $5,000/
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; ■ 50- $3,500 in 5 days.
Towers (Briggs) (1,000; 50-65)-*Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
"Attack Crab Monsters” (AA) and $1.25) — “Funny Face” (Par) (4th
"Not of This Earth” (AA). Nice wk). Nice $5,000 after $7,000 in —"Anastasia” (20th). Good $5,200
after $5,400 last week.
$1 ,300. Last week, on subsequents. third.
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Allied Artists’ Meek Loss
Hollywood, May 14.
Explaining reason, for big dip.
Allied Artists Pictures Corp. Broidy said: "During the recent 39shewed a - consolidated loss of week period, we placed in release
$2,Q52,478 before Federal* income- a number of pictures planned and
to 18 months
taxes for: 39-week period ended produced some
March 30,1957, prexy Steve Broidy previously on an upgraded budget
disclosed in an interim report over scale aimed at satisfying box office
the weekend. Figure compares trends then in 'evidence. By the
with a consolidated profit of $380,- time these particular pictures were
381, before taxes, for similar period released the market sharply. re¬
versed itself and'the decline has
ended March 31, 1956.
Net loss'for three quarters this been continuing.” Exec pointed out
that
"corrective steps” in planning
year amounted to $1,379,478, after
payment of $673,000.. in taxes as. new product had been taken.
In. commenting on write-off of
against a net profit of $179,381,
after $201,000 iff taxes, for cor¬ some $550,000 in connection with
abondoned properties, vBroidy de¬
responding period In 1956.
Broken down, Broidy Stated that clared' that certain unspecified
consolidated loss this year figured amount might Ibe recouped.
Broidy also reported the final
$1,502,478. from operations/ and
$550,000 loss from abandoned pro-, 13-week period this year probably
would
.show an improvement over
ductions. No such latter loss was
charged’ up against company last first nine months due to fact that
pictures* recently released* were
year.
^ .
Total Income from film rentals produced, at a lower cost "and ap¬
both domestic and foreign, and sale pear to be more acceptable to the
of accessories, prints, etc., for cur¬ public.”
Based upon p r o s p-e c t that
rent year’s 39 weeks amounted to
$14,090,737, as compared$id $11,~ "Friendly Persuasion” should he
911,080 for ?ame period last year, as well received abroad as in the
Broidy stated. Total expenses came U.S., and in view of its good re¬
to $15,593,215^ for three-quarter
period this yeai4, as against corre¬ issue. possibilities, .Broidy said "it
sponding figure of $11,530,699 last Is quite* possible-that ultimately a
year.
‘ profit will be realized” on picture.

-Sure’ Market for Spanish Films
————A CoAttallCd from

f =

*
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the Cannes gathering of interna¬ fees banned, local dlstrlbs would
tional film clans. According to-the pay much lesi overall 14 release
ABC newshawk who covered the foreign product in Spain. Saving
would then be passed oil to the
Milan conference, delegates were exhib who, in turn/would pay it
almost eye to eye on the econom¬ back to the government'*in the
ics and other major technical form of a b.o. tax bite, which would
points involved. The Milan ,£lm become the source of state-aid to
concordat is now being studied in producers.
It is Also assumed. that, the 4-1
Cannes at high government and in¬
distrib decree requiring/ the re¬
dustry levels.
lease
here nf one Spanish film for
Although the Spanish delega¬
tion is ostensibly going north this every foreign four imported, will
eventually
become obsolete as it
weekend (May 11) for an/‘acte de
presence” at film fest unveiling of runs counter to the -free-trade
spirit
on
which
the common mar¬
Iberian entry "Faustina” - next
week, government officials here ket is based.
Government film spokesmen here
have confirmed to Varitty that
Munoz Fontan, Jesus Orfila and1 see the Berlin Film Festival, not
Show biz sindicato topper Gomez Cannes, as the site where, decisive
Ballesteros will huddle with France four-nation parleys will take place.
and Italy on Spain participation in The switch from. 4-1 to one of four
is a dramatic move for Spain
the European film mart.
Now enjoying major motion pic¬ which will definitely sit .in at Ber¬
lin
with France, Germany and
ture prestige,' Spain will find no
obstacles in its way toward a film Italy . to underwrite sweeping
changes
in film industry operations
pool council seat. On the con¬
trary, considerable wooing will be on the Continent. ‘
pitched *t Spain delegates to en¬
list now. The successful Iberian
defiance of the Motion Picture. Ex¬
port Assn, embargo has given this
country a conquistador halo In the
eyes of its,European neighbors.
Germany is solemnly obliged to
Spain for. opening its market wide
Boston, May 14.
to across-the-Rhipe product (a ma¬
jor phenomenon here in 1956).
A bill, described as **the most
Italy is a warm cinema.ally as*a re¬ far reaching of its kind ever pre¬
sult of a two-year old pact under sented to a legislative body in the
which both countries have enjoyed
wlrlch would make’’Massa¬
unusual mutually beneficial friend¬ U.
ly nation treatment. It should chusetts the first state in the na¬
also be mentioned that quantity tion to create a watchdog state di¬
italo - Spanish coproductions in vision^ to supervise the . adminis¬
1956, and .currently more active tration of uniekiS’ health, welfare
than ever, have helped the Italians and retirement funds, Was filed
through a film crisis that almost Wednesday (8) in both branches of
the^ legislature2. This could affect
provdd fatal.
- _
Spain and other pool* countries show biz crafts.
It would require filing1/in pro¬
are riot wearing blinders ‘ with re¬
bate
court
of
complete
annual
re¬
gard to the patient resourcefulness
required in demolishing bureau¬ ports by trustees of 1,900 healthwelfare
funds
operating
'
inv
the
cratic methods and thinking, pro¬
tective and nationalistic impedi¬ State, totaling hundreds of millions
ments, and legislative hitches be¬ of dollars. Penalties for convic¬
fore a European film pool gets onto tion on charges involving abuse of
solid^ ground. Some here think such funds would be a maximum
much agua will flow before an ac¬ five year sentence and/or $10,000
cord is inked.
fine.
.
, '
A new division In the state d£Nevertheless, Spain’s Direcion
General del Cine is enthusiastically .partment of labor would be^set up
behind the project, to a point with broad powers • governing ad¬
where echeloners in-, this govern¬ ministration of such funds.ment film branch are pushing for a
The’ division- would be headed by
new state-aid film code which-Will an: exec director,-to be appointed
be -more Consonant with the -Euro¬ for a five year term by the Gov¬
pean pool shape of things to. come. ernor with the advice and consent
Major revision will be the elimi¬ of the Executive Council, at an
nation of import 'license-dubbing anni salary of $12,000.
fees- for all foreign films entering
"This legislation is a recognition
Spain. These fees at present con¬ .of the*fundamental'fact that man¬
agers
of health .arid. welfare trust
stitute the local .prftduction-ald
fund. Since* there * will be free funds, whether they belabor lead¬
film distrib access among all com¬ ers employers or corporate fiduci¬
mon market adherents, Munoz Fon- aries, are handling other ‘people’s
tan’s plan is to gear Spain to com¬ money,” the sponsoring commis¬
mon market requirements by pre¬ sion members said. "This money
paring now for free film boundary¬ belongs to working men and
crossing.
With import - dubbing women and their dependents.”

Mass. Bill to Sapervise
Union Welfare Funds May
Affects Slow Biz Crafts

PStsiEfr

The Story of Barney Ross
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railroad tipployaa recalled to help
Gunfight at the O.K*
transport the payroll to rail’s-end,
Corral
previous attempts to take the
ed pair, Holliday a reckless gam¬ money through to rebelling work¬
bler and killer with small respect ers haying been stymied when out¬
for the law, and in its develop¬ law gang conducts series of raids.
ment and exciting climax John He becomes involved with gang
Sturges has captured the stirring during a train holdup, losing coin
spirit of the period in his sock di¬ temporarily when he entrusts it to
lution.
a small boy to carry in a lunchLancaster and Douglas enact the box. Later, at gang’s headquar¬
respective roles of Earp and Hol¬ ters, he dons a gun, wimp it’s re¬
liday, story opening in Fort Grif¬ vealed he’s a former gunslinger.
fin, Tex., when the gun-handy In a speedy windup, Murphy
Dodge City marshal saves the throws in with him in a blazing bat¬
other from a lynch mob. Action tle with outlaws, and is killed sav¬
moves then to the Kansas town, ing Stewart’s life.
where Holliday, at first ordered to
Both stars deliver sound por¬
leave town but permitted to stay, trayals, Murphy making up in color
helps Earp in gunning three bad- Stewart’s greater footage, Duryea
men. When the marshal heeds the is immense as outlaw chief who
plea of one of his brothers, mar¬ isn’t quite certain whether he can
shal of Tombstone, for aid in outdraw Murphy, a wizard with a
handling the dangerous Clanton gun. Dianne Foster plays Mur¬
gang, Holliday accompanies him phy’s girl friend appealingly,
and makes the fight his in final Elaine Stewart provides glamour
showdown.
as wife of Jay C. Flippen, railroad
Both stars are excellently cast superintendent, and Brandon dein their respective characters. Wilde has a meaty role as boyRhonda Fleming is in briefly as a, member of the gang who unknow¬
femme gambler whom Lancaster ingly carries payroll dough. Strong
romances, beautifully effective, and support also is offered by Robert
Jo Van Fleet, as Holliday’s con¬ J. Wilke; Hugh Beaumont, James
stant travelling companion- again Flavin apd Herbert Anderson.
demonstrates her ability in . dra¬
William*. Daniels leads off su¬
matic characterisation. John Ire-. perior technical credits With beau¬
. land ably portrays a hifed gunman tiful photpgraphy, Sherman Todd’s
killed in the climaxing gun battle, editing is tight and art direction
Lyle Bettger provides proper by Alexander Golitzen and Robert
menace as bead of the Clanton Clatworthy fits story,
Dimitri i
gang and Earl Holliman dues well Tiomkin’s musical score is an
by a deputy part. Colorful sup¬ added plus for. pic. Ned Washing- |
port is afforded by Lee Van Cleef, ton collabing with him on tWo tune- j
Ted DeCorsiA, Frank Faylen, John ful song numbers, “Follow the
Hudson, Martin Milner, Dennis River” and “You Can’t Get Far
Hopper, DeForrest Kelley.
Whit, j
Technical credits are above Without a Railroad.”
average, Charles Lang’s color pho¬
Badlands of Montana
tography a decided assist. * Warren
Low’s editing is sharp, Hal Pereira
and Walter Tyler’s art direction
Above-average program west¬
atmospheric and music Score * by
ern for supporting playoff in
Dimitri Tiomkin "helps set the
action market.
mood. Frankie Laine sings the
title song effectively.
Whit.
"Hollywood, May. 7. ■
20th-Fox release of Regal production
'Written,* produced, directed toy Daniel B.
Ullman. Star* Bex Reason, Margia Dean,
(TECHNIRAMA-COLOR)
Beverly'Garland, Keith Larfien; features
Emile Meyer, WHllam Phipps, Stanley Far¬
rar, Rankin Mansfield, John Pickard. Cam¬
James Stewart and Audie Mur¬
era, Frederick Gately; editor, Neil Brunphy paired'in. jock .western* : nenkant;
musiic, Irving Gertz;' song, "The
Good outlook.
Man with the Gallant Gun,” Gertz and
Hal Levy; sung toy Bob Gratoeau. Pre¬
viewed April 30, '37. • Running time, 75
Hollywood, May 14.
Universal release of an Aarbn Rosen¬ MINS.
berg production* Stars Jaitoes Stewart, Steve
.^.Rex Reason
Audie Murphy; costars Dan Duryea, Emily ...Margia Dean
Dianne Fester, Elaine Stewart,. Brandon Susan • .«....Beverly Garland
deWilde; ; feature* Jay C. Flippen. Di¬ Rick •..... J. Keith Larsen
rected by Jain {is Nellaon. Screenplay, Hammer
......Emile Meyer
Borden Chase, based on story, toy Norman
A. Fox; .camera- (Technicolor), William George . *....Russ Bender
.. Robert Cunningham
Daniels; editor, 'Sherman Todd; music, Paul
....
Ralph Peters
Dimitri Tiomkin. ‘ Pjreviewed May 3, '57. Sammy
Ling
...Lee Tung Foo
Running time, 90 MINS.
James Stewart Rayburn « .. ....... Stanley Farrar
Grant McLaifte
.. Rankin Mansfield
,Audie Murphy Travis:
The Utica Kid .
. Dad’ Dmyea Walt ... .V. * *, *.William Phipps
Whitey Harbin .
.,» Dianne Foster Vince 1 .*. John Pickard
Charlotte Drew*
... Rlalne Stewart Marshal
Verna Kimball .
.. Paul Newlan
RrandQn deWJlde Bank Teller ..John Lomma
Joey Adams ...,
Jay C, Flippen Cavalry, Sgt.*. Jack Kruschen
Ben Kimball
Will Renner.'Herbert Anderson. First Gul .......Elena Da Vinci
Concho
..
Robert J. Wilke
..George Taylor
Jeff Kurth ... Hugh Beaumoiit Bank Telfer
Shotgun .*.. Jack Elam Bank Manager ........ William Forester',
Howdy Sladen ..Tommy Cook First Outlaw ..Larry Blake
Mr. Feeney .... Paul Fix Marshal Sloan ..»■ • Ralph Sanford
Mrs. Vittles ... Olive Carey Second Outlaw .. William Tanner
Tim Riley . James Flavin Posseman . Roy don Clark
Jubilee . Donald. Curtis Second Girl .. Helen Jay
Mrs. Feeney .
Ellen Corby
L'atigo ..... John Day
A good story* well-directed and
O'Brien .
Kenny Williams
Trinidad .
Frank Chase played, .makes “Badlands of Mon¬
Pick Gannon .Herold Goodwin
tana”
a better-than-average pro¬
Shannon...Harold Tommy Hart
Dusty-.......Jack C. Williams gram western entry. 20th-Fox will
Torgenson .
Boyd Stockman have no trouble lining up support¬
Pache .
Henry Wills
Roan .*. Chuck Roberson ing playdates for it in the outdoor
Click..Willard WiUingham market.
Rosa .... Polly Burson
Daniel B. Ullman takes a threeLinda .
Patsy Novak
Leary .,. Ted Mapes way credit for the western enter¬

Night Passage

Universal ha£ paired stars of its
two all-time high grossers, James
Stewart (“The Glenn Miller Story’’)
and Audie Murphy (“To Hell and
Back”), in this taut, well-made and
sometimes fascinating western.
B.O. voltage gives this one* a
chance of emerging as studio's top
money picture of the year. First
use of Technicolor’s new wide¬
screen, anamorphic process, Technirama, reveal*' an important
photographic development which
further boosts its grossing poten¬
tial. .
Borden Chase has fashioned his
script around two brothers—Stew¬
art, decent, upright; Murphy, wild,
a deadly gunman—for the Aaron
Rosenberg production which car¬
ries an excitement and magnificent
pictorial beauty in its fast 90minutes’ running time* James Neilsort ;has directed with an eye both
to mounting story values and color¬
ful performances, with -Dan Dur¬
yea, leader of the outlaw band of
which Murphy is a member, sock¬
ing over a scene-stealing character¬
ization. The Technirama process,
top, gives new depth and definition
to photography, said* to combine
the principals of both Vista Vision
and CinemaScope,. that lends ad¬
ditional interest. Pic Was lensea
iii the Durango-Silverton region of
Colorado.
Plot carries a railroad-building
backdrop,
Stewart is a former

tainment, having written, produced
and directed.
The cast supplies
good performances to help hold in¬
terest in the plot, which finds the
hero forced to find shelter with
an outlaw gang when a political
opponent tricks him into a gun
duel. He comes back from the
wrong side of the law, however, to
clean up his home town and win
the outlaw chief’s daughter at the
finale.
Rex Reason is a very satisfactory
hero, convincingly handling the
acting and action demands of the
iassignment. Beverly Garland is at¬
tractively excellent as the daughter
of the outlaw chief, Emile Meyer,
who decides loving a lawman isn’t
so bad after all. Meyer also is ex**
cellent, as are Keith Larsen, trig¬
ger-happy gang member; MaPgia
Dean* widow of John Pickard, the?
political opponent who meets justiceMn an early street duel; Wil¬
liam Phipps. Stanley Farrar, Ran¬
kin Mansfield, Ralph Peters, Rob¬
ert Cunningham. Russell Bender,
Lee Tung Foo and others.
The Regal Films production for
20th-F.ox release is effectively
lensed in anamorphic RegalScope
by Frederick Gately for a strong
plus on sight Values. Irving Gertz’
score is well-used. Also, hfc .con¬
tributed the tune, “Man With the
Gun,” lyrics by Hal Levy, which
Bob Gra^eau sings behind the title
cards. Technical assists are all ex¬
cellent.
Brog,
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suddenly hospitalized for an emerTh« Seventh IHin
ency appendectomy. It comes
(C'SCOFE)
ayne’s turn, he goes through with
the
jump and the test Is proven a
Heavy-handed picturlzatlon of
success. It also leaves Payne with
W. Somerset Maugham’s “The
faith
In himself' reaffirmed and
Painted Veil”; Eleanor Parker
assured of future peace of mind.
for marquee dressing.
Payne moves through his role,
with ease and assurance, while
Hollywood, May 14.
Matro release of a David. Lewis produc¬ Karen Steele is okay in the rather
tion. Stars Eleanor Parker, Bill Travers, thankless part of his wife. Film
George Sanders, Jean Pierre Aumont, is last for the late Paul Kelly, and
Franchise - Rosay; features Ellen Corby.
Directed toy Ronald Neam^- Screenplay, his performance here is a good one.
Karl Tunberg, based oil W. Somerset Among others showing up well are
Maugham novel, "The Painted Veil”; cam¬ Richard Eyer, as Payne’s young
era, Ray June; editor. Gene Ruggiero;
music, Miklos Rozsa. Previewed May 8, son; Constance Ford, the wife of
'57. Running time, 92 MINS.
flyer Richard Crane; and Eddie
Carol Carwin ........... Eleanor Parker Firestone.
Dr. Walter Carwin
.Bill Travers
Direction of Francis D. Lyon,
Tim Waddington *. George Sanders
Paul Duvelle .Jean Pierre Aumortt while a little off on the pacing, is
Mother Superior .... Frahcoise Rosay generally okay and brings out the
Sister St. Joseph...
Ellen C^orby
good cast performances. Lionel
camera work0tops the list
This re-make. of Metro’s 1934 LindohV
version of W, Somerset Maugham’s of good technical contributions.
Neal
novel, “The Painted Veil,” has
Eleanor Parker in the Greta Garbo
Hot Roil Rumble
role. Plot is old-fashioned, by to¬
day’s concept and little has been
More madcap youth stuff well
done to alleviate its heaviness, with
done. Teams with “Calypso
the result pic will need all the
Joe.”
draw of the Parker mame to just
break even.
Allied Artists release of Naclreftia pro¬
David Lewis production unfolds duction.
Stars Leigh Snowden. Richard
in Hong Kong and a remote sec¬ Hartunioa,
Wright. King;- features Joey
tion of China where star, after Forman, Brett Halsey, Larry Dolgin, John
cheating on her bacteriologist hus¬ Brinkley, Chuck Webster, Ned Glass, Phil
Joe Mell. Directed by Leslie, H.
band, accompanies him when he Adams,
Martinson. Screenplay, Meyer Dolinsky;
travels there to fight a chdlera camera, Lester Shorr; editor, Richard C.
Meyer;
music,
Alexander Courage. Pre¬
epidemic. Karl Tunberg screenplay viewed May 1, '57.
Running time, 79 MINS.
attempts to show her regeneration
from a shallow, loveless., woman
Fine programmer, boasting an
into a • deeply feeling individual, interest-holding storyline enhanced
but transformation doesn’t come by good acting and direction.
off very well, even when she asr Stacked with juve appeal,. “Hot
serts her love, too late, for the' Rod Rumble”, is being teamed by
husband who dies of the plague Allied Artistsaas a double-bill with
when he doesn't have the resist¬ “Calypso Joe.”
ance to throw off disease.
The Meyer Dolinsky screenplay
Ronald Neame’s direction fails centers around Richard Hartunian,
to arouse much interest in his member of the “Road pevils” hot
characters with possible exception rod club and fairly unpopular be¬
of George Sanders, a witty and' cause of his eccentric mannerisms.
cynical* Englishman who befx^ends Thus ,after a Verbal battle with girl
doctor and his wife in plague-in¬ friend Leigh. Snowden, he draws
fested town and who manages to. the blame when the car in whicji
rise above part.
she’s being driven' home by another
Miss Parker is beautiful but club member is harassed by a hdt
lacks sympathy, and Bill Travers, rodder along a dark road,, causing'
as her husband, plays an oblique a wreck which injures her and kills
character as hard for the spectator the driver. Actually, the unseen
to understand as the star professes driver was Wright King, also a club
him to be. Jean Pierre Aumont is member and supposed friend of
a Hong Kong diplomat with whom' Hartunian’s, who caused the wreck
femme carries oh an affair, Fran- after being rebuffed hy.Miss Snow¬
Coise, Rosay is another mother su¬ den. Naturally, by time of The Big
perior of a convent in stricken Race (which, of course, Hartunian
Chinese city arid Ellen Corby one wins), King’s guilt has been dis¬
of the sisters. Judy Dan, in for a covered and Hartunian draws apo¬
single brief sequence, is lovely as logies from all concerned.*
Sanders’ Chinese wife.
Hartunian, newcomer from east,
Art direction by William A. turns in an extremely Interesting
Horning and Daniel B. Cathcart performance — most notable be¬
strikes an appropriate exotic note cause of its marked similarity in
for good production values, and voice and style to Marlon Brando.
Ray June’s camera work is artistic. Ip this case, however, it fits well
Whit.
into the particular characterization
to result in a fine overall enact¬
*
Bailout at 43,000
ment.
Miss Snowden, a bit heavier than
Swan song from Pine-Thomas.
usual, is okay in the femme lead,
Based on TV yarn. Theatre
as is King in third starred part.
prospects ’ okay.
Good as other club members are
Joey Forman, Brett Halsey and
United Artists release of a Pine- Larry Dolgin.
Themas-Shane production. Stare JohXi
Leslie H. Martinson's direction Is
Payne, Karen Steele, Paul Kelly. Co-stare
Richard Eyer. Directed ' toy Francis D, a definite plus asset, giving film a
Lyon. Story and Screenplay, Raul Monash; good pacing and working especially
editor, George GittenS; music, Albert
Glasser. Previewed April 36, '57. Running well in conjunction with cameratime, 7t MINS.
riian Lester Shorr to capture the
Major Paul Peterson.*.. John Payne yarious racing sequences. Also on
Carol Peterson . Karen Steele
Colonel Hughes .....Paul Kelly the credit side is the background
Kit Peterson ..' Richard Eyer score by Alexander Courage.
Frances Nolan ....Constance Ford I
Film was produced by Norman
Capt. Mike CavaUero.....Eddie Firestone
Lt. Simmons ../ Adam Kennedy T. Herman, with David T.^Yokozeki
Reinach ... Gregory Gay serving
as executive producer.
Major Goldman *...Steven Rltch Both rate a bow*
Neal
Captain Nolan ...Richard Crane

f

“Bailout at 43,000” shapes up as
a fairly suspenseful adaptation of
the Paul Monash yarn first pre¬
sented on “Climax’’ over CBS tele¬
vision last spring;- Enough com¬
mercialism to rate it okay for the
general market.
As a sidelight, “Bailout” is the
87th—and last:—film to be made
under the Pine-Thomas banner.
The first 84 were produced for
Paramount by William C. Thomas
and the late William H. Pine; the
last three for United Artists by
Thomas and Howard Pine, Wil¬
liam’s sop.)
Story, which author Monash also
has screenplayed, deals witty the
Air Research and Development
Command branch of the Air Force;
more specifically, the ARDC objec¬
tive to develop and test under
actual flying conditions a down-1
ward ejection seat for B-47 highaltitude jet bombers.
Central character is John Payne,
called back into active' service and
requested by RaUl Kelly, head, of
project* to serve ori ..the ARDC
team. Kelly senses a certain neryr
ousness in Payne, and selects two
other officers to precede him in the
bailout tests. Payne, meantime,
takes the movC by Kelly, whose
judgement he respects, haying
flown with him in the Korean war,
as a lack of Confidence in his ability
and thus becomes unsure of him¬
self, uncertain as to whether he’ll
chicken' out when his turn does
arrive. Making the first bailout is
Eddie Firestone, who lands with a
broken neck,’ following which
Adam Kennedy, second-in-line, is

tl)«' gruesome, distasteful elinlc»l
details whereby the crazy icientist
accumulates the odd organs with
which to assemble the creature to
which he finally 'exultantly gives
life. As this is the first time the
subject has been depicted in color
a]! the grim trappings are more
vividly impressive. In -ts present
form pic will seek its own audience
level, and should prove highly
profitable.
Story Is unfolded to a priest
While the infamous Baron Franken¬
stein is awaiting execution for
multiple murders he vainly protests
have been committed by his man¬
made monster. In the flashback he
is seen as a young boy avid for
scientific research and sharing with
his tutor his determination to build
up a human being through chemi¬
cal hocus-pocus and graveyard
snatchings. When their abominable
purpose has been achieved, the
tutor breaks off the unholy alliance,
realizing t h-e appalling conse¬
quences when the dreadful thing
escapes.
Peter Cushing gets every inch
of drama from the leading role,
making almost believable the am¬
bitious urge and diabolical accom¬
plishment. Melvyn Hayes as the
child skilfully conveys the ruthless
self-possession of the embyro man,
Robert Urquhart convincingly
marks the change of character
from the young tutor to the dedi¬
cated scientist who ultimately
rebels, while Hazel Court has little
to do but grace the bachelors’ table
and express horror on her wedding
eve when she ferrets out the dread
secret and gets caught in the mon¬
ster’s clutches.
Yalerie Gaunt Js morO vibrantly
attractive is the Baron’s discarded
mistress while Christopher Lee
arouses more of^pity than horror
In his interpretation of the crea¬
ture. His death as a living torch
plunglhg into a vat of acid is one
of the most realistic of the spec¬
tacular highlights.
Direction and camera work art
of a high order.
Clem.
Ikaru
(To live)
(JAPANESE)
Paris, May 7.
Toho production and release. Stars
Takashi Sbimpra: .feature? Miki Odagari,
Nobuo Kaneko, Kyoko Sqki, Makoto Kobori.
Directed
by Aldra
Kurosawa.
Screenplay, KutosaWa, £hinobu Haslu*
moto; camera, AsaicM Nakai; editor,
Hideo Ofuni, Kurosawa; music, Fumio
Hayasaka. Preemed in Paris. Running
time, 140 MINS.
Old Man ..Takashi Shlmura
Girl .. Miki Odagiri
Son .
Nobuo Kaneko
Son's Wife ...- • Kyoko Seki
Writer .
Makoto Koborl

Here is an intrinsically Japanese
film impregnated with western
techniques, making this an unusual
off beater that should be a natural
for U.S. arties. Tts theme ^of a
dying man’s self realization is
downbeat but never grim: Story
emerges a profound aiperience
probing an ordinary man’s last
days and its lmplications on friends
and co-workers. It is technically
excellent with a telling Occiden¬
tal-type musical score.
Its theme, length ajnd Japanese
emotional patterns may limit this,
at first, to specialized U.S. spots.
But crix praise and word-of-mouth
cOuld build it into B' substantial
grosser. U.S. indies, crying for
product may go for this.
Director Akira Kurosawa, known
for his “Rashomon” and his “Mag¬
Curie of Frankenstein nificent Seven,” here unspools a
work of compassion. An ordinary
<brit:sh-color)
white collar worker, an aging head
of a public work’s bureau,, finds he
Remake of classic thriller
has cancel and a few months to
should satisfy sensation-seek¬
live. He tells nobody but finds that
ers. Peter Cushing1 top ranking
he is really alone and estranged
In mad scientist role.
from his son and daughter-in-law.
He
suddenly sees that his life has
London, May 7.
Warner release'6f*a Hammer (Anthony been dull and useless, wasted in an
Hinds) production. Stars Peter Cushing, office from which he has not been
Hazel Court, Robert Urquhart, Christo¬
pher Lee. Directed toy Terence Fisher. absent in 30 years.
Screenplay, Jimmy Sangster, based on
He draws out his money, which
classic toy Mtory Shelley; camera. Jack he has painstakingly saved for his
Asher; editpr, James Needs; music, Leon¬
ard Salzedo.' At Warner Theatre, London. son, after becoming an early widI ower, and goes out into the Tol^ o
Running time, 12 MINS.
Baron Victor Frankenstein Peter Cushing night. He meets a deadbeat poet
The Creature .Christopher Lee in whom he confide#. They* go out
Elizabeth . .Hazel Court on the town, and a westernized,
Paul Krempe ..Robert.Urquhart
garish nightlife^ fe unfolded in
Justine ... .Valerie Gaunt
Aunt Sophia ..Noel Hood nightmarish profusion. Death is
Mother ...Marjorie Hume evident in ..his outlook and, at
The Young Victor .Melvyn Hayes times, envelops his companion and
The Young Elizabeth ..Sally Walsh
the people they meet.
Professor Bernstein
.Paul Hardtmuth
Grandfather ..Fred Johnson
He goes home where his uncom¬
Small Boy ..
Claude Kingston prehending son reproaches him.
Schoolmaster ..Henry Caine Meeting one of his office girls, he
Werner ,,
.......... Michael. Mulcaster
Kirit
... Patrick; Trqtighton"' •fiftds her new. job, that of making
Eritii
....... V;, JWefeK B^lmuan toys for children, gives him > sud¬
Burgomaster - .. .Hugh; Dempsttr den goal. He will push &' needed
Burgomaster’s Wife ....... Arme' Blake
children’s playground through all
Father Felix.Raymond Kollett
A Priest .:.i. iVAlex Gallier the bureaucratic red tape. He does
Undertaker
.:... Ernest J ay. it, and dies on one of the new
Uncle
....J, Trcvpr Davis swings.....
A Tramp ,,.v
.■*». •,Bartlett Mullins
Half of the film is told in the
Second Priest ..
... Eugene Leahy
third person And half is his sacri¬
.
.
■■
This Bfitish version of the classic fice as seen through the eyes of
shocker well deserves Its horrific guests at his funeral, Kurosawa
rating, and praise for its more performs a tour-de-force in keep¬
subdued handling of the macabre ing a dramatic thread* throughout
story. The emphasis lies not so aind avoiding the mawkish. It is
much on the uncontrollable blood eminently filmic in form and_ su¬
MosK.
lust of the created monster as on perlatively acted.

MAY30« CHICAGO THEfl.,CHICAGO
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FILM CO. SET
New ‘Cold Focus Gate’ Dissipates Heat; TEXASWITH
COLOMBIA 1*IX Film Classics, Out of Biz Seven Years,
License Assigned Tare Electronics
To Pay Further Son to Creditors

Houston, May 14.
Tom Payne, prez of Horizon Film
Productions, newly formed Texas
film making firm has disclosed an
New development in projection 4agreement with Columbia Pictures
lighting, which in concept could *
to distribute from four to six films
have a revolutionary effect on the¬
to be produced by his firm. Former
atre operation, has been patented
Western star Don (Red) Barry will
by the . Cahill-Merrill Projector
direct and Columbia will furnish
Corp. Exclusive licensing rights
technical facilities.
are held by Tare Electronics, of
The first pic, "Ghost Horse,” will
Westbury, Long Island.
be shot near Kerrville in late June.
-Gfeorge Gordon, a director of
Ottawa, May 14.
-Los Angeles, May 14.
Fran Bennett of Dallas and Brett
C.-M and head of Tare’s projection
A Canadian writer of advertisingLook Magazine’s article "Talent,
division, stated in a telephone con¬ Tantrums and Torment” was con-! Halsey, will be "stars.”
publicity -origin is hitting the show
versation from Westbury that the ceived out of "malice,” Frank
business literati jackpot with
projection device, which is called a Sinatra charged in a $2,300,000
scripts, which scored successfully
Gold Focus Gate, removes all ef¬ libel suit filed in Federal Court
on television, now being turned
fects of heat on film. Heat is dis¬ here. Bill Davidson, who authored
into feature productions and pro¬
sipated as fast as it is generated the piece, also was named a de¬
viding, of course, a bigger payoff. ^
and there simply can’t be any dam¬ fendant by .Sinatra.
‘He’s Arthur Hailey, who operates
age done to prints, he added.
vhls
own ad-pub company here (he
Complaint contended 4he article
Drive-ins
particularly
would
formerly
edited a trucking trade
benefit, according to Gordon. Cold grew out of a Look threat to print
magazine), whose "Flight Unto
"uncomplimentary”
article
Focus Gate allows for the shooting an
Danger” began rolling on the Para¬
of up to 450 amperes through a after he had-called off a deal to
mount lot in Hollywood this week.
carbon, thus providing sufficient do an autobiographical series for
Originally presented on the Alcoa.
lighting to run a film performance the magazine with writer Jimmy
Hour, NBC-TV, the property was
It cost Paramount and the Bill purchased by Hall Bartlett Produc¬
outdoors at sundown, and render¬ Cannon. Sinatra said he and Can¬
ing unnecessary the wait for semi¬ non were not able to get together Perlberg-George Seaton unit about tions from Hailey for $21,500 plus
darkness. An extra show, which and since the singer felt he was $25,000 to carry out the journalists- 5% of the net profits and another
would increase the boxoffice poten¬ not personally obligated to do the into-thespians transformation gim¬ $6,000 for his doing the adaptation.
tial considerably, could be sched¬ piece, he notified Look that the mick for "Teacher’s Pet.” That Film version, re-titled "Zero Hour,”
uled with the new heat-dissipating deal was off but offered to re¬ covers the transportation and stars Dana Andrews.
imburse the magazine for any ex¬ bivouac expenses plus union-scale
approach.
Writer sailed for England last
remuneration for the 49 newspaper
Gordon said conventional thea¬ penses!
Complaint filed by Gang, Kopp people brought to the Coast to ap¬ week for his first visit in 10 years
tres could provide a 3-D effect with
(born a Briton, he’s now a Cana¬
the extra, illumination on screens & Tyre took an unusual tack in pear in the picture. Par’s payoff dian citizen). He went over to at¬
and the detail and background of referring to certain items in the obviously is in the line-o-type al¬ tend the premiere of "Time Lock,”
night scenes in a picture take on Look article as "untrue” but de¬ ready set and due in the future for his original tv’er whose rights were
greater pictorial strength with the clining to specify them "out of all papers' involved.
sold to Romulus Films- at a flat
respect for public . decency and
Here’s the list of fourth estaters $25,000.
invention.
He cited advantages, too, for tel¬ morals.” Some of the anecdotes, who went on camera for "Teacher”:
"Lock” was Hailey’s third tv
Boston: Elinor Hughes, Herald; Leo
evision where rear projection is the complaint added, were "lewd, Gaffney,
American Advertiser; Marjorie play, "Flight ” was the first, and
lascivious and scurrilous” and Adams, Globe.
used.
his
second, "Shadow of Suspicion,”
Buffalo:
Bill
Barney
and
W.
E.
J.
Mar¬
Final decisions on production of similar to those contained in "what tin, Courier-Express; Ardis Smith, Eve¬
is being presented on BBC-TV via
the equipment have yet to be made, are popularly known as ‘scandal ning News.
Chicago: Nate Gross. American; Irv kine. Also skedded for BBC-TV is
according to Gordon, who added magazines’.”
Kupcinet, Sun-Tbnes; Sam Lesner, Daily his fourth, "Course for Collision,”
demonstrations already have been
Sinatra said that truth and fic¬ News; Herb Lyons, Tribune; Ann Mar- which was done on the CBS-TV
American.
held before audiences of engineers tion were interwoven in the David¬ sters,
Cincinnati; Ed Chapin, Times Star; E. B. network April 28.
and these have proved the merit son article, and that much of it was Radcliffe, Inquirer.
Cleveland: Ward Marsh, Plain Dealer.
Neither "Suspicion” nor "Colli¬
of the system.
injurious to his reputation among
Columbus: Norman Nadel, Citizen.
sion” have beeii picked Up for fea¬
Exhibitors would be required to teenagers who would be permitted
Dayton: A. S. Kany, Herald.
ture production as yet. He has an¬
Des Moines: Carl Gartner, Register.
retool for any switchover to the to read it since it was printed in a
Detroit: Helen Bower, Free Press; Wal¬ other scripted but not presented
Ultra high intensity operation, in¬ 'family magazine.”
Among the ter Stevenson, Times.
anywhere yet, titled "Seeds of Pow¬
Fort Worth: Jack Gordon, Pres*.
cluding the installation of two pro¬ stories Sinatra flatly denied was
Hartford: Allen Widen, Times.
er.” This is set in 1972 and has
jectors at $4,500, spiff Gordon.
the one concerning his alleged
Houston: George Christian, Post; Leon
the. President of the United States
and Paul Hochull, Press.
brushoff of ‘Rep* Rayburn at the Forcheimer
Indianapolis: Jackie Freers, New*.
winging
to a conference in Mos¬
Democratic National Convention.
Little Rock: Gene Frets, Gazette.
Memphis: Edwin Howard, Press Scimi¬ cow. He learns that his plane will
Complaint, quoted a wire from tar.
cross the path of a Soviet H-bombRayburp as specifying that "no
Miami: George Bourke, Herald.
er headed for New York and de¬
Minneapolis: Dave Silverman, Star.
such meeting occurred.” He also
Nashville: Bob Battle, Banner.
cides to crash into it.
denied incidents involving a prop
Newark: Jerry Nusbaum, Star Ledger.
!
Albany, May 14.
New
Orleans:
Ed
Brooks,
Times-Picaboy and denied that he was "un¬ yune.
Appointment, effective‘Thursday kind, unfair, cruel or mean to the
New York: Frank Quinn, Mirror.
Oakland: Theresa .Cone, Tribune.
' (9), of Loqis M. Pesce as director ’little man',,” or that he was feud¬
Ogden: Alice West, Standard.
of the State Education Dept.’s Mo¬ ing with Judy Garland, or that he
Phoenix: Pat Smith, Republic.
Pittsburgh: Harold Cohen, Post Gazette;
tion Picture Division—after eight bullies his’employees.
Kap Monahan, Press.
months* service' as acting director
Complaint added that the David¬
By FRED TEW
Rochester:
Hamilton
Allen,
Times
and almost four years as a review¬ son piece gave the impression Union.
Detroit, May 14.
Salt Lake City: Bob Halliday, Tribune;
er, may bring him closer to the Sinatra* was "neurotic with suicidal Howard
A previously agreed upon plan
Pearson, News.
San
Antonio:
Tom
McGowan,
Express.
spotlight and may make-him more tendencies (and is) ... a libertine.”
for Allied States to rejoin COMPO
San Francisco: Paine Knickerbocker,
articulate, but no important change Singer emphasized, however, that Chronicle;
hit a snag when a telegram listing
Bob HaU, Call Bulletin,
Seattle: John Voorhces, Post-Intelli¬ new conditions was received from
in the pattern of operation will he is not suing on thOse particular
gencer.
_
presumably be observable.
*
items because he doesnt’ want to
St. Louis: MjTes Standish, Post Dispatch. COMPO toppers just before Al• Pesce’s temporary administration allow Look, to inquire into his pri¬
Toledo: Ray/ Oviatt, Blade,
llea’g National Board was to take
Tucson: Bernard Sedley, Citizen.
of the "sensitive and difficult’’post vate life.
action at its spring meeting at the
Washington: Jay Carhiody, Star.
was closely watched and highly
Whittier Hotel here. Allied took
commended by the Board of Re¬
a conciliatory attitude, however,
gents and the State Commissioner
hoping to iron out the new con¬
of Education, James E. Allen Jr.
flicts in future talks.
They decided that Pesce, who had
The Wire ,was signed by Abe
finished first, a year ago, in a civil
Montague, Robert Coyne and Sam
service examination for assistant
Pinanski. . Major objections Al¬
derctor, warranted promotion.
Massachusetts9 Top Jurists Ponder Sinfulness of Bare lied officials listed were a unit
Keeping a watchful eye on Pesce
rule policy in which Allied would
has been Hugh M. Flick; former
Skin in Sunlight
have only one of eight votes, put¬
director of MPD and present exec¬
ting it on a par with smaller
utive assistant to the Education
Boston, May 14.
"Do I understand that you con¬ groups. Also, Allied officials said
Commission. Flick is department’s
Whether nudity is obscene and fess error here?” inquired Chief inadequate control of money was
top'authority on film censorship.
whether a Fall River, Mass., judge Justice Raymond S. Wilkins. "I obvious in COMPO’s new condi¬
erred in declaring it so in the case am not in a position here where I tions.
RlCOMMfNDf 0 flDUl' l N (I RTAiNMi N!1
The National Board passed a
of the film, "Garden of Eden,” is can honestly argue before the Su¬
being taken under. advisement by preme Judicial Court that the resolution empowering members
the full bench of the Massachusetts judge was correct,” Harrington to testify before the Justice Dept.’s
antitrust division.
Supreme Court.
The Supreme said.
In an address before the con¬
Defense Counsel Heaney argued
Court was asked to rule on whether
"unrestrained nudity” in itself can that the jurors and hot the judge current 38th annual convention of
be construed as obscene "as a mat¬ should have ruled on "Garden of Allied Theatres of Michigan, Busi¬
Eden,” and cited a Supreme Coutt ness Analyst Albert E. Sindlinger
ter of law.”
The question came'up while the decision. (This resolved about the blasted distributors for failure to
court was hearing the appeal of point of how much alcohol there pre-sell films.
Benjamin P. Rogers /of Brookline was in a bottle of Jamaica ginger.
"That is bad judgment,” he
and Antorte Monir of Fall River, The judge had ruled there was said, "because our surveys show
Who were convicted and fined, for 80% and the Supreme Court re¬ 120 million people consider going
showing the film in Fall River last versed his verdict, saying’ it was to the movies each week while
year. Justices of the high bench the jurors’ duty to assess the.) only about 30 million. actually go.
attended a special showing of the amount of alcohol if any.) Asst. The, potential business is there if
disputed film to acquaint -them¬ Dist. Atty. Harrington countered the movie industry would proper¬
selves with the film’s content. by claiming that "unrestrained nud¬ ly present its product by pre-sell¬
Later attorneys for the two men ity is not obscene” as a matter> of ing it before offering^it to the
argued that Superior. Court Judge law, but may be as a matter of public—like auto and' soap firms
Harl# Kalus had been in error fact. "The district attorney’s office do, for instance.”
"Funny Face” is an example of
when he ruled the film was ob¬ believes there is obscenity in this
failure to pre-sell • with the result
scene and di4-not permit the ques¬ picture,” he stated.
Atty. Heaney said the film only that it is drawing only half the
tion to go to the jury.
. Attorney James A„ Heaney, coun¬ showed vacationists at the nudist' audience, it .could, Sindlinger de¬
sel for Moniz, filso t argued that camp swimming, riding, boating clared. "It is the old story that
there was "nothing fcut mere nud¬ and sun bathing In their skins people have to know something
ity in this film.” Concerning the without any suggestive action. Nud¬ about the product before they buy
ruling by Judge. Kalus, Bristol ity alone, he argued, is not obscen¬ it and the movie industry just isn’t
County Asst. Dist. Atty. John J. ity and may be seen in any art investing the time and the money
Harrington said his office believes museum and even on tv, in pictures tq pre-sell product,” he,said. Show¬
men have surrendered the art of
there is "obscenity in the picture, of native life in primitive places.
The film was shown in the Em¬ showmanship to Smart merchan¬
but conceded it could not develop
anything to argue there was ob¬ bassy Theatre in Fall River in Jan¬ disers --not in the entertainment
business, Sindlinger added.
uary, 1956.’
scenity as a matter of law.

Sinatra Sues Look Mag;
Says His Standing Hurt
As Teenagers* Favorite

Can. Ad-Pub Official

TV Scripts Turned Filins

$25,000 Brings 49
Columnists to Ad
In ‘Teacher’s Pet’

LOUIS M. PESCE TOPS
, N.V. FILM ‘CENSORING’

ALLIED REALIGNMENT

wrrH compo snagged

Are Nudes Naiighty in Repose?

Creditors of Film Classics, on*
time indie distribution outfit which
went out of business almost seven
years ago, will get onother dividend
following a decision handed down
last week in N. Y. Supreme Court
by Justice William C. Hecht Jr
His ruliang held that Classics is en*
titled to an undetermined amount
which Eagle Lion collected on cer¬
tain* distribution pacts. Latter were
originally serviced by FC, but were
takeq over by Eagle from June lo
195Q, until Aug. 4 of that year. ’
Decision followed rdeent trial of
a damage suit brought by Irving
Kauman, FC creditors’ assignee
against ELC and several lesser defendants.
Among other things
Kauman asked $1,000,000 damages
on the grounds that FC was fraud¬
ulently induced to turn over all of
its assets to ELC. But Justice
Hecht disallowed this claim be¬
cause "there ^s no proof of the
fraudulent representations.”
While there was nothing fraudu¬
lent about the. transaction, the
court ruled that Eagle was guilty of
converting Classic’s assets in re¬
spect to the distrib pacts since
there was no valid agreement cov¬
ering the deal. Jurist added that
if the plaintiff receives the amounts
collected under the release con¬
tracts, less the cost of collecting
same ... it will right the wrong,
done to FC by the conversion.
Justice Hecht urged the litigants
to agree on a form of judgment in
keeping with his recommendations.
Otherwise, the court warned, a
referee will be named to fix dam¬
ages. Under the ruling FC is also
to recover accounts receivable of
$24,309, less certain costs. In ad¬
dition, FC creditors will get “fair
market value” on June 10, 1950,
of furniture and other personal
property belonging to the defunct
firm.
Eagle Lion Classics, incidentally,
ceased to operate early in 1951
when all of its product was- ac¬
quired by United Artists. A sub¬
sidiary 'of the then Pathe Indus¬
tries, ELC was headed by Arthur
B. Krim. Now UA prexy, he was
member of a syndicate which ac¬
quired management of the com¬
pany in February, 1951.
VANDALS CLOSE THEATRE

Seats Slashed—Appeals, Investiga¬
tions Fruitless at Wilson, N. Y.
Buffalo, May 14.
Wilson Theatre at Wilson, N. Y.,
near here has closed as a result of
juvenile vandalism. A sign was
posted on the marquee Sunday
reading "Some Teen-Agers Closed
This Theatre.*’
Francis A. Tate, who has oper¬
ated picture houses in. the area
foi the past 20 years stated that
over 50 seats have been slashed
recently ahd the screen damaged
by gum, fruit and vegetables dur¬
ing the past few months.
Rest
irooms'have also been damaged con¬
sistently.
Appeals to young patrons, of¬
fers of reduced admission pricei
and investigations by state troop¬
ers and deputy sheriffs have been
unavailing with the .management
now giving up the fight.

FILM SUPERVISOR
National organisation hat need for
Film Supervisor with director and
cutter experience. Must havo exparl'once In Sold of motion pictures and
television.
Profor staff experience
with largo motion picture company/
particularly in short sub|oct field.
Must bo willing to travel axtonslvely.
Salary commensurate With experience.
Resumes reviewed promptly.

■ex V-30142, VARIETY,
154 W. 44th St., New York 34

New York Theatre
-MoioHiin music mu—i
Rockefeller'Center
•
HEfiQRT PECK * LAUREN BACALL
“DESIGNING WOMAN”
In CinemoScepo mod METROCOLOR
As. M O M Picturo
WmnKUMfTMK PMHRUTNN

PfiltlEff
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GEORGE KARR
For designing
the wonderful gowns
I wear in

THIS COULD BE THE NIGHT"

ST. REGIS MAISONETTE
N*w York

(May J9 and June 16)ED SULLIVAN SHOW, CBS-TV
"THE STRANGE ONE'7
(Columbia Pictures)
"THIS COULD BE THE NIGHT"
(M-G-M)

Publicity! FRANK GOODMAN

ImRr f
nf
f
k

Management:

BARRON POLAN
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Accusations Fly at V6AW Meet;
Defeat Moves to Delay Election
Hollywood, May 14.
Election of Writers Guild of
America West will be held May 21,
following two unsuccessful efforts
by the council to postpone it in
what has been one. of the most tur¬
bulent campaigns in Guild history.
The council's first effort to delay
the vote via a constitutional amend¬
ment was dropped after member¬
ship criticism, and the second, also
via an amendment, aborted when
a quorum failed to show at the
N.Y. branch meeting Thursday
night (9), held concurrently with
the meeting on the Coast. Only
about 40 of a necessary 90 needed
for a quorum appeared in Gotham.
Defeated amendment would have
postponed the election and allowed
more names to be added to an
indie slate in the tv-radio branch.
When the Manhattan quorum
didn't appear, the Coast legalites
for the council tried to talk eastern
brethren into polling their mem¬
bers by mail, but were flatly
turned down by N.Y. which termed
any further delay unconstitutional.
- Hollywood meeting was marked
by verbal fireworks, 'with attacks
both on the council and on exec
director Frances Inglis. Ben Starr
of the tv-radio nominating commit¬
tee suggested that if Miss Inglish
was responsible for a factional fight
within the Guild it might be best
for the Guild to buy out her con¬
tract and replace her. Irving Giel¬
gud also took note of the Inglis
issue, saying if it had reached the
point where she is such a contro¬
versial figure, perhaps the Guild
should look into the matter of oust¬
ing her.
Called ‘Informer'
Erna Lazarus, who originally in¬
formed the council and former na¬
tional chairman F. Hugh Herbert
of a caucus which she believed was
not proper, defended her belief
that selection of tv-radio nominees
at that meeting was not ethical.
She was termed an “informer” by
Starr. Miss Lazarus also deplored
leaks to the press, complained that
news about council sessions which
were supposedly hush-hush was
appearing in Daily Variety.
David Dortort, who resigned as
prexy of the tv-radio branch in
protest at the council’s condemna¬
tion of the. tv-radio nominating
. group—a condemnation later re¬
scinded—said one month the Guild
spent $27,000 although it took in
$25,000, and criticized the council
and administration of the Guild.
He is a former council member.
Emmet Lavery gave a pitch for
unity, saying it was time writers
stopped attacking each other, and
present a unified front. Dan Taradash, Dan Fuchs and Frank Nugent
defended the council’s position,
and a passing reference by Taradash to the “philosophy” of the
opposition was immediately de¬
nounced by a number of writers,
• (Continued on page 48)

Pulse’s ‘Rating Week’ Gimmicks

Joan Davis to NBC-TV
Hollywood, May 14.
Joan tDavis is returning to the
NBC-TV fold, after ABC-TV failed
to sell her pilot for a new comedy
series. Pilot reverted to her and
she became a free agent thereafter,
cueing the exclusive deal set for
her with NBC by the William Mor¬
ris office.
Botli net and agency are now
plugging for a fall sale.

Longhairs Lose
Move to Block
’Frisco AM Sale
San Francisco May 14.
The longhaired stockholders of
KEAR have wound up on the short
end.
- FCC examiner Elizabeth Smith,
in Washington, has ruled that the
classical music lovers who sought
to block sale of the 10,000-watt
independent, radio station to MidAmerica Broadcasters, a pops chain
run by Dave Segal, failed to make
out a case.
The decision is* not final, because
it can be appealed to the FCC, but
unless an appeal is filed, the ruling
becomes effective in 40 days.
Lawyer Milton Stern Jr. and
Frank De Beilis, Frisco music pa¬
tron, had hoped, in behalf of the
minority preferred-stoek owners, to
reverse the sale and to get license
of KOBY (KEAR’s hew call let¬
ters) revoked. They hoped KEAR
would return to the air as Frisco’s
“good music station.”
But the examiner. said they’d
failed to prove bad faith on the
part of Stephen A. Cisler, KEAR's
ex-owner, who staged large-scale
fund drives and stock sales when
the station first got into financial
hot Water.
Cisler did broadcast pleas to the
public for money to keep longhair
music on the air, the decision said,
but there was no evidence his state¬
ments were “knowingly or unknow¬
ingly false.”
Stern and De 3ellis had claimed
Cisler, who still runs KEAR-FM on
a longhair policy, broke faith with
contributors and stockholders.
Chances of an appeal appear
slim. Stern said he had no money
for one, though De Beilis insisted
he was ready to pay his own way
to Washington to offer evidence
again if someone financed the ap¬
peal.

KCMO ‘Debut’ Delayed

U. of Mich. Prof Lauds
ABO-TV News Style As
Key to ‘Editorializing’

Kansas City, May 14.
The opening and dedication of
KCMO Broadcasting House, origi¬
nally planned for May 23, has been
postponed because of a general
construction industry strike in the
metropolitan K. C. area. .
A new date will be set when the
strike is settled.

A professor of television at the
U. of Michigan declared that the
FCC leaves video stations suffi¬
cient berth in taking a stand on
controversial issues. Prof. Garnet
Garrison, director of the school’s
tv department, said he’d “like to
see news presentation such as that
on ABC” with a number of com¬
mentators of - “somewhat different
points of view given a free hand.”
“If a radio or television station
is meeting its responsibility in
presenting public issues, there
should be no reason for its not edi¬
torializing,” Garrison stated.
He
wrote his commentary fdr a uni¬
versity experimental newspaper,
the Michigan Journalist.
Garrison said that, stations may
take a stand on controversial is¬
sues so long as FCC requirements
are "'met, “It is impossible to re¬
quire a broadcaster doing news
analysis to be so neutral that he
won’t be influenced by his point
of view,” he said.
Hire analysts of known integrity,
he declared, but “when you hire
men to analyze the news, let them
analyze it.” He noted the ABC
method as a means of getting
around FCC “equal time” rules.

Boston, May 14.
The American home of the future
will have its tv set hanging on the
wall like a picture t^nd it will turn
on and off automatically or switch
to different program's according to
a card marked by the viewer. So
predicted Harold E. Fellows, prexy
of Rational Assn, of Radio & T,V
Broadcasters, in an address here
today (Tues.) before the Emerson
College Seminar on Contemporary
Broadcasting.
Fellows also forecast that the
broadcasting industry in 1994 will
have “many single-purpose tv stu¬
dios” in major cities specifically
designed to originate “extravagant
as well as modest” studio shows.
By 1994, he said, international
instantaneous tv pickups will have
become “commonplace”.
Advances in electronics, he
prophesied, will provide radio
transmitters so compact that it will
be possible to house “an entire
radio station” in an executive’s
office. “Antennas”, he added, “will
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Swing and' Sway with

SAMMY KAYE
Currently: Hotel Roosevelt Grill,
New York.
Radio: Sunday Serenade—ABC.
Col. Records: Rock and sway—
YOUNG LOVER’S DREAM
Calypso
WAT A SATIDY NIGHT
Col. Albums: ..SUNDAY SERE¬
NADE OF POETRY—MY FAIR
LADY—BELLS ARE RINGING—
WHAT MAKES SAMMY SWING.

Denis’ Fightin’ Words On
Ike’s AM-TV Talks; Ask
Equal Time From Webs
Grant to President Eisenhower
of a half-hour of radio and tele¬
vision time last night (Tues.) and
another half-hour next Tuesday
(21) for talks in defense of the bud¬
get and foreign aid may touch off
still another major hassle over
equal time. Democratic National
Chairman Paul Butler is under¬
stood to have notified the webs that
he construes the President’s talks
as political and will demand equal
time for a reply.
The networks, once again, find
themselves in a. delicate position
re the FCC equal time provisions.
They couldn’t very well turn down
President Eisenhower’s request for
time because (1) he is taking a
matter of national import to the
people, and so the talks shape up
as in the public interest, and (2)
the opposition to the budget, which
the President is defending, stems
'from both Democrats and Repub¬
licans; hence, in the webs’ view,
the talks are not to be considered
partisan since they are leveled
against elements in both parties.
President's speech last night was
a pool telecast by NBC-TV at 9 to
9:30, with other webs doing kine¬
scopes and tapes at later hours.
Next Tuesday, CBS-TV will handle
the pool at the same hour. Mean¬
while CBS-TV has grabbed hold of
the budget question for an bourlong panel show out of Washington
next Sunday (19) at 2:30 to 3:30
p.m. featuring four Senators, still
unnamed. Program will be fed to
the network as a public affairs oneshot, and will preempt, among
things, the WCBS-TV, N.Y., plan
to do the first telecast demonstrat¬
ing a closed circuit educational tv
system in operatibn. Show, on
“Eye on New York,” was to have
originated in Albany.

Puls** Is notifying subscriber stations In both radio -and tele¬
vision of its intention hereafter to report along with alt local
ratings the' existence of “special promotional efforts designed
expressly to influence the reporting of listening and viewing.”
plan is aimed at squelching the growing number of rating-week
hypos that stations have been engaging in,
A Pulse spokesman described the plan As a “calculated risk”
since some station operators “may feel the kind of special promo¬
tions they use are none of our business ^and therefore quit the
service.” However, he said that Dr. Sydney Roslow, pulse chief¬
tain, figures that by including in the periodic rating reports de¬
tailed information on the nature of the special promotion, it will
enable advertisers to measure “unnatural” increases in the station
rating picture.
particularly insofar as. radio listening measurements are . con¬
cerned, the implication of- the Pulse move is that coin-giveaways
and other on-the-air promotions give an . undue boost to normal
radio listening trends, That would hold true of reports by all rating
services.
.
Problems of reporting “special tv promotions” are admittedly
greater. Video stations have long made it a practice to save their
best feature film product for. ra^pg week, and, according to Pulse,
present blueprint calls for reporting in the Telepulse booklets
those stations following this practice. If all stations in the. market
do it, then the problem is not one of individual station advantage
but one of a pqssibly .misleading overall increase in local sets-inuse figures. Exactly how Pulse intends to handle the latter was
not disclosed.
As Pulse explained it to subscribers, it will depend pn station
rivals to report the special promotions of each other. 1 After the
initial allegation, the rating service will call and ask the “guilty”
station for an explanation of'its promotional scheme so,that 4t
can be fairly laid out in the Pulse booklets. Pulse figures that if
a station withholds information, it will nevertheless be published
on the strength of outside reports. This material will accompany
regular ratings.

Novik Calls Upon FCC to Reverse
'Downgrading of Radio Programming’
:

;
Joan Blondell as ‘Min’

— -^—■—

+

Hollywood, JVIay 14.
Femme costar in Metro-TV’s up¬
coming “Min and Bill” series is now
narrowed down between Peggy
Wood and Joan Blondell with Chill
Wills set for the “Bill” billing.
Unless CBS-TV relaxes its option
on Miss Woods for 26 more “Mama”
stanzas, role will go ;td MisS Blon¬
dell.

NBC-TV Out On A
‘Wide Wide’ Limb
Via GM & Omni’
General Motors’ renewal on “Wide !
Wide World” isn’t as close as origi¬
nally anticipated. NBC-TV sentout a phalanx of brass to Detroit
last week, but the group returned
emptyhanded with the prospect of
at least a couple of additional visits
to the Motor City in view before
the $6,500,000 deal can be wrapped
up.
Delegation41 last week comprised
prexy Bob Sarnoff, sales & pro¬
grams exec v.p. Bob Kintner, pro¬
gramming veep Manie Sacks, pub¬
lic affairs v.p. Davidson Taylor,
sajes development veep Don Durgin and eastern sales manager
Chick Abry.
Actually, though
Sarnoff, Kintner and Sacks had
(Continued on page 48)

Fellows’ ‘Most Happy 19949
be built on pneumatic shafts, fol¬
lowing the principle employed in
lifting your car at the garage to
be lubricated. These will be raised
when in.use and lowered when the
station is off the air, also accom¬
plished automatically and remote¬
ly”.
Other advances foreseen by Fel¬
lows were:
Radio stations which offer mood
music so arranged as “to raise the
spirits at the day’s low ebb and
soothe them at the time of greatest
exuberance”.
Special radio and tv receivers
for the children “pre-set to turn off
automatically and simultaneously
douse the lights at the appointed
hour of retirement”.
Heavy emphasis in industry on
designing package goods to accom¬
modate the dimension of color for
tv commercials.
Summary - news bulletins and
special advertising messages con¬
veyed by facsimile to listeners own¬
ing special receivers.
A change in the character of the

newspaper to something more like
a daily magazine in format,
Automation, Fellows predicted,
Will influence transmitting opera¬
tions as well as reception. Radio
stations will go on the air, he said,
by “clock-activation” Just as re¬
ceivers can now be pre-set. There
will be two br three “voices” or
“announcers” on duty, throughout
the day, according to the broadcast
schedule, one of whom will be
highly expert in local or. regional
news. Network pickups will be ac¬
complished ■ through “sub-audible
impulses” contained In previously
recorded tape.
Television stations will have be¬
come “semi-automatic”, he fore¬
cast, and will be utilizing tape ex¬
tensively,
The impact of automation on
Station operations, he predicted,
will be to lessen administrative
work and place more emphasis on
creativity in programming, with
more time devoted to public
service and community projects.

Columbus, May 14.
The Federal Communications
Commission was called upon to “do
a few simple things” to reverse the
“current downgrading of radio sta¬
tion programming.”. Morris S. Nov¬
ik, part owner of New York com¬
mercial radio indie WOV and
broadcasting consultant to the AFL*
CIO, made the remarks during a
panel discussion of the 27th Insti¬
tute for Education by Radio-Televi¬
sion here last week. He said the
"cheaper” operation in the indus¬
try is dragging other stations down
to its level.
Novik listed four ways whereby
the FCC could elevate the alleged¬
ly deteriorating level of audio pro¬
gramming:
(1) FCC, because of the manynewcomers in, the business, should
reaffirm its interest in local public
service programs. (2) It should, be¬
fore approving transfer of a li¬
cense, require a statement of pro¬
gram policy, similar to that re¬
quired •'for a new grant. (3) It
should license for one year only all
new grants and all transfers so that
program performance can be meas¬
ured against promise before a re¬
newal is granted. (4) A point much
in contention these days—the FGd
should not extend its current threeyear licenses to flve-year terms,
without providing an effective an¬
nual method of reviewing station
program performance against
promises.
Novik contended that the FCC to
date has been falling down on the
job of keeping stations in check.
(Continued on page 52)

IT&T Working on Cuba~U.S.
‘Oytf-tke-Horizon’ TV In
first Cdnunercial Link

Havana, May 14.
Cuba will be able to receive di¬
rect tv signals from the U.S. when
an “oyer-the-horizon” radio system
is installed between Florida and
Cuba. The system, which will cost
over $2,000,000, Is being built by
the Radio Cotp. of Cuba and thf
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., both subsidiaries of IT&T.
Cuban arid American engineers
are setting up “repeater” stations
at Florida City, Fla., and Guanabo,
Cuba, where huge parabolic reflect
tors will be able to beam signals
across the Straits of Florida.
Guanabo and Havana will be linked
by a microwave chain of 4,000
megacycles.
The system will also be used to
transmit phone conversations be-*
tween the two countries. At pres¬
ent all calls are transmitted via
underwater cables.
The Florlda-Cuba system will be
the first commercial one in use.
Similar military systems have been
set up between Canada and^Alaska,
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TV’S BIG GAME: CANCELLATION
Scorecard on Head-Hunting
Rundown on network tv programs cancelled nr due for can¬
cellation (see story):
tfRCM-Sid Caesar, George Gobel Show, "Bengal Lancers,” "j\1coa ttour-Goodyear Playhouse,” "Sir Lancelot” "Stanley,”
"Robert Montgomery presents,” "Big Surprise,” "Noah’s Ark/’
"Panic,” "Jane Wyman Theatre,” "Stop the Music,” "Hold That
Note,” "Kaiser Aluminum Hour,” "Adventures of Hiram Holli¬
day,” "Masquerade Party,” "Walter Winchell Show,” "Blondie/**
"On Trial,” and !‘Roy Rogers,”
CBS—"The Buccaneers,” Jackie Gleason, "Hey Jeannie,” "High
Finance,” "You’re on Your Own,” "Two for the Money,” “Mama,”
"The Boing-Boing Show,” "You Are There,” "Private Secretary,”
"I Love Lucy” (out because of a refusal of the stars to film any
new episodes, but nonetheless a casualty), "The Brothers,” Herb
Shrlner, "Do You Trust Your Wife,” "CBS Cartoon Theatre,”
"Giant Step,” "Arthur Godfrey & His Friends,”, "20th CenturyFox Hour,” "My Friend Flicka,” "Beat the Clock,” "West Point,”
"Crusader.”
ABC—Galen Drake, "Famous Film Festival,” "Omnibus,” "Wire
Service,” Bishop Sheen, "DuPont Cavalcade Theatre,” "Ford The¬
atre,” "Circus Time,” "Crossroads,” "Treasure ^Hunt,” "The Vise,”
Ray Anthony.
4 '

CBS-TV s ‘Too Many Sponsors for
Sat. Vs. Como; Old Gold in 1st Call
Although CBS-TV has been fear-4-—
ful that the Saturday 8 to 9 period
vs. Perry Como would prove its
toughest fall sales problem, the
Robert S. Fleming, presently
web is now experiencing an embar¬ head of Newsweek’s Chicago bur¬
eau,
joins the ABC's Washington
rassment of client riches. Network
radio-tv commentary staff June 3.
last week received an order from
Fleming, as a member of the
Helene Curtis for the 8:30 to 9
period, but has been unable to ac¬ Newsweek staff, worked with John
Daly,
ABC veep in charge of pub¬
cept it due to a previous option to
lic affairs and news, during the
Old Gold for the same time slot.
national conventions last year.
Curtis placed an order for "Dick
& the Duchess,” the new Sheldon
Reynolds film series about a gang¬
ster in high English society. This
is the series that has been men¬
tioned, among other things, as a
candidate for the CBS Tuesday at
9 period for the fall and even as a
possible Monday night "I Love
Lucy” replacement. However, Cur¬
tis, which sponsors half of the 9 to
9:30 Gale Storm show, was looking
for a contiguous discount setup and
so stepped in with "Dick” and the
..
order for the time.
"Mr. Broadway,” the Mickey
Before d)BS can accept the order, Rooney-starring NBC-TV biospec
however, it must allow Old Gold to of George M. Cohan, topped its
come to a decision as to its dispo¬ Trendex competition handily over
sition of its option on the 8:30 slot. the weekend, scoring a 90-minute
OG, currently in at 8 p.m; with half average, nearly double its nearest
of the Jackie Gleason show, had competition. The Swift-sponsored
decided to move to 8:30' in the fall spec averaged out to 26.3 in its
and submitted “Court of Last Re¬ Saturday (11) spot, compared with
sort” as its program entry. Colum¬ a 13.4 average for C&S-TV’s “Gale
bia turned "Court” down because Storm Show,” "SRO Playhouse”
it didn't fit the Saturday night pro¬ and "Gunsmoke” and ABC’s 11.8
gram pattern, whereupon OG for Lawrence Welk ’ and "Ozark
placed the show on NBC. . But the Jubilee.”
ciggie outfit still holds an option on
The half-hour breakdown showed
the .time and is looking at several "Broadway” with 29.7 at 9, against
CBS properties.
12.0 for Gale Storm and. 12.3 for
Meanwhile Old Gold finalized its Welk. At 9:30, it was "Broadway”
summer plans With purchase of the 26.7, "SRO” 8.3 and Welk 16.9, and
Jimmy Durante films made a at 10, it was 22.5 for the spec, 20.0
couple of years back when the for '"Gunsmoke” and 6.2 for
Schnoz was on NBC, and will slot "Ozark.”
therp in the 8 to 8:30 period. CBS
Other Trendex returns: Steve
is working on a show for the 8:30 Allen (with Billy Graham as
to 9’ slot after Jackie Gleason goes guest) whisked past Ed Sullivan,
off, but hasn’t finalized anything. 19.1 to 18.1 (with 4.2 for ABC’s
Couple of possibilities are believed "Hollywood Film Festival”); ABC’s
to be "The Honeymdoners” reruns “Date With the Angels” preemed
and the new Dicjk Van Dyke show. Firday (10) with a 10.5 vs. 10.6 for
NBC’s Gillette fights and 18.5 for
CBS’ "The Lineup”; Perry Como
again topped Jackie Gleason by a
27.2 to 15.7 score, with 4.2 for
ABC’s "Famous Film Fest”; and
the second "audition” show of Alan
Freed’s “Rock 'n' Roll Revue” Sun¬
day on ABC scored an 11.1 vs. 9.7
for CBS’ "Buccaneers” and 16.2
Record sales and earnings for for NBC’s "People Are Funny.”

Robt. Fleming to ABC

‘Mr.B’way’Mr Big
On Trendex; Allen
19.1, Sullivan 18.1

55 SINS (45%) FCC Action on Pay-TV Seen Hanging
WALK THE PLANK On Confab With Key Congressmen
-----,-4

Television’s 1956-1957 season,
now nearing its close, will go down
in the books as the most cancella¬
tion-happy year in the medium’s
short history. If it was the dull¬
est season on record, it wasn’t for
lack of a bewildering variety of
program turnover. The number of
nighttime program cancellations
during the season and upcoming
by summertime will reach a stag¬
gering total 55 out of the 121 shows
which appeared on the three net¬
works, or over 45%.
A Variety rundown of threenetwork programming this year
'also reveals that by season’s end
there will have been turnover in
no less than 57% of the 110 night
time program periods—or 63 ac¬
tual slots. Some of this represents
changes already made with the sub¬
stitutes continuing through next
fall; other changes are upcoming
for the fall. Also included here is
turnover represented by several
shifts ,pf programming to different
time slots at ABC, though the same
shows were retained.
But overall, 57% of next sea¬
son's three-web schedule will be
different in its program entries
from last fall’s—easily the largest
shift from season to season in tv
history. More revealing as an in¬
dex of th/e uncertainties of this sea¬
son is an examination of the pro¬
gram
cancellations
themselves.
That 45% cancellation figure, for
example, includes at least six in¬
stances where two or more axings
took place within the same time
slot during the course of the single
season. One show was cancelled
twice during the season on differ¬
ent networks.
Web-by-Web Breakdown
A network-by-network rundown
shows that of 37 programs aired
in prime hours by NBC-TV, exact¬
ly 20 were or . are due to be axed’
by season’s end, a casualty rate,of
over 50%. On CBS, it was a 22
out of 55 total, substantially less
than NBC but extremely high for
the usually stable Columbia oufit.
On ABC, the total was 13 out of
29; and this figure would have been
higher ibut for the fact that instead
of potshot axings, ABC preferred
to juggle existing programming in'to new time periods.
s .
On .the time-slot turnover, in¬
volving at least one change during
the season in a time period, NBC
had shifts in 22 out of 36 program
periods which existed at the start
of the season (where an hour show
was in at the start, that slot is
counted as one period, though it
conists of two half-hours). At ABC,
the percentage was higher, 21 out
of. 32 periods, due to extensive
juggling of the schedule. At CBS,
the turnover was 20 out of 42 slots.
In terms of multiple cancella¬
tions in the same time period,
there were six such cases, split
evenly between NBC and CBS. Lat(Continued on page 52),

CBS Net Dp 34%
In Peak 1st Qtr.

Alcoa-Goodyear
Tap 4-Star Films

the first quarter were reported last
week by CBS Inc., with net income
rising 34% over the same period
last year to a peak $5,907,323 aiTcl
sales and revenues rising 8.5%
over the 1956 quarter to a high of
$95,946,932. The comparative 1956
figures were $4,462,783 In profits
and $88,406,663 in sales.
Per-share earnings were up to
77c. for the quarter, 17c. over the
50c. per share for the first quarter
of 1956, Increase in earnings was
attributed by board chairman Wil¬
liam S, Paley to” the liquidation
last summer of CBS-Columbia.
Board of directors voted a 25c.
cash dividend on Class A and B
stock, payable June 7 to stock¬
holders of record on May 24.

Alcoa and Goodyear have tapped
Four Star Films to produce their
Monday at 9:30 show on NBCTV for the fall, thus finally
resolving a bitter competitive
hassle, between Four Star and
Screen Gems over which vidpixer
would get the Alcoa-Goodyear
plum. Curiously enough, the spon¬
sors had picked the title of the
show before they had chosen the
package—it will be called "Action.”
Four Star will turn out a series
of adventure-action-mystery films
for Alcoa-Goodyear with a star
roster comprising David Niven,
Charles Boyer, Robert Ryan, Jane
Powell and Jack Lemmon. Screen
Gems, which had been pitching its
own anthology series, withdrew
from the bidding last week.

■ CBS-TV Names Evans
Asst. General Atty.
Robert V. Evans has been upped
to assistant general attorney in
charge of talent, program and fa¬
cilities contracts and rights for
CBS-TV. He succeeds Charles C.
Woodard, who resigned to become
assistant t6 Don McGannon, prez
of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
The WBC vacancy was created'by
the shift of Bob Teter to the Griffifths, Peters & Woodward station
rep company.
Evans, until now a CBS senior
attorney, reports to v.p.-general at¬
torney Thomas K, Fisher.
i

‘TolI-TV in 6 Wks.’
Hollywood, May 14,
Approval of subscription tv
within six wedks was predicted
here last week by FCC Com¬
missioner Robert E. Lee, in
town for a symposium op aero¬
nautical electronics. Lee furth¬
er commented that he, fcr one,
. favors some form of pay-video.
Programs which don’t have
wide audience appeal, such as
opera, would especially bene¬
fit’ from a pay-tv system, Lee
observed.

Wed. ABCs 1st
SRO Night: W
Show To Revlon
Wednesday night is the first to
be completely sold out by ABC-TV.
Revlon closed the last sponsorship
gap by buying the full half-hour
Of "Walter Winchell File” at 9:30.
To accomplish this, Revlon had to
cut back to half of the Saturday
l10-10:30 Guy Mitchell show, leav¬
ing alternate weeks up for grabs.
Telefilm stanza, with the colum¬
nist narrating a series of police
beat and human interest yarns, be¬
gins 'the first week in October,
after the last play of "Ford The¬
atre.” J. Walter Thompson, after
a long delay, decided to relinquish
the Ford slot next season.
Last week, ABC wrapped up
programming on Thursday nigh I s,
but three alternate-week half, hours still remain unsold. On
Wednesdays, however, the network
is full-up on "Disneyland” with a
four - way sponsorship (General
Foods, General Mills, Swift and
Reynolds Metals). At 8:30, after
the full-hour kid show, BristolMyers commands the time —
agency Young & Rubicam, the
sponsor and ABC all having to giye
their approval, according to the
pact, on the show to fill the halfhour slot. It was reported that "Sea
Hunt,” the Ziv frogman package,
is a strong B-M prospect.
Eastman- Kodak has renewed
“Ozzie & Harriet” at 9, and the
Revlon business is in for Winchell
at 9:30. The fights pick up at 10
o’clock for Mennen and*Miles Labs.

‘The Web’ Comes Back
As TV Mystery Plots
Thicken;‘Loretta’Sub
Lending force to the widening
belief that a mystery cycle is re¬
turning to television, "The Web,”
the old Goodson-Todman package,
has bee 1 signed by Procter &
Gamble for a 13-week summer run
(starting July 7 as the NBC-TV re¬
placement for "The Loretta Young
Show.”
. New version of the series is on
film, with two episodes in the can
and the rest to be filmed begin¬
ning immediately for the summer
run. Understood P&G has taken
an option on additional films for
the fall. "Web” pilot had been
filmed in association with Screen
Gems, which only' last’ week set
still another summer deal oh« its
"George Sanders Mystery Theatre”
with Pabst for NBC showing.
Seems Screen Gems was just a
year too early on both series,
which were filmed for last-year
sale.

Washington, May 14,
Today (Tues.) is the day which
should decide whether the Federal
Communications Commission goes
forward with plans to authorize
subscription tv. The agency has
arranged a meeting late this after¬
noon with Chairman Oren Harris
(D, Ark.) of the House Interstate
Commerce Committee and possibly
Congressmen to discuss the
issue.
The meeting was called as a re¬
sult of letters to the Commission
from Harris and Chairman Eman¬
uel Celler (D., N.Y.) of the House
Judiciary Committee expressing
serious concern with public policy
issues involved in authorization of
tollvision.
Harris posed various
questions relating to the agency’s
authority to allow the commercial
channels to be used for a fee serv¬
ice.
Celler requested the Com¬
mission to hold up action on sub¬
scription tv pending disposition of
his bill to prohibit the develop¬
ment.
While the Commission appears
to have regarded the communica¬
tions as a virtual command to
"cease and desist” from further
consideration of the issue pending
a conference with Harris, there
seems to be differing views on
this. Delay in reaching a decision
on toll-tv, according to some
sources at the agency, has been
due to difficulties in getting all
seven commissioners together for
a vote.
Meeting Postponed
Such a meeting had been
planned just before the conven¬
tion of the National Assn, of Radio
& TV Broadcasters a month ago
in Chicago. • However, Comr. John
C. Doerfer became ill (appendec¬
tomy) and the meeting was post¬
poned. Since then, there has been
only one meeting in which all com¬
missioners were present and by
that time the Harris-Geller letters
arrived.
It was then felt that
courtesy, at least, toward a Con¬
gressional committee which has
jurisdiction'over the FCC demand¬
ed that' a conference be held with
Hju’ris as soon as possible.
It’s considered significant that
the Commissioners were to be ac¬
companied by FCC general coun¬
sel Warren Baker, apparently to
■clarify some of the complicated
legal problems involved (and pos¬
sibly to explain that it may not he
expedient to go on record on an
issue which may well reach the
courts), Harris, it’s recalled, has
.said he merely wanted answers to
his questions.
Whether the Commission goes
ahead at the first opportunity to
(Continued on page 52)

MBS’ New Pitch
Lures Affiliates

Over 40% of Mutual affiliates/reportedly have inked the net’s
new contract,. accenting the music
and news format for networking,
and which goes into effect June 2.
The net also picked up three
indie stations with its new pact,
KRES, St. Joseph, Mo., WFOX,
Milwaukee, and KLCB, Libby,
Mont. WFOX's inking, incidentally,
marks the first time MBS will have
a local outlet in Milwaukee, which
ip the past has received coverage
from Chicago, from the former
MBS affiliate WGN and the cur¬
rent WLS outlet for Mutual pro¬
gramming. Net also picked up a
delecting affiliate, KSET, El Paso,
Tex., which is rejoining after hav¬
ing resigned in September, 1955.
In line with its accent on news
on the hour and half-hour, net
signed two more newscasters to its
roster, Henry Mustin and Paul Sul¬
KBS Total 948
livan. Mustin, a former newscaster
for WMAL and night news editor
Chicago, May 14.
Keystone Broadcasting System, for WTOP, both Washington sta¬
transcription network for grass¬ tions, will operate out of D.C. Sul¬
roots stations, has added 16 new livan, a former CBS newsman, is
a member of the news staff of MBS
affiliates.
\
affiliate WIP, Philadelphia.
Total now is 948.
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TO NTA
4 New Telepix Series Primed
Canadian Lever’s Co-Prod. Deal Works SCHWALBERG
AS THEATRICAL HEAD
Up Global Steam for TPAs Tugboat’
For Summer Runs—With Options

"Alfred W. Schwalberg, vet mo¬
tion picture distribution official,
has joined the exec staff of National Telefilm - Associates.
He
The growing importance of the-f
•+ An unprecedented amount of
will function in overall manage¬
foreign market in the telefilm field.'
new footage is scheluled to be shot
ment activities as well as head up
is underlined again in a unique
the operations of NTA Pictures
for summer exposure bn television
deal between Normandie Produc¬
Pvinuul Kv Naur littnc fn Inc-» theatrical distribution arm of
“Colonel
Flack,”
the
Wilbur
year, probably, an alltime dogtions, Canadian affiliate of Tele¬
rnnicU Dj IICW JlIllaL.MJ. |the company now handling re¬ Stark-Jerry Layton package which this
days high. No less than four new
vision Programs of America, and
issues.
'
Hollywood,
May
14..
was
a
DuMont
networkfixture,
four
series,
ail for 13-week runs, are
Lever Bros, of Canada to co-pro¬
Schwalberg comes to NTA from years ago, is back in film form via going before . the cameras in the
It’s Doc Holliday’s turn for video
duce the “Tugboat Annie” Series.
Associates,
a a coproduction deal between Stark- next Couple of weeks for, early July
treatment now, with newly-formed Artists-Producers
It marks the first time that a Jimac Productions last week pur¬ firm he established two years ago Lay ton and CBS Television Film starts as summer subs.
Canadian advertiser has entered chasing tv and pix rights to the upon resigning as prexy of Para¬ Sales. The CBS vidfilm subsid has
The four new series are split
the ranks of co-producer of a half- John Myers Myers biog of the Old mount Film Distributing Corp.
had the-pilot on the national mar¬ evenly between NBC and CBS. The
hour skein, a move talked about West gunfighter-gambler.
ket for the past week.
latter has scheduled “Those Whit¬
by U.S. advertisers but, with few
New version has the same stars, ing Girls” to fill for “I Love Lucy”
Jimac, consisting of James Har¬
exceptions, unrealized. It- also ris and Fonville McWhorter Jr., is
Alan Mowbray and Frank Jenks, under General Foods-Procter &
marks TPA-Normandie’s second prepping pilot for “Stories of Doc
in their roles as a kindhearted con- Gamble -sponsorship, and has
series to be produced in Canada, Holliday” skein, with McWhorter
man and his sidekick. Pilot was okayed General Foods’ deal with
tlie other, being “Hawkeye and the scripting and slated to star under
filmed on the Coast with Stark and Four. Star Films for a 13-week
Last-of the Mohicans,” now in U.S. monicker of John Fonville. Addi¬
Layton producing and Four Star summer run of “Richard Diamond,
syndication in about 120 market^.
Films furnishing the production Private Detective,” the old radio
tionally, title song, “Ballad of Doc
TPA has had the “Tugboat HoUiday,” is being cleffed.
facilities.
show in which Dick Powell starred
Annie” pilot on its shelf for about
Because of prior “Wyatt Earp”
but will only produce for tv. "Dia¬
a year. It’s understood that the teleseries, a real life tieun between
mond” will sub “December Bride.”
financing as well, will also give Holliday and the Earps will be soft- At NBC, Pabst Beer has Pur¬
the advertiser a share in the world pedaled in the new skein.
chased the “George Sanders Mys¬
take. A pact along similar lines
London,
May
14.
tery
Theatre” for a summer Satur¬
was made on “Hawkeye” with the
day night ride, while Procter &
ABC-TV, the weekend commer¬
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. With
Gamble
has bought “The Web” (see
cial tv programmer for the Mid¬
production slated in Canada, series
separate story) for the Loretta
lands and the North of England,
will qualify as a quota show for
Rin
Tin
Tin
wiirbe
dogging
the
Young
replacement.
have paid an estimated $140,000 for
Britain. And with Lever of Canada
In every case, new product is in¬
Serge Valle has been promoted the tv rights to 25 pictures made rodeo-state fair circuit this sum¬
assured of a CBC time slot in the
web’s crowded schedule, a Cana¬ to research manager for Californ- by the late Sir Alexander Korda. mer, with the Rinny “troupe” (Lee volved. Screen Gems knocked out
nia
National
Productions.
He
re¬
They
are
scheduled
to
be
screened-]
a
couple of “Sanders” films for
dian airing also is in * the bag.
Aaker, Joe Sawyer & Co.) already pilot purposes, and sold the series
Counting probable addition of ports to Leonard Warager, man¬ later this year. 'Howard Thomas,,
ager
of
sales
planning
and
develop¬
set
for
eight
major
dates,
four
of
managing
director
of
ABC-TV,
to NBC. There are 13 in the cap
Australia, the series is geared to ment for NBC Television Films, a
stated that the deal was made with them at state fairs. Screen Gems, already, so no additional produc¬
cop the top foreign markets.
CNP division . . . E. II. Johnson, executors, of the estate, of the pro¬ which produces the ABC-TV stanza,, tion as necessary. There were also
TPA will distribute- /‘Annie”, formerly in the ad-promotion' de¬ ducer.
is actively involved ip the’ tour pilots on “The Web,” produced by
*
based on the Satevepost series by partment of Association. Films, has
Among the pictures are “The from both the booking and mer-1 Gqodson-Todman in collaboration
Norman Raine, in the U.S. and been appointed coordinator of
chandising
standpoints, via. SG
elsewhere other than Canada. Set branch operations. He will act as Private Life Of Henry VIII,” merchandising chief Ed Justin and with Screen Gems, and'latter will
provide new physical production
for lead roles, are Minerva Urecal liaison between company’s four “Catherine The Great,” “Lady the show’s producer, Herbert B. facilities.
“Whiting Girls,”- which
and Walter Sande,*with shooting branches and exec offices in New Hamilton,” “The Shape Of Things Leonard,
subbed “Lucy” once before,. will
York.
Firm
distributes
industryTo
Come,”
and
“The
Scarlet
Pim¬
slated to begin in Toronto next
Tour
starts
May
25
and
26
at
consist
of
new. episodes shot at
sponsored motion pictures to com¬ pernel.”
The deal has brought
month.
munity groups and tv stations' . . . strong protests from British Ac¬ the Fireman’s Rodeo in' San Jose, Desilu, while “Diamond” is brandGlenn Paxton joins the staff of tors’ Equity Assn., who state that Calif., then lays off until July 10 new as well.
Mark Lawrence in the. Ursula they are opposed to it in principle when the troupe starts a three-city
Tipoff on the reasoning behind
Halloran firm, working on musical because they do not agree with swing with. the. Black Diamond
commercials for radio and tv. Pax¬ theatre products being screened Rodeo,. beginning: on • that -date at the purchases pf new product by
summer sponsors and the willing¬
ton is a conductor and arranger
. . . J. Hovrard Schumacher Jr., on tv. An Equity spokesman said Erie Stadium, Erie, Pa. On July ness of the packagers to go . for
laboratory technician in NBC’s de¬ that the' matter had been taken lip 11 and 12, they shift to the Day- only, a 13-week summer ride lies in
velopment department, has been with the Independent Television ton Speedway for a two-day rodeo, the fact that, in every case, the
stint there which is tied;in with a sponsor has alsoi placed an option
named staff engineer for the So¬ Authority and the BBC.
ciety of Motion Picture & TV Engi¬
George Singleton, prez of the station merchandising contest, on on future* episodes j'n the series.
“The Flying Tigers,” an aviation neers.
Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Assn., WLW-D plus an appearance at'the The summer-rat least, in .four cases.
Bud Palmer to host “Big Mo¬ when told of the deal, said: “The Elder & Johnson Dept. Store.
adventure, telefilm series will be
—will serve.as the kind of testingment,”
telefilm
skein
produced
by
produced by the newly-formed
On July 14, troupe with the'same audition ground puce envisioned by
pictures have exhausted their value
.■ *
Galatea Productions. The company, Sterling TV . . . Joe. Kohn pro- as theatre entertainment. It seems rodeo unit swings into iAikrbn for’ the. industry.
headquartered. in New . York, is duced-directed via MPO commer¬ to suggest that commercial tv is its final date .with the hpi:Se set,'
toppeff. by Captain Gen Genovese, cial blurbs for Sylvania Monday hard up for material.” .
then l^ys off 'for Pver a mofith be¬
(13) and has Tide spots coming up
fore beginning on the state fair cif-*
a fonder flight captain with the rest
of this week . . ."Robert Law-;
Flying TigeH who since his retire¬ rence; '"teleblurb maker, ■ and his
.cuit/" TJiat starts Aug; 23 and 24
at the Ohio; State Fair , in Colum¬
ment from commercial aviation in veep Henry Traimait. winging to
ALBERT TO WTIC-TV
1951 has been actively engaged in Toronto to o.o. .the Canadian subHartford, May-.14.
. bus, tied to an appearance at the
■F&F. Lazarus Dept. Store and tv THE FLORIDA PRISON STORY
theatrical production and writing. sid.
■E. Paul Albert has moved- tbf?&F.
.
•
On
Aug. 28. and With; Rill Grove, commentator;
Frank. McMahon* advertising di¬ WTIC-TV from WBRO-TV,- PjcoVi- and' fair
“ * contests.
^ "
'
Raoul Walsh, vet Hollywood di¬
- Gov: Collins, others
rector pf such films as “All Quiet rector of MCA, vacationing' with dence, where 'he was' operations 29, troupejjiits the Indiana State Producer-writer: Bill Grove .
on the Western Front” an^ “Bat¬ family in Palm- Beach, . . '. Dave manager. He will serve al [ lYfrC- Fair at Indianapolis f,pr more; of 30‘ Mins, (film!
'
Sutton,
v.p.
in
charge:
of
MCA-TV;
the
same,
with,
appearances
at-the'
tle Cry,” has been inked to direct
TV as. assistant, production .man¬
L. S. Ayres and william L- Block WINN-DIXIE FOUNDATION
the 'skein, his first for . the tv me¬ returned from Miami,'. . , Current ager. '
v" .. ‘
*.'
What a local station can-do to
issue
of
Look
mag
has
an
article
oh
stores,
plus
ty
contests,
etc.'
At
dium/ Allan Sloane, tv scripter of
Station, a VHF, is expected. .to both the Ohio, and Indiana .fairs, highlight a civic sore spot is exem¬
Walker, star of “Cheyenne”
“Navy Log” and other shows, has Clint
start'.airing in.September.
series on ABC-TV.
SG has , arranged1 for/the; soils of plified in this half-hour social doc¬
b.eeri signed as the writer for “Fly¬
“The Florida Prison .
the respective state governors to umentary,
ing Tigers” Production on the
Story,” - done .by. the Washington
appear; in • uniform :and • :join. the. Post Broadcasting station, WMBRskein is slated to begin in July.
troupe.:- ; - ' ;
TV, Jacksonville. The documentary,
Other properties which Galatea
Windup, comprises two full-week sponsored on WMBR-TV by the
has-* lined up for the near future
food store chain Winn-Dixie Foun¬
stints,'
Aug.
30'
through
Sept.
6
include another tv series, “The
Products Service, an agency handling spot buyers, js in the process, at the Michigan State-Fair jin De¬ dation, also was aired by other
Letter,” set to go before the cam¬
Florida'tv stations last week-in¬
of
setting
film
deals
with
five
separate
distribs
for
barter
placing
in
troit..
and
tlie
Southeastern'
States
eras in early fall;-“The Big1 Mouth,”
cluding WTVJ, Miami; WTVT,
aimed for a 90-miirute spec, and approximately 100 markets. Two of the distributors are understood Fair in Atlanta Oct. 3 through 12, Tampa; WDBO, Orlando; WINK,
to
be
Guild
Films
and
United
Artists-TV,
although
officials
of
the
with
appearances
in
Hudson’s
in
two Broadway musicals for produc¬
Fort.:
Myers;.. WEAR, Pensacola;
tion next season, “Scots, Wha| Hae” various companies declined comment at this stage of the negotiations. Detroit and Rich’s ifi Atlanta on WUYM, Panama City, and WCTV,
Talks involve features, half-hours and comedy programming. PS the books. The merchandising:pro- Tallahassee.
and “Julia -Caesar.”
clients represented in the deal reportedly include Glamorine, Tint- motion effort, while set up through
The statewide exposure.; should
air and Continental Wax.
Screen Gems, is being handled in
Deal, involving about $10,000,000 to be paid to the distribs over collaboration with. ABC and the help to garner public support for
the
dollar expendi¬
a five-year period, is touchy at this stage, *with over-all plan under¬ show’s sponsor and agency, Nation¬ turesmulti-million
needed to eradicate many of
stood to take in all five film distribs, two ef which already are inked, al Biscuit and Kenyon & Eckhardt. the antiquated prison condition's
with the other three still unaccounted-for. Plan is to .line, up the
depicted in the film. It is unusual
100 markets via an exchange of programming for spots for the
for a* governor of/ a state to ac¬
Ottawa, May 14.
Products Service sponsors .riding the plan, similar to the C & C
knowledge,
as does Gov. Collins in .
W. H. Hogg, chief news editor of deals made for the RKO library for International* Latex,
the film, that.he is “ashamed” of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
many- facets of Florida’s prison sys¬
• and Ken'Brown, editor in chief of
WNAC-TV, Boston, is gifting the cops with gold tickers for new film
tem. Also,on the side of frankness,
CBC’s news bureau in England, series, “State Trooper:” Station has come up with monthly State
is the declaration of the state’s
Dallas, May 14.
are participating in the first major Trooper Awards, and first went to Capt. Joseph McEnaney of the
penologist,*
Richard O. Culver, that
The Highland Park Town Coun¬
directors’ meeting of the’ new Mass. State Police on Louise Morgan’s program. “Trooper” is alter¬
under the;icurreht setup taxpayers
cil
took
under
advisement
an
appli¬
British Commonwealth Newsfilm nately sponsored on WNAC-TV by General Cigar and Prince Maca¬
are being, cheated, for the inade¬
Agency Ltd. Session in London is roni. “The award- td Capt. McEnaney and- to other state troopers cation for a franchise for the op¬ quate monies on. the whole do
to set up a plan to have newsreel each month is WNAC-TV’s method, of bringing the fine work of the eration of a closed circuit televi¬ nothing in the way of rehabilita¬
crews in strategic world areas and Massachusetts State Police to the attention of the public,” the sta¬ sion system by the A. H. Belo tion inmates to make their way in
Corp.
the world after discharge. .
provide footage to television sub¬ tion said.
■
Representatives • of the Belo
The documentary, /written /and
scribers around the world.
Corp.,
.publishers
of
"the
Dallas
narrated
by Bill Grovel, director of
The British Broadcasting Corp.
CBS-.TV is now laying claim to the title of the world’s leading non¬
J. Arthur Rank Organization and governmental producer of educational films as a result of expanded News and owners of WFAA and news for WMBR-TV, is given an
able assist by the station’s photog¬
WFAA-TV,
appeared
before
the
the Australian Broadcasting Com¬ distribution of 16m versions of several of its shows. Sole exception
rapher Ken Butcher,- whose camera
mission are represented at the is the U.S. Government, which produces training films in the Armed council to explain the application. does a fine, honest reporting job.
James H. Moroney,’.senior yeepee The film; spans the good and bad
London conference.
Forces and thereby takes title as the top'producer in terms of volume.
New CBS claim stems, from a deal with Young America films for of the Belo Corp., and Alex Keese, in the Florida penal institutions,
educational distribution of 26 “Air Power” episodes, raising to 146 the director of WFAA and WFAA-TV, from the costly new correctional
‘Wagon Trail’ to Roll
number of half-hour and hourlong films in distribution over the past’ told council members the plah for institution for women at Lowell to
Hollywood, May 14.
two years. Other series released thrpugh Young America- are 71 “You closed circuit television- was- not the outmoded and overcrowded
First hourlong Revue Produc¬ Are There” shows, 27 “The’ Search”, episodes and two “Adventure” operational yet. “But,” Moroney facilities at Raiford, hub of the
tions’ “Wagon Train” telepic will films. The Text-Film Division .of McGraw-Hill handles 18 “See It explained, “we want to be in the state’s prison system. Accent is on
the physical deterioration of the
roll . May 21, with Robert Horton Now” films and the single'“Resources for Freedom” program. Young forefront when ic comes.” j
the overcrowding' of
and Ward Bond in continuing parts America also handles the “Out' of Darkness” single program.
Such a closed circuit system is buildings,
cells,
the do-nothing policy in the
and Ernest Borgnine as guestar of
Web estimates • that the 120 films already in distribution—“Air now being prepared for operation way of
rehabilitation—and, as • a
initialer. Herschel Daugherty di¬ Power” won’t be available till the end of June—reach an average in Bartlesville, Okla.,’ Keese said. sidelight, the poorer facilities as a
rects first telefilm, “Willie Moran annual audience of 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 .through the private educa¬ This would employ a system of pip¬ whole occupied by Negro prisoners
Story,” with Dick Lewis producing. tional showings. Young America ,prez Godfrey Elliott estimates that ing first-run films into private in the segregated setup. Some of it
Series is slated for NBC-TV air¬ .in 18 months, “Search” and “You Are There” have been shown in over homes, ;with subscribers paying a is shocking’and it should engender
ing next season.
125,000 U.S. classrooms.
’
*
set fee for the privilege.
some corrective action.
Horo.
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'Secret’ Weapon: Second Year
Judging from the rating history of MCA-TV's “Dr. Hudson's
Secret Journal/' now unreeling with its second year production
skein in many markets, a local'telefilm show, like a network show,
builds audience-wise..with longevity.
MCA-TY in its study took the eight niark.ets in which the Ameri- •
can Research Bureau did a rating survey in the month of March
for both 1956 and 1957, a period when both installments were un¬
reeling'in the particular markets. It found that the* second series
had an average ARB rating of 29.4, compared with an average
ARB for the same cities of 24.7 for the initial series.
Included in the study were -the following eight markets: Denver,
Columbia, Duluth-Superior, Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, Roanoke, Al¬
buquerque, Nashville and Jacksonville._

Ik K(MGM) AH-Pix Story’
Minneapolis ‘Backlog’ Station Makes Like
Smalltbwn, Saves Moola
Minneapolis, May 14.
In a number of respects inde¬
pendent KMGM-TV here, in which
Metro has a substantial interest,
is an example of how even a video
station can ibe operated along the
sam# lines as smalltown radio
stations.
KMGM-TV doesn’t go on the air
until 5 p.m. daily and it confines
its programming entirely to fea¬
ture films, chosen from its M-G,
RKO, United Artists and Columbia
libraries/and six half-hour syndi¬
cated films. Latter are “Mr. & Mrs.
North," “My Little Marjorie,” “Sci¬
ence Fiction," “Man Called X,"
'‘Waterfront" and ^Mystery Is My
Business."
There’s no news, sports' or
weather or locally produced live
programs. Thus, of course, such an
expensively maintained news de¬
partments as WCCO and KSTP,
for example, boast, is eliminated,
and substantial savings are ef¬
fected.
Other savings, too, are numerous
and the entire operation, except
for the comparatively heavy ex¬
penditures for the feature pictures,
is held to a minimum. The entire
live commercial announcing staff
comprises only six persons^—Mary
Jo Tierney, Fred Vant Hull, Howie
Cox, Tony Packer, pat Smiley, and
Jack Horner, who’s also a- sales-,
man.
Sans sports, weather and. news,
the station claims that its sales
Since last January have increased
900%. Negotiations have been
opened with Pat Weaver to affiliate
the station with the latter's im¬
pending new network.
Pittsburgh, Pa., interests pur¬
chased the station last year and
changed t its name to KMGM-TV.
With the acquisition of the M-G
library, Metro Pictures acquired a
40% interest. Larry Israel came
on from Pittsburgh to take over
the general management and Bob
Stone resigned as M-G exploiteer
here to handle pulblic relations and
promotion.
KSTP-TV (NBC) and WCCO-TV
(CBS) , go on the air daily at 6;30
a.m. and both have large and ex¬
pensive news ^departments in ad¬
dition to big producing/directing
and announcing staffs. WTCN-TV,
which starts its broadcasting at
8:30 a.hn daily, also has a large
staff in its production department.

'Silent Service
In Regional Coup
“The Silent Service," distributed
by NBC Television Films, has gar¬
nered a major regional deal, inking
Brylcreem for 14 markets, with an¬
other 10 markets for the advertiser
in the offing. Sale puts the syndi¬
cation skein over the 100-market
level.
Deal represents a departure for
Brylcreem, which heretofore, has
relied heavily on spot commercials
and feature films. It also marks
the first major regional for the
series, NBC Films having racked
up the majority of its sales on a
market-by-market basis, •

SG’s Geegee ‘Amy’
Hollywood* May 14.
Horseracing, t e 1 e p i x series,
“Cheers for Miss Amy," is on Her¬
bert B. Leonard’s sked for Screen
Gems for ’58-’59 season. Lensing
starts in September, with Leonard
currently dickering with L. A. Turf
Club to use Santa Anita as a locale.
Leonard's unit also makes “Rim
Tin Tin" series (just renewed),
“Circus Boy,” (shifting from NBC
to ABC next season) and “77th
Bengal Lancers" (going off the air)
for SG.

Bendix’s Real
Life of Riley
Hollywood, May 14.
In what ,1s believed to be the,
first deal of its kind, William Bendix will get 10% of the gross In¬
come from NBC's ’ syndication of
his “Life ot Riley" vidpix series.
After this season, he will have a
total of 221 snows backlogged, but
they are riot to be sold for reruns
until after he leaves the web.
For the new block of 30 “Rileys,”
Bendix will, for the first time in
six’ years, have a complete network
hookup on-NBC. In the past, he
was blacked out. bn the Coast since
he was sponsored by Gulf Oil
Which is not marketed in the Far
West,

Metro Pix on Albany ‘U’
First-Ranked With ARB
Albany, May 14.
Metro features appear to be do¬
ing a yeoman's job for UHF sta¬
tion WCDA-TV, a CBS affiliate,
which is' programming that studio’s
cinematics in early evening and
late time slots. With its Leo the
Lion theatricals, WCDA-TV is op¬
posing the market’s other UHF’er,
WTRI, an ABC . affiliate, and
WRGB, a VHF linked with NBC.
In time slofs beginning at 6:45
and 11:45 p.m., the Metro pix in
the April rating week of the
American Research Bureau in each
instance beat its VHF competition.
Toprated of the theatricals was “30
Seconds' Over Tokyo" Miich hit
an ARB average of 22.3 in the 6:45
time slot against 13.9 for the
VHF’er.
In the late period be¬
ginning at 11:45 “The Bribe" took
an 1L0 against a 4.9 for WRGB,
the V station. Trailing way behind
in the rating derby with the Me¬
tro pix • was the other UHF’er,
WTRI,

Meetings in Mexico On
Spanish* ^Millionaire’
Hollywood, May 14.
Meetings in Mexico City anent
Spanish-dubbed version of Don
Feddersori’s “Millionaire" tele¬
series get underway today (Tues.),
with Fred Henry, exec producer,
planing down to sit in.
*
While in Mexico City, Henry will
explore possibilities for a yet7unspecified. telefilm package slated
for September production, and will
supervise background lensing for
several “Millionaire" segments.
He’ll return May 30r

CITE NEED FDR New Sales Tie in Latin America
TV-SHY REiNERS Mushrooms AAP; $6,000,000 Deal On
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
With telefilms playing a greater
role in tv, and with Coast produc¬
tion facilities, including those of
many major studios, now geared to
feed celluloid entertainment to the
electronic wonder, feeling in some
segments of the trade is that there
is too much “B” product coming
off the Hollywood beltline. •
There is need for so-called pro¬
grammers, it’s argued, especially
with the demands for volume and
the medium’s economic restric¬
tions, but there is also a void to
be filled by creativity which could
give telefilms an excitement, and
at the same time give tv a shot
in the arm. Why should any notice¬
able segment • of Hollywood-pro¬
duced telefilms be second-billed to
otheV tv fare, it’s maintained, with
men like Elia Kazan, George Ste¬
vens, John Huston, Joseph Mankiewicz and Fred Zihnemann around?
True, none of the aforementioned
producers or directors has crossed
over to tv tp try at this stage, as
have many Hollywood stars in both
film and live tv. But they are
singled outsbecause they exemplify
the Hollywood men whose names
have stamped the unusually good
and popular “A" pix fare.
Quix Game ou Kazan, Etc.
Being bandied around are such
questions as: Wonder what Kazan
would do with a half-hour series?
Could Stevens get the same im¬
pact out of “Giant" with a •skeinCould Mankiewicz translate a series
based on his Academy Award win¬
ner “All About Eve"? Such men
have the critical and showmanship
sense that means boxoffice, able to
corral writing, acting and techni¬
cal talent which would spell ex¬
citement to the tv medium.
When men of such stature cross
the«tv line, they are met with, some
surprises and some successes. Case
ih point Is Alfred Hitchcock. With
his CBS-TV Sunday night halfhour skein, he has succeeded in
lifting tv mysteries out of a rut
with his urbane wit and know¬
how. Hitchcock, Incidentally, while
on the air, found time to do -one
or two features, the last one being
“The Wrong Man." This season,
there were the Frank Capra filmed
science specs, with Capra meeting
a sponsor in Bell Telephone that
put * premium on quality rather
than cost. Walt Disney made a
pioneer step among the top, indie
producers, contributing strongly
with uppergrade material, and
boosting ABC-TV’s stock.
Lotsa * Room For More
The presence ofJDisney, Capra,
Hitchcock and a few other topflight
Hollywood producer-directors in¬
dicates there is room for ?such
talent,' and somehow tv’s special
problems of money, sponsor tastes
and technical demands are met. In
fact, the many troubles a lesserhemed. producer-director has with
a show from a variety of sources-^sponsor, agency, et al—would be
minimized with a Samuel G<5)ldwyn,
for instance, holding'the reigns.
The Goldwyns could write prac¬
tically their own -ticket and their
entrance, it’s argued, would tend
to lift the quality of all telefilms—
giving the lesser-known producerdirectors a mark to shoot at for
one, and a field made freer to
operate in, for another.

Waring in Return to CBS,
As Garry Moore TV Sub
Fred Waring returns to CBS-TV
after a three-year absence- (except
for a couple of specs) July 22 for
a six-week summer replacement
stint for Gary Moore. Waring &
His Pennsylvanians go into the 10
to 10:30 morning period Monday
through Thursday with the full
10 to 11:30 span on Friday, when
Arthur Godfrey takes off.
Waring will probably do the
show as a remote from his estate
at Shawnee-on-Dalaware, Pa. That’s
not firm as yeti, depending on how
the technical situation shapes up. .

Distrib Ushers in Global Stance

-:------f

Alexander Gets Backlog
Hollywood, May 14.
M & A Alexander Productions
last week acquired Standard Tele¬
vision Corp., headed by Lawrence
Berger, and Standard’s 24-feature
backlog of old pix for tv.
“Among
Standard
titles
are
“Night in Casablanca." and “Love
Happy," both Marx Bros, starrers,
and “Wiriterset.”

TPAs ‘Have Coral
Unit. WiU Travel
Television Programs of America,
which is expanding its commercial
tv division, has come up with some¬
thing new— a mobile-unit coming
under the heading of a “TV Com¬
mercial Task Force" which is
geared for on-the-spot shooting for
advertisers.
Waiter I. (Wally) Gould, former¬
ly of Guild Films, has joined TPA
as producer in charge of the ex¬
panded commercial division. The
“task force" consists of Gould as
producer-director, a cameraman,
department heads and the re¬
quired equipment.
Current plans also call for the
production of industrial films and
documentaries. Gould, a show biz
vet, produced “Walk Without Fear"
for the National Arthritis Founda¬
tion, and in the commercial field
has produced for R. J. Reynolds,
Colgate-Palmolive and others.

METRO-CAL NAT PARDS
ON 4 VIDPIX SKEINS
Hollywood, JMay 14.
.Metro’s tleup with California
National, NBC-vldfilm Subsid, on
four telefilm series is more than a
straight rental deal, with the studio
actually putting up half, the coin
for each of the series, the web
bankrolling the other half.
Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel
personally negotiated the deal with
Cal National, In which Metro be¬
comes partners with NBC subsid in
the televentures. Studio and Cal
National- will split the profits evenly
on “Union Pacific," and it’s report¬
ed deals on the other three series
are patterned along the same lines.

Joan Sinclaire Back
In Packaging Field
i : Joan Sinclaire is quitting as
manager, of the. radio-tv-films de¬
partment of the Walter Lowen
agency to return to~ the packaging
•field, on her own. She’s now de¬
veloping “It’s Never Too Late,” a
platter of which was cut for ABC
Radio starring Julie Wilson, who’s
at the Maisonette of the St. Regis
Hotel, N.Y, Format hinges on an
“inspirational" gimmick bringing
on headliners to square the “never
too late” theme. It’s precursor for
a teleshow.
Miss Sinclaire, who’s been with
Lowen for two years, leaves for
Europe next week, with stops in
London, Edinburgh, Dublin and
Paris, to line up guests and make
some tape-recordings. She con-'
ducts a radio-tv workshop at the
Ballard School in N.Y.

Holt in G-K Ad Post
Hollywood, May 14.
Named ad-promotioiV director of
Gross-Grasne is. Robert I. Holt, for¬
merly ad manager for Fanchon &
Marco and copywriter for U-I.
Sandy
Schnaffell,
previously
with Art Jacobs flackery, also joins
G-K publicity staff. y.

,

Expanding its foreign sales dis¬
tribution, Associated Artists Pro¬
ductions has turned over all South
and' Central American dstribution
rights on the Warner Bros, feature
backlog, “Popeye” cartoons and
“several hundred” miscellaneous
celluloid properties to a new sales
syndicate. Transaction was for a
sum in excess of $6,000,000, with
AAP retaining an interest in
the south - of - the - border distrib
company.
• The new distribution firm is
partnered by Robert Krortenberg,
former AAP western division sales
chief, Eugene McGrath and Tony
Owen and a group of men de¬
scribed by AAP as “important in¬
dustrialists and bankers in various
Latin-American countries." Kronenberg left this week on an ex¬
tended sales tour of Latin America.
In disclosing the new selling ar¬
rangement in the southern hemis¬
phere, AAP also said that it has
started peddling theatrical and oc¬
casional video rights to its proper¬
ties in England, Europe and Asia.
Even a deal' behind the Iron
Curtain for a number of theatricals
was Inked by AAP, it said. But the
first big sale was completed last
week, with Granada TV and Asso¬
ciated Rediffusion, English com¬
mercial operations, buying the
“Popeye” cartoons. Negotiations
are in progress with the commer¬
cial operators in England for use
of all AAP products. The South American firm'is only
the first to be organized for selling
abroad. AAP said a series of
“foreign companies” will" be
formed to sell “and otherwise
utilize" all AAP picture rights.
Literary rights, already becoming
an important part of AAP’s do¬
mestic . dealings, will also ibe sold
abroad through the AAP subsids.
A further adjunct of AAP over¬
seas will be production deals on.
motion pictures, undertaken in var¬
ious countries, where old product
is sold. Company plans-to reinvest
distribution profits in production
and possibly in the acquisition of
foreign tv stations. In exchange,
AAP spokesmen said they were
“anxious” to acquire new foreign
product for U. S. distribution.
Norman Katz, boss of AAP’s
foreign department, is winging to
London to set up headquarter*
there. F ‘

Signets 43 Mkts.
OnP-T (Par) Pix
Signet TV has sold in 43 markets
they 35 Pine-Thomas pictures it
acquired last December from Para¬
mount, it said this week. At a
point, shortly after taking over the
pix, when the company had mado
deals in fewer than 20 cities, it
was reported that $800,000 in con¬
tracts had already been signed
toward the price of approximately
$900,000 paid to Par. Hence, it
appears 'Signet is well into the
black on the features, which prior
to its takeover were kicking around
without a (buyer for over a year.
Meantime Signet boss Nat Gassman sold four dubbed Italian films
outright to King Schor Ltd. at
what he said was a “substantial
profit.” It’s understood that Gassman inked deals on the pix with
the NBC-owned and operated tv
stations (prior to the Schor deal)
which grossed him over $50,900.

Filmaster Ha# ‘Gun’
Hollywood May. 14.
CBS-TV’s new vidserlesV “Have
Gun—Will Travel,” will be pro¬
duced by Filmaster Productions,
with shooting'tQ start June 10*
Richard Boone stars in the series’
to be produced by Julian Claman,
utilizing Filmaster production fa¬
cilities. Series will be Jensed at
California studios.
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The April National ARB, just out; shows: In daytime entertainment programs, NBC
Television now leads the second network in 15 out of 18 competitive quarter-hours.
In just one year, NBC Television’s daytime entertainment audience has increased 48%.
This isthe greatest one-year growth-story IIHA
in the entire history of television,
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College Prexies Give' EducLTV

BBC on a TV Showboat
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Ohio State U. Awards

London, May 14,
The BBC is to charter vessels
for a tv showboat series which will
be aired fortnightly from May 31* foMM4t.MHM44f.+ 44+4»44fM»444»4+++»44.Un M M »4
The show will be beamed from
tion; "Assignment Peace,” TJN
,
Columbus, May 14,
boats on rivers, lakes and inland
The 27th Institute for Education ABC; "TO# Anitriepnrorum/'NBa *
Boston, May 14. -f
waterways ;or round the coast.
by Radio-Television sponsored by
“What is the Place of Television
The programs will feature come¬ the Ohio State U. was held last
in Education? was the subject of
dians Kenneth Horne and George week over a three-day period (fl¬ .Class 7, children andyouth, "Journey
Toward the Light,” CBC,
.
T
Martin, and singer Michael Holli¬ it)).
a group of Greater Boston educa¬
Class 8, designed for pupils In primarv
day, as’ well as a ship’s orchestra
y
The
Canadian
Broadcasting grades; no awards.
tional and cultural leaders on a
and chorus. The first cruise will be Corp. and the JJBC each won three • Clhs# 9, designed for pupils. In primary
Pinky
Lee
is
due
to
return
to
special telecast marking the sec¬
grades for. in-school use; no1 awards
NBC-TV this summer. He’s been along the river Thames.
first place awards in the television
Class 10, gealfned for in-school use bv
ond aniii of WGBH-TV. Opening booked by Sweets Co. of America,
pupils in junior and senior high schooli
entries and CBC copped four "firsts no
awards.
/ .
1
the panel talk, Rev. Thomas Flem¬ onetime sponsor of. his afternoon
in the radio division to lead all
Regional*, C|#ar Channels
ing, S. J., executive assistant to the “Pinky Lee Show,” to appear in a
Group 2, regional networks, organlzaother networks.
tlon
and
clear
channel
stations.
Class
l
prexy of Boston College, said.
quarter - hour segment of the
Following is a complete li§t of special interest groups, "To Make Men
“In discussing -television and Sweets-sponsored Saturday morn¬
Free,” U. of Michigan Broadcasting Serv¬
the 1957 Ohio State, top awards.
ice.
*
education, I must compare it to ing “Gumby” show. Lee starts his
Class 2, cultural, "Assignment," Wbt.
Group 1, Network telecasts. Class 1,
what great books mean to educa¬ stint June 1 and winds Sept. 28,
*
special interest groups (women's, agricul¬ Charlotte.
Class 3. personal and social problems/
ture, religion, etc.): "Home,” NBC.
tion. Television can bring to a when Sweets deal for “Gumby”
Is My Story,” Federation of Jewish
■ Class 2, cultural programs (drama, art, "This
whole community the great teach¬ expires.
■
n
science, literature): "CBC Folio," CBC, Philanthropies, WRCA.
Class 4, public affairs, "Probe Report,”
ers of .the day. It is one of the most
Replacing “Gumby” on Oct. 5
Class 3, public affairs (problems, docu¬ CJOR, Vancouver.
promising channels of communicar will be “Andy’s Gang,” which will
mentaries and news): "Explorations," CBC,
Class' 5; basic freedoms, "Minority Re¬
tion that God has given us.”
have as its alternate-week sponsor
Class 4, basic freedoms, "Tragedy in a port,” CBS-KNX News Bureau, KNX, Los
Angeles.
Temporary Town"' NBC.
Thomas Perry_Jr., manager of Minnesota Mining & Mfg. “Andy’s
Class 6, one-time broadcasts, "Murder
Class 5, systematic instruction (tele¬
the Installment Plan,” WCAU, Phila¬
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Gang” is the Andy Devine version
courses): "The American Economy,” San on
Actor
Walter
Slezak
suffered
a
delphia.
'
of the late Ed McConnell’s kidpix
Francisco State College and the Educa¬
said:Class 7, children and youth, "The Chil*
double setback this week, with his tional Television and Radio Center.
series,
“Smilin’
Ed
and
His
Gang.”
dren’s
Bookshelf,” KDKA, Pittsburgh.
“I would like to follow Fr. Flem¬
Class 6, children (out-of-school listen¬
Class.
8,
designed
for in-school ■ use by
‘The First Gentleman” closing on ing): "The Friendly Giant—n," WHA-TV, pupils in- primary grades,.
ing’s thoughts by emphasizing how
"Tales from
of Wisconsin and "Mr. Wizard,” NBC. the Four Winds,” New York
Board of
television can range the entire
Broadway and his projected CBS- U. Class
7, school telecasts (in-school use): Education Station, WNYE1
"Now
Let's
Watch.”
National
Advisory
field 6f human knowledge. It can
Class 9, designed for iri-school use by
TV “Slezak & Son” situation com¬ Council on School Broadcasting and CBC.
pupils in the Intermediate grades, "Let's
go anywhere in the world—reach
Local and Regional
edy series getting the heave-ho
a Look at our Minnesota and its
into any situation.” Stating that
Group 2 awarda went for local fend re¬ Take
People,” KUOM.
from a pair of sponsors who had gional stations-or arganizationi producing
lass 10, designed for ln-school use by
-the Boston Symphony was “not
educational tv programs.
5
pupils in junior and senior high school,
primarily an educational- instituRCA Exhibition Hall, the show¬ already been committed to the
Class 1, special interest groups, "Months "Meet Master Cold Rice," Manitoba Dept,
Before^Birth," WQED, Pittsburgh, Na¬ of Education, CBC.
tion,” he stressed his pleasure case of electronic progress in Radio show. . Lever Bros, and Shulton, tional
Educational Television network.
Local Educational
“that we have still joined in the City, on the basis of an attendance which had taken on the situation
Class 2, cultural, "Journey,” KNXT,
Group 3, local organizations and local
Los Angeles. Special awards: "Peaches stations
great development by having con¬ tally marking its 10th anniversary,
dess than 5 k.w.) programming
Stanford U. KPIX,. San Fran¬ educational shows, Class 1, special inter¬
claims to be the top tourist attrac¬ comedy as their Tuesday 8:30 fall Yellow,”
certs televised.”
cisco.
est groups, "In Spirit and in Truth,”
Class 3, public affairs, "Senate Banking WAER, Syracuse U.
Dr. Harold Case, prexy of Bos¬ tion in the New York Metropolitan entry, backed out on the property Committee
Hearings,” WBKB, Chicago.
Class 2, cultural, no first award; honand are now casting about for an¬
ton U., introed the thought that area.
Class 4, basic freedom. "The Nature orable mention: "Behind the Scenes in
of Anti-Semitism," from the aeries "The Music,” WNYC.
Over the past 10 years since its other show.
tv “is deceptive. We are tempted
Open
Mind,”
WRCA-TV.
Class 3, personal and social problems,
After first having been enthu¬
With the prospect that it could opening, more than 17,000,000 per¬
Class 5, systematic instruction. "Stream¬ no first award; honorable mention; "The
help the problems of the crowded sons have passed through its por¬ siastic about the show, pilot of lined Reading,” Memphis Community Council Speaks,” Dixie Productions,
Television
Foundation,
WKNO-TV,
Mem¬
WJAN,
Spartansburg, S. C.
Classroom.” He cautioned, “But it tals. Frank M. Folsom, chairman of which was filmed in N. Y. ini March phis; "Ecco- Italia,” Roosevelt U., WTTW,.
Class 4, public affairs, "The Girl Scouts
is no substitute for the face-to-face the exec committee of the RCA with Howard Teichmann produc¬ Chicago; "French through Television,” Pjresents,”
Dixie Productions, WJAN.
Ldwell
Institute
Cooperative
Broadcasting
teacher-student- relationship.- It board, said that recent surveys ing, Leveh and the Ogilvy, Benspn Council arid Language Research, Inc., .Class S, basic freedoms. "I -am Thirty.”
Dixie Productions, WJAN.
would dilute effort and reduce di£ have revealed that, for the past Ac Mather agency got cold feet on WGBH-TV, Boston.
Class 6,® one-time broadcasts, "Listen
Class-6,
children’s
and
youth
prpgrnms,
cipline.
Educational
television three years, attendance at the Hall the basis of budget and refused "Hop, Skip and Dance,” KQED» San Fran¬ Los Angeles,” KLAC, Los Angeles.
Class 7, children and youth, "Down
works best when hsed as a supple¬ has exceeded its nearest competi¬ to sign for the show. A deadlock cisco. 1 '
I
Story Book Lane," Dept, of Speech, U.
Class 7. school telecasts, "Missouri Con¬ of Mich., WWJ, Detroit:
tor as a visitors’ favorite in New persisted for several weeks, until
■
mentation.”
stitution,” School Programs Dept., KETC,
Class 8, designed for ln-school use by
York
by
hundreds
of
thousands.
last
Thursday
night
(9),
when
the
St. Louis.
‘Seeing. Is Learning’
pupils in primary-grades, no first award;
Radio Awards
Folsom was on camera. yesterday CBS. option on jSlezak’s ..services
honorable
mention:
"Just
Why
Stories,”
“Television In general,” prexy (Tues.) on NBC’s “Today” show,
Group 1, programs heard nationally* KSLH, St. Louis Board of Education!
Class. 1, special interest groups. "The "Fun and Fancy—Listen Awhile,” StanlsAbram Sacher of Brandeis U., conducted on the main floor of the ran out and the network finally Sacred
Note,” XJ. of Chicago. WBBM: laud County Schools, KBEE,. Modesto,
had
to
give
in
and
agree
that
Lever
pointed out, “has given a fresh
Eternal Light,” Jewish Theological Calif.
to greet the 17,309,943d per¬ and Shulton could take on another "The
Seminary of America and NBC.
turn to the old phrase ‘seeing is Hall,
Class 9,' designed for in-school use by
son when doors opened at. 11 a.m. show .
Class 2, . cultural, "CBC Wednesday pupils in intermediate grades,., "What's
believing.’ Our task in. educational
Nleht,” CBC.
,
Sch°o1 District of Philadelphia,
CBS was* actually in a box on the
television is to turn that phrase
Class 3, personal and social problems, WFIL
situation, as was Shulton, since "The Hour of St. Francis,” to the Hout i Class 10, designed for ln-school use by
to ‘seeing is learning.’”
of St, Francis.
pupils in junior and senior high school,
Lever
had
a
firm
commitment
for
Class
4,
no
first
award;
honorable
men¬
i- I "Out of the Past—Listen Awhile," KBEE.
Dr. Nathan Pusey, prexy of
the time through next January.
Harvard U., said: “The first ob-1
Shultpn bought alternate weeks on
stacle we are up against is the
the understanding ’that it would
Minneapolis, May 14.
phrase ‘adult education’ which
Dalton A. Le Masurier, Duluth, be sponsoring the Slezak show, but
seems to indicate that education
should be completed by a certain Minn., KDAL and KDAL-TV prin¬ since, it, too, was thereafter com¬
cipal owner-general, manager, and mitted to the time, it had to take
time.
Wine Corp. of America (Mogen
on the role of a helpless by¬
“Education is not something that wife are Ibelieved plane crash Vic¬ stander.
David), for the past three years a
a person is supposed to be through tims. Their tworengine private
Meanwhile
the
network
Is
hudsteady
Friday night tenant at ABCplane
is
missing
and
thought
down
Columbus, May 14.
with at a definite point in his life.
It should go from beginning to in a Wyoming mountainous area. dlihg with. Ashley-Steiher, Slezak’s TV, is shifting its coin to NBC-TV
Radio- and television are. alike
come
the
fall. Winery has pur¬
agents,
=
on
a
renewal
deal
for
the
With
Masurier
piloting,'
they
end.” He said the role of WGBHIp
one
^
aspect,
according to 'Dr.
CBS owns the' chased .the Monday at 7:30 period
TV “is to contribute to the educa¬ were enroute from Salt Lake City actor’s services.
Rolf .Meyersohn, research director
tion of people all through their to Rapid City; S.D., on.one leg of “Slezak &l)Son”‘ pilot, but this won’t .on the weB, willing to share alter-, of the U. of Chicago’* Center for
a flight from Pasadena, Calif.; to do the web any good unless It has nate weeks in the spot but agree¬ the Study of Leisure, and that is
lives.”
•
.
a call on his services, for addi¬ ing to take the/full tim£ period In
James Killian of M.I.T. said “ed¬ Duluth.
tional episodes if it succeeds ‘ in the event NBC can’t find a skip- both are mass media and What is
ucational tv should feed the hun¬
expectedMrom each Is some form
Beaumont, Tex. — KBPX Broad¬ selling the show to some other week sponsor.
gry and stimulate the appetite of
of enjoyment or entertainment.
sponsor. To add to the confusion,
Show for the slot isn’t- set’ yet,
the well fed.” Perry Rathbone, di¬ casting Co. has applied to the FCC- the web must withdraw the pilot
Speaking before an audience at
rector of the Museum of Fine Arts, for a construction permit to oper-. from sale until it firms up a new though Mogen David in the past Ohio State IPs IERT. convention
a new commercial tv outlet here
has shown a yen for live quiz or
declared: “Museums have long ate
on’
“The Broadcaster and the Audi¬
deal
with
Slezak.
*
on Channel 12.
audience - participation
shows.
awaited a visual means to present
Mogen David was displaced from ence” last week, Dr. Meyersohn
treasures entrusted to our care to
described
radio today as being
its longrunning Friday at 9 spot
a grater audience. To.a museum, it
on ABC-TV, where it sponsored “characterized” by a peculiar lack
is the answer to reaching the public
of
attention.”
Jan Murray in “Dollar a Second”
beyond its doors.” Boston’s Mu¬
Every other form of entertain¬
and this season in “Treasure
seum of Fine Arts is the only one
Hunt,” by the new Frank. Sinatra ment is becoming nationalized,
in the country “to be wired
[SPEC
PRODUCER
AT
HOME
ABROAD]
show due to bow under Chester¬ while radio has (become' regional
throughout for telecasts from all
and local. .
field sponsorship in the fall.
its galleries. We are creating a
.• —By MAX LIEBMAN-“People don’t know what 1* on,
museum without walls.” »
they don’t talk about it, they don’t
Music and Sight
oi Siamese musicians, exactly six,
Calcutta, May 14.
seem to care,” he lamented.
Bradford Washburn, director of
If you don’t go, you don’t.know. toting native instruments . . . dotaTo complete the paradox, he ex¬
the Museum of Science, spoke of
Take, for instance, the other ras, sitars and drums,’followed by
plained that radio sets outsell tele¬
the ability of tv to stimulate a night at Bangkok, We came out five young girl singers, solemnly
vision sets and there are more
viewer’s curiosity “to learn things of the dining room at the Erawan parade ■ across the “stage” and sit
Bellows Falls, Vt., May 14.
stations than ever and everybody
first-hand. I feel for * anyone—no Hotel and greedily sought the on chairs arranged at- the side on
Pay-to-see television would.drop listens.
matter how old,” he said, “who slightly cool breeze on-the terrace. the -lawn. In a moment'the air is a “gilded curtain” on home tv sets
Radio Is taken for granted, he
has lost his desire to learn of the Dinner in Thailand, by the way, is filled with twanging, and beating, throughout the U. S., Donald L. said, and it has become an * “un, unknown.”
far from the souffle stage. The arid Waiting . . . but nice!, Martin, assistant to the president glamorous necessity.” .
The Siamese waiter standing of the National Assn, of Radio &
Harrison Keller, prexy of N. E. four-piece combo plus girl ^vocal¬
® Radio audiences, he explained,
ist in the ‘-‘Grill” won't be booked next to our table reverently whis¬ TV Broadcasters; told the state are apt to be less selective than
Conservatory of Music, said:
“Television has given music back into Birdland, either, thought pers, “Soon come classical Thai convention of the Vermont Feder¬ television viewers.
dancers.”
This
was
it!
This
is
to sight.” He pointed out. that there was a five-piece outfit bluntly
ation of Women’s Club’s here.
He classified radio listeners into
“the peculiar advantage, the’ tele¬ called “Gian Carlo and His Italian why you go to far-off places . . .
“Free broadcasting, like our the popular music and news listen¬
vision camera has over, the con- Band” at the Raffles Hotel in Singa¬ native dancers, in native garb; other freedoms, will be preseryed ers, soap opera bugs, disk jockey
certgoer is mobility. We hope the pore that was really hep. Played under their native.skies,, perform¬ only if we are vigilant in defending fans and baseball addicts. Televi¬
camera will also be able to cap¬ with a knowing beat and .doubled ing their native rituals to the beat it,” Martin declared.
sion, on the other hand, he pointed
ture the personality of the per¬ on a slew of instruments. Also pjit o£ the native drums. •
“The airwaves are among our
1 closed my eyes in anticipation greatest assets,” he added, “and, out, does not have a cluster of
on a sizzling floor show with Danny
forming artists.”
groups and cannot afford to de¬
Prexy Carl Ell of Northeastern Kaye scat licks and Sid Caesar for¬ Of the rare treat in store for me rightfully, they belong to all* peo¬ velop its. programming to suit one
... to open them on an erotic dis¬ ple. From the beginning of broad¬
U. said he believed educational tv eign-lingo gibberish.
group.
play
of
Siamese
folklore
.
.
;
every
Well,..the
wife
and
I,.are
catch¬
could be “the greatest aid to de¬
casting in this country, reception
Television must have a "crossveloping and bringing to fruition ing the breeze on the terrace of delicate movement of the dancers’ has been free—for all.”.
cultural” appeal because ho one
* the American ideal of equal edu¬ the Erawan and schlitzing • some hands communicating an emotion
He said sponsors of a “turnstile cultural group can deliver an audi¬
cational opportunity for all. When local beer . . . good, too, and or/experience deeply felt by the television” plan propose “to invade
the other 250 educational .channels watching the lights change 6n the performer . . . every step a lyrical¬ the frequencies that have been set ence large enough to pay for the
production, he declared.
approved by the FCC are properly geyser fountain, when the terrace ly expressed thought. . . all woven aside for freer broadcasting.”
used, we could raise the moral and opposite is suddenly bathed in a into a fantasy of exquisite,beauty.
"fciddapl. tee-yip! Git goin’!
mental level of our whole society.” flood of gelatined light, producing
San Antonio—Larry Monroe has
WEGO, Concord,* Sold been
Come on? yuh lazy critters,
On the subject of great teachers the effect of a theatre proscenium
named program director of
Concord, N. C., May 14.
move!0
for; tv, prexy Sacher of Brandeis and stage. The marble steps lead¬
KTSA replacing Don Keyes who
My blood froze. I didn’t move.
WEGP here has been sold by joins the staff of KILT, Houston.
warned that “too much emphasis ing up to the terrace wide and
could be placed on the glamour graceful . . . very Bel Geddes in This was some weird hallucination A. W. Huckle and Elizabeth Both are operated by McLenden
personality.” “We must be sure sweep and proportion, and the fres¬ . . . some strange phenomenon Huckle to Robert R. Hilker, N. C. Investment Corp. Monroe was
we aren’t seeking the teacher with coed wall behind quite Frederick Which wafted the sounds of another Huckle is president and publisher formerly with WNOE, New Or¬
leans.
(Continued on page 56)
of the Concord Tribune.
Fox spectacular. A small group
a classic profile,” he said.

It’s Pinky Lee-Sweets
Again on NBC-TV Sat.

Lever, Shulton Nix
‘Slezak & Son In
Beef on Budget

FOLSOM SIGNALIZES RCA
EXHIB HALL 10TH ANNI

Report KDAL Owner, Wife
Victims in Plane Crash

WINE CORP. TO NBC-TV People Don’t Talk About,
-IN MON.’57^5$ SLOT Cire About Radio—They
Just Listen: Researcher

Bing Bang in Bangkok

NARTB’er Calls Pay-TV
'Gilded Curtain’ at Home
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Panels on location Shooting
The new Interview panel shows are on the move again, taking
their guests wherever they find them over the world.
This time, it’s CBS-TV’s “Face the Nation.” Last week it filmed
an interview with General Lauris Norstad, Supreme Commander
of NATO, at NATO headquarters in Paris. Show was aired last
Sunday. “Face the Nation” then moved ovqr to Greece to film
Archbishop' Makarios, of Cyprus, for next Sunday.
Producer Ted Ayers of “Face the Nation” flew overseas last
week with Stuart Novins, > show's moderator, to film the Norstad
interview. They took along James Shepley, Washington bureau
chief for Time-Life, and added David Schoenbrun, Paris- corre¬
spondent forCBS, to make a two-man panel.
Ayers and Novins went on. to Athens. They were there joined
by'Howard K. Smith, chief European correspondent for CBS, and
A. C. Sedgwick, the New York Times Athens* correspondent. Smith
and Sedgwick comprised the two-man panel interviewing Arch¬
bishop Makarios.
'
„ •
'
The pattern of flying crews -overseas to film interviews for news
panel programs was originated by Martha Rountree for her ABCTV show, “Press Conference.” On separate occasions, “Press Con¬
ference’’ hewsmeii and technicians flew to Cairo to Interview Col.
Nasser; to^London to film an interview wtii Hugh Gaitskill; and
' to. Paris to interyiew French Premier Guy Mollet.
*

THE CHANNELS
4‘

KEY GRANTS DUE Conn, on the Horns of V&U Antenna
' IN SIX WEEKS As FCC Sifts Shifts and Cities Roar
-+

Washington, May 14.’"
Title Crisu
Last of the hard core cases in¬
NBC-TV is dropping “Crisis’*
volving contests for important tv
as the title of its new hourchannels would be disposed of
long Monday night mysjtery
within the next six weeks, FCC
series, now that Ford has pur¬
sources told Variety yesterday
chased half of the show/ Un¬
(Mon.). Chairman George" C. Mcder consideration are several
Copnaughey’ it’s learned, is anx¬
ious to wipe, the slate clean before ‘ substitutes, among them
“Deadlock.”
he leaves the agency June 30.
Reason is that with Ford
Final decisions on these cases,
sponsoring, the “Crisis” title
all providing for VHF facilities in
sounds
too similar to CBS’
major markets, will mean that new
“Climax/* sponsored by a Ford
Stations will be underway, if not
competitor,
the Chrysler Corp.
on air,’ this year in Pittsburgh, San
Francisco^ Seattle, Buffalo, Flint,
Mich., Toledo, O., Orlando, Fla.,
Beaumont, Tex., and Parma, Mich.
(Kalamazoo area).
,
Except for Beaumont and Flint
proceedings,' these cases have
been pending for three years or
more. Delay in reaching filial de¬
cisions has been due in some con¬
tests.. to lengthy heatings occa¬
Wrestling, TV Pioneer, Breathing Its Last As
sioned by intense coiflpetitipn for
channels (seven applicants are
'Marigold' Takes a Fall
competing, for channel 11 in “To¬
4
ABC-TV is several months ahead
ledo) and to rehearings ordered
by
the Commission.
of last season in the amount of net¬
WIPV
‘Ivy’
Growth
Chicago, May 14. .
'
‘Old Man’ Seattle
work hours sold. When the net¬
The Treasurer of the United
Wrestling, once a television
•_ Oldest unresolved contest is that work began the i956-57 season last
States got together "frith WIP
staple,, is now; on the mat in tjie
for channel 7 in Seattle, hearings fall, it had six hours of prime
in a quickie stunt to help the
Windy vCity—but literally.
on which were ordered in Novem¬
Philadelphia radio station cele. The last of ’em,'“Wrestling from
ber of 1954 and which began in nighttime without sponsorships.
brate it's 35th anniversary.
January' of 1955. An examiner’s That’s exactly the situation that ob¬
Ivy Baker Priest auto¬
the Marigold,” gets switched off
decision was issued in April of tains today/though there are still
graphed 35 $1 bills which were .
WGN-TV this week, having been
then sent around the trade in . 1955. Oral arguments were then a couple of weeks left in the tra¬
dropped by Its longtime sponsor,
held before the full Commission
celebration of the event.
Howard Motors. And more than
which resulted in remanding case ditional selling season for net¬
likely, it'll be^replaced in its two*
to the examiner for further testi¬ works and four-five months before
hour Saturday night slot by a fea¬
mony. A supplemental initial de¬ the season begins.
^
cision was submitted last August
ture film.
Network feels that Oven without
and oral arguments were held-on
In a way this is symbolic of a
another sale from this point on. it
that decision five months ago..
new era in local tv. More than a
few shows pf late have succumbed
Delay on Seattle case prompted wall beat the gross time sale of the
to the grip.of old pix, and they too
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer to present season. Reason for the an¬
were calmly counted •ut.'
charge in'a recent column by W. F. ticipated coin increment, ABC
Jahn, its radio-tv editor, that the pointed out, is that it will be able
In Chi, wrestling'dates hack to
city is getting “a neat runaround” to clear 10-more stations next sea¬
.the earliest days of tv, almost back
from the FCC.- Pointing to ad¬ son on a-full-time basis than it did
to the beginning. At orfe time
vices from three members of for 1956-57. The 10 additional sta¬
there were as many as four live
Washington delegation in Congress tions will mean approximately
telecasts of the “sport” per week, |
Boston, May 14.
beamed on. WGN-TV and WBKB.
“Every major city can afford to that final decision was expected $7,500 over the current gross hour
“Marigold” has probably lasted carry at least four commercial tv by this time and to information network rate, Network says it has
longest, starting Sept. 17,1949, less stations, three to take care of the from a fourth member that a no way of telling what this will
than a year after WGN-TV was In¬ networks and a fourth as an in¬ ruling is anticipated before June mean in terms of total time sales
cepted, and for a while, it was a dependent,” Sylvester L. (Pat) 130, Jahn concludes that Seattle’s volume Yiext season, but it is fairly
feature pn^the DuMont network. Weaver Jr., former NBC prexy>and channel 7 Js “being bottled up for sure “that this factor .alone will
bring it very close to the $100,000,WBKB carried the rasslers even board chairman, said at a Boston i hidden reasons.”
Hint Political Motives
000 gross time mark by^the end of
earlier* away beck in 1946.
U. press confab, where he ap¬
This is apparently an implication 1957 (to which at least a thirdyyrf
It’s possible wrestling will re¬ peared as a panelist for Conferthat the Commission is delaying the full season’s contracts are at¬
turn to WGN-TTin the fall, but | ence on the Creative Arts.
If it does-^and here's the most
He" outlined plans for his “Pro- its decision . for political motives. tributed). In 1956, ABC grossed
crushing-blow of gll—It’ll be on : gram Service,” aimed to provide It does happen that Queen City $75,000,000 in time,
:-r
film.
viewers with alternatives to -the Broadcasting Co. (KIRO), which is v
“narrow. and limited programming favored' by the examiner, is ident¬
in which current tv is wallowing.” ified with the Democratic Party.
“We want- to fill in the gaps,” he Saul Haas, majority stockholder,
pointed out. “If the other net¬ was collector of Customs for the
works run children's programs Port of Seattle under the New
every night between .7:30 and 8, Deal. Queen City’s legal council In
then we wouid counter with infor- Washington is the firm of Arnold,
& Porter. All are identified
i mational ,shows. If there is no Fortas(Continued
Columbia Broadcasting System
on page 52>
good music, we would try to fill
has instituted a $100,000 damage
that need.
action against Lo-cal 1212 of IBEW.
NBC-TV has already sewed up
“l£ shows like ‘Climax,’ ‘Crisis’
three-fourths of the sponsorship on
Suit, filed in-New York Federal
and
“Wagon
Wheels’
cqhfine
them¬
Its schedule of eight nationally
Court, charges the
electricians’
televised NCAA- football games selves to narrow forms, we would
union with preventings the net¬
ext fall. "Web has signed Sun- like to produce live dramatic hours
work’s telecasting of the Antoinette
eam, ' Zenith and Bristol-Myers which would not restrict Writers
Perry legit awards ceremony April
for a quarter each, while Pontiac. to specific themes.”
Weaver said'he want to line up
Is reportedly hot on the final quar¬
21 on WCBS-TV, its N.Y. key.'
Washington, May 14.
some 40 stations which. subscribe
ter of the schedule..
FCC’s decision to remove chan¬
CBS contends that the defendant
Sunbeam and Bristol-Myers'are to his Program Service without be¬ nel 6 from General Electric sta¬ “induced and discouraged” the
Repeaters from last season, while. coming exclusive affiliates or los¬ tion WRGB-TV, Schenectady, N.Y., web’s employees from working on
Zenith is an old football sponsor ing their otherwise independent to make the area all-UHF, has the intended show in conflict with
lis well, having bankrolled part; of status] “An operation of tjiis sort drawn a strong “pro test from Sen. members of the International Alli¬
the NCAA games when they were would not only meet public needs George D, Aiken (R-Vt.). Aiken ance of Theatrical & Stage Em¬
on ABC three years ago. The re¬ and stations needs, hut also adver¬ told the Senate he has been receiv¬ ployees. Lighting technicians of the
maining five games on the- NBC tiser needs,” he said. “The high ing “a steady stream of mail” from two' labor organizations were in¬
schedule; consisting of regional time costs on the networks, about constituents in the western part of volved.
$125,000 ? an hour, keep the-pres¬
telecasts, will be sold on a regional
CBS earlier had filed a charge
sure on sponsors always to take Vermont who are faced with loss
and co-op basis.
I something safe, something which of tv service if the decision be¬ of unfair labor practices against
the IBEW local on the same issue,
already has a track record. A less comes effective.
expensive
40-station , operation • Senator Aiken said l*e has writ¬ hoping for ruling on the jurisdic¬
might help to take the pressure ten to FCC Chairman George C. tional dispute over which union is
McConnaughey fdr an explanation responsible for lighting on remote
off.”
Philip Feldman, for the past
and has been told that deintermix¬ telecasts. There’s still the possi¬
three years director of business
ture” action will stimulate estab¬ bility of another suit,- inciden¬
affairs for CBS.-TV in Hollywood,
lishment of a UHF station. Aiken tally, ,by PepsirCola, which was to
is the latest Columbia exec to
said he does not “pretend to be an have sponsored the Tony Awards
graduate' to v.p. status. He’s been
Bill Nimmo has been signed to expert on such a highly technical telecast. Pepsi last week paid the
named v.p. and business manager a CBS-TV contract, to host the matter as a ‘deintermixture’ pro¬ American Theatre Wing a $5,000
of talent' and contract properties “Our Miss Brooks” daytime reruns. ceeding, hut common sense tells rights fee for the telecast that
in Hollywood.
Nimmo, a top commercial an¬ me that the FCC can keep adding never came off, and before the
Feldman will act as the Coast nouncer, will intro and narrate the UHF channels Indefinitely and this telecast had accrued substantial
rep for Spence Harrison, web’s stories, introduce the commercials, action will not in any way relieve costs In advertising and promotion.
v.p. in charge of talent and con¬ do live blurbs for those sponsors the blackout that will be caused Possibility still exists that Pepsi
by the removal of channel 6 from will file suit against CBS to re¬
tract properties, who operates out desiring them, etc.
cover costs.
the area,”
of New York.
, He starts on the shdw May 20.

In Gross Time

---.-

Every Big City
Needs 4 TV ers, 1
An Indie: Weaver

CBS’ 100G Suit Vs. IBEW
On Shutout of Tonycast
Follows Beef to NLRB

NBC Vidgrid 75%
Sold; Pontiac Near

FCC Decision on All-U'
For Schenectady Area
' Draws Sen. Aiken’s Fire

Feldman’s V.P. Stripes ;

Nimmo Nabs ‘Brooks’

S3

Hartford, May 14. •
FCC proposal to shift channel 8
from WNHC-TV, in nearby New
Haven, and replace it with channel
6 has run into a snag. Action on
the switchover will have to wait
unil the Commission decides what
to do with another changeover, that •
of channel 6 in Schenectady, N. Y.,
owned by General Electric.. GE
would be forfeiting its VHF for a
UHF channel, with Channel 6 go¬
ing* to Syracuse.
Under the FCC proposal, New
Haven would receive a channel 6
assignment to New Bedford, Mass,
Channel' 8 would be assigned to the
New .Bedford-Fall -River, Mass.,
"and Providence area. The proposed
shift would give Providence the
third V • outlet it desperately
sought to woo away from Hartford
when attempts were being made to
shift channel 3, now assigned to
Travelers Broadcasting Co. In
Hartford, and replace it with a U
channel.
Under the FCC-proposed. switch
of channels between, New Bedford,.
New 'Haven and the "Providence
area, channel 6 in Schenectady
would go to Syracuse and be re¬
placed by a U. Channel 8 is also
assigned to Poland Spring, Me.,
and isf used by WMTW there, op¬
erated by Mount Washington TV
Inc.
The Maine Station has strongly
protested New Haven channel
switch to Providence area, on the
grounds that a transmitter in that
area would interfere with its op¬
eration. GE is also protesting the
channel trek, as is Sen. George D.
Aiken of Vermont. ^
WMTW operators have asked
FCC to do nothing until action has
been finalized on the GE protest
oq moving channel 6. ’ FCC has
postponed action on the New Haven
switch until after it acts on the
GE protest.

Bill Leonard Eyes
WATV For Others’
Bill Leonard is one of the latest
prospects to look into the purchase
of WATV, the Newark-New York
video operation. The Irving Rosenhaus operatidn has been on the
block ‘ approximately two months,
and a spokesman for the station
disclosed there are “five or six
'groups which I believe are serious¬
ly interested” in buying the outlet.
He added that none of the nego¬
tiations has reached the “solid”
stage yet.
Leonard, a personality on WCBS
ancf WCBS-TV, N. Y., explained
that he has others interested in the
purchase of the Newark setup, that
he's only engaged In “preliminary
talks” with Rosenhaus," and that it
may not go any further.
It was generally reported in the
trade that Rosenhaus was willing
to split up his Newark operation at
least two ways, selling WATV and
its sister radio operation, WAAT,
separately. WAAT ended with a
$300*000, profit last year, while the
tv station ran in the red. How¬
ever, the WAAT-WATV spokesman
indicated that the owners are in¬
terested in selling at once the
whole kit and kaboodle. He denied
that* the package price was $5,000,000, saying the station wanted
“closer to $6,000,000.”

'

AHP's Half‘Choice’

American Home Products has
bought half of “People’s Choice,”
the Thursday night NBC-TV Jackie
Cooper starrer, and will alternate
with Borden on the series starting
Oct. 2. American Home replaces
Procter & Gamble, which had
picked up half the tab this season
but has withdrawn for the fall, pre¬
sumably because of its expanded
stake in daytime television.
Deal was set through Young &
Rubicam, which also reps both
Borden and P&G on the show.

pxaier?

WiJU«f»a«y, M«y j-5,: iyg7

P PILING UP!
People like
programs...
CB S Radio
Network
programs!

In the latest Nielsen report,*
8 of the top 10 evening
once-a-week... 6 of the top 10
evening, multi-weekly...
9 of the top 10 Saturday
daytime...9 of the top 10
Sunday daytime... and
49 of the top 50 weekday..,
are CBS Radio programs.
Out of the 95 sponsored
programs (or program
segments) reaching in-home
audiences of a million or
more families, 87 are on
The CBS Radio Network.
* First April, 1957
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1T-FILMS
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P4B5iHTy - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition pary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’* show, with a low rating, may

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cifies reported by American Research Bureau on a monthly basis,

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market, Abbre¬

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quix; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports,
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informalion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,*

women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market,

Attention should be paid to time—day and

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPI

STATION

DAYTON

DAY AND'
TIMI

DISTRII.

MARCH
RATING

Approx, Set Count—640,000
. .WHIO. •CBS.......... Wed.. 7:30-8:00

SHARI
(%)

31.0...
..WHIO. .NBC.. Sat. 10:30-11:00 .... ... .15.3..
8. Badfe 714 (Myst)
9. State Trooper (Adv) ...... ..WHIO.. MCA.1. .Wed. 7:00-7:30 . ....14.6.... 47.6 r.\
10. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WLW-D.... . Ziv_’.... Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. ....13.6 ........ 34.1...

. ;klz .. . MCA.. .Fri. 9:00-9:30 __
Highway Patrol Adv) . . KOA. .Ziv..... Fri. 9:30-10:00 ....
State Trooper (Adv) ... . .KBTV. ;mca.....‘. .Mon. 8:30-9:00 ....
Death Valley Days (W)..., . KLZ.......... . Mc£-E.... Mon. 9:30-10:00 ...
Choriff nf Piwhice IVV)
KLZ -'rr.".. . NTA. ... . Tues. "9:00-9:30 -_
TTT .V.
. MCA . .Sun. 9:00-9:30 ....
7. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv.) KBTV.. .Ziv.. Wed. 7:30-8:00 ....
8. Popeye the Sailor .(Ch).... . KBTV.. . AAP.. .Mon. 6;00-6:3U, ....
KOA . •. Ziv .., Sat. 9:00-9:30 .
10. Search lor Adventure (Adv) . KBTV. . Bagnall. Tues. 6:30-7:00 :...

. .30.2....
....25.7,.
....24.0 ........
.,..23.1...........
. .. .22.4.
_20.0..
....19.1........
....19.0,...’:...
... .18.6_:_
.... 18.4 . . ..

Approx, Set Count—280,000
...36.1 .,.
...33.6 ...
.. .27.5....
.. .24.0 .. .

49.2...
MGM Theatre . .KTVR
45.3...
MGM Theatre ....... .KTVR
42.3...
MGM Theatre ........... .KTVR
46.4...
MGM Theatre .. .KTVR
.
57.0
39.3 ...
Conflict ... .KBTV
42.6. >. . 56.9
. KOA
35.2...
Kraft *TV Theatre . .KOA
51.3..,
Sir Lancelot .. ..KOA
30.6,.. . 60.8 Phil Silvers .. . .. .KLZ
37.3... . 49.3 Panic :.. ..KOA

. 62.9. ....57.4
__53.7. .... 62.5
. 50.0.
.... 55.0
..... 59.1. ..... 40.6

.•.. .

WTVH.
4. Highway Patrol (Adv). .WEEK.
5. City Detective (Myst) . .WTVH.

.H-TV.

6. Range Rider (W)

... .'.62.9. ....
... .
.. . .
... .
... .
.. . .

Approx, Set Count—265,000

1. State Trooper (Adv) . .WTVH.
2. Dr. Christian (Dr) .. .WEEK.

...,

MCA.: .Tues. 9:30-10:00
Wed. 9:30-10:00

38-0
...37.0

. .,
.

.

.MCA..

.

...36.8
...31.6
. . .28.2

.WTVH.

.CBS.

Thurs. 6:00-6:30

.

...24.5

.WTVH.

.CBS.'..

Mon. 6:00-6:30

..

...24.2

.MCA.

Sat. 6:00-6:30 . ...23.1
Frt. 8:00-8:30 . .. .21.5
Mon. 7:30-8:00 . .. . 18.5

7. Annie Oakley (W) ..
•
8. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).... WTVH.
Q T.aaf nf Ih# Afnhir.an« (IV)
WEEK.
10. Science Fiction Theatre. (Adv) WEEK.

_

•

.Ziv.

.11.6
.. . ?. 1 fi 9
....'.10.0
.. .33.0
.... 24.6

.
.
*.
.
.
..
.,
..
..

__13.2
..... 14.6
.....15.8
.19.5
.1 fis
IHHtfnfn
.20.5
.. ... 7.2
.25 7
.15.2

65.9. ....
49.6. ....
39.1. _
35.3. ....
34.8. ....

34.0
31.9
36.9
45,8
49.9
47.1

Wrestling ..'.*..
Shower of Stars....
Big Story .
Wednesday Night Fights...
- U.S. Steel Hour ...
Flatt Sc Scrugf^L ..
Captain Gallant ..
Annie Oakley .
Studio One ..,
On Trial ..
r.,.
•West Point ...

.WSIX ,... .. .16.0
.WLACi ... ...21.6
•WSM ..... ...24.8
.WSIX .... ... 9.5
.WLAC ... ... 9.2
9.9
.WSM .....
.WSM ..... ... 6.5
.WSM . .,. 13.9
WLAC .... ... 16 2
•WSM...... ...17.6
. WLAC
... .. .15.8

Stations-?^WTVH (19), V7EEK (43)

Tues. 7:30-8:00
Thurs. 8:00-8:30
.Sat. 10:00-10:30

. ^
,

62
26 5
12 9

(2) KOA (4), KLZ (7), KBTZ (9)

,

5. Death Valley Days (W). WLAC. .McC-E.:.... Sat. 6:00-6:30 ....... ...21.4
6. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).. .WLAC. .MCA. .Sun. 5:30-6:00 . .. .21.0
7. Popeye the Sailor (Ch)....... .WLAC. .AAP,..... Fri.-Mon. 6:00-6:30 .. ., .18.3
WSIX.. .NTA. .Mon. 9:30-10:00 . ...17.9
9. State Trooper (Adv) .. .WSIX.'. .MCA. .Fri. 8:00-8:30 . ...17.6
WSM. . .MCA. Fri. 7:00-7:30 . . . . 16.4

PEORIA.

...
f.,

Stations—WSM (4), WLAC (5), WSIX (8)

.WSM.. .Ziv..’ Sat. 9:30-10:00 .
Tliurs. 8:00-8:30 .
.WSM. .
.WLAC. .H-TV. Fri. 8:30-9:00 .
Wed. .9:30-10:00 .
.WSM. .

Highway Patrol (Adv) .
Dr. Christian (Dr) .
Frontier Doctor (W) .
Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

WCPO
News—Huntley-Brinkl^y .WLW-D
,,, ,<r. 38.8 Stage 7 . ... .WLW-I)
...... 57.3 Jane Wyman . .•WLW-D
. 37.7
.WLW-D
Sports; Barber's Cornet. .WLW-D
...... 30.8 Superman ...... WHIO ..
. 34.6 Sky King ............... .WHIO ..
Jonathan Winters . .WLW-D
News—Huntley-Brinkley .WLW-D
....... 49.4 Your Hit Parade ...* .WLWrD
Frontier Doctor ..." .WLW-D
. 39.9 Do You. Trust Your Wife.-. ’.WHIO ..

Stations—KTVR

Appr ox. Set Count-—356,400

?
3.
4.
K

1.
2.
3.
4.

RATING

.... _29.7. 62.3... . 47.5

S, Annie Oakley (W) .•... . .WLW-D. CBS. Tues. 6-.00-6:30 . .. . ,17.6.'. 57.1...
. WLW-D .:... McC-E......
, . 4.16.0 .___ __ 47.9...
7. Rosemary Clooney (Musi . . WHIO .. rMCA. Tues. 7:30-8:00 _ ...15.9. 41.2...

NASHVILLE

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations—WLW-D (2), WHIO (7), WCPO (9)

. .WHIO.. . MCA..,.. .Mon. 7:00-7:30 ..... _29.3. 75.4...
Tues. 9:00-9:30 .,... ... .25,0......... 43.7...
.-.WHIO.
. WHTO .. .Ziv.. .... Fri. 10:30-11:00 ....
57.5...

DENVER

SETS IN 1/
USI
I

.

69.4.
54.7. Sheriff of Cochise. .WEEK ...
59.4. ,... 62.4 Wednesday Night Fights.. ;WTVH. ...
Fights; Sports Spotlite... .WTVH ...
...
58.4. .... 63.1 Panic
. .WEEK....
... . 48.6..... .... 65.0 Shower of Stars
%. .WTVH ...
.. . .50.6. r... .55.8 News .. .. .WEEK ...
.. .
.
Weather; Sports . WEEK ...
... ..... 58.4. .... 41.9 N.ewsreel
.. .. .... 1WEEK ....
Weather; Sports.. . . .WEEK ...
62.4..,.. .... 38.8 Newsreel . .WEEK ...
Weather; Sports ....... WEEK ...
... . 53.1. ,... 43.5
WEEK .
... .. 40.2. .... 53.5
.
WTVH
... ..... 32.1. .... 57.7 December. Rride .....
WTVH ...
... .

... .

. ..16.7
...27.7
...23.1
.. .26.3
.. .33.4
...30.4
?..24.9
,..17:6
...17.3
...14.0
...14.6
20 4
32 1
. . 39.2

■---f
NEW ORLEANS

Approx, Set Count—-139,000

.WDSU.
.WDSU.
-.WDSU.
..CBS....,.
3. San Francisco Beat (Dr) ...
1. Highway Patrol (Adv)

fi.
6.
7.
8.
8,
16.

WDSU.
WDSU.
Search for Adventure (Adv)
I Married Joan (Co) . ..WDSU.
I Led 3 Lives (Adv) . WDSU.
Buffalo Bill, Jr. (W) .. .WDSU.
D.* Fairbanks Presents (Dr). WDSU.
Man Called X (Myst) . .WDSU.

Stations—^WDSU (6), WJMR (20)

Fri. 10:00-10:30 .... . . .46.6 .. . . 94.6. .... 49.3 Ray Anthony ...
Wed. 7:00-7:30 . ...43.4..
....... 89.4. .... 48.6
Wed. 9:30-10:00 .... ...41.3 ... . 75.9 .... .... 54.4 Wednesday Night Fights..
Fights; Sports Topics
........ MCA'. ’.Tues. 10:00-10:30 ... ... 38.6. .'.. ♦.:.. 9i8
.... 42.0
Sat. 9:30-10:00 .... ...33.3 ... . 81.0. .... 47.3 You're in Your .Own...:..
Sat. 9:30-10:00 a.in. . .,"..37.5
... r-100.0_ .... 37.5 No ’ Competing . Programs
Sat. 1-0:00» 10:30. .,.37.3 ...
... k 39.3 Million Dollar Movie.....
.CBS... Sat. 16:30-11:00 a.m. ...36.2 .., . 99.2. .... <56.5 Off. to' Adventure .
94.4. .... 35.3 20th Century Fox . ."J.; .=.
.ABC.•..../ .Wed! 10:00-10:30
.. .33.3....
Mon. 9:30-10:00 .... ...33.0 ...
.... 43 2 Studio Oiie ...

■ WJMR
WJMR
.WJMR
.WJMR
WJMR
WJMR

... ... 2.7
53
.. ...16.7
.. ...; 9.5
: 54
... 9.0

.WJMR
.WJMR
i WJMR
.WJMR

.. ...2.1
., ... 0.3
... 2.0
...10.2

nmnm
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M’LENDON’S ‘TEXAS TRIANGLE’
■4

CBS’ Derring-Do Nose-for-News
CRS News & Public Affairs operation moved into the cloak*
and-dagger field of newsgathering last week on two fronts.
The
first involves extensive filrii and tape interviews with Cuban rebel
leader Fidel Castro and the second is an hourlong radio documen¬
tary promising -“new information” on the disappearance of Dom¬
inican Republic expatriate Dr. Jesus de Galindez and the subse¬
quent death of pilot Gerald Lester Murphy.
The radio show, titled “The Galindez-Murphy Case: A Chronicle
of Terror,” and narrated by Edward R. Murrow, will be aired on
the network next Monday (20) from 8 to 9 p.m. Produced by Jay
McMullen and'a staff headed by Arthur Rabin and Ted Sack,
program consists of taped interviews of persons close to Galin¬
dez and Murphy and promises to reveal statements that witnesses
saw Galindez after his disappearance, that intimidation was used
to silence persons with information about the case, “the inside
story” on Murphy’s father and fiancee in their visit to the Dom¬
inican Republic after the, flier’s death and information on ac¬
tivities of Dominican agents in th£ U. S.
The Castro interview was handled by CBS newsman Robert
Taber and cameraman Wendell Hoffman, who sneaked ’ through
Cuban army lines into the Sierra Maestra mountain range and
came out with two hours of tapes and films, along with two Ameri¬
can youngsters who had left their homes, in the U. S. Naval Base
at Santiago to join the rebels three months ago. Special broad¬
casts of the interviews are set for CBS-TV Sunday (19) at 6 to 6:30
and CBS Radio the same day at 9:05-9:30 p.m.
Taber and Hoffman succeeded'in reaching Castro where two.
Birmingham newsmen on assignment from NBC a couple of
months ago failed, and in the process, got NBC’s parent RCA Into
an embarrassing predicament with Cuban President^ Batista, one
of the company’s best electronics customers. The Taber-Hoffmap
footage is the first of Castro6 in his mountain hideaway, although .
New York Times reporter Herbert Matthews’got the original beat
on the Castro story several months ago by slipping through to
interview him in the mountains—the first foreign correspondent
to do so.
'
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DALLAS, HOUSTON, NBC-TV’s Fri. Checkerboard Moves
In Wake of Shifts by Sponsors
ANTONIO ‘FIRST’

NBC-TV is doing some fast Fri¬
day night sponsor shuffling as the
By BILL BARKER
BBC-TV
Wham
on
TAM
result of a couple of client switches
Dallas,* May 14.
and additions. As of .next fall, in
London, May 14.
In taking over KLBS in Houston
the 9 to 10 period, American To¬
'A BBC-TV program has
today (Tues.), Gordon McLendon,
bacco and Campbell Soups will re¬
been listed in-the Television
35, local radio executive, will have
Audience Measurement’s Top ; verse their time slots back to the
accomplished something all others
10 programs for the commer-- previous pattern of American at 9
have failed' to do in 37 years of
and Campbell at 9:30, the spots
cial areas. In the Midland and
Texas commercial radio. He’ll have
both had occupied via “Big Story”
Northern zones served by both
put together for the first time sta¬
and “Star Stage”-“Dear Phoebe”
commercial and state tv, the
tions in the three major markets,
up until this season when Campbell
BBC?s transmission of the
Dallas^ Houston and San Antonio.
moved
down to 9 and American up
Football Assn.’s Cup Final,
Already owning what are general¬
to 9:30 with “Big Story.”
one of the .biggest British
ly recognized as top, highly profit¬
sporting events of the year,
•Just what programs will accom¬
able indies in Dallas (KLIF) and
was placed first, and in the
pany the switch isn’t yet known,
San Antonio (KTSA), McLendon
London area, third,
however. For American Tobacco
threatens to give Houston the same
This is the first time since
and Its recently-added ^alternate
“blitz” treatment with Which l.e
September of last year, when
sponsor, Ralston-Furina> it looks
bowed in Sen * Antonio one year
the BBC-TV airing of “Fqur
like
a tossup between a renewal of
ago arid in 30 days raised KTSA
In A Jeep” was placed second - “Big Story” or purchase of “Man¬
from 2% to 30%. of the listening
in the chart, that a state web
hunt,”
a new Revue Productions
audience, to take first place there.
tv show has got into the TAM
(MCA) film .entry starring Lee
McLendon’s" first move today
lists. An estimated, 2,455,000.
Marvin in a tough-cop role. Camp¬
was a change in call letters from
homes tuned into the BBC
bell hasn’t indicated a choice.
KLBS to KILT, latter identifying
channel to watch the program.
Still further complicating the
his nickname, “The Old Scotch¬
Friday picture is the fact that
man.” He’s in Houston this week
Lever
Bros., which shared “On
for the change in Ownership and t6
"Trial” this season with Campbell,
okay complete remodeling of the
recently
bought into the 8:30-9
Milby Hotel Studios. Complete pro-.
“Life of Riley,” thus leaving Camp¬
gram chdnge will see seven new
bell
without
an alternate in its
deejays on tap, three of them imnew 9:30 time slot.
pdrted from McLendon’s KTSA in
As
the
Friday
picture shapes up,
San Antonio. Promotionally, Mc¬
7:30 is still vacant. Old Gold is in
Lendon said, “I’ve planned several
at 8 with its new “Court of Last
new things that we’ve never tried
Resort.” At 8:30, Lever has half
before. The Houston market means
of “Riley,” with the other half
a great deal to us and we intend
open. American Tobacco-Simoniz
to pull out every stop to have the
Washington, May 14.
have 9 p. m., Campbell 9:30 (with
best station in the market.
I'm
The field for appointment of a half open) and the Gillette fights
even throwing in my ace KLIF
NBC prez Bob Sarnoff’s series of
disker, Art Nelson, to the Hous¬ member of the Federal Communi¬ will be back at 10.
cations Commission to fill the comnewsletters to ’ radio-tv editors
ton battle on a one-month.loan.”.
throughout the country hit a “let’s
Deejays due at KILT from missionership to be vacated June
30,
when the term of Chairman
let our hair down, girls” note this
KTSA, San Antonio, are afternoon
week as Sarnoff ruefully but can¬
spinner and program director, Don George C. McConnaughey expires,
now
appears to be wide open. Sur¬
didly took up the question of tele¬
Keyes, Elliott Field and Bob Stev¬
vision ratings.
ens, morning men. KTSA replace¬ prise. announcement last Thursday
(9)
by
Edward K. Mills, deputy ad¬
“Ratings are here to stay,” Sar¬
ments will be Bob Drews, Eddie
noff declared. “The type and num¬
Dunn and Jack Elliott—the latter ministrator of the General Serv¬
ices
Administration,
that he had
ber of rating services might change
two switched from KLIF here.
requested that his name not be
in ,the future; but broadcasters,
Bill Weaver Managing
NBC-TV this week signed Royal
considered
for
the
FCC
leaves the
those who sponsor broadcasts, and K
Bill Weaver, ex-KLIF exec, who race a virtual free-for-all.
The McBee Corp. (Royal Typewriters)
those who star in them will always
went to WRIT, Milwaukee, when White House was expected to sub¬ to alternate-week sponsorship of
want some yardstick to measure
Sterling Television, longtime
bought the Wisconsin mit Mills’ nomination to the Sen¬ the “Sally” stanza and thus posted
national circulation and viewer television distributor, is expanding McLendon
the SRO sign on its Sunday night
airer, and lately the KTSA (San ate last week.
preferences. Ratings parallel, in into “network radio’’ this fall.
7:30-10:30 lineup. Still to be filled,
Antonio)
head,
.takes over as man¬
some respects, newspaper or maga¬ Company, organizing a new divi¬ ager of KILT, Houston.
It’s understood that Mills turned however, is the web’s 6 to 7:30 pic¬
zine ABC’s and Hollywood boxof- sion called Sterling Radio Network
down the job because he could not ture, both from the programming
KILT
promotion
started
last
fice statistics, and they are viewed Inc., plans to phone direct play-byhave the chairmanship of the Com¬ and sponsor standpoint.
with comparable importance by play coverage of 60 collegiate and week, with the new d. j.’s visiting mission:
Apparently, there had
Royal will alternate with Chema different high school daily and
many in and out of the industry.
professional football games to sub¬ giving away hundreds of free rec¬ been some misunderstanding as to strand Corp. on the 7:30 to 8
Whether
he
was to be so designated
“If I didn’t believe that a year ago, scribing radio stations.
ords at each school. KLBS, prior but It was believed that he wAs to “Sally” stanza,. which stars Joan
I do now. I -recall a little ruefully,
Company has inked Marty Glick- to call-letter, change this week, ran
Caulfield and features Marion
that NBC decided last fall to'stop man and Bud Palmer to do -the teaser announcements beamed at be named as commissioner. Mills’ Lome. Filmed stanza, produced
issuing overnight rating in forma¬ play-by-play, and negotiations are the May 14 changeover. Also, last statement that he “prefers” to re¬ by Frank Ross, Miss Caulfield’s
main
with
GSA
is
interpreted
here
tion and then see what happened. underway .with Bill Stern to do week the three Texas McLendon
to indicate that he was not inter¬ husband and longtime, motion pia
Much, unfortunately, did—perhaps some of the games.
stations joined together in a public ested fn anything less thari the producer (“The Robe”), will start
in part as a result of our own bad
service
deal,
airing
the
appeal
of
Sterling said that every Saturday
top job at FCC. His present po¬ on the web Sept. 22 for Chemtiming.. The Nielsen report that
Italian Consul Count Ludovico
strand, with Royal beginning its ah
followed our no-rating decision of the football season there will Barattieri, who sought the return sition, which carries large respons¬ ternate sponsorship Sept. 29. Royal
ibilities ip connection with super¬
gave us no programs in the Top 10. be two games broadcast by direct of his son, Vittorio, 14.
phone
hookup
to
stations
—
first,
vision of Government, buildings, in¬ deal was set via Young & Rubicam.
Some of the press promptly drew
With all three McLendon radio cluding plans for extensive expanWith “Sally” sponsorship all
a parallel between our reticence one from the east, followed toy
another
from
the
Pacific
time
zone.
(Continued
on
page
52)
j sipn, is considered as important as wrapped up, network is SRO from
and our ratings.
As I recall,
For the first five weekends, Friday
being a member of the Commis¬ T:30 on. Johnson’s Wax, Grey¬
Variety had some, fun with us."
and Saturday night games will be
hound and Pharmacraft have the
sion.
“But there , was nothing light¬ fed to the “network.”
Unwillingness of the White House Steve Allen show; Chevrolet has all
hearted in tl^ef response of various
The Sterling radio deal is via a
to give Mills the chairmanship, per¬ of the 9 to 10 period and Procter
sponsors and agencies. Tradition¬
haps influenced by reported indus¬ & Gamble sponsors Loretta Young
ally, they called our sales depart¬ tieup with Sports Broadcasts Inc.,
try opposition to an “unknown at 10.
ment the morning after for show Ed Pancoast-Marty Glickman-Ned
Asch
outfit.
Sports
Broadcasts,
quantity,” indicates the President
ratings. Some stars did the same.
Sterling
disclosed,
is
“associated
plans to name a member of the
Their joint expressions of unhappi¬
Commission as-chairman. John C.
ness. Were both pointed and sin¬ with both the baseball Yankees and
Doerfer is generally considered thecere, and the mischief v was com¬ the football Giants,” indicating,
Chicago, May 14.
most likely choice. An articulate
pounded when one of our friendly that the setup will be a year-round
WBBM-TV,
local
CBS
station,
(Continued on page 54)
competitors stepped forth and of¬ affair once It starts.
expects to gross $250,000 this year
fered to supply NBC sponsors with
in a time period that heretofore
ratings on NBC shows—since NBC
has been practically non-gainful.
Stockton, Cal., .May 14...
wouldn’t do it.
KOVR will soon merge with
It’s been accomplished by stac¬
KCCC-TV, Sacramento, through
“So I retreated. Sponsors, agencato programming of three shows
an exchange of stock. An immedi¬
(Continued on page 54)
in a, 15-minute early morning
ate result is that KCCC-TV, UHF
space, an idea mapped ‘ but by
. Philadelphia, May 14.
Hollywood,
May
14.
■
channel 40, has withdrawn its pro¬
WCAU marked its 35th annl on WBBM-TV’s sales chief George
“Kraft
TV
Theatre”
story
editor
test
to the FCC against allowing
Arkedis. Station waived sustaining
the heels of the WIP, >VFIL 35th
Arthur Singer, who had agreed to- .VHF channel 13, KOVR, to mov#
network
news
when
“Captain
Kan¬
birthday' celebrations and was ku¬
its
transmitter
from a Frisco to a
a
CBS-TV
offer
to
join
“Climax”
as
was pared 15 minutes in the
dosed by Franklin Dunham, radio¬ garoo”
early a.m. and slotted instead- a associate producer.and story edi-, Sacremento-oriented site.
television
chief
of
tlje
U.S,
Dept,
tor
for
producer
Edgar.
Peterson,
•
Terry
Lee,
KOVR
general man¬
TJ. S. Rubber will be back on
moppet show, a-weather show and
“Navy Log” next season in a new of Health, Education and‘ Welfare local news, each five minutes has decided to remain -with the ager, said his outlet will complete
“for
service
to
the
community.”
N.
Y.-based
show.
trasnmitter
move
from.
Mount Dial**
ABC-TV time slot. With American
apart, from 8:45 to 9, and each
Tobacco ankling as skip-week spon¬ . In a letter to Donald W. Thorn¬ with blurbs at both ends, of course. . Singer had agreed to accept the lo, midway between Stockton and
Frisco,
to
Butte
Mountain,
35 milei
burgh,
prexy
and
general
manager
sor and .Bristol-Myers signed to
As of now, according to a Arke¬ CBS bid, but subsequently, it’s un¬
“Log’s” present . 8:30 Wednesday of WCAU, Dunham noted station’s dis, the something-for-everyone derstood, Kraft offered him a hike from Sacramento, next fall.
time, U. S. Rubber and the telefilm “true concept of public service”. trio is about 90% sold, with only in coin plus the opportunity to
Both stations currently are ABO
are moving next semester to 10 He cited that the Philadelphia two days of the juve entry still direct some of the vidramas. As affiliates. KOVR had tried to move
Orchestra broadcasts were first open. Largely attributable to the result, Singer Reconsidered and into the Frisco market as- an inde¬
p. hi. Thursdays.
Instead of an even Split on rotat¬ aired over WCAU (1931), as were success of the experiment, now asked CBS for a release from a pendent, but couldn’t buck three
ing sponsorship the rubber com¬ the Robin Hood Dell summer only a month old) is the fact that verbal agreement. Web let him strong Frisco network stations.
Merger resolves a months-long
’
pany has pacted for 35 telecasts in concerts.
the principals on the threesome— go.
Now Peterson’s hunting for an¬ struggle betwen the VHF’and UHF
the new time meaning there are
Margaret Kearney’s “Career For¬ Lee Phillip, P. J. Hoff, Jack Taylor
17 half-hoUrs of the show available um” was singled, out for special and Jim Conway—#re pll substan¬ other associate producer. Ralph channels and sets stage for heavy
on a skip-week basis for part of the praise “for its vocational guidance tial names on local tv known from Nelson and Peterson are alternate ABC penetration of the fast-grow¬
year»
ing Sacramento area.
to young people”.
’ j shows that occur later in the day. producers of “Climax.”

FCC Post Dp For
Grabs; Mills’Nix
Raises Doerfer

Bob Sarnoffs Sad-Faced Vox Pop
On Ratings: They’re Here to Stay

Sterling TV In A
;‘Web Radio’ Pitch
Via Grid-a-Phone

Royal ‘SaDy’ SRO’s
NBC-TV Sun. Nile

WBBM-TVs 250G

From Dead’Morn

WCAU, Too, Reaches 35;
Pat on Back From U.S.

U.S. Rubber t# Log 'Navy'
Thors, at 10 on ABC-TV

'Stock Exchange' Merger
Of KOVR and KCCC-TV
Kills Latter's Protest

No 'Climax’ for Singer;
Stays Put for Kraft ?
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George!
It says here that day and night
more people
watch the other network!

That’s right, Grade.

It’s not true.

That’s right.

What’s right?

More people watch
the shows on our
network.

More people watch
them less—and
more people watch
our shows more.
You see, Grade,
there are really two
ways of looking at
television—

I like the X people
better.

Never mind what you
like. What counts Is
that the sponsor likes
the Y people.
Are you Sure you’re
listening, Grade?

Sure I’m listening.
I was Just thinking
about Harry.

Let’s get to the point.
0ur network delivers
an average audience

1 suppose he likes the

that is 36% larger
during the day and
19% larger during
the night than the
other network.

Y people just because
they watch little
old Harry.

Oh George, you’re
beginning to talk like
Madison Avenue,
and it’s giving me a
terrible headache.
Why are you telling
me all this?

You wanted to knotf
who is bigger, didn t
you?

Wedn^odny, "Hay

few really, George,
fverybody. knows
|ome people squint.

w&msrf

i9S7

It has nothing to do
with squinting.

I’d say they were a
pretty shifty bunch.

The second way of
watching is to stay
tuned in during die
average minute of the
average program.

One way of watching
television is to tune in
Occasionally during
the course of a week
—maybe just for two
seconds, or for two
minutes, or perhaps
even a half hour.

We’re both bigger.
/

You mean they even
watch Harry Von
Zell when he’s selling
all that milk?

Bigger than what?

Bigger than any other
single advertising
medium in the whole
world.

Exactly.
That’s the difference
between X viewing
and Y viewing.
The X viewers may
or may not see Harry.
But the Y viewers
actually do see him
—in fact, 30,144,000
every week. Get it?

Let’s call this Y-type
viewing. This kind of
audience is around
when you need them.

Let’s call this X-typo
viewing.

M/whok bigger?

Never mind that. Just
pay attention.

St

But who’s the bigger
network?

Grade, you weren’t
listening.

/

(What George didn’t tell Grade Is that the other network’s daim is based
on a year-old Nielsen station coverage study showing a lead of 00.4%,
But then, George was never one to haggle
over a fraction of a percentage point.)

CBS TELEVISION®

-ABB FEATURE FILM CHABT

weekly chart, based on ratings furnished-by American Research Bufeature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiven**,
reau’s latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
of the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardlv
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
* Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi.
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for ths
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding ■ total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed feature«
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title.'Attention should be paid
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascerto such factors as the time and ddy, the high and low ratings for the measured
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data.
Variety’s

SAN FRANCISCO
ARB
RATING

HIGH

LOW

SHARI or
AUDIENC1

Movie Time
Sun. April 7
6:00-7:30 p.m.,
KRON

20.5

20.0

20.3

42.1

Miracle On 34th Street,
KPIX ..
Fabulous Features ........
Jack Benny........ .KPIX ..

^Fabulous Features
Sun. April 7
5:30-7:00 p.m*
KPIX

15.4

15.9

15.2

37.9

Bugs Bunny ... .KRON .
Walk a Crooked Mile, Movie
Time ,... .KRON .

1. RACHEL AND THE. STRANGER—
William Holden, Loretta Young,
Robert Mitchum; 1948; RKO; C&C.

^Hollywood Film Fest.
Sun. April 7 ’
7:30-9:00 p.m.
KGO

14.0

14.3

13.7

20.4

What’s My Line.
:KPIX ..
Ed Sullivan ................ .KPIX ;.

4. YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU—
James. Stewart, Jean. Arthur; 1938;
Columbia; Screen Gems.
'

Major Movie Premier#
Fri. April 5
10:00-12:00 a.m.
KRON

13.5

18.7

0.7

51.4

Line-Up .. .KPIX ..
Studio 57.... .KPIX ..
Big Hit Movie ..
.KPIX ..

I. GENTLEMAN JIM—
Errol Flynn, Aiexis Smith; 1942;
Warner Brothers; Associated Artists
Productions.

Movie Hits
Sat. April 6
11:00-12:55 a.m.
KRON
,

0.2

11.4

5.1

50.0

Suez, Premier Performance... .KPIX ..

Premier Performance
Sat. April 6
11:00-12:55 a.m.
KPIX

9.1

11.4

4.4

49.5

Gentleman Jim, Movi? Hit!... .KRON

Big Movie
Mon. April 1 •
10:00-12:00 a.m.
KPIX

8.7

11.7

1.9

38.3

Welk’s Top Tunes.
War in the Air ...........
Owl Theatre .I.,..

. Big Movie
Tues. April 2
10:00-12:00 a.m.
KPIX '

8.2

10.2

5.4

42.9

Circle Theatre . .....KRON ...
Championship Bowling >.. ....KRON ...

Big Movie
Wed. April 3
10:00-11:30 p.m.
’ KPIX

6.0

6.4

5.7

26.1

This" Is Your Life
Man Called X.
Owl Theatre .
News-^John Daly ...

Big. Movie Matinee '
Wed. April 34:30-6:00 p.m.
KPIX

4.0

5.1

4.4

21.7

Life With Elizabeth
Mickey Mouse Club.

1. THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE—
Dorothy McGuire, George Brent; 1946;
Selznick Studio; NTA.

First Run Film Thea.
Sat. April 6 '
11:00-12:45 a.n*.
WMAR

10.8

18.0

13.9

51.4

Finals; Forecast; Sports.WBAL ...
Laura, 20th Century Theatre. .WBAL ... .12.4

2. LAURA—
Gene Tierney, Dana Andrews, -Clifton
Webb; 1944; 20th Century Fox; NTA.

20th Cent. Theatr#
Sat, April 6
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WBAL

12.4

13.7

10.2

42.2

The Spiral Staircase, First
Run Film Theatre .WMAL

2. RACHEL AND THE STRANGER—
William Holden, Loretta Young,
Robert Mitchum; 1948; RKO; C&C.

Hollywood Film Thea.
Sun. April 7
7:30-9:00 p.m.
WAAM

11.4

4. THE GREEN GLOVE— *
Glenn Ford, Geraldine Brooks; 1952;
United Artists; United Artists-TV.

Ford Film Playhouse
Fri. April 5
10:30-12:00 a.m,
WAAM

5. SUN VALLEY SERENADE—
Sonja Heme, John Payne; 1941;
20th Century Fox; NTA.

t. SINCE YOU WENT AWAY (Part 2)—.

TIME SLOT

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1, WALK A CROOKED MILE—
Louis Hayward, Dennis O’Keefe; 1948;
Columbia; Screen Gems.

t. MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET—
Maureen O’Hara, John Payne, Edmund
Gwenn; 1947; 20th Century Fox; NT A.
■
dl

T

APRIL, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS

hatinS

V

° 8. MANHUNT—
Joan Bennett; Walter Pidgeon; 1941;
20th Century Fox; NTA.

9. TONIGHT-WE RAID CALAIS—
Lee J. Cobb, Annabella; 1943;
20th Century F6x; NTA.
10. THE SECOND WOMAN—
Robert Young, Betsy Drake; 1950;
United Artists; NTA.

..
.

.

o°o

7. THE MAGNIFICENT DOPE—
... Henry Fonda, Don Ameche, Lynn Bari;
1942; 2.0th Century Fox; NTA.- '

WWW
WO-Q

6. SUEZ—
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young,
Annabella; 1938; 20th Century
Fox; NT A.

i

..KRON
..KRON
..KRON
. .KGO

..24.4

...
...
...
....

.1.0

.'.. . .KGO .... .5,1
.......... . .KGO ....

BALTIMORE

..

.23.4
.30.6

11.5

11.3

17.8

Jack Benny.
Steve Allen ...

10.2

11.5

9.7

27.8

Person to Person ... .WMAR .. .48.0
Esso Reporter; Spdrts ...... . .WMAR .. .91
. .WBAL ... ......9.1
Since You Went Away (Part
2), Channel 2 Theatre,..., . .WMAR .. .8.1

20th Cent. Theatr#
Sun. April 7
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WBAL *

8.0

10,7

5.4

80.2

Star and the Story_
. .WMAR
Pastors Study. . .WMAR

Channel 2 Theatr#
Fri. April 5
11:15-1:00 a.m. .
WMAR

8.2

9.1

0.4

46.3

The Green Glove, Ford Film
Playhouse . ..WAAM .. .10.0
Diamond Theatre
. .WAAM .. ..... 5;8
Tonight ......WBAL ... .2.4

7. BLANCHE FURY—
Stewart Granger, Valerie Hobson;
1948; Eagle-Lion; NTA.

Channel 2 Theatr#
Wed. April 3
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WMAR

7.3

8.0

6.2

66.4

Tonight’s Newsreel
. .WBAL ... .6.4
Tonight .....WBAL ... .2.1

8. THE OCTOBER MAN—
John Mills, Joan Greenwood; 1947;
J. Arthur Rank; ABC-TV Network.

Famous Film Festival
Sat. April 6
7:30-9:00 p.m.
WAAM

0.4

7.0

5.0

10.1

People Are Funny., .WBAL ... .29.1
Perry Como ....WBAL ... .44.5

9. THE GROOM WORE SPURS—

Million Dollar 'Movie
Sat. April 6
‘ 1:00-2:30 p.m, " *
WBAL

, 60

5.9

5.4

41.5

Lohe Ranger .

Channel 2 Theatre
Mon. April 1
11:15-1:15 am.
■' > WMAR

5.9

Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotten, Claudette
Colbert, Robert Walker, Shirley
Temple; 1944; Selznick Studio; NTA.

Ginger Rogers, Jack Carson, Joan Davis;
1950; United Artists; Associated Artists
Productions. •
10. SMASHUP
S.usan Hayward, L£e Bowman; 1947;
Universal International; Screen Gems.

t

WAAM
Starring Gene Autry ..,, .WAAM
7,5.

2.7

59.3.

.. .0.1
.. .2.1

..10.0
.. 3.8
..... .. 3.8

Tonight’s Newsreel ...... .WBAL ...... .. 6.7
.. 3.0
Tonight ...
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CBS-TVs Marx-Stone Pact
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MO TV to Bring ’Em in Live & on Film
Under Rountree Pact; ‘Girls’ Encoring

Earvin Marx and Walter Stone
have been signed as a writer-pro¬
ducer tehm for a five-year term at
CBS-TV. They’ll create some new
properties for the network. One of
their early assignments will be a
- —,---+
RKO Television, in another step
series for Art Carney,
h ri Herbert Clarke named head. of a new* NBC-TV station sales
forward on the national level, has
The' William Morris Agency
CBCt Bomb Scare
fiit within-the web’s sales dept Unit is designed to help advertisers made the deal.
inked a deal with Rountree Produc¬
•«
Toronto, May 14.
unv agencies better evaluate- their station lineups . . . CBS Badio
Bomb scares within 48 hours . tions, covering lire as well as pos¬
Sic director James Bassett planes to. Bergen, Norway, May 31 to
sible telefilm projects aimed for
emptied the Canadian Broad.-,
Sin his Continental swing for his “World Musical Festivals” -series
network airing.
casting Corp. headquarters
DeB Pauline Flynn, administrative asistant in the CBS Reference
The live package now being
here, the Macmillan Publish¬
neot engaged to John Kane .. Bill Davidson, g.m. of WltCApitched to networks is “Leave It
ing
Cos,
a
supermarket
and
the
nius-TV, received, an award from Mayor Robert F. Wagner for the
To the Girls,” which had long ex¬
Massey-Harris plant (latter
KWh anni broadcast of “Citizens Union Searchlight” .
Dick
posure on Mutual and on NBC-TV.
owned by “Vincent Massey,
Ellison of CBS Radio Program Writing Dept, scripted an original
The two basic changes, in the panel
Governor-General of Canada,
documentary, “Jamestown, 1607,” which will be produced tonight
of
the battle-of-the-sexes format is
and his brother, actor Ray¬
iwcd) on the web’s “Update” . . . Gordon R. Hughes joined the
that the new show will be hosted
mond Massey).
NBC-TV this week drew first
sales staff of WRCA . . . CARTA—rthe Catholic Apostolate of Radio
by a male personality and feature
Police claimed that “crank
Television Advertising-holds its annual spring cocktail party in sponsorship blood for its'soon-toa name male at each outing. Set
calls” followed two teleplays
the Century Room, of the Hotel Commodore this -afternoon (Wed.)
. I be-relocated Chet Huntley-David
as the femmes panelists are Vir¬
dealing with “mad bombing.”
1 Carol Reed, WCBS-TV’s weather girl, suffer^ a miscarriage last Brinkley “NBC News” strip with
ginia Warren, daughter of Chief
Friday (10) and will^be out for four‘weeks, with George Bryan and the inking of Ronson to a 52-week
Justice Earl Warren; Austine
Jean' Sullivan, subbing on her two daily shows . . . WRCA director Bill pact on the show. Ronson will take
Hearst, wife of publisher William
Malcolm upped to “network .program operations supervisor at NBC on Monday and Friday sponsor¬
Randolph ,Hearst; Hank Fort, a
Radio, with Draper Lewis returning to the station to replace him ship of the strip over the year’s
femme songwriter, with Martha
span,
and
in
an
additional
preConnie {Sawyer now a regular in the “True Confessions” cast on
Rountree sitting in occasionally as
ABC Radio . . . “Robert Q. Lewis off to Europe ort a two-week vacation, Christmas drive, -- will sponsor 32
the
fourth member.
with Jack Sterling subbing for him on bis CBS Radio nighttime segments above and beyond its
Under the deal, RKO Television,
show . • • Arthur Anderson set for a'role on “Studio One” Monday two-a-week during November and
a division of RKO Teleradio; will
(20) . • • WCBS Radio account exec* Jim Moore in Englewood Hospital December.
lend its sales and production fa¬
with a bout of glandular fever; he’ll be out for about six weeks . . . . Deal marks a return for the
cilities, as well as some financing.
Martka Lou Harp guests on Joe Franklin's “Memory Lane” today lighter-shaver manufacturer to
Rountree’s telefilm projects to
(Wed.) , . * WCBS' Jack Sterling doing a lecture tout* before Chamber news sponsorship, since Ronson is
be considered by„RKO are “This
of Commerce groups around the metropolitan Area; he’s already a past sponsor _of “Douglas Ed¬
iddressed the Stamford C of C . . . Chicago American radio-tv wards With the News” on CBS-TV.
Bernard Goodwin,' president -of House Is Haunted” and “Mike the
columnist-Janet Kern in town for a tour of the network homeof- Having gone from news into dra¬ DuMont Broadcasting Corp., said Magic Cat.”, RKO Television re¬
■fices . . • Robert F. Stanton, formerly with J. Walter Thompson and matics via its piece of “Playhouse Monday (13) at the first annual cently made similar deals with in¬
Albert Frank-Guenther’Law, joined Ketchum, McLeod St Grove as 90,” Ronson and its- agency, Nor¬ stockholders meeting that the die producers Paul MacNamara and
secount exec on Westinghouse Broadcasting . . . WCBS merchand¬ man, Craig & Kummel, searched year - and - a - half - old company Ben Fox, but the Rountree pact
ising director Howard Lilly' back at work after a gastro-intestinal this spring for a half-hour show of sought the full Federal Communi¬ represents RKO’s emergence in
illness . . . Screen Gems publicity chief Fhil Cowan addressed N.Y. its own, but couldn’t find anything cations Commission ownership al¬ ’the live programming field.
Timesman Jack Shanley’s journalism class at Fordharil U. Friday to its liking, so returned to the lowance of .seven radio and seven
Associated in the Rountree setup
(10) on pressagentry.
tv stations.
as special production consultant
news side once again.
will
be Tony Faillace, preZ of FailDavid Lowe taking a leave of absence till the end of July as exec
But in the meantime, DuMont,
Ronson sponsorship starts Sept;
producer of NBC’s educational television product to produce a round- 23, two weeks after the show which received authority from a lace Productions Inc., whose pro¬
the-world film on American ;doctors in foreign countries for Smith, switches from its current 7:45 p.m. substantial majority of the "stock¬ gram “Men of' Cornwall,” based on
| Kline & French's “March of Medicine” series, with the film sched¬ berth to’ a^new 7:15 berth (with holders to finalize the WNEW pur¬ life at the New York Military Acad¬
uled for showing Dec. 3. Brice Howard replaces him on the educa¬ an early feed at 6:45) in station op¬ chase, thereby bringing the New emy, is being produced in associa¬
tional project until his return , . . Bill Rogers did a series of 20 tion time. Thus far, Ronson is the York radio station into the fold tion with Rountree and will also
radio spots for Pepsi-Cola via Kenyon St Eckhardt . . - Garry Moore only sponsor set for the fall, but along-’ with television stations in b'e considered by RKO Television.
ihow marks the beginning of its eighth year on the air and its 1,813th prospects are bright for a renewal New York and Washington, D. .C., “Martha Rountree’^ Press Confer¬
performance on June 26 . . . Mrs. Meryle Renie Evans, formerly of American Can Co. for alternate' is still not certain about a pian ence,” aired on ABC-TV Monday
supervisor of public relations for the N.Y. Historical Society, named Tuesdays, and Glidden Paint is re¬ to buy Paramount Pictures’ KTLA, nights, is riot included in the RKO
deal.
administrative ’ assistant in promotion and public relations for the portedly Interested in taking on a tv station in Los Angeles. .
Stockholders okayed the buy of
Metropolitan Educational TV Assn. (META) . . . Helen Irene. Kom one day a week.
Peal was negotiated by Robert
the Coast station, but Goodwin Manby, v.p. in charge of RKO
upped to administrative assistant in the' Gotham- office of American
said that the vote was not a man¬ Television, and Oliver Presbrey,
Research Bureau ... Tv actress and CBS-TV pLayreader Geraldine
date. Instead, he said, the Du¬ prez, and Bob Novak, exec v.p. of
Rehrir- appearing in “Birthday Party” by Gertrude Samuels at
Mont board of directors, elected Rountree Productions.
Showcase Theatre week of May 20. .
Adolf N.
by the stockholders Monday, would (Ade) Hult, special Sales consultant
WOR’s late night gabber Long John,"the only radio broadcaster
have the final say. He explained for RKO Television, o-vill act as
from the east to attend the first interplanetary spacecraft convention,
that the negotiations for KTLA coordinator of activities between
held last weekend (11-12) 'at' Giant Rock Airport, Yucca Valley, Calif.,
and three Par music companies RKO and Rountree.
used taped Convention interviews for his broadcasts. During the course
expected to take time before
of the convention, he aired directly from Yucca Valley .
For the,
Honors were heaped upon Henry are
fourth successive year,. Mutual’s- “Here’s Hollywood” reporter Martin Jaffe Monday (13) night at a testi¬ they are concluded.
Goodwin
revealed that DuMont
Starr has been named “radio’s most authoritative commentator on monial dinner, given in his honor
Hollywood” by delegates to the United Fan Clubs of America con¬ in New York by the American Fed¬ wanted to add other properties to
its
growing
station chain “this
vention in Atlantic City . . . Bill Dupree, formerly a deejay of WEBB, eration of Television St Radio Art¬
Baltimore, has joined WLIB, N. Y., in the same capacity . . . Mutual- ists. The recently-retired national year.” He said that apart from
KTLA-the
company
had no special
commentator Fulton Lewis Jr. has initiated a broadcast campaign counsel of the Federation received
for a suitable memorial to the late Senator Joseph R. McCarthy of the first George' Heller Memorial stations in mind, but that he was
hopeful
attractive
properties
could
Wisconsin.
"
Award for his “contributions” over be found.
*
Leonard H. Goldenson, American Broadcasting-Paramount Thea¬ the past 20 years.
Some observers at the meeting
CBS-TV is poised to post the
tres topper, guest-speaks today (Wed.) at installation of officers of.
Jaffe, who quit the post now saw a couple of important ob¬ SRO sign on the new Wednesday
Badio and Television Executives Society . . . Junq Pageant mag car¬ held by Mortimer Becker, was stacles in the way of concluding night “The Big Record” stanza.
ries a yarn by,Dr. Millard C. Faught on toll-tv, “the $64,000,000,000 one of the founders of American KTLA
negotiations.
Goodwin, Web last week firmed up OldsmoQuestion: Will TV Be Worth Paying For7” . . . Paul Baron, program Federation of Radio Artists, AF- pressed about whether he believed bile for a quarter-sponsorship of
supervisor for WMGM before going into advertising some years back, TRA’s predecessor.
the acquisition of the Hollywood the hourlong Arthur Godfrey re¬
becomes director of advertising, radio and tv, for Henry Schapper
In addition to the award, named channel was, as a result, of the placement, and this week must
flackery , . . Lee Polk won two awards for his direction on WCBS-TV. after the late national exec sec¬ stockholder approval, a foregone choose between two orders for the
"Eye on New York” won the Lasker Award and “Hickory Dickory retary, Jaffe got a scroll from the conclusion, answered.-““What's go¬ remaining quarter of the musical.
Dock” copped an honorable mention from Ohio State U. Institute seven national officers and* the 82 ing to happen I don’t know.”
Web has one order from Armour
for Education by Radi'6-TV . . . Arthur Vigeland to sales of John* national board members of the Pointed out by Wall Street sources & Co., and a second split-network
Blair reppery . . r. Clifford Spiller was named SSC&B senior ’veep union. The capper was a personal was that it is unusual, though not order from National Dairy and Hill
over the Pall Mali account, after a 12-year stay with: Maxwell House gift, a specially-made vase, pre¬ unprecedented, for a corporation Bros. Coffee (neither company has
division of General. Foods . . . Meryle Renie Evans becomes promo¬
sented to him on the dais of the to mail stockholders a detailed full national distribution, and
tion-public relations assistant at- the new Metrolopitan Educational Sh’eraton-Astor,. by actor-sculptor prospectus and proxy bn property would share* the show regionally j as
Television Assn. . , . John Cameron Swayze delves into a special Gregory Wayland.
to be purchased, unless there is do Hamm Brewing and Amoco on
weeklong series on traffic problems via his WABC-TV latenight
initially a reasonably firm under¬ “Person to Person”). Before it can
news stanza.
standing about finalization of the even make a choice between them,
deal. Case in point was the pro¬ web had to hold off until last night
Harry Novik, WLIB manager, will be on hand in Washington Friday
cedure followed by DuMont on (Tues.) to get a final decision from
(17) to supervise the Station's coverage of the' “Prayer Pilgrimage for
buying WNEW, on .which negoti¬ American Home Products, which
freedom” set for the same day and to be aired by WLIB from 8 to
ations were concluded several had a first refusal on the time by
d:45 p.m. . . , Mary Margaret McBride now is being repped by Lester
weeks ago.
Lewis Associates, which is holding talks for a -possible tv and radio
dint of its current Godfrey spon¬
“Bride and Groom,” the veteran
jjeries, as well as selected commercials for the vet broadcaster. Miss
sorship.
Likelihood was that.
McBride is at present on a three-week European junket and will return tv’er which has been off the air
Arrierican Home would pass “Big
June 1.
for some three years, returns as
Record” by.
“Record” lineup now reads
Edward P. Morgan, ABC commentator, receiving honorary degree the NBC-T-V daytime strip replace¬
of Doctor of Letters from his alma mater Whitman College, Walla, ment for Tennessee Ernie Ford on
Oldsmobile and either Armour or
National
Dairy-Hill Bros, sharing
Walla, Wash,, June 2; he will do commencement address . . . Muriel' July 1. 44B&G” goes into the 2:30
Scliick Shaver entered a $5,000,
«rkson appears on Kraft’s “Men of Prey” May 22 and marries Wall
000° lawsuit Monday (13) against the 8 to 8:30 period and Kellogg
Streeter Joseph Kaufman next day . . .* Jack' Mohler switches from to 3 strip with NBC hopeful that it Sperry-Rand, maker of the Rem¬ and Pillsbury alternating at 8:30.
CBS-TV spot to the Sales staff of Blair-TV . . . Society of TV Lighting can retain the. current Ford spon¬ ington Shaver, alleging before the Slight delay in the Olds sponsor¬
Directors to meet with all networks tomorrow (ThUrs.) on exchange sors—Standard Brands, Brown Si N. Y, Supreme Court that the com¬ ship came up via necessity for the
^eas for program lighting . . . WNYC chief Seymour N.. Siegel in Williamson, Miles Labs and Dixie peting company’s tv commercials ^General Motors board to approve
were “false, disparaging and dam¬ *the buy.
D. C. for fortnight serving as member of Nave’s National Reserve
Policy Reyiew Board (he’s a reserve captain) . . . Bernet G. Hammel Cup—for the new show. Ford had aging.” Plaintiff said that Reming¬
requested
NB£
to
drop
the
daytime
ton, without identifying the prod¬
becomes ABC-TV assistant manager of research.
Wally Duncan, veteran time salesman around Manhattan (NBC, because of the work load involved uct by,name, used a Lady Schick
Mutual and sales manager posts at WNEW and WPIX), is now in re¬ in his Thursday night show for electric razor on the air and irm
plied that it was inferior.
crement upstate—but not quite. He’s operating a mail order trade in Ford Motors.
Court asked Remington to show
spices, herbs, seasonings. That’s his ad in the magazines of gracious
New “Bride St Groom” edition, cause tomorrow (Thurs.) \Vhy an
Tom Judge, former eastern sales
Jwing. Duncan hides under nom de commerce of “The . Spice Trader
curiously, was the subjec.t of some order should, not be issued enjoin¬ manager for CBS Television Spot
^om the Finger Lakes."
ing
them
from
further
such
adver¬
Sales*
and more recently v.p. in
Jane Schumann, secretary to Screen Gems sales v.p. John Mitchell, competition, since ABC-TV had an¬
charge of sales for Closedcircuit
jo wed William Hart, of Screen Gems’ sales department, June 13 in nounced to its affiliates in Chicago tising.
Telecasting Inc., joined Westingr'-Y. . . . Juvenile thesp Philip Dodd-^warded a N.Y. State Schol¬ last month that this w#s one of the
house Broadcasting Co. as national
Potttr Changes Agencies
arship and deciding among MIT, Rensselaer and Wesleyan, all of packages being considered ior its
television sales manager. Post is
Hollywood, May 14.
][hlch have accepted him, for the fall ... Don Morrow signed to do expanded daytime lineup next fall.
a
new one, with Judge acting as the
Andy-Potter,
tv-rradio
topper
of
NBC
got
in
ahead,
however.
Show
[he Gulf Oil blurbs . . Byington F. Colvig, director of sales promou°n for CBS Television Spot Sales,. moves to the CBS subsid’s Chi- ii being packaged by Bride Si CalkinS Sc Holden ad agency of¬ tv counterpart to the recently ap¬
pointed
nationalk radio sales man¬
fice
here,
shifts
over
to
Reach,
;**<> office, where he’ll be an account exec , . “Person* to Person” Groom Inc. and produced by Roger
ager, Perry B. Bascom. * Both re*
Producer Jesse Zousmer .and director Bob Sammon off to Las Vegas Gimbel. Package used to be owned McClinton inr a similar capacity.
port
to
WBC
sales v.p. Alexander
He’ll
also
serve
as
an
account
Ior Friday’s (7) visit with Wilbur. Clark . . . Group of WCBS Radio by the “Three Johnsv—Masterson,
(Bink) Dannenbaum.
exec.
Reddy St ^Nelson.
(Continued on page 48)
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Ronson 1st In On
Huntley-Brinkley

DuMont on Fence
In Buy of KTLA;
Board to Decide

Henry Jaffe Receives
Heller Memorial'Award
And Scroll From AFTRA

‘Big Record’SRO
Spun by CBS-TV

Tenn, Ernie Moves Over
For ‘B&G12d Honfeymoon

$5,000,000 SCHICK SUIT
VS. RAND’S TV BLURBS

Tom Judge to WBC As
Nat’l TV Sales Mgr.

YOUR
COMMON
SCENTS?

' ■ fainiiiyi M«y _W,‘ 1957

VXhIFFy

The human nose is being pushed around! It can’t be sure of anything
any more. And Science is to blame! Men spend long hours in the laboratories, inventing
magic1 formulas for removing the natural odor of things. Others take equal time to de¬
vise ways of introducing fragrances and flavors into places where they never existed.
It’s got to»stop, say we! Let things be as they really are!
You’ll be glad to know we’re doing>our bit. In “The Silent Service,”
our hot new syndicated TV film series about the men who man |the nation’s submarines,
we really plumb the depths. We go to extraordinary lengths—on location, amidst the
.
»
perils of the deep—to capture that true briny flavor. Why, you can practically breathe
I-

' the diesel. The salt spray stings to high heaven. The pitch and roll, the sweat land grime,
the sights and sopnds and smells—they’re all there, all real. And some scientist thinks
he’s going to filter the breath of reality out 'of Our series?,We’ll see him inhale first!

M'

And we’ve got friends, too. CNP, as more and more people are find¬
ing out, insists on giving local, regional and spot advertisers first crack at first-class
product.- But do you suppose that this is the reason “The Silent Service” has now been
bought in more than 100 markets; including 21 of the country’s top 25? Nonsense! It’s
the £esty savor of reality that gets ’em!

NBC TELEVISION FILMS a division of

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
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Television Followup Comment
This Is Your Life
There are certain-intra-tra cl e
show biz' personalities who enjoy
an affectionate niche given to few.
Without expanding on the observa¬
tion about- the internecine strife
that punctuates an* industry where
personalities are of such variegated
stripe, ■ it falls .not to the lot of
many that they might .inspire an
automatic cheering/ section. Ted
Husing is one of those, few, nor
did it take the stroke that he. suf¬
fered in 1954 to bring this about.
It pinpointed it and perhaps
brought forth, sooner than nor¬
mally, the latent affection he seem¬
ingly enjoyed ih broadcasting,
sports and general show biz cir¬
cles, but it is a fact that Husing is
of a special stripe who has long
been a .popular favorite.
It was this vajue which distin¬
guished Ralph Edwards’ “This Is
Your Life” stint over NBC-TY last
Wednesday (8). If perhaps lacking
a shade, because, the insiders know
of others who “might have made it
zingier,” certainly Edwards, Tom¬
my Harmon, et al., did a distin¬
guished job in rounding up a ros-.
ter of all-American sports greats
who cami on to salute the 'ailing
Husing. His friends saw a miracu¬
lous physical upbeat. A bit gaunt¬
er, he.was clear-eyed and while
leaning heavily on the cane, he
seemed to have more vision than
in recent months when plagued by
cerebral paralysis that also affected
his eyes,
In prose, film clip and by per¬
sonal testimony Husing’s stature as
an all-time great among sportscasters was attested by these .inperson appearances: Eleanor Holm,
Harvev Kipke, Jesse Owens the
four-time- Olympic champ, Alice
Marble, Ralph Guldahl, Glenn
Davis and Doc Blanchard, Major
(Dr.) J. Andrew White, Les Quaiiey
and Jimmy Dolan (his longtime
sportscasting team), Mickey. Coch¬
rane, and Harmon who, with his_
wife, Elyse Knox, first enticed
Husing on-camera.
Among„the “rewards” were Hus¬
ing’s professional comeback on
Harmon’s local (L.A.) sportscast,
the usual gifts and souvenirs, a
$3,000 check to the (Jack) Kriendler Foundation (his pet charity;
The Skeeters, of which Husing is
the prez, meets at “21,” Toots
Shor’s and contiguous bistros); and
a contract for a book with A. S.
Barnes & Co., on which Ralph
Hancock would collaborate. Among
the film clips was also a cut-in of
Guy Lombardo from Pittsburgh.
Keystoning it were Dr Raymond.
Spritzler, Husing’s daughter Peggy
(Mrs Duke Lacey), with whom Hus¬
ing has been convalescing in Pasa¬
dena, and his mother, Mrs. Henry
Husing. There was reference to
his late first wife, no reference to
the present Mrs. Husing. Nor did
Edwards stress the extraordinary
rehabilitation job that Dr. Spritz¬
ler, who happens to be columnist
Louis' Sobol’s son-in-law, has done
for Husing sinct^ the latter took up
California residence.
Abel.

Kraft TV Theatre
Ten years is a long, long time
in any medium but particularly in
television since it marks virtually
the start of the industry on a com¬
mercial basis. Kraft Foods and J,
Walter Thompson can take some
well-deserved bows, not only for
their pioneering effort and their
-year demonstration of faith in
the potential of television,. but for
providing audiences with consist¬
ently good adult drama over that
span. JWT, in fact, can take a
double bow, not only as agency of
record but as producer of the show
throughout a period where, the
tendency of ad row was to shrink
from the challenge of agency pro¬
duction of television.
Kraft and JWT, for some reason;
held'back on the,,bally for the 10th
anni, and apparently also didn’t
make a push to acquire an out¬
standing property for the anniver¬
sary show. Producer Maury Hol¬
land instead came up with a- fair
hut somewhat routine teleplay by
.Anthony Spinner titled. “Flesh and
Blood,” and the only big noise was
the return of Tommy Sands in a
straight dramatic role. .
Sands, who got his first national
exposure, via Kraft’s “The Singin*
Idol” a couple of months ago and
has since zoomed into the spotlight
in disks, p.a.’s, tv and films (latter,
with a new contract), certainly
rates all the hullabaloo. Not only
can he sing but he shows, some
rare sensitivity as an actor, as dis¬
played in this drama of a gangster
deported from America back to
Italy to a wife and son he hadn’t
seen or cared about for 16 years.
Sands, naturally, is the son, and
he turned ih a topflight thesping
job of combining joy, confusion,
ambition and righteousness into an
entirely believable peiTormance,
If “Flesh and Blood” didn’t come
off as a very interesting show, it
wasn’t from lack of good perform¬
ances^ Victor Jory, as the unfeel¬
ing gangster, registered as a stink¬
er—but a convincing one—from
the outset. Marian Seldes, as the
strong and upright wife, and Ian
Wolfe and Cavada Humphrey as
Jory’s peasant parents, scored'
solidly.
But “Flesh and Blood” was a
thin peg on which to hang an hourlong yarn. The outcome—the re¬
jection of Jory by the . boy—was
evident from the start, and the.
only fresh wrinkle could have been
the means of Jory’s exposure. That
wasn’t particularly exciting; and
the ending was as routine as the
rest of the drama. Frank Pacelli’s
direction tended toward the lei¬
surely side, which didn’t help.

10

Duane McKinney’s color settings
of an Italian farm were, excellent,
and the NBC color cameras reg¬
istered consistently throughout.
' Chap.,
Person to Person
Artur Rubinstein bears, out the
truism, if it is one, that’ men of
exuberant love of their art, espe¬
cially when also rejoicing in'World¬
ly success, are apt to be the central
figure in a happy family life. Suf¬
fice that the concert Virtuoso’s wife
is a charmer, his grown daughter
(married to the chaplain at Phillips
Andover) and his three younger
progeny are as handsome to the
eye and as succulent to the taste
as winesap’ apples. Seeing such a
brood as the Rubensteins in 'theif
domestic* repose becomes a form
of neighborliness for which honest
thanks may sometimes be rendered
the frequently tawdry medium of
television.
. **
Ed Murrow’s other “Person-ToPerson” guest Friday (10) on CBSTV was the singing. cowboy, Guy
Madison of disks* fi\ms and/tv, yho
with his Danish wife were also
pleasant people to ftieet.
-Murrow’, who is known to per¬
sonally detest psychoanalysis, does
not go after the underlying motiva¬
tions of people as does hot-mike
Wallace, but then, he customarily
selects people who have digested
their success. Wallace typically
presents many who are still mas¬
ticating. Television is enriched by
both varieties of programs.
.
Land.
. Steve Allen Show
Steve Allen took in .a lot of ter¬
ritory on his Sunday (12) session
over NBC-TV when he had such
divers aides as Tallulah Bankhead,
the Rev. Dr. Billy Graham and
Pearl Bariley topping his layout.
The divergent elements, however,
made up into a fairly good show.
“The major event was Tallu’s solo
on a session at the Automat, in
which she behaved as though she
were entering the Colony Club. At
the end, she decided that the whole
thing was a fraudulent scheme to
sell useless nickles at the rate -of
20 for $1. It was a clever sketch
and done excellently Jt>y Miss Bankhead. She also participated ’lnv a
small elevator sketch with Allen
which came off fairly well.
Miss Bailey could have been
seen to better advantage. As used
in the show,. she did -little more
than ..a production singer. Her best
qualities were obscured by a lot of
surrounding performers. It seemed
like she whs taking a day off in
public.
The show, took a serious turn

Payola-In the Provinces

Television interviews > are here to stay and Mike Wallace’*
“Night Beat” continues to be one of the standout shows in'the
question & answer field. Wallace, who is continuing his WABD
(N.Y.) show until a suitable replacement can be found (he’s moved
over to the ABC-TV network Sunday nights), utilizes -his inter¬
viewing* technique to deliver a hard-hitting show that is well¬
Washington Square
paced and of general interest.
Ray Bolger’s “Washington
Show caught Friday (10) had Art Ford, disk jock of WNEW,
Square” stanza, which was Slotted
N.Y., and Walter Lord,''author of “Day of Infamy,” as guests.
on Sunday afternoons, is now mov¬
Interview with Ford was done in typical Wallace style. It started
ing around on the NBC-TV night¬
with general questioning about the d. j. field, progressed to the
time schedule with four evening
hotter subject of payola and corruption in the music business and
shows presented at a different time
wound up on a personal note with questions about Ford's life and
each week. It will take intensely
times. Wallace, who has refined his interviewing to a fine .point,
loyal Bolger fans to keep tabs on
manages to get maximum response from his subjects by a series of
this show’s perambulations. First
show last Thursday night (9), also
short, progressing questions that allow the guest to do most of
presented in color, was another
the talking, yet do not permit vagueness unless specifically evaded
pleasing session that failed, how¬
by the interviewee.
ever, to develop any bigi sock.
Ford easily handled the questions dealing with his start in radio .
Bolger, as always,, is a highly in¬
and disk jockeying in general. The ever-hot subject of payola was
gratiating- performer,
whether
not .developed fully as Wallace did not seem to have adequate
•dancing, singing or just plain em¬
background info on the subject; and Ford played it down as-a much
ceeing. He did plenty of every¬
over-publicized evil, with “perhaps 2%” of, the 10,000 Jocks in the _'
thing and was standout in the
/country accepting payola in any form. Ford made a good poipt by ‘
opening, a clever ^Choreography” J stating that he had never accepted payola and that , since the "New
number, and, his by-now classic'
York and other big city d. j/s were all well paid, the primary pay¬
“Once In Love With Amy?” which
ola targets- were in the smaller towns. Wallace went after thi*
closed the hour.
hut
the result was inconclusive.
Among the guests, George Gobel
Rock ’n’ roll was another timely subject that got good response
had a few good moments scattered
from
Ford, who maintained that he had to play what his audience
among many dull ones. His best
wanted to hear and that these songs were only a Small portion of
bit was as a singing waiter doing
the
total
he spins on his “Make Believe Ballroom’^show. Inter¬
a cliched Irish mother song. An¬
view with Ford was good. Questioning was well-paced and varied
other Gobel routine as a subway
a
process
which results 4n maximum interest in minimum time.*^
motorman was mostly oldhat stuff.
British songstress - comedienne
Lord was subjected to the. same type of questioning and came
Jeannie Carson did one effective
off .okay. Interview was centered around ^Lord’s recent book, 4‘Day
bit with her “Burlington Bertie”
of Infamy” with several minutes devoted tp role of the advertising
number, but made little impact
agency in television. Lord is presently on leave of absence from
with a slow straight ballad.
J. Walter Thompson. Segment was interesting but not*" outstand¬
For a change of pace, Boiger
ing.
added some rock ’n’ roll with Bill
WABD policy of auditioning replacements for Wallace in the
Haley & His Coinets, who belted
half-hour following his show (12-12:30) was again demonstrated
across “Rock Around the Clock,”
Friday with actor Everett Sloane* trying on the interrogator’s
with a couple of moppets jitterchair for size. After a slow start in Which Sloane made the
bugging in the foreground, and one
oft-repeated mistake of talking too much himsfijf, * the session
instrumental with some synthetic
settled down to a good exchange between him and Lord. Sloane’s
frenzied antics by the combo’s sidequestioning
was a bit erratic, indicating the need, for better prep¬
men. Support by the dancing boys
aration. However, the total result was okay and could obviously
and girls to the various routines
be improved with experience.
Syd.
was excellent.
Herm.

with Billy Graham. The evangelist
was interviewed on his forthcom¬
ing crusade starting at Madison
Square Garden, N.Y., today (Wed.).
Seated at a table, *the cleric and
Allen spoke on some aspects of this
gigantic location job, for a favor¬
able impression.
Allen introduced' Gia Scala, an
Italian filmstar who was too ner¬
vous to do anything. He corned up
a tribute to Mother’s Day, and he
employed his sundry features, such
as reading letters to .the editor
with Milton Berle assisting, and'
his trick interviews.
Jose.

I

Wide Wide World
What the taxpayer is getting for
his money was admirably reveals
Sunday (12) by the live cameras of
NBC-TV’s - “Wide Wide World -?
For in observance of Armed FomU
Week the General Motors-spoS
sored show came up with graphic
pickups of the Army, Navy Air
Force and Marine' Corps in action
“The price of peace'Is strength ''
said narrator Dave Garroway and
the import of his remark was ev£
dent as viewers looked in on ma
neuvers at *uch varied points as
George Air Force -Base, VictorvillV
Cal.; Fort Sill, Okla., and Dam
Neck, Va. ‘.The “armed might of *
Studio One
Betty Furness* more closely Ration-passing in review” was in
identified with the present CBS-TV troed by the chief of staff of each
service.
Westinghouse. operation than any
Spectacular i# a modest word to
other individual, Switched assign¬ describe scenes at Luke Air Forcr •
ments Monday (13). She. left the Base, near Phoenix, Ariz.'where ex-; *
commercials to Juno Graham, a cellent camerawork recorded the >*
effectiveness of precision bombing; :1
capable demonstrator who only North
American Super Sabres
lacks the identifying voice and were shown earlier at Victorville
looks of Miss Furness, and took on and the Army, gave the public an
an acting chore * in “Babe in the insight On its own modern equip,
ment in an eye-filling demonstra,
Woods.” tion at Fort Sill.
The Sumner Locke Elliott come¬
Still other remotes were from
dy gave. Miss Furness a gfeherous
part,, but the show was built, around the U.S.S. Boston, a guided missile
!
cruiser,
the submarine Barbero and
Jody McCrea, son of filmsters JoelMcCrea and Frances Dee, playing the Franklin D. Roosevelt, a new
aircraft
carrier. These all served**
a country bumpkin who took over
a series of city folk. McCrea first to show that.the Navy is our first
sponged- oh a total stranger before line of defense. Marine Corps in
discovering that he could do better a pickup from Quantico, Va., simufated a vertical envelopment in an’
by courting women.
amphibious assault.
Miss Furness was actually only
Throughout the 9(Fmihute pro.
one of the series in the career of
gram
there were frequent inter,
’the country bumpkin who • main¬
tains; a facade of rural innocence views of officers and men to show
the
role
of the Individual in mod¬
While going -on-to bigger assign¬
ments through wealthier femmes. ern warfare. Apparently the time
element
eliminated . the Coast
As it works out, the sweet, un¬
spoiled kid he first courted actually Guard which was . to have demonhad more loot than any of her suc¬ strated an air-sea rescue off Long
Bdach, Cal;- It Was the sole branch"
cessors.*
of the Armed Forces' minui
McCrea as the wide-eyed ap- "WWW” representation.
pleseed did an excellent Job. TheOn the whole’, to quote Garroway
air of hurt he put on in each in¬
stance when he unabashedly threw again, this array of military might
over one dame for another of adds up to a “large investment re¬
higher Dun ■•& Bradstreet rating turning a priceless dividend.”
provided** thesjpic trademark for Filmed plugs for GM’s sundry
the show. He did a creditable job products from sparkplugs to oil
throughout the proceedings. His filters were smartly produced
^
Gilb.
retinue of femmes -included Nancy
Rennick, Tammy Grimes, Miss
U.S. Steel Hour ‘
Furness, Evans Evans and Valerie
A Duke Ellington disk album for
Cossart.
r
Columbia Records, “A Drum Is A
The comedy elements were fairly Woman,”
served as inspiration for
solid, a. lot of ’ them coming the U.S. Steel-Theatre
Guild outing
through the deliberate use of repe¬ on CBS-TV last Wednesday
(8). It?
tition. Of course, once the pattern was an attempt on the part of
the
was established, there could have producers to eschew the tv-musical
been a tightening up toward the stereotype for the offbeat, but It
end of the show, and some other didn't quite Come off.
tangent Introduced. But the other
The hourlong stanza was a jazi
elements of the* layout seemed to.
work out nicely.
Jose. . fantasy conceived by Ellington
(with a script assist by Will Loren)
that traced the history of jazz from
Playhouse 90
jungle to New York's 52d St. .
Another one of those postwar the
The story was unfolded In the
readjustment dramas had an out¬ peregrinations Of Madam Zajj (a
ing on CBS-TV Thursday .(»>. This qliondam drum) who skipped from
one. off the Screen Gems beltline, her jungle island to New Orleans
based on a novel by Ruth Chatter- to Chicago apd then to N.Y., hut
ton, had the added complication, always longing for her first love,
of weaning a little German refugee Caribee Joe, a jungle native. The
boy into the life of the family. In yarn was relayed via instrumentals,
broad . outlines the problems por¬ song, danc^ and a narration by
trayed were somewhat moviiig, but Ellington.
a cliche-ridden script by Halsted
Nothing, however, seemed to fit
Welles, abetted by what appeared
to be artificial crises and oversen¬ in> proper proportion. The narra¬
tive
knit disturbed the flow- of the
timentalizing, dampened-. Interest.
It surely did not pack .enough meat stanza? the Ellington music didn’t
quite capture the jazz progression;
to sustain a 90-minute show.
and the dancing, choreographed by
Linda Darnell starred in the ve¬ Paul Godkin; concentrated#on the
hicle titled “Homeward ’Borne.” frantic jungle * stepping. with no
In the limits of the script, she letup or change of pace.
carried off her role as the troubled
Carmen de Lavallade played the
wife and mother well.
"Richard
Kiley as her husband and return¬ drum-woman and was more effec¬
tive
in the dancing sequences than
ing bombardier had a more diffi¬ . in the
vocal spots. . The other .
cult role to essay, in a part essen¬
femme
chores were ably
tially unsympathetic, reflecting an handled vocal
by
Sherrill and Mar¬
Immature character. Richard Eyer garet TypesJoya
whip; Ozzle Bailey,
as their small son was okay, while the male soloist.,
was
okay in “You
Rene Kprper as Benny the refugee
Know It, ra passable ballad.
kid who becomes the family storm Better
Talley
Beatty
balleted
about nicely
centre, performed
competently.
the part of Caribee Joe.
Keith Andes as the young bachelor in The
supporting Negro dancersfamily friend—and possible rival— and singers supplied some zest to
was convincing.
the proceedings and the Ellington
The opening few minutes set the orch did the best it could With tin :
stage for the drama, Miss Darnell materials at hand.
was In a nice seaside home await¬
It was a lavish production, kept
ing the return of her soldier hus¬ in order by director Norman Fel<
band, refusing to give up the refu¬ ton, but its overall values would
gee child whom she took in_ for a have had more Impact if Ellington
summer, wondering whether her had been more down to earth.
returning husband would accept
Gros.
him* Wnat followed was in the
sudsy vein. Inflation of minor Irri¬ Entertainment Press Conference
tations, sophomoric philosophizing,
Gypsy Rose Lee was kept busy
contrived crises, done In melo¬ defending her audiences during
dramatic fashion. Over a 60-minute her session on “Entertainment
Span, with tightening, the drama Press Conference” on WABD.
could have been better, but repitl- N. Y., last Tuesday (7) and thus
tlon set In pretty heavily In the diluted a lot of the punch that the
longer format. *
session Would ordinarily carry.
Production values were good. Miss Lee Is a picturesque person¬
Director Arthur Hiller could have ality with an Ingrained theatrical
used more subtlety to good effect. background, and who, admittedly.
(Continued on page 45)
Horo.
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

DATE WITH THE ANGELS
WAAM EXPERIMENTAL WORK* MRS. AMERICA PAGEANT
With Betty White, BUI Williams,
With Bill Bents, contestants, others
SHOP
John Gallaudet, Ann Staunton, With Karl Harshbarger, Joe Low- Producer: Ed Nugent
Director; Mickey Trcnncr
dei\ Margaret Silverman
’ other#
60 Mins,; Saturday (11), 10:30 p.m.
30 Mins.; Sat., 4 p.m.
Producer: Don Feddereon
Cb-OP
Sustaining
Director: James V. Kern
the lady ratlings on
WAAM-TV Baltimore
ABC-TV, from Fort Lauderdale,
Writer:
George
Tibbal
parade
Fla.
30 Min#., Fri.. 10 p.m»
‘*Hide" is the first of a proposed
With Sophie Tucker, Anne Shel¬ PLYMOUTH
The climax of the 1957 Mrs.
AUTOS
series of half-hour original dramas, America
ton, Jill ^ Summer*, Ann; Finn*-1 ABC-TV (film)
Pageant, carried over
fan# >1*411* G»jre, Bertha WHto be done by the WAA^C Experi¬ ABC-TV from its origin in Fort
{Grant Advertising)
mot/Mt* Barrie* Maudie Ed- . .
mental Workshop, formed with th.e Lauderdale, Fla., last Saturday (11)
Betty White and Dill Williams
wardkJor Ganjou, .Gladys Hay,
night, was'a bore. And, to make
JoafcHvrter, Marianne Lincoln, team iip -as mister and miSsUs. in gbal of providing a training ground matters worse, the audio failed to
Trixi* Mason, Sunny Borers, Do* this hew1 situation comedy series, for persons “interested in acting carry through to New York for
rite Chester, Doris Hare, Phyllis which in the main falls into: the and production in tv."
about'1 the first 20 ihinutqs of the
Holden, Charmian Innes, Paddle formula groove, racing to keep the ’ With such a premise, the Work¬ hour.
O'Neil* Marjorie Pointer, Claire laughter in the soundtrack in con- . shop doesn’t invite: close scrutiny,
By the time the sound was in
blit even by amateur standards, working order, the lineup of con¬
Ruahe, Haxel Wilson, Vie- Biscoe, sonance with the gags.
Despite the formula approach, “Hide", was not too strong and was testants still in the running had
Steve Raoe orch, others.
the half-hour skein, judging from amateurishly aoted.
Director: Douglas Horn
shrunk to about 15. The field was
the initialer, has some fetching,
Staged hy Marjorie Ristorl
.Written toy Gordon Kelly, “Hide" later harrowed down to six and
moments. Both Betty White and attempted to present the picture of then to win, place and show posi¬
Designed by Henry Federer
Bill
Williams
are
vet
entertainers60 Mins., T%urs., 9 p.m.
a minor business tycoon who places tions. Film clips of the competi¬
AssociatedritediFfusion, from Lon- and they perform well together. cash above consideration and who, tion in domestic skills/ that
“The Randall Dinner Party" also, after becoming inyolved in a-shady preceded the' finals were shown,
don
;
Without the terrific finale to this has a dream sequence whiefr shows business deal, is indicted for fraud, buC did little to enhance the pro¬
gram’s stature. shofr, supplied by Sophie Tucker some intuitive feel of the situation etc., etc.
Bill Bems emceed the affair ade¬
and Anne Shelton; who teamed up, which strikes a credible, funny
In addition to familiar dialog,
teamed up, apparently spontane¬ note. If other /episodes follow the leading figures were foggy. The quately, while the gals, for the .most
through
with
something
different,
part, didn’t show up as lookers on
ously, it would have been 60 min¬
acting,
by
collegiate
standards
(the
utes of mediocre’ entertainment. the skein> bares watching. Other¬ players Were conscripted from local the tv screen, interviews of the
it will be one athong many, colleges and universities), was just six finalists by Berns also failed to
The; ladies of this show biz order wise,
were making Uheir fourth tv ap¬ hardly distinguishable from stere¬ adequate with only Margaret Sil¬ stir up interest. Guest pro perfor¬
otype.
.
,
pearance presented by Jack Hylton
showing a fair share of mers were intermittently spotted in
Producer Don Fedderson has verman
talent. However, this is a “training song & dance offerings for okay re¬
on this program, and though they
tried
•
something
to
simulate a ground,” and too much couldn’t be lief/ .
tried their hardest, their efforts “live-” performance.
Miss
White
The show was sponsored in New
neyer amounted to pinch. Ragged comes out onstage for a shprt in¬ expected. Camerawork and sound,chorus lines, old gags and dated tro to the episode,,and in the clos¬ thqugh, were closer to a profes¬ York by Hoffman Beverage,
through Grey ad agency.
Jess.
sketches marred gallant attempts ing, the entire cast of over 40 sional level.
to make the show click.
takes a bow. If nothing else, this
After finishing .her solo spot, gimmick helps to make the laugh¬
Miss Shelton stayed before the ter in the track less artificial. At
cameras to pay tribute to and in¬ times, especially ' in the opening
troduce* Miss Tucker.
She was moments, ,the laughter seems in¬
about to leave the platform when congruous.
i ■ ’ Continued from page 44
Miss’Tueker appeared, grabbed her
Initial episode deals with the
arm and ordered her to join in on young married couple whose sur¬ has been around. She has an ul¬ ity. “Stand-In For Murder,” San¬
“Some Of These Days." The ren¬ name is Angel (hence the title), terior. motive in submitting toN ford Barnett’s adaptation of a Rich¬
dering was the hottest and most being invited to a party given by 'these public inquisitions since ard McDonagh story, concerned the
moving performance the number’s a wealth^ family way above the she'S drumming up interest for her misadventures of a tubercular bar¬
probably eveb had. Still holding social status of insurance agent: recent literary effort, the autobio¬ room pianist, Dewey Martin, in a
small Mississippi town. When Mar¬
the British songstress’ arm, Miss Mr. Angel. There.are the usual graphical “Gypsy."
trampish
ex-rg.f.,
Laurie
Tucker went straight into “Alex¬ situations of .what, dress to wear,
Unfortunately, Miss Lee spent a tin’s
ander’s Ragtime Band," again in¬ the party wolf, the Unconcerned lot of time,, defending "the bur¬ Mitcheill, was found dead after a
seeming
hit-and-run
accident,
the
sisting that -it ^should be performed husband/the social errors of the lesque patronage. She more or less
as a ’duet;, At its conclusion, the have-nots. They are carried off at thought they • seemed to be fun- dissolute scion of the local. first
live audfence came closer to raising a fast clip under the direction of iQving individuals, with hardly a family, Tom Drake, Was convicted.
But n healthy leer in their makeup.
the roof ; with applause.
Miss James' V. Kern.
But widower Martin, told he had
Tucker was full of bounce and vit¬ chunk of the segment is # dream
The panel on. .this show com¬ only six months to live, struck a
ality. She took part in several sequence, with Miss., White having prised author Al.. Morgan, Mary deal with Drake’s father, Lewis
sketches during the- show, and on a fantasy of beihgthe social equal Margaret • McBride and the N. Y. Martin, to confess to the crime in
one occasion, joined the chorus to those at the party, of having: Post sports columnist Jimmy Can¬ exchange for a $150,000 .stake for
a madly jealous husband, andjiow non. All- of .them ’ seemed.to let his infant, daughter. But 'advanced
line for some high kicks.
Miss Shelton,’s solo spot was the things would be then. That por¬ their subject off mildly, and there medical treatment in prison saved*
second brightest of the program. tion comes off quite well. 'Horo.
Was a concentration on entertain¬ Martin’s life, and during, a curious
Her treatment, of calypso-styled
ment; values irt the questioning, as Mississippi penal practice of fur¬
“Seven Stages Of Man" was socko. CITY AND REGIONAL PLAN-; against the search for depth that loughing long-term prisoners once
And on her other number, “Absent ' NING .
has made some of the interviews h year, he reneged on the deal. By
Friends/1 she sang with great feel¬ With Harriet Adams, Commission¬ on this show geiris in the broad¬ the time., successive confessions
down, it was dragged, clean
er Edward T* Dickinson, others casting catalog.
ing, The accompanying orchestra,
Jose. . died
out of leftfield that Mae. Clarke,
conducted by Steve Race, handled 30 Mins.: Sat/ 6 p.m,
Drake’s mother, was the real.cul¬
MOHAWK - HUDSON COUNCIL
its job niefely.
Bar]/.
Shower of Stars
prit, deliberately running . down
ON EDUCATIONAL TV
Jack Benny’s “one joke humor" Miss Mitchell to save the family
WCDA-TV, Albany
is still remarkably durable.
In honor. '
FART OF A FAMILY
First program in a series, iwdejr nothing more than an extension of
(World In Action)
The. cast registered best, in the
sponsorship of Russel). Sage Col¬ his own alternate-week half-hour,
With Edgar Mclnnes
lege (Troy and Albany) and Mp- the, self-effacing comedian - re¬ early situation-setting sequences,
Producer: Natl. .Film Board of hawk-Hudson Council on Educa¬
but seemed increasingly discou¬
mained his casual.best.on his last
Canada
tional Television, on* the .highly ChrysIer-^Shower of Stars" for the. raged as the hour crept along.
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10:30 p.m.
important subject of community season. Into his usual mixture of Bonita Granville, as Drake’s sister
CBC-TV (film)
and regional planning, featured standUp comedies.. and skits, he in love . with Martin, was addition¬
One of the first jobs John Grier¬ State Commerce Commissioner Ed¬ cleverly wound some excellent ally hampered by a slipping south¬
son did when lie was appointed ward T. Dickinson. He discussed guest support-r-Van Johnson, Vin¬ ern accent. Otherwise^ she and
Canada’s government film commis¬ the subject, in its broad and spe¬ cent Price, Yvonne DeCarlo, Geor¬ Martin were capable enough, with¬
sioner and head of the National cific aspects, with Harriet Adams, gia Gibbs and the rich-voiced in script limitfe, as was Drake. In
support. Miss Mitchell^ Lewis Mar¬
Film Board in 1939 was to institute of the college faculty.
calypsotist Jean. Durand.
tin, Herbert' Lytton, Forrest Lewis,
"The articulate commissioner,
a film series called “World In Ac¬
Benny’s writers capitalized on Betty Hanna and Voltaire Perkins
tion," with Stuart Legge produc¬ who has enjoyed national and. in¬
the
fact
that
the.
Thursday
(9)
hour
were okay.. Miss Clarke was wasted
ing. This, title has been revived'by ternational experience in a variety
CBS-TV was Johnson’s first live jn practically a speechless role.
NFB in a new telefilm series of important banking, industrial on
video
appearance
by
building
a
Director Norman Morgan kept
preemed on the Canadian Broad¬ and governmental positions before, good portion of • the show’s early
casting Corp. web for a 13-week during aiid' since World War II, ap¬ humor around his reticence hi ap¬ the actors in camera range, but
certainly, didn’t add dramatic di¬
peared to be speaking without
run.
pearing
before
the
cameras.
An
Op.ener, titled “Part of a Fam¬ notes—in answers to Miss Adams’ unbilled Vincent Price slipped intb mensions to this foolishness.
fCove.
ily,” had as narrator Edgar Mc¬ interrogations and in a running the dialog and got his best laughs
lnnes, president of the Canadian commentary (the latter, frequently by showing off a pair of chubby
against
a
background
of
maps
and
Marge & Gower Champion Show
Institute on International Affairs,
knees.
and used a loosely edited collection blownup photographs). Miss Adams n
Heroes of Sunday’s (12) “Marge
Production numbers on “Shower
of film clips in .a 'fast scan of the worked, ..sometimes too obviously,' of Stars” were smartly accom¬ and Gower Champion Show" on
Commonwealth of Nations. Stanza from cards.
Thrush Georgia Gibbs, CBS-TV were guest Mary McCarty
The half-hour held interest and- plished.
was hopped up a little with the use
who was fine in her first rendition,
of. native' narrators in the various information for intelligent, se¬ “Sunny Side of the Street," though and two writers, Joe Connelly and
national sequences, plus native rious-minded viewers, although it falling down in her other number, Robert Mosher. Miss McCarty was
in no sense, be considered
music, and did no more than could
“popular" video. Tighter organiza¬ a country & western routine, was the perfect comedienne, a mistress
glance at the nine different nations tion,
and
fluenter, sharper ques¬ aided considerably by some eye¬ of timing and inflection, and ver¬
of the British Commonwealth as a tioning would
And Connelly and
have been desirable; pleasing dance support./ The same satile too.
stage-setter for the coming items. should be insured/for
future tele¬ visual quality was maintained in Mosher, regulars for the 7:30-8 live
Mclnnes^ while providing the se¬ casts. Series also needs a stronger Miss DeCarlo’s brief production showcase, made it largely because
ries „with a spot of prestige, does technical backup than was evident appearance, when she and show they know how to get around the
stalwarts^ Mel’ Blanc and Artie obvious limitations of their stars
an okay job of narration between on the premiere.
sequences bht is far from a clicko
Other State, area and New York Auerbach, worked over a song and still make it an all-around at¬
tv gabber. Stfilt was as fascinating City officials and planning authori¬ about a “tasty little hot dog-" Best tractive half-hour.
bit of routining , on the entire hour
as most travelogs are and its pur¬ ties are scheduled to. guest. •
Neither Champion is particularly
was given in support of Negro bari¬ adept at reading dialog, but espe¬
pose gave it more meaning than
Jaco.
tone Dur'and, who did one rousing cially Marge, as she proved on the
the usuhl film trip, but the 10:30
calypso styling; he had some hip- previous shows in this new CBS
‘ p.m. time slot is supposedly too
shaking terpsichorean aid.
late for moppets who could use
series. The scribes did an early
this type of material in ,their
. From the Durand piece, Benny, switch from the straight live situa¬
Oklahoma City, May 14.
studies.
Gorm.
Johnson, Price and Miss DeCarlo tion comedy on which the show is
Raymond W. Welpott has re¬ segued straightaway into a spoof mostly built and worked cleverly
signed i as station manager of on those “intrigue in the. tropics” into a spoof of the ’20’s remin¬
WRGB, the General Electric"outlet tales. Largely slapstick, backed by iscent of “The Boy Friend," a
in Schenectady, to join WKY and, jokes soaked in preservative, it Broadway hit a couple of years
WKY-TV here as station manager. w^s nonetheless, a rewarding 10 back. The clipped, artificial dialog
London, ‘ May 7.
Walt Disney British Films will He’ll fill the vacancy created by minutes or so, because of Benny’s called for in the script was a nice
cushion against flubs.
start,this month on a telefilm series the death of Hoyt Andres last ability to pace matters so well/
•
* ’
Reginald Gardiner turned pitch¬
Miss McCarty, who was inte¬
for the “Mickey Mouse Club Pro¬ month.
Welpott
had
been
with
GE
since
man
for
the
Chrysler
four-wheel-,
grated
into the storyline—what
gram"; on ABC-TY. Alan Jaggs
has returned to London from Holly¬ 1928, and was assistant to the man¬ ers, sharing the duties laboriously there was of it—began hot with a
with
permanent
host
Bill
Lundigan
ager
of
WGY
and
WRQB
from
1946
song
on
a broken-town guitar and
wood to coordinate production.
to 1955, when he, assumed the and latter’s... female t counterpart, never let up steam. Dancing by
The hew series, entitled “Clint management, of WRGB.
Mary Costa.
’
Art.
the Champions, together and sepa¬
and Mac," will star" two youths, one
rately, was (natch) dandy on Sun¬
American and the other. British,
day’s skip-week outing. Jack LaLux Video Theatre
Manchester, N. ft— Palmer
but no casting has yet been made. Payne, formerly a member of the
Although this Lux presentation Rue, in briefly as a tough-guy show
The skein will be mainly filmed announcing staff at WFEA here, on NBC-TV last week was an origi¬ backer,- and Jack • Whiting, tv fa¬
against London landmarks with has been named news editor of nal, it had the air of a Class B pic ther to Marge, held up their ends
Art.
minimum of studio interiors.
WGIR, another Manchester station. as the melodrama strained credul¬ nicely.
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MR. BROADWAY
With Garry Moore, narrator)
.Mickey Rooney, Gloria Do Ha¬
ven, James Dunn, Eddie Foy Jr.,
June Havoc, Roberta Sherwood,
Bobby Mariano, Patricia Mari¬
ano, Walter Kinsella, Amy Free¬
man, Paul Sparer, Bernard Lenrow, Henry Lascoe, Robert Ellenstein, Dick Button, Dwight Marfield, .David. Malen, Paul Mazursky,, Dill Mulllkin, David Do
Haven, Charles Baxter, Tom
Gorman, others; Art Linkletter,
Bob Crosby, commercial an¬
nouncers
Exec.. Producer: Paul Feigay
Director: Sidney Lumet
Writers: Sami & Bella Spewack
Musical Director: George Bassman
Choreography: Peter Gennaro
90 Mins., Sat. (11), 9 p.m.
SWIFT & CO.
NBC-TV. from New Y.ork (color)
(McCann-Erickson)
Sam & Bella Spewack, whose
literate librettos have
graced
Broadway for years, turned their
talents to television for the first
time in “Mr. Broadway/’ a telebiog
of George M. Cohan presented as
jhe second of two Swift & Co.
color specs on NBC-TV. Unfortu¬
nately, their /talents and television
didn’t jell, for “Mr. Broadway"
came off as a sketchy, trite and
ponderous effort.
Most of the blame must accrue
to the book. First of all/ in cover¬
ing Cohan’s life span, the Spewacks necessarily left great gaps
in their story, and in concentrating
to a large extent on his earlier
days as one of the Four Cohans,
they left only a series of montages
and brief references to his pro¬
ducer-writer-actor days/ Beyond
this, a combination flashback-pre¬
sent tense technique tended to be
confusing.
Secondly, in attempting to do
some characterization, they ran
into greater difficulty. Cohairs
personality, of course, was never
an easy one to pin down. But also
faced with the problem of develop-,
ing a characterization while fight¬
ing the clock to get across a pano¬
rama of his life, the Spewacks
found themselves creating some¬
thing of a stereotype—the brash,
aggressive, even arrogant young
pusher who undterneath it- all has
a heart of gold.
• It just so happens that this stere¬
otype is the selfsame one which
Mickey Rooney has been playing
for most of his adult acting career.
So that the casting of Rooney as
Cohan, already an offbeat one from
the physical standpoint, was doubly
unfortunate because Rooney com¬
pounded the script’s stereotype
and the script compounded Roon¬
ey’s. In short, it wasn’t Rooney
playing Cohan but Rooney playing
Rooney playing dozens of charac¬
ters from his past films.
To top it all, while concentrating
on the devotion among the Four
Cohans, the biog touched on little
else in Cohan’s personal life, in¬
cluding his marriages. Thus, the
script created little in the way of
motivation, conflict or any' other
device to sustain interest over the
long span. The final act, in fact,
was little more than a series of
vignettes covering his career from
the first World War through his
latterday serious acting career, and
resembled a television crawl .speed¬
ed up to1 get all the credits *in be¬
fore the show goes off the air.
With this to work with, neither
cast nor director could d.o too well.
Rooney, in trying to make the most
of his role, kept resorting to type
and whether it was a scene of con¬
fusion, frustration or tenderness,
it^as strictly from Rooneyville.
Gloria. De Haveq had a few good
moments as Josie Cohan, while
Roberta Sherwood seemed somer
what stilted as Mrs. Jerry Cohan
(in her two numbers, she essayed a
Gay ’90s style .of singing which
just isn’t her forte and didn’t come
off very well). James Dunn and
Eddie Foy Jr. had the best mo¬
ments of the show as the elder
Cohan and Joe Summerhalter, the
stagehand-tUrned-actor and Cohan’s
longtime friend. June Havoc’s ex¬
tensive talents were wasted on a
counle of quickie musical numbers.
The best moments of the show,
actually, were in its touches of
authenticity — Cohan’s frustration
at having to open a vaude bill, a
nicely stagqd fight in the balcony
of Behman’s in Brooklyn, and some
expertly-drawn scenes of backstage
life. The musical numbers were
well staged by choreographer Peter
Gennaro and director Sidney Lu¬
met, but in looking for little-known
Cohan music and selecting three
numbers (“The Shoes That Hurt,"
“An Old Guy Like Me" and “Life
Is Like a Musical Comedv"), musi¬
cal director George Bassman deemphasized Cohan’s better-known
numbers and left the impression of
an undistinguished score. as a
whole. Swift did up its commer¬
cial moments' proud with some
highly appetizing color displays
and with the services sf Art Linkletter, Bob Crosby sod Garry
Moore.
Chan.
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Meet Dr. Sydney Roslow, distinguished for his
outstanding achievements in TV audience
research and Director of PULSE, INC. He’s seen
here with a group of Pulse house to house inter¬
viewers, assembled for their regular monthly
briefing session. These are some of the people
who gather some of the facts that prove ZIV
shows are all-the-time rating winners.

ZIV’s
NOW READY
TO MAKE
RATING
HISTORY!

NEW, AIL-NEW MYSTERY-ADVENTURE
»
SERIES

'The NEW Adventures of

starring Academy Award Winner,

William Gargan

Your own markets may be
among the few unsold to
date for sponsorship of
Ziv's newest rating winning
series. Wire or phone for a
thrilling audition, but quick!
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MEW CnYAFIER cm!
“The Man Called X”
IN SALT lake city

AR. '57

BEATS: Ed Sullivan, I
Love Lucy; 164,000
Question, Perry Como
and many others. ARB .

41.4
IN HOUSTON

'57

BEATS: £d Sullivan, I
Love Lucy, Disneyland,
Phil Silvers and many
others. AtiB,

.4
IN PITTSBURGH

BEATS: Dragnet, Law¬
rence Walk, What's
My Line, Phil Silvers
and many others. ARB

3.3
N NEW ORLEANS

BEATS: Ed, Sullivan,
$64,000 Question, I
Love Lucy, Climax,
and Others. PULSE

V1N SAN FRANCISCO

•EATS: Dragnet, PlayjKNise 90, Bed Shah
ton, Steve Allen and
many others. ARB .

6.1
IN BALTIMORE

N SAN ANTONIO

BEAU Ed Sullivan.
Ferry Como, .Grbucho
Marx, Playhouse 90
and many ottylrt. ARB

•EATS: ClipiiX, Drag¬
net, G.E Theatre,
• What's My Line, and
many others^ PULSE

IN DETROIT
1J.

O'j

33.1
r JN CLEVELAND

LY 'bb
■IF '5b

35.2
’

IN BOSTON

24.2
IN COLUMBUS

42.1
IN CINCINNATI

R. 'bb

.BEATS: Ed Sullivan,
Groucho Marx, Climax,
Dragnet and many
others. ARB

•EATS: Ed Sullivan,
Groudm Marx, Climax,
Dragnet, and many
others:ARB

BEATS: What’s My
Line, Dragnet, George
Gobel, Sid Caesar and
many others. ARB

BEATS: Ed Sullivan.
Groucho-Marx, Climax,
Lawrence Welk, and
many others. ARB
BEATS: $64,000 Ques¬
tion, Red.Skelton,
What's My. Line, Phil
Silvers, and many
others. ARB

Not just one survey, not just one month, but

IN BIRMINGHAM

BEATS: George Gobel,
Lawrence Welk, Dis¬
neyland, Steve Allen,
and others. PULSE

IN NORFOLK

BEATS: Perry Como,
Lawrence Welk, Ford
Theatre,. U. S. Steel
Hour, and many
others. ARB

IN BALTIMORE

BEATS: George Gobel,
Kraft TV Theatre, Sid
Caesar, Robert Mont¬
gomery Presents, and
many other! ARB

IN SYRACUSE

BEATS: Lawrence
Welk, U.S. Steel Hour,
Kraft TV Theatre, Ford
Theatre, and many
others. ARB .

, BEATS: Arthur God¬
frey, Playhouse 90,
What's My line, Wyatt
Earp, and many
others. ARB

IN PITTSBURGH

IN SAN FRANCISCO

23.4
IN PORTLAND

IN ATLANTA

BEATS: Playhouse 90,
Steve Allen, Red Skel¬
ton, G.E. Theatre, and
many others. ARB

BEATS:. Perry Como,
Boh Hope. Playhouse,
90, Disneyland, and
many others. ARB

IN SANTA BARBARA

BEATS: Ed Sullivan.
Parry Como, Climax,'
Lawrence Welk, and
many others.'ARB

IN NEW ORLEANS

BEATS: Ed Sullivan,
$64,000 Question.
Lawrenpd Welk, Dis¬
neyland, "and many
others. PULSE

IN SEATTLE-TACOMA

IN SALT LAKE ClfY .

23.1

BEATS: Climax, Drag¬
net, Godfrey’s Talent
Scouts, Steve Allen,
and many others. ARB

BEATS: tawrence
Welk, Disneyland, Red
Skelton, Wyatt Earp,
and many others. ARB

^ BEATS: Perry Como,

29.4
IN CHICAGO

IN BUFFALO

23.0
IN COLUMBUS

22.0
IN SAIt ANTONIO

BEATS: Perry Como,
George Gobel, Sid Cat*
sar, Ernie Ford, ;and.
many others. PULSE
BEATS: Playhouse 90,
Phil Silvers, Sid Cae¬
sar, Robert Montgom¬
ery Presents, ang
many others. ARB

BEATS: Dragnet, Ar.thur Godfrey, George
> Gobel, Steve Allen and
many others. PULSE

IN ALBANY-SCHENECTADY-TROY
BEATS: Playhouse 90,
Phil Silvers, Arthur
^ Godfrey, Steve Allen,
W and many others. ARB

21 -6

IN SAN ANTONIO

21.3

Wyatt Earp, This Is
Your Life, Fireside
Theatre, and many
others. PULSE -

BEATS: Groucho Marx,'
Wyatt Earp, Dragnet,
Godfrey & His Friends/and mapy’ others. ARB

' 4 V-

•

. • • BEATS: Ed Sullivan,
Benny/ Lawrence
Welk, Arthur Godfrey, •
and many others. ARB.

4Jack
^■■B ^B^ ■

IN SOUTH BEND-ELKHART
BEATS: Groucho Marx,
Jl. Dragnet, Disneyland,
Steve Allen, and many
others.* arb .

IN BALTIMORE

o.i

2.9

BEATS: Groucho Marx,
Dragnet, Phil Silvers,
Disneyland, and many
others. ARB

BEATS: Disneyland,
Steve Alleif, What’a
My Lind, This Is Your
Life, and others. ABB

IN NEW ORLEANS

BEATS: Ed Sullivan,
Dragnet, I Love Lucy,
$64,000 Question,
and others. PULSE

IN BIRMINGHAM

BEATS: Climax, Bob
Hope, This Is Ybur
Life, Lawrence Welk,
and others. PULSE

IN MILWAUKEE

•EATS: Climax, Artfiuf
Godfrey, Miltoi* B$r|o,
Studio One, and many
others. PULSE '

from the iop XAME

almost always! That's how often, you find
Ziv shows at the very top of the rating lists.
So if you want the CONSISTENTLY BIG
AUDIENCE of a CONSISTENTLY HIGH-RATED
SHOW, join the big happy family of ?iv
show sponsors.

iezff~

IN C0HVHDIK6

' . ..mrilAC QllRVEYS !

ZIV

P'Ahie'ty
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48

From the Production Centres
^

. 1

r~ Continued from page 41

~~

personalities tossing a cocktail party to honor Sam Slate, station’s
"Hew ’ general manager and former program chief," next Wednesday
(22) at the Berkshire . .• . Stockton Helffrich, NBC continuity &
acceptance chief, profiled in the June issue of Coronet by freelancer
Martin L. Gross . . . Peter Thomas, -WCBS-TV newscaster-announcer,
will be guest of honor at this year’s Fiesta of Five Flags at Pensacola,
Fla., which starts today (Wed.).
*

IJV HOLLYWOOD . • .
Metro made Harry Ackerman an offer as producer of tv films but
he prefers to .keep his Ticonderoga Productions active . . . Rosemary
Weaver, sister of Pat Weaver; now taking dictation from Fred Wile
in the Bevhills office of the Weaver-Wile network project . , . Kathy &
Marty Brenman have stirred agency interest in their packaged “Meet
Your Double.” It matches stars With their likenesses . . . G. W.
“Johnny” Johnstone was around long enough to call on the stations
carrying “Industry on Parade” and making the observation that Holly¬
wood is the -most competitive news, spot in the country and that they
do a better job than N, Y, or anywhere else. Said Jonhstone: “In their
aggressiveness they go after everything and don’t just take it off-the
ticker.” . . . Harry Owens is the latest of many to be “interviewed”
by Fred Wile for the new Program Service . . . Elick Moll, who wrote
the original “Sizeman and Son” for Eddie Cantor on “Playhouse; 90,”
has a sequel in his typewriter. If he’s up to it, Cantor will repeat the
role of the'cloak & suiter . * . Lester Vail, who has been around for
long service in radio and tv, joined ABC-TV’s creative producer staff
... Hal Humphrey, tv columnist of the L. A. Mirror, is perhaps the
only pillarist of his type translated ,to the French. His syndicate added
La Petit Journal of Montreal . . /George Baron of KDAY won high
praise from his contemporaries for being, the only station in town to
carry livefhe. Senate hearings on union racketeering. It Was his contribution to National Radio Week . . . Frank Mullen, formerly on a
high executive level at NBC, and his wife, Frances, ex-secretary to
Gen. David Sarnoff, liked the looks of a youngster pumping gas at a
filling station, took him in hand 'and he’s on his way in tv and pic¬
tures. His name is Peter Brown . . . Henry Russell, former music
director at NBC, will conduct the Palladium (London) orchestra for
Howard Keel. Aside from his music chores, he is partnered with Don
Quinn in Ad-Staff, ^outfit turning out, jingles for tv commercials.

IN CHICAGO . ..

Radio Review
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

runner sociante singer Adelaide MQlieu is uacK in radio dolntf .
stint (twice daily) on WEOK, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. She does a half
THIS IS NEW YORK
With Jim McKay, Dave Dugan, hour ayem stanza, “The Woman’s Page,” and a 4 to 5 p.m. deejay stand
tossing in a couple of vocals of her own. Miss Moffett was known ft
guests
other years as Jan Douglas.
*
Editor; Norman Kramer
Writer: Lee Hanna
Director:, Charles Freeman
Bert Claster, Baltimore-based packager whose “Romper Room” kid.
60 Mins,, Mon. thru-Fri., 10 p.m.
show is syndicated “live” in 57 markets; and his performer wife whn
Participating
does the “Romper Room” show in Baltimore as -'Miss Nancy,”’have
WCBS, New York
been named Maryland’s “Family of the Year” by the National ConFor WCBS'to garble the. winning ferqjice of Christians A Jews. Award was made for “contributing to
formula it had when Bill Leonard inter-group understanding among young children and for imbuing them
did “This Is New York,” with a with the true spirit of brotherhood” via the show. The Clastefs hav*
dull nightly hour that tries to bor¬ three children.
row from both Leonard and NBC’s
“Monitor” and does neither jus¬
An AP dispatch from Miami quotes CBS television newsman Robert
tice, is expensive foolishness. Un¬
less the CBS flagship can whip the Taber, who spent two weeks with Cuban rebel Reader Fidel Castro in,
new strip into lots better shape the Oriente Province mountains-that he “was convinced that Senop 1
than on preem night ^6), it’d be Castro would eventually overthrow the Batista government” .and that
wiser perhaps to stick to a solid “the rebel leader is ready to begin open war against the forces of
'
music-news structure these night¬ President Fiilgencio Batista.”
times.
• First night it was one brief in¬
After 14 wears, with the Lowell Institute Broadcasting Council ar
terview after another. Dave Dugan, operating qhie^, Parker Wheatley has resigned. He headed the Boston
“roving correspondent,” in phone FM and television stations both bearing the call letters WGBH. Insti¬
and on-the-spot tape interviews, tute is a foundation financed by the family which in Massachusetts
was not ’the man to excite . much legend is blueblooded enough to converse with the Cabots and Lodges.
interest; his questions were long The broadcasting council,, both in radio and video, brought educational
and listless. It’s, riot entirely his programs into being, by cooperative action with the dozen-odd colleges
fault, however; show editor Nor¬ and universities in the Boston zone.
man Kramer and writer Lee Han¬
Lowell Council was to Boston what the Rocky Mountain Radio Coun¬
na, in their anxiety to get. around
and “see” things, settled for, a lot cil (recently defuhet) was for over 15 years to the Colorado-Wyoming
of mediocre material. Take, for area.out of Denver. Wheatley is a veteran broadcaster, having been
example, the brief interview that with KYW in the old.Chicago days before that station moved to Phila¬
was integrated with host Jim Mc¬ delphia. He is keeping his future business connection under wraps.
Kay’s otherwise decent news com-* Replacing him will be Hartford N; Gunn Jr., assistant general manager
mentary: Dugan was sent out to,
interview Deputy Police Commis¬
Victor Stoloff, American producer-director-writer, has been chosen
sioner Walter Arm, a notably la¬
conic map, on the Frank Costello to head the newly-formed U. S. branch of Compagnie General® D’Energie
Radio-Electrique, French communications combine, and-, will make >
shooting. After a series of em-*;
barrassing grunts toy Arm, press- his headquarters In. Holly wood and Paris, Stoloff is negotiating with;
U.
S.
acting, directing and writing personnel for a 9Q*minute filmed ,
agent ' for the -police, Dugan
! summed it up nicely with a “So spec. Company provided production facilltes for Maurice Chevalier’s
NBC’spec,
also for' some ' segments of “Foreign Intrigue” series..
; there’s nothing new, huh?” Most
everything- was forced on. the. ini-, Stoloff will also work on his projects such as his planned biopic, “The
tialer,* including the first segment ..Eagle Flies Alone,” about; Polish aviator Frank Jarecki who flew, the
in a five-night feature on the “up¬ first MiG td the West frOm behind the Iron Curtain.
state drinking scandal.”
There was one interview that
A special medical color television unit of Smith, Kline & French.
seemed to sparkle-more than any Laboratories, a 17-ton, $300,000 studio-on-wheels, was shipped to *
of 'thg- many others in that first 60 England to televise operations and. clinical work for medical con¬
minutesV but then Tommy Man- ventions. The pharmaceutical firm will also send five of its em¬
.yille, quizzed on his recent mar¬ ployees to operate the equipment with the help of British tv. Workers*
riage to-a chorine, doesn’t get mar¬ They are Paul Schmidt, manager of the-^bnltf Richard R. Getz, dl- •
ried every day.
Art..
rector; Don Hart, chief engineer and head of the medical electronics,
unit; and Tony Forlenzo and Bob' Sigrist, technicians, Francis Boyer, •
company president, will accompany the group.

John B. Moser, radio-tv lawyer, named village attorney’ of suburban
Morton Grove . /'. John Burns, new RCA prexy, due hefe tomorrow
(Wed.) and for remainder of the week to o.o: the local NBC shop and
RCA installations for first time . . . Leonard Goldenson, AB-PT prez,
comes in tomorrow (Thurs.) to speak at Broadcast Ad Club" of Chicago
luncheon and'foi*‘Official dedication of the new ABC and WBKB plant
here . . . Jack Eigen signed pact renewing hfs “Chez Show” two more
years . . . Fahpy Flynn, vacationing in Hollywood, being spelled on
WBBM by Joe Foss and on WBBM-TV by Frank Reynold*. . ✓ WGNWGN-TV set to'originate special live shows from Chicagolapd Fair be¬
ginning June 28 With Wally Phillips, Bob Bell, Virginia Gale, Pat McCaffrie, Eddir-Hubbard; Ethel Davis, Pierre Andre and Jack Brickhouse all participating. Fran- Allison of “Kukla,. Fran and .Ollie” will
be the fair’s official' hostess .... Judith Waller, retired education
supervisor for Chi NBC. now one of the leaders in Purdue U.’s summer 55S5 Continued from pace 24 sss
Ralph Steetle, Washington, D. C., executive director of the Joint
tv workshop... Johnnie Johnson of WGN radio, sales bound for tour- of
Council on .EduCgtiphal Television, said in Columbus last, week that,
Europe. Ditto jean Couture of NBC’s public affairs, dept, . . .;Robert made the Detroit hegira before bn pearly every American undergraduate college course has now been"
G. McKee rejoins ABC-TV-central division sales dept., replacing James the “WWW” renewal, this was the presented olv tv.£Speaking at the Ohio State JJ/a IERT convention,
Duffy who has been upped to director of ABC* Radio Network Sales .first, fulldress presentation. The Steele said the^/numl^er of students earning academic credit for tele¬
In this area . . . Fred Speer/on guide staff at NBC here;'made staff word from GM was that the renew¬ vised courses” te'i^kyrofeketing too fast to be counted, He estimated
announcer at WBKZ, Muskegon, Ill...-. . Frann Weigle recuperating al is still “under consideration.”
the number “well'jover 30,000.” Universities use the: tv instruction
from mild heart attack at his, Michigan home
. Frayn Utley appointed
Just where this leaves “Omni¬ methods, he said, hot only for the purpose of extending the services .
' midwest director Institute.of International Education-. . .• Jim. Hurlbut. bus” is still' a matter for conjee-^ of the campus to the public but in attempting to improve the quality *
of NBC-TV’s “Zoo. Parade” receiving honorary Doctor of Letters de¬ ture. Union Carbide & Carbon'has of instruction on .the campus.
gree “for his contribution to history” from Lincoln. College, Lincoln, placed an order for one^third spon¬ . . Steetle predicted that eventually educational tv will not be debated
' ‘
Ill. He’ll also be the commencement speaker there on May 26,
sorship of ''Omnibus” in the Sun¬ but be taken for granted' as an effective educational method.
day time period alternating with
Malco
Theatres
(M.
A.
LIghtman),
operators
of
houses
and
ozoners,,,
“WWW,” but NBC hasn’t accepted
IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .
it. While one key NBC official In .the Southern area, have filed for two Ultra-High-Frequency;
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio prexy, was in his
hometown states that the delay, on ‘‘Otanibus” television applications with the Federal Communications Commission. 1
Frisco when word came from N. Y. that the, $5VJ-milltqi1^-Ford con¬ has nothing to do with the “WWW” Involved are Channel 48 and Channel 54. The theatre "Chain which
tract he’d been sweating out all weekend was signedv Hatfsir, jubilant, renewal^ conjecture "at the web is is making a,big pitch' for UHF channels around the country .fllgd last
said: “Our trend is back , toward programming and more /program¬ that a decision on “Omnibus” week for four other UHF outlets at Oklahoma City, Davenport, Colum¬
ming. When you give up the programming concept, you’re nc^ agaihst awaits the delivery Of. that “WWW” bus and Kansas. City. The Malco chain formally operated 'an AM out¬
the pack, you’re^one of the pack. The-trouble with radio vTsl that renewal from Detroit. ,
let at Evansville and a UHF station at Henderson, Ky.
>.
you hear the same kind of programming on 10 stations at one time—
usually Top 10 stuff. Fine, but when you have pancakes 'dor break¬
fast, lunch and dinner, you’ve.had it.” , . . Television, producer C. Bruce in the fall. ,Team has just completed • three programs titled “Living
Knox, injured in an auto accident in suburban Marin.County, iS recOv- It Tjp,” for AssoCiAted-Rediffusion . . '. Several BBC-TV :shOws, in¬
• ering at his Frisco home . . . KCBS’ Frank D^nke is subbing for cluding “Six-Five Special,” .will be. transmitted from the Scottish Ra¬
Continued from page 24
,
Anson Weeks at the Sheraton-Palate Hotel 'while Weeks is in the dio and Television Show, which opens in Glasgow May 22 ; . . Jack
hospital , . . KYA picked upv the Dave Beck rackets hearing live, later Hylton will present a series of three fortnightly shows titled “Hotel with Taradash apologizing for his
rebroadcast a tape . . . Bud Foster, KLX’s general manager, keynoted Riviera,’.' : for Associated-Rediffusion. They will star Italian singer remark,
the Oakland Ad Club’s meeting. New first v.p. of the club is KNBC’s Rosalina N«ri- The first will he aired on May 24.
Allen Kaufman, a newcomer in
William Andrews.
the Guild, said he had voted,,
IJV MINNEAPOLIS . . .
against the proposed constitutional
IJV PHILADFJPHIA . . .
Four leading advertisers—Standard Oil, Butternut Coffee, Northrup- amendment because both parties
Donald W. Thornburgh, prez and g.m. of the WCATJ stations, re¬ King and E. G. Clinton Co.—which have been presenting the same In the dispute agreed the proce¬
WCCO
Radio programs for a totaLof 35 years, "have just renewed for
turned to his alma, mater Indiana U. as guest speaker at the annual
dure of the nominating committee |
banquet of the: radio .an^ television, dept, . .. . Jerry Kata exited as- an additional 52 weeks . . . KSTP-TV's Bob Ryan, already in possession
of
a
visa
to visit Budapest, is awaiting his U.S. permit for a trip to was legal, so he saw no need for ’
producer of the Eddie Newman show on WPFH . . . “Color Cartoon'
Carnival,” 90-minute one-shot (April 7) on WFIL-TV, becomes regular Hungary to provide material for some of his programs . . . WMIN Radio the amendment.
Sunday session (26) In the 7:30-9 p.m. slot . . . Bosh Prichard, former has a novel gimmick. Listeners just dial a stated telephone number to
Wang Raps Council
Eagles halfback, named v.p. over sales at Tel Ra Productions . . . receive the latest baseball scores—plus, of course, a commercial pitch
Gene Wang, at whose home the
George Schiele, publicity chief of WFIL, WFIL-TV, now announcer . . . WDGY disk-jockey Jack Thayer, long active in Twin Cities’ teen¬
With tv station . . . Localites at the Pa. Assn, of Broadcasters cOnfab ager activities, emceed third annual Minneapolis Junior Achievement tv-radio caucus was held, lashed at
at Bedford Springs (15) include Roger W. Clipp, Ken Stowman and Coronation, Ball , V. Last Saturday brought three baseball games on the Council for its opposition to the ’
George yKoehley (WFIL-TV), and Joseph Connolly (WCAU-TV) . . . tv—two bigleague contests in the afternoon^on KSTP and WCCO and nominating committee, the former
the Minneapolis-St. Paul American Assn.‘night-clash” on WTCN-TY
Maggr'.McNellis did commentary for dept, store fashion show (8)r—•
. .. WTCN-Ty and Radio now owned by Time Inc. subsidiary as result council member declaring “at least
of stations’ sale ... An ABC protest has delayed acquisition by KSTP- they gave the Nazis a hearing at
IJV BOSTON . . .
TV here from Time Inc., of KOB-AM-TV, Albuquerque, N. M., for Nuremberg and asked theta if they
Norman Knight, WNAC-TV exejp veep and gen. mgr., and Tom Bate¬ $875,000 , . . Dave Murray, former KMGM-TV operations manager, diad anything-to say In their de¬
son, dir. of national sales, back from sales trip to Manhattan . . . Cedric appointed assistant to Larry Israel who came from Pittsburgh to take
fense. But the council in: its action ,
Foster, WNAC and Yahkee-Mutual commentator, May 25 commence¬ over as general manager.
prejudged us.” Morgan. Cox also.
ment speaker at Leland Powers School of radio, 'tv and theatre . . .
declared he resente^ thg* council
Rex Trailer, WBZ-TV cowboy personality, officially opens the Boston IJV DETROIT ...
questioning his integrity. Cox was
Common playland for moppets today (Wed.) at noon . , . Colgate inked
also one of those „ attending the
Twenty-five
students
from
various
Detroit
high
schools
interested
for heavy spot campaign pn WNAC-TV.
'
in radio as a possible career appeared on five WWJ programs daily caucus. Charles Brackett said he
during National Radio Week (5-11). The “Teen Tryouts” read com¬ could see nothing wrong in the
IJV LONDON . . .
mercials and introduced songs on the Bob Maxwell) Faye Elizabeth, practice df holding-'CaUcuseSi to de-.
American jazz pianist Hazel Scott made her British commercial tv Ross Mulholland, Fran Harris and Jim DeLand shows... . . The Alfred termirte nominees.
debut on Associated Television’s “Sunday Night At The London Pal¬ P. Sloan Award for exceptional > service to'highway safety was pre¬
Ballots of the Coast writers had
ladium” (12). Also on the bill and making his first British tv appear¬ sented to Edwin K. Wheeler, general manager of WWJ-TV, by Sloan, not been counted Saturday, Miss
ance was Yank comedian Jerry Lester . . . Charlie Chester will sub for prexy of the foundation and former chairman of General Motors, at a Inglis saying” she had ordered no
Alan Melville as emcee of BBC-TV’s program “A-Z” on May 24, when ceremony at N. Y.’s Waldorf-Astoria . . . WXYZ’s Fred Wolf has been count to be taken pending it deci¬
it reaches the letter “Q” . . . Harry Green starred in ABC-TV’s pro¬ signed for another year of the Championship Bowling series seen On sion by the council. However, Sam- n
duction of “Mr. Rappaport Always Pays,” by -Sidney Nelson and 175 stations. Filming of new series starts this week in Louisville. Wolf uel . NewmAn said he wanted * ,
Maurice' Harrison, on Sunday. (12) ) . . Also featured in this comedy will pipe in his morning radio disk show on WXYZ frpm WKLQ, Louis¬ count made to ascertain'the tempo
were Alfie Bass and Renee Houston ~. . . Plans are underway to pre¬ ville ... A new WWJ-TV entry is “The New Adventures of Martin of thinking here, even "though the
1 amendment was dead.
sent a new tv series featuring Arthur Askey and Richard Murdoch Kane,” in the Friday 10 p.m. spot. Stroh Brewery is sponsor.

‘Wide: Wide’ Limb

WGAW Meeting

eclncaday, May 15, 1957_

Eastman s ABC Radio Deal
Robert E. Eastman, prexy of the American Broadcasting Co.
Radio Network Inc., reportedly will be working on both salary and
a percentage of* the profits from the newly formed subsidiary
to American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. The percentage
deal for Eastman is believed one' of the factors that cued the radio
side’s separation from ABC-TV, which remains an AB-PT divi¬
sion. In order to determine Eastman’s take, it’s understood neces- ■
sary for company accountants completely to distinguish radio
profit-and-loss statements from those of. tv.
Meantime as Price, Waterhouse continued work on the actual
details of the separation, the new radio outfit received its incor¬
poration papers last week in Albany. In addition to Eastman, ABpT prexy Leohard H. Goldenson and AB-PT treasurer* Simon B.
Siegel are listed as directors. Company listed $10,000. in capital
stock at a par value of $1._

‘All or Nothing,’
I Ed“''”
v I—'
° "
Natural Resource
WBKB Withdraws

P'SfitEfY
Orange’* Color TV
Orange, Tex., May 14.
A new company, Brown
Telecasters Inc., has applied
to the FCC for permission to
use channel 12 in this area.
This is the third application
for the channel assigned to the
. Orange-Port Arthur-Beaumont
area.
E. W. Brown Jr. of Orange,
multimillionaire industrialist
and cattleman, is prez of the •
- new firm. G. L. Paret, Lake
Charles, La., cattleman and oil
operator, is veepee.
Brown said particular em¬
phasis will be placed on color
and “this new station will be
managed t<& operate primarily
in the public interest, with all
other
considerations
sec¬
ondary.”

WCKY GABBERS VOTE
FOR AFTRA HOOKUP

Austin, Tex., May' 14.
Texas House members today
A
fllll'7/toofp urged the Federal Communications
Cincinnati, May 14.
commission not to let private busi¬
WCKY announcers voted 7 to 5
ness have any of Texas’ allocated
Chicago May 14.
educational television .. channels, for union affiliation .in a National
After helping to create a special which the iawmakers termed a Labor Relations Board bargaining
nine-station web to carry the Senrepresentation election Friday (10).
ate Racket hearings last week .natural resource of the; state, like
Results make the L. B. Wilson
Sterling (Red) Quinlan withdrew the tidelands.”
'
his station WBKB, at the outset for
The House of Representatives station Cincy’s last to come within
the scope of the American Federa¬
“all or nothing reasons.
adopted a'resolution pointing out tion of TV & Radio Artists.
Quinlan said ^the Chi station there were only seven yHF and 11
Newsroom and other staffers
hacked’ off because it wanted to
. ...
;
■
beam the complete hearings, and UHF channels for present and who don’t man mikes were exclud¬
ed in the balloting.
that he had no assurance that the future educational use.
other stations would go beyond 1
Dave Beck's appearance—and dis¬
appearance—from the proceedings.
Obviously, if his station had to hoe
the rest of “the hearings alone, the
liiie charges would be prohibitive.
Nine ABC-TV affiliates had elect¬
ed to split and apportion the cable
costs last Tuesday (7), the night be¬
fore the hearings began,-when they
; learned*that the network had nixed
the blow-by-blow telecast.
Idea .
for the miniature web was hatched
by Otto Brandt, veepee of KINGTV in' Beck's * hometown, Seattle.
Brandt signaled Quinlan, and the
; two v.p.'s then-did a selling job
i by phone to align the Other sta¬
tions.
Hookup originally involved,, be¬
sides the Chi and Seattle stations,
' WEWS-TV in Cleveland, WTCN in
‘ Columbus* WCOP-TV Cincinnati,
KTVI St; Lotus, KJEO-TV Fresno,
KGW-TV Portland, and finally
; WMAL-TV- Washington, whence the
: feed originated. -All had to pre; empt local shows for the six hours
[ of live coverage and ali doubled
coverage by picking up ABC-TV’s
I filmed highlights at night.

UI1 DCCK UUIZCuSIS
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National Audience Board Analyzes
TV Comls, Finds Plenty at Fault
“For the most part, television
commercials are in good taste, but
they are not so effective as the
makers believe.”
This is one of
the chief assertions made by Na; tional Audience Board on the basis
of an extensive national survey of
video commercials.
Sixteen organizations in 26
states, presenting 1,994 usable bal¬
lots, were utilized by NAB which
later turned the results over to a
psychologist at U. Calif. Los An¬
geles, for interpretation. Answers
came from both urban and rural
areas.
“A common complaint,” NAB re¬
ports, “was that commercials show
very little imagination.” This
seemed to be the most widespread
gripe -among the answers submit¬
ted.
“The tabulators took note of the
fact that the. comments revealed
that the public is not so gullible as
some as the advertisers seem to
think. Comments showed that the
public resents being. talked down
to, exaggerations, claims such as
’Nine out of 10 Hollywood stars
use . . .’ Many viewers reiterated
that there, are many worthwhile
shows made possible* only because
of' commercials and that watching
the advertising: is not too much in

exchange for the wonderful enter¬
tainment they get,” the psycholo¬
gist said.
NAB" broke dowr the findings
into four major observations: (1)
“The public resents being shouted
at. (2) Commercials interrupting
a program in the middle are irritat¬
ing. (3) The majority of reviewers
do not censor advertisers for using
high-pressure methods. (4) Com¬
mercials are visually pleasing in
general.”
Audience Board concluded-“It is
certain that tv commercials still
leave much to be desired.” From
the nearly 2,000 votes, only 17.6%
found nothing at all displeasing
about comercials.
Other 82.4%
showed “varying degrees of praise
and criticism.”
The respondents tabbed by NAB
answered 10 questions about com¬
mercials by Revlon, Dodge, Win¬
ston Cigs and Chevy.
Houston-—Bob Dundas Jr., an oneamera personality at KPRC-TV
since 1950,- has transferred to the
station’s sales staff as an account
executive, according to Jack Healy,
local sales manager for KPRC-TV.
Dundas has been associated with
KPRC-TV since its earliest days
and has been an announcer, m.c.,
newscaster and sportscaster.

IN ‘EASY’ MUSIC SWAP
. Boston, May 14.
WNAC radio threw out three
soapers to expand its “Easy Listen¬
in’ ” kick, hired Jim Dixon to host
the show irom 2 to 6 p,m. week- v
days, and had .Frank Luther write
the theme music. WNAC now has
only one soapopera left, “One
Man’s Family.”To make room for “Easy Listen¬
in’ ” out went NBC’s “Hilltop
House,” “Woman In My House”
and “Pepper Young’s Family.”
“Easy Listenin’ ” is a format of
“good music. It’s scored .and con¬
ducted by Bernie Green, musical
director of , “Sid Caesar’s Hour”
and includes a general opening, a
segue to news and return.
With only one' weeper left on
WNAC, and none on WBZ, the
CBS-WEEI is only' Hub radio sta¬
tion still with a big array of the
genre.

Campbell on CBC-TVer
Ottawa, 'May 14.
Norman- Campbell takes over
CBC-TV’s Shirley Harmer starrer
Showtime”' (sponsored by Cana¬
dian General' Electric) with June
2 stanza. He succeeds Peter Macfartane, who-leaves May 29 to be¬
come a producer-director for Granada-TV in Britain.
t( Campbell produced the last three
Chrysler Festivals” and has writ¬
ten songs and scores done on tv.
Hartford — John Dando, conductor of WTIC's ’literary program
Behind the Pages,” has' been
yarned president of the New Eng¬
land Forensic Assn. Also a profes*or of English at Trinity College
j^e, he's been cited twice by Ohio
state U. for—his contribution to
kterature through radio..

Nowadays, everyone calls this “bleeding whites”

Time was when this phenome¬
non went by a variety of names—
all describing an overloading con¬
dition in which white areas appear
to flo'W irregularly into black areas.
Today, everyone in the transmis¬
sion end of TV calls it “bleeding
whites.” And the same common
language covers the scores of other
signal patterns that appear on
oscilloscopes.
It’s a brand-new language, com¬
piled in a Bell System book called

“Television Signal Analysis.” Net¬
work technicians and Bell System
men teamed up to write it. Their
purpose: to give precise definitions
to a uniform set of. terms. That
- way, when describing picture qual¬
ity, they’d all be talking about the
same thing.
This co-operative effort pays off
dozens of times a day. It gives the
TV industry One more assurance
that the signals carried over Bell
System lines will be of high quality.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

If you’d like a copy of the booklet,
please write to: Division Commercial
Manager — Program, American Tele¬
phone & Telegraph Company, 250
’Park Avenue, New York 17, New York.

Providing intercity channels jor network television and radio throughout the nation
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Just Wonderful -This Is BROADWAY BIG TIME
-Walter Winchell
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TV's Big Game: Cancellations
, Continued from pace 27 ;

ter had a three-show turnover in
its Saturday at 10:30 period, start¬
ing with “High Finance,” running
into "You're on Your Own" and
closing with “Two for the Money,”
due for the axe at summer’s end.
Its other cases were Wednesday at
7:30, where “CBS Cartoon Theatre”
started the season and “Giant Step”
ended it, and Friday at 7:30, where
“My Friend Flicka” began and
“Beat the Clock” ends the year.
NBC's ‘Operation Guillotine-'
On NBC, the periods were the
Tuesday 8:30 slot, where “Noah’s
Ark” was cancelled and replaced
by “Panic,” which is also due for
the axe at summer’s end; Tuesday
at 10:30, where “Stop the Music”
and “Hold That Note” were both
axed and the time currently va¬
cant; and Wednesday at 8, where
“Hiram Holliday” gave way to
“Masquerade Party,” which will
run through the summer to give
way in September to “Wagon
Train.” “Masquerade,” incidentally,
was the double-casualty, having
first been cancelled in miaseason
on ABC.
The percentage of cancellations
would be still higher if it included
shows axed by their sponsors but
resold for next, fall, or retained by
their bankrollers but due to shift
to other webs next season. In¬

cluded hi this list are the Danny
Thomas’ show, “Circus Boy,” “Tele¬
phone Time” (already shifted), the
Bob Cummings show and “Arm¬
strong Circle Theatre.” And be¬
yond a doubt, the percentage will
be swelled by axings of some of a
group of shows still in the “iffy”
stage, among them “Big ’ Story,”
“Marge St Gower Champion Show,”
“To Tell the Truth,” the Spike
Jones show, “Amateur Hour” and
ABC’s “Hollywood Film Festival.”

Pay-TV
—- • — Continued from wige
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are rather remote.
Besides, as
Harris will probably be informed,
the bill would be effective regard¬
less of whether pay-tv is author¬
ized or not.

-—.

dispose of the subscription issue
may depend, therefore, on how
well it succeeds in clearing the
air in the House side of the Capi¬
tol. Harris, it’s pointed out, has
not requested the agency to hold
up action. He has, as he has said,
merely “raised questions.” That
he might hold hearings Seems
doubtful as they could offer little
more than a duplication of the
testimony taken by the Senate In¬
terstate . Commerce Committee.
As for Cellar’s bill, it appears
that hearings at this late date in
the present session of Congress

Novik’s Blast
------ " ~ Continued from pajre 2G -

- --

He felt that the FCC has stopped
enforcing the “public interest, ne¬
cessity and convenience” portions
of the Federal Communications
Act.
Standard Set By ‘Worst’
Novik blasted audio in'the midst
of its current prosperity, declaring,
“It is true that radio today is alive
and kicking. It is true that there
are^ more radio stations on the air
today than ever before. But it is
also true that every radio station
is only as good as its competition.
4nd the level is set by the worst
of its competitors.
“Radio today is making more
money, has more listeners and
more Commercials, and it also has
less public service programming,
less community action programs,
and has weakened its identity with
its communities.”
Novik told his audience that “by
and large” network affiliates, be¬
cause of network programming,
were the “top stations” in the
old days. But as the road for ra¬
dio “got rough,” the networks cut
back programs,, losing for affils

“prestige network shows” which
had given them the edge over the
indies. He said that in the ensu¬
ing fight for audience between the
indies and the once-great network
stations both became “cannibals.”
“They ate tip their public service
programs, they forgot all about
their forum shows, they ignored
‘public interest," necessity and con¬
venience.’ The record, the music
on a plate, once the backbone of
the smaller, non-network stations,
became the backbone of all sta¬
tions—network and independent.”
Pioneers, ‘Sold Out’
The WOV owner admitted that
because radio was living through
a critical period when all this be¬
gan, it may. have been justiciable,
but .unlike newspapers and mags
in a similar critical time, radio, in¬
stead of “sprucing up its appear¬
ance,” went the other way. He
said, “Many of the pioneers sold
out. Many new stations came into
being, and a new breed of opera¬
tor came into radio. They were
business men. They had no train¬
ing or background in . radio; they
were trained for just one thing: to
make money.”
San Antonio — Ray Hunt, news¬
caster here for more than 20 years
and recently with KONO and
KONO-TV, has joined the staff of
KENS. He will handle the morning
news shift from early morning
through
12:30
p.m.,
Monday
through Saturday. John W. Scott
is news director of the outlet.

000.000 Americans
Things!
Places

‘Texas Triangle’
Continued from page 37

stations having excellent coverage
on low frequencies, the new Dallas-Houston-San Antonio triangle
gives McLendon access of 91% 0f
Texas population and makes him
almost the indispensable man to
wax artists and manufacturers.
Others have bad similar ideas; Ell
liott Roosevelt, in the middle
1930s, as head of Hearst Radio in¬
terests, headquartered here, sought
the Texas triangle. Gene Cagle,
Fort Worth, also came close, and
Howard Davis, from whom McLen¬
don bought KLBS, pnee had both
San Antonio and Houston outlets.
From ‘Sick’ to Slick
Until now, nobody has com¬
pleted the triangle of the top three
Texas cities for radio reception.
McLendon, who buys “sick sta¬
tions” and phenomenally byilds>
them to top status, last week sold
his El Paso outlets, KELP and
KELP-TV, for a reported $1.000,000.

| New at &ILT will be Joe Long.
I ex-news editor at WNOX, Knox¬
ville, who’ll be managing editor of
an' eight-man news staff at KILT.
His will, be the largest news op¬
eration among Houston ayemers.
McLendon stations are noted for
top news coverage.
New owner is keeping quiet on
his KILT “giveaway' plans, if any.
Previously, in taking over WRIT,
Milwaukee; KELP, El Paso, and
elsewhere, the “Old Scotchman”
has unloaded^ lotsa dough in con¬
test gimmicks as a quick hypo to
what he calls “sick stations.” He
admits, though, that a 100G pro¬
motional budget for KILT isn’t a
“far off” report.
MpLendon has had a long and
spectacular radio career. As prexyowner, and top baseball announcer,
he built the huge 458-station Lib¬
erty Broadcasting System before
he was 30. Web was broken in 1952
when baseball clubs refused to con¬
tinue broadcasting rights. In the
last five years, he has proved he
is “no flash in the pan” and has
made a striking comeback—and im¬
pact—in radio.

Grossing Channels
.i Continued from pajre 33
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THE BI00E5T PLUS

First run on a
tested* show—
at a low cost
per thousand!
tsntion Kcor Lot Angtltt 13.9 ARB

"Rtttarch roport avalltblo an thli fab*
uloua travol markat. too tho aya>
•ponlng fliuraa for youraalf. (Thty
Include almoit all your potential
VAGABOND viawtra.)

vv Reach the 100,000,000 Americana who are traveling the year round. These are the
^ ^jnquisitive, probing, sightseeing Americana visiting historical sites, famous monu' ^i^tyts, national parks and vacation lands in every state and country on the continent.
Tfterifaaconcrete proof that the greatest travel boom in history is HERE AND N0W1

• -0%,

• Americans spend 17 Billion Dollars for vacations annually.
• Americans are >n wheels — rolling along in over 41 Million autos.
• Americans oq the move take advantage of their travel opportunities — % of all
wage and salary earners are eligible for annual paid vacations.
With all America In the travel mood - VAGABOND gives you THE ONLY SHOW WITH
THIS HUGE READY-MADE MARKET. Take your audience where it wants to go in
North America — tethe lively playgrounds of the U.S.A., to the nostalgic cities where
history was made, to the Oregon rapids, to the famous ski resorts, to the National
Parks of the Golden West, to gey, colorful Mexico, to beautiful, romantic Hawaii.

Tims In all Travel-MIndtd America with Vagabond

ICIAL FILMS m

29 West 45th Street * New York 30, New York

Producad by Bill Burrud Preductian*

with Democrats (Paul A. Porter
being a former FCC (chairman).
Furthermore, chairman Warren
G. Magnuson (D-WashJ of Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee
holds a 4% interest in'Queen City.
He has had it long before he be¬
came head of committee.
While a case might be made out
against the FCC on the Seattle de¬
lay, it appears that the agency has
been quite consistent in giving
priority to cities with the greatest
need for tv service. Thus* it re¬
cently decided the long-pending
channel 11 contest in St.- Louis,
contests for channel ll in-Pitts¬
burgh, channel 5. in Boston, and
channel 13 in Indianapolis. None
of these cities had more than two
VHF stations (Pittsburgh had only
one) at time of grants. SeattleTacoma Area has four V’s on the
air. ;
Unit Under Preseure .
Delay in deciding Seattle and
other cases (an examiner’s decision
on channel 2 in Frisco was Issued
nearly a year ago) appears to be
due to a bottleneck In the Com¬
mission’s opinion and review divi¬
sion'where decisions are prepared.
This unit hag been under heavy
pressure since lifting of tv freeze
and, more recently, since Increase
in sales of tv stations and radio
applications. A decision on the
Seattle case, it's understood, is in
process of being written and
should be ready for Commission
consideration in several weeks.
Sen. Magnuson told Variety he
would not contact the Commission
oh a specific case. “There are other
cases toy which have been hanging
fire for a long time,” hf said.T‘All
I know is they’re supposed to take
action by June 30.”

REPRESENTATIVES INc
■avarly Hills • Chicago • Dallas
tan Francisco* $1.Louis• Boston
Mlnnaapolla • rhiladalphin
Atlanta

ATAS Taps Jim Gaines
San Antonio, May 14.
James M. Gaines, pres and gen¬
eral manager of WOAl and
WOAI-TY ha* agreed to spearhead
a campaign to organise a South¬
west Aria chapter of the. Academy
of Television Arts If Sciences,
The chapter will liicltidf mem¬
bers in Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma
and New Mexico,

S3

PfotlETY
The girls'deserve a break—and take it.
Frequently right in the middle of the day.
Especially when Warner Bros, features

high
time
at high
noon

are shown on television.
For example: woai-tv, San Antonio,
runs a Warner Bros, feature in the noon-1:30
time period — Monday through Friday.
February ARB ratings showed a healthy 12.6
average for the program, against 3.5 and 1.0
for the two competing stations. And krca-tv,
Sacramento, ran Warner Bros, features three
weekday afternoons, 2-2:30 P.M., with a
February ARB average of 13.5 against 2.2
and 0.5 for the competition.
All of which proves that good programs
win viewers, daytime as well as nighttime.
For complete details about Warner Bros,
availabilities in your area, write or phone

NEW YORK 34S Madfion Avt.. MUrray Hill 6*32*
CHICAC0 73 I. Wackar Dr.. DEarborn 2 4040
DALLAS 1511 Bryan St.. Rlvarslda 7-8553
LOS ANOELES 9110furv*at Blvd.; CRastvlaw.6-5884
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Arg. Radio Post-Peron: Confusion
Plus Time-Grabbing Politicos
Buenos Aires, May 14.
Argentine radio outlets continue
as bedevilled as in September,
1955# when the Liberation govern¬
ment took them over from Per on’s
radio and newspaper empire. Nev¬
ertheless, they will be put up for
auction by public tender before
June 30, and should pass into pri¬
vate ownership before the end of
this year.
Meantime so many different “interventors” have been appointed to
investigate or “administrate” them,
that each in turn has created more
confusion with conflicting orders
and new made appointments to the
various staffs, all at juicy salaries.
Thus the major networks are cur¬
rently carrying excessive overhead.
This led to an increase in the rates
early in the year, which forced
many big advertisers to cut down
on their buying' 'and eliminated 'a
number of “traditional” programs
•uch as the General Electric Friday
evening longhair concerts.
Some radio executives appointed

by, the “intervention” work only a
couple of hours a day at their
radio desks, as they have other
jobs elsewhere. Men with several
years’ experience in radio can
claim high wages on the basis of
the specialized knowledge acquired
to the, extent .that when a clean
sweep was made some months back
the Communist-sympathizing radio
executives were removed from key
jobs in the major webs, they were
able to continue working as free¬
lance writers and producers, pos¬
sibly earning even more. This still
gives them the opportunity to do
heavy work of propagandizing
among musicians and soapopera
actors.
The provisional government has
bent over backwards-in a determi¬
nation to Insure absolute freedom
of speech-on radio, and some weeks
ago the, new communications min¬
ister, Dr. Angel H. Cabral, drafted
regulations for the- use of radio
time by all political parties, with¬
out distinction whatsoever.
Each party is granted 20 minutes
of cuffo time on a network each
month, or 20 minutes on a major
independent outlet.- -In provincial
cities they may use the local out¬
let or outlets 10 mihutes every two
weeks (also on a. free basis), plus
a three-minute blurb once "6 week
on a mid-day or evening network
half-hour. In the federal capital
they may use 10 minutes once
every 15 days and three minutes
once a week. Each group may dis¬
pense of a network three-minute
time every week and another 10
minutes space every two months.
In the federal capital and interior
the networks may interview politi¬
cal candidates on the air in flvemlnute broadcasts, but no outlet
may. schedule more than 28 such
interviews in a month.
As there are ‘more than a score
of parties which have already been
recognized and more to come, the
plight of the radio; outlets can be
appreciated, as politicians are re¬
luctant'to stick within these rules
and demand more and more time to
l air their ~views, with few parties
able or. willing to pay.
Ottawa—Charles Jennings, vet¬
eran Canadian radio-video official
(he began In 1928 as announcer),
becomes controller of broadcasting
for the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. Other CBC switches Include
Fergus Mutrie to director of tele¬
vision operations in Ontario and
John Kannawin to a similar tv post.
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WICC Denial Award
Hartford, May 14.
Second annual Horace Hayden
Award of the Connecticut State
Dental Assn, will be given to WICC
and WICC-TV, Bridgeport, at 92d
annual meeting of the group here
this week. Award is given annual¬
ly to the public information me¬
dium In the state for outstanding
performance in public education in
the field of dental health.
Awards are named after a localite who was the first dean and or¬
ganizer of the first dental school
in the world.

Mfrs. Oppose Tax
On Arg. TV Sets;
Quiz Shows Big
Buenos Aires May 14.
, Drive against the Argentine gov¬
ernment’s proposed tax on tv sets
was begun here by the Assn, of
Television Set Manufacturers. The
12 companies in the organization,
headed by Adolfe Suarez, have
blueprinted 50,000 locally-manufac¬
tured receivers for the market this
year, at a production cost of 700,000,000 pesos.
New Finance Minister, Dr Cueto
Rua, is pressing for the tax law.’ The association estimates the
number of tv sets in use at 80,000,
a 10,000 gain on the figure of 1956.
The manufacturers are. offering to
put up the coin for installation
of a second tv transmitter in Ro¬
sario, if the government will grant
a license. The manufacturers are
willing to go ahead and build even
if the license is temporary, though
permitting use bf a coaxial cable
from this city. Idea is that the
“network” to and from Rosario
would spur advertisers to greater
use of the medium and also pro¬
mote set sales. The association
has available capital to the tune
of a billion pesos.
Advertisers are inclining.more to
the use of tv, although the cost of
programs is high in proportion to
the size of the Argentine audience.
Max Factor now has a “Stars of
Hollywood” program going every
Tuesday from 9:30"to 10 p. m., and
Gillette is bankrolling the “Caval¬
cade of 100,000 Pesos,” a quiz out
of the local J. Walter Thompson
stable. Latter is ia competition
with the “Odel Quizzes for 200,000 Pesos/' and both are the high¬
est rated shows in this country to¬
day, in both radio and video.

Bergman Exiting N.Y. News

Bob Sarnoff.
-
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cies and talent were returned to
the rating list. The press depart¬
ment ' was told to hold firm,
although 1 can't guarantee that
each staff member turned a deaf
ear every time a reporter pressed
for a figure,
“We found that our ratings still
appeared in the trade and con¬
sumer press. A-star who showed
rating -progress naturally was not
always modest about It—or if he
was, his press agent wasn’t. We
still hold to the policy of not going
to the press with individual show
ratings. But X can’t see that it’s,
made much difference. As long
as the press finds ratings news¬
worthy, there will always be ways
of getting them.”
Sarnoff was somewhat less toler¬
ant in his evaluation of the Top 10
listings, insisting that “even if NBC
got 10 out of 10, I'd continue to
urge” that they be abashed. His
objection lies in the fact that the
fractional rating different among
the top shows may eliminate some
from the Top 10 though the mar¬
gin is. minute. Referring to the
second March Nielsen, he pointed
out that “the eleventh rated, our
Tennessee Ernie Ford, with 5/10th
of ope point behind Number 10.
From t]here on\ down, fractions
were rampant. The Number 15
show was less than two points in
total audience behind the Number
10 show; the Number 20 show less
than one full point behind the
Number 15 and less than three full
points behind Number 10 . . . Rat¬
ing services admit they are not pre¬
cise within, fractions of points. In
fact, any difference of less than two
or three rating points is not sig¬
nificant. Yet, the Top 10 has be¬
come an almost exclusive’•symbol
of success in-some circles.”
Sullivan-Alien Case
“One of the real"values of ratings
to the network,” Sarnoff said, “is
in showing broad trends.
For
years, every rating service con¬
firmed that we were being roundly
trounced by Ed Sullivan on Sunday
night. . When Steve Allen moved
in, every rating service immediate¬
ly confirmed that he^was building
a hard-core audience and growing
in popular appeal. This trend,
bolstered by audience mail and
critical response, made it apparent
the show* was worth a long-term
gamble. Sponsors read the figures
the same way, and we got extend¬
ed commitments for Steve’s show
against the toughest competition in
the business.”
At the outset, Sarnoff resignedly
stated that “I doubt that I’ll change
any minds with this letter. Ratings
are like baseball batting and field¬
ing averages. You can hurl all the
statistics you want into a Steve Allen-Ed Sullivan or a Willie MaysMickey Mantle argument, ar 1 you
won’t budge a true believer.’'

FCC Post

Rudy Bergman is quitting ,!
television columnist for the iw
York Daily News to join CBS
dio's press time information denar?
ment as a special writer. Bergman
who shares television chores at tft
News with editor Ben Gross anS
columnists Sid Shalit and Kav
Gardella, moves over to CBS ah
June 3.
oa
Also moving over to the CBS
AM press setup is Barrie D. RjCh
ardson, assistant to the N. Y. nUhI
licity manager at Warner Broq
since 1955 and an eight-year vet
of the film company’s piiblicitv
operation.
Both Bergman and
Richardson were recruited by Char
les Steinberg, director of the press'
info operation and former pub.
licity manager at Warners.

and FM facilities in a nightly.series
of. stereophonic sound -broadcasts
which will be heard from 9:05 to
10 p.m. Monday through Fridav
KPRC-FM will continue its normal
FM operations seven nights a week
in addition to the joint operation
with KPRC-AM. To he able to get
the full stereophonic effect it will
be necessary to use both an AM
and FM receiver in the home.

Mgt.» William Morris Agency

PARK AVENUE
SUBLET
Highly desirable space . . . sublat
approximately UH sq, ft. New Park
Avenue office building In the 10's,
ready far accupancy this July. Rett
of Rear ta be .occupied by an adysrtiling agency.
Arrangement! can be made whereby
sub-tenant will be_ able ta use screen*
Ing and prelection facilities af the
agency, Ideal space far TV Program
Packagers ar Station Representatives.
Par full particulars call Mr. Julian
Studlay — OXfard 7-7711.

FOR SALK—A BIAUTIFUL HOMI
■Cllt by an artlat far gratlaim llvlas, ll
Pamana, ftaakland' Cty,, N.Y., M min. b
g. W. Bridie *a mw Pkwy/ ty» yr* .aantaefc
•wilt * (aval, 74' Ians, daalfnad by Rabt.
Sahwarti. Radwtad, anarm, llaldataM thlmaM
wark af art—3 bdrna, waad pan*IMl> 1
batha. J-iar far.
Batat. II*. rm., ralul
hearth Ureal,, din. rm., aaaaa ta husa da
ateMd terfaea. Ilea, klteh.. dlehwaeher, a
■layreem, with ftreal,—eaafly aanvartad •.
hedrme. ar atndle. Ift Weeded atree. Friendly.
SR S-SOS4

V%AMg, Valley
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advocate of minimum interference
by government in broadcasting op¬
erations, he would be highly ac¬
ceptable to the industry.
Many names are being men-;
tioned for the commlssionership.
Among them are former Civil Serv¬
ice
Commissioner George M.
Moore, FCC general counsel War¬
ren G. Baker, Los, Angeles attor¬
ney Lyle C. Newcomer, former
ABC veep Ernest Lee Jahncke,
James E. McCarthy of Notre Dame
College of Commerce, and former
Ohio Senator George H. Bender.
McConnaughey will, continue .to
the end df his term, presumably be¬
cause of a requirement which pro¬
hibits a member of the Commis-'
sion from practicing before it for
at least a year if he resigns prior
to its expiration. He plans to es¬
tablish a law firm with his soil
in Columbus, (X tie also plans an
office in Washington with Robert
D. l’Heureux, his administrative
aide.
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BROOKS
COSTUMES
S Waal «M ll., M.Y.C.‘Tel. K. 7-lM

REHEARSAL STUDIO
FOR RENT
137 West Itfh st./ Naw Yark.
Appro*. BIN M. ft. PreMlnp Raomii
Showers, Office and private Intranet.
'
Cal^CI 7-7774

HOMI OP DISTINCTION
SIlMMIR RINTAL — LIDO eiACH
4 Bedroom* — t Baths — Walk M
JLfde Rail Course
4 Minutes to All
Beach Clubs — ft Minutes ta Tlmti

Square*
Coll IvmI*9«

*omtoI 1-5005

1000 SQa FTVLOBBY FLOOR
Nobody. notices us.
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PHOTO0RAI
RiCORDINO STUDIO/
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BTC.

HOTEL GREAT NORTHERN
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119 West 17th St./ New York
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No matter howmany featurefilms your station programs,
MGM-TV has a plan to fill your needs-^a plan that will
bring you bighrpu^nee-^attngs and bigger saksmcream
than -ydu ;evei-'imagtned.'
:
Eor;'‘pne«time%mpaet;'cfioose single pictures, lridividuajlyipriced
with._|beir-fabulous audience appeal
OtVdor _ rriaJtidfilW > economy, choose one oi the atreadypaekaged groiipSt CQnsistmg of front 100 to mote than
700 cities ofthe/greatest motion pictures ever produced.

Wnte> wire or photic

now to determine if
your market \$ still

*

-

iA service Or*" ; ^
iOIW'5 INC

N^Y

'Richard A, Harper,General Sales Manager

}M.

the fabulous features that

started the revolution in ratings!
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Radio’s New ‘Welcome Mat’
; Continued from pape 1 ;

agency, prepared a compendium on
network radio for the client, a book
running no less than 150 pages and
now being used by JWT for its
other clients’ information.
Natlianson’s Concept
CBS isn’t the only web which
has come to the realization that a
dramatic reeducation of top agency
and advertiser personnel is needed.
NBC, in grabbing hold of the
“imagery transfer” concept created
by North Advertising prez Don
Nathanson, has published a book
on the subject and just last week
created a calypso song about it
for on-the-air use. More- to the
point, NBC has. been pushing the
concept at every agency-client level
as an opening-wedge in reviewing
interest in the medium.
What has happened over the
years is simple enough to trace. In
their absorption with televisipn-^
particularly in light of the tre¬
mendous costs of the hew medium
the agencies allowed their radio
operations to go' to pot, with the
subsequent results that nobody
either at the percenteries or the
sponsors was keeping in touch
with the aural medium.
Meanwhile the networks had un¬
dergone drastic changes in order
to become efficient competitors for
the network dollar. Slowly, net¬
work radio cut its costs, stream¬
lined its operations, lowered its

cost-per-thousand and came up with
a system of frequency and satura¬
tion coverage that in terms of a
straight-dollar buy, without consid¬
ering the visual and personal im¬
pact of video, outclassed whatever
tv had to offer.
No 'Radio Experts’
As advertisers began to waken to
the. “new” radio, th^y found to
their own and the networks’ dis¬
may that they had nobody profi¬
cient in using the medium in an
imaginative and exciting manner.
/They had made some buys, but
mainly oh the basis of frequency
and cost-per-thousand . and well
within the existing program struc¬
tures of the webs. Nobody was
an expert on radio.
In the past few months, there
have been some encouraging signs.
Some key agencies—BBD&O and
Young & Rubicam/to name two—
have appointed top execs to con¬
centrate exclusively on network ra¬
dio. In the Ford deal, created
nearly completely in terms of new
shows (Bing Crosby & Rosemary
Clooney in the mornings and on
weekends, Arthur Godfrey in the.
late afternoon) and designed to hit
the auto audience, the fJcey sales-,
man and creative, spearhead was
Dan Seymour, v.p, and director of
radio-tv at JWT. Fact that a Sey¬
mour, whose day-to-day activities
encompass the supervision of near¬
ly $100,000,000 in tv billings, could
find the enthusiasm to take on a
creative selling job for network
radio, is a hopeful sign..
But the networks have a long
way to go, not only in their come¬
back trail but in their educational
effort. Spot radio, currently at its
most successful level in history, in¬
volves a compartively simple meth¬
od of thnebuyin'g, and the topflight
job turned in over the years by
Radio Advertising Bureau has been
largely an institutional selling-edu¬
cating job. But network radio,
first having neglected even the
institutional end of selling itself,
now finds it must offer practical
methodology as well in what to the
new generation of agency-adver¬
tiser brass is a “strange” medium.
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Tape Notr Big Enough
NBC’s ‘Biogs in Sound’
Bangkok
To Be a Format For =3 Continued from page 32 ^ , On a Comeback Trail;
to the subconsciousness of
'CBS Radio Workshop’ world
Barkley in 1st Encore
someone 5,000 miles away, where
33

“CBS Radio Workshop” will de¬
vote its next two programs to tape
—-in the Case of the: second show,
will do so literally. Latter seg¬
ment, on May 26, will'be titled
“The Following Program Is Tran¬
scribed” and will do an appraisal,
via demonstrations, of technologi¬
cal advances in the use of elec¬
tronic tape on the air.
First show, this Sunday (19), is
titled.“Heaven Is in the Sky” and
deals with the recent crash of a
jet plane in a California schoolyard. Segment consists almost en¬
tirely of on-the-scene tape record¬
ings taken immediately after the
crash.
William Nr Robson will
produce the jet-plane stanza from
the Coast, while the “Transcribed”
show will originate from N. Y.,
with Paul Roberts producing, Ira
Ashley directing, Charles S. Monrie the scripter and Mort Goldberg
the tape engineer.

NC&K BREWS CHI WING
IN BLUE RIBBON GRAB
Chicago, May 14.
Pabst Brewing has inked the
Norman, Craig & Kiimmel ad shop
to handle Blue Ribbon Beer, Andeker Draught Beer and Old
Tanker Ale. New account has the
agency eyeing office space iff the.
Merchandise Mart for a Chicago
branch.
With^NC&K entering the picture,
it’s now a four-way split between
agencies handling the Pabst line.
The products meted to NC&K were
previously repped by the Leo
Burnett agency, which still retains
Pabst’s Eastside Old Tap Lager.
Gray Advertising has the Hoffman
and Pabst Sparkling soft drink
line, and Bryan ^Houston handles
brewery's industrial products, bio¬
chemicals and feed supplements.
Most of Pabst’s tv budget now
will be funneled through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.

VA’s‘Gold Platters’

Boston, May 14. t
WHDH won .tfiiy “Gold Platter”
award, first to be conferred on a
Hub radio station by the Veterans
Administration. The platter was
awarded for outstanding service to
vets, through a- musical program
called “Here’s To Veterans.”
Hollywood, May 14.
John Day, program manager, ac¬
California National, NBC-TV’s
filming subsid, is allowing its op¬ cepted the award from Gen. Wil¬
Selling products is an upstream tion ’ on six additional . stages at liam J. Blake, Boston Va head,.
battle in today’s competitive California studios to lapse. This
would have given, .the web com¬
WJOY’S Award
market. It takes power to make plete
Burlington, Vt. May 14.
control of the rental lot. Cur^
Headway ... to channel adver¬ rently, Cal National has four
WJOY here has been presented
stages
at
California
under
lease.
a
“Gold
Platter” award by* the
tising skillfully over shoals and
Spokesman for NBC said the Veterans Administration for the
into homes of receptive prospects. option
lapse is the result of a sur¬ station's continuous programming
vey, which showed that California of the VA “Here’s to Veterans”
WSAZ-TV can do this for you stages
and facilities were too lim¬ shows during the past 10 years.
in the rich Ohio River market. ited for the net’s upcoming sked.
Charles J. Considine, contract
Farm-out deals will be made representative , at the Burlington
Blanketing 69 important coun¬
with
pix
studios
whose
props
and
VA
presented the award to
ties with half a million TV* standing sets best meet require- Ted office,
Barker, WJOY program di¬
homes, its power is measurable ments of production.
‘ rector.

Cal Nat Gives Up On
|
6 California Stages;
To Try Farm-Out Deals

both in ERP and in viewer ac¬
ceptance, persuasive selling.
No other medium approaches
WSAZ-TV’s broad popularity..
Nielsen shows (for.example) a
nighttime, weekday superiority
of 100,58Q homes for WSAZTV over the next:best station,
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New Sound:'Affordable Frequency

Dallas, May 14.
CBS RAdio sales veep John Karol -has come up with a new
; description for radio's “meat and potatoes” efficiency. He. calls
.it .'“affordable frequency,” which postulates that the “repetitive
impact—the ability to deliver a-message to a person often enough
to make that person a customer,” is a “fact of advertising that-is
This'kind of penetration and
becoming increasingly important and, conversely, the absence of
frequency in an advertising budget is becoming increasingly dan¬
preference gets advertising re¬
gerous.”
sults . . . and can propel you to
Karol, speaking here last week before the Assn, of Broadcasting
new sales levels in America’s in¬
Executives of Texas, declared that “the achievement of affordable
frequency
grows more and more difficult” as television grows, in¬
dustrial heart. .Any Katz office
creasingly expensive. Citing the cutbacks of television advertisers
can help you harness WSAZfour weeks,-Karol pointed up the “danger” of such loss of fre¬
TV to get you upstream faster.
quency. “In between the magazine insertions, in between the tv
spectaculars, there must be day aftet day pounding ^away” to
avoid this danger, “and it must be low cost contact with the
people.”
Karol described the new use of radio for “affordable frequency”
as it applied to the new $5,500,000 Fojrd deal. “By no means ij»
Ford making this investment because they were blocked in. a tv
purchase or because all the primes spots were gone. They Are
coming to. network radio because an exhaustive research project
has proved the value of the medium.
“It is significant that they are buying time in a different man¬
ner than in former years. Instead of one program, they are buy• ing 26—instead of one night a week, they are getting representa¬
tion on seven days and. nights a week. In this fashion, Ford 1*
getting dispersion of . its .messages, great reach and tremendous
frequency. And most importantly, repetition of the advertising
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WKAZ, Charleston
message , in Homes and , in cars, in public places, among Ford’s
prime prospects.
’
.
.
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
“In no other way could Ford reach so many men with so much
Represented by The Katz Agency
believeability at the point-of-use of the product,”

they were heard in the mind , . .
not in the ears. Oh no! . , , the
ears did not hear this.
“We gotta git the stage
through, Tex.”
“Lobkit the ridge, Pete .”
t,Comanches!”
“Giddap! Git movin'! Move!
Eee-ijip!”
I pounded my ears . . . first one,
then the other. I looked over at
my wife. She was doing the same!
A wild look of horror showed in
her eyes.
“A nightmare!”, she cried. “A
horrible nightmare.”
"Me too!”
“Giddap! Bang! Bang! Crunch!
Rattle! Eee-yip!”
We both leaped from our seats.
This was no dream, pardner. It
was .real live, coming from the
lounge behind us. As soon as the
initial shock was over, I walked
to the entrance and stood trans¬
fixed. There were five kids sitting
in front of a television set. They
were American boys and girls.
Many technical experts and their
families were at the hotel while
looking ior a house. One of the
kids was dressed in a cowboy suit!
And there was Gabby Hayes on
the screen! ... and there was
Tonto!
A Thai boy, one of the busboys
working around the hotel—no more
than 12—at this moment rushed
over and started to show the Amer¬
ican kids toward the terrace. “No
dancing.” And he turned off the
set!
The girls danced so pretty! .
The bells .tinkled so sweetly I
The moon .shone so brightly!
And the American kids sitting
on the steps were so fascinated!"
. I’m thinking seriously of bring¬
ing that young Siamese busboy to
America!
Whatta ya know . , . Television
in Siam!

NAFBRA1 Names 3 To
. Board of Directors
Hollywood, Max 14.
Elected last week to three-year
terms on the board of National
Assn, for Better Radio & TV were
Mrs. John M, Steiner, member of
org’s evaluation committe; psy¬
chiatrist Dr. Isidore Ziferstein, and
Tvtrs. Carma R.' Zimmerman, Cali¬
fornia State Librarian.
Reelected to three-year --terms
are incumbents Miss Gertrude M.
Blackstock, Calif. Dept, of Mental
Health; Phillip Essman, radio-tv
consultant, L. A. County Sehools;
Mrs. Robert Fitch, United Churchwomeri of So. Calif, and So. Ne¬
vada; Mrs. R, Calvert Haws, Na¬
tional Council of Catholic Women;
Dr. Elizabeth B. Hurlock, psychol¬
ogist, U. of Penn.; Dr. Robert D.
Leigh, communications study* direc¬
tor, Columbia U.; Mrs. Victor Rob¬
erts, L. A. Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Women; Mrs. Harold
Stern, L, .A, Council of Jewish
Women; Mrs. Gertrude Swanman
and Mrs. Mary Alice Uphoff.
Officers for coming year are:
Mrs. Clara S. Logan, prexy; Dr.
Richard Atkinson, first v.p.j Dr.
Lee DeForrest, second v.p.; Mrs.
Roberts, secretary, and Mrs. Blackstock, treasurer.

Chicago, May 14.
NBC is going back into production with “Biography in Sound,” a
series that has been dormant about
a year while tapes from the can
were repeated.
First installment of the new se.
ries goes on June 4 and will be de^
voted to late Vice-President Alben
Barkley, whose dying words (he
I had collapsed during a speech)
have been, preserved on tape. Sueceeding chapters of the public servive series will run every four weeks
on the network with no specific
time slot designated so far.
Harry Truman, Sam Rayburn
Eleanor Roosevelt, Mrs. Barkley'
Bob Hope and various senatorial
friends will “appear’ ron the Bark¬
ley tape, along with Barkley hiinself. Show will be narrated by
Morgan Beatty and produced by
tChet Hagan, both of NBC’s Chicago
news bureau.
“Biography” is * product of
NBC’s news department, helmed
by Joe Meyers, with. production
chores divided between New York,
Washington .and Chicago news
shops.
' On tap for future “Biography”
treatment, so far, is Ernie Pyle,
and perhaps Norman Thomas.

Alb^jiy—Geoff Edwards, WOKO
deejay, Is leaving the Albany sta¬
tion the -latter part of this month
to join WE AT and WEAT-TV,
Palm Beach, Fla.

AVOID TAXES
ON SAVINGS!
There is no Colorado law taxing
savings. We invite the deposit
of yor surplus savlnrs . . . enjoy
tax-free security and easy avail¬
ability of. funds, it’s easy to
bank by mail . . . financial state¬
ment and other Information on
request.

2% Interest on all Savings
Accounts insured to $10,000
Southeastern Colorado’s-Oldest
and Largest Bank

First National
BANK of Pueblo, Colorado
Established 1871
Mtfnbtr

Fcdorol

Deposit Mfiiraitc# Coif.

WESTCHESTER
CRUGERS, N. Y.
Laxarlois Kstato on Hudson
Perfectly maintained, Brick South*
•rn - Colonial; 12-rooms, S baths,
2 maids', rm*. twlmmlnf pool and
cabana-bar; tennis court; IS braatn*
taking acros overlooking malestl*
Hudaon Rlvar. Will sail; or. rant ta
right parson.

LA 4-2036, owner Mr. Bollstyi
or your own broker.

IF YOU MAKE IT FOR A DIME...
SELL IT FOR A DOLLAR..
AND IT’S HABIT FORMING..
t then you don’t need us. (Although we’d sure like to
meet you.)
But if your product needs selling in the vital Northwest
rinark«t, KSTP-TV is for you.
The Northwest’s first TV station, KSTP-TV serves and
cells a market which includes 616,000 TV homes and $4
Billi6n In spendable income.

I/CTD Tlf
1 MINNEAPOLIS
KSTr- l V MNNEL5J srint PAUL
Basic NBC AffiliaU 'mtMhMftiLaadin} StofaC
Idward Petry & Company, Inc., National Roproiontotivos
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BMI WANTS A LOOK AT ASCAP
Celler Report’s BMI Hurdle
Washington, D. C., May 14.
The majority of the House Antitrust Subcommittee, chairmanned by Rep. Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.), is now understood to
be firmly opposed to the release of any section of the subcom¬
mittee’s report on the broadcasting industry that pertains to is- .
sues involving Broadcast Music Inc. or the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers. The majority believes that
since a $150,000,000 suit by ASCAP cleffers Is pending against
BMI in the Federal Court, nothing in the report prejudicial to
either side in the suit should be included. Celler and his .staff,
which wrote the report, were understood to have included some
critical, comments about BMI’s operation in the report.
The Celler subcommittee explored the ASCAP-BMI issue at
hearings in New York last fall. One of the factors in the majority’s .
decision to hold up the BSH section of the report was the fact
that one writer, who testified before the House group, gave tes¬
timony that conflicted with his testimony in the pre-trial exami¬
nations in the $150,000,000 suit.

Disks Jocks Do-It Themselves
Platter Pilots Gfet Into Groove in Try to Emulate
Jim Lowe.Click
4->Not content with the mere spin¬
ning of records, the disk jockeys
are trying to get into the groove,
themselves. Thus far their waxings
have not been too successful on
the national scene, but strong sales
have been Jacked up in their na¬
tive bailiwicks.
Among the latest jocks to go a
crooning kick are Mike Secrest, out
of New Orleans, and Chuck Darty,
out of Miami. Secrest has . been put
on wax by MGM in a jvorkover of
“The Gift,” while Darty is getting
a national disk distribution via the
Rama Records' buyup of his inde¬
pendently-cut coupling of “My
Steady Girl’' and “Can’t You See."
Bart, incidentally, • has been inked
to a longtermer by Rama.
Most successful of the Jocks
who've been put on wax has been
Jim Lowe. The WCBS, N. Y., plat¬
ter spinner hit the bestseller lists
a few months ago. with his Dot etch¬
ing of “Green Door." Coral picked
up some nice sales with Tommy Ed¬
wards (WERE, Cleveland) on his
slicing of “What Is A Teen Age
Girl" and the label also is doing
okay with Alan Freed’s rock *n'
roll packages.
Comedian and sometime-deejay
Ernie Kovaks recently broke into
the disk field with MGM’s “Hey,
Taxi!"

Joe Miller’s Music
Henny Youngman, the comic,
is breaking into the wax pic¬
ture with his own mood music
album for the indie label,
Mohawk Records,
Title of the set of Youngman violin solos is “Music for
Comics to Steal Gags By."

Diaz & Rolontz
Split Vik A&R
For Sets, Singles

- Keeping pace with the boom in
packaged good sales, Vik Records
has‘divided up Its artists & reper¬
toire duties between the album and
single departments, similar to the
setup, in the parent RCA Victor
company. Herman Diaz, who was
Vik's overall a&r chief, will now
concentrate exclusively on the
album product.
Bob Rolontz, who moved over
from the defunct Groove Records
to Vik as musical director, now
takes over as a&r topper for Vik
singles. Both will report to Ben
Rosner, manager of the Vik opera¬
tion.
Vik entered the album field last
October and since then has turned
out 28 packages in the pop and
jazz categories.' Diaz expects Vik
to produce some 80 sets in the next
Frankfurt, May 7.
months.
» t
The Glenn Miller Orch, under
the baton of Ray McKinley, how
touripg U. S. Army and Air Force
bases in Europe, has just returned
from a very successful tour behind
the Iron Curtain. It’s had three
Roulette Records will kick-off
Weeks of SRQ. playdates in Poland
its first album program with a spe¬
and Yugoslavia.
cial
2-for-12 sales drive. Diskery
“It’s difficult .to say In what city
we scored our biggest, hit," McKin¬ has set 12 LPs for its opening bar¬
ley commented. “Crowds turned rage on the packaged goods mar¬
out everywhere. We were given ket.
flowers every night after each per¬
Sales campaign offers dealers
formance and officials of the var¬ any two albums cuffo on buying
ious jazz, clubs and Yugoslavian one of each- of all 1-2 albums in the
concert clubs went all out in mak¬ release. As an additional lure to
ing our tour a great success."
get the .albums, rolling, label will
In just one city—Osijek, Yugo^, give dealers one free album for
slavia — the band laid an egg. The' every 10 that are reordered.
audience was . cold and never
After 90 days from the date of
Warmed up the group.
billing, all LPs will be 100% ex¬
McKinley found the young changeable for any package that
People behind the Iron Curtain are is in the Roulette lirfe at the time.
suprisingly aware; of current jazz Offer runs 45. days from June 1
numbers and top jazz performers through July 15.
in America. Some of the people
listen to forbidden programs'from
Voice of America and from Armed
Spike Jones in Mood
Forces Network to hear the latest
Hollywood, May 14.
' music.
Spike Jones tries a change of
In Poland, the Glenn Miller
orch represented the fitst Ameri¬ pace in his next disking for Verve
can band to appear since the Com¬ Recbrds. Jones has just completed
munists took over. McKinley found a “Dinner Music for People Who
excellent" pianists in Poland and Aren’t Very Hungry” album for
.
Pretty good brass players" among the label.
the local audience who came to
Next session,- he’ll start etching
talk with the band members after “Hi Fi Polka Party" on which the
the shows.
Jones crew will get vocal backing
The band's European tour has from the Polka Dots, singing group
been sponsored by the State De¬ featured on the Spike Jones CBSpartment.
TV show.

Miller Orch (McKinley)
Mops Up in East Europe;
Lays One Egg in Yugo
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ROULETTE KICKS OFF
PACKAGES WITH DEAL

Anti-Petrillo Sentiment on Coast
ALL PERF. CARDS Erupts Again in Local 47 Meeting
, Hollywood, May 14.
The anti-Petrillo feelings of the
Local 47 membership burst into
There was heavyweight legal
the open again Monday night (13)
talent, Including three former
with a series of resolutions for in¬
judges, representing both
troduction at the Airferican Feder¬
ASCAP and BMI before Fed¬
ation of Musicians convention in
eral Judge William B. Her¬
Denver June 10. One demanded the
lands at the Foley Square, N.Y.,
immediate reinstatement. of Cecil
hearings on the inspection of
F.*Read, expelled from the federa¬
ASCAP t>ooks last Thurday (9).
tion at the 1956 convention for
For ASCAP, there was exleading a.revolt of Coast Musi¬
Judge Ferdinand ’Pecora. For
cians. Another demanded federa¬
the BMI and broadcaster’s side,
tion
erase from records the one-day
there were ex-Judge Samuel
expulsion of 10 of Read’s follow¬
Rosenman and ex-Judge Bruce
ers, both resolutions seeking to
Bromley (CBS).
make Read arid his group immedi¬
Judge Herlands opened the.
ately available to run for local
hearings by saying: “If I had
office again. .
been aware that such distin¬
guished judges'were involved
Series of 27 resolutions were
in this case, I would have
passed, many calling upon conven¬
moved It up to a more con¬
tion to curb prexy James C. Petrillo
venient time." powers under controversial Article
One of the Federation constitution.
Other resolutions reiterating local’s
iong standing position, demanded
end to 5% royalty formula on telepix which footers claims has cost
them employment here. Others de¬
manded that Federation act to pro¬
hibit importation of canned music;
that all contracts be submitted for
ratification to members directly
affected; re-instatement of payment
to individual musicians of $25 re¬
use fee on music in old theatrical
pix sold to" television; seeking re¬
-•
Hollywood, May^l4.
The $rst concrete Indication of negotiation of contracts to include
residuals for reuse of material;
revision of existingxoyalty arrange¬ abolition of segregated locals;
ments which might open up pos¬ limitation on amount of music
sibility of upped use of live music | which can be recorded, for film
on telefilms was seen fpllowing re¬ soundtrack, within an hour’s time;
adoption of a seal on all recorded
turn Sunday (12) of American material so that bootlegged canned
Federation of Musicians Local 47 music can be identified, ask allied
prcxy Eliot H. Daniel from meet¬ crafts not to handle music without
ing in Chicago with Federation such seal; halt collection of coin
prexy James C. Petrillo and Inter¬ for theatre defense fund; establish
national Exec Board. Petrillo in¬ proportional representation at con¬
formed Daniel that the AFM is vention instead of present liniitawilling to “try "to help" to. change tion of 10 votes to any one local
the setup. which .Coast musicians despite its .size.
feel has' limited employment here’
Passage of many of the resolu¬
sharply.
tions appeared to mark a schism
Most telefilm production uses within the Jocal’s ranks again. The
“canned" music because, producers administration has, since its inaug¬
complain, the AFM requirement of uration -in January, pursued a
5% of the budget'royalty to the policy of no name-calling and of
Music Performance Trust Fund seeking to resolve differences
makes use of live musicians eco¬ through negotiation.
nomically unfeasible. Daniel {pld
representative committee of work¬
ing musicians to prepare a series
of suggestions for changes and he
may return for another meeting
with federation toppers, possibly
prior to the Denver convention.
Also to be discussed is problem
of re-use fees on music in oldie
Joe Leahy Is back in the wax
pix sold to tv. Daniel also* met with
N.Y. Local 80 prexy A1 Manuti to picture as prexy and artists & rep¬
discuss, employment problems.
ertoire chief of, the newly organ¬
ized National Records. He moved
out of the prez-ja&r spot at RKOUnique last month.
National has taken over the
RKO-Unique recording studios and
already
is in operation producing
Initial talks between the disk
companies and’the Apierican Fed¬ records on assignment for other
companies.
First artists to join the
eration of TV-Radio Artists last
week were inconclusive. Atmos¬ National roster are singers Tommy
Mara
and
Jeri
Renee,. Both were
phere was reportedly friendly, but
there was no indication that the formerly with RKO-Unique. Their
•first
releases
under
the National
disk industry was ready, to yield
to AFTRA’s proposed series of de¬ banner are skedded for early June.
Leahy will hit the road early in
mands, chiefly applying to mem-’
bers of choral ensembles used in July prowling talent and settingup
recording sessions. Another meet¬ a distributor chain. He expects to
name his personnel aides early in
ing is due to be set up shortly.
AFTRA is asking for a pension June.
and welfare fund, plus a 25% wage
hike for those covered by the pact.
Last two:year contract expired last
month. Any new provisions will
be made retroactive to April 1.
-:-■-f

By HERM SCHOENFELD
Sooner or later, In one form or
another, it now looks as if .the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers will have to
open its most confidential records
for inspection by its chief ^com¬
petitor, Broadcast Music Inc. The
opening of ASCAP’s books looms
as one of the most important devel¬
opments to come out of the. $1§0,'antitrust suit filed almost
three years ago by 33 ASCAP song¬
writers against BMI and the major
broadcast webs on grounds of an
alleged conspiracy against non-BMI
music.'
Hearings on the BMI request to
Examine the performance cards on
some 250,000 ASCAP songs, dating
from 1934 to the present time, were
held before Federal Judge William
B. Herlands in N. Y. last week.
The proceedings before Judge Her¬
lands were initiated by BMI in an
attempt to enforce a decision by
former Federal Judge Harold Ken¬
nedy, now sitting as special master
in the pre-trial examinations in the
ASCAP cleffers suit, in favor of
BMI’s bid to examine the ASCAP
performance cards. Judge Herlands
is due to reach a final decision in
the matter Friday (17) after lis¬
tening to new arguments from both
sides.
Although Judge Herlands re¬
served his decision his questioning
of the ASCAP attorneys last week
indicated that he favored the de¬
fendants’ right to all “relevant"
evidence. No one disagreed that
the ASCAP performance cards were
“relevant” to the case but the
ASCAP attorneys, ex-Judge Ferdi¬
nand Pecora, of the Schwartz &'
(Continued on page 59)

000,000

Decca Ups
Sales Execs
Louis J. Sebok, vet Decca sales
exec, has been upped to the post of
national sales promotion manager.
At the same time, Clarence W.
Goldberg, another company vet¬
eran, has been named Decca’s na¬
tional special service sales man¬
ager, both operating under sales
v.p. Sydney Goldberg in the com¬
pany’s buildup of its staff to keep
pace with the expanding volume.
Sebok has been with Decca for
19 years and formerly held the post
now being filled by Goldberg. His
new duties will call for him to
head
an
expanded - promotion
operation covering national and
regional sales on the branch, dis¬
tributor and dealer level. Gold¬
berg, with Decca for 18 years, was
most recently ■ assistant j. middle
western division manager in Chi¬
cago. He’ll now headquarter in
N. Y. to handle mail sales for
order, chain stores, one-stops?
racks, etc.
*

RCA PALMS RUBENSTE1N
FOR T0TAL.SET SALES
Artur .Rubinstein, veteran con¬
cert pianist, was awarded a spe¬
cial plaque by RCA Victor last
week1 in recognition of his album
sales • passing the 1,000,000 mark.
George R. Marke, Victor v.p. and
disk operations manager, made the
presentation at a luncheon Thurs¬
day (9) at the Plaza Hotel, N. Y.
Rubinstein, who has recorded ex¬
clusively. for Victor throughout his
career, is one of the few longhair
artists whose album sales-‘have
reached the- 1,000,000 figure.- -Be¬
fore the advent of LPs, most of
the longhair output comprised
short • selections. • The • top- -Rubin¬
stein album sellers are recordings
of Rachmaninoff’s Second Piano
Concerto with Fritz Reiner j con¬
ducting the Chicago Symphony Or¬
chestra and Liszt’s Piano Concerto
No. 1 with Alfred Wallenstein con¬
ducting the RCA Victor Symphony
Orchestra,

Conclave of Ex-Judges .

Petrillo May
Revise 5% Fund
Bite on Vidpix

Joe Leahy Forms New
National Label, Using
RKO-Unique Studios

AFTRA, DISKERS SPAR
OVER NEW CONTRACT

LERNER-LOEWEW
SCORfFORMGMPKGE.

Cunningham Hits Road
Paul
Cunningham,
ASCAP
prexy, is taking off for Fargo,
N, D., later this week as a guest
of WDAY in that city to join in
the North Dakoto Day celebration
Saturday (18).
ASCAP writer
Paul Yodel* Is accomping him and
will conduct one of the bands in
the affair.
Cunningham will return to
New York by way of Chicago
where he’ll o.o. the Society.^ local
offices.

*
Hollywood, May 14.
Next cast album of new Alan Jay
Lerner-Frederick Loewe material
will be an MGM Records package.
It will be the scpre of “Gigi,”
film version of the French novel,
which the team currently is writ¬
ing. It- will star Maurioe Cheva¬
lier, Leslie Caron and Hermione
Gingold for Metro release.
Studio acquired the soundtrack
album rights to the material for
Its disk subsidiary, but the »core
will be handled by Chappell.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Dolphin's release oil a 12-inch $4#B LP, titled “Cast The First
Stone,” might be the wax works' counterpart of Polly Adler’s tellall as she did in her “House Is Not A Home” memoir. As the in¬
augural of a projected series of Dolphin Documentaries, the tapeAndy Williams: (Cadence). “I nifty rocking arrangement for add¬
recorded eonfession of Joan, one of the many prostitutes whose
LIKE YOUR KIND OF LOVE” ed spinning attraction.
“WHO
careers
are traced in the book of the same name, is certainly off¬
(Acuff-Rose!) is a repeat of the DOT MON, MOM?” (Remick*)
beat discography. It’s grim,' sordid stuff, harsh in its frankness
“Butterfly” technique and Williams continues the calypso binge Miss
shocking
in its matter-of-fact discourse, and not for sensitive ears!
takes it for another big payoff Clooney did so well wlthrin “Man¬
For all these drab factors it is not dirty in the leering, double!
ride. . “FOOL AROUND” (Dan¬ gos.”
delion!) is a folk round, which the
entendre sense—it is consistent with what the stark cover legend
Don Lee: (Blue Chip). “ECHO,
crooner builds .with a snappy heat. ECHO, ECHO” (Benellt). is com¬
< calls “a documentary recording of a case history” on the “customs,
Georgia Gibbs: (RCA Victor). ing out of left field as a strong
mores, traditions and taboos^-and how the law deals with them—!
“I’M WALKING THE FLOOR entry in the strictly instrumental
in the secret world of the oldest profession.”
OVER YOU” . (American!) is . a groove due to Lee's lively treat:
The book, “Cast The First Stone,” is -by Judge John M. Murcountry heated entry of the oldie ment.
“CHARMA^NE” (Miller*)
tagh, Chief Magistrate of the City of New York, and social workerwhich Georgia Gibbs off to a fast also will attract plenty, of spinning
reporter- Sara Harris/ and is published by McGraw-Hill.
The
start on- her first for the label. attention in Lee’s direction.
Dolphin disk label is a subsidiary of another publishing house,
“SUGAR CANDY” (Aberbacht) is
The
Platters:
“I
WANNA”
Doubleday, which has distributed the initial 3,000 pressings among
a fine example of the hand-clapper (Peer!) puts the Platters back in
its 31 book-and-record retail outlet's.
excellently suited to thrush’s vivid the rocking groove that should be
Joan, the 32-year-old drug-addicted prostie, will be recipient of
vnpalfcfiAC
especially effective in the coin¬
all the royalties from this platter. The tape was one of many which
Ja Staffford: (Columbia). “UN¬ boxes. “MY DREAM” (AMI!) of¬
Miss Harris did in researching the book but its compelling frank
DERNEATH THE OVERPASS” fers the group a fine chance to
LAWRENCE WELK
saga inspired the commercial marketing of the interview as an
and hi. CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
album, plus its effectiveness as a trailer for the book’s sales. Judge
Coral—Thesaurus Transcriptions
Murtagh
merely, does an Introductory on the LP; otherwise it’s
" 99th Consecutive Week
a forthright Q. and A. between Miss Harris and Joan.
4
Dodge Dance Party
If perhaps Miss Harris Is a bit too eager-beaver and seems to
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P.M., E.S.T,
Sponsored by Dodge
step on something which Joan seemed willing to discourse upon, it
ANDY WILLIAMS .I LIKE YOUR KIND OF LOVE
Dealers of * America
is this naturalness which is also a plus-value, since it is obviously
(Cadence) ...FOtil Around
Top Tunes and Talent '
unstagpd. The LP documentary was a postscript merchandising
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10 p.m., E.S.T.
idea, so it comes off with a less stagey feeling, (It is said that
GEORGIA GIBBS.PM WALKING THE FLOOR OVER YOU
Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth
(RCA Victor) .Sugar Candy
some of Joan’s, opinions of the male panderers, of Caucasian and
Dealers- of America
non-ofay races,-had to be edited out as “too frank”).
JO STAFFORD ... _ UNDERNEATH THE OVERPASS
The language is lurid but forthright, such as Joan calling Miss
(Columbia) ...I'll Be There
of the rocking style to the ballad
Harris “ a square broad” and her own matter-of-fact appraisal of
form. to help it pick up spins.
EDDIE FISHER .J)ID YOU CLOSE YOUR EYES
each “trick” (customer), plus the personal life tragedy as it un¬
“TEARS” (Lady Mac*) is par for
(RCA Victor)
..Sunshine Girl
folds. This includes the fact Joan’s mother was a “sporting girl”;
the rock ’n’ roll groove.
the dollar-income statistics; the fact that. Miss Harris interviewed
GISELE MacKENZIE.OH, PAIN! OH, AGONY
* Arthur Fiedler orch: (RCA Vic¬
over 10.0 “fallen women”; Joan’s bitter observation that “the
(Vik) .„.Waltz That Broke My Heart
tor). , “DID YOU CLOSE YOUR
older I get the more oldfashioned I get”; her exposition of the
EYES”
(Valyr*)
has
enough
melodic values to make it a good ' flotsam and jetsam of life’s cruelties; the drug addiction that fur¬
ther
enmeshed, her in “the life,” as the prosties call it; her 31 ar¬
shovfr
6ff
a
soft
and
tender
har¬
(Paramount*) puts Jo Stafford into
bet for change-of-pape deejay pro¬
rests (28 misdemeanors and three felonies); Judge Murtagh’s
the boogie groove for topnotch ef¬ mony style.
gramming. “YOU’RE MY FRIEND,
philosophic
discourse on the panderers and his observations that
fect on all spinning levels. “I’LL
presents
The Modernaires: (Coral). “CA¬ AINTCHA?” .(Valyr*)
BE THERE” (Golden West!) is a LYPSO MELODY” (Cromwell*) Fiedler’s orch just a fair melodic
prosties “are'■derelicts of human degradation.”
melodic ballad similarly styled to finally gets a lyric version and it pattern to develop.
There is more less polite stuff etched on this wax work which
her hit of several years back, “You works out nicely in the hands of
may enjoy the dubious distinction of enchanting the curiosity trade
Margie
Rayburn:
(Liberty).
Belong to Me.”
the Modernaires, “CINDERELLA “FREIGHT TRAIN” (Maurice*)
interested in the morbid and the academicians interested in the
sordid sociological details.
Abel.
Eddie Fisher: (RCA Victor). BABY” (Dena*) gives ’em an ef¬ has picked up another good slicing,
“DID YOU CLOSE YOUR EYES” fective blues beat to toy with and from Margie Rayburn but Liberty
(Valyr*) is from Bob Merrill’s they belt it out appropriately.
will have a tough haul to overtake
“New Girl In Town” score and
Eddie Fontaine: (Decca), “HEY the earlier Chic label slicing.
should bring Fisher back to the MARIE, ROCK WITH ME” (Mon- “DREAMY EYES”
(Taurus*)
hit lists via its lilting ballad im¬ taiik-t) is a compote of Italian shows off the thrush in a moderate
pact. “SUNSHINE GIRL” (Valyr*) strain and r’n’r which Fontaine rocking mood which makes the
from the same show puts Fisher in whips up into an energetic earful. side attractive.
a bright vocal mood.
“ONE AND ONLY” (Sheldon!) is
PJhil Foster: (Coral).
“LET’S
Frank Sinatra: “A Swingin’ Af¬ Dandy,” “Mary’s A Grand ' Old
Gisele MacKenzie: (Vik). “OH, a "hot-riding- item that shows off KEEP
THE
DODGERS
IN
PAIN! OH, AGONY!” (Pincus*) more of his uninhibited vocalistics. BROOKLYN” (Famous*) is just a fair” (Capitblh Like the previous, Name,” “Harrigan,” “Give My Re¬
Priscilla Wright: (RKO Unique). fair novelty which should go over current Sinatra set is a natural for gards To Broadwa y,” “You
gets a spirited folk-styled workover by Miss MacKenzie that will “ME AND MY BESTEST FEL¬ in' the jukes around Ebbets Feld. the best-seller lists. -He’s back in Couldn’t Tell The Teardrops From
add up to hefty spinning returns. LER" (Torch*) is a cute tune Idea “LISTEN ALL YOU BACHE¬ the swinging groove here and lays The Rain” and “You’re A Grand
“THE WALTZ THAT BROKE MY which Priscilla Wright delivers LORS” (Morton!) sets Foster in a down a highly rhythmic beat that’s Old Flag.”' It’s a well-rounded
“I NEED monolog with only a modicum of been set up by Nelson Riddle's ar¬ compilation of Cohan’s contribu¬
HEART” (Famous*) is a romantic with a bright style.
rangements and orch backing. The tion to musical Americana. Re¬
ballad framed in a warm an effec¬ YOU” (Famous*) is a ballad lament laughs.
Which the thrush makes believable
tive vocal.
Four Esouires: (Paris). “NEVER repertoire is standard but the verse side of the LP includes four
standards and two originals by
Sarah Vaughan-Billy Eckstine: as well as commercial. ‘
LOOK FOR LOVE” (J. Gold*) is treatment is fresh and exciting.
Mickey Rooney; “Mickey Rooney Rooney. He's especially solid here
(Mercury). “PASSING STRANG¬
Bernie Wayne: (ABC - Para¬ an average ballad that gets a soft
ERS” (Christopher!) teams up mount). “THE LEAKY FAUCET” and appropriate vocal handling. Sings George M. Cohan” (RCA on Irving Berlin’s “Top Hat, White
Sarah Vaughan and Billy Eckstine (Marks!) is an imaginative instru¬ “THE
CHOPSTICK
ROCK” Victor). Package is a rush tie-in Tie and Tails” and Rodgers &
for latter’s Mercury first. It’s a mental with a humorous point of (Gretat) rock in the standard with ’ “Mr. Broadway,” NBC-TV Hart’s “Manhattan.” Van Alexan¬
color spec in which Rooney starred der’s prch supplies an okay down-_
\ neatly fashioned ballad with some view.
“THEME FROM ABNER groove.
' interesting melodic passages that’ll THE BASEBALL” (Merrickt) is
Gene Lewis: (Josie).
“TOO last Saturday (11). • This set is beat.
help it along the .deejay route. lighthearted instrumental side.
Polly Bergen: “Bergen Sings
_ TO SETTLE DOWN” pegged, of course, on Rooney sing¬
YOUNG
“THE DOOR IS OPEN” (Nielson*)
Lillian Briggs: (Epic). '‘SUGAR (Keystone!) is a fast-tempoed* hill¬ ing songs by Cohan and not singing Mdrgan” (Columbia). Tied in with
is 'out of “Make Yourself Com¬ BLUES” (Pickwick*) sets Lillian billy-flavored tune which Lewis like Cohan. The Rooney styling is the upcoming CBS-TV spec of “The,
fortable” aind “Baby, It’s Cold Out¬ Briggs in a blasting blues-shouting takes for a lively ride that’s espe¬ strictly his own without any at¬ Helen Morgan Story,” this .set is
side” school and it adds up to a lot groove that will have Some impact cially good for the juke market. tempt to carbon the old-fashioned due for a lot of interest. Polly
df wax fun.
on the jukes. “BOOGIE BLUES” “CLOSE” (Gold!) accents the “song and dance man” style that Bergen has a big slot to fill In the
Fontane Sisters: (Dot). “WHICH IRObbins*) loses out to the rocking amplified guitar as backing for was Cohan’s. Rooney takes off on Helen Morgan emulation but she
six Cohan songs' here, some ^of does it in a manner that’ll probably
WAY TO YOUR HEART” (Winnfc- beat.
Lewis' crooning.
which were sung by others in the appeal to the current crop of disk
ton!) is a swinging hillbilly-styled ?, Joe Valino: (Vik).
“I’LL BE
spec. They are “Yankee Doodle buyers although at times it does
number that gets a catchy Fontane GOOD” (Landsdale!) adds a touch
(*ASCAP, tBMI, t CAP AC).
S i s t e r s’ treatment.
“F OOL
seem- too studied and vocally
AROUND” .(Dandelion!) is a happy
tricky.
folk number with a frisky beat.
Judy Garland:-“Alone” (Capitol).
A1 Hibblcr (Decca). “AROUND
This package marks a definite de¬
THE
CORNER
FROM
THE
parture in the fashioning of Judy
BLUES” (Mogull*) has a solid
Garland for the market. And it
blues feel and Hibbler gives it
should work out for big returns.
ALL SHOOK UP (6) .... Elvis Presley.Victor
enough style to capture hefty jock
Instead of the big-wdiced, blastingand juke spins. “I COMPLAIN”
groove technique applied to her
LITTLE DARLIN' (6) . Diamonds
.Mercury
(Shapiro-Bernstein*) is a big mood
previous packages, she’s now toned
ballad perfectly, pegged, to Hibdown to a tender and torchy mood
DARK MOON (3)...........j Gdle^Storm^. .!!!!..!!!... Dot
bler’s technique.
'
* '
that's tremendously effective. Ia
Andrews Sisters: (Capitol).
addition to the Garland pipes,
ROUND AND ROUND (8). .... Perry Como ..Victor
“GIVE 'ME BACK MY HEART”
which, seldom sOunded better,
(pat Four*)‘ .has. a likeable latino
credit’ Gordon Jenkins' arrange¬
paptv nmr
$ Steve Lawrence.....Coral
beat which the Andrews girls turn
PARTY DOLL (11) .
j Buddy Knox .Roulette
ments and conducting for making
into ’a pleasant .platter. “STARS,
it a socko set-.
STARS” (Morris*) gives the girls
GONE (4) .‘...!. Ferlin Huskey
.Capitol
“The Strange- One” (Coral).
an okay showcase for their bouncy
Kenyon Hopkins’ score for “The
SCHOOL
DAY
(2)
..........*.
Chuck
Berry
..
T.....Chess
harmonizing style.
Strange One'V (Columbia release of
Betnie Nfeei (Columbia). “HEY
WHY, BABY, WHY (7) ....'. Pat Boone ......Dot
a Sam Spiegel production, has lots
LILEY, LILEY LO” (Hollis!) is*a
of effective melodic mood pieces
WAT irmr* /i
’C Fats Domino .. 7....... Imperial
swinger in the folk groove which
that should give this soundtrack set
1M WALKIN (10) ..
j jsiefcy Nelson ...Verve
Bernie Nee shouts into a noise¬
added impetus in the market. Sue:
making potential. “HF/5& JANIE"
cess of .the package Will depend on
SO RARE (1) ...-..*.. Jimmy Dorsey.Fraternity
(Ludlow!) has a cute calypso quali¬
the pic’s overall b,o. score but
ty that should win it some attenthere are' some jazz themes here
tibh.
that will probably be picked up
. Don Casanave: (ABC - Para¬
eventually for a solo display.
mount).
“DEEP WITHIN ME'
Josh White: “Josh White Stor¬
j Jim Reeves ...'..Victor
THE FOUR WALLS
(Gil!) gives -Don Casanave a debut
ies” (ABC-Paramount). This is the
. ..V' \ Jim Lowe ...Dot
slicing that’ll attract plenty of at¬
second in a series of Josh White
MvrTii'iuri.v
( Andy Williams .Cadence
tention because of the tune’s
“stories” from ABG-Paramount and
BUTTERFLY .....jCharlie Grade .Cameo
bright feeling and his effective de¬
it, too,'Is a worthwhile addition to
livery.
“OUTSIDE
OF
MY
the folk shelf. White remains one
ROCK-A-BILLY ........... Guy Mitchell
Columbia
DREAM WORLD” (Rush!) is
of the top masters bf the folk stylo
plaintive hillbilly-grooved offering
WALKING AFTER MIDNIGHT .
Patsy Cline .
Decca
and gives each item in the set an
which
Casanave makes worth
enduring t quality... His daughter,
LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND..'...
Pat Boone .i.Dot
hearing.
Beverly, tei^ns up with him on "I
Leni' Barteri: (RCA Victor),
Know Moonlight”.and solos nicely
NINETY-NINE
WAYS
.....*
Tab
Hunter
.Dot
“BOY ON A DOLPHIN” (Rob¬
on “Sometimes I Feel Like A
bins*) gives labeL’s import from
COME, GO WITH ME ...'... Dell-Vikings .Dot.
Motherless Child.”
Greece a chance to show off her
Louis Armstrong: “Louis and the
MAMA,
LOOK
AT
B^BU
..
Harry
Belafonte.;..
.Victor£
melodic styling in her native lingo
Angels” (Decca). Peg for this new
as well as English. “FIVE OR¬
Armstrong package is on tunes with
A WHITE SPORT COAT ..
Marty Robbins .Columbia
ANGES, FOUR APPLES.” (Leeds*)
a “heavenly” or "angelic” angle in
I’M SORRY .!....> Platters ....... .Mercury
is a folk item which she also> han¬
the lyric. It’s as good an idea as
dles nicely.
any for putting Armstrong pn wax
._ [Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]
Rosemary Clooney: (Columbia),
and it comes off especially well in
“SING, LITTLE BIRDIE, SING"
(Continued on page 63)
(Rush!) is a breezy item with a
By MIKE GROSS
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ASCAP attorneys said that such
performance information was even
kept from ASCAP members. They
pointed out that the ASCAP firms
were not: only in competition; with
; Continued from pa ye 57 ;
BMI, but in competition with each
Frohlich office, and ASCAP general the fact that the special master in other. Under close questioning by
Herlands, who'said he was
counsel Herman Finkelstein, both the pre-trial hearings had granted Judge
not interested in preserving the
staged that the BMI request was the BMI request. He pointed out usual amenities in such an infor¬
that 23,000 pages of testimony had
both onerous and, harassing,
already been, taken in. the pretrial mal hearing,. Finkelstein finally
.
ASCAP ‘Not a Party'
examination and that Kennedy formulated ■ his opposition to the
v The ASCAP, attorneys pointed was thoroughly familiar with all BMI request to examine ASCAP
books ; on the grounds that “it is
out that (1) AfjCAP itself was not facts of the case.' Hence hils deci¬ being made in bad faith in the
sion -'should stand. . Rosenman
a party* in the . suit. which was stated that BMI would be • willing eyes of the law.
r :
launched by some of its members; to make comparable information
Judge Herlands stated that If
ASCAP could- come -up with an¬
(2) it would-divulge the most inti¬ available to ASCAP,
other proposal alternate to the in¬
mate secrets of the organization to
No Disclosure
spection of till ;of: ASCAP’s per-:
its chief competitor BMI) and its
Rosenman attempted to allay formance Cards and agreeable to
chief customers (the networks); ASCAP’s fears that any material the defendants, he would study it
It was' made
(3) it would disrupt the normal disclosed on the perforpiance cards1 sympathetically.
would be used against the Society.
functioning of the society and He said-that only the accounting clear, however, by Rosenman that
ASCAP’s offer to make available
(4) , there were alternate approach¬ firm of Price Waterhouse would the performance cards of.f specific
have possession of all the ASCAP number of songs was hot agree¬
es available to the defendants.
The main spokesman for the de¬ cards and that the defendants able.
would ask for material: as neces¬
At one time, ASCAP used to pub¬
fendants, former Judge Samuel sary. Rosenman said that the de¬
Rosenman, of the firm of Rosen- fendants would • provide ASCAP lish annual volumes of “Program
Listings,” tabulating the number
man, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, ar¬ with all the necessary safeguards of performances earned by the
gued that an analysis of • the but he did not spell out the precise songs in its catalog. The last such
volume however, was published in
ASCAP performance cards was es¬ nature of these safeguards.
Finkelstein and Pecora- stated 1938. Since that time, ASCAP’s
sential to the broadcasters’ case.
He indicated that the defendants that ASCAP would be willing to logging procedures have been vast¬
hoped to prove that the same make available to the defendants ly extended under the consent de¬
“crazy-quilt” pattern in the music the performance records of 1,000, cree’s requirement that- distribu¬
biz existed ^before BMI came into or even 10,000, specific songs, but tions be made predominantly on
they balked at the prospect of ex¬ an accurately computed perform¬
existence as now obtains.
Rosenman placed great stress on posing the full list to BMI. The ance basis.

BMI Wants A Look

Gillespie In Bid To Defend State Dept
Jazz Program Before Senate Critics
DECCA'S LEN SCHNEIDER
O’SEAS FOR DCG 0.0.
Leonard Schneider, Decca Rec¬
ords exec v.p., headed for Europe
last Friday (10) for huddles with
the company’s German affiliate*
the Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft. It’s Schneider’s first visit
to the DGG setup and reciprocates
the couple of .trips made to the
U,S. in recent years by DGG top¬
pers. While abroad, Schneider will
discuss future distribution plans
with the German diskery toppers.
Schneider is being accomped to
Europe by Sydney Goldberg, Decca
v.p. over sales; Is Horowitz, classi¬
cal artists & repertoire chief; and
Hubert Stone, export manager.
Itinerary for the Decca execs also
will cover England where Decca
releases through British Decca on
the Brunswick label.
Jimmy Mardo,® former trombon¬
ist With Blue Barron’s orch, will
open the summer season at the
Sylvan Beach dance pavilion in
Houston./
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Artist, Label, Title

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
1
1
“All Shook Up”....
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
2 ...
“Little Darlin'”..
,
' PERRY COMO (Victor)
. “Round and Round”., . .....
3
4
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity)
6 • 5;
“So. Rare” ... ...
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot)
“Come, Go With Me”.
2
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
“School Day”..:.
T, —
PAT BOONE (Dot)....
“Love Letters in the Sand”.....
.3.
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)
“Gone” . .
4 10
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“I’m Walkin’”.
...
5
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)
“Dark Moon”....
..
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette) '
“Party Doll” .:.
• GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
“Rock-A-Billy” ..
GALE.STORM (Dot)
“Dark Moon”
. ...
RICKY NELSON (Verve)
“I'm Walkin'”.
* *•
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Why, Baby, Why”..,.
.
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
“It's Not For Me to Say”..
RICKY NELSON (Verve)
“Teen-Afe Romance”..
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
“Wonderful, Wonderful”:. .
RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)
“Shiah Kebab”.
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
“Butterfly” ..
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty)
“Lucille”...
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“Mama, Look at Bubu”
.*.... ...
7
TERESA BREWER (Coral)
“Empty .Arms”.
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
•
“Manros".. .
..
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia)
“A White Sport Coat”. . ....
8
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KING AND I
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Washington, May 14.
Dizzy Gillespie wants to come to
Washington and testify on the value
of the State Department-sponsored
trips taken to the Near East, Africa
and Latin America by his jazz band.
Irked iby Congressional criticism,
Gillespie wired Lyndon Johnson
(D., Tex.), Senate Majority Leader
and chairman of a Senate Appro¬
priations Subcommittee for an op¬
portunity to appear. Johnson is one
several Senators who have been at¬
tacking both the U. S. Information
Agency and the State Department’*
cultural exchange program,
Gillespie said he’d be happy to
appear before Johnson’s committee
any time between May 20 and 23
to explain “the good will created
by this project”. He said his kind
of trip overseas generates more
good will for the U. S. .than any
congressional junket abroad. One
criticism here was that the Gilles¬
pie combo ,was paid $6,250 a week.
Meantime, Senator William E.
Jenner (R., Ind.) publicized a long
letter to a newspaper in which he
cracked:
“We could, not find any way to
use the majestic power of Ameri¬
ca to give a little help to the
Hungarians when they were fight¬
ing for their freedom. But now
that their struggles are over, we
are going to send .them- Dizzy
Gillespie or another jazz band.”

SPA Cancels
Two Pub Pacts

—

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
19. cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
National;
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

59

Capitol
T 848

W 740
EAP 740

Capitol
W 803

7

The Songwriters Protective Assn,
has cancelled its agreements with
two New York publishing firms.
Weiss & Barry, a Broadcast Music
Inc. firm, was slapped by SPA for
refusing to give a basic contract
to cleffer Fritz Rotter, on the song,
“That’s All I Want From You.”
W&B claims, that Rotter said he
was. not an SPA member af the
time the firm took his song, hut
Rotter, a member of the German
performing rights society’(GEMA),
denies this. '
SPA also withdrew its contract
from Gl'enbfook Music, operated
by Frank Military. Suspension of
the SPA contract means that the
music firms can no longer use the
basic pact forms supplied by the
organization. SPA members^ more¬
over, are advised not to place songs
with these firms because SPA no
longer has the right to audit their
, books.

JACK MILLS SEALS
DEALS WITH U.K. FIRMS
London, May 14.
Jack Mills,, Mills Music topper,
has cemented k deal with W. Pax¬
ton & Co., Ltd., music publishers,
to handle their catalog throughout
America. He’s also arranged to
represent the catalog of the Piggott
Music Co, of Ireland, in America
and. throughout the entire United
Kingdom. .
Mills has bepn in England as part
of his. annual European trip, and
left for a three-Week .visit to the
.Continent before returning to the
States, .
. . r.

Mindy Carson, Mitchell
Head for Brit Dates
Guy Mitchell and Mindy Carson
head for England May 30 for a
series of separate theatre and tv
dates. They’ll be accompanied by
their personal manager Eddie Joy.
Miss Carson is Joy’s wife.
For Mitchell, this marks a quick
followup to his tour there last
March. He’ll headline a tv spec
June 22 and tour Britain with his
own show. Dates are set in Glas¬
gow, Liverpool, Coventry and Man¬
chester. He'll also concertize on
the Granada Theatre chain.
Trek marks Miss Carson’s first
junket in England. She’s set for
two tv shows, “Sunday Night at
the Palladium” (June 2), and “The
Mindy Carson Show” (June 8).
She’ll also tour theatres through¬
out the country.
During his stay there, ~Joy will
finalize plans for Mitchell to play
concerts in Paris, Stockholm and
Brussels.

MUSIC
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HEADLINERS
FROM RCA VICTOR

The new
PERRY COMO sensation
THE GIRL
WITH
THE GOLDEN
BRAIDS

HOT ONES
HEADED FOR
THE TOPI

MY LITTLE
BABY
with the Mitchell Ayres Orchestra
and Chorus
Arrangements by Joe Reisman
47/20-6904

\

□ FRANKIE BRUNSON

Roses of Picardy
c/w We’ll Meet Again
47/20-6908

□ HAWKSHAW HAWKINS

With This Pen
c/w Dark Moon
47/20-6910

□ HENRI RENE

Shenandoah Serenade
c/w Smoky Strings

Sure to follow
\

Round and Round
right to the top!

47/20-6906

□ BOB MANNING

Warmed Over Kisses*
Left Over Love
c/w Love Bank
.47/20-6903

□ ANDY RUSSELL,

One Is A Lonely Number
c/w Day Dream
47/20-6902

...and a new one by EDDY ARNOLD

GONNA FIND ME A
BLUEBIRD

!

The greatest
line-up of Record Talent j
in \rV History!
j
Watch for the
RCA Victor
Galaxy off Stars

LITTLE BIT

NBC-TV

47/20-6905: ■

America's favorite speed...
*

June 15, 9-10 PM EDT

45 BPM

w* R,CA.\4CTOR
in*.)* V
HAOtOCOBfOBATIONOf AMtRICA

VTsam

MUSIC

BETAIL SHEET BEST SEILERS

On The Upbeat
New York „

,

Frarikec Laine’s latest side for
Columbia • is ‘’Without Hiin,” not
“Without You,” as erratumed in
Variety last week (8) '. . . Ulpio
TVIinucci, composer attached to the
Larry Spi6r music office, takes off
next Sunday • (19) on a six-week
tour of Europe . . . Don Rondo,
Jubilee disker, recuperating after
a* mastoid operation . . . Erroll
Garner solos with the Percy Faith
orch on CBS-Radio’s “Woolworth
Hour” May 19. He’s also set for
the “Steve Allen Show” on NBCTV the following week (26) . . .
Judy Scott hitting the midwestern
deejays with her debut Decca slic¬
ing “With All My Heart” . . . Enzo
StuartUs first. Jubilee album lrts
the market later this week . . .
Mimi Warren opened at the Velvet'
Club Monday (13).
Dick^ Gersh handling national
promotion for Chic Records which
broke through recently, with
“Freight Tram” by Charles McDevitt’s Skiffle Group and Nancy
Whiskoy . . . Dudley Manners sails
to Europe today (Wed.) for a 10week tour that’ll include disking
sessions for his SoDeska Records
and setting up distribution deals.
. . . Vera Hodes anlcled PatriciaKalil Music to take over as execveepee-with George Goldner’s re¬
cently formed Gone -Records.

lumbia . . , Coral a&r chief Bob'
Thiele in town for two weeks to
start recording Erin O’Brien’s first
album for the label ... Harry
James otch opens ^at the-Palladium
following Ray Anthony orch for a
four week stand on Friday (17) . . .
Treniers switched to Roulette .Rec¬
ords and will cut two albums and
four singles annually . . . Buddy
Bregman, Verve’s a&r topper, eye¬
ing Leigh Snowden for a pact fol¬
lowing her chirping of “Hot Rod
Rumble Blues” in the AA pic . . .
“If You Should-Go,” tune penned
by Nick Therr'y may be used in
Robert Ttoarke’s upcoming indie
pic, “Duel Street.’’

London

Agent Jeff Kruger has formed a
music publishing company called
Florida Music, to exploit his artists
and bands . . . Hedley Ward trio
signed for a Palladium stint on the
same bill as Eddie Fisher. Show
opens June 10 . . . Songstress
Patsy Blair joined the Ivy Benson
all girl band to replace Gloria
Russell . . . Shirley Bassey is to
wax an album for the Philips Label
titled “Shirley Bassey Sings The
Blues” . . . Lonnie Doncgan will
top the. bill of an all-star skiffleshow at the Royal Albert Hall, on
June 9 . . . Pat Dodd, pianist with
the London Palladium Orchestra,
signed by HMV to wax solo disks.
... Tony Coe, who doubles on altoI Hollywood
"Clarinet, has joined the Humphrey
Milt ’ Gabler signed Roriiaine Lyttelton Band.
Brown’s group, now at Zardi’s, to
a Decca pact
'. Frank Comstocn
Chicago
completed his first album for CoRoulette is skedded- to release a
Dorothy Donegan album this week.
Record has been pushed in. ad¬
vance by Roulette’s publicity man.
here, Stan Pat, during Donegan’s
current London House engagement
. . . Modern Jazz Room' here has
the Bud Powell quintet and the
Max Roach quintet set for July and
August respectively ...>. Eli’s Cho¬
sen Six takes over the Blue Note
here June 19-30 . . . Bobby Chris¬
tian Orch set for the Oh Henry
Ballroom, Chi, Aug. 7, for three
weeks, ... Don Glasser orch into
the Cavalier, Va. Beach, July 12,
sings
one frame . . . Dan Belloc orch for
the Aragon Ballroom, here, Aug.
20 for four weeks.

itlTlOFTHE
TheUBiJr WEEK

SHEB
WOOLEY
PLENTY OF
LOVE

San Francisco
Andrews Sisters and the Kihg
Sisters open the same night,- May
23, in Frisco—the former at the
Fairmont’s Venetian Room, the
latter at Bimbo’s 365 Club . . . Lou
Gottlieb, bassist and raconteur with
The Gateway Singers, reportedly
is quitting the quartet to concen¬
trate on his teaching career . . .
The Four Freshmen will appear at
a Frisco Jazz Festival in Civic
Auditorium May 26 . . . Dick Oxtot
taking a small group into Oakland’s
Blind Pig . . . Dave Brubeck plays
a concert for deejay Jimmy Lyons
at Carmel today (Wed.) . . - Jerry
, Coker’s group at Tin Pan Alley,with wife, Pat Coker,"on vocals.

cmd

I WONT
COMEBACK
K 12467

^

&

Philadelphia

|

Fred Waring batons “Musicade”
in Longwood Open Air Theatre,
Kennett Square (May. 31, June 1).
/ STY#* <r CAWN'S
. . .Josephine Premice, Celebri¬
ty Room h e a d 1 i n e r,' off - to
Paris on three-week- vacation at
close of current engagement (16).
“Saturday Night Is the
. . . The James Moody band lost
$3,800
worth of instruments in
loneliest flight «f the week”! recent blaze
at the Blue Note . . .
Buddy Williams booked for one. nighter at Sunnybrook Ballroom,
. Pittstown . . . The Vagabonds play
the Latin Casino (May 27-June 1)..
. music
, . . Steve Gibson & Red Caps plus
Damito Jo. slated for Pep’s (20-25).
. . . Joe Maize & His Chordsmen

X
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FREDDIE BELL

-VAriett
Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing cony
parative sales rating .for this
and last week.*
♦ ASCAP
t BMI
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
1
1
~2
2
~3
3
*4
5
~5
4
*~6
5
~7 ”13
8
7
9
'9
fO
..
11
8
12
10
13
13
14 _12
15
15

fRound and_Round (Rush)...
tAlf Shook Up (Presjey-S)...
tAlmost Paradise (Peer).
tLittlo^Darlin’ (Excelloric)...
fMarianne (Montclare)..
tWhy, Baby,'Why (Winneton).
tDark Moon (Dandelion).
fButterfly (Hill & Range).. . .
tChantez, Chantez (Chantez).
*So~Rare (Mills).. .
*Do I_Love_You (Williamson).
tParty Doll (Jackie)^;.
tWind in Willow (Broadcast).
tQone (Hill & Range)...
* Around the World (YoungK

MERCURY RECORDS
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British Disk Best Sellers 1Dot Albnm Program To
London, May 14,
Explore 'Jazz Horizons’
1. Cumberland Gap..Donegan
(Pye-Nixan)
,2. Butterfly .Williams
(London)
>
3. Baby Baby.Teenagers
(Columbia)
“
4. Rock-A-Billy ....Mitchell
(Philips)
5. 99 Ways.Hunter
(London)
6. Banana Boat.. .Belamonte '
(HMV)
7. Freight Train. . .McDevitt
Oriole)
8. Young Love.Hunter
(Lohdon)
9. Long Tally Sally.. Richard
(London)
10. Fall In Love.Cole
(Capitol)
-

into the Erie Social Club (18,19).
. . The Kid$ trio of South Philly
teenagers inked by RCA Victor,
have first platters coming out this
week . . . Lou Monte. and 'the De
John Sisters at Chubby’s this frame
(13-19) . . . Charlie Grade in return
session at Sciolla’s (20-25).
-7-

Omaha

Hollywood, May 14.
A new series of jazz albums, to
^be tagged “Jazz 'Horizons
been launched by Dot Records’ al
vbum chief Tom Mack, beginning
vwith “The Brothers Candoli,” now
ibeing recorded package will fea
tture trumpeters Conte and Pete
(Candoli, backed by.a rhythm sec¬
ttion, and playing arrangeihent* by
jPete Candolf.
Package will be completed with
iin the 'next 10 days and. released
jin June. Other! June releases iri
celude the new Helen Traubel al
\bum, Al Anthony’s “Two Kinds of
IL6ve,” featuring HammOnd Organ
aand full orchestra, Eddie Pea¬
lbody’s new “Favorites' by Mr.
Banjo,
Himself”; a Johnny Maddox
I
package of tunes of . the 1930s,
J“Rogers With Heart Plays Rodgers
.
)& Hart” featuring Milt Rogers,
‘and the recently acquired “Easy
1Does It,” *
. Label's- album operation moves
iinto high gear next week with the
)release of Dot’s .first soundtrack
package, the • score from “Ten
1
Commandments.”

Earl English combo opened at
the new Legion Club here . . .
Golden Rockettes, featuring Patsy
Leigh, into Charlie Bradehorst’s
Gay Time Bar . . . Laurie Johnson
new vocalist with Steve George’s
Trio at the Town House.
_

(

Brit. Disks Boom

14
12

velt Grill, Brando is a former
WINS, N.Y. indie, vocalist, : and
Miller previously recorded, for
Kapp Records.
:
*

I

CROWD

(I

^MAMAjGSJJfiTAR/|
IhlB

TRUE LOVE GONE
(Com* On Horn#)
gp

t

Sensationally Recorded by

• BETTY MAOKSAN
on Corel

• THE ENCHANTERS

London, May 14.
Last year’s British disk sales'
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
boom
looks set to have a repeat
1
1performance this year. Production
lfigures for JanuaryTJust released,
show that 8,768,900 disks were pro
Anna Maria to Slice
;duced with a sales value of $4,253
200,
excluding sales^tax
Oldies for Cap Set : Production
"THE LONEI.v
for January was 2
Hollywood, May 14.
334,100 up on the previous month
New treatments of old standards and
!
1,247,500 over* the figure for
.are being jnapped> for Anna Maria* •November.
■'TENNESSEE" ERN.E FOSD
Alberghettfs . initial album for '
Capitol Records. Session will be
Capita! RncorcUncj
V.I.P. Builds Roster
produced by Dave. Cavanaugh. .
Miss Alberghetti will be backed
V.I.P. Records, new label formed
by a chorus of 20 voices on the ’by Vivian Della Chiesa and Joseph
package which will'be out after :Lupia, is continuing to build its
she completes a two-week stand at ;artists" roster. In addition to Miss
the Cocoanut Grove here, begin- iChiesa, who records under the tag
ning .May 31.
of Vivienne, label, has latched on
to the Al Conte Quartet, and sing¬
ers Billy Brando and Russ Miller.
Casanave’s Disk Bow
Conte is current at N.Y.'s Roose
,Don Casanave,' son of Charles
Casanave, prexy of the Fred i
Astaire Dance Studios, is makirig
Calypso Joo and Coco To Jbiring frojm
his disk bow on the ABC-Para¬
mount label.
Trinidad* and Barbadoot thoir ' latest ,
The younger Casanave has sung
copyrighted song successesf now avail*
with the Victor Lombardo and
able
for artists recording. Also Calypso
Buddy Morrow'bands.

THE

LONELY MAN

Zeller to Your Denmark

- Including LONDON and Extending for Thirty Days
June 12, OLYMPIA MUSIC HALL, PARIS, for FOUR WEEKS
Repreientlng U S. on Gala Infamational Bill and at
Concluijpn EUROPEAN TOUR Continue*

w

Title and Publisher

and HIS BELLBOYS
* May 5 Started EUROPEAN TOUR In BRITISH ISLES

M

7

P4.

Maestro Robert- Zeller leaves for
a concert tour of Denmark today
(Wed.). In Copenhagen, Zeller will'
finalize arrangements with the
eight soloists of the Royal Danish
Ballet wlih are booked for a na¬
tionwide tour of American Music
Festivals this summer with the
conductor as artistic and musical1
director,
Zeller, who’s due back in the
States June 15, also will make
guest appearance^ in Sweden,
France and England. He’s also
slated to. conduct at the “Music
Under The Stars” lest at Brook¬
lyn’s Ebbets Field June 19.

Joo'e and Coco To's master tapes
available.
i
"Green Banana" • "Melting Pot" • "I Don't Want to Know
Whort I'm Going" • "You Can't Forget Me" -• ’(Sweet Man"
(Calypso Joe) • "Me-Headache Girl" • "Lord Mad# Do
Woman" • "Coco Te" • "Marry (Me)—De One Who Loves
You" • "Run, Mister, . Run"
"Pretentious Dorlno (You
Protending)/’
Write Direct to CALYPSO JOI and COCO TI
1055 Alakea Street
Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii /

f

The name "Calypie Jpe” la cepyrighfed-trademarked with
ne acquiescence to vie of same without permission and
payment of royalties.

VTSStPPf
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P^Rlf^TY Scoreboard
OF
Columbia Records added five
new distributors in the past week.
The distrib 'appointments affect
coverage in all sections .of the
country for Col’s phonograph line.
This brings - the total of Col’s
phono distribs to 59..
Added to Col’s distrib network
were the Intersouth Co., to cover
parts of Texas, Arkansas and
Louisiana; Craig Ccrp., to cover 17
counties in' Seattle, Wash.; Gray¬
bar Electric Co., to cover Michigan;
David JCaufmann’s for Maryland,
District of Columbia, most of West
Virginia and Virginia and Kent
and Sussex counties in Delaware,
and the Commercial Electric Co.
for parts of Ohio and Indiana.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Best Bets

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machined, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail'sheet music).

—Request Records will be handled
in tne-New York area by Tico Dis¬
tributing Co.

TALENT

HAREM
DANCE

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

r«cor<J*4 £>y
The ARMENIAN Jon Sextet

2

2

fAll Shook Up •
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ...-j Peace In The Valley
(When Heartaches Begin
DIAMONDS (Mercury) ................... Little Darlin’ ‘

k«p #i*i

8

3

***** COMO (Victor)

4

10

5

8

LAiNE
C •'

1 ;

^

iJiruj

mm fight

1

1

6

4

7

*9

8

5

9

6

10

7

.......... Dark Moon

FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)...Gone
' DELL-VIKINGS (Dot) ,.w.

Come, Go With Me

FATS DOMINO (Imperial);
(Imperial).,,.Tear,

POSITIONS
This
Lost
Week Week

(*ASCAP. fBMI)
PUBLISHER

1

1

fALL SHOOK UP ..V...... Presley-Shalimar

2

2

-fLITTLE DARLIN’ ...... Excelloric

Fast climbing tha charts . . *

3

3

DON’T CRY
MY LOVE

4

9

fROUND AND ROUND..
_. Rush
(DARK MOON ....;...Dandelion
♦SO RARE..... Mills

5
6

4

(SCHOOL DAY ...... Arc

7

7

8

10

fl’M-WALIJIN’ .......
Reeve
tWHY, BABY, WHY... r...'... Winnetbn

VEltA LYNN

9

6

(GONE...Hill & Range

on London Records (#1729)

10

3

(PARTY DOLL...., Jackie

A Great Vocal Rendition by

THE I.F. WOOD MUSIC CO.. ikC. I

Album Reviews
; Continued from

BOY
O!

DOI mvuzt
Another

such tunes ‘‘When Did You Leave
Heaven,” ‘‘I Married An Angel”
and “And The Angels Sing.” Orch
and chorus gets Sy Oliver’s slick
directorial touch.
J. C. Heard: “Calypso For Danc¬
ing” (Epic). This is drummer-mae¬
stro J. C. Heard’s first U.S. wax try
since winding up a three-year
global spree. It’s proper that his
initialer should be in the current
calypso groove for Heard is a top
orhythmic skin-beater who’s got the
Trinidad tempo down pat. The beat

BMI "Pin Up' Hit

“PLEDGE OF LOVE”
RECORDED BY

JOHNNY JANIS .
THB PENOUINS
MITCH ILL TOItOK
KEN COPELAND ..
DICK CONTINO ..

APC-Parcunonat
.Atlantic
♦••>... Dacca
.Imperial

. Marcary
PUBLISHED BY

UK PUBLISHING CQ.

LOUIS AND "S
THE ANGELS

CHUCK-BERRY (Chess) ... .....School Day
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)

TUNES

CORRAL

The name “Satchmo,” the
gravel-throated voice and the
golden trumpet symbolize the
one and only Louis Armstrong
to jazzophiles everywhere. Now,
here’s a new “Satchmo,” as
equally appealing, in an entirely
new and different kind of musi¬
cal setting. Here’s Satchmo in
a setting of evergreens backed
by a choir of female voices and
the lu$h musical accompaniment
of Sy Oliver and his orchestra.
A triumphal turnabout for
Louis—a terrific release!

fLove Letters In The Sand
PAT BOONE (Dot) ...:.(I’m Waiting Just For You(Why, Baby, Why
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity) .-.. So Rare

AT THE

10.

LOUIS
ARMSTRONG

page 58 ;

is paced for terping an'd the ar¬
rangements and vocals capture the
sly island humor. In addition to
the flock authentic calypsos, there’s
a standout version of “Two Ladies
in de Shade of de Banana Tree”
out of Harold Arlen’s legituner,
“House of Flowers.”
Ruth Price: “The Party’s Over”
(Kapp). The soft and intimate song
styling of Ruth Price is excellently
complemented by a toned-down
jazz beat supplied by the Norman
Paris Trio. It adds up to a mood
piece pegged for late-hour listen¬
ing and the sentimental Reeling.
Miss Price’s warm vocal manner
keeps everything in the right per¬
spective.
Homer & Jethro: “Barefoot BaL
lads” (RCA Victor). Hillbilly hu¬
morists Homer & Jethro play it
ag straight as they can in this
package of alfalfa authentics.
Geetar and twang predominate
through the- ballad, folk song and
hoe-down potpourri. Cover’s-comic
quality should help push the sales.
Shirley Jones & Jack Cassidy:
“Speaking of Love” (Columbia),
Shirley Jones and Jack Cassidy
(Mr. and Mrs. in-private life) could
well turn out to be the wax rein¬
carnation of yesteryear’s fllmusical
team, Jeanette MacDonald and
Nelson Eddy. The accent in their
first package outing together is on
the schmaltzy waltz and the ro¬
mantic ballad. It’s wax excursion
into the happy, melodic past and
the duo, with Percy Faith's orch
aid, set the proper lilting tone.
Among the composers represented

are Victor Herbert, Rudolf Frfml,
Jerome Kern, Sigmund Romberg
and Noel Coward.
Albums of ‘note for the jazz
shelf: Red Norvo’s quintet hits an
exuberant beat with maestro’s
vibes leading the way on “HI-FIve”
(RCA Victor) . . . Dave Brubeck
Quartet works over some of lead¬
er’s original compositions in “Jazz
Impressions of the U.S.A.” (Co¬
lumbia) * „ *■ Howard Roberts, a
newcomer to the jazz guitar scene,
gets off to a good disk start in “Mr.
Roberts Plays Guitar” (Verve) . . .
Don Elliott picks up on trumpet,
vibes, bongo and vocals with some
help from< Bob Corwin, piano;
Ernie Furtado, bass, and Jimmy
Campbell, drums, in “At The Mod¬
ern Jazz Room” (ABC-Paramount),
. . . West coast Jazz gets an ex¬
cellent all-star two 12-inch display
in “Modern Jazz Gallery” (Kapp).
Gros.

Max K. Lerner Exits
Sesac for Law Office
Max K. Lerner, lawyer for Sesac
Inc., privately owned licensing so¬
ciety, has exited that firm to set
up his own law office in New York.
He has served as chairman of the
Copyright Office Affairs Commit¬
tee of the American Bar Assn, and
chairman of the radio-tv commit¬
tee of the Federal Bar Assn, and
authored “Limitations Imposed 6n
Radio and Television.”
Singer Andy Williams and Boyd
Raeburn’s Orch, will be featured
in “Star Nite” at Siena College,
Albany, May 24, under the auspices
of the Catholic Youth Council of
the Albany Catholic DiocesS.

: Selections: When Did You
Leave Heaven? You’re A Heav¬
enly Thing. I Married An Angel.
A Sinner Kissed An Angel. An¬
gela Mia. Angel Child. And The
Angels Sing. Fools Rush In. I’ll
String Along With You. Angel.
The Prisoner's Song. Goodnight
Angel.

DL 8488 '•

ED 2496

ED 2497

ED 2498
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The warm and Intimate Jazz
stylings of Miss Scott at the
keyboard have built her a repu¬
tation for musicianship and
showmanship.
“ ’Round Mid¬
night” displays the versatility of
her talents as she leans away
from the jazz world to the
dreamier, more romantic mood.
Great Scott! Great album!

'ROUND MIDNIGHT |
HAZELSCOTT

Selections: ’Round Midnight.
Just Imagine. It’s You Or No
One. It’s Easy To Remember.
Lucky To Be Me. Maybe. I Wish
I Didn’t Love You So. Wee
Small Hours. Warm All Over.
Love Is The Thing. Ev’ry Time.
For You, For Me, Forevermore.

DECCA
m NewWorld or &ound.~
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Crescendo tomorrow (16) . . .
McGuire Sisters, and fJarsony &
Twin Bros, along with Freddy Mar¬
tin's orch open a two.week engage¬
ment at the Cocoanut Grove today
The Maggie Scott duo, Maggie and Eddie Stone, husband and wife
(15) . . . Alan King headlines the
June 4 show at the Fontainebleau team of pipers and Instrumentalsts, at-the Guys it/ Dolls intimer in
Hotel
in
.
Miami
Beach
.
.
.
Kay
Boston for'10 weeks, signed for the Safari* in Provjdence, R, I., under
June 10 . . . Bill Finch a recent
^starter at the Elmwood Casino, Brown opens a 'five week stint at an unusual arrangement. Their agent, Fred Petty, took; the bonlface
Windsor, Ont. . . . Dominique to the El Rancho Vegas today (15). I -of the Safari to hear them at Guys and Dolls. He wanted to sign them
the Tropicana, Las Vegas, June 14.
but the couple -balked at going to Providence and back to their home
in Medford, Hub suburb, every nighty So, In order to get the act,
Guy Lombardo Draws
Hollywood
18,000 in Pitt’s Mosque the Safari bonlface, John Pascalides, arranged to1 have a taxi pick the
Buddy Rich, currently making
couple up each nighty drive them' to Providence, 40 miles away, wait
his singing nitery debut at Larry
Guy Lombardo orch drew IB,000 ,
Potter’s, holds over an additional people into Pittsburgh’s Syrian for them and take thein home after their performance, Taxi service
week . . . Film composer A1 Send- Mosque in a three-day spread be¬ lor the act is costing the club around $120 a week.
rey in N.Y. to conduct Tony Mar¬ ginning May
1
'
tin’s stint at the Copacabana which
Lombardo moved into N. Y.’s
begins tomorrow (16) > . . June
Christy and the-Dave'Pell Octet Roseland Daride ’ City yesterday
open a four-week stand at the (Tues.) for a two-week' stay.

Inside Stuff—VaudevSI^

Vaude, Cafe Dates
New York
.. Olsen & Johnson added another
series of tenters to their summer
tour including the Music Circus,.
Neptune, N.J., and the Lambertville (N.J.) Musit Tent . . . Mindy
Carson signed a management con¬
tract with the William Morris
Agency . . . Ditto for Sid Gould
and Ralph Young ... Ben Maksik’s
Town & Country, Brooklyn, to
close June 17. Turns on tap until
then are Tony Bennett and Harvey
Stone,.. May 23, to be followed by
Vic Datatone and Morty Gunty,

Melody Maker, May 19, 1956QUEENS THEATRE, BLACK¬
POOL,. ENGLAND.

’laying ’Em in the Aisles”
“Captivates the Audience”
“Draw Big Reaction”
“Don’t Remember Seeing Anything like It”
“One of the Best Acts”
’^Brighter... Brisker... Entertaining Act”

“Exactly-a week ago they com¬
pleted’a-14 week season at the
Moulin Rouge in Hollywood: To¬
night they came near to laying 'cut
In the aisles when Ace High opened
its 23rd week summer season at
the Queens Theatre, Blackpopl. No
they are hot ‘recording and radio
sensations’; they . have not yet
been seen on TV (at least not in
this country). They are the PEIRO
BROS, and they are masters of
their craft. They swap clubs, Rats,
cigarettes; bricks and change rou¬
tines with a bewildering, speed and
facility,”

PEIRO
BROS.
(HECTOR AND TEDDY)

THE NEW NIXON Restaurant
May 2nd
Dear Peiro Brothers:
Just a note to let you know
how tremendously pleased all
of us here at the NEW, NIXON
RESTAURANT, INC., were withyour presentation as headline
of .our show during, the past
two weeks.
The publicity and newspaper
critics were unanimous in
taking your twenty minute
acts as one of the most versa¬
tile and talented seen here.We’re defintely looking
f orward to having you back
hare in the NEW NIXON in the
very near future.
Best of luck in New York—
your next stop—and where
ever you appear. ’
. ^;
Sincerely yours,
flamed V. Masdine Treas.

The Stage, Dec. 6,19567-ADELPHI
THEATRE,
LONDON,
ENG¬
LAND
trinder, patachou, peiros
LIGHT UP THE STRAND
“Scoring a personal triumph are
the two debonair Peiro Bros, with'
their expert juggling and carefree
fooling.- Their super-timing and
complete nonchalance captivates
the audience. They, combine per1 feet skill with the right mixture of
humor. They won the most ap¬
plause of the evening.”

Feb. 29, 1957—ALHAM¬
BRA—MAURICE CHEVALIER,
PARIS, FRANCE k

Variety,

“Peiro Bros. . , . are a perfect
house bit. Snappy perfection- in
juggling is accompanied by verve
and deft interpolation 'of'dual' tac~tics with hats,. canes, cigarettes,
etc. to draw big reaction.”

El Alcazar, March 17, 1957—CAS¬
ABLANCA, MADRID, SPAIN
“Sensational opening at Casa¬
blanca. The Peiro Bros, arrived
for the first time in Spain, pre¬
ceded by fame. They truly deserve
to be classified as “extra-ordinary.”
The Peiros are not jugglers or
comedians. They are both things
with exceptional class-and person' alities, with a versatility of the
highest class and showing strict
International showmanship. They
, ctiarned' ^ our and the audience
lirireserved applause. We don’t re¬
member having seen anything like
it on our stages before, so fast,
precise and elegant.”

Circus Collien, of Hamburg, is
the first big top in West Berlin this
year. Quite in. contrast to its pre¬
vious local appearances with circus
greats as Grock, Charlie Rivel
etc., Collien has no ' outstanding
headliner this time, but it is still
a show well worth-seeing. Program
of 23 numbers is well selected and
well, balanced. Kurt Collien, pro¬
ducer and director o^the show, had
his own ideas about this presenta¬
tion: The different $cts. are intro¬
duced by two emcees, one repre¬
senting the old and the other one
the new circus world. Both cortie
along with a number of fine gags,
each one trying to nose out the
other one.
As usual with Circus Collien,
lion’s share of the applause goes to
the comedy department. Here, in
particular, the Charly Cossy. Co.
rate mention. This group of three
men ,who show up as.painters, plus
a ballerina, whose dancing stint is
constantly disturbed by the men,
gets the most chuckles. Karl Kossmayer’s donkey act Is old-hat (cus¬
tomers are encouraged to ride his
donkey) but it stilj proves a sure¬
fire item. The Burgess Bros. (3), a
musical grqup of England,, hive
also a well received number. '
In the animal department, Jean
Garbun and his panther, troupe is
the standout act, the more so, as
Garbun does his training' job from
a horse, quite a job in view of the
fact that horse and panther nor¬
mally can’t stand-eaeh “other.
French M. Charles cofries along
with a fine presentation of welltrained horses and ponies, an eye¬
filling view. .Same goes for the
Cumberlands (6) whose riding is
masterful. Mr. King's sea-lions are
a-hunch of droll jugglers, acrobats
and ' musicians, a number which

always clicks. Schnack’s chimpan¬
zees are hardly less effective .in this
respect.
Worth mentioning are also the
Flying SylvCsts, whose trapeze
stints (with net) are often breath¬
taking. The Four Foeldessy, Hun¬
garians who for the first time
appear in West Europe, represent
excellent slack wire artistry.
Of standard variety are 2 Acer¬
rys, acrobats; Hermanos, a muscle
man; Alma Piaia, a charming balle¬
rina on the vertical wire; Jing
Hong King, a bunch of young whirl¬
ing acrobats from the Far East. The
CTrcus Ballet is of.average stand¬
ard.
The-emceeing is done by. Werner
Westerholt arid Ekkehard Fritsch,
who represent the old and the
young circus director, in an appeal¬
ing manner. Musical background
by Carlo Martin and his six-piece
orch is adequate. In all, the nearly1
three-hour program is not exactly
exciting but certainly very enter¬
taining. Biz has been considerably
above average, so far.^ Local press
notices were very good.
Hans. .

^BOStON
SMASH HIT
THE GLAMOROUS NEW

HOTEL
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Show- folks are, raving about the
all new Hotel Avery. All new, large,
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms
with private bath and television.
Many Air Conditioned.

^
/■
J
*

;| AVERY A WASHINGTON STS. ‘'

MOSS
PHOTOS
For PAT BOONE
Quality photos In quantity, , ai law ai
1c aach. Fot publicity purposes con¬
sult Moss erst, tinea JOSS Servlna
America's Stars!.

iflACQ
mUo2§

m WWW

PHOTO SI* VICE
W. SOth St., NY It
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First Came

CHARLIE GRACIE’S

Over a MILLION Sal*

“BUTTERFLY”
New Riding High .With Nh New CAMEO HIT

“FABULOUS”

Jusf concluded Casino Royal,’ Wash., D. C.j Gay Havah^ Detroit; Sdolla's
Suppo.r Club, Phila., and the fallowing racant TV shawsi Ed Sullivant Foul
Wincbpirs Circus Tima; Alan Freed'* Rock*'n Roll TV Show.
'

JVM :m j s
Pittsburgh Sun - Telegram, April
26, 1957—NEW NIXON, PITTS¬
BURGH, PA.
“One of the best acts to appear
locally in ages is that of the Peiro
Bros, in the New Nixon.
Their
acrobatic
juggling
stops
the.
‘Springtime Follies’ every night.”

just Concluded Headline Engagement at the
NEW NIXON
RESTAURANT
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Afler A Solid Year's Engagement Throughout Europe
Management: MILTON BERGER
701 Seventh Avenue
New York 36

Circus Collien, Berlin
Berlin, May 1.
..With Baker Bros., 2 Acerrys, M.
Charles, Hermanos, Schnack’s
Chimpanzees,.4 Foeldessy, Alma Piaia, Charly Cossy & Co., > Jean
Garbun & panthers, Jing Hong
King, Collien’s Horses and Ponies,
Burgess Bros., Mr. King’s Sea-lions,
The Flying Sylvests, 6 Cumberlands,'Karl Kossmjayer & Donkey,
Cirpus t Ballet, Carlo, Martin's Or¬
chestra. Produced and directed by
Kurt Collien; musical direction.
Carlo Martin; emcees, Werner Westerholt and Ekkehard Fritsch;
choreography, Hedy W- o e l k e.
At Berlin Funkturm; $1.50 top.

Circle 5-4587

Post-Gazette, April 24, 1957
"

“You won’t see a brighter,
brisker or more entertaining jug¬
gling act than the one the PeirO
Brothers have at the New Nixon.”^

' Recently headHnedi Alan Freed Easter Jubilee, Brooklyn Paramount.
Currently featured Ben Maksik'e Town and Country Club, NY.
Immediate futurO engagements! Sctolla's, Phila., May 21, for a return engage¬
ment within • weeks; Chubby's, Catnden,N. J„ Juno 3.

Commences Shooting of First Motion Picture, July 24
For AvaJ/ab/e Dares Contact

BERNIE ROTHBARD

lAttfeFjcrk
-41
250 S. Brood St.. Philadelphia 2. Pa..rtOflac Klpgsley HAM-A-7

MALINIi
Contact at HOTEL VjiilS.i

PS&lEf?

WadncsdayyMay 15, 1957
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Feld Bros. Line Up Top Name Layouts U.S.VS.FILES
FRISCO’S VILLAGE Longterm Talent Deals Insulating’
For Alfresco Summer Shows in D.C.
Sands Hotel Vs. Vegas Competition

San Francisco, May 14.
Internal Revenue Service has
filed a tax lien against Chuck John¬
ston’s nightclub, The Village. Gov¬
Washington, May 14. 4-:-*-1- ernment claims unpaid excise taxes
♦* Talent problems will not be evi¬
, what may be the flashiest and
dent for the Sands Hotel, Las
of $31,466, plus unpaid withhold¬
Bowling 'Em Over
most expensive summer theatre
ing taxes of $9,839.
Vegas, for several years, according
Trenton,
N.
J.,
May
14.
operation in the nation has been,
IRS also filed a lien for $448 in
to Jack Entratter, managing head
Singer Bob Eberly appeared
lined up for the Carter* Barron Am¬
unpaid withholding taxes against
phitheatre in Rock Creek Park, by
at the White Horse Bowling
of the inn. Entratter’s longterm
Peggy
Toik-Watkins’
Dixieland
Milton
Berle
will
use
the
same
Academy Sunday (12) as the
the Feld Bros.
contracts have fortified him against
spot, The Tin Angel.
Trenton cocktail lounge tried
Season* which runs from June lineup as he did on his former tour
the competitions in name buying
13 through Aug. 31, includes such when he resumes1 cafe dates. Line¬
A change of pace. He was a
from other hotels for many years.
names as Bob Hope, Jerry Lewis, up will include The Dunhills, Betty
big Click. In recent months,
In addition, his schedule is such ’
Jimmy Durartte, Harry Belafonte George, Metropolitan Sextet ,and
the lounge has presented Sun¬
and Louis Armstrong. It will be Stan Fisher.
day afternoon Dixieland and
that he can utilize new talent as it
the fourth season that >thd Felds
jam sessions emceed by Bob*
Additional date on his route in¬
comes along and can make a bid
will operate the big open air the- cludes Twin Coaches, Pittsburgh,
Jenney,. son of the late Jack
f6r some of the durables who have
atre named for the late showman, July 12.
Jenny, jazz trombonist.
not yet hit the Las Vegas spots.
Carter Barron, once Loew’s rep in
Birdie Castle and. his Star
Boston, May 14.
Entratter said, for example, that
this area.
Dusters, featuring Buddy Itain,
Sam Snyder’s “Water Follies,”
Season opened—June 13-19—will
vocalist, appear nightly at the
he had been throwing out offers
40-people alfresco show with two
consist of the Jose Greco. Spanish
Academy, which combines a
to Ethel Merman, Jackie Gleason,
portable pools and portable stage
dance troupe and the Pearl Primus
bowling alley with a show bar.
Perry Como, Lana Turner and a
just back from a 10-week tour of
Dancers. They will Jbe followed,
few
others that are still strangers
Australia
and
New
Zealand,
is
June 20-27, by the New York Opera
booked for new territory next win¬
to the area.
Festival, a series of- six popular
ter,
South
Africa,
for
four
months
grand operas with Metropolitan
The longterm pacts, he said, have
starting in December." Snyder said
Opera artists.
insulated him against price rises
the show will open in Capetown
Juhe 28-July 3 brings in Louis
because of offers thrown at his top
and will play Johannesburg, PraeArmstrong and His All-Stars, plus
toria and Durbin and marks the
performers from other hotels, and
the Erroll Garner Trio and others
first time a water show has gone
for an America^ Jazz Festival. The
has assured him the ability to spot
into
South
Africa.
This
was
the
Washington, May 14.
week of July 4-10 is still unbooked.
his performers to best advantage.
second
tour
of
Australia
by
the
Jimmy Durante brings in a pack¬
If a disk jockey sets up shop in
Entratter pointed out that the re¬
age show, July 11-24. They will be a restaurant, cocktail lounge, <>r Water Follies.
cent split of Dean Martin & Jerry
Snyder brought back three Aus¬
followed July 25-31 by Jerry Lewis similar establishment-, does that im¬
Lewis ultimately worked out to
tralian
artists,
two
divers,
Barbaraand a variety bill. The Ballet The¬ mediately make the checks subject
his advantage. He now lias two
atre, starring Nora Kaye and oth¬ to the 20% nitery.bite? The Inter¬ McAulay, British Empire diving
The Ford Motor Co., which is acts instead of one team.
Be¬
champ,
and
Clyde
Dyson,
ranking
ers, opens for a fortnight commenc¬ nal Revenue Service has just ruled
sponsoring , a travelling circus to
ing Aug. 1. Bob Hope and his it does, providing the program, is Australian diver, and Dianne Durr, tour more than 60 cities in the cause of the fact that both are top
evaws,
Entratter
lias
paid
each
of
swimming
partner
of
Don
Fraser,
"All Star Revue,” comes in for six aimed at entertaining' the people
U.S., has signed a pact*guarantee¬ tlmm the salary that , he formerly
nights, Aug. 15-20.
The season in the lounge or restaurant, in ad¬ world champ.
paid
them
as
a
team.
Roth
pulled
ing
performers
the
highest
miniThings down, under were on a
ends with Harry Belafonte, Aug. dition to those listening over the
par with" last year, Snyder report¬ mums in the variety field. Under a lotsa business. during their recent
21-31, to take -advantage of the radio w'aves.
ed. The show followed the Olym¬ contract negotiated with the Amer¬ stands at the Sands..
current calypso craze. .
Entratter has been in New, York
“Many factory,” explains Internal
As usual, the Feld Bros. are. fea¬ Revenue, “may enter into the de¬ pics, and the producer said “a lot ican Guild of Variety Artists, for several weeks during which
turing their “Value Book” at $3.50 termination of whether a disk of money was spent during the singles wilL’ get $225 weekly; time his wife, Dorothy, underwent
doubles
$300;
$400
for
trios
and
Olympics,
but
it
didn’t
hurt
our
per shot which they claim will de¬ jockey program emanating from a
serious surgery. Last week, she was
liver savings of $45 if used regu¬ restaurant,, cocktail lounge, or sim¬ business.” At the time the water $100 additional for each person in d*'scharged from the Mt. Sinai hos¬
Show played Sydney, Lionel Hamp¬ turns with more than three per¬
larly.
pital, and will go back to them Las
ilar establishment constitutes a ton, Guy Mitchell and Stan Kenton formers.
‘public performance for profit.’
were playing there. Snyder said
Contract also stiuplates that Vc^as home after a period of conra?e
seghe'e.
.
“In general, however, it is held the people in Australia are “show clowns get $250 weekly, and chorus
that if the conception and execu¬ conscious” and “eager for good will get $125 per week with addi¬ . While in- New York. Entratter
has
been
conferring
with NBC-TV
tional compensation for’ those do¬
tion'of the program are directed American shows.”
officials an the spectacular to
Thfe Water Follies, with its five- ing aereal web or bailet work.
toward the entertainment of the
emanate
|rom
the
Sands Hotel,
Ford in touring the show, originpatrons of the place where . such act format of wet and dry, now
program is conducted, as well ds tours the U. S. and Canada for 25 ..ally Bill McGaw’s Motor Circus, which. was originally slated for
June.
It
will
now
take
place in
the radio audience, such a program weeks. The show includes Renald will start on Memorial Day at
Las Vegas, May 14.
does constitute ‘a public perform¬ & Rudy, hand balancing; Chet Pasadena, working east until Aug. July or August because of his
Mrs., Vera Krupp, former wife of ance for profit.’ Accordingly, the Clark, harmonica: Gillian Grey,
absence
from
Las
Vegas.
Entratter
German Industrialist Alfred Krupp, cabaret tax applies to all amounts chirper; Mai Thomas emcee 24.when it starts a two-day stand pointed out that Las Vegas has
contends .that the “gold mine” re¬ paid for admission, refreshment, and impressionist; Gene Cooper at ’ Yankee Stadium, N. Y. Ford been in the spec business long ber
sort hotel here„in which she in¬ service, or merchandise, by or for dancers and ballet of 10 American agencies will distr&ute general ad¬ fore television started doing the
vested, turned out to be a “grave¬ any patron or guest who is entitled girls; divers Roger Nadeau’, Charlie mission tickets which will be given b'g shows. Entratter.says that the
yard” for', her .funds.' She claimed to he present during' any portion of Aitken, Stanley Mitchell and Kevin free. However, should any ticket- Vegas impresarios have had to jug¬
holders desire * admission to the
the stockholders of the New Fron¬ such a program.”
Newell. Featured are comic Eddie reserved seat section, an additional gle big names, supportin'* acts and
tier hotel presented it to h'er 'as a
Rose and Mary Dwight, precision charge will be required. Show will huge production since the resort
started using tremendous shows.
“veritable bonanza” which would
swimming champ.
' be completely motorized.
Difference .is, he said, - is boiling
yield a substantial yearly profit. ..
.
Already
signed
for
the
show
are
down all that activity to a smaller
Mrs. Krupp made the statement
a group of aero and novelty acts screen. 1
in an affidavit filed in District
including
yalitha
.&
Alvino,-Cos¬
His plans for fUnV production
Court here on a suit brought by 32
mos, Peter Von Ii.*echt,' ..Phillip and other expansion of activity
creditors, and totaling $114,304,
Jacimo
&
Co.,
and
The
.
Arturos.
AlanGale,
who
has
operated
his
have
been-held In abeyance since
which she and former Frontier
A batch of animal acts are to be the illness,of. his wife, and the ill¬
president Louis Manchon are seek¬ own cafe in New Yqrk, will make
London; May 14. „ •Set.
ness
of
his mother- which resulted
his
first
appearance
in
this
area
in
ing to have dismissed.
Frankie Laine, making his fourth
in the latter’s death several weeks
Neither she nor Manchon were some years in a nitery in which stand at the Palladium, here, re¬
ago.
However,
he expects to re¬
actually in. control of the hotel, he’ll have no voice in the manage¬
sume as soon as his personal af¬
she contended, the corporation ment. He’s signed a four-week date ceived. a good reception at his Delmar Exits Dunes
preem
show,
—yesterday
(Mon.)
fairs
clear
up,
and
he catches up
officers - just -led them to • believe with Ben Maksik's Town & Country
For Own P’kge Office with the other activity.
that they Were in charge. Manchon Club, Brooklyn, starting Oct. 14. with Leo De. Lyon hitting smash
proportions
in
the
comedy
slot.
Latr
Hollywood,
May
14.
was given the “honorary title of Deal was made by Hit Parade Man¬
ter has been. held over from tile
Harry Delmar has resigned as
‘acting president’ as a mere for¬ agement. • •
previous bill.
production assistant at the Dunes,
mality to impress him with his im¬
Gale, in his last two forays in
Bill
includes
Rudy
Cardenas,
the
Las
Vegas, to set up his own ofportance,” the affidavit stated.
New York, xvorked pn the site of
Manchon, -she claimed, had t no the old La .Martinique, which Mexican juggler in his Palladium five here.
bow;
Joan
Turner,
British
comedi¬
Delmare,
who produced and
voice in the corporation, its busi¬ he. took over* for the engagement,
ness of* in the management of its and the following season into the enne; Morton Fraser’s Harmonica staged “Follow the Girls,” will con¬
Gang,
Gilbert,
Raf
&
Julian
Jover;
centrate
on
packaging of shows,
business. She also contended that Carnival Room . of the Capitol
the corporation officers , juggled Hotel, which has since become a The Mandos Sisters, and George largely for Las Vegas, in line with
•Agent Mark Leddy, who is also
the
growing
trend toward pack¬
Carden
Dancers.
Bill
is
in
for
the books to :make the. financial YWCA. Gale' will bring his own
talent consultant for the Ed Sulli¬
aged 'units in the desert resort.
a two-week run. picture look good -to lure her into show into the Maksik spot.
van Show is convalescing follow¬
investing money.
ing surgery resulting from an auto
Mrs. Krupp poured $185,000 into
crash Friday (10) on the Merrit
the hotel last November on behalf Red Circus Nixed
of herself and Manchon which she
Parkway in the Stamford area.
now claims was “a fraud oh me.”
By West Germany
Leddy was on the way to scout an
The statements came to light last
rfonn, May 7.
act for Sullivan in Stamford, and
week as her attorneys pressed a
The Russian State Circus, which
was going to a friend’s home in
motion to dismiss the big creditor^
suit. Judge Gordon Rice denied was to make its first tour of West
nearby Pound Ridge (N.- Y.) when
the bulk. of the motions, but Germany in 25 years with a May
There will be a world of differ¬ pointed out, the private gambling the mishap occurred.
granted two motions to dismiss 15 opening date, has just received ence in operating .casinos in Las rooms, are unwanted. Originally,
Jt’s believed that Leddy fell
which pertained to Manchon and a turndown by the West Germany Vegas and Havana, according to
Mrs. Krupp controlling the hotel Foreign Ministry. The ministry re¬ Jaclc Entratter, operating head of the Sands built a private room asleep at the wheel and his car
fused
to
issue
visas
for
the
Big
Top
called
the
Gold
Key
Room,
where
went over the embankment and
at the time the debts were in¬
the Sands Hotel, Las Vegas; who
curred. The action was filed here members. German agent J. H. Matt- Will also be in charge of the Riviera the smallest chip was $5. It was hit an oncoming westbound auto.
on March 29, and is only one of ner already has entered an appeal Hotel, Havana, now under construc¬ originally felt that some of the One of the occupants' of the struck
car, JBetty Bell a. schoolteacher,
nearly a dozen against* the ill-fated against. the ban since no reason tion.
Texas oilmen or the lumbermen was killed when she vras hurled
hotel which closed its casino and has been cited'for it. Recently, the
Private gaming .rooms in Havana,
main dining room seven weeks ago. Foreign Ministry also turned down he reported are a prin\e necessity, from the Northwest or the Holly¬ from the car and struck by an
Visa applications for three Soviet whereas they are a hinderance in wood filmsters would want to play oncoming automobile.
film stars who had been invited to Las Vegas. Entratter pointed out In private. However, they seem
Leddy sustained injuries which
West Germany^ for openings in con¬ that in Havana whenever sugar content to fight for space along¬ included three broken ribs, a shat¬
nection with the Russian film “Oth¬ planter or a government official side everyone else and do not re¬ tered kneecap, and cuts. He was
ello.!’ •
walks in with his retinue of several sent the silver dollars being placed operated on in the Stamford Hos¬
A spokesman for the Foreign squads of bodyguards, the entire alongside the blue chips and' the pital. He’s expected to be in the
Jamaica .theatres are now going Ministry said visas to Russians casino is cleared so that they, can ultra expensive black chips. What’s hospital for about three weeks be¬
after U.S, ‘ headliners. The Caribe have been refused; in the past be¬ have privacy during their joust more, the run-of-the-mill player fore he can move about on
Theatre, Kingston, has lined up cause the Moscow government with chance. Thus, even a heavy would easily resentr*the fact that crutches. Before leaving Connec¬
Louis Armstrdhg for., a week start¬ failed to keep-its promise to Return player may cause a considerable their money isn’t good enough ticut, he will have to post $1,500
bond to guarantee his appearance
ing tonight * (15) while, the State German nationals' being held /in loss q£ business whenever he enters as those of the plungers.
As a result, Entratter is now con¬ in the state.
Theatre in that to\vn has lined up Russian*:jails aiid labor camps, and the gaming, hall. With private
It’s recalled that Sullivan, about
verting
the
Gold
Key
room
to
the
rooms,
there
will
be
no
.
need
to
said
that
the
Russians
are
striv¬
Bill Haley & His Comets for June
15.
ing to carry out a cultural offen¬ chase any part of . the paying Emerald Room, which will have a year ago, was also injured as a
result
of being struck by a driver
nightly
dancing,
when
not
engaged
Both will return to. the U.S. fol¬ sive to- break down the East-West public.
( who had fallen asleep at the wheel.
However, in Las Vegas, Entratter in private functions,
barriers.
lowing the Caribe stand.

Berle to Use Previous
layout on New Tour

Snyder's ‘Water Follies’
To Explore So. Africa
In 4-Month ’,57-’58 Tour

Jockey Show On
Premises Could
Mean 20% Bite

Ford Motor Show
Inks AGVA Pact
For Top Salaries

Mrs. Krupp Dropped 1856
In New. Frontier Operation;
‘Goldmine4 a ‘Graveyard’

Gale Gives Up Cafe, ,
To Play Town & Country LAINE, DE LYON CLICK
AT LONDON PALLADIUM

Mark Leddy Injured
On Trip to Scout Act
For Ed Sullivan Show

For VIPs; Vegas More Democratic

Jamaica Theatres Set
Armstrong and Haley
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Ice Show Review

surprise, eveh to the company, for
little coin has been expended pro¬
duction-wise.
Freddie Sales, English comedian,
has talent and scores' in a baby
sketch, but otherwise is .left on¬
stage for too lengthy periods. The
Three Skylarks, distaffers, register
mildly with harmony spot. Roy
Lance sings while he draws por¬
traits and caricatures.
Hal Blue Sc Wyn Adair fail mis¬
erably in comedy crosstalk, mar¬
Aimed- at pulling in the crowds ring bad material with even worse
via its glossy title,’ revue com¬ timing. Barry Anthony aids in
pletely fails to do so. This is no song scenes. Jan & Vlasta Dalibor,

MAKE WAYFor America's Newest

BIG TIME Comedy Team.

Despite Minnesota Slump
At Boxoffice Lots of
Units Risking Area

SID a„ RALPH
GOULD i YOUNG
“THE INITIAL GAME"

“LOOK AT fER”

Current CORAL RECORDS Release

Current EPIC RECORDS Release

LOTUS CLUB, Washington, D. C.
Opening May 17, CLICHE CLUB, Detroit

Currently

Direction

Personal Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

LEE MAGID
224 WeH 49* St.
New York
Circle 7-5834

Minneapolis, May 14.
Despite the fact that entertain¬
ment business here has been ex¬
tremely blah for some time (even
the second-place, American Asso¬
ciation baseball club , in only its
second year in its fine big-league
park is playing to pathetically
small crowds), a record number of
musical units for such late' spring
are being booked into the town. ‘
The veritable flood, packed into
a comparatively few weeks, include
the Sonny James Show with John¬
ny Cash, the Lone Ranger unit,
“Show of Stars” with Pat Boone,
“Birdland Stars of ’57,” a Sammy
Davis Jr., layout and a Harry Belafonte headlined show.
It’s a two-day booking jEor; the
Lone Ranger. The others are onenighters.
The Sammy Davis, Jr., show at
the Lyceum June 2 is scaled at'$5
top. So is “Birdland Stars of ’57”
which goes into the municipal Au¬
ditorium May 25.
Film houses in the Twin Cities
ancL throughout the territory re¬
port generally one of their worst
boxoffice springs ever. While this
period almost always registers a
slump in takings, the current drop
is declared to be of much greater
than normal proportions. Daylight
saving, a Minnesota innovation, is
believed to be aggravating the con¬
dition.

Peter Firstbrook, often-time win¬
ner of the Canadian juvenile cham¬
pionship, who is the dashing Danilo
in “The Merry Widow.” * His part¬
ner in this number is the American
Jinx Clark.
Miss Clark is also'
tops in “Lovely Lady.” Being with
“Holiday” since 1950, she is the
undisputed beauty queen of this
show. A very cute skater is Jeanne
Cheadle, also American, who gar¬
ners her biggest applause in “Alice
In Wonderland.”
In the comedy department, Ted
Deeley gets most of the chuckles
for his very imaginative stint, “On
Vacation.” The Havards, both from
Glasgow, are strong in their num¬
ber, “After a Hectic Evening”—
ditto for Hamm & Riggs, both from
U. S., with their drunk Act. Three
funny “Path-Finders” (boy-scouts)
are Ken Rogers, Fred Hagemann
and John Leech. All the fun-mak¬
ers appear then in a number called
“The Sextet of the Milan Scala,”
a howler.
Despite the superlative skating
all through, the most/ 'attractive
numbers are still the big ones fea¬
turing
the
Ice
Squires and
Glamour leers along with the stars.
Here, in particular “Landing Of
the Marines,” which also concludes
the show, sees the entire cast par¬
ticipating and rolls with a pre¬
cision hardly ever seen In Berlin
before.
As the case with the “Porgy Sc
Bess” ensemble or Abe Saperstein’s. Harlem Globetrotters, one
may call the “Holiday On Ice”
troupe as one of the best “am¬
bassadors of good will” who keep1
coming from America.
Hans.

. PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for oil Theatricals
GLEASONS FUN-MASTER
The Original Show Biz Gag File
Wa Service thy Start
35 Issues $25 — First 13 for $7
Singly—SI .05 Each In Sequence
• 3 Parody Books, per Bk...!.$10 •
• 3 Blkckout Books, per Bk....$75 •
• Minstrel Budget...$25 *
' How to Master the Ceremonies ^
$3 per Copy
• "The Comedian" Monthly Service e
$15 per Year (12 issues)
We Also Teach M.C/ing and Comedy
Let a Real Professional Train You
NO C.O.D.'S

BILLY

GLASON

200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C. 19. Dept. V
Circle 7-1130

WANTED!!!
PUPPET SHOW
For booking in our amusement park

VENICE AMUSEMENT CORP.
Grant Ave. A Boardwalk
SEASIDE HEIGHTS, NEW JERSEY
SEaiida Park B-t 100
Mr. Thamaa, Mir.

Santa Claus Wanted
Must Hava Whits Natural Beard

SANTA'S WORKSHOP
North Pola. Cola.

WILL OSBORNE
AND ORCHESTRA

Harrah’s Club
Lak« Tahoe
Mgr.: MILTON DEUTSCH
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*
"You drew over 17,000 people at my show In the
Commonwealth Armory. I had to hjre extra ticket
tellers to take fare ef the crowds."
JOHN OWIN, Producer, Home Furnishings Shew, Boston, Mast.

*

Currently INDUSTRIAL SHOW, Chicago, III.

*

Mgt.i J. BRANDON, 410 West 24th ft., New York 11, N. Y.
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Unit Review
Cocktail Continentale
(EMPIRE, EDINBURGH)
Edinburgh, May 1.
Arthur Fov presentation, in as¬
sociation with B.M.K. Productions,
of a revue in 15 scenes. Stars Fred¬
die Sales; features 3 Skylarks, Jan
& Vlasta Dalibor, Hal Blue & Wyn
Adair, Barry Anthony, Roy Lance.
Larry Gordon Tele-Visionettes
(10), Gordon Rolfe Orch.

Czechoslovakian*, redeem ahow
somewhat with novelty _nuppet
item, and gain good mitting. Dance
line is by the 10 Larry Gordon
I. Tele-Visionettes.
They brighten
up remaining* scenes, although not
enough use is made of the cho¬
Holiday On lcc
rines. Showbacking is by resident
(SPORTPALAST, BERLIN)
house orch under Gordon Rolfe.
Berlin ,May 5.
- Revue is a good example of the
Jacqueline du Bief, Frank Sawpoorer class of roadshow, with ers. Jinx Clark, Rosemarie & Rob¬
comedy frequently in doubtful ert Unger, Marshall Garrett, Jean¬
taste. Its length of stay also is ne Cheadler Peter Firstbrook, Ted
doubtful.
Gord.
Deeley, Hamm A Riggs, Joe Sc Vic
Havard, Ken Rogers, Fred HageVet singer Gene Austin, recently mann, John Leech, Glamour leers,
the subject of a video play, has the Ice Squires, Ben Schwartz Orch
been signed by the William Morris (10); preemed Sportpalast, Berlin,
May 3; $2 top.
Agency, and is expected to Start
a nitery tour as well as essay a
‘/Holiday On Ice” is always the
few video stands.
most glamorous event in Berlin
every year. Any comparison with
domestic ice revues would be un¬
fair. “Holiday” has come now* to
Berlin for the fifth time and the
Sportpalast management is ex¬
pecting the 500,000th visitor these
days.
Star of this 1957 presentation of
22 numbers i» again French Jac¬
queline du Bief, the world .champ
of 1952. She appears in two high¬
ly effectful numbers, “Fairy Tale”
and “Bullfight,” which she handles
with breathtaking beauty and ar¬
tistry.
Garnering -ovations, it
seems as though Miss du Bief has
become a special favorite with Ber¬
lin's blade fans.
Canada’s Frank Sawers shows
fascinating skating abilities in “The
Careless Ones,” with Jeanne
Cheadle, and “Oriental Night.”
Special nod also goes to the Ger¬
mans Robert Unger, who joined
“Holiday” in 1955, and his Berlinborn wife, Rosemarie Unger. The
Ungers appear in “Temptation,”
have parts in “The Merry Widow,”
a big-scale production number, and
click with “Ice Acrobatism,” which
is one of the many highlights of
this show.
Another important headliner is

j. ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★'#★★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

CAB CALLOWAY
“COTTON CLHB REVUE”
Fourth Week
ROYAL NEVADA
Lee Vegas
M«». BILL MITTLM, Hit ■rMVwty. N*w Y.ik
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Wnldorf-Afttorla, N. Y.
Johnnie Ray, Emil Coleman
Orch, Mischa Borr Orch;
cover.

year’s absence. There’s much play
on his upcoming entry on the “Hit
Parade.” The coupling also brings
in
Doris
Stockton,
marimba
thumper,'and combo makes a nifty
45 minutes.'
*
,
*
Miss Stockton opens with a se¬
ries of familiar and tricky, tunes
on her marimba, doing such tunes
as “Sabre Dance,” “Tico, Tico,”'
and “Stars and Stripes Forever,”
out of which she makes a virtual
production. Her work is standard.
Young Leonetti continues in the
vein he has established as a perr#onable young singer, reeling off
eight or 10 numbers in his smooth
baritone. He goes in for a wide
variety, from. both bestseller and
standard lists, and tosses ih a med¬
ley and a calypso for good meas¬
ure. The calypso is the established
“Jamaica Farewell,” especially well
done, and “If This Isn’t Love,"
“Jealous Lover,” “It’s All Right
With Me,” “Do I Love You Because
You’re Beautiful” and others.
Mostly he just sings it straight* out
and mellow, and that is what thg
gals seem to love. A pleasant two
weeks is on, tap in the Terrace
Grill.
‘ Quin.

PS&IeYy
Sands Hotel, las Vegas
Las Vegas, May 3.
Danny Thomas, Augie & Margo,
Copa Girls (19), Antonia Morelli
Orch (16); $2 minimum.

Johnnie Ray seems a much hap¬
pier mart these days. Seemingly
with good reason since he’s riding
Danny Thomas had a flawless
again on disks, he has attained the
opening night in the Copa Room
status of working the Empire Room
and stayed on stage more than an
and has achieved name status in
hour before advising the guests
the entertainment field. A man
that “the tables were waiting.”
of these attainments shouldn’t cry
He’s bringing in some.new material
_—and he isn’t. There’s a much
for his. three-week engagement;
happier sound to his offerings. He
outstanding is„ a series of gags
has lost the aura of a soul in tor¬
about stealing" jokes from enter¬
ment and he’s no longer the boy
tainers. He pleads with the cus¬
with devils.
tomers not tell tell his gags around
Even this date indicates how
the hotel and swimming tomorrow
well things are working out for
—let the others come and hear
him. Originally slated to play the
them for themselves.
Latin Quarter around this time, a
Producer Jack Entratter borrows
tiff developed over television ap^
Joe
E. Lewis’ “Post Time” as the
pearances and the agency persuad¬
theme for an opening production
ed the hotel’s man-of-all-work, E.
number
by the Copa girls. Ten
Claude Philippe, to take a long
of them are lavishly dressed as
chance on this lad. Entertainment-:
jockeys,
while
the line’s five leggy
wise it will pay off handsomely.
skyscrapers wear tight-fitting
It’s therefore no wonder that he
spangled gowns ard ponys’ heads
has dropped the lachrymose mien
for their routine. Interspersed are
that catapulted him to the status
four male dancers.
of an overnight phenomenon in
Augie &• Margo open with a
which he wept his way to the top.
snappy Spanish dance number, and
Today, he seems a better adjusted
for
their second, do a sultry jive
Eden
*Roc,
Miami
Beaeh
chap. He still has a trace Of the
number. With her Italian-boy hair
revivalist’s joy in singing, but the
Miami Beach, May 11.
cut,
Margo has an impish quality
wailings are put. - /
Constance Moore, Larry Best,
The Ray catalog has a wide va-. Phil Lawrence & Mitzi, Henry in her dancing which lends itself
riety pf tunes which still encom¬ Tobias, Mai Malkin Orch; $3.50-$4 well to sexy bongc^nuiriber.
pass many of the standards that minimum.
Thomas hits with a clever take¬
aided him in his climb. The stand¬
off on “Casey At The Bat,” sub¬
ards include the “Walkin’ in the
stituting Big Sam from Brooklyn,
Qurrent
installation
is
good
illus¬
Rain,” “Aint Misbehavin',” “What
who ended up “crapping out” at
a Night” and the inevitable “Cry” tration of th<? upped budget plans the dice table after his rooters
for the package planners and con¬ piled everything except their socks
and “Little White Cloud.”
Results of. his ' session were so ventioneers who come to this re¬ on the come line. . Thomas justi¬
salubrious that Philippe broke sort this time of year. Lineup con¬ fies his dislike for the profane on
precedent by coming onto the floor tains a marquee name in Constance the nightclub circuit by some re¬
with Ray and telling the crowd Moore, and “new”-to-plusheries hashes of oldtime comics who got
how pleased he was with the star. acts as supporters to add up a well their belly laughs without telling
This is an experiment that worked balanced, smoothly played 70 min¬ dirty stories or swearing.- His
,
out right. Philippa, incidentally, is utes.
songs include “Where the River
Miss Moore, always the classy Shannons
going all. out with experimentation
Flow,” in Yiddish, the
blonde
chirper,
belongs in the lush lullaby “Hushabye,”
these days. With the Ray date, the
“I’ll See You
Empire Room closes for the -sea¬ Cafe Pompeii. Gowning and de¬ In My Dreams,” a tribute to Gus
son, and activity transfers to the portment are a plus to aid in over¬ Kahn, “Dream,” and' his alma
coming
any
slight
lack
In
vocalistic
Starlight'Roof where Philippe has
mater song, “We’re Strong for
boked a calypso carnival with powers. To add to impact, her Toledo”
Count Basie Orch, Sarah Vaughan book is a shrewdly chosen one en¬
Thomas presents a tightly-knit
and the Haitian Moon Dancers abling workover of ballad, bouncy routine with support from Walter
starting June 3. Duke Ellington is and special material to pitch the Pop at the piano.
Digles.
potpourri into encore demand re¬
slated to follow.
Much of the reason for Ray’s top turns.
,
Larry
Best
clicks
big
in
a
room
Hotel Radisson, Mpls.
plaudits, /is .the backing by Emil
Coleman who was on top of the that is normally tough on comics.
Minneapolis, May 11.
situation throughout. His dansapa- This is his first shot at a top oceanTito Guizar, Don McGrane Orch
tion is also effective. The orches¬ front location here, and he hits, (8); $2.50-$3.50 minimum. '
tra of Mischa Borr as always, pro¬ earning the option-pickup treat¬
vides colorful relief. Orch is pres¬ ment for return dates. Contents of
Veteran Mexican trouper Tito
ently-without a head, the maestro his canto stress flair for visual and Guizar is back after a two-year
having died a few hours before the dialect comedy. Mixture of twists absence for his fourth' engagement
on oldies and plentiful insert of in this tony Flame Room where he
opening.
Jose.
newies, adds to the laugh build is a great favorite; The years have
when he unwinds his themed-to- been kind to him. Long past the
Cliez Faroe, Oil
dialect stories which allow for
of his American triumphs
Chicago, May 10.
takeoff on garment center, British heyday
Tony Bennett, Rowan & Martin, and Italian types. The big belter is and a much less frequent crosser
of the border, for entertainment
Chez Paree Adorables (6), Ted'Fio his tale of an Englishman lost in purposes, he still impresses as sur¬
Rito Orch (12); $1.95 cover, $4 Brooklyn’s subway wilds. Easy de¬ prisingly youthful, infectqously
livery and slick appearance add to energetic and strikingly good look¬
minimum.
pileup of palming he gamers.
ing, while his performing talents,
Phil .Lawrence & Mitzi make for if anything, apparently improve
For this show. the Chez has
limited the lavish production a brisk and happy pair of tee- with age.
offers.
Hoofery
is
clean
and
im¬
gadgetry to the house chorus line.
ly embroidered, dazzlngly spangled
Headliner Tony Bennett, while aginative with rundown of vaude- white cowboy costume, this trouba¬
hardly an Intimate type perfor¬ angled tap routines sparking the dour' strums his guitar and dramat¬
bright
mood-they
engender.
mer has a great talent for making
ically in Mexican and American
Henry Tobias stays on as emcee songs serenades the senoritas,
every biPof stage space count and
the comedy pair of Rowan & Mar¬ —he’s on a year ’round deal now warbles other love ballads and pop
tin knock around the floorboards —while -Mai Malkin and his crew numbers and amusingly and vividly
at a fast clip*. Consequently the. rate kudoes for their sharply cut puts a bullfight into melody. For
good measure he also tosses in
big room gets a feeling of fullness show backings.
Hehny Youngrtian, Eileen Rodg- some calypso and even an Irish
rather than uncomfortable vacuity
and Stan Fisher arrive on the ditty. Now and anon, too, he has his
as has accompanied some per¬ .ers
Lary.
audience, individually and as a
formers with heavy retinues here. 17th for next bill.
group, singing. It all makes for
Tony Bennett manages to work
up an enthusiastic house with his Fact’s II, San Francisco much fun and whips up enthusi¬
asm.
stock songalog accompanying the
San Francisco, May 7.
Don McGrane orch lends skillful
gradual shedding of coats, ties, col¬
Monique Van Vooren, The Four
lars and perspiration. ’His strong Preps (4), Mel Young, Jack Weeks’ assistance and turn out dance tunes
admirably.
Rees.
voice which occasionally functions Orch (5); $t admission.
without the support of a mike,
projects well with his gestures.
Monique Van Vooren, on a wave Moulin Rouge* H’wood
Varied lighting effects enhance the of publicity, draws big ^crowds to
(FOLLOWUP)
turn considerably. His handling of this smallish nitery. She may be
Hollywood, May 10.
audience participation on “Sing worth the ,price of admission be¬
It has taken Dennis Day some¬
You Sinners” consists of getting a cause she is a great looker from thing .like 17 years to make his
clapping accompaniment while his head to toes.
local nitery debut and he arrives
jazzed up rhythms prevent any
But she can’t sing, at least, not not as another Irish tenor but as
join-in of audience voices to throw much. Instead, she plays the chan- an entertainer. For his bow at
him off, Bennett goes off to heavy teuse game, a la Marlene Dietrich, Frank Sennes’ vast Moulin Rouge,
mitting but 50 minutes is a bit but her voice, though strong Day is presenting an houfr-long
long for the routine.
enough, tends to be harsh.
show-within-a-show with every¬
(Dan) Rowan & (Dick) Martin
Clad in a sensational, but not thing, included production, calcu¬
handle a '25 minute low pressure too-revealing gown, she comes on lated to please. It’s a solid hit that
comedy-routine with an easily ac¬ with a specially called “Relaxez- should generate strong word of
cepted delivery of unhackneyed vous,” then goes into a half-sung, mouth and resultant good business
material. Rowan as straight man half-spoken French song, “My and earn Day a spot in Sennes’
makes like a Shakespearian thesp Street,” which is effective. She stable of returning talent.
performing in a dinner club while follows with a sex-exploitation
From the moment he makes his
Martin heckles in the role of a specialty, “I Want More,” does a entrance coming down from the
soused riqgsider to pull continuous weak, semi-calypso number (ever ceiling atop one of the room’s
howls out of the, audience.
hear a Belgian singing calypso?) many props, Day is onstage vir¬
The Chez Paree AdOrables are and winds up with a medley of tually without letup. He sings and
spiced up for this show with easily French favorites—“C’est Si Bon,” clowns his way through the hour
peeled luminous costumes and spit- etc, She works hard, shows nice and although there are a few weak
ally terp routines that succeed this rapport with ringsiders and gets a spots in the comedy material the
time in washing the house for pretty good mitt.
overall result is solid, fie earns
both acts.
Four Preps are nice young fel¬ his best laughs through part of a
Nat (King) Cole opens here May lows who belt out a song well, but running gag with a leprechaun
24,
Leva,
need a little more individual style. who sends him on a round-theThey do a specialty about the world tour in which he imitates
Sphinx plus “Try a Little Tender¬ Yul Brynrier, does the “Little Bit
Hotel Mueklebach, K. C. ness,” “Jezebel/’ “Say Goodbye” of Luck” number from “My Fair
Kansas City, May 10.
straight and kid a rock ’n’ roll Lady,” satirizes a German rocket
Tommy Leonetti, Doris Stockton, number. Their lighter attempts still expert and winds up with a topTommy Reed Orch; $1-$1.50 cover. seem pretty, tentative.
notch takeoff on a Japanese rock
Mel Young . does a record act, ’n’ roller doing “Blue Suede San¬
Bright spot on the Mqehlebach gets a good hand with old material. dals.” Betimes, he plays it straight
bookings, for the Terrace Grill is Jack peeks’ orch sound too loud. with excellent vocaling of such
this session with Tommy Leonetti Sixty - five - minute. show runs numbers as “Danced All Night,”
Stef. l “Street Where You Live,” “Hello
back in town after a couple of through May 16.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
Young Lovers,” “Sinner Man” and
a series of tunes from “Finian’s
Rainbow,” done against a setting
from the" musical to top response.
. First entertainer to make full
use of the physical attributes of
the room, Day is accompanied by a
cast of five—two male and two
female singers and Don Doyle as
the lephechaun. Gals are best
spotted, getting a duet on “Breeze
and I” in addition to joining the
boys in backing Day on several
numbers.
Sole other new portion of the
show features Johnny Puleo and
his Harmonica' Gartg in a 20 min¬
ute roundup of mirth and melodics.
Some new comedy material has
been added to the turn to draw
extra laughs and the ensemble
mouth organ work still is the best
in the business to provide constant
appeal.
Day’s .turn takes up so much
time that several of the Moulin
Rouge production numbers have
been dropped to stay within the re¬
quired time limits. Overall show
remains an excellent nitery buy
for this or arty other town,. Kap.
Runes Hotel, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, May 11.
“Havana Mardi Gras,” with Cesar
Romero, Milos Velarde, Eva Flores,
Marquez Sisters, Tony & Francella
Julio & Margo Torres & Co., Dunes
Dancers (23), Garwood Van Orch
(14); $2 minimum; ($3 Sat.).
A colorful, musical package
called “Havana Mardi Gras,” star¬
ring Cesar Romero, hit the Arabian
Room with a splash, giving the
Strip another top-level, fast-mov¬
ing revue. The naked-bosomed
babes are held over from the two
previous shows, which gives the
peppy show added spice—sure to
keep the theatre restaurant crowd¬
ed for an indefinite run. Romero,
in his first .Vegas appeairance, dis¬
plays maximum savoir faire with
his terping, singing, and joking.
Peruvian comic Milos Velarde, a
ringer.for Cahtinffas, gets hearty
yocks with his pantomime bus ride
and Apache dance skits. Eva
Flores, from. Cuba, is a chirper
with a heated personality and ex¬
citing facial & body animation. In
a very funny number, she’s joined
by Velarde.
The Marquez Sisters, a trio which
kids U. S. pop songs, terps and
chirps with good comic effect. At
one point Romero mixes into the
act and proves himself a likable
comedian. Tony & Francella, a
Latin dance duo, keep the zippy
pace of the revue consistent. Julio
& Margo Torres & Co. provide
flashy Flamenco hoofing which is
both, authentic and highly eye-ap¬
pealing, Another terper, Camille
Williams, is spotlighted as Ro¬
mero’s partner and is outstanding
in her performance.
Duke.
Mr. Kelly’s, Chi
Chicago, May 6.
Dinah Washington Cwith 'Sonny
Clark, Arthur JSdghiU, Jimmy Rowser), Sloppi-White; Dick Marx &
Johnny . Ffigpj Lee, Lind; $2.50
minimum Fri. & Sat.
Mr. Kelly’s continues its new, pol¬
icy of supplementing name jazz
thrushes with comics. The Rush
St. rush for laugh-getters is still
the top Windy City bistro trend.
Apparently not all houses find it
easy to select comics to fit their
rooms.
Miss Washington sends
them but Slappy White’s opening
performance showed need of minor
alterations.
Dinah
Washington
swing s
through k sophisticated and provo¬
cative tune with sharp clarity of
interpretation bolstered by good
slagemanShip. Basic emotions seem
to- come out of her naively, yet
always under control, and through
,a set of pipes that reach through
the. room without the aid of a
speaker. Her quiet stage manner
and simple outfit, like her music,
are without excessive ornamenta¬
tion.
Along with her, own stylizations,
the vocalist does a Billie Holiday
presentation of “All of Me” which
scores heavy. Several encores at
the first show ended with a special¬
ty number, “TV is the Thing,” that
rated the evening’s top hand.
Comedian Slappy White’s 30minute turn was spent, the first
night, in measuring his material
against his audience. If he is hesi¬
tant to present off-color material,
then the remaining part of the act
could be better trimmed to 15 min¬
utes. This, performer shows prom¬
ise of reaching the audience better
as he gets used to the clientele
here. The opening performance
didn’t elick until the final minutes.
Dick Marx and Johnny Frigo, the
durable piano and bass team, con¬
tinue to draw their own crowd of
regulars here and Lee Lind ap¬
pears intermittently with soft key¬
board touches.
Kay Ballard and Phil Leeds re¬
place the curi out bill May 21.
Leva.
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Hotel Fierro, IV. Y.
Celeste Holm; Stanley Melba
Orch conducted by Joseph Sudy;
Alan Logan Orch; $2/and $2.50
convert.
Celeste Holm is a pro who knows
her way aroupd a saloon floor as
she does on podium and in front
of a mike. She has authority and
know-how which make her. 40minute songalog a compelling and
sustaining interlude from “26
Hours,” the opening torcher, to
the finaleing “It’s Love.” In be¬
tween is a well-tailored routine of
romantic ditties, from ballad to the
lighter touch,- including the satiri¬
cal “C’est TV,” now a holdover
piece of material with her.
From “Shall We Dance?” to
“Where Or When?”; whether it’s
Jule Styne, or either of the R&H
teams (Rodgers & Hammerstein or
Rodgers & Hart), her stuff JLs audi¬
ence-compelling all the way.
She has a neat table-mike opener
that gives it a fresh touch, and the
same prop is utilized for the signoff. In between she’s a stand-up
thrush, boffo all the way. It’s been
a passel gf years from “Ado An¬
nie,” in the original 1943 produc¬
tion of “Oklahoma!” to date but
the blonde looker wears the mantle
like an ingenue. Her basic appeal
are such two nonessentials like
talent and a warm personality. The
Pierre’s Cotillion Room looks like
-Holm-sweet-home from now until
she curtains the season.
There is talk of the room re¬
maining open all summer, just
with dance music, in light of the
heavy tourist traffic which the
year-round Cafe Pierre doesn’t
seem able to absorb.
Abel.
Hotel Roosevelt, V. O.
New Orleans, May 10.
Julies LaRosa, Jay Lawrence,
Holly Twins, Tex Beneke Orch
(16); $3 minimum.
Current layout in the plush Blue
Room looks to continue the upbeat
patronage. It’s a smooth, easyplaying affair that packs a variety
of tasty ingredients that hits a
solid level Of entertainment.
Julius La Rosa exhibits an easy,
boyish manner that jte ingratiating.
This, coupled with his vocal ability
and melange of tunes, which
ranges from sentimental to hep, is
easy to take. He sings with feel¬
ing and effectiveness.
He socks over a dozen songs,
scoring with “You Must Have Been
A Beautiful Baby” as opener. He
also unwraps “I’ve Grown Accus¬
tomed To. Your Face,” then segues
into “When The Sun Comes Out,”
“Mobile”- and “Where Or When.”
Follows with “Eh Cumpari,” “Get
Out Of Town,” “How Deep Is The
Ocean,” ‘.‘I’ve Got ^Rhythm,” “If I
Had You’-’ and others for plenty of
audience reaction. Holly Twins, a
blond and brunet, click nicely with
their harmony singing and guitar
plucking stint but their all-out de¬
sire to please tends .to keep them
on stage too long. Sisters offer a
varied collection of tunes running
the gamut from “This Can’t Be
Love” to a rousing “Basin Street.”
Jay Lawrence handles the com¬
edy end of the bill. He’s in on his
fourth engagement. A slow starter,
he’s best when he goes into authen¬
tic carboping offscreen personali¬
ties. His staging of a newscast by
the BBC bats, high, as does his impresh of a ringside fight broadcast.
Tex Beneke and big band dis¬
pense a brand of music that has
kept their popularity hot through
the years. Band should tone down
during LaRosa’s song sessions.
Barbara Edwards, band vocalist,
registers nicely as show’s opener.
Overall it’s a good show but the
offering ran close to two hours.
Management, no doubt, will do
some judicious scissoring to
achieve room’s hour-and-a-auarter
format.
Liuz..
Fontainebleau, M. B’ch
Miami Beach, May 11.
Toni Arden, Allan Drake, Martha
Ann Bentley, Sammy Walsh, Sacasas Orch; $3.50 minimum.
Package this week is good ex¬
ample of Weekly change of show,
policy installed in the swank La
ROnde room of. this biggery until
next winter season. It’s a well bal¬
anced affair that scores on all
points. Idea for this summer se¬
ries seems to be booking of a topliner who has played the room
before, with two new faces added
to draw locals and pad the ex¬
pected take from vacationers.
Toni Arden is here for her fifth
stand and, per every return, brings
in an almost completely new cat¬
alog of tunes, as well as smartly
styled gowns. Another plus factor
is her warm, assured approach and
obvious eagerness to please. Miss
Arden’s songalog is an intelligent¬
ly devised one, boasting the toplisters as well as standards and her
(Continued on page 68)
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MAY 15
Numerals In connection with bills bslow Indicate epenlng'day of .shew
'
^
whether lull er split week
Letter In pirtnthest* Indicates circuit: <l) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Mess;
<P> Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
MUSIC

Hall

(R)

H

Jay Marshall
John Alexander
Clark Terry
Anthony Makas
Rockettes
Raymond P51ge
Corps de Ballet'
Palace (P) 17

RAJ Sobey
Celeste Evans
Sharkey

Lee Sullivan
Florida Trio
Frederick _ A Tanya
Marty May
Virginians
Roxy (U)
Tommy Sands
Will Jordan
Tina Robins
Roxyettes
Roxy Orch

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 27
Johnny' Lockwood
Bobby Limb
Pawn Lake
Les ''Thaika
Medlock A Marlowe
Balladinls
Billy Rayes
Darryl Stewart
Johnny O’Connor
Edit Juhasz
Alwyn Leckie
Lisa Brlonda
Rae Morgan

Pamela Godso
Olivia Dale
2 Dancing Boys
SYDNEY
Tivoli <T) 17
Richard Hearne
Julia
Nicolai Darvas
Ross A La Pierre
Lane Bros
Bob Bromley
Albina
Frank Ward
Daniel Davey
Lewis Jacob

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome (I) IS
Sonny Boy
Ken Lomond.
Ronnie Collls
McKinnon Sis
Les Kalevs
BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) IS
Semprinl .
Jimmy James A Co
Murray A Maidie
Sensational Skylons
Les Mallini
Desmond A Marks
Roy Castle
Lana Sis
Nemec A Violet
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 13
Nat Jackley
Ken-Tones
George Lacy
Dave O’Gorman •
Daphne de Wit
Hill A Billie
Curtis A Jee
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 13
Eddie Calvert
Marie de Vere- 3
Robert Eari
Dennis Spicer
Warren A Genie
George Martin
Roy Rivers
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 13
Edmund Hockrldge
NAN Grant
TAP Derrick
• Sally Barnes
Winters A Fielding
Tommy Fields
Dulay A Co
Albee Sis
LONDON
FINSBURY PARK
JEmpIre (M) 13
Dickie Valentine
Lane 2
Arthur Haynes
Fred Lovelle
Pharos A Marina
Recklin A Inge
Billy Burden
A A B Black
GLASGOW
•Empire (M) 13
Lonnie Donegan
De" Vere Tr
MUndy A Earle
Kazan A Katz
SmOothy A Layton
Brazillianos
Des O'Connor
Evers A Toni
LEEDS
Empire (M) 13
Jewel A Warrlse
Penny Nichols
Don Saunders
Marcellis
Nordics
R Russell A 'Susie*
Galantas

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) IS
Frankie Vaughan
Manton Bros
Arthur Worsley
Tippy A Cobina
Joe Church
Rose A Marlon
Ossie Noble
Murray Campbell
Keefe Bros A A
LONDON
Hippodrome (M) 13
Dave King
Shanl Wallis
Andrea Dancers
Jones A Arnold
Los Gatos
Jimmy Lee^,
LONDON
Palladium <M) 13
Frankie Laine
Leo de Lyon
Rudy Cardenas
Joan Turner
Fraser’s Co
Gilbert
RAJ Jdver
Mandos Sis
Carden-.Dancers
LONDON
Metropolitan (I) 13
Tessie O’Shea
A A L* Ward
Babette A Raoul.
Lynton Boys
Ernest Wampola
MANCHESTER
Palace (M) 13
Max Bygraves
McAndrews A Mills
Kaye Sis T
De Marios
Richards A Y
White A Ann

ShV«ic^TL.
Empire (M) 13
The Platters
Horler 2
2 Palmers
.Overbury A Suzctte
Cody A Co
Victor Seaforth
Billy Maxam
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 13
Fred Ferrari
Barbara Leigh
Crawford 3
Roger Carne
BAM Konyot
Rev .A Rpnjy
Peter Vernon
Harvey Church
NORTHAMPTON
Now (I) 13
Billy O'Sullivan
Jack Kerwan A Co
Don A Juanita
Val Cave
Breifettes
NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 13
Jack Storey
M A M Norris

NEW YORK CITY
Bon SolrPhil Leeds'
Bibi Osterwald- ‘".
Felicia ganders
Jimmie Daniels
Three' Fldmfes
Bruce Kji’by .
Blue’ Angel.
. Orson Be&n •
Dorothy Loudon
Bob Gibson
Enid Mosier
Jimmy Lyon 3
Casanova
Jacques ZaroW
Alex Alstone
Chateau Madrid
Mauri Leighton
Horacio
Lana
Canay Ore
Copacabana
Tony Martin
Tom Rockford
Marilyn Cooper
Tony Starinau
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Downstairs Room
Cell Cabot
Jack Fletcher
June Ericson
Gerry Matthews
Julius Monk
Daphne Heilman
Stella Brooks
Blossom Dearie
No 1 Fifth Avt
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hotel Ambassador
Chauncey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozi
Gypsies
Quijitero Rhumbas
'Hotel Plorro
Celeste Holm
LAE Roberts
Stanley Meiba Ore
Alaij Logan Oro

Joseph Sudy
Hotel Roosevelt
Sammy Kaye Ore,
.Hotel .Taft ,
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hettfl St: Regis
.Julie Wilson
, .
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Hotel Statler
J, Dorsey Ore.
Latin Quarter Jean Carroll
Isabel A Miguel
Georgia Reed
Kitty Dolan
Carmen Phillips
Trio Cottas
Syncopated Waters
Jo Lombardi Oro
B Harlowe Ore
Hotel Plaza
Dorothy Shay
Ted Straeter
Mark Monte
New Roumanian
Lou Menchell
Alverda
Jeryl Chandler
H. Roth Ore
Old Roumanian
Jan Bart
Danny Carroll
Sadie Banks
Joe La Porte Ore
Park Sheraton
Jan August
Spark Thurman
.
RSVP
Jo Hurt
Don Carey
Don Evans
. Town A Country
Burnell Dancers
Ned Harvey Ore
La Playa
Two. Guitars
Kostya Poliansky
Dolores- Dauphin#

Leonid Lugovsky
Eugene A Sonya.
Andrei Hajnshay

Danny Davis Oro
Larry' McMahon
Billy Kelly
Irving Harris
Village Vanguard
Mae Barnes
Lurlene Hunter
Charles Manna
C Williams Trio
Waldorf-Astoria
Johnriie Ray
Emil Coleman Oro
Mischa Borr Oro

Viennese Lantern

Galena
Judy Foster
Ernest' Schoen Oro
Harold Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn

Norma Smith
Ralph Michele

CHICAGO
Bill Christopher
Black Orchid
Paul Gibben
Hi-Los
Naomi Wold
Irwin Corey
"China" Clark
Blue Angel
Ann Cucksey
'Calypso Jubilee"
Encores (4)
Jamaica Slim
Frankie Masters Ore
Lady Sylvia Lord
Lady Venita
Boulevardears A
Dons (12)
Calypso Trio
Drake Hotel
A1 D'Lacy Oro
Blue Hot*
Betty Madigan
Gate of Hern
Woody Herman Ore
Chez Pare#
Win Stracke with
Tony Bennett
Richard Pick
Rowan A Martin
Shelley Berman*
Chez Paree AdorPeggy Seeger
ables
London House
Dorothy Donegan 3
Ted Flo Rlto Oro
Eddy Higgins (3)
Cloister Inn
Mister Kelly's
Chubby Jackson's
Rascals (3)
Dinah Washington
Slappy White
•
Ruth Olay „
Conrad Hilton Harry Slottag (3)
"Skating Memories" Marx A Frlgo
Frank D'Rone
Boyers (2)
Palmer House
Clifford Guest
Colstons (2)
Crew-Cuts
Page A Bray
Karen
Jo Ann McGowan
Charlie Fisk Ore

LOS ANGELES
Bar of Music
Beverly Hudson
Ray Hastings'
Felix De Cola
Jerry Linden Ore
Clro's
Clark Bros.
Timmle Rogers
Diane Lefti
Shelton Brooks
Pepe Morell Ore
Geri Galian Ore
Cocoanut Grove
McGuire Sis
F. Martin Ore
Crescendo
Four Freshmen

Lenny Bruce
Ray Toland Ore
^Interlude
Jackie A Roy
Mocambo
Enid -Mosier
Frankie Sands Trio
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Reuse
j&Dennis Day
1
Statler Hotel
Ginny Sims
Dick Stabile Ore
Zardls Jaxzland
Romain Brown
Jeah Turner

LAS VEGAS
Desert trln
Jane Powell
Dave Barry
Art Johnson
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
Dunes
'Havana Mardi Gras’
Cesar Romero
Garwood Van Ore
El Cortez
"Rhythm on Ice"
George Arnold
Paul Desmond
Buster Hallett Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Joe E. Lewis
Lili St. Cyr
The Continentals
Dick Rice Orch.
Flamingo
Judy Garland
Sid Kroff
Flamlngoettes
Lou Basil Orch
Fremont Hotel
Isb Kabibble A
Shy Guys
The Make Believes
The Nitecaps
Gayle Walton
Golden Nugget
Hank Penny A Sue
Thompson
Lisa Alonso
Lee Maynard
Faye Ellen
Jig Adams Dixie¬
land Band
Hacienda
'Can Can”
Denise Darcel
IGngs TV
Cow Eyes Engler
Bruce Davis
Riviera.
Liberace
Dorothy Dorbcn
Dancers
NoVelites

Mickey Katz
Ray Sinatra Orch
Royal Nevada
Cab Calloway
Cotton Club Revue
Sallie Blair
Lonnie Sattln
George Kirby
Norma Miller Dncrs
Sahara
Donald O’Connor
Beatrice Kraft
Larry White
George Prentice
CCe Davidson Ore
Louis PrlmaKeely Smith
Santrs
Danny Thomas
Augie A Margo
Cops Girls
Antonio Morell! Ore
Shewbedt
Joaquin Garay
Scarlet Rebel
Gary' Nelson
Showboat Girls
Mike Werner Orch
Silver - Slipper
.Hank Henry
rPeop-ett*
Boubouka
Tura Satan*
Barbary Coast Boys
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Sparky Kaye
Mac Dennison
Slipperettes
Geo. Redman Orch
Thunderbird
Arthur L Simpkins
Dr. Arthur Ellen
Thunderbird Dncrs
A1 Jahns Orch
Treplcana
Eddie Fisher
Elaine Dunn
Tybee Afra
Ben Dova
Judy Logan
Nat Brandywynne

MIAMI-MIAMI beach
American*
Jackie Heller.
Jane Morgan
Bobby Ramscn
RAE Reyes
Lee Martin Ora
Balmoral
Charlie Farrell .
Sonny Rendis Ore
Tana Lenn
Club Calypso
Tropical Holiday
Carlos Varella's
Cubanaires
Dl Llde
Mandy Carnpo Ora
Lord Buckley .
Phyllis Arnold
Marla A Toni
Caney Ore
Eden Res
Hcnny Youngman
Eileen Rodgers
Stan Fisher
-Kasse QuintetHenry Tobias
Mai Malkin Oro
Count Bernardino
Palmetto Boys
Fontainebleau
Kaye Ballard
Dick Lee
Martha Bentley
Murray Schlamme
A1 Navarro Ore
Saeasas Ore
London Town#
Arthur Blake
Weela Gallez
Jean Tourigny
Malayan
The Riveros
Mighty Panther.
Bahama-"Mama
Conrad Hodges*
Calypsonians
Murray Franklin’s
June Perry

Nat Poolgate Richie Bros.
.
Dick 'Haviland
Johhny Franks
Murray -Franklin
Billy Mitchell
Eddie Bernard
Nautilus
Milt Ross
Syd Stanley Ore
Sans Soucl Hotel
Johnny Morrison .
Freddy Calo Oro
Place Plgallt
B. S. Pully
Dixie Evana
French Follies
Seville
Mickey Gentil*
Tommy Ryan
Johnny Silvers Ore
R6y Mambo Ore
Saxony
Lamatta Bros.
Calypsoniang
Cortes Ore
Roney Plaza
Lord Count
Katy Lee
Serge Valdez Ora
S O'Cleck
Bubbles Darien*
Tommy Raft
A1 Golden '
Parisian Rev
Thunderbird
The Kentonea
Dick Sterling
Rip Taylor
Rey Mambo Or*
Vagabonds
Calypso Revue.
Jamaica Mama
Benny Williams
Trinidad Mama
Bob Marshall
Bimini Mama
Frank Linal* Ore

YropiCsne
Pedro Vargas
Leonela Gonzales
Paulino Alvarez
S 9uarei Orq.
A Romeu Orq.
Sans Soucl
Pete Hanley
Sonia Calero.
Victor Alvarez
Ortega Ore

Montmartre .
Chkvales De Espana
Fajardo Ore '
Casino Playa Oro
National
Bob JtfcFadden
D Weddington
Carmen Barros
Sherman's Model*
Dancing Waters
W. Reyes Ore

Preston Sturges
— Continued from page Z ,

picture would cost if it were filmed
in Hollywood.
Sturges, who gained widespread
reputation as a film satirist—“The
Great McGinty,” “Miracle at Mor¬
gan’s Creek,” etc.—during his
tenure in Hollywood, has nourished
a sharp sense of humor and ir¬
reverence toward recognized insti¬
tutions. He says that his latest film,
which will get underway on Aug.
15 in southern France, will be
shot in “Sturgescope” and “rest¬
ful mortoscope.” In commenting on
his reputation as a satirist, Sturges
says, “I was becoming well known
as a satirist, but I didn’t know
what satire was.”
In discussing .the exile of some
Hollywo.odites for political reasons,
particularly Charles Chaplin, Stur¬
ges states, “What the hell do I care
about their political opinions as
long as they fulfill their functions
as artists.”
On the subject of some Holly¬
wood pictures, Sturges had this to
say: “If a .few more studios put
out biblical pictures which <they
have stolen from Cecil B. DeMille,
the legal, owner of the bible, we
will come to the dismal day when
people will run out of the theatres
and Hollywood will cease to exist.”
Sturges fefels that films are the
“most expensive' art form” and has
resulted in the “unhappy marriage
of the businessman and the artist.”
Noting that he is not “ungrateful
to the charming little village
(Hollywood),” Sturges recalled that
he had written a humorous piecu
for a French magazine in which he
looked around the world for a sub¬
stitute for Hollywood. After ex¬
amining every possible city in the
world, he said he’came to the con¬
clusion that “Hollywood will al¬
ways be.”
' He recalled an incident that
brought him on the carpet at Para¬
mount. Studio chief Y. Frank Free¬
man reprimanded him for giving
Life magazine an interview In
which he attributed Veronica
Lake's sexiness to her “pearshaped” posterior.
Continuing in his facetious vein,
Sturges said that the last film of
his career would be titled “Hap¬
piness Comes in a Bottle.” An¬
other title that, intrigues is “Brig¬
ham Young, Tell Him Nothing.”
He envisions’the construction of a
theatre that will enable passers-by
to see what’s on the screen without
hearing the dialog.- “I’m sure that
if they watch for a while, they will
become interested enough to buy
a ticket.”
Sturges regards himself pri¬
marily as a playwright. His Holly¬
wood career was launched in 1929
when he wrote the Broadway hit
“Strictly Dishonorable,” which ran
for two years. He is again work¬
ing on a play, writing for the first
time in French. According .to Stur¬
ges, the play,-“I Belong to Zozo,”
will be produced in France at a
a. cost of $6,000 to $8,000 “with the
greatest stars in France.” If the
play is a success, he -says he can
translate it to English in several
weeks “if a Broadway producer is
interested.”

Mel Opera Divas
—i Continued from

page
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day when seeking to up/ the fee
from $1,500 per “Traviata” to $2,500, will be back at the Met ana
will alternate “Traviata” with
Renata Tebaldi. Rudolf Bing rates
Miss Callas as a prime boxoffice
draw and she was certainly the big
news of the season now ending.
Her “Norma” will omittednext
season but she’ll repeat “Toscar
and “Lucia de Lammermoor.”
Prestige and breaks are plotted
well ahead at the Met Opera. Foi
example, Renata Tebaldi is pen¬
cilled in for the “opening night”
of the season a year next October.
Next autumn’s opener will be
“Eugene Onegin” by Tschaikowsky
with Richard -Tucker in lead.
There is significance next fall In
the restoration of “Rosenkavalietf”
and “Sanison and Delilah as these
spotlight Rise Stevens, who also
continues as “ Carmen.”

Night Club Reviews
——- - • - Continued from

Fontainebleau, Bf. B’ch
own platter works. They all rate |
big response; for added filip she
tosses in her standard version of
“Sorrento” and another Italian
tune to add more zoom in reaction.
Allan. Drake is playing his first
date in this area in nearly a year
.With a sound job that takes in wife,
mother-in-law, children and other
accepted subjects for comedians
playing this ar£a. In his case he
makes the big score thanks to
fresh material and a pail* of origi¬
nal song-specials: a spoof on rock
’n’ rollers and read-from-menu ly¬
ric to rising auditor approval.
Martha Ann Bentley is one of
the betted toe-modern dancers, a
well versed terper in that vein who
sets the spins and whirling body
twists to pop tempos for highly
commercial touch that makes her
routining a solid nitery entry.
Samhiy Walsh is in for a brief Stay
(subbing for regular, Murray
Schlaum) as emcee for the-proceed¬
ings and handles the chore with
know-how* keeping matters moving
at brisk pace.
Saeasas and his crew are sound
show backers. Next package has
Kay Ballard in a return date, with
new face Dick Lee in support and
Miss Bentley held over.
Lary.'
Port St-Jean, Quebee
Quebec, May 11.
Fridolin (Gratien Gelinas), Suzette Pratte, Pete Coomans Orch
(5); cover $1.50; minimum. $2.
After having, lured the First
Piano Quartet in a ,10 day night
club engagement, for the first time
in America, Gerard Thibault goes
On with his -series of “firsts” with
top French - Canadian comedian
Gratien Gelinas, one of the most
versatile personalities of the Cana¬
dian entertainment world. His solo
comedies in his first cabaret ap¬
pearance in a 20 year career in
radio, tv and legitimate French \
and English theatre, (he made a
try on Broadway with his play
“Ti-Coq”) prove a big hit.
As the poker-faced gamin Frido¬
lin, sitting on the back-rest of a
chair, with his slingshot in hand,
dressed in striped T-shirt and
shortened blue jeans, he first
throws his barbs at anything and
everything. Then,” mingling a good
part of mimicry with his act, he
presents his audience with three
sock impersonations: the fanatical
francophile, the lover of culture
and the puritan, who dons a pair
of huge ear-muffs, nose-plugs and
smoked glasses, so that he could
neither hear nor see nor smell the
impurities of this corrupted world.
A fourth arid stflJL more peppery
impress shows him as a disconso¬
late widower.
Fridolin’s humor can J>e sarcas¬
tic, subtle or open in a rabelaisian,
style. He holds the jammed restau¬
rant for a solid hour.
Gratien Gelinas hfcs Just been
appointed by the Quebec Govern¬
ment, director of the Theatre de la.
Comedie Canadienne, a replica of
the Comedie - Francaise, which
starts operating in Montreal next
Fall.
Singer Suzette Pratte delivers
seven or eight *songs, but she
shouldn’ try instating French
Annie Cordy's acute style. Ren.
:-/
Steuben’s, Boston
Boston, May 8.
Al Antomo, Valenos (2), Roily
& Bonnie Pickert, Don Dennis,
Tony Bruno Orch (5), Hdrry Fink
Trio; $2.50 minimum.
Arnold Benak, boniface here, has
the ropes up with big party biz
as opening night of two J’rame
shows switched from Thursdays to
Mondays in Max and Joe Schnei¬
der’s popular theatrical nitery, a
350-seater. Night caught, Wednes¬
day (8), the partyites send Al
Antonio off way ahead after slick
comicking and impresh work in
fast paced offering. Impreshes of
Billy Daniels, Liberace, Johnnie
Ray, Al Jolson nab heavy mitting,
but Antonio’s , Presley hit with
“Heartbreak Hotel” gets screams
from the femmes.
Roily 8c Bonnie Pickert open the
show with nice tap work and score
with their stilt terping. Yalenos,
adagio dancers, open with neat girl
in a hag bit and go on to difficult
leaps- and splits. Overhead lifts
ana holds get big returns.
Don Dennis, singing emcee, plicks
with the aud of 90% distaffers
with his earthy renditions of “Im
Your Friend,” “Enjoy Yourself,”
and a calypsq “Take Her To Jam¬
aica.” Tony Bruno cuts the- show
in slick fashion. Harry Fink Trio
is pleasing In the dance interludes.
Guy. .

pago
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Beverly Hill*, Newport
. Newport, Ky., May 10.
Helen- Traubel, Paul.Gray, Donn
Arden Dancers (10), John Juliano
Gardner Benedict Orch (10) Jim*
my Wilber Trio, Larry Vincent•
$3 minimum, $4 Sat.
'
Socko preem of Helen Traubel
swells the list .of opera stars pre¬
sented to Greater Cincinnati cafe
society by John Croft, impresario
of this northern Kentucky swankery. Miss Traubel bids to lure a
lot of fans from this music center
during her Beverly two-framer.
Moreso for reason that a Califor¬
nia smog grounded her original en¬
gagement scheduled a year ago.
With the Wagnerian artist are
Paul Gray, de luxe comic, and the
location brigade of class hands—
the glittering Donn Arden group
and the expert backdrop Gardner
Benedict musickers. Opening night
running time of 62 minutes, short¬
est here, for quite 9 spell, and bell¬
ringing appreciation of ringsiders
make for a prize entertainment
package.
Miss Traubel, with Richmond
Gale as director, highlights 25 min¬
utes of pops and arias with a Bert
Farber arrangement of “Autumn
Leaves,” and Brahms’ “Lullabye,”
and rocks' 'em with her w.k. “St.
Louis Blues” strut..
Funnyman Gray, a hanker type,
generates varying degrees of
laughter for 25 minutes with
quickies that are razor sharp and
as clean as the traditional hound’s
tooth. Warm welcome after fiveyear absence. .
Chorine Marlene Powers makes
a favorable impression as partner
of Bonny Meren in a dance special¬
ty in an Arden number. Ditto
Janet Green as a vocal soloist.
Billy Daniels tops the lineup open¬
ing May 24.
Koll,
Lake Club, Sprlngf’d, III.
Springfield, Ill., May 9Gary Mann, Frankie. D’Amore,
Buddy Kirk Orch (8); $1.20 admis¬
sion after 8 p. m.
For the first time in several
months this supper spot! is without
a line of dancing dolls.
Gary Mann sedres readily on a
lively “Living the Life I Love.”
The lad’s clean cut looks are
matched ,by a clear delivery of
neatly chartered scorings. In addi¬
tion to the classier standards
(“Foggy Dad,” “You'll Never Walk
Alone”), his big voice is effective
with tunes in the' upbeat idiom.
His closing, “World on a String,”
is solid.
Comic D’Amore .doesn’t have it
so easy. A zany “ballet time” bit
is his final and best received offer¬
ing. Earlier impreshing of Billy
Daniels, Brando and Jerry Lewis
are well done, but poorly received.
. The band’s backing of Mann and
D’Amore is okay.
Wayn.
FI Cortez, Lbs Vegan
Las Vegas, May 10.
George Arnold's “Rhythm on
Ice," with Paul Desmond, Larry
Ellis, . Dennis Part, Betty Jo
Lanches, Vangie Lee, Clarice Dil¬
lon, Gael Quinn; Buster Hallett
Orch (4); no cover or minimum.
•

The Cirque Room (capacity 170)
of the downtown Hotel El Cortez
is presenting" an abbreviated ice
show on its tiny (17x19 feet) stage,
and has come up with one of the
best attractions ever to play the
intimate auditorium. “Rhythm on
Ice” stars George Arnold, who also
helmed, the choreography. Arnold
is a graceful performer who does
intricate twists and spins. •
Larry Ellis, a handsome young
man who sings as> well as skates,
has a warm personality, and gets
top applause with his songology
and a special “soft skate” number
complete with straw hat 8c cane.
Dennis Parr 8c. Betty Jo Lanches
team as a smooth and attractive
terp duo. The “Rhythm on Ice”
company (7) does exceptionally
well with its gorgeously ebstumed
productions with four beautiful
girls which punctuate the special¬
ties.
Only non-skater on tha bill is
comedian Paul Desmond, a new¬
comer to these parts, who show¬
cases himself most-favorably. Only
weakness is the familiarity of some
of his gags, but with fresh mate¬
rial, Desmond could easily be a
headliner before long. He’s ver¬
satile in that he’s a good baritone,
offering a medley from “Okla¬
homa!” which brings hefty salvos;
and he’s a standput mimic. . Espe¬
cially good are his impreshes of'
Dean Martin and Elvis Presley, lat¬
ter being a devastating jab.
Duke.
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party for the tourists, but insisted
that Miss Murray buy 345 copies
of a book written by his Queen at
$3.75 per copy. Miss Murray re¬
fused and countered with $100 as a
fee for King Peter’s proposed
“graciousness.” There was no deal.
Ror all her weariness Miss Mur¬
ray has one thing to look forward
to. One of the Pan-Am skeptics
bet her the price of a lunch, any¬
where, that there wouldn’t be 20
acceptances for the. international
tour. Miss Murray says ,she will
insist on collecting the lunch in
Istanbul.

1 drawing card to speak of.)
Palace, 1*. Y.
The spread itself is nothing ex¬
Bobby Dae & Babs, Fred Barber, citing, either. It follows closely
Gayle & Paul, Gene Jimae & Co. the inexpensive rock ’n’ roll talent
(3) , *Ben Wrigley (3), Windsors lineups brought by. the other
(4) , Wally Brown, Edwards Bros. dee jays who’ve appeared here, and,
(3); “Kronos'* (20th) reviewed in as a result, the entertainment is
sporadic. •
Variety April 10, ’57.
The Pearls; probably the oldest
Not too much excitement is gen¬ act on the card, open next to Miss
erated with this eight-acter, al¬ Chubby Newsome who is not so
herself. It so happens they
though the individuals involved do old the
very least talent quintet
welL The maximum punch, how¬ are
on the allsinging bill. Another
ever, is thrown by Wally Brown, quintet, The Cellos, is a slight im¬
■■
the comic who works in the genre provement, since the teenage kids =5 Continued from page 2
of iricoirtpleted sentences. He gets have learned a few tricks to garner
the crowd on short order and does laughs during their brief songfest. atre where she was headlining the
well'enough to do an encore here, Then Miss Newsome—she belts a first “live” bill to play there in
years. / Scott is starring at the
generally frowned upon by the couple of okay ditties.
Savoy Theatre in “Subway in the
management.
Love Notes, three guys and a Sky” and Patrick has just com¬
In the standard turn category, gal whose self-consciousness would
Ben Wrigley, the British eccentric seem to indicate she’s new to the pleted his first acting-directing
comic assisted by a man and business, are nothing special. But Chore, a film titled “How to Mur¬
woman, provide a good measure of Jimmy Scott, a teenage, demon¬ der a Rich Uncle.” Morley, is mak¬
laughs* Wrigley has a tricky body strates the most talent of the night. ing his nitery debut at the Cafe
Which he uses ih a comedic vein. He can play it straight with a pop de Paris. Some of us dropped in
Gene Jimae,. a family harmonica number or slip into a clear-voiced to see his act and enjoyed it very
act, comprising a couple and a rock 'n’ roll rendition, and either much. We were pleasantly sur¬
teenage son, are expert at the peed way he’s got style. Only difference prised to hear him “talking” his
and perform with a good measure of note between the Cleftones and amusing special material songs,
of showmanship. They get off to the quintet following them, the most of which were written by him¬
Teenchords, is. a few years in age, self. In some of these numbers
an appreciative mitt.
The mimicry of Fred Barber pro¬ though on previous occasions the he had the assistance of a droll¬
vides a solid base for laughs. 'He latter group demonstrated strong faced pantomimist named Julius
shows a few authentic sounds of audience appeal via their 12-year- Orchard who is also appearing with
various personalities and has a old scat singer. He isn’t up to his Morley in “Fanny.” Don’t be sur¬
good script to accompany them. usual standards this show.
Clarence Henry, otherwise prised if Morley brings his act to
The Edwards' Bros. (3) are vet§ at
this house. Their hand-to-handing, known as The Frogman, plays a Las Vegas after* “Fanny” has com¬
and assorted acrobatic hit the little piano and growls four songs, i pleted its run at the Drury Lape.
but he isn’t anywhere the kind, of
Buck Sc Wing to the Bard
mark.
The Windsors, two mixed cou¬ entertainer needed to close out
Saturday night the group was
ples, are a singing group in the with even a small boff. Al Cobb taken to see Sir Laurence Olivier’s
Art.
manner of the Ben Yost aggrega¬ house band is weak.
new play, “The Entertainer,” by
tions. The blend of musicomedy
John Osborne. This is the pro¬
apd operetta provide some lusty of¬
duction in which Olivier epacts the
ferings. The tunes are well done
role of a broken-down music hall
ahd they get a deservedly good
performer—complete with corny
mitt.
; Continued from pagejg
jokes, adenoidal ballads, and com¬
Openers are Bobby Dae & Babs,
a hard-working tap team, with a but she also envisions an Around- bination tap and old soft shoe. In
order to get in the proper mood
the-World
theatre
tour
in
the
near
set of good routines. After a song
opOner, the pair go into a pictures¬ future, plus a special theatre tour for this part, Olivier comes to the
que pair of cleat routines for good from the U, S. to London for thfe theatre early every evening and re¬
1958 opening there of “My Fair hearses his routines. This is under¬
effect.
New Act this, session is Gayle & Lady.*” She says she has a natural standable and necessary in view
Paul.
Myron Homan backs the ad line for the latter: “For those of the fact that during the day he'
proceedings well.
Jose,
who can’t buy tickets in N. Y., come is rehearsing the role of Shake¬
speare’s “Titus” (which he will
to London and see Rex Harrison.”
soon take on a tour of the Conti¬
Gaumont, Dundee
Most Cooperative
What is most remarkable is that nent) and it would hardly do for
Dundee, Scotland, May 9.
“The
Entertainer” to have Shake¬
Jimmy Logan, Dargie Quintet MisSh Murray had never been to
(5), Bobby McLeod & Band (6), Europe until six weeks ago, when spearean overtones.
After
the performance the in¬
Leslie Robertson, Lindellan Jivers she first got the idea for the inter¬
(4),- David Demott, Patsy Sylva, national theatre tour. Unheralded trepid Show Plane group went
backstage
to meet the stair who
and without connections, she came
Alex Smith Orch.
to London, Paris and Rome, called shook hands with all 51 of us. He
Jimmy Logan, comedian with a various stars such as Olivier, Miss managed a smile for each one indi¬
Scottish touch, proves himself a Bergman, Chevalier, Rock Hudson vidually—no mean feat under the
top local favorite at head of this (shooting “Farewell to Arms” in circumstances.
R ’n’ R at the Palladium
layout. He repeats his Teddy-Boy Italy), Vittorio de Sica, among
London’s
famous
Palladium,
travesty, leading on with this from others, and got their immediate co¬
a jiving bit done exuberantly by operation. Olivier and Miss Berg¬ where vaudeville is still blooming
the Lindellan Jivers. Logan also man, according to Miss Murray, and booming, is.part of the Show
scores with another familiar item,
were particularly flattered that Plane tour. Although the show be¬
.“The Butcher’s Boy.”
gins at the unusual (for us) hour
Comedian’s best offering is his Americans would, take such a long of 6:15, the place was jammed and
finale spot When he gives out with journey especially to see them and the audience exceedingly receptive.
readily
agreed
to
host
the
parties..
a tune called “Show Business,” re¬
This was a surprise to the group
calling his own share in this and In fact, they were surprised when
his family’s part over the years to Miss Murray insisted that Pan-Am as most of the acts are not of the
type
to receive enthusiastic salvos
build up .shows on Scot and Eng¬ and not they personally would pay
lish circuits. Logan himself comes the bills for the champagne, serv¬ in the States. One of the acts
which
bro.ught down the house was
of a family unit which takes its ice, etc.
“Lonnie JDonegan and his Skiffle
name from his aunt, N. Y.’s Ella
On her return, Pan-Am, original¬ Group” billed as “direct from his
of that surname.
ly skeptical of the project, iiiserted
Dargie Quintet, all male, are a two-column ad in the N. Y. U.S.A. success.”. The gimmick of
Australian fivesome with lotsa Times’ amusement section. The re¬ this act is to play American folk
drive and appeal as a musical
songs to' rock ’n’ - roll" rhythm.
group. Bobby McLeod plays Scot sponse was immediate and strong. Though th& audience did not num¬
reels, etc., in rural vein, and Limited.to 51 paying “guests,” the ber many teenagers, they were
group is vastly improved, lighting- first international tour left 185 ad¬ seemingly entranced and “dug”
wise and otherwise, since its 'first ditional acceptances on a future them all the way.
waiting list. All in all, the first
impact in vaude.
Show Plane off Paris where the j
David
Demott has
opening and only ad drew 2,500 mail in¬ agenda includes visits tb the Folies
Warmup slotting with tricks on a quiries. Of the 51 on the trip, four Bergere, the Lido, fashion shows,
unicycle. Patsy Sylva blends aero are from Texas, some are from Chi¬
skill with glamor. Leslie Robert¬ cago, Portland (Ore.), Milwaukee Ingrid Bergman’s “Tea and Sym¬
son is new boy warbler, formerly —and four, Mr. and Mrs. John pathy,” followed by-a cocktail party
a pantomime babe. Augmented Springer and Mr. and Mrs. Jack at which she will be hostess, and an¬
orch under Alex Smith gives able Tirman, are show business press- other cocktail party at the famous
Maxim’s where Maurice Chevalier
showbacking.
Gord,
agents, the former with 20th-Fox will he our host.
\
and the latter with Warner Bros.,
All in all; it may be said that
Apollo, ft. Y.
in N. Y. There are two press obi
Hal Jacksonr, the Pearls (5), servers, Selig Adler, managing ed¬ the Show Plane tourists, from the
The Cello? (5), Chubby Newsome, itor of the N. Y. Mirror, and Mrs. 70-ish grandmothers from Port¬
Love Notes (4), Jimmy Scott, The Leonard (Sylvia) Lyons, covering land (Ore.) to the young dramatic
Cleftones (5), The Teenchords (5), for her husband, the N'. Y. Post col¬ students (21) from New York, are
Clarence Henry, Al Cobb Band umnist. They are travelling cuffo, having the time of our lives.
(11); “Big Combo” (AA),
but freelance photog - reporter
Leo Friedman paid the full tariff to
Formula of using a rock ’n’ roll do a layout for the N. Y. Heralddisk jock with a teenage following
Continued from page 1
,
as the front for a vaude layout Tribune's magaizrie * section on a
isn’t always the immediate success typical couple making the tour. The
it’s cracked dp. to be. As the cur¬ first pair he selected refused to lee veepee, the tapes are now in
rent card opened Friday (10) at .pose for his camera and it turned the hands of the diskery’s attorney
the Apollo, WLIB’s.Hal Jackson out that (to each other, that is) they and if he finds no “unjustifiable
appeared to be laying a boxoffice were not married ahd on a “holi¬ parody” claim, the diskery will
egg. Jackson did jdl right, it’s un¬ day” from their respective spouses. go ahead with, the release.
derstood, at a previous Apollo stint. So Friedman then -turned to Mr.
A couple of months ago, Lerner
Two things, seem to mitigate and Mrs. Milton Fox, of N..Y. Radio & Loewe registered a beef against'
against a strong b.o. this time scripter Eva Franklin is also a pay¬ Foremost Records for its disk
around. One is the hotspell that ing guest but is covering Variety parody *“My Square Laddie,”-which
has struck New YorkSand, two, the
featured Nancy Walker, ZaSu Pitts
fact that Jackson, because of “other on a special assignment basis.
In only one instance did Miss and Reginald Gardiner. No action
commitments,” won't be appearing
has been taken yet. "
Murray
fail
to
get
unstinting
co¬
as headliner Of every vaude frame.
Lerner & Loewe are currently
(Comedian George Wiltshire, play¬ operation from a celeb. King Peter
ing it straight during the third of Yugoslavia, in exile on the Rivi¬ in Paris prepping the-score for the
show of the opening day, is no era, was agreeable to “hostihg” a Metro musical, “Gigi.”

London All-Out

Europe Show Plane

‘My Fair Lady’
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New Acts
PEGGY SEEGER
Folk Songs
30 Mins.
Gate of Horn, Chicago
Talent broad enough to keep the
rapt attention of the house for 30
minutes without pretentious stage
tricks is scarce in the folk music
field. Peggy Seeger reaches into
a wide variety of folk idioms and
offers them up with a sharpness
of detail and a vibrant fresh-air
voice that makes an intense and
‘constantly varying imprint on the
audience with each number.
This bright-faced thrush has a
sureness of stage manner that will
enable her to he at home with
almost any audience. The intimate
crowd at the Gate of Horn responds
with plenty of good will when she
experiments with audience partici¬
pation numbers in a way that
numerous stage veterans could
envy. Miss Seeger accompanies
herself mainly on the five-string
banjo. HeT technique is impres¬
sive and she qualifies as one of the
leading performers on that instru¬
ment, which has virtually become
a trademark of the Seeger family.
She alternates on occasion to a
guitar for softer tones.
For the regular cabaret set and
folk song cultists alike this act has
great potential. It’s simple and
impressive and Miss Seeger’s ren^rtoire is large, varied and adapt¬
able,
Leva.
SHELLEY BERMAN
Comedy
20 Mins.
Gate of Horn, Chicago
Shelley Berman has built a fol¬
lowing locally in offbeat nightclubs
with his situation monologs and
pantomimes over the past two
years. Set between several long
musical acts, his novel material
provides a nifty change of pace
and breaks up the house repeat¬
edly. The act is of the sophisti¬
cated sort, until recently, might
have been considered too highbrow
to be commercial. The young per¬
former builds a dramatic effect
that is a departure from other
comic turns.
His monologs are
broadly satirical and peppered
with sharp quips.
Because of Berman’s capacity to
combine wild flights of fancy in a
matter-of-fact presentation with
such simple staging as a chair and
spotlight, the act is particularly
acceptable to small rooms.
Leva.
WIN STRACKE
With Richard Pick
Folk Songs and Classical
50 Mins.
Gate of Horn, Chicago ,
Win Stracke, who is doubling
from his morning children^ show
on local tv,. comes to this folk mu¬
sic bistro with the heaviest equip¬
ment se'en yet. The strapping
basso, whose range extends to
tenor, projects with emotional im¬
pact the realistic dramas that underly most folk material. With this
ability, he hits the audience with
more than the bedroom music of
babies and babesThat make up the
songalogs of most of the current
crop of cafe hayseeds. Like the
best of folk singers, Stracke
touches the material of sin, sex,
frustration and religion meaning¬
fully and yet acceptably as nitery
fare. His Elizabethan songs reach
the audience with an immediacy
and virility that could have kept
Stracke on all night.
- Large credit for the success of
this act : must go to the classical
guitar of Richard Pick. Colorful
and sensitive accompaniment is
even scarcer in the niteries than on
the concert stage. Pick has long
held a reputation among musicians
generally as a standard setter on
his instrument. Apart from back¬
ing Stracke, he does a separate 25minute stint alone in which he
fingers Bach and classical guitar
pieces, as well as his own composi¬
tions. It’s remarkable that his re¬
cital-type presentation hushes the
crowded cafe.
Leva.
GAYLE Sc PAUL
Comedy Dance
8 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Gayle & Paul are a pair of com¬
edy ballroom dancers who show
several good ideas.
A stronger
continuity in their Various tricks
is needed to .widen their employ¬
ment scope.
The duo have a series of good
gags that are well performed, but
much of their better features are
obscured by bits' that have trav¬
eled the circuits for many years.
Their execution . comes off with
precision, but some fresher mate¬
rial is. needed for optimum effect.
Jose.

TARRIERS (3)
Songs
35 Mins.
Gatineau Club, Ottawa
The Tarriers (the name comes
from an old Irish folk tune and
refers to a sort of advance man for
a railroad section gang) are three
young males who play two guitars
and a plectrum banjo and go
through a routine of folk songs.
They collect their tunes from Scot¬
land, Ireland, Jamaica and the
U.S., and, while in Canada (they’re
New Yorkers), are huddling with
Canadian folk singers for FrenchCanadian, western and Newfound¬
land oldies. Boys are easy and con¬
fident on'the Gatineau Club floor
and exhibit no smart-aleck ten¬
dencies whatever.
Opening to a tough crowd, they
had the tablesitters with them after
a few bars of their w.k. handling
of “Banana Boat Song” and kept
them in their mitts throughout.
Already doing okay disk-wise on
the Glory label, trio Is good for tv
and niteries.
While the Gatineau is a big
room (900), Tarriers need a top
sound system (which the Gatineau
has) for best impact, but could
work intimate quarters nicely.
Gorm.
STEDMANS (2)
Dances '
16 Mins.
Gatineau Club, Ottawa
Terping internationally for more
than eight years, the. Stedmans
have not appeared in New Acts
before. Pair ranks above average
in adagio and ballroom stylings
with socko appearance and plenty
savvy displayed on the Gatineau
Club’s big floor where there is lots
of room for all-out tossing, spin¬
ning and twirling. Stint gets more
impact from a gimmick that also
shows the Stedmans /have fresh
ideas. It’s a routine that caricatures
■Characters who might be met on
a dance floor: showoff male, stand¬
off femme, clinging lovers, others.
Stedmans are both standout
dancers but femme partner gets
most attention through her slick
looks, grooming and gowning.
Male, in white tie and tails, ex¬
hibits smooth terpability through¬
out. Duo is big for any. sight
medium—stage, nitery, television,
screen.
Gorm.

■

Chaplin Film
^ Continued from page 1

Chaplin spirit and., his current feel¬
ings about What Was once his adopt¬
ed land. .Pic opens with' the king
stepping ashore, and being finger¬
printed as he comes down the
gangplank. In the end the monarch
without a country returns to “an¬
other continent” because he finds
life in the U. S. unbearable.
There is a scene in the film
where a little boy whose parents
have been accused of Communist
sympathies recites Karl Marx for
the visting king. Television also
comes in for Chaplin spoofing.
The French consider the film
funny enough but feel Chaplin
went too far in giving vent to his
personal bitterness.

AGVA Bans
Continued from page 1

Variety Artists, told both groups
that his union has Jurisdiction of
the variety field in all U. S. posses¬
sions as welb If * they persisted in
harassing U.S.. acts, playing those
territories, he Vould take action
to ban members of their organiza¬
tions when seeking work in the
U. S.
Bright. is contemplating opening
a Hawaiian branch because of up¬
beat of activity in that area. A
survey is currently being taken be¬
fore setting up shop there.

Begley as Barrow
Continued from page J -

■ i

switch from the role of prosecutor,
representing the late William Jen¬
nings Bryan, to defense attorney,
based on the late Clarence Harrow.
Previously, Melvyn Douglas played
the part when Muni was out of the
show several months following an
eye operation. After Muni’s re¬
turn, Douglas went out as star of
the road production.
“Wind” is currently in its 96th
week at the National Theatre, N.Y.
Begley's successor. in the Bryan
role isn't set.
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Equity-League Talks Going Slow;
Union Nixes Bid To Freeze Pay

Wednesday, May 15, I957

Show Out of Town
Barling, I’m Yours
San Francisco, May 7*

Mark A. Carabel presentation of two-act

Beatles* Heart
London, . May 0.
Stephen. Mitchell (in aijoclatlon with
Theatre Guild) presentation of three-act
drama by. Jean Anouilh; translated by
Luclenne H1U. Stara Mai Zetterllnf,
George Baker. Staged by William Chapmusic, John Hotchkls; decor, peter
_6. At St. James’s Theatre* London,
May 8, '57; $$.20 top.
Theresa Tarde.Mai Zetterling
Florent France... George Baker
Mon. Tarde .Donald Pleaaence
Mme. Tarde ....
Betty Warren
Gosta. John Bennett
Jeannette .
Annabel Maule
Mon. Lebonze .......... Peter Stephens
Hartmann ... Peter Bull
Mme. Bazin .Winifred Evans
Marie France.Jennifer Wright
Fitter .Margaret Courtenay
Assistant ..Mary Richards

take the rap, believing big motive
of revenge will get by,
Stephen Murray is well cast as
the investigating father, sublimat¬
ing his emotional stress to the
fanatical faith in his apparatus
Walter Fitzgerald and Sonia Dres¬
del convey all the fatalism and hid¬
den fire of the foreign VIP’s with
Hugh Wakefield, Richard Dunn, w
Thorp Devereux, Richard Dunn
and John Longden contrasting well
as the representatives of the AngloAmerican bloc. Jeremy Burnham
makes the most of his few oppor¬
tunities as the neurotic aide unhap.
pily entangled in politics. The
femme contingent on the younger
side have little to do but provide
background figures in a country
house. Play is soundly directed bv
Jack Williams. ./
Clem.

(five scenes) comedy by Fred, and Elaine
ActGrs Equity and the League of 4
Shevln. Stars Gene Nelson, Lisa Gaye,
Philip Reed. Staged by Jess Kimmel, set
N. Y. Theatres are apparently head¬
and
lighting by Marvin Herbert. At Cur¬
ed for a showdown In their negotia¬
ran Theatre, May 6, '57; $3.85 top.
Pearl.
Ruby Goodwin
tions for a new contract. The union
Mrs.
Ruth Canfield.Helene Heigh
Is showing no sign of backing down
Hackle.King Moody
in its demands, which resulted in
Lori Albert .. Lisa Gaye
Jerry Turner .. Preston Hanson
Kansas City, May 14.
a "League walkout on the first of
Guy Spencer..
Philip Reed
A stronger lineup of names is al¬ Judge
the current negotiating sessions
Henry Canfield.John Parrish
Jimmy Canfield . Del Erickson
ready
beginning
to
pay
off
the
last April 4. Since then, the two
Pamela Blake ..Anne. Gwynne
groups have been meeting on a Starlight" Theatre's 10-show sched¬ Mike Sawyer ....... Gene Nelson
ule of summer musicals in Swope Charlie Ward. George Douglas
twice-weekly schedule.
Connie Ward . Lynne Mlnto
There are already indications, Park. Thus far, subscription sales
that the managers may not stick to¬ total about $135,000, with a pos¬
This bit of gossamer and mis¬
gether in opposing Equity’s , de¬ sible $150,000 by the late June fired gags opened here to an audi¬
Jean Anouilh has had consider¬
able success in London with his
mands for higher salaries and other opening. That would virtually as¬ ence silence that was deafening.
sure
a
healthy
season,
according
plays,
including the still-current
benefits. It’s understood that if
Thin story centers on a sarongthe League does refuse to accept to business manager Bill Symon.
clad visitor from Polynesia whose “Waltz of the Toreadors.” It is
doubtful
if this one, written over
The
schedule
to
date
includes
quaint folk custom consists of try¬
the demands as a body, certain pro¬
ducers intend to sign individual “South Pacific” with Howard Keel ing on males for size, physically, 20 years ago, will do as well, al¬
though the author has been well
Martha
Wright,
Benny
Baker
and
before
marrying.
The
girl,
played
contracts with the union rather
served in his cast and the produce
than have their shows closed by Jim Hawthorne; “Cah-Can,” with almost inaudibly by Lisa Gaye, tion is on a high level.
Hildegarde; “Pajama Game,” with visits a Manhattan jtidge (John
an actor walkout.
There is an excess of talk but
Another factor working against Don Cornell and Fran Warren; Parrish) who is on the verge of be¬ little
action in this study of the
a senatorial nominee.
The Greatest Man Alive
the producers, if they do fail to “Silk Stockings,” with Tony Ben¬ coming
The girl eventually chooses the seamy side of Paris, and a girl’s
Frederick Fox (in association with El.
reach an agreement with Equity nett and Julie Wilson; “Damn right
suitor (Gene Nelson), the vain effort to climb out of the mire. llott Nugent Jc John Geretad) production
Yankees/’
With.
Gretchen
Wyler,
and therefore precipitate a per¬
To
a
large
extent,
the
success
or
of three-act comedy by Tony Webster.
judge gets his nomination, another
former strike, is the possibility of and as the season opener, Liberace. suitor gets a girl (Anne Gwynne) failure of the play Will depend on Staged by Nugent; scenery and lighting.
Star* Dennis King; features Russell
alienating their investors, particu¬ The talent budget will run about who wants him, a third sculptor- the performance and pulling power Fox.
Collins, Kathleen Maguire, Biff McGuire,
John-Gibson, Richard Kelly, Joseph Bolarly In the case of a hit show. $60,000 more than last year, pro¬ suitor (Philip Reed) achieves inter¬ of Mai Zetterling, the'star.
land.
At Ethel Barrymore Theatre, N.Y,,
There’s a question as to what legal duction vice-president Dan L. Fen¬ national acclaim for a bust—nude,
The heroine, a young violinist in May 8, '57; $4.60 top weeknlghts, $5.7i
recourse the "backers might have in nell says.
natch—-of Miss Gaye, and the on¬ her parents’ orchestra in a cheap Frlday-Saturday nlghta ($7.50 opening).
Amos Benedict ..Dennis King
stage goat presumably gets to nib¬ French cafe, announces her en¬ Tom
auch circumstances..
Hopkins .RusseU Collins
ble the leftover carnations and gagement to a rich young com¬ Peggy Thomas . Kathleen Maguire
Equity recently issued a state¬
poser. He is undaunted by her en¬ Harry Dugan ............. Richard Kelly
sarongs. , ■
'
ment reaffirming its stand in the
Steve Boyle . Biff McGuire
vironment
and
the
disgusting
old
To
achieve
their
obvious
resolu¬
contract confabs and attacking the
Policeman ..Joseph Boland
tion, authors Fred and Elaine She- 'couple who greedily exploit her. As Bishop Hansen . John Gibson
League for attempting “to frighten
Ambulance Driver..*? Edgar Meyer
vin resort to considerable exposi¬ ’a test, she takes ner father with Hospital
Aide . William Windom
the public into supporting its po¬
tion by the maid (Ruhy Goodwin) her on a visit to her future country Photographer .Stephen Gray
sition that higher wages for per¬
home. Although her fiance is
and
judge’s
wife
(Helene
Heigh),
a
formers ' will. curtail productions
adamant
and
even
her
revelation
revolving-door technique to get
This time of year, according to
and send tickets costs sky rocket¬
By GORDON IRVING
players off and on stage, numerous that she had a lover at 14 fails to Broadway tradition, is the silly
ing.” In rebuttal, the union claims
visual bits superannuated even by shake his intention to marry her, season, and here’s another play to
Pitlochry,
Scot.,
May
7.
that, in the last six years the per¬
video, and what looks like an ex¬ she breaks the engagement and prove it.
It seems there's this
It pays to be bold in show biz. pensive Mark Carabel production. goes back with her fatn£r. *
former’s minimum salary has gone
eccentric codger w~o decides to
up only $10 a week and in the last John SteWart, rich Scot, who con¬
Consistent failure of the gags is
Miss Zetterling has real pathos in hang himself while wearing a der¬
three years hasn’t gone up at all.” founded traditionalists by launching inherent in the script. The players the scene in which she relates the by hat. The idea is, at long last, to
The union also argues, “A -few a summer theatre-in this Highland can’t be expected to do much, sordid details of her early life, but get'his name in the papers. The
years ago you could see a Broad¬ resort seven years ago, is now reap¬ though Miss Heigh manages to her characterization seems top im¬ yarn is supposed to be a scream,
blow chunks of exposition, any¬ mature for the renunciation scene. but somehow it seems only rather
way play from a good seat in the ing the rewards of his optimism.'
way. Nelson Is something of an George' Baker does creditably in foolish.
orchestra for $4.20. A few years
Customers of the tourist variety exception to the general tenor of the rather static role of the rich'
“The Greatest Man Alive” is the
before that .the price was $3.30.
Today you pay from $5.75 to $8.30 are flocking to his little' 500-seat script and performance: somehow, man and Peter Bull gives good concoction of television scrlpter
for the same seat in the same the¬ tent playhouse set amid the purple he achieves some empathy with support. as his understanding Tony Webster, who is identified in
the audience.
friend.
a program biog as the winner of
atre. Who gets the money? Not Scot mountains and blue lochs. Oil
Jess Kimmel’s staging is weari¬
Gems of characterization are of¬ two Emmy awards for his contribu¬
the performer on the stage. His rationing snags have been over¬ some, Marvin Harbert’s set and
tions to the Phil Silvers show, be¬
fered
by
Betty
Warren
and
Donald
come.
U.
S.
and
Canadian
visitors
weekly salary is'the same.
lighting pleasant.
Pleasence as the grasping parents, sides writing for the Sid Caesar
“The performer still works eight are prominent among the arrivals
“Darling, I’m Yours” will never but John Bennett, as a musician series, “Show of Shows” and other
hours a day, seven days a week from over 40 countries.
be Broadway’s.
Stef.
who- runs' amok with jealousy has tele entries, Elliott Nugent has
The 1957 season opened with a
for the first three weeks of rehear¬
staged the piece With an old pro’s
an unconvincing part.
sal. During the last week of re¬ James Bridie play, “The Last
competence, besides joining Fred¬
hearsal he works 10 hours a day, Trtunp,” which proved a disap¬
erick Fox and John Gerstad in the
The Best Damn Lie
presentation.
seven days a week. He is paid $55 pointment. Jordan Lawrence, an*
London, May 8.
Dennis King, who’s not only an
per week. This is -less than the English director, is resident stager
Stanley Willli-Croft (for Company of old pro but keeps getting more ex¬
and a company of 20 is appearing
Federal minimum wage.”
Three) presentation of drama in three
Panfllo and Laurette
in six plays in a season. “The
acts by Leo Marks. Stars Stephen Murray, pert as an actor and more engag¬
A capacity audience of well- Sonia .Dresdel, Walter Fitzgerald, Hugh ing- as a stage personality, plays
Mayerling Affair,” by R.' F. DelderTurn Down Producers
Wakefield. Staged- by Jack Williams. At
A request by the League of N.Y. field, preemed last Saturday (4). wishers assembled Friday (10) at Winter Garden Theatre, London, May 7, the likable old geezer who nas the
preposterous notion of bumping
Theatres to keep cast salaries in Other, plays in the summer reper¬ Columbia’s campus (Brander Ma¬ '57; $2.20 top.
Mischler ......... Stephen Murray himself off with a flourish as a
current shows at the present mini¬ toire are the Ben Travers vintage thews) theatre to hear the new David
Commissioner ........... Richard Dunn
way
of getting the attention he al¬
opera
commissioned
by
the
Rocke¬
Mr. Zabaskin . Walter Fitzgerald
mum until next September has farce “Rookery Nook,” Michael
Zabaskin.Sonia Dresdel ways Craved but never achieved.
been turned down by Actors MacLiammoir’s light comedy feller Foundation and Lincoln Madam
Lord Appleby.. Hugh Wakefield Various interruptions and distrac¬
Kerstein
for
Ballet
Society.
The
Edgar HolUa . Jeremy Burnham.
Equity. The union is currently ne¬ “Where Stars Walk,” J. M. Synge’s
tions keep him from going through
occasion proved a major embar¬ Chief Inspector Phillips
gotiating with the League for a classic comedy “The Playboy of the rassment.
W. Thorp Devereux with the plan, of course, but in the
Senator Blrkett.John Longden process King gives a delightfully
mew - contract, and a hike in mini- Western World,” ‘and the J. B.
Composer Carlos Chavez is the Valerie
Appleby .-Anna Steele
mums is one of the main demands. Priestly comedy “The Scandalous big man of Mexican philharmonic Commander Dexter.Geoffrey King comic performance.
The new pact takes effect June 1. Affair of Mr. Kettle and 'Mrs.. music, and -has composed through Miss Flint . Gladys Bacon
The effort is in a lost cause,
May . Ida Shepley however, for the play never estab¬
Equity refused to go along with Moon.”
the years but his librettist Chester
lishes
its two basic premises, that
the League’s request on the basis
The local season, catering most¬ Kallman hampered him with a
Despite its hokum there is suffi¬
that it would represent a three- ly to» tourists and day-trekkers to tedious and complicated text, plays cient tension and credibility in this the hero really Intends to hang
month cut for minimum players if the Highland hills, embraces 182 within plays, biblical and mytholo¬ topical meller to awaken arid hold himself or that the police sent to
salary raises are agreed upon. play performances, and runs to Oct. gical allusions, allegory galoFe and the interest of most audiences. It prevent the suicide wouldn’t sim¬
Minimum cuts are against Equity 5. As from "May 20, all six plays much else that' was antiquated centres on a distracted father try¬ ply kick the door down and disarm
No composer could ing to track down the murderer of the hero’s crackpot crony. More¬
practice. The union points out will be performed in rotation, so stagecraft.
over, the mood of frenzied, farce is
that producers can still apply.for patrons may see the.complete rep¬ rise above such a “book.”
his daughter through the aid of his
The flop of “Panfllo and Lau¬ lie- deteetor, with the consequent abandoned for rather syrupy ro¬
salary cuts through regular pro- ertoire on six consecutive evenings.
mance in the- third , act.
rette”
points;,
up
anew
the
import¬
storm
in
diplomatic
circles,
when
"cedure, as long as it doesn't effect
Russell Collins is plausible as
Coach and train parties have ance of the librettist. “The play’s international complications arise.
the minimums.
been organized in greater numbers the thing” in opera, too. This It is written in a natural, forth¬ the hero’s disgruntled, dimwit pal
of
40 years’ standing, and Biff Mc¬
melancholy
opus
has
no
relation
this year. British Railways is run¬
right vein and raises quite a few
and Kathleen Maguire are
Priestley’s ‘Cage’ Folds
ning special “theatre trains” to whatsoever to present day experi¬ laugh* in unexpected places, and Guire
pleasant
as the standard love in¬
ences
or
emotions.
It
is
difficult
from every angle.is good entertain¬ terest. There
town dwellers tof the spot,
In West End Next Week take
are also acceptable
and school parties are also being if not impossible to become In¬ ment that might suit the U. S. minor portrayals by Richard Kelly
London, May 14.
volved
or
even
interested
in
such
market
or
rate
a
Hollywood
script.
encouraged. .
as
the
girl’s
obnoxious
fiance, Jo¬
a tale. Significant was the audi¬
J. B. Priestley’s play “The Glass
An American scientist, specializ¬ seph Boland as a quick ort-and-oif
Pitlochry, of about 2,500 popu¬ ence reaction. Though the assem¬
Cage,” is expected to close May
ing in brain prints and psychology, cop, and John Gibson as a sanc¬
lation,
is
in,
the
geographical
center
blage at the premiere included brings his lie detector over to Lon¬ timonious success-formula preach¬
25 at the Piccadilly Theatre after
a run of four weeks. A spokes¬ of Scotland, on the banks of the friends and admirers of the partic¬ don to help solve the mystery of er who’s depressed because hi*
man for the* management, H. M. River Tummel. The theatre opera¬ ipants, there was not even polite, his daughter’s death. Frustration how-to book isn’t selling.
Tennent," says the advance sale is tion has been likened to the Eng¬ perfunctory applause at the con¬ involving protocol and immunity
Fox, doubling as producer and
not good enough to justify extend¬ lish Stratford-upon-Avon and to clusion of the acts. The human arises because the girl was stran¬ designer, has provided a suitably
at this pachydermatous gled in the bedroom of the Ambas¬ shabby apartment interior and has
ing the- run after that date, but Malvern, though on much smaller sacrifices
display patiently endured the tor¬ sador of one of those hush-hush lighted it ably.
scale.
The
town
also
runs
its
own
But the show
indicates that if business improves,
ture, but to thelf credit, they did
the play may be ihoved to a small¬ Film Festival, opening last night not indulge in hypocritical acclaim, foreign countries while a vital con¬ stacks up as a minor item, doubt¬
(Mon.) and continuing through
ference was in progress, He bull¬ ful for films but perhaps good for
er theatre.
but gleefully rushed for the exits dozes every top ranking official,
“Cage” was Specially written May 18. Supplementary events im and the, usual small talk, on this from Scotland Yard to a Cabinet modest stock and amateur royal¬
Hobe.
for Murray and Donald Davis and elude concerts, and dance pro¬ occasion brilliant by comparison Minister, in his country home ties.
CClose&last Saturday night (11)
grams.
their sister Barbara Chilcott, lead¬
with the labors on the stage.
where. further delicate interna¬ after five performances.) ■,
Stewart, a business-man, spent
ing members of the'Crest Theatre
Bill Butler, the stager, strove tional negotiations are being held.
of Toronto, and was.first produced $135,000 on his .dream theatre. One valiantly to relieve the weariness, His obstinate probing involves the
NO LONGIES iN HAWAII
year he lost $36,000, and the next the settings-^Herbert Senn and cooperation flof those concerned to
there.
another $15,000. Operation, was Helen Pond) and costumes (Sylvia submit to his brain recording test,
Props Arrive by*Post to Save
then revised as a non-profit com¬ Wintle) are first-rate, as is the but another tragedy occurs before
‘Stalag 13’
pany, and is operated by the Pit¬ lighting (Thomas Garrett).. But all he learns his daughter was a two•these very pro craftsmen, plus
The Broadway Show League, a lochry Festival Society Ltd., with a Howard Shanet batoning a pit orch, timing spy.
Honolulu, May 14.
local
lord,
the
Earl
of
Mansfield,
as
The
wife
of
the
suspect
Ambas¬
voluntary organization composed
could not overcome the turgidity of sador coaxes her husband to let
Costume Rubles for a time
of softball teams reppirtg current chief patron. The project now op the author.
her question him, and under the threatened to thwart amateur
erates
in
the
black.
New York productions, starts its
Frank Porretta, Sylvia Stahlman,
Theatre, built in a garden of a Mary McMurray and Thomas Stew¬ influence learns he was responsible staging of “Stalag 13” at St. Pat¬
third consecutive year - tomorrow
for her son’s death. She promptly rick’s auditorium but the day was
(Thurs.) in Central Park, N. Y. mansion house, wds originally . a ard enacted the principal roles at knifes him and is then overcome,
Some 17 teams are competing this tent. The severe gales of 1952 the debut. An alternate cast of with remorse when told he was a saved by the postman’s arrival.
The costumes—10 sets of “long
year compared with 14 last year. damaged.it badly, however, and it .singers is scheduled on certain sick man and probably guiltless. john” winter underwear—had to
Aside from providing organized was rebuilt as a steeLframed struc¬ evenings.' There is a well-trained As the woman holds high .office be¬ be ordered from San Francisco
recreation for performers, the ture with walls and foof of sheet chorus. It must haVe been a chore hind the Iron Curtain and is a just before dress rehearsal when
League also plans to raise $250,000 asbestos; but cunningly retaining of magnitude to memorize and great factor in the imminent pact
for world’peace, they decide to wardrobe crew discovered Hawaii
this year for the Actors’ Fund of the tent atmosphere, The Intention sing the tuneless verbosity.
Wien.
shield her. The scientist offer* to stores don’t carry 'em.
is to make it a permanent’building.
America.
*
i
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Canada’s Stratford Gifted
Matinee Idols Making a Comeback; With
$25,000 from Britain Authors Cite ‘Copyright Barnacles’;
Male Stars Now Outnumber Femmes
See Selves ‘Legit’s Primary Talent’

Stratford, Ont., May 14.
Shakespeare Festival here has
received its ‘second gift from Brit¬
ain: $25,000 from the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation. .“Some iden¬
Male
stars
have
dominated^
tifiable part of the theatre” is re¬
Broadway this season. That's a re¬
quested to be identified with the
versal, as femme players had been ‘Circus Priest’ Raps Plays name Gulbenkian. Late industrial¬
Keene, N. H., May 14.
getting most'of the above-the-title
ist was known as “Mr. Five Per
Films still need censorship,
hilling in legit in recent years.
Cent.”
The 1956-57 scorecard on the ' in the opinion of Rev. Edward
Previous gift was $1,500 from
S. Sullivan of Roxbury, Mass.,
sexes lists 41 starring roles for
Shakespeare
Memorial Theatre at
widely known as the “Circus ' Stratford-on-Avdn.
males against 2$ for the femmes.
Priest."
There were 15 shows in which, .only
Father Sullivan also told
men starred and nine with only
about 200 members of the
women headliners. The star gen¬
Catholic Daughters of Ameri- „.'.
der was mixed on another 14 en¬
ca, at a communion breakfast
tries.
at St. Margaret Mary Church
The-shows, with'masculine stars
here,
that ' “you certainly
only,. have included “Loud Red
woyJdnM; want your children to
Patrick" (Arthur Kennedy’ David
see most of the stage plays of
Wayne), “Too Late the Phalarbpe"
today."
(Barry ■ Sullivan), “Apple Cart"
He showed colored motion
(Maurice Evans), “Happiest Mil¬
pictures of circus life.
lionaire". .(Walter Pidgeon), “Night
of the Auk" (Claude Rains, WendeU Corey, Christopher Rlummer)
A strawhat m a n a g e r revolt
and “Uncle Willie" (Menasha Skulagainst climbing royalties has paid
nik).
off again.
Also, “Waltz of the Toreadors"
The Council of Stock Theatres,
(Ralph Riqhardsonl, “Visit to a
representing star operations, has
Small -planet" (Cyril Ritchard),
succeeded
in getting the Samuel
“Tunnel of Love". (Tom Ewell),
French agency to reduce its royalty
“Holiday ' for
Lovers"
(Don
demands
on
three first-time Re¬
Ameche), “Hole in the Head"
Denver^ May 14.
Denver will join the list of legit leases, “Janus,” “Will Success Spoil
(Paul; Douglas), “Good . as Gold"
Rock
Hunter”
and
“Desk Set." '
(Roddy McDowall, Paul Ford, Zero subscription cities next season for
Last year, COST was equally
Mostel), “Sin of Pat Muldoon" the presentation of four touring
(James Barton), “First Gentleman" Broadway shows; Under Theatre successful in getting French to
(Walter Slezak) and “Greatest Man Guild-American Theatre Society lower royalties on “Bus Stop," “An¬
Alive" (Dennis King).
and Council of the Living Theatre niversary Waltz," “Tea and Sympa¬
The productions, with femme sponsorship “My Fair Lady" will thy” and “Seven Year Itch." Those
stars only, have included “Best have a 15-performance ^engage¬ shows were reduced to an average
House in Naples" (Katy Jurado), ment Aug, 22 at the Municipal $400-$60 guarantee against a per¬
centage of the gross. Milton Stiefel,
“Auntie Marne" (Rosalind Russell), Auditorium.
*
“Girls • of Summer" ({Shelley Win¬
“Diary of Anne Frank" is booked operator of the Ivorytown (Conn.)
ters), “Bells Are Ringing" (Judy for four performances Sept. 26-28 Playhouse, is in charge of play
Holliday), “Happy Hunting" (Ethel and “No Time for Sergeants" for negotiations for COST.
Merjman);
“Protective
Custody" four Oct. 10-12 at the fame house,
French originally agreed to drop^
(Faye Emerson), “Eugenia" (Tal¬ with a fourth show to be an¬ its royalty rates on “Janus,” “Suc¬
lulah Bankhead), “Ziegfeld Fol¬ nounced. The local aubscription cess” and “Desk" to a $400 guar¬
lies" (Beatrice Lillie) and “New drive is being managed by Mrs. antee against 5% of the gross up
Girl in Town”. (Gwen Verdon, Beatrice Handel and Mrs. Frank to $9,000 and 71/2% of the take
Thelma Ritter).
Kemp, while the local impressarios above that figure. The barn mana¬
Entries, costarring both sexes, are Mrs. Blanche Witherspoon and gers refused to accept those terras,
Include “Harbor Lights" (Linda Mrs. Marjorie Grimes.
however, because some of the
(Contlhued^on page 73)
With the support of subscription, smaller houses could not meet the
it’s hoped that Denver will* be a $400 guarantee. French then agreed
healthy. four-performance split- to drop the guarantee for those
week stopover for touring shows [ operations to $300, with the origintraveling between the midwest and | al revised royalty plan holding for
the Coast. Especially strong gross- the other houses.
ers like “My Fair Lady" will obvi¬
Besides ironing out the royalty
A hearing in N. Y. Supreme ously be good for a longer stand. situation, COST has also set ceil¬
Court on the controversy between The fact that “Lady." is ^.subscrip¬ ings of $150 on straight plays and
the N. Y. City License Dept, and tion item fqFnext season is likely $200 on musicals as fees for pack¬
legit tour package agencies has to get the local drive off to a fast
been delayed again. It's now set start, as subscribers will naturally ages. The ceiling on star salaries
for next Monday (20), having been be assured of getting seats for the has 'been set at a straight $2,000,
or $3,000, inclusive of percentages.
postponed from last Monday ...(13) musical smash.
At a recent COST meet, an objec¬
at the request of municipal author- i
tion Was raised against the pack¬
ities.
I
aging of shows by member man¬
The issue involves the recent
agers on a booking fees basis.
order of N. Y. License Commis¬
The majority of the members
sioner Bernard J. O’Connell for¬
went along with the objection and
bidding the sale of 10 or more
it was put into the record. Some
tickets to a Broadway show to an
managers, however, abstained from
unlicensed purchaser. Also in¬
voting, as they were against paying
volved in the dispute are the New
. Kansas City, May 14.
booking fees to anyone.
York ticket brokers, whose attor¬
Kansas City Philharmonic Or¬
ney; Jesse Moss, obtained a show- chestra will continue its operation
cause' Order permitting him. to for 1957-58 following a meet¬
argue their position at the upcom¬ ing^ of the association last week.
ing hearing. The brokers’ attitude While the orch will have its con¬
is that if package firms are per¬ cert season, it appears the seasonmitted to handle' theatre tickets end opera festival of the past few
The projected off-Broad way re¬
without being licensed, the same years will not come up next sea¬
should apply to them.
son, No budget provisidn Is made vival of “Ballet Ballads” has been
budgeted
at $25,000 by the new pro¬
A temporary restraining order for the operas, which have been ducing firm of Edmund Balin, Mur¬
obtained btf Theatre Trains & presented on March week-ends.
ray
Gitlin
and Alan Kass. The pro¬
Paul Willson, a director of the
Planes is enabling the tour outfits
duction will include the preem of a
to handle tickets pending legal association for s e v e r al years, new ballad, “Riding Hood Revisit¬
clarification of the License Dept, was elected president, and C. Y. ed," in addition to the three in¬
Thomas, last year’s president, be¬
order.
volved in the original 1948 presen¬
comes chairman of the board.
tation. All the ballads are by Je¬
-Question as to just what day of
Moross and the late John LaMetropolis Theatre, N. Y., the week the concerts-will be given rome
touche.
up for discussion. Last year 1 The original triple-bill had an
* As Legit Scenic Studio is
the concerts were in mid-week, but eight-week run at: the Music Box
The Metropolis Theatre, on the the hottest consideration Is being
upper east side of New York, is re¬ given to‘Sunday in the Music Hall. Theatre, N. Y., after being launched
verting to legit, but not as a per¬ That would leave the big hall, free as, an Experimental Theatre pro¬
formance house. The 65-year-old for road legits with an uninter¬ duction at the Maxine Elliott The¬
spot, once a stopoff for Broadways rupted 6-day week. The broken atre. Favorable press reaction cued
going on the road, has been used < week has heretofore been a com¬ the move to the Music Box after
as a scenic studio and warehouse! plicating factor in appearance of one week at the Elliott. The three !
ballads, incidentally, are “Susanna
for Loew’s Theatres for the past 30 yoad shows here.
and the Elders," “Willie the. Weep-'
years. * It’s how been leased to |
er" and “The Eccentricities of
American Studios, Inc., a new
Davey
Crockett."
scenic construction firm headed by
The reported cost of transferring
Bernard Starr' and E. B. Dunkel
the production to the Music Box
Studios, scenic artists forTegit, tv
Was $35,000, with legit backer Al¬
and industrial shows.
I
fred R. Stern and T. Edward Ham'
Albany, May 14.
. The auditorium is equipped with
Knickerbocker Players, a newly bleton, the latter now co-producer,
six huge paint frames, plus a pros¬
cenium stage, which will enable formed repertory company, with of the Phoenix Theatre, N. Y.,.put¬
the studio to assemble and display Martin Kelly'and Gene Soares as ting up the coin.
finished sets for Inspection by pro¬ co-producers, will ptesent a sixweek summer season at Siena Col¬
ducers.
lege In Loudonville (suburb), and
then will tour area communities for
Buffalo, May 14.
Coca-Munthin Package a month.
Melody Fair has set six musical
Imogene Coca and Jules MunKelly, former Albariy reporter, tent shows for the coming summer
shin’s summer theatre package of Is a graduate In drama from Catho¬ as follows; June 13, “Pajama
“Janus", booked by Jules Zeigler, lic U.
Game"; July 2, “Can-Can"; July
opens June 24 at Spa, Saratoga,
“The Solid Gold Cadillac" “The 16, “Student Prince"; July 30,
N.Y. Four weeks now Jined up.
Milky Way" and "The Streets of “Guys and Dolls"; August 13, “Kiss
In all pair expect to do 10 weeks New York" are three of the works Me Kate," and August 27th to be
with the play In the barns.
scheduled; opens June 25.
announced.

Denver On TG-ATS
Sked Next Season

*
By ROBERT L LANDRY
I
One of the 13 panels at last
: week’s Authors League of America
Washington May 14.
' convention at the Biltmore Hotel,
Norwegian Government has
; N. Y.v was on the question certain
asked its parliament for an ad¬
to loom large in the immediate
ditional 250,000 kroner, in its
future of Dramatists Guild strategy.
fiscal 1957-58 budget, to ad¬
This is the problem of what Marc
vance plans for a national
Connelly at the panel termed “bar¬
. opera, the Embassy here re¬
nacles on the dramatists’ copy¬
ports.
right.”
The opera company would
Barnac’es in question are at¬
lease the 1,200-seat People’s
tempts of other talents to impose
Theatre in Oslo for 90 to 100
their contract rights on film, for¬
performances a year and go on
eign and other subsidiary income.
the road for another 60 per¬
The problerri is especially related
formances annually.
to musicals, and the fact that Os¬
car Hammerstein 2d was the panel
chaii'man is itself significant.
Dramatists are concerned that
lawyers and agents for stage direc¬
tors, scene designers and choreog¬
raphers are in some cases forcing
producers to agree that Hollywood
or London or television sales shall
include payment to the original
With the idea of extending the Broadway “interpreters." * Right
performance schedule and thereby there the issue is joined. “Nothing
spreading the overhead, Banner must be allowed to interfere with
Productions will present four dif¬ the writer’s sole control of his own
ferent shows a week next season copyright," was the sentiment ex¬
At the Carnegie Hall Playhouse, pressed by most of the panel and
N. Y. The off-Broadway outfit was by a dozen or so voices from, the
recently organized by Arnold Perl, floor. About 85 persons attended
Howard Da Silva, Sanford Fried¬ the meeting, a tipoff of the serious¬
man and Myron Weinberg, the lat-! ness attached to the “threat."
Although most of the speakers
ter two also operating the theatre.
The multiple program will in¬ veiled their examples and did not
cite
chapter and verse, a number of
clude a straight play on a regular
eight-performance sked, a week¬ cases were mentioned in which
Hollywood
and London deals were
end children’s show, plus Friday
and Saturday midnight variety bills j held up because the producer had
not
been
free
to consummate and
and Monday evening staged read¬
ings of “works-in*progress." The had, by his action at the time of
overall venture is being financed at the Broadway production, weak¬
$40,000. The combined budget on ened the author’s right to peddle
the quartet of offerings is $27,000. his script unencumbered.
Elmer Rice went along with the
The plan to cut costs hinges on
the varied productions as a single general position, but said that the
“Interpreters"
had their own vexa¬
unit in production, advertising,
rental and wherever else possible. tions and sympathy was a good
thing.
But
sympathy
must stop
Anent the rental, in putting on four
shows, the producers will be able .short of the copyright. “It is ours
and
ours
alone,"
was
the
point of
to get 14 performances on the same
rent that would have to bfe shelled most comhient. Opposition to pig¬
gy-back
transport
for
choreog¬
out for a single production playing
raphers and scene designers was
a normal performance schedule.
fundamental.
The increase in performances
A good deal of talk centered on
would raise .the gross potentfal and directors who demand “pnconscionprobably not substantially boost ex¬
(Continued on page 73)
penses, since little extra stagehand
or other outlay is likely. ‘
The producers also plan an equal
four-way split of the net profits.
Included in the divvy will be the
cast and staff, the backers and pro¬
ducers. The remaining fourth will
Although “The Greatest Man
be put into a fund to cover future Alive" . did a fast folderoo on
productions. Inclusion, of the cast Broadway last week, the manage¬
and staff in the profit split will be ment didn’t lose its sense of humor.
in the form, of compensation for the A small ad in the New York Times
slim off-Broadway salaries and also last Friday (10) followed' through
as an impetus for the participants with the basic idea of the play, in
to remain with the project, thus which a has-been plans to get pub¬
avoiding excessive turnover in per¬ lic attention by hanging himself
sonnel.
while wearing a derby hat.
The first play to be presented by • The suicide, which doesn’t actu¬
Banner will be “Tevye," adapted ally occur in the play, was depicted
by Perl from stories by Sholom in the ad showing a derby-wearirig
Aleichem. Da Silva will direct. gent hanging limply from a rafter
Perl and Da Silva were similarly with a rope tied around his neck
Involved In the off-Broadway pro¬ and a chair kicked out from under¬
duction of “World of Sholom Alei¬ neath him. The situation was fur¬
chem," which they also produced.
ther gagged-up by the text, which
read, “Seats now selling in advance
through tomorrow night. Please
don’t specify alternate dates."
“Man,"' which starred Dennis
King, was produced by Frederick
Fox, in association', with Elliot Nu¬
gent and. John Gerstad. It closed
last' Saturday (11) after five per¬
formances.
Washington,. May 14. .
The creation of a U.S. Arts Foun¬
dation as an independent agency Daily News, New Yorker
of the executive branch of the
Staffers Writing Revue
Government is proposed in a bill
A trio of writers for the N. Y.
to be introduced at .the next ses¬ Daily News and the New Yorker
sion of Congress by. Sens. Jacob K. magazine are contributing material
Javits (R.; N.Y.) and Joseph S. for a new revue, “Steps .on Toes,"
Clark (D.; Pa.). The agency would scheduled to be produced in New
function along the lines of the Arts York next season.
Council of Great Britain and the
The three are Douglas Watt,
Arts Council in the Dominion of writer-critic for the News and the
Canada.
New Yorker; Robert Sylvester,
Javits'explains that the proposed ! columnist and former drama edi¬
U.S. Arts Foundation would foster tor of the News, and John Mcthe performing arts by providing Carten, film critic for the New
financial support for performers, Yorker.
Watt, who occasionally
writers, directors, composers, teach¬ does legit reviews for the News,
ers and others in non-profit enter¬ is responsible for music and
prises. The danger of Government lyrics, along with Cy Coleman,
domination in artistic matters John Morris and the late John
would be avoided by having the Latouche.
* .
agency independently set up, with
Sylvester,' McCarten and Nat
a 12-man board of trustees.
Hiken are the sketch writers. The
This is not to be confused with dance and musical numbers will
former Senator Herbert Lehman’s be staged by Paul Godkin. The
proposed Federal Arts Advisory revue will be produced by Watt’s
Commission which never passed wife, Ethel, and legit pressagent
Max Eisen.
Congress.

Norway Seeks Opera

Star Barns Win
Royalty Cut On
3 New Releases Qff-B’way Outfits

DELAY COURT HEARING
ON N.Y. TICKET RULING

Philharmonic on Sunday
May Clear Legit Week
At Kansas City Hall

OFF-B’WAY ‘BALLADS’
REVIVAL SET AT 25G

Albariy R«p. Co. Starts
6-Wk. Season June 25

Melody Fair Sets 6 Shows

4-Way 40G Spread

‘GREATEST MAN’TOUTS
OWN FOLD IN GAG AD

U.S. Arts Foundation For
Fiscal Help to Drama
If It’s Not for Profit
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B’way on Toboggan; ‘Moon’ $13,400,
‘Hunting’ $56,400, Taradiso’ $22,600,
‘Shinbone $32,500, ‘Follies’ $30,300
Broadway continued downbeat
last week. The overall picture was
spotty, apparently due in part to a ‘
.business upsurge for most of the
shows ^that had announced closing
dates this month.
The capacity, entries, “Auntie
Marne/' “Bells Are Ringing” and
“My Fair Lady,” held steady. The
last show of the season, the Citv
Center revival of “Pajama Game,”
opens tonight (Wed.).
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musical-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
eretta).
Other parenthetic designations |
tefer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of. performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10%. Federal arid
8% 'City tax, but drosses are net;
i.e., exclusive of taxes:
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C)
(27th wk; 213;. $6.90-$5.75; 1,182;
$43,000) (Rosalind Russell). As
always, $43,500. Lays off following
the June 29 evening performance
and resumes Aug. 5.
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
(24th wk; 188; $8-05; 1,453; $58,101) (Judy Holliday). Usual $58,700.
Damn Yankees, Adelphl. (MC)
(106th wk; 844; $8.05^ 1,434;
$50,000). Previous week, $25,200
at the 46th Street; last week, nearly
$21,000 for seven performances on
twofers.
Potential capacity on
twofers for all performances is
about $33,000 and potential capac¬
ity on a partial twofer sale is
about $43,000.
Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa¬
dor (D) (84th wk; 669; $5.75; 1.155;
$35,000) (Joseph Schildkaut). Closes
June 22 and lays off Until July 29 ,j
when it begins touring in Los An¬
geles. Previous week, $14,700 on
twofers; last week, almost $14,400
on twofers.
First Gentleman, Belasco (C) (3d
wk; 20; $6.90; 1,037; $34,000) (Wal¬
ter Slezak). Closes next Saturday
(18). Previous week, $15,200; last
Week, nearly $18,000.
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum
(C) (25th wk; 199; $5.75; 995; $26,000) (Walter Pidgeon). Pidgeon
will vacation July 1-Aug. 24, with
management planning to bring in
a substitute star during his ab¬
sence. Previous week, $19,900; last
week, almost $21,000.
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC)
(23d wk; 180; $8.05; 1,625; $69,989)
(Ethel Merman). Previous week,
$58,500; last week, nearly $56,400.
Hole in the Head, Plymouth (CD)
(11th wk; 84; $6.25-$5.75; 1,062;
$36,625) (Paul Douglas). Previous
week, $28,600; last week, nearly
$27,70(1:
. Hotel Paradiso, Miller (C) (5th
wk; 36; $6.90; 946; $34,000) (Bert
Lahr, Angela Laiisbury, John
Emery, Vera Pearce, Douglas
Byng). Previous week, $26,500;
last week, almost $22,600;
Inherit the Wind, National' (D)
(95th wk; 758; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162;
$32,003) (Paul Muni).
Previous
week, $20,800; last week, nearly
$21,800.
LiT Abner, St. James. (MC) (26th
wk; o 204; $8.Q5; 1,028; $58,100).
Previous week, $58,200; last week,
over $58,300/
Long Day's Joilmey Into Night,
Helen ' Hayes (D) (27th ■ wk; 162;
$6.90; 1,039; $30,000) (Fredric
March, Florence. Eldridge). Lays
off following the June 29 perform¬
ance, plays July 2-6 at the Paris
Festival, and reopens Aug. 19 on
Broadway, Previous week, $27,500;
last week, almost $27;200.
Major Barbara, Morosco (C)
(28th wk; 223; $6.90;.946; $37,-500)
(Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬
dith, Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis
Skinner)-. Closes next Saturday
(18). Previous week, $14,500; last
week, over $16,400. ,
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D)
(58th wk; 461; 1,185; $39,116) (Ed¬
ward G. Robinson). Closes May 25
and lays off until Oct. 7 when it
begins touring. Previous week,
$22,900, last week, over $25,800.
Moon for the Misbegotten, Bijou
(D) (2d wk; 12; $5.757$5.25; 603;
$19,000) (Wendy Hiller, Franchot
Tone, Cyril Cusak). Previous week,
$14,000 for first four performances
and three previews; last week, al¬
most $13,400.
Most Happy Fella; Imperial (MD)
(54th wk; 428; $7.50; 1,427; $57,875). Previous week, $44,100; last
week, nearly- $43,000.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
(61St wk; 483; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696)

‘Matchmaker’ OK $24,800
In 1st Week in Wash.
|

Washington, May 14.
Thornton Wilder’s “Matchmaker"
drew a profitable $24,800 last week
in the opening stanza of its threeweek run at the National Theatre’.
The comedy is on the Theatre
Guild subscription.
The 1,650-seat house is scaled to
$4.40 weeknights and $4.95 week¬
ends, and absolute capacity, With
the subscription redactions would
be about. $87,800. The,Ruth Gor¬
don, Loring Smith and Patricia
Cutts starrer opened to unanimous¬
ly favorable reviews.'
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Edmund Plohn, former manager “Heaven Can Wait" tonight (Wed )
of the National Theatre, Washing¬ through next Sunday (19) at the
ton, is ill in the Doctor’s Hospital Lenox Hill Playhouse, N. Y. Pro¬
in D. C. Plohn was at one time duction staff for the play includes
general manager for George M. James O'Neill; production man!
Cohan.
ager; Jack Blackman, set designer
Alan Swift will operate the Hyde and Kent de Graftenried, stage
Park (N.Y.) Playhouse this summer. manager.
Abigail Kellogg-has succeeded
“The Summer of the 17th Doll"
Dina Dorone as the title actress* in current at the. New Theatre, Lon¬
“Diary of Anne Frank.”
don, where, it opened last April 3o
Lawrence Langner and Armlha has been acquired for Broadway
Marshall (Mrs. Langner) returned production by the Theatre Guild
last Friday (10) from a brief trip and Roger L. Stevens. The Aus¬
tralian play; by Ray Lawler, is the
to London.
Players Club Foundation of Co¬ first major script to emanate from
lumbus thinks it is the first group that country in some time, plans
in the country rto produce John for the Broadway production in¬
Patrick's “Teahouse of the August clude importing the original Aus¬
Moon" without one oriental in the tralian cast, *
cast.
Production runs ^.through
'Robert Qf Lewis will not appear
May 19.
in the Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera
A musical adaptation of “One Assn, production of “Damn Yan¬
Good Year," the Stephen Gross-. kees" as reported in Variety re¬
Lin, S. Root comedy, which was cently.
(
presented at the Lyceum Theatre,
Carpenter, featured in
N. Y.t for 215 performances during theCarleton
current
Broadway
production
the. 1935-36 season, is scheduled
“Hotel Paradiso," is doubling as
for Broadway production next sea¬ aof songwriter.
His tune, “Cabin in
son by Arthur Klein. Lyrics and,
the
Woods," has been published by
music for the tuner are by Frank
Reardon and Jeff Schweiker, re¬ Tray Music Corp.
The Afro Arts Theatre is seek¬
spectively.
*
i
:
;/ . ■* ,
Jose Quintero, director and co-, ing permission to use the Colonial
Park
Amphitheatre, N. Y., again
producer of “Long, Day's Journey
Into .Night," sailed for Europe last this summer for a program of
varied
al. fresco offerings.
week to o.o. the London. Paris and
Rome legit scene. * While in the
French capital, he’ll make pre¬
liminary arrangements for the July
2-6 presentation at. the Interna-,
(May 13-26)
fional Drama Festival there of the
Applv Cart (Maurice Evans)—Blackstone,
Broadway production of the O’Neill Chi (13-18); Alcazar. S.F. (21-23).
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez,
play.
■
Steele, Alex Nicol)—Erlanger.
Sanluel Matlowsky, original con¬ Marjorie
Chi (13-25).
ductor of “The Threepenny Opera"
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)—
Royal
Alexandra,
(13-18, closes).
at the* Theatre de Lys. N. Y„ is re-j Fanny (Italo Tajo,Toronto
Billy Gilbert)—Hanna,
peating that assignment for two Cleve. (13-25), closes, '*<Ut scheduled re¬
weeks while the show’s batoner, sume tour in faU).
Matchmaker (Ruth Gordon, Xorin*
Kelley Wyatt, takes a two-week Smith,
Patricia Cutts)—National.. Wash.
vacation. Following <the “Three¬ (13-25).
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne,
penny" stint, Matlowsky leaves for
Rogers)—Philharmonic, L.A. (13-25).
Wallingford, Conn., where he’ll Anne
No' Tim* for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Music
function as musical director of the Hall, K.C. (13-18); ^BUtmore, L.A. (22-25).
Oakdale Musical ‘ Theatre.
Dorathi Bock Pierre, who’s been
ballyhooing the Ballet Rqsse de
Monte Carlo for the past six sea¬
(Figures denote opening dates)
sons, left New York for Los An¬
LONDON
geles last week to begin her fourth
At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1-24-57).
season as general p.a. for the
Balcony, Art? (4-22-57).
Greek Theatre there.
Best Damn LI*, Wint, Gard. (5-7-57).
Boy Frland, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
Film actor Ray Milland is slated
Brld* A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-58).
to make his legit debut next
Camlno Reel, phoenix (4-8-57).
.season as star of H. M. Tennent
Chalk Garden, Haymarket (4-11-56).
Damn Yankees, Coliseum (3-28-57).
Productions’ scheduled" London
Dry Ret, WhltehaU rt-31-34).
presentation of “ThdAdmirable
Fenny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
Crichton." Milland is: currently on
For Amusement OnlV> Apollo (6-5-50).
Glass Cepe, PidcadUly (4-26-57).
location in England for Warwick
Grab Me a Gondola, Lyric 02-26-36).
Films’ production “High Flight.’’
Hatful of Rain, Princess (3-7-57).
Vivien Leigh is being sought to coHouse by Lake, York's 0-0-56). ’
Iron Duchoss, Cambridge (3-14-57).
star in the Tennent offering.
Janus, Aldwych (4-24-57),
“Birthday Party/’ a new play by
Lovebirds, Adelphl (4-20-57)/
Mousetrap, Ambaaaadora (11-25-52).
Gertrude Samuels, will be pre¬
New Craiy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
sented by Showcase Theatre at its
No Tim* Sets-, Her Maj, (8-23-56).
New York studio for eight per¬
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
Plaintiff In Hat, St. Mart. (1041-56).
formances beginning next Satur¬
Rial sirs Da Paris, Wale* (4-20-37).
day night (18). Mark Justin will
Plum* do ma Tanto, Garrick 11-3-55).
direct. • •
Repertory, Old Vio (0-7-55).
Restless Heart, St. James’s (5-8-57).
“The Boarding House," Will
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-35).
Lorin’a adaptation of a. short story
Salad Days, VaudeviU* (84-54).
of the same title by James Joyce,
Subway In Sky, £avoy (2-27).
Summer of 17th, New (4-30 57).
which the Theatre Guild produced
Toe A Sympathy, Comedy (4-25-57).
last year on CBS-TV’st “U. S. Steel
Tropical Heat, New Lind. (4-23-57).
Hour/' is slated for Broadway pres¬
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-53).
Zuleika, Saville (4-11-57),
entation next season by the Guild
SCHlQULED OPENING*
and George Kondolf.
Roma Antics, Palace (5-27-37).
Mrs. Max Meth, wife of the mu¬
Closed Last Weak sical director of the current “ZiegEwlga Feulllara Co„ Palace (3-4-57).
Polish Theatre, Wint, Gard. (3-25-57).
feld Follies," has been named pres¬
ident of the Greater New York
ON TOUR
-chapter of the Hadassah.
Bed
David Ross, producer-director at
Dead Secret
the Fourth Street Theatre, N. Y.,
Doctor in the House
D'Oyly Cart* Opera
has scheduled a production of Hen¬
Fol De Role
rik Ibsen's “Hedda Gabler” for the
Free As Air
off-Broadway house, beginning
Glamour Girl
Kismet
next Sept. 10; If the revival is suc¬
Look Back In Anger
cessful, Ross plans a cycle of Ibsen
Man In Question
Month of Sundays
plays similar .to the cycle of CheMrs. Gibbons' Boys
kov plays presented by him at the
PaiamS Gama
theatre.
Reluctant Debutant*
Separata Table's
Legit pressagent Reginald DenSilver Wadding
enholz, having completed tv and
f Ik Months' Grace
radio publicity assignments for the
Spider's Web
Time Murderer Please
New York stand of the Ringling
Bros, and Barnum & Bailey Circus
OFF-BROADWAY PREEMS
at Madison Square Garden, is now
Pigeon; Labor Temple (5-16-57),
handling the arrangements for the
beautiful Jailer, Actors (5-16-57).
25th anniversary celebration of the
Simply Heavenly, 83th St. (3-21-57).
Theatre" Guild-American Theatre
Magic Carpet, Jan Hus (5-27-57).
Society at the Hotel Sheraton-Astor
next June 13-14.
-—LEASE A NEW CARThe Equity 'Library will present
CAR PROBLEMS CEASE
WITH A PEPPER LEASE

(Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews). As
always, $68,700.
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
(C) (82d wk; 652; $5.75-$4,60; 1,331;
$38,500). Closes Aug. 17, to tour.
Previous week, $24,300; last week,
almost $23,700.
Orpheus Descending, Beck (D)
(8th wk; 60; $6.90; 1,280; $41,500).
Closes next Saturday (18). Previous
week, $14,100; last Week, almost
$16,400.
Potting Shed, Golden' (D) (15th
wk; 119; $5.75-$5.25; 800; $26,000)
(Sybil Thorndike, Robert Flemyng,
Leueen McGrath). Closes next Sat..
(18) .. Previous week, $12,900; last
week, nearly $18,100.
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
(29th wk; 228; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
(Eric Portmah, Margaret Leighton).
Miss Leighton leaves at the expira¬
tion Of her .contract June 29. Pre¬
Chicago, -May 14.
vious week, $21,200; last week, al¬
“Apple Cart" began.a fortnight's
most $21,000. •
:
Loop run rather inauspiciously last
Shinbone Alley, Broadway (MC). ;week. “Desk Set" wrapped up its
(4th wk; 33; $7.50; 1,900; $74,297) tour on a profitable note, and “Cat
(Eartha Kitt, Eddie Bracken). Pre¬ On a Hot Tin Roof" again rated
vious week, $32,600; last week, fairly strong in' its second sub¬
scription week.
almost $32,500.
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (13th
Nothing new is on tap until fall,
wk; 101; $5.75; 994; $34,000) (Tom except a final Studebaker .stock
Ewell). Previous week, $30,900; entry.
last week, nearly $31,700.
Estimates for Last Week
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
Apple Cart, Blackstone (C) (1st
.(C) (14th wk; 108; $6.90-$5.75; 766;
wk)
($4.95; 1,450; $36,032) (Mau¬
$27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Previous
week, $22,800; last week, almost rice Evans). Almost $11,800. De¬
parts
Saturday (18) to continue
$23,000.
^Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden four.
Cat On a .Hot Tin Roof, Erlanger
(R) (11th wk; 83;. $8.05; 1,404;
$63,000) (Beatrice Lillie).-Previous (D) (2d .wk) ($5; 1,335;, $34,495)
week, $36,000; last week, nearly ■(Thomas Gomez, Marjorie Steele,
Alex Nicol). Almost $24,900 on
$30,300.
Miscellaneous
subscription; previous week, $21,Livin' the Life, Phoenix (MC) 600 for first seven performances.
(2d wk; 17; $3.85; 1,150; $25,000).
Desk Set, Harris (C) (6th wk)
Previous week, $8,600; last week, ($5; 1,000; $29,600) (Shirley Booth).
over $8,500. Closes next Sunday Folded last Saturday (11)- with
(19) .
nearly $19,300; previous week,
Closed Last Week
$17,100.
Greatest Man Alive, Barrymore
Miscellaneous
(C) (1st wk; 5; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077;
Waiting for Godot, Studebaker.
$27,811) (Dennis King). Opened last
Wednesday (8) to one affirmative Stock production opens tonight
review (Chapman, News) and six (Tues.) for three weeks.
negative (Atkinson, Times; Cole¬
man, Mirror; Donnelly, WorldTelegram; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
McClain, Journal-American; Watts,
Post); almost $3,300 for first five
performances and closed last Sat¬
urday (11) at an approximate
$75,000 loss on an $82,500 invest¬
ment.
Holiday for Lovers, Longacre
Los Angeles, May 14.
(C) (13th wk; 100j; $5.75; 1,101;
Another local legit record was
$29,378) (Don Ameche). Previous
week, $15,000; last week, almost set last week by “My Fair Lady"
$14,000. Closed last Saturday (11) in its second week of a scheduled
with an approximate $30,000 deficit 10-week run as the Civic: Light
(including production's 40% share Opera’s season opener. Show is
of $125,000 paid by 20th-ox for the currently on subscription and the
film rights) on a $90;000 invest¬ management still has some press
ment. A strawhat tour is planned audience to take care of, so. It’s
prior to a regular road hike next figured the musical may set other
records before the run is over.
season.
Next opening in town is “Fallen
South Pacific, City Center (MD)
(3d wk; 23; $3.80; 3,090; $68,812) Angels," starring Hermione Gin(Mindy Carson, Robert Wright). gold and Mary McCarty, which -re¬
Previous week, $58,800; last week, lights the Huntington Hartford
almost $52,300.
Ended limited next Monday (20).
three-week run last Sunday (12).
Estimates for Last Week
Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet
My Fair Lady, Philharmonic Aud
(CD) (17th wk; 132; $6.90; 1,001; (MC) (2d wk; 2,670; $5.95; $80,000)
$35,040) (Ralph Richardson). Pre¬ (Brian Aherne, Anne Rogers).
vious week, $17,400; last week, Great $74,800; previous week $74,over $23,400. Closed last Satur¬ 000; closes July 6 tff continue tour.
day (11) at an approximate $40,Pajama Tops, Forum (C) (29th
000 loss.
■/■■■■ wk; $3.30; $20,000). Up slightly to
Opening This Week
$5,800 after $5,300 previous week;
New Girl.in Town, 46th St. (MD) closes Saturday (18).'
,($9.20-$8.60,\ 1,297; $59,004) (Gwen
Verdon, Thelma Ritter).. Musical,
with book by George Abbott and
music and lyrics by Bob'Merrill,'
based, on Eugene 'O’Neill’s drama,
“Anna Christie," presented by
Frederick Brisson, Robert E. Grif¬ i
Cincinnati, May 14.
fith & Harold S. Prince; produc¬
Windup of two-framer last week
tion, financed at $300,000, cost by “No Time for Sergeants” in the
about $205,000 to bring in and can 2,000?seat Shubert climbed to a
break even^t around $34,500 gross. snappy $35,600 at $5 top. First
Opened last night (Tues.)- after week grossed $28,300.
grossing $34,200 on five previews
Engagement wound up the local
last week.
Pajama Game, City Center (MC) legit season of 11 shows and 12
($3.80; 3,090; $68,812) (Paul Hart¬ weeks.
Shuberts now have for-sale signs
man, Jane Kean, Larry Douglas,
Career, 7th Ave. South (4r3Q-57);
Pat Stanley). Fifth and final City on both holdings here, the Shubert
Gilbert Sc Sullivan Repertory, St.
Center Light Opera Co. revival and 1,300-seat Cox, which adjoins.
If the two spots are converted to Ignatius -(4-23-57); closes June 2.
opens tonight (Wed.).
Iceman Cometh, Gircle-in-Square
other purposes, road shows will
have the indie 2,500-seat Taft and (5-8-56); closes Sept. 8.
‘Yankees’ Tepid $28,000 . 2,200-seat
In Good King Charles* Golden
Emery Auditorium as‘
outside possible ten¬ Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
First Week in Toronto availabilities,
Land Beyond- the River, Green¬
ancy of filmeries.
wich Mews (3-28-57).
Toronto, May 14.
Purple Dust, Cherry Lan« (12On warm weather, plus public
lethary despite rave reviews, (Darling’ Languid $5,000
27-56):'
“Damn Yankees,” starring Bobby
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3Clark, did a disappointing $28,000 < 1st Week of S. F. Tryout 6-57).
San Francisco, May 14.
last week at the 1,525-seat Royal
Threepenny Opera; de Lys (9“Darling, I’m Yours,” new come¬ 20-56). ' .
.
Alexandra Theatre, at $6 top.
dy trying out at the Curran Thea¬
Closed Last Week
.Potential capacity was $44,000.
Oscar Wilde, 41st St. (4-16-57).
There is a fair $20,000 advance tre here, grossed a meagre $5,000
for the second and final week, after last week at a $3.85 top.
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (9which the musical folds.
The Second week -is current.
20-56).
‘

‘Cart’N.G. $11,809,
Shirley $10,300,
‘Cal’ $24m Chi

lady’SRO $74,800
New LA. Record

‘SGTS.’ $35,600 IN CINCY;
2 THEATRES FOR SALE

Touring Shows

British Shows

Off-B’way SholOs

e No Cash Investment
• Fr.** Sarvlce and Maintenance1 • 106% Tax Deductible.
• Insurance Included

Pepper Auto Looting Corp.
59t West Merrick Rood
Valley Stream, L. I., LOcust 1-1100

I

Clear, Concise Bax Office Records I
That's what ‘you will eat whan you
usa an ^LTS BOX OFFICE REPORT
farm. Sand far fraa sampla form'
Amarkan Legitimate Theatre Service
4009 SUBSET BLVD., liilta 209V
Hollywood 21/ California *
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PEktEri
increase over the present $120, a
two-year contract with the work¬
week in second year reduced from
present 37^t hours to 36# brs.
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK j

CHATTER
Sue Kreisman, formerly a Mc¬
By Frank Scully
♦4444444
Author’s "Distortion’ Suit
court and not for the police de¬ Call’s staffer, named fashion edi¬
An author ha$ a “moral right” to partment,” Commissioner Piggins tor of Photoplay mag^
Hemet, Calif., May 14.
object to mutilation/ deformation acknowledged in his statement.
Mrs. Barbara Janes, associate
For a while it was touch and go whether Helen Hunt Jackson or
or any other alteration of his work
Horace S. Manges, of New York, •editor of Movie Stars Parade for Wolfie Gilbert was going, to make the most out of the sad tale of
but he should protect it by insert¬ Who, with Ralph G. Goldsmith, the last two years, named editor Ramona, the part-Indian doll who got slugged from all directions for
ing appropriate clauses in his con¬ Detroit, represented the publishers, of Movie Life mag.
being loved by a full-blooded Indian in a rather ratty era of California
tracts with publishers and, produ¬ stated their satisfaction with the
Alfred S. Dashiell, managing history.. But by now it looks as if the town of Hemet will take the
cers. This advice was contained in new turn of events. They added editor of Reader’s Digest, sailed, play away from the author and the lyricist.
a lengthy opinion handed down, that “this new policy of the Detroit for Naples Monday (13) on the S.S.
Thirty-six years ago Hemet, which is about 80 miles east of L.A.,
last week by N/iT, Supreme'Court police department terminates the Cristoforo Colombo.
Justice Abraham N.: Geller—who six year old pre-distribution cen¬
Groucho Marx will next sound decided,to stage a spectacular around the life and dismal love of
tossed out a libel suit brought by sorship policy initiated'by Inspec- off to Pete Martin oh show biz Ramona. It set the show in a natural amphitheatre which is now
author Victor Sfcroff against Simon Case of that department as to mores, the second in the* inter¬ called the Ramona Bowl. The pageant'ran along at a melancholy
paper-bound books and magazines view’s series in the Satevepost. pace during the depression years, and for a while it -was feared that
Sc Schuster. ,
.
Louis B. Mayer’s stud farm would surpass it in interest for visitors to
Seroff, whose biography “Rach¬ to/be sold in Detroit.”
Bing Crosby tefed it off.
maninoff,” was
published by
Long Island Horizon' Inc. au¬ Hemet. But by now Garnet Holme's dramatization has regained its
*ShoW Biz Journalism
S. & S. In 1950, charged that a
thorized to conduct a publishing former glory.
Show biz personalities who write and printing business in Malverne,
“distorted” French ■ translation of
It is performed Saturday and Sunday afternoons in April and May,
his work on, the celebrated pianist- feature columns provide a ‘’zestful Nassau County. Lee R. Fenton, draws 10,000 customers and grosses about $25,000 for each weekend.
composer damaged hisreputation personal journalism in this age of 160 Broadway, N.Y., i$ a director Dorothy Bailey Vosburg of nearby San Jacinto plays Ramona1 and
automation,
cybernetics
andkine¬
as a writer. French version of the scopes” says the intro of a four- and filing attorney. :
Maurice Jarra stars as Alessandro, the two main characters from Helen
book was" published in 1954, by Edi¬ page
George Morris Corp. empowered
promotidn piece, brainchild
Jackson’s romance. A cast of 350, including a flock of children,
tions Robert Laffont by arrange¬ of Mark
to carry on a publishing business Hunt
Finley,
Boston
Recordment with S* At Sin New York. Capital stock is 200 are on the payroll,
American-Sunday..
Advertiser
ad¬
tfhe
current production, brought Governor and Mrs. Knight to the
French translation, Seroff com¬ vertising promotion* mgr., issued shares/ no par 'value. Sherman S.
plained. was a “complete distortion this week by. the Hearst newspapers Lawrence, 654 Madison Ave., N. Y., opening. Afterward 500 attended a press dinner where the governor
was filing attorney.
of my-English . version and >yhat is in. New England.
smartly avoided falling into the trap of show critic and talked about
most distressing a flagrant falsi¬
Bunnell-Crum Enterprises Inc, water instead. . \
”
Premise is that tv, radio and film authorized to conduct a printing
fication of my original text in .the
For those who have happily forgotten the original story, Ramona
American ./feditioii.” He claimed personalities, i.e., Walter Winchell, and publishing business in New was the ward of well-heeled Spaniards who had a huge ranch south
there were 134 errors, mistransla^ Bishop Sheen, Earl Wilson, Louella York. Capital stock is . 20 shares, and east of Santa Barbara in Ventura County. Alessandro, an Indian,
tions and changes among other O.. Parsons, Bob Considine, and the no par value. Bartley C. Crum, 39 was top hand among their sheep-shearers. He and Ramona fell in love
things. Hfe insisted. Justice Gel¬ Record's own (drama 'critic, Elliot Broadway, N, Y., Was filing attor¬ and when Ramona learned she was half-Indian she said nuts to parental
“add greater, dimensions ney at Albany.
ler pointed , out, that S. :& Sv de¬ Norton,
edicts and eloped with Alex. •
mand Eaffront retail books already of personal selling to ^advertising
Leaving ^Rancho Camulos may not have been so tough on a scissor
in the Sunday Advertiser. Editorsold and correction of new copies. Jn-chief
W.
R.
Hearst
Jr.,
shares
bill
but Ra.mona had to leaye behind a -fat legacy because Senora
Court also notes that- S. A S. topline but equal spaW billing with
Moreno disinherited her.
made a number of efforts to ad¬ nearly
_a
Score
of
newspaper
stars,
In
San Diego, the poor kids became parents of. a baby girl and, not
just the situation to Seroff’s satis¬ including a likeness of Blondie, the
to get this on too cheerful a note, the baby took sick and died.
Continued from p&£« 71faction before the disgruntled au¬ cartoon
favorite^ Punchline urges
Worse Than Perjury?
thor brought suit. In tossing out advertisers to “Hinge your prod¬
On learning this, Alessandro goes nuts and while insane he becomes
the action, the jurist held that the ucts to the dynamics of ‘personal able percentages” because they
evidence “showed the existence of selling’ in the aura of the huge have money-raising appeal. One a horse thief. My hot rod hub-cap swiping set may not understand,
a trade practice followed by Amer-' galaxy of writing . stars * on the producer was cited -as having had what a major crime this was in the Old West but in those days it was
his own' share whittled down to Considered worse than perjury is today. Pursued, he . was shot and
lean publishers of the sale of for¬ Hearst contract list.”
13% of a hit.' “Too bad,” said the toppled over a cliff in the best oat-opera tradition.
eign rights directly or through
sales agents to foreign publishers,
dramatists,
“but let’s be grateful
The sour old Senora dies in the midst of all this misery and the re¬
Script Writing Clinic
and the non-existence of any trade
A script writing clinic and tryout that under our Basic Minimum maining Rancho Camulos chili-pickers head for Mexico. Ramona
practice in connection with such theatre for radio, tv/stage and film Contract author^ cannot be whip- joins them on the trek, and this is supposed to give the pageant a
sales calling for supervision by the writers will be offered by writer- sawed by people, who live off crea¬ happy ending.
%
American publishers of the foreign educator Flora Rheta Schreiber tive talent.”
Like the Scot who when told to take a trip for his health and de-.
translations prior to their publica¬ during the summer term of* the
Cracks against lawyerb repre¬ cid^d that the cheapest way to do. this was to let his mind wander, I
tion.”
‘
„
New School for Social Research. senting a whole stable of different find this play does the same thing to me. The chapel where Ramona
It appears that Seroff was fami¬ Slated as guest lecturers are Ed¬
liar with this practice. Justice Gel¬ ward B, Roberts, CBS script editor; talents in the same musical deal was marrie'd is supposedly in .San Diego and we have visited it. But
ler wrote., for he had two -other Henry Klinger, 20th-Fox script were extensively aired. Also 'de¬ we have also been guests many times of Rancho Camulos, which is
books published in foreign ver¬ editor; Seymour N. Siegel, director plored and mentioned as some¬ near Piru, about 170 miles north of San Diego.
Actually we were invited by* John and Mary Ford, and they were
sions. .On neither of these books of WNYC, N.Y.; Robert Stein, thing the Authors League should
was he consulted about the for¬ managing editor of Redbook mag; fight was the tendency of some tal¬ invited by Harry and Olive Carey who were friends of the Rubels.
eign editions, nor did he see copies and William Traum, educational di¬ ent agents to attempt to “package’ We didn’t know it was going to be a masquerade ball, but when we
legit offerings the'Way they do tele¬ reached Ford’s house he passed this off as a trivial detail. He then
before the ^ooks- appeared. Thus rector in radio-tv.
he knew, or should have .known,
Seven-Week course, which will vision. It. was implied that many proceeded to dress me in sailor’s clothes, including a sweater which
that Simon Sc Schuster would ban-, meet Tuesdays'and Thursdays, will of the woes of the air medium are had the name of the “Araner” across the chest. That was the name
die the book exactly as it* did.”
have a special tryout theatre under due tp greedy lawyers, and agents.
of * his yacht at the time. With a patch over one eye and on crutches,
Court ruled that; there was no direction of Broadway producer
Some discussion' developed anent I was supposed tor be going as Long John Silver.
merit to Seroff’s contention- that George Kondolf. Readings of stu¬ author - against - author
On the long ride from Hollywood to Piru we learned a little about
friction
S. & S. was “remiss in its duty” in dent scripts will' be Analyzed by where novels, and straight plays our host and hostess. Timmy was the son of a Swiss banking family
failing to make provision in the guest critics including Armina Mar¬ have been turned into musicals. and while at Harvard had fallen in love with a beautiful young widow
Laffont sales contract for submis¬ shall, .co-director of the. Theatre
who had a son. They married, whereupon his family promptly disinsion of a copy of the proposed;! Guild; Marshall Jamison, exec Tendency on Broadway in recent terited him.
French' edition prior to publica¬ producer of the U.S. Steel Hour; years has been to put the? original
Up to this point, it seems like the old Ramona plot all,over again,
tion. Opinion also stressed that and John Haggott, associate pro¬ author/program credit in type s5
small that a magnifying glass is but Timmy, had some money of his own, took his little family west and
S. Sc S. had an obligation “to make ducer of the Steel show,
necessary. However, the stream of bought the Camulds Ranch.
a proper selection” of prospective
The masquerade dinner-dance was a dazzling affair. I was awarded
Toronto’s Sunday Battle
discussion was kept on the bar¬
purchasers of the writer’s work.
With the Toronto Globe A 'Mail, nacles forming outside the literary first prize as Long John Silver and I remember later in the evening
But this obligation was "com¬
Senora
Rub'el coming oyer to me and apologizing profusely because
pletely fulfilled” in. the sale to Canada’s largest morning paper, boats.
(
Laffont whose "'reputation As a putting out its first eight-section
It seems a fair guess that when of the choice. She thought I was made up to look like a one-leggedfine publisher was unimpeached.” Sunday edition, this for street sale news of the Hammerstein panel buccaneer. .When she learned I actually was one, she was so dis¬
and home delivery, battle is now
eps into general consciousness tressed that for* years afterward she tried in many ways to extend
on among the three Toronto dailies
Rodgers, Disney Blogs
around Broadway the gauntlet will the Rubei friendship to the Scully Circus.
“With A Song In His Heart: The who are in the field for Sunday -be Recognized as thrown down. In
Murietta’s Money There?
Biography of Richard Rodgers,” by news and features coverage. Long
In addition to all the legends concerning Ramona around Camulos
David Ewen, slated for September in the field has been the Toronto essence the Dramatists Guild sees Ranch, there was also a legend that Murietta, the ^Robin. Hood of
its.
own
strength
as
a
bargaining
Star Weekly, which is printed on
publication by Dolt.
v
California, had hidden Sackfuls of gold on the ranch and had been shot*
Two other Dolt books this .fall, Wednesdays; now the Toronto Suri-; p'ower against the managers ex¬ before he was able to come back to recover it.
with show biz backgrounds, are day Telegram, is printed on Sat¬ ploited by lawyers so that inter¬
As a result, every time Timmy hired new hands, especially if they
D. D. Miller’s “My Dad, Walt Dis¬ urday Jfor Sunday sale; and the. preters can ride on the'mobility of
were Mexicans or Indians, they spent days and days digging around
ney,” his daughter’s blog Which Toronto ' Globe Ac Mail, which creators..
To- qiiote Hammerstein, “No the acreage looking for Murietta’s hidden gold. In time they gave up
ran in Satevepost last winter, and' comes out Saturday. 'In addition
Harry Essex’s novel, “All The Way to daily release, the “Battle of the lawyer, ■ no agent, no actor, no and then went to work for Timmy—the man who had hired them in
Home,” which deals with a youth Sunday Papers” sees the weekend dance director goes to work unless the first place.
There was a huge oak tree outside the hacienda which spread its
eclipsed by his film star-father; lo¬ editions of The Star and Globe A or until the writer provides the
cale is Broadway and Hollywood. Mail selling for. 15c; The Telegram script The writer is the legits pri¬ loving arms like a giant umbrella over the chapel where Ramona at¬
for 20c. Slambang competition
tended
Mass. All these things were kept in beautiful order by the
.sees the three papers accepting mary talent
Rubels, though they were riot Catholics.
*
Detroit Cops Desist
Detroit Police
Commissioner anything to date, on television, with
On their own, the Rubels reared five beautiful children and carried
Edward S. Piggins has issued a the screen trailing, (Sales for the
on the lovelier traditions of the old Spanish hacienda. Timmy was
written statement of intention to weekday editions are a nickel.)
generous to everybody and couldn’t have acquired more riches if
Meanwhile* Lord’s Day Alliance
comply with the Circuit Court’s
he had been a miser.
group
is
lining
up
legal
batter^
to
injunction against any police ban
mmmmtmm Continued from page 71
For instance, one* day two guys on learning he Was such a soft tquch
of . John O’Hara’s “10 North Fred¬ protest Sunday newspapers in Darnell, Robert Alda), “Reluctant came to ’him and said they desperately needed a couple of thousand :
erick.” “The final determination Toronto, • with test case to be
dollars.
For security they had deeds to two lots in the hills sduth of
Debutante” (Adrianne Allen, Wil¬
of obscenity*, is a matter for the •launched by latter part of May.
frid
Hyde
White),
“Separate Los Angeles, and admitted if they asked $200 for them it would be
‘Pleasure/ New Mag
robbery.
But that was all they had, for security, and they needed
Tables”
(Eric
Portman, , Mar¬
Joe Knefler, ex-editor of Esca¬ garet Leighton^ “Major Barbara” $2,000. So Timmy bought the lots and gave them the $2,000.
pade, who guided that book into (Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬
Timmy’s Midas Touch
600,000 Circulation in less thanvtwo dith, Glynis Johns, Eli Wallach,
Even when he tried grubstaking an old prospector he couldn’t lose.
years, has been named executive Cornelia Otis Skinner) and ‘‘Sleep¬ One such stopped at the ranch with ’his burro for some water. Timmy
editor of Dee Publications’ new
talked to him and found ’he was headed for Randsburgh 150 miles away.
magazine, Pleasure. Toni Noel has ing Prince” (Michael Redgrave, "Timmy offered to put the old man and the burro on the truck and
been appointed' managing editor Barbara Bel Geddes).
drive them to their destination. On the Way the old man talked
Also,
“Long
Day’s
Journey
Into
and Charles Bienbeck ad director.
David Zentner is publisher of Night” (Fredric March, Florence Timmy into grubstaking him for a half interest in some gold claims.
There was gold in them thar hills all right, but the miners were1
Eldridge),
“Speaking
of
Murder”
both books.
(Brenda de Banzie, Estelle Win: dropping out because of w^ter shortage. So Timmy got out his old
divinin'g
rod and dug for water. He got plenty. He and the old miner
wood,
Lome
Greene),
“Small
War
Cuneo Strike Stalls Mags
Eastern editions of Life, Time, on Murray Hill” (Jan Sterling, Leo made more money selling water to other miners than the others did
Good Housekeeping and Saturday Genn), “Hidden River” -(Robert in mining gold!
Review; were ambng the 50 maga¬ PreSton, Dennis King, Lili Darvas)
When the Second World War broke out, the oldest Rubei boy, the
zines affected by a. strike, of 250 and “Potting Shed” (Sybil Thorn¬ one Timmy adopted when he "married the boy’s mother, joined the
electrotypers at Cuneo Eastern dike, Robert Flemyng, Leueen Mc¬ service. Timmy tried to join with him. But he was turned down. It
Press Inc., Potomac''Electrotype Grath).
seems he was short a finger.
Co., Royal Electrotype Co., WestFinally the Canadian Red Cross accepted him as an ambulance
Also, “Hide and Seek” (Geral¬
cott & Thompson Inc. and Hansom dine Fitzgerald, Basil Rathbone, driver. When he learned his adopted son was in North Africa he
Sc Co. in Philadelphia. Work stop¬
asked
to be sent there. Their reunion made everything just perfect
Barry
Morse),
“Hotel
Paradi&o”
page is first in history of Local 72,
NtWSWifK, April 13*, '37
International Stereotypers’ & Elec¬ (Bert Lahr, Angela Lansbury, John for Timmy;
"GanavJav* k. ■ hutky-ten+d P#r«
But
in
North Africa Timmy ran into something else. He hit a land¬
Emery,
Vera
Pearce,
Douglas
trotypers’ Union (AFL-CIO). in
•onallty J(id faint tha Uft Bank/'
existenefe 59 years; Pickets nave Byng), “Shinbone Alley” (Eartha mine with his ambulance and that was the end of sweet Timmy Rubei,
Kitt,
Eddie
Bracken)
and
“Moon
the
Swiss
with the Midas touch and the heart of gold.
been
set
up
but
trucks
were
re¬
?AR5°N POLAH LTD.
PL f-4727
ported going through lines.
for the Misbegotten” (Wendy Hil¬
Somehow, I find it more interesting than Ramona’s hard luck tal*
M2 last 4»tll At., N«W York 17, N. Y
Demands are for $6.15 weekly ler, Franchot Tone, Cyril Cusak). amid Spanish schnooks, I miss him more, too.
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Your Heart) in . Rome’s Titanus
Studios.
Don Murray here at Hotel de la
Vffle. Plans to look into support
of more refugees he met some
years back when he worked in Ital¬
ian refugee camp;
Yves Montand and wife (Simo'ne
Signoret) in from Paris; He ap¬
pears opposite Alid* Valli in
“Squarcio,” about to*' start shoot¬
ing at Titanus Studios, with Maleno Malenotti and Stefano Gillor
directing.
, Teatr-o de Servi, newest legiter
in Rbme, closed after three days by
police order.: Seems proper per¬
mits were not taken out, as site is
part of church building. Theatre
was staging Eduardo- DeFilippo’s
“Vincenzo de Pretore.”

Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel
returns from a two-week survey
of the studio today (Wed.).
Cesare Valletti, Met opera tenor,
off to sing at Florence, Italy, Fes¬
tival via Sol Hurok. Due back for
Tanglewood July 24.
Passing 6f Ezio Pinza was marked
in-the “Congressional Record’! last
week, by one of the basso’s friends,
Rep. Albert P. Morano (R„ Conta.).
Prof. Jean Gagen of Women’s
College, Greensboro, N/ C., to
Cambridge U. to study 17th cen¬
tury drama on American Assn* of
University Women fellowship. .
First recipient of Seventeen
mag’s newly-launched “Picture of
the Month” plaque was Paramount
ad-pub chief Jerry Pickman who
accepted the award last week in
behalf of “Funny Face.”
By Ricardo-Brown
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald honor
Fairbanks Little Theatre pre¬
guests at Lenox Hill Hospital’s sented “Outward Bound” by Sutton
100th anniversary dinner at the Vane.
Waldorf which is keying its second
Richard ‘ Dyer - Bennet,
folk
century to a new $4,000,000 addi¬
singer, clicked at Anchorage apd
tion.
Fairbanks.
J
'Enrico Leide, musical director
Wanda and Hery Little * Grass
and conductor of the Long Island
Opera Co., sailed Saturday (ll) on Shack, plus two other strippers, at
the S S. Caronia for a six-week Eu¬ the Top Hat Club,, Fairbanks.
Don McCune, manager of KFARropean
business-pleasure
trip.
He’ll look for talent before re¬ TV the'past three years, resigned"
to move to San Diego, Calif. He
turning to the U. S. on June 24.
Ralph E.* Donnelly, once a- worked in radio and television in
Variety editorial office boy, now Fairbanks for eight years.
The Empress, oldest. theatre in
manages film theatres in Bellmore
and Oceanside, L.I., and is about Anchorage, reopened after exten¬
to add a third in LeVittown, LJ. sive remodeling. Balcony removed
They’re all. 600-seat, single-feature leaving main floor clear of posts
and new seats installed. Theatre
houses.
Stuart Weber, who’s' with his first opened in 1917,
Farthest North Press Club re¬
father, talent agent, Will Weber,
and singer Fran Leslie are setting organized at Fairbanks with KFAR
up the marital mould, for June ce¬ news editor Don Bullock as presi¬
menting. Met at Bradford Roof, dent. Club’s purpose: to break
Boston, when young agent went to down news barriers,in a territory
under tight Federal control.
catch client Don Rickies.
• In Puerto Rico fqr the Casals Mu¬
U.S. marshal Al Dorsh knocked
sic Festival: Howard Taubman, cold when he tried to break up
Sam Falk and Jane Cianfarra of fight at Pauline's Rainbow Room,'
N. Y. Times, Jay Harrison of Her- outside Fairbanks. TWo hostesses
ald-Trib; Stuart Hampl# of Buf¬ mopped marshal's brdw With wet
falo Courier; Marcia Marks of bar rags in attempt to revive him.
Christian Science Monitor, 'Henry Dorsh suffered broken nose. One
Raymond of U. P.
man later tracked down, and jailed.
Sheraton chain threw a series of „ Radio Anchorage, operators of
cocktail parties in all cities in KBYR, recently purchased 51% of
- which their inns are located on KFRB at Fairbanks, contingent on
Friday (10) marking the 20th anni FCG approval. Radio Anchorage
of the founding of that chain. had planned to build a third radio
Gotham soiree was held in the station in Fairbanks to compete
north ballroom of the Sheraton- with KFRB and KFAR.. Music,
Astor.
,
sports and news is the motto since
'John Wayne, John Ford, Andre the station changed hands. Richard
Mertens, Columbia Artists v.p.; H. Garvin new manager.
Jean Wetzel, harmonica virtuoso;
VareL & Bailly, vocal duo; legit
’director Jose Quintero and concert
pianist Karl Schnabel sailed for
By Karin Thimm
Europe • last week on the S.S.
The Paris Boys Choir gave series
Liberte.
Authors League of America pro¬ of concerts in Munich and other
moted Alvin Theatre rent-free one Bavarian places.
Paul Hindemith finishing a new
afternoon last week for its “con¬
vention” but . Stagehands Union opera on astronomist Johannes
wouldn’t allow installation of mi¬ Kepler. Supposed to be first shown
crophone and meeting was spoiled in Munich this year.
because most of audience couldn’t
Negro conductor Dean'-Dixon had
hear.
,
extraordinary success with a Mu¬
Martin Levine, Brandt Theatres nich concert . (Brahms, Sibelius,
exec, chairman of- sixth annual film Richard Strauss). ^
industry golf tournament sponsor¬
In Stuttgart Carl Orff’s new
ed by Cinema Lodge of B’nai B’rith “'Comoedia
de Christi Resurrecat Vernon Hills Country Club, tione” had premiere.
Wieland Wag¬
Tuckahoe, N.Y. June 13. Officers ner, grandson of Richard
Wagner,
of Cinema Lodged headed by Para¬
mount Theatre managing director was director.
Producer Ernst Neubach sent
Robert K. Shapiro, will be installed
at a luncheon at Toots Shor’s team to film “Die Prihzessin von
St. Wolfgang” (The Princess of St.
Friday (17).
Bernadine Tendler, profession¬ Wolfgang) to Cannes, France, for
ally Bernadine, a dancer, believed some exterior shots.
The Bavaria is seeking a young
now to be about 65, being sought
by Lurton & Co., Chicago realtors, girl for main part in “Meine
in connection with a vacant lot she schoene .. Mama” (My Beautiful
once owned but which has been Mama). Tests are made in several
foreclosed for non - payment of towns of Western Germany; The
taxes and. sold. Title will, pass film is based on a much; discussed
shortly to the new owner but Ber¬ noveF, published last year by' a
nadine still has an equity in that Munich' daily. Until now . nobody
knows who is hiding behind-, the.
realty..*
'T
’
pseudonym, . M^thilde
The Charlie (20th-Fox) Einfelds’ author’s
daughtet * Lipda engaged to wpd: Walewska..
John Butler Hirsch, 'stepson' of
.Frederick Spiegel,. veepee of. the
Chi mailorder house of that name.
Barbara Weiss, daughter of Irving
(Delaware 7-4984)
Weiss, service manager of the
Singer Frances Faye here, .vaca¬
foreign dept, of Universal-Interna¬ tioning
in
her hometown.
tional Films, to marry Perry
Dan Goldberg resigned as head
Tirschwell. Both are students at of Studebaker Theatre Corp.
Cornell Univ. Medical College.
Lassie and Lone Ranger slated
to do four-day Western show at
Wrigley Field, starting May 30.
Lyle Talbot and Bill Henry mak¬
By Robert F. Hawkins
ing commercial film at Wilding
(Archimede 145; Tel 800211)
Studios herei
Bill Dwyer, longtimer at Club
Loretta Young received by the
Pope in private audience.
Alabam, now singing at the Noc¬
Giulia- Rubini and Teddy Reno turne Club.
planed to Berlin to work on ItaloPreston Foster, wife and daugh¬
German pic to be directed by Hans ter in this week to do vaude act
Deppe. No title set yet.
on WBBM-TV’s “In Town Tonight.”
Federico Fellini is suing the lo¬
King Page exited as producer of
cal commie weekly Vie Nuove, for Hinsdale Summer Theatre* oper¬
.an article .he claims defamatory, ated'by Sidney Blackmer and Fay
published recently.
Roope.
Audie Murphy to Leghorn for
Linda Darnell and John Cassa¬
Some exteriors of “The Quiet vetes planed in for the Boys Town
American.” * Yoko Tani, Jap thes- of Italy benefit at .the Aragon last
er living in Paris, is latest ad- Thursday (8).
ition to cast.- .
Three perennial Chi comics back
ASIA, an Egyptian production in town, Manny Opper at the Fla¬
company, finished shooting in¬ mingo, Billy- Falbo at Casino, and
teriors of “Rod Kalby” (Give Me Joe Conti at Mangam’s Chateau.

Alaska

Munich

Chicago

Rome

London
(Temple Bar ,5041/9952)
"Playwright John Osborne going
to Moscow, where his play, “Look
Back In Anger,” will be staged
during the World Youth Festival in
Jiffy,
Sal Chianti,’ Leeds Music exec,
recently returned from five week
Continental 0.0., scheduled to leave
England for home July 4,
Dickie Henderson out of “Plaisirs de‘ Paris” af the' Prince of
Wales for* several weeks with
mumps; comedian Harry Worth
subbing.
Jack Mills, Mills, Music topper,
planed out for Paris last week on
three-week Continental, biz trip;
accompanied;by Mack Stark, gen¬
eral manager.
Title of recently completed Ray¬
mond Stross production, “Not For
Love,” .finally changed to “The'
Flesh is Weak/’ Pic co-stars Milly'
Vitale and John Derek.
Norman Marshall, head of Asso¬
ciated-Rediffusion’s drama depart¬
ment, planed to Nairobi last week
at the invitation of cultural organi¬
zations there to judge the finals of
East African Drama Festival.
Kenneth Carter, Associated-Re¬
diffusion’s senior variety producer,
due back from Australia this week;
after a seven day visit to discuss
a new series with Richard Hearne,
currently appearing in Sydney.;
Princess Alexandra will attend
world preem of Warwick’s' “Fire
Down Below” at the Odeori, Marble
Arch, May 30.-Preem is sponsored
by the Variety Club of Great Bri¬
tain, proceeds going to Greater
London Fund for the Blind.
'
Sir Laurence Olivier’s produc¬
tion of “The Prince and the Show¬
girl,” which co-stars Olivier and
Marilyn Mqnroe, is to be preemed
at the Warner, June 2JL Proceeds
will be shared-between the. Actors’
Orphanage and Variety Club’s fund
for underprivileged children.

Wednesday, May 15, J.957
Hampton Beach; fl.H„ Casino,
Saturday (18).
Film crix Leo Gaffnel; Record;
Elinor Hughes, Herald* apd Marjory
Adams, Globe, back from Holly¬
wood rounds for “Teacher’s .Pet,”
new Perlberg-Seaton film, In which
they participated in newsroom
scenes.
.
Mike'Kavanagh, former Shubert
general manager here; now direc¬
tor of theatres for Mike Todd,
planed in to handle “Around
World” at the Saxon for next six
weeks. Max Gendei, who pressagented opening weeks, planed, to
St. Louis to handle film exploita-'
tion there. ;
’Freddie Hall inked to return to
the Show Bar, where he em.ceed
for TO years, opening June 0, fol¬
lowing a tour of Maine hotel filter
ries in Waterville and Olfltown.
Bernie Wayne, song clteffer, in
from N.Y. to confer with Lee
Morris, Hub’s history teaching
tunesmith, on new numbers.

Hollywood
Cameron Mitchell
minor surgery.

underwent

Ifir Carol Reed arrived from
London for talks with Harold
Hecht.
... v
Organizational meeting for Wesi
Coast. chapter bf ANTA set for
May 19.
Vet Variety' film critic Bill
Brogdon (Brog) hospitalized for
observation. *
Friars Club negotiations to buy
Ciro’s got nowhere so outfit is
mulling building its own clubhouse
in Bevhills.

Tokyo
By. DayidM.’ Jampel
(Press Club; 270161)
. “Stopover Tokyo” cast, including
Robert TYagner, Edipond O’Brien,
and Joaii Collips, due here soon.
Ned Seckler, Rl£O Ear East su¬
pervisor, transferred his headquar¬
ters from Tokyo to Hongkong.
Two press agei^r /and 10 tech¬
nicians here, to produce and coor¬
dinate showing of'color tv for RCA
at the. International Trade Fair.
Japan-is first country outside of
U. S. to witness'such-^ 'demonstra¬
tion.
Irving Maas, Far Eafct supervisor
for the MPEA, is cohtinuing on a
“day to day basis” tQ cement nego¬
tiations for the u: S, film indus¬
try's remittance loan of'$6,060,606
to Japan’s power development
projects. ‘
v ■
Toei is seeking interested U. S.
animators to co-produce cartoon
tele films. Company, which set up
new animation studios in January,
said these facilities are open to
qualified U. S. cartoon men with
fresh ideas for Japanese video
product.
Toho complained that Foreign
Ministry
is
applying
unfair
“double standard” in its method
of licensing importation and ex¬
hibition of Cinerama.
Company
labeled as a “disregard for prece¬
dence” the special deal worked out
last year which tags 75% of b.o.
take as distribution receipts and
25% as operating costs. ,

7 By Ramsay Ames
‘ (Caste liana Hilton; 37-22*00)
Hildegarde Neff incognito at the
Castellana Hilton.. She plans to re¬
turn next month. T
New version of “41 EsCandalo”
(The' Scandal) will; star Armando
CalVo hrthe role of Fabian Conde.
Italy’s Antoneila' LUaldi and hus¬
band Franco Inte Jenghi due in any
day for As Films’ “La Cenicienta y
Ernesto” (Citiderella and Ernest),
. Most talked-about-picture of the’
year is “Les Di&boliques,’.’ H. C.
Clouzot opus which opened at the
Cine Capitol.
Michanou Bardot, sister of Bri¬
gitte, -in Malaga shooting exteriors
on a French film, directed by broth¬
er-in-law -Roger Vadim.
French Embassy here,
Boston's Priscilla Fortesque here
to do some tapes on ..Spanish per¬
sonalities.
“Joan of Arc In the Bonfire” is
being sung at the Teatro de la
Zarzuela by Claude Nollier, Henri
By Edythe Ziffren
Doublier, and Paul Claudel. Com¬
(Tel: 31645)
pany is under fhe patronage of
Friar Jose Mojica aired to
Pic is B alcazar Productions’
Buenos Aires.
■‘Bon Jour, Amour, In which Miss
Manolo Gonzalez back from Bardot costars with Louis JourPunta del Este.
dan. Franco Rossi is Spanish coLudovico Kohn, ex-RKO man¬ -director.
ager, building a new picture house
for own operation.
• • By Lary Solloway
Jack Brown, Chilean warbler,
(1755 Calais Dr.; Uniph 5-5389)
whose real name is Caupolican
Mexican singer Andy Russell ap¬
AGVA
national convention to be
Montoya, back from U.S!A.
on local TV.
staged-at Delano hotel in June.
Royal Quen Bee Jelly, publicized pearing
Braniff Airlines gave gala din¬
'Former' strippfery, the Little
as newest Ponce de Leon pick-up, ner
to inaugurate new Bogota-New Club; installed Babe Baker’s revue.
a pop topic.
service.,
•?. .
Allan Drake, a click this week,
“Carmen Jones” (20th) ran up York
Argentine
singer Raul Iriarte re¬ pacted for two future dates by the
flush five weeks at the second-run tired - from show
biz add opened Fauntainebleau.
York.
here.
Julius LaRosa inked for week’s
Oscar Fernandez, choreographer restaurant
pianist Albert Farber giv¬ stand in ; August by Eden Roc’s
oL“Bim Btom Bum” revue, Suffered ingSwiss
series of concerts with Colom¬
a broken leg when he was hit by bian National Symphony at Colon Harry Mufson.
Edward Everett Horton playing
a car.
Opera House.
at Coconut Grove Playhouse in
Everything back to normal after
Dennis
Smith
In
from
Cuba
to
“Reluctant
Debutante.” It's last of
recent
violent
demonstrations .take over managership of Westrex
against inflation, .with pic and legit branch here, replaces Miles Storm subscription Series this year.
'Jackie
Heller
taking time off
houses on normal schedules.
returns to Caracs.
frojp Americana’s * Bal Masque
Mauricio Sescovich’s “Humilde who
Universal-International opened chores week of Jiine 3 to attend
Rebeldia”
(Humble- Rebellion) own
distribution offices here after
snagged first prize in Chilean Book- .many years of using Caribe Films graduation bf'son from Villanova.
Leon Enken moved his Leon &
1956,
as agent and distributor. . Ramon Eddie’s from Miami, across the bay
Santiago del Campo 'and Fran¬ Garcia in from Cuba as first man¬
to the Beach and site of old Padcisco Flores del Campo completed ager.
dock club.
script and cleffing*bf their musical
National • government price
Cotton Club* revue may wind up
comedy, “La Pergola de las Flores” freeze
on theatre admissions final¬
(Pergola of Flowers).
' ly lifted. “Anastasia” (20th) at Co¬ at Ciro’s, (which, ran as Olsen and
Johnson’s last winter) when, it is
lombia Theatre, Bogota, was first brought backHfor next season.
pic to charge upped admission * Jackie Heller renewed by Amer¬
price of 35c. • Other first-runs ’Will icana -as efiicee-host for its Bal
By Les Rees
'
soon foiled 'through, but distribs Masque, contract extending until
Tito Guizar into Hotel Radisson are planning to be careful and only next summer.charge increased prices.for block¬
Flame Room,
Philadelphia Symphony here for busters pix> until public becomes
concert. acustomed to new scale.
- Gay 90’s again holding over
By Gene Moskowltz
Count Bravo Calypso show.
(28 Rue Huchette, Odeori 4944)
Two JNotes and exotic dancers
Gypsy Markoff now appearing at
Kandy Kane and Charmette on tap
By Eric GorriCk
the Florence nitery.
at Augie’s nitery.
(Film House; 251a Pitt St., 1
Jazi; at the Philharmonic SRO
’ Will Mastih Trio with Sammy
x
Sydney)
. at two concerts at the immense
Davis Jr„ show, set for Lyceum
Nat
Madison
here'to
star
jn
and
Salle
Pleyel.
here June 2.
-“The Diary of Anne
Danielle D&rtieux and Gerard
Diamonds and Les Elgart orch. produce
Frank”
for
J.
C.
Williamson,
Ltd.
Philipe
to co-star in Julien Duviplayed Prom Ballroom one-nightf‘Tammy” IU) hit the'b.o. jack¬ vier’s pic version .of Emile Zola’s
ers.
pot in Tasmania'via Greater Union “Pdt Boullle,”
v *
“Slapsy Maxie” Rosenbloom with Theatres.
Victor Stoloff in from Denmark
songstress Kitty- Muldoon launched
Emrys Jones coming from Lon-, where he was arranging exteriors
floor entertainment policy at Os- don
to star in “Double Image” un¬ for his forthcoming, indie pic, “The
terberg’s supper club.
der the Williamson banner. Preem Eagle Flies Alone.'!
Harry Blons host at party for .will
be in Melbourne,
. Thornton Wilder to Brussels for
press, tv, radio, etc., to celebrate
has opened a new ozoner the preem of'the Gallic. adapta¬
Mercury and Zephy releases of his in Metro
Perth with plush returns. Gives tion ofi “The Matchmaker” , by
new Dixieland band album and
three drive-ins Down Under, Louis Ducreux.
Gallic title is
start of third year at Williams’ Metro
with more lined up.
“La Marieuse,’’
\
, *
nitery.
Premier Joe Cahill will be guest
Paul Graetz to make his next
speaker at 47rClub„ luncheon to pic in French and. English. It is
celebrate Normaii B, Rydge’s 20 “Qui Est LTnjnocent?” and will
years in pic biz next June.
be directed by Andre Cayatte with
By Guy Livingston
British Empire Films to distrib¬ Jean Gabin, Curd Jurgens, Ray¬
(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386) ute official full-length Olympic mond PelLegrin and. Bella Darvi,
Buddy Thomas Line into Casino Games pic made by Atlas Produc¬ This is Cayatte^s-first comedy.
burlesquer,
tions, Paris.,
, :
French are not against Jules
Guy Marks current at Frolic, 'About 4,000 Yankee sailors in Dassin’s second, Gallic pic, “Celui
Revere, through Saturday .(18).
-town for Cpral Sea Battle celebra- Quv Doit Mourir” (Ho Who Must
Jaye P. Morgan current at tioni^-TVtth^plenty of spending Die), being the offipial French film
Blinstrub’s through Sunday -(19). coin, Yanks brought back • mem¬ at Cannes Film Fest, but point out
Sid Gaesar in for Boston Press ories of' the lagt World War days. that besides an American direc¬
Photographer’s ball at Sheraton
David Martin’s “Olympic Fol-. tor, it Was taken from a . Greek
Plaza Monday (13).
lies” will fun around T5 weeks at novel, adapted-by-Canadian, made
Pat Mathews, calypso piper, back Tivoli, Sydney. Richard Herne and entirely in .Create;.: and' has Bel¬
in town after Montreal dates and Julia starred.
Troupe will tour gian,. Greek, .Austrian and Turkish
prepping for invasion of N. E. ball¬ New Zealand next and then go actors artipng thoseplaying the
rooms opening at John Dineente through' Far East.
leads.
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N.Y. A member of, the Brooklyn wood May 5 of a heart attack.
Local No. 4, IATSE, he had been Wife, son and daughter survive.
a carpenter for the onetime legit
Sir David Allan Hay, 79, long¬
production firm of Schwalb Sc
Continued from page 2 - --r-«
time chairman of Glasgow Pavilion
Mandel.
Surviving is his wife, Wilma Theatre and West-End Playhouse,
den death in Miami in-1'929, at age
Peyser, a wardrobe woman, last Glasgow, died there May 6.
59. The whole drama of his poverty
the Broadway production of
ERICH VON STROHEIM
i provoked a divorce and an aliena¬ with
“Fanny,” and two sisters..
Joseph McDermott, 58, longtime as a child in Missouri; his frontier
Erich von Stroheim, 71, arch tion of affections action.
stage-manager at Grand Theatre, days; his work as a cowboy on the
villain of the screen who was cele¬ ' The singer subsequently married
BlackburnJTjSng., died April 20 in
brated for his portrayals of Prus¬ Doris Leak, a ballet dancer at the
WILLIAM E. SMITH
trail; as a town marshal, Alaskan
sian officers, died of cancer May Met and the mother of his three
William E. Smith, 62; music pub¬ that town. '
saloon operator and bigtime gamb¬
12 at his home outside Paris. Con¬ children. Also surviving are a licist and a former music reviewei
ler; his ups Sc downs as a miner
Bobby
Kershaw,
veteran
musican
daughter
by
his
first
wife,
as
well
fined to his bed for the last nine
for the Philadelphia Evening Bul¬ died recently in San Antonio. He in the Yukon during the topsyturvy
months, he had been painstakingly as a sister and brother.
letin and the now defunct Evening was. a former pit musician at the gold rush; his exploits in Nevada
completing his memoirs and has
Public Ledger, died May 6 in
and in South America; and for
, HARRY J. SCHAD
bepn recipient of fancy bids for
Philly. He also was at one time Texas Theatre/San Antonio.
about two decades as the foremost
Harry J. (Doc) Schad, 83, builder press representative for the Robin
the same.
fight
entrepreneur of his time—
Charles King, 58, western actor,
Only last March vop Stroheim and theatre operator in Reading, Hood Dell, the Philadelphia Grand died
May 7 in Hollywood. Two |:these are brought vividly into
was awarded the Legion of Honor Pa., for 50 years, died of a stroke Opera Co., and other musical or¬ sons
survive.
focus with a horde of dramatics
by the French government in rec¬ May 8 in that city. A native of ganizations in that city.
personae from Rex Beach to
ognition of his contributions to Tamaqua, Pa., he first entered
Wife and three daughters sur¬
Mikhail F. Gniessin, 74, Russian Jacobs Beach, from Wilson Mizner
the film industry. Because of his show business in 1907 when he vive.
composer, died May 6 in Moscow.
to Jack Dempsey, plus the lowly
longtime illness, the ceremonies opened the Victor Theatre, Read¬
were held at his bedside in -the ing, in partnership with Claude
VIRGINIA RENAUD
Harry La Moult, 74, vet actor, characters and hangers-on in the^
Chateau Maurepas, at Seine-et- Carr.
odds-pushing and leatherpushing*
Virginia Renaud, 28, former di¬ died May 8 in Venice, Cal.
Following opening of the Victor,
Oise, near Paris* long the family
business.
Carr & Schad went on to operate rector of education at WBBM in
Chicago,
died
May
5
in
Washing¬
“The Magnificent Rube” is a
a circuit of more than eight houses
two-fisted effort marking a sharp
in Reading and Lebanon, Pa. In ton, D.C.
MARRIAGES
IN MEMORIAM
Miss Renaud joined the Chicago
change of pace from Samuels’ pre¬
1925, fie sold the Colonial Theatre
Betty Starr to Walter Kempley, vious bestseller, “His Eye Is On
OR MY BELOVED BROTHER
in Reading to Loewis and turned CBS .station in 1945 and produced
over management of his other sites its education shows from 1953 until New York, May 11. Bride is fash¬ the Sparrow” (Dpubleday), about
December, 1956. At time of her ion editor -of Mademoiselle; he’s
to the Franklin Theatre Co.
and “written with” Ethel Waters.
May 16. 1942
When Warners* lease on the first- death,.she was radio and television with the NBC Press Dept.
Helen O’Connell to Tom T. Cha- How Samuels managed to puncture
run Astor and Strand Theatres in director at George Washington U.
SIMEON GEST.
• *
males; May 9. She is a singer, the defense of the Great Negro
Reading .expired in 1941, Schad in Washington.
singer-actress to the point of get¬
he’s a novelist.
took over their management. He
Lady Iris Mountbatten. to Mike ting her to sit for her portrait (it's
AL NAROFF
seat of the veteran actor-producer- operated .then*, until last May. At
no secret that Miss Waters is not
Bryan,
May
6,
Pound
Ridge,
N.Y.
that time he leased ‘them to Wit
A1 Naroff, 46, vet motion picture
director.
Bride, has been a film publicist and “easy(’), is something only the
A native of Vienna, he saw serv¬ liam Goldman. A former exec of and tv exec, died May 10 while commentator; he is a former gui¬ author Is privy to. But in “Rube”
the
Reading
Fair,
he
also
was
an
on a business trip in Santa Bar¬
ice* as a cavalryman in armies of
tarist with Benny Goodman.
he had to cover much more ground,
both Austrian and the U.S. His ex-prez of the Motion Picture The¬ bara, Cal. He was Coast manager
Elena Rafael to Jay Lanin, Men- in the physical as well as “career”
of Trans-Lux Television Corp,
military background served him in atre Owners Assn, of Eastern Pa.
His wife and daughter survive. Formerly, he had been associated assis, Va., May 7. She’s actress; sense. The Rickard tome is more
good stead after starting his Holly¬
he’s an Actor and son of band agent, akin .to the gaudy pageantry in
with Brandt Theatres.
wood career in 1918 for he was cast
RICHARD L. GORMAN
Services wiH be held today Howard .Lanin.
Samuels* “Girl in the Red Velvet
in many soldier roles that ranged
Louise Scfineiweiss to Richard Swing” (the Evelyn Nesbit-StanRichard L. Gorman, 90, pioneer (Wed.) at the Midwood Memorial
from lowly .privates up to German
Brooklyn, N. Y., May 4.
Field Marshal Erwin Rommel. He theatre man credited with being Chapel, Brooklyn, N.Y.' Survived Whiting,
ford White-Harry K. Thaw case)
She’s
a
former
Variety
secretary.
depicted the latter in “Five Graves first to book Charlie Chaplin into by his wife, son and daughter.
Martha Smith to Dr. Colin C. that Hollywood Technicolored.
American theatres, died May 7 in
to c4iro.”
(Samuels also wrote “Hockshop,”
Hutchinspnr,
Hollywood,
May
10.
Talented and versatile, „ von Boston. A resident of Framing¬
JOHN A. BERTOLERO
about the w.k. pawnbroking Simp¬
Stroheim was also noted as a non¬ ham, Mass., he had been active in
John Andrew Bertolero, 63, a Bride is a screen publicist.
son
family,‘among his eight books
Andrea
Dixon
to
Bob
Foster,
conformist. For after winning fame pictures and vaude all his life. In partner in the Black Hills Amuse¬ Grimsby, Eng., May 4. He’s a of nonfiction, of which twojiad the
with fine performances in such association with, his brother, John, ment Co., Deadwood, ■ S. D., died
vaude
agent
and
former
vocalist.
collab
of his wife Louise, his re¬
he
formed
Amusement
Attractions
silent films as “The Merry Widow/
May 5 in Coronado, Cal., where he
Olive Connell to William Ben- searcher who recently joined Life
he went on to incur studio dis¬ Inc., producing and managing a was spending the winter. He was
pleasure by exceeding budgets in vaude show. For years he was a v.p. and director of the theatre don, Glasgow, recently. He’s an mag; and two novels.)
the interest of perfection. As a eastern agent for William Fox films chain, and was formerly general exhibitor.
.“Rube” opens with a dramatic
Lenore Lewis to Arthur Fuhrer,
director, he strove to accent the and helped screen “The Birth of a manager.
recount of Rickard’s funeral in
seamy side of life in contrast to its Nation” and “Battle Cry of Free¬
Survivors include his wife and a Pleasantdale, N.J., April 14. Bride New York — the kind reserved for
is vrith CBS-TV; he’s an attorney
dom.”
more pleasant aspects.
daughter.
gangsters, Presidents and national
for William Morris Agency.
He was sponsor and builder of
After leaving Hollywood in 1937,
Norma Wallace to Bill Leonard, heroes and complete unto a $15,000
von Stroheim racked up pqrhaps the first outdoor theatre at NorumCAROLINE D. LITTLEFIELD
New York, May 11. He’s a radio-tv solid bronze casket—and then goes
his most notable performance as a bega Park, and also built picture
Caroline
D.
Littlefield,
75,
theatres in Westwood, Lincoln choreographer, died May 7 in Red personality; she’s the ex-Mrs. Mike into the? flashback from his birth
about 1870. Although Rickard’s
Park, Worcester, Mass., and the Bank, N.J. She was the mothei Wallace.
Barbara Schott to Robert Foun¬ days as a gambler and- goldminer
Gorman
Theatre,
Framingham.
‘At
IN LOVING MEMORY OF
of the late Catherine and Dorothy
one time he trained animal acts in¬ Littlefield, dancers and the late tain, Plainfield, N.J., May .11. Bride are colorfully • depicted, oldtimers
is with NBC; he’s with the media and latterday lads will be more
cluding diving horses.
James H. Littlefield. Her husband
Howard R. Malcolm
He leaves no immediate sur¬ was associated with the motion department of Young & Rubican wrapped Tip in “the promoter of
agency, both in- N.Y,
vivors.
MAY 19, 1955
picture business,
Minda Carroll to Stan Schneider, the century” and his - “battles of
A son survives.
Greenwich, Conn., recently. Bride the century” with those “million
RUTH MALCOLM
CARLOS SCHLIEPER
is an actress; he’s company man¬ dollar gates” (several heavyweight
Carlos Schlieper, 55, veteran
EDWARD HAMLIN
ager of “The Iceman Cometh” at fracases went far beyond that
film director famed as the “LuEdward Hamlin, 57, former of¬
mark).
. German of£cer in tfie French hit bitsch” of the Argentine screen, fice manager for radio station Circle in the Square, N.Y.
It’s all there — Joe Gans and
film, “Grand Illusion.” Long active died of a heart ailment April 11 in KSD, St. . Louis, . died. May • 7 in
Battling Nelson, Jack Johnson and
on the Continent as a writer-pro- Buenos Aires; He was successful -that city. With the station- some
BIRTHS
ducer-actor-director, he returned to only with comedy..
Jim Jeffries, and of course, his cel¬
26 years, he was its first ad man¬
the U.S. m-1949 for a role in Para¬
Although he originally studied ager.
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Van Horne, ebrated crowning production of un¬
He later was commercial
mount’s “Sunset Boulevard.” Fol¬ law, Schlieper turned to films for a manager and office manager, before son, Burbank, Cal., May 4. F.ather paralleled ballyhoo, Jack Dempsey
lowing that stint he went back to career and made his screen start
is a composer-arranger.
vs. Orchid.-Man Georges Carpenlast month.
.France, where he remained until as assistant to director Luis Bayon retiring
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Reed, ’daugh¬ tier, the Manassa Mauler vs. fistiHis wife,' daughter and mother
.his death.
Herrera at the old EFA studios. survive.
ter, Hollywobd, May .4. Father is cuffery of lesser renown. Worked in
Surviving. are his wife and two His first success was “El Sillen y la
a KFWB dee-jay, mother is former throughout are striking “quickie
sons. Funeral services will he held Gran Duquesa” (The Armchair and
Jo Beall, dancer.
biogs” of topflight fighters and
JULIUS NATHANSON
tomorrow (Thursday) at Maurepas. the Grand Duchess),
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Kesner,
Julius Nathanson, 66, retired daughter, .North Hollywood, Cal., managers (notably Doc Kearns,
He also turned out such spright¬
producer-actor
of
the
Yiddish
thea¬
EZIO PINZA
ly comedies as “El Retrate” (The
May 3. Father is first violinist Dempsey’s shrewd and belligerent
longtime manager); Rickard’s
Ezio Pinza, 64, died ih his sleep Portrait) with Mirtha Legrand and tre in New York, died May 9 in with Lawrence Welk.
Desert
Hot
Springs,
Cal.,
where
May 9 at his home in Stamford, “Alejandra.” His-last picture, in
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Cleary, several marriages; his financial
Conn., following a series of. strokes ‘ which Laura Hidalgo plays comedy he had lived since his retirement. daughter, Evanston, Ill., May 5. tussles with the “400 Millionaires”
during the past year. The former for the first time, was “Las Cam- • Surviving are his wife, c three Father is booking agent for MCA of the “third” Madison Square
Metropolitan. Opera bass-baritone panas de Teresa” (The Bells of brothers and two sisters.
Garden, the arena he built on
in Chicago.
who became a legit matinee idol in Teresa). It’s awaiting release.
Mr. -and Mrs. Tom Trenkle, eighth ave. after the second Gar¬
KATIE JOHNSON
his late 50’s via “South, Pacific” had
daughter, New York, April 17. den at Madison Square had out¬
Katie Johnson,. 78,. English stage Mother is an actfess; father is a lived its usefulness; and a chapter
been one, of the most publicized
MACDONALD DALY
figures of show business during the
'
William Macdonald Daly, 49. tv and screen actress, -died May 4 in publicist.
on Rickard’s trial on a morals
last decade.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Ryan, son, East
panelist' and commentator who was Elham, Eng. She came out of re¬
Friends have expressed the view an authority Upon dogs, died in an tirement to appear in Ealing Stu¬ Greenbush, .N.Y.ti recently. Father. charge of which he was acquitted.
The
latter, phase Is the vaguest in
that his death was due to a com¬ auto accident May 8 in Winslow, dios picture,' “The Lady Killers,” is| .a tv perityriner.
bination of personal exuberance Bucks, Eng. A native of Dundee, and was voted the best British ac¬ . Mr. and MJrs. Tony Owen, daugh¬ the book, perhaps necessarily so.
The
rest
of it is slattibang, surefire
ter, Sahta Monica, Cal., May 7..
Scotland, he wrote extensively tress for her performance.
Her son survives.
Father is a producer; mother is ACi and Sdcko. about canines before broadcasting
trtlss Dopha.Reed.
;
and televising his own shows with
WILLIAM J. LYTLE
' Mt. and Mrs. Jity Ricketts; 'son,;
a pbochy slant.
WILLIAM WIEMANN
William James Lytle, 88, pioheer Denver, recently. Father is branch
Daly, who edited the Scottish
Sunday Express, a Beaverbrook exhibitor, died May 8 in San An¬ manager for Paramount there.
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Nickson,
sheet, from 1947 to 1952, was the tonio. He owned that city’s first
Continued from page' 1
j
February 16,1902 - May 15. 1952
first compere ot “Smokey Club,” theatre, the Wigwam, and later ac¬ daughter, Rochester, N. Y.. April
a BBC-TV doggy series. He also quired or built four other houses. 28. Father is a disk jockey with censors. 'And, for the same reason:
His
wife,
son,
and
sister
survive.
authored several books.
WBBF in that city.
the reader protests.
Surviving is his wife, Gwen,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Storch, son,
If one city is to be singled out
which resisted the idea of illness who’s In serious condition after
Cyril (Pete) Zurliiider, 42, Los New York, May 7, Mother is an
and an exaggerated loyalty to “the sustaining injuries in the same Angeles Times reporter and. for¬ actress under ber maiden name of it would be Chicago. For unex¬
plained reasons, dailies in Chi of
show must go on”, while with auto- crash.
mer Warner publicist, died May 9 Vergel Cook; father is an actor.
“Fanny.”
Repeated appearances
of a heart attack while at work. He
Mr. and Mrs. John Fengler, son. late have been unusually sensitive
with a fever and against doctor’s
leaves his wife and three children. New York, May 7. Father is a pro¬ about the film ads. On the other
KENNETH E. GREENE
advice is thought to have begun the
hand, New York's papers haven’t
ducer with WRCA-TV.
Kenneth E. Greene, 59, supervi¬
exhaustion which undermined his
Jenaro Salinas, 40, a top Mexi¬
Mr. and Mrs. Aleon. Bennett, been raising any fuss.
sor of circulation for NBC’s re¬ can
always robust health.
. 1 search
radio tenor, died May 1 in daughter, Hollywood, May 10. Fa¬
Latest of the numerous pictures
and
planning
department,
At the outbreak of World War II,
Caracas, Venezuela, where he was ther is a publicist; mother,* actress of a recent period which have been
Pinza- was briefly detained by U.S. died May 10 in New York of a fatally injured in a fall while hur¬ Vonne Godfrey.
barred by the press, advertisingauthorities because he was an Ital¬ heart attack. Greene, who was rying to the mike.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Carter, wise, is “Bachelor Party,” United
ian.
Apparently somebody had celebrating his birthday, was. fatal¬
twins, son and daughter, Newport
bum-rappedhim' as an alleged ly stricken on his return* from
Jacob Wreschinsky, 72, known Beach, Cal., May ,10. Father is a Artists release of the Hecht-Hilllunch
-just
outside
the
NBC
offices
Lancaster production. Ads have
fascist. The incident proved em¬
as Jack Wayne in theatrical circles, film flack.
barrassing to all concerned and at 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
vaudeville booker and former thea¬
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Miller, son, been turned down by the Times
Greene
had
been
with
NBC
for
was quickly forgotten. There was
trical press agent, died May 8 in New York, May 7. Mother is Lydia and Post-Intelligencer in Seattle,
no public , opinion behind such ac¬ over 22 years, having joined the Chicago.
Joel, editor of Dance mag; father by the Oregonian in Portland, Ore.,
network, as a clerk in the statistical
tion. .
is entertainment editor of Seven¬ and the Press, Plain-Dealer and
Pinza’s romantic appeal and his department in 1934. In 1942, he
News in Cleveland. UA now can
Mercedes
de
Rojo,
noted
Span¬
teen mag.
identification with the Rodgers- was . promoted to assistant research ish actress and wife of Mexican ac¬
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Auerbach, either offer, alternative insertions
Hammersen smash song, “Some En¬ manager, and only recently took tor Gustavo Rojo, died May 1 in son, New York, May 9. Father is or simply not buy the space.
chanted Evening,” became the over his present post. *:
Quotes in the nixed commercials
$urvived by wife, mother and a Mexico City following an opera¬ head of the recording dept, at the
theme of a lot of table talk and edi¬
William Morris Agency.
tion.
included:
“straying husbands,”
torial comment, his sex «appeal sister.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Burns, mixed “wild Greenwich Village parties,”
making all the S.k.’s In the U.S.
twins, April 19, Boston; Father has “pick-up
Clarence
LeDuc,
53,
a
member
DAVE
PEYSER
girls,”
“inexperienced
feel somehow comforted. Previ¬
a’ four-four daytime Show on
Dave Peyser; 79, former stage¬ of Warners’ film editing depart¬ WMEX
bridegrooms” and the like
ously, . Pinza’s romance with Wag¬
there.
ment
for
24
years,*died
in
Hollyhand,
died
May
11
in
Brooklyn,
nerian soprano Elizabeth Rethberg
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FCC Seen Acting on Pay-TV This Week;
Some Members Favor Immediate Tests
-;

By ROBERT X LANDRY
Get it straight right''off, Billy
Graham is nothing, but nothing,
likO Elmer Gantry1. Nor will it ex¬
plain his third-act curtain, the big
invitation to conr# forward, by sus¬
pecting' that- there are- shills
among . thoSe that dov Graham has
an updated evangelical technique,
but what he does is what Sir. James.
M. • Barrie did ih “Peter pan"
when he demanded the audience
express its .belief in f Airies.
NOr is Billy Graham anything
like Billy Sunday. As those who
remembei’ the last (1917) bigleague
evangelist to Invade Tammany town
testify, Graham never takes his
coat off..(Of course, aircondition¬
ing is new.) He never jumps on
tables or shadow-boxes with the
Devil, capital letter. There isn't
hardly an “amen" in the house
when Graham speaks and the
faithful are repeatedly admon¬
ished to have their ecstacy on the !
quiet,
!
Stereotypes of evangelism de¬
rived from Sinclair Lewis and
Heffry L. Mencken need some an¬
swering. When the tall, blond,
38-year-old evangelist opened his
Crusade at . Madison' Square Gar¬
den last. Wednesday. (15) he be¬
gan by remarking on some of the.
quaint rumors about his purposes
—one rumor being that the. Cru¬
sade was to win..metropolitan New
York for the Republicans.
His political allusion was apt
Since in the early phases of the'
(Continued on page 18)

Labor’s Bitter Attack
On Films’ Trafficking
With Communist Lands

Race Touchy Elsewhere
Cannes, May 21.
American films dealing With
the Tace problems are having
trouble in more places than
' just the U. S. South.
Metro at one point showed
Its “Something of Value" to
= the Cannes committee inviting
. films. The committee liked
the picture, which relates the
Mau Map uprising in Kenya.
However,
“Value"
was
eventually nixed by Cannes as
potentially incendiary due to
France’s current involvement
in Algeria.

Parker 0.0.s Libel
Case Vs. ABC-TV;
Networks Apology
Hollywood, May 21.
Los Angeles Police Chief Wil¬
liam Parker is planning legal ac¬
tion as result of an attack on him
by Mickey Cohen on Mike Wal¬
lace’s ABC-TV show Sunday (19).
He has so instructed Capt. James
Hamilton of the Police Depart¬
ment’s intelligence squad, who is
currently in New York to confer
with the N„ Y-. District Attorney’s
office anent criminal libel action
against the network, thence filing
of formal protest with the FCC to
see if ABC-TV cap be held re¬
sponsible.
The L.A. district attorney’s of¬
fice is being' contacted in connec(Continued on page-34)

By GENE ARNEEL
With an eye to the loiigrange
future of the motion picture
business. Paramount appears to be
setting a pattern on which the*
other majors may model them¬
selves in terms, of diversifying
into all* branches of show biz
without major reliance on any sin¬
gle phase.
The film company is already
strongly established in television,
has entered the record business,; is
active in electronics research and,
perhaps moot significant, has a
major stake in one of .the top paytelevision organizations. In short,
it has engineered its operations so
that as the future unfolds, it can
move into television—free or toll—
I with a minimum burden, or alter¬
nately can shift into a fullscale
combined tv and theatre picture
business operation without burden¬
some reorganizational effort.
The projected sale by Par of its
KTLA. tv station in Los Angeles
and its music companies to Du¬
Mont Broadcasting is consistent
with the • flexibility patterm The
switch of these properties would
mean more DuMont stock for Par,
amounting to 49.3% of the total
outstanding issue. This obviously,
would mean being within inches of
majority control and ability to call
the turns on operations.
On the feature production end,
Par is cutting down on monies tied
up.
Total inventory is slightly
(Continued on page 55)

Vaude Turns In

- Cannes, May 21,
Ballparks are opening up as an
Organization of free labor unions,
first set up some months ago ia Russians Flood Egypt
employment outlet for talent. Sev¬
Geneva, Switzerland, met here
With Their Pictures eral Clubs are now hiring acts" as a
coincidentally with the Cannes
United States ‘film sources have means of hypoing attendance. Most
Film Festival. Unlike the latter received word that the Russian notable example, of course', is Em¬
which tries elaborately pot to Embassy ip Cairo has imported ’300 mett Kelly, the sad-panned clown
offend the Communists, the Inter¬ Russian-made feature productions who is under contract to the
national Entertainment Federation and intends to spread them around Brooklyn Dodgers.
Sounded off against the presence ! Egypt for propaganda purposes.
The idea is spreading. Henny
at the Festival of Hungary’s Kadar About 30 of the pictures already
Youngman has been playing the
government. .
,
have been sent into release and the minor leagues, having launched a
Branding the present rulers of Red embassy is ready to let the package which is touring southern
Hungary as “liquidators of workers balance go. at. any. time,. .
cities. Youngman, in company with
and intellectuals," the free unions
Report has it that the entire load a Dixieland combo, gave one show
turned-against Jacques Fiaud of of product' was taken into Egypt in .Tampa on May *10, and another
the French-film- authority. By play¬ via diplomatic' pouch but the Rus¬ in St. Petersburg, the 'following
ing footsie with the Communists sians nonetheless are paying im- day. The jazz Combo started the
under the pretext .of opening new .port-Uc.ense, costs just as would be proceedings using the area around
film markets- for France" he was, paid by. Americans or any other homeplate
as the stage, and Young¬
said the • laborites; a “consciously shippers^.
man followed up with a session of
fellow-traveling neutralist."
So' far ’ as' dollars-and-playingFederation- which has llriks to time’film commerce is concerned, gab.
Eau Clair (Wis.) is currently so¬
unions- in democracies throughout Yank spokesmen said they’re not
liciting agents for talent which
free world and with AFX-CIO In
worried."
While’
such
an
abundance
will
help bring more customers to
States is attempting- to move into
the more favorable- (he. anti-Com- of films, op thp surface, wQuld ap¬ the park. Other clubs are likely to
pear
threatening
to
the
welfare
of
follow
suit.
niunistic) atmosphere'developed in
It’s an open secret, of course,
Paris and Home following last fall’s American pictures in Egypt, the
that
many
baseball clubs are in
fact
is
that
the
competitive
effects
extermination of the Hungarian
(Continued on page 55)
(Continued on page 21)
ii
rebellion against Russia.
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Steady Now!
Before returning to Eire
last week, ‘ Robert Briscoe,
Lord Mayor of Dublin, attend¬
ed a performance of “Long
Day’s Journey. Into Night,’’ at
the Helen - Hayes' Theatre,
N. Y. The Eugene O’Neill
Pulitzer and Critics Circle
Prize drama is notable for the
almost continuous drinking of
the three male characters, and
the day after the performance
Brisqoe sent a case of Irish
whiskey to the cast.
A card accompanying the
gift read, “For offstage use
only.”

Not Enough Sex
In U.S. Films For
European Taste
Munich, May 21.
Several of the top American dis¬
tribution executives in Europe are
beefing to their studios in the
States over the lack of “sex" in
many of the U.S. pictures being
imported here.
The argument, they claim, is be¬
coming more valid year by year
as the foreign market continues to
grow in importance.
One of the managers suggested,
without a smile, that it might be
desirable in the long run to make
pictures with the foreign market—
and particularly Europe—in mind,
and to later edit them to conform,
with American markets and Code
requirements. Another wondered
why the • studioi Could not shoot
special scenes for the European
market.
t
“I don’t mean pornography," he
emphasized. “Only a more realistic
(Continued on page 20)

Khrushchev ‘Faces Nation’
Via U.S.0 Press in Moscow
Communist Party boss Nikita S.
Khrushchev has agreed to submit
to ad lib questioning by’ a panel
of American newsmen for a special
one-hour edition of CBS.’ “Face the
Nation"' to be filmed in Moscow
next week and aired on CBS-TV
and CBS Radio on June 2. Soviet
Embassy in Washington okayed the
project this week with the full
understanding that there vfbuld be
no prepared-in-advance questions,
and a CBS exec said that if the
Soviets insist on in-advance ques¬
tions once the newsmen reach Mos¬
cow,. the network will refuse to do
the broadcast.
A five-man crew of top CBS
(Continued on page 54>

Washington, May 21. The. Federal Communications
Commission may act this week oh
subscription . tv.
Subject is ex¬
pected to be' taken up at a meet¬
ing scheduled for Thursday (23) to
be attended by all seven members.
Indications Are that there will be
a close'vote On whether to proceed
immediately with authorization of
tests', or to call for further infor¬
mation.
At least two members are will¬
ing to go ahead with limited tests
pronto. A third member who had
been disposed to go along is said
to be wavering because of Con¬
gressional concern, as manifested
recently by Chairman Oren Har¬
ris (D-Ark.) of the House Inter¬
state Commerce Committee. Com¬
mission Chairman George C. McConnaughey’s vote could be deci¬
sive.
I Four of the commissioners,
headed by McConnaughey, and
three staffers conferred with Har¬
ris last week in what was described
as “a general exchange of ideas”
on tollvjsion. The conference 're¬
sulted from a letter Harris sent to
the Commission raising serious
questions as to the legality of paytv and the agency’s right to author¬
ize it.
Although there were implica¬
tions that the letter was intended
to stop action on pay-tv, Harris
gave- no such impression at the
conference, it was understood, and
emphasized that he had no desire
to interfere with the agency’s deli¬
berations. He did indicate, it was
(Continued on page 38)

Goldenson Attacks Toll-TV
' At AB-PT Meet As Threat
To Iife,of Free Video
Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of American Broadcasting-Para¬
mount Theatres, yesterday (Tues.)
undertook to tear apart all the
theories so far advanced in support
of home-toll television. The nub
of his summation is this: boxoffice
tv, if it comes to be, will mean the
public will be paying for some¬
thing that’s now .had for free.
What is there that the entre¬
preneurs of tollvision can offer?,
Goldenson wants to know. Free
video, he said, is now presenting
feature productions, the best plays
in greater number than a full sea¬
son of Broadway hits, and is at¬
tracting the leading playwrights,
producers, directors and stars.
It offers the finest plays from
Shakespeare to living writers, and
its sports shows are all-embracing
with the possible exception of an
occasional heavyweight champion¬
ship fight.
*
The AB-PT prez.tore into toll-tv
within the framework of his ad¬
dress before the company’s annual
meeting of stockholders. He’s been
(Continued on page 21)
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Aumont’t Autabiog

Yen Sbee BnchwaldGives Todd

1

By JOE SCHOENFELD
fParis, May 21.
Liberace’s $25,000,000
When is a columnist a Chinese
Suit Vs. ‘Confidential’
waiter? When, he’s an Art Buchwald, protecting his investment in
Los Angeles, May 21.
a local chowmeinery which he and
Libel suit seeking $25,000,000 in
19 other partner^ very imagina¬ diunages, believed to be. a record,
tively tagged China ToWn, Some of was filed in L. A. Superior Court
the investors, in fact, were at first by Liberace against' Confidential.
so taken with the unique name Magazine,^ its publisher Robert
that they were all for trademark¬ Harrison, ^ writer Horton Streete
ing it but more philanthropic and Hollywood Research. Action
minds prevailed that the China is based oh an article in the July
Town tag should be freely. avail¬ issue of the magazine.
able for the general, good of
Pianist asked $20,000,000 actual
humanity.
and $5,000,000 punitive damages
- Which is all a roundabout way on the grounds that the article
of introducing BucRWald, who is a wds “malicious, false, defamatory,
full Caucasian by day, but a smil- degrading and unprivileged” and
•ing, bowing, moon-faced Oriental contained- many “lies and false¬
'by the name of Yen Shee at night. hoods” in impugning his “Char¬
..With a towel over his elbow and acter.”
Wearing a snug-fitting white coat
• that suspiciously looked as though'
it belonged to a more than slightly
Slimmer Chinese, Yen Sh.ee Buchlyald added some color if not not¬
able cuisine to a black tie supper
party ^hosted by Mike Todd last
week (14) following the fancy pre¬
miere of ‘‘Around the World in 80
-Days” earlier the.same evening at
the Gaumont-Richelieu.
None of Buchwald’s 19 partners
in China Town showed up for the
party, particularly since it was a
Kyoto, May 14.
tight squeeze for .Todd’s 50 guests
Because a primary school prin¬
in a- room that’s too crowded with cipal changed his mind, 20th-Fox’s
'35. Thus, those present were de¬ “Stopover Tokyo” . company has
nied the chance to see such other postponed shooting of a key se¬
colorful Orientals as Yung Fow quence at Otsu,. some 20 minutes
Huston, sometimes known as John; from here. The three days of
rSen Shu Youngstein, whose New planned shooting would involve a
York alias is MaMo; Rothman, memorial tower for war dead in
‘also known as Mo, and Foo Yan Zeze Park and the hiring of 150
primary school pupils as extras.
(Continued on page 63)
The company is now shooting
around the schedule and fully ex¬
pects things to iron out at Otsq in
time.
Objections, believed to be politi¬
cally inspired, were raised by local
Hollywood, May 21.
unions and teachers charging “poMemorial to Jean Hersholt to liticai propaganda.” The shout
be erected in Forest Lawn Me*- was that Mayor Shigetsugu Uehara
mprial Park, Los Angeles, is should have scrutinized the script
planned by friends of the late a6- more carefully before giving per¬
tor and humanitarian who have mission to Fox.
formed .the' Jean Hersholt - Me¬
With the situation brewing,
morial Committee. Honorary chair¬ stirred by articles In the vernacular
man of the group is Danish Am¬ Mainichi newspaper, one Of Ja¬
bassador Henrik Kauffmann.
pan’s “Big Three,” a meeting was
Committee, as well as* a similar Called yesterday. Principal Kenshi
Organization in Hersholt’s native Miwa told unit, manager William G.
Denmark, has launched a fund¬ Eckhardt at the confab- that he was
raising drive to finance the me¬ not ready to offer his pupils as
morial. This will be a bronze extras and asked for more time to
statue of ‘‘Klods Hans,” a char¬ consider the issue.
acter in- one of Haris Christian
Eckhardt claimed this morning
Andersen’s fairy tales. It’s to be that this decision is a reversal of
done by Danish sculptor Edvard form by the principal citing that
Eriksen.
agreement had been reaehed with
In event more funds are col¬ Miwa and Otsu city officials on
lected than are necessary, the sur¬ May 2.
plus will be turned over to Can¬
Eckhardt hinted darkly of po¬
cer Research and the Danish Old litical interests when he said,
Peoples Home in Solvang, Den¬ “Somebody has Influenced Miwa to
mark. Vice chairman of the com- change his mind. I’m positive of
ittee is Sol' Lesser. Among other that. We had it all framed and
industry members of the org are had come to. an agreement on pay¬
Y.
Frank
Freeman,
Kenneth ing the city and ihe people used.”
Thomson, Mary Pickford, Ronald
The unit manager scoffed at the
Reagan, Jack Warner, Walt vDis- idea that the picture has political
ney, Bob O’Donnell, Victor Borge, aspects, referring to it as a cops
. Dudley Nichols, Eva Le Gallienne. and robbers type with intrigue.

JapSchoobaster
Upsets Location
For 20th s‘Tokyo*

Permanent Memerial
For Jean Hersholt
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‘Sbgng Boys of Vienna’ ail Unusual
Biz Outfit; Profits Into Real Estate

Paris, May 21. -j
Jean Pierre Aumont is the latest
actor to arrange for a self-confes¬
sions publication, the firm of Juillard taking, his . yet-untitled, but
completed memoirs for publica-;
tion, Figaro will soon publish ex¬ -;-----rr-—-+
’. By EMIL W. MA '
cerpts daily prior to the book hit¬
ting the stalls. '
Variety Clubs’ ‘Heart
I
Vienna, May -u
Aumont, currently starring ip
“Singing Boys' 6f Vienna” is’ a
"Amphytrybn 38” at the Comedie j
Of Shbw Business’,Pic trademark,
but not a business en.
de Champs Elysee, says his book
.“Heart of Show Business” a terprise in thfe^accepted sense. Die
is more ;anecdotal than autobiog,
though . admitting; that . he treats Technicolor film depicting. the Wiener'Saengerknaben, the official
c e ritai, ng -Hollywood experiences work of the Varleiy: International ^German -language .title for group
has riow become an incorporated
rather friwikly.
‘
; '
clubs, will be screened-.at V lunch¬ association of active and non-active
————-eon jneeting; of the Variety Club members. 'Profits are mainly con¬
of N, Y. at Toots'Shor’s on May 23. verted, into real estate with every
•The .picture, made especially for Singing and Ek-Singirig Boy hold¬
Variety and, being distributed by ing one share. When reaching the
Columbia, features some 50 Holly¬ age of 21, they are invited to at¬
wood performers, including Bob tend the annual general assembly
Hope, Jerry Lewis, Nancy Kelly, which in turn electsJts officers. ’
Heddy Lamarr, Bing Crojsby, Hau¬
A special fund for financial help
gen. O'Hara^ Tab Hunter, Rock to members has been recently
Hudson and Harry Belafonte,
formed. When one .learns that the
association recently bought land in
the Augarten Hark on Which to
erect mansion houses,‘ that it owns
. Presort Sturges is returning to
hotels and recreation centres—
play writing, this time in French.
Hinterbichl, near Lienz/ in Eastern
Tyrol, is the most beautifully sit¬
The veteran film scenarist and
uated—one is not surprised.;
director who'became a Hollywood
“Though we .are not a millionname as a screen satirist, has been
dollar outfit as Variety flatteringly
living in Paris for three .years and
put it, I must admit that our boys
is working on his first Nplay in the
do have gold in their throats,” said
French language.
Dr, Walter Tautschnig,, chief of
the organization, himself a former
According to Sturges, his new
s
Saengerknabe.,
play, “J Belong to Zozo,” can be
New Orleans, May 21.
produced at a cost of $6,000 to
There are now exactly 80 schol¬
The producers t of Universal's
$8,000 “with the greatest stars in
ars.
In the Augarten Palace,
France.” ' If it’s a hit, he says he “Damn Citizen” were requested by where they live and study, the 10
can translate to English in a cou¬ David. R. McGuire Jr., chief city to 14 year olds start with English
ple of weeks “if . a Broadway pro¬ admnistratfve officer, to' eliminate language in tlie first class. Latin
ducer. is interested.” This.system any scenes photographed in the old follows in the third. This is exact¬
is much more economical than at¬
ly opposite to other like schools,
tempting to -write directly for New Orleans City* Hall depicting and no doubt is being done because
illegal gambling.
BroadWay, he believes.
of the trips' abroad. Otherwise,
McGuire said the request ap¬ school plans do not differ from
Sturges, who went to Hollywood
after clicking on Broadway with. plies particularly to those shots what is called Gymnasium here
“Strictly Dishonorable” in 1929, is made in the now, vacant mayor's “High school” in the U. S.). Not
more than 20 are permitted to be
'
currently in New York in connec¬ parlor.
tion jvith the opening of his latest
Universal production, crew, head¬ absent at one time, so there are
film, “The Frepch They Are a ed by Herman Weber spent the day practically four teams revolving,
Funny Race,” produced - in Paris filming scenes showing the former as Dr. Tautschnig put it. Conductor
in both. avjFrench and English ver¬ mayor’s parlor as a “bookie joint” Xaver Mayer has just returned
from, the U. S., Helmuth Frosion. -He returns to Paris later being raided by state polce.
schauer is preparing for a South
this week.
McGuire said the pix outfit
which is filming the story of for¬ American tour; The two others,
(Continued on page 22)
mer Louisiana Police Supt. Francis
Crevemberg in this city and sur¬
rounding area did riot have permis¬
sion to use the old city hall or any
public building to photograph
scenes depicting illegal gambling
operations.
At least two radio personalities
“The members of this production
unit,”
McGuire said, ‘‘were permit¬ and an author will be heading up
Washington, May 21.
ted to enter the building on the tourist parties to the Soviet Union
Next season’s tour of the States assumption that they were photo¬ this summer. Cecil Brown, ABC
by the Czech Philharmonic Orches¬ graphing scenes of. municipal of¬ Radio commentator, starts June 3
tra is off and the Cleveland Or¬ fices and operations. Officials of with a party of 19 Americans, and
.at- the same time, Bill Stern, for¬
chestra won’t get visas to play in the department of property man¬ mer sports gabber and now emcee
agement had no knowledge that
Prague. So stated the Czech Em¬ the scenes to be shot depicted law of an ayem show on WINS, New
bassy here.
violations of any kind. Obviously, York, is leaving with another
. Reason: peeve over demand that no responsible city official would group. On top of it all, writer^Ro*
musicians be fingerprinted, an have given permission for such use land Gamrfion is heading his sec¬
American procedure which the of the building even though the ond annual Inter-Faith Tour to the
Communist inventors of redtape scenes in the picture are repre¬ Soviet Aug. 'll, and in his group
sented to be in a private building.” will be 2O’ persons.
find intolerably bureaucratic.
Both Brown and Stern will tape
Columbia Concerts’ Andre Merportions or all of their broadcasts
tens had set. the Czech deal six
months ago and the fingerprinting Frank Freeman’s Checkup in the almost full month they’ll be
■ Hollywood, May '21.
gone.
Gammon’s
“inspirational
issue now arises because State
Paramount’s Y. Frank Freeman junket” will also visit Western
Dept, won’t classify footers as
“officials” and immune to finger¬ is in Good Samaritan Hospital here^ Europe and the Near East, being
gone from the States for five
printing. This was allowed in case for observation.
Expected to remain Several days. weeks.
| of the Smetena Quartet.

Preston Sturges
Back to Legit
But in French

Touchy on Illegal
Gambling Scenes
In N O. City Hall

Fingerprinting
Ends Czech Tour

Yank Pilot Who Rescued
Chinese Child Still Mulling
Offers For Film Rights
.... .
Tokyo, May 14.
Pilot Henry. Bush, who bolted
into , the' headlines when it was
reported that he had rescued a Chi¬
nese child from Red China, told
Variety that he has not completed
any deal for picture rights to his
adventure, story’. - Commenting on
a story out of New York that said
William Dozier, RKO veepee in
charge Of production, had an¬
nounced plans for a film on the
event to be titled, “China Rescue,”
Bush - said, he has received offers
from RKO and-several other U. S.
majors.
While he has not decided,, his
leanings were toward RKOu since a
rep of that company was the first;
to bid. .Toshishige Ishikawa,. RKO
manager, for Japan, said the pilot
preferred to see Dozier in Holly¬
wood before making a definite com¬
mitment; •
■"
Acting somewhat bewildered over
all the. fuss, Bush related, “I can’t
say the flight was routine, but I’m
surprised at all the attention.I’m
getting.”

Have Mike/Typewriter,
Will Travel (To USSR)
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PICTURES

A ‘RADIO CITY?’
AD New Russian Feature Films Hit
Television 11 Days After 'Release'

Sharing Pnklic (A) Shares’ Melon
The controlling figures at United
Artists — meaning s the. Arthur'B.
Krim-Robert S. Benjamin group
which owns 05% of the voting
stock—are wot cutting for them¬
selves a slice- of the first dividend
melon to be. declared since public
stock was issued; Last week they
voted a 35c per-share dividend but
this applies oniy to the straight
common stock.
The straight’ common is the issue
sold_ to the public; the KrimBenjamin partners hold Class B
shares. Latter have the same vot¬
ing privileges .as. the straight com¬
mon but differs in that divi¬
dends need not be declared on it
when a payoff is voted for the'
straight common.
'Company policy calls for a 35c
divvy to be paid quarterly, or $1.40
per year, for the public owners.
Since the initial offering, price of
the stock was $20 per share, the
divvy means-a 7% yield for . the
investor.
’ . .
Stock is now traded over the
counter but the volume has yet to
reach the point where the trading
price has hit its regular groove.
This Is expected to take -place in
about another. 30 days. As a matter of fact,- UA doesn t
know yet the number of stock¬
holders on the roster and who, if
anyone, owns an unusually large
block. This data is now being
compiled.

Latest Is ‘Norwayscope’;
Scandinavians’ Invention
Trojects All Dimensions’
Washington, May 21.
A Norwegian film projectionist
and a Danish optician have pat¬
ented a device which they claim
will herald a new era in the mo¬
tion picture business, Norwegian
Embassy here reports.
Invention, called a “Norway¬
scope,” permits the same machine
to project films in all dimensions
from 8m to Cinemascope. The in¬
ventors—Hilmer Sandberg, of Nor¬
way, and Holger Nielson, of Den¬
mark—claim the same size film can
be used to achieve all dimensions
when projected through the ad¬
justable optic prisms.
Thus, inexpensively, the same
roll of film could be used.in any
theatre, no matter what size the
screen.

SIX MONTHS REPORT:
DISNEY EQUALS $1.03
Hollywood, May 21.
Walt Disney Productions racked
up a net profit of $1,532,391 for six
months ended March 30, 1957.
Equivalent to $1.03 per share on
1,492,4l6 shares of common stock
outstanding, prexy Roy O. Disney
disclosed in an interim report to
shareholders.
Figure compares with $1,418850,
or $1.09 per share, for correspond¬
ing period of 1950, computed on
1,305,680 shares then outstanding
and after adjusting for the twofor-one stock split effected Aug.
2Q, 1956.
Earnings for second six months
of current fiscal year are expected
to equal, or slightly exceed, those
of the first six months, according
to Disney, who also reported that
for six-month period ended March
30, 1957 the consolidated gross rev¬
enue totalled $16,457,933.
This
compares with $13,621,369 for same
period last year. .Total take for six
months ended March 30, 1957,
broken doWn, consists, of $6,631,805, film'rentals; $6,747,759, tele¬
vision income; $3,078,369, other in¬
come.
Company will spend ’ about .$9,500,000 for the filming of tv shows
for the 1957-58 season, under a
contract inked with ABC, Disney
stated. Production is already well
under way on these, he noted to
consist of 26 new; one-hour shows
for weekly ‘‘Disneyland" series, 130
half-hour Mickey Mouse Club daily
programs and 39 half-hour. shows
(Continued on page 21) \
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The New Frontier
Minneapolis, May 21.
An BKO Orpheum usher . Is
recovering from injuries sus¬
tained last week when he and
a fellow usher were attacked
and beaten by a group of teen¬
age boys who were atteihpt. ing to break* into the theatre.
The injured usher was hospitalized. . Assault upon the
theatre Employees followed a
series of teenage gangs* at*
tacks on individuals through¬
out the city.

UA’s First Annual
Meeting At Rivofi
With Trimmings
United Artists is set to make a
big thing of its first stockholders
meeting. It’s to take place at New
York’s 1,545-seat Rivoli Theatre
June 4 and a number of members
of Gotham’s financial community,
including brokers and stock ana¬
lysts, and reps of the press and
the film trade are'going on the in¬
vitation list, as well as shareowners.
On the agenda is the election of
directors plus a showing of “Twelve
Angry Men” and a trailer for "80
Days Around the World.” UA’s
management group, headed by
president Arthur B. Krim and
board chairman Robert S. Benja¬
min, hold 65% of the voting stock,
which, means, of course, the in¬
cumbent directorate will be rein¬
stated.
Two. “outsiders” are now on the
board, Elected at a homeoffice
meeting last Wednesday (15) were
Robert W. Dowling, chairman of
the American National Theatre &
Academy and president of City In¬
vesting, and Robert C. Porter,
partner, of Ebcfirstadt & Co., prin¬
cipal underwriter, of UA’s recent
public stock issue. Dowling ,has
been associated with the company
in past via participations in inde¬
pendent pictures on its distribution
lineup.
.Also on the board are Krim,
Benjamin, William J. Heineman,
distribution v.p.; Max E. Youngstein,, v.p.; Arnold M. Picker, for¬
eign distribution v.p.; Seymour M.
Peyser, v.p,-general counsel; Leon
Goldberg, v.p.-treasurer; Seward I.
Benjamin, secretary, and Joseph
Ende, controller and • assistant
treasurer.

•

Development of 20th-Fox*s 280
acres of. studio property In West
Los Angeles Into a “Radio City of
California" was envisioned yester¬
day (Tues.) by prexy Spyros P.
Skouras. He told the. annual meet¬
ing of stockholders in N; Y. that
this possibilty is based on the opin¬
ion of expert appraisers.
Depending on a land survey
currently being made, by an ar¬
chitectural and engineering firm,
Skouras said, 20th may either con¬
tinue its studo operation in a more
confined area of the present loca¬
tion or may combine its physical
activities with Metro, with which
20th is continuing to conduct nego¬
tiations.
The. results of the survey, ac¬
cording to Skouras, will not be
known for some months yet, “but
it seems very likely that a plan will
ultimately be recommended which
will permit the development of the
more, valuable acreage for office
buildings, stores, apartments and
the like.”
He “pointed out that the 20th
property fronts upon three major
arterial highways and is one of the
(Continued on page 11)

AB-PT Cutting 545
To 450 Theatres
American Broadcasting - Para¬
mount Theatres has 95 film houses
going on the. block. Corporation
now holds 545 theatres and “in
time” this number is to be re¬
duced # to 450, Leonard H. Goldenson, president,' told the annual
meeting of stockholders in New
York yesterday (Tues.).
In a sideline interview, Goldenson . said the situations to be
dropped, all via sale, unrenewed
lease or demolition; for the. most
part already have been selected
and. the reason behind the kingsized lopoff is one of economics.
The theatres now are or figure to
be either marginal or red-ink op¬
erations and the proceeds from
their disposition can be put to
better uses..
Goldenson said theatre business
(Continued on page 18)
v.

CABLE TELEVISION GRANT
City to Collect 4% of Gross
When Operating
San Angelo, Tex., May 21.
San Angelo City Commission
has granted a 20-year franchise for
use of city streets and alleys for
circuits to transmit films from the¬
atres into homes via so-called
cable television.
Franchise, not exclusive, was
requested by- Concho Theatres
Inc, It provides for a gross re¬
ceipts franchise fee of 4%.

Biz-Building To
Need $375,000
For Campaigns
The industry business building
committee will ask for an immedi¬
ate allocation of $375,000 for its
campaign when it presents, its re¬
port to the board of directors of
the Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri’ct.today (Wed.).
The coin, as broken down in the
report, will be employed as fol¬
lows: Academy Awards Sweepstakes, $150,000; Audience Awards,
$75,000; public relations campaign,
$100,00.0; miscellaneous, $50,000.
The $l0O,OOO for-public relations is
for the retention of two public rela¬
tions men—one in New York and
one in Hollywood—at an annual
salary of $25,000 each. The rest
of the p.r. coin is for secretarial
help, office space, and expenses.
Funds have been earmarked for
projects already under way. These
include $75,000 for a motivational
research by the Opinion Research
Institute of Princeton, $5,000 for a
test radio campaign in Denver, and
$5,000 for executive field trips.
Latter involves visits to news¬
papers by pub-ad. execs to outline
and explain the motion picture in¬
dustry’s problems and desires. A
request of $110,000 for a Hollywood
press conference (bringing key
(Continued on page 21)

National Boxoffice Survey
Trade Uneven; ‘80 Day*’ Champ Again, ‘10 CV
Second, ‘Wonder*’ 3d, ‘De*k’ 4th, ‘Bell,’ ‘Night’ Next

Much cooler weather., in several times paired with a rock’n’roll pic,
sections of the country will help is landing ninth place. “Bachelor
Party” (UA) ^rounds out the Big
10.
“China Gate” (2Qth), “Un¬
tamed Youth" .(WB) and “Buster
Keaton Story" (Par) are the runnerup films in that sequence.
“Monkey On My Back” (UA),
Paris, May 21.
with many exhibs waiting until great in Detroit and good in Chi,
Even before the start of “offi¬ Memorial Day week to launch looks fine'in Denver but not so
cial” talks for a new Franco-Ameri¬ stronger fare.
hot in L.A. ' “Joe Butterfly” (U),
can trade agreement, the American
“Around World in 80 Days" (UA) also new, is rated okay in Toronto.
film companies have nixed a again is. champ nationwide, the “Garment Jungle” (Col), smash in
French proposal to let the French Mike Todd opus widening its mar¬ Boston, is light in K.C.
Government in the future allocate gin ahead of its nearest competi¬
“Something of Value” (M-G) still
all or at least a part of the 110 tors. Pic is playing in 13 keys cov¬ is socko in second week at N. Y.
licenses handed out to the Mo¬ ered by Variety this week, with Astor. “Shrinking Man” (U) looms
tion Picture Export Assn, com¬ additional engagements scheduled okay in Buffalo.
panies. The negotiations' are due to start by the end of May.
. “Abandon Ship” (Col),. oke in
to get under way here in June.
“10 Commandment^” (Par), is Washington, is mild in Chicago and
While the French are expected to capuring second money, playing in Denver, “Public Pigeon No. 1”
present their demands for con¬ 15 key dies, same position as last (U) is rated fine in Toronto and
trol of permit division, there are round. ‘.‘Seven Wonders of World” N. Y.
already indications that, they may (Cinerama) is taking third position,
“Tattered Dress" (U) looms
press also* for a reduction in the same as last week;
good in K. C. “Oklahoma” (Mag¬
“Desk Set” (20th), a. new entry na) is likewise in Toronto. “At¬
overall allocation of licenses.
Jacques Flaud, head of the Cen¬ this week, is -winding, up fourth, tack of Crab Monsters” (AA)
tre National du Cinematografie, j and may be heard from additional¬ shapes fine in Toronto and slow
said last week that the French ly in tthe future. “For Whom Bell in Omaha.
would insist on allocating at least Tolls" (Pad (reissue) is pushing up
“Cinderella"
(BV)
(reissue)
one third or a quarter of the li¬ to fifth position, with some 10 shapes fair in Chi.
“Young
censes by way of encouraging those
Stranger” (U) is okay in Chi and
American companies that aro ac¬ . “This Could Be Night" (M-G), Cincinnati.
tive in French production. Flaud another newie, is finishing sixth.
“Kronos" (20th) looks fast in
said such a procedure, eventually*- “Boy On Dolphin" (20th), long up Chi. “Hit and Run” (UA) is rated
would work in favor of the Ameri¬ higher, is landing In Seventh spot. slow in Cincy.
“Funny Face" (Par), in liker cate7
can outfits.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
He complained that the current gory, is eighth.
Pages 8-9)
“Dragstrip Girl" (AIP), some¬
(Continued on page 16)
biz at the wickets this round, but
Early Start to Trouble
not nearly as much as would have
expected. Consequently, the
0u Terms for Another " been
bulk of b.o. strength is concentrated
in the top four or five pix.
Franco-American Pact mainly
Generally, trade is very spotty

Cannes, May 21.
Vladimir Sourin, Vice Minister
of Culture in Russia, declared to
the press at the Cannes Film Fes*
tival (which terminated May 17)
that while film production was
falling in quantity in the United
States it was rising in the Soviet
Union.
Sourin stated that the
curve of Russia production was 39
features in 1954, 60 in 1955, 85 in
1950 and will reach 100 by the end
of 1957. Communists expect an¬
nual average of 120 by *60.
Sourin said greater film activity
was necessary to feed the over
5,000 regular film houses in Rus¬
sia, not counting the innumerable
film clubs for the workers. Prices
range from 50c to matinees to
$1.25 for evening shows.He stated that Russian television
now has 3,500,000 sets in operation
and is growing every day.- With
only a small tax on sets, it has
already shown an effect on film¬
going. Every new film, Russian or
foreign, is given in its entirety on
tv 11 days after its opening.
Sourin reiterated that Russia
still demanded “reciprocity” in
U. S. before any film sales could
be concluded between the two
countries. He also again repeated
the Russo desire to conclude copro¬
duction deals with Western coun¬
tries and especially the U. S.

Coyne Fully Occupied
Urging Congress Remove
Remaining Adniish Tax
Council of Motion Picture Or¬
ganizations is quietly doing a oneman job on admission taxes. The
man is Robert W. Coyne, COMPO’s
special counsel, who is now spend¬
ing nearly all of his time in Wash¬
ington seeking to influence legis¬
lation that would put an end to
the remaining 10% federal levy
on tickets costing over 90c each.
Exact methods which Coyne , is
using are being kept under wraps
(“the least said about it publicly
the better,” commented a COMPO
source) but doubtless he’s main¬
taining contact with key law-mak¬
ers and pressing for passage of a
tax-elimination bill before ad¬
journment of the present Con¬
gressional session.
It’s recalled that the two tax
measures promoted by COMPO—
the first wiping out the tax on
tickets costing 50c and less and
the second on those of 90c and
under—were rushed through Con¬
gress on the eve of adjournment.
Coyne is now standing by with
thoughts of having the same situ¬
ation repeating itself.
The switch this time Is in the
fact that only Coyne is doing the
lobbying, and -away from public
view. > In past campaigns exhibi¬
tors in all parts of the country
button-holed their respective Con¬
gressmen as a means of winning
official D. C. sympathy for tax
relief.

JACK WEBB TALKING
3-FILM WB CONTRACT
Jack Webb is negotiating with
Warner Bros, for a new three-pic¬
ture deal, he revealed in New York
last week. Under terms of the new
contract. Which will likely be
signed shortly, Webb will make
one picture annually over a threeyear period.
His present contract with WB ex¬
pires with the delivery of “The
D.I.," for which Webb is visiting
N.Y., Chicago and Detroit for a
series of promotional activities.
“The D.I.,” story of the relation¬
ship between a Marine drill in¬
structor and a problem recruit,
was brought in at a cost of $500,000 as compared with $450,000 for
“Dragnet” and $1,200,000 for “Pete
Kelly's Blues,” Webb’s previous
pictures for Warners. “I don’t like
to cut corners,” Webb stated, “and
I don't spend any more money than
I have to. I put every dollar, on the
screen that I spend. If a picture i*
(Continued on page 22)
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Abram Myers Not Currently Party
To New Film Arbitration Study
Completing three days of ses¬
sions last week, the first of a series
of meetings, the Industry Arbitra¬
tion Conference designated a draft¬
ing committee composed of coun¬
sel from Theatre Owners of Ameri¬
ca, Allied States Assn, and the Mo¬
tion Picture Assn, of America.
TOA named its general counsel
Herman JVL Levy and the distribs
selected Universal exec .Adolph
Schirael. A member of Allied States
Assn., it was indicated, will be
chosen shortly.
In the past, Allied has always
designated general counsel and
board chairman Abram F. Myers
in matters of this sort He was a
member of the drafting committee
in the industry’s two previous ef¬
forts to establish an, abribtration
system. Failure,to name Myers im¬
mediately perhaps indicates that
Myers may not , have been ac¬
ceptable to the arbitration* com¬
mittee and that Allied will select
a representative more favorable to
arbitration. Myers, in the previous
arbitration attempts, has been
largely responsible for Allied’s
walkout from arbitration proceed¬
ings and for insisting on the arbi¬
tration of film rentals, a proposal
that the distributors would not ac¬
cept.
The new draft, on completion,
will be submitted to each' of the
participating organizations for. ap¬
proval. It’s expected that this work
will be completed before the con¬
ference convenes again on June 17
at the MPAA headquarters in. New
York.
A committee to study the estab¬
lishment of arbitration machinery
was also named, consisting of
Schimel for the distribs, Joseph Alterman * for TOA, . and Wilbur
Snaper for Allied.
The meetings in June will take
up the discussion of the arbitra¬
tion system at the point where it
was concluded last week and will
continue an* examination of the is¬
sues involved in the arbitration fit
clearances and funs and other mat¬
ters to be considered as arbitrable.

Churn Churubusco
Land Into Homes
Mexico, City, May 21.
Mexico City's Churubusco Stu¬
dios, which folds on May 30, is
valued at $5,600,000 by Emilio
Azcarraga, the film-radio-tv tycoon
who is the company’s largest stock¬
holder. Blaming the company’s
plight on the government-adminis¬
tered Class Studios because it.
drains off a hefty share of Churubusco’s business, Azcarraga said
Churubusco had accumulated a
deficit of $920,000 since it opened
in 1946.
Help will be paid $200,000 as dis¬
missal . idemnification. Equipment,
valued at $1,440,000, will be put
up for auction in Mexico, and if
efforts to find buyers fail, it will
be offered for sale abroad. Stages
Will be dismantled and buildings
will be razed- The landsite will be
made into a realty subdivision and
offered for sale to the public.
---'-f-

FIGHT WRITER AWARD
Take

John Szekely Victory
U. S- Supreme Court

To

Washington, May . 21.
A $25,090 award to a screen
writer has been fought up to the
U. S. Supreme Court. Eagle Lion
Film, General Filth -Distributors,
J. Arthur Rank? Rod Geiger and
Nat Bronston are opposing the
award to John Szekely, known pro¬
fessionally as John Pen.
In 1947, Szekely was hired by
GCiger Productions to adapt the
book, "Christ In Concrete,” for the
screen; price was to be $35,000.
Szekeley reserved title to his script
until he received full payment. •
He received $10,000 advance.
Then the company got another
writer who made some changes.
Szekely sued and was awarded
$25,000 plus interest in the-lower
courts. This would make up the
full $35,000.

Over-Stepped Truth In
Selling His Life-Story,
Barney Ross’ Suit
Chicago, May 21.
Barney'Ross has filed suit against
United .Artists Corp. and Essaness
Associates, Inc. charging them with
use of defamatory ad copy. Suit
was entered in Federal District
Court of Chicago, Friday (17), by
his attorneys Harold L. Perlman
and Irving^T. Zemans.
Zemans points to such phrases
as, "Yesterday a Hero, Today a
Dope Addict” and "Hophead” and
"Potential Killer,” appearing, in
Chicago papers attending the
premiere of the Barney Ross biopic,
"Monkey On My Back,” at the
Essaness Woods Theatre on May
14. The copy he says "libelously
asserts that Ross is now a dope ad¬
dict/’ and that "it exceeded the
limits of decency and propriety
and did not accurately portray the
content of the film.”
Pending legal actions were loudly
celebrated by local columnists in
conjunction with the premiere.
Ros was then quoted as saying the
picture distorted his post-war life,'
and also that he had not seen the
film until after its. public release.
Attorney Zeman* specified that
the two-point suit is only in concontinued on page 22)

ALAN SILVERBACH
UPPED AT 20TH-FOX

Alan M. Silverbach has been
named foreign sales supervisor of
20th-FOx’s International and In¬
ter-America Corporations, under
Emanuel E. Silverstone, v.p, and
general sales manager of the twp
companies.
In his new post, Silverbach will
aim. at streamlining foreign sales
operations and creating a closer li¬
aison between the homeoffice and
foreign branches. He will also
Once-Month Grand Opera the
handle inqdiries^regarding. the sale
Promoted by Film Names of tv properties' to theatrical in¬
terests abroad.
Los Angeles, May 14.
Siiverbach joined 20th. in 194$
Grand opera on a. once-a-month
basis is planned by
new organi¬ and has served as assistant to Sil¬
sation of show biz names headed verstone,
by Dennis Day and Val Rosing.
Outfit is incorporating in Los An¬
N. Y. to Europe
geles with Ann Blyth, Howard
Keel, Lucille Norman, Jane Powell,
Rae Allen
maestro Leon Copparo and Dam
Tony Curtis
iele Amphitheatrof as charter
Tallulah Bankhead
members. All will appear in the
Jack Forester
various productions planned by the
Mervin Houser
group.
Boris Karloff
Discussions have already beenB. G. Krapze -.
held with such Eastern opera names
Mario Lanza
as Brian Sullivan, Nadine Conner,
Janet Leigh
George London and Jerome Hines.
Paul Shyre
Jerry Whyte

Famol on <Pojrgy *& Bess’
Lynn Farnol, who was Samuel
Goldwyn’s ad-pub director for 20
year before opening his own inde¬
pendent company, in 1950, is tied
up with the producer again.
Farnol has been named special
public relations rep to work oh
preliminary promotion of Gold¬
wyn’s newest project, the filming
of "Porgy and Bess.”.

L..A. to N. Y.
Frank Albertson
Grace Albertson
Walter Brennan
Eddie Cantor
Dolores Gray
Monica Lewis
Milton R. Rackmil
Willard Swire
Lawrence Weingarten
Ralph Wheelwright
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Berlin Selectioht
America’s Motion Picture
Export Assn; has nominated
its selection*., for the Berlin
Film Festival in June, They
are "12. Angry Men” (UA)
and Metro’s "Teahouse of the
August Moon.”
Additionally "Full of Life”
(Columbia) and. "Gunfight at
OK Corral” (Par) are expected
to be Invited by the Germans.

•I
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One of the recommendations by Boos, Allen A Hamilton in its sur¬
vey of the Metro studio should please some exhibitors. Tha manageipent consultant firm suggested that M-G make shorter pictures . . .
Strained coincidence/ Natalie Wood hit the cover' of Cosmopolitan mag
Just as Warners completed its "exhaustive search” for an actress to
portray Marjorie Morning^tar f.. . The Johnston office made Warners
"clean up” Richard Avedon’s first new portrait sittings of Marilyn
Monroe. Seems some of the shots were reminiscent of MM’s early
calendar art . . Incidentally, Miss Monroe’s Initial indie production,
"The Pririce and the Showgirl,” is being shown by Warners without
t*je opening titles. Has something to do with Miss Monroe’s dispute
With promoter Milton Greene, her ex-veepee and ex-friend - who Is
A. H. Blank, 78, founder and claiming executive producer credit . . .
president of Tfi-States Theatre . The Herb Goldens (he’s the Bankers Trust v.p.) making ready for
Corp.* and pioneer in film exhibi¬ a Kenya safari tied in with vidpix angles . . . Republic studio, being
tion, this Week disclosed he!s retir¬ eyed by Moe Ellis, is carried on the books at $1,500,000, actually is
ing as active head of the Des
Moines-based circuit. He’ll Con¬ worth several times that amount . . . Burton and James Benjamin,
tinue in an advisory role as board tv and film writer-producer team, bought the rights to "The Great
chairman and additionally will stay Mona Lisa Story,” Saturday. Evening Post story by Karl Decker . .
on as a board member of Ameri¬ Legion of Decency handed "Beag James” a "B” rating because the
can Broadcasting-Paramount Thea¬ picture, neglects to. show late New York Mayor James J. Walker’s
tres, of whidh Tri-States is a return in his final years "to the faith and Ideals of hi* youth.”
wholly-owned subsidiary. Chain has
Stuart Miller, 28-year-old producer who made "The Young Stranger”
outlets in Ipwa, Nebraska, Missouri
and "Stage Struck” for RKO, signed by Metro. He’s the son of Coast
and Illinois.
publicist Mack Miller . . . Earl Wilson, Betty Furness, Faye Emerson,
. Personnel realignment in the Burl lves, Mike Wallace, Virginia Graham and Sam'Levenson among
wake of Blank’s bowout will have thode portraying themselves in Warner Bros.' "A Face in the Crowd.”
L, M. McKechneay, treasurer, .de¬ . . . Singer Monica Lewis portrays a night club singer in Jack Webb’s
voting all his .time to the handling "The D. I.” . . . B. G. Kranze, v.p. of Stanley Warner Cinerama, off on
of Tri-States’; real estate invest¬ a month's look-s.ee of Cinerama operations in Europe . . . 20th World
ments. Named co-general managers pree'med "The Desk Set” last week at the Roxy in a benefit for the
of the circuit are A. Don Allen National Urban League . . . Contipental Distributing has moved to
and Woodrow R. Praught.
larger quarters, now basing its operations in the General Motors Build¬
Allen has been with Tri-States ing . . . Richard Bissell's "7% Cents,” which became the Broadway
over 30 years and of late has been musical, "Pajama Game,” and which will be released under the latter
buyer-booker and supervisor of title as a film, will be issued simply as "Pajama’-* in a"Signet. paperback
operations. Praught moves from reprint. Seems somebody thought the picture was better than the
Minneapolis where for 25 years he book and sought to avoid a too close association . . . Pre^sagents will
was associated with Minnesota do;anything for a plug. Warner Bros, has convinced Yonkers Raceway
Amusement Co., which also is an to put on "A Face in the Crowd” handicap and "The D.I” handicap . . .
AB-PT subsidiary.
Alan Ladd percentage split on "Boy on a Dolphin” is expected to give
Blank has been prominent in in¬ him over $600,000 ... Hollywoodites expect Howard Hughes to return
dustry affairs and personal philan- to personal production with a picture starring his recently-acquired
.thropies over the years. He began wife, Jean Peters ... . Metro paid Booz, Allen ■& Hamilton $50,000 for
in exhibition in 1911, when he Its studio survey. And Robert Heller & Associates, now investigating
opened the Casino Theatre, Des possible economy measures at the M-G homeoffice, did an analysis on
Moines, as a nickelodeon. He the statistical department and advised that more manpower is needed.
branched out. shortly after, acquir¬
Technicolor is latest company exploring the possibility of finding
ing, additional houses throughout
the area. He was active in the oil under its Hollywood property . . . Cinema 18 again sponsoring a
"film
marathon” at George Eastman House in Rochester Mjay 30:June
1916 formation of First National
Pictures, which was a production- 2. In addition to tour of film museum, photographic gallery and art
collection,
group will view more than 22 film classics over the Memo¬
distribution' company set Up by
exhibitors, and operated his own rial Day weekend . . . Movietone News received clearance from the
Atomic
Energy
Commission to film nine "open” shots from the atomic
exchanges from 1916 to 1920 in
Des Moines, St. Louis, Kansas .City- test site near Las Vegas ... Former RKO and’ AB-PT attorney
Martin
Heller
has
joined Metro’s homeoffice legal department . . .
and- Omaha.
Mario Lanza sailed for Italy over the weekend to begin work in
In 1926 Blank sold a half inter¬ "Seven Hills of Rome.” . . . David V. Picker and Irwin Freedman
est in his theatres to Paramount named co-chairmen of the national junior committee of the Will
and three years later, with the Roger* Memorial Hospital. Michael Mayer was elected secretary-treas¬
thought of retiring, sold the other urer . . . Television producer Alex March signed to a Warner Bros.’
half to Par. He Retained a few producer contract ’ . . Universal prexy Milton R. Rackmil . back at his
small houses, however, and after a homeoffice desk after 10 days*of studio conferences . . . Errol Flynn
vacation, and forgetting about the in. from. Mexico after completing his sequences In Darryl F. Zanuck’s
retirement,
organized
Central "The Sun Also Rises.” . . .•
*
States Theatre Corp. around these
Burt Steiner named dialogue director for Billy Wilder's "Witness
holdings.
for
the
Prosecution”
after
winding
up
in
Fred,
Zinnemann's "Hatful
Shortly following the reorganiza¬
tion of Par-Publix, Blank went into of Rain.” . . . Scott Meredith literary agency asking $475,000 for film
partnership with this corporation, rights to Evan Hunter’s new novel, "Strangers When We Meet.” Hunter
each taking a 50% ownership of is the author of “The Blackboard Jungle.” . . . Metro holding "sneak”
both Tri-States and Central States. previews of the Bing Crosby starrer, "Man on Fire” in 32 key cities . ..
Ordered by antitrust decree to “Tender Fury” is the new title of the Arwin production for Warner
break with its partners, the Par release formerly known as "Greeneyes.”-. . .
Guy' Mitchell, the singing cowboy of disks ’ and films was inter¬
company bought out Blank’s in¬
terest in Tri-States in 1951 but the viewed the other day by Ed Murrow and Variety’s reviewer misman¬
vet exhib stayed on a sala- led basis aged the name as Quy Madison . . . speaking of errata a French film
At the same time his son, Myron tradepaper said it was a pity there Was no moment Of reverent silence
Blank, took over full ownership of at Cannes Festival for the late Otto Preminger . . they meant Max
Ophuls . . . same point was made on failure to salute memory of
Central States.
Erich von Stroheim, who was indeed demised . . . Variety’s N. Y.
Fred Hift proceeded to Rome, Berlin, Frankfurt, Hamburg and
Beale Heads Columbia Pix staffer
Copenhagen after Cannes . . . Eugene W. Castle down testifying again
In Seattle (With Portland) in Washington and maybe not a coincidence that Congress took another
cut out of USIS budget ... Bosley Crowther's book about Metro, "The
Portland,. Ore., May 21.
James Beale, veteran Columbia Lion’s Share” hits his paper’s Best Seller list firSt time on Sunday.
Sidney Bernstein, 46, a film reviewer for N. Y. State Education Dept.,
Pictures exec here, ha§ moved his
family to “Seattle, to take over the and: one of the nation’s ranking chess players, takes over Thursday
(23);
as assistant director, of M. P. Division. Salary of Bernstein, a
branch office along with Portland.
Neal Walton, Seattle Branch Man¬ disabled vet . of World War II starts at $7S500; will go to $9,090, in
five
years.
He’s former student at the Sorbonne in Paris, in France, and
ager is retiring after 25 years of
active service. Jack Tillman, North¬ is .pow working at'New York University for a doctorate in psychology.
Vincente
Minnelli signed a new term directorial contract at Metro,
west Division manager for Colum¬
bia is up from San Francisco to marking his 17th year with the studio . . . Playwright Elick Moll ac¬
quired.rights
to "Hills of Home” and will make it as an indie pro¬
supervise the consolidation.
All shipping, inspection, booking, duction in partnership With Lewis Milestone and Harry Kleiner . . ,
John
Kerr
to
play
Lt. Cable in the film version of "South Pacific” at
and sales for this area will be
worked out of the Portland branch. 20th-Fox . . , Jerry Wald’s "Down Payment” underwent a title change
Billing and bookkeeping will be to "No Down Payment” in keeping with thp trend in the housing
handled by Seattle. Jimmy Beale industry’. . . Robert Rossen acquired the Henrlette Roosenburr novel
, "The Walls Came Tumbling Down” for Indie production . . ♦
has been here for 26 years.
Mike Wallace , recreates his interview show as part of the plot of
Elia Kazan’s "A Face in the Crowd” . . . Joshua Logan to the Coast
N. Y. to L. A.
to edit ’Sayanora,” filmed in Japan . .. Paris premiere of WB’s "The
Jack Entratter .
Spirit of St. Louis” will be '/sponsored” by Rene Coty, President of
David B. Graham .
France. Film opening May 23 is two days after 30th anni of Lind¬
June Havoc
bergh's historic flight . . . Darryl Zanuck returns from Europe in June
Don Mankiewiez
for the premiere of his "Island In the Sun.” .*. ..Continental Dis¬
Harold Myers
tributors has booked J. Arthur Rank’s "The Love Lottery,” starring
Paul Newman
David Niven, on the entire RKO circuit ...
Phil Regan
Perfectionist policy of Elia Kazan is giving Warner Bros, pub-ad
Joe Schoenfeld
*
staffers somewhat of a headache. The bailsmen were forced to cancel
Caskie Stinnett
a press interview and a whole week of scheduled screenings of “A
Europe to N. Y.
Face in the Crowd” because Kazan insisted on some additional edit¬
ing on the picture." Kazan-had taken’picture out to-East Orange, N. J.
Harold Erichs
for a "sneak” preview and after witnessing .the film,, closeted himself
Milton Gordon
to make-cuts and additions. He was aided by Budd Schulberg, who
Siobhan McKenna
adapted his own story for the screen, in the final editing and storing.
Joan Sinclaire
Sobulberg came to New York from his home in Sarasota, Florida. The
Sophie Tucker
Ruth Warrick
picture opens on May 28 at the Globe Theatre, N. Y.
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DAFF: H’WOOD NOT MORIBUND
Cannes, May 21..
stingy being the word for the budget, how does the “press re¬
lations" fall down here at the Cannes Film Festival?
Under-staffed, the hazards of not separating the sheep from
the goats is very real within the Festival’s own publicity echelon.
For example, pressmen with wives often get a one-person invita¬
tion,-are expected to send the-wife, alone, to an earlier showing
pf films.
. .
Although an “arty" festival by definition, Cannes has curious
tefidencies to favor visiting exhibitors who can do nothing for
the Festival while slighting journalists who can.
•
Failure of deference to stars, mishandling of tickets, generalclerical sloppineSs all echo one truth: Cannes is operating on a
shoestring budget (unlike Venice, Italy).
For reasons perhaps peculiar to French “officiousness" among
petty officials the Cannes Festival cadre of tickettakers, usherettes,
mailmen, et al are especially annoying.* x

Be Picked by European Officers;
MPEA Closely Studied 1957 Cannes
Cannes, May 21. 4Presence here at the Cannes film
GOLDWURM'S LETTER
festival of some of the top brass
of the Motion Picture Export
Addresses MPAA in Cannes
Assn, may have a very definite
Festivals Own Daily
effect on future American selection
methods for films for these inter¬
.. Cannes May 21.
national events.
Jean Goldwurm, head of the
MPEA, at least part of the time, U. S. indie foreign film distribu¬
was represented by Ralph Hetzel, tion org, Times Film, made an ap¬
executive v. p.,; Griffith Johnson, peal to the Motion Picture Assn,
v. p.; Marc Spiegel, its European of America via an open letter in
topper,' and Fayette W. Allport, the official daily paper appearing
the London representative. This every, day. at the Cannes Film
was Hetzel’s first attendance here, Festival. He condemned the pres¬
and the experience is certain to ent system of rating, foreign films
influence his future thinking re the for seals by the MPAA, and asked
fests.
for a completely new method to
Fact is that, even with the de-.| give the foreign film a greater
sire of the festival to hit a happy chance on U. S. marts.
middle road between art and com¬
This has long been a .favorite
merce, the point-of-view still is pre¬ theme of Goldwurm’s.
dominantly “art" and the selections
of many countries are definitely
slanted in fhat direction. Of the
American entries, actually only
“Bachelor Party" was what might
be described a& a typical “fes¬
tival" picture, and it, for some
reason, didn’t create much of an
Impact. .
Much more typical was “Funny
Face," which was received with
lukewarm enthusiasm and had even
some of the Americans here specu¬
lating on whether it was a wise
Cannes, May 21. “official" entry. General consensus
Germany’s Bavaria Films, Mu¬
was that, had MPEA not submit¬ nich, which pperates the large
ted “Funny Face” as its prime Geiselgasteig studio complex, has
choice,
the festival
probably closed the expansion phase of its
wouldn’t have invited it.
current development plan and
This view recognizes, also, that now will concentrate on its studio,
Europeans, ..and particularly the production and distribution activi¬
French, are at best only moderately ties.
Company is actively seek¬
fond of American musicals, though ing coproduction with” American
there have been exceptions to that interests and is mulling tv film
reaction.
production.
Even without being consciously
Discussing Bavaria hero last
anti-commercial, there's no question
(Continued on page 22)
that the . whole atmosphere of
Cannes favors the artistic phases
of production and is less inclined
towards commercial values. MPEA
thinking'in the past has -been more
or Jess along strictly commercial
lines, the attitude being that such
fests serve as excellent publicity
springboards for the subsequent
European release of pictures. It is
By FRED HIFT
(Continued on page 1.0)
Frankfurt, May 21.
With an eye to the establishment
CITY OF CANNES UNCORDIAL? of a European Common Market
applicable to films, the Italian and
Wonder Why Hotels and Cops Are French governments are putting
pressure on Bonn to “equalize”
So Disagreeable
film conditions in West Germany
with
those in Italy and France. In
Cannes, May 21.
The City of Cannes may have specific detail, these talks concern
themselves
with the governmental
grown “unappreciative" of the an¬
nual spring festival, of which the subvention of production and with
screen
quotas.
one just concluded was the 10th.
Discussing the Common Market
Maybe this is because • the film
meeting nmy'hits in May, the reg¬ talks at Milan recently, Germany’s
ular season period, .whereas it was Wolf Schwarz said here -last week
formerly in April, pre-season. Ho¬ that this attempt to equalize con¬
tel operators,, have that kind of ditions prior to any Common
Market moves could only help the
mentality, and show it. '
Police are not too friendly. Feel¬ German industry which is the only
ing of many delegates to the film one in Europe today that is heavily
festival is that the local enforcers saddled with an entertainment ta^,.
of law are mighty literal where which does not flow back to it via
cars bearing identifying stickers governmental subsidies. Further¬
are noted.
more, Germany’s producers aren’t
Why, too, must the Cannes gen¬ protected by any stringent quotas.
“Comparing ourselves with the
darmes continually 4,break up"
crowds of newsmen on the Film French and the Italians, and con¬
Falace steps when huddled, on fes¬ sidering our specific-han^'''" -, it’stival chit-chat?
actually incredible what we have

Bavaria Films
Court U.S. Deals
On Co-Production

TALK SEEN REPLY
Rome, May 21.
Detractors of Hollywood and those
,promulgating statements. about the
so-called “decline of Hollywood"
received a sharp and blistering
answer this week from Alfred E.
Daff, executive v.p. of Universal
and president of its.overseas sub¬
sidiary. Daff blasted the Hollywood
downbeaters in an address at Uni¬
versal's 1557 European sales con¬
ference here.
“It is absolute bunk," declared
Daff. “All this talk of the decline
of Hollywood is merely the .decline
of some companies due in most
cases to unfortunate company cir¬
cumstances. There is no more de¬
cline in Hollywood than there is in
the-film production of France, Ger¬
many, Italy and England."
Today almost 70% of the world’s
screen time is devoted to Holly¬
wood-made pictures, Daff pointed
out, adding that this fact could not
be disputed by anyone acquainted
with the business,
Although Daff did not name
those predicting the decline of
Hollywood, he obviously had in
mind John Davis, head, of the J.
Arthur Rank Organization, who last
week told a British exhibitors’ con¬
vention in Scotland that the main
world source of boxoffice pictures
was “moving away" from Holly¬
wood.
Turning to the welding together
•of the common market in Europe,
Daff had this to say: “The protec(Continued on page 21)

Quaker 'Persuasion' Win
At Cannes Film Festival
Amazes Even Yankees
Cannes, May 21.
The 10th annual Cannes Film
Festival which ended May 17 be¬
stowed its Golden Palm Awai*d
upon an American feature ’ film,
“The Friendly Persuasion”. Direct¬
ed by William Wyler and released
by Allied Artists (the former Mon¬
ogram Pictures) as its first “big
time” release, the ^ward is unique
in respect to the controversy
stirred.'
Jury was “loaded" with French
academy members, some of them
accused privately of not havipg
seen a film in 20 years.
Europeans openly-booed the an¬
nouncement but even * Americans
in attendance at the festival were
puzzled and dismayed since the
picture was not deemed the best
of the American possibilities.
There was speculation that Holly¬
wood’s Academy of Motion Pic¬
tures • Arts1 & Sciences’ support of
(Continued on page 10)

'Reach for Sky’ Rushed Into 20
College Towns; Sochin Sees Rank
Sales Engines Powered for Gain
f

Johnston Cheerful
Hollywood, May 21.
Film industry has about
reached the bottom of its trou¬
bles and has started to re¬
cover, Eric Johnston told a
press conference here in an
optimistic estimate of the
business prospects for the
year. Domestically, the Mo¬
tion Picture Association prexy
noted, business is increasing
and the. competition from tv
and' other
entertainment
forms, has declined.
On the foreign front, John¬
ston reported, film biz is hold¬
ing up strongly despite “tre¬
mendous restrictions” and re¬
mittances this year are expect¬
ed to equal the 1956 tally.

Cannes Outgrows
Budget; Way Under
Venice Finances
Cannes, May 21.
Favre LeBret, director of the
Cannes Film Festival which wound
up its 10th annual stance here last
week (17), said that, unless the
fest budget .is raised for 1958, there
may be no Cannes next year.
LeBret’s comment came in the
wake of considerable criticism re
the administration of this year’s
event. This criticism, coming partly
from some of the 660 visiting mem¬
bers of the newsmen’s fraternity
and partly from tradesters, is at¬
tributed by LeBret to a very large
extent to the inadequacy of the
budget with which , he must work.
In fact, it is quite clear now
that Cannes, unquestionably the
major film event on the Continent,
has grown out of' its budget.
LeBret this year got 45,000,000
fr. of which the Government con¬
tributed 30,000,000 and Cannes 15,000,000. By comparison, Venice op¬
erates with a budget of some 160,000,000 fr.
Not only LeBret, but the Unifrance people (Robert Crayenne,
etc.) agree that the fest can no
longer adequately be run with a
45,000,000 fr. budget. “We need
(Continued on page 10)

Britain Too Soft on Yank
Film Firms in Eady Fund
Application: John Davis

Cannes, May 21.
Britain’s Board of Trade “takes
much too soft an attitude” towards
the American film companies op¬
erating in Britain, John Davis, man¬
aging ’ director of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, said here last
week.
Davis criticized the Board for its
apparent refusal to differentiate
between purely British pictures
and those made by American com*
panies in Britain when it comes
to the application of the Eady fund
subsidy.
*
The Board has not yet issued its
regulations defining what is or isn’t
a British picture, but it is re-'
ported that, when the regulations
are published, they will show no
changes.
Davis said he was fighting for
“an equal chance for the British
film," a chance which, he feels,
it does not get until and unless,
the Americans making pictures in
ries would'have to set aside a block Britain
are made to return to BritOf time out* of *the year when it
(Continued on page 10)
would have to play films from
countries that are members of the
Common Market, He stressed that
JOHN HUSTON'S GOAL
there could be no discriminationduty or otherwise—against Ameri¬
Wants Japanese Pic Not a Yank
can or other Imports since prior
_Film Made in Japan
treaties had definite preference
over Common Market arrange¬
Tokyo, May 21.
ments and blocked any preferential
Director. John Huston, here with
writer Charles Grayson to rereach
treatment to CM members.
As projected, the CM partici¬ the proposed “Townsend Harris"
pants would eliminate all quotas, story, said at a press conference
duties, etc. among themselves. last week that he wants his to be
What makes the films different “a Japanese picture, not an Ameri¬
from steel,-or shoes, or cameras is can picture made in Japan."
Huston plans to use a Japanese
the fact that they are such a vari¬
able commodity. “When we got to cameraman, a Japanese art direc¬
Milan, we had first of all to adjust tor and considerable other local
our thinking and straighten .out a talent “to take advantage of the
basic point," related Schwarz. “We high quality of craftsmanship and
found that our hosts, the Italians, technical skill" he has observed in
considered films a. commodity. We Japanese product.
The film, to be based on the life
think of it as a service."
a While Schwarz and other Euro¬ of the . first American consul in Japan,
a key figure in opening the
pean producers see in a Common ,
Market a chance to regulate and nation to international trade, is
stimulate film, relations in Europe slated to roll in August under the
(Continued on page 21)
(Continued on page 10)
I

‘Common Market’ Yanks Suspect
Same Old European Yen For‘Pool
been able tp do," Schwarz com¬
mented.
Schwarz is, with Fritz Thifefy,
head of production at Bavaria Film,
Munich, arid was one of the
German delegates at the Milan
confab. Since then, he’s had talks
with the West German Ministry
of Economics which takes a some¬
what dim view of the entire Com¬
mon Market project, but is going
along with it. The German industry
has long and bitterly complained
that its interests are ignored in
Bonn.
The Common Market talks with¬
in the film biz are, for the moment,
confined to Italy, France and
Germany as well as the three
Benelux countries — Holland,
'Belgium and Luxemburg. Britain
is not joining in at this stage.
Schwarz said that, while this was
not yet. specifically discussed, it
was not beyond imagination that
Italy, Germany and France would
eventually drop their individual
screen quotas and would establish
a rule under which a theatre in
any of these or the Benelux count¬

It’ll take at least six months to
appraise properly the impact of the
Rank Film Distributors of America
in placing the company’s British
pictures on the U.S. market.• ac¬
cording to Irving Sochin, sales
manager. Thp British outfit, which
has set up its own distribution or¬
ganization in the U.S. in an effort
to obtain more playdates than here¬
tofore, has six pictures dated be¬
tween now and July 15. It plans to
issue 14 pictures over a nine-month
period and hopes to complete its
first year of operation with the re¬
lease of a total of 20 to 22 pictures.
With 10 offices now set up
throughout the country, Sochin
maintains that the company has
made progress in the field especial¬
ly since it has been limited by the
number of screening prints it has
been able to obtain from England,
Sochin declared that exhibitor re¬
action has been favorable. “I feel,"
he said, “that the resistance to
British pictures has been broken
down. Now it is up to us to get the
prints and plan the openings."
“Reach for the Sky," first picture
to be released under the new pol¬
icy, is chalking up fair if not socko
returns. The company’s U.S. staff
lined up 20 college towns for the
picture before the school vacation
period and during a stanza that will
not conflict with examinations.
Since “Reach" is the “initial entry,
Sochin said it was too early to
judge the overall reception of the
Rank films.
He stressed, however, that not
all pictures from the Rank organi¬
zation will be geared for art house
showings. A number of pictures
scheduled for release in the U.S,
(Continued on page 16)
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Silk Stocking*
(SONGS-C’SCOPE-COLOR)
^Ninotchka^ made Into an up¬
dated spoof of BoUhevlki. Top
musical with names of Fred
Astaire and Cyd Charisse, and
Cole Porter tunes. Strong re¬
turns,
Hollywood, May 21.
Metro release of an Arthur Freed pro¬
duction. Stars Fred Astaire, Cyd Charisse;
costars Janis Paige, Peter Lorre; features
George Tobias, Jules Munshln, Joseph
Buloff. Wim Sonneveld. Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
Screenplay,
Leonard
Gershe. Leonard Spigelgass; based on
musical, 'Silk Stockings," with book by
George S. Kaufman, Leueen McGrath,
Abe Burrows, suggested by "Ninotchka”:
camera technicolor), Robert Bronnerl;
editor, Harold F. Kress;, music supervi¬
sion, Andre Previn.
Previewed May 15,
fB7. Running time, 117 MINS.
Steve Canfield ..
Fred Astaire
Ninotchka ..
Cyd Charisse
Peggy Dayton..
Jahis Paige
Brankov .. ••> Peter Lorre
Vassili Markovitch.....George Tobias
Ivanov . Joseph Buloff
Bibinski ____;.... Jules Munshin

"Silk Stockings,” has' Fred As¬
taire and Cyd Charisse, the music
cf Cole Porter and comes off as a
top-grade musical version of Met¬
ro’s 1639 "Ninotchka,” from which
studio may expect handsome re¬
turns. Adapted from the Broadway
musical adaptation of . same tag,
latter of course inspired by the
Metro spoof aforesaid film is slick¬
ly dressed in Cinemascope and
Metrocolor for sock production ap¬
peal.
Porter has added two new songs
for t^e Arthur Freed production,
•which has a total of 13 numbers,
several on the near spectacular
>side. Miss: Charisse has role first
played by Greta Garbo and on
Broadway . by Hildegarde Neff.
Astaire enacts 'an American film
producer in Paris who falls for the
beautiful Commie when she arrives
from Moscow to check on the activ¬
ities of three Russian commissars.
Tighter editing of the rather long
117 minutes’ running time would
have improved. Assets are Jahis
Paige, as a Hollywood star come to
French capital for Astaire’s pic¬
ture, and clever clowning of Peter
Lorre, Jules Munshin and Joseph
Buloff, the commissar trio who suc¬
cumb to the allure of gay Paree.
Rouben Mamoulian in his deft
direction of the wellrdeveloped
Leonard Gershe-Leonard Spigel¬
gass screenplay maintains a flow¬
ing if over-long course.. Musical
numbers are bright, inserted nat¬
urally, and both Astaire and Miss
Charisse shine in dancing depart¬
ment, together and singly. Chore¬
ography is by Hermes Pan (Astaire
numbers) and Eugene Loring
(others).
Film has several outstanding
song numbers, including "Stereo¬
phonic Sound,” comedy number
pairing Astaire and Miss Paige;
M*s . Charisse warbling title song,
in a sequence showing her trans¬
formation, via dainty femme rai¬
ment, ‘ from a Commie martinet to
a lovely lady who falls in love with
the American; "Satin and Silk,”
Comedy strip-tease by Miss Paige;
"Siberia," Lorre - Munshin - Buloff.
"Red Blues” is one of pic's high¬
lights, as terped by femme star
and a chorus of Russians. Porter’s
two new tunes are the melodic
"Fated To Be Mated” and closing
"Ritz Roll and Rock,” which
Astaire swings over.
Astaire delivers with his custom¬
ary style, and Mias Charisse brings
a fascinating brightness to her
role. Miss Paige shares top honors
with the stars for a knock-’em-dead
type of performance, George T'obias has a few good moments as a
Commie chief, and Lorre, Munshin
and Buloff are immense. Wim Sonb^veld. Dutch actor making his
American film bow, handles himlelf Well as the Russian composer
whose threat not to return to Rus¬
sia from Paris springboards entire
action.
Technical credits are above av¬
erage. Robert Bronner beautifully
photographs, music supervision of
Andre Previn and orchestral ar¬
rangements by Conrad Salinger
are finely executed, and costumes
by Helen Rose particularly attrac¬
tive. Harold F. Kress’ editing
makes the most of his footage, and
Robert Tucker is credited with vo¬
cal supervision of the fine Porter
numbers. Art direction by William
A. Horning and Randall Duell also
is effective.
Whit.

British Pick 2 Filins .
For Berlin Film Fest
London, May 21.
The two British productions
Selected by the British Film Pro¬
ducers Assn, for screening, at the
Berlin Film Festival, are the
Associated British Picture Corp.’s
"Woman In A Dressing Gown."
and J. Arthur Rank’s- "The Span¬
ish Gardiner,”
The ABPC picture was directed
by J. Lee-Thompson. The Berlin
Fest will be June 21 to July 2.

• John and Julie *
"John and Juliet was re¬
viewed in Variety from Lon¬
don on Aug. 3, 1055. The Brit¬
ish Lion (Herbert Mason) pro¬
duction and release,-currently
at the Guild, N. Y. is being
released in the U.S. by Distributors Corporation of
America, Features Moira Lis¬
ter, Noelle- Middleton, Con¬
stance Cummings and Wilfrid
Hyde White..
Reviewed
Clem
opined
"With a firstclass aggregation
of legit players and two en¬
gaging youngsters, this pic is
emphatically aimed more for
the overseas than the home
market. It'deals with the Cor¬
onation from the visitors’ an¬
gle,
introducing
authentic
camera shots, including the
actual crowning in Westmin¬
ster Abbey. Locally it will
appeal more to the femme pa¬
trons to whom the extreme
youth of the main. characters
will prove a major draw.”

cent on an elaborate hotel Suite and
slinky - clothes. She is mistaken
for a millionairess and ardently
Wooed by a Scottish Lord redated
to living in two rooms of his
.ancestral castle. The mating in! stinct arises in the American too
i late, the prize having been won
by the kilt. As soon as the Scot
learns the true state of the girl's
fortune, he gracefully backs out of
| their engagement. Back home- in
Vermont, Cinderella snaps out of
her dreams and her salesman turns
[ up again to the inevitable happy
ending.
Martin as the ubiquitous Mr.
Fix-It “who finally gets his mate,
sails through the role with an easy
assurance, and gives full value to
the attractive vocal numbers. Zena
Marshall is alluring as an ensnai>
ing redhead and Robert Flemyng
represents with dignity and charm
the impoverished nobleman. Sup¬
porting cast gives sterling support.
The pic is directed with, effortless
precision. "
Clem.

Wcltt^ay, Ktiy -22» 1957
Sold

333%

of

o%-

Los Angeles, May 21,
Agent Murray Rosen goes
on trial In Superior Court to¬
day (Tue*.) on charges he sold
333% of a property 'he didn’t
own.
Rosen is accused of collect¬
ing in .excess of $10,000 front
at least JO persons to each of
whom he promised a one-third
option to purchase Frederick
Wakeman’s novel "The Was¬
trel.” District Attorney’s office
said Rosen never had rights to
the novel.
'
Tammy and Bachelor
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)
Bright romantic comedy about
modem South, but without
“that problem.” Should please
family trade.

, Chiaa Gate
(C’SCOPE)
; OJcay entry for ruel* market.

Hollywood* May 14,
Twentieth-Fox rcleaae of a Samuel Fuller production. Star* Gene Barry, Angle
Dickinson, Nat “Kins:" Cole; features Paul
DuBov, Lee Van Clfef, George Glvot,
Gerald Milton, Neyle Morrow, Marcel
DaUo. Director-screenplay* Fuller; camera,
Joseph Blroc; quisle, Victqr-Young, Max
Steiner; editor; Gone FoWler-.Jr! Previewed May 7, *57. Running time. 1* MINS,
, Brock ... Gene Barry
Lucky Legs .. Angle Dickinson
Goldie
Nat King Cole
Captain Caumont
Paul DuBov
Major Cham
Lee Van Clecf
Corporal Pigalle ..* .■. George Glvot
Private AndreadesGerald MUton
Leung ..
Neyle Morrow
Father Paul . Marcel Dalio
Colonel Do Sars
Maurice Marsnc
The Boy ... Warren Hsleh
Corporal Kruger .• Paul Busch
Private Jaszl ... Sasha Harden
["Mol Leader
William Soo Hoo
Guard .Whiter Soo Hoo
Khuan ...
Weaver Levy

| "China £ate” is an over-long but
Hollywood, May 21.. [sometimes exciting story, oft the
battle between Vietnamese and Red
Chinese, told through the. efforts of
Hell9* Crossroads
a small band 'of‘French Legion¬
(NATURAMA)
Let’s Be Happy
naires to reach and destroy a hid¬
(BRITISH-C’SCOPE-COLOR)
den Communist munitions dump.
Friends of Jesse James—<
(BONGS)
Realistic in iU. action sequences,
again. Western strictly for tho
the effect frequently is dissipated
lower
half
of
a
double
bill.
Entertaining- musical for popu¬
through lengthy scenes of dialog
lar tastes, with Vera-EHen
which slow movement to a walk.
• i ...
Hollywood, May 16.
and Tony Martin sure-footed
Given a 10 to 15-minutes’ trimming,
Republic ‘ release of Rudy Ralston pro¬
duction. Stars Stephen McNally, Peggie
In conventional roles.
it should do okty in the melodrama
Castle, Robert Vaughn. Features Barton
market.
MacLane, Harry Shannon, Henry. Bran¬
London, May 14.
don, Douglas Kennedy, Grant Withers,
Samuel Fuller gives his indie
Associated Brltish-Pathe release of
Myron Healey, Frank Wilcox, Jean Howgoo'd production values, early use
Marcel Heilman Production. Stars Tony elL Morris Ankrum. Directed by Franklin
of Oriental war footage clips estab¬
Martin,
Verg-Ellen,
Robert
Flemyng. Adreon. • Screeneplay, John K. Butler,
Directed by Henry Levin. Screenplay, Barry. Shipman, from story by Butler;
lishing an interesting story setting.
Diana Morgan from play ’Meannie,
by camera, John L. Russell Jr.; music, Ger¬
4A‘novel touch is inserted through
Aimce Stuart; camera, Erwin Hillier; edi* ald Roberts; editor, Tony Martinelli, Re¬
the dominating character being a
tor, E. B. Jarvis; music by Nicholas Brod¬ viewed May .15, 1957. Running time, 73
sky; lyric*. Paul Francis Webster. At MINS.
beautiful Eurasian woman, who
Studio One, London, May 8, '57. Running Vic Rodell .. Stephen McNally
leads the Legion demolition patrol
time, 107 MINS.
Paula Collins ..
Peggie Castle
This Debbie Reynolds starrer, to its objective through enemy
Jeannle MacLean ..Vera-Ellen Bob Ford .
Robert Vaughn
Stanley Smith ..
Tony Martin Clyde O'Connell
Barton MacLane although localed in the modem territory.
An added exploitation
Lord James MacNairn... .Robert Flemyng Clay- Ford .Harry Shannon
turn is-the casting of Nat King
Helene . Zena Marshall Jesse James .
Henry Brandon South, studiously avoids, any so¬
in dual assignment of &
Sadie Whitelaw .. .. Helen Horton Frank Ja'mes .. .. Douglas Kennedy ciological-racial problems. Rather, Cole
Rev. MacDonald . Beckett Hould Sheriff Steve Oliver.Grant Withers the emphasis' of the Oscar Brod- straight role and warbling title
French Ticket Clerk,...Alfred Burke Cole Younger.
Myron Healey
Air Line Steward..Vernon Greeves Gov.* Crittenden.Frank Wilcox ney scenario, from a Cid Ricketts song.
Bearded Man ..-.. Richard Molinas Mrs. Jesse James ..Jean HoweU Sumner
novel, is ort" romantic
Gene Barry and Angie Dickinson
Diner Attendant .
Eugene Deckers Wheeler . Morris Ankrum
•comedy, and a fresh and winsome top the cast,.former an American
Hotel Clerk .
Russell Waters
offering it is, too. Bolstered by in the Legion, in charge of dy¬
Page Boy .Paul Young
The James boys (Frank & Jesse),' the Reynolds name, it should prove namiting operations of the Red
MacTavish .
Peter Sinclair
Mrs. MacTavish . Magda. Miller Bob Ford and the Younger Broth¬
Hotel Valet .... Brian -Oulton ers are among the outlaws romp¬ an okay attraction, especially for ammunition cache; latter the Eura¬
the family and femme trade.
Mr. Fielding.
Guy Middleton
sian who is trusted- by the ComMrs. Fielding. Katherine Kath ing through "Hell’s Crossroads.”
Tale is a restatement of the fa¬ unists but on the side of the pa¬
Mr. Ferguson..Charles Carson The basic story-line holds little in¬
Elderly Dancer . Jock McKay
miliar. theme of the wide-eyed in¬ triots. Romantic conflict is realized
terest,
however,
so
it
all
shapes
up
Monsieur Fior ...Michael Anthony
nocent transported to a sophisti¬ through their having once been
Mrs. Cathie
Jean Cadell as a below-par programmer.
cated world, and her candid ob¬ married, Barry having left her
Dougal MacLean.Gordon Jackson
Yarn centers about Stephen servations, spiced with a native when their child was born with
McNally,
long-time
friend
of
Jesse
and ingenuous wisdom. Miss Rey¬ strictly Chinese features. A return
A gay, lively musical has been
ma.de from the old stage comedy, James and a member of his gang. nolds portrays a teen-aged miss to their former relations is begin¬
"Jeannie” giving ample opportuni¬ After a hold-up at film’s start, how¬ from- the backwoods bayous of ning on the march, but before they
ties for Tony Martin and Vera- ever, he decides to give up the Louisiana, who’s staying with the can resume femme is blov/n up at
Ellen to exhibit their talents. The crime-life so he can marry the .girl family of playboy bachelor Leslie the dump when she deliberately
’Pears as how Miss. makes a dynamite connection the
appeal of the rags-to-riches story of his choice, Peggie Castle. An¬ Nielsen.
should satisfy the general run ot other gang member wanting to Tammy • and her lay-preachin’ Reds have cut.
give
it
all
up
is
Miss
Castle’s
broth¬
Miss Dickinson does yoeman
grandpaw,
Walter Brennan, saved
audiences. For overseas patrons,
there Is the background of the er, Robert Vaughn (Bob Ford). Nielsen’s life after a plane crash. service with her colorful role and
should
benefit in/further castings.
McNally
and
Vaughn
are
still
When
grandpaw^
gets
in
trouble
Edinburgh Festival, showing color¬
ful panoramas of Scottish beauty criminals in the eyes of the law, with some fool law over a speck Barry also handles himself well but
part
sometimes
is negative.- Cole
however,
and
gain
their
eventual
of
corn-likker
makin’,
Miss
Tammy
spots as added interest. In addi¬
the only other American in
tion, there is a Worth fashion pa¬ freedom only after Miss Castle takes up the Nielsen invite to a's
Legion patrol shows he can act as
rade that will insure appeal to makes a deal with the Governor, come and visit a spell.
i.e., pardons for both if either
Well, sir, set a wide-eyed inno¬ well as sing. Expert support is
femme patrons.
brings in Jesse—dead or . alive. cent loose on a frustrated, over¬ lent by Paul PuBow, Maurice
Vera-Ellen never loses the au¬ Ford
shoots
Jesse
in
the
back,
kill¬
sophisticated household, and in Marsac, Sasha Harden, Gerald
thentic wideeyed look of the
him, the full pardons follow, practically no' time at all she’s Milton, Legionnaires; Lee Van
smalltown girl whose sudden ing
Cleef,
Communist commander;
and
McNally
is
able
to
settle
down
wealth; sends her. scurrying off to with Miss Castle. To a degree that solved most of their problems. Warren Hsieh, five-year-old son of
see the land of her forefathers. was the literal history of Bob Ford. There’s Nielsen, yearning to make two principals.
the
family
plantation
again
selfHer tieup with a high pressure
Technical departments are well
Acting runs along acceptable supporting; his maiden aunt, Mil¬
salesman, who helps her over the
handled by Joseph Biroc, camera;
thorny patches of foreign travel, lines, newcomer Robert Vaughn dred Natwick, who wants an art Max Steiner adding .to late Victor
supplies the main love interest. making thd (best impression; Thesp, cancer in New Orleans; his in¬ Young’s music score; John MansThis, however, gets lost enroute incidentally, is now a Hecht-Hill- secure mother, Fay Wray, who’s bridge, art direction., '
Whit.
until re-established for the final . Lancaster contractee, temporarily trying to .make the plantation a
clinch. The'dancer gets her op¬ pacted by the U.S. Army. Showing re-incarnation of the Old South;
Tho Monster That
his
fiancee;
Mala
Powers,
a
coldly
up
.well,
too,
as
Jesse
James,
is
portunity to shine when she visual¬
ambitious,, wench; and his profes-1 Challenged the World
izes herself, in the shoes of the Henry Brandon.
prima ballerina in an enchanting
Franklin Adreon’s direction of sorial father, Sidney Blackmer, re¬
Routine science ’ fiction entry
Ballet of Cards.'
the Rudy Ralston production is treating into his books. Not only
geared for secondary houses
The girl soon runs through her stock, as are majority of the tech¬ does Miss Reynolds win Nielsen
away from Miss Powers by the
on double feature.
inheritance,, having spent her last nical contributions.
Neal.
time the pic has run its course,
but has set the other cast char¬
United Artiets release of Jules V. Levy
and Arthur Gardner production. Stars
acters well on their individual Tim
Holt and Audrey Dalton. Features
ways to happier lives.
Han Cohried, Barbara Darrow, Casey
Adams and Harlan War*. Directed by
Actually, there’s a lot more fun Arnold
Laven. Screenplay, Pat Fiedler;
to this? than the bare outline indi- from a story by David Duncan. Camera,
Las
Aventuret
D'Arsene
Lupin needed. Liselotte Pulver is fetch¬ ! cates.
Director Joseph Pevney Maurice Vaccarino; editor, John Faurc;
(FRENCH-ITALIAN; COLOR).
SNE-Giucameraman, Scotty Wclborn;
shrewdly underlines Miss Rey- underwater
music, Heinz Aoemheld.. Previewed in
mont release «f ‘Francois* Chavane-GSu- ing as. the girl who. gets him at last
indomitable
artlessness. N.Y., May 17, '*7-Running time, S3 MINS.
mont-Lambor-Costellarlone
production. while O. E. Hasse .gives a neat nalds’
Star* Robert Lamoureux;. features, Llse- : cameo as the Kaiser.
Director without falling, into the. pitfall of Lt. Comdr. John Twlllintfer.Tim Holt
Gall MacKenzle .Audrey Dalton
lotte Pulver, Huguett* Hue. Henri Rollan, Jacques Becker has. given this fiiie oversentimentality.
Dr. JesS Rogers .......... Hans Conricd
Renaud Mary, Georges Chairiarat, O, E.
Miss Reynolds is refreshingly Lt. Bob Clemens....*.Harlan Warde
Hasse.
Directed by Jacques Becker. mounting. Production credits are
Tad
Johns.
Casey Adams
good.
Mosk.
Screenplay, Becker, Albert Sijnonln based
attractive in both comic and ro¬ Sandy
MacKenzle ..... Mimi Gibson
on character created by Maurice Leblanc:
mantic sequences, and makes a Josh Peters. Gordon Jones
camera (Technicolor), Edmund Sechgn;
Connie Blake . Marjorie Stapp
fetchingly
tart
innocent.
Nielsen,
editor, G. Vaury. At Colisee, Paris. Run¬
Jutqu'au «rnl«r (Until The Last One)
George Blake.. Dennis McCarthy
largely a foil for Miss Reynolds, Jody
ning time, 105 MIN*.
(FRENCH).
Marccau production and re¬
Sims . Barbara Darrow
lease.
Star* Jeanne MoreaU, Raymond handles the assignment with com¬ Mort Beatty ...... Bob Benevcdd
Clarke .:..
Michael Dugan
Pellegrin, Paul Meurisse; features M"ou- mendable aplomb.
Not
since John
Barrymore loudji, Jacqueline Noelle, Mix Revol. MldCapt. Masters ..Mack Williams
Brennan, a vet at this sort of Sally ..
EileenvHarley
played him in Hollywood years ago janou Bardot; Directed by Pierre Billon.
Seaman Fred Johnson.. ..^ .Jody McCrea
has this gentleman burglar been Screenplay, Michel Audiard from novel thing, knows what to do and does Seaman Howard Sanders William. Swan
Andre Duquesne; camera, Pierre Pe¬ it well.
Miss Natwick also con¬ Wyatt .
Charles Tannen
back on the screen. Here he per¬ by
tit; editor, Georges Arnstam. At Berlitz, tributes a standout support chore Coroner . Byron Kane
forms in a series of adventures Paris. Running time, 99 MIN*.
Mr. Davis . Hal Taggert
as the briskly sentimental aunt. Deputy
dressed up in color. Despite a nice
Scott ..
Gil Fry*
Deputy Brbwer . Dan Gachman
period touch, this remains sketchy
This film details how a gang of Miss Powers hasp’t much to do, .Mr.
Dobbs . Milton Parsons
but
is
definitely
decorative,
as
is
in its three distinct episodes and thieves wipe themselves out after
Old Gatekeeper ........... Ralph Moody
Fay
Wray.
Craig
Hill,
Philip
rarely builds any. drama. Its lan-. one tries to run off ivith the lopt
guishing movement makes this a from a bank robbery. He hides out Ober, Blackmer and Louise Beaver
"The Monster That Challenged
chancey item for the U. S., but in a travelling carnival where most contribute smart bits in lesser the World” is a standard and fa¬
may do in some special situations. of action occurs. He is tracked roles.
miliar
science
fiction-’monster
Title
song,
"Tammy”
sung
un¬
entry geared for secondary houses
Lupin first walks off with some down by the two remaining crooks
priceless paintings. Then he steals and all die in a bloody finale. Di- der the opening credits by the and double feature playing time.
a mass of Jewelry only to be later rector Pierre Billion has given this Ames Brothers and during the pic It’s a technically well made pic¬
recognized as the gentleman thief arty treatment, replete with sym¬ by Miss Reynolds, has a pleasant, ture, however, and neatly fijts the.
by a manicurist who had done his bols, etc., which slows down the folksy quality that fits the pic’s groove for which it is obviously
hands. However, being, a known pace and makes this a lagging ac- mood well. Tune, cleffed by Jay intended.
It has little chance for Livingston and Ray Evans, might
Producers Jules V. Levy and
rich man-about-town, nobody be¬ tioner.
Arthur Gardner have assembled a
lieves her. His final hit is in being American cinemas except for pos¬ go as a folk-tune entry.
All technical credits are top- competent cast that; does its best
kidnapped by the Kilser of Ger¬ sibly some dual fare.
Jeanne Moreau gives a fine per¬ rate, especially excellent Techni¬ to provide the most for what now
many. Film meanders too leisurely.
■Robert Lamoureux takes well to formance as a sensual dancer while color photography by Arthur E, i seems a well-worn plot An eartli(Continued on page 20)
Arling.
Kove.
I
(Continued on page 20)
the disguises, but lacks the dash
Universal production and release. Stars
Debbie Reynolds, co-starring Leslie Niel¬
sen, Walter Brennan, Mala Powers, Sid¬
ney Blackmer, Mildred Natwick; features
Fay Wray, Philip Ober, Craig Hill, Louise
Beavers, with April Kent. Produced, by
!Los$ Hunter, directed by Joseph Pevney.
Screenplay, Oscar Broddey, from CUT
Ricketts ’ Sumner novel; camera <T*chnI>
color), Arthur E. Arling; editor, Ted J.
Kent;
music.
Frank
Skinner;
song,
“Tammy," Jay Livingston and Ray Evans.
Previewed at Chinese Theatre, Hollywood,
May =7, *37. Running time, *7 MIN*.
Tammy ....Debbie Reynolds
Peter Brent . Leslie Nielsen
Grandpa .... Walter Brennan
Barbara ..
Mala Powers
Professor Brent
.Sidney Blackmer
Aunt Renie ..
Milded Natwick
Mrs. Brent . Fay Wrdy
Alfred Bissle .. Philip Ober
Ernie .. Craig Hill
Osia ...
Louise Beavers
Tina ... April Kent
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Montreal, May 21,
“1 see everyone In terms of color,’* says Kini Novak to . staff
writer Stan JHandman In Weekend Magazine, .This is how Miss
Novak’s palette paints some contemporaries:
Marilyn Mqnroer "I suppose I would say a. powder, blue under¬
neath with a front of red. But not a thick front, only a shallow
thin thing, not a real part of her but baby blue underneath.”
Diana Dors: “A lovely girl. Black and white underneath, red in
front.”
Jeff Chandler: “I can’t determine him/'
Jayne Mansfield: “. . . . I see hhr as a grey also trying to have
a front of red.”
.
.
Frank Sinatra: “White first, then a powder blue and then red,
but a different kind of j/fed, a blood red. And then some black.”
Bill Holden: “Multi-multimultl colors. Millions of layers of colors.
The top layer black, a black with a slight bit of pink, starting
with pink bn the bottom.”
_

2,(KK)-3,COO Owners of United Artists;
In his first report since United**
Artists became publicly owned last
month, president Arthur: B. Krim
disclosed . that the company's
world gross from theatrical -dis¬
tribution amounted to $20,761,962
for the first 19 weeks of 1957. The
gross for the similar period of the.
previous year Was $17,899,799,
representing an increase 6f $2,872,.163, or 16% over 1956.
Flanked by the managgement
team of Robert Benjamin, William
Heineman and Max Youngstein,
Krim met the press in his N. Y.
office on Monday (20) to give an
optimistic picture of the company’s
prospects for the final six weeks
of 1957. He stated that the gross
for that period would be sub¬
stantially higher than those real¬
ized last year for the six months
starting July 1, 1956. UA’s world
gross for the 12 months of 1956 of
$64,771,784 represented an all-time
high for the Company.. Krim pre¬
dicted additional, revenues of $5,000,000 in 19$7< from the “syndica¬
tion of films to television. Last
year the company realized $2,000,000 from that source.
The UA' topper emphasized that
the company’s. upcoming feature
production program — which he
characterized a* the ’/strongest” in
the UA’s history—would be de¬
voted mainly to “A” and blockbuster-type pictures. He said that
during the final six months of 1957
the cohipany would release. as
many “A” pictures as -were re¬
leased throughout the entire past
several^years.
Krim noted that the company
was cutting down on the issuance
of the so-called “little pictures”
because other companies were mak¬
ing more of ’ these films.
He I
warned of1 a possible Saturation of
.the market with the* /'little pic¬
ture?.” In addition, "He stressed
that exhibitors continued to Clamor
for the “A” pictures; UA, accord¬
ing to Krim, will release the films
on the regular UA pattern of four
a month.
The .UA topper and his associates
(Continued on page,22)

Barron’s' Weight Filmt
Barron’s,* financial weekly
published -by Dow Jones tc.
Co., has had Its scout out doing
a roundup on the fiscal ups and
downs and outlook for the
picture business.*
Report is to be published in
a special article in. the issue
of next Monday (27).

Poles Agreeable
To U.S. Info On
Dollar Swap
Washington, May 21.
The Polish government has ap¬
proved the convertibility guaran¬
tee proposal under which the
U. S. Information Agency will be
able to pick up the Polish' zloty.
paid for the purchase of American
films and concert them for the
film companies for dollars in
New York.
The guarantee had been ap¬
proved in principle from American
side, but required the approval of
the Poles. Similar approval is still
required from the Czechs," where
the Motipn Picture Export Assn.\
also is selling a batch of pix,
Polish" arrangement Was firmed
up by the Polish Finance Minister
visiting Washington, after, a con¬
fab with MPEA prexy„ Eric Johnston. It dears'the way for the pur¬
chase by Poland of some. 50 to'60
films at a price reportedly run¬
ning close to $1,000^000. ’
/
The film companies have con¬
vertibility deals in Turkey and
Indo-China. They may have one,
too, in East Germany, with the
Polish settlement setting some¬
thing of a pattern.
^
MPEA discussions looking to thesale of pictures in Hungary’ are to
be resumed soon*

BEHIND

Color Films Fewer, So Techni Down;
TWIST H. T. Kalmus Cheerful for Future;
Floor Questions Meet Rebuff

In a curious development, RKO
has adopted a program of bankrolling foreign films while at the same
time ite 'Hollywood studio contin¬
ues idle.
Company’s three topechelon
figures, namely Tom
O’Neil, William Dozier and Walter
Branson, have been in Europe the
past two weeks on the prowl for
deals under . which RKO will
finance native film-makers, take re¬
leasing rights and participate in
the /profits.
Reason behind the new move is
two-fold. For one, RKO has frozen
money in Europe which can be put
to use via production. Because of
this the dollar outlay will be no
burden.
Secondly, the product
made abroad can keep RKO’s for¬
eign distribution organization busy.
Thq films in mind would be for
the overseas market, wth foreign
talfcnt. In. cases where unusually
promising story properties are
come upon, however, a second ver¬
sion would, be made in English and
With Yank stars..r■*.'
keeping the foreign distribution
offices in action is of key import¬
ance. If these were to be closed
the severance monies due to veter¬
an employees would be a severe
blow , *to the . RKO economic
structure.
Thus, while there’s ’ activity
o’seas, the company’s Gower Street
plant In Hollywood, according to
recent visitors, is “like a ceme¬
tery.” Meaning nothing’s going on
and the payroll roster is down to
absolute minimum.

Lopert, Kingsley Buys;
Other New York Foreign
film Handlers Dicker
, Cannes, May 21.
Some last minute U.S, indie distrib buys were made with Ilya Lo¬
pert sewing up Federico Fellini's
“Nights of Cabiria” and Ed Kings¬
ley “Les Sorcieres De Salem” the
Gallic *pic’based on Arthur Miller’s
play “The Crucible."
Richard Davis. Is trying to get the
Swedish revelation Ingrlp Berg¬
man’s “The ’’Seventh Seal’! and
Jean Gqldwurm took a Gallic com¬
edy “Urn Cheveu Dans La Soup/
(A Hair in the Soup).
Walter Reade .and Harry Brandt
are going to follow up some dick¬
ering on Gallic and French pix on
their coming visits to Paris and
Italy.

SHELDON BONNEWEIL SUES
Charges Double-X By Pair of
Literary Agents

• Los. Angeles, May 21.
.. Charging fraud and conspiracy,
writer
Sheldon
Bonneweil filed a
U. S. Package for Poland
" $16,250 suit ;ln Superior Court
Cannes, May 21.
here
against
literary
agents...Wil¬
Marc Spiegel, Continental repre¬
sentative of the Motion Picture Ex¬ liam Shiffren and Jay Finger over
the
property
“Angel
Manager”
port Assn., has closed a deal with
Washington* MV 21.
also- called “Angel in My Wake.”
• An appeal by Aspen Pictures Poland for. 40 to 45 American pic¬ Bonneweil asked for an account¬
Inc., in the company’s action tures. Deal was set here with * ing of profits on the story.
against Oceanic Steamship Co. and Leonard Borkowicz, Poland’s film
Complaint contends Bonneweil
Matson Navigation Co.g has reached ..topper, who said his country would wrote the story with John Beralikely take an hddtional 10 or 15
the U. S. Supreme Court.
dino
and entered into an agree¬
Aspen, which lost in, the Califor¬ independent films in light of the ment with Shiffren under which he
nia state courts, seeks damages convertibility guarantee agreement. was to get 10% of the sale price
The Poles will pay a top price
against, the steamship companies.
which was to be a minimum of
It claims that its equipment, which of up to $15,000 per picture, but $20,000. Subsequently, the plain¬
Was being shipped tq Samoa to the average price is expected to be tiff charged, Shiffren declared that
shoot a film in ; 1952, was tied much lower. They will chose from he intended to produce the prop¬
Up in the S.S. Sierra for six weeks, a list of some 80 pictures.
erty himself and knowing that'Bon¬
during a strike. This, says Aspen,
neweil was in need of funds,
resulted in‘a loss of over $126,000.
bought out Bonneweil’s rights for
. Aspen argues that the Matson
$3,750 and promised $2,000 for a
Line had advance notice that a sea-’
screenplay.
Shiffren concealed,
jnan strike was on the verge of
the
action contends, the fact that
breaking out. Yet, says Aspen, it
he
was
negotiating
a sale -with
. Bethlehem, Pa., May ,21.
accepted ,the cargo without notify¬
Palace Theater here has been MCA with a part interest to Finger
ing the film company that there
and
did
in
fact
finally
sell it to
Was a possibility of labor trouble,. sold by the Beilin Theatres Corp.
to the Bethlehem National Bank MCA for $20,000.,
Bonneweil aLked $10’,000 exem¬
David O. Seizniok is expected to for $30,000. The bank had caused
complete His production of “A the property to be seized for debt, plary damages, $6,250 represent¬
ing the balance due on his. original
rare well to Arms” in Borne by Which amounted to $3,850,
City has tax liens of $9,762 half interest and an accounting of
July 4 when he will return to the
against the theater.
1 any profits.
U'S. to edit the 20th release.

Failure to Warn of Dock
Strike Threat Basis For
Film Suit Before Top Court

THEATRE GOES TO BANK
FOR FORCED $30,000

i. ■ i ■ ■« ■ mi _
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Aloersons Allege MaDce
In Color Corp. Attachment
Los Angeles, May 21.
Charging wrongful and malicious
attachment, Edward L. Alperson
Sr., and his: son Edward Sr., and
their National Pictures Corp., filed
a $306,000 damage suit in Superior
j Court against Color Corporation of
Artierica and Ray C. Wilcox.
Action Is based on a suit filed by
Color Corp.-in August ,1956 seek¬
ing to collect $14,555 on promis¬
sory notes. . Writ was discharged
10 days later but the complaint
contends' the Alpersons’ bank ac¬
count was attached as well as some
monies due from Fox. Suit claims
the action was brought out of mal¬
ice since ,the tint firm knew it could
look to returns! on “New Faces’!
for its dough and that the attach¬
ments impaired their reputations
in the industry.

Alan Ladd Just
Makes Money But
Yens Prestige

By HY HOLLINGER
Because of the continuing “low
volume” of business In the profes¬
sional motion picture division,
Technicolor earnings for the first
quarter of 1957 were substantially
below that of the previous year,
prexy Herb T. Kalmus told the
stockholders at the annual meeting
in N.Y. Monday (20). However,
he tempered the disappointing
news with an optimistic outlook for
1958.
At that time, according to Kal¬
mus, Techni hopes to reap rewards
from the acceptance of Technirama, its new widescreen anamorphic* process, and from the develop¬
ment of its consumer photographic
products division.
Earnings for the first quarter of
1957 were $188,536 .after" taxes,
equivalent to 9c per share, as com¬
pared with $503,904. equal to 25c
share, for the similar stanza of
1956.
As part of the upbeat for 1958,
Kalmus anticipates an increase in’
the .number of color films that Hol¬
lywood will turn out. He noted
that in 1956 there was. a trend to
black and white, but that indica¬
tions are that there is a swing back
to color which will reach its peak
“later this year.”
Kalmus also had disappointing
news for stockholders relating tothe company’s foreign affiliates.
The British company, he said, con¬
tinues to earn a good profit al¬
though earnings were off 10% last
year. The.French company, he dis¬
closed, is in serious difficulty and
that “something drastic must be
done.” He is leaving for Paris
pronto.
Explaining why the company is
building a plant in Rome at a time
when the British and French op¬
erations are having difficulties, Kal¬
mus said that when arrangements
(Continued on page 22)

Alan Ladd is in a rut, according
to Albert J. Cohen, exec producer
of the actor’s independent com¬
pany, Jaguar Productions,
In
New York from the Coast this
week, Cohen stated that. Ladd’s
pictures consistently have been
making money but the critics have
been taking -potshots at them, and,
unless some changes are.made, the,
public would become disenchanted,'
too.
Film-maker said that too freqently Ladd appears as “the allAmerican Boy Scout” in stories
that have been overworked. And
he’s in Gotham to call on a flock
of publishers with the hope of com¬
ing up with material that’s fresh
Group of Paramount executives
and different.
from New York joined British and
Cohen argues , the point that the Continental managers at a series
public will, buy anything, new to j of meetings .beginning . Monday
the screen and he backs this up [ (20) in^London to set the stage for
with some statistics.' He said his the firsft openings of VTen Com¬
Production. “The Fighting Sea- mandments” in foreign territories.
bees,” was the first on that branch Clay Hake, Par’s managing direc¬
of the servipe, he made it at a cost tor of the Australia-New Zealand
of $720,0001 And It grossed $3;50O,- division, has been appointed head
000. His “Sign of the Pagan,” he of the overseas sales.
Attending from N. Y. are George
added, was the first dealing with
Atilla.the Hun, was brought in at Weltner, company’s worldwide sales
head;
James E. Perkins, exec. v.p.
$1,500,000 and grossed over $6,000,of Par International, who's now
000
visiting
Paris; Jerry Pickman, adThe two pictures were among 20
he produced at Universal, Cohen pub v.p., and Charles Boasberg,
related. He . quit U to join Ladd “Commandments” overall * sales
because U wouldn’t give him a par-1 chief.
Production is to open In London
ticipation in his pictures, he re¬
ported. ; (Producers on. both the and Paris in the fall. Foreign per¬
<U and Columbia lots all are on sonnel at/ the E°ndon parleys are
to be given reports on the sales
straight policy. ) pattern followed in the United
Jaguar has a new deal to make States.
10 features for Warners, with Ladd
likely to be starred In some but not
all of them. As part of the pack¬
age Cohen is contemplating biopix
on comedian Bert Lahr and song¬
writer L. Wolfe Gilbert.
Print
of- Edward
Small’s
“Monkey on My Back,” which was
handed over to the Motion Picture
Assn, of America last week, is now
As a result of the retirement of being circulated among the organ¬
Ted Tod, 20th-Fox’s Chicago* field ization’s board members who are
exploitation rep since 1949, the considering the film’s Production
company is realigning its midwest Code eligibility.
“Monkey” was
exploitation territory.
nixed
by
Code
administrator
Sol Gordon, veteran fieldman at¬ Geoffrey Shurlock and an appeal
tached to Detroit for the past was taken to the board by Small.
years, shifts to Chi to succeed Tod.
Board’s decision- is to be made
He’ll cover the territory serviced at a New York meeting tomorrow
by the Chi, Detroit and Milwaukee (22). Meanwhile^ “Monkey ha»
exchanges.
opened in several situations with¬
Stephen Pirozzi, formerly with out the Code stamp.
Metro, joins 20th to assume some
of. Gordon’s previous territory.
Bradford Dillman, currently In
Headquartering in Cleveland, he’ll “Long Day’s Journey Into Night”
cover the Cleveland, Cincinnati on Broadway, signed for 20th's “A
and Indianapolis exchange areas, i Certain Smile.”

Confer in London on Plan
For European Handling
Of Ten Commandments’

.,

'MONKEY’CASE PENDING
BEFORE CODE BOARD

20th Exploiteering Shifts

PICTURE CROSSES

New Product Little Help to L A.;
‘Desk’ Fair $14,000, ‘Dolphin’ 24G,
‘Monkey’ Lean 15*/£G, ‘Night’ 7G

f^niEfr
‘Night’Brisk $12,000,
Buff.; ‘Shrinking’ 9G
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Det. Up, ‘Monkey’ Great $20,900,‘Desk’
18G, Hight’ Hot 13G, Tate’ 12G, 3d

Buffalo, May 21.
Canadian weekend holiday is
helping' grosses here considerably
this round. “Dragstrip Girl” is
rated sharp at Center while “This
Could Be- Night” looms bright at
. Detroit, May 21
the Buffalo.
“Shrinking , Man”
tr
ri
Good biz is i,n prospect fpr first,
shapes okay at Lafayette. “Un¬
runs ere this week. “Monkey on
tamed. Youth” is heading, for a
My Back” looks great at the Palms
„
, — ^77:’
“Desk Set” shai
good take at Paramount. Both
shapes fairly good st
Los Angeles, May 21. 4
Estimated Total Grosa
the Fox, “Buster
“Bust
“Around World in 80 Days’* and
Keaton Story”
Los Angeles first-runs are limp¬
This Week .$2,390,800
is okay at the Michigan. “Un,
“Seven Wonders of World” are
ing along to another disappointing
looms good at the
great running ahead on previous
.(Based.on 23 cities and 246
tamed Youth?* li
week, with pallid' returns from
Broadway-Capitol. “This Could Be
rounds.
theatres, chiefly first runs, in*
?J°?SuaY“Cap,^°
eight new bills although holdovers
Night” is
eluding. N..Y.)
Night
is^ oke at the Adams
Estimates for This Week
Estimated Total Gross
continue doing well. Indicative of
“Funny Face” is strong in third
* Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)—
the poor biz of recent sessions is
Total Gros. Same Week:
round
&
This Week .$538,500
round ^at
at the
the Krim.
Longtermers
“This
Could
Be
Night”
(M-G)
and
the fact that no second-week pix
Last
Year
.........
$2,?68,300
"10
Commandm
(Based on 27 theatres)
“10 Commandments,” “Around
“Edge of City” (M-G). Bright $12,are current in town, newest apart
(Based
on
23
cities
and
236
World
in
80
D
World
in
80
Days,”
and “Seven
Last Year .$487,200
000 or close. Last week, “12 Angry
from newcomers being “Strange
theatres.)
Wonders’* continue
contin
wham.
(Based on 23 theatres)
Men” (UA) and “Revolt at Ft. Lar¬ .
One” in third week.
'
.
I'
Estimates
f
for
This
Week
Typical of the thin trade is “This
amie!* (UA), $8,000.
’ Fox' ’ (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 60Could Be Night” which is heading
$1.25)—“Desk ’ Set” (20th) and
85)-—“Untamed Youth’’ (WB) and
for a grim $7,000 or under at Pan“Spoilers of Forest” (Rep). Good
tages. “Desk Set” looks fair $14,“Shoot-Out at Medicine Bend”
$18,000 or ne
near.
Last week
000 at the Chinese. Best new
(WB). Good $11,000. Last week,
FI
Ol
17 £\ “China Gate’*
Gate” (2(
(20th) and “Badlands
entrant is “Boy On Dolphin,” with
“Way to Gold” (20th) and “Break
of Montana” (201
(20th), $14,000.
$24,000 in four theatres on its first
KOPflC VIAlii K
I
in Circle” (20th), $8,000.
Detroit) 14,000*
Va
Michigan (United
(Unil
date after an exclusive showcasing.
- Center (AB-PT) 12,000; 60-85)—
■ 90-$1.25)—“Bust<
90-$1.25)—“Buster Keaton Story”
•‘Monkey on My Back” looks poor
“Dragstrip Girl” (AIP) and “Rock
(Par) and “Fear
Strikes Out”
$15,500 in three spots.
All,.Night”. (AIP). Sharp $11,000.
Kansas City, May 21.
(£ar>
"£«
Okay $16,000. Last week,
“Around World in 80 Days” con¬
St. Louis, May 21.
Last; week, “For Whom Bell Tolls”
Weather and lightweight product (Par).'
jp. G*a^r
(UA)
tinues strong with $25,500 in 22d
Biz is only fairish this stanza (Par) (reissue) and “Oasis” (20th), will
for a iucmiuvm;
mediocre week
A5£ry.
Men
will combine jla/jl
VYvvft. I ■ “12 Angry
r—*. Men”
x
nnA and “Iron
session at Carthay while “10 Com- with “Desk .Set” rated trim at the- $10,000.
here currently. Rains which have Sheriff (Rep), $12,fiQ0.
nff .hilt
«HT1 good St
“knv
Flnlnhin”
mandments” is off
but still
St. T.miic
Louis.
“Boy On
On Dolphin”
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50t85)— dribbled for a week or so pounced , F*1!"9 (UDL„ /TT-.
at $16,000 in 27th stanza at Warner wound a good week at the Fox “Shrinking. Man” (U) and “Night in force.last Thursday as many pix
®? JJy Ba9KTT(J^A) and
while “This Could Be Night” Ruhr
Beverly.
Runner” (U). 'Okay $9,000 In 9 were opening, the 3-incher virtualnPtan^0
Great
“10 Com- days. • *
Estimates for'This Week
shapes mild at Loew’s. . ‘TO
ly‘halting trade. “Tattered Dress”
7®^Jve,ek’/ for Whom
nitiMAMA /T7\T¥r^i\ /-i Ana,
ok
manamenus
inovccx over to the
inc
-moved
Century. (Bubawk) (1,400; $1.50- in four'Fox Midwest houses has Bell Tolls
V^fue) and.
^^k SrfM20th) ' Fair$$14000
End 1,000-seat Pggeant, and $3)_" Around' World” (UA) (7th some strength, bu,t remainder of Footsteps in Night” (AA), $8,000.
Madison (UD) (1,9.00; $1.25-$2.75)
Great $15,000. Last week,,.town is light, Including “Halliday
Brand” In four Dickinson theatres, *7^.10 ^^mmidmente’’ (Par) (.281 h
“Spirit of St. Louis” $13*200.
/ -v.*' .., .
orxn
inis
moveover week at r -feck* (SW
- Cinerama) (1,200; “For Whom Bell Tolls” at Para- I ^.Terrific $18,000. Last week,
%ha^fy(RK$0)9°%12- $110 , was
wm excellent on
onmoveover
w
mount and. “Garment Jungle” at $19,000.
$1*5)*- "This Could Be Night” JJg “j*5“{'‘fcetRaa‘?iv0i?ySunday dW I ♦«&*&«>
Broadway-Capitol ■ (UD) (3.500;
(Cinerama) (38th wk). Sturdy $10,- Midland.
(M-G). Dull $7,000 or less. Last nor neip v’icKet^activ^xy.
fA.w#Air
90-$1.2&)—“Untamed Youth” (WB)
000. Last week, $8,5,00.
- "
week, “Designing-^Woman” (M-G)
. Estimates for TWs Week .
Estimates for This Week
and “Shoot-Out at Medicine Bend”
(5th wk-6 days), $8,800.
Ambassador (SW-C l ne r a ma)
Dickinson, Glen,. Shawnee Drive- .(WB). Good . $14,000. Last week,
Orpheum, Fox Wilshire, Vogue (1,400; $120-$2 40)-“Seven Wonin, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson) “Three Violent , People” (Par),
(Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; 2,296; ders Of World” (Cinerama) (57th
<750; 700; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 75c $7,000 in 5 days,
885; 80-$1.50)—“Monkey Om Back” wk).
Fair $5,500.
Last week,
person) — “Halliday Brand” *(UA) . United Artists <UA) (1,668; $1.25(UA) and “Cruel Tower” (AA). $61)00.
.
and “Running Target” (UA), Pair $3)—“Around World” (UA) (21st
Poor $15,500. Last week, Orpheum,
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 75-90)—
$8,000, but dampened considerably wk). Great $19,000. Last week,
Fox Wilshire and Iris “12 Angry T^e Vintage (M-G). Mild $4,500.
by rains. Last week, “Dance with $19,215.
Men” (UA) (5th wk Wilshire, first Last week “Mister Cory” (U) (2d
Me Henry” (UA) and ‘Tomahawk . Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25)
elsewhere), $11,000; Vogue in other wk), $4,000.
■
•
Trail” (UA), same.
—“This' Could Be Night” (M-G).
Unit.
y
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 76-90)—
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80) — Fine $13,000 pr close. .‘Last week,
• Downtown'.Paramount, Egyptian, “China Gate” (20th) arid “OklahoPhiladelphia, May 21.
“Garment Jungle”. (Col) and “Bur- “Gaslight” (M-G) and “Postman AlWiltern (ABPT-UATC-SW) .(3,300; man” (AA). Opened today (Tues).
Last Saturday proved the lone glar
Thin $5,000.
Rings .Twite” (M-G) (reis•
A Ai i
AA A4 AAX
__ j T r»nf niRRlr
lln Tlnlnhin” lOflth 1
1,503; 2,344; 90-$l.80)—“Untamed ^st week, “Boy ^
solid day at first-runs here-this week, “Strange * One” ' (Col) and sues"), $«'800. ..
Youth” (WB) and “Hell's Cross- and Shoo^Out At Medicine Bend session,. with newcomers mostly “P h a n 10 m Stagecoach” (Col),
Musk Hall (SW - Cin.erama)roads” (WB). Slow $16,000 or“jnear. (26th), good $13,000.
very disappointing. “For Whom $4,000.
1,205; $1.50-$2.65)—“Seven WonLoew’s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85)—
Last week, Downtowp Paramount
7n/1 Bejl Tolls,’’.out on reissue, sounds
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; ders” (Cinerama) (49th wk). Swell
and “Chain Gang” (WB) "/This1 Could Be Night” (M-G) anu Vorv
lmirl -opening
nnpnincf stanza
ctarwii. at
nf the
th<r 80-$2)—“Cinerama
Qn.<t9.1_>“Pin«rania Holiday”
WnHHov” (Cine-1
^Plna. J <17 900
n/wi.
T ..4 week, same.
Very loud
Last
/<_i.
i.n aaa /M.1_I
Paa^1am
CQ
(reissues) (1st wk), $3,300. Other- ‘‘Big
. . JJjld J8£00.; Goldman.
Goldman." Neither “The
“The" Burglar” rama) (11th wk). Steady $9,000. ’ Krim (Krim) (j,000; $1.50)—
houses in other units.
Lastweek, Garment Jungle (Col)1 nor
“Counterfeit
Elan”
are
doing
nor “Counterfeit Elan” are doing Last \yeek, same.
“Funny Face” (Par) (3d wk). Big
Hillstreet, Iris, Uptown (RKO- and ®ur^ai
aaxs anything, former being particularParamount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— $12,000. Last week, $13,500.
FWC) (2 752; 756; 1,715; 80-$l 80)
at the
^ ly
—-1—-—
'^onnelt^orv”
ly dull
dulf’at
the huge
huge Mastbaum.
fikstba^m. “For.Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (re—“Way To Gold” (20th) and “Man — McConnell Story (U)
and
To
Qn
Dolphin”
still
is
big
in
U
0 1‘Bpy
i‘Bpy On Dolphin” still is big in issue). Fair $5,000. Last week, ■* f rt
iv\
. • >
In Vault” (RKO). Sad $7,400. Last
the Fox. “Abound
non
t
• second frame at
at.the
“Around “Buster Keaton Story” (Par), same. Hnn N|0W6r! 1/TdlStriD
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$2) —
m
‘ . .
Week, m other units.
SgJJg1 nfd% Tt
SL S’.’ World in 80 Days” continues great
State, New Fox, El Rey (UATC- . ®Piri~
Sr ^|0H1S . *WB) and? in
1
oist week at Midtown.
Midtown “Vin- “10 Commandments” (Par) (14th
21st
I jyJn COC AAA
FWC) (2,404; 965; 861; 90-$1.25)- ‘Heart Ol show Busm^s’’ (Col)' tage”
tage“ is ferribly
Stanley. wk). Holding at ok* $5,000. Stays;
terribly weak at Stanley,
Llfvlj f4J|VvV) lUallllo
“Designing Woman” (M-G) and (imo.),
good
$7,50Q.
(nV?*)»®00d ■f7,50q.
_ ■
i-rii*.*-.
Last wfeJC)
week, same.
same.
Last
week,
WC 'RJP Dim 1V,
Estimates for Thi.
This w.a
Week
Aj*^t
^
(1,^4; 50-85)—
Thi*
Week
“The Vintage” (M-G). Fair $16,- „ Orpheum (Loew) (1,9;
Esquire, Uptown, Fairway, GraArcadia
(526;
99-$1.80)—
I/lIIl ldU
week. State and EgypEcvd- “War
War Drums” (UA)
Arcadia (S&S)
(S&S) ^(526;
(526, »9-$1.80
99-$l 80)—
000. Last week,
and “Revolt Att
(UA)and
10,000.Bedrooms”
(M-G)
(3d
wk).
<8%.55S
tian ’“Battle Hell” (DCA) and Ft -Laramie” (UA). Light $4,000.• ^O^OO-Bedrooms (M-tG) <3^u.wk)‘
w
'TOO^Boston,
May 21.
)rab $4,000.
$4,000. Last
Last week,
week. $6,000.
$6,000.
I00’
75-90) Afr^d”
_ Tattered
“Mutiny Bounty” (M-G) (reissue), Last week, “Edge Of. City” (M-G)) Drab
Dress”
{U)and7“Man‘
(U)
Biz is radically off this frame deoi?^
4oCinera«ra^^ a
j <1,430;
Fair 112 000 Last week “Kettles spite cooler weather and some new
’$15,000; New Fox with Hillstreet, and “Hot Summer Night” (M-G),>,
J?^oCinerawa
<1,4
$1.25-$2.60)—“Seven Wonders of ^a riiA’ilivLm*Min product. Exhibs can’t figure it out.
WUtern, “Abandon Ship" (Col) and
r ..•
Oke Jp*1.
nn S n
“Dragstrip Girl” and ‘‘Rock All
“Shadow on Window” (Cbl), $12,Pageant (St L. Amus) (1,000; 75-- World” (Cinerama) (56th wk).
w
000. El Rey in another unit.
PQ)—-!0 Commandment” (Par) $5^00.
Lastweek$5,500,
$5fT‘ (L2^,7ik250$-5'1L18o',_
SSL^Siy0«WcloS5« Nigilflo'c*. ■-tsy.tPar.mount.
(20th)JMav
(2,250;
Downtown, Hawaii (SW-G&S) m.0.) .Neat $9,000
Last week,c, ^ *ox
Fox jZOthV
^^O 55-$1.80)—
^14 readvlnt? for nomine of and Fenway. “Deadly Mantis and
“Boy
on Dolphin
Dolphin” (20th)
(20th) ((2d wk).
(1,757; 1,106; 80-$1.50)—“Voodoo Royal Affair At Versailles"’ (In-" We°ytl°8n0?0
Boy on
waeU K?000
"^ound Wortd ln 80 DPy?i (U^ “GW In Kremlin" combo at the
Big
$18,000. PLis
Blg$18,O0O.
Last week, $21,000.
$a2l,uoo.
«
09
Esauire riext door Memorial shape* sturdy. .Gaiment
Woman” (AIP) and “The Undead” die), $2,000.
Goldman
(Goldman)
(1,250; ,6565- replaces Tower in ' four-theatre Jungle” iis rated smash at Pilgrim,
Richmond
(St.
L.
Amus)
(400;
75i(G®ldman> (l;252i
(Continued on page 18) '
90)—“Yitellion”
(Indie). . Good
Whom BelL
Bell, Tolls”
d $1.35)*—“For
$1.35)*—For Whona
Tolls situation. .
Metropolitan’s reisiue, “For Whom
$2,500. Last week, “Paris Doess (Par) (reissue). Loud $12,OdO.
$12,000. Last 8
Bell Tolls” is mild. “Strange One’’
Strange Things” (WB), $2,000.
week, “Strange,One” (Cbl), $11,000.
n firpi i'll 1011 10/1
loon\s fair at State and Orpheum.
St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; 75-90)
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75- XO DAYS7 XMAxH 13G.
Holdovers are steady with “Bach¬
—-“Desk: Set” (20th). Trim $9,000. $1.25) (closed Sundays) — “John r*'*'
elor Party.” still big in fifth frame
Last week, “Ten Commandments” and Julie” (Indie). Mild $3,000. N HCNVIi ff *'
19C at the Kerimore.
(Par) (21st wk), $21,000.
Last week, “Colditz Story” (Indie)
I/liniJul4| lTIUlllVEi I
iLU
Estimates for This Week '
Shady Oak (St. L.,» Amris.) (800; (4th wk), $2,300.
Denver Mav 21.
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.9b-$2 75)
75-90)—“Vitellion” (Indie). Okay
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49)
“Around World in’ 80 Days ”
—“10
Commandments” (Par) (27th
Cincinnati, May 21.
$3,000.
“ 000. Last week, “Paris Does —“Burglar;’ (Col). Dull -$8,000. which opened nicely, is heading
first-runs are m for some more Strange Things” (WB), $2,000.
(Continued on page
ge 18)
18)
foc a Sock opening round at 930- wk)..
v/ri* ’ Oke $16,000. Last week,
fairish grosses this week. Most —,-!-LI;
seat Tabor.
“Monkey On - My
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
coiri is going to “This Could Be the
Back” looms fine at Paramount if 90-$1.25) — “Snow Was Black
Night,” shaping thin at the flag- U 1 . IV. ■■
|_i
not smash! “Desk Set” at Centre (Cont) (3d wk). Okay $4,000. Last
ship Albee.
“Young Stranger” at nf|n|C KPllPf* NlffH
is
good
enough
and
wins
a
holdGrand is okay but “Hit and Run” ITllllOa UCIICI , illKH
$5,000.
"
over. Other new pix are some- week,
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354,
at Palace looks drab. Reissue of
*
**
_ _ _ what disappointing with “This *$1.25-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of
“For Whom Bell Tolls” looms as a
_ * 9 V|*
World”" (Cirierama) (39th wk).
hefty revival at Keith’s. “Seven
IlirQfVCrlTin Kl/T
SockOv $19,000. Last week, ditto.
Wonders of World” continues
l/IuKMI IU- Din
FUU I \M
Estimates for This Week
Socko,$l
Exeter (IndieV <1,200; 6(t$1.25)strong in 50th week with lift from
M. ,
IT
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90)— 4(^E?rer.
Naples”, (DCA) (3d wk).
baseball-hotel tiein package on
MinneaDolis
Minneapolis, Mav
May 21.
21; I “10. Commandments” (Pair) (13th “Tarzan and Lost Safari” (M-G). “Gold
Gold of
01week
Second
w*s neat
»eat jo.uu
$8,000..
home games oi
of ymey
Cincy iteas.
Reds.
nome
Continuation
of cold, rainy wk). Remained an extra week, and Okay $4,000. Last week, on re- becond
weex was
Fenway
6O-$1.101-*pik possessing more goes out despite a terrific $13,000. issues.
Estimates for This Week
weather plus i>ik
<,r^Fen'^a?r (NET)''(1,373;
>,Ti„
run” 1/a<<Pnck
atp) and “Rock
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— potent boxoffice qualities is giving Last week, $7;500.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)—
Srix
eJonn Last
•‘This Could Be Night” (M-G). the Loop somewhat of .a lift from
Radio City (Par)- (4,100; 85-90)— “Desk Set” (20th). Good' $10,000. AU
.(AIPh Big $8,uuu.
Mild $8,500.
Last week, “Un- its sluggish recent pace.
“This “This Could Be Night” (M-G). Holding.
Last week, “Way to week, Buster Keaton Stoiy
tamed Youth” (WB) and “Heart Could Be Night” heads the list of ‘Given a tremendous exploitation Gold” (20th), $8,000.
Me<llcine n
Show Business” (Col), $8,000.
newcomers and promises to give and campaign and ,that’s helping.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,428; 70-90) (WB), $4,000. *
oe <ti 25)
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (i 376- Radio City its best session in some Good $10,000. Las{ week, “China —“Buster Keaton Story” (Par).
Sfni?°ve
Xthwk).
$1^0-$2 65) ■■S?vS Wonders”
wonders'1 «me..
and "Rock
(20th), ^>o,uuu.
$6,000.
Dull $6,000.
Last weex,
week, “10
Com- zr
~ ??«helor 'P«ty"
ume, “Dragstrip
jjragsuip Girl"
xjrm -anu
xtucix. Gate"
xaatt; wuim,
jl»uu
^o.uuu. J^asi
iu uomV j (UA) (5th was
$1.20-$2.65)
— “Seven
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- mandments”
(Par)
(13th
wk), Ft?u,rti*
ended Friday (if>
(Cinerama) (50th wk). Sturdy $16,- All Night” looks hot at the Gopher.
“For 90)-r-“Dcadly Mantis” (U) a,nd $9,000.
slick $12>.5(]0.
N
cnon)—
Last week._$171000. Weekend Other fresh entries include Si
Memorial
(RKO)
(3,000, 6U-y^
Whom
th*
Bell
Tolls”
fine
at
State
“Girl
in
Kremlin”
(U).
Horror
Denver
(Fox)
(2,525;
70-90)—
trade puffed by out-of-towners in w ^
X,
\°iis,
^
“Deadly Mantis”-“Girl
in films like “Deadly Mantis” have “Abandon Ship” (Col-) and “Sha- Deadly Mantis _(U) an^w
for home stand of Cincy Reds on and 1.®,eadly.
xir
sizable following here hut looks dow . on Window” (Col)‘.
Mild Kremlin (U). •_Fat $12,000. l
combination baseball-Cinerama and Kremlin” combo at Orpherim.
Orpheum.
Still stout is “Seven Wonders
of only light $4,500.
Last week, $9,000. Last week, “China Gate”
Pu^ic
«?o nnn
hotel nackaee
SLfil
Wonde
World” in 41st week at Century- “Abandon Ship” (Col), $5,400.
(20th). and “Smiley” (20th), ditto, and Man Afraid _(U),
ng.
Grand 1RKO) <1,400; 75-$1.10)- ^Qu“tuh
of “Spirit
“Snirit of
of St.
St
Fourth ^eek
week of
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)— A
CNEPi,(m’-iiI.’Mre“Young Stranger” (U) and “Death Louis” is
is^ratedfiood
Pan “Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (4th “This Could Be Night” (M-G) and $1.25—“For Whom BdIToUs 'J?
r^ted good at RKO Pan.
Of Scoundrel” (U). Oke $7,000 or
Estimates for
fo? This Week
wk).
Fine $5,000; stays another “Edge of City” (M-G).
Drab issue), Sim. $13,000. Last w »
near. Last week,__ “Shoot-Out at
(sw.r.itxpramni n
iRnr<ml«pv
1RO* week.
ivonlr Last
T.ncf week,
luonlr $5,600.
Kf\n
*-7 DflD Last,
T.ocf week, “Voodoo WornWntYl.
Worn- “Way
“WaV To
TO Gold” (20th) and
ana “Dead*
WAV
$7,000.
Century /GW-rirtommol
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,150;
Medicine Bend”
(U) and “Counter- $l,75-$2.65)
(AIP), Best Sin” (Indie), $5,000
an
— “Seven Wonders”
State (Par) (2,300; ’85-90)—“For an” (AIP) and
u»uuc«u
\^xrj,
’
Paramount
(NET)
(1,700;
601CIi -lx? A!/* > /.
(Cinerama) (41st wk). Despitq its Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (reissue). $6,000.
(2,200; $1.10)—^“Dragstrip Girl” (AIP) aJfl
i,
.
a^e sti11 leading city week after Cast presence of Ingrid Bergman ’ Pariunriunt .(Wolfberg)
(2,200;
”
(UA)
“Rock
All
Night
(AIP).
Bright
$17“For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (reis- week. Stout $12,000. Last week, and
Gary
Cooper
of
course
helps
70-90)
“Monkey
On
My
Back”
anu xjary cooper oi
neaps
muimey uu
«?e^wiGj°»
week> $13,000.
.
this one. Fine $7,000. Laft
La^t week, and “Gun Duel In
in Durango” (UA). 000. Last week, “Buster Keaion
La Strada (T-L), $7,300.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— “Dragoon Wells Massacre” (AA), Fine $12,000. Last week, “Kettles Story-I <P®f) and Shoot-out M
Old McDonald’s Farm” (U) and cine Bend” (WB), $8,900.
.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)— “Dragstrip Girl” (AIP) and “Rock $5,500.
“KeUy and Me” (U), $10,000.'
$10,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) <1,000; 65-95?
“Hit and Run” (UA) and “Delin- AU Night” (AIP).
Big *6,500.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)— “Kelly
‘^Garment Jungle”
Jungle* (Col) and
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)-r- Garment
quents” (UA). Slow $6,500. Last Last week, “Vintage” (M-G) and “Silent World” (Col). Good $4,000.
Smash
$12,000.
wetk, “Tattered Dress” (U) and “Hot Summer Night” (M-G),,$2,000; Last week, “Young and Passionate” “Around World in 80 Days” (UA). Strike”. (Indie).
(Continued on page 18)
Socko $13,000. Closed last week. I
“Deadly Mantis” (U), $7,000.
ftfric (Par) (1,000; ^1.25<i$2.65)—1 (Indie), $2,400.

Key Crtj Grasses

Broadway Grosses

Dress’ Fair 12G

‘Desk* Trim $9,000,
St. L.;‘IOC’s’Same

a4

F dlCS UlOW lit

1 c

Defl’BaipplZG,
Philly; ‘lOCs’lOG

‘Night’Mild 81G,Cincy;
‘Bell’ Lusty 8G, ‘Stranger’
$7,000,‘Wonders’Hep 16G

I

Mpk Better; ‘Night’ Lush $10,000,
>ud7G
‘Dragstrip’Big 6^G, ‘Bell’ Loud
7G o?PheuSe Night”rated drab at»
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PICTURE GROSSES

‘Desk’Oke $7,000, Port,;
‘80 Days’ Sockeroo 14G

‘Monkey’ 0kay$26,000, ‘Desk’ Wobbly
18G, ‘Kronos’ 1IIG, ‘80 Days’ $24,400
Chicago, May 21. ^-—=——-A cold, talny weekend is not
I?-#:#*.-#-.
helping much this round. "Monkey
WtimatC* Are Wet
On My Back," despite boldly pubFilm gross estimates as re¬
lieved legal actions concerning its ; ported herewith from, the variChi opening, shapes only okay.
ous key cities, are net; l.e„
$26,000 -at the Woods. ‘Desk Set
without usual tax. Distribmoved in at the Oriental in time
utors share on net take,,when
for the bad weather and looks for
playipg percentage, hence the
rttthlc^^drab^Oo'S340

«* ««

Z

S'^^elbtr“»doPoU^homWa^
f«Ej
lively at $17,000. "Kronr
Include the U. S. amusement
ns” with "She-Devil" at Grand
taxlooms fast $10,000. At the Surf, ■■
■ ■■ ■■■ ■ ■■■■■■■..

"Undead"

BfgilHTInM’FaslSG,
and "Young Stranger"*is oke at the
Esquire. "Bachelor Party" shapes
good at the Garrick.
"Seven Wonders of World" displays the greatest vitality among
the vintage - shows making 22
frames at the Palape, "10 Commandments” IS "still stout in 26th
weekatMcVickers.' "Around World
in 80 Days" at Todd’s Cinestage
shapes wow.
Estimates for This Week
C.rnerie (H&E B.laban) (480;
»5>—“Albert Schweltier" (Indie)

‘

I 7 *1|
I, VIIlP
^ TlUv>

tr*
IlfllP

+

(If1
Mil
t/VI

....
Louisville, May 21.
Wicket pace is generally on slow
side this week, with many houses
reporting slower biz. Longrunner
“lo Commandments" is perking up
as run nears windup date. It’s
strong in 13th week at the Brown.
strong at

<3d «*>• Fil?* *3-50t)- *“* week- oSIte" ia li^t it Biil"
$4,500.
Estimates for This" Week
Chicago (B&KV (3,000; 90-$1.50)
—‘‘China Gate" (Col). Slight $10,Brown (Fourth Ave-UA) (1,000;
Last week,‘"Spirit, of St. |‘$l.23-$2) — “10 Commandments'
Louis". (WB) (4th wk), $8,000.
(Par) (13th \ric). Going for strong
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400; $8,000, and near sellouts over
$1.25)—“Young Stranger” (U) (2d weekend. Last week, $6,000.
v
wk). Oke $5,000. Last week, $6,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; .-SO¬
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— BS)—"Buster Keaton Stbry” (Par).
str°ng $7,000. Last week, "Hold
Good $5,000. Last week,-^$9,000.
Back Night" (AA) (reissue) and
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— “Hold Hypnotist" (AA), $4,500.
"Kronos" (UA) and "She-Devil"
Loew’a (United* Artists) (3,000;
(XJA). Fast $10,000.- Last week,
“On Waterfront” (Col) and "A1 50-85)—"Tail T” (Col) and “-Strange
One"
(Col). a“ckw*
Mild $8,000. i\ Last
Jennings
Oklahomi”
(Col)
(reisjennings yiuanoma' 1001;
.VIou'
TnH
sues), $1,800 in 4 days, and, “Guns I
Ship (Col) and
of Ft. Petticoat" (Col) and -“Phan¬ "Nightfall" (Col), $7,500.
Mary
Anderson
(People’s)
(1,000;
tom Stagecoach" (Col) (2d wk),
50-85) — "Untamed Youth” (WB).
$2,100 for 3 days.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)— Solid $8,000. Last,, week, "Shoot“Cinderell*” .'(BY) (reissue) (7th Out Medicine Bend” (WB) and
wk).
Fair $5,000. Last week, "Counterfeit Plan” (WB), $5,000.
$7,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
McVickers (JL&S)/ (1,580; $1.25- 50-85)—"China Gate” .(20th) and
$3.30)—"10 Commandments” (Par) 'Badlands of Montana” (20th). Fair
/oen,
aaa
T ..I $9,000 or near. Last week, ’’River’s
(26th wk). f Stout $21,000.
Last
_■
TVlr*_»
/OAfVi\
rilin'*
week, $23,000.
Edge”
(20th) and "Quiet Gun”
Monroe (Indie) <1,000; 67-87)— (20th), $8,000.
"1,000 Years From Now” (DCA)
-*-*
and "Invasion U.S.A.” (DCA); TenIIn# 'IWlr* Omari
der $4,000. Last week, $6,500.
mSCO Up, UC5K 001911
Oriental (Indie) (3>400; 90-$1.50)
7 a/w* <n in I A„J IIP
—"Desk Set” (20th). Modest $18,- J1 J.UUU, BCll LOUQllU.
000. Last week, "Boy On Dolphin” T
7
7 ,
, .
*
i2oth) (2d wk-4 days), *6,000.
Sfranire
Ride
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484;
uuaugc 1UU, IUUC (V
$l,25-$3.40> — "Seven Wonders”
San Francisco, May 21.
(Cinerama) (2d wk). Potent $35,Weekend rains chased many ex000. Last week, $33,200.
tra patronk into the cinemas and
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)— helped things generally all along
“Voodoo Woman” (Cap) and "Un- line. Some of new product did not
dead” (Cap). Chipper $19,000. Last fare too well but nearly all films
week, "Oklahoma” (AA) and "Tall did remarkably well. "Desk Set”
T” (Col) (2d wk), $16,000.
is rated fancy at the big Fox while
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- "For Whom Bell Tolls” shapes
$1.50)—"Abandon. Ship” (Col) (2d good on reissue at Golden Gate.
"Strange One” looms okay at St.
(Continued on page 18)
Francis. "Untamed Youth” is only

7G

%2S£*ht
i*
Races; Rain Cut Indpls.;
<11*
n • • i a*/*
* great In 26th
‘Night’
Night Fairish $6,000,
‘Bell’7G,‘10
C’s’lOG
Bell 7G, ‘10 CV
10G °ne^’Estimates for This Week
Indianapolis,
May 21.
21.
Indianapolis, May
First weekend of time trials for
Memorial Day "500,”. which attracted record crowd of 133,000'to In¬
dianapolis
Speedway
Saturday,
plus heavy rain Sunday- night, .cut
into first-run trade here this stanza.
‘For Whom BeU Tolls.” out on reissue, looks to lead the city with
a neat take at Circle. "This Could
Be Night” is only fairish at Loew’s.
"China Gate” looms drab at Indiana. "10 Commandments” is still
stiurdy in 16th week at Lyric..
Estimates for This Week “
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 6090)—"For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par),
(reissue). Neat $7,000. Last week,
"Oklahoma” (20th). $6,500 at 75$1.25 scale, four months after close
of Todd-AO version ran here
, Indiana (CrD) (3,200; 60-90) —
China Gate” (20th) and "Spring
Reunion” (UA). Drab $5,000. Last
week, "Untamed Youth” (WB) and
Deep Adventure” (Indie), $7,500.
, koew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85)
‘This Could Be Night” (M-G) and
‘Lizzie” (M-G). Fairish $6,000. Last
week. "Strange One” (Col) and
Shadow in Window” (Col), $4,500.
Lyric (C-D) (900; $1.25-$2.20)—
10 Commandments” (Par) (16th
Big $10,000. , LaSt week,
’ $U;|000.< <

‘Gate’ Stout 12G,
Cleve.; ‘lOCs’ 11G

Cleveland, May 21.
Unusually rainy, period is blamed
for slack keyhouse grosses cur¬
rently but routine product also is
held responsible by some. Best
showing is being made by "China
Gate," doing fairly well at State.
“Guns of Ft. Petticoat” looks only
fair at Hipp,
"Way to Gold”
shapes slow at Allen. Reissue of
"For Whom Bell Tolls” at Stillman
promises - average biz.
"This Is
Cinerama” is going rather languid¬
ly into its final six week session at
Palace, with "Cinerama Holiday”
booked for late June. "10 Com¬
mandments” perked to big take at
the Ohio, where it bows out June 5
with "Around World in 80 Days”
its successor.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$l)-i?‘Way
To Gold” (20th).
Slow $8,000.
Last week, "Abandon Ship” (Col).
$12,000.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)—
"Guns of Ft. Petticoat” (Col). Dull
$8,500. Last week, "Zombies of
Mora Tau” (AA) and "Man Who
Turned to Stone” (AA), $8,000.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.40)
"10 Commahdments” (Par) (27th
wk). Perked to big $11,000.' Last
week, $9,000.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,485;
$1.25-$2.40)—“This Is Cinerama”
(Cinerama) (27th Wk). Modest $13,000. Last week, $14,000.
State (Loew) (3,500 70-90)—
“China Gate” (20th). Trim $12,000. Last week, "Strange One”
(Col), $6,000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
"For
Whom the Bell Tolls” (Par)
Orpheum, session
(reissue).
So-so $6,500.
Last
week, "Edge of City” (M-G), $5,000.

10G

aaa

Portland, Ore., May 21.
Plenty of new pix here this round
but not many of them are doing
too well. Best newcomer is "Desk
Set,” okay at the Fox. "Around
World in 80 Days” still is smash in
fifth Broadway session. "This Could
Be Night” looks slim at Liberty
while "China Gate” is only fair at
Orpheum. "For Whom Bell Tolls”
is not catching on reissue at Para¬
mount.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (980; $2-$2.50)
—"Around World ” (UA) (5th wk)*
Smash $14,000. Last week, $14,300.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1,50)
—"Desk Set’K (20th). Okay $7,000,
Last week, "Hellcats of Navy” (Col)
and "Tall T” (Col), $7,300.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—"Wee
Gordie” (Indie) (2d wk). Modest
$1,500. Last week, $2,800.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90$1.25) — "This Could Be Night"
(M-G) and "Iron Sheriff” (UA).
Slim $4,500, Last week, "Bachelor
Party” (UA) and "Spring Reunion”
(UA)r $6,100,
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25) — "China Gate” (20th) and
"The River’s Edge” (2'0th)v. Fair
$5,500. Last week, "Kronos” (20th)
and "She-Devil” (Indie), $6,300.
Paramount (Port-Par) .(3,400; 90.$1.25) — "For Whom Bell Tolls”
(Par) (reissue)> and "Affair In Reno”
(Rep). Slow $5,000. Last week,
"10 Commandments" (Par) (10th
wk), on two-a-day, $8,000 after nine
big rounds.

•if*0?)!?11-Snf® *^«*»r*
$D—"For Whom Bell Tolls (Par)
(reissue) and SP°ilers Of Forest
(Indie). Good $11,000. Last week,
"Deadly Mantis” (U) and "Man
Afraid” (U)^ $10,5001
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
Desk Set” (20th) and "Oasis”
(20th). Fancy $17,000. Last week,
“china
, (2,?tSA*^nd*i*7?Sn
Lands of Montana (20th), $17,500
in 9 days.
.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)—
"The Vintage” M-). Dull $8,500.
Last week, "Could Be Night”
(M-G) (2d wk), $8,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25)—
Untamed Youth” (W-B)
and
"Shoot-Out At Medicine Bend”
(WB). Fairish $12,000, Last week,
"Hellcats *of Navy” (Col) and "BUrglar” (Col), $13,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25)
—"Strange One” (Col). Okay $10,000. Last week, "10 Commandments” (Par) (12th wk), $16,000.
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458;
$1.75-$2.65) — "Seveu Wonders”
(Cinerama) (26th wk). Great $29,000 or over. Last week, $15,800.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
70-$l)—"Ride Back” .(UA) and
"Big Caper’' (UA). Weak $7,000 in
6 days. Last week, "Tall T” (Col)
(Continued :on ppge d#)f

‘Keaton’ Dull $6,000, .
Omaha; ‘Monsters’54G
Omaha, May 21.
All new bills at downtown firstruiis this week, but biz continues
poorish. Opening of the Ak-SarBen hoSs races today (21) isli’t ex¬
pected to help either.
"Buster
Keaton Story”, is slow at Orpheum
while "Attack of Crab Monsters,”
at the Omaha, is sad. "Shoot-Out
at Medicine Bend” is fair at the
Brandeis.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1400; 75-90)—
Shoot-Out at Medicine Bend” (WB)
and “P. T. Raiders” (Indie). Fair
$3,000. Last week, "Spirit of St.
Louis” (WB) (3d wk), $3,000 at 90$1 25 {scaIc
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90)
—?‘Attack> of Crab Monsters” (AA)
and "Not of This Earth” (AA).
Grim $4,000. Last week, "Kelly
and Me” (U) and "Quiet Gun”
(20th), ditto.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 7590)—"Buster Keaton Story” (Par).
Sad $6,000. Last week, "For Whom
Bell Tolls” (Par) (reissue), $6,500.
State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90)—
"Lizzie” (M-G) ahd "Slahder”
(M-G). Modest $3,500. Last week,
*‘L* Strada" 1CT-D, :$4;000.
.

New Bills Bolster B’way; ‘Woman’
Fast $145,000, ‘Desk’ 70G. ‘Night’
OK 20G, ‘Value’ Great 27G in 2d
Four new bills are helping to ahead, "Kronos” (20th) plus vaude,
give Broadway deluxers a little $14,500.
paramount (AB-PT). (3,665; $1stronger tone in the current stanza
although overall results continue $2)—"China Gate” (20th). Opens
very spotty. Considering so much today (Wed.). In ahead, "Way To
cool weather in recent days, many Gold” (20th) (2d wk-5 days), thin
individual theatres are surprising¬ $10,000 after $18,000 in first round.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90ly weak. Also • many houses are
holding off launching top product $1.80)—“Gold of Naples” (DCA)
until the Memorial Day session (15th wk). The 14th session com¬
pleted Sunday (19) was $8,000; The
later this month.
Best newcomer is “"Designing 13th week was $7,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
Woman," with stageshow, which
looks to hit big $145,000 opening fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.85)—"Design¬
week at the Music Hall.. It holds. ing Woman” (M-G) witfr stageshow.
“Desk Set,” with stagebill topped First week ending today (Wed.) is
by Tommy Sands, looks nice $70,- heading for big $145,000. Holds,
000 for initial stanza at the Roxy. natch! In ahead, "Funny Face”
(Par) and Easter stageshow (7th
“This Could Be Night” hit an wk), dipped to $110,000, okay for
okay $20,000 opening round at the time of run, after winding one of
State, disappointing in view of re¬ greater, seven-week runs at Hall.
views and word-of-mouth. “Okla¬
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
homan” hit a modest $6,000 in first —"Around World” (UA) (32d wk).
week at the Globe.
The 31st round completed last
"Something of Vaiue” continues night (Tues.) was wow $37,100 in
smash in second session at the 11 performance^. The 30th week,
Astor with $27,000. It stays on, with 12 shows, was $40,000.
naturally. "Bachelor Party” still
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
was doing nicely in the sixth week ’Dust For Life” (M-G) (36th wk).
at the Victoria with $14,000. It’s The 35th session ended Monday
now in its seventh round. "Little (20) was nice $6,000.. The 34th
Hut”- is sagging to light $16,000 in week was $7,100.
third week at the Capitol.
Roxy (Nat'l. Th.) (5,717; . $1.25*
"China Gate” opens at the Par¬ $2.50)—-"Desk Set” (20th) with
amount today (Wed.) after-12 lean .stageshow headed by Tommy
days with "Way To’ Gold.” The Sands. First week ending today
Mayfair brought in "Girl in Krem¬ (Wed.) looks . nice $70,Q00, albeit
lin” yesterday (Tues.) after "Un¬ disappointing in view of costly
tamed Youth” proved unbelievably stageshow. Holds. In ahead, “Boy
on Dolphin” (20th) with Louis
tame in 11 days,
combo, others, onstage
_ The three hard-ticket films still Armstrong
are excellent, especially in. view of $37,000 in final 5 days of fourth
generally
sluggish
conditions. week. "Desk” may. hold only two
"Around World in 80 Days” was
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—.
wow $37,100 in its 31st week at the "Could
Be Night” (M-G) (2d wk).
Rivoli. "Seven Wonders of World” First round
completed Monday (20)
was "great. $42,000 in 58th stanza was okay $20,000
below hopes.
at the Warner. "10 Command¬ In ahead,. "Ride but
(UA) (2d
ments” looks to hit socko $41,000 wk-8 days), .$8,000,Back”
helped by pre¬
in 28th week at the Criterion.
view of "Night.”
' Estimates for This Week •
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)—
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— "Reach For Sky” (U) (4th wk).
"Something of Value” (M-G) (2d Third session completed Monday
wk). Initial holdover round winding (20) was fine $5,400. Second week
’
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like sock W3S $7 400
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1$27,000. First week, $32,000.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) $1.50)—"La Strada” (T-L) (45th
(550;, $1.25-$1.80)—"Nana” (Times) wk). The 44th frame finished Sun¬
(6th wk). This week ends tomorrow day (19) was solid $7,300. The 43d
(Thurs.). Fifth week was fine week was $7,000.
$8,500. Fourth was $10,000.
j ' Victoria (City Inv.) 1,060; 50-$2)
—"Bachelor Party” (UA) (7th wk).
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1,25- Sixth week completed Monday (20)
$1.80)—"French, They Are a Funny Was sturdy $14,000. The fifth wag
Race” (Cont). Opened Monday (20). $i6,500.
In ahead, "Roof of Paris” (2d wkWarner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600:
2 days) plus 4 days of "Lovers of $1.20-$3.50), — "Seven Wonders’*
Verona” (Indie), was okay $3,800. (Cinerama). (59th wk). The 58th
First week of "Paris” was $4,300. 1 round ended Saturday (18) was
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50) [great $42,000 for 17 shows. Tht
—"Little Hut” (M-G) (3d wk). This 57th week was $40,000 for 16 per¬
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) formances.
looks to hit mild $16,000. Second
World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50)—
was $'18,000. "Gunfight' at O.K. "Devil’s General” (Indie) (6th wk).
Corral” (Par) due in May 29. Fifth round ended ‘Sunday (19) was
Central (Maurer) (501; $1,25- fair $3,800. Fourth was $4,000.
$1.80) — "Jim Thorpe, All-Ameri¬ "Stella” (Burstyn) opens May 27.
can” (WB) and "Bright Leaf” (WB)
Rialto (Brandt) (594; 42-S1.25)—
(reissues) (2d wk). First round "Rebel Girls” (Brenner) and "Sideended last night (Tues.) was Just streets of Hollywood” (Bren). First
okay $7,000.
week winding tomorrow (Thurs.) ifl
Criterion, (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- heading for smash $10,000.
$3.30)-r"10 Commandments” (Par)
Fifth Ave.. Cinema (R&B) (249;
(28th wk). Current stanza finishing 95-$1.50) — "Naked Eye” (Film
tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for Reps) (5th wk). Fourth round
socko. $41,000 in 15 shows. The 27th ended Saturday (18) was good $3,week was $42,000 in same number 700. Third was $4,100.
of performances.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—"Torero” (Col). Opened Monday
(20)< Last week, "Lost Continent”
tLopert) (10th wk),: Oke $6,000 in 8
days/ Nirtth'weekV'$6,200.
55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300;
$1.25-$1*50) • — "3 : Feet in Bed”
(Janus). . First Week finishing
Toronto, May 21.
tomorrow .(Thurs.)- ldoks to hit
Queen’s birthday observance la
sturdy $5,40(1. In 'ahead, "Win¬ hurting biz on weekend holiday
ner’s Circle” (Janus) (2d wk-6 exodus. "Public Pigeon No. 1” la
days), $2,500.
pacing the city’s. newcomers, flue
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) in three spots. "Joe Butterfly” la
—"Oklahoman” (AA) (2d wk). First rated okay at Imperial. Of the.
session ended Monday (20) was holdovers, "Designing Woman” in
mild $6,000. "Face in Crowd” (WB) third frame and "Bachelor Party”
is due in May 28.
in second show little change, both
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— being sock. "10 Commandments”
“Green Man” (Indie). Opens today shows
a spurt in final (26th) stanza,
(Wed.). Last week, "John and with "Oklahoma”
also up nicely on
Julie” (DCA) (2d wk-9 days), fair
56th round.
$5,000 after $7,000 in first.
Estimates
for
This Week
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank)
$1.80) — "Girl In Kremlin” (U). (2,518;.859; 1,165; 60-$ 1 ^"Check¬
Opened yesterday (Tues.).
In
(Rank) and "Tiger in the
ahead, "Untamed Youth” (WB) (2d point’’
Smoke” (Rank). Light $13,000.
wk-4 days), dull $5,500 after $7,200 Last
week,
"12 Angry Men” (UA),
opening week, Second round aided
by preview of "Girl” on Monday $12,000.’
Christie,
Danforth,
Humber,
(20).
(Hyland (Rank) (877; 1,330; 1,203:
Normandie (TranS-Lux). (592; 95- 1,357;
$1)—"Spanish
Gardener”
$1.80) — "For Whom Bell Tolls”
(Par) (reissue) (2d wk). Current (Rank). So-so $12,000. Last week.
week ended yesterdey (Tues.) was "Spring Reunion” (U) and "Secret
Place” (Rank), $11,000.
big $8,500. First $13,000.
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
. Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-*1.60)—
"Public Pigeon No. 1” (U} and State (Taylor) (1,059; 995; 684; 094:
vaudeville. Week ending tomorrow 50-75)—"Crab Monstera” (AA) and
* (Continued on page lO)
(Thurs.) looks like sfasfc $16;5Q0i ’In

‘Pigeon’ Lofty $15,000,
Toronto; ‘Party’ Socko
13G, ‘Designing’ Ditto
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Lag in Quality Soundtracks

By FRED HIFT

^
Cannes, May 21.
There is now small question that, once the European Common
Market goes into effect, and possibly even before that, the "lib¬
eration" of the Continental market Will workvto the detriment of
the American film, companies,
This frank admission came last week here from Jacques Flaud,
the quietly dynamic head of the French Centre National du Cinematografle and one of the sparkplugs of the movement to make
the Common Market a reality in the film field.
"Neither, the Common. Market, nor the current discussions
within the framework* of the European Economic Cooperation
Organization afe directly aimed at the American companies,”
Flaud said. "But. it would be foolish to assume that, if the plans
work out, the American interests would not suffer. Obviously, if
European films go up, the U. S. pictures are apt to lose ground."

Cannes, May 21.
Author George# Slmenon partied celebs and Journalists at his
mountainside villa. Seven of Simenon’s books will be made into
films this year alone. To-theshoulder hairdos the fashion at
Cannes this year. It’s the Swedish
stars that started it. Now all star¬
lets are in the act. Elizabeth Taylor,,
refusing to be photographed at
her home, got the tele-lens treat¬
ment from Italian photogs while
she took her kids out on a boat.
Continued from page 5 -csj
She later refused to leave her car via an unimpeded Interchange of
until the lensers were removed, pix, the Americans at Cannes
showed up the same night—radi¬ show an increasing awareness of
ant—at the Carlton Hotel. with.| the importance of the "Market" as
hubby Mike Todd where everyone a problem looming ahead. Without |
being undqjly analytical about1 it,
could take all the pictures they these U. S. film men, react alrqost
wanted. The French abbreviation instinctively against*this European I
for the Soviet Union: URSS. Some groping for a new trading setup [
Americans thought the fest had which, in the view of most Ameri¬
can observers, would definitely mil¬
been guilty of some misspelling. itate against the free flow , of the
Marc Spiegel, the MPEA rep, one Hollywood product to Europe.
of the hardest-working Americans
"What we are really afraid of
at the fest. Also one of the most is that we’ll find Europe one of
frustrated. At the big American these days setting up a common
import policy and an equal Import
reception', the whisky .gave out. quota," admitted one highly placed
When the Russians poured, their executive, of the Motion Picture
vodka supply didn’t last long. So Export' Assn. Said another: "It’s
very simply a case of the Europeans
maybe there’s still hope?
trying to accomplish through the
Hotel porters’ creating a. black- Common Market the very .thing
market from tickets arid reception which they’ve been so. anxious to
; Continued from page S ;
invites. The invitations for the set up in the past, i.e. a poor ar¬
Unifrance
reception at the fashion¬
ain the proceeds from the sale of
able Eden Roc went for 1500 fr. rangement that must work against
those films outside of Britain.
Hollywood, May 21.
Storm in a teacup: A French pa¬ the American interests."
"If the American producers want
Seyen new members joined the per” said a film frpm Tunis in¬
to enjoy the full benefits of monies Board of Governors'.of the Acad¬ vited tourists to come’"now that
from the Eady fund, they should be emy of Motion Picture Arts and the barbarians (French) hgye
made to operate under the same Sciences and six members were re¬ left.” Denials, denials. -Bikinis are
conditions that apply to British- elected.
*
usually worn by girls: who. (figureContinued from page 9
—
made /productions,” the Rank top¬
Elected to serve for two year' wise) can’t well afford them. The
per held. He added that arrange¬ terms were Robert Ryan.(Actors), eclipse of the moon during the an attitude w^ich, based on the cur¬
ments could be made for the par¬ Edgar. Preston Ames (Art Direc¬ festival (not : arranged by the
tial return of revenues, but that— tors), Hal Mohr (Cinematogra¬ MPEA) went virtually unnoticed. rent Cannes experience, is definite¬
in such instances—the Eady bene¬ phers), Frank Capra (Directors), French "admiration” for the U. S. ly out-of-tune and which, unless
fits also should be graduated.
Rudi A. Fehr (Film Editors), Bill is approximately at its lowest point it is altered, will continue to bring
■ -Davis said he was content with L. Hendricks (Public Relations) ever,, and conversation With the grief to the American producers
the expansion of the Rank films’ and Gordon E. Sawyer (Sound).
average Frenchman will 'empha¬ who come expecting acclaim and
Re-elected for another two years size the point.
overseas earnings which now hit
leave burdened with criticism.
above the 50% mark in ratio to were B. B. Kahane (Administra¬
East and West are talking co¬
Impression is gained that Hetzel
total revenues. Rank tod * oper¬ tors) Jacob H. Karp (Executives), production, but the East and West
ates or has.an interest in s
3 700 Robert Emmett Dolan (Music), Germans, quartered in the same will take up this matter with the
houses around the world. ‘We in- SamuelJF. Engel (Producers), Hal hotel, had little contact. Funny companies in New York and that
tend to have a theatre everywhere Elias (Short Subjects), and Valen¬ thing about the Iron Curtain boys.
We think we need an outlet,” Davis tine Davies (Writers). Board con- Even when they speak English, the MPEA in the future will seek to |
stated. He felt that, short of a sistes of 26 members, two each trusty interpreter stays within find a compromise approach. Het¬
war, the healthy pace of world from the Academy’s 13 branches. hearing range. American indie dis- zel, it Is said, was Impressed with
economics should continue and One member is. elected'from each tribs didn’t huddle at Cannes. The the need to "howl with the wolves"
and to bow to festival necessities.
that, thus, the large percentage of branch annually.
beach and the gin-rummy table are
Picked In N* Y.
foreign revenue wasn’t out-of-line
ideal places to brag of one’s com¬
for Britain. He did think that the
At the moment, American en¬
mercial exploits.. Harry Brandt
American market did not, give the
tries
for
festivals are selected in
bought four films—two French and
Hollywood industry a sufficient intv/o Italian. Shops at Cannes are New York by.,an MPEA commit¬
tee.
.
It’s
been suggested that, at
cornel
S Continued from page 5 —ijs more expensive than those at 5th
-Rank exec said he was very in
Ave., New York. Most of the Brit¬ least, the selection should be made
terested in home-toll video and a bigger festival hall to accommo¬ ish newspapermen weren’t1 in¬ by the Continental managers in
thought it would come about sooner date at least 2,000 people,” LeBret vited to the Wilcox party aboard Paris who are closer to the scene.
or later. He felt that the Ameri¬ said. Theatre now seats 1,500, and the visiting HMS Birmingham. The The American reps here don’t ques¬
can companies had made a great seats for the major showings are headwaiter at the Hotel Martinez tion Hollywood's ability to meet the
mistake in unloading to television. at a premium. . There has devel¬ showed.
Europeans on their own level at
In Britain, the Rank Organization oped a regular black market not
these fests. Whri* is missing up
William Wyler was sitting in a: till now is the will to do so, even
* hasn’t sold pix to tV, and doesn’t only for tickets, but. also for invita¬
intend to do so.
tions to ^receptions, which fre¬ room at the Carlton when in at the risk of losing the big "plug”
"Yours is a policy of expedi¬ quently never reach those to whom walked a girl—split naked. She for a commercially potent attrac¬
ency,” Davis said. "You don’t seem they are addressed.
” • didn’t get a part.
tion,
At the Belle Auberge Restaurant
to operate on a set policyl It is not
ReBret said the Cannes budget
Some even think it was a mis¬
so. in my case. I set a policy, and needed to be between 60,000,000 the ashtrays carry the inscription: take for Mike Todd to screen
I stick to it, though it may hurt fr. and 70,000,000. fr. at least. He Please don’t take me away. I like "Around the World in 80 Days”
sometimes.. I think that’s the only was frankly at a loss to guestimate it here! Nate D. Golden, the U. S. here, on the theory that it, too,
way to run. a business.”
where .the additional funds will Government rep here, was hosted wasn’t a festival-type picture. It
As for his American operation, come from. He does admit that by his friends to mark his decora¬ was shown out-of-competition. Oth¬
Davis would say only that "we’re Cannes can’t continue to function tion by the French with the Legion ers argue that, Respite the mixdd
here to Stay.” He said he had in this manner Without losing I of Honor. Bella Darvi suntan a reviews, the publicity - throughout
great confidence in his American some of the reputation it has built fixture at the Casino. Georges Cra- Europe for "the picture was worth
venne, p.r. head for the festival, millions.
staff, but wouldn’t disclose the aim up.
7
''
earnings-wise for the States. Once
Christiane Rochefort heads the: spent most of his time in* Paris,
The question of "commercial” vs.
bitter about his chanfceS with* Amer¬ public relatiqns st$ff, which is
Gary Cooper was skedded but "art" has plagued Cannes, and
ican exhibitors, Davis said things completely inadequate to Service couldn’t make it because his wife the Americans in attendance, a
were different now that he had his so large a number of journalists. objected for personal reasons. Cyd great deal this year. A number
own organization selling the Rank Miss Rochefort struggled valiantly Charisse wanted a husband and a of interesting pictures have been
product. "Nobody can sell your with-her problems, but many were companion invited. Fest nixed this. shown, one of the most outstanding
Yul Brynner was honest. He said possibly being "Celui Qui Doit
pictures like yourself,” he com¬ left dissatisfied.
LeBret still thought this year’s he had two days in Paris and pre¬ Mourir,” which Jules Dassin direct¬
mented. He added, that he would
watch "with interest” what Univer¬ festival better than last year’s, say¬ ferred to enjoy himself there. ed. As one.U. S. indie put it: "It’s
sal did with "Doctor at Large.” U ing that some of the small coun¬ James Stewart said he’d come if an artistic triumph-—and I wouldn’t
picked up the Rank film under its tries’ entries werq very good. But, "Spirit of St. Louis” would be touch it with a 10-foot pole.” Some
option, thus depriving Rank Film he stressed over and over, "unless shown. It wasn’t. Henry Fonda did of the smaller countries, too, have
Distributors of a potential grosser. we get more money and more show up, and left almost unnoticed. had films in the competition which
Two other "Doctor” pix in the space, I don’t know what will hap¬
Dave Lewis, Metro’s topper on definitely rate attention, such as
pen.” He expressed great disap¬ the Continent, says MPEA did the the Danish "Quivitok,” a simple
States have done business.
Davis said he intended to con¬ pointment over the lack of Amer¬ only thing possible in quitting the story, but beautifully done and ex¬
tinue foreign coproduction, ,and ican stars at the festival.
Spanish market. He holds the coh- quisitely photographed.
that these pictures would be inThe Cannes director said that ditions ’ asked by the Spaniards
But the Indies these days have
the revenue to Cannes from the would have set an impossible pre¬ their eye on the larger market and
troed on his British circuits.
•He said he had no desire for an fest. was. vastly greater than what cedent. Heard but rarely seen: they aren’t in any mood to gamble.
upped quota for British films, but Cannes itself contributed to the France’s George Loureau British That’S why thefe is so much in¬
pointed to the significant two-year festival, with the gambling Casino starlet Anne Heywood, a real look¬ terest in a picture like the Italian
extension of the Quota Act by Par¬ alone benefiting to the tune of er, made a strong impression. She’s "Guendalina,” ’which Is compara¬
liament earlier this year.
millions of francs. got all the attributes of interna¬ tively inconsequential in. artistic
"The Festival badly needs reor¬ tional appeal, which the photogs terms, but has certain exploitation
Davis held that his circuits didn’t
miss the 20th-Fox product, now ganization or all past gains, will be seemed to sense. Tony Downing values and very engaging perform¬
being released via the independent wiped out and Cannes, will ulti¬ masterminding the British con¬ ances.
• V
"circuit’ 'and he disavowed any in¬ mately lost to Venice. Cannes is too. tingent.
That, too, Is the reason why pre
tention of a rapprochement be¬ big to be spoiled in this fashion,” . Rank’s John Davis off for a and co-production are so much dis¬
tween Rank and 20th. „
month’s holiday.
v
Marc Spiegel declared, v
■
<
cussed-here these (fays.
Cannes, May 21. f
One of the impressions gained
here during the Cannes Film Fes¬
tival, which wound up May 17, con¬
cerns the averagely poor quality of
aoundtracks ‘.n European pictures.
Several potentially. interesting
Because of sponsor conflicts re*features and shorts were spoiled by
thealack of gpod sound, particularly lating to radio and television
in the area 'of musical recording. shows, Warner Bros, was forced to
Those familiar with the techni¬ cancel appearances of Jack Webb
cal aspects of the film biz in Eu¬ on a number of network outlets.
rope say it’s the fault of antiquated Webb, who arrived in Manhattan
equipment an dthe failure on the to bally his mew film, "The D. I,/’
part of the studios and sound labs was booked on several radio and
tv shows for the express purpose
to install up-to-date machinery.
Another reason given is that Eu¬ of plugging his feature film.
'
However, a number of the shows
ropeans use very often a different
technique of recording on the set, on which he was dated are under
the
sponsorship of companies with
which tends to depress quality,
even in films—such as an Austrian products in competition with those
advertised
on Webb’s tv program.
short on Mozart—where reproduc¬
For example,: Webb • appears for
tion is supremely important. $
Chesterfield
And Schick razors. As
Americans doing films in Europe
say they have great difficulty ob¬ a result, he was yanked off the
Perry
Como
and
"What’s My Line"
taining good sound. The Soviets,
incidentally, use stereophonic shows, both of which have Reming¬
ton
razors
as
a
sponsor. He was
sound in their CinemaScope films.
It is evident that they have not also crossed off the Robert Q. Lewis
radio
Show,
a
Kentciggret pro¬
made more progress in that depart¬
ment than Hollywood, for the gram, and off between-inning inter¬
stereo, effects are forced and self- views on baseball broadcasts spon¬
conscious, detracting from the sored by rival ciggie companies.
"The D. I.,’’ which stars Webb
storytelling. .
,
and Jackie Loughery, who is also
in N. Y,'for the opening, will, pre¬
miere at the Paramount on June
5.

Jack Webb Film Ballyhoo
Hampered by What’s Sold
On Various Aircasts

‘Common Market

John Davis

7 Join Academy’s Board

Yank Fest Films

Cannes Outgrows

n u_n_inc*

HIGH ECHELON DECIDING
ON‘ISLAND IN SUN’
Greensboro, N.C., May 21.
Will the controversial , motion
picture, "Island in the Sun,” will
be shown in Greensboro?;
Local theatre officials say they
won’t decide until- they have pre¬
viewed the 20th-Fox film which is
based on a best teller and is set
in the British West Indies. It in¬
cludes an inter-racial "romance.”
Stars are James Mason and Joan
Fontaine, who play roles of Brit¬
ishers, and Harry Belafonte and
Dorothy Dandridge, who have
roles as islanders. '
Neil McGill, manager of the
Carolina Theatre, explained his po¬
sition:
"The decision as to whether we
will play ‘Island In the Sun’ in
Greensboro rests with my home
office, North Carolina Theatres
Inc,, in Charlotte.. The decision
Wilt be reached after the picture
has been previewed. which is the
customary procedure.”
Ben Allen* owner-operator of
the Victory and State Theatres,
said hfe would never consider show¬
ing. a "controversial" Rim unless
he preyiewed it first and found it
unoffensive,.

‘Persmion’
Continued from pate 5 —i
Allied Artists decision to deny
screen credit to' Michael Wilson,
a rebel against the Congressional
UnAmerican Activities Committee,
might have swayed the vote.
Audience cries- of "Dassin" and
"Felini” ^were allusions to- Euro¬
pean features which had strong
advocacy. Apparently many here
were wholly unconditioned men¬
tally for the selection of the Amer¬
ican Quaker film. Reactions ran
gamut from amazement to chag¬
rin.
.. Walter Reade, the American ex¬
hibitor, though . himself puzzled
and surprised, cautioned his fel¬
low-countrymen, "We Ameri>rns
must be more objective. Europeans
see in this picture a side of Ameri¬
can life which appeals to them.”
Jean Cocteau, who was on the
jury, considered the choice un¬
fortunate (his own nominee was
Dassin’s "Qui Doit Mourir") but
acknowledged that perhaps it was
an ideal winner "for Simplest of
reasons^-they liked it." He sar¬
castically added, "It could have
been worse—Gary Cooper might
have Won as Best Actor.”
It Was felt here that the award
wguld; intensify the ’'‘art" versus
"comriierce” debate which is in¬
herent in the mixed delegations.
Point is made that the Gary
Cooper film was liked for its "mes¬
sage” of pacifism rather than for
the cinematographic artistry.
Other awards this year:
Best Actreat—Giulietta Masina
("Cabiria”)
Best Actor—John Kitzmiller,
American Negro ("The Peaceful
Valley,” Jugoslavia) •
Best Director-—Robert Bresson
("A Condemned Man Escaped,”
French)
Best Original Script—"The 41st”
(Soviet)
Best
Short-—‘Short
History”
(Roumanian)
Best Documentary—"Gold Capi¬
tal”- (Canadian)
The direction prize to Robert
Bresson for the Frenoh "Un Condamne A Mort S’Est Echappe” (A
Condemned Man Escaped) got big
mitts. But there was some dis¬
agreement on nods to three full
length documentaries while forget¬
ting the unique Norwegian pic on
the Laplanders "Same Jakki” (Lap
Calendar).
It was also felt that the Argen¬
tinian pic "La Casa Del Angel”
was slighted since it unveiled a
new, adroit director in Leopoldo
Torre Nilsson; • At any rate, re¬
actions this year were energetic.

Veductd^y, May 22, 1957
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NO CURBS, BUT CIRCUIT
NOT GOING DRIVE-IN

PICTURES

20th Holders Okay Stock Option Plan
At Harmonious Meet; Earnings Soar

Minneapolis, May 21.
Although it's now in a position to
enter the outdoor theatre field, the
parent United ’^Paramount company
Stockholders of 20tb-Fox at the
having completed consent decree company’s annual meeting in N.Y.
requirements, the Minnesota Am¬ yesterday (Tues.) overwhelmingly
usement' Co. here has no such plans approved a stock option plan for
‘f°r
Presen^” says Charlie executives of the company. The
Winchell, president-general man¬ plan, in the form of stock deben¬
ager.
tures, was characterized by one
During the past few years the stockholder "as one of the fairest
chain has been steadily cutting in American industry."
down its four-wall theatre holdings
The meeting, which filled 20th’s
throughout the territory which in¬ homeoffice screening room to ca¬
cludes Minnesota, North and South pacity, disclosed a harmonious-re¬
Dakota and western Wisconsin.
lationship ' between management
It now operates a total of only and the shareholders and con¬
39 houses in comparison to more cluded with 20th receiving an
than 70 a few years ago. In the award from the United Sharehold¬
Twin Cities, it’s down to five loop ers of America for its contribution
first-runs—-three here and two in to management-stockholder rela¬
St. Paul. It now operates .only two tions.
Twin Cities’neighborhood houses,
Following the meeting, 20th re¬
both in Minneapolis. At one. time' vealed consolidated net earnings
it boasted more than 20 Twin Cit¬ of $2,171,680 for the first quarter
ies’ theatres.
ended March 30 as compared with
Enactment of daylight saving iii $460,739 for the same period of a
Minnesota and in a number of year ago. The new total is equiva¬
North Dakota towns for the first lent to 81c per share as against 17c
Cannes, May 21.
time has made the ozoner field per share for the same stanza of
The Venice Karlovy Vary and
considerably less attractive. It’s 1958. Worldwide film rentals for
NATIONAL SANCTIONED
Sap Sebastian Film Festivals were I
indicated , there’ll be no further the period jumped to $30,898,398
given official recognition here to¬
construction
of the outdoor thea¬ for the most recent 13-Week period
May Take Over Woodlawn
day by the FIAPF (Federation of
tres. In several instances, in fact, as compared with $23,964,547 a
. at Littleton, Colo.
Producers Associations), following
.plans along that -line already have year ago.
three days of meetings held during
In his report „ to stockholders,
Petition of National Theatres! to been abandoned.
the Cannes Film Festival. ■ Action
prexy Spyros S. Skouras gave an
on the 1958 Bruselles Film Festival, lease and operate the 890-seat
indication
of the expected upbeat
Woddlawn
Theatre
in
Littleton,
to be held during the International
by -noting that the Company’s earn¬
Fair in that city, was deferred un¬ Colorado, was approved in New
ings
showed
an increase in the
York
Federal
Court
last
week
by
til the next meeting of the FIAPF
Continued from pace 3 ===== third and fourth quarters of 1956
in Berlin,;by which time the Brus¬ Judge Edmund L. Palmierl. Na¬
and the first quarter of 1957. .Dur¬
elles officials were asked to come* tional, which is subject to a Gov¬
up with a solution to the present ernment consent decree,- requires "delightful districts to be found on ing 1956, a period in which the
impasse which has prevented recog¬ court permission before it can add the Pacific Coast." He noted that firm ended, up in the red, Skouras
it bordered three country clubs said the company lost money in
tp its theatre holdings.
nition.
Judge Palmieri signed the order and the residential district of Bev¬ its basic operation of producing
Venice event received the okay
approving
the
petition,
submitted
erly Hills.
and distributing pictures while
following explanation of rule
The 20th topper emphasized that other departments showed a profit.
changes by. its director, Floris about a month ago, after it was es¬
the
conversion
of
the
property
tablished
to
the
court's
satisfaction
These included the De Luxe Late’
Amannati. The Italian fest is now
bound to take 10 films from among that the new, cbiain-b’perated thea¬ would in no way interfere with the oratory, tv productions, and the
full
development
of
the
entire
area
tre
would
not
unduly
restrain
com¬
sale of backlog films to television.
those submitted by various motion
picture associations or govern¬ petition in the area. No objections for the production of oil and natu¬
Movietonews a Problem
ral
gas
since
these
activities
will
were
raised
by
the
Dept,
of
Justice
ments, remaining tree to Invite ah
He said the only department that
additional four from any source. or by exhibitors^in the territory. be confined to two or possibly, still concerned the company was
If the’ associations submit more House, which is being put up by three drill Sites of limited acreage. Movietonews . "because wife lost
Skouras noted, too, that it is gen¬
than one pic, these are submitted local builders, is partially com¬
many accounts since the advent of
in order of importance, and the fest pleted and will *be turned over to erally felt that the main studio, television.” The 20th topper said
could operate more efficiently and
must respect this order, inviting National to operate.
the company was sounding out ex¬
effectively
in
a
more
confined
area.
first the number one Item on the
Many of the permanent sites and hibitors on the possibility of pre¬
list, then No. 2, etc. A joint an¬
senting
Movietonews in Cinemafacilities, *he said, could be in¬
nouncement by Venice and the
stalled at 20th’s ranch property of Scope.
FIAPF is forthcoming regarding
At
a
meeting,
of the directors,
2,300 acres in back of Malibu
the reasons for acceptance, etc. .
Beach, about a 30 mil6 drive from all of whom were reelected by thb
Among other, routine items of
stockholders,
all
officers of the
the main studio.
discussions covered by the associa¬
The development of 1 the studio company were reelected and a
tion meeting were such topics as
property, Skouras stressed, will be quarterly dividend of 40c per
author's rights, especially in re¬
carefully handled and will prob¬ share was declared, payable June
gard to the^new French convention,
Cannes, May 21.
ably take several years "in order 29 to stockholders of record June
UNESCO, etc.
The
Berlin
Film
Festival,
which
to achieve a maximum realization 14.
Particular attention was dedi¬
The stock option plan approved,
cated to the difficulty encountered •—like most festivals in Europe— from this very valuable real es¬
by the investors limits the options
by filmmakers shooting outside suffers from budget trouble, this tate."
year has been given a shot in the
Plans Uncertain
to 200,000 sharps alnd to some 2Q
their country of origin, and a set arm via the West German Govern¬
Skouras declared that 20th has executives. The options are based
of regulations to^ facilitate the ex¬
change and reexportation of film ment which is contributing two-, as yet not determined how it will on a willingness of the participants
of the total expenditure.
handle the development of the to purchase $25' face amount of
material will be submitted to OECE thirds
According to A. Bauer, director property—whether 20th will do it subordinated 5% five-year deben¬
and GATT by the FIAPF.
A project for fusion of FIAPF at Berlin, Bonn has allocated 400,- itself, lease or sell the site. In ad¬ tures and also to accept a . salary
with the Federation of Producers 000 DM ($100,000) for the eVent. dition, he said, no decision had reduction of 75c for each share of
Total budget runs to about 600,000 been made whether to move the stock optioned. Skouras revealed
of Short Subjects was also contem¬
plated. Next meeting of the FIAPF DM ($150,000). Berlin Senate studio or to maintain the plant on that he is taking a reduction for
stands good’for the difference.
property that is less suitable for the duration of liis contract, which
will be held in Berlin on June 26,
Some 32 nations, none from the improvement.
expires in 1960. Others partici¬
27 and 28.
East, will participate, according to
If the. negotiations with Metro pating in the plan would accept
Bauer.- He said there was no in¬ fail, he said the architects had in¬ salary reductions for two years.
tention of relaxing the Berlin b'an formed the company that "we can
Skouras estimated that on the
vs. the Iron Curtain producers. use our studio in the center of the
Both Cannes and Venice admit the proposed development of our prop¬ basis of the company’s ‘ current
earnings
it appeared that, the first
Reds.
erty where it would not be as six months will produce earnings
valuable
as
the
outlying
portions."
of
about
$1.50 per share as com¬
Berlin, May 21.
Survey of the 20th property is pared to 81c for the same period
For the first time, a new prize,
being made by Welron Becket & of 1956.
known as the Council of Europe’s
Associates with the assistance of
In reviewing other operations of
Film Prize, will be awarded at the
Homer Hoyt Associates.
the company''; Skouras disclosed:
Berlin Film Festival which takes
Kansas City, "May 21.
place June 21 to July 2. The prize '“Around the World in 80 Days"
has been authorized by the Com¬ is set for a run at the Fox Midwest
mittee of Cultural. Experts of the Tower Theatre and will have its
Council of' Europe. It will be premiere showing as a benefit for
awarded annually to a film made
by a producer whose country is a the Order of DeMolay May 29.
Resent $2,500 Limit on Guarantees-—So Not
member of the Council <of Europe Boys order has taken the entire
Participating in 1958 Exposition
or to a picture made by a member theatre and is selling ducats at $5
country in conjunction with an¬ each. About 60% of'the gross is
other country.
PHIL LIEBMANN GOTTA PAY
The prize, in the form of a expected to go to DeMolay, which
Paris, May 21.
medal, will be awarded to films of will use the funds in its rebuild¬
Neither Britain nor France at
For
Script Never Used By Ex-Wl/e
ing
program.
“artistic merit" and that “illus¬
Linda Darnell
Tower seating capacity Is being the moment intend to participate
trate the basic notions of Euro¬
pean civilization or give a sym¬ pegged at *1,140 for this engage¬ in the International Film Festival
Hollywood, May 21.
pathetic and truthful picture of ment, against the 2,100 seats the skedded for Brussels, Belgium, in
Scrip ter George Beck was
the way of life of the people of theatre actually holds. Regular 1958.
Reason is that the Belgian Gov¬ awarded $7,200 in Superior Court
one or more of the members states run beginning May 30 will have
of the Council of Europe." Fea¬ a $2 top with a scale down to $1.25 ernment . continues to insist on a here last week in a breach-of-conture-length, documentary and ex¬ for some matinee seats. It will be $2,500 ceiling on guarantees that tract suit against brewer Philip
perimental films are eligible for a reserved seat policy with ten Belgian distributors can give for Liebmann, ex-hubby of Linda Dar¬
the prize. Films must have been shows per week, matinees Wed¬ French aiyl Britsh product. The nell, revolving around a feature
regulation,
considerably vexing pic Liebmann proposed to make
completed the year proceding nesday, Saturday and Sunday.
Roy Hill, Tower manager who for the French, has led to ex¬ starring Miss Darnell.
March 31 of the year of the Fes¬
In his complaint; Beck said he
tival at which '’the award is pre¬ has been laid up by surgery, is tensive under-the-table dealings
sented.
had been paid $2;000 of a promised
back on the job prepping the open¬ between producers and distribs,
The American companies, hav¬ $9,200 for script of "Constantia,"
Selection of the Winner wilt be ing. He has Harry Hollender of the
jnade by a Jury of five, chosen by Todd organization working with ing their own distribution setups] on agreement with producer
the secretary-general of the Coun- him. Tower is closed until pre- in Belgium, aren’t effected by the Gregg Tallas, a project subse¬
miert.
^
regulations.
;. I quently calle4.Qft. .ft.. . ...
.......

With the. Cannes Film Festival
just ended, the following festivals
will take place this summer:. „
Cork, Ireland—-World Film Week’
(June 3-9) oilers feature' films plus
documentaries, cartoons and edu¬
cational films.
Berlin, Germany—BerlhV Inter¬
national. .Film Festival (July 21July 2) presents prize-winhing fea¬
tures, documentaries, and cultural
films.
Locarno, Switzerland—Interna¬
tional Film Festival (mid-July)!
showing features and documenta¬
ries from the li.S: and Europe..
San . Sebastian, Spain—Film Fes-,
tival > (Aug,;; 11-18) is part of the
traditional Semana Grande (The;

Great Week) which ir. eludes bull¬
fights, processions, and folk/fetes^
Venice, Italy—18th Annual In¬
ternational Festival (latter part of
August) includes screenings x>i fea¬
tures, art films, scientific, educa¬
tional and folk films in addition to
costume balls and dinners.
Edinburgh,' Scotland—Interna¬
tional Film Festival (Aug. 18-Sept.
8) is a part of the Edinburgh Fes^
tival of Music and Arts.
(Edinburgh fest will for the first’
time this year stage an interna-:
tional conference on the produc¬
tion and use of the documentary
film in. television and will discuss
plans for the international ex¬
change' of television material.)

Venice, Karlovy, Sebastian Tagged;
Brussels Asked to Solve Impasse
---

20li-Fox Lot

Berlin Film Fest
Still Snubs Reds

BERLIN FILM FESTIVAL
(JUNE 21) GOT A MEDAL

READY ‘80 DAYS FOR
TOWER, KANSAS CITY

II

arate deals for the sale of backlog
pictures to tv, covering 237 fea¬
tures, Pictures are evenly divided
between "A" and "B" films, on the
basis of $100,000 per "A" film and
$50,000 per "B" picture. There are
still 560 pre-1949 pictures uncom¬
mitted and. 210 pictures, mostly in
color, constituting that portion of
the library accumulated from 1949
to date.
The company plans to continue
to make subjects for National* Tele¬
film Associates and is also working
oh a plan where it will continue
the Fox Hour on tv and three addi¬
tional shows on major networks.
If negotiations are successful, 20th
will have six or seven tv. shows on
the air<
Drilling for oil at the studio has
started on well number 13. A sec¬
ond drill site will be placed in op¬
eration later this year which is ex¬
pected to speed up operations.
From the inception of drilling op¬
erations, Universal Consolidated
Oil has expended $4,873,000 on
equipment and drilling cost.
During same period value of the
oil and gas produced totalled $3,920,000 and $3,136,000 has been
applied to the cost of the field,
leaving $1,737,000 unrecovered on
Feb. 28. During the same span of
months, 20th received $444,000 in
basic royalties. With full develop¬
ment costs completely paid off,
20th would be receiving $1,600,000
annually from the sale of oil and
gas.
The firm’s South Africa opation—the takeover of the
Schlesinger theatre interests—-is
working out to the company’s sat¬
isfaction. Total cost was $30,000,000 with $4,000,000 being advanced
in the U.S. end the remainder be¬
ing paid out over a 25-year period.
The company has adopted a new
Group Insurance Plan "whereby
much greater benefits will be paid
at a very moderate cost." If all
employees buy this insurance, an¬
nual cost to the company, for its
contribution, will be about $115,000 addition&l.

Twin Bills Back
After Mpls. Test
\

Minneapolis, May 21.
The Edina and Hollywood, two
local neighborhood houses in tho
earliest 28-day clearance slot,
which recently started the innova¬
tion of a single feature showing
at 8:15 p.m. Mondays through Fri¬
days, are going back to the former
two-a-night schedule "for the sum¬
mer at least."
"We found the public reaction
quite favorable, but you can’t
keep a theatre open, on that,” ex¬
plains Martin Stein, Edina owner.
"Our business h$s been very poor,
but all other downtown and neigh¬
borhood houses here also have
been suffering similarly, so it’s
doubtful if the schedule innova*
tion has been a factor.
"However, we figure that with
daylight saving, and with the warm
weather coming up and mpre peo¬
ple likely turning to air-condi¬
tioned theatres as a haven of es¬
cape from the heat it will be ad¬
visable to run the feature twice
and keep our theatres open until
a later hour. We may return to the
single feature showing next fall.'*
In introducing the single fea¬
ture showing in large newspaper
ads, the theatres pointed out that
the feature would end at about 10
p.m. This, it was explained, would.,
be more leisure for patrons—plenty
of time between dinner and fea¬
ture time—and would-permit all
patrons to be seated before the
start of the feature, eliminating
distractions. Also, the ads empha¬
sized, those not caring to see the
shorts that followed the feature
could get back home earlier.
Stein largely blames the pres¬
ent city-wide boxoffice slump on
the current "low quality of prod¬
uct, generally speaking" both
downtown and in the neighbor¬
hoods and to daylight saving which
finds more people tending to their
lawns/and engaging in other out¬
door pursuits until later in the
evening. ..
.
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CARY
GRANT
LOVES
DEBORAH
KERR
in Italy...
on the Mediterranean ..
across an ocean...
and all over Netv York!
IN LEO McCAREY S

AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER
IpRODUCED BY JERRY WALD / DIRECTED BY LEO McCAREY
SCREENPLAY BY DELMER DAVES AND LEO McCAREY

SOOil . . . FROM 20th IN

OnemaScoPE: //

COLOR BY DE LUXE

'VANITY'S' LONDON OPFICI
t It. Wrlln't Plactf Tnfilur Square

BritishBOT Assures BFPA That

vsmefr
Barrault Gets New Home

INTERNATIONAL

Buenos Aires Exhibs Get 2 Breaks:

Paris v. May 14,.
The Jean-Louis Barrault-Madeleine* Renaud Rep Co., which made
no appearance here this season be¬
cause of^ being unable to find aj
suitable theatre, will be housed
-H--:--—
Berlin, May 14.
temporarily at' the Sarah Bern¬
»The- British Film Producers Assn,
hardt Theatre next -season from
late September to . early February.
has been given a positive assurance
Company accepted the invite of
by the Board of Trade that motion
this municipal house from prexy
pictures come within the orbit of
A, M. Julien. Theatre 'is used by
Tokyo, May 21.
'
. Mexico City, May 14. „ the Theatre of Nations six months
the European Common.Market, and
Nod by the National ’Cinema¬ a year.
An estimated 627,000 persons
the government department i?
tographic Board on all Mexico ex-,
went to the cinema in Tokyo April
keeping th'e association "fully in¬ hlbition of two pix that frankly fea¬
28-29 bringing in revenue that
formed of all developments. “
ture naked feihal^s, “Tinieblas”’
shows a 32% increase over .last
years figures. The two days lhark
From the BOT point of Mew, the (Total Dark, Hell) and .“Diana
Casadora1’ (Diana, Huntress), in the1
the
beginning of “Golden Week”
advent of the Common Market ohce faCe of the government’s frown on*
in Japaii and spells even bigger
again brings into focus the thorny nudity on the screen, was because
b.o. than the New Year holiday.
question of the definition of a both pix were produced last year
The week includes the Emperor’s
>
Birthday (29),' Constitution Day
British film. As that issue has been before the ban was enacted,- ^
This ■ was t^e explanation of; Miss
(3) and Boy's Day (5), all holi¬
evaded" for the time being in the
Carmen Baez, NPB subdirector.
days. Also included is May 1, a
new film, legislation, the govern¬
labor holiday here.
ment, will have to make a decision
20th Fox inks Mex Choir
The figures released by the Tax
ahead of 1959, the year in which
Mexico City, May 14;
Administration Agency were coma new Quota Act is to be introduced
.Cannes, May 21.
20th-Fox has. Inked the " Morelia
piled
frqm 132 key Tokyo theatres.
in Parliament,
Boy. fingers, Mexican choir, ac¬
Following a period of protracted The Nichigeki, which alternates
It’s .already been openly sug-* cording to its director, -Romano
negotiations
re
the
future
of
the
stage?
productions with a Japanese
gested that British and French pro¬ Piccuti. '
-Mosaik dubbing studios in Berlin, film, was tops with 25,000 for the
ducing interests have been' canvas¬
Singers would be used in a musi¬ the American film companies now •two days. The Kokusai, in Asakusa,
sing the view that a British pic cal.
have decided to tackle the issue was second with 17,257 patrons.
should be defined as one released
individually. rather than through
by a British distributor. Such a for¬
the Motion Picture Export Assn.
mula would disenfranchise films
German sources here’ for the
made by completely British out¬
festival last, week-reported, that, in
fits, which happen to" be distrib¬
the
• \vake .of MPEA - withdrawal
uted in Britain and elsewhere by,
from the talks, three companies
American companies.’
now* are definitely planning to
, Several independent producers
swing away from Mosaik and allo¬
in membership of the BFPA would,
cate their dubbing work to Ham¬
for example, be affected by such a
Madrid, May 14.
burg and Munich.
ruling. ...A-number of them have
“Trapeze” (UA) is sure to rate
Mexico City, May i4.
Mosaik is'the biggest, if at this
distribution deals with US majors, among top five grossers in Spain
Biggest hypo yet to thriving
notably with Columbia' and 20 th- this year. Opening at the Capitol moment not necessarily. the best tourism,
converting into more or
Fox. Ealing Films, who resigned last December, the Hecht-Lancaster dubbing studio in Germany, its less swank spas the . numerous
from the BFPA last year and are tinter ran nearly four months with owner, Ernst Wolff, got into serious scenic-lqcated, easy-to-reach medi¬
among the founder members of the boff biz at the Grqn Via showcaser. difficulties when the Allianz dis¬ cinal springs throughout Mexico, is
Federation of British Film' Makers, Pic is still big currently In’its tribution company,, in which he was counted upon by a report-made for
interested,’’went into bankruptcy.
is now releasing through Metro.
.fourth week .in six Madrid second- 'At one stage, the UFA entered into the Confederatiojf of Chambers of
rtih uptown nabes. Another;United. the negotiations, but later bpwed /Commerce, It is -figured to hike
Artists^favorite here is* “Ambassa¬ out; There was always a. question the average annual number of visi¬
dor’s Daughter” also in second-run .-whether the Americans would tors, mostly Americans, • to 3,000,after registering solidlyfor voyey -continue -at an UFA-dominated 000 (it's now crowding 500,000).
three' months at the mainstem . plant.
Also that their spending, would be
Rialto. Both pix are released Tiehe
The latest development reported I boosted to $1,000,000,000. Ameri¬
by C. B. Films (UA Iberian outlet). is that the strongly-placed Geyer cans spent $489,332,000 down here
Disney’s “Lady .And Tramp” is Laboratories, -and the UFA together last year.
Glasgow, May 14
doing terrific biz, at the big Lope have made an offer to Wolff, who1
CCC points gratefully to tourist¬
The British treasury has saved de Vega. Other U." S. pix are -has plainly been playing for time. drawing power of such old-estab¬
The American position to date lished spas, all in this area, as Tethe small exhibitor hi the rural “Phenix City” ;(AA) which had
okay three-weejc run and “Mohawk” has been that Mosaik must be sup¬ tapan de la Sal', and reasons that
area, but something must now be .(20th) at the-Dipenfa.
ported for political reasons also, huacan, San Jose Purua and Ixtadone to save the small owner' in
“Earak Khan” (Col) proved dis¬ since it is located in Berlin. The with adequate promotion numer¬
districts not benefitting by the new appointing; getting double trim¬ Americans are .far and away ous others can be established and
made. top visitor attractors.* The
tax concessions/ said Sir Alexander ming from the censor and the pub¬ Mosaik’s best customers.
potential spas, says the survey,
King, cinema magnate,, at a meet¬ lic.’One entire Anita Ekberg dance
have hot and. cold , waters that a're
ing here of Scot exhibS. What was number was scissored.
Sleeper
of
the
year
so
far
is
good, for bones, nerves, blood cirthe difference, he wondered, be¬
are agreed oh the advisability of
tween the small cinema In a rural Mexican-made “Con Quien Andan
Nuestras*
Hijas?”
(Who’s
Dating
keeping
overtime*, down to a mini¬
area and a small cinema taking
mum; In its original .beef, Equity
the same amount of coin in a com¬ Our Daughters?). Now in eighth
week
at
one
of
Madrid’s,
top
cineexplained
that it was not after ad¬
petitive area.
ditional .money, but .primarily want¬
They must no longer refer to It maSTColiseum, the film is enjoying
unusual
press
limelight
and
worded
to
regularize
working hours.
as the Entertainment Tax, he said.
Some local Catholic - Gleneagles, Scotland, May 14,.
From now on it was- a Cinema Tax. of-mouth.
.^British exhibitors have publicly . In the . meantime, Equity has
spokesmen
publicly
disagreed
with
Horse and dog racing were tax-free,
declared that a “false impression” sighed a separate pact with the
and only cinemas were' discrimi¬ the Int’l Catholic Cinema Office probably has been created on the new Federation of British Film
award which lauded this produc¬ cinema tax as a result of the j Makers. ~It's likely the new pact
nated against:
Sir Alexander called on all ex¬ tion.
speech here by John. Davis, man-’ With-the BFPA Will, be on similar
hibit to be aggressive. The most
aging director of < the J. Arthhr •lines,.
disappointing thing of all was that
Rank Organization. :
The business body expects that
the public and some of the press
-They passed a resolution stating Texas will cooperate in* this new
thought .exhibs should reduce
that they will give careful consid- move by Mexico to attract more
prices,
eraton to all contents of papers tourists. The Lone Star State,
“There won’t he much to reduce
Karachi, May 14.
read by Clifford Barclay and John Mexico's nearest major U. S. neigh¬
by the time all this is whittled
For the first time in the history Davis “giving their personal views bor, regularly draws literally mil¬
down,” said Sir Alexander,
lions of Americans from adjoining
of Pakistan a deal has been made of the future of the industry.”
George Singleton, independent by a Pakistani distributing, concern
states- and from the northern tiers.
It added: “At .this stage, how¬ CCC is arranging ways and means
Glasgow exhib, and president of with Russia to import films from
ever,. delegates to the general .coun¬ to induce a go.odly number of these
the
Cinematograph
Exhibitors that country.
cil of the CEA must immediately Texas visitors to continue on dowh
Assn*, of . Great Britain, said the
Jaffer Film Productions Ltd.,
relief was not sufficient to save the has been granted import licenses correct a false impression which here, with the. spas as .added in¬
may have been created by a single ducement.;
cinema industry.
for two of the better known Rus¬
“It will be So trifling in many sian art* films, “Romeo and Juliet’-’ statement in the press and over
the "BBC to the effect that Enter¬
cases that- it will make every lit¬ and “Othello.” *
. . ..*.. .
tainments' Tax relief was . not the
tle difference,” he said. “Until we
Jaffer will in return export Pak¬ solution, to many of the cinema in¬
know the exact position of the istani films to Soviet where-films
leyy, my over-all feeling is one, of will be dubbed in Russiian. Again dustry’s problems.
.“.The General Council once again
great*disappointment.”
this is a “first.”
London, May 14;
Similar deals are. also being ne¬ reiterates the desperate need of ex¬
Overtime pay dispute between
gotiated by Jaffer with Czecho-, hibitors, especially small ones, for
:furthe2
'
tax
relief,
and
will
con¬
British Actors Equity Assn, aiid
Slovakia , and Poland. ;
tinue to press for amendments to the British Film Producers Assn,
the Finance Bill covering in par¬ has been settled. The agreement
Moscow Ballet Group
ticular the rebate scheme to give is similar to the one recently
Rome, May 14.
immediate and additional relief to reached between Equity and the
Of 50 to Visit Japan small
Andrew Marton, writer-director
exhibitors.”
Federation of British Film Mak¬
who took over from John Huston
Tokyo, May 14.
ers. It is likely that the agree¬
A group of 60 dancers from Mos¬
when the latter left “A Farewell
ments' will be co-ordinated in a
to Arms” production, has revealed cow’s'Bolshoi Ballet Co. is sched¬ Big Scot Blaze Guts
single
document, to be signed by
tharhis ’New Ventures Co., had ac¬ uled to arrive in Japan late in Au¬
Theatre Supply House all three parties.
quired “The Naked Warrior” by gust to perform here and in Osaka
In view of the settlement, Equity
Commander Fane, This is a story at the invitation of Yomiuri-ShimEdinburgh, May 14.
One of worst theatrical world has withdrawn its instructions to
of Navy demolition work. It’s to bun (newspaper) and the Art
be Ventures’ next project. Mar- Friends Assn. Arriving in this city fires over here in years destroyed members hot to sign new con¬
ton is second unit director on Aug. 29, the troupe will dance at the almost 100,000 -costumes and thou¬ tracts unless demands for regular¬
Koma Theatre, Shinjuku, and sands of back-cloths on the prem¬ izing hours were met. Terms of
“Arm's."
Company .also plans to make a Osaka’s Takarazuka Theatre, leav¬ ises of William Mutrie in Dean agreement include a working day
film version of John'- Gunther’s ing JapanSept.,27.
.
. Village here. Warehouse was prac¬ of 10 hours including a -meal
• ‘
break together with not more
“Inside Africa,” starting In Sep¬
Arrangements were -made- by tically-gutted.
Many summer shows-will face a than- one additional hour for-make¬
tember. More tentative on'Marlon's Vladimir ^. -Stepanov,-chief of the
sked are a Curt Jurgens-Maria Overseas Cultural* Liaison Bureau, wardrobe, shortage’, as a result. The up If required., Payment for
Schell pic, to be made ih Greece, Soviet: Foreign .Office/ who . visited Mutrie firm was .one df the largest overtime has been agreed for
for, a German producer, and “Jet Japan earlier this year, Last Oc¬ theatrical suppliers in Britain. Cos¬ artists engaged by the day on sal¬
Stream,/! described- as- a science tober, the company played a highly tumes and scenery lost Included aries up to $28 a day,. and for all
story, also to be a New Ventures successful month’s stand in Lon¬ those for “The King and I,” “South other artists On salaries up to $700
Pic.
Pacific” and “Carousel.”
a week.
don.

627,000 to Cinema In
Tokyo’s ‘Golden Week’.

Mex NCB Okays 2 Pix
. Featuring Naked Dames

With Mosaik Lab

‘Trapeze a Top
Grosser in Spain

'

Mex Plans Spas

Horse-Racing Tax-Free
in_Brit But Cinemas
Still Taxed Via B O.

British Exhibs Charge
False Impression Stems
From Davis’ Tax Talk

PAKISTANI FILM DEALS
WITH USSR, SATELLITES

BFPA-EQUITY SETTLE
OVERTIME PAY ISSUE

‘Anns’ Director Lands
Navy Demolition Yarn
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Buenos Aires, May 14.
Buenos Aires first-run exhibitors
received two breaks here in re¬
cent weeks. First they were heart¬
ened by the mayor's agrement to
allow them to resume midnight
shows Friday through Sunday
nights. This permits them to cash
in on the big demand for cinema
entertainment from the 4,000,000
population here plus an additional
5,000,000 which are attracted to the
city from the Outlying suburbs.
Naturally, the most terrific demand
for admission to film houses comes
over the weekends, and this okay
on extra shows means plenty.
. The other constructive move for
exhibition interests comes via re¬
shaping of the obsoltete building
codes.which’ will allow sensible con¬
struction of new cinemas. The old
building regulations precluded con¬
struction of .offices or apartments
•above the well of a theatre. The
old rule was set up when wooden
beams were customary, but natur¬
ally is outdated in' an era when
there is concrete construction.
City officials also are revising
fire regulations and seating since
motion picture films no longer are
inflammable. These changes should
make new theatre construction
feasible and profitable', and doubt¬
lessly will result in considerable
cinemas construction activity.
And, of course, amendment of
the rent laws h?s cued consider¬
able juggling betwen lessees and
landlords of film-theatre buildings,
With the. future of, some much in
balance.
With building owners
recovering their property, under
.the new regime, the Paramount,
Petit Splendid and the Florida soon
will cease to operate as pic thea¬
tres.
• Owners are.boosting rentals for
their houses vor are evicting the
present tenants. Pabloe Cavallo has
increased the rent paid on the 500seat Regina in Mar del Plata. He
also is reported mulling a plan to
build a new cinema right in the
heart of the city’s theatre district.
The Lococo Circuit will also
have to let go. of a number of
houses in its city chain. It also is
struggling with Domingo Di Fiore,
who wants possession of the Nor¬
mandie and Premier, first-runs
held with that circuit on a joint
lease.

Thriving Pix Business
In Tokyo Being Choked
By Surplus of Cinemas
Tokyo, May 14.
What appears to be a case of
thriving picture business in Tokyois becoming choked by a .surplus
of cinemas. Some 30 houses in the
metropolis are for sale and 200'
others are reported in drastic finan¬
cial difficulties. Despite this over¬
seating headache, applications for
construction of 93 more theatres
have been filed by Tokyu and KeioTeito private railways and others.
The number of cinemas in Tokyo
is estimated at 5§0. Their earnings
ace said to have dropped 20% to
30% as compared with the previous
corresponding’period.
• In* addition to 30 houses on sale
and 60 facing bankruptcy, the seri¬
ousness, of the^situation is reflected
by a 9c admission fee for regular
features and a 3c for newsreels
that some smaller houses have be¬
gun.
The b.o. slump is caused by
lower- quality of Japanese product,
rapid increase in number of tv sets ’
and mushrooming of houses, the
Japan Promoters Guild believes.
Thirty-three theatres were built
last. December and only 10 in 1957.
Being operated and subsidized by
big business, most theatres are ex¬
pected to survive. The’Guild has
asked the railway companies to
halt construction of theatres. The
Tokyu operates eight houses and
the Kein-Teito, three.

30,000 See ‘Wind’
London, May 21.
. Run of “Gone With Wind” (M-G)
at Gaqmont. Theatre, Haymarket,
has been extended by three weeks.
In the first two weeks, the pic¬
ture attracted 30,000 people and
some of the longest lines seen out¬
side a London picture house for a
long time.
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ADVERTISE THE
FOR INSTANCE - CATCHLINES FOR THE CAMPAIGN;
They’re all in M-G-M’s high-powered prets-boolct
She thought she
was getting^
away with it —
but every woman
pays for “THE
SEVENTH SIN”!

The world for¬
gives many things
but not ;. . “THE
SEVENTH SIN”!

THEY TOOK A
CHANCE ON
LOVE—can any
one escape the
penalties of “THE
SEVENTH SIN”?

Is there a way
back for the
woman who has
committed “-THE
SEVENTH SIN”?

Lovdrs become
careless. — buteveryone must’
pay for . “THE
SEVENTH SIN”!

¥
M-G-M presents “THE SEVENTH SIN” starring Eleanor Parker • Bill Travers * George Sanders • Jean'
Pierre Aiimont • Francoise Rosay • Screen Play by Karl Tunberg • Based on the Novel “The Painted Veil”
*by W. Somerset Maugham • In CinemaScope • Directed by Ronald Neame • Produced by David Lewis'

,
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‘Merger’ Magic Word in Britan?
[SELLING MORE CUT-AND-DRIED THERE]
London, May 2L
Merger* of distribution facilities, either among the American
companies: oi Involving TJ, S. and British interests, are definitely
in the wind in Britain.
Situation to an extent parallels that in the States, except that
the setup in Britain is such that mergers make even more eco¬
nomic sense than they do In the American market, sipCe the
release of pictures is so formalized, leaving little room for highpressure individualized selling. .
.."
!' •'
American film execs in London,’ with some-notable /exceptions,
voice the opinion that mergers would be a good thing, fropi an,
economic point-of-view. Question
to be who’s to inefcge^with
whom and, if it’s done, who gets' the advantage/ '
A Warner Bros, exec expressed open disappointment over the
failure of the Warner-British Pathe merger to jell. Opposition
came from Allied Artists, and also from Pathe’s Robert Clark who
felt that his British productions needed special handling and
wouldn’t get it if thrown in with the WB slate.
Only merger so far has been between Republic and. British Lion,
with the latter taking bn the former’s filiris. It’s a matter of open
discussion and questioning among the Americans in London why
mergers have not yet been worked out involving such companies
as RKO, for Instance, and also Paramount, Latter has compara¬
tively few releases for the year.
There’s a strong feeling that, prodded by economy-jninded Hew
York, WB will make a distribution alliance sooner or later. Same
is said of Metro.
The only major where a merger is highly unlikely is 20th-Fox,
which is Hfessed with a multitude of product and furthermore,
must sell It to the independent ’‘circuit” which it has created.
20th’s product hasn’t played the Rank circuits*since the advent
of Cinemascope, when x 20th wanted extended engagements and
Rank refused to change his one-week policy.
'
While 20th-now plays some Rank spots,* its director, Jim Pattinson, firmly denies the recurring rumors that 20th and Rank are
due for a rapprochement.
There’s no question that Rank today' sorely misses the 20th
product. According to Pattinson, a return to the Rank circuits
wouldn’t increase his company’s current take in Britain. It’s noted
that, in-recent months, Rank fras departed from what used to be
a fixed policy and has gone in for extended engagements in some
spots. The experiments have met with varied success.

PICTURES
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YOU CAN GET YOURSELF AN ARGUMENT,
PRO OR CON, IF MENTIONING SINDLINGER

Research analyst Albert Sind- ters of solicitation were sent out
linger is emerging as a controver¬ to some 15 research organizations,
sial industry figure.
From nthe including Sindlinger, asking them
standpoint of the motion picture to present their ideas and bids for
industry, the value of his services the job. Answers were received
Hollywood, May 21,
Fay Wray and Edward Platt is both condemned and acclaimed. from all except Sindlinger. In*
signed for featured patrts in U’s Thebe appears to be no middle stead, it!s said; Sindlinger sent let*
“Summer Love” , , . Warners set a ground views. One group of in- ters r to the various film company
mew title, “Tender Fqry,” for the dustryites feels he is providing im¬ presidents saying that the reten¬
Arwin production formerly known portant’ ‘motivational” research' for tion of a research group was un¬
as “Greeneyes” > . . Guy Madison a business that has been woefully necessary since the industry al¬
stars' in “The Hard, Man,” last laggard in facts about itself. ’ An¬ ready had one of its, own—that is,
Romson production for Columbia
. . . Metro Signed S. J. Launer for other group, frankly antagonistic, Sindlinger’s-—which already had
“Jailhouse Rock” . . . U assigned charges that information provided all the information that was re¬
'
*
George Nader rfs male lead in “The by Sindlinger is “a lot of eye¬ quired.
Although. Sindlinger did not re¬
Female Animal,” replacing John wash” and a “waste of money.”
ply
to
the
original
bid; his outfit,
Gavin who is otherwise engaged
Universal in particular considers
. „ . Barry Kelley replaces Ward the Sindlinger approach a valuable was screened as were the other!
Bond in Allied Artists’ “Walk*Tall,” asset in designing au advertising that applied for the job. Stock was
because Bond has a conflicting as¬ campaign. The eventual b.o. re¬ sent down to Sindlinger’s Ridley
signment . . . Will Cowan assigned sults of several U pictures tended Park, Pa. quarters to study Sind¬
by U to' direct “The Big Beat/’ a to give support to. the company's linger’s methods. On the basis of
musical . . . Sam Katzman handed confidence.
Stock’s report, the 'MPAA group
Joy Stoner femme lead in “The
did not retain Sindlinger and de¬
But Columbia acknowledges poor cided upon the Opinion Research
Tijuana Story” at Columbia . . .
Milo Frank’s second production at experiences with, Sindlinger data Institute.
Metro will be “The Millionaire and has not renewed his services.
Man.” .
“All he does is count noses,”
said one pub-ad director. “He pro¬
vides n<? real feeling or interpreta¬
tion.”
Another pub-ad chief
claimed that all he does is gives
validity and endorsement to a pre¬
conceived notion.
One pub-ad topper revealed that
the only reason the company used
Hamburg, May 21.
Sindlinger’s services on title re¬
search was to provide evidence to
German Government, under pres¬
an actor-producer. The company sure from its producers and also
had already decided that a title from France and Italy, is again
change on-a particular picture was giving serious consideration to the
essential. The actor-producer so-called “Groschen” plan under
London, May 21.
A conscious effort is being made wasn’t so sure. So the company which German production could be
by the J. Arthur Rank Organiza¬ retained Sindlinger to prove that subsidized.
tion to get more, playing time for it was right. When the evidence
The plan would make- available
foreign-language pictures on the assembled was presented to the about 23,000,000 DM (about $5,500,two Rank circuits. Push so far actor-producer, he agreed to the 000) via the addition of a penny’s
hasn’t shown any outstanding re¬ change'.
worth of tax at the German boxIt has also been charged by the office. Of this amount, production
sults, but—as one Rank executive
anti-Sindlingerities that he takes would need approximately 17,000,put it—“the will is there.”
Robert S. Benjamin, General 4—r-—---'-—
Last year, only two Continental too much credit for the success of 000 DM to cover its annual esti¬
Imports made the circuit’ grade. a picture. It’s pointed out, for ex¬ mated loss; the rest could be used
Film Distributors Ltd. and the J. (
ALL-STAR '3 SISTERS'
This
year, according to Fred Thom¬ ample, that the pub-ad departments for additional production financ¬
Arthur Rank Organization have
as, head of Rank Film Distribu¬ do the tough job of selling a pic¬ ing.
been named defendants in a $375,- Ponti-Girosl Seek Bergman, Loren, tors, the number should rise to ture by conceiving and carrying.
The plan had been pushed quite
Hepburn Lineup
out the campaign.
Often, it’s
000 damage suit brought in. N. Y.
perhaps 10 or 12.
far about a year ago, and had been
“We feel that, by ^encouraging claimed, Sindlinger then asserts approved by the American inter¬
Supremo Court by International
Hollywood, May 21.
that
the
success
is
due
to
the
re¬
piaydates for the ‘corftinentals,’ we
ests. However, it was eventually
Film Corp. Action came to light
Italian producers Carlo Ponti are actually helping our own pic¬ search he has provided.
killed by the German exhibitors.
Friday (17) when Justice jrving L. and Marcello Girosi have set up tures in their distribution in Eu¬
Too Many Speeches?
It is the discussions about the
Companies partcularly burned at
Levey granted International the a production, partnership and sked- rope inasmuch as trading general¬
ded a pair of pix beginning with
European Common Market that
right to examine the defendants “Three Sisters,” starring Ingrid ly seems to be conducted more and Sindlinger are Jhose whose pic¬ have caused the German Ministry
tures receive a low rating in the
more
on
a
reciprocal
basis,”
he
said
before trial.
Bergfiian and Sophia Loren.
Sindlinger reports. In addition, of Economics to take another look
Dickering for Audrey Hepburn He pointed out that Rank was quite it’s charged thafr'he makes frequent at the situation. The Germans,
Suit charges that “false repre¬
active In coproduction on the Con¬
for
third
sister
role.
Second
film
sentations” of Benjamin induced
tinent and that the incentive was speeches before exhibitor organiza¬ recognizing the need for an equal¬
Will be “Sea Of The Deadt”
there: to . play off these productions tions in whch' hd condemns the ization before, any common moves
International to purchase some 27
title or the pre-selling job on a can be made, started their tactics
in Britain.
British films from General. Film
Recently, Sindlinger’s by demanding that France and
Several foreign films have been picture.
for theatrical' and tv distribution
presented in dubbed form in Brit¬ target has been “Friendly Persua¬ Italy drop their government sub¬
in the U.S., Alaska and Hawaii un¬
sion”
which,
fie charged, had a sidies.
tain and have done, quite well. Un¬
The expected result was that the
der agreements inked in 1051-52.
der union regulations, synchroni¬ poor title and was poorly pre-sold.
Benjamin allegedly informed In¬
He
also
asserted
recently that Italian and French industries then
zation, has to be done in British
ternational that some of the pix
studios. British voices, are used. “Funny Face” was poorly pre-sold. went to the German Government
were “cleared” for tv when this
Question is asked, in the light of' Spokesman for. both Allied Artists to argue it was necessary to adapt
was not the case.
the rising interest in .dubbed pix and Paramount, distributors of the their subsidy pattern, rather than
In addition, complaint spates,
in the States, why the dubbing is pictures, vehemently denied the for them to conform with that of
Hollywood, May 21.
Benjamin represented that Penta¬
not done with Americans, so that charges and presented evidence to Germany.
Chain
of
Fred
Astaire
Dance
gon Pictures, which originally han¬
the same version could be circu¬ prove that the pictures had large- , While the German Ministry has
Studios created from shuttered or
scale penetration before they were its reservations about aspects of
dled the films had no liabilities. distressed
film houses Is in the lated in the U. S.
Some years ago,, several films opened. AA, for example, pointed the Common Market, it neverthe¬
On the contrary, it’s asserted, this works as a result of the conver¬
and other representations were sion of the Alameda in Houston, dubbed in London, were booked to important pre-opening “breaks” less appears sympathetic to the re- ^
false, and it cost International Texas, to a fiance operation. into U. S. houses, but audiences n Life, Look, This Week, Parents •vival of the Groschen Plan project,
more than $90,000 to pay off cer¬ Charles Casanave, repping the As¬ found them approximately as .hard Magazine, Women Home Compan¬ which would not—after all—in¬
tain Pentagon obligations before it taire outfit, currently is in town to understand as the original ver¬ ion, Seventeen, Saturday Evening volve Gbvernment subsidy. The
Post, Newsweek and a host of other Plan would be administered by a
could get clear title to the pix. Ac¬ discussing deals With National The¬ sions.
There are in London now be¬ national magazines,. In addition, it separate organization.
tion also sues -for non-delivery of atres and Fox West Coast execs.
The Germans, currently without
tween 20 and 25 theatres that could was noted, the. picture was sold
10 films of the 27 agreed upon.
Alamada, which had been gross¬
through various devices via, depart¬ a screen quota, do not intend to
• But the cfuelest blow of all, In¬ ing under $1,000 per week prior to be called the equivalent of the U. S. ment stores, schools, service or¬ ask for one, on the assumption that;
ternational charges, was Benja¬ its conversion a few months ago, arties in that they stick to foreign- ganizations, women’s groups and eventually, a common screen quota
min’s claim that “London Town,” last week grossed $23,000 as an Asr language fare. They have an ad¬ religious organizations. *’
will be established;
a $1,000,000 Wesley Ruggles pro¬ taire studio—a new record fpr a vantage in that they are- exempt
—-iSimilarly, Paramount cited a
duction, had never b^en televised single week; in the dance busihess. from the Eady levyt which is cus¬ large number of “breaks” and ac¬
tomarily added to the admission
and the distrib could get its $280,tivities designed .to build up wordCasanave
is
on
a
national
trek
fee,
and
are
exempt
from
.the
sec¬
000 purchase price back on that studying the projected chain of con¬
of-mouth talk before the picture
alone. Papers, however, state that versions. Talks thus far, he said, ond-feature Nquota under the law. Opened at the Radio City Music
when International went to peddle have indicated a strong possibility It’s figured that a reasonably good Hall in New York.
the film it discovered the picture of- working out franchise' arrange¬ foreign lingualer today can get beSeveral pub-ad
chiefs have
Hollywood, May 21.
was “practically worthless” since ments in this area. Because of the i tween 150 and 200 bookings on the charged that Sindlinger is a “pub¬
Cameramen’s local 659 isVpromany stations had already aired it. business possibilities, Casanave indie -“circuit.” Getting a tumble licity seeker” and that his infor- ceeding with its investigation offrom one of the three big circuits,
maton lacks “scientific value/’
Bryna Productions’ lensing of “The
pointed out, it’s figured that at of course, shapes as a boon.
Passed Him By
Vikings” in Europe despite a de¬
least eight dark theatres in the Los
During May, June and July, un¬
When, the business'building com- :nial by Bryna owner Kirk Douglas
Angeles area aloqe fiould be con¬ der, the aegis of the British Film
certed for the fiance studio setup Institute, a series of German films mittee of the Motion Picture Assn. ithat his company went abroad, be¬
without straining the market. —ranging from the silent days to decided to retain a research or- <cause of “cheaper” labor costs* as
Around the country, it’s, figured the East and West German jpresent ganization, the Sindlinger organi- <alleged by the lensers. Douglas,
New Orleans, May^2l.
Some 2,000 installations would be —will be offered here at the Na¬ zation was by-passed in favor of ]now in Munich readying “Vikings,”
Annual convention of the Allied in order.
tional Film Theatre. Not long ago, Opinion Research Institute of <cabled an emphatic and fcategorical
Theatres Owners of the Gulf States
Refurbishing of the Alameda in the French had a special week in Princeton. Before retaining the <denial of the union charges,
will be held Aug. 30-31 af the Houston is understood to have cost London.
Princeton outfit, considerable in¬
Douglas pointed out his company
Ldgewater-Gulf Hotel on the Mis¬ around $65,000 but it’s figured the
vestigation of various research ]has hired cameraman Jack Cardiff,
sissippi Gulf Coast. Chairman for average for the transition would be
groups was made. The MPAA com- <a top-salaried lenser “even by
the conclave'is" Edward Ortte, a some $20,000 less,- Astaire outfit
TOWER, CHI UP FOR SALE
mittee hired J. Stevens Stock, . a ^American standards,” and also
theatre owner in the Gulf Coast franchises the house and sends in
recognized research specialist, to ‘“have engaged outstanding Amer¬
Chicago, May 21.
area.
management and training person-' • Chicago’s 3,012-seat Tower Thea¬ help it retain the right company iican technicians who besides salWhn not kicking; around trade nel to help get the . situation-rolling. tre is being-put up for sale. Tower to perform a motivational research •aries require transportation and
]living expenses.”
Problems, the meiribership will
Indicative of the interest in the Building Corp. has store, apart¬ .campaign.
grapple with an extensive social- dance biz in the fact that the Ar¬ ment and theatre building open for
In . addition, various advertising
Producer-actor said he would be
agenda, that includes, cocktail par¬ thur , Murray Studios last year inspection to prospective buyers. agencies that employ research fglad to assist in any investigation
ties, dances, deep sea fishing, swim¬ grossed around $3,500,0.00 in this
Southside theatre was shuttered groups were consulted. As a re- <of his film as is proposed by the
ming .and a golf tournament.
j area alone.
suit of the preliminary work, let- iunion and furnish more details.
last year.
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Linguals Pushed
In Rank Houses;
Results Vague

Germany Ponders
‘Groschen Subsidy

Bob Benjamin, General and Rank
Sued Under 1951 TV-Residual Deal

Ex-Cinemas’Boom
In Hoofing Lessons

KIRK DOUGLAS CABLES
REPLY TO CAMERAMEN

Gulf Exhibs Meet Aug. 30
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Cable-TV Dominant Theme
East Germany Nearer Circulation
At Kansas-Missoori Meet;
0( Yank Features at Fixed Price Bartlesville Prize Example
Cannes, May ‘21.
East Germany has been told by the
American Motion Picture Export
Assn, that the MPEA will do every¬
thing possible to remove road¬
blocks vs. the release of East Ger¬
man films in the States.
* Statement, comes from. Frau
Charlotte Schlotte, the director of
the export department for DEFA,
the East German production . outfit.
‘ Confirming- it, Marc Spiegel;
European manager for the MPEA,
Who is handling .the lied orbit
sales, said MPEA' had Checked in
Washington to establish just Where
the difficulty was and that, as mat¬
ters stood how, the sale of Amer¬
ican pictures to' East Germany
probably would be followed by the
lifting of bars against the East
German films.
Just how many MPEA films the
Germans will buy appears Open , to
question. Frau Schlotte says be¬
tween 10 and 14. Spiegel says be¬
tween 20 and 25, at a top $25 000
each, with prices varying. The
Germans have made their pre¬
selection of some 50 films and now
will start screening them.
According to Spiegel, the prob¬
lem, is one of copyright, with the
U.S: Government unwilling to al¬
low; the distribution of East Ger¬
man films with no copyright pro¬
tection. There’ are other versions,
however, of why the East German
product is blocked. It’s argued
that, since—technically—a state of
War still exists • betw.eeii East Ger¬
many and America, all East Geiman product imported becomes
automatically the property of the
Alien Property Custodian. Up to
1949, the East ’ Germany pictures
Were freely-imported and released
in the States.

Chaqibisr of Commerce
In K.C. Salutes Industry;
Rhoden Cites Pic Vi^or

. Kansas City, May; 21.
.Optimism Over the immediate
future Of the’ motipri picture in¬
dustry was! the keynote of the ad¬
dress by Elmer C. Rhoden, presi¬
dent of National Theatres, speak¬
ing at the Chamber-of Commerce
Salute to the ftlotion Picture In¬
dustry at the regular luncheon
meeting at the Hotel. Muehlebach
last Wednesday (15).
More people than ever are be¬
ing exposed to motion pictures
through television added to the
theatres. This creates a- new ap¬
petite for more and better films.
The industry has. upped produce
tion this year, as one evidence of
this trend, and there is better in¬
tegration between independents
and the established producers,
Rhoden told the overflow crowd.
About 170 persons from the in¬
dustry joined with the regular
chamberites for. the affair, the first
tribute" by commerce here since
1.949 to the motion. picture indus¬
try. Richard Brous, president of
Fox • Midwest, handled - the m.c.
chores, throwing in a few facts
and. figures about local theatres,
and called upon John; Gage, for¬
mer mayor, to; introduce Rhoden,
the home town boy back home.
Other industryites at the speak¬
ers table included Arthur Cole
and Senn Lawler, co-chairmen of
the affair, M. B. Smith, president
of Kansas Missouri Theatre Assn.;
Beverly Miller, Allied president,
and committee members William
Murphy; Hardy Hendren and Ed
Hartman, president of the Motion
Picture Association of Greater
Oklahoma City, May 21.
Signing of a contract between Kansas City.
The affair began with a news¬
Video Independent .Theatres Inc.
and the Southwestern Bell Tele-! reel filming of ! the chiefs of in¬
dustry
entering 'the hall, and the
phone Co. paves the way for the
start of telemovie operations at finale Was the showing of this com¬
Bartlesville, Okla.
pleted film 00 minutes later. The
• Agreement calls for the con¬ industry also put a bright, foot for¬
struction of the coaxial cable for ward with a small pamphlet of
the telemovie transmission- The facts and figures 6n the business
telephone company will pay. the here.
construction costs, with Video in
The tycoons also received an in¬
tiirn paying rental charges for use vitation to attend any of 49 the¬
of the cable and utility poles. Ini¬ atres here between. May 15 and 19
tial rate is being figured on the as guests of the industry, a move
cost of constructing and maintain¬ made to get the brass themselves
ing the cahle, but the eventual rate into ^theatres. ■
schedule is expected to be fixed
Rhoden
also
expatiated
on
by - the state corporation commis¬
sion, which regulates the telephone home-toll television as a next
major
development.
“We
can’t
company’s tariffs.
. This is the first contract signed say it will fail, and we can’t say
for a system designed to bring it will succeed. 1 We need to watch
films playing in theatres to home it closely.1' He described the in¬
tv sets for a fee. Video plans, to stallation now under way in
begin operations of the first tele- Bartlesville, Okla., where 1,000
• film theatre at ^Bartlesville in. July homes are: being wired for TeleThe gadget becomes a
or early August. Video expects to movies.
string some 38 miles of cable in the utility fox which the householder
liext six to eight weeks. In addi¬ pays $9.50 per month and: for
tion, Video will install its own which he .gets 13 current movies,
“tap-out" lines from the main cable plus music and news.
to subscribers’ homes.
A cam
paign to sign up subscribers at
$9.50 per month will begiA as soon
as the iAain lines are in place.

Bartlesville, Okla., ‘Set’
For Cable-TV Films

Kansas City, May 21. "J
The tenth annual convention of
the Allied Independent Theatre
Owners of Kansas and • Missouri
which opened at the Hotel Phillips
today (Tues.) will concentrate much
Of its attention on pay home-toll tv
and its ramifications.
. This will be the main topic on
theagenda fox - the business ses¬
sion to be - held after lunch Tues-<
day and Wednesday, and a number
of prominent..speakers have bee*rt
brought in to .treat the subject, ac¬
cording to Beverly Miller,'presi¬
dent. '
. The' speakers include Milton
Shapp, president of Jerrold. Rlectronics^Corp., Philadelphia! whose
firfn Is' making -the telemovies in¬
stallation in 1,000 homes-Jn Barr
tle'sville, Oklav Also on the subject
is William’ Daniels, president of
National; QommuhRy TV. Associa¬
tion, Denver. Julius Gordon, na¬
tional president of AlUed^States,
Beaumont, Tex., is also on the pro¬
gram.
-•••••'
Also to speak is- A1 Sindlinger,
trade trend'tracer of Ridley Park,
Pa: Other subjects on the docket
are the new tax evaluation plan,
new insurance plan, film terms,
clearances, print availabilities, and
others.
'
. The plan for the two days of
convention will ..be to begin the
day’s activities with a luncheon fol¬
lowed by business sessions and
winding with an early evening
cocktail party. • This leaves the
mornings free for exhibs to carry
on individual business and makes
no demands on evening time, Mil¬
ler pointed out.
A trio of Allied officials made
the tpp to Bartlesville last week in
order to make an up-to-the-minute
report here; Making the trip were
Miller, .Jay Wooten and Joseph
Stark.

Franco Pact ,
iwM. Continue^

from page 3

procedure, under which MPEA div¬
vies up the permits among its com¬
panies, was undesirable in that
some important films were unable
to get into France, while others of
lesser value were brought in.
“Some of the companies actually,
are having trouble finding enough
pictures for their licenses, while
others have to stand in line Wait¬
ing," he held.
- The-MPEA makes it quite plain
that it doesn’t go for the French
proposal and' will Vigorously ’ re*
sist it; as it will resist also any
attempt at Cutting down the- num¬
ber of French permits, which al¬
ready is considered as being ‘ex¬
tremely low. 'With'rising Opera¬
tional costs, several of the U. S.
distribs actually have trouble mak¬
ing ends meet and, going by the
accounting books, should really
quit distribution, This is freely Ad¬
mitted, and Flaud said last week he
was aware of it.

Sidney Franklin as‘Creative Associate’

‘Reach for Sky’
Continued from page 5 -

are earmarked for commercial
houses. These include “Triple De¬
ception,’’ a cops and robbers yarn,
and “Search for the Graf Spee,’’
an adventure film, among others.
The sales chief asserted that an
important aspect in releasing each
of these films will be the policy
of accompanying each one with an
American-type campaign, including
Americanization of the trailers.
Field bally men will go out on the
road and stars will be brought over
from England to help the drum¬
beating activities. No picture will
he released, Sochin stressed, unless
it can be complemented with a
hard-hitting campaign. If all as¬
pects of the campaign are not
available, Sochin said the release
of the picture would be delayed
until all the necessary campaign
details are assembled.
“We learn something new from
each campaign," he noted. “How¬
ever, I can assure theatremen that
none of out pictures will sneak in."

Vogel Avoid* Blank CheckStudio Authority
Similar to Dore Schary
Appointment of Sidney Franklin
as “associate." to; Benjamin Thau,
•administrative chief of the Metro
studio, is seen as filling a void in
the company’s production opera¬
tion. Although a capable adminis¬
trator, Thau ha< hot generally
been considered a creative produc¬
tion executive.
Franklin, a veteran director and
producer with a long record of
creative accomplishments, will take
over the supervision of that side
of the studio. He’ll have an im¬
portant say in the selection and
development’ of Scripts and will
keep an eye on the progress being
made in production.
In a period when quick decisions
are necessary, jparticularly in the
matter of purchasing properties in
a highly competitive market, an ex¬
ecutive with knowhow in the. pro¬
duction and creative end of filmmaking is felt to be an essential

requirement for a major studio.
Metro has operated without a crea¬
tive chief since Dore Schary exited
the-studio as production topper.
Franklin's job will not be as allpowerful as that of Schary’s. His
appointment as Thau’s “associate"
seems to indicate that Loew’s
prexy Joseph R. Vogel does not
feel it’s necessary for the studio to
have a production chief. Vogel has
stated that Franklin’s experience
as both a producer and director
would prove of invaluable assist¬
ance to Thau in production mat¬
ters.
Franklin joined the studio, in
1927 as a director. He has been as¬
sociated with such films as “The
Yearling," “The Good Earth,"
“Mrs. Miniver,” “Random Harvest"
and others and was one of Irving
Thalberg’s key men during the late
production executive’s regime at
Metro. ~

Wednesday, May 22, t1957

Among recommendAtiqiis.made at .a recent Hindu, flint/conference
of Sangeet Natak Akadami,an Indian, cultural group, was the regula¬
tion of foreign film imports and the imposing of conditions for ex¬
change of films; This proposal does not agree .with the view of the
government’s Film Inquiry Committee which feels that the Indian
film industry faces very little .competition from foreign films. In addi¬
tion, it's noted that the proposal fpr reciprocity in fllms' will not be
practical unless the ^industry itself makes efforts to produce pictures for
the foreign market.
• ,
The Akadami?s recommendations to the Government include pro¬
posals for ,the return pf A fraction' 6f,.the .entertainment tax to the
film industry, formation of a-film fiAance ■ corporation and. a film in¬
stitute, promotion of the manufacture of raw film and* equipment, and
exchange of; indigenous: films with foreign; films'.
The Akadami’s own.,goal includes the setting up of a film library,
the establishment of a research- Cehter, and the holding, of. competi¬
tions for different categories of films. ' ’
Except for the proposal for the regulation of foreign; film imports,
the government’s Film Inquiry Committee substantially recommended
the same propdfeai as the Akadami. - =
’
In- ^Detroit Iji'st week Recorder’s Judge W. McKay Skillman’s court¬
room was turned iinto a .screening robm for “12 Angry Men" (UA),
with the audience consisting of a- score of jurors who had just been
discharged after Serving on panels for two weeks. Screen was set
up behind judge’s bench. The judge viewed the picture from the
prisoner’s box.
Judge Skillman declared after seeing pix: “Ypu; know, I’ve been
on the„ behch 32 years and I’ve never had jury duty, I always wanted
to1 know just What goes on in thpre*but, of course. I’m excluded. At
last, thanks to; this picture,-- I’ve got into the sanctum."
A juror, William Cottrell, commented: “I Was on. a second degree
murder case and we brought in a ‘guilty’ verdict. But'we didn’t go
into as much'detail in the discussion as the jurors in the movie. I sort
of wish we*d been .shown the movie first."
When UA press agent Howard Pearl complained to Skillman that
thieves had -stolen some draperies he had brought to courtroom to
cover windows, the Judge retorted: “That’s nothing! Someone came
right into my Office and stole my topcoat a couple of days ago."Here's how the,ballyhoo for “Around the World in 80 Days," ap¬
peared in an 1882 edition of The Detroit Free Press:
Vhitney's Grand Opera House

.

Three nights only, commencing Thursday, with Saturday 'm&tinee.
Kiralfy Brothers’ ......

;iv

Grand combination.in their Brilliant production. .
“Around The World In 80 Days"
..
First appearance of the ^Premier Danseuse, Mile. THE DeGILLERT: the Italian Premier, Mile. TURRI: the Marvelous Grotesque
Dancer, M. AARNOLD: Kiralfy. Brothers’ Elephant, BAMBOO.
New scenery, gorgeous .new costumes, armors, jewels, marvel¬
ous mechanical and optical effects. Unequaled on any stage. The
entire grand spectacle produced under the personal, supervision
of Imre and Bolossy Kiralfy. Usual prices. -Seats now on sale
at Whitney’s Music Store.
...
Note the “marvelous mechanical and optical effects"—the 1882 ver¬
sion of Todd-AO wide screen, no doubt. The ad-was dug up by James
S. Pooler, columnist for the Free Press. •
A. H, Blank, president of Tri-States Theatres and Central States
Theatres, has offered to donate two-thirds ol the cost of a new $200,000
building for -the Des Moines Child Guidance Centre: The additional
onerthird w°.uld be available from federal hospital funds, The Centre
offers treatment for Children buffering mental, emotional and behavior
disorders and: is an agency of. the Community Chest. In. making this
offer, Blank said he would want the Community. Chest'to continue to
contribute as much money as it has in the past./The new . building would adjoin Raymond Bldnk Memorial Hospital
and it would be known*as the Anna Blank Memorial in mempry of the
first Mrs. Blank, who died in 1052. Mr. and Mrs. >Blank gave the city'
the Raymond Blank Memorial hospital in 1944 in memory of their son
who died in 1943.
’ ”
National Film Service complained this week that* National Screen
Service might inherit a crop sowed by the first-named/Last ^.Week’s
issue of Variety broke the . story that the: B6oz,‘- Allen .^ Hamil¬
ton analysis of distribution cdjsts might turn out to be helpful to
National. Screen’s own ambitions, similar.to Natibngl Film’s, tp take
over and operate centralized depotsf or the handling of prints. .’National
Screen has long seryiced film accessories and trailers..National Film,
in.contrast, derives ffom”th’e film truckers side of the industry. James
P. Clark, of Nati.pjnal Film, was quick-fq/write Erie Johnston and the
major distribs . of. its o>vn pioneering, pointingup the situation in
New Haven.
~~
Anthony Wedgwood Benn, a member of the British Parliament, asked
the Secretary (cf State fpr the Colonies why the Northern Rhodesia
Native Film ; Censorship Board prohibited the screening of Ealing
Studies’ “The; Lavender Hill Mob.” to African audiences. H£ ;wa* told
that the picture Was unsuitable, for them because it contained scenes
“judged lkely to encourage disrespect of Jaw and order,’’- Benn said thit the only other countries in the world where such a
ban was, enforced because .of similar views, were -Hungary and; Czecho¬
slovakia^ Also that as the picture was exhibited, in South Africa without
the slightest difficulty, someone should have a look at this • “absurd
business of, censorship."
’
The, work of the:Texas .motion picture industry; in raising money
for the Battleship Texas was Commended- by the Texas Senate with
the adoption of a resolution by Sen. Culp Krueger of El Qampo. The
resolution hote'd that the people of Texas' contributed ..$80,000 ,td bring
home the ship and. berth it at San Jacinto .Battleground. :
“More than half of this sum was raised thrpugh the good offices of
the Interstate Theatres and of Karl Hoblitzelle," the resolution stated,
‘and/through the motion picture industry, in J)exas by., showing a
short On - the Battleship Texas, starring Linda Darnell rind Dana
Andrews, both Texans.".
.
Name of Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture. Assn, of
America, cropped up last week in the.Congressional probe of teamster
boss Dave Beck. His name was introduced by Roy FrUehguf;' head of
a firm that builds truck-trailers, who • cited a. quatrain recited by
Johnston at a dinner given in honor of Beck to support his (Fruehauf’s) statement that “as far as I know Beck was g highly;.respected
gentleman." Fruehauf quoted Johnston .as saying ; with respect to
Beck': “If I had a ticket to heaven, And you didn’t have .one, too,
I’d throw away my ticket, And go to hell with yotiV’ “That’s pretty
good evidence," Sen. Irving Ives (Rep., N.Y.) commented
Compilation of aimbst 100 titles, said to" be the largest listing of
technical books in the-motion picture ajnd tv. industries* has. .been com¬
pleted by the S.O.S. Cinema' Supply Corp. Bibliography; includes tomes
on audio-visual,, motion pictures, and telecasting. The- S.O.S. “book¬
shelf’Ms ^broken down into Various categories and includes advertising,
writing, production and editing techniques, electronics theory, screen¬
ing room and projection methods, sound recording etc.
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Picture Grosses
‘KEATON’ OK$10,000,
D.C.; ‘80 DAYS’ 21G, 7TH

LOS ANGELES

‘Dragstrip’ Torrid 10G,
Prov.; ‘Strange’ Fair 9G
Providence, May 21;
The rock and roll set is giving
a nice play to RKO Albee’s “Dragstrip Girl.” Falling behind for
first time in ■ its ";five weeks is
Strand’s
“10“ Commandments,”
though still on the happy side,
“The Strange One” looms fair at
State.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Dragstrip Girl” (AIP) and “Rock
All Night”'-(AFP).
Hot. $10,000.
Last week, “Public Pigeon No'. 1”
(U) and “Man Afraid” (U), $5,000.
. Majestic,(S-W) (2,200; 65-80)-“Rawhide” (20th) and “Buffalo
Bill” (20th) (reissues).
Strong
$9,000". Last week, “River’s Edge”
(20th) and “Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
(20th), $8,000.
"
' '
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)—
“Strange One” (Col) and “Halliday
Brand” CCol). Fair $9,000. Last
week, “Abandon Ship” (Col) and
“Phantom Stagecoach” (Col),
$8,000. , Sirand (Silverman) (2,200; $1.50$2)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(5th -wk):- - Still nice. $9,000/ but
down sharply "from fourth week’s
$12,000. . ’ '

Billy Graham Bfelts
Continued from-page

meeting it resembled a political mg that they should better con¬
convention. There were some 300* sult Holy Scripture.
(Continued from Page 8)
press representatives in the great
Graham is a powerful and mag¬
(AIP). Slight $9,000 or less. Last
‘arena, As Graham intoned, “Let netic personality but not, strange¬
week, Downtown with Vogue, El
every
head
be
bowed,
let
every
eye
ly
enoughv particularly colorful.
Washington, May 21. . Rey “Hot Rod Rumble” (AA) 'and
be Closed in prayer. Think of Madi¬ He eschews mannerisms, is far less
Despite an unusually large num* “Calypso Joe”.; (AA),, $6,40Q; Ha¬
the
poker than Bishop Sheen.
son
Square
Garden
as
a
Cathedral
ber. of newcomers* mainstem b.o., waii, “Girl in1 Kremlin” (U) and
to Jesus,” it was indeed a good idea Nonetheless, it is easy to under¬
remains mild this session. Addi¬ “Deadly Mantis” (U) (2d wk),
to shut out the Conflicting image stand why he is a star on the
tion of a live Calypso show to. “The $1*600.
Vintage”' has done little to hypo . .Los Angeles, Hollywood, Ritz,
of motion picture’ and still camer¬ Bible Circuit, for he has a star’s
trade at Loew’s Capitol. “Buster . Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 756; -1,330;1
amen who milled about in the inherent authority and command.
Keaton Story” in 2 spots is okay, 1,248; 90-$1.5Q)—“Boy on Dolphin”
open spaces between the congre¬ Varying the show" biz analogy: the
“This Could BO Night” at Loew’s. (20th). Okay $24,000 or near. Last
way-Judy Garland belts out bal¬
gation and the pulpit. .
Palace and “Beyond Mombasa” at; week, “China Gate” (20th) and
. Oldtimes will recall how Max lads, Graham belts out chapter
Loew’s Columbia are both tepid.. “Bermuda Affair” (DCA) (8 days),
and .verse. ,
Reinhardt
transformed
the
Cen¬
Best bet in holdover class contin¬ $20^400.
Showmanship Sc 24-Sheets
tury Theatre that was on Central
ues to be “Around World in> 80
Fpur Star (UATC) (868; $1-$1.75)
Park West for his religious spec¬
Nobody from show business Can
Days,” remains solid-in 7th stanza —“Strange One” (Col) (3d wk).
tacle, “The Miracle.” That was view this man in action and not au¬
at Warner’s Uptown. “Seven Won¬ Light $2,300. Last week, $3,600.
truly a “spiritual” getting.
ders of World” is holding its own. . Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25tomatically’ translate his perform¬
The photographers are now less ance into theatrical values. But
in 21st week at Warner.
$1.75)—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (6th
numerous
each
evening
and
better
wk).
Okay
$4,000.
Last
week,
this
is never to suggest that the
Estimates for This Week
policed. Opening night at the Gar¬ proceedings are faked. Organized,
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 70-90) $4,500.
.
Carthay
(FWC)
(1,138;
$1.75den
they
did
a
lot
for
the
Cru¬
yes,
But not gimmicked the way
—“Buster Keaton Story” (Par).
sade’s public relations but not the cynics would have it.
Mild $4,000. Last week, “Shoot- $3.50)—“Around World” (UA) (22d
wk).
Wow
$25,500^
Last
week,
much
for
the
mood
of
reverehce.
Showmanship
ip, of course, ob¬
Out a*t Medicine Bend” (WB),
$27,600.
Their presence presumably also vious. The use of\ lithography,
$3,000.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612
necessitated
the
harsh
flat
light¬
three-sheets, 24-sheets, car cards
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$1.5Q) $1.50-$3.30)—“10 Commandments”,
ing at the platform (9th Ave.) end and the come-on announcement in
—“The Vintage” (M-G) plus Geof¬ (Par) (27th wk).
Big $16,000.of the auditorium. Theatre folk In the premium-rate amusement sec¬
frey Holder’s Calypso show on¬ Last week, $20,500.
the audience "were quick to com¬ tion of the dailies all partake of
stage. Fair $18,000 in. view of ex¬
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine^ment on “the way the perform¬ entertainment technique. So, too,
tra nut of stageshow. Last week, rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—“Cine ‘Desk’ Strong $11,000,
ance was lighted.” Paging Jo with the massed chorus of 1,500
“Boy On Dolphin” (20th) (4th wk), Holiday” (Cinerama) (80th wkL,
Seattle;
‘80
Days’
12G
Mielziner!
$10,000 for 5 days.
voices, a stunning effect, and the
Into current week Sunday (19)
Seattle, May 21.
Opening night of a six-week canyon-deep baritone of -George
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)— after big $23,100 last;Week.
The
Blue
Mouse
had
its
“biggest
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)— Sunday” last week, with. “Around evangelical stand may be compared Beverly Shea, a soloist who might
“Beyond Mombasa” (Col)., Average
$7,000. Last week, “Hellcats of “Gold of Naples” (Indie) (4th wk). the World in 80 Days” which is to a radio or television series in make an ideal “Boris Godunov”
Okay $4,500. • Last week, $5,000. proving a sensational puller here.
Navy” (Col) (2d wk), $5,000.
in grand opera.
Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50) It’s wow in its fifth week. “Desk
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 70-90)—
Billy Graham is the star.
No
“Battle Hell” (DCA). Lively $9,- —“Lady Chatterly.’s Lover” (Indie) Set” looks solid at Fifth Avenue.
doubt about that. And he is one
000. • Last week, “Young Stranger” (4th wk). Oke $3,100. Last week, “This Could Be Night” and “Un¬ Billy Graham Box Score star who cannot complain against
$3tf00.
(RKO), $6,000.
AttendDecithe New York critics. There has
Youth” both are dull.
Hollywood' Paramount (F&M) tamedEstimates
Metropolitan (SW) .(1,100; 70-90)
ance
sions
been little or none of the heavy
for This Week
»—“Buster -Keaton Story” . (Par), (1,468; 90-$1.80) — “Funny Face”
May 15... ...18,500.. ...704*
sarcasm and tongue-in-cheek fea¬
BlueMouse
(Hamrick)
(800;
Fair $6,0007 Last week, “Shoot- (Par) (5th wk). Big. $9,500. Last $1.50-$2.50J—“Around World in
May 16... ...13,000.. ...477
ture attention originally given the
Out at Medicine Bend” (WB), week, $13,400.
80 Days” (UA) (5th wk). Huge
May 17... .. .16,500.. ...786
Carolinian (later modified) in the
$5,500.
$12,000. Last week, $1*1,000.
May 18... .. .17,000.. ...646
London press.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 70-90)—
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90May
19...
...19,000..
If it be argued that the Garden
...957
“This Could Be»Night” (M-G).
$1.25)—“Hellcats of Navy” (Col)
event
is essentially a Sunday morn¬
Tepid $11,000. Last week, “Bach¬
and “Tall T” (Col). Fine $10,000
ing service at night and seven
elor Party” (UA)-(2d wk), .$10,000
or over. Last week, “Fort Petti¬ the sense that the premiere is a nights a week, this is true. It is a
in 10 days.
coat”. (Col) and “Shadow on Win¬ first sample rather than-the ulti¬ matter of taste. The evangelical
Baltimore', May 21.
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.25)—“Bed
mate evaluation. But, of course, wing of Protestantism favors conIt Was the blues again this week dow” (Col), $6,800.
of Grass” (Indie) (4th wk). Slug¬
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
organized, highpowered
gish. $2,500 after $3,500 last week. at downtown, houses with bit just $1-$1.25)—“Desk Set” (20th). Solid the tone, the flavor, the direction scidus,
so-so.
There
are
no
really
strong
Was clear. So, too, were the traits evangelism. There’s surely noth¬
Holds.
$11,000. Last week, “China Gate”
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25) entries and . the others are hold¬ (20th). and “River’s Edge” (20th), and talents which make Graham a ing new about such revivals ex¬
unique figure in world evangelical cept their relatively moderate tone
—“Abandon Ship” (Col) (2d wk).' overs. Bright spot is “Around $6,700.
Oke $5,000 after $7,500 last week. World In 80 Days,” which goes on
and spieling. Those who suggest
Musie Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- Protestant Christianity.
and on at the Film centre, main¬
Stays.
Broadway’s Looksee
that this is tHe huckster school of
$1.25) — “Invitation to Dance”
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.2&-$3)— taining a steady boxoffice while (M-G). Weak $3,000. Last week,
operations transferred to religion
Broadway
with
its
ihbred
curios¬
“Around World”- (UA) (7th wk). takes at other houses dip. “jlO “Funny Face” (Par) (4th wk), ity about all things showmanly, have neglected to read up on old
Commandments”
looms
big
in
its
Wow $21,000. Last week, $20,500.
$3,400.
American
folkways.
and what draws the crowds, has
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 22d and final week at the New.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders” “Abandon Ship” shapes dull and $1.25)—“This Could Be Night” already manifested a considerable
(Cinerama) (21st wk). Steady $16,- “Way To Gold” looms light. “Vin¬ (M-G) and “Big Caper” (UA). Slow interest in Graham. Many perform¬
000 after $17,000 last week. Stays. tage” is drab at the Town.
$5,000; last week, “Bachelor ers were in the Garden opening
Estimates for This .Week
night to watch this “performer”
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50- Party” (UA) and “Iron Sheriff” from a different miliepr. Paren¬
$1.25)—“Boy On Dolphin” (20th) (UA), $5,300.
CHICAGO
thetically a member of the GraOrpheum
(Hamrick)
(2,700;
90(3d wk). Nice $7,000 after $8,000 $1.25)—“Untamed Youth” (WB). hafh Team is p former cafe singer,
Young evangelist’s wife was in¬
(Continued from page 9)
in second.
Lane Adams, who has been circu¬ troduced from the loges, proved a
Drab
$4,500.
Last
Week,
“Crab
wk). Slow $10,000. Last week,
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50looker*
Businessman George Cham¬
lating
around
Manhattan
muster¬
Monsters”
(AA)
and
“Not
This
$13,500.
$1.25)—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (re¬
ing what he describes as “Chris¬ pion was on the platform and
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) issue). Fair $2,800. “Gold of Na¬ Earth” (AA), $6,200.
singled
out as one of the “spon¬
Paramount
(SW-C
i
n
e
r
a
m
a)
tians
among
the
pros.”
He’s
abetted
—“Gold of Naples” (DCA). Smash ples” (DCA) (4th wk), $3,000.
1,282; $1.20-$2.45) — "Cinerama by his wife, also from show biz, sors’* but declined to speak, as in¬
$8,500. Last week, “Baby and Bat¬
Film - Centre (Rappaport) (890; Holiday”
(Cinerama)
(6th
wk).
vited.
a
former
Merriel
Abbott
dancer,
tleship” (DCA) (2d wk, $2,800.
$1.50-$2.50) — “Around
World”
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; OJA) (22d Wk). ' Still holding at Okay $9,000. Last week, $8,900.Annette Burr.
Fear of Jthe second night letdown
$1.75-$3.50)—“Around World” (UA) hefty $10,000 .after same last week.
If Billy Graham is not Elmer
’ (7th wk). Wow $24,400. Last week,
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50Gantry,
nor Billy Sunday, he is also was emphasized by several of the
SAN
FRANCISCO
$23,600.
participating
clergy and Graham
$1.25)—“Colditz Story” (Indie) (3d
not an intellectual theologian like
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- wk). Wee $2,900 after $3,100 in
(Continued from page 9)
This proved a 13,000
Reinhold Neibuhr.. Noif is he as himself.
$1.50)—“Funny Face” (Par) (6th second?
capacity,
reputedly
largest second
and . “No Place To ‘Hide” (AA), glfb by one-half as Norman Vin¬
wk).
Oke $9,000.
Last week.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; $7,000.
cent Peale. Graham does not in¬ night ever.
$10,500.
50-$1.25)—“Abandon Ship” (Col).
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1,25- dulge in Freudian insights at all.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- Dull $5,500. Last week, “Design¬ $1.50) — “Rebecca” (20th) and
Front rows are occupied by
$1.50)—“Monkey On My Back” ing Woman” (M-G) (4th wk), $5,000. “Third Man” (20th) (reissues) (3d He did crack opening night that “counsellors” who proceed, one by
the psychiatrists were how consult¬
(UA). Not too big at $26,000. Last
Mayfair (Hicks) (930; 50-$1.25)— wk).
Nice $2,000. Last week, ing one another, his inference be- one, to infiltrate the “converts” as
week, “Edge of City” (M-G) (5th “Deadly Mantis” (U). Fairish $3,- $3,500.
they come to the pulpit at the cli¬
wk), $13,000.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—’
600. Last week, “Istanbul” (U),
max. Only Qraham doesn't call
World (Indie) (606; 90)—“Spell $4,500.
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (Indie)
them
converts. Just “inquirers.”
TORONTO
of Ireland” (Celtic) (3d wk). Par
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; $1.25- (2d wk). Big $4,500. Last week,
$3,500. Last week, $4,500.
(Continued from page 9)
$2.25)—“10 Commandments” (Parl $6,000.
Collection is taken up immedi¬
Ziegfeld (DaVis) (430; $1.25- (22d wk). Big $10,000 after $8,000
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Al¬ “Not of This Earth” (AA). Fine
$1.50)—“Marcelino” (Indie) (13th last week.
bert Schweitzer” (Indie) (6th wk). $16,000. Last week, “5 Steps to ately before Graham’s main talk.
wk). Sharp $6,700. Last week, . Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50- Okay $2,100: Last week, $2,300." Danger” (UA) and “War Drums” A businessman explained that
$400,000 had already been raised,
$6,400.
$L25)—“>12 Angry M^n” (UA) (5.th ^ Vogue (S.F. , Theatres)' (364; (UA), $11,000.
that another $250,000 was sought
wk). Doing well, -at $3,000 after $1.25)—“Silent V^orld” (Col) (6th
Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede during the sixweek. Crusade. The
$3,800 in fourth: ;” :
Wk): > Grfcat $2$00. Last week, (FP) (1,709; 1,486; .1,385; 60-75)—PHILADELPHIA
financial candor impressed Manhat¬
Stanley
(SW)
(3,200j
50-$1.2&H
$3.0007
“Public Pigeon No. 1” (RKO). Nice tan: public relations experts as
(Continued from page 8)
“Way to Gold” <20tbC Pbor $4*000.
Bridge CJSchwarz) (396; $1-$1.25)
Last week, “Fury at Sundown” Last week, “ShOpt-Out At Medi¬ —“Simon and Laura” (U) (3d wk). $15,000. Last week, “Young Stran¬ wise. That Graham himself gets a
ger” (RKO), $9,000. N
(UA) plus Calypso stageshow, cine Bend’1 (WB), $4,500.
fixed annual wage from a religious
Good $1,500,; Last week,.$3,000.
imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)— j foundation relieves him of the
$12,000.
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 750Cdtphet (United California) (1,Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2- $1.25)—“The Vintage” (M-G). Drab 250; $l.Sd-$3’75)—“Around World” “Joe Butterfly” (U). Okay $11,500. wisecracks of old where a percent¬
$2.75) — “Around World “ in 80 $5,000 or near. Last week, “Funny (UA) <2lst wkl* Great $21,000. Last Las.t week, “Abandon Ship” (Col), age cut, or the entire final night’s
$11,000..
Days” (UA)* (21st wk). Gteat $14,- Face*’ (Par) (4th wk), $5,600.
week, same.
take, goes to the evangelist.
000, same as last week.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Wee
Randolph
(Goldman)
(2,250;
—“Green Man” (IFD) (9th wk).
Geordie”
(Indie)
and
“Innocents
Max Asnas, proprietor of The
BOSTON
$1.40-$2.75)—“10 Commandments”
In Paris” (Indie) (reissue). Fancy Oke $3,500. Last "Week, same.
Stage delicatessen and a chum of
(Par) (26th wk). Sturdy' $10,000.
(Continued from page 8)
$2,500. Last week, “Invitation To 1 Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 60-$l)— the Broadway nightowls, was pres¬
Last week, $11,000.
Last week, “Untamed. Youth” (WB) Dance”.(M-G) (2d wk), $1,200.
[“Bachelor Party” (UA) (2d wk). ent opening night. To the aston¬
Stanley (SW) (2.900; 99-$1.49)— and “Counterfeit Plan” (WB),
I Sock $13,000-or over. Last week, ishment of his friends, who tried
“Vintage” (M-G). Poor $7,500. Last $7,600.
$15,Q00,..
to dissuade him, he donated $100.
week, “Spirit of °St. Louis” (WB)
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.50' Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2)—“Ok¬
(4th wk), $5,200 for 6-days.
$3.30) — “Around World in 80
^(Magna) (56th wk). Push¬
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— Days.” (UA) <5th wk). Fourth week
•
*
London,- May-21» - lahoma”
ing 'up to good* $9,500. Last week,
“Counterfeit Plan” (WB) and “Un¬ ended Friday (17) was 11 soldout
Paul Sheridan has been signed
-- *
.
tamed Youth” (WB). Sad $6,000. shows for $28,000. Last week, by Columbia as casting director f or $7*500..
Last week, “Zombies of Mora Tau” same.
the ‘company’s productions’ based .• Town* -«(Taylor) (1,080; $1)—
Continued from page 3
(Col) and “Man Turned To Stone”
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90- in London. He will set up offices “Gold of Naples” (Indie). Nice
(Col), $4,800 for 5 days.
$1.25)—“This Could Be Night” immediately at Film House here. $5,000. Last week, “Edge of City” of late has been good. But he’s
$3,500.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.40)— (M-G) and “Gun Duel In Durango”
looking to strengthen the economy
Sheridan, who was, formerly an (M-G),
University: (FP) (1,536; $1,75- of the industry via a lesser num¬
“Funny Face” (Par) (6th wk).*,Big (UA). Opened Saturday (18), Last
$9,000. Last week, $11,000.
week, “Strange One” (Col) and Sil¬ actor, has been asociated with sevr $2.50)~“10 Commandments” (Par) ber of houses playing the better
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) ent World” (Col), okay $10,000. * eral of . Columbia’s independent (26th Wk). Jumping to hotsy $10,—“Anastasia” (20th) (21st). Oke
State (Loew) (3,60(1; 90-$1.25)— productions lensed in Britain dur¬ 000 on final week. Last week, pictures.
AB-PT’s theatre holdings repre¬
$4,300. Last week, $5,200.
“This Could Be Night” (M-G) and ing thje last-four years;. Among $6,500. .
Uptown (Loew) (2,098;; 75-$1.25) sent $58,000,000 in fixed assets.
World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49)— | “Gun Duel Durango” (UA). Opened them are “Footsteps in the Fog,”
The
entire outfit, Including the
“Invitation to Dance” (M-G) (3d Saturday (18). Last week,.“-Strange “Cockleshell Heroes,” “S even —“Designing Woman” (M-G) (3d
Wk). Slow $2,300. Last week, One” (Col) and “Silent World” Waves Away,” and “Fortune is a wk). Smart $13,000. Last week, ABC network, has fixed assets of
$69,501,000.
I Woman..”
$2,200.
1 (Col), fair $7,000.
$14,00Qi

‘80 Days’ Boffo $10,000
In Balto; ‘IOC’s’ Same.

Billy Graham Sidelights

Col Signs O’seas Director

AB-PT Catting
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You feed in a boy
Ut one end...twelve weeks
later out comes a Marine..!
The guys mainly responsible for this
phenomenon are not generals
or even officers, but a special breed
of real tough non-com called the D.I.—
Drill Instructor. He's hand-picked
and unique, even to his uniform
with its cocky campaign hat. Lately
he’s been catching headlines—
some good, some bad. This motion
picture tries to show him just as
he is—and hopes to set the
record straight.

r

'k

k

It’s the personal story of the roughest
D.I. of all, T/Sgt. Jim Moore and the
twelve blistering weeks of his
Platoon 194. it comes off real—the boys
you see are actual Marines, borrowed for
the filming of the picture. Tou’ll know
why a D.I. does what he does, how he
turns out the world's toughest fighting
outfit, why he's a guy who’s mean,who’s
tough, and who’s wonderful. It’s a story
with a big new excitement. It’s ...
lO^
the first motion picture
of its kind!
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pictures
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boxoffice reaction here with its
locale and typically native brand of
comedy.
The jnixup of identities in a
Naval Dockyard that sets the ball
rolling arises from .two reunited
; Continued from- pare • ;
Continued from pace «
wartime buddies being switched to
miting hari-kari; Stefan. Schnabel, each other’s jobs following,#, heavy Raymond Pellegrin arid Haul Meu- again and the hunter gets hi*
The Monster.That
Red.leader who sees world dom¬ drinking session, 'during which risse are adequate as two of the woman.
Challenged the World
ination from the space weapon;
thieves. Direction rarely gets
Color is fine and the exciting
Quake near a Naval research cen¬ Arnold Moss, space alien; Ralph they changed clothes. One " is a* top
needed movement into this. landscapes of Icebergs, seals, plus
ter In an isolated California desert Clanton, Frederick. Ledebur, Paul Navy captain about to take over a the
new ship, the other a press rela¬ The carny head keeps saying that the dignity of the Eskimos and the
area activates pre-hlstoric mon¬ Birch and others.
tions official to the Civil, fountain- ty is killing the circus; and this verisimilitude of the people ana
sters in the Salton Sea, a salt
Helen Ainsworth, under the ex¬
for video. their reactions, makes this an. in¬
water body in the middle of the ecutive supervision, of' Lewis J. head at the Admiralty, The lands¬ • pic looks° mainly slanted
Vi MosJc.
teresting documentary-type* pic
man, wearing uniform, is shang¬
desert.
,
Rachmil, produced the Romson haied, to the ship, while the dis¬
-I with chances' on the U.S. screen"
The monsters, who are amphibi¬ production for Columbia • and. the guised sailor is forced to pass him¬
scene.
Mosk.
Paris; May 14.
ous, cause havoc in the area as values are good for budget outlay. self off as 'the press exec. .
Action linniodlato (FRENCH). Gaumont
they fan out in search of food in Henry Freulich’s lensing, editing,
Most of the humor ai'ises when release
Faustina (SPANISH; COLOR). Chapalo
of
Francois
Chavani-Oaumont-SFC
the form of humans. An emergency background score and other techni¬ the bogus Captain is* piped “aboard,
production.
Star* Henri "Vidal, Barbara release and production. Star* Marla Felix;
is declared in the area and naval cal factors are expert.
Fernando Gomez, Fernando Key,
Brog.
where, ignoring salutes and other Laajfe, Nicole Maurey; feature* Jacques features,
Conrado Martin. Written and directed by
and local police authorities com¬
service . etiquette while uttering Dacomine, .Marguetite Rung, Jess Hahn, Jose .Luis Saenz De Heredia. Camera
bine their forces to search out and
Harald Wolf. Lino Ventura.' Directed by (Eastmancolor), Alfredo Fraile; editor,
Guendalfna
stupid comments, he makes futile Maurice
Labro.
Screenplay, Frederic Julio Pena. At Cannes Fllm’Fest.,Running
kill the monsters/The job is done
efforts to get-ashore. His crowning JJard, Yvan Audouard, Jeah. Redon from time,
(FRANCO-ITALIAN)
110 MINS.
under the direction of the Naval
folly is in pressing the torpedo novel by Paul Kenny;' “camera, Jean
Base intelligence officer, played
Leherlssey;
editor,
R.
and -M. Isnardon.
switch,'Which fires its deadly tube
Rome,
May
14.
This
is another comedic takeoff
by Tim Holt.
Cel-Incom release’ of Ponti-Incom-L^s across the harbor, capsizing the. At Roimus, Paris, Running time 105 MINS.
on the Faust legend, but this time
*The search and tracking down of Films Marceau Production. Stars Jacque¬ launch of the First Sea Lord. To
line Sassard, Raf Mattioli. Directed by
Faust
is
a woman in modern times
the creatures has a semi-documen¬ Alberto Lattuada. Screenplay, Lattuada, save further, disaster he is hastily
This is a racy espionage film,
tary flavor. In addition, a degree Blondel, Benvenuti* DeBernardi, ’from transferred to the observation ward obviously patterned after U. S. and the old Devil’s assistant?is a
man
who
her in her youth.
story
by
Valerio
Zurlini;
camera,
Otello
of suspense and excitement is» built
of the Naval Hospital, where every toughguy nix. Though story is tele¬ He spendsloved
music, Piero Morgan. Previewed
the pic trying to foil
Up while the job is being carried Martelli;
effort? to explain his predicament graphed, it has a good amount of
in Rome. Running time, 100 MINS.
out. However, there are a number Guendalina.Jacqueline Sassard is by-passed. Finally through con-, fisticuffs, comely dolls and violence her attempts of youthful conquest
Raf Mattioli fession to the old Admiral com¬ to make this- an okay actioner pic: £ut love finally conquers all. Pie
of ludicrous and cliche moments. Oberdan ..
.✓.Sylvia Koscina
is a slight comedy, with some good
The Cast attempts to make the Francesca
Father .
Raf Vallone bined with genteel blackmail and
It looks a good bet-locally, but
whole thing believable. In addition
petticoat influence, the pair are for the XJ. S.. due to its cliches, moments, and shapes mainly as a
lingo entry but could pass for
to Holt, it includes Audrey Dalton
shuffled
back
Into
their
respective
Sentimental story of teenage
could only do for a few spots.
dualers fare on its fair entertain¬
as pretty young widow who pro- love is one of the better efforts of niches.
Film concerns a French secret ment values.
.
ides the romantic interest for the the year in Italy, with prestigeDavid Tomlinson and Brian service
man after some stolen
Maria Felix from Mexico is prop¬
dedicated lieutenant commander, gaining qualities for export. If Reece handle the two leading char¬
Hans Conried as a research scien¬ properly handled, feature maj^ acters with commendable zest and rocket plans. He meets some un¬ erly hambone as the rejuvenated
tist, Harlan Warde as a young naval have some Stateside possibilities, •a fine sense of the ridiculous. Vet savory characters but plenty of woman and Fernando Gomez
officer, Casey Adams as a scientist, either for the art trade or the legiter A. E. Matthews mumbles pretty damsels. Cast eases through1 brings a fine comic assurance to
Gordon Jones as the local sheriff,' | dubbed general market, possibly -his way with delightful .inconse¬ its chores agreeably. Director Mau¬ the devil’s rep. Technical values
rice Labro has given this neat pac¬ are good.
MosJc.
and Mimi Gibson as Miss Dalton’s both.
quence. through the role of the ing,
Mosk.
five-year-old daughter.
Tale focuses on the end-of-sum- Admiral who is coerced into co¬
Arnold Laven squeezes as much mer flirt, which blossoms into first operation while Eunice Gayson is
Sorok Psrvyl (The Forty First) (RUS¬
SIAN; COLOR). Mosfilm release and pro¬
suspense as possible out of the Pat love, of Ghendalina, a spoiled girl perkily attractive as his conniving
duction. With Isolds Izvltskaia, Oleg striFiedler screenplay. Technical con¬ of rich divorcing parents, and granddaughter, Peggy Cufltmins
jenov, Nikolai Kriutchov. Directed by
Grigori Tchoukhrai. Screenplay, G. Koltributions are good.
HolL
Oberdan, a working boy of mid- supplies the remainder of the
tounov from a novel by Boris Lavrensky;
.dle-class family. Parental disat- glamor as sister of one of the. lieu¬
camera (Sovcolor), S. Curousevsld; edi¬
.tention leads her to create a tenants, .crisply acted by Peter
tor, J. Lyssenkova. At Cannes Film Fest.
The 27th Day
Running time, 90 MINS.
world of her own, aided by the Coke with maip support by Derek
Cannes, May 21.
boy, while slowly and unwittingly Blomfield; Ronald Shiner, Tom
Shlros Sammyahu (The Roof of Japan)
Science fiction again. This time
they fall into puppy love. Fadeout Gill and Desmond Walter Ellis. Di¬ (JAPANESE COLOR). D£el production and
The quality of Sovcolor is no se¬
an unknown plknet*'supplies
Directed by Sadao Imamura.
finds them being dealt life’s first rection is smooth and workman- | release.
supervision by the Oomachl cret but in this picture it is more
the means for. the people of
cruel blow as she’s forced to leave like, and the camerawork is univer¬ Screenplay
Alpine
Museum;
commentary,
Masuji striking than before. Film reveals
this earth to destroy them¬
sally
excellent.
Clem.
to follow her family; knowing
Ibuse; camera (Eastmancolor), Dael Alpine more destalinization and emerges
Team; editor, Ichiro Saito. At Cannes
selves. For exploitation-playshe’ll never see him . again.
an extremely well made adventureFilm Fest. Running time ISO MINS.
dates.
Tale is backdropped by some
loVe opus which has a taking mood
sharply observed beachside doings,
and story despite the propaganda
Hollywood, May 14.
This is the first Japanese full- line.
with special attention to. *an au-.
Columbia release of Helen Ainsworth
length nature film. It has good
thentic flavor of teenage life.
CRomson) production.
Stars Gene Barry,
Continued from page 1 =—
A female sharpshooter, taking
color and some good animal work
dallying is straightfor¬
"Valerie French; features George Voskcp Parental
back a White Russian prisoner dur¬
rec. Arnold Moss, Stefan Schnabel, Ralph wardly portrayed and dialoged in
treatment of situations involving as it follows the seasons and de¬ ing the Revolution, is marooned on
Clanton, Frederick Ledebur, Paul Birch,
picts' the struggle for survival
the character of the father, whose men and women.4’
Azemat Janti, Marie Tsien. Directed by
a desert isle with him and they fall
William Asher.
Screenplay, John Marit- eye is eyer-roving to a shapely . The complaint is rampant that among the denizens of .the slopes
ley, from his novel; Camera, Henry Freul- ankle, while the boy’s first experi¬
of the Japanese mountain ranges. in love only to have it end in
Hollywood
has
not
yet
caught
up
lich; editor, Jerome Thoms; music con¬
tragedy when she shoots him rath¬
ence
(with
a
prostie)
is
also
graph¬
■
Somewhat
familiar
in
content
ducted by Mischa Bakaleinikoff.
Pre¬
with the economic realities of the
er than be rescued by Czarist sol¬
viewed April 18, '57. Running time, 75 ically woven into the story for
and not as stylish as the Walt Dis¬
MINS.
maximum effect, counterpointing global market which now sees 50%, ney nature films, - this looks .like diers searching for him. Well act¬
and in some instances more, of the only A program possibility for the ed, expertly mounted and with a
Jonathan Clark . Gene Barry innocence of kids’ “love affair.”
Eve Wingate
. Valerie French
slick love tale, in spite of the hefty
Thesping is expert all along the total revenue coming from outside U. S.
Mosk.
Prof. Klaus Bechner .. George Voskovec
qualities of the girl, this is en¬
domestic
market.
“Why
The Alien ..
Arnold Moss linfc, with Raf Mattioli and Jacque¬ the
tertaining and could be something
Leader
.Stefan Schnabel line Sassard standing out. in their shouldn’t this be considered at the
Mister Ingram . Ralph Clanton
Sun* Jakkl (Lapland Calendar) (NOR¬ for specialized U. S. situations.
first roles. Both are finds, with production stage?” asked.one. "
Dr. Karl Neuhaus ....Frederick Ledebur
WEGIAN;
DOCUMENTARY;
COLOR).
Mosk.
a cross between Audrey
Admiral
.Paul Birch latter
Going by‘European reaction to Kinografen Film release and production.
Ivan Godofsky . Azemat Janti Hepburn and Leslie Caron. While
Written, directed and lensed (Eastmanpictures,
which
is
distinctly
dif¬
Su Tan .Marie Tsien
color) by Per Host; editor, Titus Vlbescript
is
not
always
as
good
as
the
Ztrsund
(The
Lost
Children)
(CZECHOCommander . Ed Hinton
ferent from the one in the States, Muller; music, Christian Hartmann.. At
Al¬ the argument has merit. Just as the pannes Film Fest. Running time, 9ft.MINS. SLAVAKIAN). Czech'State Film release
U. N. Officer . Grandon Rhodes basic story, dialog rings true.
and production.- With Stanislav Fiser,
berto Lattuada’s; direction, while
Gustav Valach, Vladimir Hlavaty, Rado¬
Space ships, mysterious destruc¬ slow in warming up, keeps action average American finds "the Euro¬ ' -1
Lukavsky. Directed by Milos MakoEastmancolor document ary van
tive capsules and plans for con¬ to essentials and gets good per¬ pean imports at times difficult to.|
vec. Screenplay, Jlri firdecka, Makovec;
camera, Vladimir Novotny;, editpjr, Oldrich
quest are the sciencd-fiction gim¬ formances (besides the leads) from understand and appreciate, so the sketches the daily life, and ritual Bo**k.
Cannes Film Fest. Running
micks used' in “The 27th Day” tp thespers hot usually • known for Europeans public finds the Ameri¬ of the Laplander of Norway sand, time, 90 At
MfftS.
manufacture an okay thriller. -It their innate acting ability.
can pictures often lacking in .can¬ details the yearly trek to get their
should team handily with a similar
Lensing by Otello Martelli is ex¬ dor and too glossy for acceptance. reindeer to proper grazing grounds.
Pacifistic pic abounds in a sty¬
subject in the exploitation market. pert throughout in copping the
Also, there exists in much of In these scenes it has a certain
An unknown planet, whose uni¬ early-fall .greyness on Riviera lo¬ Europe a definite and pronounced amplitude, with reindeer swimming lized violence giving this* an “arty”
format
which might make this an
the
fjords,
in
battle,'giving
birth,
verse is dying, sends an emissary cations, while Piero Morgan has antagonism vs. musicals, which ha?
to earth to make plans for a new written a very apt musical score caused companies such as Oth-Fox,, etc.,, which could make this of in¬ okay, entry for Specialized spots
home.
Since the planet’s moral in a modern tempo. Production for instance, tor virtually cut the terest for dual supporting fare in Stateside. During a mitteleuropa
the U.S. or'for specialized shows war of the 18th century two men
code forbids it to invade or ‘de¬ credits are. #11 tops.
Hawk,
musical score jfrom its “The King there.
meet alter a battle in which they
stroy any form of intelligent life,
and
I.”
Metro,
foo,
has
faced
the
the space people decide to let
I .Laps’ simple lives are also well are the only survivors. They en¬
Carry on Admiral
problem of the musicals, though done and pic emerges sincere and counter another soldier and film
earth's people kill themselves off.
(BRITISH)
there are exceptions such as "An .ethnically interesting in spite of recounts their trek hiding from the
Figuring panic will help, they
American in Paris.”
snatch five nationalities, give them
some sudden forced dramatic enemy, their return to the home of
Light-hearted naval romp’ with
The American managers general¬ shafts. Color is uneven at times but one of them, their renouncing of
five small plastic boxes, each con¬
a land7ubber in trouble mas¬
ly feel that the U.S. industry is acceptable and the Laps, the land¬ war and their final death when
taining three capsules individually
querading as sailor.
capable of destroying human life
going to have tough sledding in scapes and, above all, the reindeer, they try to save new friends from
‘ •
within a distance of 3,000 miles
the! years to come. They are sharp¬ make this an offbeat documentary an enemy attack.
London, May 14.
Film is well directed and gives
and leave the rest up to the
Mosk.
Renown Pictures release of a George ly and uncomfortably aware of the with U.S. possibilities,
the battle scenes a baroque feeling.
Minter production. Stars David Tomlin- growing pressures, to confine the
humans.
In thp^ John Mantlev soreennlav 15on' PeSgy Cummins, Brian Reece and
Acting is* good and director Milos
T-V:
ft.
I Eunice Gayson; co-stars A. E. Matthews. Hollywood film, and they feel that,
Qlvjtoq (Evil Spirlt) (DANISH; COLOR). Makbvec gives this fin§Hpacing and
from his own novel, the Commun¬ Directed by Val Guest. Screenplay, Val to compete properly, they must Nordisk
release and production. With
ists are used as the big menace to Guest, from stageplay, "Off the Record,” have the kind of “meaty” product Pottl Reichhardt, Asfcrld Villaume, Niels rhythm. Lensing is adroit and fits
lan Hay and Stephen King-Hall; cam¬
Platou,. Dorthe Relmer, Justus Larsen. the atmosphere expertly. An offearth since one of the box-holders by
era, Arthur Grant; editor; John Pomeroy;
Directed by Erik Balling. Screenplay, beater worth some art attention is
is a Red soldier. Another is an music, Philip Green. At Rialto Theatre, that can hold its own with what Leek
Fischer; camera (Agfacolor). Poul
the Continentals themselves put Pedersen;
Mosk.
English girl, Valerie French, who London. Running time,. 15 MINS..
editor,
Carsten
Dahl.
At the tag on this one.
Caime* Film Fest. Running time, 105
Baker
.. . David Tomlinson into their films.
promptly throws hers into the sea Torn
Susan Lashwood
Peggy Cummins
By this they do not zpean a flood
and then joins Gene Barry, news¬ Peter Fraser ..
Rose Bernd (WEST OERMAN; COLOR).
Brian Reece
Bavaria-Filmkunst release and production.
Eunice Gayson of “message”* pictures, but rather
paper reporter, in America, where Jane Godfrey.
Film is the 50th anni pic to cele¬ Stars Marla Schell, Raf Vallone; features
Godfrey .. A. E. Matthews the type of picture that deals'real¬
they go in hiding to wait out the Admiral
Kathe Gold, Hans Messemei*, Leopold
Mary
Joan Sims
time limit of 27 days before the Psychiatrist ... Lionel Murton istically with human relations. Be¬ brate the existence of the Danish Beberti. Directed by Wolfgang Staudte,
Receptionist'--- Reginald Beckwith ing used to much greater frankness Nordisk company and Was one of Screenplay, Walter Ulbrlch from the play
capsules become harmless.
„
the nominations for the best for¬ by Gerhart Hauptmann; - camera (AgfaWilliam Asher’s direction works Willy Oughton-Formby*
Desmond Walter. Ellis in their own films, Europeans show
color), Klaus von Rautenfeld; editor, Her¬
up a good degree of suspense via Salty Simpson . Ronald Shiner a tendency to shrug off the for¬ eign pic award at the recent bert Windt. At Cannes Film Fest. Run¬
Academy Awards. It is a tale of ning time, 110 MINS.
Lashwood . Peter Coke
the Reds’ efforts to break the se¬ Lieut.
mula
Hollywood
approach,
which—
Dobson .:. Derek Blomfield
the people of Greenland, and sim¬
cret of the box held by the soldier Lieut.
Petty Officer ..
I 'Tom Gill thanks to Code and Legion of De¬
ply details the relations between
so Russia can take over the world. Sub-Lieut..
Howard Williams
Film is a heavyhanded tale of *
..... Joan Hickson- cency—leaves & great deal to the the Danes and the Eskimos. Story
In the JLJ. S., Washington big Mother
Steward ..
Toke Townley imagination arid, basically, is geared is Well constructed and the color¬ servant girl on a farm in the Ger¬
brains are attempting to find Barry Orderly ........
‘
" to
the
broad,
range
of
what’s
cate¬
ful
backgrounds
make
this
of
pos¬
many of the 1920’s who is seduced
and Miss French and get European First Sea Lord__
.
Sam Kydd gorized as “the family audience.” sible dualer fare In the U.S. and
scientist George Voskovec to re¬ Attendant
by her employer, raped by a work¬
First Officer.,.Philip Ashley
This -audience does; of course, it also shapes a likely video entry.
veal the secret of his. Instead, the Second Officer.Donald Pickering
er and finally loses her child to b»
exist also in Europe, but native
A woman comes to see her fiance
scientist works out the secret and
turns it against all men of 'evil,
The source of‘this film was "a producers have long assumed that who has fallen in love with some¬ saved from despair by an old ad¬
which automatically takes core of successful stageplay, and although there are areas in' which they can body else. While waiting to return mirer who really loves her. Som¬
the Communists. Ending finds the film rights were bought at the legitimately appeaii to the “adult” home in shame she meets a rough, bre, humorless, and without much
earth inviting the space aliens to time of its production 10 years ago, audience sector.. It is this specific embittered man running a trading feeling for character or time, film
move in and share the new era of it has only now reached the screen. appeal which, say the company company. Film .unfolds their bud¬ drags. Too Teutonic to be any real
Most recent British b.o. winners people here, is often and painfully ding love plus that of a proud
freedom and peace.
Barry*^and Miss French make a have been in broad .comedy vein, missing 111 the American film. They young Eskimo hunter who is talked possibility for the U. S.
It has Maria Schell, a big Euro¬
good team for the requirements of and so the time Was considered feel that there should. be closer irito turning to fishing by the
the story, while Voskovec also is ripe to dust off this one and cash liaison between the Continental trader. He feels it is necessary for pean name, who was recently
signed
for a Hollywood feature.
these
people.
The
Eskimo
is
in
on
the
current
trend.
It
is
neatly
convincing as the scientist. Per¬
forming satisfactorily are Azemat made, extracting every - ounce of managers and the producers in Hol¬ shamed. When he tries it alone and She has become a mass of manner¬
Janti, the Red soldier with a con¬ humor from "ludicrous situations, lywood) and they regret that their runs off to an icy section where isms and drowns the character in
science; Marie Tsien, Chinese re¬ which have greater scope visually v.ie.ws are rarely consulted except the evil spirit Qivitoq is supposed tricks rather .than sensitivity. Di¬
on specifically
and dis- to live. He is brought back by the rection is stilted and slow. Techni¬
- economic
cipient of the capsule, who imme¬ than in their\ former limited.—
1
Mosk.
hunter and the people accept him cal credits par.
diately renders it useless by com- sphere. It should rou^e healthy j tribution matters,
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For Week Ending Tuesday (21)

N. Y. Stock Exchange,
1957
High Low
1434
247/s
36%
35Vfe
187/s
171/4
98i/£
41/4

11%
20%
293,4'
291/4

17
133/ft
813/4
■3%
7%
18%
77/8
28%

9
22
91/8
3634
18%
40
8%
131/s
17%
291/4
281/4
25%
71%
28%
121%

•141/8
31%
5%
11%
14%
25%
22%
' 22
69
22%
91%

4%
10%
1%
6%
4%
m
6%
834
5%

3%
8%
%
4%
2%
7%
3%
6%
37/s

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues,
High
Close
in 100s
Low
137/8
ABC Vending 57
14
14%
24%
Am Br-Par Th 209
23%'
24
CBS “A” ... 113
36%
35%
35%
343/8
34%
CBS “B” ... 79
35%
173/4
Col Plx. 41
17%
17%
16%
16%
Decca .. 71
16%
963/s
98%
Eastman Kdk. 88
98%
4%
37/s
'EM!... 517
4
*List Ind. .... 144
•8%
8%
8%
Loew’s .274
20%
20
19%
77/8
Nat. Thea. .. 106
8
8
357/8
Paramount .. 93
36
343/4
Philco .. 115
17
16%
16%
393/a
ECA .. 354
38%
38%
Republic ... 93
7%
7%
7%
123/8
Rep., pfd. ...
3
12%
12%
163^
157/a
Stanley War. 116
16%
277/8
Storer ...... 34
27%
27%
273/4
20th-Fox ... 88
27%
27%
Univ. Pix ...
4
26
2d26
TJnlv., pfd. .. *50
69%
69%
69%
253/s
25
Warner Bros.. 26
25%
Zenith. 59
120
113%
116
American Stock Exchange
37/a
33/i
Allied Artists 57
3% Ail’d Art., pfd 13
9
9%
9
C & C Super.2241
1
1%
%
53/8
DuMont Lab 134
5%
5%
4%
37/s
37/8
Guild Films . 1580
83/4
83/8
83/a
Nat’l Telefilm 79
6%
53/a
Skiatron .... 136
6
67/8
63/4
Technicolor . ,75
6%
Trans-Lux ..
9
47/8
43/4
4%
Over-the-Counter Securities
Bid
41%
2%
* 1%
. 2%
7%
2%
1%
158
5%
22%

Ampex ...
Chesapeake Industries ..
Cinerama I)
..
Cinerama Prod...
DuMont Broadcasting.
' Magna Theatres ..
Official Films ...
Polaroid
C. A. Theatres...
Walt Disney ...

Ask
.47%
23,4
1%
2%
8%
33/a
17/8
165
6
24%

Net
Change
for wk.
— %
— 3%
- %
— %
— %
- %
+ 1% +
4*
—
+
—
—
—
• +
+
—

%
%
%
%
%,
% '
%
% .
%

._.
_
— s/8
+3%
+ %
+ %
— %
.—.%
+ %
+ %
+ %

+ %
-h-%
— %
— %
—1
+ %
+1
— %
— %

* Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Goldenson Attacks Toll-TV
Continued from page 1

on record for some time as being established it would be a “colorless
opposed to the principle of this, medium." He went -on to say that
proposed new use of the electronics the toll advocates, having been
proved wrong anent these early-medium (such as Skiatron, Zenith day claims, now are offering toll
and the Paramount-controlled In¬ tv as a help to Ultra High Frequen¬
ternational 'Telemeter) but never cy station operators, the small
before has he been so steamed up Very High Frequency operator and
about its allegedly negative values. stations with no network affilia¬
tion. They claim, Goldenson con¬
In each of the aforementioned tinued, that cultural programs can
categories it's obvious that the be made available of the type now
public is getting gratis an over¬ seen on free tv, along with a new
whelming proportion of all that is quality and diversity of program¬
best, said Goldenson. In contrast, ming generally.
.
the introduction of toll tv will
But this is not so, he Insists.
mean the backbone of tv audiences
There's
very
little
that free tv
(people in lower and middle in¬
come groups) will still have to doesn’t already beam to the living
.rooms
and
toll
tv
will
not benefit
aftell out for purchase and main¬
tenance of tv sets, may Jiave to either tv or tv audiences.
Re
theatre
business,
Goldenson
pay additional charges for conver¬
sion to subscription tv, and then, said he’s encouraged by the num-!
ber
of
better
pictures
being
turned
inevitably, will have to pay for
programming that now costs noth¬ up by the various studios. Heart¬
ening, too, he said, is the an¬
ing, he argued.
nounced intention of several com¬
Shift of Values
panies to step up production.
Toll tv, in Goldenson's opinion,
Stockholder session largely was
will lead to the withdrawal from
free tv of all the top sports events, a mild one, marked only by a few
barbed
questions concerning stock
tind the top comedy, drama and
variety ishows. Further, he added, options for key personnel and sal¬
news and public service programs aries given top execs^ The routine
will vanish because of the absence answers were given: Important
money must be paid for important
of commercial support.
manpower 'in such a competitive
Exec also rapped proponents of industry, x
toll ty for “shifting their ground.'',
Goldenson and all other direc¬
In the infancy of broadcast tv, he
said, they asserted that a national tors were reelected, the board was
tv service could not be economical¬ set to comprise 15 directors', and
ly operated, and if one were to be dividend payments on the pre¬
ferred stock were fixed at the 20th
days of April, July, October and
December.

New York Theatre

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL —
• .

Rockefeller Center

6RE60RY PECK

•

LAUREN BACALL

“DESIGNING WOMAN”
In CinsmaSsop* and METROCOLOR
An M-G-M Pictyr*.

_and mcimun nut rttUMnmm

LOOKING FOR ME?
Compl«t« knowUdgs and oxporlonco
in film production, distribution, pro¬
motion. Master Him editor (six years
experience); Ivy League grad. SEEKINO
RESPONSIBLE
ADMINISTRA¬
TIVE POSITION.
Write Box 414, VARIETY,
1S4 W. 44th St„ Now York 34

Reds Flood Egypt
a Continued from page 1

expectedly will be nil. Yank ob¬
servers said the Russians have
tried similar measures in other
Middle East countries before and
discovered they had to lease thea¬
tres in order to showcase the pic¬
tures; those in the business of the¬
atrical . exhibition wouldn’t buy
them because of the heavy propa¬
ganda content.
It was stated further. that the
Reds, having leased theatres for
playing the films, also had to givb
tickets away ih order to lure audi¬
ences.

PICTURES
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WELL-STAFFED TOP TIE-IN CHARITIES
RARE, SO WB DREAMS UP NEW IDEA
John Huston

UA TAKING TELEPIX
PLUNGE; TO FINANCE

Finding a charity peg for a film
premiere is not as easy as it sounds.
Although there are a lot of philan¬
20th-Fox banner with John Wayne
United Artists will shortly enter thropic groups ready and willing
in thee title role...
the telepix field on the same basis to tie in with a plush preem, the
When questioned on the touchy that. it is now operating in mo¬ organizations do not always have
subject of Okichi, a geisha' with tion picture production, prexy the stature and facilities necessary
whom Harris has been strongly at¬ Arthur B. Krim disclosed Monday to make the event a success. Many
tached, -Huston said he plans to (20). It will finance telepix pro¬ of the groups do not have a suffi¬
handle the romance- “delicately.” duction and distributing and mer¬ cient staff or contacts to sell the
high-priced tickets and it is often
He said he is here on a “voyage of chandising of films.
discovery” and that if he finds the
It’s believed UA will be fully necessary for the film company to
relationship to have been different involved in telepix within three to'. paper the house. The companies,
than what he imagines, “we will go six months. May either involve as a result, are forced to shell out
to the truth” rather than abandon the ■ acquistion of an established the cost of the “uneaten” tickets.
the project. He added that the .telepix- distributor or the organiza¬
Most of the companies vie for
script hasn’t been written yet.
tion of its own operation. It de- the top charities—March of Dimes,
Huston praised Japanese pic¬ [ pends, Krim said, on what the com¬ Red Cross, Cancer, etc. However,
tures, saying they rank with the pany’s study reveals, but ih any when the cream of the top groups
finest made in the last 20 years. He event “we intend to be in television have been booked, it becomes some¬
thing of a problem to find a char¬
admitted that he had only seen in one way or another.”
about half a dozen, and only the
UA expects to realize $5,000,000 ity with the organizational facili¬
very best, but offered that “They in 1957 from the syndication of ties as well as public appeal.
have a use of color quite unique . .. UA films to television. The com¬
Warner Bros, believes it has
as a painter would choose colors pany has made 52 additional films solved the problem by designating
from a pallette.” This, he said, is available for tv distribution. Krim its “A Face in the Crowd” opening
the effect he had tried for in said that UA, after exploring the at the Globe Theatre, N. Y., on
“Moulin Rouge” and“Moby Dick.” possible national . sale, of the 52 May 28 as “Your Favorite Charity”
films, decided in favor.of the syndi¬ premiere. Ticket purchasers can
cation method. Last year the com¬ earmark the coin for any charitable
pany realized $2,000,000 from tv group—from a national organiza¬
film sales, a total of 39 features be¬ tion to the church around the coring involved.
ne-r. Warners sent out letters to
Continued from page S ----more than 300 different charities
and the response so far has been
tion and subsidization of any coun¬
try’s film industry by its govern¬
encouraging. The groups requested
ment does not guarantee quality
application blanks to send to their
supporters. In addition, many or¬
product- nor does it guarantee pub¬
lic acceptance of pictures made
ganizations called the WB homethis way. You cannot legislate qual¬
office and the "Globe Theatre for
ticket applications.
ity nor should incompetence be
supported.”
The accounting firm of Price;
- He noted that “we are all for a
Waterhouse & Co. has donated its
common market althought we also
services to break down the coin
know that all films will continue to
that goes to each charity and will
have language and ethnical bar¬
handle the details of sending out
riers and be faced with the prob¬
-the.
checks. Tickets are priced at
Rome, May 21.
lems generated by local condi¬
$10. to $25. After the price of the
ANICA topper Eitel Monaco re¬ house ticket and Federal and'State
tions.”
ports that the Italians are asking
Reporting on U’s own operation, the American film industry for a taxes are deducted, the designated
Daff revealed that the company was loan to help finance local produc¬ charity receives $23.20 for each $25
now operating in 74 out of 83 coun¬ tion. The loan, according to Mon¬ ticket and $8.20 for each $10
tries in the civilized world and aco, would be guaranteed by the ducat.
that U’s standing had greatly in¬ Italian government and local banks
The response WB has received
creased in the last five years. “We with three to four percent interest so far has not only pleased the film
are still opening branches, while and would be repayable in dollars company but has also intrigued
other companies are closing theirs,” in New York.
rival firms which are contemplat¬
he said. He asserted that the com¬
ing similar charity preems in the
Amount of the loan would be $4,- future. WB will follow up on the
pany’s global business has in¬
creased 39% over the last five 000,000, representing half of the idea with a similar premiere in
years and that its foreign business funds in the so-called 40% account. the fall on the Coast for “The Pa¬
has gone up 78% in the same American companies here can re¬ jama Game.” Interest in the gim¬
mit or use up 60% of the revenue. mick is also being expressed in
period.
The rest is frozen and its use is re¬
Other speakers at the conven¬ stricted for production'.in Italy. London, with a British firm request¬
tion included U board chairman There is presently $8,000,000 in ing information- from WB on how
to set up a “Favorite Charity”
Nate J. Blumberg and v.p. and for¬ the account.
event.
eign manager Americo Aboaf.
According
to
Monaco,U.S.
com¬
Blumberg reminded the delegates
that Hollywood has seen many evo¬ panies are not producing sufficient
lution and revolutions from all of pictures in Italy and the Italian
which U “has emerged even strong¬ producers need financing which is
er than before” in its 45tyear his¬ the biggest local problem. Indica¬
; Continued from page 3 ;
tions are that the Italians are
tory.
strongly impressed .with Motion motion picture editors) to the
Aboaf reported that the com¬
Export Assri.’s loan to Coast will also be made.
pany’s foreign sales drive, recently Picture
Japan. ,
Additional funds, the report
completed, was the most successful
notes, will also be requested, per¬
in the company's history and that
haps at a later date, for a com¬
billings for the European division
munity reel, and for additional
in the last week of^the 'drive were
radio campaigns if the Denver test
over $,000,0Q0. In addition, he
proves
successful. Other projects
stated that 10 territories throughout
that the business building commit¬
the world established new records
tee
feels
should gain attention are
for billings, bookings and collec¬
industry consideration of sponsor¬
tions.
ship
of
the
Academy Awards tele¬
Dallas, May 21.
cast-, Support of an Academy mu¬
Wyman H. Parr was convicted seum and travelling exhibits, new
and sentenced to seven years in product trailers, and personality
prison for conspiring to put lewd tours.
motion
pictures into interstate
j Continued/-from page 3
The Denver radio test, scheduled
commerce; The all-male Jury in
in new “Zorro” series. Sked, with U, S. District Judge T. Whitfield to start shortly, is being handled
by
Donahue & Coe, ad agency with
some of the shows to be repeated, Davidson’s court deliberated almost
will provide 52 weeks of continu¬ an hour before finding Parr, an Oak many amusement accounts.
ous programming of each of three Cliff camera store operator, guilty
series starting in September and on two counts.
October.
Defense Attorney G. H. Kelsoe
In reference to the Disneyland
Amusement park, in Anaheim,, at¬ Jr., immediately gave notice of ap-\
tendance during ninfe months peal and bond of $5,000 was set.
“The Pixie from Paris”
Judge Davidson gave Parr four
ended April 30, 1957, was up 10%
and gross jumped 25% over corres¬ years on the count charging him
with
conspiring
with
George
Robert
ponding period last year, Disney
reported. He said that a net profit Bly, and three years on a second
of over $1,000,000 was expected for count of conspiracy with Samuel
park's fiscal year ending July 31, Gold. The sentences are to run
1957, after taxes and .depreciation consecutively.
Also found guilty by the jury was
of 'approximately $2,200,000.
Disney declared that figures for Bly, sometimes burlesque come¬
dian,
on three counts charging the
Disneyland, Inc., which owns and
operates park, and of which Dispey actual transportation of the ob¬
scene
films. Gold, St. Louis novelty
Productions either owns or controls
through options, . repping about salesman, Is under indictment for
65% of outstanding stock, are not transportation of obscene films in
included in Disney financial state¬ Missouri.
In sentencing Parr, Judge David¬
ment.
"Pathetic as the little matohseller In
“We intend to exercise these op¬ son, who is 80, expressed the
the rain, and jolly as a plcnlo in the
tions before the end of the current thought that the increases In rapes
Bois."
Vogue
fiscal year,” he added. After this, and criminal assaults was “probab¬
BARRON ROLAN LTD.
Rl 9-4727
he said, figures will be consoli¬ ly due to the stimulation of sex
252 East 49th ft.. New York 17/ N. Y
pictures.”
dated.
^=■^1 Continued from page S

AIDaff

Italy Asking Loan
From U S. Film Biz
To Buoy Its Own

Biz-Building

‘Family Man’ Pitch Is
Nixed, Dealer in Lewd
Rims Is Given 7 Years

Disney Report

Genevi&ve
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Hollywood Production Piilse

Foran, Paul Langton, Elisha. Cook,
-Douglas Kennedy, Beverly Tyler
(Start* May 8)
"FORT ROW IE"
(Bel-Air Productions)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting at Kanab. Utah)
rod.T—Aubfey Schenck
ir.—Howard W. Koch
Ben Johnson, Jan Harrison, Kent Tay¬
lor, Jat^a Davl, Peter Mamakos, Larry
Chance, Jerry Frank, Ed Hinton, Bar¬
bara Perry
(Started May 13)

E
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Bavaria Films
Continued from page
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[DROP 2 CHAINS IN N.Y.
EXHIR’S ANTITRUST SUIT

’ Action against RKO Theatres
Week, Wolf Schwarz, BaVarla and Stanley Warner Corp., as well
'KISS THEM FOR MI"
production chief, disclosed that— as two corporations associated with
Prod.-^erry Wald
to strengthen its release setup in the theatre circuits, in connection
Diri—Stanley Donen
.... „
_
ALLIED ARTISTS
Cary Grant, Jayna Mansfield, Suzy Par'
$3,000,000
antitrust
suit
France—Bavaria had acquired a with
ker, Ray Walaton, Leif Erickson;
Starts, This Year......... 7.
brought by a Queens, L. I., ex¬
Larry Blyden,' Nathaniel Frey* Wer¬
30% interest in the Les Produc¬ hibitor was discontinued in an or¬
ner Klemperer. Ben Wright, Anne
This Date, Last Year...... 72,
McCrea
tions Elan outfit in Paris. Bavaria der signed in N. Y. Federal Court
(Started April 29)
may ‘ eventually coproduce with last week by’ Judge William Her'STOPOVER TOKYO"
"WALK TALL"
Prod.—Walter
Reisch
Elan.
v
lands.
Prod.—Walter Mirlech
; Continued from page 7 ;
Dir,—Richard Breen .
_ •
Dir,—Thoma* Carr
^
Robert Wagner.'Joan Collins, Edmond
\ Bavaria now has acquired the
Suit, .filed by Morris Stein,
Joel McCrea, Virginia Mayo, Michael
O'Brien,
Ken
Scott,
Larry
Keating
Ansara, Robert FoulX. Ray Teal, Leo
were made to finance and form the Schorcht
distribution
company,
operator .of the Corona. Theatre,
(Started April 29)
. Gordon
French and Italian companies the through which it releases between named the eight major film com¬
(Started May 9)
'PEYTON PLACE"
Prod.—Jerry Wald
general motion picture business in 18 and 20 films a year, and it has panies, in addition to the two the¬
Dir.—Mark Robson '
dropped its option on a 25% inter¬ atre chains. Thef action, charging
Lana Turner, Lloyd Nolan, Hope Lange,
Arthur Kennedy, Betty Field, Lee Hollywood and abroad “was much est in the former UFA theatre discrimination in the acquisition
COLUMBIA
Philips, Barry Coe, Robert Harris
better that at present/*
chain because, as Schwarz exr of product, is still pending against
Starts, This Year..
72
(Started April 2$)
Kalmus referred to 1957 as “a plained it, "25% isn’t worth the ijlm companies.
This Date, Last Year....... 70
year of transition” for the com¬ while.” ■
UNIVERSAL
pany since Techiii had started its/ ,; Schwarz, whose Bavaria is cur¬
"HIGH FLIGHT"
(Warwick Productions)
policy of diversification during' rently- renting space to two Amer¬
Starts, This Year.....13
(Shooting in England)
that
period. The company, he dis¬ ican (United’ Artists) films in
Prods.—Irving Allen. A. R. Broccoli
This Date, Last Year.. .'...13
Dir.—John Gilling
closed, had made a capital expendi¬ Munich, said he was anxious for
Continued from
2 — r Ray Milland, Sean Kelly, Anthony Newture
of
over $5,000,000 for various American major companies to take Gerhard Track and Gerhard Lang,
"THE
LADY
TAKES
A
FLYER"
ley,
Kenneth
Fortescue.
Kenneth
on German pictures worldwide are awaiting their ttfm to go to the
Prod.—William Alland
Haight, Helen Cherry, Bernard Lee,
diversification pro j ects.
Dir.—Jack
Arnold
^
.
Duncan Lamont, Lesllf Philips
Lana Turner, Jeff" Chandler, Richard
Considerable attention was given outside Germany. "Why not?”, he Far East and around Europe.
(Started April 2) asked.- "When we have a picture
Denning, Andra Martin, Jerry Paris,
"PAL JOEY"
Learned From U.- S. -Trip
Chuck Connors, Rita Shaw. Dee J. at the meeting to the company’s like ’Rose; Bernd,* we sell it to
(Essex-Sidney Productions) ,
Thompson, Nestor Palva, Alan Hale entry into the. amateur photography
Prod.—Fred Kohlmar
Mayer learned In the U. S., con¬
distributors all over the world.
field.
The
company,
Kalmus
indi¬
Dir.—George Sidney
A
(Started April 19)
trary to general belief, that pro¬
Rita Hayworth, Frank Sinatra, Kim
cated, is continuing to expand its There must be interest in it” He grams simply must start with mad¬
Novak, Bobby Sherwood, Hank Henry, "THE AMAZONS"
facilities in this direction and en¬ added that he understood that the rigals and motettes.; An trend to
Vqrna Felton, Barbara Nichols, Bek (Shooting In BraziD
American
companies
might
Show
Prod.-Dir.—Curt Slodmak
Nelson, Ellie Kent, Mara McAlee,
Don - Taylor, Glana Sigale, Eduardo visions a gross of $25,000,000 to more Interest if they were finan¬ modern
Betty Vitti. Tol Avery, Everett Glass.
music would do great
$30,000,000 from this source by
Ciannglli
•
Barry Bernard, Robin Morse, Bob
harm. The audiences expect that
(Started May 7)
Anderson, Syd Chatton, Eddie Bartell
1961. The N.Y. and Coast labs are cially involved.
(Started April 15)
"DAMN CITIZEN"
ThV Bayaria chief is currently A few waltzes might be added and
expected to do $5,000,000 worth of
(Shooting in New Orleans)
"THE HARD MAN"
discussing a production deal with merely as a windup Austrian folk¬
Prodr—Hermart Webber
amateur business this year.
(Romson• Productions)
.
Dir.—Robert Gordon
__
Prods.—Wallace MacDonald, Helen Ains¬
UA.
^ Script is all ready.
An songs could be used.
Kalmus also confirmed that
Keith Andes. Margaret Hayes, Gene
"The financial side, of course, is
worth
Evans, Lynn Bari, Jeffrey Stone, Ann Technicolor was holding talks with American male star and an Eng¬
Dir.—George Sherman
„ .
very important,” said Dr. TautRobinson, Edward Platt, Charles Hor¬
lish-speaking
German
star
would
Guy Madison, Valerio French, Lorhe
the various companies involved in
vath, Carolyn Kearney
schnig.
"However, anybody will
Green, Rudy Bond, Robert Burton,
(Started May 7)
- - •
Myron Healey, Robert Williams, Ricky
the Cinerama process, but declined be used and the film would be understand that the main problem
made in English and German lan-I
Sorenson,
Barry
Atwarter,
Frank "THE FEMALE ANIMAL"
to
issue
any
details
as
to
what
as¬
for
us
is
transportation and hous¬
Richards, Bob Cason, Trevor Bardette
Prod.—Albert Zugsmith
pects of the Cinerama business guage versions.
(Started May 13)
Dir.—HarTy Keller
_
„
v
^
ing. After all, it’s youth we handle,
Hedy Lamatr, Jane Powell, Jan Ster¬ Techni may acquire.
I As for exports to the U.'S., not grown up stars.” Rector Dr.
"THE TJJUANA STORY"
ling, John Gavin
Prod.—Sam Katzman
(Started May 20)
Technicolor laid off 359 em¬ Schwarz said there weren’t as yet Franz Brolnger and artistic chief
Dir.—Leslie Kardos
_ .
.
Rodolfo Acosta, 4»mes Darren, Robert
ployees. since the first of the year, enough strong films available to Prof. Ferdinand Grossmann. are
McQueeney, Joy Stoner, William Faw¬
leaving a total of 1}855 employees. make a concerted effort in that cooperating in all these problems.
cett, Jean WiUes, Rick Vallin, Paul
WARNER BROS.
Newland, Michael Fox, George E.
He stated that there had been no I direction. "Rose Bernd,” which—
With, the filming in Duernstein
Stone, William Tannen, Susan Seasalary cuts for the top executives with Maria Schell—will more than1 near Vienna, a remake of the
Starts, This Year.....9
forth, Susan Ridgway,. Gloria Rhoads
(Started May 14)
or the 45 staffers under contract, [cover its production costs in Ger¬ Donau Film (Eduard Hoesch),
This Date, Last Year..5
but that, with one exception, all many alone, is being taken to’ New "Singing Youth,” festival weeks,
contract employees had waived in¬ York by Carroll Helimann of the disking, for Berlin companies and
'DARBY'S RANGERS"
WALT DISNEY
Prod.—Martin Rackln
creases due in 1957. Total salary Omnia Export Co. at Schwarz's re¬ Columbia, appearing ’ in Oscar
Dir.—William A. Wellman
. .
quest for screening to interested Straus’ "Waltz Dream” in the
Starts, This Year. 7
James Garner, Etchika Choureau. Jack of executives and contract holders
parties, including the majors. Volksopera, the , coming visit of
Warden, Murray Hamilton, Andrea was listed as $1,400,000 annually.
This Date, Last Year.7
King, Adam Williams, WiUiam Well¬
Schwarz felt that, in the light of
man Jr., Peter Brown, Corey AUen,
Of the 2,235,700 shares outstand¬ Miss Schell having been signed by Chancellor Adenauer of Germany
Torin Thatcher, Stuart Whitman, Ed¬
ing and entitled to vote, 1,403,452 Metro, unusual interest should at¬ (one of their great admirers) their
"OLD YELLER"
ward Ashley, Joan Elan, Venetia Ste¬
(Buena Vista Release)
time is absolutely occupied. No
venson, Reginald Owen, Frieda Ines¬ shares, or 69% of the total issued
tach to "Rose Bernd,” one of the more engagements are being ac¬
Prod.—Walt Disney
cort, Philip- Tonge, Raymond Bailey, stock, was present in person or by
Dir.—Robert Stevenson
„ ,,
entries here at Cannes.
Willis Bouchey, Frank Gifford .
Dorothy McGuire, F,ess Parker, Jeff
cepted.
proxy.
(Started April 22)
York, Tommy Kirk, Kevin Corcoran
Bavaria has a 10 picture produc¬
'GREENEYES"
O’dest Outfit of Its Kind
(Started Jan. 28)
Kalmus held the floor for a ma¬ tion program this year, of which
Prod.—Martin Melcher
jority of the meeting and came in eight will actually roll in 1957.
'Proof that this Is the oldest still
Dir.—Bernard Girard.
w
Susan OUver, ’ Linda Reynolds, Carla well
prepared
with
'anticipated
existing‘organization
of its kind is
Company also helps finance a
Merey, Beverly Long, Norma Nilsson,
METRO
questions. There was considerable number of indie prodqcers. While given by a document, dated July
Tommie Moore, Sally Brophy
(Started May 8)
stockholder complaints near the Bavaria has no problem with' the 20,. 1498,1 at'Freiburg. When the'
Starts, This Year..7
end of . the session. Shareholders banks ’ re its own program, finan¬ Austrian Archduke Maximilian
This Date, Last Year.... ..10
were particularly burned’ when ciers are showing signs of balking married, he ordered’the founda¬
INDEPENDENT
Kalmus and the directors present re the bankrolling of the indies, tion of "The Royal Chapel of Boy
"I ACCUSE"
refused to reveal their, stock hold¬ Sch.warz said.
Starts, This Year....57
(Shooting in England)
Singers.” ’ It was reorganized by
Prod.—Sam Zlmbalist
ings. After considerable coaxing,
This
Date,
Last
Year
.....
.33
Dir.—Jose Ferrer
_
Schwarz saw normal competition Emperor Joseph II. in 1788 under
two directors revealed the number
JoSe
Ferrer,
Viveca
Llndfors,
Leo
the famous composer Antonio Sa¬
looming
with
the
UFA
outfit.
As
Gwenn, Enritfi Williams, David Farof shares they held. Kalmus, how¬
THE QUIET AMERICAN"
lieri. (Franz Schubert was a Sing¬
„
rer, Anton Walbrook, Donald Wolfit (Figaro Production)
ever, adamantly refused to disclose for East Germany, he said: "I ing Boy, who had the worst mafk
(Started March 27)
(For UA Release)
think
that,
eventually,
it
is
inevi¬
the exact number of his shares,
"JAILHOUSE ROCK"
(Shooting in Saigon).
. .
in mathematics, reveals Franz
Prod.-Dir:—Joseph L. Manklewicz
Prod—Pandro. S. Berman
saying only that they were "sub¬ table that we should work’ with Josef Grobauer/in his book' "The
Audie • Murphy,
Michael
Redgrave,
Dir.—Richard Thorpe
,
,
the East Germans on a purely
Claude Dauphin, Glorgla Moll, Bruce stantial.”
Elvis
Presley,. Judy
Tyler,
Mickey
Nightingaies of Vienna'.”)
commercial basis.”
Cabot; Richard Loo, Fred Sad off,
Shaughnessy, Lynn Barton
Thanks to the efforts of Profes¬
A stockholder request for a post¬
(Started May 13)
Peter Trent, Frank Colson
sor Joseph Schiiitt in r 15118, when
meeting report of the annual meet¬
(Started Jan. 2D
"PATHS OF GLORY"
the dual monarchy toppled, the
ing was turned down when the
(Bryria Productions)
/
new association was founded and
PARAMOUNT
management voted its proxies
(For UA Release)
(Shooting In. Germany)
had its first quarters in rooms for¬
against the proposal. '
Starts, This Year.. 6
Prod.—James B. Harris '
merly, occupied by Crown Prince
——, Continued from page 7
The
four
directors
up
for
new
Dir.—Stanley Kubrick
This Date, Last Year...... 9
Kirk Douglas, Ralph Meeker, Adolphe three-year terms were reelected
Rudolf of Austria— Later they
Menjou, George Macready, Wayne
cited the tight, money market as were moved to Augarten- Palace,
Morris, Richard Anderson, Timothy unanimously. They included David
one
of
the
factors
that
led
to
the
"TEACHER'S PET"
where
they still ate.
Carey
'
S. Shattuck, Murray D. Welch,
Prod.—William Perlberg
(Started March 18)
decision to make :the company , a
Professor Schnitt writes in his
Dir.—George Seaton
Hugh Fulton and James Briice.
"PARIS HOLIDAY"
publicly owned one. However, book, "The Singing Boys” (to¬
Clark Gable, Doris Day, Gig Young,
Mamie Van Doren, Vivian Nathan, (Tdlda Productions)'
Krim noted, too, that the enor¬ gether with Prof. Holzer) that there
(For UA Release)
Nick.Adams, Marion Ross. .
(Shooting in Paris)
mity of the company’s future pro¬ are two things the boys do not like
(Started April 17)
. Dir.—Gerd Oswald
duction program, required the type about America. One, that there is
"OBSESSION"
Bob Hope, Fernandel, Anita Ekberg
Prod.—Hal Wallis
Martha Hyer
•
of financing that banks could not too much to eat at breakfast and
Dir.—George Cukor
(Started. April 151
provide. The UA president,also re¬ second that it'is sometimes difficult
Anna Magnani, Anthony Quinn, An¬
555 Continued from page 3 ssi
/'THE
MISSOURI
TRAVELER"
thony Franciosa, Dolores Hart
vealed
that UA is still seeking an to find a Jewish delicatessen be¬
(C. V. Whitney Pictures)
(Started May D
tailored for a specific budget, it additional source of financing for cause only there edn they buy Bo¬
(For Warners)
"DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS"
Prod.—Patrick Ford
can be brought in at itjie designated film production and is continuing hemian bread or Russian dark
Prod.—Don Hartman
Dir.—Jerry Hopper
.
. Dir.—Delbert Mann
. ,
_ ,
.' *
,
$.
Brandon de Wude, Lee Marvin, Gary price.”
the discussions relating to the bread since they do not want the
Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Burl
"
.
~
--’ VC*1
Webb disclosed that "Dragnet” raising of $6,000,000 from exhibi- j white bread. "We promised Sam^
Ives, Parnell Roberts, Frank Overton,
Anne Seymour, Greta Granstedt, Jean
___Cady, • noai,.,--- had,grossed^5,000,Q00 and that in¬ tor sources.'
I Hurok a team in December ’this'4
Willes, Rebecca Welle*
Little, .Barry Curtis, BIRy Newell,
(Started May 6)
In discussing other aspects of | •year, and we shall keep that prom¬
, Mary Field, Roy Jensen, Helen Brown, dications are 'that "Fete Kelly’s
Kathleen Freeman
Blues” wJH hi$ the same amount. UA’s operations Krim disclosed: j ise/’ said Mr. Tautschnig.,
’ •
(Started April 29)
According to the actor-directorThat UA will be listed _on the
20th CENTURY-FOX
THE DEERSLAYER"
producer, "The D.I.” marks the N. Y. Stock Exchange within 90
(20th-Fox Release)
Prod.-Dir.—Kurt Neumann
Starts, • This Year .75
first feature picture for which he days.
Lex
Barker, • Forrest
Tucker,
Rita
entire' production
This Date, Last'‘Year.. 8
Moreno,' Cathy
O’Donnell,
Carlos employed the
That there are between 2,000 and
Rivas, Jay 'C. Fllppen
crew involved with the filming of 3,000 stockholders.
—a Continued from
(Started April 30)
his television series. "We’ve worked
"THE* SUN ALSO RISES"
ZERO HOUR"
That profits as well as the gross* nection with the advertisements
closely as a team for the past five
(Bartlett-Champion Pictures)'
(Shooting in Mexico)'
(For Paramount Release) .
Prod.—Darryl F. Zanuck
years,” he said, "and I saw no rea¬ for 1957 will be substantially and not the pic itself. Ross is seek¬
Prods.—John Champion, Hall Bartlett
Dir.—Henry King
son why this crew couldn’t make a ahead of 1956.
ing $5,000,000 reimbursement for
Ava Gardner, Tyrone Power, Mel Fer¬
Dir,—Hall Bartlett
That a stock, option plan is un¬ injury suffered in hi$ personal life
Dana Andrews, Sterling Hayden, Pegg:
rer, -Errol
Flynn,
Eddie
Albert,
feature picture as well as it can
King, Elroy "Crazyiegs" Hirsch, Geoi
Gregory Ratoff, Robert Evans, JuUder consideration. '
produce a tv series.”
and in his professional career as
frey Toone, Charles QulnUvan
ette Greco, Marcel Dallo, Dank Patis(Started May •)
son, Jacqueline Evans
That UA was.having "conversa¬ publicity ihan. Secondly; the suit
"The D.I.,” according to Webb,
(Started Mar. 18)
"FROM HELL IT CAME"
tions”
relating
to
rejoining
the
Mo¬
calls for / ah injunction against the
represents
another
first
for
him.
"A FAREWELL TO ARMS"
(Milner -Bros. Productions)
It will be the first time that he tion Picture Assn, of America, but further use of siich ad copy.
(For Allied Artists)
(Shooting in Italy)
Pro.—Jack Milner
Prod.—David O. Selznick
departs
from
the
"Draghet”
tech¬
that
the
final
decision
depended
Zeman says his legal office has
. Assoc.
Prods. — Richard
Bernstein,
Dir.—Charles Vidor
^
,
nique which he has popularized. on an agreement concerning the hot yet. decided to ask an imme¬
Jennifer Jones, Rock Hudson, Vittorio
Byron Roberts
de
Sica,
Mercedes
McCambrldge,
Dir.—Dan MUner
His initial feature films—because interpretation of the industry’s diate pre-trial Injunction against
Tod Andrews,- Linda Watkins, John
Oscar Homolka, Kurt Kasznar, Al¬
code, a subject on the copy, but meanwhile new ads
McNamara, Mark Sheeler,
Baynes "of a fear of changing my playing production
berto Sordi, Elaine Strltch
Barron, -Le*’ Rhodes. Tani Marsh, style’'1—-Cartooned
(Started March 25)
the "Dragnet” which UA and the'MPA A members for the pic, prepared by the Woods
Suzanne Ridgway, Grace Mathews,
"NO DOWN PAYMENT"
have disagreed.
technique.
Rqbert
Swan,
Neu
Fletcher,
Lerimane
Theatre and United Artists, are al¬
Prod-—Jerry Wald
Guerin, Joey Ray, Ewing MitcheU
Dir.—Martin Ritt
That M.fke Todd’s "80 Days tered to such phrases as "Yester¬
As yet Webb hasn’t chosen any
(Started- May .6)
Jeffrey Hunter, Sheree North, Tony ■
day . . . Idol of Millions, Once . . .
Aro.und
the
World”
will
he
..
dis¬
properties
for
his
new
series
of
RandaU, Joanne Woodward, Barbara "CHICAGO CONFIDENTIAL"
Rush,
Cameron
MitcheU,
Patricia (Peerless Productions)
feature film. He said he would con¬ tributed in both the Todd-AQ 70m a Dope Addict.” Also new ad mats
Owens, Pat Hingle* Charles Herbert, (For UA Release)
used
by local papers stress that
version
and
35m,
but
that
35m
ver¬
tinue
to
star
in
the
pictures
as
long
Richard Cutting, Frank Gorstle, (Philo (Shooting at KTTV)
Prod.—Robert E. Kent
McCullough,
Edith
Claire,
Robert
as they continue to gross satisfac¬ sion will also be shown on a road¬ the film is also the story of Ross*
Dir;—Sidney SalkoW
recovery
from the dope addiction.
show basis.
'Brian Keith, Beverly Garland, Dick torily.
(Started April 15)

Color Films

Vienna Boys

2,000 UA Owners

Jack Webb

Barney Ross

,
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THE RED (TAPE)
Kintaer-Goldenson Feud on Ouster
Explodes at AB-PT Annual Meeting

Last Chapter of “Big Story’
The lorigrunning Friday night “Big Story” this week rang In.
as the 56th cancellation of the season when American Tobacco
and Ralston-Purina decided to drop the newspaper series,, at the
end of the season, in favor of a hew MCA-Revue Productions cops
’n’ robbers entry, “Manhunt.”
Effective in September, “Manhunt” goes into the NBC-TV Fri¬
day at 9 •period for the two sponsors. Series, featuring a Chicago .
locale, stars Lee Marvin as a policeman. The. American Tobacco
(Pall Mall)-Balston decision gives the web a firm .8 to 9:30 lineup
for Fridays, with Old .Gold in at' 8 with “Court of Last Resort,”
Lever Bros, with half of “Life of Riley” at 8:30 and “Manhunt”
set for 9.
“Big Story,” originally created by Bernard ProCkter (now a CBSTV staff ^producer since quitting the indie packaging field), is
one of the oldest continuing series on tv, dating back to 1948, and
has also been a radio series, with Pall Mall its continuous sponsor.
Package was taken over Qa couple of years ago by Pyramid Pro¬
ductions headed by Everett Rosenthal, • the show’s exec producer. *
Last season, Rosenthal initiated a change in format with Ben
Graueri as host, and this, year, the show switched from its regular “
9 o’clock. Friday period to 9:30, but to’ho avail.
-•_

In Webs Biggest Time Sale—$5,000,000
ABC-TV has concluded the|
largest, single time sale in’ the net¬
work’s history, a solid two-hour
block for the fall on Sunday nights.
At the same tune, the network is.
Frigidaire has signed for the
keeping close wraps on the name
of the sponsor or sponsors and remaining half of the upcoming
Patrfpe Munsel half-hour on ABCthe type of programming to be TV, joining sister company Buick.
used during the 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Frigidaire, a division of General
Motors, was pacted this week, and
weekly period.
However, it was' verified else¬ like Buick was delivered to the
network by the Kudner agency.
where that Kaiser Aluminum, long
Miss’ Munsel was signed two
reported seeking at least an hour- weeks ago through William Morris
and-a-half of ABC-TV Sunday to fill the 8.*-30-9 Friday anchorage.
time, is in for all or a good portion Decision on a show came several
of the two-hour slotting. Bank- weeks after Buick pacted for half
toller is currently placing orders of th6 time period.
for feature films as the slot’s pro¬
gramming content.
Weekly sale of thd time will,
total better than.$5,000,000 a year,
even on ABC’s minimum buy ar¬
rangement and .after discounts.
With this sale , wrapped up, only
9:30 to .10 remains open on Sun¬
day. nights. Best Foods just re¬
newed on the 7-7:30 “You Asked
For It,” and Mike Wallace, is good
for another 17 yreelq firm under
the Philip' Morris banner.
Pat Weaver has his first sponsor
for Program Service, his new "maJor^.market television network.”
Taylor-Reed Corp. has bought the
-former NBC “Dipg'Dong School,”
with Dr. Frances Horwich, in
eight television markets beginning
July 1.
.Sponsor, maker of Cocoa-Marsh,
CBS • Radio this week pulled in QT Frosting and other products,
hais Inked for three participations
two pore automotive accounts for *a week in the moppet stanza, to be
short-term deals following its 52- televised from 10 to 10:30 daily in
week, $5,500,000 Ford Motors coup. New York, Chicago, Washington,
Web signed Pontiac to sponsorship Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland,
of 30: five-minute nighttime and Cincinnati and St. Louis. Hicks &
weekend capsules under the “Im¬ Greist, agency for the sponsor, said
pact” plan for a two-week period Taylor-Reed will extend the show
ending June 1, and also inked to at least five other markets by
Fisher Body Division of General October, drawn from Hartford,
Motors to sponsorship of the web's New Haven, Indianapolis,'.Milwau¬
exclusive coverage of the July 30 kee, Minneapolis and Detroit.
Craftsman’s Guild Annual Awards There’s also the possibility before
dinner.
long that the number of spots will
Other business in the house this be: Increased from three to five.
Stations on the Weaver hookup
week Includes a Grove Labs deal
for three -“Amos ’n’ Andy” seg¬ have not been signed as yet. Weav¬
ments a week for 13 weeks starting er plans to emanate “School” from
today (Wed.) and purchase of a New York; Ibut he Is still negotiat¬
weekly Arthur Godfrey quarter:- ing for time on the Daily Newshour by American Home Products owned WPIX. His office reported
starting July 3.
the other alternative is DuMont’s
Indication of the acceptance of WABD.
the web’s, five-minute. “Impact”
operation is that for the first week
of June, there are. 44 sponsored
segments on the books, compared
CBS-TV’s “Playhouse 90” has
with 11 in the first week of March acquired rights to novelist Irving
when the plan started. Average Stone’s “Clarence Darrow for the
cost per segment is about $1,000, Defense” and is negotiating with
figuring discounts, which gives the Don Mankiewicz, author of “Trial,”
web a $44,000-a-week stake in the to adapt it for the 90-minute show.
segmented nighttime-weekend op¬ Property is being prepped for next
eration.
season.
Darrow’s role in the Scopes trial
is the subject of the current
’57-*58 4GE’ Shooting
Jerome Lawrence-Robert E. Lee
Broadway hit, “Inherit the Wind,”
Hollywood, May 21,
Shooting bn next season’s “Gen¬ in which Paul Muni plays the law¬
eral Electric Theatre” series start¬ yer, but the Stone treatment cov¬
ed yesterday (Mon.) at Revue, with ers the • Scottsboro arid Loeb-LeoPaul Henried directing George pold cases as well. Latter is the
Montgomery, John Agar and Mar¬ subject of still another current
novel. Meyer Levin’s “Compuljorie Lord in. “$1,000 Gun.”
Ision.'*
Jules Bricken produces.

Frigidaire-Buick a Duo
On Patrice Munsel TV’er

Pat Weaver Rings
Dollars on ‘Dong’
h 1st PS Sale

CBS-AM-Impact’
ToUyGMWmgs

‘Clarence Darrow’ for ‘90’

Robert E. Kintner, exec veep of
NBC-TV, took, advantage of the
stockholders meeting of American
You can’t tell those sum¬
Broadcasting-Pardmount Theatres
mer reruns without a scoreyesterday (Tues.) to challenge im¬
card, and ev.en then it’s diffi¬
cult. Last week, Procter &
plications of his “inefficiency”
Gamble purchased “The Web”
when he was president of ABC.
as a summer replacement for
Edward S. Greenbaum, lawyer rep¬
its Sunday NBC-TV night “Lor¬
resenting
the former network
etta Young. Show,” prefer¬
ring the mystery format to re¬
chieftain at the session, said Kint¬
runs of Miss Young dramatic
ner “refrained from making'any
Stanza. .
'answer to statements by Leonard
So what happens? Purex and
H- Goldenson” in a desire to avoid
Speid^l, committed through the
any public controversy,” but since
summer to their Tuesday at 8
Goldenson, AB-PT prexy and Kintperiod on NBC-TV, purchased
ner’s former boss, repeated the
13 “Loretta Young” reruns And
statements, an answer became
will sponsor them Tuesdays
“necessary.”
starting July 2,
Greenbaum revived the issue of
ABC’s failure to sell out “Mickey
Mouse Club,” afternoon kid show,
this season. “Mr. Goldenson,” he
'said, “correctly points out that
sales results of the show begin¬
ning last October were disappoint¬
ing when compared-with the pre¬
vious year. However, he neglects
to say that this was caused by a
doubling over the previous year of
the guarantee to Walt Disney Pro¬
ductions and that it was Mr. Gold¬
enson and Mr. Kintner jointly who
CBS-TV has finalized still anr made this arrangement ... In so
other musical spec for its duPont doing, Mr. Kintner pointed out
series next fall, with rights to the that the 1956-1957 financial re¬
Jerome Chodorov - Joseph Fields sults from the program would prob¬
“Junior Miss” now in the house ably be much less favorable
and the two. teams of Dorothy because of the substantially higher
Fields & Burton Lane and Joe cost of the show.”
Stein & Will Glickman assigned to
Greenbaum made three other
the adaptation. Miss Fields (lyrics) points in answer to Goldenson: He
and Lane (music) will supply the noted that 1956 profits of ABC
score, while . Glickman & Stein were substantially higher than
Work on the adaptation of the book. 1955, along with the fact that at
- With Talent Associates scheduled the time Kintner resigned last
to do six of the fo duPont 90-min-l fall prime evening television sales
uteirs, there is only one unfilled of the network were 19Vfc hours a
spot in the series. Besides “Junior week compared to the previous
Miss,” CBS itself will prbduce 17^ hours.
“Aladdin” and Paul Gregory, work¬
“On the basis of business of the
ing for the web, will produce
“Crescendo,” a historical revue of ABC radio and television networks
and
on the basis of the previous
American music. CBS is still ne¬
gotiating with Frank Loesser to earnings. records of the owned sta¬
tions,”
Greenbaum said, “it would
turn out the “Aladdin” score, but
appear that the surprisingly poor
hasn’t finalized a deal.
showing
in the first quarter of 1957
Meanwhile the web has named
Dick Lewine exec producer for the does not result from sales and pol¬
icies
during
Kintner’s time but
duPont series, with Lewine prob¬ from cancellations
by sponsors who
ably drawing the producer assign¬
had
previously
used the radio and
ment on “Aladdin” and “Junior tv networks, lowered
sales by ABC
Miss” as well, Still hanging fire as
radio and television stations, and
candidates for the other duPont higher expenses in the operation
show are revamped versions of of- the broadcast division;”
“The Red Mill” and “Rip Van Win¬
In the course of the meeting, it
kle,” the former projected as a Phil
Silvers starrer and the latter as an was disclosed that Kintner,. who
had an ABC contract running un¬
Art Carney vehicle.
til 1960, was paid $230,000 on the
remainder of his agreement.
Goldenson, in his opening re¬
marks to the meeting of stockhold¬
ers, said that tv sales made last,
spring and suminer for the 1956
Singer Helen O’Connell, already fall programming sked “tffere not
under contract to NBC-TV via her satisfactory,” and that results to
Dave Garroway sidekick role on date have been lower than in the
“Today,” gets her own two-a-week previous year. He pointed out,
summer show starting next Wed¬ however, that ABC-TV's “reorga¬
nesday (29)* when she takes over nized sales and program depart¬
the Wednesday-Friday quarter-hour ments are performing splendidly
currently filled^ by. Xavier Cugat. and most fruitfully” since then,
Miss O’Connell will, hold down the
7:30-7:4$; p.m., slots through Sept.
6, when NBC then drops its quar¬
ter-hour music & news pairings in
favor of half-hour entertainment
WABD, New York television in¬ shows in the 7:30-8 strip.
Show will feature the Marion
dependent which is losing Mike
Wallace permanently to ABC-TV Evans coiflbo and occasional guests.
after May 31, has signed a stable
of six “specialists” to replace the
CBS-TV is near to a multipleinterviewer.. John Wingate has
show deal with Vick Chemical Co.,
been inked as anchorman for the
under which the latter would buy
Hollywood, May 21.
11 p.m. four-a-week program, and
the others will be lawyer Emile . For the first time, main Para¬ the CBS. Television Film Sales
Zola Berman, columnist Jimmy mount studio on Marathon St. will Civil War entry, “Grey Ghosts &
Cannon, novelist A1 Morgan, and be used to lens a telefilm series Rebel Raiders,” along with a pastwo radio personalities, womens’ headed for NBC, with Frank Ross’
commentator Mary Margaret Mc¬ “Sally” skein set to roll there next sel of daytiitfe and network news
segments. Details of the deal
Monday (27).
Bride and disk jockey Art Ford.
Ross will have full use of the aren’t finalized, but CBS-TV and
Station .plans to “match the in¬
BBD&O,
the Vick agency, are
lot’s
facilities
for
“Sally,”
which
terviewers as closely as possible
with the persons they will be. in¬ stars his wife, Joan Caulfield. near the signature stage.
Paramount
has
.no
other
connection
It’s
contemplated
that “Grey
terviewing,” There will be no reg¬
Ghosts” would go into the Sunday
ular rotation, because of < the with the tv project.
William
Asher
has
obtained
a
6
p.m.
time,
thus
giving
the net¬
matching. Wingate, however, will
be a liightly performer, doing the leave of absence from Columbia, work SRO status from 6 to 11.
Series,
filmed
on
the
Coast
for
where
he
is
under
contract
as
a
opening news slot, commercials on
“Nightbeat” and occasional inter¬ theatrical film director, to direct CBS Film Sales, by Lindsay Par¬
sons,
centres
about
the
adventures
“Sally.”
Before
going
to
Col,
views. Station said that other in¬
terviewers may be added to the Asher was director of “I Love of southern guerrilla John Mosby
and his Mosby’s Raiders.
Lucy.”
roster later on.

. Television, • the “show-businessin-a-hurry,” is being slowed down
to a walk by a growing trend
toward a miiltipleragency cross¬
over pattern in. nearly all major
sponsorship decisions.
The day
when one single agency could
choose a show, recommend it to the
client, get an okay and order fullspeed-ahead is nearly over, and
the intricate red-tape and pro¬
cedural’ . complex which has suc¬
ceeded it is creating a creeping
paralysis' in the industry.
Ironically, this paralysis, caused
in part of th^ desire-ofthe multimidion-dollar sponsor to insure a
qualitative program ‘ choice, re¬
sults in quite the opposite. By their
very hesitation and vacillation in
selecting a show and ordering a
go-ahead, the sponsors and agen¬
cies are. rriaking it well-nigh im¬
possible for the program produc¬
ers to come up with top-quality
serl&s in time for the fall season.
By delaying their decisions until
May . and June, 'the sponsoragency factotums are imposing a
June-September
time
deadline
which the producers can’t meet
without sacrificing quality.
Though the question of program
quality is a large one in explain¬
ing the multiple-agency red tape,
it’s not the principal one. With
an expanding economy which sees
the major television spenders
branching out with new brands,
most have built up a large- agency
stable, especially where the new
brands are competitive to the old
ones. Soap manufacturers, with
the detergent. boom, have brought
out literally dozens of brands, "com¬
petitive not only ..to other com¬
panies’ but to their own. The
cigaret field has produced a com¬
petitive situation between filter
and non-filter in the same house.
Even In the beverage field, the
competitive problems loom — at
Nestle, for example, Nescafe and
DeCaf are competitive brands.
' Everyone in ‘the Act
The result, in most cases, has
b.een an assignment of products to
several agencies. A secondary re¬
sult, due largely to the enormity of
the television expenditure, is a
procedure whereby every new
show submitted to one agency
must be screened by aU the cli¬
ents’ agencies and joint decisions
made by the group. (Even in mul¬
tiple-agency setups in the past, the
agency of record on the brand in¬
volved never had' to submit the
projposed property to the other
agencies.) • Adding to the com¬
plexity of the procedure, the show,
once okayed by the agency group,
in many cases then must be sub¬
mitted to the client’s board of di¬
rectors for approval.
In terms of screening time alone,
the procedure • has become so
drawn-out as to create long delays
in' approval. The mere physical
(Continued on page 34)

New Life for 'Loretta’

‘Jr. Miss’ Musical
In duPont Skein;
CBS Taps Lewine

Helen O’Connell Gets
NBC-TV Summer Slot

6 for WABD’s Wallace:
Wingate, Cannon, Morgan,
MMM, Ford, Berman

Vick Chem. Fills
Out CBS-TV Sun.

‘Sally’ Up Par’s Alley
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NBC-TV BUNDLE $128,483,000 SO FAR :
FOR ’57-’58 AS SRO’S SWELL THE POT

TV-Radio Production Centres
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IN NEW YORK CITY

Karol Kudosed .

In the face of a virtually com¬
plete facelifting of its schedule
Chicago, May 21.
for next fall, NBC-TV has steamRadio showed its effective mer¬
rolled to a total of $128,483,000 in chandising muscles yesterday
new and renewed business signed (Mon.) when John Karol, CBS
for the fall in the past couple of Radio sales veepee, accepted • an
award from John J. Weber, prez of
months. That figure includes both Weco Products (Dr. West) for
time and program charges, with “outstanding promotion and mer¬
most of the latter of course ac¬ chandising on ‘Arthur Godfrey
cruing to independent producers Time’.”
Award was made at a luncheon
rather than the network.
The $128,483,000 figure includes tossed by Dr. West’s agency, J.
Walter Thompson, for agency and
some $80,000,000 rolled up by tlie client execs.
web as of a month ago, with over
$48,000,000 added in the past fpUr
weeks. Major hunk of this stems
from the sellout of the Steve AJlen show, with Greyhound and
Pharma-Craft throwing, a $6,590,000 chunk in for time & talent for
• their alternate week on the show
(Johnson's Wax alternate week
Swing and Sway with
had been previously set).
SAMMY KAYE
Also a key factor is “specials"
coin — $6,954,000 of it —breaking
Currently: Hotel Roosevelt Grill,
down into a $2,154,000 expenditure
New York. (Fifth week.)
Radio: Sunday Serenade—ABC.
by U. S. Time for six Bob Hope
Hollywood, May 21.
Col. Records: Rock and sway—
shows, a $2,000,000 outlay by Hall¬
YOUNG LOVER'S DREAM
Deal is being discussed for
mark Cards for six 90-minute dra¬
Calypso
'
Harry
Ackerman,
former
CBS-TV
matic shows and a $2,800,000 ex¬
WAT A SATIDY NIGHT
penditure by Oldsmobile for six .program chief here and now an In¬
Col. Albums: SUNDAY SERE¬
die
producer,
to
produce
a
filmed
Jerry Lewis and two Dean Martin
NADE OF POETRY—MY FAIR
shows. Other big chunks include “Playhouse 90" tagged “The Day LADY—BELLS ARE RINGING—
the American Tobacco-Toni deal of the Dead," for the network. WHAT MAKU& SAMMY SWING.
for another go-round on “Your Hit Ackerman, who now has his own
Parade" for $5,980,000, the Chem- indie, . Ticonderoga Productions,
• strand-Royal McBee deal for “Sal-! owns the property involved, a sus¬
ly" for $4,472,000, Old Gold's $4,- pense adventure story by Bart
876,000 for “Court of Last Resort,” Spicer. He’s talking the deal with
American Tobacco-Ralston’s $4,- CBS program topper Hubbell Ro¬
900,000 for the new “Manhunt" binson and Coast program veep A1
■ show, and Warner-Lambert’s $4,- Scalpone.
948,000 for alternate weeks on ' Ackerman is also planning sev¬
“Restless Guh" and “Tic Tac eral pilots, “Favorite Son,"' a com¬
Montreal, May 21.
edy; “The Sky’s the Limit}" a fly¬
Dough."
Growth of the French tv net¬
In the $3,000,000-or-under class ing adventure series; a comedy,
“Talk
About
a
Girl,’’;
“In
the
Best
are Lever Bros.’ alternate weeks
work In Quebec Province, made up
on “Life of Riley,” Buick’s-.alter¬ of Families,", which he owns joint¬ of private" and government-con¬
nate week on “Wells Fargo," ly with Norman Tokar and Nate trolled stations, is slow but steady.
Schick's alternate weeks on the Monaster, and currently, being re¬
Gisele MacKerizie stanza, and R. J. written by Monastar; and a project In mid-June the board of governors
Reynolds’ time-only expenditure called “The World Is My Beat," of the Canadian Broadcasting COrp.
on the “Bob Cummings Show," based on the life story of Baron I. will consider applications for pri¬
with the client keeping the pack¬ Schacklette of. Washington, cur¬ vate stations In Matane and Three
rently chief investigator for a Con¬ Rivers; in August from interests in
age price under wraps.
gressional committee and formerly New Carlisle and in September
head of the Defense Procurement from a group in Rouyn, a mining
Agency, a branch of the Office of town in northern Quebec.
Compliance and Security.
All four are considered a cinch
Ackerman also has two pilots, for acceptance and will bring- the
“Fremont, the Trailblazer," star¬ network up to
stations. To
ring Steve-Cochran, and “Assign¬ date, no private st. Jon has been al¬
ment—Mexico,” toplinihg Peggie lowed to operate in Montreal or
Castle.
Ottawa. The CBC controls all tele
Pilots were bankrolled by CBS- outlets in these, major areas, to¬
Jack Hurdle, seven, years pro¬ TV, and when Ackerman’s ticket gether with stations in Quebec
ducer of Jackie Gleason on tv, with the network expires in June, City, Sherbrooke, Rimouski and
he will have ownership of them. Jonquierre;
joins CBS Radio in a two-year pact As to whether or not his relation¬
beginning June 3 as the new. pro¬ ship with the net continues; Ack¬
ducer of the Robert Q. Lewis erman commented, “that remains
nighttime' strip. Meantime, Dee to be seen." He amplified, “my
present intention is to remain in
Engelbach who had the strip indie production with Ticonderoga.
briefly becomes producer of “CBS CBS and I will continue to work
Max Wylie, vet radio-tv. produc¬
Radio Workshop” and the “Second closely in some areas. I am about
tion exec and author and teacher
Mrs. Burton."
to conclude a deal for a literary
on
the medium, has joined the
Engelbach, no stranger to radio property on which they will have
Lennen & Newell agency as pro¬
(he did NBC’s “Big Show" with first option."
duction supervisor of the agency’s
Tallulah Bankhead, among other
tv shows in New York. He’ll also
Bennett KDAY P.D.
programs), is moving in under a
work on program development with
three-year deal and will replace
Nick Keesely, agency’s senior v.p.
Hollywood, May 21.
Paul Roberts in the “Workshop",
Program director of KDAY here, in charge of radio-tv.
spot, which covers all eastern origi¬ is Chuck Bennett, upped last week
Wylie was last with “Omnibus”
nations of the show. Roberts asked from newsman by station manager- during the 1955 season as script
to be released from his production v.p. George A. Baron. .
editor. Before that he was with
post on the show due to his work¬
Ray Edinger, Seattle writer, is the William Esty agency for five
load on “Woolworth Hour," which also joining station as continuity years and with CBS as script edi¬
heu produces for the net. On “Bur¬ director.
tor.
ton," he’ll replace Stan Davis,
who’s resigning from his staff pro¬
ducer spot.
Both deals Were set this week
by the web’s v.p. in charge of
programs, Howard Barnes* who as¬
serts that radio is now in the posi¬
Ed Sullivan placed out of the Nielsen Top 10 list for the first
tion of being able to lure top cre¬
time in several years, and only friade the No. 10 spot in the
ative personnel back to the medi¬
Nielsen total audience category for the two week rating period
um. For one thing, he states, it’s
ending April 20. Indication of the kind of competition Steve Allen
CBS’ policy to strengthen its pro¬
is giving Sullivan is that Allen'placed sixth in the TA list, though
gram lineup on the creative as well
not hitting the Top 10 on the*all-important average audience list
as property end, and for another,
either.
the network is now riding high
• The CBS-NBC split followed the customary, pattern otherwise,
commercially and can afford the
with Columbia taking seven of the Top 10 and NBC grabbing
kind of tab top creative people de¬
the other three.
mand. He points to Roberts, who
TOTAL AUDIENCE
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
came out of the Benton & Bowles
and Norman, Craig & Kummel
I Love Lucy (CBS). 43.3
I Love Lucy (CBS) .... 41.5
agencies, as another case in point,
Chevy Show-Bob Hope
$64,000 Question (CBS).. 38.9
and also on the talent end indi¬
(NBC) ... 42 2
Gunsmoke (CBS) .35.9
cates the discussions with Bing
December' Bride (CBS) . 35.7
$64,000 Question’(CBS)’.* 4.19
Crosby and Rosemary Clooney on
Perry Como (NBC)...'. 41.7
Chevy Show-Bob Hope
a new strip as talent examples.
December Bride (CBS) . 38.9
(NBC) . 35.5
Steve Allen (NBC) .... 38.7
Perry Como (NBC).... 34.7
Hurdle's is not a staff contract
Disneyland (ABC).‘38.2
and allows him to do outside work.
I've Got A Secret (CBS). 33.9
Gunsmoke (CBS). 38.2
It runs for the same amount of
The Millionaire (CBS).. 33.7
Shower of Stars (CBS)..38.0
time as the duration of Lewis’ own
Red Skelton (CBS).... 33.5
pact with the web.
Ed Sullivan (CBS) .... ; 36.9
Tenn. Ernie Ford (NBC) 32.5

Ackerman Talking
CBS-TV W Deal,
Plotting Pilots

French Video On
Qui Vive in One.

J. Hurdle to CBS
In TV-to-AM Lure

MAX WYLIE TO L&N
AS TV PROD. CHIEF

Sullivan Unranked on Nielsen AA

Jackie Gleason is'exiting hij Saturday CBS-TV*. ihow three weeks
before the end of the season, and Polly Hergen Is set tq take over
as femcee of one of the three and perform in the other two.. . . John
Cameron Swayze .signed by Ford to act as its commercial spokesman
in the fall in the Ford-sponsored portion of CBS Radio’s “World News
Roundup” . . The Bill Leonard-hosted “Eye. on New/York” returns
to network status June 9 in its old 11 to 11:30 a.m. CBS-TV spot, re¬
placing “UN in Action" . * ..Sandy Stewart subbing for Denise Lor on
the Garry Moore show June 17-21 while Miss Lor does a stint at the
Steel Pier in Atlantic City . . . Glenn Wolfe, ex-Mutual staff writer,
set for the, CBS-TV “Camera Three" scripting assignment through
agent Leah Salisbury. He replaces John McGIffert, who moves, over
to become associate producer on “Seven Lively-Arts" , . . Donald
Symihgton, actor and nephew of Sen. Stuart Symington, will hostharrate a special liine-part summer series oil “Look Up. and Live” on
CBS-TV devoted to teenagers. Don Kellerman produces . . . Dick
Dudley, host of WRCA’s “Night Flight" show, speaks on radio-tv at
the Rotary Club-of Scarsdale tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . CBS Radio cast¬
ing notes: Ralph Camargo and Pasty Campbell into the “Backstage
Wife" cast; Leora - Thatcher and Elaine Host ditto in “Helen Trent"
and Guy Spaull into “Our Gal Sunday" . . . Rod Alexander staging
Patrice Mimsd's act for her Las Vergas opening and also doing the
choreography for the “Chevy Show" June 2 .
Joan Carroll, secretary
to a trio of CBS Radio producers, engaged to Thomas Bowan, non-pro.
. .. John Raitt guests on “Woolworth Hour” Sunday (26).
Henry A. Gillespie switches from Screen Gems to CBS Television
Film Sales as:manager of the Chi office , . . WRCA-TV's Johnny An¬
drews awarded a special citation for his work as chairman of the
Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital Month last fall'. . . Jim Coy set to
do tt\e ’American Gas Assn, institutional filmed, commercials on “Play¬
house 90", first of which will be heard tomorrow (ThUrs,), and also
sighed for the fourth consecutive year as announcer on the Guy Lom¬
bardo summer show on NBC Radio ... Elliott Silverstein signed for
another season to direct six" more “U. S. Steel Hour" shows, via the
Grace Lybns office, and this summer will direct for* Group 20 at
Wellesley; Mass. . . . E. Carlton Winkler, CBS-TV director of produc¬
tion operations, speaks at' the Advertising Agency Financial Manage¬
ment Group luncheon today (Wed.) on “Growth of Color TV".
Mike Stokey due in town next month to select six regular panelists
for his “Pantomime Quiz," due to return for a summer run on CBS-TV
July 5 . .. William J» Moore, for the. past eight years manager of
program and facilities at NBC, joined Benton & Bowles-as director,
of television operations . .. Sam F. Hill shifted from the Chicago office
of CBS Television Spot Sales to the N.Y. homeoffice as an. account
exec .. , . George Olden, director of graphic arts for CBS-TV, elected
secretary of the Art Directors Club of New York .. . .June Havoc and
Sam Levene tapped .for the leads in “Studio One’s" June 10 entry,
“The Mother Bit" , . . Harry Gumblnner, CBS-TV traffic manager,
addressed the Industrial. Communications Forum in Atlantic City last
week ; . “Studio One" and “Kraft Theatre" both snatched up new
scripts by Richard Fielder , in the same week,, which deals set by Olga
Lee of the Lee-Draper agency . . . Greater New York Council of the
Boy Scouts presented WCBS gjn. Sam Slate with a “certificate of ap¬
preciation" for his work on behalf of the scouts . . . Ronnie Beck of
the WCBS-TV promotion dept; left for a three-week trip to Europe . ..
WCBS staff threw a party last week for Buck Hurst, marking his first
anni as sales manager.
J
Jan Murray has klnescoped the last of his ABC-TV “Treasure
Hunt" stanzas for Friday (24) so that he can open a ihfee.-week stint
in Las Vegas tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Saul Roeenzweig, Katz agency
tv sales development chief, in Chicago all this Week'. . . Jim Camp¬
bell was in “Whispering Streets" again on ABC Radio last week . . .
WQXR String Quartet—Harry Glickman/ Hugo Florato, Jack Braunstein, Harvey Shapiro—celebrates 10th anniversary of its formation
. Saturday (25) . . . John T. (Lack) King made thexswftch from produc¬
tion for Barry Ac Enright to sales for the radio dept, of Peters, Griflin,
Woodward v . « WABC-TV's John Cameron Swayze hopping around
town for a film report this week on Bellevue Hospital . . . WOV sent
a two-man team, Jack Walker and Thermon Ruth, to D/C, to cover
Prayer Pilgrimage by Negroes last week.. . .
MBS sportcaster Harry Wismer will air developments of golfdom’s
Palm Beach Round Robin Tournament for the 16th consecutive year
via a series of five Mutual shows starting Wednesday (29) . . . Maurice
J. Garrett has been appointed Los Angeles liaison, exec for. Kudner
Agency, replacing Stephen H. Richards who becomes account manager
on Buick . . . David B. Graham who resigned last week as head of
Lyons Sc Lyons tv department, planed out for Las Vegas and Holly¬
wood vacation prior to joining LeMs Sc Young Productions as gen¬
eral manager of t’heir Music Circus in Sacramento . , . Nominating
committee of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers will .meet
tomorrow (Thurs.) to pick a new slate of officers .'. Frank Sutton
tonight (Wed.) on U. S. Steel Hour’s “Shadow of the Sky," with David
Greene directing and Richard Kilcy, Peter Cookson, Bonita Granville
as the leads.
Hollywood pressagent (Miss) Fat McDermott opening a 'Gotham offiice, with Don Garrett leaving- Screen Gems after two and a half years
to head it *up . . . Larry Wilde making a return appearance Sunday
(26) on WMGM’s “Caravan of Stars” . . . Hal March planing to Jack¬
sonville to emcee this weekend’s (25-26) United Cerebral Palsy tele¬
thon on WMBR-TV . . . Anne-Marte Gayer, featured in CBS Radio’s
“Second Mrs. Burton," to marry Milwaukee sales engineer Donald
Burr Bodholdt Saturday (25) in N. Y. , , , Martha Randall back to
N. Y. and tv chores from the Chi engagement of “The Desk Set" . . .
Teenager Bonnie Sawyer tapped by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample for
new Oxydol commercials . . : Young thesp who won a N. Y, State
scholarship, was Philip Rodd, not Dodd, as erratumed last week . . .
Frank Albertson planed in from the Coast to do “Kaiser Aluminum
Hour" next- week, with wife Grace accomping him to do some com¬
mercial . spots while here ...
Bret Adams of the Hartford agency set &cggy Bishop for the Speidel
commercials on the “Arthur Murray Party" via Norman, Craig &
Kummel agency . . . Doris Van Treek and Iris Joyce to Ottawa the
week of May 27 to do an educational film via Crawley Films Ltd. for
McGraw-Hill-, with Lucile Philips agenting . . . Nancy Andrews signed
with George Morris of the Jane BrodCr office for exclusive live and
filmed tv representation . . . Steve Saxe, who for the past year has
been doing the sets for the “Edge of Night" CBS-TV j&oaper, did the
scenery for Norman Dello Joio’s new opera, “The Ruby," produced at
Hunter (College) .^Playhouse last week , . . “World Medical News,"
panel and film show, one of the series of experimental shows produced
by Hardy Burt and being aired on WOR-TV, will be telecast tomorrow
(Thurs.) at 9:30 p.m. ...
.
.
ABC's “College News Conference" moderator Ruth Hagy copped
one of the two NATO travel fellowships for American journalists and
she takes off on a junket of NATO countries Jun* 2,. . Don Morrow
-

(Continued on page' 32)'
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TV Programming’s ‘Everyman Era
Chicago, May 21.
.The, changing cycles in television programming are virtually
giving way to the entire range of program * styles, according to
AB-PT prexy Leonard Goldenson. Here for the dedication of
ABC's new facilities last week, Goldenson told the Chicago Broad¬
casting-Advertising Club: “The public, through television, is
By BOB CHANDLER
broadening its taste; And the real answer to successful program*
It's a network, responsibility to
ming is the development of good programs . . .. in as many cate¬
avoid imitation of. successful for¬
gories as possible.".
mulas in the hopes; of riding the
.He said good programming was particularly necessary to in¬
coattails of a winner, be it the net¬
crease the. use of sets at daytime, which he termed, the “great
work’s oWn or-someone else's. So
frontier" of television. Citing recent Nielsen research in 14 prin¬
believes—-and practices as a mat¬
cipal markets, Goldenson showed that there is slightly more tv
ter of policy—Hubbell Robinson
usage per home—based on the homes that do view—by day than
j Jr., CBS-TV's exec v.p. in charge
by night,, and that there is also more selection by dial-turning
of programming.
daytime than at night. “Just^as at nighttime,” Goldenson said,
This philosophy is the overriding
“selective daytime viewing means attentive viewing / - . The po¬
tential for daytime audiences can be expanded with better pro-.. reason that the web has not in¬
stituted a second 90-minute drama
gramming, which is our constant aim."
Pointing up his optimism with the future .of television gen- , series on the heels of its success
with. “Playhouse .90" this season.
erally,* the AB-PT head said ABC \will spend $65,000,000 in the
As a practical matter-,.Robinson ad¬
next four, years on plant and color telecast alone. The net has
mits he couldn't fin’d 90 minutes in
added prime live station affiliates in St. Louis and San. Antonio
the” schedule for such- a show, but
and will soon be expanded further to Omaha, Boston, Miami, Ft.
in theory, he sees, no point in du¬
Wayne, Norfolk, New Orleans and Pittsburgh, When that happens,,
plicating a format simply because
he said, 85% of tv homes will be able to select on a live basis
it's been successful unless he can
from all three networks. “In the top 20 television markets of the
provide it with a" fresh twist.
country," Goldenson said, “ABC-TV* will be-the only network
“Advertisers and agencies do.it,
with primary VHF affiliates by the middle of this coming season."
of course, and we can’t blame them
because they are not in the busi¬
ness for art’s sake but. to reach as
many people as they- can. • But I
think it’s the responsibility of a
network, at , least our network, to
give, the people something new and
fresh each time.”
.Comedy-Shy
Robinson said he has been fool¬
George Roy Hill and Franklin
ing with the idea of a 90-miriute
Schaffner, the latter a former CBScomedy-drama series, - but admits
‘Celler TV' Snag
TV staff director and both partners
he's afraid of it. "It’s tough to do
Washington, May. 21.
in the ill-fated Unit Four produc¬
90 minutes'or even an hour of
tion outfit, are In .the process of
A snarl in the. House mo*
comedy, and I'm nrit sure there
being signed* to staff director pacts ■ nopoly subcommittee contin¬
are enough comedy writers
with Columbia. They'll work on
ues to tie up its report onaround to handle such an assign¬
“Playhouse 90'; the balance, of this
television. -A majority of the
ment.
' I don’t* mean, standup com¬
season' and next fall , as part of a
members of the group have
edy
or variety, but comedy plays.
five-man rotating director team.
refused to go along with chair¬
There’s
also the, difference in tv
Other three in the quintet are
man Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.)
and ,jstage technique for comedy
the show’s current'directors, John
who wants to include a section
and
even
the question of how well
Frankenheimer, Arthur Penn, and
highly critical of Broadcast
it comes over in the home."
Vincent J. Donejiue. Ralph Nelson,
Music Inc, They argue this
In
stressing
the idea of a fresh
the fourth of the current season's
will prejudice BMI in the
twist or new approach to’ pro¬
rotating directors, "has* Switched
pending suit against it - by a - gramming, Robinson points out
over to “Climax" as producer, arid
group of ASCAP composers.
that CBS-TV doesn't have any du¬
Hillis already workihg on the show
Latest word is that the re¬
plicating dramatic shows. There’s
in his place, having directed Polly
port will be issued in the near
“Playhouse 90," then “Studio One"
Bergen in “The Helen Morgan
future saris the BMI action;
as the straight dramatic hour.
Story" last week. Understood, how¬
but
that
Celler
will
add
a
mi¬
“Climax" was created as a sort of
ever, that last week's stint was a
nority report of his own in
“Studio One" of melodrama. Next
freelance assignment pending the
which
he
will
include
this
sec¬
season,
web will introduce “Perry
inking of formal cbntracts.
tion as his personal view.
Mason" as the first weekly hour
Hill and Schaffner were part¬
series
with
continuing characters.
nered with Fielder Cook and Tony
“Advantage of an hour series is
Miner in Unit Four, the production
that
it
givesus a chance to • de¬
outfilt which reined “Kaiser Alu¬
velop both plot and character in a
minum Hour", until early this
show,"
Robinson
said. “In a halfspring, when Kaiser eased them put
houi\ one or the other has to be
and sigped Talent Associates in
sacrificed.
Actually,
in ‘Perry- Ma¬
their stead. Schaffner is a vet
son,’ our big problem is to thin, out
drama director, having served on
the
plot.
Those
stories
are done
“Studio* One" for mariy years and
from a novelist’s viewpoint, and
having also directed several “Per¬
sometimes the plot gets too intri¬
son to Person" shows even while
cate .and complex."
with-Unit Four. 'Hill was one of the
Just as “Playhouse 90’’ was the
J. Walter Thompson staff producers
1956-57 contribution to a new and
on “Kraft Television Theatre" be¬
Chicago, May 21.
fresh approach to television,
fore exiting to join Unit Four, hav¬
There was some tittering when Robinson sees three of next fall’s
ing produced; among others, the
memorable “A Night to Remem¬ the first bowling- show was aired entries aS the new season's con¬
tributions from CBS-TV. They
ber," which he also adapted.
here a couple years ago, hut since are the “Perry Mason" show, “The
then all four commercial Windy Seven Lively Arts” and “The Big
City channels have been beaming Record." He’s extremely bullish
the* sport. Now WGN-TV enters on. “Lively Arts," claiming there’s
never been anything like it be¬
ping pong and billiards in the curi¬ fore in tv; that while “Omnibus’!
osity sweepstakes—and nobody’s has been somewhat similar, “Arts"
laughing.
will attempt to present cultural
Same station gave the whirl-to attractions without sacrificing boxpolo, soccer and even curling, in the office; that it will be presented in
Herb Shriner and ^CBS-TV are past,-but none has lasted. As the terms of broad appeal, and “I
putting their heads .together on a new shows are skirting remote' think we can pull it off that Way."
As for “Record," this will be the
new format for the Hoosier monol- costs by originating in the studios,
ogist. It’s a one-hour “game" for¬ the prospects are deemed better. first all-musical show Since “Hitmat which Shriner would host and “Championship Ping Pong" de¬ Parade” was brought to television
into- which he Would splice his buted on the station earlier this six years ago. There will be no
comedy stints. Discussions are month, and the billiards show gets comedy or variety interlaced into
only in the preliminary stage, how¬ unveiled on 'Friday. (24)r with trick- the format, as in Perry Como,
ever, and the show isn't being of¬ shot expert Willy Mosconi fronting. Dinah Shore and other layouts, and
fered yet for sponsorship.
Both shows are sold' on shortterm, “Record" ..will “stand or fall on
Shriner entered -into an exclu¬ so far.
what we think is. a new way of
sive CBS-TV pact last spring, at
Meanwhile the recent passing of presenting music on television."
which time* a one-hour show Was Chi’s last wrestling show from
planned for the comic. This sub¬ WGN-TV’s lineup has brought the
sequently. was Cut to a half-hour station less than a dozen protests,
variety segment which was can¬
CBS-TV this week signed some
celled in mid-fall after an eightnew daytime business for its Garry
week run. At the time of cancella¬
King Cole Chezcasts
Moore, Arthur Godfrey and “Our
tion, the network announced it
Chicago, May 21.
Miss Brooks" strips. General Mills
had committed itself to an hour
Three of Nat King Cole’s Mon¬ signed for alternate-week quartershow for the comic next fall. How¬
ever, ’ Hubbell Robinson, web’s day night shows will originate from hours in Moore and "Brooks,"
v.p. for programs, said this week Chi NBC-TV studios during the while Florida Citrus and Armour
that CBS is neither committed to singer’s Chez Paree engagement & Co. pacted for a quarter-hour a
nor 'does it have a contract with here. Cole’s Chez date is from May week each in the Godfrey morning
simulcast.
Shriner, but that they are work¬ 24 through June 15.
Nitery is mulling line charges
All but the Armour business,
ing on the format as a possible
entry for later next year or. the for possibility of picking up one which' starts in the fall, is slated to
. ,,
,fall,.pf,,1951.,,.
; 5t£\eca^ frpiu ^3 ^mjses. •
»aM My-:

HE Schafer s CBS Director Pacts
For 5-Man Rotation on Tlayhouse 90’

On T^Ping Pong

Shriller on ‘Game’
Prowl at CBS-TV

CBS-TV Daytime Biz

NBC-TVs 10 P.M. Sat. Status in a Fix
In Web;s Nix of Quaker-‘Wyman Slot
:

:
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ABC-TV Vetoes Chi
Chicago, May 21.
On orders from ABC-TV
brass, WBKB here aired a kinnie of the net’s first “Rock and
Roll Revue" last Saturday (18)
and has scheduled the second
one for May 25. The r&r
shows were twice rejected by
the local o&o in favor of spon¬
sored feature films.
Reason for ABC-TV’s eager¬
ness to have the shows beamed
here is that a regular rock ’n’
roll series is in the mapping
stage.for next fall. The- orig¬
inal telecasts reportedly were
enthusiastically
received
around the country.

TV‘Mouse Not So;
Mighty Now;ABC’s
Accas Goes to Bat
A critical sales area for ABC-TV
at present is in connection with
“Mickey Mouse Club." In light of
past sales problems with the ex¬
pensive kid strip, the network is
making every effort to get it all
sold for next fall, in order to solid¬
ify its position with stockholders of
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, parent company of the
network.
Reportedly for that reason. Gene
Accas, veep in charge of -adminis¬
tration and a strongman under net¬
work boss Oliver Treyz, has been
moved into the sales picture tem¬
porarily, to assist in the selling
of the juve strip,
“MMC" no longer holds the eco¬
nomic importance it had previous¬
ly. The network, because of the
past administration’s failurq to sell
eight of the available 20 weekly
quarter-hours, has already marked
the show to be cut to 10 quarter
hours a week for next season.
Moreover, increased nighttime sales
at ABC-TV have lessened the bur¬
den of econoiriic importance on the
Walt Disney afternoon, production.
Even so, it is still deemed that an
SRO sign posted over the 5:30 to
6 p.m. strip will help establish
Treyz & Co. favorably in.the eyes
of the stockholders; the show has a
rep for being a tough one to sell
because of the high pricetag.
Mars, Armour, Mattel Toys, Miles
Labs, General Foods, arid Plllsbury
have each taken a skip-week- quar¬
ter-hour for next season. BristolMyers bought a quarter-hour every
week and General Mills is signed
to two half-hours on alternate
weeks. That’s a total of three hours
(Continued on page 34) .'

JOHN CROSBY TO HOST
‘SEVENXIVELY ARTS’
John' Crosby,* New York Herald
Tribune and syndicated radio-tv
critic, has been signed by CBS-TV
to host the web’s ambitious “Sev¬
en Lively Arts” show next fall.
Series, ‘which goes into the Sunday
5 to 6 period, is reportedly budg¬
eted at $117,500 per show? with an¬
other
$80,000-plus
for
time
charges, bringing it over the $200,000 mark.
Exec producer John Houseman
and producer Robert Herridge are
said to have approximately 75% of
next season’s entire lineup of ma¬
terial and properties in various
stages of work, but CBS is keeping
details of the project under wraps,
though indicating to agencies the
type of material which, will be
done. Web has just begun to sell
the show, with nobody, in yet for
a share of the sponsorship. How¬
ever, it has some sponsor interest,
including Aluminium Ltd., which
sponsored part of “Omnibus" last
season. Aluminium hasn’t ruled
out “Omnibus" either, Aow.ever. , ,

NBC-TV’s Saturday night 10 to
10:30 segment— bordered by the
new Gisele Mackenzie show and
“Your Hit Parade"—was up in the
air this week following the rejec¬
tion by the network of one alter¬
nate-week order for the time and
its decision to hold off on accept¬
ing a second one.
As. of the moment, the web has
an order in the house from Quaker
Oats for alternate-week sponsor¬
ship of “The Jane Wyman Show."
Web has. not decided whether to
accept it, for two reasons—it’s not
sure it can come up with an alter¬
nate sponsor, for one thing, or
whether the filmed dramatic stanza
is the right type of programming
for the Saturday night schedule.
Web already has turned down an,
alternate-week order for “The Price
Is Right," a nighttime version of
the. Goodson- Todman audience-participationer which currently airs
as aa NBC-TV morning strip,, on
the basis, that it isn’t a strong
enough format for the Saturday
night lineup. Goodson-Todman had
come up with Speidel as the alter¬
nate-week bankrolled G-T still has
Speidel, as well as Lever Bros, and
Sunbeam, interested, but now must
find another time spot and get its
prospective sponsors to agree on
a time period.
Back of the maneuvering is the
web’s desire to get the new. Barry
& Enright-created, network-owned
“Hi-Lo" quiz compariion-piece to
“Twenty-One” into the slot. Web
feels that while an audience-par-*
ticipationer like “Price" isn’t strong
enough, a quiz show has enough
eritertainment values to create an
audience in the Saturday slot. As
for the Wyman show, which Procter
& Gamble cancelled out of its Tues¬
day ^lot, the network isirt certain
about the drawing power of dra¬
matics in a lineup that Includes
“People Are Funny." Perry Como,
Miss Mackenzie and “Hit Parade.”
Quaker,v incidentally, is using its
Sid Caesar coin of this season to
finance the Wyman stanza,, and Is
retaining all of “Sgt. Preston of
the Yukon” on CBS-TV in the fall.

Curb Storer On
WPFH Operation
Washington, May 21.
Storer Broadcasting Co. will be
permitted to relocate its recently
acquired tv station, WPFH, in Wil¬
mington, .Del., to a site nearer
Philadelphia but will not be al¬
lowed to operate from the new lo¬
cation pending hearings on a pro-,
test, under a ruling issued last
week by the Federal Communica¬
tions Commission.
Agency lifted its stay of an au¬
thorization to move because Storer
has started to erect the tower in
the new site. Agency was informed
that to leave the tower unfinished
would constitute a hazard to pub¬
lic safety. It therefore suspended
the stay only until the tower is
completed.
Commission
recently
okayed
Storer’s purchase of WPFH from
Paul F. Harron but ordered a hear¬
ing on the relocation to determine
whether Harron made misrepre¬
sentations as to the location of the
transmitter when he bought the
station two years ago;
In view of this issue, attorneys
for WIP in Philadelphia, which is
protesting the move, served notice
on Storer that if it consummates
the purchase of WPFH it “may be
succeeding to an invalid authori¬
zation.”

FCC Nods Fla. Sale
Washington, May 21.
Sale of RKO Teleradio's WEAT
and WEAT-TV in West Palm
Beach, Fla., for $600,000 to Palm
Beach Television Co., operators of
radio station WINZ in Miami, was
approved last week by the Federal
.Communications, Compassion..
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.Neill, Simpson,. Byrnes
New TPA Account Execs
Television Programs of America
has added three account execs to
its staff; Walter K, Neill, Hugh M.
Simpson and Stan Byrnes.
Neill, formerly head of his own
ad and public relations agency In
Los Angeles, will headquarter in.
Detroit; Simpson# formerly with
WALA-TV, Mobile. Ala., will Work
out of New Orleans, while Byrnes
will be on a roving assignment.
Byrnes formerly was with WORTV, N.Y., and sales manager of
"Hawkeye and the Last of the Pathe Pictures.
Mohigans” kicks off on the Cana¬
dian Broadcasting Corp. network
Oct. 4, with alternating sponsors
Brylcreem and Lipton’s Tea pick¬
ing up the tab.
Series was made in Canada via
Television Program of America's
Normandie Productions affiliate,,
with CBC as cd-producer. Ather¬
ton & Currier, Toronto, inked for
Brylcreem, while the Young &
Moe Kerman’s Regal Television
Rubicam Toronto office handled Pictures has negotiated a new 10Lipton’s Tea.
year deal with Hal Roach Produc¬
tions for distribution of 400 Roach
features and shorts. Deal consti¬
tutes a renewal, since Kerman lias
been distributing the product for
the past few years, but whereas
formerly a profit participation ar¬
rangement was in effect, under the
new contract * Regal will retain
100% of the income.'Film will be
distributed" by Governor Television
Attractions,- headed by Arthur Ker¬
man, Moe’s son.
Cinema-Vue Productions, the Joe
Product includes 52 Laurel &
Smith distributing outfit which has Hardy and 75 Charlie Chase^shorts,
confined itself to cartoons and short 18 “Streamliner” featurets and 40
subjects, 'is . working on a deal features including "Captain Cau¬
under which'* it would prbduce and tion,” "Captain Fury,” ".Of Mice
distribute its first half-hour Series. and Men,” “The Housekeeper’s
Property, titled “Europe Confiden¬ Daughter” and three films in the
tial,” would be filmed' in . Copen¬ ’"Topper” series. Deal was nego¬
hagen at the Palladium Studios tiated by the elder Kerman and
there in collaboration with Mitch Herb Gelbspan,- Roach v.p. in N. Y.
Hamilburg.
Hamilburg, who’s head of / Gene
Autry’s Flying A Enterprises, is
planing this week to Copenhagen to
meet \yith Egon Neilsen, the Euro¬
pean producer. IJal Ray win, cur¬
rently with the Ray Bolger show,
would produce and direct the series
and work on scripts with CinemaHollywood, May 21.
Vue’s Frank Smith. Finalization of
Tommy Rettig retained the juve.
the deal hangs on financing,' with
Charles Antell currently in negotia¬ lead in "Lassie” as the fourth
tion on that score in return’"for round of the telepix series went
sponsorship rights on the show.
before the Jack, Wrather cameras
last week!; Previous reports were
that he might be replaced this sea¬
son because he’s growing. Other
cast regulars, besides the canine
star, include Jan Clayton, George
“The Californian's,” half-hour Cleveland and Don Keller.
telefilm western being produced ' Robert Maxwell, from .whom the
org
purchased • the
for ABC-TV by Lou Edelman, has Wrather
finally been pinned to a time slot "Lassie’* property last' year for
by the network/Show, which was a reported $3,500,000, is exec pro¬
batted from Friday to Thursday ducer, with Peter Frank as asso¬
producer
repping
the
to Monday and a good many other ciate
Phil Ford is
nights and places in the schedule Wrather ' group.
directing
the
first
batch
of
the
40
until now, has been fixed at 8:30
half-hour telepix -> skedded this
Saturdays.
season.
Show will be back-to-back ,with
New vidfilms will hit CBS-TV
Warner Bros.’ 7:30 to 8:30 western
films, "Maverick” and a "compan¬ screens in September, with Camp¬
bell
Soup bankrolling for fourth
ion piece.” At this point, there is
nothing certain about “The Texan” consecutive year.
as the alternate-weekly hour to
“Maverick.” Lawrence Welk con¬
There were 600,000 tv sets in the
tinues in his current 9 'to 10 an¬ Fort Worth-Dallas area as of May
chorage, and Guy Mitchell is 10 to 1, according to Harold Hough, di¬
10:30.
rector of WBAP-TV, • Fort Worth.

Web Deals, Etc., Out die Window,
Ditto Pilots (Call ’Em Prototypes)
California National Productions,the NBC vidfilm subsid headed by
Bob Levitt,. appears to be chang¬
ing its tack from a multi-faceted
telefilm operation to a singlethemed enterprise. .Henceforth,
Cal 'Nat will specialize only in syn¬
dication, foregoing network deals
and physical production enter¬
prises for other packagers.
As originally envisioned when
NBC set up California National as
the successor company to Kagran
Corp., the subsidiary was to oper¬
ate in three telefilm fields, syndi¬
cation,'the production and sale of
network, shows and the leasing of
physical production facilities for
outside packagers and for NBCowned properties. In the case Of
the latter, it was to act as. house
production company for filmed
properties owned by NBC.
Except for one or two NBCowned shows, Cal Nat will hence¬
forth film only its own shows ear¬
marked for syndication. Moreover,
it tyon’t attempt to sell its own
properties on a network basis,
cither directly to NBC or other
webs or to national advertisers for
network use. Instead, it will ear¬
mark all product for regional and
local sponsorship on a syndicated
basis. Obviously if it should come
up with a network sponsor, it will
okay a web deal, but the attempt
won’t be made.
Hits Pilot Films
Levitt last week blasted thee use
of pilot films and called "abhor¬
rent” the procedure by which pro¬
ducers first try for a. network deal,
and failing that, go into full pro¬
duction on a series only after ^ a
-regional is signed.
Cal Nat, he
said, prefers the use of a. “proto¬
type” film to a pilot, with proto¬
type meaning a test- film used only
to improve the quality of future
episodes and not for purposes' of
sale. In every case, in the future,
Cal Nat will go. into full production
on its properties without the use
of a pilot.
Also last week, Cal Nat dropped
its option on six additional stages
at the California National Studios,
where it headquarters. It: will re¬
tain its four leased stages," handling
only “Life of Biley” production for
NBC, With its own shows shooting
on location or at Metro, with whom
its got a coproduction arrangement.

Westbrook Van Voorhis
In March of Analysts
To MBS; Drop Burt Seg

‘Hawkeye’ CBCOct. Bow

Regal TVs Mr.

Cinema-Vue’slst
30-Min. Series To
Sboot in Denmark

Tommy Rettig Stiil
Young Enuf for ‘Lassie’;
Retained for 4th Year

‘CALIFORNIANS’GETS
ABC-TV SAT. SLOT

Westbrook Van Voorhis, the fa¬
miliar voice of “March of Time,”
has joined Mutual’s corp of news¬
casters and commentators, marking
the newest addition to 'the net’s
news department since MBS an¬
nounced plans' to adopt a music
and news format beginning June 2.
Also* hired! was vet broadcaster,
John B. Kennedy.
Exact times of Van Voorhis’ pre¬
sentations are being worked out
by MBS officials. New format calls
for five-minute of news on the hour
and half-hour, with net taking an
alternate five - minute programs
for national sale.
By LES BROWN
With the adoption of new format,
“State of the Nation,” weekly panel
Chicago, May 21.
show produced by Hardy Burt, is
The growing reliance on cellu¬
being dropped by net after nearly
loid in local tv programming may
four years of airing.
have a lot to recommend it in the
dollarS-Ac-cents departments, but to
the creative talents— such as are
left here—It’s a larger dose of the
same old frustration. The pickin’s
CBS-TV has another alternate- .are slinimer than ever.
week half-hour on its hands as a
Station heads still insist they’re
result of a decision by Colgate not wide open for good new shows, but
to go along with co-sponsorship of the situation boils down to the
"Habourmaster,” the new R. J. simple logic of "why spend-more
Reynolds entry for Thursdays at 8. when you can do it for less?” Be¬
Web had anticipated that Colgate sides which, there is this arithme¬
would share the tab on the show, tic: after network time,. feature
since it alternated with Reynolds pix, and syndicated films there’s an
In the time period this season when aggregate remainder of about 110
they jointly sponsored the Bob live hours per week originating
• Cummings show.
from the four commercial stations
Colgate, however, will remain as here. And that includes newscasts,
alternate-week sponsor on "Mr. baseball telecasts, and religious and
Adams & Eve,” the CBS Friday public affairs shows, none of which
night entry which it shares with make use particularly of so-called
Reynolds. Both clients are repped creative talent. There are also the
by the William Esty agency, which inexpensive staples of interview,
created “Harbourmaster” with Ziv weather, service and kiddie shows.
as thfj&ro&i^*;,
,„c. u a n j a i Leaving how i much': timfe »foE «theu

Tunepix-EducT Series
Hollywood, May 21.
Hotelman Irving Berman and
telefilm producer-director Martin
Murray have teamed up to lens 13
half-hour musical and. educational
vidpix, with Berman currently in
Hawaiian Islands to scout Locations
for Initial two stanzas. Pianist A1
Anthony, Dot labelist, is slated to
topline first segment, entitled
"Heartstrings,”
Murray *wili produce and direct,
under his Martin Murray Produc¬
tions banner.

Vidscribes’ Coin
Up, Scenarists’
.. Hollywood, May 21.
Income of television writers here
has increased from 26% to 32% of
the revenue of Writers Guild of
America West the past year, while
the screenwriters’ contribution, ,in
proportion, has slipped from 66%
to about 53% in the same period
—typifying the current! trend, in
Show biz >yith employment' in tv
on the upbeat and in' pix just the
opposite.
Radio writers’ income was down,
nqt unexpectedly, but the slack
here was taken up by changeover
from radio to tv by many writers.’
Guild treasurer Curtis Kenyon,*|
in his annual financial statement
to the membership, said total cap¬
ital of WGAW for the fiscal year
ended last May 31 is $83,148, as
compared to $39,872—that the
guild has doubled its net worth de¬
spite increased expanses stemming
from merger of screen and tv-radio
writers Into one guild.
Video writers’ income for the
period hiked nearly ’$2,000,000,
from $4,742,404, to $6,814,622, and
screen Writers nearly a million,
from $10,338,431 to $11,151,234.
Radio writers’ income slipped from
$765,939 to $467,227# Kenyon said.
Total worth of guild does not in¬
clude a fund of $101,375 which be¬
longs to the Screen Writers Guild
and is carried in a separata ac¬
count.
Kenyon said that the total an¬
nual cost of running the Screen
Writers Guild in 1931, the last year
In which SWG operated without
sizable tv expense, was $104,507
or an average of $8,709 a irronth.
"Today, five and a half years la¬
ter, with twice the staff and treble
the operation, to say nothing of a
30% increase in membership, it
costs us only 62% more than In
those days of a single, not-toocomplicated contract, and a single
membership,” he said.
Exact monthly expense for the
(Continued on page 36)

Chi Prescription: More Pix

‘Harbourmaster’ Needs
A Skip-Week Skipper

,

combine to show a total of 21. On
Sunday It’* 15. These figures don’t
include cartoons on the kiddie
shows or half-hour features on the
late-late shows,
Pix Hours V*. Llye
WBBM-TV, using 22** hours of
feature film per week, has 22 hours
left for live programming. The
rest comes in on the CBS network
or is syndicated film. WBKB, the
ABC ofco, has slightly over 34
hours live time available per week,
and NBC’s WNBQ the smallest
amount, 15 and a fraction. WGNTV, the only indie commercial sta¬
tion here, has 40 live hours per
week, but much of that time is
used for baseball and other sports
telecasts. The available time, 1>y
the way, does not include blurb
periods during the film shows.
For The talent that has lingered
.in Chi in hopes thdt the city might
yet become a major centre for
network originations, the recent
swing to celluloid on the local
scene Is the next to the, last straw.
One of the veterans opined, "Now
we’re Just one step away from
>
SAtutto»wbso. alL Jthe. .channels. (.automationA-

"good new” shows?
j
In the main, and of necessity,
acting and variety talent here has
to be content with making commer¬
cials, while directors and produc-l
tion crews must sate their artistic
appetites on a handful of gab
shows, besides the advertisements.
At present, Chicago is hardly any
longer a place where aspiring
young directors might come for
the broad range of production ex¬
perience that would qualify them
for the big leagues.
Mostly it has been the greater
availability of feature films that has
brought this about. Next week, the
four Windy City stations will show
about 64 feature films between
them, amounting to nearly 100
broadcasting hours. In the same
week a year ago, about 40 films
were shown'in less than 60 hours.
All stations except WGN-TV show
a marked increase in the use of old
pictures; in the case of WBBM-TV
the quantity has more than doubled
over last year and on WBKB it has
tripled. .
The heaviest feature film day Is

Hal Roach Studios, one of the few
remaining privately-held major op¬
erations, now humming with tele¬
film activity, soon may become a
publicly-owned stock corporation.
Hal Roach Jr., is in New York ex¬
ploring the possibility of floating a
public stock subscription under the
contemplated new corporate setup.
Roach, questioned about reports
of such a.move, acknowledged that
the step is being explored, butTleclined to givl any details, saying
the move is still being negotiated.
Earlier, though, he spoke of his
company’s eventual entrance into
the field of distribution and sales
of telefilms," an expansion move
which would require further capi¬
talization. Currently, the company
is engaged mainly in producing of
telefilm shows, selling some on the
fiational level, and distributing oth- •
erg vie a tieup with syndicators,' as
well as operating an expanded com¬
mercial tv division which currently
Is billing between $1,500,0Q0 to $2,000,000 annually..
Pushing 6 Pilots
Roach Studios currently has six
pilots which it is pitching for na¬
tional sale. They include: "Jacque
Ac Jill,” a situation comedy; Bette
Davis Show,” an anthology hosted
by Miss Davis who also, will star
in a 4l number of episodes; MBen
Blue’s Brother,’* starring comedian
Ben Blue; “The Joe DiMaggio
Show,” a sports-anthology With'JDIMaggio hosting;. "Guns of Destiny,’*
an action-adventure anthology with
Ralph Bellamy hosting, and "Pulitr
zer Prize Playhouse,’’ a series based
on Pulitzer Prizewinners/
Recently, renewals came through
on two Roach halfrhour network
skeins, "Oh# Susanna,” CBS-TV,
and "Telephone Time,” ABC-TV.
On "Telephone Time,” Roach said
he had just made a deal for Cana¬
dian distribution oMast year’s pro¬
ductions, calling for a $90,000 ad¬
vance.' NBC Television Films also
has bought the 12 episodes of the
Roach-produced "Charlie Farrell
Show” for-syndication. The skein
had be^n Used as a summer re1-,
placement last year by CBS-TV.
It’s a Grocery $(ore
Roach, questioned about the
abundance of pilots now making
the rounds, said he was*not dis¬
heartened hut rather optimistic.
He pointed to the eyer-increasing
use of film on tv, a development
which -can only accrue to the bene*
fit of his studio operation, he main¬
tained. He likened his operation to
that of a grocery store that needs
a variety of projects on its shelves
to meet many demands.
As to the telefilm industry in
general, Roach saw the emergence
of larger and larger such com¬
panies# with the major ones offer-:
ing a multiplicity of services to
nets, sponsors and local stations.
He forecast additional mergers of
existing firms and acquisitions of
smaller companies by larger out¬
fits. On the production end, he
spoke of the decline of a unit op¬
eration, with a star, writer and
producer getting together on their
own for a. series. Television, he
felt, has grown too complicated for
such an operation.

British Pair Due Here
For ‘America Now’ Prod.
London, May 14.
Caryl Doncaster and Michael In¬
grams of the Associated-Rediffu¬
sion . feature program department
sail for New York May 30 to com¬
pile a 60-minute feature program
titled "America Now.” This show,
Which.is scheduled for airing in'
mid-July, will he the first in a
series of three sponsored-by the
London weekday commercial tv
programmers, which is aimed at
getting behind the scenes of every¬
day life in different countries. The
other two programs will spotlight
Russia and the United Kingdom.
' Miss Doncaster and Ingrams are
going to America at the Invitation
of the U. S. Information Service,
which will supply them with a
camera- unit. Their five-week visit
will take in ’Washington, Chicago,
Los Angeles and Tennessee (latter
presumably; in NAshville, national
headquarters of country and west¬
ern music). ’ ' *
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VIDPIX DIRECT-TO-SPONSORS
7 Teiiels of TeleHurbs
White Sulphur Springs, W. ya., May 21.
-The seven fundamentals marking successful tv commercials
were given as follows by Leonard Kudisch, exec v.p. of Schwerin
Research Corp.:
1. The successful commercial leaves ohe unified impression.
‘ 2. There should be but one dominant mood—either logical or
emotional.
3. The video should do the primary job, the audio merely
supporting It.
..
4. The structure and order should be as simple as possible.
5. The story should* be presented in the viewer’s terms, not the
product’s.
6. The viewer should be involved in what is presented.
. 7. Any entertainment that is used should be integrated with
the product story.
Kudisch outlined the tenets in an address before & meeting of
the Proprietary Assn. here. He said that on the basis of findings
of his' own organizations, tv advertising has been? getting steadily
more effective.

Giddy, Yes; Giddyap, No
-‘Plumber With 4 Daughter• Ain’t Gonna Be Plumber1
With 4 Cowboy Son*’—George Burns
‘-Hollywood," May 21.
The upcoming season has been
touted as the year of the western,
but "we don’t go in for trends,”
states George Burns, prexy of McCadden Productions and co-star of
“Burns Sc Allen” series. “If we like
a shoft, we do it. A gopd show will
always find a spot for itself.”
To underline this, Burns points,
out that within the past few weeks,
three McCadden comedy series,
“B St A,” “People’s Choice’' apd
“Bob Cummings Show,” have been
renewed; and ’fourth comedy se¬
ries “Maggie,” starring Margaret
O’Brien, is reportedly near sale on
Madison Ave.
On the McCadden drawing board
are two more series projects. One
Will star vet. comic Howard McNear
as a plumber with four daughters
and “we’re not going to switch it
to a plumber with four cowboy
sons,” Burns remarks* flicking an
ash off'his'" cigar. Other project is
an adventure series with a Hawai¬
ian background, but Burns admits,
“I lean , toward coihedy because I
know it better.”*
’. Pilot-making is in itself a special
art, Burns comments. Some pro¬
ducers make the mistake of lensing “a good picture, but not a
good pilot,” he observes. He likens
the pilot to a. foundation for a
aeries. With too elaborate a presen¬
tation, a series has no.place to go
afterwards, he feels,
McCadden has no plans to enter
the feature film field, Burns states.
(Continued on page’ 86) ‘ ‘

Byron-N.Y. Laddies
On fire Fighters’

Elliott’s 'Coyote’ Deal
Hollywood, May 21.
Wild Bill Elliott, cowboy star
and more recently a ciggie pitch¬
man, last Week signed with Ken
Murray to both star as Bat Masterson in “El Coyote Rides” series
and to participate financially in the
39-vidpix skein. Ken Murray En¬
terprises will lens series in asso¬
ciation with RKO-Teleradio Pic¬
tures.
Shooting start is tentatively set
for July 14, and meanwhile Mur¬
ray and Elliot are looking for
femme lead.

MGM-TV Lines Op
4'Mixed’ Markets
In $1,000,000 Deal
MGM-TV, humming* along at a
steady pace on the feature front,
has made deals with Westinghouse
Broadcasting for WAAM-TV, Balti¬
more; with WTOP-TV, Washington;
KBIZ,. Ottumwa, la.; and WEAR,
Pensacola, Fla.
The Baltimore deal is for the
full Metro library on a six-year
licensing arrangement, with the
purchase price put at about-$1,000,000. Deal, of course, is keyed to
the projected Federal Communica¬
tions Commission okay of Westinghouse’s acquisition of WAAM-TV.
The Washington Post station,
WTOP, bought 100 Metro pix, with
options for 200 additional Leo the
Lion features. Station selected fea¬
tures from entire library of over
750, agreeing to pay about $350,000
for the lOO over a three-and-a-halfyear period. Under the deal, which
still has to be-reduced to writing,
station is not granted exclusivity
for the Metro label in. the Washing¬
ton market.
KBIZ, bought package No. 1 of
the Metro library, consisting of 100
pix, for about $25,000. Deal rep¬
resents the smallest market sold to
date by Metro.

I, SLOT EDGE
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Direct sales fo advertisers or
their agencies—as opposed to sta¬
tion sales—of first-run product has
grown considerably during the
past year and indications point
to a continued upward spiral In
that' department.
From the viewpoint of the dis¬
tributor, the development, which
is not new but has evidently been
accelerated,
welcomed. The two
big advantages in, such selling are
that the distrib by corailing the
sponsor usually gets a better price
for his show, as opposed to what a
station might pay, and the problejn.Qf time clearance, at local sta¬
tions is eased-r-a sponsored' tele¬
film series gets the nod much more
readily.'
Another favorable factor relat¬
ing to the time clearance prob¬
lem, a knotty one in many marr
kets, is that & station is reluctant
to turn down such large spot ad¬
vertisers as a Procter St Gamble or
a Nestle, for fear that a turndown
on same would adversely affect
other local purchases of time by
sudh sponsors.'
80-20,% Ratio
An indication of the size of the
direct-to-advertiser operation is
gleaned from the experiences of
such outfits as Ziv, Television Pro¬
grams of America, ABC Film Syn¬
dication and NBC Television Films,
all of them companies offering a
range in size and reflective of the
general situation in the field.
Ziv reports that in, terms of dol¬
lar volume, it now grosses be¬
tween 80 to 90% from advertisers
on its first-run. product, with the
remainder coming from station
sales. Ziv, which' has always been
strong in selling syndicated shows
to advertisers, estimates the
growth in that area to be about
25% over the past 12 months.
TPA' finds its dollar volume on
first-run product split about 80%
from advertisers and 20% from
station sales. The ratio for TPA
of 80 to 20 has remained fairly
constant the past two years.
“Code 3,” the only fresh skein
to be handled the past 12 months
by ABC Film Syndication, has
been sold in a far greater major¬
ity of cases to sponsors than to
stations. Even NBC Television
Films, which has boasted only one
major regional on its new “Silent
Service,” selling the skein mar[.ket-by-market, in the main, has
. . (Continued on page 36)

WOR-TV’s in Syndication
There’s Strength’; 1st Run
Segs for 9 to 10 Slot

WOR-TV, which began experi¬
menting about six months ago
Indie producer Ed Byron has
with syndicated first-rim product
worked out a deal with the New
in its 9 to 10-p.m. weekday slot,
York Fire Dept, for a new vidpix
will go wholehog come the fall,
package to be titled “Fire Fight¬
having lined up at least four hew.
ers” and tp. be financed , and disshows for the period.:
* tributed by CBS Television Film
The. . new .ones.. include “Sir
Sales. Pilot In the series will roll
Lancelot” and “The Buccaneers,”
in . June at 'Hi Brown’s studios in
first-run off- network, from Of¬
N. Y. •
ficial Films, arid Zlv’s “New Ad¬
Series,.to be filmed in.coopera¬
ventures of Martih Kane” and
tion with the Fire Dept.* covers
“Harbor Command.”
Currently,
factual or legendary exploits of de¬
the New York RKQ Teleradio flag¬
partment' members. Fire Comr.
ship is telecasting the “O. Henry”
Edward F. Cavanagh has promised
series, “State Trooper” and “Cru¬
cooperation in allowing depart¬
sader” in the period, which on non¬
ment firehouses and Installations
baseball evenings falls between the
to be used for location shooting.
A $500,000 sale was closed two night telecasts of its “Million
Series will star. Mark Miller as a by Associated Artists Productions Dollar Movie.” Station ousted a
lieutenant. George Beliak is the with "KGEO-TV, covering Enid and one-hour feature for the syndi¬
scripter.
Oklahoma. City, for the distrib’s cated shows.
Warner Bros, .features and car¬
In the afternoons, station has
toons and the “Popeye” cartoons. launched a new one-hour cartoon
Station will slot the features show, titled “Scrpb Club” and
weeknights at 9:30;
•emceed by Claude Kirscher, who
.Hollywood, May- 21;
holds a similar spot on WOR-TV’s
BBC-TV. .has bought.39. stanzas
of “O. Henry Playhouse’’ from
1 “Terrytpon Circus,” 7 to 7:30 p.m.
‘Sheriff’
Rides
in
P.R.
Gross-Krasne for airing in Brit¬
“Scrub Club” is aired from. 2 to
“Sheriff of Cochise,” which has 3 p.ni.
ain, in deal set by G-K exec v.p.
Guy V, Thayer Jr. Deal gives been dubbed in Spanish by Na¬
British. government net two runs tional Telefilm Associates, has been
sold to. WKAQ-TV, San Juan,
of series.
Other TY-Film News
Other foreign. deals are pending Puerto Rico.
on Pdge 36
Show is being offered to other4|
in Canada and the Netherlands,
according" to G-K spok6si)^e^ u. 4,. tv stations in Latin AipevJpA-u j ;

AAP’s 500G in Okla.

BBC-TV Buys‘0. Henry’

KNTV, San Jose, Sues 2 SF TV’ers,
23 Distribs (or 500G on 'Overlaps’;
See Vidpix Companies 'Vulnerable’
Alka’s ’Harbor’ Markets
Alka-Seltzer has inked a Coast
deal on Ziv’s “Harbor Command,”
the regional contract taking in
from 10 to 12 markets, including
such keys as Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Seattle and Portland.
Earlier, Ziv had wrapped up a
big regional on the show for 55
markets taking in a good deal of
the midwest, for Hamm Brewing.

$14000,000 Take
•For Guild in S1^
Mos. Beats All ’56

San Francisco, May 21.
A problem which telefilm dis¬
tributors had hoped would quietly
die Instead has burst into the
courts.
The station “overlap”
problem, in which' distributors cus¬
tomarily avoid sales to smaller
markets within the range- of the
signals of big-city stations, is the
subject of a $500,000 suit filed last
week by KNTV in nearby San Jose
against 23 telefilm distribs and
S&n Francisco stations KPIX and
KRON-TV.
Telepixers, faced with the ovei>
lap' situation since the lifting of
the FCC station freeze in 1952, had,
hoped that the problem would set¬
tle itself In terms of accepted in-?
dustry practice. Until now, it ap¬
peared that this would be the case.
But the KNTV suit, filed in Cali¬
fornia Superior Court, throws open
the entire problem to the courts
and leaves the distribs in a vul¬
nerable legal position.
Term “overlap” refers to a signel overlap by two stations, one in
a large market and the other in a
smaller city.
Telefilm distribu¬
tors generally grant exclusivity for
a series or a package in each mar¬
ket, and consequently, such an
overlap situation presents a con¬
flict. The larger market station
traditionally has refused to pur*,
chase any series or package
already- ■ bought by the smaller
neighbor, .on the grounds such a'
deal woujd not give it exclusivity.
Since the larger market brings a
higher price for the package or
series, the distribs have tradition¬
ally held off on dealing with the
smaller station until every chance
of a. deal in the larger market has
been exhausted.
Small Markets Hurt
Situation has generally forced a
hardship on. the smaller market in
terms .both of a flow of "product
and in forcing them to pay higher
prices where the distrib was will¬
ing to sell to them. It’s also been
a delicate situation for the distribs,
since selling to the smaller market
generally means losing the largemarket deals, while selling to the
larger market has meant not only
the loss of the smaller market deal
but also the enmity of the smallmarket operators.
The' KNTV suit charges the de¬
fendants .with restrictive practices
in this vein. San Jose is-40 miles
from San Francisco, ■ while the
(Continued on page 36)

More than $10,000,000- in gross
sales were reported by Guild Films
for the first five-and-a-half months
of its fiscal year. Reub Kaufman,
prexy of the production and dis¬
tribution company, told stockhold¬
ers Saturday (18) the figure rep¬
resents a 220% increase over total
sales during all of 1956.
Kaufman said that for .the first
quarter Guild netted $155,000 be¬
fore taxes, which “does not- reflect
the benefit, of approximately $7,500,0.00 in. sales” consummated
since the first quarter ended the
last of February. It was compared
to a net of $70,000 for the like
period last year. Tally on the $10,000,000, Kaufman said, was right
up to the meeting Saturday.
“Capt. David Grief,” the new
half-hour telefilm series still in
production by Guild, was reported
by the president to have signed
$1,750,000 in sales since- tlie be¬
ginning of the year. Kaufman said
that 18% of the domestic market
still was open for sale.
The new net shows a marked
recovery for Guild, which in its
annual report, publishe'd in ad¬
vance of Saturday’s meeting, had
a net Income of $8,187, after taxes,
on last year's hooks.
The $10,000,000 gross is known
to include the count from, certain
barter arrangements inade by
Guild recently. Though the details
were hot officially disclosed, it
was admitted that' a sizable por¬
tion . of the sales contracts was
closed via barter arrangement, al¬
though a spokesman for the com¬
pany Said that the “largest ma¬
jority” of the pacts were on a
straight cash arrangement.
Guild has a film inventory, not
counting ‘'Grief” and another new
show, “Kingdom of the Sea,” of
21 program - series, plus 230 film
musicals,,, 169 mystery-adventure
Screen Gems and ABC-TV are in
pix and 286 comedy and dramatic negotiation on a daytime rerun deal
films, 364 cartoons and 500 mis¬ for two of the telefilm outfit’s
cellaneous pieces of celluloid.
shows, “Bengal Lancers” and “Jun¬
gle Jim.” ABG-TV wants both
properties for its 5 to 5:30 kid-ad¬
venture strip leading into “Mickey
Mouse Club.” Discussions are cur¬
rently a'three-way affair, since ABC
“Disagreement over structure of wants to have the shows sponsored
the company” was the reason before committing for them, so that
given by Robert H. Klaeger for the web and SG are meeting with
quitting as veep in charge, of tv sponsor prospects.
The deal for “Jungle Jim” is
commercials and industrial films at
Transfilm, after 11 years with the somewhat unusual, since it involves
the
network use* of a show which'
company. Klaeger, who wouldn't
enlarge on his explanation, said already has been in syndication
for
some
two years on a wide scale.
he’ll ehnounce future plans shortly.
It’s bejieved the first time a net¬
Klaeger, in charge of Transfilm’s work has gone for a deal involving
two basic operating departments, web-wide repeats of shows already
was thought of as No. 3 man-in the shown locally, but ABC feels its
company, behind prexy William position is justified in terms of the
Miesegaes. and Walter Lowen- package price at which it must de¬
dahl, exec veep in charge of spe¬ liver the. films in view of the size
cial projects.1 Transfilm is one of of the 5 to 5:30 audience.
the-largest' of the tv film commer¬
“Bengal Lancers” represents a
cial producers- in the country, ac¬ different situation, of course, since
cording to the latest Ross Reports. it will be firstrun-off-network, a re¬
After several years as Trans- peat pattern that’s become custom¬
film’s supervisory film. editor, ary, “Bengal Langers” is current¬
Klaeger became production chief ly winding its run on NBC-TV un¬
der General Foods sponsorship.* *•
ini 1959 and* veep*in. 195& ju

0.0.‘Bengal’-'Jim’
As ABC Reruns

Quit Transfilm Over
Disagreement: Klaeger
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ARB City-By-Gity Syndicated Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i,e., a Saturday afternoon children’s.show, with a Ifiw fating, may

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur*
eau on a monthly basisK

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-**

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

(Myst),

tion about film in each tparkel, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

NEW YORK

Attention should be paid to time—day and

DISTRIB.

DAY AND
TIME

-

(Q),

quits;

APRIL
RATING

SHARE
(%)

SETS IN
USE

.19.4. 47.3.

; 41.0

.-... 12.9 . 36.8.

35.0

3. Celebrity Playhouse (Dr).WRCA.Screen Gems.Tues. 7:00-7:30 . ...’.12.7 ......... 30.5.

41.6

, 2. Silent Service (Adv).WRCA.NBC..Fri. 7:00-7:30

4. Whirlybirds (Adv)..
5, Death Valley Days (W).

.. WPIX.____CBS.. /Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ....
/ . WRCA..
McCann-Erickson. ’ Wed. 7:00-7:30

6. Rosemary Clooney (Mus).WRCA..MCA.
7. Popeye the Sailor (Ch).WPIX.. AAP.

.Sat. 7:00-7:30 .
.Sun. 4.30-5:00 .
M-F 6:00
. Sat. 5:30
3. Superman (Adv).WABD.. Flamingo..Tues. 6:00-6:30 9. Looney Tunes (Ch).WABD.. Guild & AAP._Mom-Sat. 6:30-7:00
10. Abbott & Costello (Co).WPIX.

CHICAGO
1. State ..Trooper (Adv). ..
2. Sheriff of Cochise (W).
3. Superman (Adv). v.
4. Secret Journal (Dr)..
5. Studio1 57 (Dr).
6. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).
7. Wild Bill Jlickok (W).
8. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W)..
8. Highway Patrol (Adv). . .
8. San Francisco Beat (Dr).
9. Men of Annapolis (Adv)..
10. City Detective (Myst)....

LOS ANGELES

.11.8.25.9.
.11.6. 34.6.

Approv. Set Count-—2,900,000

45.5
, 33.6

.10.8 . 30.0.. 36.1
.10.3 . 34.1. 30.2
9.0.23.9.
8.7. 28.8..
.. 23.0.

.MCA..'• Sat. 7:00-7:30

Approx, Set Count—2,313,000

.KRCA. .McCann-Erickson
TCTTV
CRS
KTTV. .. NBC.,
KTTV.. .Ziv..
Ziv..
5. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) KTTV..
. KHJ.
. CBS.
KTLA. AAP...
7. Popeye the Sailor (Ch).
Ziv.
KTTV
JCTT.T
ziv
.
.KABC. .CBS.
9. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W).

.

Highway Patrol (Adv)
Sheriff of Cochise (W)
Soldiers of Fortune U
Frontier (W).
Death Valley Days (W).
State Trooper (Adv)

9.
10. Studio 57 (Dr).

ATLANTA

Superman (Adv).
Highway Patrol (Adv).
Amos ’n’ Andy (Co)....
State Trooper (Adv)...
Susie (Co).
Science Fiction Theatre
City Detective (Myst);.

9. Wild Bill Hickok (W).

western;

(Worn),

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
ST A;

RATING

7 O’Clock Report ......... WCBS
CBS News—D. Edwards... WCBS
7 6’Clock Report .W0BS
CBS News—D. Edwards:.. WCBS
7 O’Clock Report .WCBS
CBS News—D. Edwards... WCBS
Sgt. Preston of the Yukon.. WCBS
T O’clock Report ....WCBS
CBS News—D. Edwards... WCBS
Abbott & CostelloWPIX
Early Show...WCBS

....... 9.9
........ 10.0
....... 9.5
....... 10.4
11.7
..13.7
.10.6
.10.0
.. 9.8
... 8.3
11.0

Popeye the 'Sailor.WPIX
12.7
Early Show.W0BS
11,1
My Little Margie.WCBS _... 6.8
36.1 Rosemary Clooney..WRCA.^0.8

Stations—WBBM (2), WNBQ (5), WBKB (7), WGN (9)

. Sat. 7:00-7:30 .
Sat. 9:30-10:00 .
. .Mon. 8:30-9:00 .
. Mon. 9:00-9:30 '.
. Sat. 9:00-9:30 ......
.Mon. 7:30-8:00 .
.Mon.-Fri.»7:00-7:30 .
.Mon. 8:00-8:30 '.
. Mon. 8*30-9:00 .
. Fri. 6:00-6:30 .

. . .17.8.
.. .16.1_.
.. . 15.4
. . .14.2.
. . .13.5..
. . .13.1
. ,.12.4.
.. .12.4.
.. ,12.0.
... .11.9.

. . 37.7. ... 47.31
29.4. .. 54.6
23.7. .. 65.0
.. 19.7. ,. 72.1'
.. 23.2. . 58.1
. 22.9. .. 57.1.
. . 21.5. .. 57.7
19.2. .. 64.5
. . 18.5. .. 65.0
. . 39.2. .. 30.3

. . .,23.3.
, ..23.2.
. . .22.6 ...*...
.21.7.
.. .19,2.. . ...
.. .18.0.
.. .17.8__
.. .16.6. ..,..
.16.5.
.KYW... ..MCA. . Fri. 7:00-7:30 ....... . . .16.3.

.Ziv.. . „Tues. 10:30-11:00.. ...
.NTA.".. . .Sun. 10:30-11:00
MCA
. . ' i . Thurs. 7*00-7:30 ....
NBC ...
Sat. 10:30-11:00 _
.McCann-Erickson 7. Sat. 7:00-7:30' .
. Mon. 10:30-11:00 ...
.MCA..
CRS
.WJW. .CBS...........; ..Sat. 6:30-7:00 .
rp* ^^

.. . 8.8
.... .16.3
.. .....129
..
.. .20.8
.. .12.8
..
..
6.1
..
.. .8.2
.. .12.1

... 66.9.'. ..
40.6. ..
. . 63.7,. -..
.. 38.7.;. ..
.. 50.0. ..
.-. 37.9/?. ;.
.. 36.6. ..
.. 56.9. ..
..
. 52 4 ,
. . 42.0. . /

42.3
57.3
35.5
59.1
38.4
47-.4
48.3
29.2
315
38.8

Four Star Theatre.. *. WEWS . . 8.3
What’s My Line. .WJW ... .30.6
Dr. Christian. .WJW ... . 8.0
Your Hit Parade. .KYW ... .30.1
City Detective..
.KYW .... .12.3
Studio One.... . wjw
Passport to Danger. .KYW ... .15.7
Gene Autry.. . WEWS .
.WJW ... _fi.i
Amos ’n’ Andy.. .WJW ... .12.2

Stations—-WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (11)

Appi ox\ Set Count—565,000

Wed. 7*00-7*30 .
Fri 7‘30-8'QO
. . .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 _
.WAGA. CBS..
.WAGA... MCA....;T TFri. 7:00-7:30 .......
Mnfr 7*30-8*00 .
TP A
, WAHA
. WLW-A. MCA. . Wed. 6:30-7:00 .....

Global Zobel. . KTTV
.KNXT
Producers Showcase. ,KNXT
I Love Lucy. . KNXT
Oh Susanna... .KNXT
Studio One... . KNXT
$64,000 Question. . KNXT
Burns & Allen...... .KNXT
Life of Riley... , KTTV
6 O’Clock Report. . KNXT
CBS News—D. Edwards.. . KNXT
Popeye the Sailor. . KTLA’

Stations—KYW (3), WEWS (5),WJW (8)

. WJW. ....
. KYW.
JCVW
W-TW
.WJW.
. KYW..
IVTP.WQ

.NBC. . .Mon. 7:00-7:30

.. .13.9
.. .16.6
... 9.5
... -7.8
...27.6
...25.4
... 8.8
... 8.0
... 7.3
... 7.8
... 8.8
... 5.8
... 17.8
...39.9
...25.4
./.45.6

Stations—KNXT-KRCA
<4>’KCOP
KTLA(13)
<5>’ KUBC (7),
stations
kHJ (9) Kxxv (xi),

Approx, Set Count—1,900,000

. WSB..
1. Badge 714 (Myst).WSB
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(W),

.37.7
30.2

. KCOP. .Bagnall. .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 -- . . .11.8. .. 22.3. .. 52.9

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7.

sports;

. WNBQ. ....MCA. ... Wed. 9:30-10:00 ... .22.4. .. 38.3.... _58.5. 20th Century Fox. . WBBM ..
. WNBQ. ..... NTA. .. .Fri, 7:30-8:00 . .16.1. .. 29.7_ _54.3 Crossroads . ...'... . WBKB_
.WGN.
.. Fri. 6:00-6:30 . .... 15.8. . 49.1_ .... 32 2
. WBBM ..
.CBS News—D. Edwards.. . WBBM ..
. WNBQ. ....MCA. .,. Sat, 10:00-10:30 ... .15.2. .. 25.7.... .... 59.1 Best of MGM.. .. . WBBM ..
. WBKB..... . i.. MCA. .. Mon. 9:30-10:00 . .144.
23.2.... .... 62.0- Studio One.,.... . WBBM ..
, WGN.
.. Mon..6:00-6:30 .... ...... 13.7. .. 42.3.... .. .. 32.4 News—J. Bentley. . WBBM ..
. CBS News—D. Edwards.. . WBBM . .•
.. .Tues. 6:00-6:30 - .13.5. .. 46.6 ... .... 29.0 News—J. Bentley. . WBBM ..’
.WGN.
CBS News-*—D. Edwards.. . WBBM ..
.WGN. .CBS.. .. . Thurs. 6:00-6:30 ... .12.3. .. 43.3.... .... 29.6 Kulda, Fran & Ollie . .WBKB/...
CBS News—D. Edwards.. .. WBBM
.. . Fri. 8:00-8:30 . .12.8. .. 22,4....
57.2 Treasure Hunt-:,. .WBKB ...’
. WGN..;...
.12.8. .. 18.5.... ...’. 694 $64,000 Question. .WBBM ..
.WGN. .....CBS.... ., . Tues. 9:00-9:30 .
...Mon, 9:30-10:00 .... .12.1. .. 19.5.... .... 62.0 Studip Qne..;.... .WfeBM ..
.WGN..'_
.12.0.
.'. 18.1.... .... 66.5 Person to Person......._ . WBBM ..
.WGN. ... ..MCA. ... Fri. 9:30-10:00 ....

2. San Francisco Beat (Dr).

CLEVELAND

(Sp)9

Stations—WCBS (2),WRCA (4), WARD (5), WABC (7),
stations
WQR w wpix (1I) waTV (13)

Approx, Set Count—4,525,000

1. Highway Patrol (Adv).WRCA.....Ziv...... ,. Mon. 7:00-7:30

mystery;

ivomen’s, Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF* Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired,

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

STATION

Abbre¬

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports,

show in the specific market.

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market,

rated film shows listed in each case,' and their 'competition shown opposite.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE "

Wednesday^ May 22, 1957

P&RtE$Y

.. .30.1.

72.9. .. 41.3

.. . 28.2.
. . .21.7.
. . .20.3 ......
a . .19.3.
.. .15.7.
.,. 15.4.
.. .15.1'..

. . 70.0. .. 40.3
, . 46.4... ... 46.7
. . ,39.7. .. 51.0
52.0.. ..,.; ..37.2
. .,30.1. .. 49.0
.. 50 2.. .. 30.7
.. 63.1;. .. 23.9

...14.4- ..,42.8. .. 33.7
. WLW-A. Screen * Gems.,.. . .Thurs. 6:00-6:30 ,
.WSB.
.NTA.. ..Sat. 7:00-7:30'.. ,..14.2...r... .. 47.4../.... .. 30.0

Rosemary Clooney. .WAGA .
Ne\vs—John Daly,. . WLW-A
Man Called X.... .WAGA .
Rin Tin Tin.,..... •.WLW-A .21.1
Lone Ranger..... . WSB ..
■Dr. Christian
. .1. .WSB
Robin Hood*.. .WAGA .
Search for Adventure. . WSB - .. .10.0
News; Weather; World'News.. WAGA ..
CBS News—D. Edwards .WAGA .. ..... 7,8
.WSB ...
Clubhouse Gang
.WAGA .. .....12.4
Ballard Show...

RADIO-TELEVISION
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CBS’ Hibernating POols
. While CBS-TV. has all hut closed out its"fall schedule, the net¬
work has six hot pilots on its hands, most of which it may have to
put on ice until the middle of next season or even next spring's
selling period. Of the six, the two with the strongest possibility
of finding a place in the fall schedule are the new Eve Arden
show, “It Gives Me Great Pleasure,” and Sidney Kingsley's “The
World in White.”
These two .are being mulled by Lever Bros, and Shulton as pos¬
sibilities for Tuesday at 8:30 next fall, following the refusal of
Lever to take bn “Slezak & Son,” The “Pleasures” pilot was
completed on the Coast last week and the clients are waitipg for:
a looksee; final prints on “World in White,” based on Kingsley's
“Men in White,” are just about complete*
Other properties which CBS now has are “21st Precinct,” which
Bernard Prockter just finished for the web; “Nancy Drew,” teen¬
age series based on the books and produced by Art Hoffe; the
new DickJVan Dyke show; and the “Bertha Cool-Donald Lam”
whodunits based on the Erie Stanley Gardner (pen-name: A. ABair) novels.
Van Dyke show may get some summer exposure this year
In the Saturday 8:30 period following Jimmy Durante’s reruns for
Old Gold. The others, which CBS controls, will be put on ice
and not shown until the next selling season, if no last-minute sales
interest is evoked within the next week or so._r

No Drop in Price of Color Sets
Tor along, Long Time: RCA s Bums
. . Chicago, May 21. +----—No drop in • color television set
prices is anticipated “for a long,
long time;” RCA president • John
Burns told a press conference here
last week, and “it is even possible
“Mike Wallace Interview” is
that they may have to go up
slowly pickirig up ground on the
•lightly/'.
.
Burns hit out at “a good deal of Trendexes. For the Mickey Cohen
loose talk about new developments interview Sunday (19), the halfthat will mean lower prices for hour garnfered a 9.7 op a 12color receivers. There have been city count, while CBS-TV and $64,claims about new types *of color 000 Challenge” got 21.3 and NBCtubes that can be mass produced at TV’s “Loretta Young Show” pulled
lower prices than present tubes and a 19.3.
For his first week in the 10-10:30
-about receivers that can be of¬
fered to the consumer at substan¬ period, with Gloria Swanson guest¬
tially lower prices than present ing, Wallace got an 8.5; the follow¬
models. As you know, it takes years ing week, with Ku Klux Klan Im¬
to bring a product from the draw¬ perial Wizard -Eldon Edwards, a
ing board to the market. Even if 9.0. There was no rating on‘ the
an idea for an improved product third show with Philip Wylie. On
or a revolutionary development a quarter-hour breakdown, Wal¬
existed today it would still be lace’s fourth show (Cohen) got a
three years, away from real pro¬ 7.9 and then an 11.4.
duction. We know of no revolution¬
ary development in color television,
even in the discussion stage, that
gives any indication of being ready
for production for at feast several
years.”
/ .
Burns was. optimistic -on color’s
future, stating that “with each pass-,
lng week,, .we .see indications—rand
by indications I mean steadily
mounting sales—that the public is
interested in color television and
wants it. Everyone—even color's
severest critics—believes that it
It looks .as if “Dick & the
Will take over.- The only question Duchess,” the new Sheldon Rey¬
that exists in anyone's mind is nolds film series* will get the nod
When. Describing the charting of for CBS-TV’s Saturday at 8:30
any new product’s progress as an liheup, if the web* can work but
S-curve, Burns said that color “is the details for Mogen David Wine
right at. the .elbow on the base to alternate with Helene Curtis on
of the S-curve and at any time it the sponsorship. Old Gold ciggies,
can start its rapid rise.”
which had an option on the time
period, has allowed its hold on the
slot to lapse without taking any
Milwaukee Color Hoopla .
action.
Milwaukee, May 21.
Curtis had placed the alternateW. E. Boss, former sales v.p. of
the RCA Victor Distributing Co'rp., week order for “Dick” which OG
who last week was named color had held the option, in order to
television coordinator for RCA, secure itself a contiguous discount
with its Saturday at 9 alternate
x
(Continued on page 39)
sponsorship of the Gale Storm
show; Mogen David, which has also
bought alternate weeks at NBCTV (Mondays at 7:30), thereupon
placed an order for half the Sat¬
urday time period with CBS-TV,
but did not specify a show.
Web must now submit the pro¬
gram to Mogen David, and if it’s
acceptable to the winery and Cur¬
tis agrees to the co-sponsorship,
’ London, May 21.
The Variety Artistes’ Federation “Dick” will move into the spot
and British Actors' Equity Assn, in the fall.
are pressing, .commercial. tv pror.
grammers for. a wage increase.
They hhve given the programmers
four months’ notice of tjie ter¬
mination of their respective tv
agreements, .and intend to nego¬
Pilots will be shot this week by
tiate the new one together.
A federation spokesman said ABC-TV on two daytime programs.
•both-’ organizations felt that joint Dennis James will be fronting the
negotiations were necessary in the Roy Windsor package, “What
field of tv so that the fee paid for Makes You Tick?” and Keefe Brasthe employment of their members selle and Virginia Graham will co¬
Was in proportion with the serv¬ host Walt Framer’s “Lucky Lady.”
Network is peddling the two
ices given. This is the first time
that the two unions have acted'to¬ audience - participation half - hours
gether.
as strips for next fall.

Waliace-Mickey Cohen
9.7 Trendex, His Best

Mogen David Yens
'Duchess’ Split As
Old Gold Gets Cold

Brit. Actors Unite
On TV Wage Hike

ABC Shooting Pilots On
Tick’ & ‘Lucky Lady'

CBS-TV 'Capitulates to Gen. Foods
’57“ 58 WEB LISTSlTo Have ‘Lucy Make Room for ‘Daddy
By ART WOODSTONE
Network television is in for a
flood of musical programming, the
most in the history of the medium,
next fall. In all, 20 items on the
1957-58 agenda qualify in whole or
in part, as music stanzas. And since
the network schedules are not fully
firmed, a reasonable possibility
exists that still another skein will
be added to the list to make it 21.
Eight new web programs of a
substantial Tin Pan Alley nature
are set to go at the beginning of
the new season. SiX programs,
all or mostly musical, are returning
from the current semester, and
then there are,.an additional six
other veteran stanzas in the musicvariety category.
Here’s the rundown*by networks:
ABC-TV has four new shows com¬
ing up. Pat Boone, Guy Mitchell
and Patrice Munsel loom as purely
musical, apart from the bridgework
gab and infrequent comedies. Im¬
portance of the tuner to video next
season is implicit in ABC’s strategy
of turning over prime time to
Boone and Miss Munsel, particular¬
ly Boone, about whom the web is
building its Thursday night sched¬
ule. Fourth “big” show at ABC-TV
is Frank Sinatra’s upcoming telefilmer, which, in being slated backto-back with the Metopera thrush
on Fridays, will mix humor and
drama with a heavy defse of music.
Returnees & Newies
Same network has a brace of
Lawrence Welk shows and “Voice
of Firestone” returning. Moreover,
-the network anticipates an Alan
Freed-fronted rock ’n’ roll session
on an every-week basis. Freed had
two airtime “auditions” this spring
in the proposed format. Total ABC
tally-7-seven firm musical programs
and a probable.
' CBS-tfV appears as the lightest
of the networks in musical stanzas,
but its “Big Record” (replacing
Arthur Godfrey on Wednesdays) is
music from beginning to end of the
Hour, according to network descrip¬
tions of the Patti Page show. The
new 60-minuter has been getting
considerably ballyhoo since it was
fixed in the 8 to 9 time period.
Also coming back to CBS-TV are
Ed Sullivan and the “Shower of
Stars” spectaculars, both in the
music-Variety vein. Same format¬
ting is expected to hold for the five
specs the network plans for next
season fronted by Lucille Ball &
Desi Arnaz. CBS tally—four procontinued on page 39)

Sid Caesar and Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver- Jr., both NBC ex¬
patriates, got together this week in
what they described as a “new
business association which will ini¬
tially utilize the comedian’s talents
in a 'new form of motion picture
presentation for theatres.” The
new combine will also develop pro¬
ductions in all show biz fields in
which Caesar will not appear as a
performer but will act as co-pro¬
ducer and partner with Weaver.
There^ are no plans at present
for Caesar to operate as a perform¬
er on Weaver’s new network, since
this initially will only offer day¬
time programs. Should the Weaver
web expand Into nighttime pro¬
gramming, it’s expected Caesar
would be a major entry. The mo¬
tion picture plans of the new com¬
bination were vague in detail, ex¬
cept to state that the project will
employ' “a unique adaptation of
television techniques to motion pic¬
ture presentation.” As to the Other
properties, Caesar’s Shellrick Pro¬
ductions already has first refusal
rights for films, tv and legit on the
upcoming novel by Sloan Wilson,
author of “Man in'the Gray Flan¬
nel Suit.” Similar activities of this
sort are contemplated.
Caesar became a free agent last
week following the decision- of

Danny Thomas’ “Make Rodm for
Daddy” situation comedy will
start its fifth season.on television
in. September by inheriting the ,
(Week of May 1-7)
longtime “I Love Lucy” Monday
“Playhouse 90” hit the Top
night time slot on CBS-TV. After
10 list of the May Trendex,
weeks of resistance, CBS has given :
winding in sixth place for its
in to General Foods’ demands
highest Trendex perch of the
that* the Thomas1 stanza be slotted
season. Report, covering the
as the “Lucy” replacement.
week of May 1-7, lists 11
As a result, most of the pieces
shows, since “You Bet Your
have fallen into place on GF’s
Life” and “Gunsmoke” tie for,
CBS schedule for the fall, The
10th place, with the split run-'
Thomas stanza will be followed on
ning seven for CBS, three for
Mondays by “December Bride,”
NBC and one, the. Sugar Ray
returning to its regular 9:30 spot.
Robinson-Gene Fullmer mid¬
“Zane Grey Theatre” will con¬
dleweight title bout telecast,
tinue at Fridays at 8:30, and still
for ABC. Lattej:, incidentally,
to be resolved is a show for the
took the No. 2 spot.
Friday at 8 period, to replaceI Love Lucy (CBS) .... 30.1
“West Point.”
At the same time, General
Wed. Nite Fights
(ABC) . 29.1
Foods is shifting some sponsor¬
• Perry Como (NBC) - 27.9
ship within two of those time
What’s My Line (CBS) . 26.2
periods. Beginning in July, it will
take over all of the Monday at 9
Ed Sullivan (CBS) .... 25.9
period, expanding to take on the
Playhouse 90 (CBS) ... 25.9
alternate weeks held previously
The Lineup (CBS) _ 25.1
by Procter & Gamble, and at the
Bob Hope Show (NBC) . 24.8
same time will cut back to alter¬
Person To Person (CBS) 24.3
nate weeks on the Friday at 8
You Bet Your Life
period, which it previously fully
(NBC) .
23.1
sponsored. Understood Remington
Gunsmoke (CBS) . 23.1
Rand is interested in buying in on
the skip-week, though no show Is
set-.
* *
. General
Foods
bought
the
Thomas show. from the comic’s
Marterto Productions, which he
owns with producer Lou Edelman,
Program had run for four years’
on ABC-TV, but GF was able to
grab it off by a contractual ar¬
rangement under which ABC had
to order production on the show
by a given date or allow Thomas
and the William Morris office to
NBC-TV this week took the com¬ peddle it elsewhere.
petitive bull by the horns and in¬
formed affiliates of its intention to
create a new 7 to 9 a.m. Class-D
rate to compete effectively with
CBS-TV, which had established
such a rate two months ago. The
new “D” rate will be pegged at
40% of the “A” rate, as compared
Spike Jones, has apparently
with CBS’ 37V£% ratio, and will
take effect June 1 subject to rati¬ struck a sour note in his second
and
latest attempt for a permanent
fication by the affiliates.
The new “D” rate affects only berth on television. L&"M Filters,
Jones’
sponsor, has allowed the
the network’s “Today” show, but
also put into effect were two other renewal options on its CBS-TV
Tuesday
night time slot to lapse,
changes designed to keep pace
with rate redesignations by CBS. and since the sponsor rather than
the
network
bought the show, it
Sunday afternoon from 5 to 6 will
become Class-B time (75% of the will go off at the end of the sum¬
mer
when
L&M
departs the net¬
“A” rate), changing from its for¬
mer “A” designation, and Sunday work.
L&M, via Dancer - Fitzgerald1 to 2 p.m. changes from “B” to Sample, was to have notified CBS
(Continued on page 39)
of its intention to renew by Mon¬
day (20), but failed to do so, which
automatically cancels the time.
Ciggie outfit has held down the
10:30 Tuesday spot', following “$64,-,
0Q0 Question,” on a solo basis
since last January (it shared the
time, with Frigidaire prior to that),
and substituted the Jones show just
a couple of months ago for the
NBC-TV to release him from his Edgar Bergen quizzer, “Do You
10-year contract at the comedian’s .Trust Your Wife?”
request. Although the contract still
had seven years to run, no cash
settlement was involved, since
Caesar invoked a clause in the
pact which provided that if the
web had not committed itself to at
Pabst Brewing €o. this week
least 20 shows for the comedian by
June 1', he could bow out of the placed the largest network radio
saturation campaign by a beer ad¬
deal.
Release followed an impasse of vertiser in the past five years on
several months between the net¬ NBC Radio, ordering . a $250,000
work and the comedian over his net 13-week lineup of one-minute
future with the web.
Network and 30-second spots on NBC’s
wanted to kill off his hour show “Monitor” and “Nightline” pro¬
and spot him In four spectaculars, grams.
Campaign, set through Leo Bur¬
or as a possible compromise, work
out a* half-hour format for the fall. nett agency, begins June 4.
Caesar insisted on continuing in a
full-hour show, and neither side
would budge, even after several
protracted negotiating sessions.
Network, in explaining its posi¬
tion, said it had been unable to find
Hollywood, May 21.
any sponsor prospects for an hour
Four Star Films’ “Trackdown”
Caesar show next season, and that skein has been sold to CBS-TV for
the Caesar package is far too costly tentative airing in Friday 8-8:30
to sustain. Program has been budg¬ p.m, slot, replacing “West Point”
eted at $110,000 this year, the sec¬ next season. Robert Culp has been
ond most costly weekly show on inked for lead in series, with Texas
the web, after Perry Como’s. Web Rangers promising full .cooperation
further stated that in the three in lensing tales based on the or¬
years that Caesar has had his own ganization.
Filming begins next month.
(Continued on page 39)

Trendex Top 10

NBC-TV Slapping
D-Rate on‘Today’
In June Vs. CBS

L&M Filters Out
Spike Jones Tues.

PABST BREWS UP 250G
IN NBC RADIO SPOTS

TV Trackdown' Vice
‘West Point’ on CBS

sir

P7mm

TV-FIUWS

Variety’s weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬
reau's latest reports, on feature films and their competition, covers 120 cities. Each
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers (n
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured

Weimdhy, M»y 22, 1957

feature period and share of audience, since these /actor# reflect the effectiveness
of, the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 1,1:15, p.m. .would hardly
have anp children ^viewers, but its share of audience rnay reflect dominance iii that
time period. In the cities where, stations sell their, feature programming on a multi,
stripped basis' utilizing the #am<e theatrical throughout the week, a-total rating for the
total number of showings for the.week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data.

ALBANY- SCHENECTAD Y-TROY
ARB
RATING

-u
HIGH

LOW

SHARE OF
AtJDiRNCE

Early Show \
Tues. April 2
5:30-7:15 p.m.
_ WCDA

21.0

23.7

17,6

49.1

Cartoon .Circus
Bronco Bill
.....WRGB ........ 9,2.
TV Showcase; Weather ,.
Amos ’n’ Andy ...,

Early Show
Mon, .April 1
5:30-7:15 p.m/
WCDA

20.6

24.1

.15.9

52.9

Cartoon Circus . ....WRGB
10.4
Bronco .Bill
WRGB
TV Showcase; Weather ..
.'.i *,.... 13.3
You Asked for It..
.....,,..26.1
\

Early Show
Wed. April 3
5:30-7:15 p.m.
WCDA

18.4

26>8

15.1

44.8

Cartoon Circus ....,. .WRGB.
Bronco Bill . ...........
TV Showcase; Weather ..
Superman . ..... WRGB

Late Show
Sat. April 8
10:30-12:30 a.m.
WCDA

18,4

20.8

15.5

46.5

Your Hit Parade ..
The Falcon-....
Ringside With Rasslers ,,

4. BABES IN ARMS—
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland; 1939;
MGM; MGM-TV.
*

Early Show
Fri. April 5
5:30-7:15 p.m.
WCDA

16.9
-

19.6

12.7

41,8

Cartoon Circus’ . .s ......_WRGB
Bronco Bill ... .....WRGB
TV Showcase; Weather .. .WRGB
Wyatt Earp . .WRGB

4. MARX BROS. AT THE CIRCUS—
Marx Brothers, Kenny Baker; 1939;
MGM; MGM-TV.

Early Show
Thurs. April 4
5:30-7:15 p.m.
WCDA

16.9

4 20.0

13.5

45.3

Cartoon Circus ..
Bronco Bill .
TV Showcase; Weather .. .....WRGB
Death Valley Days .. .WRGB

5. MRS. MINIVER—
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon; 1942;
MGM; MGM-TV.

Late Show
Fri. April 5
11:15-1:45 a.m.'
9 WCDA

12.0

15.1

5.7

79.4 ,

Weather and Sports. ..., .WRGB
Tonight ...
1

6. THEY MET IN BOMBAY—
Clark Gable, Rosalind Russell; 1940;
MGM; MGM-TV'.

Late Show
Thurs. April 4
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WCDA

10.0

iit.4

7.8

71.8

Weather and Sports .... .WRGB .
Tonight .'. .WRGB .

7. REUNION IN FRANCE—
Joan Crawford, John* Wayne; 1943;
MGM; MGM-TV.

Late Show
Tues. April 2
11:15-1:15 a.m.
WCDA

9.9

11.4

6.5

79.3

Weather and Sports. .WRGB .
Tonight ... .WRGB ,

8. THE BRIBE—
Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner; 1948;
MGM; MGM-TV,.

Late Show
Mon. April 1
11:15-1:15 a.m.
WCDA

9.8

11.8

6.5

71.6.

Weather and Sports.
Tonight .. .WRGB .

Best Million Dollar
Movie
Sun. April 7
2:30-4:00’ p.m.
WJAR

18.6

18.9

18.1

87.4

Stump the Preacher. WPRO .,
Last Word .... .WPRO

Big Movie
• Sat. April 6
10:45-12:25 a.m.
WJAR

18.5

20.0

14.7

62.1

Golden. Playhouse .'. .WPRO
The .Fountainhead, Hollywood
Movie Cavalcade . .WPRO ..

First Night

11.3

. 15.1

9.1

55.4

What’s My Line., .WPRO
.25.3
.WPRO .,...14.0
Sherlock Holmes ..... .WPRO

12.5

6.8

84.5

The Story of Louis Pasteur;
Hollywood Movie Cavalcade .WPRO

,,

The Man Who Came to Din¬
ner, Hollywood Movie
Cavalcade . .WPRO

.,

TIME SLOT

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. MEN OF BOY&’ TOWN—
Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney; 1041;
MGM; MGM-TV.

2. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYOhSpencer' Tracy, Van Johnson, Robert
Walker; 19&; MGM; MGM-TV,

2. TEST PILOT— J
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Spencer Tracy;
1937; MGM, MGM-TV. ,
2. DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE—
Spencer Tracy, Ingrid Bergman, Lana
Turner; 1941; MGM; MGM-TV.

-

APRIL. ,1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS

Are
HATING

...12.2

•

PROVIDENCE
1. MRS. MIKE—
Evelyn Keyes, Dick Powell; 1949;
United Artists; M&A Alexander.

2. LAURA—
Gene Tierney, Dana Andrews, Clifton
Webb; 1944; 20th Century Fox; NTA.
3. MAN WITH A MILLION—^
United Artists; United Artists-TV.

10:40-12:25 &m. •
WJAR

4. SUEZ—
Tyrone Power, Lofetta Young; 1938;
20th Century; NTA.

Premiere Performance
Mon. April i
11:15-1:00 a.m!
WJAR

10.4

5. FOUR JILLS IN A JEEP—
Martha Raye, Phil Silvers, Carole
Landis, Dick Haymes, Kay Francis;
1944'; 20th Century Fox; NTA,

Million Dollar Movie
Fri. April 5
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WJABi

8.2

6. SMASH UP—
Susan Hayward, Lee Bowman; 1947;
Universal-International; Screen Gems,

Million Dollar Movie
Tues. April 2
11:15-1:15 a.m.
WJAR

8.1

6. THE GARDEN OF ALLAH—
Marlene Dietrich, Charles Boyer; 1936;
Selznick Studio; NTA.

Matinee
Fri. April 5
1:00-2:15 p.m.
WJAR

8.1

8.3

7.5

53.8

Amos 'n* Andy ... .WPRO .,
As the WoFld Turns. .WPRO ..
Trouble With Father. .WPRO ..

7. PRIVATE NURSE—
Br.enda Joyce, Robert Lowery; 1941;,
20th Century Fox; NTA.

Matinee
Thurs. April 4
1:00-2:15 p.m.
WJAR

7.3

7.9

6.0

55.4

Amos ’n’ Andy.... .WPRO
As the World Turns ......... .WPRO ..
Trouble With Father...,. .WPRO ..

t. THE FOUNTAINHEAD—
Gary Cooper, Patricia Neal; 1949;
Warner Brothers; Associated Artists'"
Productions.

Hollywood Movie
Cavalcade
Sat. April 6
il:00-l:00 a.m,
WPRO

7.i

8.3

4.2

30.1

Laura, Big Movie .. .WPRO ..

9. DARK VICTORY—
Bette Davis, Humphrey. Bogart, George
Brent; 1939; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions.

Hollywood Movie
Cavalcade
Wed. April 3
11:15-1:15 a.m.
WPRO

7.0

.9.8

1.5

62.4

Million Dollar Movie ... WJAR

.mn

saiKic: L-eouno) * .uj

» I'iffcH w

10.9

11.3

1.9

4.5

57.4

64.9

George Washington Slept
Here, Hollywood Movie
Cavalcade ........ .WPRO

. 3.7
7.5

t

x, fa

<te l i-JJ li<J

*"’**-v *

.,. 4.8
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SHELL LOCAL NEWS
With Gab« Fremman
5 Mins*, Mon.-fhru-Frl,, 6:43 p.m,
SHELL OIL CO.
WRCArTV, New York
5 (J. Walter Thompson)
Gab* Pressman, the former New,
York World-Telegram A Sun cityPlayhouse 90
ago. Bit was somewhat rusty but
If “Playhouse 90” and other tele¬ Lahr and Allen gave it a good read¬
side reporter who a couple-of years
ago switched t6 the NBC flagships vision shows planning to expand ing.
in New York as their “roving re¬ their use of biographies as source
Miss Sothern demonstrated her
porter” and since h£s become the ■of story material can do. as well as versatility anew by contribbing a
station's hews director,,-kicks off a “Playhouse” did last Thursday (16) calypso song Sc dance routine
15-minute .strip (lie's followed by with “The Helen Morgan Story,” tagged “That’s Right—The Wom¬
Ken Banghart with five minutes of then look for a new trend in tele¬ an’s Smarter.” She was backed by
national news and Lynn Dollar with vision dramatics. “Playhouse 90” three male terpers. But more in
weather) in ' this Shell-sponsored ;producer Martin Manulis blended keeping with her glamorous nature
some topnotch
elements—chief was her lampoon of a coupla screen
segment.
Pressman accents “shoe-leather among them a tightly eloquent players, with an assist from Allen
journalism," which in. simple terms |script by Leonard Spigejgass and in the scene. .
means that he goes cut with a film Paul’ Monash and a superb acting¬
Twelve-year-old
Brenda
Lee,
crew-to cover his own stories. The 1singing contribution by Polly Ber¬ vocalist who’s been making some
idea's a good one, of course, since- gen-—into as good a dramatic: pro¬ noise in the hillbilly field, ex¬
a hdads-tip ftewSman generally, can 1duction as has been seen on tele¬ ploded .“Dynamite”, in a drivings
do a better job of interviewing and vision all season.
zingy style. Less* frantic was- her
In approaching,the story of the. duet (with Allen) of “I Love You*”
hustling news for his own show
than a reporter handed an assign¬ sad little singer, as authorized and
While there was plenty of comedy
ment by the news desk with no idea “told” by her mother, Lulu Mor¬ 4n the live portion of the show, it
of where, how and when' it will be gan, Spigelgass approached it in remained for a filmed bit to per¬
used. . 'Also, the assignment re¬ no-holds-barred style, chronicling haps register the biggest tally on
porter is working for the network, an unhappy but never-quite-sordid the laughmeter. Point of the short
while a Pressman can slant his own story of constant frustration and was to find “Is Chiv.alry Dead?”
Increasing purposelessness.
The Footage depicted a young lady ap¬
stories to; strictly a local angle.
But while theoretically the idea tell-all technique took the story parently in distress with a travel¬
is good, it’s not for a five-minute through an affair with a married ing bag too heavy for her to carry.
capsule With only four minutes or man, two Unhappy marriages, a sad Valise was packed with weights and
less of program time. Pressman'is incident with someone else’s. baby, the rest is. obvious.
able to squeeze in only two quickie and an overwhelming yen for the
Ever on the alert for the fresh
stories plus a “futures” closing that bottle—all symbolically tied by hey and unusual, Allen earlier learned
previews the shows for the follow¬ reprising of “WhylVas I Born?”
all about hopscotch-from the youth¬
If
•
the
story
had
an
edging
of
ing day, There’s no time for a
ful Miss Lee in a sidewalk scene
news wrapup, for thing, since his grimness, it was also a fascinating outside the studio. Miss Sothern
two interviews fill the time almost yarn that the' authors never al¬ and Lahr also took part briefly.
completely; also if ~a later story lowed to become morbid, princi¬ Latter, warming to the occasion, re¬
breaks, Pressman1 is still com¬ pally because they invested the marked, “This is more fun than
mitted to the film he has on band. character with a certain vitality peekin’ 'over a transom.” .
Finally, some of the footage is in¬ and will to greatness and also be¬
Session wound up with all hands
consequential and even downright cause of a knockout performance participating in a snappy novelty,
silly, as in one Session last week by Polly Bergen in the title role.. “Be a Clown.” It was handsomely
Miss
Bergen,
whose
picture
and
with City Council President Abe
produced. Gilb.
Stark and bis hassle with the Dodg¬ television work heretofore has been
on the frothy side, bit into her first
ers. ' ,
serious role and came off with a
Ed Sullivan Show
This type of personalized report¬ lot more than most people thought
Loading the “Ed Sullivan Show”
ing certainly should find its place she could chew. -Misa Bergen show¬ with name performers may be
on television (John Tillman has ed a depth and skill as an actress okay for the marquee and the
been doing a fine job of it on which combined with her singing Trendex but it doesn’t give the
WPIX in N.Y. for some years), but talent should project her into the talent a chance to get going. Last
within the framework pf a longer top ranks of Hollywood and tele¬ Sunday’s (19) CBS-TV outing was
format so that there can be some vision performers.
an example of the show’s'“get ’em
balance. A 15-minute show, or
This was no self-pitying, slob¬ jon and off” pacing.
even a 10-minute segment, in bering characterization of a lost
Lou Holtz, for example, was
which Pressman could handle sto¬ soul, but rather- an intelligent, limited to only one “Sam Lapidus”
ries in order of their importance tightly drawn portrayal of a suf- story. It was Holtz’s debut on net¬
rather than just by what he’s cov¬ ficient-unto-herself, indrawn and work tv and the spotting seemed
ered, would not only make more stubborn personality fighting a meagre for the occasion. The yarn
sense but would actually enhance succession of unhappy breaks. As was a classic delivered with the
the footage he’s gathered. On Fri¬ such, the character was given a typical Holtz style and relish. Va¬
day (17), there was only one jna- sympathetic and almost dignified riety stanzas could use more of
jor Story, the rescue effort to dig quality by Miss Bergen, but with him. Also in for a .quickie was
seven-year-old Ben Hooper Jr. out none of the intensely emotional Tommy Sands, new teenage disk
of a well in Manorville, L.I., and dramatics omitted,
hero. He got a crack at two songs
Pressman was right on top of that
As for the singing end, Miss Ber¬ but the first Was a briefie workone,.
Chan.
gen adopted the “small” voice of over of “T^een Age Crush.” He
Miss Morgan with excellent results. started warming up with “Going
Her singing was - distinctive in Steady” but he was through for
MARTY'S MORGUE
its.styling and effective unto itself, the night.
With Marty Faye, Rhelnhold Pabel, and the scene in which she made
In a similar vein were Rise
Hugh Hefner, others
the noisy patrons of the Backstage Stevens and Julie Wilson. Cou¬
Producers: Marty Faye, Start Gott- Club sit up arid take notice-was pled in an Adolph Green-Betty
stein
entirely believable. So was her Comden-Jule Styne special mate¬
Director: Herb Cunift
most effective * singing bit of all, rial number from the legituner
30 Mins.; Sun.-thru-Thurs., 11:30 “Why Was I Born.” Luther Hen¬ “Bells Are Ringing” called “Drop
p.m.
derson Jr.'s'musical direction, con¬ That Name,” the girls weren’t
Participating
fined in the main to small jazz shown to advantage and not given
WBKB, Chicago
combos backing her up, enhanced anything more to do for the rest
Marty Faye is the latest to be the effectiveness of her vocalizing. of the evening that could have
handed down WBKB’s late-nightProducer Manulis and director been rtiore in their groove.
gab mantle, grown threadbare George Roy Hill combined some
The Glenn Miller orch under
since the caustic Tom Duggan topflight elements, and among the direction of Ray McKinley
turned it in va year ago. “Marty’s these was an unusually fine sup¬ was showcased with “Chattanooga
Morgue” doesn’t in any way prom¬ porting cast, comprising Sylvia Sid¬ Choo-Choo” and “In the Mood.”
ise to bolster the fabric,
ney as Lulu Morgan, Hoagy Car¬ Pepper Davis and Tony Reese had
Faye is a-rasp-voiced disk jockey michael’ as her faithful accompan¬ a ribtickling takeoff on “Mike Wal¬
who came upon notoriety via radio ist-manager, Robert Lowery as the lace’s Night Beat” formula. The
by being “frank,” if not downright married boyfriend, Ronnie Burns team got a topnotch assist from
insulting, about current recordings as* the boyish second husband. Re¬
and their artists. He does approxi¬ ginald Denny as George White and
mately the same thing on tv, with¬ Lili Gentle as an unwed mother
out playing the records, but lack¬ who first gives and then takes
ing a teenage audience to antago¬ away her child from Miss Morgan.
All the credits rate superlative,
nize at tne late hour, he’s, not like¬
ly to hit a big controversy quotient particularly Hill’s tight and flaw¬
less
direction, both-frorn the view¬
in bum-rapping pop music. Most of
the older listeners .probably would point of the interpretation and the
execution
‘ of the story.
Albert
agree with him.
By ABEL GREEN
Format gives him two kinds of Heschong’s sets, the costumes and
an
unbilled
makeup
man
who
did
openings for his salty comments
Mickey Cohen, whoin Mike Wal¬
interviews and direct queries from a superb job on Miss Bergen were lace .categorized as a gangster,
listeners.
On segment caught, all topnotch. Unfortunately, the racketeer and killer “gone straight”
Faye probed Playboy editor-pub¬ first 15 minutes or so of the show —“a killer who traded a' triggerlisher Hugh Hefner and formes lacked the video in the New York finger for a ‘green thumb’ ”—per¬
German POW, Rheinhold Pabel, area, due • presumably to cable,
problems, but this didn’t detract haps rated, the top Trendex of the
who has just written a book. very
much from the overall story. ABC-TV interviewer’s series to
Neither session was penetrating or
Incidentally, there was fear that date. It had all the elements of
well researched, and each was cli¬
this
CBS-TV
version of Miss Mor¬ showmanship, especially after the
maxed by a lofty plug. Only re¬
semblance to an interview-in-depth gan’s life story would hurt the up¬ buildup that the notorious west
picture version starring coast hoodlum had been “recently
was Faye’s accusative tone as he coming
Ann Blyth.. It-would seem the proselytized by evangelist Billy
fired his milkwater questibns.
At „.the show’s beginning and contrary is true; the “Playhouse Graham” (which was denied by
end, Faye answered phoned-in 90” version should prove an ap- Cohen on vidcamera, other than
petite-whetter for a more exten¬
questions sifted for him by a. local sive
treatment of a fascinating admitting to a strong friendship
model; a different gal every day.
and regard for the evangelist, but
Chan.
The topics were uniformly trivial story.
just as Affirmatively stating he had
and Faye’s responses usually more
not
accepted Christianity).
Steve Allen Show
rude than acid. He seems to be
This is prelude to a most cer¬
The indefatigable Steve Allen
contrary for the sake of contrarir
tain
intra-trade problem on the
came
up
with
a
breezy
60
minutes
ness, and through it all his wit
Sunday (19) via NBC-TV, aided by degree to which “unrehearsed”
functions as subtly as a mallet.
Bert Lahr, Ann Sothern and and ad lib interviewes can permit
o
Les.
Brenda Lee. Whether belting out interviewees to voice their gripes,
the commercials for his trio of Verbally indict their nemeses, real
or bantering with his or fancied, give voice to personal
Aley to ‘Perry Mason* sponsors
trio of visitors, he was in top form. spleen, without wooing legal head¬
Hollywood, May 21,
Lahr, whose current appearance
Former N. Y. producer-director in “Hotel Paradiso” naturally drew aches for themselves, the show’s
Albert Aley has joined editorial a mention, reached in his material personnel and, most importantly,
staff of “Perry Mason” teleseries. bag and pulled out a baseball in¬ the very responsible networks.
Off-the-cuff criticisms of a Los
He reports to “Mason” script edi¬ terview sketch which he did in
tor Gene Wang on the TCF-TV lot. “Two on the Aisle” some six years Abgeles police official as “a sadis¬

TELEVISION REVIEWS
[POPSICLE FIVE STAR COMEDY
PARTY
With Paul Wiuohell, Bob Bean,
Ann Maratin; Bill Brophy, an¬
nouncer
Producer-Writer-Director:
Herb
Moss
Bruce Howard who essayed the 30 Mins., Sat., 5:30 p.m.
Wallaqe
role,
French
import JOE LOWE CORP.
George Ulmer did well with a ren¬ ABC-TV, from. New York
dition of his “Pigalle” composition
(Paris & Peart)
and drew some laughs with his
First 'of ei^ht consecutive - halfvarious nationality types trying to
hour Saturday programs was
chicken out on a check.
The session was rounded out laifriched on ABC-TV Saturday (18)
with Clyde Beatty fooling around by Joe Lowe Corp., maker of the
with some lions and tigers and
Pigmeat Markham and his aide, Popsicle, Creamsicle, etc., ice
cv—.fv, fooling around with some cream line. Though it looked like
mathematics.
(
Gros. > a low-budget affair," ventriloquist
Paul .Winchcll and his No. 1
Dinah Shore Show
dummy, Jerry Mahoney, did an
The’ deterioration and. ups Sc okay job pushing ice cream on the
downs of a tv signal on an other¬ stick and satisfying juveTookers-lni:
wise serviceable home set hardly
Winchell, who by now is a vet¬
marred the effect On Dinah Shore's eran performer for the moppets,
NBC-TV Chevy show last Friday yakked with his various and sun¬
(IT). It was- a gay, snappy and dry dummies, sang a little and gen¬
showmanly compote typifying thej erally made merry. Guesting, on
Shore style, with its upbeat on re¬ the stanza was archery expert Ann
laxed fare and. its downbeat on the Marstin. r he sharp-looker wasn’t
frenetic and artificial characteris¬ much on the conversation but she
tic of so many variety sessions. To nailed her target With regularity.
(Continued on page 38)
Another guest, cartoonist Bob
Bean, a promising performer, did a
couple of gimmick drawings and
added a great deal of his own
pleasantness. If there was any¬
thing at all objectionable in. this
light, loosely organized stanza, it
was the gooey pitch style of an¬
nouncer Bill Brophy.
In succeeding weeks, Olsen Sc
Ed Wynn has again emerged as Johnson, Jerry . Colohna, Ben Blue
a tip-top actor on tv, handling a and Senor Wences will star.
role with humor, understanding
Art.
and an uncommon discipline. He
had a good vehicle in Paddy
Cliayefsky’s “The Great American THIS IS DEFENSE
Hoax” last Wednesday (15) night, With Walter. Cronkite, Douglas Ed¬
concerning the plight of men forced
wards, Charles Collingwood, Bill
into retirement arbitrarily because
Shadel, others
they have reached the age of 65. Producer: Paul Levitan
Although there were weaknesses Directors: Vern Diamond, Bob
Quinlan 1
in the story, the humor at times
appearing too forced and somewhat 60 Mins.; Sun. (19), 4 p.m.
artificial, Wynn as the central CBS-TV, from Washington
character never faltered, lending a
(Fuller & Smith & Ross)
credibility to the entire proceed¬
With a battery of its top news¬
ings that might otherwise have not
casters
on hand to handle the com¬
been there.
The story, based on a magazine mentary, CBS-TV took its cameras
pifece by Chayefsky and made into to Andrews Air Force Base, Wash¬
a film in 1951 by 20th-Fox titled ington, last Sunday '(19) for the
“As Young As You Feel” had many
warm moments. It concerned a climax of Armed Forces Day ex¬
smalltown printer reaching the ercises there. The hourlong show
mandatory retirement age. In order backed up its title, “This Is De¬
to get .back his job, he commits a fense,” with demonstrations of wea¬
hoax, posing as the tycoon' of a pons, equipment, aircraft and man¬
corporation, which owns the print¬ power, in some cases under simu¬
ing plant as one of its many hold¬ lated combat conditions.
ings. -What Wynn says about the
The mock battle sequences,
dignity of old age makes head¬ which’one .would expect to be the
lines across the country, gets him most exciting, came off as the least
back on the job, and wins over the effective of ail the exhibits. It was
tycoon, ably played by- Conrad too difficult to follow the action,
Nagel.
despite explanatory comments by
Again Chayefsky, in this tele¬ CBS reporter Walter Cronkite.
play, evidenced a feel of family The program was much clearer in
life, the small crises which .make the spotlighting of individual items
up the fabric of family living. But of defense and combat.
when the play wandered into the
Weather conditions prevented
fanciful — reporters . rushing to an aerial display, but several
phones to dictate the wo^ds of the planes taxied down the field for
imposter Mr. Big, the obviously pat camera and commentator coverage.
hoopla which accompanied the A variety of missilies were given
hoax — it did not appear to particularly extensive play by the
have enough wit to sustain the CBS staff, which included, besides
session. Then there was the ques¬ Cronkite,
Douglas
E dw a r d s,
tion of reality. One of the sub¬ Charles Collingwood and Bill Sha¬
sidiary problems raised was that del.
Explanatory info provided
retired printer Wynn would be¬ by the quartet was, in the overall,
come
financial burden to his son
interesting.
Jess*
-(Continued on page 38)

Tele Follow-Up Comment

‘Perfect Fool’ TV Dualer;
Ed Wynn’s ‘Comeback’ As
Oldster & Hasbeen Comic

Mickey Cofcen ‘Sings’ for Wallace
As Racketeer--Turaed-Slraightman
tic degenerate”; utilization of a
'network microphone to rationalize
murder on a kill-or-be-killed
premise (justifiable homicide on
the ground of self-defense); terms
like “he’s dishonest politically”
and “dishonest as the worst thief”
(in reference to a public official
named by name); spurning Wal¬
lace’s straight line about “calling
the kettle black” by identifying
his adversary as “a known alco¬
holic” and again as a “degenerate”;
making a play on an official of the
Intelligence Squad (“I call him
chief of the Stupidity Squad”) and
naming him by name, were the
highly sensitive highlights of the
Cohen interview on Sunday (19).
The legalistics, the “equal time”
for rebuttal, the FCC sensitivities
—these are obvious hurdles for the
vested interests.
The reformation stuff is obvious.
The yesteryear code dwells on ab¬
horrence for narcotics and prosti¬
tution, but rationalizes that there’s
no conceiving how far up political
and police protection must go
when you consider that $250,000to-$600,000 daily handle of gam¬
bling. stakes “which takejs maybe
I
(Continued on page 38)

CROSS TALK
a
J ..
With Edgar Lustgarten, Ludovic
Kennedy, Sam Wanamaker, An¬
gela Buxton, Barbara Woodhouse
Producer: John Irwin
30 Mins., Fri., 6 p.m.
Associated Television, from Lon¬
don'
Every week this show has four
different guests who are steered
through an informal discussion by
author . Edgar Lustgarten, during
which they fire questions at each
other*. Unfortunately, it comes in¬
to the newly claimed transmission
hour between 6 and 7 p.m. which
is not one of the peak viewirig
times, and is therefore virtually
wasted. But it’s a program with a
vast amount of scope for putting
oyer general interest subjects.
The panel at show caught con¬
sisted of a tv newscaster, Ludovic
Kennedy; actor Sam Wanamaker.
tennis player Angela Buxton, and
Barbara Woodhouse, who does
many things but is principally an
animal trainer.
The panelists
quizzed each other on their pro¬
fessions and gleaned quite a lot of
interesting.information. The spon¬
taneity of the show lends itself to a
fair amount of humor and an easy¬
going atmosphere, which is helped
along considerably by the person¬
ality of emcee Lustgarten. Camera
work is used to its full advantage
•
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From the Production Centres
Continued from page 24

to make the Speidel pitches! on- NBC-TV’s “Arthur Murray Show” . . .
Paul Taubman becomes musical director 'of' NBC-TV’s revised “Bride
& Groom” format ; . , -Marian CJart Into ABC Radio's “.Whispering
Streets” today (Wed.) . . \
♦

IN HOLLYWOOD , . .
Tom Harmpri, one of radio's vets, had this Week dedicated to him
by.KNX CCBS) for his IjOOOth.brh’bdcast of^Texaho Sports, Final.. * .
Mrs. Frank (jFlorericfe)Mulleri and Allen'Buckley in; N; .IF. to discuss,
with clients their: scenic; background! rteeds for. next .season. Their
Hollywood shOP turns out moire, hand-painted muslin backdrops, for
N. Y. shows tnah; Coast origins .
KDAY’k George jBaronis spearhead'Ing a campaign for radio td exploit nationally Its. new-found, prosperity
~ and to stimulate interest at the's sets.. He has proposed a junket of past
and present -fadio stars, who would entertain at whistle stops and
make some city appearances. Most of-the ;23 station awtters in L. A.
County will go along if the nets.janrd’!tfARTS'-cooperate !
In sick
bay' CBS-TV’s Coast sales head, Frank Sartnuels; Bill Goodwin, emceeactor, and William , feargan Jr., now with Van Rraag (tv commercial
outfit) . . . Bob Wright , moved; dowfi from- Bakersfield .to take a news
strip on KRCA . . . Gil Stratton, spbrtcaSter, and CMe Roberts, news
analyst, renewed by their sponsors on KNXT . . , KTTV’s special events
director, Bill Welch, joined the tv “lobbyists" in Sacramento for pas¬
sage of a bill to permit televising of court, trials . . . Martin Leeds,
production veepee,: of<Desilu, spoke at Hollywood Qhamber of Com¬
merce on "The Birth of a Show’V (front, an idea to a rating).-He should
know, having been associated with^successful- filmed shows for- the
past four years ; . , Chick liearn moved from KNX to KRCA With his
sports roundup; .
'

IN CHICAGO ...

signoff on Armed Forces Day . .. Priscilla Fortescue, WEEI’s traveling
reporter, in Madrid taping interviews . . , Frank Luther, WNAC-TV
director of public affairs, sings and narrates a musical treatise on
physical fitness with his own compositions, “Health Can Be Fun”,
at NEA convention in Philadelphia's Convention Hall July 2 . . .
George Fennell, WHIL, Medford, running ;avconte^t In which he. plays
an, bldtime disk grid the winner must identifythe mystery voice . „
WBZ publishing weekly list of* 51 top pop records m its. f’Giant 51
jSuper Survey” compiled.by station’s music dept- . . . Mary-Jpaq Fgquet>
production and newsroom. Secr'y at WBZ, appointed -asst. to‘,JU4rM»fi*
Leish, national news, correspondent for Westinghouse in Washingtoni
•, . . Ted Wrobel, former account exec iri local sates for WTTGy Wash¬
ington,' has joined .WBZ-TV sales'staff . . . Stephen C. Meferpafel to
the staff of WBZ-TV as. asst.. gd and sales promosh mgr; .
WBE-TW
!**Biff! Brother’^ Bob Emery served as ringmaster at closing performance
of !Ringling Brps.: circus^at Boston Garden ^Sunday (19). „

inv;;

3

Jerry Dunphy, former news director of WXIX, Milwaukee, joined
WBBM-TV as staff announcer . . . WNBQ’s. Dorsey Connors and WGNTV deejaV- Wally Phillips will be cO-commentators at State St. men’s
fashions bash June 6 . . . Ted Liss named- director ■ of creative' tv
sales at Filmack ... Howard Mendelsson,' ex-WBBM-TV publicist,
starts-flacking the Chicagoland Fair on June 12 .. ! . Jack AngeZl, local
.NBC news'gabher, leading a junket of Americans through. Czecho¬
slovakia, East Germany, Prague, and maybe Moscow, William Ray,
Frayn Utley and Clifton Utley spelling his shows ... Shell Oil (renew¬
ing Summer Holiday Traffic. Service on WGN for third year; ditto
GMAC the special traffic spots for^second year . . , Lee Phillip the
only tv personality in. this area named to ‘ ballot . outstanding women’s
sportswear designers for Sports Illustrated ... . “Zoo Parade,” starting
its ninth year on NBC, being saluted by Bronx Zoo in New York toT
day (Wed.) . . . P. J.'Hoff guest speaker yesterday (Tues) at annual
meeting of Lakeview Citizens Council . . ; IL S. Stone Corp. bought
“Dangerous Assignment” on WNBQ for 13 weeks; Royal Lumber Co.
the “Life of Riley” series for five . . . WBBM-TV goes into repeats
on Friday and Saturday “Late Shows” for the summer in order to
. conserve product.

IN LONDON ...

.

Associated-Rediffusion, the London weekday commercial tv pro¬
grammers, launched educational tv service for schools last week. BBCTV announced it will start a similar service Sept. .24 . . . Excerpts from
“Twelve Angry Men,” “The Curse of. Frankenstein” and “Woman
of Rome” were featured in ABC-TV’s “Box Office” on Sunday (19).. . .
Gracie Fields topped the bill of Associated Television’s “Val Parnell’s
Saturday Spectacular” show* last Saturday (18) . ... Singer Dickie Val¬
entine is to have his own Associated-Rediffusipn tv series. Date fox
the opening program is tentatively set for June 24;-..The Platiers
headlined the bill of Associated-Television’s -Sunday Night At The
London Palladium” (19) .’. . Excerpts from two pictures starring Doug¬
las Fairbanks Sr. will be aired in BBC-TV’s “Movie ■ Museum” on
Friday (24)
. Howard, Keel set-to top the bill of Associated-Tele-'!
' Vision’s “Sunday Night At The London ^Palladium” /June 9..

IN SCOTLAND . . .

. !

Albert ^te.venson producing the Charlie Chester, show, from * TV
Exhibition at. Kelvin Hall, Glasgow . . . Josephine; Douglas to Glasgow
to stage special Auld Lang Syne edition of “Six-Five Special” teenage
show, With Lita Roza, David Hughes, Eric Delaney band,. Charles
McDevitt Skiffle Group, Burt Twins, Art Baxter, and Rock’n’Roll Sin¬
ners . . . Bobby McLeod & Scottish Dance Band into special “Scotland
the Brave” show from Glasgow . . . BBC-TV presenting “The Kilt Is
My Delight” from Glasgow June 1, with • Alastair • McHarg, baritone,
and" Tim Wright’s band.

IN' WASHINGTON ...
NBC’s “Home” show producer Ted Rogers and assistant Marian
Pober in to film Women’s National Press Club show for use pn web
yesterday (Tues.) . . . Joseph Brechner, general manager of suburban
station WGAY, back from Kabul, Afghanistan, where he served as
radio adviser under State Dept’s International Exchange program . . .
Eddie Gallaher, WTOP-CBS d.j., set to participate in Fred Waring’s
annual golf tournament for reps of. music industry . . . Jay Royen,
WRC-NBC flack, recovering from acute appendicitis .... WRC-NBC
newsman David Brinkley attended confab of Texas branch of Sigma
Delta Chi, national journalistic group . . . Doris Corwith, head of
Talks arid Public Service for NBC,- in to attend Pentagon huddles . . . I
Jean Ramsey, ex KVDO, Corpus Christi, Tex., who claiins to be only
civilian femme checked out fox Navy jets, is new weather giFl at
WTTG-Dumont. . . Jimmy. Dean arid his CBS morning shpw trekking to
Norfolk, Va., .June 10-14 for the International Navy Review . . .-Robert
Enders, local ad agency and tv producers, ■ inked a deal to film “Best
of Post” teleseries for Saturday Evening Post.

, IN CINCINNATI . . ..
James D. Shouse, Crbsley Broadcasting Corp. board chairman, heads
U. of Cincinnati’s newly created advisory council. He has been a
UC board member since 1948 . . . Fred L. Bernstein is new exec v.p.
of Gordon Broadcasting Co. and managing director of WSAI. Comes
from Atlanta where he was div. mgr. for For joe & Co. . . . Ohio Gov.
O’Neill was among host 'of officials who saluted Ruth Lyons when her
WLW-T “Fifty-Fifty Club” show originated in jammed 2,500-seat Taft
Theatre. It was Cincy salute to Crosley’s queen bee. Her show’s 100seat capacity in Crosley Studios is sold four years in advance . . .
Bruce Cox, assistant director of WLW-T special broadcast services,
assumes that post at Crosley’s WLW-I, Indianapolis, immediately, al¬
though new station doesn’t start operating until Sept. 15.

IN BOSTON . . ,
Duncan MacDonald and Bill Hahn of WNAC and Yankee net’s “Yan¬
kee Home and Food Show” traveling through historic Mystic, Conn.,
to bring listeners new views of Nutmeg State . . . Joe Shortall, WNACTV comptroller, to Miami for two-week vacash. Bob Gilman to Man¬
hattan on sales trip and Rosemary Carroll to Las Vegas, Hollywood
and L. A. on vacash . . . WBZ-TV integrated tributes to various
branches of the armed services in programming from sign-on to
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; With- extensive stridio’. expansion'; apd remodeling now cbmpleted'
after two . years,'* WCCp-TV -(CBS)1 claims installation of -technical |ar*
cilities second to none outside the. nettwork centres. Station now boasts
a 3,240-square:-fobtr;«?ea.tv studio occupying two .fipors,: Hutring the;
remodeling there -wag no interruption of .prograrif schedules^ *!’> WGCO
Radio’ general manager . Larry Haeg recipient of tl..„
Treasury
award marking his fifth year’asla volunteer.in the'U, S*. Saving Bond
program. He’s entering second year as this county’s comfrtittee chair¬
man ... Earl.Forkner, KTIS disk j dekey, responsible, for bandit sus¬
pect, arrest . . . Bill Bellman, San Berriadino, Calif., disk jockey, here
visiting his parents . . . Urging support for the fund drive enlisting
financial support for KTCA-TVi new Twin Cities area educational
station soon to preem, Minnesota Gov. O. A. Freeman in proclamation
pointed ouf cbhtribWtibhs Qf a dollar, or. more per family, n.ow being
sought, must .come; ih/’qipckjy if deadline is to he met. U. of Minne¬
sota plans to, start,;in Sejptember producing programs for the .station.
k'. . Jack Horner, vKMGM-TY salesman-video personality, claims local
record for live- spot"announcements—25 in a two-night period !
Ken
Light appointed WCGP Radio merchandising director. . 7 . :

IN CLEVELAND . .
Bud Wendell exits WDOK for new nighttime programmirig spot ori
KYW . . . Jack Dpoley leaves WGAR newscasting stint for U.. of Iowa
journalism teaching post . . . A'WRT elected Barbara Reinker, WJW,
president; Ruth Allen, WGAR, v.p.; Maggie Martin, Wy'se Advertising,
secretary, and. Jinny Jacobson, Nat’l City Bank, treasurer,. -. . Bill
Randle concluding WEWS weekly series and is reported; set for return
to WCBS XN.- Y.) weekly deejay chore . . . Karl Bates hosting 90 min¬
utes of Sunday afternoon KYW moppet films . . . WGAR’S Jim Martin
emceed Catholic Charities kickoff on WEWS . . . Robert Jones named
KYW-TV associate director .'. . Sally Rand told “Press Club1 Presents?
tax problems brought her back to‘ burlesque at Roxy and she’ll do
series of county fair shows this summer . . . WERE expanding FM
service from 7 to‘11:30. pin,, nightly . . . Rolland Tooke, Westinghouse
veep, honored by Cleveland Area Heart Society for “outstanding serv¬
ice” . . . KYW disker Joe Finan starting new songwriting company*
for shellac exposure . . . WEWS bowlers won radio-tv league tourna¬
ment, but KYW’s Louise Tkacs and Bill Yahnert took individual honors.

IN PHILADELPHIA ...
Stan Lee Broza, host of WCAU’s “Children’s Hour” for 30 years,
received- the U. S. Navy Award of Merit for giving “unstiritingly of
his time and effort in molding character- into youth of the Delaware
Valley area” .’ . , WRCV-TV puppeteer Lee Dexter is first local tv
personality to front the cover of the Philadelphia Inquirer Sunday
TV mag . . . Paul Taylor, WRCV newscaster, and wife planed to
Europe (18) for tour of capitals .. . . Billy Pearson, jockey quiz show
winner, was guest of TV Guide’s Phila. edition GO) featured in Gimbels. fashion show at Garden State Racetrack . . . Milbourne Christo*
pher and June Merlin in/(16-17) to promote NBC-TV’s “Festival"of
Magic” .. . . Joe Zimmerman, WFIL promotion director waS guest
speaker at 10th annual, banquet of WRTI-FM^ Temple U. station , . .
As part of W. T. Grant dep’t store anni promotion, all WPEN stars
skedded personal appearances, including ’Jack O’Reilly, Cal Milner
and! Larry-.Brown, Mac McGuire, Red Benson, Bud Frees, - 4^
mond and Pat & Jack;. .., Joseph T,“ Connolly, veepec oyer radio .at
WCAU, was a" member of panel on’ “Local Radio Ppogtammirig” - at
Ohio State U. . . . WCAU, lone broadcasting holdout ahicmg larger
stations here,; finally decided to' play T*oek ;,n’ roll , i Lloyd E. Yoder,
NBC veepee and' general! manager Of :WRCV-. and; WRCV-TV,, pre¬
sented NBC Public Service Award to Lloyd B. Carswell, g! rri. Of the
Sheraton Hotel. Network’s “Today”, “Tonight” and the Steve Allen
show originated here during hotel’s opening hoopla.

IN DALLAS . . .
• KLIF, with 53.7% morning arid 51.3% afternoon in May Hopper
charts, shows the biggest radio station ratings iri the top 1Q0 U. S.
market . . . Singer Johnny Mathis, now at the new Supper Show
Club, guests June 16 on Ed Sullivan’# show . . . Janis Ladewig is new
flack at KF.JZ.-TV,. Fort Worth.. . ., John J. Karol, CBS Radio sales
veep, spoke at fir^t meet of newly formed Assn, of Broadcasting Ex¬
ecutives of Texas (ABET) at Fort Worth’s Carter Field last week . . ,
jack Wyatt, ad exec and emcee of “Confession,” felled last week
with a; throat infection, resumed his TV slot Friday (17)
Dallas
News Sunday (19) started TV Tab, weekly tv program guide, to com¬
pete with the Tiriae$ Herald’s TV Week . . * Raui Fontaina, from
Uruguay, here under auspices of International Educational Exchange
Service, will work three months at WFAA-TV in various departments
tp get experience in tele work. Past five months he's been program
director for SAETA-TV, first tv-er in Montevideo
'
.
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Less Robf. Q. AMmunition
Haytt, Delaney Named
Robert Q. Lewis, who has been
down the Monday-throughTo CBS Affiliates Bd.; holding
Friday 8 to 9 p.m. spot on CBS
Radio
for
the past year, will cut
N. Y. Meeting Nov. 7-8 back to a half-hour
strip format in

. John S. Hayes, prexy of WTOP
in Washington, and C. Grover De*laney, v.p.' of WHEC in Rochester,
N. Y,, were elected to the board oij
directors of the CBS Radio Af¬
filiates Assn, last week. Hayes
succeeds Donald W. Thornburgh
of WCAU, Philadelphia, who .re¬
signed from the board because of
eye surgery, and Delaney succeeds
George D. Coleman, who has left
CBS’ affiliate in Scranton, WGBI.
Two-day meeting of the . af¬
filiates board set Nov. 7'.and 8 as
the dates for the annual conven¬
tion of the affiliates in New
York, where they’ll meet at the
Hotel Pierre. Directors also met
with CBS prez Arthur Hull Hayes
on programming and sales plans,
and also discussed the impact of
the Ford deal on the web’s future

early. July. Lewis, who’s currently
vacationing iri Europe, has report¬
edly found .the five-hours weekly
workload too" heavy and has asked
for relief.
CBS has set Rusty Draper,
backed by the Billy May orch,
Tabby Calvin and the Rounders to
take over the 8:30-9 p.m,. strip.
Web is also dickering with Stan
Freberg to do a one-a-week sum¬
mer replacement for the Jack
Benny show.,

CBS’er Costigan’s Coup
On Hooper Boy; Rescuer
A-'!;!CBSry^
,_ , ,
and
to Icor#
ft m4jq<! televleriori ppup lint ^eek*
Tom Cdstigftn, New York? are ft re¬
porter for CB3-TV
N.y; flagship.>WCBSiTYi hid $ani
Woodsqit* bri Hhp‘ ntatiOn’n
Kews”- FrWay (ITT iri: ft- Uvii ^elu¬
sive interview only * Httlftj mpr^
than ‘threq; hoqrs ftftejr, Wb<>4»oii
had become f piiHiomil.'Hgiire. by
pulling aeveri-year^ldiBbn Hbdpe*
Jr; : oiit -.Of :ft
Weu>
after '.-.24. hours; ’" *.! V - V’ ■ .V ;,.!■ - •
Co^tigari- whq had been! covering
the rescue operation ill ;dft^r hftd
film "shot of WoodsoriifteV; he per¬
formed th.e resebe about; Y:40 p.m.
Friday; IVhile. setting up! thq !fthots#
he asked Woodson; If he cpbld some
into N.Y.-that night to appear .on
the show. The construction Worker
agreed, but first asked to go home
to clean up and change. While
Wopdson was . changing, around
8:30: p.m., Costigan got roh the
phone to try. to arrange air trans¬
portation back to *’N7Y, since even
by gar they couldn’t have .made, it
In-time for the 11 p.m, ^how,'
V Just .Under the Wire
It was already dark, arid Costi¬
gan Was unable fo charter a plane
from the immediate area because
noGftridirig strips had lighting fa¬
cilities. After a fewi tries,, he came
Up with - a! lighted - field at IMattituck/lfi miles farther from; N.Y.f
and got a pilot from Easthampton
to agree to fly; them in. They took
off from Mattituck and landed, at
LaGUardia Airport,: where a car
rushed them to the CBS-TV studio
in the Grand Central -Terminal
Bldg., where they arrived-at 10:52.
Meanwhile Costigan’s film . was
being processed; after'having been
•rushed in by! motorcycle, and ar¬
rived in the. studio, unscreened, at
11:05. During this time, Costigan
was interviewing Woodson, who
gave-a graphic . description of the
rescltie. Sines Hon Cochran, the
“Latp News” commentator, hadn’t
seen the footage, he had Costigan
do the narration when the latter
finished his live stint with Woodsoil.* Newspaper interviews with
Woods.on, covering substantially
the samp ground, appeared the fol¬
lowing day* .
Radio-TV’s Job
Overall television and radio cov¬
erage of the 24-hour rescue opera¬
tion was. extensive, stations and
networksdevoting" their full news
shows to the story and also inter-,
ruptingfor bulletins. One such bul¬
letin " was an ’ unfortunate " One,
NBC-TV announcing at 7;^0; that
the Child was "believed dead.” This,
report, also sent Over “the Associ¬
ated Press wire, was bas£d oh a
report by the first fescue; worker
(riot Woodson)- to touch the child;
that the body was cold and he
thought the boy was dead. NBC
corrected the bulletin in its 7;45
news show, just 15 minutes later.
Several newspapers had slso^ car¬
ried the erroneous bulletin, with
some morning papers even running
the erratum and the later bulletin
side by Side in^the touch-and-go
deadline'situation at the time.
In radio, two Sriiigl Long Island
stations- did a .topnotch job of con¬
tinuous reporting from the scene,
interrupting regular- programming
oh their own stations and also pro¬
viding a feed to WINS, N.Y. They
were WRIV in nearby Riverhead,
and WPAC in . Patchogue, which
kept a steady flow of on-the-spot
reports running through the day
on Friday. -The WINS feeds, via
beep phone, were aired at regular
interviews during the morning on
the Bill Stern “Contact” show;
WRCA, the NBC flagship, also
aired on-the-scene -reports from
the. spot.

Bob Sarnoff to Europe

NBC prez’Bob Sarnoff left for a
month-long
European
business
trip-vacation
aboard the
S.S.
United States last Friday (17),
Exact date of . his return isn’t
set, but while in England arid
on the
Continent,
he’ll o.o.
European television operations,
including Eurovision* arid will con¬
fer with. Alfred'Stern» NBC's direc¬
tor of. international operations,
who’s currently in England,
He was "accompanied by Mrs.
Lebanon, Pa.—Clark Pollock has Sarnoff.
been appointed operations execu¬
tive of . WLBR-TV, it was an¬
Hartford — William Whalen of
nounced today by Frank B. Palmer,
General Manager. Pollock was WICC, Bridgeport, Was named
program director of WNBF-TV, the president of the United Press
Triangle stations in . Binghamton, Broadcasters Assn, of "Connecticut
N. Y.
at a recent meeting.
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Philadelphians are never without WCAU Radio. In a 47-county.
5-state airea, they listen to WCAU at home—on nearly'
PHILADELPHIA

2 million car radios—and when they're away from home;

means

The fact is, 90% of all Philadelphians who go vacationing stay within
WCAU's vast coverage area. This day-to-day impact delivered by WCAU
makes every season a selling season for products and services.
You can count, then, on a larger, more loyal prospect list when you sell on WCAU.

RADIO
Philadelphia'

The Philadelphia Bulletin station.

Represented nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales.
By far Philadelphia's most popular station. Ask Pulse. Ask Philadelphians.
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canarying comes over the loud¬
speakers smoothly; Chirper is ac¬
customed to lounge and band work
and will have to avoid frilly gim¬
micks on radio for better effect.
Once she teamed with three of the
hand for a quartet on “Red, Red
laying' out the entire story in all Robin” that Wat commercial and a
Its details and with -all its “it can 4it% elegant, oddly contrasting to
the solid jazz tone of the rest of the
happen here” impact.
Beyond credit for a topflight show. Announcer Paul Wayne
newsgathering and production job, should have a more sparkling script
the web deserves credit for. simply] to add color to the session. Stephen
attempting the documentary. In 4. Dale wisely avoided over-produc¬
day when broadcasting steers as ing the show, .letting the , basic
far away from anything smacking format carry the ball throughout,
.
Gorm..
of controversy as it can, “The Galindez^Murphy Case” report stands
out as an oasis of courage and
achievement.
. Chan. . |

Radio Reviews
THE GALINDEZ-MURPHY CASE:
A CHRONICLE OF TERROR .
With Edward R. Murrow, narrator
Producer: Jay McMullen'
Asst. Producers: ~ Arthur Rabin,
Ted Sack
€0 Mins., Mon, (20), 8 p.M. *
CBS, from New Yofk
Network radio • (and television
too, for that matter* needs more
of the kil^d of courage shown by
CBS in tackling', an international
sore spot which is currently under
investigation by. the FBI, the State
Dept., a Federal. grand jury, the
N. Y. police, and may also be the
subject of a Congressional probe.
The Galindez-Murphy. disappear¬
ances have -as many twists, and
turns as a fictional spy thriller, arid"
as many elements of danger to per¬
sons involved. These factors-plus
the diplomatic delicacies involved
tote up additional credit for CBS
Public Affairs for departing from
the accustomed easy -comfort of
broadcasting lethargy into the hot
area of controversy.
*
At the outset, Edward R. Mur¬
row, who narrated' the program,
stated that it was a “chronicle” of
the case and mot a judgment. He
'was right and wrong—the stories
of the disappearance of the Span¬
ish scholar and critic of the Do¬
minican Republic’s Trujillo regime
and the subsequent murder of the
young American pilot who alleged¬
ly spirited Galindez'out of the U.S.,
is so involved and complicated that
it took an hour just in the telling.
But despite Murrow’s disclaimer,
the CBS show took Sides, plainly
pointing the finger at Trujillo and
his administration.
Producer Jay McMullen and his
two key aides, Arthur Rabin and
Ted Sack, did their show via legwork and tape, interviewing eveiyone who knew anything'about the
case and was willing to talk either
on the record or anonymously.
Some 50 persons, according, to
Murrow, refused to discuss the
matter because their voices might
be recognized. In the course of
•their digging, .they came up with
new information on the case, par*
ticularly as it related to Murphy,
from his fiancee and father, and
from friends of his in the'Domini¬
can Republic who had refused to
discuss it while still there.
'Outcome was a tightly .knit pro¬
gram chock full of information
with the overall impact of a sledge¬
hammer. CBS gave credit to Life
mag for its exclusive runddwn of
the Murphy story, but-the network
itself deserves immense credit for

MODELS!
Chris F, Anderson
OP
CENTRAL PARK'S NEW
MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS IS
SEEKINO THE

12 Most Perfect Blondes
in New York, for His
GOLDEN DOZEN
to modol In ■ now sales promotional
campaign for radio—TV—fashions—
here and abroad.
QUALIFICATIONS
Blonde
A beautiful, 5'7" to S'*",
size 10-12, experienced In modeling.
A Radio/TV, excellent speaking voice,
college education or equivalent, knowl¬
edge languages helpful.
BRING PICTURES A RESUME'TO:

- STAFF AGENCY
11 .East 41th Street

PL 5-2t0f

“I LED

3
LIVES”
Starring

RICHARD CARLSON

^ednend^y,
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
Television today is “an. agency business/’ and payrTY would, i
the medium to show business,prQducer-directQrBretail
“
said in Hollywood last week. Once audierices start paying «
today’s mass attitudes, all' too often' passive, will
Improved quality of homescreeu offerings, WlndUtf
people ‘pay-as-you*see/ the shows riiust be.. cobsltattfltei
rant their money; It takes professional showmen to Irik.
Pay-tv* will result in fewer programs conceived and made
and more show business producers gaining more ~ereetive Y)
im*
he declared.
^

Jack Donohue, sole candidate for pirexy of Hollywood _
Radio-Tv Directors Guild; was confirmed in office; by VQtp t
week, in which no surprises showed up. Slate;consi$tii
L. Robb, v.p.; Miss Maury Orr, secretary; and JHowKrd 1
urer, were also voted, in: Elected; to twO-:year terms 6n. R^_^ Council
Continued
from
pact
13
ss
were
Robert Henry, Bill Robson, Sam Gary* and Leonard !
LULLABY IN RHYTHM
both Martin Lancer .end,' Seymour Berns, appointed 'to flit 4
With' Cammie Howard. Trio
ML. _
job of rounding iip ’all the princi¬ vacancies; were confirmed:in office. Lester Vail' and Rlchi'
Producer: Stephen Dale
%«npals for each series ;of meetings is,' nett are Council holdovers for another year!.
Writer: Peter. Shaw
time-consuming;. And of corirse,
15 Mins.; Fri., 5:15 p.nt.
■
«■■■
1~
.v
securing
agreement
among
the
CBC-TRANS-CANABA, from Ot¬
Neatest promotional trick of the month was NBC Radio’s befost for
"many' parties Is a kingsized en¬
tawa ,,
the “imagery transfer” concept last Week. Web sent out page boys
deavor.
If,
as
one.
vettelevision
CBO, the Ottawa statiPn of the
exec stated, “It’s never been so to agencies, clients arid tradepapers, each carrying a bushel of eigaCanadian Broadcasting Corp.’s easy to get to the president of a rets of various brands. Each pack was enclosed in a beanbag/on.which
Trans-Canada radio web, has orig¬ company,” the difficulties of .pin¬ was printed the brand’s advertising slogan. Also enclosed- was the
inated a “Lullaby in Rhythm” (lul¬ ning down all the .parties to a deal web’s pamphlet explaining imagery transfer, prepared by the Society
laby at 5:15 p.m.?) for some time, have never been so great. -It’s for General Semantics. Guessfng-game; of course, was to identify the
brand by the slogari on the beanhag.- Only brands using NBC, inci¬
but until now it’s been on disk. this procedural red tape that has dentally, were included.
'
•
resulted in so much client vacilla¬
Switch to live started with the tion this selling season.
May 17 stanza using Cammie How¬
. ‘The Living Blackboard,” an educational series produced by the
Operation Vacillation
ard Trio, first of a string of local,
But with this vacillation—in part New York, Board of Education, will returri on WPIX this falU Station
small groups, and initialer set a
and
Metropolitan'Educational Television Assn., under Whose super*
due
to
the
underlying
client
feel¬
high pace. Series is aimed at show¬
casing Ottawa musicians, with time ing that “we can’t make the same vision the shows will be produced, inked a deal calling for crotf-theof airing abetting the idea by catch¬ kind of mistake we made last sea¬ board half-hour telecasts at 11 a.m. WPIX will donate'time arid la*'
ing home-driving motorists, cock¬ son” — comes the vicious circle. cilities. Subject areas to be covered include science, biology, English,
tail hours, post-school juves and Every week the client delays a de¬ musical instruments and'vocational guidance.
housewives at the stoves.
cision is another week wasted
Howard Trio tailored Its ar¬ which might have gone into more
Rev. Joseph' T. Ryan, director of radio arid television for the
rangements for these dialers, min¬ extensive pre-production, work on Albany Catholic Diopese since 1955 and conductor of a weekly
gling slow blues, upbeat and latino the show. Same tv exec remarks Rosary prografn over WCDA-TV there, has been appointed by
tunes and others in strong, smooth that “it’s Impossible for a film pro¬ Cardinal Spellman as chancellor of the Military. Ordinate. This serve*
arrangements. Trio, with Howard ducer to get a good show in by the needs of Catholic chaplains ministering to the U.S. Armed Forces .
on clarinet, Wilf Stabner on 88s September when he can’t start throughout the worlds Father Ryan, also moderator of the Diocese
and Glenn Robb on drums, sounded work on it until June.” Producer
Communication Arts Guild the past year, has assumed his new position
nervously tense for first time but must sit with only his pilot film un¬ In
New York.
limbered and gained confidence til he gets an official and final
for a clicko session.
okay from the client. He can’t pre¬
When 95 Hungarian Freedom Fighters were presented certificate!
Gab stint immediately preceding pare scripts pending option period
“Lullaby” could profitably be elim¬ because the risk involved is too after learning to speak and write English in a 15-week course at
St. Michael’s College, Winooski, Vt,, the e\ent was recorded fpr over-,
inated to follow stretching this great.
seas broadcast by the Voice of America. Laszlo Doza of the Hungarian
tuneshow to a half-hour. > It hard¬
The producer can’t be expected desk of VOA and a technician planed to Winooski to make tape recori .
ly gets moving before it’s off. If
the rest of the groups can keep to pay for scripts and talent when lngs of. Interviews wth several of the Hungarian students, aa .well as
this series at the high standard set he has no assurance that he’ll ever regular students and staff members at. the college.
by Howard and his helpers, CBO use them. Expenditure for the
pilot film alone is enough of a risk
has a winner.
Gorm.
Radio-Television News Directors Assn, board of directors has taken
for the producer without com¬ steps to eliminate friction between newspaper reporters and radio-tv
pounding it by additional costs newsmen by establishing a committee on professional standards. The
BILL McCAULEY SEXTET
that may never be recouped.
panel seeks fair and equal treatment* for all news media at public
With Yvonne; Paul Wayne, an¬
events and would invite the cooperation of the American Society of
nouncer
.Newspaper
Editors In preventing Incidents where newspapermen have
Producer: Stephen Dale
resented the setting up of microphones and cameras at press con¬
Music: McCauley
ferences
or
public events.
30 Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.
RTNDA board, which met in Chicago, also set part of the agenda
CBC TRANS-CANADA, from Ot¬
Continued from pare 25
for the association’s Nov. 7-9 convention In Miami, allocating an
tawa
Bill McCauley Sextet preems an sold, for fall, out of five . hours entire day to television workshops and one session to a radio workshop.
available on a biweekly basis.
operation strictly for orthodox jazzYear before last, when “MMC”
Reporter Larry Henderson and cameraman Bob Crone of the
i'sts on the Trans-Canada radio web first appeared, all 20 of the 15- Canadian Broadcasting Corp. news office in Ottawa, are on their
of the Canadian Broadcasting minute segments were bought, and third trip In two years to cover wOrld'news. Sound-on-fllm coverage
Corp., and while purists will toler¬ it’s understood the sales from the will come through Henderson and Crone from Stockholm, West Ger¬
ate the show’s weaknesses, average time and talent were over $3,000,- many, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Egypt, Israel, Austria, Poland, and,
000 gross. This past season, with if visas, are granted, the USSR:
dialers will wonder,
McCauley,
who arranges and conducts, is a 12 sales out of a possible 20, ABC
man of all.music, chief of Crawley] just about broke even, the network
Films tune department and origi¬ reported several weeks ago.
nator and leader of the standout
Continued from pare 1
Crawley choral group heard on the
Quarter-Hour Setup
last Bing Crosby Christmas song1
tion with possible criminal libel
Hollywood, May 21.
show.
J Walt Disney is shifting emphasis action here.
Rent from May 29-Oct. 1. Ones!
Group includes (with doubling) of *his new half-hour ABC-TV
ABC Statement
88s, bass, drums, guitar, tenor and “Mickey Mouse Club” format to¬
alto sax and trombone; individu¬ ward quarter-hour serials, and has
lag country dab third af a mil* to
Oliver Treyz, v.p, in charge of
ally the musicians are technically lined up four for next season, com¬ television at ABC, formally and
oceaa. Living room, dining foyor,
okay with evident improvement as prising total of 62 episodes.
kitchen, 3 bedrooms and bath; en¬
publicly apologized for “any per¬
a unit in the last 15 minutes of the
closed saaporch. . and garage.
Producer Bill Walsh Is currently sonal distress” resulting from the
half-hour ^how, the first half giv¬ in England setting, leads. for “Clint Wallace telecast but also stated
$1,950,00 ‘for teasea, or forms fSr
ing the impression of tension Inter¬ Sc M8c;” one of serials, for which that “as an uncensored interview,
Jaly and Aagalt.
fering with coordination and zip.
Call Westhampton Realty Com¬
5
stanzas
will
be
made.
Others
in
the
full
content
of
.
the
program
It’s likely the group will manage
pany — WEsthampton 4-2460 or
to up its impact as the series pro¬ lineup include 14 segments of an cannot be known to anyone, in¬
Now'York
Office—PL 9-7095.
untitled,
skein
starring
Annette
Fucluding Mike Wallace, until the In¬
gresses, but this will com? from
bettered individual performances nicello and Darlene Gillespie; third terview is completed on the air.
plus stronger integration rather year of “Spin and Marty,” with 19 Treyz’s statement, in part, follows:
“The American Broadcasting
than from any switch, in format or segments;- and second year of “The
WESTCHESTER
arrangement.
Yvonne's breathy Hardy Boys,” with 14 quarter-hours. Company and Mike Wallace recog-,
nizfe’that these statements may
CRUGERS, N. Y.
have reflected unfavorably upon
Loxnrloas Eitdto on Hudson
certain Individuals; but they want
Perfectly maintained. Brick South¬
to make it clear that these state¬
ern Colonial; 12-roomt, S baths,
2 maids' rms.
Swimming pool and
ments in no way express the atti¬
cabana-bar; tonnls court; 15 breath¬
tudes or beliefs .of ABC or Mike
taking acras overlooking maiostlc
Hudson
Rivor.
Will
sell; or ront to
Wallace.
right porson.
“Under the circumstances, ABC
LA
4-2036,
owner
Mr. BoUtoyi
is offering Chief Parker,and Cap¬
or year own broker..
tain Hamilton Identical tiirie and
network facilities for any state¬
ments they may have to make or
have made In their behalf. [Parker _ .
...
•% R o
c
already has declined this Invita¬
tion].
“Finally, ABC emphatically re¬
iterates the statement made by iSs*
lUN(.H THRU JUMPER
Mike Wallace at the conclusion of
his interview ‘with Cohen, ‘The
AMONG ALL. NETWORK SHOWS!
statements expressed, as far as the
Department of Police in the City
of Los Angeles are concerned, are
BESo
8- boxing..22.5
exclusively Mickey Cohen's.
ATTN.: FILM. TV, RADIO BOSSES:
“ABC offers its sincere apologies
6. CHALLENGE (TIE)..23.5
9. LAWRENCEWELK.22.1
Experienced Man Available Now
for any personal distress resulting
FILMS: Currently prod/dir with Infrom this telecast.”
dustriel
unit;
script
writer,
too.

TV’s Rtf Tape

‘Mickey Mouse’

Parker 0.0.’s

WESTHAMPTON
BEACH

SYNDICATED
# I SHOW IN
FT. WORTH

rr a n 11

ll I'O III)

RANKS #6 ALL WEEK

wxr

7. DISNEYLAND..23.4

10. PHIL SILVERS... 20.8
PULSE, August, 1956

NOTHING TURNS ON THE HEAT LIKE A llV PRODUCTION!

Houston—Jack I IcGrew has been
named manager of KPRC and
KPRC-TV. McGrew formerly work¬
ed for KEDM, Beaumont.

50KW TV-RADIO; Producer, enncr.j
news, sports, etc.; omalr performer,
BO Indudoa lournel.lsm, 4-A copy.
Writ* Box V517-57, VARIETY,
154 West 44th Street, New York 34.
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WSPD-tV—Toledo, Ohio

Storer Broadcasting Co.-Home Office, Miami, Fla,

WJBK-TV—Detroit, Mich.

FAR MORE THAN BRICK AND CONCRETE BLOCK
The Storer Broadcasting Company is naturally proud of

mute testimony to the large audience response to Storer

its television, station studios and facilities. The latest,

TV programming—to entertainment ability—to a consci¬

most modern equipment in the hands of trained, profes¬

entious recognition of community needs—to faith in the/

sional people will obviously provide the best in television

integrity of our advertisers.

programming and advertising production.

And the Storer Broadcasting Company is grateful for
\

But we prefer to think* of these structures as monu¬

its good fortune in being a part of America’s most influential

ments to Storer success—and certainly not just financial

medium—broadcasting, both sight and sound. To process

achievement. 'Every brick and -every block, we think, is

our opportunity zealously; our obligation and principle.

STORER

BROADCASTING COMPANY

WSPD-TV

WJW-TV

WJBK-TV

WAGA-TV

WBRC-TV

KPTV

Toledo, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Detroit, Mich.

Atlanta, Ga.

Birmingham,'Ala.

Portland, Ore.

. wspd
ToUjo, Ohio

WJW
Cleveland, Ohio

WJBK
Detroit, Mich.

WV\QA
Atlanfb, Ga,

WBRC
Birmingham, Ala.

NEW YORK—625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, Plaza 1-3940
SALES OFFICES

CHICAGO—230 N, Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Franklin 2-6498
SAN FRANCISCO—111 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Sutter 1-1689

WWVA
Wheeling, W.Va.

WGBS
Miami, Fla.

S6
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RKO Teleradio’s TSing Up Pilots
Ups Sponsor Cost’; 75% Go Begging
the value of the property but the
need to utilize the plant.
RKO "Television, which apparent¬
ly is going to deemphasize its syn¬
dication operation as time goes on,
concentrating on national sales
push on the network level, would
welcome any moves by advertisers
or agencies to get into co-produc¬
tion, as earlier stated. Such a step
would fit into Manby’s concept of
producing a series tailor-made for
clients.
Unlike RKO’s expanding na¬
tional field, there jme no plans for
increasing the current modest syn¬
dication operation, now selling the
“Aggie” series, with “Sailor of
Fortune” upcoming.

A concerted effort to minimize
the risk of pilot-making at the next
spring selling season will be made
by RKO Television, which recent¬
ly inked deals with such indie pro¬
ducers Ben Fox, Paul MacNamara
and Rountree Productions on a va¬
riety of projects.
Basically, the program calls for
research-in-depth on new shows, a
close liaison with would-be adver¬
tisers and agencies, and a script
blueprint which could take a pro¬
jected half-hour series through the
second year. Under the program—r
which isn’t new in the telefilm field,
but does represent redoubled em¬
phasis on some current practices:—
the previously outlined steps would
be taken prior to shooting, offering
the pilot which has been given the
greenlight a better chance to make
the grade.
Robert Manby, v.p. in charge of
tv activities for RKO Teleradio, de¬
crying what he sees as the waste
involved in current practices, esti¬
mates that three - out of every
four pilots now making the rounds
cannot possibly get a network berth
because there are just so many
time plots to be filled on the net¬
works and there is an overabund¬
ance of pilots. He-also feels strong¬
ly that the costs of unsuccessful
pilots are “hidden costs’* on .suc¬
cessfully-sold shows, with /the pro¬
ducer amortizingthe expense of the
“miss” on his sold show—another
factor accounting for increased
telefilm-programming costs to-tfie
sponsor.
•
There is a tendency in the indus* try, according to Manby, to produce
a projected series from the con¬
fines Of an “ivory tower,” and then,
once the pilot is made, to peddle
it, and meet :all sorts of reserva¬
tions* from wouldbe advertisers and
their agency reps. Another facet, of
the problem, as the RKO exec Sees
it, concerns .telefilm companies
with studio space 'and overhead,
such firms going ahead with, pro¬
duction, spurred not so much by

San Jose Case
5

Continued from page 27 s

KRON-TV and KPIX exclusivity
covers a 60-mile radius. San Jose
indie claims neither S. F. station
puts a city-grade signal into the
San Jose area, and-further charges
that the S. F. stations are com¬
pounding their exclusivity via mul¬
tiple-run and, two-year .stockpile
deals. Suit also asks an injunc¬
tion against the distribs to enjoin
them from refusing to sell to
KNTV.
Distributor defendants are Na¬
tional Telefilm Associates, Cali¬
fornia National Productions, • CBS
Television Film Sales, General
Teleradio, Television Programs of
America, Screen Gems, MCA-TV,
MGM-TV, Cinema:Vue Carp., At¬
lantic Television, Greatest Fights
Inc., Cheryl TV, M.C. Pictures,
Medallion TV Enterprises, Asso¬
ciated Artists Productions, Studio
Films, .Quality Films, Masterpiece
Productions, TV Films, C&C Tele¬
vision, George. Bagnall & Asso¬
ciates, John A. Fttlinger Sc Asso¬
ciates, and United Artists.

Demand An End To
Cruel Research!

Wednesday, May 22, 1957

Inside Stuff-TV Films

TV Film Chatter
Nor Lempert temporarily head¬
ing Guild Films’ commercial divi¬
sion since departure of Wally
Gould for Television Programs of
America ♦.. Walter Winchell’s new
ABC-TV telefilm series will bow
Oct. 2 •. . Gene HMelton, creative
supervisor of Grantray-Lawrerice
Animation, making national swing
on production confabs . . . Kay
Buell and Phil Donoghue, Transfilm ^employees recently hitched,
are on way back from Florida
honeymoon . . . Norman Katz; boss
of Associated. Artists’ foreign dept.,
sailed last week with his Wife for
London on first leg of a tour . . .
N. Y. Herald Tribune political
writer Marguerite Higgins to ap¬
pear in a tv commercial—for Cam¬
el cigs put of Transfilm , . . Ster¬
ling Television has mdved to new
offices on East 39th St.
Gen Genovese to- the Coast next
week ;for meets with director Raoul'
Walsh on “The Flying Tigers” pilot
... Charles (Bud) Barry, v.p. in
charge pf MGM-TV, hfts returned
from the. Coast . . . Robert Manby,
v.p. in charge of tv for RKO Tele¬
radio, to hold a press luncheon
meet-tomorrow (Thurs.).

Direct-to-Sponsors

Stations, on the NTA Film Network, unreeling the weekly feature
“Premiere Performance” ^in 133 markets, appear to be Riving the
net show a big push via on-the-air promotion, according to a survey
conducted by National Telefilm Associates. NTA, in a mailing to all
its affiliates*, asked the stations what they were doing in the way of
advertising and promotion of the net filmed shotf, exclusive of news¬
paper and other co-op advertising in conjunction with NTA. 'Of the
133 affiliates, 50 responded, showing wide use of trailers for upcoming
shows and on-the-air promotion. Survey covered a four-week period.
First showing of a Japanese motion picture on television is sched¬
uled for June 2, when the CBS-TV “Odyssey” program will run a
cut-down version of “Chushingura.” Subject of the “Odyssey’* show
is the Japanese Samurai, the warrior-knight, and.“Chushingura,” stiU
unreleased theatrically in the U. $., covers the topic. There’s quite an
editing job in store for the hourlong “Odyssey,” since the original pic
runs four hours and 45 minutes.
Official Films, Which has acquired distribution rights to. “Rocky
Jones, Space Ranger,” the Roland Reed-produced series initially dis*
tributed by MCA-TV, is using a novel feature for station selling. The
39 half-hour stanzas have been filmed itr sequences * of three, with
fully integrated story lines encompassing the three episodes, thus
giving station’s the equivalent of a feature, a science-fiction* pic that
runs an hour-and-a-half. Official, in its pitch to stations, points to that
programming possibility as well as* others.
» -•
__,.7'’
New-wrinkle jn dealer-level sponsorship for national items Comes
from the Wellington Fund, $660,000,000 mutual fund which has pre¬
pared a series of filmed commercials plus a capsule Tadio show for
use by local-level brokerage houses. FUnd is offering the shows and
spots on a loan basis to brokers. TV spots comprise two of 20 seconds
and a one-minute blurb, all involving free booklet or prospectus offers.
Radio series consists of. 12 five-minute shows on “News About Mutual
Funds,” narrated by Alexander SCott.

m Continued from page 27

KQED, San Francisco, was commended as the major producer of
made more deals with advertisers educational film programming of all non-commercial stations in the
on the series than with stations. country, by George L. Hall, director of development of the Educa¬
tional Television and Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich: Hall spoke af
“Silent Service,” incidentally, is a reception, marking the preview of six new educational series on
now in over 100 markets. Both subjects ranging from physics to folksongs. Under the station’s deal
ABC Film Syndication and NBC with the Center, the latter pays half the production costs, and. in re*,
Television Film Sales report an turn the Center circulates the telefilms among the nation’s .14 edu¬
accelerated swing into direct sell¬ cational tv stations.
.
v
ing to advertisers.
Reverse on Reruns
When reruns enter the picture,
the accent-alters, with far greater
sales ihade . directly .to stations.
ABC-TV is in the midst of shuffr.
National Telefilm Associates has
With soipe exceptions, usually the
multi-market advertisers, national ling its .Monday night fall schedule racked up 120 markets on its
spot biz accounts and even local to make way for the continuation “Rocket 86” package, which in¬
advertisers in many markets con¬ of R. J. Reynolds hi a half«hour cludes 78 plx ttom the 20th-Fox
. ^
fine their buying to first-run prod¬ edition of Don Sharpe’s “Wipe studios.
NTA is expected shortly to com*
Service.” The network has told
uct.
out
with
a
new
feature
package
of
Firestone
it
is
willing
to
permit
On first-runs, the direct-to-ad100, the majority : of which will be
vertiser trend, has been spurred by “Voice of Firejjtone” to remain at 20th-Fox
pix, some in the'Stanley
8:30
after
the
summer
hiatus,
in
the following factors:
Kramer group including '“High
1. The growth in national spot order to make room for ‘ everybiz, with many national accounts week sponsdrship by the tobacco Noon,” and “Cyrano de Bergerac/’
Nand some which had their first tv
*
supplementing their' network ex¬ firm at 9.
Further consequences of the run on the NTA Film Network.
penditures by buying local markets
for either additional exposure or Reynolds deal is that Ralstqprlhirito handle special marketing prob¬ na, which was slated to takeover
J.£ G. WATERPROOFING CO.
8:30 in the fall, will instead amove
lems.
EXPERT BRICK POINTING
2. The expansion of regional into the 8 anchorage with “Bold
Journey.”
It’s
anticipated
.all
the
and multi-market deals.
MASONRY RESTORATION
3. The heightened savvy of dis- jockeying of the schedule will be
trib salesmen who have learned oVer and the ‘various contracts
LICENSED ~ FULLY INSURED .
" ■ !
that in order to sell a show iir a sighed by next weekend.
Job. Bahedch
WA 74(11
particular market, the sponsor also
must be .wrapped* up or the sta¬
tion won’t buy.
National accounts using syndi¬
ON MSY CMANNIl
cated
films
in
multi-market
Continued from page 26 —s’
spreads Include Alka-Seltzer,
Brylcreem, Procter & Gamble, Na¬ past year averaged out at $14,127,
bisco, Sunshine Biscuits, Carter,- and total gross income for the past
Nestle, and Old Gold. The pitch to year was $212,415, as a'gainst $183,many of them—a pitch which TP A .564 the previous year, his report
> Wool Not «„ NY X.*W. PC
has found successful—Is that “all said.
Most striking feature of the re¬
buying is local!’ and only local
telefilm programming can hit the port is the rise of the tv writer,
audience at the point of. sale, • who contributed only about 17% of
.
SPONSOR -NEEDS
the guild’s income for the. year
ended March 31, 1955 (in dues as¬
sessments based on earnings), went
ft114. *M adelM
to 26% the following year, and
N.w or Old
32% the. past year. -Guild income
Continued from page 27
Immodlato Sox 145—Dolly Varloty
is derived from basic dues, initia¬
Scroonln.
6404 Sunsot .Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.
“I don’t want to compete with tion fees, fines and registration
MGM or Warners,” he remarks: fees.
“On the other hand, I think they
would have as tough a time with
the half-hour comedy format.”
The bugaboo of “too much ex¬
posure” on tv is “ridiculous,” he
feels. “This is our (Burns & Allen)
eighth year in tv and for the past,
six years we’ve been on 52 weeks
a year. We take it easy, we’re
relaxed. And when a comedian
is relaxed, his audience is relaxed
and can enjoy itself. We don’t have
a finish every week; we can use a
‘soft’ finish.”
In keeping with his relaxed ap¬
proach, he never has disagreements
with sponsors or nets, Burns com¬
ments. “If they say cut,something
out, we cut it out. We’ve got a
good writing staff and we can write
jokes by the yard,” he observes.

Reynolds Looks Sore
NTA’S 1201IARXETS
To Stay With ‘Wire*
ON‘ROCKET 86’PK

mr*

Vidscribes ‘Coin’

BROOKS

COSTUMES

PILOT FILMS

Giddy-Giddyap

We hope to enlist your moral and financial support
in our fight against laboratory cruelties. Do not
be misled: many experiments are made on unan¬
aesthetized animals . . . cruelties so revolting that
we have a situation where some of the kinder vivisectors themselves have protested I

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
Booklet.... Sent FREE!
Enclose

10c

for

handling

and

mailing

if

convenient

(.not

obligatory) and we will send you a free copy of excerpts from
the

writings

of

G.B.S.

Investigation League,
Name ....
Address

11

Mail

your

request

to:

East 44th Street, N.Y.C.

Vivisection

WB s Lady Comes to Tex’
. Hollywood, May 21.
■Warner Bros, tv division has
bought story by late Horace Mc¬
Coy, “A Lady Comes to Texas,” as
basis for a possible fall tv series.
Deal was made last week with
author’s widow1 by exec producer
William. T. Orr.

Contact: RICHARD A, HARPER, General Sales Mgr.
MGM-TV, a service of Loew'i Incorporated
701 7th Ave., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdton 2-2000
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A winning smile
becomes a winning commercial
when the selling message
has teeth in it.
YOUNG & RUBICAM, INC.
Advertising

• New-York • Chicago * Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Hollywood • Montreal • Toronto • Mexico City •

San Juan

• London
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Mickey Cohen 'Sings’
i Continued from pace 31 ;

IV2 minutes to move that kind of
commission business/’ He stressed
that police and. political ’’position”
must be under control when such
sums are involved. He stressed
that “sources * stronger than the
mayor” (of Los Angeles) must' fig¬
ure in his protection and Cohen’s
testimony is probably unimpeach¬
able so far as this. phase is con¬
cerned: “You can’t operate bigtime
gambling unless you .have an OK
’position’,” referring to. the politi¬
cal fix.
In the public interest, it .may de¬
velop that Coheri has smoked out
a grave issue! In the public inter¬
est, however, is the. camera por¬
trait of a reformed bootlegger,
racketeer, and killer who seems
sincere in his effort to go straight,
a justifiable exposure — without
some judicious control?
Not: as forthright was Cohen’s
bland statement that he “is not a
law enforcement, officer,” yet ’he
was not reticent about blasting his
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two particular- L. A. police enemies
one of whom, he admitted, couldn’t
be paid off in money” but whom
he excoriated for being “too politi¬
cally ambitious.”
Cohen, of course, brings up anew
a constant query among Wallace’s
lookers-listeners, as to why people
let themselves in so willingly for
such tel'esurgtcal closeups on them¬
selves' and their inner minds. ^It’s
to Wallace’s great credit, of course,
that this clinical soul-searching,
under tffe off times cruel cameras,
continues to give him a seemingly
endless parade of personalities
from divers .strata. If betimes it
borders on* the subjects’ selfflagellation, that is apparently
something strictly between them¬
selves and their interrogator. If
the. quiz sometimes assumes the.
proportions of a mid-20th century
inquisition, under the cold, calcu¬
lating eye of the telecameras, that
appears to. be okay with the sub¬
jects—or should it be victims?
Now the country knows that
Cohen sells posies to banks instead
of floral wreaths for slain gang¬
sters; that since he was in debt to
Uncle Sam for over $500,000 and
took the rap only for income tax
evasion instead of his -more no¬
torious activities, he must be mak¬
ing important financial sacrifice;
that despite Wallace’s query, “How
can you afford to go straight?”
Cohen ^apparently is a well-nour¬
ished and well-groomed member
of the Florists’ ’Telegraph Delivery
Assn.; that Cohen is seemingly sin¬
cere that, if he directed himself to
legitimate enterprise, as he him¬
self put it, there’s no reason why
he couldn’t be equally successful;
that he “can’t find everything in
Christ,” referring to his friendship
with Billy Graham; that “it
wouldn’t- be a good thing for either
of us if I went to Madison Square
Garden” (during the evangelist’s
current campaign In Gotham); that
maybe it is difficult to go straight
but he doesn’t think so; that he
feels he’s being persecuted by the
police officials he named who; al¬
legedly consult his customers to
see if any “muscle” was used to
sell his plants; that he’s proud of
having turned down bids from for¬
mer friends and associates to get
back into the rackets; that he
thought all this through while in
stir; that he’s “not a religious man”
but has his own code about-prosti¬
tution .and dope (but abstained
from any opinions on legal prosti¬
tution).
.
On specific topper-offer ques¬
tions, Cohen'thought Dave Beck (of
the teamsters) “a fine gentleman”
and felt he should express no opin¬
ion in light of the current hear¬
ings; that he feels capital punish¬
ment justified sometimes and other
times no; knows nothing about
crime comics * because he doesn't
read funnies; that Senator Kefauver “is a fine guy” who was “not
given a better opportunity”; that
Frank Costello is a “wondefful and
fine gentleman” and that “some
punk who was trying to make a
reputation for himself” attempted
the assassination; that he thinks
he’ll die in bed, at an old age, and
that he always “slept well” even
in the midst of “the battle of Sun¬
set Strip” (gangsters' warfare).
Before the telecast Wallace
stressed these were Cohen’s opin¬
ions and footnoted, that ‘‘the state¬
ments.. on- the? •ids1-Angeles rpolice
wdrC eSrolUSivbly.Cphen^: opinions.”.

Ed Wynn Dualer
—U—» Continued from page 31

^

and daughter-in-law, in whose
household he lives. N) mention
was made of social security or the
union’s pension fund, although it
is established that Wynn belongs
to the union.
Jesse White as Wynn’s worried
HUNnNGTOK-CHARLESTOM, W. VA. son turned in a good performance.
Walter
Abel as boss of the printing
XT.B.O. ITHTWORK plant seemed
too frenetic. Grand¬
Affiliated with Radio Station*
daughter Kathleen Crowley and
WSAZ, Huntington & WKAZ,' Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT daughter-in-law Peg La Centra, as
well as others in. the supporting
Represented by The Katz Agency
cast, were competent.
At this stage,, it looks like the
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Hi. h Cdling
SUITABLE FOR COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHER, RECORDJNG STUDIO,
ART GALLERY, REHEARSAL ROOM, ETC.

HOTEL GREAT NORTHERN
Call Manager

111 Wait 57th St., Naw Yark

Hour,” now sponsored
by ReVlori, won’t be returning to
QBS-TV in the-fall. The 10 p.m.,
Wednesday slot has been taken by
‘tlie alternating “Armstrong Circle
Theatre” and “U. S, Steel Hour,”
both in the live, category,’ Based on
the Chayefsky film outing, despite
the reservations, its demise.may
be premature. *
. - *
Within a week “The Perfect
Fool” had . another network ex¬
posure, playing the lead role in
’Protege,” an original teleplay by
Philo Higley, gendered on the
NBC-TV “Alcoa Hour” Sunday
(19). Again Wynn showed that the
recognition tendered him on his {
comeback tvail as an actor is well
deserved’. He turned in a credible,
senstive . performance,
working
against a script that was thin and
diffuse, although it had some mo¬
ments when it was. incisive and
moving. '
Wynn’s role in “Protege” was a
difficult one, playing a bumbling
spoiler of other peoples’ lives in
order to hit the top banana bracket
again, essentially an unsympa¬
thetic role to essay. A kid star
with whom he had teamed years
hack in motion pictures, now a
Madison Ave. agency exec, found
him living in a seedy Brooklyn
rooming house. The agency exec,
portrayed flatly by Skip Homeier,
took him into his lush penthouse
quarters and gave him a guest spot
on one of his sponsors’ tv shows.
Thereupon, Wynn systematically,
intuitively,- began__ his wrecking
activities, spoiling the tv show,
trying to run the exec’s life, inter¬
fering with his romance, etc. Be¬
fore curtain time, in a moment of
truth, Wynn confessed his errors,
all stemming from his drive, from
being unable to play a secondary
role to arfyofie once having tasted
success.
Supporting roles by Betsy Pal¬
mer as the fiancee and Evelyn
Varden'as the exec’s mother were
played competently. Although the
Ijplay had an inner integrity, the
script lacked focus and the char¬
acters other/than the hasbeen
clown were '’Stereotypes. Boro.
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Pay-TV Action
-- Continued from page 1

learned, that he was being pressed
by motion picture theatre interests.
One of the commissioners is re¬
ported to have explained to Harris
that only through tests of toll-tv
can the agency obtain the infor¬
mation it needs-to decide whether
the service should be permitted on
a permanent basis. Hearings by
Harris’ committee, he is known to
have told the legislator, could furn¬
ish no information which has not
already been developed by the
Senate Commerce Committee.
Just prior to the NARTB con¬
vention about five weeks ago, the
Commission -apparently was on
the verge of authorizing pay-tv in
markets* with at least four stations,
limiting the tests to Outlets not af¬
filiated with networks. However,
a scheduled meeting to vote on the
proposition was called off because
of the illness of one of the mem¬
bers.
Should the agency vote for tests,
it’s likely that rigid safeguards to
protect the public against invest¬
ments in decoders will be pro¬
vided. Whether the tests would
be limited to multi-station mar¬
kets is not so certain. Some Com¬
missioners favor trying it out in
single station markets to deter¬
mine public desires.
IA ‘Yes’ and ‘No*
Hollywood, May 21.
Exec board of IATSE camera¬
mens' Local 695 voted not to op¬
pose any form of toll-tv, feeling
any union opposition would have
little effect since pay-see tv “repre¬
sents progress.”
Board spokesman emphasized,
however, that IA union will not
service the industry on a widescale basis until it sees the effect
of toll-tv, and any contracts signed
will be temporary. We “want to see
how it will-affect the employment
picture as compared to theatrical
and tv films.”
Albany — Two radio-television
officials, John Mounteer, program
manager of WTRY in Troy, and
Virginia Cairns, traffic manager for
WTRI-TV in Albany, have been
elected vicepresident and secretary,
respectively, of the Communication
Arts Guild of the Albany Catholic
Diocese,

TV Follow-Up Comment
; Continued from page 31 ;

be sure, some of the afc&on was
fuzzy setside, but that’s strictly, an
intramural headache..
The ingratiating star had a trio
of other stars on hand,to.bring the
show in as a thorough winner.
Betty Hutton, Boris Karloff and
Art Carney came front- & centre
for variegated chores, including
tongue-in-cheeked rock ’n’ roll, a
hilarious calypso mockery and a
load of finely wrought shenanigans.
It was a cracker jack succession
that made the hour .pass swiftly—the acid test in 69-minute pro¬
grams.
, Trent. •

show closer, the group’s top-selling
British disk of several past weeks,
“Cumberlaug Gap,” was Socko.
Two Canadian dancers, Alan &
Blanche Lund, who’ve just wound
a two-week stint at the Palladium*
came up with- some good routines
on a selection of French type num¬
bers, including “April In Paris.”
Later in the show they came back
to do a strawhat & cane number
which got a maximum reception.
George Carden’s London Palla¬
dium Girls gave their , usual high
standard performance, and Tommy
Trindler, the show’s emcee, who
also conducts the “Beat The Clock”
spot, filled* his role adequately.
Cyril Ornadel and the Palladium
orch proyided a-high standard of
accompaniments, and direction by
Steven Wade was good. • Bary.

Home
June Lockhart filled in for Ar¬
lene Francis last weelc while the i
•latter Vacationed from hostessing
NBC-TV’s “Home” stanza.
Miss
Lockhart, Working with show regu¬
lar Hugh Downs on the emcee
Kansas City—Irv Smith,, disk
chores, proved herself personable,
though she didn’t, have the op¬ jockey at WHB, is resigning to
portunity to give very much of an join WCAU in Philadelphia as a
insight into the way she might han¬ featured personality. .
dle subjects ordinarily interesting
to hausfraus,
The IQ to 10:30 a.m. program
last Thursday (16) was devoted to
a frothy subject, the American
Club for Animal Artists’, which
shaped as an article dreamed up
by an imaginative pressagent. In
some respects, it was interesting
and . entertaining, as the focus
However,' drastic (lifting
switched around, among a variety
to fit space requirements in
of animal performers—the cat in
your May 15 article created
“Visit to a Small Planet,” a Broad¬
way horse, Baron Wolf schmidt,
the ' erroneous impression
the shaggy hound of the vodka ads,
that tht National Audience
et al. But it didn’t give the’femcee
Board reviewed only Revlon,
a chance to ask very many astute
questions of her guests or of her
Dodge, Winston, and Chev¬
guests’ keepers.
Art.

THANKS
fAtu&r

Sunday Night at the’
London Palladium
Top spot on the bill of Val Par¬
nell's Associated Television show
on Sunday (12), Was filled by Lohnie Donegan & His Skiffle Group,
but two American acts, jazz pianist
Hazel Scott and comedian Jerry
Lester, almost succeeded in steal¬
ing the show away from the Brit¬
ish headliner. Miss Scott, making
her British commercial tv bow on
this show, scored heavily with her
dynamic
piano
playing.
Her
rendering of “Tea For Two” with
her left hand, while her right
hand played several other num¬
bers, was a big hit with the live
audience, while on the screen,
some of the best camera work yet
seen on this program captured
the many changing expressions
of this colored artist, with excel¬
lent closeups. Miss Scott sang a
calypso,
“Carnival,”
which
showed off her showmanship to its
full advantage.
After a slow start, Lester cap¬
tured the audience with his zany
antics, and proved that he's a fun¬
ny man provided his many gim¬
micks, Including a yo-yo, register.
His patter was fluent and funny,
and considering that this was his
first tv appearance in Great Brit¬
ain and that he’s virtually an un¬
known this side of the water, he’s
assured of similar success here in
the future.
The Lonnie Donegan. skifflers
got their usual hefty reception, and
were well worth every bit of it.
Donegan himself has acquired the
knack of tv delivery, and used it
to the full on his spot. He had
some useful patter between num¬
bers, but sensibly concentrates in
his music for the best part of the
time. The group’s first rendering,
“Gambling Man,” Was in their typi¬
cal upbeat vein, and Donegan
worked overtime to sell.it. For a
change of pace he moved over to
tenor banjo for the next rfumber,
a slow, tuneful piece titled “Put¬
ting On the Agony,” which got a
moderate reception; Blit as the

rolet i" our commercials sur¬
vey- VW# reviewed 324 com¬
mercials. In addition, FIFTY
PERCENT OF THE COM¬
MENTS WERE FAVORABLE.
NAB also wishes to thank
the Saturday Evening Post,
Look, Good Housekeeping,
TV Advertising Bureau, J.
Walter Thompson, and others
for their inquiries. The NAB
Newsletter is avaUobl
request.
^
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FOR SALE
Woodstock Mountain
Retreat
2Vi acres,. 9 room house, living
room with boomed * codings, bar,
2 largo plctere windows overlook¬
ing mile* of Oh.^ 'Gama room,
dining room.^poatry,. now modern
kitchon end dining eroo, 1 porch,
screened; 1 screened potto, maid’s
room and bath. Upstairs: 3 bodrooms, t don, 1 largo bathroom.
Tonnls court, outdoor grill. 1 largo
room bungalow with bath; now
2 car garogo and 1 car garage.
Will sell tarnished or unfurnished.
Beautiful grounds. Will sacrifice.
Box V 520-57, .Variety, 154 West
44th Street, New Yoth 36, N. Y.

OWN YOUR OWN VALLEY
COMPLETE WITH HILLS ON BOTH SIDES
PLUS MILE OF TROUT STREAM
{Stocked by .State)
pine Plains, Dutchess County, N. Y. 2 hour* drive from NYC on Taconlc
Parkway. Approx. 270 acres, 150 acre* tillable. 4 barns and *llo »*r.|
accommodate 40 milk cow*. 2 greenhouses for raising your own orchids
and flower*, chicken house* and other outbuildings- Main house- Is mod¬
ern, 12 rooms, 3’/s baths, 4 fireplaces, electric kitchen, large knotty pint
living room with 2 huge stone fireplaces. Nestled against hillside with
patios at 4 level*.
«
Lovely guest cottage, 4 rooms, bath, electric kitchen, 2 fireplaces, patio”
and screaned porch.
Superintendent's cottage, 4 rooms end bath, 4-car garage.
Beautiful old 10 room Colonial farm hous# for housing farm help and
families. .
Swooping lawns, beautiful views, fish ponds, privacy. Buildings In ex¬
cellent condition, lust painted.
Offered et fraction of original cost or will divide. Very low tax araa
($1100 yr.). May be used as tax loss. Seen by appointment. For details call

E. W. PLACE
HAmlltm 1-2*55 ||

kSBsteff
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Coast Publicists Win,
Fat CBS Wage TUt Phis
Retroactivity to Jan. 1
. Hollywood, May 21.
Whopping weekly , wage hike,
from present top $115 to $162.50,
was approved by CBS publicists
here last week in new three-year
pact negotiated with the web by
publicists Assn., IATSE Local 818.
Further, pact is retroactive to
Jan; 1.
Contract covers flacks in both tv
and fadio divisions of CBS here,
and at KNXT. Also, for first tipie,
senior add junior classifications
are . set up on 5-to-3 ratios, based
on a. 40-hour week and providing
for time-and-a-half over 40 hours.
Senior scale., ranges from $135 to
$162,50 weekly over a three-year
period, with automatic advance¬
ment each year. Junior scale, also
over a' three-year span, ranges
from $110 to $132.50 weekly.
Previous pact, which had no jun. ior-senior separation, set pay scales
ranging from $97.59 to $115
weekly,

TV Tuners
Continued from pas* 29 —

grams—one, . “Record"
being
straight music.
NBC-TV's new shows are Dinah
Shore (on a more regular basis
than this season), the Eddie FisherGeorge (lobe! roundup and the
Glsele MacKenzie show. Add to
the list five other .stanzas: the net¬
work's year-in-year-out spectaculars
and “Your .Hit Parade," the Bob
Hope, Perry Comp, TepnesseeErnie
Ford and Steve Allen series. Ex*pectation is that Misses Shore and
MacKenzie "and Fisher-Gobel will
rely heavily on tunes, as will the
specs (even with story line) and,
of course,' “Hit Parade." Hope,
Ford and Allen are veteran musicvariety shows. NBC tally — nine
shows.

(Solor Sols
t—Continued from page 29 —

said that the local RCA distributor
here expects-tp: selL as many color
receivers during the run of the
Milwaukee Carnival of Color pro¬
motion as.it sold .the same time last
year In black-and-white.
Boss said that as a result of
telephone' solicitations, one out of
three homes, called agreed to have
a free home demonstration of color,
and that of these home demonstra¬
tions, six out of 10 have resulted in
the sale of a color receiver. He
said the RCA Service Co. has had
to call in installation people from
other parts of the midwest to han¬
dle the. demand.
Houston—Gene Echols has been
named pfws. editor of KNUZ here
effective June !, Dave; Morris, gen¬
eral manager of the outlet, an¬
nounced. He replaces Bill Craw¬
ford, who is leaving broadcasting
to enter the real estate biz in Dallas*
The new; news editor of KNUZ
won the AP Distinguished Service
Award for outstanding news cover¬
age in 1955 while serving as news
director for KCLE, Cleburne.

TV SETTINGS

^ bob
V WADE
Stoson *56 -'57

For Talent Associated

Armstrong. Circle Theatre
Kaiser Aluminum Hour
For Stanfield Agency:

TiidentEiims

BiD Froug to SG

‘Today’ 0-Rale
iM Continued from past X9

mimti

“C" time, pegged at 50% of the
"A" r*te.
In explaining, the change to affil¬
iate, NBC station relations v.p.
Harry Bannister referred to the
CBS changes as “the most recent
example of its continued attack on
the successful position NBC has
built for the network and its affili¬
ates in the ‘Today' period. During
the past several years, CBS has
thrown program after program
against ‘Today’ in an effort to at¬
tract audience and sales from NBC,
and now it is trying, the combina¬
tion of a new program and a re¬
duced rate.
“Since the beginning of the year,
we ourselves had been studying
various rate and discount steps to
improve ‘Today’ sales. After CBS
reduced the early morning rates,
we have been analyzing the possi¬
ble effects of this move on ‘Today’
sales in practical terms of agency
and customer reaction. All the evi¬
dence . shows that a reduction in.
our Monday-Friday 7-9 ami. gross
time rates is now absolutely essen¬
tial to protect the stake- NBC and
its affiliates have in the ‘Today’
program. However, instead of re¬
ducing these rates to 37V6% of the
Class-A rate as CBS has done, we'
believe that’ a reduction .to 40%
Will Jje sufficient to meet the com¬
petitive action."
. Bannister pressed the. affiliates
to ratify the contract amendments
permitting the rate change imme¬
diately, pointing out that “the CBS
rate reductions are already in ef¬
fect and CBS is out selling against
us on the basis 6f these rates. To
meet these competitive circum¬
stances, we cannot delay our own
announcement, and we certainly
should not forego tb^-advantage of
using the new rate in our current
sales campaigns for the summer
and fall."
i
, Affiliates were' also briefed on
the new. “Today" - VHomri" -. “To¬
night" dividend ( plan which re¬
places the, current frequency dis¬
count structure and which gives
advertisers bonus participations on
a sliding'scale, up to one bonus for
every three participations when S
weekly total , of 39 paid spots is
reached. During the summer, ad¬
vertiser gets one free, spot for
every two paid when a total of 20
paid spots is reached.

g
Hollywood, May 21.
^William Froug is leaving CBS
Radio after 10 years to join Screen
Gems June 10 as executive pro¬
ducer of eight new telefilm pilots.
A yfear ago Froug replaced Guy
dells Cloppa, who moved to CRSTV, into the post of program veepee in Hollywood for the radio
network.
Howard Barnes, net’s program
v.p., flies in tomorrow (Wed.) to
pick FroOg’s successor.

Leaving Tonight’;
New Format Due?
Two key members of the NBCTV “Tonight", cast resigned this
week and the show is expected to
shift at least in pa$t back to its
old studio-audience format with a
comic-perspnality taking over most
of the show, i New York Post col¬
umnist Earl Wilson handed in his
resignation yesterday (Tues.) “due
to a. heavy schedule of summer
travel," and Jack Lescoulie, the
program’s anchor man, is shifting
back to the “Today" show as Dave
Garroway key on-camera sidekick.
“Tonight" will continue' On . the
network indefinitely—that was de¬
termined at a meeting of top NBC
brass last week.
But . format
changes discussed then will be
given impetus by the two resigna¬
tions, since a return to the old
Steve Allen or Ernie Kovacs for¬
mat implies*the- dropping of an an¬
chor man as well as a cutback on
remotes.
Lescoulie shifts over to “Today"
on June 24, the date Garroway
begins seven-week vacation. Wil¬
son will leave June 28, with his
travel plans' including a tour of
South America in August preceded
by a trip to the. Coast.

Goodson Chairs N. Y. ATAS

New officers of the New* York
Chapter of Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences were elected last
week.
Mark ■ Goodson became
chairman or Robert F. Lewine first
vice-chairman.
Others .elected were Hubbell
Robinson Jr., second vice-chair¬
man; William J. Bratter, secretary;
ss Continued from pare 29
Lawrence Langner, treasurer, and
show, he’s secured- only one re¬ Robert M. Carr, assistant treas¬
newal out of a total of 14 sponsors, urer.
that being American Chicle, which
carried over from the 1954-1955
season for one more go-around but
dropped out after the second year.
This season’s Caesar sponsors are
Wesson Oil, Quaker Oats,-Carter
Products, Knoniark Mfg., B. T.
Babbit, Benrus Watches and Po¬
laroid, none of whom, according to
NBC, have shown any Inclination
to renew.
Caesar has been With NBC for
nine years, starting on the Max
Liebman - produced “Admiral
Broadway Revue" and then moving
into Max Liebman’s “Your Show
of Shows" and on which; together
with Imogene Coca, Caesar became
a top-salaried comic. At the end
of the 1953-1954 season, “Show of
Shows" folded, and the following
fall, Caesar and Miss Coca
branched out with shows of their
own while Liebman became NBC’s
No. 1 spec producer. Miss Coca
didn’t last out the season, but
Caesar’s hour format ran two years
on Monday nights,' -turning his
femme lead, Nanette Fabray, into
a top-name performer as.well.
Caesar show was. switched to
Saturday nights this year following
the Como stanza, but failed to hold
the Como audience spillover and
was consistently outrated by ABC’s
Lawrence Welk. At least one reg¬
ular performer on the Caesar show
has found a spot for herself al¬
ready. Janet Blair,- who replaced
Miss Fabray this year, has signed
for a series of appearances on the
Ed Sullivan show beginning June
2, just eight days afte.r the final
Qaesar show of the season.

Caesar: 1949-1957

Dallas — The eighth annual
WFAA Farm and Ranch Study
Tour will depart here, on June 8
for a tour of the Northeastern U.-S.
and Canada. Murray Cox, WFAA
farm editor, is In charge of the
tours which are participated in by
around 200- farmer#. and ranchers
ewiOryear;."'"
..
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HA Rejects Biggest 'Ad’ Buy (450G)
As Contravening’ Britain’s TV Law
London, May 14.
The
Independent
Television
Authority has banned a series of
16 advertising feature programs
sponsored by the Institute of Di¬
Dr. Sydney Roslow, topper of rectors as part of its campaign to
Pulse Inc., will .pitch a “single
yardstick" for measuring print and stress the importance of executive
the broadcast media.. It’ll be a control of Britain’s industry.
The series, claimed to be worth
measure of advertising impact
rather than of ratings or circula¬ $450,000 of air time and the -big¬
gest
single
advertising order
tion, and Roslow proposes to make
his tallies on the strength of per¬ placed with British commercial tv,
was
to.
have
been
aired by Asso¬
sonal. interviews and aided recall.
ciated Television, the Midland
Roslow has skedded meetings in weekday and London weekend pro¬
New York today (Wed.); San Fran¬ grammers, and ABC-TV, the week¬
cisco, June 17; L. A., June 18, and
end programmers for the Mid¬
Chicago, June 20, to explain the lands
rind the North, next winter.
study.
.An ITA statement said they had
informed the Institute of Directors
that, in their opinion, the proposed
series would contravene the Tele¬
vision Act.
“In themselves, the
programs seem intended to contain
unexceptional factual accounts of
British industrial achievements.
Unfortunately, the description ma¬
Schenectady, May 21.
terial issued about the proposals
The first television workshop seems to the Authority to suggest
for Capital District rabbis will be that the project, as a whole, has,
conducted tomorrow (Wed.) at |-in some part, a political end."
WRGB, with Pamela Ilott of CBS
“There is certainly nothing
and Gilbert Alderman, . program
director of WHEN-TV, Syracuse, wrong with this in a free country,"
the
statement added, “but it hap¬
among the leaders.
pens to be wrong in television,
The workshop, which is expect¬ where all programs must be fairly
ed to be an annual affair, is jointly balanced and where • advertising
sponsored by the General Electric- with any politicril end, even if
owned station, the American Jew¬ that is not the main end, cannot
ish Committee and the Capital be allowed."
District Board of Rabbis. Work¬
shop chairman is Rabbi Solomon
S. Bernards of Schenectady, presi¬
dent of the Board of Rabbis.
Rabbi Samuel Binder of Albany is
co-chairman.
Rabbi Morris Kertzer', staff 1 After_pearly two. months from
member of the American Jewish the time 7-Up inked as alternateCommittee, is also t6 be a work¬ week bankt'oller ' of ABC-TV’s
shop leader.
“Mark of Zo'rro" telefilm, the other
half has been sold. A.C, Sparkplug
division of General Motors bought
into the Disney half-hour series.
Show is f iked-at 8 p.m. Thursday.
Deal was made via D. ,P. Brother
agency.
Chicago, May 21.
W. Thomas Dawson, former sales
ALA/S NON-LIBEL BILL
promotion manager for CBS-TV
Montgomery, Ala., May 21.
here, has transferred to New York'
to become the net’s promotion di¬
A bill has been introduced in
rector for tv spot' sales.
the Alabama Legislature to release
Ralph Trieger has moved up radio and television stations from
from assistantshlp to take over liability for certain defamatory
Dawson’s post in the Chi shop, and. statements made by persons not
Joseph Levinson, ex-WOPA, Oak connected with the station. '
The bill was introduced by Rep.
Park, has been brought In to fill
Joe Goodwyn.
the assistant vacancy.

POISE'S ‘1 YARDSTICK
FOR PRINT AND AIR’

Schenectady Rounds Up
Rabbis for Workshop In
A WRGB ‘First Annual’

Sparkplug Closes Gap On
’Zorro’jTap 4 Scripters

CBS-TV Taps Dawson
For Spot Sales Post

' I think 'we’ve been relying tod much on word of mouth.
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Reviews

Jocks, Jukes cmd Disks
■»- HERM SCHOENFELDi—■■■ .
The Four Voices (Columbia).
“SUCH A SHAME" (Meridiant) is
a striking melodic number handled
in firstrate style. "ANGEL , OF
LOVE" (Opust) is a routine rocking
ballad delivered in a familiar en¬
semble pattern.
Oscar Peterson (Verve), "SOFT
SANDS" (Weiss & Barry!) is a
standout piano-styled instrumental
in the "CANADIAN SUNSET"
groove. Could go all the way.
"Echoes” (Palm Springs*) is another highly listenable side.
McGuire Sisters (Coral). "BEGINNING TO MISS YOU" (Sunbeam!), an excellent slow rocking
ballad in a solid commercial renditiori, could get a big reaction.
"ROCK BOTTOM” (Vernon*) is a
cute upbeat rocking number also
due for big spinning returns.
Ames
Bros.
(RCA
Victor).
"ROCKIN' SHOES" (Winnetont)
(Winneton!), a
swinging tune in the contemporary
manner, gets a slick* * infectious
workover. It could go all the way.
"TAMMY" (Northern*), a title pic
song, is a lovely ballad with a traditidnal folksong quality.
Frank Bianco..
‘‘ANGEBlanco, (Atco). "ANGELITA"
LITA” (Olman*), an indie pic tune,
is a lilting, Italo-styled ballad effectively belted by Frank Bianco
Blanco in
English and Italian, 'NOW I
KNOW" (Tiger!) is another big
hallsd also
hlso nicely
nlrelv projected.
nroiected.
ballad,
Gordon MacRae (Cap i t o 1),
WDJcjN YUU dtLlSS Mfi" (Rrandomt) is a lightly swinging ballad
•
D
.
KaCT
livul

DADDY'’ (Eldeef) is a routine
calypso item. *
The Planets (Era). . “STAND
THERE, MOUNTAIN" (Poplar!) is
a pretentious* ballad which doesn't
come #off in this rock ’n’ roll frame¬
work. "NEVER AGAIN" (Chancellor!) is a more' conventionally
styled number, okay for the genre.
Janie Davids: "BIG DEAL"
(Round Table*), a cute swinging
number is belted effectively by
Janie Davids and Bob Bain’s instrumental combo. "GONNA GET
EVEN" (Round Table*) is another
hitch-hiker on the Presley saga that
seems to be ahead of itself,
Joni James (MGM). "I’M SORRY
FOR YOU, MY FRIEND"
friend ' (Acuit(AcuffRose!) is a good country
country, ballad
Roset)
simply delivered by Joni James for
a good commercial bet. "SUMMER
LOVE"
LOVE” (Valando*), a rhythmic'
item, only adds up to fair material
for the songstress,
Robert Maxwell (MGM). "OPEN
YOUR MOUTH AND SING" (Maxwell*), delivered in a community
sing production, is a neat, oldfashioned type of ballad. "MARY LOU"
(Mills*) gets a bright workover
from Maxwell’s harp and choral
backing.
backing
'
Bill Doggett (King).
DING
DONG' (Lynbetht) is another solid'
rocking instrumental played in the
Doeerett
combo’s
trademarked
trademarked
“walking" style. Will nab plenty of
spins. UDANijr iu MiV way
Ceei ) is a change-Of-pace pretty

-

LAWRENCE WELK

and
and his CHAMPAGNE
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
MUSIC
Coral—Thesaurus
Transcriptions
Coral—Thesaurus Transcriptions
,' 100th Consecutive Week
Dodgre
Dodge Dance ‘Party
Party
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
Sponsored by Dodge
Dealers of America
Top Tunes and Talent
ABC-TV Mon.
ABC-TV
Mon. 9.-^O-10
9:*30-10 p.m.,
p.m, E.S.T.
E.S.T.
Sponsored by
Sponsored
by Dodge
Dodge and
and Plymouth
Plymouth
Dealers of
of America
A-rnerica
Dealers

'
ME BABY" (JBL&V1) has a lively
beat and ,an exaggerated vocal
treatment ‘ that's par for durrent
idiom, ‘TOO CUPS OF COFFEE"
le.m
nirsir rhythm
rKvfkm novelty.
nniuifv
(H&Rf) is
an okay

Sammy Davis Jr.i
"Sammy
Swings? (Decca). A performer
with savvy enough to compensate
for any vocal rough, spots, Sammy
Davis Jr. registers very effectively
in the album format where he can
display the range of his talents.
In this latest set, Davis swings an¬
other flock of standards such as
‘.‘Begin The Beguine," "The Gypsy
In My Soul," "Temptation," "Per¬
dido,” "That Old Black Magic,”
"Don’t Get Around Much Any¬
more” and a scat novelty like, "OoShoo-Be-Doo-Be." Three different
orchs under Sy Oliver, Jack Pleis
and Morty Stevens back up with a
swinging jazz quality. Cover photos of Davis at work are a Catching
sum-up of the Davis performing
style.
"Kate Smith” (Capitol). Kate
Smith a songstress whose ringing,
open-voiced piping style has survhrerl the vicissitudes of the years,
returns inher best form -to the
.. . nature with this excellently
recorJed"set It's a clean-sounding
„ackaee covering a dozen stand?rds includintf ‘‘The Nearness of
You" "Tliev Can’t Take That
A* From Me,.S Wonderful,"
“Love Walked In " "If I Had You,"
and others in a well-programmed
lenermrv of slow anff uptempo balreperuuy
ui aRiddle orch
_v backs up
la£s
Nelson

FALLEN STAR" (Tree!) a fine
ballad with a good beat, is’brought Hovle*Lister" RCA Victor. 'The
borne by a savvy crooning job. statesmen Quartet is a legitimate
D 1
"THEY’RE PLAYING OUR SONG" r^0e ensemble which delivers
KATC
(Studio*) is a lilting ballad with wit£ zegt and sincerity, without
l/vlo
strong chances.
falling into any of the sentimental°
Stan Wilson (Verve). "WAIKIKI ity that characterizes much of the
. SUCH \
A SHAME
FAREWELL" (Vivid) is a fair pop religiogo renditions. In this
THE FOUR VOICES ....
.....Angel
calypso item with some hula music set, the group‘sings a fresh collec(Columbia.) .....
.Angel Of Love
__overtones. "JANE, JANE, JANE" tion of gospel numbers with Hovie
OSCAR*
.SOFT SANDS
OSCAR PETERSON .*..
.-.*•••■.SOFT
(Vivid) is a pretty Caribe ballad Lister, lead singer, spotlighted in
(Verve) ......
Echoes ••• nicely handled by an expert folk- the solo passages.^*
............
' „
McGUIRE SISTERS
BEGINNING to
TO miss,
MISS. you
YOU
,
.
■ _
A
,
Joni* James: "Give Us This Day”
mcguire
sisters ..
..beginning
(coral)
_<Rock
Bottom
'•
B«J
Jfalfcy'*
ODecca).
(MGM).
In
this
set
of
>religipsos,
(Coral) .............^'Rock
■■ ■ »■ ■
■
v
• ...
“BILLY
GOAT"
(Danby-Sea- Don vocalist Joni James delivers
AMES BROS
:J......RQCKIN’
.-.RQCKIN’ SHOES
breeze!),. a typical Haley rocking with, an appropriate, simplicity that
/(RCA
...;..v..V. .Tammy
(RCA Victor).
Victor).....;..v.
number is delivered
in this lets the material" Speak for itself.
..
-J .
.
~
.
. combo's familiar driving V style. Repertory includes some p.d. stahd•1 ' 1
"
— ‘‘ROCKIN'
ROLLIN’
ROVER” £dsf like “Ave Maria?’ and “The
handled in a savvy crooning style instrumental with an organ lead. (Danby-Seabreezer), more in the Lord's Prayer " together with such
by Gordon MacRae for good comDave Diddle Day , (Mercury), rockabilly groove, is childishly eUte. religioso pops as "I Believe,"
mercial impact. "ENDLESS LOVE" "SUZANNE MY LOVE" (MeridThe Colonalrs (Ember). "CAN'T
Th£ House,” "Count Your
(Mills*), a Latin-formatted ballad, ian!) is a lovely folkstyled sea STAND TO LOSE YOU" (Angel!),, Blessings" and' "May The Good
is more good material lushly pro- chanty delivered With sensitivity a slow rocking number, gets a rou- Lord Bless and Keep You." Orduced on this side.
by a fine singer. “BLUE MOON
MOON tine workover by the vocal ensem- chestra and chorus under David
"RABY” nVfprldifln+l
Dav ble.
(Anffelt) is
Les Paul-Mary Ford (Capitol). BABY”
(Meridiant) ih’nwoacp'c
showcases Day
ble. "SANDY"
"SANDY" (Angelt)
is the
the UDup-. m__
Terry back »»
up in
in rich style.
S pit&iS.80
nation
7 ^
"The Thre®
Three Chuc^le?M
Chuckles” (Vik).
TUXEDOS
■
AND.
FLOWERS"
material‘
mffiS?
^
^
<<Thc
(Ardmore*) is a familiar type of Effectively delivered.
W.dePRiy
”RCA
Victor).
"WILD
This
young
trio
is typical in some
Don Gardner: (De Luxe). "THIS
Wade Ray (RCA Victor). "WILE
juve-slanted material delivered
EART" (Fairway!) is. a , prettj
pretty respects of the cyre^-vf°.c^
without much conviction by Mary NEARLY WAS MINE” (William- HEART"
mntry. baUaff
ballad which,
which, gets
gets aa nifty
niftj b°s, who care more about the emoFord. ‘‘HUMMIN’ AND WALTZ- son*) is .a rhythm.*; blues.treat- country.
ndition by .a
a highly skilled perper- tlonal. Projection . than, the -yoeal
of a Rodgers & .Hammerstein -rendition
IN’ " (Moonlighttt is better mate¬ ment
rraer in
in the
thP c&w idiom,
idiom. “T.TT.
"LITsmoothness,;
With the
tuno with
with appeal
annoal to
tn the rockin’
rnnlrin' former
fnrmpr
in
fh»
iHinm
most
tune
un- i-,
rbu*but
r>k.,„iriM
oic«differrial, handled in this duo’s most I -- “A DAGGER IN MY CHEST" TLE GREEN VALLEY”. (Miyfair*)'
ph!jckl« alsq have
nleasinff <?tVle •
A i^AVJrvriijjn, in ivii ^jcijcjOI
xxjvj vjrxvx^i^n v xxuxjh, x . uvxi*yiau. • / ence
-—j that The
mi,.
,rA
(Maggie!)
ds
a
weak
attempt
at
is
an
okay
bouncy
number.
Sid G®u!d (Coral). "SID GOULD'S
weafc
is an okay bouncy number.
I^esh butavS?cky™aud the
&ia uouia icorai;.

Ivric dramatics

INmAL GAME"
(Opust) is an oM- y
yKi
-an.. (*
ASCAP. .1 BMI)
BMI)
standard repertory is in highly Hs(* ASCAP..!
|;<0Pnus«‘?a”
Wp Hale.
Hale: (Cavalcade)
(Cavakade). "ANcomedy side m which
_, ■
tenable style.
beat _comsdy
whieh Sid geLITA”
qELITA” (Olman*^
(Olman*) hlpnHc
blends a rnroItalian^styled melody and a
t
"Charlie Fauna's Ink Spots"
mantic Italian-styled
parlor game involving
invol^ng initials
imtials of good
g00d piping style for an appealing
Pai|or
Liza Redfield,-femme orch con- (Verve). This comlbo, on the other
Hollywood stars. Numerous gufgut- effect>
effect “REMEMBER THAT WAS ductor, splitting the summer sea- hand; is typical of. the vocal com^erlLilr*0i ^e<l
THEN" (Broude*) is a so-^o bal- son between the Cleo Musical Tent, bos of some years back. The Ink
“MORRIS"
(Monmar*)) is
is aa fair
fait jad entry
MORRIS
(Monmar
outside Flint, Mich., and the Mel-, Spots, who have upde^gone some
comedy
comedy song.
song.
^
yjc stevens: (Styletone). "LOVE ody Circus, Detroit.
. change in ' personnel over the
Helene Dixon (Epic). "WINDOW
SHOPPING” (Dominion!) is a sim¬
ple rhythm tune that doesn’t go
very far. "JUST A BEGINNER IN
LOVE" (Harvard!), the slow-tempoed side, is another juve-styled
entry cut along very familiar lines.
Jan
Peerce
(RCA
Victor).
1. LITTLE DARLIN’ (7) .. Diamonds .‘.Mercury
"WONDERFUL,
WONDERFUL"
ALL SHOOK UF (7) ... Elvis Presley ..Victor
(Marks!), a. standout ballad which
has been trying to make it for the
3.
DARK; MOON
MOON (4)
(4) .
past few months, gets powerful
3. 'DARK;
....{ Gale'stom'^...'!!!!!!'.!!!! Dot
impetus with this legit-delivery by
4. ROUND'AND
ROUND 'AND ROUND (9) .... Perry Como .Victor
Jan Peerce..; "MY YIDDISHE
MOMME" .(DeSylva, Brown & Hen- (
party DOLL
noT t ‘/i
J Buddi/ Knox.... • • Roulette
dersori*) . is wrapped up ip an ex- >
5. PARTY
(12)
pert rendition. .
Eddie Lawrence (Coral). "AB¬
6. SCHOOL DAY. (3). .
..... Chuck Berry .Chess
NER, THE BASEBALL," a fantasy
about, the national, pastime, is an¬
7. the FoW^ALis'uv.
other crackerjack comedy disk by
Eddie Lawrence. - Bernie Wayne
8. SO RARE (2)
(2)! ;.......... Jimmy Dorsey ....... Fraternity
backs up with neat musical accom¬
paniment.
q9. I’M
pm WALKIN’
wat friv* (11)
tut
( Fats Domino
.Imperial
Eartha Kitt (RCA Victor). "TOU¬
JOUR GAI" (Chappell*), from
10. GONE (5) .
..... Ferlin Huskey ........ Capitol
“Shinbone Alley,” is fine material
for Eartha Kitt even if the poten¬
tial is limited. "A WOMAN
Second Group
WOULDN'T BE A WOMAN (Chap¬
pell*), from the same show, is an¬
LOVE*
LETTERS
IN
THE
SAND
Pat. Boone ...Dot
other clever number with* a more
commercial beat and lyric.
WHY, BABY,
lBY, WHY ..
... Pat Boone.Dot
Tommy Watts Orch (Capitol).
ROCK-A-BILLY
BILLY . ^__.....
....
... Guy Mitchell ......... Columbia
"GRASSHOPPER JUMP" (Keith!)
is turned into a bright iristrumental
v
"
j Andy "Williams ........Cadence
by this British band making its
BUTTERFLY ...-.{ Charlie Grade /.Cameo
disk bow in the U.S. “LOUISE"
(Famous*), the' oldie, is also dished
MAMA, LOOK AT BUBU .; ..... Harry Betafonte.. .Victor
up in a tasteful arrangement.
NINETY-NINE WAYS ■.'.. *... Tab Hunter .Dot
World Symphony Orch (Request).
"TROPICAL TRUMPETS" (Pleas¬
FREIGHT TRAIN ..... Nancy Whiskey.Chic
ant*) is a pleasing instrumental in
A WHITE SPORT COAT ... Marty Robbins .'..Columbia .
Latin tempo. "STRADIVARIUS IN
A SAFE" (Pleasant*) is a less ef¬
COME, GO WITH- ME -.......... Dell-Vikings..Dot
fective production for strings.
, Jimmy Smith’s Cavaliers (Mi¬
I’M SORRY ...... y.... .... Platters ..
.Mercury
chele). "IN A ROUNDABOUT
WAY" (Eldeet), a catching ballad,
tFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]
gets a bright reading from this

Sellers on Coin Machines.

■ vocal

ensemble.

"TRJNIPAJD,

years, are still a polished combo
with, a . trademarked harmonizing
style. Tenor Jimmy Holmes is now
supplying the falsetto solos, per¬
haps without the dramatic inten¬
sity of Bill Kenny, but with an
overall pleasing effect. Tunes in¬
clude such old Ink Spots hits as
"If I Didn’t Care/’ "Maybe,” ‘‘Into
Each Life Some Rain Must Fall"
and others. Leader Charlie Fuqua
supplies the guitar and. baritone
part while Harold Jackson dishea
up the familiar basso-voiced spo¬
ken-interludes.
"The Satisfies" (Coral). One o$
the more popular vocal combos
‘used on jingles-and recording ses¬
sions to back up name singer, The
Satisfiers break out on their own
in this set. Some of the arrange¬
ments are overboard on original
effects, notably on "You and The
Night and The Music," a greatsohg
which Seems to get lost in the vo¬
cal furbelows. They score on a
straight ballad like "Come Away,
Love" and their relatively simple
interpretation of "Over-The Rain¬
bow."
Robert Mitchum; “G&lypso b
Like So" (Capitol). Film actor
Robert Mitchum shows a nice,
swinging style in this calypso col¬
lection. He gets a humorous qual¬
ity to the rendition without pour¬
ing on the phony authenticity,
Tunes include such tunes as "From
A Logical Point of . View," "Not
Me," "Mama, Looka Boo Boo" and
other amusing material,
. "Afro-Drum Carnival” (GNP).
Afro-di*um is a .ref erence not to. the
native., skinbeaters in the: jungle
darkness, but to the. tympany, ef¬
fects used in the jumping Latin
rhythms. Actually, this is a jazz
set featuring various combos and
spotlighting top conga - bongo
drummers like Jack Cohstanza,
Ray Rivera, "Sabu" Martinez, Car¬
los yidal, Chano' Bozo and other
Latin drum experts, Josephine
Premice vocals one Latin number,
"Tierra Va Tembla,” in-a. potently
dramatic style. It’s the real high¬
light in this interesting collection
of sounds.
, #erm.

Band Renew
I
RUSS CARLYLE ORCH (ll)
Martinique, Chicago
Russ Carlyle has brought into
this dance and dine spot a couple
of performance plqsses that give
a distinctive character to his band.
Tony De Santis’ Martinique.Res¬
taurant, enlarged and relocated
nine months ago, has some of the
finest accoustics in these parts, and
Carlyle, who is an entertainer
r’ather than a mere musical back¬
drop, takes full advantage of them.
The band offers terpers a variety
of .tempos styled for the ballroom
floor. It’s also a listenable pro¬
gram with a surprising amount of
musical expression for this idiom.
The Carlyle style is characterized
by' a fluid sound, and even ’ the
rangings of the brass fit into the
house mood without ' blare or
shrillriess.'
Vricalists Barbara D’Corsi and
Carlyle himself handle did and
new pop standards and near-jazz
ballads that rate attentive audi¬
ences and appreciative hands. Nov¬
elty ideas that don’t interfere with
digestion include a flute duo on
"Yours” and vocal imitations of re¬
cording artists by a highly animate
Russ Carlyle. T£ere is also audi¬
ence participation in the novelty,
"Stashu Pandowski." Carlyle has
a comfortable stage bearing and
breezy way of talking to‘ the au¬
dience that makes for a lively
evening. The. audience remains
keyed to the bands performance
throughout the evening in a way
typical , of .most dinner music audi¬
ences.
Leva.

Pat Ballard’s R & R
3-Label Disk Setup
Pat Ballard has organized a 3iabel recording outfit, Rock Rec¬
ords, B-E-A, and Hy-Fy and last
week cut half a dozen. tapes of
r’n’r material. Lester Sims picked
up four of the songs for.JBoufne,
with A1 Gallico of Shapiro-BernStein latching on the other twor
Bollard’s alma mater (U. of P.)
figured in a deal last week with E.
H. Morris. Gen. Prof. Mgr. Sidney
Kornheiser took over the copyrght’ of Ballard’s official frat song,
"Girl of Theta Delta. Chi," which
he penned as an undergrad..
The Morris firm also publishes
"Sweetheart of Sigma* Chi" apd
plans a back-to-back waxing of the
tWP/SOPgS., .....

t^SSPff
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ASCAP Gains Time Vs. BMI Move To
0:0. Records With 'Guess fide Plan
By HERM SCHOENFELD
The- American Society of Com¬
posers, Authors & Publishers,
faced by the prospect that Broad¬
cast Music Inc. would have full ac¬
cess to its most confidential rec¬
ords, caine up with a new and
ingenious alternative last week
that earned an additional legal
hearing.
Judge William B. Herlands, in
N. Y. Federal Court last Friday
(17), decided that ASCAP’s propo¬
sition should 'be remanded back for
consideration to ex-Judge Harold
Kennedy, who is acting as special
master in the pre-trial examination
in the $150,000,000 antitruist suit
filed by 33 ASCAP songwriters
agaipst BMI and the broadcast net¬
works. The hearings before' Judge
Herlands stemmed from the de¬
fendants' petition to examine all
of ASCAP’s performance cards on
some 250,000 songs dating back to
1934.
ASCAP general counsel Herman
Finkelstein, fighting to keep the
Society’s detailed performance rec¬
ords out of the hands of ASCAP’s
chief competitor (BMI) and its
chief customer (the networks); de¬
vised the plan which would permit
BMI to examine all the perform¬
ance : cards, but without disclosing
the titles, composers or publishers
of the songs. Finkelstein proposed
that ASCAP’s performance cards
be photostatted with a tape across
the top of each card to blank out
such information.
Finkelstein stated to Judge Her¬
lands that "BMI could study the
anonymous performance records
to determine whether or not there
was a "crazy-quilt” pattern in the
music biz. On the basis of such
research, BMI then could select a
couple of thousand.,cards on which
it wanted the titles, composers',
publishers, etc., and ASCAP would
. .(Continued on page 46)''

Olman in Music Tieup
Witk Jamestown Fete;
Slices 4 Tunes onEP
Publisher Abe Olman has. tied
in the pop music biz with’the 350th
anni celebration of the founding of
Jamestown, Va. For' the' James¬
town Festival, Olman Independent¬
ly grooved four pop tunes based on
the Jamestown theme into an EP
under the Jamestown Records, ban¬
ner.
The songs .were written by Carl
Stutz, of WRVA, Richmond, Va.,
and Edith Lindeman, amusement
editor of the' 'Richmond Times-Dispatch. They are. the composers of
"Little Things Mean A Lot,” the
Kitty Kallen (Decca) hit of a few
years, back. Olman'also is publish¬
ing the songs.
Tunes were put into the groove
by the Ray Charles Singers under
the album tag of "Jamestown Fes¬
tival Songs.” The fest kicked off
April 1 and will run through No¬
vember. . .

Jimmy Dorsey Seriously
111; Castle Heads Band
With Jimmy Dorsey seriously ill
at Doctor’s Hospital, N.Y., veteran
trumpeter Lee Castle will continue
to front the Dorsey hand for the
current* Statler Hotel’s Cafe Rouge,
N.Y., subsequent-.bookings. Castle
has been lead trumpeter with the
crew for several years, having
worked with both Jimmy Dorsey
and his brother, Tommy Dorsey,
who died last year.
Jimmy Dorsey has been aling for
months 'with' internal complica:
tions..

Week Exits Col Club
Marvin Week has' pulled out of
the Columbia LP Record Club as
veepee in charge of operations. His
duties in department’s fulfillment
activities will' be taken over, by
Richard Brun as acting director of
. operations.
Week will return to the man¬
agement consulting field.

AFM BARS ITALO 88ER,
SPARKS INT’L SQUAWK
The American Federation of Mu¬
sicians, in nixing the appearance in
the U.S. of, Italian singer-pianist
Renato Carosone, has stirred up
considerable bad feeling in Italo
circles. G; Ricordi Musict veteran
publishing -firm' which handles
Carosone’s works in the U.S., is
understood to be planning a vigor¬
ous protest against the AFM stance.
In Italy, the government there is
being sought to apply pressure on
U.S. .diplomatic circles. .
It’s pointed out that a flock, of
American artists like /Louis Arm¬
strong, Stan Kenton ’and^ the "Jazz
at the Philharmonic” troupe have
been freely. admitted to Italy as
performers.
The Italians want
some reciprocity from the AFM.
Carosone has made -a. bid to per¬
form here with his quartet.

Under RCA Label
RCA Victor’s first disk ^release
In England under Its own RCA
label was launched last week by
an extensive ad-promotion cam¬
paign on the Dart of British Decca,
which is now handling distribution
of the RCA line in England. Near¬
ly 1,000 British Decca distribs and
dealers attended the kickoff ban¬
quet in London at which an RCA
Victor, film, "The Sound and The
Story,” was shown. The first re¬
lease included 13 albums and four
single disks/
*
Top British Decca brass, includ¬
ing board chairman E.‘ R.. (Ted)
Lewis who opened the meeting, at¬
tended the banquet. S. A. BeecherStevensj sales manager, presented
the RCA line and sales .pitch. Ar¬
nold Klein, RCA International field
sales manager, repped the U. S.
diskery.- Other Decca execs in¬
cluded Frank Lee, artists and
repertoire head; Frank Chalmers,
managers of RCA sales; and Mar¬
cel Stellman,. manager of pop re¬
cordings.
Prices for the RCA product are
84c for the single 45 rphi And 78
rpm disks, and $1.86 for the EPs,
with the LPs ranging from:$3.50
for the lfi-inchers to $5.54 for the
most expensive LP!s, Among al¬
bum releases were Arturo Tos¬
canini’s performance . of "Aida”;
Henri Rene’s "Cavalcade of Showtunes”; Artur Rubinstein’s Beetho¬
ven Sonatas No. 8 and 23; Boston
Symphony’s Beethoven No. 6; "An
Evening With Belafonte;” and Jazz
Flamenco”' by Lionel Hampton’s
orch. The pop releases included
the latest sides by Perry Como,
Tony Martin, Dinah Shore and Mel¬
vin Endsley.
Last month, RCA Victor wound
up its deal with the Electric & Mu¬
sical Industries (EMI) which were
the longtime distributors of the
Victor product in Britain under the
HMV (His Master’s Voice) label.
Under its new program, RCA is
distributing its product worldwide
under its own label.

FRANK MUSIC PACTS
CLEFFER MARK BUCCI
Frank Music,' Frank' ' Loesser’s
publishing firm, has tapped com¬
poser Mark Bucci to an exclusive
publication deal. Bucci, who’s, writ¬
ten theatre and tv pieces, including
the score for James Thurber’s
"Thirteen Clocks,” currently is
completing the musical play, "Tale
For A Deaf Ear,” which was com¬
missioned by the Berkshire Music
Center and will be preemed at
Tanglewood, Mass., this summer.
Recently, Bucci was awarded his
second Guggenheim Fellowship,

MKfROLL
. - Calypso music seems to be stone
cold dead in the market.
After a deluge of disk sides
which hit tl\e market since the out¬
set . of .this, year, ;the calypso re¬
leases have come to a virtual
abrupt stop. As against 20 or 25.
new calypso releases four or five
weeks ago, during the past week
only a couple of straggling calypso
times were put out.
Indications are that calypso was
one of the passing novelties de¬
pending more on a personality to
carry it than the beat.
In,this
case, the • personality was Harry
Belafonte ‘ who. clicked with a ser¬
ies of Caribe-styled numbers like
"Jamaica Farewell,” "Mama Looka
Bubu/’ and "The Banana Boat
Song.” A few other calypso clicks
like The Tamers’ Glory version of
"Banana Boat” and Terry Gilky^
son’s "Marianne” for Columbia
was j.ust enough to make it looklike a fullseale calypso cycle was
developing during the. first few
months of this year.
It1 was enough to get the Brill
Building set to turn native and
churn out the humorous calypso
lyrics. The desks of the artists &
repertoire chiefs of the major
diskers were loaded with songs
that tacked with the prevailing
winds. The a&r chiefs of the ma¬
jors, however, operated with con¬
siderable reserve about the calypso
potential. The indie - labels, on
the other, hand, rushed in fast and,
at the present time, are rushing
out even faster.
The ebbing of the calypso tide
leaves rock ’n’ roll still dominant
in the music biz. By its durability,
rock ’n’ roll has shown itself to be
more than just a fad, but some¬
thing deeply ingrained in. the pop
(Continued bn page 48)

Local 47, Petrillo
In N.Y. Powwows
To Bury Hatchet
.Hollywood, May 21.
For the first time in almost 15
years, a committee of Coast Mu¬
sicians will meet this week with
AFM prexy James C. Petrillo., to
discuss
problems
which
have
racked Local 47 for the last 18
months. Meeting opens in New
York tomorrow (Wed.).
Committee is headed by 47
prexy Eliot H. Daniel who paved
the way for the meeting in an
unprecedented*session with Petrilr
lo earlier this month. Timing of
meeting will permit committee to
return to report to the ’ regular
May membership meeting Monday
(27) and presumably will discuss
alternate formulas to overcome ob¬
jections to the present royalty set¬
up which windjammers feel has
cost employment in telefilm- field.
Other issues over which local is
wrangling include royalties on
disks and re-use fees on old pix
sold to tv.
On committee with
Daniel will be Local 47 veepee
John Tranchitella, trustee Dale
Brown, Cheryl Butterman, wife of
trustee Lou Butterman, herself
long identified with union activi¬
ties, and Ray Menhennick, long¬
time stormy petrel of Local 47 poli¬
tics and unsuccessful presidential
candidate.
, Menhennick . has. never been
identified with any of the factions
which have spurred internal strife
within the local for more than a
year.
"
Deejays Help MS
Disk jockeys Jim Lowe and Bill
Randle are heading up a commit¬
tee of deejays and recording art¬
ists for the National Multiple Scle¬
rosis Committee. 1
The MS campaign goal this year
i* $3,500,000.
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MOA Conclave for Public Relations,
Stress 'Lack of Unethical Characters’;
Juke Ops Veer to Vending Operation
CAP ON INK SPREE FOR
POP, C&W ROSTERS
Hollywood, May 21.
Capitol Records has signed five
pop artists and six country & west¬
ern artists; Pop talent includes
Ruth Welcome, zither instrumental¬
ist; Sue Raney, vocalist; 'Stella
Castelucci, harpist; Murray McEachern, trombonist\vocalist; Bar¬
ron1 Smith, organist; and The Jordanaires. Latter group has been
with the label since 1950, and is
renewed.
Additions to the c&w stable are
Dena & Ben Hall, vocalist-instru¬
mentalists;^ Weldon Myrick, vocal¬
ist-instrumentalist*
Del Reeves,
vocalist; and Alvis E. Owens, vocal¬
ist. Skeets McDonald, Under pact
to the diskery since 1951, has been
renewed.

Col Buys B&H’s
High-Price Line
Of Radio-Phonos
In a move to expand its phono¬
graph line, Columbia Records has
bought up Bell Ac Howell’s line of
hi-fi radio-phonograph consoles.
The sale includes only B&H’s six
phonograph and phonograph-radio¬
tape recorded combinations, rang¬
ing in price from $595 to $1,800.
B&H and Col will each continue
to manufacture and sell their own
line of tape recorders. According
to. Charles H. Petty,' B&H prez,
sale was made so that his company
could devote capital, manpower and
facilities to the. expanding require¬
ments of its photographic and tape
recorded lines.
The buy now gives Columbia a
phono line that • ranges in retail
price from $29.95 to. $1,800. Col
will take over the servicing of
B&H hi-fi ‘ consoles now in the
hands of dealers, and consumers.
There will be no Interruption in
the manufacturing, Selling and
servicing of the units.
Magnetic tape recorders will,
continue to be important area of
B&H’s. electronic
engineering,
manufacturing and* marketing pro¬
grams. The company will expand
the distribution of tape recorders,
now sold through photographic,
music and appliance stores. Whole¬
sale distributors will be appointed
to provide increased sales and pro¬
motional aid at the local level.

MILLER ORCH BACK TO
RCA UNDER McKINLEY
The Glenn Miller orch, undef
the direction of Ray McKinley, has
been inked by RCA Victor in the
company’s first big band signing in
many years. The original Miller
orch also cut exclusively for Vic¬
tor and, several years ago, the late
bandleader enjoyed a big revival
on wax via a couple of deluxe RCA
album packages.
The crew under McKinley re¬
cently concluded a highly success¬
ful tour' in Europe and in coun¬
tries behind the Iron Curtain.

Conley To Request
Eugene Conley,. Metopera tenor,
■has been .inked by Request Rec¬
ords, a N-Y. indie operated by
H. J. Lengsf elder.
Conley, who is leaving for the
Holland Music Festival shortly to
sing the lead in Stravinsky’s "The
Rake’s Progress,” will cut some al¬
bums upon his return In August.

Chicago, May 21.
Music Operators of America con¬
vention this year had record at¬
tendance of over 5,000 jukebox
servicers, diskery personnel, manu¬
facturers, venders, record starlets
and others connected with the slot
and coin industries. Despite the
snub of a few conspicuously absent
names, a heavy emphasis, on public
relations was put forth starting
with the. pre-convention board of
directors meeting Saturday (18).
The meeting site, the Morrison
Hotel here, has about a dozen hos¬
pitably furnished multi-room suites
registered under the names of rec¬
ord companies also striving to out¬
do each other in their own public
relations with the machine opera¬
tors^
Individual members, when sound-'
ed out, likewise feel .that the time
is ripe to promote the organization
in the public eye.. As one conven¬
tioneer. put it, "Today we can be
more proud than ever before of our
membership and its lack of un¬
ethical characters.” He substan¬
tiated this. sentiment by. pointing
to the large number Who also be¬
long to well known fraternal orders
of nominal quadripeds.
Seeburg jukes, which in previous
years were a dominant - item- in
both display areas, are nowhere to
be seen this year.- Two * Seeburg
machines, reportedly skedded for
one record company’s booth, were
shipped back with expenses pre¬
paid; That disk outfit was then as¬
signed one of the machines of an
exhibiting manufacturer in accord(Continued on page 46)

Dick Linke Exits Col’s
Promotion Post to Head
Personal Mgt Operation
Dick Linke, is ankling the record
business for the personal manage¬
ment field. . He's exiting his post
as promoter manager of Columbia
Records singles department to con¬
centrate on .managerial activities
for Andy Griffith. ■„
Linke, who's been in'the Col spot
for the past two years, previously
had been national promotion man¬
ager for Capitol Records. - It was
through the Cap post that he be¬
came associated with Griffith, who
was- launched by the diskery in
"What It Was, ' Was Football.”
Since the disk debut, Griffith has
moved on into legit via "No Time
for Sergeants” and pix in the up¬
coming Elia Kazan production of
"A Face in the Crowd.” Griffith
still records for Capitol.
Linke also, has augmented his
management stable with x Tommy
Leonetti. Young crooner, who re¬
cently switched from Capitol to the
Vik label, is set for a swing on
NBC-TV’s "Hit Parade” next sea¬
son, Linke also Is partners with
Griffith in a music publishing firm.
It’s still undecided .^who’ll take
over Linke’s spot at Col. For the
past few months he’s been assisted
by Dave Greenman who moved
over from a sales post to TirtiesColumbia, Col’s New York dis-r
tributor.

Prof. Wilson’s Song Books
For Jack Robbins Music
Jack Ro£#‘ns, head of J. J. Rob¬
bins Music, has again made a deal
with Prof. Harry S. Wilson, of
Teachers College, Columbia U.,
N. Y., for a series of song hooks
for use in high schools, colleges,
etc. Wilson is compiling songs for
four books, "Lobby Sing,” “Amer¬
icana,” "All State” and "Hymns
From All Churches.” Robbins is
preparing a special display rack
for dealer display of the books.
■ Wilson worked for Robbins on
numerous books when the latter
operated the J, J. Robbins & Sons
firm. The catalog of books was sold
to Ashley Music a couple of years
ago.
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From Way Out of Left Field
Publishers Flooded by Song Mss.-, All"Xleffed By
One ‘Larry Allen'—Songshark Anglos

_
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British Disk B$*t»elleri
London,. May 21.
1. Butterfly ___ .Williams
(London)
2. Rock-a-Billy .Mitchell
(Philips)
3. When I Fall in Lova. .Cola
(Capitol)
4. Cumberl’d Gap. .Donegan
(Pye-Nixa)
3. Baby Baby ... .Teenagers
(Columbia)
6^ Tonight, Josephine ...Ray
"(Philips)'
7. Ninety-Nine W’a ..Hunter
(London)
8. Too Much .Presley
(HMV) 9. Freight Train ..McDevitt
(Oriole)
10. pome Kathl’n ..Whitman
(London)

Coral Records, the Deceit subI
A
sid label, is now getting Into, the
¥ R Jk ft- lOOlClS
soundtrack album market with two
1
AVVIVIU
upcoming Universal-International
ot
Pictures, “Tammy and The Bache- , „ .
I^s Angeles, May 21.
lor” and “Interlude,” Universal ig
Superior Judge Bayard Rhone
the film company subsid of Decca has set June 2 for a. showdown
Records.
hearing in the third legal action
b-ught by Coast muaW.n, .gainst
bie Reynolds, who stars In the pic. the AFM, James C. Petrlllo and the
—r—--:——
Music Performance Trust Fund afBoston Arts Festival
ter denylng a request for a tempo£1 atari fnr Tun a
rary restraining order which would

Music publishers are being in- ValiOO GrfS Suspended
undated with lead sheets of amaJJr teur songwriters’ works, invariably
xontAlirA 111 Pnillv Trial*
with “music by Larry Allen,” and
*>CnienCC 10 lUlUy trial
the copyright ownership in the
Philadelphia, May 21,
name (invariably) of the lyricist.
Vocalist Joe Valino and theatrical
What is unusual is that, as avgen- agent Nicholas Busillo ' received
eral rule, for reasons of legal pro- suspended sentences in the wrap..biatea ror June 14 du bar enforcement
re.
tection, music publishers send nu of Philly’s much publicized vice
back unsolicited manuscripts un- -investigation,
opened to the return addressee.
Tlie two men were convicted on
The cultural cuffo Boston Arts ?u?iLnf a 5% .royft^ty ox\ telefilms
Festival will run again in the PubOpposing forces
The switch here is that , the PfO" charges of abortion and conspirlie Garden this year from June 14
argue at that time on the reliftc Larry Allen-tunesmithed ama- a(iy^ pec
Judge L. Stauffer
to 30 after Festival officials agreed
st^or a Preliminary Injunction
teur songs come (1) via 2c stamp, Oliver observed that they had “alto raise $6,000 to restore the dam- J11 ■ . pover the same
i.e. unsealed, and (2), sans"return rea(jy been severely and adequately
age done by trampling crowds to ground as the restraining order,
address, Bulk „ mailings aie from pimished ”
New York’s general post office, as
.*
__
the greenery. Action to raise the
Newest of the actions filed'in the
Clayton-Lyttelton In
indicated by the N. Y. 1 postmark.
A«n-lA TTC n.nj cjmnn money came after the board of continuing battle against the operaAnglO-U.o* Dana swap park commissioners voted unaqi- tion of the Trust Funds seeks a toIt might be added that those
MPCE Up* Fees
London, May 21.
mously to ban the festival from the tal of $2,100,000 damages from
music publishers who have taken
’Music Publishers Contact Emthe trouble to scan the “songs” are
Trumpeter Buck Clayton Is to Garden after this -year because of AFM and some 60 telefilm producshocked by the haplessness, hope- ployees Union is hiking _its initia.
.
-■ • «rltn,n the damage done to the historic ers, . Action contended that the
lessness and
frectuently.
$100 to $250.
Raise
make
of Britain
,,, viettni*.
rurfaraHAn’*
mvaUu formula
cuiu
iacmucihv k witlessrvivivg*! , tionTee- from
_jr
”,
.
_ a three week
.
.tour
:
.
•
• one
uy
vioiLUJ.3**
tuviauuii a royalty
xsjyaxvy
i,uuimia i..j
Ilaa
site -1by
visitors,'
Federation’s
had
ness of the tyro efforts.
stems from MPCE need to offset m- in February of next year, with an
Highlight of this year’s festival priced Coast musicians out of work
Milton J. Rettenberg, music edi- surance .rate increase of close to all-star band.
The Humphrey wiii be a salute to Igor Stravinsky since producers had found, it far
tor of Broadcast Music Inc., and $2,200 a year,
Lyttelton band will make a, lecture on his 75th birthday, ahd four per- cheaper * to use canhed music in
perhaps the, most knowledgeable
Union execs figure that the 18 tour of American colleges on a formanceS of Gian Carlo Menot- place of live music. because of
music man on song sharks and to. 20 new members, who are ad- reciprocal exchange basis.
ti’s opera, .“The Counsel,” A play,, the provision requiring 5% of a
amateur songwriting “promotion” .mitted” to MPCE each year, will
Lyttelton will speak on jazz and to be presented in the alfresco site, show’s
paidT into the
show's budget be paid
gimmicks, is writing a piece for a help cover the insurance boost.
also play at each concert.
is to be announced.
Trust Funds*
national magazine on the, racket. -:—-—
_,_-_L__l —
i.-—
Rettenberg has expounded on this
.
.«•*
•••’.*
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UFTAII
MOT AND
B1VII ALDUH
MR IfIff REST
RPCT WI
I FRC
RETAIL DISK
SELLERS

EUThet:wiItTiU^the4awVoperatioiisarof --the . “music editing composing,
Ml 1 fllll UlllA
publishing and placmg” outfits are
frustrating
because . the
legal
*
phraseology skirts legal compllca,
tions but nonfe the less ensnares
the naive tyros.
_ ■ .
F.or fees from as low as a $5
-Moid'fy-- .
down payment to a $37.50 “de
rJYK ET
Survey of
of retail
retail disk
disk best
best
luxe”, job, and with a $20 average
Survey
sellers based
based on
on reports
reports ob~
ob¬
in between, the amateur is offered
sellers
tained
from
leading
stores
“a list of BMI licensed” and other
tamed from leading stores in
in
publishers to whom the songs may
18 cities and showing com¬
corn•*
parative sales rating for this
be "submitted.
The services of
and last
last week.
week.
editing; the "handful of professional
and
lead-sheets; and even the 10-inch
-=■— - 1
—
acetate “demo” record still leave
Nat,on>1
National
a wide , margin of profit. Worse,
Rating
of course, is the sheer hopeless
Thi
•*
This Last
wk.
Sgarefforts°f th<! tyr°5’ songSn,ith’
wk. wk.
wk. ., Artist,
Artist, Label,
Label, Title
Title
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me pavci
ry (Victor)
ELVIS
PRESLEY
1
1
“All Shpok
Shqok Up”....,.
Up”.
1
7
8 3 4 1 1 7 2
4
1
3
7
8 * 3 1 1 1145
ness that the Post. Office Dept.
-^:---r------DIAMONDS
(Mercury)
will-say—as-it has time arid again
5
?^!fOIiPS„(¥,?rcury)
«
“Little
Darlin?”.
—that nobody. in his right mind
2
2
Little Darlin..
2 ..
9
9
1
3
6 3 4 2 2 4 4 ,/
8 9 3 ., 96
would pay $1,000 for , a lead-sheet
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity)
that can be whipped Up for two
3.
4
“So Rare” ...;..r
...
6 5 2 4 ..
4 .. .. ..
8 2 2 v8 - 2 2 .. ,..78
bucks; but if they persist in doing
- CHUCK
1
‘
'
~
'
CHUCK BERRY
BERRY (Chess)
(Chess)
that, or paying $300-for a dubi4
6 «^hool
1 ..
3 ..
7
4 ..
3
3
8 ... 1 5 3. ..’,.72
“Sehool Day”......
Day”.:.
“
r|59/»rin|»kl (att’« hpvnml offT
PAT BOONE (Dot)
!:
”
'
!
7
'
\
Sand”....
ciai conteol. ** * ^ bey°nd °ffi'
5
7
“Love Letters in the Sand”...
9
1 .. 10
2
3
1
7 .. ..
5
2
1 ..
8
70
There are limits by which idiots,
DELL-VlKINGS (Dot) r
" ,
.
^
“Ome, Go With Me”..
morons and plain vanity ^seeking
6
5
“Come,
Me”...
..
2 .. ..
5 ..
4
9
1
1
4 ,, 10
3
4
3 .. *,.88
tyros can be protected despite
PERRY COMO
COMO.(Victor)
.(Victor)
themselves. The legal gimmick of
7
3
“Round and
andRound”.3
Round”.
3
8 .. .. 2 2 6 .. ..
5 .. .. ...
7 .. ..
8 87
a phoney “publisher”; a list of
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)
^
'
publishers or major recording
8 10 ^Darlc
Moon”....
6 10 ..
8 ..
5 .. 10
8 3 .. .. 8 ..
3 46
“Dark Moon”....
.
companies to whom the hopeful’s
--M.PTV phaaiwc
:---1-=----:-1---:—
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia).
mss mav be “submitted “ is beCoat”.
yond control
'
°
9
2»
“A White Sport Co.t’’.
8 ..
9
8 7 ..
8 » 3
8
9 . .. 10
4
«
FERL1N HUSKEY (Capitol)
“Qone”..
.
RICKY NELSON (Verve)
“I’m Walkin’”..
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“I’m Walkin’”.......
Frankfurt, May 14.
GALE STORM (Dot)
Th fifth German Jazz Festival;
“Dark Moon”.
under the management of the Ger¬
man Jazz Federation and the HesTERESA- BREWER (Coral)
sischer Rundfunk radio station,
“Empty Arms”...... t
will be held June 7-10 in Frank¬
RICKY NELSON (Verve)
furt-Main: Festivities include three
“A Teen-ager’s Romance”....
evening concerts, a matinee, and
VICToft YOUNG (Decca)
a jazz band ball, with* Kurt Edel“Around the World”..
hagen, top large German orch, as
one of the key performers. Jazz
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
composers Helmut Brandt, Werner
“It’s Not For Me to Say’?. . ...
Heider £nd Heinz Kiessling, have
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
been commissioned to do special
“Rock-a-Billy” ..
numbers for this year's event. .'
PLATTERS (Mercury)
Opening night concert will be
“He’s Mine”.. .
given in the large concert hall of
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
the Frankfurt radio station, and
“Wonderful, Wonderful”.
will be simultaneously broadcast
over. Hessischer Rundfunk for the
JIM REEVES (Victor)
whole German radio net.
“The Four Walls”..
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
“Party Doll”...
Stolotf’s ‘Kim’
Hollywood, May 21.
PLATTERS (Mercury)
A disk tribute to actress Kim
“Im Sorry”.. ..
Novak is being mapped by Morris
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
Stoloff, head of Columbia Pictures
“Mama, Look at Bubu”........
music department and a Decca
ELVIS PLESLEY-(VIctor)
Records artist. Package will be
“Peace* in the Valley”.........
titled simply “Kim.”
|
12
I
3
I
Stoloff currently is writing some
original music which will be woven
MY FAIR LADY
AN EVENING
CALYPSO
AROUND THE
LOVE IS
through a pattern of standards to
WITH
Harry -Rolafonto
THETH,NQ
|
musically and lyrically describe
Film Soundtrack
I Tommy Sands
BELAFONTE
■
Broodway
Cast
the actress. It will likely include
Tonn. Ernlo Ford
Vint nr
Film Soundtrack Nat (Klnl») Co,#
“Half of My Heart,” y written by
Capitol
Victor
Harry Rolafonto
Stoloff, George Puning and Ned
Columbia
Columbia
LPM 1248
W 740
Victor
Decca
Washington as the theme tune of
“Jeanne Eagels,” biopic in which
EAR 740
OL 8090
CL 975 .
EPA 1248
DL 9046
LPM 1402
’ Miss Novak stars.
The frustrating • part of these

Reich Cats & Jammers
Fete Set for June 7-10

PTSsnm

Wiefo*a«y, May g2, I9fr7

VillageVanguard, N. Y„ Shifts To
Jazz Format in Bid for New Clientele
Growing importance' o£ jazz on 4the nitery circuit is spotlighted ‘
anew with the switch of the Vil¬ Joan Tietjen Moved
lage Vanguard, Greenwich Village
To Col Ad-Satles Dept.
(N. Y.) cellar club, to an all-out jazz
; Joan .Tietjen has been shifted to
policy next -month. the
advertising
and sales promo¬
According to Max Gordon, who’s
been running the 'Vanguard since, tional department of - Columbia
Records
as
administrative
assistant.
its kickoff in 1934, club owners
have to count on jazz to develop She previously had been exec as¬
sistant
to
Goddard
Liebefson,
Col
a whole new- clientele of the fu¬
.
.
'
ture. “My original patrons,” says prexy,
In her new capacity, Miss Tietjen
. Gordon, “are now sending me their
sops and daughters and they .want assumes supervision of activities of
to hear jazz/' Gordon feels that his sales.. promotion-production coor¬
regular customers of the past have dination, budget traffic control
been lost to suburbia and that he and catalogrpropfreading proce¬
has to lure a younger crowd .into dures., She’ll also assist in liaison
activities; and ; the ; development
the club.
“The young jazz fan,” he admits, of cross-merchandising programs.
“doesn't have too much money to She’s been with the diskery for the
spend but in them, you have the past six years.
heavy spending patron of the fu¬
ture.”
The Vanguard’s jazz policy will,
kick' off June 4 with the- Chico"
Hamilton
Quintet. Other jazz,
groups set for the room are StanBuddy Friedlander has joined
Getz (June 18-29) and the Modern
Jazz Quartet, pencilled in for two Epic Records .as sales manager for
the
single records division. He re¬
weeks beginning July 16.
Gordon also is facelifting the' places Frank Berry who exited
the
firm last week,
room to make it more suitable for
the jazz trade.. He’s enlarging the ; Friedlander recently: ankled a
bandstand, dispensing with the sales post at RKO-Unique. Before
dance floor and redecorating. Seat¬ that he had been with Mercury in
ing capacity of the club will be 125. sales, deejay promotion and artistsGordon is adding several new fea¬ & repertoire capacities^
tures to gel the club’s jazz program
rolling. He’s planning a jazz cock¬
tail hour, during which jazz disks
will be played, Sunday jazz concerts
and a reduced minimuni of $2.25
during the week and $3.50 on week¬
ends.
1
Entry of the Vanguard into the
jazz scene gives the hepsters a solid:
spread around New York. In the
Village there’s the Cafe Bohemia
while uptown such spots as the Em¬
bers, Birdland, the Composer and
the Hickory House are- swinging
Rlong at a profitable pace.

Friedlander Joins :
Epic as Sales Exec

MU$I€

Ewen’s Pop Music Book
“Panorama of American Popular
Music” by David Ewen (PrenticeHall; $4.95), Is an excellent study
:(by a topflight writer on musical
subjects) of the history *of pop
tunes in the U. S. Author, who has
written more than a
dozen
authoritative books in the field, in¬
cluding an “Encyclopedia of the
Opera,” and bios .of Gershwin,
Stravinsky, Kern,. Berlin and Tos¬
canini, here sets forth for what
he believes" may be the first time,
the complete recap of: the manner
in which America has been affected
by folk music, patriotic airs, bal¬
ladry, show and film tunes, min¬
strelsy, jazz and Tin Pan Alley.
There is a splendid chapter on the
rise of the minstrel show; another
on Negro iqiisic. Vaude and video
are not slighted, nor is the migra¬
tion of jazz to Carnegie Hall. At¬
tention is paid to the influence of
recordings and broadcasting . as
disseminators of popular airs.
Book is packed with little-known
facts about the sheet music biz, the
role of the oldfashioned song plugger, and the growth of music pub¬
lishing into big business. Tome is
a virtual show, biz hall of fame.
Variety’s successful tab-keeping
on the tuneful passing parade is
chronicled. Volume is completely
indexed, and despite its wealth of
information, runs to just 365 pages;
not too bulky for comfortable read¬
ing, Indispensable to the active
reference shelf of most showfolk.
Rodo.

Corals Comedy Disks Pay OK In
Earnest; Thiele Prowls New Talent
+

Brit. Skiffle Combo
Due for 5-Wk. U.S, Tour
London, May 21.
’The Clias. McDevitt Skiffle
Group are being lined up for a
five-week tour of America at the
end of this month. The tour will
take In tv, concerts and personal
appearances.
The group have become well
known here for their latest record¬
ing of ‘'Freight Train.”

Hershey, Pa., Ballroom
To Show 100G Facelift
Hershey, Pa., May 21.
Hersht-y Park’s- Starlight Ball¬
room, remodeled at a cost of $100,OOD, will open for the season on
June 1, with Claude Thornhill on
the bandstand.
The 40-year-old
ballroom will have part of the
dancing area uncovered, providing
dancing under the stars. Folding
doors have been provided to shut
out rain and thunderstorms from
the covered areas.
There are second-floor prome¬
nade decks on both sides, where
dancers can-relax In the open air
while listening to the music.

Scoreboard
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES

A new step in the development
of the tape field has been made by
Audio Devices With the1 introduc¬
tion of a new magnetic tape, in
which layer -to' layer magnetic
print-through has been reduced so
low as to cause no harmful effects
during decades of storage.* “Printthrough” is the “leakage” of signal
from one layer to another on a
tape reel, causing an echo effect
orf tape recordings and the phono¬
graph records made from them.
Called Master Audiotape, the
new tape has been under trial for
mprev than :a year, by disk cojn-;
panies, pre-recorded tape manu¬
facturers and custom studios. Au¬
dio ■ De'viees is now putting the
tape .into regular production. Ac¬
cording to William C.' Speed, firm’s
priexy, that from the trial measure¬
ments made over a period of years,
it appears that stored Master Au¬
diotape will take more than 100
years to reach the print-through
level that now mars standard tape
in; one week.. The reduction of
print-through has been- achieved
without any change in the other
characteristics such as frequency
rapge and signal-ta-noise ratio
making the new tape interchange¬
able with standard tape.
Investigation into the new tape
process was sparked by queries
from diskery eXecs and transcrip¬
tion industries about the state of
their irreplaceable tape masters
after 10, 20, or 50 years of storage.

Lou Herscher Settles
Pie Suit Out of Court
Hollywpod, May 21,.
A Federal Court suit filed by
songwriter Lou HfersChef against
several film and vidfilm producers
over alleged* unauth6rized\ use of
his tune, “Dusty Trail,” has been
settled out of court,
Herscher
claimed that he had an agreement
for use of the tune for one film,
“Rollin’ Along,” but later discov¬
ered the song was also used in an¬
other pic, “Under Arizona Skies,”
without credit or payment.
Defendants in the action were
Great Western Productions, Guild
Films, Motion Pictures for Tele¬
vision and Scotty R, Dunlap.

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with'data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The .positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes. (coin machines, retail disks' and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

f All Shook Up
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)...-(Peace In The Valley
[When Your Heartaches Begin
2

2

3

4

4

5

DIAMONDS (Mercury)

. Little Darlin’
fLove Letters In The Sand
PAT BOONE (Dot) ..
A Why, Baby, Why
[I’m Waiting Just For You
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity) .1.. So Rare

5

6

CHUCK BERRY (Chess)..< School Day

6

3

PERRY COMO (Victor) .
’
-(Girl With-The Golden -Braids

7

7

BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)...

8 •

9

DELL-VIKINGS (Dot) .. Come, Go'With, Me

8

FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)....-....,,... Gone
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia) ..;.... A White-Sport Coat

9
10

...

.,J.

Dark Moon.

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1

1

(*ASCAP. fBMI)
TUNE

fALL SHOOK UP

PUBLISHER

..

Comedy has developed into a
money - making commodity for
Coral Records. According to Bob
Thiele, Coral’s pop artists & reper¬
toire chief, every comedy disk
turned out by Coral during* the
past several years has ended up
on the profit side of the ledger.
Low cost of producing the com¬
edy platters virtually assures 'a
payoff. Platters, for the most part,
are monologs with the production
costs seldom exceeding $200. The
comedy disks have .averaged about
30,000 platter sales each for Coral
and some have even topped the
100,000 bracket. Eddie Lawrence's
“Old Philosopher,” for example,
went to the 150,000 mark.
Thiele also gets an added sales
play from the comedy singles by
putting them together in album
form at the end of the year. His
two comedy packages, “Laff of the
Party,” and “Fun Time,” also have
been hot sellers without having
had to accrue any additional re¬
cording ‘ expenses.
Thiele is continually .prowling
new comedic talent for his roster
and his recent signings include
Jim Bachus for a “Mr. Magoo”
series, Bob (Elliott) & Ray (Goulding) and WMGM <N. Y.) comedy
disk jockeys Ted & Rhoda Brown.
He’s also set a regular pattern of
releases for the comedy platters.
Phil Foster’s “Listen All you
Bachelors” and “Let’s Keep the
Dodgers in Brooklyn” and Eddie
Lawrence’s “Abner the Baseball”
are hitting the market this week.
For
Coral’s
comedy lineup,
Thiele already has tapped Buddy
Hackett, Myron Cohen, Jackie
Miles, Phil Foster/ Joey Adams,
Eddie Lawrence, Steve Allen,
HJermione
Gingold,
Billy. De
Wolfe, Sid Gould, Henny Youngman and Harvey Stone.

4 jazz Names Missing,
‘Birdland Stars’ Pull
Weak $6,400 in Port.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Audio Devices Develops
: Leak-Proof Tape; Will
Store for Over 100 Yrs.

43

Presley-Shalim ar

2

2

fLITTLE DARLIN’ % ..../,___ .. ExCelloric

3

3^

fROUND AND ROUND ...".. Rush

4

4

fDARk MOON

5
6

5
6

*SO RARE ....
Robbins
fSCHOOL-DAY .:... Arc

7
8

..
..

*LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND. Bourne
fCOME, GO WITH ME. Gil-Fee-Bee

9
10 "

7
9

fl’M WALKIN’ ...’..•. Reeve
fGONE...Hill & Range

.... _..... Dandelion

Portland, Ore., May 21.
The “Birdland Stars of *57” show
grossed a meager $6,400 in two
evening performances at the Civic
Auditorium here last Tuesday (14).
The 3,600 seater was scaled at $4.00
■with shows at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Advance seat sale the last few days
before the shindig and window
sales were way off after announce¬
ment that four of the names would
not show. Chet Baker, Zoot Sims,
Rolf Kuhn and Seldon Powell did
not appear. It was expected that
suitable replacements would arrive
for the missing foursome. North¬
west rep Frank Breall had to do a
■quickie in changing the long set
publicity and promotion. Instead of
pinch hitters, the other members of
the cast did extra tunes to take up
the slack. in time. The cast incl tided Billy Eckstine, Sara
Vaughan, Count Basie orch, Jeri
Southern, Phineas Newborn Quin¬
tet, Bud Powell Trio, Terry Gibbs
Quartet, Lester .Young, Jimmy
Jones, Roy Haines and Richard
Dayis. \
Plenty of customers that at¬
tended the show squawked about
the absentees. , These fans, had
their coin , on the line before, the
last minute .change of ads.-.. Situa¬
tion is not healthy for !all con-,
cerned. Birdland Inc. mot only
failed to send subs but would not
change terms.
.. : ■•/•V. <?,. < •.

Col’s Sales Conclave
Set for M.B. in July
Columbia Records’ top diskers
will converge on Miami Beach late
in July for the diskery’s annual
sales convention.
Entertainment
program for the conclave is being
handled by Col’s pop singles man¬
ager Dick Linke.
Already set for the convention
are Frankie Laine, Paul Weston,
Erroll Garner, the Hi-Lo’s, Marty
Robbins, Ray Price, Jerry Vale,
Carl Smith, Mel Tillis' and John¬
ny Mathis. The new Americana
Hote'l will be the site, of the Col
conclave, v
Decca Inks Donley
Jimmy Donley, singer from Gulf¬
port, Miss., has been inked by
Decca Records.
He bows with “Kickin’ My Hound
I Around” and “Come Along.”

4*
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British Disk Bestsellers

Publishers Flooded by Song Mss., All Cleffed By
One ‘Larry Allen*—Songshark Angles

VaKno Gets Suspended
Sentence in PhiUy Trial

London, May 21.
1. Butterfly .r. William*
(London)
2. Rock-a-BlUy .... .Mitchell
(Philips)
3. When I Fall in Lova. .Cole
(Capitol)
4. Cumberl’d Gap..Donegan
(Pye-Nixa)
3. Baby Baby ... .Teenager*
(Columbia)
6* Tonight, Josephine ,..Ray
'(Philips)'
7. Ninety-Nine W’s ..Hunter
(London)
8. Too Much .Presley
(HMV) 9. Freight Train . .McDevitt
(Oriole)
10. pome Kathl’n . .Whitman
(London)

Coral on Soundtrack
Kick Via 2 U-I Films
Coral Records, the Decca subsid label, Is now getting into, the
soundtrack album market with two
upcoming Universal-International
Pictures, “Tammy and The Bache¬
lor”' and “Interlude.” Universal is
the , film company subsid of Decca
Records.
Coral is also issuing a single
of the “Tammy” title tune by Debr
ble Reynolds, who star* In the pic.

Vs-LATootm
Ifos Angeles, May 21.
Superior Judge Bayard Rhone
has set June 2 for a., showdown
hearing in the third legal action
brought by Coast musicians against
the AFM, James C. Petrillo and the
Music Performance Trust Fund af¬
ter denying a request for a tempo¬
rary restraining order which would
bar enforcement Of regulations re¬
quiring a 5% royalty on telefilms
using live music. Opposing forces
will argue at that time on the re¬
quest for a preliminary injunction
which would cover the same
ground as the restraining order.
Newest of the actions filed in the
continuing battle against the opera¬
tion of the Trust Funds seeks a to¬
tal of $2,100,000 damages from
AFM and some 60 telefilm produc¬
ers.
Action contended that the
Federation’s royalty formula had priced Coast musicians out of work
since producers had found, it far
cheaper'to use canhed mpsic in
place of live music. because of
the provision requiring 5% of a
show’s budget be paid into the
Trust Funds'

Music publishers are being in¬
undated with lead sheets of ama¬
teur songwriters’ works, invariably
with “music by Larry Allen,” and
Philadelphia, May 21.
the copyright ownership in the
name (invariably) of the lyricist.
Vocalist JoeValino and theatrical
What is unusual is that, as a gen-1 agent Nicholas Busillo received
Boston Arts Festival
eral rule, for reasons of legal pro¬ suspended sentences in the wrapSlated for June 14-30
tection, music publishers send nu of Philly’s much publicized vice
Boston, May 21.
back unsolicited manuscripts un¬ •investigation.
The
cultural cuffo Boston Arts
opened to the return addressee.
The two men were convicted on
Festival will run again in the Pub¬
The switch here is that .the pro¬ charges of abortion and conspir¬
lic Garden this year from June 14
lific Larry Allen-tunesmithed ama¬ acy, Dec. 11. Judge L. Stauffer
to 30 after Festival officials agreed
teur songs come (1) via 2c stamp, Oliver observed that they had “al¬
to raise $6,000 to restore the dam¬
i.e. unsealed, and* (2), sans-return ready been severely and adequately
age done by trampling crowds to
address, Bulk. mailings are from punished.”
the- greenery. Action to raise the'
New York’s general post office, as
Clayton-Lyttelton In
money came after the board of
Indicated by the N. Y. 1 postmark.
Anglo-tf.S. Band Swap park commissioners voted unani¬
It might be added that those
MPCE
Ups
Fees
mously to ban the festival from the
Londori, May 21,
music publishers who have taken
Music Publishers Contact Em¬
th,e trouble to scan the “songs’* are
Trumpeter Buck Clayton 1* to. Garden after this .year because of
shocked by the haplessness, hope¬ ployees' Union is hiking its initia¬ make a three week tour of Britain the damage done to the historic
tion
"fee from $100 to $250. Raise
site by visitors.'
lessness and frequently, witless-;
stems from MPCE need to offset in¬ in February of next year, with an
Highlight of this year’s iestival
ness of the tyro efforts.
The Humphrey will be a salute to Igor Stravinsky
Milton J. Rettenberg, music edi¬ surance rate increase of close to all-star band.
$2,200
a
year.
Lyttelton
band
will
make
a,
lecture
on
his 75th birthday, and four per¬
tor of Broadcast Music Inc., and
Union execs figure that the 18 tour of American colleges on a formance* of Gian Carlo Menotperhaps the, most knowledgeable
reciprocal
exchange
basis.
ti's opera, “The Counsel,” A play,
music man bn song sharks and to. 20 new members, who are ad¬
amateur songwriting “promotion1 mitted to MPCE each year, will
Lyttelton will speak on jazz and to be presented in the alfresco site,
Is to be announced.
also play at each concert.
gimmicks, is writing a piece for a help cover the insurance boost.
national magazine on the, racket.
Rettenberg has expounded on this
subject in Variety over the years.
The witfiiri-the-law Operations of
the . “music editing, composing,
publishing and placing” outfits are
frustrating because . the legal
phraseology skirts legal complica¬
tions but none the less, ensnares
the naive tyros.
|
For fees from as low as a $5
P^riety
‘
down, payment to a $37.50. “de
Survey of retail disk best
luxe”, job, and with a $20 average
sellers based on reports ob¬
in between, the amateur is offered
tained from leading stores in
“a list of BMI licensed” and other
18 cities and showing com¬
publishers to whom the songs may
parative sales rating for this
be ■" submitted.
The services of
and last week.
editing; the hattdful of professional
lead-sheets; and even the 10-inch
acetate “demo” record still leave
National
a wide. margin of profit. Worse,
Rating
of course, is the sheer hopeless
This Last
character of thp tyros’ songsmithwk. wk.
Artist, Label, Title
ing efforts.
The frustrating part of these
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
anti-songshark drives is the aware¬
3
3
2
4
1
“All Shook Up”.
7
4
1
i
3
1
1
7
ness that the Post Office Dept.
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
Will say—as-it has time arid again
6
2
4
2
2
“Little Darllnf”..
4
9
9
3
1
3
2
^-that nobody. in his right mind
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity)
would pay $1,000 for,a lead-sheet
2
8
2
4
that can be whipped up for two
4
“So Rare” ...; .*
4
6
5
3
bucks; but if they persist in doing
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
that, or paying $300 for a dubi¬
3
8
“School Day”. ..
3
4
6
4
1
7
3
ous [recording (an acetate that
s
PAT BOONE (Dot)
costs $4 or $5), it’s beyond offi¬
2
7
“Love
Letters
in
the
Sand”.:...
1
10
5
7
.
9
1
5
cial control. .
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot)
There are limits by which idiots,
“Come, Go With Me”....
2
5
4
6
1
1
5
4
9
morons and plain vanity4seeking
tyros can be1 protected despite
PERRY COMO.(Victor)
themselves. The legal gimmick of
2
3
“Round and Round”..
2
7
3
8
6
5
a phoney “publisher”; a list of
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)
publishers or major recording
“Dark Moon”.
8
10
10
6 10
5
9
8
companies to whom the hopeful’s
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia).
mss. may be “submitted,” is be¬
“A White Sport Coat”.
9
25
6
9
5
8
7
8
8
3
yond control.
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)
“Gone”-.___ . . ..
10
8
4
6
9
3
e?
RICKY NELSON (Verve)
••
“I’m Walkin’”..
11
14
1
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
45
“I’m
Walkin’”...
12
9
6
5
7
Frankfurt, May 14.
GALE STORM (Dot)
Th fifth German Jazz Festival,
13 13 “Dark Moon”....,.
under the management of the Ger¬
10 5
8
man Jazz Federation and the He$TERESA BREWER (Coral)
o
sischer Rundfunk radio station,
“Empty Arms”.„.
!4A 23
5‘
will be held June 7-10 in Frank¬
RICKY NELSON (Verve)
furt-Main.-; Festivities include three
14B 17
“A Teen-ager's - Romance”.
evening concerts, a matinee, and
VICTOfc YOUNG (Decca)
a jazz band ball, with' Kurt Edel*
14C
“Around the World”... • • • • • V* • * *
2
6
hagen, top large German orch, as
one of the key performers. Jazz
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
composers Helmut Brandt, Werner 17A 15
“It’s Not For Me to Say”..
1
10
Heider and Heinz Kiessling, have
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
been commissioned to do special
“Rock-a-BUly” ..
17B 12
0
numbers for this year’s event.
PLATTERS (Mercury)
Opening night concert will be
“He’s
Mine”...
..
19
9
given in the large concert hall of
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
the Frankfurt radio station, and
“Wonderful, Wonderful”.....
18
will be simultaneously broadcast 20
7
over.Hessischer Rundfunk for the
JIM REEVES (Victor)
whole German radio net.
21
“The Four Walls”.
6
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
*
StolpfFs ‘Kim*
“Party Doll”.
22A 11
9 •0
9
Hollywood, May 21.
PLATTERS (Mercury)
A disk tribute to actress Kim
Vim Sorry”.. ..
22B
10
Novak is being mapped by Morris
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
Stoloff, head of Columbia Pictures
“Mama, Look at Bubu”. .
22C 22
10
• 4
music department and a Decca
ELVIS PLESLEY (Victor)
Records artist. Package will be
22
D
“Peacein
the
Valley”..
titled simply “Kim.”
2
1
3
5
4
Stoloff currently is writing some
7
6
1
8
original music which will be woven
MY FAIR LADY
AN EVENING
CALYPSO
] AROUND THE
LOVE IS
1 STEADY DATE
HYMNS
SWINGIN'
through a pattern of standards to
WORLD IN
WITH
THE THING
AFFAIR
musically and lyrically describe
Harry ktlafonto
Tommy Sands
80 DAYS
BELAFONTE
‘Broadway Cast
the actress. It will likely include
Tonn. Emit Ford
Nat (King) Colo 1
Frank Sinatra
“Half of My Heart,” 'written by
Film Soundtrack
Victor
Harry Belafontt
1 ■
Stoloff, George Duning and Ned
Capitol
Columbia
" Capitol
LPM 1248
1
Capitol '
Washington as the theme tune of
Victor
Capitol
Decca
“Jeanne Eagels,” biopic in which
OL 5090
EPA 1248
DL 9046
T 756
1
W 803
T 848
W 824
LPM 1402 \
Miss Novak stars.
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Village Vanguard N. Y, Shifts To
Jazz Format in Bid for New Clientele
Growing .importance ;of jazz on
the nitery circuit is spotlighted
anew with the switch of the Vil¬
lage'Vanguard, Greenwich Village
(N. V.) cellar club, to an all-out jazz
policy next -mpnth.
According to Max Gordon, who’s,
been running the Vanguard since,
its kickoff in 1934, club owners
have to count on jazz lo develop
a whole new clientele of the fu¬
ture. “My original patrons,” says
Gordon, “are now sending me their
sops and daughters and they .want
to hear jazz,” Gordon feels that his
regular customers of the past have
been lost to suburbia and that he
has to lure a younger crowd into
the club.
- . ’ ’ , ■ ■
. ’
“The young jazz fan,” he admits,
“doesn’t have too much:money to
spend but in them, you have the
heavy spending patron of the fu¬
ture.”
The Vanguard’s jazz policy Will,
kick off June 4 With the Chico
Hamilton Quintet. Other jazz,
groups set for the room are StanGetz (June 18-29) and the Modern
Jazz Quartet, pencilled in for two
weeks beginning July 16.
Gordon also Is facelifting the'
room to make It more suitable for
the jazz trade,. He’s enlarging the.
bandstand, dispensing with the
dance floor and redecorating. Seat¬
ing capacity of the club will be 125.
Gordon is adding several new fea¬
tures to get the club's Jazz program
rolling. He’s planning a jazz cock¬
tail hour, during which jazz disks
will be played, Sunday jazz concerts
and a reduced minimum of $2.25
during the week and $3.50 on week¬
ends.
’
Entry of the Vanguard into the
jazz scene gives the hepsters a solid
spread around New York. In the
Village there’s the Cafe Bohemia
while uptown such spots as the Em¬
bers, Birdland, the Composer and
the Hickory House .are' swinging
along at a profitable pace.

Joan Tietjen Moved
To Col Ad-Salies Dept.
Joan Tietjen has been shifted to
the advertising and sales promo¬
tional department of- Columbia
Records as administrative assistant.
She previously had been exec as¬
sistant to Goddard Liebei'son, Col
prexy.
In her new capacity, Miss Tietjen
assumes supervision of activities of
sales . promotion-production coor¬
dination, budget traffic control
and catalog-proofreading proce¬
dures. She’ll also assist in liaison
activities and • the • development
of cross-merchandising programs.
She’s been with the diskery for the
past six years.

Friedlander Joins ■
Epic as Sales Exec
Ruddy Friedlander has joined
Epic Records .as sales manager for
the single records division. He re¬
places Frank; Berry who exited
the firm last week.
Friedlander recently abided a
sales post at RKO-Unique. Before
that he had been with Mercury in
sales, deejay promotion and artistsSc repertoire capacities.

music

Ewan’s Pop Music Book
• “Panorama of American" Popular
Music” by David Ewen (PrenticeHall; $4.95), Is an excellent study
:(by a topflight writer on musical
subjects) of the history “of pop
tunes in the U. S. Author, who has
written more
than a
dozen
authoritative books in the field, in¬
cluding an “Encyclopedia of the
Opera,” and bios .of Gershwin,
Stravinsky, Kern,. Berlin and Tos¬
canini, here sets forth for what
he believes" may be the first time,
the complete recap of, the manner
in which America has been affected
by folk music, patriotic airs, bal¬
ladry, show and film tunes, min¬
strelsy, jazz and Tin Pan Alley.
There is a splendid chapter on the
rise of the minstrel show; another
on Negro njusic. Vaude and video
are not slighted, nor is the migra¬
tion of jazz to Carnegie Hall. At¬
tention is paid to the influence of
recordings and broadcasting . as
disseminators of popular aits.
Book is packed with little-known
facts about the sheet music biz, the
role of the oldfashioned song plugger, and the growth of music pub¬
lishing into big business. Tome is
a virtual show, biz hall of fame.
Variety’s successful tab-keeping
on the tuneful passing parade is
chronicled. Volume is completely
indexed, and despite its wealth of
information, runs to just 365 pages;
not too bulky for comfortable read¬
ing, Indispensable to the active
reference shelf of most showfolk.
Rodo.

Coral’s Comedy Disks Pay Off In
Earnest; Thiele Prowls New Talent
■+

Brit. Skiffle Combo
Due for 5-Wk.U.S. Tour
London, May 21
T?he Chas.
McDevitt Skiffle
Group are being lined up for a
five-week tour of America at the
end of this month. The tour will
take in tv, concerts and personal
appearances.
The group have become well
known here for their latest record¬
ing of ‘'Freight Train.”

Hershey, Pa., Ballroom
To Show 100G Facelift
Hershey, Pa., May 21.
Hershey Park’s Starlight Ball¬
room, remodeled at a cost of $100,00D, will open for the season on
June 1, with Claude Thornhill on
the bandstand.
The 40-year-old
ballroom will have part of the
dancing area uncovered, providing
dancing under the stars. Folding
door's have been provided to shut
out rain and thunderstorms from
the covered areas.
There are second-floor prome¬
nade decks on both sides, where
dancers can- relax In the open air
while listening to the music.
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A new step in the development'
of the tape field has been made by
Audio ■Devices' with the- introduc¬
tion of a new magnetic tape, in
which • layer to layer magnetic
print-through has been reduced so
low as .to cause no harmful effects
during decades of storage! “Printthrough” is the “leakage” of signal
from . one layer to another on a
tape reel, causing an echo effect
orf tape recordings and the phono¬
graph records made from them.
Called Master Audiotape, the
new tape has been under trial for
mpre” than :a year, by .disk com-,
panies, pre-recorded tape manu¬
facturers and custom studios. Au¬
dio Deviees is now putting the
tape into regular production. Ac¬
cording to William C. Speed, firm’s
prpxy, that from the trial measure¬
ments made over a period of years,
it appears that stored Master Au¬
diotape will take more than 100
years to reach the print-through
level that now mars standard tape
in; one week. The reduction of
print-through has been* achieved
without any change in the other
characteristics such as frequency
range and signal-ta-noise ratio
making the new tape interchange¬
able with standard tape.
Investigation into the new tape
process was sparked by queries
from diskery execs and transcrip¬
tion industries about the state of
their irreplaceable tape masters
after 10, 20, or 50 years of storage.

Lou Herscher Settles
Pic Suit Out of Court
Hollywood. May 21..
A Federal Court suit filed by
songwriter Lou HfersdHeF against
several film and vidfiilm producers
<wer alleged unauthorlzed\ use of
his tune, “Dusty Trail,” has been
settled out of court.
Herscher
claimed that he had an agreement
for use of the tune for one film,
Rollin’ Along,”, hut later discov¬
ered the song was also used in an¬
other pic, “under Arizona Skies,”
without credit or payment.
Defendants in the action were
Great Western Productions, Guild
Efims, Motion Pictures for Tele¬
vision and Scotty R, Dunlap.

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines ■ Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The.positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in .the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

1

f All Shook Up
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)... ..-(Peace In The Valley
[When Your Heartaches Begin

2

DIAMONDS (Mercury)

4

PAT BOONE (Dot) ..

4

5

JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity)

5

6

CHUCK BERRY (Chess)... * School Day

6

3

7

7

PERRY COMO (Victor) .
1
|Glrl With The Golden Braids
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot).!.,... Dark Moon ..
:
’

8

9

DELL-VIKINGS (Dot) ... Come, Go With Me'

9

8

FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)....... Gone

1

io.

.. Little Darlin’
Love Letters In The Sand
A Why, Baby, Why
[I’m Waiting Just For You
.!.. So. Rare

TUNES

1

1

(*ASCAP. tBMI)
TUNE
f ALL SHOOK UP ...

PUBLISHER
., . Presley-Shalimar

'2

2

3

3

fROUND AND ROIJND.

4
5

4
5

tDARfc MOON .!...... ... Dandelion
*SO RARE.
Robbins

6

6

[SCHOOL-DAY .. .;.. Arc

..

*LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND.. Bourne
fCOME, GO WITH ME. Gil-Fee-Bee

7
8

. fLITlLE DARLIN*

..

Portland, Ore., May 2l.
The “Birdland Stars of ’57” show
grossed a meager $6,400 in two
evening performances at the Civic
Auditorium here last Tuesday (14).
The 3,600 neater was scaled at $4.00
with shows at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Advance seat sale the last few days
before the shindig and window
sales were way off after announce¬
ment that four of the names would
not show. Chet Baker, Zoot Sims,
Rolf Kuhn and Seldon' Powell did
not appear. It was expected that
suitable replacements would arrive
for the missing foursome. North¬
west rep Frank Breall had to do a
.quickie in changing the long set
publicity and promotion. Instead of
pinch hitters, the other members of
the cast did extra tunes to take up
the slack.,in time. ‘ The cast in¬
cluded Billy Eckstine, Sara
Vaughan, Count Basie orch, Jeri
Southern, Phineas Newborn Quin¬
tet, Bud Powell Trio, Terry Gibbs
Quartet,- Lester .Young, Jimmy
Jones, Roy Haines and Richard
Dayis.'.
Plenty of customers that at¬
tended' the ‘ show squawked about
the absentees. . These . fans, Jhad
their coin .on the line before, the
last minute change of ads. , Situa- •
tion is not healthy for i all con-.
cerned. .. Birdland Inc. mot only
failed to send subs but would not
change terms.
..
=
•

Col’s Sales Conclave
Set for M.B. in July

MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia) ........ A White* Sport Coat

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

Comedy has developed into a
money - making commodity for
Coral Records. According to Bob
Thiele, Coral’s pop artists & reper¬
toire chief, every comedy disk
turned out by Coral during* the
past several years has ended up
on the profit side of the ledger.
Low cost of producing the com¬
edy platters virtually assures 'a
payoff. Platters, for the most part,
are monologs with the production
costs seldom exceeding $200. The
comedy disks have averaged about
30,000 platter sales each for Coral
and some have even topped the
100,000 bracket. Eddie. Lawrence’s
“Old Philosopher,” for example,
went to the 150.000 mark! '
Thiele also gets an added sales
play from the comedy singles by
putting them together in album .
form at the ertd of the year. His
two comedy packages, “Laff of the
Party,” and “Fun Time,” also have
been hot sellers without having
had to accrue any additional re¬
cording ' expenses.
Thiele is continually jprowling
new comedic talent for his roster
and his recent signings include
Jim Bachus for a “Mr. : Magoo”
series, Bob (Elliott) & Ray (Goulding) and WMGM (N. Y.) comedy
disk jockeys Ted & Rhoda Brown.
He’s also set a regular pattern of
releases for the comedy platters.
Phil Foster’s “Listen All you
Bachelors” and “Let’s Keep the
Dodgers in Brooklyn” and Eddie
Lawrence’s “Abner the Baseball”
are hitting the market this week.
For
Coral’s
comedy . lineup,
Thiele already has tapped Buddy
Hacketfr, Myron Cohen, Jackie
Miles, Phil Foster, Joey Adams,
Eddie Lawrence, Steve
Allen,
Htermi'one
Gingold,
Billy. De
Wolfe, Sid Gould, Henny Youngman and Harvey Stone.

4 Jazz Names Missing,
‘Birdland Stars’ Pull
Weak $6,400 in Port.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Audio Devices Develops
: Leak-Proof Tape; Will
Store for Over 100 Yrs.

42

Excelloric
Rush

9

7

fPM WALKIN’ ...■. Reeve

10 "

9

fGONE....Hill & Range

Columbia Records’ top diskers
will converge on Miami Beach late
in July for the diskery’s annual
sales convention.
Entertainment
program for the conclave is being
handled by Col’s pop singles man¬
ager Dick Linke.
Already set for the convention
are Frankie Laine, Paul Weston,
Erroll Garner, the Hi-Lo’s, Marty
Robbins, Ray Price, Jerry Vale,
Carl Smith, Mel Tillis and John¬
ny Mathis. The new Americana
Hotel will be the site of the Col
conclave. .

Decca Inks Donley
Jimmy Donley, singer from Gulf¬
port, Miss., has been inked by
Decca Records.
He bows-with “Kickin’ My Hound
Around” and “Come Along.”
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OKflSONAl MAHAOtMIKti fttP 00f£

One of today’s hottest talents
in a sensational performance
of .everybody’s favorite songs
by George JVI. Cohan
and other show biz greats!
RCaVicTOR|^%

MICKEY ROONEYs.nos
GEORGE M. COHAN
WITH VAN ALEXANDER AND HIS ORCHESTRA

r

' LPM-1520, EPA 1-1520'

!lBacbe4Jby RCA VICTOR’S ^Yankee Doodle Pand^tPromotion
A Bis size. Ills schedule national Advertising
I In such magazines as LOOK, NEW YORKER]
1 and PLAYBILL for an entire month I

5

| Speclalmat ads for newspaper advertising by
i dealers and distributors! j

Nationwide grass-roots disc Jockey promotion!;

Sales-Inviting point-of-sale material!

CASK m:0SCa?JaiS SUMMER>S NATURAL RUNAWAY HIT:ALBUM. . i
ORDER A BIG SUPPLY TODAYl'

t^TjlAW? CQWPMATMl Of AMERICA/
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AFTRA,Diskers
Near New Pact

—URki&Ty
Survey of retail sheet music
best■ sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com•
• parative sales ratiiig for this’
and last* week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
National
Rating
This Lafct
wk. wk.

Title'and Publisher

Yel-Aviv, May 14
Israel's latesj pop-muslc-publish
Ing-house Is Aberbach (Israel) Cn'
Limited.
Firm has been establ
Jished by Jean and‘Julian Aber.
bach, of HilLAr..Range Songs in
New York, and Jewel's leading firm
in the field, Illau Melody Press
Aberbach -(ftrael); which has
been rpgistered with the Israeli
Government
firm and
will become a-publisher-member 0f
' Acum, the local performing right
i society, , will control all copyrights
ij®f the Aberbach firms, of the i
u.
A. Some Of the repertoire
is already available, on Israeli rec
ord labels. C

| «

fRound and Round (Rush)...
1
tAll Shook Up (Presley-S) ....... 4
fDark Moon (Dandelion)......... . .
tAlmost Paradise (Peer)., ..
fLittle Partin' (Excelloric)3
tMarianne (Montclare) :. .' 9
tWhy, Baby, Why (Winneton).. .. ~5
♦So/ Rare (Robbins)... ■>,
tButterfly (Hill & Range)........ , 7,
tGohe (Hill & Range).>...
6^
tChantez, Chantez (Chantez)...,.
8
tThe Four Walls (Sheldon).;.... 10
tPo 1 Love You (Wjlgiamson)..
~tNinety-Nine Ways*(Maryland)... ..
tA White Sport Coat (Acuff-Rose) 2 '

Toledo Spot lines Up
Name Band Roster

Toledo, ivfay 21.
Centennial Terrace, outdoor
dance pavilion at nearby Sylvania,
O., has booked the Bus Widmer
orch for its opening June 1. Four
name bands have already been
hooked for single stands, as fol¬
lows: Richard Maltby, ' June 18; CTP-AI IMAM dll A DTD A
Ray McKinley, July 2; lies Elgart, |J 1 ALLlllAAOniVrmu
Aug. 13; and Les Brown, Aug. 20.
rmm HAT IP PI PPPPDC
Charlie Spivak has been booked
(it I HU I AS ILtrrtKd
for four .days starting Thursday,
July 31.
disks recently is the Lou StallmanSba£*rdQ Uo°with ^RoundTand
Round'' th/perrf Como cHck
* T
V
“Tamie
Bov ” itched
“Tami^ Bov”
dtched bv Kav
Kay Starr
London,1 May 14.
el“TroaanrA nf T.ftvp ” a
Eddie Kassner,°U.s"-based Brit- for Victor, '“Treasure of Love;" a
Isli publisher, now in London to Clyde M.cPhatter click of a few
set up distribution for his recently ^“^Vithin MeV “ chedTy Vic^
acquired President Records, inked
feP GWJ thrush® Bonnie Scott.

T . , .

rtaiT,ninn

Presidential Pactees

Philly Orch Sets. Roster
Of Maestros, Soloists

ping: CBS, argued briefly'that under the ASCAP consent decree, the'
society was required to disclose all
performance information to itsj\-’
censees if they requested it. Fin^^i^ntm^^ti^n^of^h^^onsent
to
decree, although - conceding to
Judge Herlands that the*Issue had
not yet arisen in any negotiations.
John Schulman, attorney fpr the
nlbut
moJ,e or iesg neutral ^in the fight
BMI to examine ASCAP’s records» stated he would share the

’sr r

ASCAP

HlTf OF THE
SHU/ WEEK

and

K 11467
MGM 12467

5

ance with the loi drawinSs customarily
tomarily used
used at
at the
the convention
convention for
for
this purpose.Only one exhibitor, Wiko ComCorn¬Danv which handles Seeburg Darts.,
pany which handles Seeburg parts,
^ad
Seeburg name visible at.

“such> 'is not ln- ssmj. ;ssssjasua;

52? w;tTMtishKCoTumbt°toS1ea Uve Tnta^aLte^X and “so
lease his current Dave Appell re- met as neighbors. Shapiro is an ly emphasized the fact that the Socording of "Applejhck.”
ASCAP member, while Stallman la
is
associated with the action oV the
in the process of joining up. '
33 ASCAP songwriters. It was
pointed out that-ASCAP even refused to make any deductions from
the distributions to its writers to
Continued from page 41
fin
an
finance
the legal battle against

SWEET
GEORGIA
BROWN

MDII

.====; Continued from pare
pa*e 41 ;;■

then furnish the* data. Finkelstein
‘""“hv holfpd hnwOTpr at
Herlands ruled that since
H?rn[^ ndvpr b
exnosed ASCAP’s opposition to BMI's petitcards to the" defend tion tb look at its records was be^
ing made in good faith and that

*dent1<rori;er
Rohprt-6 French Brooklyn a post he’s gheldCfor the examine, immediately, the records
nrS, nurrLll
! c
^ ™st°10 Vars^Sta^n Is” 23- of 200 ASCAPpubljshers who also
mood ^usic^albums'unde?1 Kass- ?ear-old youngster who broke into hate

TOKYO
ALLEY

k
==

.■■■
11A ■

the booth. An incidental mention1
of the Seeburg name during an1
°Pen forUm Sunday (19) wass
brushed aside.
- Among over 100 announced exJ
hibition booths by 88 exhibitors, 34*
more than last year,, the big in-iT'miehinM
“ from
n
icantlythe boardof directors put
«“*■«“**
tions" on the first forum of operators. '■ Although less than 20% of
the forum indicated they are currently engaged in vending, interest
ran high. Explanations for this are
privately stated by large numbers
of operators who say their platters
afe. not. spinning at their former
are.
diziying jate,. not even as fast as
during this same off period last
year. One operator spoke at the

labelf Her° first platter ^nder the
Shapiro is a' sideline cleffer c^ds
^Me^to^hav^acce^to
President banner will be released whose fulltime occupation is being cards ^^dero a
c esg t
in the U.S. next month. .
.
chairman of the English Departab^ 0ut%at^

DICK
HYMAN

Aberbachs Set
Israeli Firm

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

The American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists has
■ Reached a tentative agreement with
the major diskefs for a new pact
covering choral ensembles in disk
sessions. Previous two-year pact
. expired last month and it's under¬
stood that all provisions of the new
jact. will be retroactive to April
Both sides are' keeping the terms
of the agreement under wraps until
AFTRA’s exec council ojcaiys it. It's
believed that. AFTRA received a;
hike in wage .scale, but did npt
get a pension and welfare fund as
asked for In its original demands.
. While talks with the union were
held chiefly by. the top companies,
the indies are expected to go along
with the general industry pattern
thus set up.
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R“»ge airs

Kave^ charaSSd FinkelsteiiS
proposition ~ as wholly ihadequst?
Rosenman, as attorney for BMI,
stressed that without the titles of
the songs, the performance cards
could not be used to determine
whether or not there was a “crazyquilt" pattern in the music biz. He
said that the
information
t following
*“ISZr,ZStm
was vital to
establishing such a
patterned) type of song, whether
seasonal, ballad^ jaz^ rock 'n' roll,
etc.; (2) the performer associated
with the song since performers
get hot and cold in unpredictable
shifts of
of public taste; (3) the writer
reason;
of the song for the same reason,
and
(4)
cofded. how often the song was re-

^ial master for fuller consideration,
before Kennedy
New arguments
arguments^,beforeJ^nedy
will have‘.to await the . latter's
^ return
from
Europe
next week,
week,
*urn ^rom Europe next
--«4 -r*
%
UftiiffiAld
Pm*
Whitfield
” IflUieiQ Pacted
raciea For
r or
D -f,- U/ <q
British^
*8:05*
isntisn 8.05 Rp1
Kevue
Newcastle
Newcastle, Enc
Eng., Mav
May 221.
f DaYid Whitfield, singer and tv
^a,Yd
Eight" rev^
revue *th
at Theatre
Theatre Roval
Royal
K°y
which tees off Jihip
June f
1.
hq{5
J
Show, produced hV
by Michael
Michael
^ithPLioSelBlai?
MUlsy^vlth
Lionel Blair da^cedi
dance dl
la oummer InnnvaHnn w
fm
^^north-eas^nglind
X^
in
j ■ eaSii ^Hgmna city, IUs
« is

many places says another,
Regarding 5c play, which most
speakers described as still very
comhion ih their rural areas, one
operator noted that despite the
seemingly overwhelming demand
for ten cent machines the manufacturers are still turning out machines with nickel slots as well as
places for dimes and quarters,
Also on the MOA program is the
f.uWecJ ‘;inteff^y, Ethics and Publlc Relatl0nsMOA- conclave teed off with its
annual swipe at ASCAP when MOA
atton}ey Sidney H, Levine, cited
a b111 ln the U.S. senate wliich
T0uld
subject
to
samem^ke
lawsjukeb?J
ag othecPlayaK
publlc
per.

Ex-Judge Bruc. Bromley, repform*nc« *»
tow and
auu Edinburgh,
jciujuiuurgii, which
wuiou draw
uj.uw ii.i.
7 gow
^drH sohd
i0Ud business .11
all. summer.

- Philadelphia, May 21.
The 1957-58 concert season be.
gan to assume form with the Phil,
adelphia Orchestra announcing its
roster of guest conductors and sole
ists for next year and Emma Feld*
man's All-Star Concert Series setting nine dates. Four guest maes*
tros, two of whom will be making
their first appearances of the Acad.
emy of Music podium, will direct
the Orchestra. The newcomers are
Polish-born Faul Kletzki and Igor
Markevitch, Ukrainian maestro
The others are Erich Leinsdorf and 1
Fritz Reiner.
I
Eugene Ormandy will again conduct the majority of the programs. ,
Soloists signed .include Louis Kent,
net, Thomas Brockman, Rudolf Fir*
kusny, Clara. Haskil, Eugene Istomin and Rudolf Serkin, pianists1
Camilla Wicks, Zino..France$catti
and Isaac Stern, violinists, and
Brigit Nillson, soprano.
The Ail-Star Series will offer the
Royal Ballet, starring Margot Fon¬
teyn; Nathan Milstein, violinist; the
Philadelphia Orch; Glenn Gould,
Canadian pianist; Jan Peerce, Metopera tenor; the American Opera
Society; Eileen Farrell, soprano;
the Virtuoso di Roma, and the diuopiano team, Luboshutz & NemenOff.
A. Beverly Barksdale, since 1942
supervisor of music at the Toledo
Museum. of Ait, will join tho
Cleveland Orchestra as associate I
manager on Aug. 1.

TRUE LOVE CONE
(Com* On Horn*)
Sensationally Recorded by

• BETTY MADIGAN
on Coral

. , '

■

,,

™

■■■'■■■=! copyright laws to sue for, faulty
n:.lr
reproduction, giving ASCAP proowedltn Llisk DestHOlleri hibitive clue over coin machines.
1. True Love .. Crosby-Kelly
--—-(Capitol)
2. FiskarfUckans
Bernhards
Cancel N. O. Fete
(SongFisher Girl) Philips
New Orleans, May 21.
S. Tango Tva .... Brockstedt
The Inter-American Music and
(Tango for Two).. (NorA
Art Festival planned tot this city
4«. Walkin' Rain
Ray
in April, 1958, has been called off,
off.
(Philips)
The executive committee of InIn¬
5. Titta, TitU ....
Thornquist
ternatiqnal
ternational House voted unani¬
uiiahl. .Thornquist
(Look, Look) (Swedish)
mously (9) to cancel the event.
6. Roslagsvar .... Ulla-Bella
Charles .Nutter,
Nutter, IH managing didi¬
. (Swedish)
rector, said the cost of the festival
7. Tptti-Fruttl ... .L. Richard
was originally estimated at between
(London)
$20,000 and $25,000. But further
8. NarEnKvInna . .Holmberg.. study, he added, showed it would
(Woman Love) (Sonora)
run between $40,000 and $45,000.
9. Naturbarn . Ramel
He said the reason behind the
(Knappupp)
cancellation was the inability to
10* Vakre Anna.Proysen
raise the funds needed to stage
(Sweet Annie) ..(Nor.)
the festival.

• THE ENCHANTERS
on Coral

1

BMI “Pie Uf' Hit
FIRST DATE, FIRST KISS,
FIRST LOVE
Another

SONNY JAMES
„

recorded by

Capitol
PUBLISHED BY

LOWERY MUSIC COMPANY

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

ranvra
—MICK MUSIC COi*.

f^SSWFf

We<lne*d*yt M*y 22, 1957

I Vienne
LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND
(from the 20fh Century Fox Film BERNADINE)

B/W

LIGHT A CANDLE
«*itl«"’’

\

(*oy a prayer)

VIP,-1003

55 WEST 42nd STREET

N Y. 36, N.Y.

PHONE LO 5-4276
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Holland Disk Bestsellers

Hollywood

New York

,

Amsterdam, May .14.
1. Banana Boat* ...Belafonte
(RCA) Y
_
Y.
2. Twee Motten. .T. Zander*
(Decca).
(Two Words)
-3. Heimweh, ....Freddy
(Polydor)
4. True .Love . .Kelly-Crosby
(Capitol)
5. Que Sera Sera .Day
(Philips)
6. Bingin' Blues ....Mitchell
.(Philips)
,
Young Love .. ?. S. James
(Capitol) «
-,
S. Cindy/ oh Cindy .. Fisher - .
9. Ik Btn Zo BliJ. G&KY
(I'm so Happy) Kraaikamp
(Telefpnken)
. \
10. Great Pretender...Platters
(Mercury) *

The Blockbusters set for Roger
Jazz singer Chris Connor will be
Corman’s pic, “Carnival Rock” . . .
feted tonight (Wed.) at Small's Batoneel
Larry Fotine has joined
Paradise, Harlem club, in “An the Lawrence Welk org as arrang¬
Evening With Chris Connor/’ er .. . Morris Stoloff and George
Thrush planes to the Coast tomor¬ Dunning cleffed “Half of My
row (Thurs.) to begin a two-weeker Heart,” as a theme for Columbia’s
at Hollywood's Peacock Lane , . . “Jeanne Eagels.” Ned JYashiqgton.
Ned Harvey, maestro at Brooklyn’s added lyrics to the ditty . . , Joey
Town & Country Club, signed for Saaso set as eastern rep for the
the 16th year as director of rriusic Champagne Music pubbery.
and entertainment at the Hotel
Brickman, South Fallsburg, N. Y.
‘Chicago
. . . Rover Boys into the Iriquois
Poggett to cut a pew album
Gardens, Louisville. Ky., for two forBill
King
here,
July 16-17 . . . Gale
weeks beginning June 10 . . . BUI Robbins skedded
reappear at the
Bradley, formerly Bill Silbert, em¬ Drake’s CamelliatoHouse
this fall
ceeing the new Perez Prado show . . . Cool Wayne , is Decca’s new
out of KLAC-TV, L. A. station. Peoria: representative replacing
He’s also got a two-hour cross-theGoldberg . t . Charlie
board dee jay show on KB AY , . . Clarence
Grade and, Eddie Cochrane are
Four Voices split up to get a cross¬ slated
for d.J. Howard Miller’s sec¬
country dee jay plugging spread on
pops! show at the Civip Opera
their new Columbia coupling “An* ond
House, June 16 * . « Continental
gel of Love’’ and “Such A Sharn^/’ (Artist Trio held over indefinitely
By tRSf LEVINSON
Paul Martel orch: begins a two- lat the Muehlebach’s Cafe picardi,
week run at Roseland"Pance City; «.C. Y. . Don Glasser. orch for the
Washington, May 2J.
May* 28 .... Bob Miller Music pub¬ Peabody Hotel,'Memphis,. July 29
Current calypso, craze Is Just
lishers' Contact Employees, union for two frames ; v / Andy Powell
topper, became, a grandfather May orch takes over- at Oh Henry Ball¬ beginning to catch up with Lord
13.
His grandson was- born in room here tonite. tWed.), ,for five Fauntleroy; tpp d.j. • at WUST,
Plainfield, N. J:. \ . Mickey & Syl¬ weeks to be followed by Teddy Washington, D. C., who has been
via, Vik pactees, play a two-nighter Phillips, Jupe 26 . . ♦ S.R.O. local
at the Erie Social Club, Philly, jazz spot here, has set up a jazzs adlib-rhyming his record intros
May 25*26 . . , Livingston Audio workshop and concert. series in and even his commercial for "the
products moved to new headquar¬ conjunction with: Jazz Unlimited, post four years..
Fauntleroy has built , one of-the
ters in Caldwell, N, J. . . ; V.I.P: local: association of jazz enthusi¬
Records out with its first album. asts, to, showcase local talent on Capital’s biggest followings ; anp
“Mr. Piano: and Mr. Banjo,” fea¬ Sunday afternoons^; First group fea¬ probably the heaviest list ojLsponturing the .At Conte Quartet .. . . tured is Ramsey Lewis Trio . .-. D.j. sors with his delivery, which con¬
Gianni Lupoli, RCA Victor pactee, Marty Faye and . McKie Fifehugh sists of improvised versification,
began a U. S. tour at the Brooklyn have a pop. show skedded for the enthusiastic/ superlatives,
back¬
Academy of Music last Sunday (19) Civic Opera House,. June 3,. to in¬ grounding his plugs with atmos¬
. .. Hank Thompson and His Brazos clude Mickey & Sylvia and .Louis pheric music, and a stately, slightly
Valley Boys are heading, back to Jordan. :
Oxford accent. While his pop pro¬
the midwest for dates ip Oklahoma
gram has been heavy on the rock
and to begin filming a series of
Philadelphia
’n’ roll side to now, he'Is beginning,
television shows which will be
Skedded for Harvey Husten’s to veer into the calypso field,
done in Oklahoma City « . , Wanda
Jackson back in Oklahoma City Red Hill Inn for next month —• which matches his spiel.
warming up for a tour' of Alabama George Shearing (May 28-June 4),
The record rider comes on the
Carmen McRae and Billy Taylor air with “Hello, you carrot tops,
and Texas.
(4-9), Erroll Garner (11-16), with lollypops and my extra delicious
Chico Hamilton winding up the gum drops, this is Mama’s . Honey
, London
month (18-30) . . . Sammy Davis Jr.
Trombonist Jack Botterill joined booked into the Latin Casino (June Dew Melon boj^ Lord Fauntleroy,
the Johnny Dankworth orch to re¬ 13-29) . . i Claude Thornhill plays ready to bring-pounds out of the
place Ted Barker . . . Trumpeter the St. Alice’s Social Center (June ground, bound for around your
Eddie Calvert planning a four or 2) . . , DeJohn Sisters have jumped part .of the town, to keep your
five months concert,tour of Aus¬ from Columbia to the Mercury morale from coming down” and
tralia in the fall. Artists likely to label, parting with their personal continues in .that poetic vein for
go with him are singer Gerry Bre- manager, Mickey Stewart..
as long as five hours, during which
reton, pianist Ken Wheeley and
he sometimes knocks off 120 com¬
drummer Bobby Adrian . . . Song¬
mercials,
stress Marion Ryan starts a 10This leaves scant time for re¬
week vaude tour on July 1. She
cords, and even then, Fauntleroy
leaves the Ray Ellington Quartet
is busy helping out the beat, hum¬
next week (27) after being with
ming the melody or audibly egging
them for three-and-a-half years . . .
Steve Blaine is following in hi®
A recorded radio show featuring father’s footsteps. Seventeen-year- the performer on with a spot of
calypso comment.
Count Basie will be aired by the
BBC on June 10. He was asked to old son of Jerry Blaine, Jubilee
A six foot-three and a half-inch
Records-Cbsnat
Distributing
top¬
pick eight records he would like
former law School student whose
to take with him if he were ship¬ per, is launching his own diskery to true handle Is John E. Bandy 2d,
wrecked on a desert island. His be known as Port Records. .
the poetic plugster says he was
Initial disk under the Port ban¬ dubbed into the nobility by the
choice is said to include some of
the cream of jazz disks . , . Negoti¬ ner is. a coupling' by The Chan¬ Crown Princess of Norway .during
ations under way for a return visit cellors of “There Goes My Girl”
Of the Gerry Mulligan combo who and “Tell. Me You Love Me.” a State Department-sponsored tour
recently wound a successful com Blaine pere is keeping hands off of the Howard Univ. Players. ExLplains Bandy: “She told me my
cert tour here.
the P(5rt operation except to han¬ mannerisms—a
combination
of
dle its distribution.
suaveness and mastery of < the
savoir-faire—reminded her of Lord
Fauntleroy."
Dickei: .U. S. Tour For
Started 4 Years Aro
'
,
Italo Squeezeboxer
WUST, a 250-watter broadcast¬
"London May 14.
ing from sunrise to sunset, put
A concert tour of the U. S. is Lord. F. on four years ago. after
being negotiated for Italian ac¬
he had done a short warmup on an
cordionist Marcosignori for early Annapolis
station, where he fas¬
9 “Saturday Night I* th»
| heart year. Talks have'been, going cinated the midshipmen with his
on between agent Adrian Dame
ready rhyming. His first commer¬
loneliest gight of the week” | and Jack Mills, Mills Music topper, cial account, the Cherner Ford
who's been in' London on his an¬ Agency of Washington,. credits its
nual Eurdpean visit.
.
\ sales leadership to the Milton of
Mills will be handling the UY'a. the mike, gives him a new.car each
'"AJ
side of : the deal. Marcosignori will year and, like all his sponsors,
be in London for several weeks next gives him free rein to rhyme the
month and will be featured on the copy as the fancy takes him.
1
nr*; A' \
BBC’s Festival of Light -Music.
For another heavy advertiser,
National Brewing Co., Bandy does
promotion work one day a week,
touring the taverns, talking from
table tops and winning friends
everywhere, for when Lord Faun¬
tleroy speaks, National picks up
the tab for the current round.
Washington area has a Negro
population of 500,000 with a buy¬
ing power estimated at $900,000,000 annually and while Fauntleroy
is today the strongest radio person¬
ality to this group, he has a wide
following' among white Washingtonlans.toe.
He boasts a fan club of 35,000
teeners of both races, is a draw at
youth rallies and recently began a
Sabbath program for Cherner
titled “A Thought For Sunday,"
during which he does straight religioso-rhyming stint which is the
only verse he "writes,,c|own and
then tapes. The balance is off-theJOE GL/3SER. Prts
cuff arid, frpm his off-mike conver¬
Hollywood
York
J
Chicaqo
sations, seems to come easier than
9619 Sun^. f RKd
straight prose,

Lord Fauntleroy Big In
D.C.; fthymester-Deejay
Hits Solid Comm’-I Beat

Jerry Blaine’s Son
■ Organizes Own Labd

£;

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
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Inside Stuff—I
Rep. John J. Rooney of New York’s 14th, Congressional..district com¬
plained recently at a hearing on the Library of Congress* budget that
he didn’t see why the Library lacked sheet music of a song, he re¬
membered‘from his boyhood, “The Lobster is the Wise Guy, After
All.” Dr. Quincy L. Mumford of the Library said that if the number
was popular as Rooney believed, he .also couldn’t understand why "a
copy couldn’t be found.
Ditty was popular all right but under its correct title of “I'd Rather
Be a Lobster Than a Wi$e Guy.” Written in 1908 by late Edward
Madden and Theodore Morse, the chorus ended: “And the more of
life l see, It really seems to me that the lobster is the wise guy, after
all,” Victor record by Billy Murray was a 'strong seller and stayed in the
catalog fog many years." “Lobster” was one^of several “I’d Rather
Songs” , that came out about, the same time. Others Included “I’ff
Rathef Be * Farmer Than. * Soldier,” “I’d.Rather Be a Lemon Than
a Grapefruit/’ “I’d Rather T.wdBtep Than Waltz, Bill//and perhaps
the tbp title of the lot, “I’d Rather Be On the Outside Lookin' In Than
On the Inside A-Lookin’ Out.” In 1915 Benjamin Hapgood Rurt/wrote
one of similar genre, “I’d Rather Be a Lamp Post On Old BroatJway.”
“Squid Jiggin’ Ground,” comedy ballad written 29: years' -ijgo by a
Newfoundland fisherman’s son, is now among JICA, Victor’s top 10
sellers in Canada. The Hanjc Snow disk may also get U.S. release and
publication, BMI .Canada Ltd. publishing it in Canada. Long jaibwn as
“Newfoundland’s national anthem,” it’s often thought to be. in the
public domain. But Arthur Scammell, who wrote it, is still ih his 40’s
and teaches-high-school English and history in Town* of Mount Royal,
north of Montreal. Scammell first recorded the song hftnself 15 years
ago, sold it through stores chiefly in. Maritime provinces and New¬
foundland.
‘
.
v
V.'--”Squid Jiggin’ -Ground” was sUng by Newfoundland fishermen in
National Film Board of Canada’s cplor film “Royal .Visit” * few
years ago. NFB, supposing it long p.d./tracked it Without thought of
royalties, but paid up when Scammel made his claim! It;; was also used
in a UN documentary on Atlantic air bases made by. a Copenhagen
company. They sent Scammell a royalty check for 47. kroner^ which
turned out to be $7.46.^
George ^Pennell, WHIL, Medford, MaSs., has been, running a contest
for a week in which he plays an oldtime record (in this case Ben-Bernie) and the winner must identify the “mystery .voice,” whiners re¬
ceiving the new Columbia disk, “Don’t Call .Me Sweetie/*- - by Eileen
Rodgers, which is. played every hour- on the hour along Wlth lfee mys¬
tery voice. Fennell- has been receiving, complaining lettbys.from some
of the winners. It seems that when they play “DoB’b'CaU Me Sweetie”
4 turns out' to be “Around The World/’ but with thex Eileeh .Rodgers
label.'Somebody goofed, and Fennell is busy sending the winners the
corrected version. The Columbia distrib in Hub. has had SeveraDcomplaints and now "is busy checking the entire recent Shippieiit.
Escapade Magazine is readying an LP featuring highlights^*of a jazz
symposium partcipated in by Bobby Troup, Jack Teagarden, Ziggy
Elman, Howard Rumsey, Jack Costanzo and Johnny Otis. Symposium
was taped and a digest of it appeared in the magazine’s June issue, the
jazz figures discussipg the idiom’s “historical past, controversial pres¬
ent and optimistic future.” Published version of the gab'session ran
about 5,000 words although thfe entire symposium took some 15,000
words and about ah hour and 38 minutes. LP version will be punctu¬
ated with music to illustrate the different styles of jazz.
The George M. Cohan estate received, $20,000 for the rights to
the NBC spectacular (Mickey Rooney). Mary Cohan’s husband George
Ronken handles most of the residual rights, along with Cohan Jr.,
from their headquarters In the George M. Cohan Music Pjub. Co.
Incidentally, although not important, - since chronology and any
literal observance of values are now accepted for reshuffling at will,
that “Tight Shoes” number was never done by The 4 Cohans. It was
done by Cohan and Sam H. Harris as part of a Friars’ Frolic.
A painting contest for disk jockeys, to plug the, RCA Victor album/
“Jewels From Cartier,” was won by deejay Jim Winters of WABI,
Bangor, Me. First-prize was a $1,500 diamond cocktail ring donated
by Cartier, the N. Y. jewelers. Gordon Max, of WBBC, Memphis, won
second' prize, a RCA Victor tape recorder. Music In the album was
composed by Louis Alter, who acted a judge in the contest along with
Jules Glaenzer, Cartier v.p.
Harry (Tiny) Hill, vet orch leader, celebrates the first annl of his
500-watter (KHIL, Brighton, Colo.) May 28. Hill also is prepping
another summer road tour Jaunt with an orch beginning in July.
The' dairy-farm, which he’s operated in Colorado for the past five
years is now up for sale. He was married last March to Catherine
M. Pierson.
Thunderblrd Records, which Is plugging the music from Mike Todd’s
production of “Around The World In 80 Days,” Is latching onto the
Ford Motor Co.’s Thunderblrd sports car to push its disks. Label is
.offering a car to any of its distributors selling 50,000 or more of
Jack Haskell’s version of the tune, “Around The World.”

Calypso
Continued from page 41 a—
musio scene, it’s the one type of
music which has consistently been
accepted by the teenage popula¬
tion over the past three years.
But even rock ’n’ roll has under¬
gone some evolution from the
days when it first dropped the
rhythm & blues tag. Disk a&r top¬
pers Claim there’s more quality in
the current r ’n’ r material now
that the beat and the sound are
no longer a. novelty attraction.
Another modification is the influ¬
ence of the country field on rock
’n’ roll,, evolving the “rockabilly"
idiom. Such performers as Elvis
Presley, Guy Mitchell, Tommy.
Sands, Ferlin Huskey and Marty
Robbins have been the chief ex¬
ponents of the rockabilly style.

Us Sets O'stas Pards
Publisher George Lee's Euro¬
pean affiliated converged on his
New York h.q. last week. In for a
looksee at the Tin Pan Alley scene
are Jack Heath from London and
Jacques Kluger from Belgium.
Lee Is tied up With Heath In
Good Music and with Kluger in
World Music.

ONE IS A
LONELY
NUMBER
w.ir (■)R/')ra:ir;n

Fast climbing the charts <

•

DON’T CRY
MY LOVE
A Great Vocal Rendition by

VERALYNN
on London Record* (#1729)
THE B.F. WOOD MUSIC’ CO./ INC.

P'SkiSTf
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Opening May 23rd

Miami Beach
«t

July 7 (Third Appearance)

ED SULLIVAN SHOW
CBS TV
Recent Engagements:
ROXY THEATRE. New York
CHASE HOTEL. St. Leals

EDDIE'S, Kansas City
MONTELEONE, Now Orleans
CASINO ROYAL. Wash., D. C.'

SHAMROCK HILTON. Houston
' TOWN CASINO. Buffalo

GROSSINGERS, New York
CONCORD, New York

Featured Guest "TONIGHT" (NBC-TV)

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
NIW YORK 0 CHICAGO • GCVIRLY HILLS • CINCINNATI • DALLAS • MIAMI If ACH • LONDON

>

,

Public Relations. DAVID O. ALBER Assoc. Inc.
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Ferguson Easing
'Lone Ranger' Grosses
Wildwood-by-Sea, N. J„ (Ms in Stiff Dave
’ Load; Saitg Joins JTG;
" Poor HSOO b Mph
Rhralry for Top Names During Sumner

Y)ave Fergusph will continue,, in¬
definitely on a consultation basis
Minneapolis, May 21.
as an exec of the Jewish Theatrical
Going on its own after having
Guild.. Hbr current Coast visit to had tv sponsor’s tieup elsewhere,
his 28-year-old daughter is part of the “Lone Ranger" unit with Las¬
New York’s west, side is becom¬
Wildwood, N. J., May 21.
for a week beginning July 13.„ Joni the easing-off schedule, as a result sie, had rough going here. F.or
A big scramble for top name James opens the room on June 28. of which Leonard B. Sang, long- two nights and a matinee in the ing the locale of'a new shift of
Although the Beach, Bolero and time- Shubert Theatres staffer, has 10,600-seat Municipal Auditorium small intime niteries/ For many
stars is now underway in this talentcrazy resort with New Jersey's Manor are the largest clubs, they been brought in to do the day-to- arid scaled from 50c to $2, the years, the exclusive province of the
won’t have any monopoly on shows. day utilitarian work,
show’s take was a disappointing
more, fashionable eastsidc, boriithree largest night* clubs battling Many «.ofJ the island’s 150 night
Ferguson having reached the re¬ $4,800.
.
it out down to the finish line for climbs will offer floor shows of vari¬ tirement age some time- ago, felt
Children wert admitted for 50c faces are now starting to] •move in
top-drawer acts to appear here this ous dimensions. Rock 'n' roll is that he should ease his wofk-load, and the adult admission was $1.50. on the less opulent sector of mid*
Recent' developments in¬
again dominant but is not para¬ thus the creation of the consulta¬ Reserved -seats were: -50c addi¬ town.
summer.
clude the opening of, Dick Kollmount as it was last. year. Calypso tive post! ^ The Guild's practical tional.
The spirited fracas was, touched won't even-be considered, here, in philanthropy of succoring showfolk
mar’s Left Bank* in the vicinity
off with the surprise debut of the Spite of. the national trend. Any requires active .executve adminis¬
of Madison- Square Garden, and
the pteetfi of. The. Satire Club in
new Beach Club here at Diamond type of Latin J music has always tration, work load of which had be¬
the King E'dward Hotel..
come too much for one man. Guild
Beach Lodge, self-styled world's done badly herev V
The pioneer ip this dfevetopment
Jake Diamond’s Martinique, the was founded by the late William
largest beach motel located south
is Julius Monk,' who . started the
nearest “wet" spot to ;the “dry", Morris Sr. to aid destitute showof Wildwood Crestr." The swank mo¬ boardwalk, will again star, the. po¬ ,folk on a non-sectarian basis.
Downstairs Room a cotfple: Of years
Ferguson agreed to the new set¬
tel is rushing finishing' touches on tent local boxojffice draws,*Steve
ago with-a book show. 'Display at
this room is. now in its second edi¬
a *new 2,100-seat nightclub con¬ Gibson’s Red Caps with Damita up following a powwow with Harry
E. Gould, chairman of the execu¬
tion
with “Son of Four Below" and
Jo.
The
Grenoble
Hotel
has
inked
Las Vegas, May 2L
structed in decending'tiered fa§hr
tive committee of the JTG. In
developments at this cafe have
The exec board of Local *369, been sufficiently prosperous to
ion down to a mammoth. central; the Four Matys, Bros, with Gloria light of his failing health, and de¬
Dee.
sire to see his daughter on Coast, American .Federation of Music, has
stage. The Beach Club has parking
Monk to buy -the bar on the.
The resort looks for the best western holiday was. agreed to as passed a by-law requiring “all es¬ cause
space for 2,000 cars and a huge
ground floor Of his basement, boite
season ever, with advance reserva¬ the starting point of the easing off tablishments" using music in Las
budget for upper bracket stars and
which
Is now called* Upstairs at the
Vegas to post a bond covering one Downstairs. Monk formerly staged
shows. The owners, have, hired tions the heaviest since World War of Ferguson's work load.
II. On the boardwalk, there are
week’s salary of all musicians used,] the shows. at the bow defunct. Le
Charlie Spivak 16-piece orchestra
in the establishment.
as house band for the season, open¬ multi-million dollars worth of im¬
Ruban Bleu, N. Y.
provements,, including two brand
. The previous policy of the union
ing June 20 and. going to Labor
new amusement piersarid scores of
was Ao require. bonds,, only from
Day.
new amusement rides and exhibits.
new places opening, or old places Brass Rail to Serve
Despite the new ^competition, Hunts Enterprises are completing
reopening .under new, management.
boniface Ben Martin of the' cen¬ a "'.new Ocean Pier which will have
The new ruling was prompted by
For U.S.at Brussels
tral-city Club ^Bolero is again sign¬ 10. major new rides. The only all¬
the recent closing of the^New Fron¬
The Brass Rail organization has
ing up a brace of record -names! concrete pier on the Atlantic Coast,
tier . showroom and lounge, with
been
named
to handle the food
including newcomers to the Wild¬ it features a roller coaster con¬
$6,200 due musicians for work per¬
wood scene such as Fats Domino structed oul over the ocean and
concession at the Brussels World
formed.
and the Andrews Sisters. Martin some outstanding imported rides,
This closing, coupled with the Fair American Pavilion to b*
will kick off June 28 with a big including Hot Rod cars from Ger¬
previous closings of the Royal Ne¬ held in Belgium next year. Ac¬
rock ’n’ roller with Dizzy Gillespie's many, The .old Ocean Pier de¬
vada on Jan. 1, 1956,. and the Mou¬ cording ;to plans now being drawn
orch, LaVerne Baker, Chris Conner, stroyed by fire during World War
lin Rouge previous to that, resulted up, the restaurant will be used as
Boston, May 21.
Bunny Briggs, Nittsy Nelson and II featured Starlight ballroom, one
Ringling Bros, and Barnum & in the sum of $43,000 owed to mu¬ a basic American exhibit.
others. 'The Four Aces open. July of the nation’s leading users of] Bailey Circus, stripped of canvas sicians here.
The Brass Rail organizdton is
6. The Andrews Sisters bow "July name bands and singers. Another j and sawdust, opened poorly at the
New law becomes effective July
19. Tony Bennett follows on July new pier is being constructed by 12,997-seat Boston Garden Tuesday 1, 1957, and the union will not ac¬ also opening a new eatery at the
N.
Y. International Airport, Idle26th with Eydie Gorme beginning the Ramagosa interests of Casino (14) in for a six day stand through cept contracts after that date un¬
which is currently iri con¬
on Aug. 2nd. Fats Domino opens Arcade Park across from Sportland Sunday (19), reportedly off $15,- less a bond Is posted in the form of wild,
struction.
August 9. The Rocky Valentine at 26th avenue and the boardwalk. 000 in advance. Opening matinee cash or insurance to cover the ac¬
band will be the house orchestra In addition, Playland pier has beten pulled • scant 2,400 and evening tual amount of the contract for a
for the -season. Mnrtin still has extended and expanded.
one week period.
PROFESSIONAL
performahee was off, hit by rain.
some open dates. Oscar Garrigues,
As the., boardwalk fully opens
The circus, which up to last year,
COMEDY MATERIAL
owner of several local hotels, is late this month, there will be over when it was beset with labor
for
all Theatricals
seeking names for his Manor Hotel 60 major adult and children's rides; troubles, grossed a standard $250,OLASON'S FUN-MASTER
Supper Club. He will have a larger making the local boardwalk the 000 for its six-day Hub stand, looks
Tha Original Show fix Gag Filo
budget for names this year, having largest midway and amusement to fall to a record low of $150,000,
Wo Sorvlco the Start
dropped the ice show featured last center in the Philadelphia-New although Garden spokesmen stated
• *5 Issues 92S — First. 19 for »7
season. He has signed Tony Martin 1 Jersey area.
Singly—91.0S lach Jnv Sequence The
Monagesques
have
taken
the
it was 8% ahead of last year on
Thursday (16). (Last year’s gross viewpoint that babes is babes, ac¬
• 3 Blackout Books, par tk....99S •
was off because of picketing and cording to Fred. Harris, who repre¬
• Mlnstrol Budget ...,...929 *
How to Maxtor -the Ceremonies
sents Monaco in the acquisition of
labor troubles).
99 por Copy
Press, radio and tv exploitation talent for such enterprises as The
a "The Comedian" Monthly Sorvlco a
915 por Yoar (12 issues)
was far below, last year.
Under Sporting Club and Hotel de Paris
Wo
Also
Teach
M.C.'Ing and Comody
new setup, the Boston Garden in Monte Carlo.
Lot a Raal Profossional Train You
Harris said that because of thi
handled the press, concessions, ush¬
NO C.O.D.'S
ers, press passes, etc., supervised expense involved in transporting
BILLY GLASON
by Howard Y. Bary, press agent, American girls, and because of the
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C. 19, Dopt. V
and Ken Mayo of the circus. A $4 higher scale which the U.S. dancers
Clrdo 7-1130
top for the* show was same as pre¬ are accustomed to, the Monte Carlo
vious years, but new moppet half- Sporting Club feels that they can
price rate for Tuesday, Wednesday get the same values out of French ]
and; Thursday nights was put in by and English chorus dancers. How¬
"is a very funny guy."*
the Garden with start of show ever, the niteries in that country
moved up to 7:30. Press passes are still on the prowl for names
were issued by the Garden this (not too expensive).
"is a relief front run-of-the-mine comedians."*
year at a 75c payriient per ticket
rate.
R-H Reps Mercury Artists
"clicks big in a room that is normally tough
The six day, 13 show,' setup
Omaha, May 21.
exited Sunday night (19) with
Romeo-Hammond
Agency here
on comedians." *
‘Big Brother" Bob Emery, WBZ-TV has been named midwest reps for
personality as ringmaster*for Mercury Artists following a deal
Tha ALGONQUIN HOTEL .
Providence, R. I., where it will between Don Romep and Lenriy
•f MIAMI Roach I
play for seven days, Monday (20) Green.
MODIRATI RATIO . . r Always
through Sunday (26) in the 6,000The R-H office is tabbed to hailArthur Blaka'o "London Town# Club"
seat Rhode Island Auditorium. die 20 states from Utah and Ari¬
Private Pool - Soach and Cabanas
~Harry Davies,, press agent, was zona westward to Illinois eastward,
Writs, Wira or Call for Immsdlato
rushed up from New York to with Chicago included. R-H was
Reservation*
Miami Beach Phono: JEfforsoa 1-1451 I
MIAMI HERALD I jack Anderson)
handle radio and tv exploitation formed here a year ago last March.
for
the
Providence
stand.
* "Comedian Larry Best is a very funny guy."
Noticeable was absence of saw¬
dust on the arena floor at the
MIAMI NEWS (Herb Kelly)
Garden. Rubber mats are now used.

To West Side

From Vegas Spots

Low, $150,000 Ini
Boston Stand

Monte Carlo Saves $
With European Lines

On the Eden Roc Book-Back List

EDEN ROC MANAGEMENT AGREES
WITH AUDIENCES AND CRITICS

- * "Larry Best is a relief from run-pf-the-min* comedians
• •. genuinely funny.,"

VARIETY (Lory)
* "Clicks big in a room that is normally tough on come¬
dians . . . easydelivery and slick appearance add to
pileup of palming."
MIAMI BEACH SUN (Paul M. Bruun)
* "Larry Best... a big hit."

Thanks to EDEN ROCS HARRY MUESON

LARRY BEST
Personal Management:

DAVID JONAS, 200 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.

L A. Court Bars AGVA’s
Blacklisting of Eddie Bio
Los Angeles, May 21.
Restraining oijder barring -the
American Guld bf Variety Artists
from blacklisting its former Coast
regional director Eddie Rio was
signed by Superior Judge Bayard
Rhone in connection with Rio's
$750,000 damage action against the
union.
Suit charges Rio was blacklisted
because of his connection with the
Royal Nevada Hotel, Las Vegas,
which went into bankruptcy in
January 1956 owing entertainers
about $500,000. Rio contended in
his suit that he was entertainment
director of the hotel, but took no
personal part in negotiations with
talent because AGVA insisted on
dealing directly with the hotel
owners.

NEXT LAUGH STOP: GOLDEN SLIPPER, Glen Cove, L. I.
Opening June' 17—2 Weeks: GLEN PARK CASINO, Ruffalo
. (Thanks, Harry Altman)

•---—-—

Ringling Bros. Sc Barnum Sc
Bailey Circus Will open a four-day
stand in the William Neal Reynolds
Coliseum at Raleigh, N. C.,
June 17.

if CALYPSO JOE'S
Bar S Nightclub

"Shak* ds Body" at World
Famous Calypso „ Carnival
★ Calypso Jot A Lord Micrpbo A Coco-t#-^' Duchort Papaya
A Consuela 'A Prlncois-Friioios A Matilda A Lord Da Kind—
from Trinidad’s. Perseverance Club A Newest Calypso Hits—
Available to Recording Artists A Singers.
Loves Mo Green Banana
A
Calypso-Joe
A Carollne-Loves-Sb
A
Mo Headache Girl
[ A Marry—Do One lovts You (Copyrighted)
’ A Melting-Pot Really Hot
A
tweet Man
A Calypso Joe "Name Trademarked-Protected"
A Exclusive franchise for "Calypso Joe’s"
A Bar-Club-Resfaiirant ,. . Production Availabio,

A

if CALYPSO JOE
1053 Alakoa ft., Honolulu, Hawaii

Ph. 541035

MflLINI
CohtAct at HOTEL PRESIDENT —Circle 6-8800

Cl .AHMiUUUM ■

KM*

■ M.B MmmMM

Jamal .T. CarSt prmnt Dir*
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Town & Country, Brooklyn, Needs Top
Names to Pull Biz; Inks Jerry Lewis
The problem of-filling 1,750 cafe
Beat* in Brooklyn depends en¬
tirely on the names booking, ac*
cording to Ben Maksik, operator of
the' Town & Country' Club'. .Mak*ik, who has already signed Jerry
. Lewis for tyro weeks startijigSept.
9, is attempting to line up a solid
phalanx of. names until the end of
his season in June..
.
Maksik says that the day that
he doesn't have a solid name is the
.day that he’ll lose money. It's a
rough proposition trying to make
customers come out, in the face of
competition from video and other
cafes, and therefore he's shelling
out all-kinds of coin in an effort to
maintain a capacity pace for the
•pot.
Opening date isn’t set. If Maksik
can get a name to precede Jerry
Lewis, he will open earlier. Other¬
wise Lewis will prem the season.
He’ll come in with a complete
show.
Other act set is that of
Alan - Gale, Oct. 14.
There are.
other contracts in the process of
being finalized.
Maksik cited the necessity to
spend top amounts to get cus¬
tomers (and acts as well) to the re¬
mote reaches of his spot, which is
at one of the far ends of Brook¬
lyn. Maksik said that recently he
had a show which cost $12,000 and
it "didn’t pull a quarter.” Having
lost money with a show of that
magnitude, he says that it’s far bet¬
ter to shell out enough to bring in
firmly established draws.
One of his handicaps, Maksik
•aid, lies in the fact that he has
to outbid such established spotsas NewsYork’s Copacabana and
Latin Quarter. As. far as capacity
is concerned, he’s geared to do
enough business so that he can pay
off the kingsized salaries. Problem
is to get enough names to fill out
the amount of playing time for the
entire season.

AGVA Rep, Mpls. Bar
Operator Sag It Oat;
Stripper Faces Trial’

Don’t Call U» .. .
Toledo, May 21.
When the Toledo City Coun¬
cil named a Danny TKomaij
Playground honoring the comic
who was born here, other mem. bers of the body had other fa¬
vorites..
.
*
An existing Brown Avenue,
could become Joe E. Brown
Avenue. Helen O’Connell and
Teresa Brewer were, : also
"nominated” for .street sign
distinction.'
J
Council voted to "keep them
in mind.”

+
.

’
’

Cuba’s Tropicana
On Block; Asks
For KMODO
,
Havana, May 1.
Tropicana nightclub,- largest in
the world, is up for sale, according
to Martin Fox, rnajority owner. The
asking price is $6,000,000. .
Fox said, "1 have been working
for 50 years, and now I have to
rest.” In failing health, Fox Said
he may soon travelto Boston for a
medical checkup.
Fox purchased a private estate,
Villa Mina, on the outskirts of Ha¬
vana in 1939 and converted it into
Tropicana nightclub. The grounds
of Tropicana cover 36,000 square
meters, of which only about a quar¬
ter are covered by buildings, and
the rest by well-kept gardens. Fox
steadily expanded the nightclub
(including a $500,000 renovation
program in 1950), and today it has
a seating capacity of 1,750. The
nightclub has two complete sec¬
tions, one indoors and the other
outdoors, but. each with its own
seating area, bandstand and stage.
The production numbers at Trop¬
icana are lavish, and usually in¬
clude 50 or more performers, in¬
cluding chorus girls dancing on
catwalks set in trees. Names are
also included in the shows..
To operate the huge establish¬
ment costs an average of $5,000
daily. Profits are a Closely-kept
secret. Approximately 500 custom¬
ers visit Tropicana nightly during
the summer season, but’this figure
doubles during the peak winter
tourist season.
The manager of Tropicana, Oscar
Echemendia, denied that the offer
of sale is a publicity stunt. He said,
"Tropicana doesn’t heed that pub¬
licity.” He reported that a. pur¬
chase offer- of $4,500,000 was re¬
ceived hours after Fox said he
wanted to sell the nightclub, but he
did not say who had made the offer.

’ Minneapolis, May 21*
A row between Manny Tyler,
AGVA organizer here, and
Augie .Ratner, owner of Augie’s,
one of the loop’s leading theatre
bars, culminating with Ratner, a
one-time professional prizefighter,
throwing Tyler out of the estab¬
lishment* Ratner has refused to
•ign up with AGVA.
Called fn from Chicago as a re¬
sult of the affair, Ernie East, mid¬
west, AGVA regional director, said
that 'exotic dancer "Kandy” Kane,
appearing at Augie’s, will face
charges and a union trial for stay¬
ing on the job. She’s an AGVA
member, he asserts, even though
she never completed payment of
her $100 initiation' fee after signng a membership card in Kansas
City. “As a member,” explains
Fast, "she has no right to perform
in any establishment which doesn’t
•ign the AGVA contract.”
Fast also cleared. Tyler of al¬
leged "shakedown" tactics” in or¬
ganizing local bistros. As a condi¬
tion for signing up with the union,
.Philadelphia, May 21.
the establishments must agree to
Chubby’s, near’Camden, N. J.,
the AGVA "minmum basic agree¬
ment,” contribute $2.50 per week to one of the top musical and name
the union's, health and welfare- showcases in the Philadelphia area,
fund and post a bond to insure per¬
formers’ salary payments, as Tyler was gutted by a fire early today
has been requiring, the AGVA di¬ which totally demolished the spot.
Nothing was left but the four walls
rector explained.
Tyler was sent here from Kansas with damages estimated by firemen
City several ' months ago when at several hundred thousand dol¬
AGVA decided to open.a local of¬ lars.
fice and "organize the town. In
The owner, Joseph (Chubby)
that time, he says, he has signed Spoffard was in a diner across the
up 30 night spot performers and “ street when he saw the? place go up
such leading local, spots as the in flames. His . brother, Edward,
Hotel Radlsson Flame Room, the was still in the building, and was
Twin Cities’ top supper' club; called* out in time by his wife,
Schiek’s, the Persian Palms and Jane. The fire is believed to have
the Gay 90s and also has contacted started in the basement of the cafe
COO other AGVA members |n trav¬ in the area of the performers’
eling shows.
x
dressing rooms. Current in' the
Tyler said "strippers, are a min¬ show when spot burned down was
ute portion of the AGVA member¬ Charlie Ventura Quartet, Jay© Sis¬
ship, but give the union 95% of ters, Count Flicka, and Arnold
its troubles.”
I Hover.

CHUBBY’S, TOP N.J. SPOT,
DESTROYED BY FIRE

AGYA Hassle With Cowboys Union
May Hogtie All Eastern Rodeos
. The fair booking field is expected
to "undergo a lot of ..price-cutting
during the next , year, unless the
top booker's in tile field renew the
no-raiding agreement whiqh had
been- in effect for many years un¬
til it was broken last season.
Already thA two major offices
Barnes-Carruthers and GAC-Hamid, have abrogated a booking agree¬
ment which insured the area wfest
of the Mississippi to the B-C outfit,
while GAC-Hamid took the eastern
territory. There were a’couple of
exceptions in that pact which both
parties respected. Last year, how¬
ever, Hamid tpok over a couple of
western fairs.6 B-C countered by
taking Ottawa, which-made official
the fact that all agreements were
off and all territories were open.
As. a result, the indies are step¬
ping into' situations where they
couldn’t get into previously. For
example, Lou Walters Enterprises
took over the. Allentown (Ra.)
Fair, the Chicago and New York
ifadies are able to pry into situa¬
tions where they never had a
chance because of tight control
from the major offices. Today,;tlj£
indies are in a position to under¬
cut in some of the situations where
they are now being admitted.
' One result of the ne>v booking
situation, may be a temporary halt
in the-rising price-graph of fair
(Continued on page 52)

Ciro’s in H wood
Drops Shows For
Private Parties

AGVA Collects 12G
In Hospital Benefit
Hollywood, May 21.
AGVA collected $12,000 at the
kickoff party for its hospital bene¬
fit drive at the Hollywood Palla¬
dium.
.’
Shindig laid the groundwork for
the sale of tickets for the all-star
benefit to' be staged at the Holly¬
wood Bowl June 28 with proceeds
going to establish the vaude un¬
ion’s new plan for hospitalization
benefits for its members.

Lou Walters To
Stage 3 Shows
, For Okla. Expo
Lou Walters, operator of the
Latin Quarters in N.Y. and Miami
Beach, has signed to do three
shows for the Oklahoma Semi-Cen¬
tennial Exposition, marking the
50th anniversary of Oklahoma’s
admission'to the-Union. Shows will
be the "Ziegfield Follies” for
which Walters has the nitery rights
and will mark its first use in the
fair and expo field, an edition of
the. Latin Quarter Revue, plus
"Folies Parisienne.” Event goes
on in the-Fair Grounds in Okla¬
homa City, June 14 for 24 days.
First show will be the "Follies”
which will start June 14 for 10
days and will have a cast topped by
Tony Bennett, Dorothy Lamour,
Patti Page and the Four Aces.
Second sbow will be the LQ Revue
which will begin June 24 and will
have Johnnie. Ray as the headliner.
Third display will be "Folies Pa¬
risienne” with the McGuire Sisters
heading.
Deal was made through Grand¬
stand Operations, headed by Nick
John Matsoukas, which .will do
all the staging at the expo. In ad¬
dition to the three shows to be
staged by Walters, Matsoukas has
booked a set of auto races from
June . 14 to 23 matinees, and a
“thrill” show for the succeeding
matinee. A rock ’n’ roller headed
by A1 Hibbler will be presented
twice every afternoon during, the
week of July 1. Della Reese,
George Hamilton IV, Rube Scott
Orch and others have been signed
for that layout.
Walters, who is currently in Eu¬
rope, is expected to include some
foreign talent In the trio of revues
that he will stage. A liiff* of 30
girls will be routined for the Wal¬
ters displays.

A fight of major proportions that
may affect every rodeo staged in
the U.S. is coming to.a head. The
Rojdep Cowboys Assn., an organiza¬
tion of rodeo performers, has in¬
formed the American Guild of Va¬
riety Artists that it is seeking juris¬
diction of all'personnel working the
events, including AGVA members.
The union has already informed
RCA that it. doesn’t recognize the
RCA and has "told the group to lay
off performers who are AGVA
members. .Otherwise a jurisdic¬
tional battle will result.
RCA takes the position that all
rodeos are their domain, and any¬
one working them should take out
membership in their organzation.
RCA, which has. been instrumental
in getting rodeo promoters to
raise purses and has been respon¬
sible for a greater share of revenue
to the performing cowpokes, is
now spreading out to include sing¬
ers, novelty acts and others.. .
AGVA has told- RCA that it will
not comply, since AGVA is the only
organizaton recognized by the AFLCIO to. have jurisdiction of per¬
formers. Union also told RCA that
not having union status, it cannot
enforce its demands upon legiti¬
mate union members.
The tiff between AGVA and
RCA, unless' settled, is expected
to have some serious consequences
in the staging of eastern rodeos,
where names and supporting acts
are necessary. For example, Madi¬
son Square Garden, N.Y., which
stages annually the World Cham¬
pionship Rodeo needs both a large
supply of cowpokes which it ob¬
tains with RCA cooperation, and
various acts which comes under
the jurisdiction of AGVA. Shquld
both organizations come to blows,
it might be impossible to stage the
event. Sam'e situaton would also
obtain in Boston and elsewhere in
rodeos using performers to. buttress
the lure of the wranglers.

Hollywood, May 21.
Uncertainties of the nitery busi¬
ness has led Ciro’s to a major
policy, switch; the famed Sunset'
Strip nitery will no longer book
shows but will concentrate on pri¬
vate party business. Current "Cot¬
ton Club” (layout winds up tomor¬
Toronto, May 2l.
The 20-story, 900-room Lord
row night (Wed.) after which.boniSimcoe
Hotel,
second
largest here,
face Herman Hover hopes to get
opened last week on a $10,000,000
some top names to come in for gala
investment
partly
put
up by John
one-night stands to round out the
C. Udd, Canadian mining magnate.
week. And tfiat will be the end.
Heading U. S. interests are Ernest
Ciro’s still has commitments with
Byfield Jr., of the Sheraton-AmbasSammy Davis Jr., and Jerry Lewis
sador, Chicago; and Harry Weale,
and these may be played out later
formerly associated with the Ste¬
in the year but there are no other
vens Hotel, Chicago, and the Ford
bookings planned.
chain 19 Canada. Many of the ideas
Private party business, Hover ex¬
of Chicago’s Pump Room have been
plained, has laways amounted. to
incorporated in the Lord Simcoe,
about • 35-40% of the club's busi¬
Toronto, including a replica of the
ness. Henceforth, he will concen¬
Chicago setup.
trate on this type of business since
‘ General manager of the Lord.
"the private banquet business isn’t
Simcoe Hotel is David Mulligan Jr.,
affected by outside influences. If a
whose father was head of the Cana¬
business organization or.a club ar¬
dian National'Railway’s hotel chain
ranges for a party, the people in¬
across the Dominion. At the time
volved turn out regardless of
of his death two years ago, Mulli¬
weather, tv shows or anything else.
gan
Sr. was chairman of the Bilt'
Clinton, Conn., May 21.
And this has become a big private
Connecticut has added one more more, Barclay and Park Ave.
party town; there’s 5% more of
Hotels,
New York.
that business here than there is in facet to its outdoor amusement
offerings with a setup tagged "Cow- ‘
New York.”
boy Valley,” located in woodland
near this shoreline village.
Set for a Memorial Day unfur¬
ling, project is a replica of an oldtime western frontier town, com¬
Honolulu, May 21.
plete with dance hall, saloon, court
house, stores, etc. In addition to
Hawaii’s most ambitious nitery
Hollywood, May 21.
exhibits pointing up the frontier operation in recent years got un¬
Capacity business on her first way of life, an action program will der way last week when Top 0’ the
Los Angeles riitery date can give have bandits holding up the stage¬ Isle Room reopened at the Waikiki
Anna Maria Alberghetti $20,500 coach, the posse chase and a trial Bilfmore Hotel. Shirley Mendelfor two weeks at the Gocoanut of the highwaymen,* with patrons son, who bought KHON several
Grove here. Actress singer opens serving as jurors. Tab-is set at 75c months ago, is operator of the roof
there May 31.
She’ll do eight for adults, 50c for moppets, with a nitery.
shows weekly in the 1,000-seat capacity of 600 on a two-hour turn¬
Haunani Kahalewai, star of the
room which has a $2 cover charge. over.
,
weekly "Hawaii Calls” programs,
Her deal calls for * flat $5,500
Spot Is being operated by Arthur is getting top billing. Show essen¬
guarantee plus 50% of all cover Dubois and Kenneth Lennox, with tially is all-Hawaiian in format,
revenue over $6,500 per week.
Arthur Slutsky of New Haven’s featuring such musicians, singers
.Similar basic payment deal has Sterling Associates handling the and dancers as Alvin Issacs, Jo¬
seph Sonny Nichols, and Lani Rodbeen set for her Waldorf-Astoria pub-ad assignment.
riques. Top o’ the Isle is operat¬
debut, N. Y., opening Nov. 1, but
ing
seven nights q week with danc¬
.the cover percentage still is being
Ruth Price follows Marian McNegotiated.
Between the Grove Partland into the Circus Lounge ing and floor shows and supper
service.
Room’s been given a hand¬
date and the New York stand, in the Ottawa House, Ottawa, with
she’ll do four weeks at the Flamin¬ King Carib & Hi* Steel Bandits some Polynesian decor and en¬
larged.
go, Las Vegas, opening July 11. on same show*
*

Lord Simcoe Hotel Bows
In Toronto; U.S; Backers
In $10,000,000 Edifice

CONi BOWING WITH
HORSE OPERA VILLAGE

Anna Maria’s Similar
Top Coin L.A., N.Y. Deals

Top 0’ The Isle Room
Reopens in Waikiki
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AGVA Donor’s Dinner at Palladiam
Read by Raymond Burr

•J Written by Sid Kuller
Hollywood, May 21.
A former President of these
United States once said, “In times
of war, the actor is the only one
called upon, to give away, for free
... the only thing he has got to
sell. All others who contribute to
the war effort are repaid on the
basis of cost, plus 6%.
This poses a very interesting
question. What is the value of an
actor's life? What price Art, Tim¬
ing, Hope and Frustration?
How do you evaluate the lives
of those performers who died in
the line of duty? Thfe only duty an
actor obeys . . . the duty to see
that “The Show Must Go On."
Andsit does go on. In War and in
Peace. In sickness‘and in health.
For commercial gain or, for bene¬
fit. .
And speaking of benefits, how
many hospitals, Orphanages and
other charitable institutions rely
upon the tdlents of the actor for
their main support?
, And that is why we are here
tonight. For once, the tables are
turned. Tonight we launch a proj¬
ect . . . dedicated to the proposi¬
tion that maybe there are times
.when the Actor -needs a little help
too . ... help from a Society which
continually calls upon him for as¬
sistance.
Others will tell you the how, why
and wherefore later on „ . . but

before they do, the Actors will
carry on in their noble tradition^
<They will thrill you with song
and dantfe . . . they win^kill you
with laughs .proving once
again, that even in time of need,
the Actor will amuse you.
Yes, the Show Must Go On.

CELESTE
EVANS
"Sophisticated
Sorcery"

Ad Agency Files 50G
Suit Vs. Royal Nevada,
Claims Breach-of-Pacl
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JOE E.LEWIS H.O.
AS FRIARS' DEAN
The Friars in New . York are
retaining their present officers for
another term, Joe E. Lewis has
been re-elected dean; Harry Delf,
abbott; Dr. S. L. Meylackson, treas¬
urer, and Red .Buttons repeats as
secretary,
Elected to two-year terms on the
board of governors are Ray Block,
Phil Charig, Nat Dunn, Eddie Elkort, Eugene Greenhut, George A,
Hoffman, Ruddy Howe and Burton
Turkus. Dunn and Howe are the
sole , newcomers to the board. Friars take over their new club¬
house in June .-and start alterations
immediately, aiming for comple¬
tion in August. Their present
quarters were recently sold to the
National Showmens Assn.

Las Vegas* May 21.
A Beverly Hills, Calif., advertis¬
ing agency filed two suits last week
in District Court-here totaling near¬
ly $50,000 for an alleged termina¬
tion of an advertising and promo¬
tion contract and money due on a
loan, both by a resort hotel here.
Michael Shore Inc, brought the
two civil claims through, attorney
Murray Posin against the Nevroy
Corp., operators of the Royal Neva¬
da Hotel, which only recently has
reinstated bigtime entertainment in. j
Las Vegas, May 21.
its main dining room.
The ad firm states that it has
Continuing its policy , of longbeen damaged to the extend of $37,- range deals with ilalent, Sahara
982 through termination of the Hotel has inked three-year con¬
agreement- signed last October 30 tract., with Dan Dailey, Betty Hutbetween Shore and Maurice Fried¬ top and Victor Borge. Dailey,. en¬
man,. president of the hotel. The tertainment director Stan Irwin
second claim is for return, of $6,000 said, will open next Feb. 17 for his
assertedly owed by the hotel as the first nitery date in 18 years.
result of a loan and stock purchase
Each of the contracts calls for
lasl Dec. 3. Shore claims that he Your weeks annually for three
loaned the Royal Nevada $10,000 years. Each of the stars will bring
and advanced $2,000 more, for the in his own show. Miss Hutton is
purchase of 20 shares of stock, but due.Aug. 6 for four weeks to be
the agreement was called 'off on followed by Borge Sept. 3.
Dec. 18 and the hotel'operators
Sahara already has annual deals
have returned only half Of his with Donald O’Connor, Martha
money.
Raye, Ray Bolger, Teresa Brewer,
Posin aSks $6,000 in attorney’s Edgar Bergen, Kay Starr and Xa¬
fees for prosecution of the actions.
vier Cugat and Abbe Lane and
Irwin is dickering a similar deal
with Anil Blyth.

Sahara Pacts

Borge for 3 Yrs.

PhiDy Rathskeller
Reopens as Bandstand Raiding ‘fair’ Bane
The Little Rathskeller, Philadel¬

phia, operated many years by the
Kaliner Bros., will resume opera¬
tions May* 30 uiider th’e name of
The Bandstand, with a band policy,
as the name implies. Initial book¬
ings haven’t yet been set, although
Sy Kaliner was in New York last
week on a shopping tour.
The spot, the, longtime property
of the Kaliner family, was closed
about a year ago after the failure
of several policies. Spot was at orie
time a talent, incubation centre,
and had several formats before
shuttering.

Continued from page 51
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costs. The reopening of competi¬
tion is likely to lower prices for
next season’s fairs, and for some
events this year, which haven’t yet
booked their full roster of talent.
In addition, the calling off of
territorial rights is tending to
cause changes in formats. For ex¬
ample, the .Allentown Fair will
have girly shows plus names; Can¬
adian National Exhibition will have
the Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
Bailey Circus in the afternoons. It
had. been the tendency of the
larger booking offices to sell the
kind of talent they generally had
Buck Wheeler Retires
available to them. Thus B-C which
After 48 Yrs. in Show Biz had the go in the open market for
Buck Wheeler, show biz vet, ret names, stressed novelties and lines;
tired this week and departs .for a GAC-Hamid * and Music Corp. of
new home in Florida after 48 years America made a pitch for names
in the' theatre,. the last 24 years as a means of getting. their share
as stage manager at New York’s of the market. The indies, which
Roxy. The theatre tendered Buck have to buy from virtually all. the
a farewell testimonial luncheon in offices, were able to get some
the theatre’s executive suite on names. However, they moved In
Monday (20).
generally with ideas.
At 16 Buck was a chorus boy in
Unless a new agreement is made,
“The Top of the. World" which 1958 fair prices are bound to drop
played on Broadway in 1909. He to some degree, unless name book¬
continued as an actor in “The Dol¬ ings take a firmer hold. Since all
lar Princess," then “Rose Maid" fairs will be hustled by all the
right down to 1933 when he came bookers, the rural Impresarios will
Thoatra, New York
to the Roxy as stage manager..
make price a heavier factor than in
Wook of May 17
previous years. It’s also likely to
cause quite a few changes’ of for¬
Thankt to: Don Friendly, Chat, Ryan,
Russell Arms Set* For
mat.
For example, girly-shows
Ji/tt Appeared On
Nitery, Fair Swing with nightclub labels, such as the
Latin
Quarter
Revue,-are likely to
Russell Arms, former Hit Parade
"TO TELL THE TRUTH" singer,
will do a tour of niteries. start cropping up in quite a few
cities.
Ift.
some
cases, production
CBS-TV, Tuesday, May 21
He’s been set for the Laurel Hill
Chib, Columbia, S. C., and follows and costumes will already have
been
amortized
because
of a nit¬
Management: ROBERT REXER
with the Glen Park Casino, Williamsville, N. Y., June 17, and ery run, or because of previous use
56 Beaver Street, New York 4, N.Y.
in industrial shows.
•follows with Bliiistrub’s, Boston, . An outfit siich as the one headed
BO 9-5120
June 24.
by Lou Walters will try to get in
on the fair field in order to main¬
★★★★★★★★★★★*★★★★*★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ tain an organization for the Indus*
* trial shows which he does in the
FANTASTIC BOX OFFICE
•* fall and winter. Although, he isn’t
* likely to -take any fair-jobs at a
* loss, he can figure on modest profits
* just in order to insure a steady
* supply of femmes and utilization of
HYPNOTIST
* writers aiid producers on a year"Draw 57,000 at 'My Horn* Furnishings Show'."
* round basis.
—JOHN OWEN, Prod.
BOSTON GLOBE, Tod Ashby
*
Thus, indies and newcomers have
"Joan Brandon Is boautiful, jhapaly, hypnotist who *
been given a wide entry into fairs
kaaps har audianco spellbound an4 roaring with laugh¬
* because of the abrogation of the
ter at the Armory."
'*
longstanding
B-C-Hamid
agree¬
BOSTON HERALD, Rudolph Elle
*
"Joan Brandon,' the most famous hypnotist in the world, If terrific"
* ment. Unless the breach is healed
in
time
for
'58,
the
competition
in
Currently (Rotor a Engagement) HOT POINT INDUSTRIAL SHOW
>
Mgl.; J. BRANDON, 45* West 24th St., New York JT, H. Y.
* that field will become increasingly
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branch when Dean Jennings goes
New York
to the N. Y, office to, work for
Will Mastin Trio topped byj
Sammy Davis Jr. to repeat at. theH Jackie Bright, national administra¬
ted
... Fats Domino t>rch and seven
Copacabana In November . . . Joey
Bishop is slated to start work on acts return to the Sportitorium
“The Deep Si*" for Warners, June Monday (27) . *“Holiday On Ice"
4 . „ , Jffl Corey to the StatlerHilton, Dallas, July 11 and Eddys’, opens a six-day ruii Aug. 24 at the
Kansas City, Oct. 14 . . . Trotter new Dallas Memorial Auditorium.
Bros, set for Steuben’s, Boston, ... Hotel Adolphus’ Century Room
June 3.t, Golden Gate Quartet swings back tp continuous “name
currently touring Norway, to star act" policy tomorrow (Thurs.) with
in Sweden, June T, and are down singer Betty Reilly in .‘for two
for the De Besancon Festival, Paris, frames. She’ll be followed by Tito
Sept. 7 and 3 . . v Davis & Reese Gubar, June 6-19. .Tommy Cunnin¬
hit the Sands, Las Vegas, Aug. 14. gham's' band has its notice, but no
. . . Sam Shayon planing out to replacement set to date . . . Come¬
Brazil this week to Supervise danc¬ dian Phil Margquln and exotic
ing Waters* installations in Porto Evelyn Wes^ now* at the Colony
Allegre and elsewhere . , . Rover Club, give way to Berty .Henry and
Boys lined up for the Iriquois Sandy Simms .oq June 3. Chuck
Mitchell, and exotic Marcia EdGardens/ Louisville, June 10.
Lilo Signed for a two-weeker at gihgton, due Juno 24-July 7 . . .
the Mocambo, Hollywood, June 11 Statler-Hllton’s Empire . Room has
. . . Corbett Monica down for the dated Buddy Ebsen, May 30; Bob
Fontainebleau, Miami Beach.. Mag McFadden and Jo Ann Miller, June
21 . . . Mattison Trio set for the 13; Rusty Draper, June 27; Gogl
Eden Roc, Miami Beach; June 20 Grant, July 11; Larry Storch, July
and the Palmer House, Chicago, 25; Eddie Peabody, Aug. 8; Eileen
Aug. 8 . . i Four Mints to the Pal¬ Rodgers and “Prof, Backwards" for
ace, N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Aug. 22. Chuck Cabet’s orch takes
Chico Hamilton quintet to the Vil¬ over the July -41-Sept. 5 hiatus of
lage Vanguard, June 4 . . . Johnny the Bob Cross band, when the latter
Pfileo signed to work with Jimmy crew plays the Balinese Room,
Durante at the Carter Barron Am¬ Galveston.
phitheatre, Washington; July 11
. . . Dominique to repeat at the
Latin Quarter, Aug. 1 . . . Terri
Stevens moved into the One-Two
Club, Toronto .'. . Marguerite Pl¬
ana inked «?for the Sands, Las
Vegas^ Sept. 25 . . . Eagle Sc Man
to El Morocco, Montreal,. May 27.

K

Chicago
Madcaps (2) open at the Club
Crescendo, Houston, today (Wed.)
for two fraihes with Rossi Sc Terry
on same bill . . . Virginia Sellers
set for the Muehlebach, K.C., June
21 with Rossi Sc Terry also pacted
. . . Conn Sc Mann at the ’ Chase,
St. Louis, Friday (24-31) . . . Ran¬
cho Don Carlos, Winnepeg, has the
Diamonds skeddled for July 1-6 . . .
Del Rubio Triplets start two weeks
at the Chase, St. Louis July 19 . . .
Lori Stevens in for one frame at
Lackland Air Force Base, San An¬
tonio, June 10, followed by Ginsy
Scott, June 17, for one week . . .
Bill Qoggett into the Crown Pro¬
peller here for one week, July 17
. . Dorothy Shay set for the Em¬
pire, Room, Chir Oct. 3-3Q, to be
followed by Evelyn Knight, Oct.
31, with Johnny Puleo Sc Harmoni¬
ca Rascals on same show.
Tune Tattlers inked for. the
Henry Grady Hotel, Atlanta, June
10, for two weeks . . . Three Suns
set for Angelo’s Studio Inn, Omaha,
for one. week, June 10 . . * The
Hilltoppers into. Eddy’s, K.C., Aug.
9, for two frames . .. Snooky Lanson goes two weeks at the Con¬
gress, St. Louis. June 17 '. . „ Del
Rubio Triplets hooked for the De¬
troit Statler, Nov. 25, for two
frames followed by. two more at the
Cleveland Statler, Dec. 9 . . . Sue
Carson set for Mr. Kelly’s, here,
Aug. 2, for two we*».ks . . . Paulette
Sisters (3) on tlir Delta Queen
riverboat show, C acinnati, June
3-6.

MANAGEMENT

BY

KENNETH LATER
ENTERPRISES
(650 Broadway, N. Y.
PLaza 7-4940

WARD HAU and LEONARDO
VtMATILl NOVELTY AKtlSTS
Currantly Featured with

Hollywood
Rene Rene Trio opens at the
Beachcombers Club, Capistrano
Beach for an indefinite stand June
15 . . . Ted Lewis and his revue
set for the Desert Inn, Las Vegas,
opening May 28 with Marie Mac¬
Donald . . . .Four Freshmen on
one-niter trek through the north¬
west and signed for an Air Force
tout beginning in September . , .
Patricia Moriion and John Raitt
headline at the annual Lions Club
Convention in San Francisco Cow
Palace June 28 . . . Dave $iegel,
part owner and entertainment di¬
rector of Cal-Neva, signed Chico
Marx to play the Lake Tahoe spot
this- summer . . . Alan King to
headline show opening June 4 at
the Fontainbleau, Miami Beach.

FROMAN BROS.
BROADWAY VARIETIES
4th Month, Now Touring South Africa

MOSS SmqSm PHOTOS
lc each. For publicity purposes con¬
sult Moss first. Slnco 1935 Serving
America's Star*.
IIA03 PHOTO sat VI Cl
MUSKS U* W. 50th St* NY 19
IflWWW

p.
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YVONNE MORAY
CURMNTLY

JOE JEFFERSON HOUSI
Mobile, Alabama

Dallas
Danny Weisfeld, an ASCAP rep,
takes over June 1 as AGVA’s

MILTON DEUT1CH AOENCY
Hollywood • Now York

CAB CALLOWAY
“COTTON CLUI REVUE”
Fifth Week

ROYAL NEVADA
Lat Vega*
Mgt. BILL MITTLER,' 1419 Broadway, New York

Wednesday^ May 22, 1957
Copacabima^ N. Y. .
Tony; Martin (with 41 Sendry),
Bobby Van, The Charmonaires (3),
Toth Rockford, Marilyn Cooper,
Jeff Bolton; ' Michael Durso and
Frank Mdrti bands; staged by Douglas Coudy? songs, Michael Durso,
Mel Mitchell & Marvin Kahn; cos¬
tumes, Sal Anthony (Mme. Berthe);
orchestrations,- Deac Everhard; $5
minimum.

Uakiety
femme lends her flexible frame to
the suave handling of the'male
member of the team.- Interpretively, there is room for more variety.
Each of their four numbers are
very much the same. Too ttpich
spectacular acrobatics seems to be
expected of cafe dancers, although
Palmer House . audiences have
shown themselves receptive in'the
past to more open anjl stately
choreo, with which this pair should
be equally at-home.
Edye G'orme heads the next
Palmer House lineup, June 13.
&
Leva.

. Hotel Plaza, IV. Y.
Dorothy Shay, Ted Straeter Orch,
Mark Monte Continentals;^ $2.50,
$3 convert.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
1 able attainment. She sings in a
multitude of tongues, giving each
tune dramatic content far and
above the call of duty. She knocks
off tunes with a .wide variety of
movement, shows' further accom¬
plishment by a session at the piano.
However, it’s her Russian medley
that provides the most resounding
hand of the evening for her arid
it gets her off comfortably.
Jose.
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Lake Cluli, Sprlngf’d, 111,
Springfield, Ill., May 16.
Phil Ford & Mimi Hines, Mau¬
reen Hughes, Buddy Kirk Orch
(8); $1.20 admission.

Dorothy Shay has popularized
the hillbilly accents on the supper
The work of husband-wife team,
club circuit with a sophisticated
Phil Ford & Mimi Hines, offers' a
rural charm to the swankeries. She
sophisticated combination of com¬
has made the backwood,s ballads
edy and music in the Lake Club’s
part of the upper crust cafe scene
current layout which has an extra
and has done it with charm and
session of rhythm, in a song stint
ease. For many years now, Miss
by single soloist Maureen Hughes.
Shay has been ^ fixture in- the
The Copacabana is now the
A talented team, Ford and Hines
Gotham homebase, for Toby Mar¬
.carriage trade spots and has de¬ Mftpes Skyroom, Reno set a fast pace for themselves in
Reno, May. 16.lighted the clientele at shch places
tin, who used to spend his Manhat¬
an opening routine recalling the
Marie
McDonald,*
Johnny
Bach,as the Persian Room, where she’s
tan summers at the lamented Bill
heyday of vaudeville. Their com¬
Miller's Riviera, across the Hudsoncurrent, and the Hotel Waldorf- Dick. Merritt, Eddie Fitzpatrick edy patter, including brief and
Riviera, Las Vegas
Orch; $2 mirfamum.
River,
,
Astoria.
breezy sketches, is reminiscent of
•.
’
Las
Vegas,
May
17.
An authoritative, personable dis¬
' H?r competence in tfiis depart¬
Peter Lind Hayes, and Mary Healy.
penser of*, ballads, Martin knows . Liberace, George Liberace, Jean ment has been . a recognized fact.
Although no reference has been Especially since Ford and Hines
his 'way-, with and ' around songs Fenn, Darias, Ilona - Adams, Janlk However, like all performers, there made to Marie McDonald’s recent are in the same age bracket and
and( songwriters. He culls from & Arnaut,® Bahi Trio, Bobby are off-evenings for which nb one headlines, there seems to be a vas,t their costuming is also comparable.
the best with result that the med¬ Brandt, Ray Sinatra Orch (24), can account. On- the late show of and curious Crowd who have come
Most effective bit by Ford and
ley is a blend of the cream of the Dorothy Dorb'en Dancers J12); $3 her preem night, the rains came to see “The Body.” Since no one Hines
is a dual treatment of
crop of Pbr ter, Rodgers & Ham- minimum.
just as the theatre was breaking, had any idea what to expect in “Tenderly,”
first as a straight so¬
merstein, Berlin,. Loewe & Lerner
and if a cabrwas available, instruc¬ the way of an act, especially with prano solo by
Miss Hines, then as
and others. He makes the late
Liberace & Co. have returned tions probably said, “Home James.” the art and advertising which pro¬ a culinary satire on a steak which
Victor
Young’s ''“Around
the to the Riviera boards. As in the
Fortunately, an offnight gives a ceeded the show, it came as a pleas¬
supper singer dreams about.
World” (thematic' for the Mike past, the mixture of longhair & performer, and her audience a ant surprise that Miss McDonald the
Ford furnishes the vocal for the
Todd picture) stand up and out, pop tunes, terps, comedy, and chance to see a. little exhibited sings a warm, intimate song.
comedy bit while his partner gives
including
a
crooning
reprise lavish production -numbers gets side of an artist. It’s an. oppor¬ .Breaking in her new act at the lip
synchro service.
around the ringside that is sooth¬ cheers and applause. Soprano Jean tunity to take inventory of the- Mapes, ffter a “10-year absence as
Songstress- Maureen
Hughes
ing balladeering at its best. Mar¬ Fenn is. still with the group, and negative aspects inherent in an act, a vocalist of any kind,” everything
tin is too much the pro to warrant most appropriately fits into the and an occasional offnight can fre¬ goes fairly smoothly. Her songs shows vivacity in her stint. Stand¬
further analysis but he's a prime occasion by effectively offering quently turn out to'be an ultimate are mostly on the cozy side, there’s out ' tune is her rendition of
“Namely>-rYou.”
Although she
example of what basic song .values such numbers as “Ciri Biri Bin,” advantage. .
no attempt at gimmicks or effects,
and a romantic approach to his and “I Could Have Danced All
Seemingly, Miss Shay put every¬ no remarks to recent news. It’s skips aft but the minimum of besinging chores can achieve with ‘Night.” George Liberace has more thing into her turn, but bn eve¬ played straight—or as straight as a tween( song chitchat her gestures
saloon customers no .matter the •to, do' on this . trip', solos “Trub ning in question, the essential beautiful femme can play it who hint comedy potentialities. Her vo¬
age . group or the environment. Love” on the violin, and vocally johnny-one-note character of the is more on display than on trial for cal -delivery, however, 'is straight.
Wayn.
Fundamentally these sturdy ditties solos part of a song cleffed by act made it the most dominant singing.
will last, as they have, and outlast Liberace, “Anybody Who Don’t motif. The tales of the girl who
Material is all tasty or* sophisti¬
any of the of - the - moment Like This Life Is Crazy,” bo.th winked involuntarily, the recitals
Colony Cluli, Omaha
rockalypso oddities. Yet' Martin efforts’ being rewarded with hefty of Uncle Fud, her plea to learn to cated stuff and this is her forte.
Natty LaMotta's Calypso Trio; no
has pace, variety, and tempos for salvos.- Displaying smooth versatili¬ relax, and other similar items that Most the time she uses a hand mike
cover
or minimum.
and
moves
around
the
stage.
all tastes, from the forthright fox¬ ty. Liberace switches, from Bach make her hillbillyisms a delight,
An eight-minute sequence in
trot ballad to the beguines. His to boogie-woogie on the keyboard, just. didn’t get off ' on the right
Back in biz with a completely
small-talk is as slick as his song- sings (£mong others) “September note and, despite the warmth of four languages, while quite enjoy¬
able, has a little too much produc¬ refurbished club after fire de¬
stering.
;
Song,” and “Faith Unlocks the the reception, net result wasn’t one tion to it. Musical director Hal stroyed their old Spot, Skee Fisher
He salutes- his new pianist- Door,” and gets yocks during a generally expects from Miss Shay. Bourne, who has perfected her ar¬ and Pat Foley are once again ex¬
maestro-arranger A1 Sendry and, soft-shoe terp when he asides, “I’m It’s difficult to retrieve a perform¬ rangements behind her, bridges be¬ perimenting with live talent. While
in a topper-offer with dancer not good—but I’ve got guts.” Star ance once it goes off the wrong tween the songs with the “drone of the opening act, the Harmonicats,
Bobby Van (New Acts), their kids the calypso craze by doing way, especially in situations where airplane engines as she arrives in did big biz in a three-night stand
clowning takes them off to solid skit in exaggerated costume.—in every note is accounted for and another qlime. Her four stopovers, even with a $1 cover, the current
returns with “Lullaby of Broad¬ which he’s joined by a fine Cuban tire’s no .changing routines mid¬ Japan, Tel Aviv, Rome and Paris, Calypso group Is flopping without
way.’.’
bongo player; Darias; and he kids floor without confusing the orches¬ make it a bit of a travelogue. In an extra tariff.
The Doug • Coudy-staged floor- himsglf by tossing gags about his tra as well. Even Babe Ruth never her most intimate moOd, she
Leader of the trio, blonde Natty
show is in his best traditiofi; The current bout with Confidential made a hit all the time;
The Ted Straeter crew show- perches on a stool in a soft light to LaMotta, is practically the whole
eight Copabeauts wear the Sal An- magazine.
medley with such things as “Em- show. Two male backers provide
backs
excellently,
and
occasion¬
Initial portion of bill consists of
thony-Mme.
Berthe gowns with
braceable You” and “I Gdt It most of the music but all eyes are
haut monde demeanor; they look holdover acts, from “Blackouts of ally provides a novel arrangement Bad," coming off as a legitimate focussed on her as she struts and
like lammisters from a beauty ’57,” all of which blend well into the' that keeps customers amused. The act with a fine enough voice.
bounces in her snug outfits. Music
pageant; and make their '‘St. Louis festive atmosphere. Ilona Adams, Mark Monte Continentals dish up
Johnny Bach,,a.-dancing, sweat¬ never strays from the Calypso
Look” and “Old Beatup Suitcase” a beautiful blonde exotic terper, a clever brand of relief.. Jose.
beat and while guys are steady at
ing
pianist,
not
only
whips
himself
openers count for^something. In graces an exciting African produc¬
• up into a frenzy, but manages to the piano and strings, she switches
Tom Rockford, Marilyn Cooper tion number with the Dorothy
make a nervous wreck out of most from bongos to tambourines, etc.
and Jeff Bolton as number-leaders Dorben dancers (12); Janik & Hotel Moitteleone. N.O. of the aud. The pure e'nergy of
Messrs Fisher and Foley ,, tried
New Orleans, May 19.
the line has important upfront as¬ Arnaut are Seen in a fascinating
the act takes hold of the room the gimmick of luring patrons by
sist and, in fact, terp specialist man vs. serpent dance; The Bassi ~ Jon Ann Miller, Wally Griffin, eventually. The piano session adds giving • away free N straw Calypso
Bolton, given a spot that shouldn’t Trio skillfully does foot juggling Cheri Lee, Nick Stuart Orch (7); up* to more pounding than tech¬ hats. No luck.
Ttump.
happen to the proverbialJLeopard, of such unwieldy objects as beds- & $3 minimum.
nique. No one is quite sure what
following the rousing legmania of tables; and Bobby . Brandt does his
he did that they liked, but nobody’s
Stailer-ISiltoHj
Balias
intricately
acrobatic
terps.
Bobby Van, still makes his hoofolPatrons • of the plush Swan
Ray Sinatra and George Liberace Room of this hostelry are finding presence was ever made more evi¬
. Dallas, May 17.
ogy important.
the orch (24) okay. Show the new show on display pleasant, dent.
Myron Cohen, Bob Cross Orch
The Charmonaires, femme trio, guide
Dick Merritt, production singer
Duke.
effervescent entertainment that’s with the Skylets, has whipped up a (12); $2-$2,50 cover.
two brunets'and a redhead, got to is set for three frames.
pleasing all the way.
them finally with their novelty
cute parody on “Love for Sale.”
In his first local date Myron
Sultry-voiced Jo Ann Miller has
thrushing, mostly on the rhythm
Eddie Fitzpatrick has made it
Blinstruli’s, Boston
a
smooth, sophisticated way with easy for Miss McDonald to start Cohen gets "off strong. Working
side, Bobby Van has been around
'
Boston, May 13.
but for the- Variety records, and
Jaye R Morgan, Alcettis (2), Du- a tune that holds undivided atten¬ her nitery career with his clear easily and softly, yarn spinner
keeps Way ahead with dialect
not without recognition of that quaines (2), 3 Ghezzis, Moro Lan¬ tion. She’s a stimulating person¬ arrangements.
Mark.
stories. It is when he departs from
ality with warmth and projection.
Variety songalog, which he uti¬
dis Line (10), Michael. Gaylord
the dialect bits that he slips.
lizes as a peg ^for hie Rousing spe¬ Orch (10), Lou Weir; $2.50 mini¬ Songstress sells a tune with sensi¬
Cohen, feeling his way at open¬
tive feeling in unadorned style
cialty, is under Nejy Acts, since he mum.
Interluile, Hollywood
ing, quickly returned "to the Yid¬
that’s refreshing. Her repertoire
is absent from .such’ individual
Hollywood, May 17;
dish
bits.
ranges
from
the
calypso
to
the
spotlighting in this journal’s files.
Mort Sahl, Shorty Rogers & His
Jaye P. Morgan, RCA Victor
apprehensive about
The Copa cuties come on with a dislfer headlining Stanley Blin- rousing “When the Wagon Comes,” Giants (5); cover $1; minimum two hisSeemingly
audience
(there was no big
a
blues
number
done
a
la
Bessie"
“Please No Calypso” * novelty and
drinks.
layout on the platter format Smith.
doubt, because -it was heavy-with
that’s where Rockford clicks with strub's
he
has
used
this
season,
seems
garment
district
moguls), Cohen
Wally
Griffin,
a
first-timer
here,
his (Caribbean dance conceit, de¬ more suited for intimate spots than'
Booking of a humorist into this wrapped' his too-sbort 35-minute
impressed tableholders with his
spite the,Van impact. Then Mar¬
room is frankly an experiment, but
tin for almost a solid hour of socko big rooms of this 1,700-seater type. warm baritone voice, fresh com¬ it's one that will pay off heavily. stint with a quickie: “What’s with
femme looker works hard edy material and friendly manner.
this Taft-Hartley Bill?” Answer
singing.
Withal, Copa bossman Blonde
jive it up, but has trouble reg¬
Singer-humorist generates en¬ Mort Sahl is an extremely funny from partner: “To hell with it, pay
JuleS Podell has a winning month to
man, but not in the gag tradition it.”
isteringover
the
din
of
diners.
thusiasm
with
his
musical
fairy
ahead of him with this lineup.
Opening Monday (13), in for a tale ’ parody bit, “Little Riding of comedies. He’s a humorist with
Cohen’s in for two frames, with
Abel.
week ending Sunday (19), the Hood.” He also kept the crowd in a point, of view and a biting^wit Buddy Ebsen due May 30 for .two
chirp’s stint is overly -.long with high spirits with the calypso, and the great strength of his "ma¬ weeks.
Bark.
Palmer House, Clii
special material, reprise of disk “Bachelor Song,” plus “I Like a terial is in tfie truisms. His seem¬
numbers and a production number Lady,” “Everybody. Talks About ingly rambling 45 minute monolog
Chicago, May 16.
Black Orchid, Chi
Crew-Cuts (4), Page & Bray, of '■“Daddy, Don’t Mention My the Good Old Days,” “Great to Be develops a constant stream of
. Chicago, May 13.
Alive” and “Birth of the Blues,” chubkles punctuated regularly by
Charlie Fisk Orch (10) ;. $2 cover. Name.”
Hi-Lo’s (4),. Irwin Corey, Joe
guffaws as he discourses on such
. Opening with special material among others.
■
This 45-minute show is one of welcome, she segues into “Life is. * Nick Stuart and his band are in diverse topics as hi-fi, Dave Beck, Parnello Trio; $1.50 cover.
the shortest the Empire Room has Just a Bowl of Cherries,” goes to excellent fettle and dish out a mix¬ Arthur Miller,, evangelists, cops
Present package is well-suited to
yet offered. Everything comes off “Jubilee” getting aud to join in ture of rhythmic*farce that draws and the army. It’S replete withsmoothly, but the sparkle that gets handclaps, and then does a medley dancers to the floor. The band’s one-line-, throwaway barbs that are the small room, both acts gaining
word-of-mouth and repeat business of “A Little Love” and “Danger, new vocalist, Cheri Lee, makes an delivered with skilled timing and from the intimacy of,.the quarters.
The
Johnny a wonderful flair for tilting at
The Hi-Lo’s combine jazz vocals
has yet to show itself in this Heart Break Ahead.” She tries for effective -debut.
dramatic “Hi Lili, Hi' Lo,” with Charles duo render violin and ac¬ pomposity. For this room too, he in their, own distinctive idiom with
layout.
intro and works, which doesn’t cordion music during the inter¬ delves occasionally into a trade an easy-going manner that holds "a
The Crew-Cuts must stand essen¬
item (“I was with NBC for 18 tight reign on the audience through
come off, one reason possibly missions.
tially on their disk appeal. Stage- quite
Dotty Lamour headlines next months but didn’t do a show—they a 30-minute session. Gene Puerthe number has been done
wise they are one . of several well- being
were trying to avoid over-expo¬ ling intersperses the tightly woven
Liuz.
to death by almost every piper bill on May 28.
received vocal quartets making the coming in here.
sure”) that pays off handsomely, four-part harmony’with well-timed
nitery circuits.
Sahl works in a rumpled sweater quips that avert the strain of long
Alcettis, novelty act, balances
The heavily-accented rhythms soup plates and turkey platters bf’ Viennese Lantern, N. Y. with a newspaper under his arm, listening.
of the Crew-Cuts are most gigantic proportions ‘ on slender
Galena, Judy Foster, Paul Mann, frequently reading items from it
The foursome show here that
effective with their tried-and-true sticks. Clincher is balancing of Harold Sandler; $3.50 minimum.
to come up with some new com¬ they work as effectively with just
material, “Sh-Boom,” “Gum-drops” tray with four filled goblets and
mentary sharply reminiscent of the piano, bass and drum, support as
or “Graduation Day,” but the lighted lamp on double sticks, first
Max Loew’s Viennese Lantern late Will Rogers’ ability to dissect with the big band that has backed
special material that should set at angle and then straight up, for has become an international show-' current events. It’s a comedy turn them on their "recordings. An a
their pipings in relief is not im¬ good returns. Duquaines, terpers, case. No longer are the Wiener- that has something for everybody, capella rendition of “Tenderly”
pressive. The opener “Great to caught here previously this season, leider the major product of the moving with ease ,from political to goes over handsomely. Best show¬
Be . .” is too obviously meant to are fine in spins, twirls .’and lifts.
Singers. Of late, this spot has social topics to bring his shafts piece, though, is a special material
be ingratiating. A bit billed as a
bit, “Hi-Lo Story,” involving sock
Ghezzis, trio of. aci’o workers, premiered Latin and French song¬ home. •"
George Gershwin Tribute” fails knock themselves, but with planks, sters as well as the local varieties. . Alternating on the stage with imitations and burlesques of other
to make an impression despite the stepladders and table 'hijinks for On this trip, there’s a Russki girl, Sahl. is Shorty Rogers and his vocal groups, with neatly wrought
vocal crew’s best.efforts and the heavy mittirig. Mike Gaylord backs Galena, who previously exhibited Giants, easily one of the best jazz choreos and plenty of laugh-getting
solid support of the-Charlie Fisk the show with Lou Weir handling at the Cotillion Room of the Pierre groups extant on the Coast. Rogers, lines.
house orchestra.
Treatment oL the dance interludes ^n the organ. Hotel, along" with Judy Foster on trumpet, has surrounded him¬
Held over from the last show,
‘Take. Me Out to the Ball Game” Moro Landis Line has, an okay (New Acts).
self with top musicians to pour out Prof. Irwin Corey continues his
combines good, choreo and vocals Hawaiian production number and
Even with the singers, the mood half-hour of listenable and techni¬ high-Q humor bits preluded with
for the best showpiece of their a slick Scottish terp 'routine in of the spot is set by the lush strings cally excellent music. It may, how¬ an intensively characterized panto
turn.
which two‘line hoofers make with in the orchestra. Violinist-singer ever, be a little too much for the bit. Corey’s unmatched blend of
Page & Bray are a handsomely a crossed sword bit for nice effect. Paul Mann . and fiddler Harold same stage as Sahl, since each act pomposity and ribaldry makes for
Jaye P. Morgan exited Sunday Sandle are a pair of stringers who is sharply individualistic. Humor¬ a hilarious 40-minute stint. His
synchronized hoofing team. Sharp
and clear technique lends smooth¬ (19X Balance of show holds through pour out the kind of music that ist’s act might better be comple¬ routine is rich enough for repeat
crowds1 even without revisions.
mented by a small jazz combo.
ness to their anti-gravitationa'( Sunday (26). Lane Bros, opened for befits the candlelit atmosphere.
Show -sfays till June 3.
Leva.
Kap.
Guy. 1
Galena is a linguist of consider-.
gyratiohs, and the flame-haired repeater Monday (20).
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VARIETY BILLS

New Acts
BOBBY VAN
Sons and. Dance
25. Mins.
Copacabana, New York
Bobby Van has been around but
is,missing from the Variety New
Act files.
Personable juvenile immediately
conjures up, the observation of
“cute personality’' and it’s patent
that if hasn’t been in pictures he
deserves it on looks and talent. A
reference to his “Kiss Me. Kate”
(Metro) chore indicates he’s no
novice there cither and probably
will rate plenty of film and video
exposure on the strength of his
Copa impact.
Heralded as making his Gotham
nitery debut—and probably his
bow in any sort of important New
York showcasing—the Copa date
is bound to be fortunate in many
respects. Standout dancing juve¬
niles are few and far between as
witness the durability of Astaire
and Bolger. Van has\ these poten¬
tials judging his current presenta¬
tion.
After the small-talk, the “Time
To! Dance” . and “Kate” refer¬
ences, Van gets.into.the nub of his
act which is built around a special
song titled “It’s All In Variety.”
It’s a natural springboard for his
Versatile talents, as he perches on
the Steinway with a copy Of the
paper to set the cavalcade of his
versatility. This includes, follow¬
ing an audience-identification, of
the paper as “the bible of show
business,” a reference to what and
haw he worked when he “was first
reviewed in Variety”; throwaway
but effective comedy impressions
of Grant,' Stewart. Cagney, Walter
Brennan and Lorre; and followed
by “next time Variety reviews me
on' the Ed Sullivan show,” with a
socko eccentric dance. Follows
still another commercial for the
paper—.“just imagine, 51 years of
faithful journalism to show busi¬
ness”—which segues into “and 50
years ago Variety was writing
about George M. Cohan this way,”
as the cue to -a more effective
Cohanesque impression than was
telecast a week ago Saturday, by
Mickey Rooney in the Cohan spec¬
tacular.
*Tt’s All In Variety” may be the
peg on which Van,hangs his stuff
but it’s all in the variety of his
talents1 that the sum total, from
start to finish, brings into focus an
important new juvenile who is ‘ de¬
stined for the heights.
Abel.
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pact with some traditional Bavavian folk-dance, and segue into
series* of clever equilibrium. At
times they ..entwine arms'and legs
so that audience mitting is at its
strongest, At one point, one part¬
WEEK OF MAY It
ner sits with his bottom on Moth¬
Numerals In connection with, bills below Indicate *p«nlngd*y
thaw
er's head, resulting in unusual
whether
full or spilt, week .
viewpoint for outfronter. While
Letter In pSrentheses Indkaterclrcult: (I) Independent) <L) Loews <M) Most;
thus engaged, each starts playing
CP) Paramount; <R) RKO; <3) Stoll; (T> Tlvollj <W> Warner
the harmonica.
/
Act is in true tradition of Con¬
tinental vaude, and merits atten¬
Old Roumanian
Viennese Lantern
tion for possibilities in connection
NEW YORK CITY
Jan Bart
Galena
with tv, general vauderies and nit¬ Music Hall (R) 2| tour - Mints
Danny CarroU
Judy Foster
Sadie
Banks
Ernest
Schoen Ore
George
Carl
•'
ery stints. Groupings are always Jay Marshall
Joe La Porto Oro
Harold . Sandler
Lou Seiler
cute as well as visually smart. For John'Alexander
Park Sheraton * Paul Mann
Mauri Leighton
Clark Terry
the record, pair are respectively i Anthony
Jan
August'
Village' Bam
Si Reeves
Makaa
Spark Thurman
Norma Smith
Mansfields
24 and 27„ and are now on British Rockettes
RSVP
Ralph Michele
Roxy (23)
Raymond Paige
Vaude tour.
Cotjd.
Jo Hurt .
Danny. Davis Or*
Tommy Sands

TOMMY SANDS
Songs
25 Mins.
Roxy, N.Y.
Tommy Sands, who has come up
fast and has surpassed many of the
rock ’n’ rollers, has tremendous
§tage presence for a lad of tender
years. He haft the assurance and
the poise of a vet, and with it gives
the air that, he’s still a little dazed
by it all. Should he be able. to
carry off that air during the rest
of his still formative years, Sands
will maintain a high level of artis¬
tic stature and even a greater, level
of earnings for some time to come.
He is another of the come-upquicklies that so frequently distin¬
guish the newer type of teenage
idol. He’s likeable and personable,
and like many of his singing prede¬
cessors strikes a responsive note
with youngstrs. .Sands makes like
the first callow expressions of love
on a first date. It;s either lYm mo¬
ment- many of the lasses aream
about or one that the older girls
(maybe 18 or so) recall with affec¬
tion.
Sands has been aided by his Cap¬
itol stampings. His album, ‘‘Steady
Date,” and the disklngs of “My
Love Song” and “Teen. Age Crush”
helped catapult,him to renown. His
songs repeat his record material.
His chansons d’amour plus the
rock V rollers combine to give him
a well-rounded stagestand.
At this moment, Sands is big
business. He brings out the young¬
sters and he creates excitement' in
a .theatre. With proper handling he
should create a lot'of boxoffice ex¬
citement before he’s-absorbed into
the mainstream of American sing¬
ers. .
’ Jose.

Corps -de Ballet

JUDY FOSTER
Songs .
10 Mins.
Viennese Lantern, N.Y.
Judy Foster is a. well-groomed
coloratura who shows lots of classi¬
cal background. Although her voice
is still to be built up to the task
she has taken on’:for herself, the
pipes show a good texture, and she
rates the good mitts she gets. In¬
cluded in her repertoire are some
of the' tunes done by coloraturas on
nitery floors, including, the stand¬
ard “Love Is Where You Find It;”
At this point. Miss Foster is still
a bit too light for su£h heavy work.
With more grooming in the intimeries, she’ll be ready for a far
wider variety of assignments.
Jose.

.Palace <P) 24
Oliver A. Smith
Wanda St Amend

WiU Jordan
Tina Robins
Roxyettes
Roxy Orch

AUSTRALIA
MBLBOURNU
Tivoli (T) 3
Johnny Lockwood
Bobby Limb
Dawn Lake
Les Thaika.
Medlock Sc Marlowe
Balladlnis .
Billy Rayea
Darryl Stewart
Johnny O'Connor
Edit Juhan
Alwyn Leckie
Lisa Brionda
Rae Morgan

Pamela Godso •
Olivia Dale
2. Dancing Boys

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 3

Richard Hearne
Julia
Nicolas Darvas
Roh Sc La Pierre
Lane Bros
Bob Bromley
Albins
Frank Ward Daniel Davey
Lewis Jacob

BRITAIN
BLACKPOOL

Pal*** (I) 22
B Sc A Pearson
Mra. Shufflewick
Bill McGuffle
Keefe Bros Sc Ann
WiU Carr. A Part.
Gold Sc Cordell
Reg Thompson
Slim Rhyder

TUBBY & FAT
Acrobatic
12 Mins.
' BIRMINGHAM
Chaudiere, Ottawa
Hippodrome (M) 22
Right out' of British music halls Max
Bygraves
(it appears) comes this fast-work¬ McAndrews St Mills
Sis
ing aero male and femme stanza. Kaye
De Marios
Duo stacks closely to routines bor¬ White Sc Ann
dering on comic, most' of them w.k. Jack Beckltt
A Yolanda
but timed to the split’ second *and Richards
BRADFORD
kept to upped pace throughout. Alhambra (M) 22
Name of stint isn’t too apt al¬ CarroU Levis.
V Sc L Aubrey
though femme, short arid blonde, is . Warren
St Genlo
on the stocky side. Male is short,“ Eddie Goffron
too, but far from either fat or Billy Stutt
Allen Modley
tubby and both work with lightness
BRIOHTON
and confidence.
Hippodrome (M) 22
Vaughan
Session is not standout but Will Frankie
Lane Twins
fill any nitery or vaude bill nicely Joe Church
and parts of it could' make clicko Idris St Bella
Tippy St Cobina
television fare.
Gortn.
Murray Campbell

Mandos Sis
Carden Dancers

Metropolitan (I) 22

Toni Kaye
Eddie Reindeer
Elaine .
Jack Whitley's Co.
Nicola Shaw
Lilian Brown >
Pauline Mae
A1 Roxy
Glenda Sc Co.

MANCHESTER
Palace (M) 22

Ken Dodd
Brian Andro
Petula Clark
Jeffrey Lenner
Robert Earl
Del Rinas
Dennis 5plcer
Joe Henderson
Trio Rayros

ROY CASTLE
NEWCASTLE
Comedy
Empire (M) 22
Nat Jackley
10 Mins.
Ken-Tones ■
Empire, Glasgow
George Lacy
Young
exuberant
comedian
Dave O'Gorman
Daphne de Wit
makes breezy entrance singing
HiU St Billie
“I’ve Got Music,’- tap-dancing si¬
Rock 'n' Roll Girls
Curtis Sc Jee
multaneously, and tapping micro¬
NORTHAMPTON
phone head with tuning fork. He
NOW (I) 22
has friendly and natural approach,
Audrey Jeans
Maree Manou
Skylons
Terry Cantor
and shows happy style in putting CELESTE EVANS
Ossie Noble
Toiya Kee
Magic*
over his yock-fodder.
EDINBURGH
Lcvacq Sc Juanita
Excels in tap work, and does 6 Mins.
Implro (M) 22
Wanda -Alpar
Lonnie Donegan
Red Preston
wisely to Weave' much nimble foot¬ Palace. N. Y.
NORWICH
Marie Do Vere
When running through the Smoothy Sc Layton Hippodrome
work through his comedy act, thus
(I) 22
achieving offbeat slant. Also sings, standard feats of prestidigitation— Mundy St Earlo
Jack Storey
Des
D'Oonnor
M
Sc
M Morris
with
hankies,
ropes
and
golf
balls
getting outfronters to join in with
NOTTINGHAM
*Curzon 3
his r’n’r beat song, and segues with —tall, shapely Celeste Evans is not Peter Quinton
Empire (M) 22
OLASOOW
Benny Hill
a trumpet bit. Follows this with particularly noteworthy. That’s not
Empire (M) 22
Fred Ferrari
some impressions, including one of to say her .stuff isn’t handled f acile- Howard
Keel
Barbara Leigh
Billy Daniels, but scores most with ly but, in' addition to lacking in¬ Recklin St Inge . Peter Crawford 3
travesty of Jerry Lewis, lifelike dividuality in her choice of tricks, Benson Dulay Co. Roger Carnc
2
■
B A M Konyot
LES BRAZILIANOS (3)
and physically similar due to build, she doesn’t always convey clearly Horler
Dickie Dawson Rey A Rortjy
to the audience the precise trick Group One*
Luminous Juggling
shape of head and coiffure.
Peter Vernon
LRBDS
Harvey Church
8 Mins.
Comedian shows potential for tv she is in the process of doing.
(M) 22
PRINCE OP WALES
One redeeming feature of the TedEmpire
Empire, Glasgow
and vaude, and exits to good palm¬
Lune
(M). 22
Use of ultra-violet lighting adds ing.
act is her windup. Dancing with a Golding St Stuart
Gord.
Bernard Bros.
Sabrina
fluttering dove on either hand, and S Dallas Boys
the novelty and color to well-reBilly Maxam
„
Dickie Henderson
.hearsed juggling and cycling act, LORD MONTEGO CALYPSO RE¬ by working in luminous darkness, Leslie Roberts Co, 3 Monarchs
LIVERPOOL .
she makes for a sharp visual effect.
done by one male and two dis¬
Lee Sharon
VUE (5)
Empire (M) 22
Maggy Sarragne
Art.
taffers.
Calypso
Shirley Bassey
SHEFFIELD
Group make ' speedy entrances 35 Mins.
A Sc V SheUey
.
Empire (M) 22
Edmund Hockbridge Tessle O'Shea
garbed in various costumes and Gatineau Club, Ottawa
Evera
St
Ton)
A
Sc
L Ward
masks, all painted, in luminous
Lord Montego and his calypso
Jimmy Gay
Babette A Raoul
style as to reflect brightly against revue is a group with considerable
Allen Sc Albee Sis
SOUTHSEA
Winters
Sc
Fielding
King's (M) 22
blackout setting. One.member' of potential but great lack of show¬
LONDON *
Eddie Calvert
; Continued from pace 1 ;
act rides on via a bicycle and is manship savvy- and direction. Using
Hippodrome (M) 22 GiUian A Juno
followed, pronto, by a wiggling bengo drum, guitar, bass and Lord newsmen will depart for Moscow Dave King
Kordites
Shani WalUs
Michael Martin
hip-snaking distaffer made similar¬ Montego chanting, plus a cute at the end of this week—exact date Andrea
Gerry Brereton
ly luminous. Another member of young femme in canary and other not yet determined—to be followed Jones Sc Dancers
Arnold
Jim Couton
act is dressed in guise of a giant¬ chores, group spends its entire by program moderator Stuart No- Los Gatos
Nemec A Violet
Lea
Paul Dalton
sized character. Variety of charac¬ time on calypso items, sans terps, vins .and a still'unselected panel Jimmy
Palladium (M) 22
SOUTHAMPTON
ters and dresses is large.
-features, production numbers, any¬ of newspapermen. They will film Frankie Laina
Grand (I) 22
Leo de Lyon .
Hackford A Doyle
Segue with some- plate-spinning, thing that could add some bril¬
and
tape
the
interview
in
Moscow
Rudy Cardenas
Franks
A LeCren
again done under ultra-violet light¬ liance to the stanza. There are
Joan
Turner
Keiidor
Bros.
ing, and wind with colorful finale plenty chances for comedy, feature and fly the footage back to the Fraser's Co
DeYong A Delysla
U.
S.
for
editing.
Show
will
air
on
Gilbert
Shan
ensemble, all lights reflected and numbers, and general- buildup imo
RAJ
Jover
Mason!
■
letters appearing' to spell out fare¬ an .act, but as it stands this group CBS-TV at 3:3Q to 4:30 on June 2
wells.
...
is only a. fill-in in a dancery where and the same night at 9:05 to 10 on
CBS Radio. .
Ok'ay act for general run of calypso is wanted.
The crew consist* of Ted Ayers,
vauderies' and niterieis.
Gord.
It. would; take, hard work /by
somebody with the talfent, time and Face the Nation”, producer; Ted
DORRI MERRILL
ability,' to turn it into a nitery. or Koop, CBS director of news & pub¬
Songs
lic affairs in Washington; Robert
television offering.,
Gorin/
20 Mins.
Hess, manager of motion picture
NEW YORK CITY
Sherry Biltmore Hotel, Boston
production for CBS Newsfilm;
THE VIRGINIANS (2)
Here's a versatile youngster, 5-2, Juggling
cameraman Cyril Bliss, and sound¬
Bon Solr
Hotel Ambassai.-.
Bibi
Osterwald
blue-eyed blonde looker, grad of 7 Mins.
Chauncey Gray Ore
man Frank Binney. Bliss and Bln- Felicia Sanders •
Jani Sarkozi
ice shows and club dates, essaying Palace, N.Y.
ney will plane to Moscow from Jimmie - Daniels
Gypsies
the nitery circuit with a wealth of I
Mixed team score most, heavily London, where they are presently Three Flames
Quintero Rhumbas
Hotel Pierre
material embracing ballads, blues, by the fancy work they do in re¬ stationed. Since Khrushchev speaks Bruce Kirby
Celeste Holm
jump tunes, r&b and calypso. gard to three cigar boxes. They flip little or no English, the program SpivyBlus Ansel
LAE Roberts
Handsomely gowned in white bro¬ the rectangular objects with great
Dorothy Loudon
Stanley Melba Or*
will
use
Russian
translators
in
r
Will Holt
Alan Logan Oro
caded sheath, she projects in wide dexterity, for the best returns of
CarroU
Joseph Sudy
range with, 'big voice carrying their short act. In tossing the "pins, simultaneous-translation technique Diahann
Jimmy Lyon 3
'Hotel Roosevelt
husky tonal overtones switching however, they do make minor goofs. similar to that used at the United
Casanova
Sammy Kaye, Ore
Hots) Taft
Jacques Zatow
song offerings'* at will.
Yet in the main the act is han- Nations.
Alex
Alstons
Vincent
Lopez Ore
The Khrushchev interview, first of
Her magnum opus is a tour of rled without fault, though it doesn’t
Chateau Madrid
Hotel »t. Reals '
• Broadway, old and new, with nos¬ presently present enough different its kind with the Soviet boss, is Mauri Leighton
Julie Wilson
Horaclo
A
Lana.
Milt
Shaw
Ore
talgic undertones. Sheath comes material to qualify for moving out the second major.“Face the Na¬ Canay Ore
Ray Bari Oro
off for Pat Rooney waltz clog, from of such positions as closing the bill. tion” beat in as many months. First
Hotel Statler
Copacabana
J, Dorsey Ore.
which she goes to slick carbon of
Art.
was the session with Teamster Tony Martin
Bobby Van
Latin Quarter
Helen Kane; then terps the
'Union boss Dave Beck a week be¬ Tom
Rockford
George Matson
Charleston, and rounds off with EVERS & TONI
fore he was due to testify, before Marilyn Cooper
Isabel A Miguel
Starman
Georgia Reed
carbons of Billy Daniels and Elvis Balancing
the Senate Committee on Labor Tony
Kitty Dolan w t
Michael Durso Ora
Presley.
8 Mins.
Racketeering, in whi6h Beck ad¬ Frank Marti Oro
Carmen Phillips
Backed by the Versitones.-for¬ Ejnpire, Glasgow
Cottas
mitted to certain transactions Downstairs Room Trio
Syncopated Waters
merly at the shuttered Bradford
Here’s an offbeat balancing act Which he subsequently ducked CeU Cabot
Jack Fletcher
Jo Lombardi Ore
Roof, she takes a spot for good with native skill and flair in Con¬ with the Fifth Amendment in tes¬ June Erlcson
B Harlowe Oro
blues offering, “Misery.” On the tortions.
Hotel Plaza
Gerry Matthew*
Dorothy 'Shay
Two brothers, both from Nurem¬ tifying before the Committee. Rea¬ Julius Monk
one song of each style kick, over¬
Ted Streeter
Heilman
all results are solid. She packs in berg, although born in Bucharest, son for his willingness to talk on Daphne
Stella Brooks .
Mark Monte
so much material that it’s kaleido¬ Rumania, Evers Be Toni are dressed “Nation” was the fact he wasn’t Blossom .Dearie
Hew Roumanian
No. 1 Fifth Av* Lou Menchell
scopic. . Should be in line for good in green Bavarian costuming, with under path* blit the story nonethe-' Joan
Alverda
Bishop
_ less was. the lead for most U,. S. Bob Downey
possibilities on the nitery circuit. Tyrolean-style hats, big boots and
Jeryl Chandler
i- dailies the following morning. A
short pants. Open to strong. iniGuy.

Khrushchev

Cabaret Bills

.litre

jdik

iirjidfwy i.

Don Carey
.Don Evans-,

STown

A Country

urndll Dancer* .
ed Harvey Ore'
La Play*

Village Vanguard
MS* Barties
Luc Poret
Ketty Legter
p WilUams frio

Two Guitar*

Kostya
Dolores
Leonid
Eugene
Andrei

Larry McMahon
Billy Kelly
Irving HarMs

PoUansky
DaUpblne
Lugovsky
A Sonya
Hamshay

WsIdol-f-Astoria

Johnnie Ray
Emil’ Coleman Ora
Mlacha Borr Ore

CHICAGO
Black Orchid

BiU Christopher
Paul Gibben *
Naomi Wold.
"China" Clark
Aniu CUcksey
Encores X4)
* .
Frankie Masters Ore
BoulPvardearf A
Dons (12)

Hl-Los
Irwin Corey

Blue Angel
Calypso Jubilee**
Jamaica Slim Lady Sylvia Lord
Lady Venlta
CalypSo Trio •
A1 DTacy Ore

Drake Hot*)

Blue Not#

Betty Madigan

Oaf* of

Woody Herman Ore

Choi Pare*.
Nat (King) Colo
Allen A De Wood
Henry Brandon Ore
Chez Paree Ador¬
able#

Cloister. Inn
Chubby Jackson's

Rascals (5)

Ruth Olay

Conrad Hilton
’Skating Memories"
Boyers (2)
Clifford Guest
Colstons (2)
Karen.
Jo Ann McGowan '

Horn

Win Stracke with
Richard Pick
SheUey Berman
Peggy Seeger

London Houfo

Dorothy Donegan 3
Eddie Higgins (3)
Mister Kelly's
Kav Ballard
Phil Leeds
Harry Slottag.<3)
Mays. A Frigo
Frank DUpne .

Palmer Hous*
Crew-Cuts.
Page A Bray
CharUe Fisk Or*

LOS ANGELES
Bar of Muti*

Shorty Rogers Or*

Beverly Hudson
Ray Hastings
Felix De Cola
,
Jerry Linden Ore'

Cocoanut

Grove

McGuire Sis
F. Martin Ore

Moulin feoug*
Dennis Day

Statler Hotel

Crescendo

AUan J6iies
Dick Stabile Ore-

June Christy
Lenny Bruce
Dave PeU Octet

ZardlsJauland

Interlude

Mort

Mac a mb#
Enid Mosier
Frankie Sands Tri*
Paul Hebert. Ore*

Johnnie 'Scat' Dayl*
Roy Muton Ore

Salil

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Ted Lewis
Marie McDonald
Art Johnson
Donn Arden Dncra
Carlton Hayes Ore

Dunos

Havana Mardl Gras'
Cesar Romero
Eve Flores
Milo Velarde
Tony A FranceUa
Marquez Sis
Garwood Van Oro

El Cortot

'Rhythm on Ice"
George Arnold
Paul Desmond
Buster HaUett Ore

El Rancho, Votes

Joe E. Lewis
Lili St. Cyr
Kay Brown
Molnar Dancers
Dick Rice, Orch/

Royal Nevada

Cab CaUoway
Cotton Club Revu*
Sallie Blair .
Lonnie Sattin
George Kirby
Norma Miller Dncrs

Sahara

Teresa Brewer
Dick Kerr
B A C Robinson
Sonny. King
The sabres
Cee Davidson Ore
Louis PriinaKeely ‘ Smith

"

*

Flamingo
Jan Murray
MlUs Bros.
Flamingoettes
Lou Basil Orch

Fremont Hotel
Ish Kabibbl# A

Shy Guys
The Make Believe*
The Nitecaps
Gayle Walton

Ooldon • Nuggot
Lisa Alonso
Hank Penny
Sue Thompson
Frankie. Mayo
Lee Maynrird
Faye EUen
Dream Ranch 3

Dorothy Dorbgn
Dancers
Novelitps
Mickey Katz
Ray Sinatra Orch

,

Hacienda
"Can Can"
Denise Darcel
Larry Alpett '
PhU Van Zandfr
Brand Ore

Rlvlet-a

Llberace
Geo Libetaca
Jean Fenn
Janik A Amaut

Samrs

Lena Horne
CharUvel 3
Copa Girls
Antonio MorelU Oro
Frankie Rapp
Carole -Jayne
Gary- Nelson
Showboat Girls
Mike Warner Orch
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Peop-etts
Boubouk*
Tura Satana- •*
Barbary .Coast Boys
.Jimmy Cavanaugh
Sparky Kaye
Mac- Dennison
Slipperettes
Geo. Redman Orch

Thuhderblrd - ’
China Doll Revue
Thunderttird Dncrs'
A1 Jahns Orch

Treplcana
Rhonda Fleming
Elaine Dunn
T-ybee Afra
Ben Dova
Judy Logan
Nat Brandywynns

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Americana
Jaokie Holler
Geoffrey Holder
Carmen De Lavallade
Archie Robbins
Bobby Breen
Lee Martin Or*

Balmoral

Charlie FarrellSonny Kendis Or*
Tana Lenn

Club Calyps*

Tropical Holiday
Carlos VareUa's
Cubanalres

Dl Lido

Mandy Campo Or*
Freddie Stewart
Maria A Toni Caney Ore

■den Re*

Morty Gunty.
Enzo Duartl
Kasse Quintet
Henry Tobias
Mai Malkin Of*
Count Bernardino
Palmetto Boys

Fontainebleau

Carl Ravazza
Corbett Monica
Norton A Patricia
Murray Schlahlmo
A1 NaVarro Ofo
Sacasas Oro

London Town*

Arthur Blake •
Weela GaUez
Jean Tourlgny

wa

Malayan
The Riveros Mighty Panther
Bahama Mama
Conrad Hodges*
Calypsonians Murray Franklin's
June Perry
Nat.Poolgate
Richie Bros.
Dick Havlland
Johnny Franks
Murray Franklin
Billy Mitchell
Eddie Bernard

Nautilus '

Buddy Walker
Sheppard Sister*
Mario A Tonia
Syd Stanley Ore

Place Plgalle
B. S. Pully • '
Dixie Evans
French Follies

Seville

Mickey Gentile
Tommy Ryan
Johnny . Silvers Ore
Rey Mambo Ore

Saxony
L^matta Bros,
Calypsonians
Cones Oro

-.Roney' PI#**

Lord Count
Ka(y Lee
Serge Valdez Or*

_

■ S O'Cleck

Bubbles Darien*
Tommy Raft

(Continued on paw ,63)
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“Mule Train/* and if useful bet for
the TJV S. market.
Des O’Connor is a goodlooking
young comedian with friendly style
and giggle, but should aim to gain
stronger material. Scores . with
r’n'r audience, participation rou¬
tines.
, Don Smoothey. $ Tom Layton
are new comedy pair making un¬
successful try with poor material,
although comedy ^member, Don
Smoothey, has what it takes in
pathos and physical build to work
himself up a vaude clown.
Kazan 8c Katz, man and woman
team, bounce, spin ropes and
somersault on the trampoline to
good effect, the male winding act
with back-somersault while blind¬
folded through .paper hoop. Les
Brazilianos (3), jugglers, and Evers
& Toni, Continental contortionists,
are reviewed In New Acts.
The six Marie. De Vere Dancers
are so-so in opening dance rou¬
tines, Bobby 'Dowds orch showhacks,
Gord.

HOUSE REVIEWS

M««l* H*11, N. Y.

55

dle-age performer, armed with
squeeky violin and the slow, casual
Robert d. Rothafel presentation j
Russell Markert production of delivery of Benny, Is lacking in
icith Tommy Sands, Tina Robin,
“Musicana,” with Jay Marshall, material, causing many of his sev¬
Witt - Jordan,. Roxyettes, Robert
Clark Terry, Jack Murray, John eral minutes , go slower than he in¬ ■■
Continued from pare 1 ^
Boucher Orch; choreography, A wo*
Alexander, Anthony Makas, Edmee tends, The Virginians, a mixed pair
Zyn Arden; sets, Bruno Maine, cosHess, Grace Davidson, Doris White,1 of jugglers, are in New Acts.
higher than a year ago but there
tumes, Winniford Morton; “Desk
Ritta Alecknewith, Laurel Edelson,
Art.
has been a sharp cutdown on in*
Set” reviewed in Variety May 15,
Music Hall Symphony Orch (Ray¬
yestment of pictures in process of
'57.
mond Paige, director). Corps de
Apollo, N. Y.
completion. This item amounted
Ballet (Margaret Sande, director),
Choral Ensemble (Paige, director),
Floyd Ryland, Babe Lawrence, to $23,358,000 at the end of the
Th* Roxy recreates'a return to
Rpckettes (dances by Markert); Solitaires (5), Ella Johnson, G 1955' fiscal year, and was down to
the days when the teensters
Jumped' out of their collective
sets, James Stewart Morcom; cos¬ Cleffs (5), Jackie Mabley, Clyde
6w.eatera at such idols as Frank
tumes, Frank- Spencer; lighting, McPhatter, Buddy Johnson Band $6,599,000 at the end of the 1956,
fiscal.
Sinatra, and a few of the others
Eugene Braunf “Designing Woman” (14); “Big Tipoff” (AA).
who ushered in the aye ,of swoon¬
(Metro), reviewed in Variety
The lesser stake in new pictures
ing. Op board is Tommy Sands* a
March 13, ’57.
Layout at current sesh at 125th is taken to mean more freedom to
lad who has catapulted to the topStreet vaude house makes for good move in any . direction, and less
time at' the tender ago of 10.
Stage shows at the Radio City entertainment level Ip the rock ’n’ reliance on the market payoff in
The eyent recalls thd era when
Music Hall are a can't-miss propo¬ roll groove, despite some weak¬ any one medium. Paramount has
youngsters' clustered around.the
sition. Although the current entry nesses. All the acts, ranging from no intention of abandoning theat¬
bandstand,, as indeed the teensters
isn’t in the theatre’s' topmost spec¬ r&r groups to comedienne to tap¬ rical production but if; such a dras¬
do' at the Sands session.
The
tacular groove, it’s still loaded per, have , played the Harlem tic (and now remote) step were
squealing and yelling during Sands”
with splendor... The plushness 9f house before, taking off any sur¬ to become economically' sound
turn is similar tq that which helped
the showcase and the eye and ear prise edge.
somewhere in the future, Par ap¬
build up some of the other idols
Clyde McPhatter, disk fave, tops parently * wants to be fleet-footed*
appeal of the various bouse units
of. young America into the big(the Symphony Orch, Corps de the.bill with a songalog, which and unchained.
tiihe.
Ballet, Choral Ensemble and Rock- draws handclapping and squeals
Withal, Sands' devotees seem
'Sobering Effect'
PAlladiHin, London
from the-teenagers. He’s . got a
ettejs) are a treat in themselves.
better behaved than those showing
London, May 14.
In his recent . report to . stock¬
As for the added trimmings, smooth, voice, a hep stage person¬
up at the ahowings of .his sideFrankie Lalne (with Al Lerner), there’s not. much in the tyay of ality .and a manner which, gets the holders, prexy Barney Balaban
burned contemporary, Elvis' Pres¬ Leo De Lyon, Rudy Cardenas, Joan
super production sets this outing, most out of the suggestive lyrics. dropped a line reflecting disap¬
ley. Sands doesn't seem .like the
Other highpoints of the layout are
type that would incite violence in Turner, Morton Fraser’s Harmoni- but decorative backdrops, lavish Ella Johnson,, a pro vocalist .who pointment with theatrical market
da
Gang
(3),
“Gilberts”
Raf
k
curtains and colorful costumes,
behavior. Certain pictures, which
the kids, More of him under New
does well with rhythm & blues on the basis of long experience
Julian
JoVer,
The
Mandos
Sisters
suffice.
The
only
non-musical
act
Acts,
on the bill Ijf Jay Marshall, who tunes and comedienne Jackie Mab¬
Tina Robin, a cute and pert (2), The George Carden Dancers scores neatly with his three-way ley. The latter has a lot of blue looked promising to management,
fell short of expectations tind this
blonde youngster, is a promising (16); Cyril Ornfldel’s Oxch.
parlay of comedy, sleight-of-hand material and some gags have whisk¬ had a “sobering effect,” comment¬
erformer. A Slight gifl with a
ers, yet she manages to register,
and ventriloquism.
-.
Back
at
this
mecca
of
British
ed the prez.
ig voice and a piledriver style Of
The symphony prch gets the knowing the idiom of her audience
singing makes her a good bet on¬ vaude after an absence of almost
and possessing a comic manner
But while he’s not writing off
stage. She opens with a set of four years, Frankie Laine heads a show underway with the Tchaikow- which projects.
"
the theatrical market, Balaban does
oldies, does one rock fii’ roller and first class bill that looks set.for a sky Piano Concerto. The familiar
regard
it as “altogether conceiv¬
Floyd Ryland opens the bill with
thence into impressions of estab¬ boff season for the next two weeks. piece, with Anthony Makas as key¬ two rock ’n’ roll tunes. He’s a able” that Par’s revenues from pic¬
Leo De Lyon» held over from the board soloist, makes for a pleasing
lished singers.
young
Negro
vocalist
who
needs
tures
made
for free tv or home-toll
last Palladium layout, win also add. starter* Next the Corps de. Ballet
In this Roxy session, Miss Robin substantially" to the attraction of demonstrates nimble footwork in more seasoning, better mike tech¬ will come to equal the theatrical
seems to be faking no chances. this bill,
nique
and
a
greater
range.
Follow¬
a series of “Mauve Decade” dances.
market yield. And the latter in¬
Whatever she has to offer as an
Frankie Laine gets nothing like Soloing with the .tqrp unit are ing is tapper Babe Lawrence, who cludes, of course, the all-important
Individual is obscured by her rou¬ his previous. Palladium receptions, Edmee Hess, Grace Davidson, does what appears to toe a non-stop
tine. She hki presumably been though bis voice ahd delivery have Doris White, Ritta Alecknewith and stint which builds. What he lacks foreign field.
Par has been going in various
coached by; oldtimers to sock put not altered much. His long ab¬ Laurel Edelson. *
is more individual stylizing.
directions for some time, of course;
the songs not of her generation, sence appears to have had a damp¬
The
third
and
fifth
spots
are
oc¬
The
Choral
Ensemble
follows
in
thence into a style riding a high ening effect on his British follow¬
cupied by the Solitaires and the Company is now vthe 100% owner
vogue and then impressions of ing, and the reception he gets for a “Music"Hath .Charms” segment, •G
Cleffs, respectively. They go of Chromatic Television Labora¬
others. There Isn’t a single , song his 12 numbers, many of them old which is kicked off via an effective through
their stepping and rocking tories, which claims to have a color
trumpet
solo
by
Clark
Terry.
The
expressive of herself. She reveals established 'disclicks, is nowhere
tv tube that can be marketed at a
nothing of her own feelings‘to the near the full Palladium treatment vocal troupe then moves in for a tunes, interspersed with a calypso considerably lower than presentnumber,
in polished, fashion. Both
revival-slanted
religioso
session,
audience. She comes but a stran¬ usually, meted out to American bill
standard price.
ger and leayes as a stranger, albeit toppers. Among4 his best render¬ which paves the. way for a few groups have been "around quite
Par is the only film corporation
a well-applauded one. Among her ings are ^Woman In Love," “Moon¬ numbers, including “Swing Low awhile and have a good deal of
Old
Time
Religion.”
Tenor
soloist
stage savvy.
active in the home-toll field with its
impressions she includes Kay Starr, light Gambler,” • “Sixteen Tons,"
Buddy Johnson and his band 88% ownership of International
Teresa Brewer ahd- one of Roberta “Black Gold,” and Ai' Lerner ar¬ Old Time Relgion.” Tenor soloist
John Alexander, and Jack Murray lend a good assist throughout, with Telemeter.'
SherWodd, all of them welldone.
rangement
entitled ' “Annabelle head the sock songstering group. Johnson
handling the
emcee
Dot Records, which has been
The Roxy, this week is providing Lee.” On these numbers the audi¬
Marshall Is next with his solo chores ably.
Horo.
a valuable'function. It’s furnishing ence response is, good and Laine
markedly successful in the last
stint
and
then
the
Rockettes
take
a gander at a top current fave at4 settles down to a pleasantly re¬
couple of years, was acquired 100%
over
the
closing
slot
for
their
preci¬
prices the kids can afford in sur¬ laxed pace, although on several oc¬
recently.
roundings that put parents at ease. casions he tries to get the audience sion terp exhibition. The stepping,
Meanwhile, while Par jockeys
It’s been the custom of late to a little warmer by stamping his as usual, is ah arresting rhythmic
around to be In a position of show
bring in. the shows at the $6 level, feet and clenching his fists, but feat. Giving added punch to the
footwork
display
is
a
rousing
or¬
business
where the money is, assets
or else to niteries where kids can¬ without much success.
which do not figure to be a part
not afford the tab. The business
Leo De Lyon, who scored a chestral of “Strike Up the Band,”
Pat Boone Show
with
male
members
of
the
choral
of
the
strategy,
are unnecessary
being .done at the Roxy also Sug¬ smash with his.zany comedy on the
(AK-SAR-BEN, OMAHA)
and can provide cash, are being
gests that the exhibitors have last Palladium bill, scores heavily group joining in bn the vocal.
Jess.
Omaha, May 19.
dropped. Sale of the backlog of
neglected a market that can be re¬ again with his non-stop comedy
. .Pat Boone, Four Lads, Fontane features to tv interests still pends.
vived by vaude shows of this patter and facial contortions. But
Sisters (3), Richard Hayman Ofch Several theatres and the Olympic
calibre. .
his revised act is not as good as his j
Palace, N. Y.
(13), Gary Morton, Bruxcellos (4), Lab in London have been peddled
The Roxy’s managing director first offering. The pace is slower,
for $4,500,000. The “Popeye” car¬
Robert Rothafel has had to go into and some of the material repetitive, . Russ & Joy Sobey, Celeste Evans, Rudenko Bros. (2); $3.50 top.
Mark
Huling
&
Sharkey,
Lee
Sul¬
strange (for the Roxy)' fields in or¬ but nevertheless, his versatility and
toon series, 230 shorts in all, went
Certainly one of the outstanding for $1,500,000.
class of their own. livan, The Florida Trio, Frederick
der to stage this soiree. The line, timing are in
*
,
for example, doffed skates for most A repeat performance of his & Tanya, Marty May, The Virgin¬ musicals to he packaged here, this
Rainbow.
Productions,
which
of their production numbers. Do¬ rendering of “Humoresque” and ians (2); “Public Pigeon No. 1” General Artists Corp. ’ package fig¬ owned five features and which in
‘
'S
wanee
River,”—simultaneously
ures
to
pick
up
pleqty
of
shekels
(RKO), reviewed by Variety Jan.
ing routines on ice while wearing
with its Pat Boone show, currently turn was owned by Par via a stock
, shoes apparently entails some spe¬ whistling and humming the tunes— 16, ’57.
on a three-week tour of the mid¬ deal of several years ago, was
cial -treads which slow up the provides a lot of comedy and gets
peddled for $500,000. Thirty-five
lands.
femmes’ movements. Colorful cus- hefty mitts, . He is now an estab¬
Palace fouT-a-day, except for the
Boone’s appeal Is evident here, productions made py the Pinetumfng and essentially good rou-. lished Palladium favorite.
Best reception of the show goes, solid performance of Mark Huling with 8,200 packing Ak-Sar-Ben Thomas unit went for $800,000.
tines tailored to meet the handi¬
and
his
“wonder
sea,”
Sharkey,
is
to Mexican juggler Rudy Cardenas.
Coliseum. Star does 35 minutes
cap; puts the .'production over.
And Par dropped its newsreel
He gets through stock routines shy of Impact. Nonetheless, there
Another aid In the production Is •with clubs • as his act opener, hut are sporadic moments of entertain¬ and while his patter drew little for the reason it simply wasn’t pay¬
Will Jordan, who acts ‘as emcee, at twice the Usual speed, and pro-' ment to be found on the rest of more than titters, the house ing off,
shrieked
when
he
unloosened
his
and does his own turn of which Ed cresses onto more difficult and the card.
AB-PT’a Exec Group
tonsils. Boone starts with a rock
Sulliyan’s. impression is still the impressive feats as he goes. on. He
Opener by tapsters Russ & Joy
A seven-man executive commit¬
top. Although; he follows Immedi¬ has the customers cheering with Sobey is not one of them. Femme ’n’ roll song,, goes Into various
ately the tum1>y Miss Robin, which his unusual spinning balls stint and is a lovely, who does a couple of medleys of standards, shifts into a tee with John A. Coleman as chair¬
also entails impression, he has no a routine involving billiard halls, routine spins. Her partner also Negro spiritual, and closes with man was appointed by the 15-man
board of American Broadcastingtrouble getting Started on a very which he throws, high in the air shows some pepless and uninspired his bestselling pops. ..
Second-billed . and closing first Paramount Theatres after yester¬
high level. Goes over excellently. and catches in small pockets tied hoofing. Celeste Evans’ sleight-ofhalf of show are Four Lads. They day’s (Tues.) stockholder powwow.
The orchestra conducted by Rob¬ to bis waist—they miss his head hand gets New Acts/ ,
open strong with “Runnin’ Wild,”
ert Boucher is a plus factor in the by the narrowest margin. This is
Others on the new committee
With Mark Huling leading Ids then moved into “Getting to Know
proceedings,
Jose.
his first Palladium appearance, seal through its paces, the slick- You,”
“Not Much,” “River Side,” are Leonard H. Goldenson, E.
and he steals the Show.
Chester Gersten, Walter P. Mar¬
coated performer offers some ex¬ “Istanbul,” and other faves.
Joan Turner, British comedienne cellent returns to Nstubholders.
Empire, Glasgow
Fontane Sisters likewise draw shall, H. Hugh McConnell, Edward
and impersonator with a fine
Glasgow, May 15. - voice, gets a firm response with Though there are few variations if salvos. Attractively gowned, thSy J. Noble and Robert H.' O’Brien.
Lonnie Donegan & Skiffle Group her homely humor and pleasant any on the standard bag of seal have aUd clapping hands through¬ Coleman is a partner in the Adler,
(3), Mundy. & Earle, Les Brazili- personality. Morton Fraser’s Har¬ tricks, the tricks .themselves—play¬ out and wind up with their new Coleman brokerage.
onos (3), Des O"Connor, Kazan & monica Gang couple good instru- ing the pipes and juggling, etc.— hit, “Which Way to-¥our Heart.”
are dandily done, and the hokum
Richard Hayman fronts an ex¬
Katz, Evers & Toni, Don Smoothey mentalization and comedy, mainly j between
is inspired.
cellent 12-plece orch long enough
& Tom Layton, Marie De Vere supplied by a diminutive guy. As
for
his solo, harmonica stint.
Following
Sharkey,
Irish-tenor
Girls (fl), Bobby Dowds Orch.
is usual with animal acts, “Gil-.!
“Ruby” and a clever takeoff on tv
bert,” an almost human chimpan¬ Lee Sullivan, doing “Pocketful of commercial jingles make him a
Continued from page 1 —^
Dreams”
and
a
group
of
“Fair
It’s a field day here for the Lon¬ zee, gets a good hand for his an¬
winner.
trouble,
and even a winning team
nie Donegan followers. Skiffle tics. Raf & Julian Jover score Lady" tunes, is most pleasing, tout
Another hit of the show is Gary
group, recently in from the U; S., well with their acrobatic fun as he slides greatly^ when he turns to Morton, comic who doubles as em¬ Is no guarantee of top attendance,
livens it up with rhythmic tunes Palladium newcomers. Their gag making with meaningless chatter, cee. Big guy is weak in the lat¬ as is evidenced by the financial sit¬
such as. “Puttin’ on the Style,” material is good and acrobatics up and he really takes the edge off his ter department, hut clicks well in
“Alabamy Bound,” “Rock Island to the same standard. Also making stand by doing a poor imitation of his own inning with' fresh comedy. uation in which the Dodgers find
Line” ahd ciirrent hit, “Cumber¬ their bow at this vaudery, The a rock ’n’ roller.
He clowns with a trumpet for an themselves. Thus,, many are seek¬
land Gap,” but main fault is a Mandos Sisters make a good im¬ . The Florida Trio, an Italo troupe, excellent finale to an excellent ing hypos in other directions.
jangling sameness which could be pression as unusual aeriallsts, and fronts a gollywog. The limber, rag act.
avoided by more variety, both in the George Carden Dancers fill doll is twisted by his partners, man
Bruxcellos, acro-comics spotted Should the alfresco vaude shows
presentation and content. Donegan their two spots with their usual and woman, into a variety of rub¬ just ahead of Boone, registers with help, it’s likely that the gimmick
bery form?. There are enough a somersault by one of the two will be tried in many more cities.
should also contrive to show more high .standard of footwork.
Cyril Ornadel’s orch provides laughs and eye-opening contortions. males while holding 10 liquid- It may even result Jn the use of
personality, thus proving himself
kingpin of the foursome. Scores excellent showcasing with an on-, by the gollywog' to sufficiently filled glasses on a tray.
Two names as a diamond draw.
with his familiar “Bring A Little stage appearance for the second counterbalance the clumsy visual femme assistants are lookers with
The difficulty in which the clubs
Bari.
clowning of the other two. •
Water, Sylvie,” and exits to good half of the bill.
breakaway skirts to display A-l find theriiselves coincide with the
mittlng from younger customers.
The Frederick of Frederick 8c gams.
advent of video, which has virtu¬
Tanya, ballroom dancers, doesn’t
Rudenko Bros., jugglers, open
Mundy 8c Earle, boy-and-girl
Judy to Detroit
manifest much grace'in those fancy proceedings In routine fashion. ally decimated' the minor leagues,
twosome, brightly garbed in hello
Detroit, May 21.
lifts he tries. Small part of the act They had trouble here with some and haS provided a topic of dissensuits, win night’s loudest yocks for
tion among the major-league fran¬
Judy Garland and troupe opens they do when both are in contact of their easier stunts.
a slick mime act. Male’s offering of
Show was booked in here by chise holders. If performers can
“Sabrina’s.' Nightmare,” With fall¬ next Thursday (30) at the 2,700- With the boards is also rather
aid them in their dilemma, then
seat
Riviera
for
a
week’s
engage¬
Ak-Sar-Ben,
with
members
of
the
weak.
Marty
May
took
a
page
from
ing falsies in his glamor-dame
the Jack Benny book of comedy, civic org getting tickets on a two- it’s likely that the idea will catch
make-up, is a standout. Act scores ment.
on.
House is scaled to $6* Friday idl'd' it aifcears. However, May, a mid¬ for-one basis.
‘
Trump.
with “Cdcktails for Two” and

' Roxy, ST* IT.
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Shows on Broadway
New Girl In Town
Frederick Brisson, Robert E. Griffith
Sc Harold S. Prince production of musical
comedy-drama In two acts 18 (numbers),
based on the Eugene O’Neill drama,
"Anna Christie." Book. George Abbott;
music and lyrics, Bob Merrill; production
directed by Abbott; dances and musical
numbers staged- by Bob Fosse; scenery
and costumes, Rouben. Ter-Arutunian; or*
chestra director, Hal Hastings; orchestra¬
tions, Robert Russell Bennett, Philip J.
Lang; dance music by Roger Adams; nair
styles, Ronald De Mann, Stars Gwen Ver¬
don-, Thelma Ritter; features George Wal¬
lace, Cameron Prud'homme, Mark Daw¬
son, Lulu Bates,. Eddie Phillips, Michael
Quinn, Del Anderson, H. F. Green.
At
46th Street Theatre, N. Y„ May 14, 57;
$8.60 top weeknights; $9.20 Frlday-Saturday nights . .$13.80 opening.
Lily ...Lulu Bates
Moll ...Pat Ferrier
Katie .
Mara Lynn
Alderman ,.....
Michael Quinn
Chris..
Cameron Prud’homme
Johnson ... Jeff Killion
Seaman *... H. F» Green
Mar thy .Thelma Ritter
Oscar .....’. Del Anderson
Pete ..Eddie Phillips
Mrs. Dowling .Ann Williams
Smith
...Stokley Gray
Mrs. Smith .Dorothy Stinnette
Bartender.Mark Dawson
Ivy ....
Rita Noble
Rose .Ginny Perltfwin
Anna .
Gwen Verdon
Flo ...Drusilla Davis
Pearl .
Mara Landi
Mat ......George Wallace
Mrs. Hammachcr ...Jean Handzlik
Reporter .Herb Fields
Masher .
John Aristides
Svenson ...,.. Ray Mason
Violet ..
Dcedy Irwin
Walter ...*.Louis Polacek
Dowling ...Ripple Lewis
Politician .H. F. Green
Krirtp ‘..
John Ford
Henry .Edgar Daniels
Dancers: Claiborne Cory, Drusilla Davis,
Dorothy
Pushock, Pat Ferrier, Marie
Kolin. Mara Lynn. Ethel Martin, Joan
Petlak, John Aristides, ..Robert Bakanic,
Harvey Hohnecker, Harvey Jung,. Dale
Morgda, John Nola, Eddla Phillips, Alton
Ruff.
Singers: Jean Handzlik, Deedy Irwin,
Mara Landi, Rita Noble, Ginny Perlowin,
Dorothy Stinnette, Ann Williams, Del An¬
derson, Edgar Daniels, Herb Fields,. John
Ford, Stokley Gray, H. F. Green, Jeff
Killion, Ripple Lewis. Ray Mason, Louis
Polacek, Michael Quinn.
Numbers: "Roll Yer Socks Up," "Anna
Lilia,” "Sunshine Girt,"--'On the Farm ”
"Flings," "It's Good to Be Alive," "Look
at 'Er," "Yer My Friend. Aintcha?" "Did
You Close-Your Eyes?” "At the Check
Apron Ball." "There Ain't No Flies on
Me," “Ven I Valse." "If That Was Love."
•'Ballet," "Chess and Checkers.”

actress who’ll be able to make the
switch to straight plays.
Miss Ritter, as the tatterdema-.
lfon waterfront belle, Martha, is a
one-woman riot.
Whether slyly
outmanouvering- her “squarehead”
sweetie, Chris, getting a snootful
and spilling the-dirt about Anna at
a lowbrow society ball, or just
cracking over a line or singing a
tune, she invariably bullseyes.
She’s Broadway’s gain and Holly¬
wood’s loss. '
There are also notable perfor¬
mances by the previously littleknown George Wallace as the head¬
strong, thickskulled Mat, as well as
by Cameron Prud’homme as Anna’s
fiercely possessive, innocent father,
and such lesser players as Lulu
Bates, Del Anderson, .Eddie Phil¬
lips, Mark Dawson, Mara Landi
and Michael. Quinn.
The orchestrations by Robert
Russell Bennett and Philip J. Lang
are eloquent, and Hal Hastings pro¬
vides expressive musical-direction.
Kobe.

Tlie Pajama- Game

40-Seat .Parlor Theatre
Berlin, May 14.
Another “parlor” theatre has
opened here, this one seating
40 at the Galerie Springer, an
art shop. Group counts seven
members, director' included,
performs without costumes or
scenery. It attempts to explain
the loneliness of mankind in
the atomic age. Whether con¬
sidered over-intellectual or
just plain unintelligible, it’s all
pretty esoteric stuff, as befits
an audience which hardly
qualifies as a crowd.
“Buttons” it’s called and by
poetess Ilse Aichinger.
Di¬
rector is Adalbert Norden.
Heretofore the span between
birth and death notices of
“parlor theatres” here has
been a short one.

Quebec Allots lOOG.For
French-English Theatre;
Brewery Donates House

Montreal, May 21.
A dream of 19 years came true
for actor-producer Gratien (Fridolin) Gelinas last week when Prem¬
ier Duplessis announced the crea¬
tion of a permanent.theatre for,the
production of French and English-,
language plays by Canadian
writers..
. The theatre, which will be known
as . Theatre de la Comedie Canadienne, has. been promoted by^Gelinas and made possible through a
$100,000 appropriation' by thfe
Quebec . Government, plus a contribution by a Montreal brewery.
The new legit project will be
housed in the Radio. City Theatre
ip midtown Montreal, purchased by’
Dow Brewery for $250,000. House
was formerly the Gayety, local burley showplace for many years.
This is a'rijce way to end the
Although not far from the "tender¬
season. As the final new show of
loin district, its central location
1956-57 we have a slick musical
should be Convenient for both
with the George Abbott trademark.
French and English language audi¬
With Gwen Verdon reaching new
ences.
, .
heights of stardom and Thelma Rit¬
The 1,000-seat house, one of .the
ter making her Broadway debut as
best
theatres
in
town,
will
be re¬
an expert character comedienne,
furbished by the brewery at a cost*
“New Girl in Town” should pro¬
of
.$50,000.
La
Comedienne
will
vide a spark for the summer trade
and a profitable tenant* for the
have a 25-year lease on the
46th Street Theatre.
property with the right to purchase.
The show is., a musical version of
The first year will be rent-free and
Eugene O’Neill’s 1921-22 Pulitzer
the following years charged at 4%
Prize drama, “Anna Christie.”
of the purchase price. Site is direct¬
This
is
a
fine
climax
to
what
has
Without being the sort of smaSh- turned* out to be one of the best ly opposite property selected for
eroo that sets an audience on fire spring .musical comedy seasons the Montreal’s future concert hall. The
or stampedes the ticket brokers, N.Y. City Center has. ever had.
government grant will be in the
this is a consistently entertaining After
a poor start with “Beggar’s
song-and-dance offering, with ac¬ Opera” and a mediocre followup form of a yearly donation ,of
ceptable music, exhilarating hoof¬ with “Merry Widow,” the series $25,000 for “at least” four years,
ing, a handsome physical producGelinas, currently 'playing a
life with a tasteful revival
° tion and the sort of • compression came.to
of “Brigadoon,” topped by a stun¬ nitery date in Quebec City, has
and pace for which Abbott is noted, ning
slated his first production (as yet
edition
of
“South
Pacific”
and
The adaptation overcomes the
production of the rousing unnamed) for October and will run
tough flavor of the O’Neill play to this
the theatre strictly on a profession¬
“Pajama Game.”
a surprising degree, and is best
This revival lacks the polish and al basis. -It’s hoped to present .pri¬
when it takes the greatest liberties
marily Canadian playwrights with
tempo
of
the
original,
although
with the original. It’s better in the
first half, as Anna arrives on the stager Jean Barrere as faithfully am interchange of theatrical talent
between
all cities in Canada.
followed
the
original
pattern
set
by
New York waterfront1 to join her'
The fact that the liquor; interests
barge captain’ father, whom she George Abbott and Jerome Rob-"
bins,
and
Erik.
Kristin
has
copied
have
once
again come to the aid
hasn’t seen since childhood. There I
time is the early 1900’s (moved j Bob Fosse's original dance direc¬ of one' part of Canada’s culture
Considering the Center’s (the Calvert Distillery gives major
back about 20 years from the orig¬ tion.
inal play), and the action is lively, budget limitations, the opening support to the Dominion Drama
colorful and amusing as the hero¬ was fairly smooth, notable excep¬ Festival every year) has raised a
ine meets and falls in love with the tions being several ragged scene few eyebrows in some quarters, but
.rugged but unsophisticated sailor, •shifts by the stage crew.
is dismissed.by Premier Duplessis
Mat.
,
’ .
’
The casting is uneven.. Larry who said, “The example set by Dow
The second half, with its melo¬ Douglas, who played -the role on
dramatic expose of Anna’s past and tour, is acceptable: as the he-man Brewery is a marvelous example
the ugly quarrel between the*lov¬ pa'jatoa' factory 'foreman, his sing¬ which we hope will be followed
ers, bogs down a bit, despite, a cou¬ ing being perhaps superior to his by other wealthy interests.”
ple of knockout musical numbers. acting. In the thankless but Vital
It apparently was' improved con¬ part of the grievance committee SAGA Repping 8 Spots
siderably during the tryout tour. chairman, Jane Kean handles the
Improved enough, at any rate,.
song number^ with professional
For the Summer Season
A b'b o t £’ s ’ adaptation of the ease, but- gives the impressiofh ’ Of
Eight theatres are thus far
O’Neill, classic can’t .entirely re¬ hgrdfy thinking;of her lines or of
move the’bitter quality of story, so listening or reacting‘emotionally to scheduled to fly the Stage & Arena
Guild of America circuit banner
if'hicks touch of the romantic aura the other players. ‘
Included in the
likely to brings mass popularity,
Paul Hartman is* &' believable and this summer.
but it’s solid and propulsive. Bob funny time study man in his own lineup hre the Gateway Playhouse,
Merrill, in his first try as a stage individual style, and Pat Stanley, Somers Point, N. J., and the Le¬
composer, hasn’t come up with any another touring company veteran, gion Star Playhouse, Ephreta, Pa.,
theatre-galvanizing numbers, but is a deliciously pixie dahcer-com- both operated by Jonathon Dwight.
what could become pop hits with edienne. There are also enjoyable
Others, with the respective
“It’s Good to Be Alive,” “Look at secondary performances by .Stanley managers listed parenthetically,
*Er” and “Did Yoh Close Your Prager as the union prez (a role he are the Southern Tier Playhouse,
Eyes?”
played in the Broadway original), Binghamton, N. Y. (Peter and
The choreography of Bob Fosse, Marguerite Shaw,’ Thelma Pelish
including a greatly modified (also an original), Ralph Chambers, Peggy Fldurn’oy), Myrtle Beach
bawdyhouse ballet in the second Ann Buckles, Jack Waldron (an¬ (S. C.) Playhouse (Jim McEwen),
half, is a highlight of the produc¬ other original), William David, Eu¬ Peabody Players, Daytona Beach,
tion. It’s vigorous and graphic, if gene Wood, Richard France and Cy Fla. (Roy Trombley and A1 Fish),
Hyde Park (N. Y.) Playhouse
possibly limited in range. Rouben Young.
Ter-Arutunian’s scenery and cos¬
As before, “Paajma Game” de¬ (Allen Swift), Northland Summer
tumes are appropriately pictur¬ pends more on the numbers and Theatre; Det. (Ken Schwartz) and
esque.
the zip and drive of its staging the Atlanta (Ga.) Arena Theatre
Miss Verdon, who first drew ma¬ than it does on book. That’s in the (Joe Kennedy).
The
jor attention in a featured role in musical comedy tradition.
SAGA also has an arrangement
“Can-Can” and then took the town songs, notably such hits as “I’m with the Dayton (O.) Summer The¬
by storm as the divertingly wicked Not at All in Love,” “Hey There,” atre, which John Kenley will op¬
but susceptible siren in “Damn “Once a Year Day,” “Small Talk,” erate, and is the casting and book¬
Yankees,” easily surpasses her pre¬ “Steam Heat” (a choreographer
vious performances in the more dif¬ triumph), “Hernando’s Hideaway” ing agen„ for John Hale's Malden
ficult part of the tarnished sweet¬ and “IVz Cerits” as the surging Bridge (N. Y.) Playhouse, Isobel
Rose Jones’ Starlight Theatre,
heart of this new show. Her danc¬ finale, stand up just great.
It’s a swell show, a fitting wrap- Pawling, N. Y„ and Col. Eben
ing is electrifying again and she
Henson’s
four Pioneer Playhouses
puts over a song with a wallop, but up to a sprint-finish City pen ter
JFfojbe. . Jin Kentucky* ,
,, tax fhe
.time ..impresses. 9%
se^scpv^.i , • .. , i, vi
N. Y. City Center Light Opera Co.
(Jean Dalrymple. director) revival of
musical comedy in two act* *(20 numbers),
based otf Richard Bisaell’a novel, "rlxh
Cents.” Book, George Abbott and Blssell;
music and lyrics, Richard Adler and Jerry
Ross; staged by Jean Barrece, based on
original direction by Abbott and Jerome
Rpbbins; scenery and costumes, Lemuel
Ayers; .dances staged by Erik Kristin,
based on original choreography by Bcb
Fosse; lighting, Peggy Clark; musical di¬
rector, Frederick Dvonch; orchestrations.
Bob Walker; dance music arrangements,
Roger Adams; costume supervisor, Ruth
Morley; assistant producer, - Alan -Greene.
Stars Paul Hartman, Jdfte Keap, Larry
Douglas, Pat Stanley; features, .Stanley
Prager, Marguerite Shaw, Thelmk Pelish.
Ralph Chambers, Ann Buckles. Jack WaldroivWllliam David, Eugene. Wood, Rich¬
ard Trance. Cy Young. At City Center,
N.Y.; May 13, #7; $3.80 top.
1
Hines
.%». - Paul Hartman
Prez.*...
Stanley Prager
Joe .
Sam Kirkham
Hasler ..Ralph W. Chambers
Gladys ... Pat .Stanley
Sid Sorokin. .
Larry Douglas
Mabel . Marguerite Shaw
Helpers...Richard France, Cy Young
Charlie ..Eugene Wood
Babe Williams . Jane Kean
Mae ....■ Thelma Pelish
Brenda ... Ann Buckles
Poopsle .
Chele Graham
Salesman. ..
Jack Waldron
Pop .. William David
Dancers:
Dorothy, Etheridge,
Chele
Graham, Mickey • Gunneraon. Rosemary
Jourdan, Vivian Joyce, Barbara NSiman,
Bonnie West, Jim Brusock. Richard Colacino. Jack Konzal, Richard’ Manahan, Tom
Snow, Keith Willis, Emanuel Winston.
Singers:. Helen Baisley, Julia Gerace,
Betty Graeber, Miriam Gulager, Peg
Handley, Sheila Mathews, Barbara Saxby,
Mildred
Slavin,
Don
Becker.
Norris
Branstrom, Arthur Dilks, Peter Held,
Sam Kirkham, Vince McMahon, Stanley
Page, Ralph Vuccl.
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Legit Bits
Michael Kane will play Laertes
in “Hamlet” at the Stratford (Ont.)
Shakespeare Festival opening July
1. He succeeds William Shatner,
who withdrew for a Metro film as¬
signment.
Araby Lockhart re¬
places Gloria Rand . (Mrs. Shatner)
as the'Player Qqeen in “Hamlet”
and William Cole takes over Shatner’s role of Fabian In “Twelfth
Night.” '
Howard S. ’ Cullman sailed last
Friday (17) on the United States
to attend the dedication of the
1958 Brussels Festival, for which
he’s U. S. commissioner.
* The first collected edition of
plays by Arthur Miller will be
published Thursday (23) by Viking
Press. The book, which will in¬
clude “Death of a Salesman,” “All
My Sons,” “l^he Crucible,” “A
Memory of Two Mondays” and “A
View from the Bridge,” will also
contain a lengthy introductipn in
which the author .explains the
genesis of each of-the dramas,' the
conceptions behind them and the.
aim in the different methods of
execution.
Ron Singer has been added to
the Hillard Elkins personal man¬
agement staff.
George Litta, formerly with the
William Morris Office legit department, is n<5w managing Eddie
Bracken.
The touring production of “Ap¬
ple Cart” has taken on a new pro¬
ducer. Huntington Hartford has
joined"Charles Adams -and Joseph
Neebe in sponsoring the balance
of the show’# road hike. It’s under¬
stood, Hartford is guaranteeing the
show against loss on its scheduled
engagement June 10-29* at his the¬
atre in Hollywood.
The Repertory Theatre of Amer¬
ica, a new theatrical foundation,
formed by a group of actors, play¬
wrights: and directors, 'marked its
inception last Sunday (19) eve with
a cocktail party and dance at the
Hotel Picadilly, N. Y. *
Robert Penn Warren is adapting
his narrative poem, “Brother to
Dragons,” for Broadway presenta¬
tion next -season,
Hermit Bloomgarden has acquir¬
ed Ketti Frlngs’ dramatization of
the Thomas -Wolfe novel, “Look
Homeward Angel,” for Broadway
production next'season.
The Paul Gregory'production of
“Rivalry” is scheduled to openJan. 27 at the Plymouth Theatre,
N.Y., after a 72-city road hike, be¬
ginning. Sept. 22 in Victoria, B. C.
Sol Stein’s play, “The Laby¬
rinth,” formerly under option to
Hume Cronyn, is now scheduled
for production by Roger L. Stevens’
probably with a co-producer. Also
on Stevens’ production slate is
“The Old Lady's Visit,” which he’s
purchased for presentation' by the
Producers Theatre, of which he’s
a member. The play is Maurice
Valency’s adaptation “Der Besuch
der Alten Darned by Swiss drama¬
tist Friedrich Duerrenmatt.
Jule Styne is seeking middle¬
weight boxing ..champ Sugar Ray
Robinson for the lead prizefighter
role in a contemplated production
of a revised version of “Golden
Boy.” The revival would first play
the road and then London, with a
Broadway stand dependent on the
venture^ success. Lester Osterinan
Jr. would be a production associate.
Alexander H. Cohen has dropped
“The Duchess and the Don” from
his production sked; He’s still got
“The Countess to Boot” under op¬
tion and is slated to-plane next
Friday (24) to London for an ap¬
proximate 10-day looksee at the
new productions there.
Leonard Sang has taken an ex¬
tended leave as manager of the
Royale Theatre, N.Y., and publicist
for the Shuberts to succeed David
Ferguson as executive secretary of
the Jewish Theatrical Guild. Fer¬
guson, who held the post for 24
years, has retired because of ill
health.
Frederick Brisson, who co-pro¬
duced “Pajama Game,” “Damn
Yankees” and “New Girl In Town”
with Robert E. Griffith and Harold
S. Prince, will not be associated
with their forthcoming production’s
of “West Side Story,” to be done
by arrangement with Roger L.
Stevens, and “Too Many Doctors,”
v/ith George Abbott, who’ll also
direct. “Story” is the Leonard
Bgrnstein-.Stephen .Sondheim-Ar¬
thur Laurents musical, while “Doc¬
tors” is by Hollywood scenarist
Claude Binyon and a physician
using the nom de plume of Max
Edwards.
“The Women at Glyn,” a meller
by Jack Barefleld, is scheduled for,
Broadway production next fall by
Jonathan Edwards. Margaret Web¬
ster will direct the play which was
previously tagged , “the Good
Pretender.”
The Greek company of Basil
Logothctidio J will launch a brief
U. S. tour .next Friday (24) at
Carnegie Hall, N. Y. The group
wilLalso play
major eastern1

cities, through June 12. Theodore
Kritas is presenting the troupe,
which will also present a modern
Greek comedy, “The Screwball,” by
Dlmitros Psathas,
The New York preem of a con¬
cert reading of '“The Son of Don
Juan,” by Jose Echequary,” will be
presented for one performance
next Sunday (26) at the Barbiafon
Plaza Theatre by Richard Novello,
who’ll also star in the production.
John Tobias will direct.;
“Trinidadeo,” a musical • with a
calypso background,' has1 been
written by Sammy Stept (music
and lyrics) and Charles W; Curran
(book).
Herman Yablokolf and Sol Dickstein, vet Yiddish theatre opera¬
tors, have set up a Times Square
office as a clearing house for
Yiddish-American talent in .all en¬
tertainment media. The move has
been approved by the Hebrew Ac¬
tors’ Union.
The Playwrights Co. has dropped
its option on “Marlowe,” the Leslie
Stevens drama about Christopher
Marlowe, which had been Slated
for production in London in part¬
nership with a West End manage¬
ment.
i
'
Patricia Peardbn, actress-wife of
corrmany manager Richard Horner,
returns today (Wed.Ffrom a week’s
Stay in Havana, where she ap¬
peared in the filming of Jack Lon¬
don stories for . tv by Guild Films.
Legit, producer Alexander; If.
Cohen will guest tonight (Wed.) on
Mike Wallace’s “Nightbeat” on the
DuMont television network, prior
to planing tomorrow (Thursr.) to
London for a long weekend visit.
John Keating, Cue' magazine
legit critic, and director Jack Lan¬
dau, will guest tomorrow (Thurs.)
gt the final seminar of the Ad¬
vanced Play writing class of Colum¬
bia U., taught by JVJlIlam Talbot,
editor of Samuel French, Inc.
Two Yiddish plays, Peres Herehbein’s “Raisins and Almonds” and
Marc Arnsteln’s “The ' Eternal
Song,” translated by Etta Bloch,
will be presented next Saturday*
(25) at Steffen Zaeharias’ Theatre
Club, N. Y, The program staged
by Lester Robin, will also feature
songs by Elly Stone.
}Valter Slezak, who had the star¬
ring role in “The First Gentle¬
man,” which folded on Broadway
last Saturday (18), moved Monday
(20) to a 200-year Georgian home
he recently purchased in Larchmortt, N. Y.
Will Glickman has bowed out as
Joseph Stein’s collaborator on a
musical version of Sean O’Casey’s
“Juno and the Paycock,” with the
latter handling the'adaptation on
his own. Marc BUt$stein"is "han¬
dling the music and lyrics. Glick¬
man afid Stein, however, will Con¬
tinue working together on ofher
projects.
4
Producer Fred Coe and director
Arthur Penn are talking with Paul
Newman about, a Broadway appear¬
ance next season in William Gib¬
son’s new two-character play “Two
on a See-Saw.”
Shepard Traube , is discussing
terms with Paul Henreld for the
latter to star in “The French
Death,” Michael Blankfort play
based on the film “Diabolique.”
Brian Moore, Irish-born, Mont¬
real-resident author of “The Lone¬
ly Passion of, Judith Hearne,”
leaves this week for a three-month
visit to Europe. The play, which
he adapted from his own novel, is
listed for Broadway, production by
Cheryl'Crawford.
Morris Jacobs, currently on
leave of absence from the Rodgers
& Hammersteih office because of
curtailed activity there, will* be
general manager for the Lyn LoeSser' production of the .Robert•
Wright-George
Forrest musical
adaptation of Moliere’s “Doctor in
Spite of Himself.”
“Career,’’ the. title of James
Lee’s play current at the Seventh
Avenue South Theatre, NX, was
also the tag oh a 1943 vehicle by
Nan Kirby, produced by Modern
Play Productions, Inc., at the
Provincetown Theatre, N.Y. Lee’S
play is about a struggling actor,
while Miss Kirby’s was an expose
of the operatic field.
A new adaptation by Burnet
Hershey of Edouard Bourdet’s
French drama, “The Captive,” is
planned for production by Dorothy
Waring and Ben Boyar. A* 1926
New York production of Arthur
Hornblow Jr.’s versioir of the play
had to be halted because of police
interference.
Alfred Stern, director of the
American National Theatre &
Academy's Dept, of Community
and Industrial Showmanship, has
been appointed by the U:S. Dept,
of Commerce, Office of Interna¬
tional Trade Fairs, as coordinating
producer for U.S. participation in
the Vienna Internatipnal Autumn
CCoutim^ed'* PU
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Play On
4-10 B’way Shows lo Span Summer, LaveryPat.Doing
Produce) s Expect Break’ in Talks;
Henry, Jefferson
Equity Annual Meeting Friday (24)
Despite Prospects of Potent Biz
A minimum of four shows are 4-■-;figured sure to continue through
the-summer on Broadway, with six
others doped to have a good
chance and six others doubtful.
That’s the skimpiest hot-weather
Sybil Thorndike and her hus¬
prospect- for New York legit, in
many years.
band, "Lewis Casson, are being
Ironically, various commercial sought to tour Canada during 1958
observers predict that business in under auspices of the Canadian
general in New York is likely to Players. The British' husband and
be better than for several -years. wife team are currently appearing
That’s on the basis of advance in¬ in “The Potting Shed,” at the
dications of visiting buyers, tour¬ John Golden Theatre, N.Y.
ists plahning to visit the city or
The couple will return to Eng¬
pass through-'en route to and from
Europe, the number, of scheduled land,, and their future commit¬
ments
include a tour of Australia.
sales meetings1' and conventions,
and incrfeased national reaction to Incidentally, their daughter, Ann
Casson,
and her husband, Douglas
the New York * Summer Festival
Campbell, are members of the
promotion.
Canadian players.
The. likelihood of a lean sum¬
mer on Broadway despite bullishgeneral business conditions in New
York appears to reflect the dearth
of strong shows, in contrast to re¬
cent 'seasons. It also means, pre¬
sumably, that the solid boxoffice
hits will' get turnaway trade, with
/the weaker entries already being
affected by dwindling attendance.
“Auntie Mame” producers Rob¬
The four sure-thing bets to span
the summer are all musicals. They ert Fryer A Lawrence Carr will
are “My Fair Lady,” “Bells Are bring in an outside management
Ringing,” “Li’l Abner” and “New
Girl in Town” (the latter opened for the road edition of. the Rosa¬
last night to**a hefty advance Sale lind Russell starrer. The touring
apd figured to get through the version of the steady Broadway
Ju ne-J lily-August period on its sellout will be financed as .an in¬
dependent venture, with Fryer A
initial momentum alone).
The 'six. probable run-through Carr holding co-producer status
entries are rated as “Most Happy and the original New York produc¬
Fella,” “Visit to a Small Planet,” tion getting a royalty, plus a share
“Happy Hunting,” “Tunnel of of the profits. They had a some¬
Love,” .“Hole irt the Head” and what similar arrangement on the
recent tour of Shirley Booth in
“Hotel' Paradiso.”
“Desk Set.”
, ,
The outside-chance candidates
Several bids for the Jetome
are “Separate Tables,” “Happiest Lawrence-Robert' E. Lee adapta¬
Millionaire” (slated to tour next tion of Patrick Dennis’ novel of
season with Walter Pidgeon con¬ the. same title are being weighed
tinuing as star) and “Inherit the by the producing team. Their de¬
Wind” (all due for star replace¬ cision will hinge not only on: the'
ments or substitutions), as . well as best financial deal offered, but also
“Damn Yankees,” “Moon for the on approval of a star for the title
Misbegotten” and “Ziegfeld Fol¬ role. The road setup will be simi¬
lies/'
lar to that employed by Maurice
- Two other shows playing to Evans & George Schaefer in farm¬
•mash. business but due for sum¬ ing out the touring rights to “Tea¬
mer layoffs are “Auntie Marne” house of the August Moon” to
and “Long Day’s Journey Into Howard Lindsay & Russel Crouse
Night.” In addition, four closings a few seasons ago.
v
Will tour next fall. They are “Mid¬
In the case of “Teahouse,” the
dle, of the Night,” “Diary of Anne Broadway production got a royalty
Frank,” “No Time for Sergeants” equal to 5% of the .gross, plus 25%
of the profits. That applied to both
and “Major Barbara.”
touring editions sent, out by Lind¬
say & Crouse.
Meanwhile, Fryer & Carr are
dickering with film actress Greer
Garson to take over as star of the
Broadway edition of “Mame” when
Miss Russell’s . contract expires
next January.
It would be the
The title “Most Happy Fella” is Broadway / debut of Miss Garson,
who appeared in * number of plays
proving fo be a good exploitation in London before going to Holly¬
for the Broadway musical. The tag wood.
has -bfecofhe.* national merchandising slogan and has also been get¬
ting widespread newspaper play in
captions referring to various per¬
sonalities .’ ‘
More than 213 department stores
Eva Marie Saint is being sought
have used the tuner title for men’s by the Playwrights Co. for its
wear promotions, while the entire schudeled production of “Time
chain of 86 Allied Stores is making Remembered!” She would be
“The Most Happy Fella” the theme starred In the role for which Susan
of its Father’s Day sales.
The Strasberg was originally set.
General Cigar Co. has also made
The play, a romantic, melancholy
the shoW an Important part of its comedy, was adapted by Patricia
tv spot commercial campaign for Moyes from Jean AnOuilh’s Pari¬
White Owl cigars, with members of sian success, “Leocadia.” It was
the cast singing about “The Most done. In-London in 1954-55, first
Happy Panatela.” •
at the Lyric, in suburban Hammer¬
Schenley Distillers ran ,ads last smith and then transferred to the
month with the full “Fella” tag New. The cast included Paul Scho¬
used to describe bartenders in line field, Margaret Rutherford and
with National Tavern Month. Other Mary Ure, the latter in the role
title tieups are with the Lancaster for which Miss Saint is sought.
Miss Saint is due east within the
(Pa.) Pipe Co., which claims that
“A Most Happy Fella” is one who next few days for a film exploita¬
has a Submersible Pump. Another tion stint. She will be accompanied
angle involves the Beaulieu Vine¬ by her husband, screen director
yards of Napa County, Cal., which Jeffrey Hayden, who may be a
has called its Beaurose wine, “The possibility to stage the play. Al¬
Most* Happy Wine,” besides tag¬ though the actress is under con¬
ging a vineyard, “The Most Happy tract to Metro and 20th-Fox, it’s
understood-* her picture commit¬
Vineyard.”
, There’s also a “Most Happy Shoe ments could be worked out for the
legit
stint.
Polish,” a “Most Happy Cocktail”
Her last Broadway appearance,
and a “Most Happy Chow Mein,”
also
her
debut, was in a smsfll part
as well as the legit musical’s not
exactly sad pressagent, Arthur in Horton Footers “Trip to Bounti¬
ful,”
in
1953-54. On the strength
Cantor. *
of that performance she was voted
the most promising new actress of
Nat Stevens and Andrew J. Brealin will get open June 24 for their the season in Variety’s annual poll
second season as operators of the of the New York drama critics. She
Lakewood Theatre, Bamesville, subsequently made . her screen
Pa., with Ruth Chatterton and debut in “On the Waterfront,” win¬
Arthur Treacher in a package of ning an Academy Award for her
supporting role performance.
“The Reluctant. Debutante.”

Seek Thorodike-Casson
To Tour Canada in ’58

Will Farm Out
‘Mame’for Road

‘Fella’ Most Happy Tide
. For Promotion Tieups
And Newspaper Captions

YEN EVA MARIE SAINT
AS‘REMEMBERED’STAR

Hollywood, May 21.
Playwright-scenarist
Emmet
Lavery is working on a drama
about the early years of Patrick
Henry and Thomas Jefferson. He
got the Idea while gathering piaterial for th<? “Williamsburg” doc¬
umentary -film about the colonial
capital of Virginia, produced by
the Rockefellers.
The author’s previous plays have
included “Magnificent Yankee,”
“First Legion” and “Gentleman
from Athens.’*

London Slumps
Despite End of
Admissions Tax
*
. London, May 21.
Since the admissions tax on the
legit theatre ended May 5, West
End theatres have had' an unexr
pected boxoffice slump. Plays due
to close after short runs are “Th<?
Glass Cage,” at the Piccadilly
Theatre; “The Iron Duchess,” at
the Cambridge, “A Hatful of
Rain,” at the Princess, and “Sub¬
way in the Sky,” at the 1 Savoy.
All fold next Saturday (25).
The Tennessee Williams’ play
“Camino. Real,” which has been
doing moderate business - at the
Phoenix, is to close June 1, after
63' performances. Last week the
theatre management decided to
continue the show’s run a while
longer, but shortly afterwards re¬
vised plans and announced the
closing date.
The current downtrend of legit
business Is estimated to mean a
loss of about $280,000 on the sea¬
son. Peter Cadbury, head of the
Keith Prowse ticket agency, says
that business is about' 25% below
the same period last year.
One theory Is that the public
expected a price reduction on seats
when the admission fax was abol¬
ished. The only theatre so far to
make any move in this direction is
the Princes, where two admission
prices have been cut by 30c and
10c. But “A Hatful of Rain,” cur¬
rently playing there, is among
those scheduled to shutter next
Saturday.

‘HEARTS’LOST $67,830
OF $70,000 BANKROLL
“Double in Hearts,” which had
a Seven-performance Broadway run
earlier this season, represented a
$67,830 loss on a $70,000 invest¬
ment.1 T?fie production cost on the
Barnard Straus-Raul Vroom-Adna
Karns presentation was $42,388,
plus $13,188 loss on a two-week
out-of-town tryout and $4,127 addi¬
tional deficit on the brief New
York stand. ’
Post-closing expenses on %the
Paul Nathan comedy tallied $8,091
and included the following items
for the week following the closing:
company and general manager sal¬
aries, $350; crew, $174; guarantee
to feature actress Neva Patterson,
$750; theatre rental in lieu of min¬
imum $4,250 guarantee, $2,871, imd
office allowance, $250. .
Another $2,881 post-closing cost
represented the unearned balance
on a $3,700 advance to author
Nathan.

‘Darling’ Fast Folderoo
In San Francisco Bow

—“—---—

f

LI. Banks Will Be B.0.s
For Jones Beach ‘Boat’
I
I
|

A chain of banks in Nassau and
Suffolk counties, Long Island, will
double as legit boxoffices this sum¬
mer. It’s an expansion of a promotion inaugurated last year by
the Meadow Brook National Bank
of Nassau County as a tie-in with
Guy Lombardo's production of
“Show Boat” at the Jones Beach
(L. I.) Marine Theatre.
This summer, the Security Na¬
tional Bank of Huntington in Suf¬
folk County is joining Meadow
Brook in plugging the Lombardo
presentation, which reopens June
27 at Jones Beach. The two banks
will have a total of 43 offices han¬
dling special mail order forms for
the al fresco musical production.
In addition, personal bdx office
reps will be on hand at five Mead¬
ow Brook offices and three Secur¬
ity offices.
Both banks have also purchased
large blocks of “Show Boat” seats,
which they’re using as premiums
for persons opening new checking
accounts.

John C. Wilson
Scrams Westport
Westport, Conn., May 21. John C. Wilson bowed out this
weekend as one of the three pro¬
ducers of the Country Playhouse
here after 16 years' association
with Lawrencm Langner and Ar-.
mina Marshall (Mrs. Langner). No
reason was divulged for Wilson’s
withdrawal although he intimated
last summer that he would not be
back this season.
Wilson produced plays in which
he was interested for Broadway
production and huddled the Langners on policy for this prestige
summer spot. Wilson and his wife
(former Prlhcess Natasha Paley of
Russia) are top local hosts and.
their guests ' always spiced Play¬
house openings.
Record advance subscription is
already reported for season open¬
ing June 15 with Faye Emerson
in “Witness for‘the Prosecution.”
Miss Emerson will play. 18 shows
in two weeks for record number of
performances in 27 year history of
theatre, making up for Wednesday
absence (due to television “I’ve
Got a Secret”) with two Sunday
shows.
Philip Langner and Herbert
Weinstein, co-managng directors,
may fill in Wednesday dark nights
with dance programs due to popu¬
larity Of last summer’s ballet offer¬
ings. Weinstein is new on Westport scene, moving down here
from similar, spot in Falmouth.
Otherwise'old faces fill key spots.1
Ralph Lycett begins' 13th season
directing press and subscriptions,
with Don Spark as assistant; Mar¬
shall Young is. associate managing
director, Lorraine Hansberry,
treasurer and Marvin Reiss, de¬
signer.

Avoids Censorship By
Going Out to Meet It
David Marshall Holtzmann, who
doubles as attorney and summer
theatre operator, believes that it
pays to invite censorship. He
voluntarily submits the production
schedules of his. Cape Cod Melody
Tent, Hyannis, Mass., and ! the
South Shore Music Circus, Cohasset, Mass., to the local clergy of
all faiths.
He’s been checking. With the
ministers since both tents opened
several years ago and as yet has
never had to cancel any shows.
Holtzmann feels that giving the
clergy an advance on the projected
shows helps in establishing better
local relations.
In addition, members of the Hy¬
annis and Cohasset companies sing
In the church choirs of the re¬
spective towns. That’s understood
to be a widespread practice among
musical stock groups.

San Francisco, May 21.
“Darling I’m Yours,” which
opened at the Curran Theatre here
May 6,' turned out to be one of the
biggest fiascos to hit the Coast in
years. The Fred and Elaine Shevin comedy closed abruptly last
week,, with the whereabouts of pro¬
ducer Mark A. Carabel unknown.
The cast returned to Los Angeles
over the weekend and were paid
! off by way of the bond, posted with
Actors Equity.
The rights to the show, which
grossed around $5,000 for the one
week it actually operated at the
Curran, were acquired by Carabel
from producers Jack Present and
Harry Zevln. Gene Nelson* Lisa
Ira Cifcker will make his Broad¬
Gaye and Philip Reed costarred in way directorial bow next season as
the presentation.
stager of “The Strongest.”

A subsantial “break” in the negotiations between Actors Equity
and the League of N, Y. Theatres
is expected by members of the
latter* group within the next few
days. It’s figured that union rep¬
resentatives,' having to report next
Friday (24) to the general mem¬
bership at the annual Equity meet¬
ing, are anxious to have something
tangible to present, and they are
described as indicating impatience
to make progress in the confabs.
The negotiations for a new
three-year basic contract to cover
pay and working conditions for ac¬
tors on Broadway and the road are
said to be still dealing with minor
points in the union’s demandsv,
Considerable (progress has appar¬
ently- been made, but the major
points expected to become issues
have not been reached. These in¬
clude Equity’s bid for a flat $110.-aweek minimum for all actors for
hoth performance and rehearsals,
severe limitations on rehearsal
hours and1 the complete elimination
of all “extra” players, or “supers.”
At a League membership meet¬
ing Monday (20), attended by an
estimated 50 producers and thea¬
tre owners, a resolution supporting
the negotiating committee was
unanimously passed. That was in¬
tended to refute a statement in
last week’s. Variety vthat in case of
a final stalemate with Equity, cer¬
tain producers intend to sign in¬
dividual contracts with the union
rather than have their shows
closed by an actor walkout.
Several prominent League mem¬
bers minimized the possibility of
a breakdown in the negotiations
or the chance of an actor strike.
One said flatly that if such a show¬
down actually did occur he would
close his show, and other pro¬
ducers would do likewise. Others
privately conceded, however, that
defections in the producer ranks
would paobably occur if a walkout
were to; impend.
League representatives, pointing
out that the negotiating groups had
agreed in advance that there would
be ( no publicity on th> confabs,
charged that somebody in Equity
had leaked statements to the press
last week., Several of the pro¬
ducers apparently feel, however,
that the no-publicity rule was a
boner and that the League’s best
chance of resisting what are re¬
garded as excessive Equity de¬
mands is by public opinion.

F&M May Rival R&H
In Music Stock Field,
But Only as Producers
Cy Feuer A Ernest H. Martin,
who haven’t had any shows making
money for them since early this
year, should make , up for it this
summer. Three of their hit musi¬
cals are among the first-time re¬
leases this season and all are ex¬
pected to get numerous produc¬
tions. The tuners are “Silk Stock¬
ings,” “Boy Friend’.’ and “CanCan.” The team’s other two clicks,
“Where’s Charley” and “Guys and
Dolls” are already in release.
With* the-five-show spread, F&M
will be in almost the same class as
Rodgers It Hammerstein, who <ilsa ,
have had no production on the
boards for some time, ’.but have a
steady summer goldmine in “Okla¬
homa,”. “Carousel,” “South Pacific”
and “King and I/’ RAH will, also have a first-time release this sum¬
mer in “Pipe Dream.” Their other
two tuners, “Allegro” and “Me and
Juliet” are previous stock releases..
There is One major difference in
the relative positions of R&H and
F&M in the stock royalty field,,
however. In the case of the for¬
mer, they not only get the manage¬
ment’s share from the licensing
fees, but collect the regular author
royalty. F&M, in contrast, get only
the producer slice of the stock
revenue.

To Raze Trenton’s Stacy
Trenton, May 21.
The Stacy Theatre, former legit
house here, is to make way for a
parking lot. It was built in 1918 as
the St. Regis, but was damaged by
fire in 1952 and has been con¬
demned.
When the old structure i;s torn
down the site will be used for a
parking lot unless a new building
is put up.
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LONDON LEGIT CUTS SCALI

Action Follow* Recent B.O. Tax
Relief in Budget
A Times Square information port (R.I.) Casino Theatre, which
Temple Theatre. Although the co¬
center and ticket office, has been I launches an eight-week season July
authors anted up a tidy part of the
London, May 21.
opened for the American Shake¬
coin; it’s presumably a grim expe¬
Equity Library Theatre production of rience for a fledgling off-Broadway
Billy Matthews will stage ‘.‘Plain
First London theatre to cut its speare Festival Theatre, Stratford,
dramatic poem by Vachel Lindsay and
. “
Geor.
admission prices since complete Conn. -It's under the supervision and Fancy” for the Lambertville
drama in one act by Robinson Jeffers. producer,
Staged by Ben Termlne; choreography,
relief from admissions tax was of Helen Menken and will also (N.J.) Music Circus, "
handle package trips for the Bard
Sevilla Fort; settings, Kent Bpdlent; cos-"
loo True to Be Good
The Rye (N.Y.) Music Theatre,
granted to the live theatre in the repertory
tumes, Lee Pilcher; lighting. Betsy Rap¬
series, Which opens June
Equity Library Theatre revival of “a Budget, is the Princes.
port; music, Harry Salwitz. At Lenojc.Hul
Middle 22 with Alfred Drake and Earle the first canvastQp in Westchester
Playhouse, N.Y., May 2, '57; admission by series Qf„ sermons" in three nets by
County,
will begin a* 13-week sea¬
George Bernard Shaw. Staged by Cyril priced stalls have been reduced Hyman in “Othello.” “Merchant of
contribution.
.
„
_ , _
Cast for "Congo : James Earl Jones, Simon; settings, Sam Kaner; costumes, from
$1.80 to . $1.50, and unre- Venice,” with Katharine Hepburn, son June 14. The staff set by .pro¬
Ardie Allison, Jemima Ben-Gal, Anthony Robert de Mora; lighting, Jane Worley.
ducer
Philip
J. Moloney Includes
Bosse, Charles Neal, .Glory Van Scott, At Lenox Hill. Playhouse, N.Y.. May 9, serverd balcony seats, which were is next July 10, followed by an
'57; admission by contribution. •
Felix White, Clinton Williams.
40c, are now 30c. The top remains Aug. 3 preem of “Much Ado About Bob Roberts, managing director;
Bertram
Yarborough,
directo;r
Cast for ‘'Woman": Elaine Limpert,>
unchanged at $2.20.
Nothing,” costarring Miss Hepburn Arthur Norris,' musical director,
Bobby Troka, Esther Benson, Dina Paisner, Sally Raynor, Kathleen Roland, Les¬
A small airless auditorium on a
The Edward J. and Harry Lee and Drake.
and Eric Schepard, choreographer.
lie
Turner,
Dorothy . Whitney,
John hot evening is no place to listen
Noel Behn, manager of the
Danziger presentation of “A Hat¬
Granger, Louis Filett, Richard Buck,
A seven-play,' seven-week sked
James J. Glenn, Steven Phillips, Julian to George Bernard Shaw’s “Too ful of Rain,” is in its 10th week at Cherry Lane Theatre, N.Y;; and
has been set by Ron Rawson for
Burton, Frank Brining, Edwin Colbert; True to Be Good.” “Listen to” is
co-producer of the house’s current the John Drew Theatre, East
the
theatre.
Woody Randles, Karin Froden, Javotte
the advised phrase, for there’s no
tenant, “Purple Dust,” is planning Hampton, L,I., beginning Juhe 29.
Sutton Green, Norman Inger, Miml Shel¬
ton, Linda Sohma, Barbara Spencer. Evan play tp see in this “series of ser¬
a stria what tryout of the Nathaniel
Thompson.
mons by a Fellow of the Royal So¬
Morris Carnovsky. will play
Benchley-Gwyn Conger Steinbeck
ciety.” If “In Good King Charle’s
play, ‘‘The Circus of Dr/ Lad,” Shy lock In? "the American Shake¬
Equity Library Theatre’s double Golden Days” hadn’t come along
prior to presenting it. off-Broadway speare Festival’s production of
bill of Vachel Lindsay’s “The later to disprove the theory, it
“The Merchant, ©f, .Venice” .at
next season.
Stratford, Conn.
Congo” and Robinson Jeffers’ “The might have been supposed that
Donald Oenslager will design the
Cretan Woman” has the virtue of with “Too True” the master had
Muriel Williams, who appears on
sets and Anna Hill Johnstone .the
novelty. It’s refreshing to go to seen his best days.
the CBS-TV daytime .serial, “The
costumes
for
“The
Man
in
the
Dog
the Lenbx Hill Playhouse and see
It has been said that it doesn’t
Brighter
Day,” and Ted .Baughh,
Toronto, May 21.
Suit,” which will tour the barn cir¬
something that isn’t just another matter whether. anything happens
newscaster-producer for WRGB,
Mavor Moore, who resigned as cuit this summer.
revival. But even though willing¬ in a Shaw play, because the talk is
Schenectady,
will play the
-Michael ftuttrier has been set as leading rolesN.Y.,
ness and good intentions are evi¬ so brilliant. Nonetheless, an audi¬ drama chief of the Canadian
in “Anniversary
dent, the program falls short of its ence can be talked at to a fault, Broadcasting Corp. a year ago to the new musical director and Waltz!’ at Anthony Brady Farrell’s
Louis G. Caldwell, formerly senior Sacandaga (NY.) Summer Theatre,
Implied promise.
and despite the lively efforts of the
“The Cretan Woman” is the main ELT company, this Shavian effort produce Jegit "plays and revues designer for Paramount pictures, the week of June. 24.
here and on tour, planed from To¬ as stage designer for the 12-week
event, but “The Congo” is rather is a theatric soporific.
Herman Middleton will direct
State Fair Musicals season in
more compelling despite insuffi¬
At the end of the first act, a ronto last, week to London, where Dallas.
Kermit Hunter’s outdoor drama,
cient realization of its insistent character dubbed •“The Monster”,
“Chucky Jack” at Gatlinburg, Ten¬
he
plans
to
go
into
West
End
pro¬
Edgar
Runkle
will
be
company
rhythms.
Sevilla. Fort has pro¬ but really the measles germ, com¬
nessee, this year, with Charles and
vided thoughtfully conceived ments that the play is about over duction of his Canadian stage manager and Lorella Val-Mery Susan Horton assisting.
choreography, yet.. it has a soft and that, the rest of the evening works. Triple partnership in for¬ presgagent for the Pittsburgh Civic
The Stage & Arena Guild of
lushness that seems at odds with will be spent in talking about it. mation of new Canadian company Light Qpera Assn, this summer,
John Neff, choreographer for the America is booking the Stanley
the incessant beat of words and This is a characteristically pleasant includes Mavor Moore; Lome
Prager-John
Allen-Mary Stanton
drums.
GBS touch, and in a way itfs a Greene of Broadway and Holly¬ Festival .Music Theatre, Inc., Fort package, production of '“Pajama
. James Earl Jones plays the shame an .audience can’t be handed wood; Bernard Braden, of the-LOn- Wayne, Ind., in 1955, will handle Game.”
that assignment again this summer
preacher. He has a good voice, the next two a6ts to read at home. don theatre and BBC.
Jerry Warren, who has his own
for the organization’s outdoor
capable of effective contrast, but For festivities proceed unabated
In .the talk stage is Moore’s
show on WINS, N.Y., will
muffled diction makes him occa¬ for an additional two hours; with Spring Thaw?’ revue, now in its musical productions in Franke radio
double this summer as press con¬
P&rk.
sionally difficult to understand, words tending to outrun ideas.
sultant
for the Souther Tier Play¬
13th
week
at
the
Avenue
Theatre,
Among ELT-ers striving faith¬
Basil Rathbone is slated for ft
which is a drawback for Lindsay’s
Binghamton, N.Y. Richard
fully are Fran Malis.. as an elderly Toronto, and slated for a trans- 14-Week rustic hike in “Witness house,
pulsating beat. ■
Hughes
will be stager at the spot.
Canada
tour.
For
the
London
in¬
for the Prosecution,” beginning
. Stager Ben Termine has brought] lady, Ellen'Madison, as a wealthy
Gerber will be director at
a sense of imagery, color and move¬ measles, patient who conspires in vasion, Percy Faith is to do origi¬ June 10 at the Playhouse in the theElla.:
Peabody
Playhouse, Daytona
nal
music;
Johnny
Wayne
and
her
own
kidnapping,
Michaele
Park,
Philadelphia.
Peter
Brandon
ment to “The Cretan Woman,” but
Beach, Fla.
the play remains fastidiously un¬ Myers, as a nurse with a perpetual Frank Shuster, Canadian video v/ill also appear in the package.
comics,
,
will
do
^original
sketches.
smile,
Gerald
E.
Mc.Gbnagi.il,
as
a
Productions
at the Atlanta (GaJ
Jack P. Ragotzy will open his
impassioned. Excitement does not
build, dramatic impetus is lacking, stuffy British colonel (hasn’t that Starring in the London production stock season June 4 at the r Barn Arena Theatre will be directed by
become
a
stereotype?),
and
James
Stanley
Tackney.
will
be
Bernard
Braden
and
his
Theatre, Augusta, Mich., and play
and Jeffers’ tragic tale moves
John Marley* will be managing
methodically to its inevitable doom Harwood who, as a quizzical Pri¬ wife, Barbara Kelly, both prom¬ about 15 weeks.
in a series of limp speeches and vate Meek, is responsible for-most inent on the London stage and
Jean Barrere, stager of the director of the Hyde Park (N.Y.)
of
the
humorous
moments.
Playhouse.
British broadcasting programs. ,
rigid groupings.
N.
Y.
City
Center
revival
Cyril Simon has staged ade¬
Moore’s production of “TurAs the driven Phaedra, Leslie .quately,
Buster Keaton is scheduled to'
although the take. Is really vey,” • written* by Don Hamm of of “Pajama Game,” will di¬
Turner limits her emotions to beyond
play the title role in a strawhat
and his company. A the Broadway cast of Terence Rat-, rect that musical, “Oklahoma” and production
drawing-robm level.
Except. for possible him
of “Merton of the
a third production at the Music
distinction
of
“Too
True”
Kathleen Roland, as an anxiously
Circus, Lambertville, N. J., this Movies,” being packaged by Alan
that the audience can tlose its tigan’s “Separate Tables,” is lined summer.
loyal servant, and a clear-spoken is
Harper, Paula Hays and John Bon¬
up for London presentation In the
eyes
for
the
evening
and
not
miss
lively chorus, nobody in the com¬ a thing.
new partnership deal; ditto
Nitery comedienne Jorie Remus, nes.
' Geor.
pany urges Miss Turner, to lustier
Moore’s “Sunshine Town,” a musi¬ will play the lead femme role: in
Charles Olsen, currently repre¬
effort.
cal based on Stephen Leacock’s “Can-Can” at the Westchester Mu¬ sented off-Broadway as director of
Dorothy Whitney proves help¬
short stories of a Canadian small sical Theatre, Rye, N. Y., in July.. “Career,” has been, signed for his
fully distracting in her two appeartown; and Mpore’s other musical,
Henry Barnard will appear in second season as stager at the
' ances as a Monroe-likte Aphrodite;
“The Optimist,” based on Vol¬ the role he originated on Broad¬ Clinton (Conn.) Playhouse.
Otherwise, this; potentially, fervid
way
in “Home of the Brave” at the
Lawrence H. Buck will be resi¬
taire’s
“Candide”
but
dissimilar
twin bill remains frustratingly anti¬
from Tyrone' Guthrie’s- Broadway Mountain Park Casino, Holyoke, dent : manager of the Neptune
Waiting for Godot
septic.
Geor.
Mass., in August.
(N.
J.) Music Circus.
entry.Company
title
will
be
set¬
Chicago, May 14.
Nancy Walker will star .in “The . John O’^Shaughnesiy is director,
with Braden on . Moore’s
Studebaker Theatre Co. production of tled
The Pigeon
a two-act drama by. Samuel. Beckett. Stars arrival.
Desk
Set”
this
summer
at
the
John
'
Hllmar
Salle stage manager and
Peter J. Fleming production of three- Louis Zorich; Harvey Korman. Staged
Drew Theatre, East Hampton, L. I. Paul Phillips assistant stage man¬
act drama by Sidney S. Antebi and Ar¬ by Walter Biakel. At Studebaker Theatre,
thur Ndlan. Staged by Beh Zavih; setting. Chicago, May 14, -'57; $4.50 top.
ager
of
- the Ann Arbor, Mich.,
Joan
Bennett
and
Donald
-Cook
.Max Aranoff; lighting; Frank .Rinaldi;
Cast; Louis Zorich, Harvey Korman,
will repeat the roles they played drama season.
music/ Mathew Kahan; .costumes, Jean . Moultrie - Patten. Mike Nichols, Andrew
Gancone. At Temple Theatre, N. Y., May Duncan.
Lillian Roth, who’s scheduled to
in
the
touring
production
of
16. '57; $2.80 top.
“Janus” when the comedy is pre¬ tpur the. stock cirguit .this summer
Cast: Al. Rusclo, Sy Kalan; Lindy Kaye,
Ace Adams; Geena Goodwin,' Barrie Dellasented at the Ogunquit (Me.) Play¬ in , “The Primrose Path,” is also
The Studebaker concludes its
iiora, Patricia RoseftWald, Joanna Merlin. second and possibly-last, season
Capitalization on the projected house the week of June 24. as the slated to'star in “By tfre Beautiful
initial bill: of the barn’s 25th sea¬ Sea’-’ at the Kansas -City. Starlight
with a . sturdy production of Samuel
. It has been said that when a,play B^kett’s existentialist play. It’s Lynn Austin-Thoihas Noyes musical son.
Theatre the week of July 22*
drags, the audience can always being performed for the first time production- of “Copper and' Brass”
Production staff this summer for
Michael Kane will play Laertes
while away time by counting the in-. Chicago and rates as' one of
Jhe
Hilltop Theatre, Lutherville,
“Hamlet” at the'Stratford (Ont.)
crystals in the chandelier. Ih Sid¬ the. company’s -likeliest successes has been set at $320,000, with pro- in
Shakespearean Festival this, sum¬ Md., includes Robert Rolling, di¬
yisiqn
for
10%
overcall.
The
week¬
ney S.‘Antebi’S and Arthur Nolan’s yet—but there’s an ironical twist.
rector;
Herbert PeHack; head of
mer,
replacing
William
Shatner,
new drama, “The Pigeon,” there’s Hard put for. money, theThouse has ly Broadway operating budget, who relinquished the assignment tfie scenic department,: and Mort
no chandelier. '
* .
closed its boxoffice for this three- based on a $55,000 gross, is es¬ to ihake his first film under a five- Caplan, stage manager,.
Why is it that young dramatists week rim in order to play off its 1 timated at $43,000. That includes year Metro pact.
Robert Bruce Holley, with the
writing family plays knust always subscription obligation at lowest a'rental of 30% on the first $20,000
Charlotte HarmOLV who’s renew¬ drama, department of The Rom¬
gross and 25% of the balance, 11%
• make the matriarch’s death the cost.
an’s
College of the-U. of-North Car¬
ed her lease on the Clinton (Conn.)
climactic moment, thus bringing
Under Walter Biakel’s direction, of the gross for royalties and
olina,' Greensboro, returns as stage
peace to warring elements within “Waiting For. Godot” is poetically $22,200 in estimated other ex¬ Playhouse begins' an eight-week manager this summer for the Star¬
season there June 29. It’ll be her
the family . circle? Is there no mounted and effectively cast, not¬ penses.
light Musicals, Indianapolis.
seventh year, at the spot.
other way in theatre, for, hearth- ably in the leads. Harvey Korman
The production budget on the
Jay Russell will be pressagent
Gloria Vanderbilt and John Ire¬ for Lee Falk’s Boston (MassJ Sum¬
side disputes to be settled? How and Louis ZPrich respectively por¬ legituner, which will star* Nancy
land
will
tour
the
strawhat
circuit
about a play, for instance, giving tray the serio-comic^*tramps, and Walker, includes $59,000, scenery;
mer Theatre this season.
mother a new lease on life?
they play*with subtlety and style, $39,000, costumes; ’ $8,000, proper¬ this summer in a tryout of C.
Arnold Moss has a three-way in¬
In “pigeon,” a discharged G.I. though Zorich's tone is sometimes ties; $10,000, electrical equipment; Russell Hurts' “The Darkest Gar¬ volvement In the* upcoming stock
den,” which will be staged by Miss' tour of Bernard Shaw’s “Back to
comes home determined to conceal less naive than his lines/ .
$17,000,
orchestrations;
$8,500,
di¬
Vanderbilt's
husband,
Sid
h
e
y
from his family and fiancee the
Supporting . roles
are
wellMethuselah,” which he cut down .to
gravity of a service-incurred head handled. Mike Nichols is equal to rector, choreographer and dance Lumet. The play has bfeen set by conventional length. Besides the
wound4, that will plague him for the sensational histrionics de¬ arranger fees; $24,000, rehearsal Harold J. Kennedy as the June 22 adaptor credit, he’i co-producing
expenses;
$14,000,
promotion;
opening
bill
of
his
Grist
Mill
Play¬
life. Misunderstandings ensue, the manded by the role of Lucky, and
with the Theatre Guild and imper¬
engagement is off and on and off Moultrie Patten’s Pozzo is properly $6,000, tryout hauling in and set¬ house, Andover, N.J. A Broadway sonating the author in the produc¬
again, mother dies shortly after stuffy; Latter, however, tends to ting up; $26,050, administrative production by Kennedy and tion. Celeste Holm has already
. learning the truth via a domestic milk the comedy values of his role. costs; $36,000, bonds and deposits, Arnold Krakower may follow in been set for the .tour. .
the fall.
p.a. system installed at her bed¬ Withalj the four manage to rivet and $72,450 reserve.
Edith Atwater and Albert DekJune Havoc has acquired the ker will tour the strawhat circuit
The book for the musicomedy is
side, and the survivors are-shortly attention to a virtually actionless
American
rights to “P a n d or a this summer in a tryout of Harry
stage
and
a
perplexingly
allegori¬
~ reconciled.
by Ellen Violett and David Craig,
Significance of title? Kid brother cal script.
with the- latter, who’s Miss Walk¬ Jones,” by British authoress Julia Granick’s three-character drama,
The sturdiness of this production er’s husband, also contributing the Hannara, and plans to tour in The “The Guilty.”
has a handicapped pigeon that gets
its tailfeathers back at about the must be credited to Biakel, for his lyrics. The music is by David vehicle on the silo circuit, with
The Southern Tier Playhouse
same time the ex-soldier decides deft,. incisive direction, and to the Baker. The production staff in¬ John Qreenleaf packaging the pro¬ will be operated In Binghamton.
writer for a provocative vehicle. cludes Marc Daniels, director; duction, She planed to the Coast N. Y., this ■summer'by Peter and
he can live with his injury.
last Saturday (18) to cast the show. Peggy Flournoy in the premises
Les.
Occasionally scripters Antebi
Anna
Sokolow,
choreographer;
and Nolan have injected sufficient¬
William Hunt’s Red Bam Thea¬ previously occupied by Gall HillWilliam and Jean Eckart, set
ly amusing lines to indicate that
tre,
Northport, L.I., begins a 13- son’s Triple Cities Playhouse.
designers; Alvin Colt, costume de¬
Fred Keating will play the
perhaps they should stop soulweek, eighj;-play season June 11,
signer,
and
Ralph
Burns,
orchestra¬
searching and have a fling at com¬
with
a three-week run pf “Tea-: magician-mind reader leading role
(May 20-June 2)
tions.
edy. Stager Ben Zavin has en¬
house of, the August Moon.” Ex¬ in a strawhat .package of '“The
Apple Cart (Maurice Evans)—Alcazar,
Rehearsals
are
scheduled
to
sured that at one time or another S.F, (21-1).
cept for a closing fortnight stand Great Sebastians,” opposite Claire
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez, begin Aug. 12, followed by a Sept. of “Janus,” the -other productions Luce.
each actor must fall on every other Marjorie
Steele, Alex Nicol)—Erlanger,
12 'breakin in New Haven. The will all run one week. John Cameron will be director
actor’s shoulder with a sob. Perky Ghl (20-1).
Fallen Angels (Hermlone GingOld, Mary Broadway preem is set for Oct. 17
Richard North Gage has 15 plays and Alvin Fox stage manager of
Patricia Rosenwald, as young sis¬
L.A.. (20-1).
at the Martin Beck Theatre, N. Y. lined up for his season at the Al- the Ephrata (Pa.) Star Playhouse
ter with a yen 'for ballet, suffers McCarty)—Hartford,
Fanny
(Italo
Tajo;
Billy
Gilbert)—
lehberry
Playhouse,
B 6 i 1 i ii g this summer,
less torturedly than most.
Hanna, Cleve. (20-25, closes).
Matchmaker
(Ruth
Gordon,
Lorlng
Irish actor-director Michael MacSprings, Pa., beginning May 4 and
Producer Peter J. Fleming budg¬
Greer Johnson has completed
Patricia- Cutts)—National, Wash.
Aloney will stage and appear in the
eted $5,000 to give “Pigeon” wings, Smith,
new comedy, “The Worried Song¬ ending Nov. 2.
(20-25); Hanna, Cleve. -(27-1).
strawhat
package pf “Witness for
My
Fair
Lady
(2d
Co.)
(Brian
Aherne,
A new play by Irving Phillips is
hut it ultimately cost $8,500 to see
birds,” based on a portion of hisRogers)—Philharmonic, L.A. (20-1).
scheduled to be tried out this sum¬ the Prosecution,” which will star
it plop from the stage apron to the Anno
No Time for Sergeants. (2d Co.)—JBilt- previous television and legit play,
Faye.
Emerson.
mer
by
Sara
Stamm
at
her
New¬
auditorium floor of E. 14th St.’s more, L.A, (22-1).
“I Hear You Singing.”

The Congo and
The Cretan Woman

Canadian Legit Revue
Angled for London By
Moore-Greene-Braden

BETTER CHANGE TITLE
OR TRIM THE BUDGET

Touring Shows

We4ir*»d»y, Majr 22; 1957
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Producers Also Read Atkinson

‘Fanny* Survives Deluge;
$34'400 for Week, Cleve,

Cleveland, May 21.
A recent New York amateur production of "Tht Sign of
In spite of almost continuous
Jonah*’-ha* spurred several bids for the legit and/or tv rights to
rain, “Fanny” collected fair $34,the script. The play, by Guehter Hiitenborn, a Lutheran pastor * 400 last week Ih the first stanza of
in the East Zone of Germany, drew show business attention after ' fortnight run at the Hanna Thea¬
tre. It had a good advance sale.
a rave review by Brooks Atkinson appeared in the-N. Y, Times.
Musical drama headed by Italo
Atkinson’s notice cued a rush for tickets to the hour-long
Tajo and Billy Gilbert had nearly
presentation, put on by 'students of Union Theological Seminary
$40,000 in boxoffice for the engage¬
in Francis BroWa Social Hall, ,N. Y. As a result, the National
ment before the opening. Scaled
Lutheran Council in New York, which is handling the script, has
at $6.50 topfrin the 1,515-capacity
received a number of requests for the professional rights.
house, it is expected to pull in
The Council has made no commitments and is currently in the
around $38,000- for current second
process of communicating with the author behind the Iron Curtain
semester.
regarding what action should be taken. According to a Council of¬
“Matchmaker” is set by the
ficial, a tentative arrangement has been made with CBS-TV, but
Hanna for next week as its final
NBC-TV has also shown interest in the drama, which was trans¬
attraction of season.
lated into English by Bernard Ohse ’and Gerhard Elston.
—-■-i~3

Shows Abroad
Apollo de Bellae and
The Chairs
.
London, May 15.
English Stage Co. production of emai¬
ls 111 including '’Apollo de BeUac," one-act
comedy.by J«an Giroudoux, adapted by
' jRonald Duncan, .and "The Chairs," oneact comedy-drama by George Ionesco,
- adapted, by Donald Watson. Staged by
Tony Richardson, At Royal Court Theatre,
London, May 14, '57; $1.73 top.

CAST FbA "APOUD" ■

Man from BeUac...Richard Pasco
Agnes .
Heather Sears
Commissionaire .John Osborne
Principal ....■«».
Esmc Percy
Secretary .. John Moffatt
. Le Cracheton ......Alan Bates
Lepedura ... Robert Stephens
Kasemutte.Anthony Creighton
< Schulze. . Stephen Dartnell
Mile. Chevredent.Margaret Ashcroft
Therese ..-.Vivienne Drummond

CAST FOR "CHAIRS"

Old Man .George Devine
Old Woman .Joan Plowright
Orator . Richard Pasco

This modest doublebill comes in
rather • tamely, after the hectic
SRO period of Laurence Olivier’s
recent appearance for a limited en¬
gagement in John-Osborne’s “The
Entertainer/’ It will fill in the nor¬
mal stock program, which has been
restored after the brief Olivier in¬
terlude.
“Apollo of Bellae,” the major
item of the twin-bill has a slight
theme with an allegorical back¬
ground, giving a satirical tilt at
human vanity. It’s about a young
girl trying to get a stenographer’s
job in a government office and
using arrant flattery to get every¬
thing her heart could .possibly
desire.
Heather Sears is charming as the
naive youngster who soon learns
her power, Richard Pasco .gives a
poetic tinge to the worldly mani¬
festation of Apollo, while John;
Osborne (the author of “The En¬
tertainer” and last season’s “Look
Back in Anger”) and Esme Percy
share acting honors as the lowest
and highest of the Victims.
“The Chairs” a moderately com¬
prehensible play about a doddering
old couple caretaking in an old
house on an island an recalling
their *75 years of marriage with
memories' of past friends, whom
they imagine still call. They await
guests to attend a' lecture, and
bring in chairs as each supposed
visitor arrives until the empty room
is full. Death'appears' in-the guise,
of the orator, and after he makes
an address the old pair’ ' leap
through the windows on either
side.
. ■
It is no reflection on George
Devine that JOdn Plowright tops
his performance' as the old crone,
with.her impish grin and quaver¬
ing Wifelike promptings, a charac¬
terization being a joy to watch.
Credit goes to Tony Richardson
for his direction of both pieces, the
second of which Would disintegrate
without* his skilled supervision.
Clem.

Tlte Maycrling Affair
Pitlochry* Scotland, May 7.
Pitlochry Festival Theatre presentation
of three-act (five scenes) drama by R. F.
Dcldei'fieid', Stated by Jordan Lawrence;
settings, Gillian ArmitSge. At Pitlochry
Festival Theatre, May 4, '57; SI,30 top.
Maurice Sstcps .
_ James Ottaway
.... Richard BurreU
Johann Loschek
Stephanie .
Patricia Heneghan
Rudolph .
. »*.. John Bromley
Bratflsch .
.... William Moore
Marie- Larisch ,,
.... Megan Latimer'
Mary Vetsera ..
.
Sylvia Kay
. Edna Landor
Ajmes ..
........ Peter Hunt
Johann Salvator
.... Norman Scacc
Franz Joseph .,
Elizabeth .
. Sheila Keith

The familiar Prince Rudolf-Mary
Vetsera story provides fairly grip¬
ping entertainment in its preem at
this Summer hilLtheatre, a semicanvas operation aimed largely at
vacationers and passing, tourists.
The author keeps to the known
facts and turns out a fully believ¬
able account Of events as they may
. have happened. Only invented
items are the wordy but dramatic
conversational / bits. Play's* main
fault is its three and a half hours’
length.
John Bromley scores as the re¬
bellious 4 Crown Prince, a weak,
seml-hysterical dope-fiend who
finds character strength in the in¬
fluence of his mistress: Sylvia Kay,
a young English actress, shows

promise as the femme lead, and
Norman Scace offers a top study
as the be-whiskered Emperor Franz
Joseph. Others making impact in¬
clude Richard BurreU as the but¬
ler and Patricia Heneghan as the
Crown Princess.
The Gillian Armitage settings on
the .wide stage have atmospheric
plush aiid dignity, aided by. the
moody lighting effects.
Gord.

‘Cat’Nice $26,700,
‘Cart’$16,900, Chi
Chicago, May 21.
“Cat On a Hot Tin Roof” finished
its Guild committment in bullish
fashion last week, sufficient to fan
hopes for a summerlong stand.
“Apple Cart” departed Saturday
night (18) after its second poor
week.
If “Cat” eqxlures the summer,
it’ll be Chi’s only legiter until
August.
Estimates for Last Week
Apple Cart, Blackstone (C) (2d
Wk) ($4.95; 1,450; $36,032) (Maurice
Evans). Close to $16,900; previous
week, $11,800; left Saturday (18)
to.resume tour.
Cat On a Hot. Tin Roof, Erlariger
(D) (2d wk) ($5; 1,335; $34,495)
(Thomas Gomez, Marjorie Steele,
Alex Nichol). Over $26,700 in third
and final subscription week; previ¬
ous week*$24,900. .
Miscellaneous
Waiting for Godot, Studebaker.
Stock production is in its second
week.

No. Shore (Mass.) Tent
Skeds 11-Week Season
Beverly, Mass., May" 21. ,
The North Shore Music Theatre
reopens here June 24 for its third
season. The 11-week schedule , in¬
cludes “Boy Friend,” June 24-29;
“Teahouse of the August Moon,”
July 1-13; “Oklahoma,” July 15-27;
“Silk Stockings,” July 29-Aug. 3;
“Pajama Game,” Aug. 5-17; “Fin¬
land Rainbow,” Aug.1 19-24; “and
“King and I,” Aug. 26-Sept. 7.
Stephen Slane is managing direc¬
tor of the theatre-Iri-the-rotincT; in
association with Ruby Newmaii,

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON
At Drop of IJat,-Fortune (1-24-/57).
Balcony, Arts (4-22-57).
Bolt Damn Ua, Wlnt. Gard. (5-7-57).
Boy Frlond, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
Brlda A Bachelor, Duchess (12-15-55).
Camlno Real, Phoenix (4-8-57).
Chalk Garden, Haymarket (4-11-56).
Damn Yankees, Coliseum.. (3-28-57)*
Dry Ret, Whitehall dS-31-94). .
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15:56). ■ For Amusement Only, Apollo (6-3-56).
Glass Cage, Piccadilly (4-26-97).
Grab Me a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).
Hatful of Rain, Princess (3-7-57).
House by Lake, York’s (5-8-56).
Iren Duchess, Cambridge (3-14-97).
Janus, Aldwych (4-24-57).
Lovebirds, Adelphl (4-20-97).
Mousetrap,. Ambassadors (11-29-92).
New Crazy Gant, Vic. PaT. (12-18-96).
No Tims Sots., Her Mtj. (8-23-96).
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
Plaintiff In Hat, St, Mart. (10-11-96).
rlalsirs De Paris, Wales (4-20-57).
Flume de me Tante, Garrick 11-3-99).
Repertory, Old Vlo (8-7-99).
Restless Heart, St. James's (B-8-57).
tailor Beware, Strand (2-16-95),
9aUd Days, Vaudeville (8-9-64).
'Subway In 5ky* Savoy (2-27).
Summer of v17th. New (4-30-97).
Tea A Sympathy> Comedy (4-29-57).
Tropical Heat, New Lind. (4-23-97).
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
tulelka, Savllle (4-11-57).
SCHBbULRD OF I WHO*
Rome Antics, Palace (5-27-57).
Month of Sundays, Cambridge (9-28-57).
Deed Secret, Piccadilly (5-30*57).

ON TOtJR
Deed Secret
Doctor In the House
D'Oyly Carte Opera
Fol De Reis
Free As Air
Glemeur Girl
Men In Ouestlort
Mrs. Gibbons' Roys
Polenta Game
Reluctant Debutante
Sliver Wedding
Six Month*' Grace
Spider's Web

|
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B’way Uneven; ‘Girl’ Record $59,187,
“Pajama’ $47,800, ‘Paradiso’ $23,800,
‘Planet’ 26G ‘Yanks’ 26G, ‘Wind’ 24G

Broadway was spotty last week. three negative (Atkinson, Times;
However, the overall picture con¬ Donnelly, World-Telegram, Kerr, •
tinued to reflect general sluggish¬ Herald Tribune); new record for
ness, which is expected to con¬ house at $59,187 for first seven per¬
tinue throughout the summer. The formances and one preview.
latest entry to join the parade of
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin (C)
closings is “Shinbone Alley,” which (83d wk; 660; $5.75-$4.60; 1,331;
folds next Saturday (25), “The $38,500). Closes Aug. 17 to tour.
Potting Shed” delayed its sched¬ Previous week, $23,700; last week,
uled shuttering last Saturday (18) over $21,500.
✓
for the second consecutive week
Pajama Game, City Center (MC)
and is continuing on a week-to- (1st
wk;
7;
$3.80;
3,090;
$68,812)
week basis.
“New Girl in Town,” which (Paul Hartman, Jane Kean, Larry
preemed last week, joined “Auntie Douglas, Pat Stanley). Fifth and .
Mame,” “Bells Are Ringing” and final City. Center Light Opera Co.
“My Fair Lady” as the only ca¬ revival opened last Wednesday (15)
pacity grossers, with “Li’l Abner” to unanimously favorable reviews
(Atkinson, Times; Chapman, News;
Los Angeles, May 21. • dropping out of the lineup.
Coleman, Mirror; Donnelly, WorldEstimates for Last Week
Local legit picks up this week
Telegram, Kerr, Herald Tribune;
with the advent of two new shows
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), McClain, Joumal-American; Watts,
and the move-over of a longrunner CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue?), Post); over $47,800 for first seven
adding to the bustle created by the MC (Musical-Comedy), MD. (Musi¬ performances and one preview.
record business chalked up by “My cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
Potting Shed, Golden (D) (16th
Fair Lady.”
eretta).
- Wk; 127; $5.75-$5.25; 800; $26*000)
“Fallen Angels” opened at the
Other parenthetic designations (Sybil Thorndike, Robert Flemyng,
Huntington Hartford last night refer, respectively, to weeks played, Leueen McGrath). Continuing on
(Mon.) and “No Time for Ser¬ number of performances through a week-to- week basis. Previous
geants” rekindles the long-dark last Saturday, top prices, number week, $18,100; last week, almost
Biltmore tomorrow (Wed.).' Civic of seats, capacity gross and stars. $17,000.
Playhouse relights Friday (24) with
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
“Pajama Tops,” which last week Price includes 10% Federal and (30th wk; 236; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
finished a 30-week run at the 5% City tax, but grosses are net; (Eric Portman, Margaret Leigh¬
i.e.,
exclusive
of
taxes.
Forum, It’s under new manage¬
ton). Miss Leighton leaves at the
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C) expiration of her contract June 29.
ment but with virtually, the same
(28th wk; 221; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182; Previous week, $21,000; last week,
cast.
$43,000) (Rosalind Russell). As al¬ over $20,600.
Estimates for Last Week
My Fair Lady, Philharmonic Aud ways, $43,500. Lays off following
Shinbone Alley, Broadway (MC)
(MC) (3d wk; 2,670; $5.95; $80,000) the June 29 evening performance (5th wk; 41; $7.50; 1,900; $74,297)
(Brian. Aherne, Anne Rogers). and resumes Aug. 5.
(Eartha Kitt, Eddie Bracken). Pre¬
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) vious week, $32,500; last .week,
Walloping $75,500, another . house
record; previous week, $74,800; (25th wk; 196; $8.05; 1,453; $58,- nearly $30,000. -Closes next Satur¬
101) (Judy Holliday). Usual $58,- day (25).
winds up here. July 6. .
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (14th
Pajama Tops, Forum (C) (30th 700.
Damn Yankees, Adelphi (MC) wk; 109; $5.75; 994; $34,000) (Toin
wk; 1,740; $3.3'0; $20,000). Bounced
up to fine $9,000 fon final week; (107th wk; 851; $7.50; 1,434; $50,- Ewell). Previous week, $31,700;
different management takes it over 000). Previous week, $21,000 for last week, over $30,600.
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth (C)
for an opening Friday (24) at the seven performances on twofers;
last week, almost $26,000 on two¬ (15th wk; 116; $6.90-$5.75; 766;
400-seat Civic Playhouse.
$27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Previous
fers.
1 Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa- week, $23,000; last week, nearly
| dor (D) (85th wk; 677; $5.75; 1,155; $26,000.
Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden
1 $35,000) (Joseph Schildlpraut).
i Closes June 22 and lays off until (R) (12th wk; 91; $8.05; 1,404; $63,000)
* (Beatrice* Lillie). Previous
July 29 when it begins touring in
Los Angeles.
Previous- week, week, $30,300; last week, almost
Kansas City, May *21.
$14,400, on twofers; last week, $29,000,
“No Time- for Sergeants.” play¬ nearly $15,700 on twofers.
Closed Last Week
ing a week at the Victoria Theatre,
First Gentleman, Belasco (C)
Millionaire, Lyceum
ptoved one of the bigger draws of (C)Happiest
(4th wk; 28; $6.90; 1,037; $34,000)(26th
wk;
207;
$5.75;
995;
$26,the* season. Comedy played eight 000) (Walter Pidgeon). Pidgeon. (Walter Slezak). Previous, week,
performances with a $4.50 top to will vacation July 1-Aug. 24, with $18,000; last week, nearly $17,600.
gross almost $33,400.
planning to bring in Closed last Saturday -(18) at an ap¬
Figure was racked up despite management
substitute.. star .during his ab- proximate $170,000 loss on a $150,generally
unfavorable
weather. asencev
Previous
week, $21,000; 000 investment.
Rainy conditions and storms per¬
Livin’ the Life, Phoenix (MC) ,
vading the area pounced on the last week, over -$21j800.
(3d wk; 25; $3.85; 1,150; $25,000).
Happy
Hunting,
Majestic (MC) Previous week, $8,500; last week,
town Thursday (16) with a 3-inch
cloudburst that swamped the eve¬ (24th* wk; 188; $8.05; 1,625; $69,- over $7,800. Closed last Sunday
ning boxoffice. Bad weather over 989) (Ethel Merman)/ Previous (19), winding up the Phoenix Thea¬
the area also . cut t into business .week,- $56,400; last week, nearly tre’s fourtH unsuccessful stock
$55,400.'
from out-of-town.
season.
Hole in the Head, Plymouth
Major Barbara, Morosco (C)
(CD) (12th, wk; 92; $6.25-$5.75; (29th wk; .231; $6.90; $37,500)
1,062;. $36,625) (Paul Douglas). (Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬
Previous week, $27,700; last week, dith, Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis
almost $26,100.
•
Skinner). Previous week, $16,400;
Hotel Paradiso, Miller (C) (6th last week, over $19,100. Closed
wk; 44; $6,90; 946; $34,000) (Bert last Saturday (18) at an approxi¬
Washington, May 21.
Lahr, Angela Lansbury, John Emm¬
Second week of “Matchmaker” ery, Vera Pearce, -Douglas Byng). mate. $25,000 deficit on an $85,000
at the National Theatre was a fat Previous week, $22,600; last week, investment. A tour is planned for
next fall.
$28,800, biggest the Ruth Gordon- almost $23,300.
Orpheus Descending, Beck (D)
Loring Smith-Patricia Cutts starrer
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
has had on tour. Business looks (96th wk; 766; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; (9th wk; 68; $6:90; 1,280; $41,500).
even better in this third and final $32,003) (Paul Muni). Ed Begley Previous' week, $16,400; last week,
over $25,900. fJlosed last Satur¬
week.
succeeds Muni Jtfne 3. Previous
Theatre, which seats 1,650,. is week, $21,800; last ^ week, • over day (18) at an approximate $65,000
scaled to .$4.40 weekdays aind $24,000. • * ■•*' • ' *• ) - *- '• loss on .a. $96,000 investment.
$4.95 Friday and Saturday. ' Ca¬ ^ Li’l Abner,* St. James (MC) (27thOFfcVBJtOADWAY
pacity, with- subscription reduce ,wk; . 212r $8:05; 1,028; *. $58;100>.
Beautiful, -jailer. Actors Play¬
jtions, would be $37*800.
Previous week, $58,300; last week, house (5-16-57). ...
nearly. $56*,800.
Career,-7th Aye. South (4-30-57):
Long Day’s Journey Into' Night,
Gilbert & Sullivan - Repertory,
A Couple of Goldsteins
Helen Hayes (D) (28th -wk;= 168; St. Ignatius (4-23-57); closes June 2.
1,039; $30,000)
(Fredric
Play Twin-Cities ‘Caine’ $6.90;
Iceman, Cometh, Circle-in-Square
March, Florence Eldridge). Lays (5-8-56); closes Sept.; 8t..
> :...,
St. Paul, May 21:
off following the June 29 perform¬
In Good King Charles’ Golden i
The local* little-theatre scene ance, plays July 2-6 at the Paris
was up to here in Goldsteins and Festival, and reopens Aug. 19 on .Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
Land Beyond the River,‘ Green¬
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial” last Broadway. Previous week, $27,wich Mews (3-28-57).
weekend. Two. different actors of 200: last week, nearly $27,600.
Pigeon,
Labor Temple (5-l£-57).
that name played the role of Bar¬
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D)
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12ney Greenwald, t.he defense attor¬ (59th wk; 469; 1,185; $39,116) (Ed¬ 27-56).
ward
G.
Robinson).
Closes
May;
ney, in production of the Herman
Simply Heavenly, 85th St. (5Wouk melodrama in the Twin 25* and lays off until Oct. 7 when 21-57)..
Cities. The two are not related. it begins touring. Previous week,
Synge
Trilogy, Theatre East (3Seldon Goldstein, a local radio $25,800; last week, almost $27,800. 6-57).
Moon for the Misbegotten, Biiou
personality,
played
Greenwald
Threepenny
Opera, de Lys (9(D) (3d wk; 20; $5.75-$5.25; 603;
part in the University Theatre $19,000)
(Wendy Hiller, Franchot 20-56).
Scheduled. Openings
presentation of the play here, Tone, Cyril Cusak). Previous week,
Magic Carpet, Jan Hus (5-27-57).
While Burton Goldstein had the $13,400; last week, almost $14,200.
Kaleidoscope, Provincetown Play¬
assignment in the Town & Coun¬
Most Happy1 Fella, Imperial*
try Players production in the '(MD) (55th wk; 436; $7.50: 1,427; house (6-11-57).
Minneapolis suburb of Richfield. $57,875). Previous week, $43,000;
‘Yankees’ So-So $32,400,
last week, nearly $42,400.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
Ends Tour in Toronto
(62d- wk; 491; $8.05; 1.551; $67,696) (Rex Harrison, Julie An¬
Toronto, May 21.
Williamstdwn, Mass., May 21.
drews). As always, $68,70Q.
“Damn Yankees,” starring Bobby
The Williamstown Summer The¬
New Girl In Town, 46th St. (MD) Clark, grossed a fair $32,400 last
atre, for its third season at Adams (1st wk; 7; $9.20-$8.60; 1,297; $59,- week at the l,525*-seat Royal Alex¬
M'emOrial on the Williams College 094) * (Gwen Verdon, Thelma Rit¬ andra Theatre at $6 top. It got
campus, is reducing the number of ter). Opened May 14 to four af¬ $28,000 the previous stanza. Po¬
plays from 10 to eight.
firmative reviews (Chapman, News; tential capacity was $44,000.
The musical folded here last
Nikos Pscharopoylos will again Coleman, Mirror; McClain, Jour.nal-American; Watts, Post) and Saturday (18).
direct.

Another High, L.A.

‘SGTS’ STRONG $33,400
DESPITE K.C. WEATHER

’Matchmaker’ OK $28,800
Second Week in Wash.

10 Weeks at Williamstown
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Marilyn Ross Has Plans
'

Robert Iglesias Ballet
’

Mario Aguero and Raymond Marques
present Spanish Ballet starring Roberto
Iglesias, who also choreographed and di¬
rected; Ramon Vives and Marina Alonso
at pianos; Rafael Jerea, guitarist; Nino
Alegrlas, Flamenco singer. Dancers: Aida
Ramiriz, Maria
Merida,' Lupe
Garcia,
Rosario Galan, Esperanza Galan,. Rosalia
JLorca, Antonio Espanol, Manuel Galan,
Emilio Altos, Carlos Vega. At Carnegie,
N.Y., May 18, 1957; $4.60 top.

Such terms * as elemental, dy¬
namic, earthy, sexy, apply to the
star and some of his choreography.
Mixed in with folklore. of sound
Iberian flavor, the evening pre¬
sented late season at Carnegie
Hall" on Saturday (18) was pretty
consistent in its • artistry and
mounting . fervor. While Spanish
Ballet companies have been nu¬
merous in the past decade and not
always readily differentiated quali¬
tatively, this one is marked by very
special and ardent showmanship.
Speaking of differentiation in
Spanish Ballet, why is the printed
program always three parts con¬
fused and one part obscure? The
Impresario who first borrows frorri
the old vaudeville days and num¬
bers the items on, a stage easel
corresponding to the printed, pro¬
gram is. certain to be hailed as a
genius.
No matter the Spanish omelette
effect of the credits. What stands
forth in this company is a com¬
bination of authentic provincial
dances mingled with other ele¬
ments. Iglesias’ versatility' is' re¬
markable. His heel-drop work is in
the tradition of Escudero 30 years
ago, but he also does what vaudevillians call knee-drops and, not
stopping there, in the Bull Fight¬
er’s Death works in modern inter¬
pretive ballet technique.
Iglesias is tallj dark and savageseeming at moments. His whole
personality is highly distinctive.
Even the almost peasant-like
roughness of his affectionate push¬
ing forward of his • colleagues for
bows is offbeat. (Curiously enough,
dancer is grandson of a former
president of Guatemala and a son
of a prominent Mexican painter).
In a next-to-closing ♦‘courtship,"
Gypsy style, which the star dances
with Rosario Galan to Flamenco
song and guitar accompaniment,
the crescendo is orgiastic, the girl
being artistically brought to a
frenzy of desire..
.
Iglesias is not new, having
worked with the San Francisco
Ballet and toured some years in
the Rosario and Antonio Troupe
and later as partner to Rosario in
Europe. It is certain that his Amer¬
ican concert platform following
. must increase. He is an inflamma¬
tory talent and has surrounded
himself with excellent dancers.
Costumes of Trabal Altes drew ap¬
plause several times, notably at
the high-style flamenco finale. Are the piano interludes pur¬
posely lacklustre? Otherwise the
evening is pretty fast and socko.
«
Land.
—*-

Antonio’s Ballet
Madrid, May 10.
Antonio and his Spanish Ballet
is one of this country’s most at¬
tractive export items. A peer
among, peers of flamenco, com¬
pany’s success in. a two-month stay
at La Zarzuela (Madrid’s new Car¬
negie Hall) stamped Antonio as a
■ great choreographer and master
showman.
Always a remarkable dancer, An¬
tonio learned plenty about chore¬
ography and showmanship during
the 10 odd years he and Rosario
ranged the U.S.A. from the Wal¬
dorf to Hollywood. He formed his
own company in 1953, now has a
troupe of 32 (including singers and
guitarists) which glitters with
talent, youth and elan.
. There are numerous highspots
in the dual programs but Antonio’s
own choreography of "El Amor
Brujo" merits particular notice.
First staged by Antonio in London

PROFESSIONAL
STOCK RICHTS
for

RONALD ALEXANDER’S

“HOLIDAY
FOR LOVERS”
Available Through

S.A.G.A.
STAGE & ARENA GUILD
OF AMERICA, INC.
140 W. 55th St., New York 14
Cl 6-0337

in ’55, this is presented as an exit¬
ing dance drama. A striking threelevel
set,
canny illumination,
witchcraft props and special ef¬
fects all become part of a. skillful
pattern. Ensemble sequences are
well-paced
and the
seduction
theme is brilliantly interpreted by
Antonio and his leading lady, Rosita Segovia, to effective off-stage
vocalizing- originally written into
the score by Falla. Carmelo (An¬
tonio) and Candelas’ (Segovia)
triumph of love over death (Paco
Ruiz as the Spectre) is in a ballet
class of its own.
In "Paso a .Dos" is a mysterious¬
ly tender tale of a seashore kiss
before dying. Seashejls replace
castenets and the novel rhythm
(soft comb on a washboard effect),
together with strange folk music
by Half ter, adept lighting and cos¬
tuming, mood, a delicate ballet gem
which should vibrate the rafters
for Antonio and Rosario the world
over.
Werb.

EQUITY INDIE OBJECTS
TO ‘DISSIDENT ELEMENT’
New York.
Editor, Variety:
I'd like to go on record as taking
exception to your article on the
"Indie Ticket for Equity Election"
on Page 63 of the May 8 issue. I
do not consider myself to be a
member of any "dissident element"
and I am among a large list of
Equity members who have an¬
nounced their support of the in¬
dependent slate.
I believe that in any democratic
organization it is good to have a
choice of candidates. It is not
necessary in a union for these
candidates to belong to any partic¬
ular party. What is important is
whether or not they are willing and
able to give the time to 'a cause
in which we are all united. As a
member of the union I want the
privilege of voting for the member
I feel is best qualified.
Now you have arbitrarily taken
a stand in your article, and in cast¬
ing aspersions at the independent
ticket, you may have influenced
voters in an election which is no
concern of yours,
I don’t think your stand is fair
or proper.
^William Lanteau
(The Random House "American
College Dictionary" defines dissi¬
dent as "differing; disagreeingdis¬
senting."
Ed.)

Full Show Biz Schedule
For Chi's Ravinia Fest
Chicago, May 21.
A multi-faceted entertainment
program has been set for the 1957
Ravinia Festival here.
A nineweek session, running from June
17-Aug. 18, will take in legit, ballet,
music, films and other offerings.
The festival will get underway with
six consecutive performances of
"Pictures in the Hallway,” with
some of the members of the origi¬
nal New York production.
Cornelia Otis Skinner will give
•her one-woman show Aug. 11-12
and Burgess Meredith will appear
in dramatic readings Aug. 13-14.
Concerts featuring the Duke Elling¬
ton and Stan Kenton bands afe-nn
the slate, while various classical
soloists will also appear in orches¬
tral offerings. The Royal Danish
Ballet takes the spotlight Aug. 5-10.

Opera Review
Banner of Granada
(GLI ABENCERAGI)
Florence, May 14.
Maggio Musicale Fiorentino’s 1957
spring season was opened with
“The Banner of Granada" (alias
“Gli Abenceragi" by Chrubini).
Never, mounted during the 20th
Century this antique opera will
undoubtedly revert immediately.to
its previous state of long neglect.
It was staged, costumed and di¬
rected in a mixture of styles,
Spanish, Moorish and Turkish.
Production was lavish enough to
raise doubts as to the reported
crisis in the economics of Italian
opera and musically was well
handled.
Carlo Maria Giulini of La Scala.
was the conductor and the leading
roles were sung by Anita Cerquetti (known in U.S. through her
Chicago debut last/year) and^ the
American tenor Louis Roney who
makes his Italian debut with this
extraordinarily taxing and difficult
role and whose success on Euro¬
pean opera stages now r^ms
assured,
Goth.

Nitery. singer Marilyn Ross, who
has been branching out recently
with acting assignments, will do the
Lilo role in "Can-rCan," opening
June 22 at the Cape Cod Music
Tent, Hyannis, Mass. Deal was set
by Bernie-Thall. •
For the month of July, Miss Ross
will do an offbeat comedy indus¬
trial show, for VYestinghouse, costarring ’ with Lew £grker. Com¬
pany rehearsed two weeks in.Man¬
hattan, then plays two weeks in
Columbus, Ohio.

Bethlehem s 50th
Boff Bach Fest
By HERMAN LOWE
Bethlehem, Pa., May 21.
"Bach boff in Bethlehem."
This was the 50th Anniversary
Festival of the Bach Choir and,
over the past two weekends—May
9-10-11 and May 17-18—the boxoffice went virtually clean for all
.performances in the handsome
1,112-seat chapel of Lehigh Uni¬
versity.
Take for the nine performances'
was estimated at over $30,000,
proof that the chorales and masses
of Johann Sebastian Bach are still
solid boxoffice after more than two
centuries.
Trouble, of course, is that the
finely staged festival is estimated
to cost in excess of $40,000. This
leaves a Cool $10,000 deficit to be
made up by more 400 guarantors
from,the 48 states and several for¬
eign countries. .
Big drawback'to closing the gap
is . that • there is no other place
available with fine acoustics and
larger seating capacity than the
Lehigh U. chapel.
Most performances were S.R.O,
during the past two weekends, with
clamor for seats from the disapappointed, some of whom came
long distances. Remarkable part is
that most seats cost $4.50 each for
one and one-half hours of choral
music. Bach’s massive "Mass in B
Minor" was given in two parts—
each of one and one-half hours du¬
ration—on both Saturdays. Price
was $4.50 per ticket per segment.
Since the 185-voice choir is strict¬
ly amateur—made up of the
butcher, the baker, the candlestick
maker and their ladies—(though it
sings like the angels) question
arises why the operation calls for
a $40,000 net.
Among cost items: annual salary
of Dr. Ifor Jones, the conductor
and director; a full-time executive
secretary and office; four profes¬
sional soloists- (this year concert
singers Adele Addison, Eunice Al¬
berts, John McCollum and Donald
Gramm); an organist, accompanist
for the choir; a 42-piece symphony
orchestra; a choir of 25 brass in¬
struments; promotion expenses, etc.
Requirement for the Bach Choir
of Bethlehem is ability to read mu¬
sic, a good voice and willingness
to rehearse. Ifor Jones starts re¬
hearsing them early each Septem¬
ber for the following May’s festi¬
val. Women are required even to
purchase their own white dresses
and the men, their dark grey suits.
However, past weekend, one male
member of the aggregation wore
the dark blue ^uniform of Uncle
Sam’s Navy,

PLAN LEGIT MUSICAL
OF WANTS’.ON B’WAY
Alan Bernheim, American liter¬
ary agent who headquarters in
Paris, has acquired the legit rights
to "Les Enfants du Paradis"
("Children of Paradise"), a French
film classic which was originally
released in the TJ.S. in 1947'. ■
Bernheim who represents Alan
Jay Lerner and .Frederick Loewe
in Paris/plans a musical version of
the picture for production on
Broadway, He expects to present it
in association with a still-unselected Broadway producer. No adaptors
have been signed as yet.
Bernheim, acting for French
author Pierre Boule, recently sold
the stage rights to the latter’s book,
"Fame of the Hero," to producer
Robert L. Joseph. Bernheim is cur¬
rently on the Coast to peddle the
the- film rights to Francoise Sai¬
gon’s latest book, "Those Withdut
Shadows."

Legit Bits
^ Continued from pjure 56

-(Fair and the * Zagreb, Yugoslavia,
International Trade Fair.
Virginia Mac Watters and Frank
Guarrera, ' of the Metropolitan
Opera Co., will appear in the 26th
annual opera festival at Central
City, Col., this summer.
Anthony Qiiayle will costar with
Laurence Olivier - and Vivien
Leigh in the European tour of
"Titus Andronicus" this summer.
An off-Broadway production of
J..B. Pristley’s "Ever Since Para¬
dise" is planned for off-Broadway
production by H. Richard Silver
and Marilyn Shapiro. Mark Gor¬
don, currently appearing in the
off Broadway production of "Ice¬
man Cometh," will direct.
Richard Sylhert will design the
■sets and Anna Hill Johnstone the.
costumes for. "The Egghead."
The off-Broadway American Sav¬
oyards’ Gilbert & Sullivan Festi¬
val. ends June 2. The company will
then move to its summer -quarters
in Monmouth, Me., for its fifth sea¬
son, beginning July 2..
Jason Wingreen, one of the four
founding producers 4>f the' Circle*
in the Square, N. Y./returned from
Hollywood recently and has joined
the legit production firm of
Charles Preston and • Felice Or*
landi.
Larfy" Rosenthal, who composed
background music for the Broad¬
way production of "Clearing in the
Woods,” has completed a hew mu¬
sical, "The Genius," in collabora¬
tion with writer Jinx Lipton.
Willard Swire, executive direc¬
tor of the American National Thea¬
tre & Academy, has left New York
for the- Coast to launch an exten¬
sive membership drive in Los An¬
geles, San - Diego, Fresno, , San
Francisco, Monterey, Stockton,
Sacramento and Portland*
A collection of JEugene O’Neill
memorabilia, including paintings,
etchings and programs, is on dis¬
play at the Bijou Theatre, N. Y.,
lpunge, in con junction with * the
current production at the house of
the late playwright’s "A Moon for
the Misbegotten." The items were
loaned to producers Carmen Capalbo & Stanley Chase by the’Mu¬
seum of the City of New York and
were selected with the aid of Mae
Seymour, who’s with the Museum.
The annual meeting of the Ac¬
tors’ Fund of America ^ill be held
tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Helen
Hayes Theatre, N. Y.
The New York Summer Shake-,
speare Festival will tour the city’s
five boroughs this summer with a
mobile stage enclosed in a 35-foot
trallpr

David Shaber and Philip Wise¬
man have acquired the legit rights
to Noel Coward’s "Conversation
Piece" for production next season,
with Wiseman directing.
A new revue, "Nuts to You," by
Frank Brents and Will Sales, will
be presented June 1 at the YMCA
Little Theatre, N. Y.
Stanley Greene Sr. and his wife,
Javotte Sutton Greene, won’t have
to worry about a sitter for their
kids while they're appealing in the
upcoming off-Broadway production
of "Simply Heavenly.” Their two
children. Perry and Stanley Jr.,
are also in the cast.
Jean Arnold, featured in the offBroadway production of "Three¬
penny Opersis doubling as a
nitery performer at The Saloon, a
new Manhattan club.
Joan Croydon, pf "The Potting
Shed," and Ellis Rabb, who ap¬
peared in the off-Broadway pro¬
duction of "The Misanthrope,"
copped ihe 1956-57 Clarence Der¬
went Awards for non-featured per¬
formances.
N, Richard Nash’s "Girls of
Summer" is emerging as a Jmt
property overseas, with 17 foreign
productions currently oh tap. It’s
following the pattern, of Nash’s
previous play," "The Rainmaker,"
which has thus far had over 100
foreign presentations.
The third annual benefit boat
ride and party of the Greater New
York .Chapter of the American Na¬
tional Theatre & Academy will be
held the evening of June 5 aboard
the S. S. Liberty "Belle, which will
leaVe the Wilson Line pier at 8
p.m. and return around midnight.
Ruby Magby’s jiive dance group
will perform June 23 at the Car¬
negie Recital Hall, N. Y./
Gerald Rifholz has been signed
for his fourth • season as designer
and scenic-coordinator of the "Lyric
Opera of Chicago.
Producer-director^ Guthrie McClintic has/joined the board of edi¬
tors of the American Playwrights
Guild, Inc , ■ /. ..
•.
ffhe Drama -Desk, the organiza¬
tion of legit reporters, named Sada
Thompson, Arthur Malet and Paul
Shyre as winners .of the annual
Vernon Rice Memorial Awards, for
"outstanding achievement in the
off-Broadway theatre." The trio are
performers, while Shyre also iunq-

Shyre,
incidentally,
withdraws
tions as a dramatist, director and
producer* In line with. Shyre’s
managerial activities, he/s planning
a New , York production of Sean
O’Casey’s "Cock-a-Doodle Dandy’’
next season, following a contem¬
plated revival at the Playhouse,
N. Y., of his adaptation of
O’Casey’s "I'Knock at the,Door.”
from his current acting assign¬
ment in "Purple Dust" at the
Cherry Lane Theatre, -N. Y., to¬
morrow (Thurs.) to visit England
to confer with O’Casey regarding
"The Night Whispers," a new com¬
edy by the Irish author. Roger
Boxill will go into "Dust" as suc¬
cessor to. ShyrC, who’s also accept¬
ed an invitation to speak May 26 at
the Dublin Theatre Festival on
"Irish Theatre in America."
New Drama Desk officers elect¬
ed last week include Douglas Watt
(Daily News), president; Frances
Herridge (Post), vice president;
William Glover (Associated- Press),
secretary, -.arid William Pepper*
(World-Telegram & Sun), treas¬
urer.
Two new songs have been writ¬
ten for "Happy Hunting" by Kay
Thompson. ' " " ''
An off-Broadway production of
"Daisy Miller,"'.by Henry James,
is scheduled for .next fall by Neil
McKenzie and JV. .Stanley Brown,
with the .former directing.
Broadway conductor Frederick
Dvonch will give a musicomedy
training course this summer at the
N. Y. College of Music,-beginning
July 2.
The Tower Singers, a new offBroadway non - profit . operation
sponsored by the Broadway Con¬
gregational Church, will close its
1956-57 season with 10 benefit per¬
formances, June 6-15, of "The Mi¬
kado" at Pilgrim Hall, N. Y.
Joshua Shelley has acquired the
legit rights to Daniel Stern’s book.
"Miss America," which he intends
presenting as a musical next fall
with an all-Negro cast.,
Philip Sterling and Ethel Terry
have purchased the rights to a new
translation of Henrik Ibsen’s "Lit¬
tle Eyolf,” by Una Ellis-Fermor, an
English critic.
An off-Broadway
presentation is planned, with Ster¬
ling doubling as director.
"Evvie," adapted by George Bel¬
las from a short story by Frank
O’Connor, will be presented in
London by Saint Subber, iji con¬
junction with a British manage¬
ment. Mary Morgan is set for the
leading role.
Herb Hartig, Portia Nelson,
Louis Botto, Tom Jones, Harvey
Schmidt and Murray Grand are
among those who’ll be. represented
by songs and sketches in the revue,
"Kaleidoscope," which Richard D.
Stainbrook and Jeanellen McKee
plan for a June 11 opening at the
Provincetown Playhouse. N. Y. Ed¬
mund Balln will stage the musical
numbers and also do the choreog¬
raphy, /while Paul Mazursky will
direct the sketches and mono¬
logues. Sets will be by Xin Emery
and costumes by Mariana Elliott.
Cast for the revue, formerly tagged
"Fourth Dimension," includes Bobo
Lewis, Penny Malone, Jenny Lou
Law, Erwin Martin, Wisa D’Orso,
Mickey Deems, Leonard Drum,
Kenneth Nelson, John Smolko and
Tom Nixon.
Barry Schear, formerly with the
William Morris office legit depart¬
ment, has joined Yvette Schumer
as production assistant .on "Saltair,"
British actress Ann Todd is
scheduled to appear on Broadway
next season in Thomas W. Phipps’
"Four Winds," which Worthington
Miner and Kenneth Wagg plan
opening in mid-October.
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Literati
Paperback PublUbera Win
Five publishers of paper-bound
books won a victory last week in
Michigan-Federal Court on a cen¬
sorship issue when Judge Thomas
p. Thornton granted them a per-,
manent injunction restraining a
prosecuting Attorney from banning
books because- they were on the
“disapproved” list of the National
Organization for Decent Litera¬
ture. Latter is a Catholic group
which screens paper-bound books
and magazines.
Victorious publishers . include
popular Library, Bantam, Dell,
Pocket Books and New American
Library, They filed an Injunction
action last October against Wilbur
V. Hamm, prosecuting attorney of
St. Clair County, Mich., to prevent
him from enforcing a book ban.
Case stems from a letter which
Hamm mailed last Aug. 15 to the
two wholesalers of paper-bound
books in Port Huron, Mich. Both
wholesalers* the American News
Co. and Kramer News Co., were di¬
rected by the letter to discontinue
sale of all publications appearing
on the NODL’s proscribed list.
Prosecutor Hamm consented to
the permanent injunction last Mon¬
day (13) at a pre-trial hearing in
Detroit before Judge Thornton.
Under terms of the decree Hamm,
of course, may .proceed against any
bookseller whom he feels is violat¬
ing the law. Rapping the publisher
plaintiffs in the suit were Horace
S. Manges of the New York firm
of Weil, Gotshal & Manges, and
Ralph R. Goldsmith of Goldsmith
& Rosen, Detroit.
Among books on the NODL list
which Hamm had ordered'banned
were “Facts of Life and Love for
Teen Agers” by Evelyn Millis Du¬
val (Popular), “Battle Crv” by
Leon Uris (Bantam), “Herself Sur¬
prised'' by Joyce Carey (Dell),
“Search for Bridie Murphy" by
Maury Bernstein (Pocket), “Catch¬
er in the Rye” b.V J. D. Salinger
(New American Library) and “Ad¬
ventures of a Young Man” by John
Dos Passos (Lion).
Attorney Manges views the case
as a “highly- significant” one. For,
he said, this is the “first instance
in which a court has issued an in¬
junction against a prosecutor re¬
straining him from directing books

to be taken off sale because those
books appeared on the 'disap¬
proved' list of the Rational Or¬
ganization for Decent Literature.”
Barney Gerard's Book
Frank Scully has completed col¬
laboration with the veteran bur¬
lesque impresario on “Leg Show;
Barney Gerard’s Story of Bur¬
lesque.” Foreword is by Vina Delmar, and" Jack Dempsey has writ¬
ten an intro since*such sports per¬
sonalities as Joe Gans. Jack John¬
son, ^Freddy Welsh, Stanlislaus Zybyszko and others haive dipped in
and out of burleycue in the past as
“extra added attractions.”
While Sculiy and his wife, Alice,
are visiting Norway, where her
family resides, Gerard is assem¬
bling the photographic material
for the book. Publisher not yet
set.
Revive Boston Post?
Possibility of reestablishment ofj
the defunct 125-year-old Boston i
Post was aired, this week as the
Post Publishing Co., real estate
and equipment of which will be
sold at public auction June 4, 5
and 6, got an extension of one
week to file a modified plan for
reorganization by Referee EdwiU
F. Hannon on Thursday (16).
Louis J. Shrair, counsel for Post
Publishing, asked Referee Han¬
non not to sell the trade name and
good will of ttafe paper, its morgue,
or accounts receivable at the June
auction.
N.Y. Post Scores On Appeal
A newspaper, upon payment of
the prescribed fees, has the right
to an official stenographic tran¬
script of a judge’s charge to the
jury. The Court of Appeals unani¬
mously held this at Albany Thurs¬
day (16), in an important decision
reversing lower court rulings which
had dismissed- a petition by N. Y.
Post-Corp. for an order restraining
Judge Samuel S. Leibowitz from
giving any directive forbidding the
court stenographer to furnish a
transcript of his charge in the 1955
case of a N. Y. City probationary
police officer accused of first
degree manslaughter in the fatal
shooting of a 15-year-old boy.
The case, widely publicized in
newspapers, ended with a jury

Here's '‘Banjo Eyes/’ “Kid Boots,” Isidore Itzkowitz,
clown, butcher boy, outstanding citizen . .. Here’s an
American story with delicatessen overtones that ranges
from the canyons of New York’s Lower East Side to the
hills of Beverly ... the personal life of the man who
added magic to the Follies, captured radio, conquered
the movies and made even a small TV screen burst with
life . . . Here’s Fanny Brice, Eddie Fisher, Durante,
Durbin, Jessel, Jolson, Will Rogers, one adoring wife
and five loving daughters ... the inspiring story >of the
man behind the March of Dimes, the humanitarian who
raised $238,000,000 for charity, the devoted husband
and father whose heart was big enough to love the entire
USA. It’s now told in a cheerful, tearful self-portrait
pf one of the best-loved individuals in show business.
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verdict of “not guilty.” When
N. Y. Post Corp. requested -a trans¬
cript of the official stenographic
notes on the judge’* charge to the
jury, the stenographer at first
agreed to furnish it. Later he re¬
fused to do so, because, according,
to the Post’s petition, “deemed
admitted”—to quote Court of Ap¬
peals Judge Stanley Fuld’s opinion
—the trial judge “has forbidden
and continues to forbid (him) from
complying with (the paper’s) de¬
mand.” '
Judge Fuld’s opinion dismissed
as “groundless” the fear expressed
that stenographers would be “over, whelmed” by & multitude of re¬
quests for transcripts from news¬
papers and other persons not
parties to an action. Should there
be requests for such strike-offs,
the stenographer “would necessar¬
ily be vested with the discretion
to work out a convenient schedule
to avoid undue interference with
the efficient execution of his over¬
all duties.”
11 Indictments Vs. 'Confidential’
Lengthy investigation into scan¬
dal magazines by a Lbs Angeles
Grand Jury resulted in a total of
11 indictments charging conspiracy
to violate criminal libel laws, con¬
spiracy to publish and distribute
obscene literature, and to publish
illegal information about male
virility and female pregnancy. At¬
torneys for some of those named
have indicated they will waive ex¬
tradition and come here to face
trial.
Heading the list of those in¬
dicted is Robert Harrison, publish¬
er of Confidential, whose format
spawned a host of magazines sup¬
posedly retailing inside or hushhush information, usually spicy.
Others include Francesca de Scaffa, former wife of Bruce Cabot
who, the Grand Jury was told,
served as a* tipster for the maga¬
zine; Mrs. Marjorie Meade, Har¬
rison’s niece and president of
Hollywood Research Inc., the mag¬
azine’s west coast headquarters:
her husband Fred Meade; Michael
Tobias, Harrison’s nephew and
veepee of Hollywood Research;
Mrs. Edith Tobias, Harrison’s sis¬
ter; Mi's. Helen Studin, another
sister, and her husband Dan
Studin; A. P. Govoni, editor of
Confidential; Robert Kable, ©resi¬
dent of Kable Printing, Mount.
Morris. Ill., where the magazine is
printed; Richfird Cox, Kable’s
sales manager, and the following
corporations: Confidential, Holly¬
wood Research, Kable Printing,
Whisper Inc., and Publishers Dis¬
tribution Co.
The Harrison relatives all hold
positions within -the corporate
structure of the magazine or its
affiliates.
Suicide attempt (twice), in Mex¬
ico City, of Francesca de Scaffa,
sometime film actress and former
wife of actor Bruce Cabot, who
was among those indicted as a
Confidential mag contributor, also
figured In the public prints,, on the
heels of the indictments. She is
married to Mexican bullfighter
Jaime Bravo.
'Answer’ Mag To Exposes
Arthur Whitman and Howard
Winters have launched a new bi¬
monthly, “Celebrities Answer . (To
The Scandal Magazines).” Format
is in the same lurid style as the
sundry “expose” periodicals of re¬
cent years. .
Whitman is editor and Winters
art director; both are the joint
publishers.
CHATTER
Carl Bakal appointed editor of
See and =Real magazines (Pines
Publications).
Newspapers Inc. authorized' to
conduct a publications business in
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
Shelton Publishing Corp, chart¬
ered to conduct a printing and
publishing business'" in N. Y. City.
tJniversal Readers Service, Inc.
authorized to conduct a business in
magazines and .books, with offices
in New York.
Faith Baldwin’s “Person to Per¬
son” vis-a-vis Ed Murfow’s CBS
teleshow on May 24 is timed to the
June 10 publication of her latest
Rinehart novel, “Three Faces of
Love.”
MacKinlay Kantor. Iowa-born
novelist who won a Pulitzer Prize
In 1955 for. “Andersonville,” will
be the featured speaker during
commencement weekend at Grinnell college, Grinriell. la. Also he
will receive the honorary degree
of Doctor of Literature. Later he
will go to Webster City, la., his
birthplace, to speak at the city’s
centennial observance. Kantor’s
home is now in Sarasota, Fla.
Overseas Press Club was eommandered Sunday (19) by 350
guests in a sendoff for FranceSoir’s New York correspondent
Daniel Morgaine, returning after
two-ana-a-half years here to the
daily's Paris office. His replace¬
ment, Edgar Schneider, arrived
last week.
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:: SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully +♦»♦♦♦♦*»•♦♦♦♦♦;;
Palm Springs, May 21.
“Do you know what Father did?” asked Mozo Scully, aged six, and
burning up with 104 degrees of unaccountable fever.
“No, what did Father do?”
“Well, there was the nicest Irish boy in our class. And you know
what Father did?”
“No.”
“He kicked him out of school!”
“What was his name, Jimmy Curley?”
VWhat?”
-“Well, never mind, honey. Try to sleep and maybe the fever will
go away.”
This discourse took place the morning after Edward R. Murrow
spliced two Irishmen on one of his “Person-to-Person” programs—
one Gael doing his third hitch as warden of Alcatraz, the other with,
all jail doors behind him. Or do governments clink people in this
bewildering age who at 82 believe they are gojbng to live to he 125
and by the time they are centenarians all their enemies will be dead
and buried?
Murrow kept away from the rock piles in discussing James M.
Curley’s Incredible'life, but it would be silly to believe the Curleys
did not see the first half of the Murrow program, the half where Slip
Madigan was being eulogized for his handling of the nation’s maxi¬
mum security prison in San Francisco Bay. Madigan shared the
solitude with a lovely-looking wife, but Curley’s, hardly younger,
came off the tv screen better.
* .
By now Curley -has decided, as far as “The Last Hurrah” is con¬
cerned, to join Edwin O’Connor in pointing out the similarities be¬
tween Frank Skeffingtpn and James M. Curley. Both were four times
mayor of Boston. Both had been successful gubernatorial goobers, and
preferred to be called “Governor” for the rest of their lives.
But there were a couple of sharp differences. In “The Last Hurrah”
Skeffington died at the age of 72 after losing an election to as syn¬
thetic an Irish youth as the stuffed shirt school of politics ever manu¬
factured, whereas the model on which O’Connor basevd his hero wa£
still living ten years later. Thus Curley has been hot only able to
read his magnificent obit but in addition can use it as a springboard
for his own dissenting opinions.
Curley told Murrow that the last words of Skeffington were, “I’d
do it again.” He was using it himself for an autobiographical item
and held up the book (to see the dust jacket) for CBS’s cameramen.
Seemingly hot off the press, it no doubt consists of extended remarks
worked out from a Curley blueprint published in Life some time ago.
It will of course he imperative for Hollywood to buy "I’d Do It Again”
to clear “The Last Hurrab” of all the headaches*and personal privacy
grief, which the picture biz, as separate from the publishing world,
has built up for itself since some coward first decided aeons ago to
pay off instead of fighting for equal rights with printers. Who was
that original producer with the courage of a weazel?
Famous Last Words
For the record, though, Skeffington’s last words were not “I’d do
it again!”
^
After Monsignor Burke had heard the» dying politician's last con¬
fession, a mortal enemy, the father-irt-law of Skeffington’s favored
nephew, was sounding off in the death chamber. “Knowing what he
knows now,” concluded the living critic of the presumably dead
mayor, “if he had to do it all over again, there’s not the slightest
doubt but that he’d do it all very very differently.”
With this the mayor, thought to be dead, turned over and In a
hoarse whisper replied, “The hell I would!”
These were Skeffington’s last words in the book.
What seemingly defeated Skeffington was the magic of television.
He used the medium moderately, but relied more on the personal
canvas type of campaigning, whereas the bunch manipulating his
rival, the young McCluskey, supplied Mac with a rented Irish^setter
that could take direction, an enlarged photo of the' Pope, for back¬
ground, and unlimited television'time.
As dull as Mac was reported to be, it is quite possible that Skeffing¬
ton’s personality, which bounces off the pages of “The Last Hurrah”
with delightful vitality, just didn’t shine on tv. Certainly Curley’s
didn’t on the Murrow program. He seemed a solid and quite handsome
man but the sparkle was no longer in his dialog.
No Egg on Curley’s ^Vest
Of course at 82 not even a critic who ’hated all performers and all
performances could expect it. At that age Bernard Shaw,., who had
no more formal schooling than Jim Curley and got even further, was
drooling eggs down his vest and beginning to break up at the seams.
No, 80 is not the time to test a man for central casting.
But in Curley’s interview with Murrow I missed some sign of the
satire that made Skeffington a great mind when surrounded by Har¬
vard stale eggheads, or his own lace-curtain Irish. Like the time
Skeffington was telling Charlie Hennessey that urging men to become
proficient c^npaigners over the sound tracks and air waves might be
endangering the public health.
“I listened to a political speech only once in my life,” the four
times mayor was saying, “and I nearly died as a result. It was 25 years
ago. Cal Coolidge was President. I w&s in the hospital, recovering
nicely from a minor operation when some enemy turned the radio
on in my room so I could hear a presidential address. Well, I was:
weak and I didn’t realize what I was doing. I listened to him. I listened
to every word for nearly five minutes, and then I began to sink fast.
T;hey got me just in time. They slapped me in an oxygen tent and
it was touch-and-go for fhe next few days.”
There was no humor like that in The Curley who sat for Murrow’s
camera artists.
The 12 Pound Look
The only Curley anecdote that approached the heroics of Skeffing¬
ton was when Curley told Murrow about the time he invited a Henry
George single-taxer to share a platform with him and some crazed
dissenter heaved a . 12 pound steel spittoon at the economist. Quick¬
acting Curley yanked the speaker to the floor with him and the
bucket went smashing through a window. “If it* had hit him it would
haye killed him,” admitted Curley.
As far from Boston as San Diego I was recently honored with a
dinner and talking to one of the thirty guests I happened to tell about
“The Last Hurrah.” My auditor was heSid man of a local cemetery.
He had come from Boston. He knew Curley. He was devoted to him.
Seems Curley once took an exam for a postman who could not write
but had a fine pair of legs and a strong back. He was caught and
clinked for the kindness. This was before Jim the Penman entered
politics.
“How many men today would go to jail for a friend?” my informer
wanted to know. ‘
•
I couldn’t think of one. The last I remembered was Miguel de Cer¬
vantes Saavedra, a 17th Century novelist, who served five tortuous
years as a slave replacement in North Africa. He had gone to prison
for a young man more in need of liberty, Cervantes thought, than .
-himself.
r
Indeed, the number of times the author of “Don Quixote” .spent in
jails make Curley’s seem like so many traffic tickets for over-parking.;
Hollywood should try to make pictures of contemporaries as if they:
were dead at least 200 years. That way they may help the hand of
future historians as well as Edwin O’Connor has done.
With their millions, it is no honor to them when they do less.
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Broadway

belungen” at the Opera in Paris
this month.
“The Young Lions,” 20th-Fox
film starring Marlon Brando and
Montgomery TClift (Edward Dmytryk directs), will be filmed thisfall ii^ BaVaria.
Gary ^Crosby, serving his Army
time with Uncle Sam, has been
transferred -from . Armed Forces
Net in Frankfurt to the 7th Army
Symphony in Stuttgart.
Don Murray in town briefly enroute to Naples to .visit the refugee
home he and his wife, actress Hope
Lange, are supporting, His “Bache,lor Party” will be released shortly
in Germany via United Artists.
American jazz singer Bill Ramr
sey back in Germany to concertize
and to attend classes at Goethe
University in Frankfurt, working
toward his degree in economics.
Ramsey, whose home is in Cincin¬
nati, O., spent-several years here
with Armed Forces Net and ap¬
peared in a pair of German pix.

.
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R. I.,. 6,000-seater, Monday (20)
for seven-day run.
James MacArthur. 19-year-old
son of Helen Hayes" and a fresh¬
man at Harvard, leaves at end of
school semester for location of
“Light in the Forest," new Disney
film for which he has been inked
as lead.
David Marshall Holtzmann, man¬
aging director of South Shore
Music Circus, Cohasset and Cape
Cod Melody Tent, Hyannis, has
been reelected prexy and counsel
of the Music Arena Theatre Assn.
Holtzmann helped found both lo¬
cal tents.

Hollywood *

(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
Joseph Gotten ordered his sec¬
Cinerama Productions Corp. v.p.
Ballerina Beryl Grey left for
ond Rolls Hoyce.
•Theodore R. Kupferman off on a
Montevideo * add 10-week tour of
four-week European jaunt:
Terry Nelson skied to Rome for
South America.
UI> “The Islander.”
Alicia Markova ,will dance in
Howard, Keel in London for his
Met Opera’s “Orfeo ed^Euridice”
Raoul Walsh returned from his
two-week Palladium stint, which
next season. Been' in England past
vacation in the east.
starts next Monday (27). .
year.
Vet flack Jackson parks back
Mario Lanza, accompanied by his
Victor Green,, former Republic
after a year in the’ Orient.
family, sailed for Naples last
Pictures exec in England, left for
Joe Parker will direct “Young
week on the M/V Giulio Cesare.
Australia’ via the U. S. last week.
Mother" for AB-PT pictures.,
New gourmet society, known as
Lord Adrian Foley, the piano
Victor Jory addresses Pasadena.
Les* Copains de Careme, dedicated
playing peer, is set to visit N. Y.
Playhouse • undergrade Friday.
to Marie-Antoine Careme, master
next .week on a three-day quickie
C. V* Whitney in from N.Y. for
chef of the Napoleonic era, being
record promition trip.
production huddles with Merian C.
launched.
Cooper.
The Queen 'and Prince Philip
Julius Tannen, ex Chatterbox of
Jack and Dorothy Entratter back
will attend the Royal Film Per¬
vahde’s heydey, marked his 78th
to Las Yegas after a lengthy N.Y.
formance
aiding the
Cinema¬
birthday.
stay during which Mrs, Entrattertograph Trade Benevolent Fund
By Les Rees
k
Sally Hamilton resigned after 10
underwent surgery at Mt. Sinai
on Nov. 4.
Hosp. Entratter manages the Sands
Upper lounge of the Warner • Tito Guizar continuing at Hotel years with Stanley Kramer; may
open her own agency.
Hotel.
Theatre will be transformed into Radisson Flame Room,
Adah (Mrs. Ted) Lewis is chairl£dyth Bush Little Theatre pre¬
a replica of an airways terminal
Motion Picture Relief Fund lined
manning a committee made up of
for tomorrow’s (Thurs.) preem of senting “King of Hearts.”
up 1,000 new pledgers in first three
friends of the late Belle Baker for
Minnesota U Theatre concluded weeks of educational campaign,
“Spirit of St. Louis.”
a memorial within the Will Rogers
Associated British Cinemas season with “Midsummer’s Night
Lian/fOBrieri signed by Marlon
Hospital at Saranac Lake in her
champ manager, Albert Sidi, and Dream.”
Brando’s Pennebaker Co. to screen¬
memory.
Gay 90’s has Bobby Bravo’s “All play “Burst1 of Vermilion,” which
his wife, left for two-week visit to
Lois Jean Wintermute, sec of
N. Y. last Friday (17). Trip is the Calypso Revue” for return date launches the indie’s activities,
the Will Rogers Hospital Memorial
By Gene Moskowitz
prize for his outstanding achieve¬ plus holdover of Lord Bruno’s
Carol Lee. Ladd, daughter of
Fund, engaged to Merlin Charles (28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944) ments for ABC.
band.
Lewis, exec sec of Theatre Equip¬
“Slapsy” Maxie Rosenbloom Alan Ladd, makes her film debut
Victor Borge, here on a sevenJacques Deval's . old boulevard
in
“The Deep Six,” Ladd starrer
ment & Supply Mfrs. Assn. comedy,
and
songstress
Kitty
Muldoon
held
“Mademoiselle,” a hit ad¬ week stint at Palace Theatre, will
(TESMA).
give an extra matinee show Friday over second week at Osterberg’s for his own Jaguar productions.
to Comedie-Francaise rep.
Warners has former CBS-TV pro¬
Overseas Press Club cocktailery dition
Supper
Club.
(24).
Proceeds
gp
to
the
Actors’
London Festival Ballet into the
will launch Lawrence G. BlochOld Log Strawhatter at suburban ducer Alex March. Handed him
Orphanage and Ring George’s
mah’s Signet Key publication Of Theatre Des Champs Elysees for Fund for Sailors.
Lake Minnetonka opens I6th sea¬ Richard Powell’s noyel “The Phila¬
top
reviews
and
10
curtain
calls
delphian” as his first assignment.
“Here's How: A . Rpund-the-World
Samuel Z. Arkoff, veepee - of son June 13 and will present 13
Bill Watters -named Hollywood
Bar Guide.” Blochman is veep'ee the opening night. .
Releasing
Corp.
of plays in same number of weeks publicity director for Michael Todd
Darryl Zanuck expected back to American
of the OPC.
with Don Stolz again at helm.
Co., but will continue to tun his
do “The Sun Also Rises” (20th) in Hollywood and N. Y., here to con¬
Hugh Jff. Flick, former “censor” Paris
sult
with
Nat
Cohen
and
Stuart
own indie praisery handling other
and Biarritz, with a new di¬
of N. Y. State reported for reserve
accounts.
Robert Wise, and new cast Levy of Anglo Amalgamated on
officer duty Sunday (19) with the rector,
forthcoming plans for Anglo-U. S.
Lew Ayres will be first recipient
additions.
War Records Office of the Adjut¬
releases.
of the Gplden Heart Award estab¬
Preston
Stuges
to
the
U.
S.
to
By Hans Hoehn
ant General, in Washington. Holds catch opening of the English ver¬
lished, for humanitarian endeavors
(760264)
the rank of lieutenant colonel.
by the Wilshire Juniors of the
sion. of the Gallic film he made
Jazz at the Philharmonic at Mount Sinai Hospital and Clinic.
Robert E. Lee (Jerome Lawrene here two years ago, “The Note¬
&■) on a West Indies cruise with his books of Major Thompson.”
Northwest Releasing inked the Sportpalast this week.
actress-wife, Jane Waldo, and
Leopold Stokowski' conducted
Simenon will have seven Harry Belafonte Show for Para¬ Berlin
thence back to the Coast after hud¬ of George
Philharmonic May 15-16.
his books transfered to the mount early in July.
dling with Herman Shumlin on screen
Gogi
Grant,
Cardinez
and
The
Rave reviews given for “Holiday
in France and U. S. next
Taalkeus Blank signed by Hins¬
their latest play, “The Gang’s All season.
Claydettes at Amato's Supper Club On Ice,” currently at Sportpalast.
In
Hollywood
Richard
dale Summer Theatre as business
Here.”
does “Red Light” and Rich¬ for two weeks. The Sportsmen It’s troupe’s fifth local appearance. manager.
Chester (Benton &) Bowles, for¬ Brooks
follow.
Berlin’s CCC is currently shoot¬
mer Ambassador to India, and ard Conte stars in “The Rico
Hugh O’Brian in town last week¬
Capitol Records’ Joni James ing “Eighth Day , of the Week" in
Ralph Kirkpatrick, harpsichordist Brothers.”
inked to star in the Rose Festival conjunction with Polish Studio in end for “Horse'capades” at the
, ,
and musicologist, are among seven
Stage Revue to be produced by Breslau and Warsaw. Pic stars Armory.
who will receive honorary degrees
Frank Sennes at Stadium June 13- Sonja Ziemann.
Blossom Seeley and Benny Fields
at the June 10 commencement at
14.
today (Tues.) for the Majestic
Werner Klingler will direct for here
Oberlin (G.) College.
By Jay Mallin
Jack Tillman, Northwest division
International shindig.
Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh IGalle 13 No. 416, Vedado; F-6579) manager for Columbia, set the con¬ Berolina two pix, “King of Thieves”
Steve
Allen and Charles Van
and
“Fox
of
Paris,”
Klingler
di¬
sailed for Europe Saturday (18)
Hotel Sevilla Biltmore opened its solidation of Portland and Seattle rected “Spy For Germany,” also Doren due here on May 26 for
on. the lie de France en route to casino.
offices. James Bealle moves to
American
Booksellers conclave.
a
Berolina,
last
year.
Norway where they’ll location for
Seven casinos in operation- in Seattle; Neal Walton retires,
Danny Newman exited as StudeBryna Productions’ “The Vikings.” Havana.
New American pix in town in¬ baker
Chet . Baker, Zoo^ Sims, Rolf clude
Theatre publicist, following
Also sailing was Boris Karloff and
“Battik
Hymn”
(U),
“Boy
On
Bob McFadden coming to Casino Kuhn and Seldon Powell failed to Dolphin” (20th), “Four Girls In company manager Danny Gold¬
Bernard Kranze, Stanley Warner Parisien.
show up for “The Birdland Revue”
resignation.
(U), “They Met in Bombay” berg’s
v.p.
“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) at at Civic Auditorium last week (14). Town”
Irv Seidner, former p.a. and sum¬
Perhaps not generally know that America
and Rodi.
Manager notified promoters Vol- (M-G), “Back Frqm Eternity” mer theatre business manager,
Dick (Richard J.) Powers, long an
(RKO),
“Heaven
Knows,
Mr.
Alli¬
“War and Peace” (Par) at chock & Engerman that the four
joined Rutledge & Lilienfeld
exec of ASCAP in New York before Trianon and Payret.
would, not show but only a few days son” (20th) and “Foreign Intrigue” agency as copywriter.
going into the personal manage¬
“Dancing Waters” display con¬ before show’s opening. No finan¬ (UA).
Magicians Milburn Christopher
ment business in Hollywood, is also tinues at Casino Parisien.
cial adjustment made for absen¬
and June Merlin making rounds
president of the Bank of Encino
Carl Erbe to handle publicity tees.
last week to bally f estival of magic
(Calif.), with branches in Granada for non-govt, tourist board.
on “Producer’s Showcase” next
Hills an^ Sherman Oaks.
Monday (27).
Microwave link between Cuban
By Irene Velissariou
The Bernard F. Gimbels’ annual and Florida under construction.
(44
Tinou
Str.;
614515-814348)
spring-in-the-country lunch, which
Entertainment biz in Santiago,
By Lary Solloway
Graham Greene’s “Living Room”
usually brings up the town’s who’s
who to their Greenwich estate, was including casino at Casa Grande (1755 Calais Dr.; Union; 5-5389) at Art Theatre:
By Jerry Gaghan
switched into a. pre-60th birthday Hotel, doing pooriy because of
Peruvian
singer Yma Sumac
Norwegian film - theatre stars
surprise party, also, bn Sunday political unrest.
Goddard
Lieberson
awarded
Lasse Kolstad and Bab Christen¬ here for two. recitals.
Polish pianist Barbara Boukof- honorary Doctor of Music degree
(19), in honor of the merchant’s
sen wed in formal gardens of the
ska due here for a series of recitals. by Temple University %
longtime friend Gene Tunney.
Fontainebleau (17).
Nilla Pizzi sharing programs
A closed-circuit telecast of im¬
Jimmy Ames and Dick Haviland
Jean Barrere signed -to direct
provements along the New York
By A. Ghaffar
to top all-comedy show which between Mocambo find Lido night¬ three productions at Lamb'ertville
Central Railroad line will be a fea¬
(17 Princes Hotel, Karachi)
Music Circus including opener,
Murray Franklin plans to reopen clubs.
American
violinist
Jean
Mitchel
ture of the annual stockholders’
“The Pajama Game.”
United Artists’ “The Killer Is his nitery with in June. N
meeting in Fabian’s Palace, Al¬ Loose” has been banned by the
Lucerne Hotel planning on re¬ as soloist with Athens Symph Orch
Wilbur Evans . directing and
bany on Thursday (23).
Video West Pakistan Board of Censors turning the Havana , revue that at Orpheus.
Vladimir . Brailowsky
coming starring in “Beggar's Opera,” by
phase will run an hour. This is on the grounds that it 4s likely to clicked at its Club Chalet last win¬
Co-Opera Co.',- semi-pro group
the secqpd year the railroad has prove harmful to the youth\ctf the ter. It’s current at the Dunes in here to conduct symphony of' which Joseph Levine directs.
Athens Radio Station.
rented the 3660-seat theatre for the country.
Las Vegas.
-Camden Mayor George Brunner
Fabian Sevltsky, conductor of
confab.
Nat Tashman out as pub-director
Mubarak Khan, singer and music
Maxie and Harold Myers (Myro) director of Pakistan, died in of Eden Roc, with post to be filled Indianapolis Symph Orch, conduct¬ will act as talent scout for Bobby
Quinn (of * Gloucester’s .Towne
—he is head of the Variety Lon¬ Lahore. Son of a famous classical within next two weeks, before ed two concerts here.., .
House) on Arthur Godfrey show
don bureau—to the Coast on their singer of Indo-Pakistan fame, Mu¬ prexy Harry Mufson heads for ex¬
Greek .producer PJiilopeinen May 27.
first Hollywood visit after over a barak composed music for a num¬ tended vacation.
Finos and director Georges TzkvelEmma Feldman, director of the
fortnight in Gotham surveying the ber of films in this country.
Jimmy Hitz resigned resident las off to Italy for negotiations with All-Star Series, will take over the
Manhattan show biz scene. faEdna
The students of Karachi have managership of Americana to be Yvonne Sanson' to star in their Philadelphia forum programs next
and Joe Schoenfeld (latter is edi¬ been granted concessions in cine¬ managing director of Harbour Is¬ next picture.
reason in place of William Huff,
tor of Daily Variety accompany¬ ma ticket prices. Students pur¬ land Spa, owned by Desert Inn
who retired.
ing the Myers' back to Hollywood chasing a lower class-ticket are en¬ (Vegas) toppers.
following their (the Schoenfelds) titled to sit in the next higher , Geoffrey Holder and wife, Car¬
European vacation.
class. For this purpose and to en¬ men de Lavallade, teamed to pur¬
Spivy’s opening last night (Tues.) able the students to avail of the vey new act; they're breaking it in
By Pete Mayer
at .the Blue Angel marks her first concessions, special performances at the Americana this week. Arehie
(Tel: 238497)
' By Humphrey Doulens
return to the Gotham nitery scene are held on Friday and Wednesday Robbins'and Bobby Breen „are on
Ditto the Bert Lahrs.
Crox Alvarado injured on the
since 1950 when .she operated mornings.
- Lee Bowmans now living in New
same bill.
“Aztec” Mummy” set
Spivy’s Roof. Since then she has
A new film house, Godeon Kine1,600 seats in Cuernavacas’ new¬ Canaan.
been in ^London, Paris and Rome, ma. fitted with Cinemascope and
Inger Stevens due here from
ly-opened Cine. Morelos.
latterly at Bricktops. She. worked wide screen, has been a valuable
Starlet Silvia Pinal getting a coast in a week:
• for Herbert Jacoby in 1936 in addition to the show palaces of
Mrs. William Anthony McGuire
Life photo coverage.
Paris, when he operated Le Ruban Karachi. Opening ceremony was
By Guy Livingston
Christiane Martel Hollywood- visiting the colony here.
Bleu, which he later transplanted performed by Begum Iskander
(34i Little Bldg.; HA 6-8386)
Joan Crawford and Pepsi Cola’s
bqund for Metro.
to N.Y., eventially bowing out to Mirza, wife of the President of
Lee Carroll current at fhe-ShOw
Eduard Ragasol to open his new A1 Steele at Stonehenge.
open his own Blue Angel, with Max Pakistan, on May 1. First booking Bar.
Raymond and Dorothy Massey
Cine Paseo next door to the U. S.‘
Gordon,
Meantime, Manhattan’s is “Oklahoma.” The owners also ' Lane Bros. , current. at . Blin- Embassy sometime in June.
are in residence at Wilton.
Ruban Bleu is now no more vdth intend to equip to handle Todd-AO strub’s in repeater.
Ben and Lil -Boyar established
. Top local conductor Carlos
the razing of the 4 E. 56th St. prop¬ 65m process.
at their Greens Farms home.
Chavez
in
N:
Y,
for
preem
of
his
Phyllis Ponn opens at Steuben’s
erty for an office site.
With Broadway season over, N.Y.
Pakistani producers are worried for final show opening June 3, ■ opera, “Panfilo and Loreta,”
Irmad Dprantes, widow of pic News critic, John/Chapman and
at the decision of the Government
Priscilla.
.
Fortescue,
WEEI’s
frau
soon depart for Denver.
star,
Pedro
Infante,
making
her
of Pakistani to - release a number traveling reporter, . in Madrid,
William Hawking, former drama
film comeback in “The Big Prize.”
of films that had heen held by cus¬ Spain taping interviews. •
Pancho Villa’s son, J. Trinidad, critic of New York World-Telly and
By Hazel Guild
toms authorities,, some as far back
Mrs. Louis P. Lorrillard up from doubling for Errol Flynn in 20th- Sun, writing a bdpk at his Norwalk
(24 Rheinstrasse; 776751)
as 1951. -The Pakistani producers
home,
• '
Hamburg City Opera guesting in feel that with the release .of these Newport to plug the upcoming Fox’ “The Sun Also Rises.”
Newport
Jazz Festival, July 4-6, in
Celeste Holm, Nancy Walker, Jes¬
Lex Barker in confabs , with Mi¬
Oslo, Norway, repping first musical films and the import of eight new
guel Aleman Jr. and Antonio Ma- sica Tandy and Jacqueline-Logan,
exchange between Germany and Indian films sanctioned by the press and radio confabs.
Pat Mathews, calypso piper, touk over series of co-productions. guests at luncheon for Country
Norway since the end of the war. Government the home industry
Local femme star Maria Felix to Playhouse subscription committees
• Douglas Sirk, Universal director, will not be able, to withstand the heading show1 at Bradford Hotel's
new
Carousel-Calypso Room which tele-debut with her own show af¬ at. Cobb's Mill. Tuesday (21).
due in Germany in May to look competition from the neighboring
Will Hare, who operates plush
for locations and actors for his next country. Indian films offer serious features Lord Baladier, Johnny ter completing her upcoming
local-.restaurant “Cafe sur la
ic, “Time“ to Live and Time to competition t.o < the local films as Barracuda and Calypso Islanders. “Flower of May." Ringling Bros, circus exited . ■ Wiley College, Texas, spiritual Plage,” returns to stage with Faye
lie.”
the films of that country too are
Prof. Hans Knappertsbusch con¬ made in Urdu ,tongue and. they Boston Garden Sunday (19) after singers debuting at Mexico City, Emerson-in “Witness for the Prose¬
ducting two German versions,, of are better technically and' other¬ six-day stand and opened at Rhode College, then go into Palace of cution” at Country Playhouse June
, 15.
Island Auditorium, Providence* Fine Arts.
' '
Richard Wagner's “Ring of the Ni- wise.
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opera, "Sakura,” performed in the
Hollywood Bowl several years ago.
Lapham, who wrote music for
several Earl Carroll productions,
also turned out some 250 songs,
Continued from page 2
operas, operettas and sonatas. As
an arranger, he worked with Paul Zanqck, whom nobody mistakes for
but -then he came to the conclusion
Whiteman’s
band,
among
others.
"Neapolitan
‘
Night,"
"Paradise,"
JOSEPH M. FRANKLIN1
Harry Brand. They^e on display that the night before he had seen
Joseph M. Franklin, 63, presi¬ "Love Me," '"Me-OW," "Kisses,"
"the greatest show in, the world;
"Broken
Dreams,"
"America
for
the
tourists,
however,
dent pf the Franklin & Herschorn
MARIE RAPPOLD
the most beautiful girl in the world
Circuit, Saint John, N. B., died in Marches Qn" ’ and "Give Me To¬
Marie Rappold, 80, former .Me¬
Buchwald insisted that he usually (Elizabeth Taylor), and the richest
his winter home at Miami Beach day," •
tropolitan Opera, soprano, died May stayed away from China Town
man in the world (Mike Todd)."
\ His-wife survives.
on May 18.
12 in Hollywood, after a long ill¬
Todd beamed with happiness.
when private parties took over, but
Pie was associated with the
ness. __
Then
the phone rang. The con¬
RONALD C. STIMPSON
Canadian motion, picture industry
Mme. Rappold, who made her he felt duty, bound to put in an
cierge announced that there was
Ronald C. Stimpson, 29, pro¬ Met debut ais Sulamith in "The
almost from its inception, -He
extra
night’*
work
for
Todd’s
af¬
a man at the desk, who said he was
for
tv
station Queen of Sheba” in 1905, was ?
opened his theatre in Port Arthur, ducer-director
Ontario, in 1912. He later became WTVT, Tampat-St. Petersburg, Fla., leading singer in both Europe arid fair just to make sure Todd got an Art Buchwaliand who was carry¬
manager of the Capitol Theatre, was lost at sea. May 8 in a boating the U.S. for'more than 20 years. honest count on the Egg Foo ing a large rou of paper which he
Ottawa, followed by Canadian gen¬ accident in the Gulf of Mexico. From 1938 until her retirement last
said was a bill.
eral manager for the RKO Circuit His wife and another woman also year, she had^been a voice teacher. Yung. Todd saw it another way. He
Todd cursed Yen Shee as only
howjecl—among other complaints— S. J. Perelman could curse him.
He entered the Maritime Provinces perished when, their cabin cruiser
Her daughter survives.
in his first venture and Exhibitor sank after striking a . submerged
that Btichwald was there only to
there in .1914 with his first theatre object.
JOHN LACY
louse things up and also to ma^ce
in Halifax. He subsequently en¬
A native of Orange, N. J., Stimp¬
John (Jack) Lacy, 83, onetime
MARRIAGES
tered Saint John, N.B.; Yarmouth, son had been With WTVT since theatrical manager and publicist, sure the bill was high enough to
Genevive Griffin to Jack Mur¬
N.S.; Dartmouth, N S. and Sydney, the station went on the air in April, died May 14 in Minneapolis. A na¬ ' finally pay off all the investors;
ray, Tucson, Ariz., April 5. Bride
N.S. He was one of the founders 1955. Prior to that' he was an an¬ tive of Chicago, he managed stock !
The Oriental Count
is an actress; he’s on staff of Ariz¬
of the Canadian Motion Picture nouncer for WMMW-AM and FM, companies-Qn tour and at various
Yen .Shee swore by all his ances¬ ona U.
Pioneer Society;
member of the Meriden, Conn.; a tv cameraman times had acted as press agent for
Jill Ireland to David McCallum,
Variety Club Tent 33, Miami; a life for WPIX, N. Y.,.and a production, Lillian Russell and Weber & Fields, tors, some of whom were quite re¬
member of the Masonic Order, In technician fit WCAX-TV, Burling¬ among other yesteryear • stars. In mote Mandarins, that he used a London* May 11. Both are film
players.
1913 he-became a charter member of ton, Vt.,'*
addition he wrote plays and author¬ square abacus in toting up Todd’s
Jill Day to Douglas Robinson,
theMt. Ro^al LodgeB’nai B’rith,
Two daughters survive.
tab. This the producer expressed London.
ed lyrics. •
May 14. Bride’s a singer;
Montreal, and selected the name
Surviving' are a brother, three I grave doubts about, insisting that he’s her musical director.
Mt.. Royal for the Lodge, and a
jhe glommed Yen Shee several
JAMES W. TUCKER
nephews and two nieces. ^
Jill St. John to Neil Dubin,
•charter member of the B’nai B’rith,
James Wi (Jimmy) Tucker, 81,
times adding old corks to the fresh Yuma, Ariz., May 15. Bride’s an
Saint John, N.B.
FREDERICK M. COPELAND
retired vaudeville and legit com¬
[ ones he was extracting from count¬ actress.
He was born in Montreal in edian, died May 13 in Des Moines
Fredericks. Copeland, 68, song¬
Pamela Tod, to Dr. John Clarno,
1889 and leaves his wife Frances following a 10-year illness. Early writer and onetime vaude perform¬ less bottles of domestic champagne.
(Herschorn) Franklin; one son, in his career he was an end man er, died May 10 in San Francisco. The domestic grape was something Peoria, May 18. Bride is daugh¬
Mitchell, and a daughter Mrs. for 10 years with the A1 G, Fields He trpuped on the top vaude cir¬ else Todd squawked about, but he ter of retiring RKO publicist in
got nowhere with Buchwald on Chicago, Ted Tod.
Minstrels,- and' appeared with cuits, was associated with little that.
Marrian Walters to Mike Ferrall,
such performers as George Prim¬ theatre groups in and near Des . The tong war between Yen Shee Palm Springs.*- Calif., May .12.
In Lovin? Mntnory of My. Wifi* .
rose, Eddie Leonard and Billy Moines and in 193,6 wrote the
Bride’s an actress at Tenthopse
and
the
evening’s
host
started
FLORENCE CARSON
Beard.
Democractic campaign song, "Rosy
when Tpdd and all his guests com¬ Theatre, Highland Park, Ill.; he’s
Tucker, who toured vaude cir¬ Times with Roosevelt."
director of that strawhatter.
May 25. 1*54
cuits in both the U.S. and Canada,
Surviving are his wife, two plained that they were slowly
M. Conklin to Vincent A.
starving to death, and at the same St.Joanne
Mother of ■*
also was seen in'Broadway produc¬ daughters and three sons.
'
Onge, Ovid, N. Y., May 4. Bride
time being made very drunk on was formerly record librarian at
Maxine, Doric, Jeen and Jenis
tions of "The' Girl - from the
Yen Shee’s never-ending streapi of WSYR, Syracuse.
HERBERT ALLEN
Golden West" and "A Barrel of
JAMES B. CARSON
Money:" He retired jn 192L
Herbert Allen, 43, television pro¬ champagne. Todd, slightly awed by
Jeanette C. McAqley to Floyd E.'
Surviving artf hiS, wife, daughter, ducer, died May 17 in Hollywood Yen Shee’s daytime column, first McNally Jr., Graniteville, Vt., May
Lillian V. Babb whose husband is son and a brother.
after an attack of; hepatitis. Among politely suggested that it might be 11. He’s a former employe of the
associated with the F&H Theatres;
his tv productions were the "Bob. better if Yen Shee went easier on Magnet Theatre, Barre, Vt., now in
and pne sjster.
.Crosby Show," "Hail the Champ" the wine and heavier on the food, the Navy.
I
MERVYN McPHERSON
Nancy Devlin to Chris Bohn,
| Mervyn McPherson, 64, theatri- and the "Johnny Carson Show." . still non-existant at 1:30 a.m. Yen
His wife, two sons and two. Shee put on his best Oriental in-, New York, May 18. She is an ac¬
GERALD K. RUDOLPH
i cal and film publicist, died at his
Gerald K. Rudolph, 79, former home near Monte Carlo May 12, daughters survive. ' <
scrutability' and failed to under¬ tress, currently on Broadway in
newspaperman and publicity direc¬ following a stroke. Self-styled "the
stand Todd,* even though he was "Hotel Paradiso”; he’s an actor.
tor, died May 14 in Buffalo. He last of the press agent?," he was
CARRIE ADELAIDE HENRY
Phyllis Freyer to Henry Behar,
came to Buffalo in 1900, filling, re¬ originally a political organizer then, -Carrie Adelaide Henry, 66, < of speaking as clearly as he possibly Forest' Hills, N.Y., May 19. He’s
could'without
a cigar in his kisser. ABC Television lighting, director.
Henry Ac Adelaide, team which
porter, stints on both the old Ex-, turned to journalism.
Yen Shee kept on pouring; Todd
press and the Courier.
McPherson acted as press rep toured the circuits in the vaude¬
In 1907 he became city editor of for several’of London’s top West ville era, died May 15 in Holly¬ kept on burning.
BlkTHS
the defunct Buffalo Enquirer, and End theatre managements, and wood of a heart attack. She was
Yen Shee’s bldjidness vanished
was named managing editor four joined Metro in this capacity in the former wife and partner of when Todd ordered him to turn in
Mr. and Mrs. Syd Silverman,
years later when he conducted his 1922, He became publicity director Dick Henry, the N. Y. agent.
his pigtail. The Orientals pique twin boys. May 18, New Rochelle,
A son survives. .
daily "Portside Column." From of their showrwindow, the Empire
quickly showed itself as 'he ner¬ N. Y. They have another little
then until 1921 he was active in in London, until his retirement in
Silverman,
vously opened another six bottles girl, Marie . Saxon
ALBERT G. TEPLlTZ
Buffalo newspaper and theatre 1951. Since then he acted as Rivi¬
of champagne'and stuffed 12 corks named for the musicomedy mother
circles.
Albert G. Teplitz, 54, former in his pocket. Frustrated, Todd of Syd Silverman, president of
era correspondent for the London
general manager of the old A. J.:
In the early ’20s, through his evening paper, the Star.
Variety Inc.
Balaban Theatre Corp., died in then sent out to a nearby Italian
friendship with former Buffalonian
Mr. and Mrs. John Strauss, son,
Survived by wife.restaurant for ‘some pizza pies to Hollywood,Chicago, May 12.
Winfield A; Sheehan, Rudolph be¬
May 12. Father is an
Survived by wife, two sons and a tide his guests over until break¬ indie publicist.
came advertising director of Fox
DIGGER O’DELL
fast.
daughter.
Film Corp. s He handled publicity
Mr.
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Hugh McPhillips,
H. Brown, 53, better known
Pizzas to the Rescue
for "What Price Glory," "Seventh as John
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of
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Al¬
Heaven’’ and other Fox hits of the sionDigger
screen and stage, died May 16
era. In the mid-20s he directed a following a heart attack in Holly¬ bany projectionist, and widow of the same time as the first course agers; mother' on leave from
onetime legit manager Uly S. Hill, of Yen Shee’s dinner. The pizza "Caesar’s Hour" staff.
nationwide personal appearance wood.
died May 13 in Los Angeles. Sur¬
tour for Tom Mix. Later he was
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Manning,
After numerous character por¬ viving are two sons and a sister. was all right, but the first Chinese
editor of Motion Picture Magazine trayals
course tasted as though the day¬ son, Buffalo, May 7. Father is vo¬
on the Broadway stage,
and advertising manager of RCA O’Dell moved to California in 1942
time Buchwald rather than the calist on "Breakfast at the Shera¬
Photophone Inc,
Joseph. E. Murdock, 66, manager nighttime Yen Shee had prepared ton" show via WBEN.
as a member of the Jack Benny
His wife, son and daughter sur¬ radio
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Month, son,
show. He was also a member of the Ohio Theatre, Mansfield, O., it, Todd took the- first bite, then
vive, of the late Fred Allen’s radio cast for the last four years, died May caustically suggested to Yen Shee Chicago,-May 16. Father is in con¬
tinuity
acceptance dept, of Chi
5
in
that
city.
His
wife
and
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that perhaps he should, also turn in
and played some of the roles in survive.
HERLUF A. PROVENSEN
his white coat. Yen Shee, bowing NBC.
Allen’s Alley. He was one of the
•Mr. and Mrs. Sid Grossfeld,
Herluf A, Provensen, 4B, a for¬ founders of the American Federa¬
happily, took this to mean that per¬
Meyer Kahn, oboist with the Al¬ haps the coat was getting a bit too daughter, Chicago, May 16. Fa¬
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that
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of what seemed to be hundreds of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Newman,
daughter and sister survive.
brother.
corks in all the pockets, Todd son, Hollywood, May 15. Father is
In Memory pf My Devoted Friend
George D. Bowker, 85, retired quickly made it clear that he was general manager of Samuel Goldend Partner Who Departed This
BENNY DACOSCOS
^clarinetist who played with a num- not trying to improve Yen Shee’s wyn Studios.
Life May 21, 1952.
Benny Dacoscos, 50, director of 'ber of top orchs, died May 11 in sartorial getup. Suddenly Todd de¬
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Arnold,
Rest in Peace
the Honolulu .local of the Musi¬ Keene, N. H.
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he was to play for a Cancer
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse B. Wallace,
attack May 14 in Washington.
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Society benefit dance.
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announced
His five brothers all are pro mu¬ of Adam Young station rep. agency, to the other .19 partners in China Father is pianager of the Circle 81
broadcasts of. former President sicians,
Town—that he was not satisfied Drive-In Theatre in that city. ■'
playing at King’s Ballroom, died May 13 in Chicago.
Herbert HoovQr from 1929 to 1933,
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a place Dacoscos had
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for
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Also
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him by padding his guest list from tor on KENS-TV in that city.
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Mr. and Mrs. Pete Pearson, son,
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taurant might have been able to Hollywood, May 15. Father is an
director of an advertising-agency.
HAROLD W. HARTLEY
; Continued from page 54 ;
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From 1937 to 1941, he was a
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May 9. Father is vice president
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transcriptions .for .overseas broad¬ in Bridgeport, Conn.
Frank Linale Ore
Rey Mambo Oro
general
manager of WNDU ra¬
casts. After the war, he returned
bill further, since all the hitch¬ dio-tv properties.
A Saxophonist, Hartley had been
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to NBC. Then he came back to carrying the ball for the local mu¬
hikers, according to Todd, seemed
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Roth Jr.,
Montmartre
Tropicana
Washington to produce radio pro¬ sicians in negotiations with the
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Chavales De Espana
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grams for the Veterans Adminis¬ Connecticut Symphony Orchestra Pedro
champagne than' Todd’s official May 10. Father is WNDU program
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guests.
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Dr. and Mrs. Wolf Schwarz, twin
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Bob McFadden
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when
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at
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open¬
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Mapes Skyroom
thors & Publishers^ he campaigned in the Far East.
ing of the Cannes Film' Festival. Father is v.p. and administrative
Moore
Dennis Day
of the Metro studio.
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Surviving are his wife, son, Patti
Ben Lessy
The Paris Soir, which had been head
Starlets
Mr. and Mrs.’ Ken Errair, son,
was formed, for added copyright daughter and brother*
Johnny Bach
Bill Clifford Oro
most scathing about the picture in Hollywood, May 19.. Mother is Jane
Nite Cap*
protection for cleffers. He was a
New
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Cannes, did a complete about-face. Withers, actress; father is a singer.
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member of the Society since 1922
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore Billy Duke 3
About "80 Days," as he saw it in
Mr, and Mrs. Ben Goffstein,
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Paris in dubbed version, the Soir daughter, Las Vegas, May 16. Fa¬
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the Songwriters Protective Assn. arranger, -died of a heart attack
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said
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is manager of the Riviera
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LEGIT’S HITS, FLOPS & MAYBES
Kazan Prefers ‘New Faces Because
Likes to Work With ‘Hungry’ Actors

Who Switched the Magician’s Gun?
Reference in,Variety recently to the magician’s illusion of stop¬
ping, a fired bullet with the.teeth, which Milbourne Christopher
did Monday (27) on ’’Festival of Magic” (NBC-TV's Producers’
.Showcase)» seems to have originated nearly 100 years ago with
vRobert Houdin,' after whom America’s own Harry Heudini named
hiipself. Alexander Herman (the original Herman the Great) per¬
formed the trick more than 70 years ago. Magician lore mentions
an assistant of Herman (named Bill Robinson) doing the bulletcatch. Another was a Chinese named Chung Ling Soo.
, That a number of magicians died in the execution of the bulletcatch has one piquant anecdote: Seems that a certain illusionist,
who had been careless enough to commit bigamy, died when the
gun Was switched before his act. Did he commit suicide? Did
his wife switch the gun? It was never established, though the
wife was called to the District Attorney’s office for questioning.

Impossible to Book in France
Paris, May 28. ¥
Communists are so Strong in
France today that no American
him Company Would dare to re¬
lease an out-and-out antl-Red pic¬
ture in that country.
; “If we do .this, the exhibitors
wouldn’t book it. any way for fear
.their houses might.be bombed out,”
said one American film executive.
A number or anti-Communist
,iims have either-been blocked in
France, or else have had to be edit¬
ed . to take the Red angle out.
* ‘Bipod Alley” is cited as an ex¬
ample of a picture that had to be
Almost completely reedited before.
Warner Bros, could release it in
France.
Another is “Hell and
‘ >.Iigh Water.”
On one or two isolated occasions,
- the French Government itself has
refused to issue import licenses to
anti-Communist Hollywood films.
Explanation was that they offended
a power friendly to France.
Communist powei^ in France de(Continued on page 66)

Appropriate Title
Richard Tucker, Met Opera
tenor travelling in the Orient
for the State Dept., hit Taipei,
Formosa, during the riots last
week. Tenor staked an impromtu recital for Americans
in hotel dining room.
One song, from the “Judas
Maccabaeus” oratorio, was the
aria, “Sound An Alarm.”

Atomic Reactors
As State Fairs’
Novelty Display

Sinatra’s TV Coin.ta Go .
Into a Trust Fund Fof
Two Kids, Ex-Wife Nancy
Hollywood, May 28.
Chief reason for Frank Sinatra’s
, entry into the weekly tv sweepstakes is-residuals so he can estab¬
lish. trust • funds for his-two chil¬
dren and first wife Nancy. He says
he’s been looking Into it for years
but “it takes longer to get your
money back from pictures in which
you have participation.”
ginatra. ;owns 65% .‘of “Johnny
Concho” which, cpst $364,000 and
has'grossed $1,500,000 to date. ■ He
also owns ’ 25%‘ * OF “Pal Joey”
which- he is • currently making for
Columbia.. .Ha hopes to shoot his
13 musical ty. shows in 13 days or
20 at .the outside. He is working
from .noon, to 8 p.m. on “Joey,”
which, he said will come in two
weeks, ahead of schedule as a re¬
sult. . .
ABC-TY contract is* a record
$3,000,000 for 13 half-hour, musi¬
cals and 13 half-hour dramatic
, shows.. He’ll also host 10 dramatic
^ shows and star-in two specs.

Washington, May 28.
Will the atomic energy reactor,
in small size working model, be¬
come this summer’s show-stopper
at the state fairs?
A disclosure over the weekend
by the Atomic Energy Commission
points the Way to the possibility.
Atomic Energy has licensed
Aerojet-General Nucleonics to put
a low-powered reactor (one-tenth
of a watt size) on the Oklahoma
State Fair Grounds, at Oklahoma
City, June 19-25. This will be dur¬
ing the meeting of the National
Nuclear’Society for Medicine.
When that is qver, the core (the
(Continued on page 63)

By HOBE MORRISON
Quantity rather than quality has
been the keynote of the legit sea¬
son ending this week. The num¬
ber of productions has been slight¬
ly above the average of recent
seasons, but the level of entertain¬
ment has been generally mediocre.
It is probably indicative that the
outstanding event of the Broad¬
way season was the production of a
posthumous play.
As always, the theatre has re¬
mained the creative mainspring
and the Cartier’s showcase of all
show business. As before, also,
Broadway has continued to set the
tone and the standard of legit. The
stage, meaning Broadway, estab¬
lishes the talents, the names and
the material of all entertainment.
As shown in several tabulations
in the L’egit Section, there were
62 productions during the Broad¬
way season ending next Saturday.
(1), The total included five mu¬
sicals and three straight play re¬
vivals at the N. Y. City Center,
plus the return appearance of
Ruth Draper (cut to a single-week
by her death), and the visits of
the Old Vic Co. of London and
the Madeleine Renaud & JeanLouis Barrault troupe of Paris
(each listed as a single item).
An estimate as of last;week in¬
dicated that six already-established
hits had returned a total of $605,000 (plus modest dividends in
some cases). In addition, 14 shows
costing an estimated $2,400,000
have not yet recouped their in¬
vestment (the likelihood in some
cases is any-day-now and in others
probably never).
The perennial harvest of flops
(Continued ’ on page 68)

Estate of George M. Coh^n is
planning a Broadway musical
based on the late showman’s life.
Project is under wraps at the mo¬
ment, but it’s understood that’the
estate has compiled all the mate¬
rial it wants to include in the, show
and is ready to go to work On it.
The production is aimed for next
season.
As a part of the deal, it’s under¬
stood, the estate at the last mo¬
ment held up disk rights to a re¬
cently discovered Cohan tune, “An
Titled - - arranger-conductor-com¬
(Continued on page 10)
poser. Lord. Adrian Foley, one of
the youngest members of the Bri¬
tish House oi Lords, arrives on the
The Devil Semitic?
SS Qiiebri ‘ Elizabeth this week to
huddle • with • Anna ■ Sosenko on a
In the Spanish fihh, “Fauspossible. .AnelOrU.S. professional „ tina,” shown at the Cannes
career. He’ll be "in New York only
film festival, the devil and his
envoys had a ready symbol of
five days from his scheduled ar¬
identification.
rival yesterday (Tues.).
They wore, or carried, a Star
Lord Foley’s show biz moves
of David.
' (Continued on page 10)

British Lord to Parlay
Decorum & Showmanship

-----f

By HY HOLLINGER

Cravat Fatigue

On the basis of his experience
in filming “A Face in the Crowd”
in New York, Elia Kazan contends
that Gotham can become a “Holly¬
wood on the Hudson.” Although
the director-producer doesn’t see a
trend toward shifting film produc¬
tion to the East, he maintains that
New York has the facilities to han¬
dle almost any large-scale produc¬
tion. He points out, for example,
that “Face” required 80 different
sets.
The picture, financed by Warner
Bros., was filmed at the Gold Medal
(formerly Biograph) Studios in the
Bronx and was produced at the
cost of $1,700,000. Filming in N.Y.,
according to Kazan, has many ad¬
vantages, one of the prime ones
being its’“reservoir of new faces.”
Kazan contends that almost
everybody talks about developing
new faces but few people do any¬
thing about it. As for himself, he
prefers to work with fresh talent.
In “Face,” he brings to films for
the first time Andy Griffith and
Lee Remick and also employs such
new faces as Anthony Franciosa
and Walter Matthau,
Kazan said his reason for gam=
bling with new faces is twofold,
“First,” he said, “I get a kick out
of working with people who are
hungry. They’re like young fighters
on their way up. It’s a life or death
struggle for them and they give
their utmost to the role. This qualr
(Continued on page 66)

Las Vegas, May 28.
When Eddie Cantor visited
Donald O’Cpnnor recently and
caught his show at the Sahara,
he was struck by the young
dancing comedian’s fatigue. He
asked O’Connor his age and
was told he was 30./
“I got ties that are older
than that,” Cantor retorted.

The Sheraton Hotels of America
is invading Las Vegas with the
takeover of the Stardust, which
never opened due to gambler Tony
Cornero’s untimely death" at a dice
table in the’Desert^Inn, The Sher¬
aton chain’s entry into the Nevada
resolt is the first “legitiinate” hos¬
telry operation, i.e., as compared
to the sundry independent setups
there, and also, will create some¬
thing of a novelty so far as trying
to operate a largehotel as a
straight hostelry. This paradox is
answered by the fact that, gener¬
ally speaking, the Vegas'hotels are
essentially conveniences “with a.
gambling casino in the back.”
The Stardust will have gambling,
but it will be operated by the Des¬
ert Inn (Wilbur Clark) bunch, and
as for the gamblers—the customers
with “action”—who are usually
“complimented” on ‘their .rooms,
that’s something the Desert Inn
casino syndicate will have to work
out with Sheraton, sihe# the chain
is essentially a straight hotel oper¬
ation. That’s their business, and it
is for that reason that the' casino
is not being operated by them. (In
a measure this parallels the setups
at Nacional Hotel', Havana, which
(Continued on page 62)

Billy Graham’s Decision
For His Namesake—A Song
Billy. Graham, the'.evangelist, fne.t
Billy Graham, the former fighter,
at Madison Square Garden recent¬
ly and it turned into an occasion
for a religioso plug. The former
welterweight contender presented
the evangelist with a'recording of
•hi*’ song, “The Man,’’ which he has
cue for Tiara-Records.
The fighter had written the song
about three years ago, and brought
it to Hy Grill, head of Tiara Rec¬
ords, when Grahajn’s religious cru¬
sade hit New York a couple of
weeks ago*
i

Army Pointing Guns At
Sullivan’s All-GI Show;
‘Rolling Along’ Unit Set
Washington, May 28.
The Army is hoping that at least
one of its men hits the show biz
jackpot again this year on the Ed
Sullivan show of Aug. 11. That
is the show which will feature, as
has been done for the past few
years, a dozen of the top acts from
the All-Army Entertainment Con¬
test.
Big success story to which Army
entertainers point is, of course,
Peter Palmer. He went from his
one-shot-stint on the' Ed Sullivan
Show to a starring role in the
Broadway musical, “Li’l Abner.”
.Number of.. sKow. biz .professionals
were among the winning acts at the
recent All-Army Entertainment
Contest, held at Fort Monmouh,
N. J.
Eleven Army Commands from
all over the world presented their
winners in 11 categories of enter¬
tainment. Meantime-the Army is
sniping up a unit of the winners
which will tour American military
establishments everywhere in the
world. It is slated to leave this
country next month and to keep
going until next February. It will
be the third annual edition* of
“Rolling Along,” the touring'alt
soldier show.
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The 4 Ages of Eddie Cantor
.

- By ABEL GKEEN «j=a.sr.'y.-...;-;

This is one of the best show biz
memoirs yet. And that’s saying
plenty for “Take My Life,” by
Eddie Cantor, who collaborated
with Jane Kesner Ardmore on his
authoritative, anecdotal and factpacked autobiography, (Doubleday;
$3.95).
It’s a richer, mellower,
warmer life to take than the one
the comedian turned out a quar¬
ter of a century ago under the
equally original title, “My Life Is
in Your Hands,” done in collabora¬
tion with David Freedman, his
longtime gagwriter and scripter.
With A1 Jolson, the acknowl¬
edged “king” of show biz, gone,
Cantor alone remains to wear the
mantle of that gigantic group who
have bridged the vaude to video
gap. Certainly hone is more au¬
thoritative. Through the lives and
times of our great American show*men the history of the amusement
Industry has been written, ap¬
praised and projected—each, of
course, from some particularly
Subjective' perspective. But none
packs the authority, stature and
“heart” of Cantor’s professional
and private life.
Parts & Flowers
Cantor's brief intro sets the
showmanly pattern of the book’s
presentation which is in . four
parts; '“The Women in My Life”
(Grandma Esther, Ida Cantor, “les
jgirls,” and Fanny Brice); “The
Men in My Life” (Durante, Berlin,
Jessei, Jolson,. Will Rogers, Ziegfeld, W.J C. Fields, agents, Holly¬
wood producers, notably. B. P.
Schulberg and • Samuel Goldwyn,
and the songsmiths); “The Rest of
My Life” (the five daughters,
audiences, politics and politicians,
radio and television and some of
its personalities, charity); and the
brief Part 4, titled “The Best of
My Life,” is a personal philosophy
on life and the pursuit of health
and happiness, stripped of the rat
race for wealth and personal pres¬
tige.
‘Have I Ever Made It?’
Most distinguishing about “Take
My Life” is the flashback technique
pre-Oct. 1, 1952, when an ambu¬
lance is wheeling a star comedian
from Hollywood’s El Capitan The¬
atre, a victim of a heart attack, to
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital. “What
have I lived for, really?”' Cantor
muses in the introductory: “I made
Up my mind years ago that I’d be
a man long after I was through
as an entertainer. But have I made
it? Have I ever made it?”
The Cantor saga allays the com¬
edian’s soliloquy. Interlarded with
his professional struggle to scale
the Ziegfeld heights, the conquest
of Hollywood, the top ratings on
radio, are the human welfare
achievements of the children he
succored from Nazi Germany, the
March of Dimes tag which he
coined, the boys’ camp. Then there
are his strong family ties with Ida,
the five daughters, and that won¬
derfully spartan Grandma Esther.
Cantor’s rich career, familiar to
almost any Americn adult, swung
the full pendulum from the hardy
struggle for, existence into the big-

-

time, legit, pix, radio, tv and all its
financial, personal apd professional
rewards and encomiums. And also
itss 1929 debacle when Wall Street
laid that infamous egg.
Grandma & The Follies
Grandma Esther Kantrowitz,
whose name the comedian adopted
and modified, was 62 when she incontinued on page 10)

Directors Guild Solace To
Fellini; Slighted When
His Producers Honored
Hollywood, May 28.
Charging Federico Fellini, direc¬
tor of “La Strada” was slighted in
1957 Oscar derby which failed to
name him, Screen Directors Guild
will bestow upon Italian its first
annual award for “best direction”
of a foreign film. Fellini will fly
here from Italy. for presentation
award June 7 at annual SDG mem¬
bership meeting.
Guild declared Academy’s slight
seemed "particularly pointed” since
both of film’s producers, Carlo
Pont! and Dino de Laurentiis, were
awarded oscars.
Guild, according to board direc¬
tors, “will stand ready” in.future
to “protect” members of direc¬
torial craft from “being slighted or
bypassed where creative achieve¬
ment is concerned.”
Guilds said
award to Feilini constitutes no re¬
flection on Oscars to producers .but
rather “corrective measure” of
tendency to overlook or minimize
director's role in production.

Ramsay Ames’ Madrid TV
Show, Hispano Novelty
Madrid, May 27.
Ramsey Ames, one-time Holly¬
wood film 'star who still works in
Hispano-American and local lingo
productions, and longtime resident
here, is starting June 4 on the
Spanish network with an interviewgossip television show. This is a
departure for Iberian tv.
Network openly states it wants
Miss Ames to' accent the SpanishAmerican rapport; show biz per¬
sonalities, the press, notables, et
al., will be invited for the interview
stuff. Local news and show biz
gossip will also be part of her
format.
Miss Ames has been longtime
Variety correspondent here, along
with 'Hank Werba who covers the
broader trade news aspects.

Dropsie College Confers
Degree on Gen. Sarnoff

■Philadelphia, May 28.
Hope of eventual establishment
of peace in the Middle East, with
the nations there forming 'a fed¬
eration of 'independent nations
somewhat on the pattern of the
P.an American. Union, was voiced
by Brig, General David Sarnoff,
chairman of the board of the Radio
Corp. of America.
Gen. Sarnoff made his senti¬
ments known in ah address at the
Founder’s Day exercise at Dropsie
College of Hebrew and Cognate
Learning. The college conferred
an honorary degree of Doctor of
Laws' upon Gen. Sarnoff. In his
address, the RCA board chairman
also decried the growing gulf be¬
tween fundamental and applied
knowledge.'
“In consequence,” he pointed
out, “there have been serious
lapses in the fundamental knowl¬
edge from which technical accom¬
plishments flow.”

Dm Careys Hoax
Enrages Germans
Frankfurt, May 28,
An exceptionally unfriendly Ger¬
man press has resulted from an
alleged “kidnaping” hoax /of .Hol¬
lywood actor Tim Carey, who’s sup¬
posed to be filming for Kirk Doug¬
las in “Paths of Glory” now being
shot in Munich.
Carey disappeared last weekend,
with German criminal police being
put on the trail, and German fire¬
men dragging, a stream near where
he was last seen on the supposi¬
tion that he might have drowned.
He turned up a few days later in
a suburb of Munich, bound and
gagged and “found” by a young
German bqy along a roadside.'
Meanwhile, work had s'topped on
the film as studio officials searched
hospitals, • airports, ’ train stations.His story was originally that he’d
been kidnapped, beaten, drugged
and dropped off the road, but he
later admitted it was a- publicity
stunt that backfired.
German police started a full inj
vestigation of the incident, German
firemen demanded to be paid for
the expense of the stream search,
and finally, Jim Harris, who is pro¬
ducing the film, fired Carey for
his eccentric behavior.
Picture got a lot of publicity for¬
merly when Adolphe Menjou’s
elaborate wardrobe was stolen,
and later found at the home of a
workman who’d taken it while
Menjou was out.

Irish Fest’s Italo Opera

Dublin, May. 28.
Donizetti’s., “Daughter of the
Regiment” and Rossini’s “The
Italian Girl in Algiers” have been
set as star performances at Wex¬
ford Opera Festival, Oct. 26-Nov. 3
Washington, May 28.
by Festival Director Tom W^lsh.
A post-dated “happy birthday”
Guest stars have yet to be set, message by Irving Berlin, was
|3but Peter Ebert has been anchored placed in the Congressional Record
as producer for one of two operas. the past week by Rep. Lonard Farbstein (D., N.Y.). The songwriter’s
birthday was on May 11.
“We have all sung, listened to,
5/2?
and enjoyed the music of the great
composer of our times, Irving Ber¬
lin,” said Farbstein. “I am cer¬
tain that my , colleagues join me
In wishing Mr. Berlin manjr years
of continued good, health so that
he may continue to enrich the
Subscription Order Form
world with-his music.
. “W« of Manhattan’s lower East
Side are. particularly proud of Ir¬
ving
Berlin since he is. a product
Enclosed find check for $
i of that area—a local boy who made
good.”

Congressional Record
Sings Belated Song For
Irving Berlin’s Birthday
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Pinkerton s Suspicions Proviso
Washington, May 28.
Library of Congress has just been presented with seven volumes
of the letters and papers of Allan Pinkerton, founder of the de¬
tective agency.
These may be consulted, Library announced, “providing their
contents will not be used for a. book, play, movie, or tv or radio
script dealing with the Pinkerton family or Pinkerton Detective
Agency, without first obtaining permission from a specified officer
Of Pinkerton’s'•National Detective Agency, Inc.’*

BMI’s Feminine Touch
Distaffers Now Comprise One-Sixth of Its
Cleffer Roster
-—~

-—c---4-

Yon Stroheim’s Longtime
Friend, Denise Vernac,
Now Editing His Memoirs
By THOMAS QUINN CURTISS'
Paris, May 20.
The little village of Maurepas,
some 25 miles outside of Paris, be¬
came a show biz hub on the occa¬
sion of the services for* the late
Erich von Stroheim, who died at
71 following a long illness,. The
chateau which he long occupied, is
now the base of operations of De¬
nise Vernac, French actress and .his
longtime friend, who wjill complete
editing the veteran film actOrwtiter-producer-director’s memoirs
for which there is jvide interest.
Cynda Glenn, a longtime friend,
and the first American musicomedy
star in a Folies Bergere, is resid¬
ing with her while von Stroheim’s
affairs are put in shape.
The funeral of von Stroheim
drew most of the leading figures of
the Ffench’theatrical world. Mau. (Continued on page 75)

LEGIT’S MONY DALMES
MAPS CAFE THRUSHING
Paris, May 27.
Mony Dalmes, of the Comedle
Francoise, known professionally
only as a dramatic actress, surprised
by singing over the local radio, and
is apparently serious about the
chanteuseing as a career. Francois
Dupre, president of the Hotel
George V and Plaza Athene, who
also has .an interest in the Hotel
Ritz, Montreal, has given her an
open-date booking at the Canadian
hostelry next winter.
^
Miss Dalmes, who is studying
English with an eye to the Broad¬
way legit stage, realizes that the
language hurdle is most easily
overcome in the boites and when
she clicked on the air'she decided
to pursue it even more seriously.
She performed at the Maxim's gala
tonight (Tues.), the Vaudables' and
Maurice Chevalier's counterpart of
the WalJbrf-Astoria’s “April In
Paris” ball in New York.
Inci¬
dentally, Miss Dalmes is the wife
of Claude C.. Philippee, veepee of
the Waldorf, and commutes to
Gotham between her Comedie
Francaise commitments.

According to a Broadcast Music
Inc. survey, femmes now make up
one-sixth the BMI writer roster
with tunes - oOvering the < music
fields of calypso, rock ’n' roll, pop,
folk, operatic and concert.
The new techniques of-peddling
songs in Tin Pan Alley and tech¬
nological advances in the homes
are reasons given for the femme
move-in by the BMI survey. Song¬
writers now can peddle their songs
via long distance through the
means of tape recording- or demon¬
stration records instead of having
to make the hr-person rounds of
publishing' offices as in the old
days. And the advent of dishwash¬
ing machines and ready-cooked
meals have given the hausfrau
more leisure time to spend toying
around with tunes.
Amofig BMI’s femme writers are
Chilton. Price, author of “Slow¬
poke” and “You Belong to Me;”
She’s Mrs, Roberta. Price, moth¬
er of a 19-year-old daughter.
There’s .also James L. McCoy, oc¬
casional pseudonym of Rose Marie
McCoy, who authored “If I May,”
“Don’t Be Angry”' and “Little by
Little.” And there’s Dorcas .Coch¬
ran (“I Get Ideas,” “Here,” “Sud¬
denly”); Alicia Carolyn Evelyn
(“Pepper Hot Baby”), Mae Boren
Axton (“Heartbrealc Hotel”), and
Jennie Lou Carson (“Let Me Go,
Lover”). Many of the femme cleffers originally get their tunes pub¬
lished by small local firms. If
there’s any indication of noise the
big N. Y. houses, such as Hill &
Range buy ’em up.
In the serious music field, BMI
has Peggy Glafiville-Hicks, com¬
poser of “Transposed Heads”
based on the Thomas Mann work
which was commissioned and per¬
formed on tv in - connection with ’
the Louisville Symphony Orches-,
tra American Music project. She’s'
now working on an opera based on
Robert Graves' - novel . “Homer’s
Daughter.”

Belle Baker Teleplay?
Harry Steinman, husband-man¬
ager of singer Fran Warren, is cur¬
rently conferring with Herbert
Baker, writer-son of the late Belle
Baker, on a video script based on
the life of the singer who died sev¬
eral weeks ago.
Herbert would do the teleplay
with Miss Warren likely to act the'
role of Miss Baker.
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Caracas, May 28.
A vampire bat bit Jackie
Jones’ toe right through the
mosquito net as she slept in a
chinchorrp (knit hammock) in
Canaima during the filming of
“Tierra Magica.” Canaima is
a camp in the Venezuelan
guayana named after the In¬
dian vengance god.
The film’s English title is
“Magic Land” and is the first
CineihaScope to be produced
in Venezuela. It will be in
Eastman '.Color, directed by
Valentine J?alamano (whose'
last name xiieans “give the
hand”), jointly' produced by
Tiuna films of 'Caracas and
Elvi Film bf Rome.
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Blank: Tm Tired FigaPi III
A. H. Blank, who’s retiring as active head of , t H\- ks Theatres,
states the reason for his bowout is he's "tired <■: ^ghting the dis¬
tributors.” In New York last week, the 78-yea; ^id veteran made
the crack in ki^ldin'g-on-the-square fashion.
But in any ievent he’s'readying for a trip around the world and
is leaving the job of running his theatres to “younger people?’
He’s continuing as chairman of Tri-States and as a board member
of American Broadcasting-Paramount .Theatres, of which the Des
Moines circuit is a subsidiary.

FILM
Eric Johnston s EXPERIMENTAL
CONTEST FOR BRUSSELS
Contract at MPAA
Extended to 1964
Motion picture company presi¬
dents last week extended Eric
Johnston’s contract as head of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America
for another three years, although
It still had four years to run. Mean¬
ing he’a now tied to MPAA until
1964.
While Johnston, who is paid
$150,000 a year by MPAA, eschews
the cloak of mystery that his- pred¬
ecessor, the late Will H. Hays;
loved so well, much of his activity
Is out of public view. It takes the
form of maintaining contact will
all divisions of official Washington,
governors and individual state law¬
makers. His organizational team
does the spade work and when it
comes time for the final stroke—
perhaps a call to a governor-—
Johnston is the one who makes the
connection.
MPAA has a network of lobby¬
ists extending from Washington to
around the country. Their work is
of the “legislative liaison” variety
and no one in an official position
talks about it. But they are lobby¬
ists who are alert to new legisla¬
tion, who promote laws favorable
to Hollywood and discourage un¬
favorable ones. Johnston , runs the
show, stepping in when the weight
of his office is required.
Johnston, of course, also holds
the reins On the increasingly im¬
portant film deals abroad. It’s in
this area mainly that the film com¬
panies Have come to rely upon
MPAA and its sister organization,
, Motion Picture. Export Assn, of
America. The money coming in
from .foreign territories represents
nearly 50% of the Yank companies'
total gross business and it's indeed
(Continued on page 22)

LOEW’S QUEST FOR EXEC
VEEP; VOGEL INTERVIEWS
Loew’s Inc. prexy Joseph R. Vo¬
gel is continuing his search for a
major corporate officer who would
probably have the title of executive,
vice president. Vogel acknowledged
this week that he has had conver¬
sations with a number of men who
might fill the post, but he empha¬
sized that no decision has been
made.
“We have been discussing vari¬
ous things,” Vogel said. “Perhaps
in the next few weeks we will
make an important decision.
Of
course, we will continue our ef¬
forts to find more executive tal¬
ent.”
From another source it was
learned that Loew’s is consider¬
ing the retention of a top executive
from outside^the picture business.
The man being weighed for the
post is s?id to have a Wall Street
and a financial background.

SOVIET FILM DUBBEb
Cannes Winner, ‘The Forty-First’
Has English Track
“The Forty-First,” a Soviet color
film which won the special award
for “best scenario, quality and
grandeur” at the • recent Cannes
Film Festival, has its American
preem June 15 at the Cameo Thea¬
tre, N.Y. Picture marks the first
time, a Soviet import has been
dubb.ed into English.
Cameo print, however, will have
English titles according to Artkino
Pictures, the film’s distributor.

Hollywood, May 28.
Invitations to a competition de¬
signed to. select -the best experi¬
mental film in the world are being
extended, to Hollywood producers
by Jacques Ledoux, curator of the
Belgian Film Library who is here
on a visit. The Library will con¬
duct the competition which will be
staged as part of the Brussels’
World Fair to be held next year.
Contest offers two prizes of
$10,000 and $5,000 and is open to
professional and amateur alike.

Execs Can Say;
‘We Do, Too, Own
Our Own Stock’

N8C DIRECT DEAL Public Won t Buy Cheap Tofl-TV
ON GERMAN PIC Pix; Must Be in $2,500,000 Class
. NBC's use/Of several scenes from
a film depicting the attempt of sev¬
eral German officers to assassinate
Hitler has. “destroyed the boxoffice
appeal and value .of the entire pic¬
ture.” That’s contention of Jewel
Productions Inc. which yesterday
(Tues.) brought a $500,000 damage
suit against the network in N. Y.
Supreme Court.
*
Picture in question is “Es
Geschah Am 20 Juli” (It Hap¬
pened on July 20). Exclusive dis¬
tribution rights to the Germanmade film in the U. S. and Canada,
it's asserted, were acquired by
Jewel from Neue Film ..Verleih,
G.MvB.H., under a. five-year agree¬
ment inked on Aug. 25, 1955. Jewel,
incidentally, is one of several cor¬
porations headed by importer-dis¬
tributor Samuel Cummins.
Action charges that NBC, after
failing to negotiate a deal for the
desired footage with Jewel, suc¬
cessfully dickered with Neue Film,
These scenes, complaint states, por¬
trayed the planting of a bomb by
conspirators who sought to murder
Hitler and were later televised by
the defendant net as part of an
hour-long filmed documentary en¬
titled “The Twisted Cross.”
In papers filed by attorney Ber¬
nard Margolis, Jewel maintains
that the sale of the bomb se¬
quences by Neue Film “was in¬
duced by. NBC” and also repre¬
sented a breach of its fiye-year dis¬
tribution pact. Until the March
14, 1956, NBC-TV Project 20 tele¬
cast of “Cross,” suit claims, the
German import “would have ac¬
quired wide interest, large audi¬
ences and big profits” in the U. S.

And Have Theatre Values: Small

MGM BRITISH STUDIO
JOINS NEW FEDERATION
London, May 28^
MGM British Studio has become
member of the Federation of Brit¬
ish Film Makers, the recently
formed break-away body from the
British Film Producers’ Assn.
Founder members of the Federa¬
tion are Charter Film Productions,
Ealing Films, Ivan Foxwell Pro¬
ductions, Warwick Film Produc¬
tions and Launder and Gilliat
Productions.

RKOVJoan Arc
Reviving Ahead
Of UA’s ‘St. Joan

RKO is heading for market with
a reissue of “Joan of Arc,” 1948 re¬
Film company stockholders, who
lease produced by ‘Walter Wanger
frequently beef about small
with Ingrid Bergman in the title
amounts of stock held by officers
role. The scheduling could have it
and directors of the outfits, are in
that the entry will be playing in
for a rude awakening.
many areas ahead of Otto Premin¬
Data compiled by U.S. News &
ger’s newly completed “Saint
.World Report show that officials
Joan.” Whether the re-release of
of picture corporations bought $2,the RKO picture could, hurt the
374,751 worth of their respective
new Preminger picture remains to
security issues and sold only_$4,be
seen.
892 worth. This was in the perioa
RKO is planning to open “Joan
from Jan. 11 to April 10, 1957.
of Arc”'in Cuba next month in what
Of all industries, the pix biz
are said to be test engagements,
record is exceeded only by the
tests in that the outcome will de¬
autos and trucks field. Execs in
termine the extent of reissue
the latter had purchases of $5,027,throughout the entire foreign mar¬
796 and sales of $2,007,999.
Great casting break is in store ket.
Purchases do not include stock
for an unknown actor, if the proper
taken on via exercise of options.
Film company, while having
one can be found. William Wyler dropped domestic facilities, still
has a deal with Metro to direct maintains its foreign distribution
“Ben Hur” on condition that he and setup and has been helping to sus¬
the film company can come upon tain this with a flock of reissues.
someone for the title role who'will .“Joan of Arc” could create some
be mutually acceptable.
intra-trade friction because of the
SGope and importance of the role stake Preminger and United Art¬
are reflected in the budget. As it’s ists have in their “Saint Joan.”
now plotted the picture will cost
The Wanger-RKO version is ah
Rift between Stanley Warner over $9,000,000. It’s to be done in
adaptation of Maxwell Anderson’s
Corp. and Cinerama Inc. became 65m with Sam Zimbalis't as pro¬ “Joan of Lorraine.”
Preminger
more pronounced when the board ducer.
*"
ptc is taken from G. Bernard Shaw.
of directors of the latter firm
failed to reelect David Fogelson, a
Stanley executive; as a corporate
officer. Fogelson had been secre¬
tary of Cinerama Inc.
Stanley Warner owns 31% of Pre-Holiday Dip; '80 Day*’ First Again, '10 CV 2d,
the stock of Cinerama Inc., mak¬
.'Designing’ 3d, ‘Wonders,’ 'Desk’ Next
ing it the largest single stock¬
holder.
At v the recent annual
It’s the week before the Memo¬ waiting . for Memorial Day to
meeting of Cinerama Inc., SW
failed' to send a single representa¬ rial Day holiday session, and most launch new pix „is the dearth of
tive with proxy authority and, .as exhibitors are just coasting with new product launched in current
a result, ‘ Cinerama Inc. barely their current product. Net result session,. aside from “Monkey On
is a very spotty b.o. appearance Back” and “Little Hut.” .“Battle
managed to obtain a quorum.
Named as officers of Cinerama around the country in key cities Hell” (DCA), good in Frisco, is one
Inc. were Hazard E. Reeves, presi¬ covered by Variety, with bulk of of few newies.
“Untamed Youth” (WB) is doing
dent; Wentworth D, Fling, execu¬ strength centered in longrun, re¬
particularly. tame trade this week,
tive v.p.; Grant Leenhouts, v.p. served-seat pix.
Still
pacihg
the
field
is
“Around
only
one good session being report¬
in charge of production, and John
H. Hartley, treasurer and secre¬ World in 80 Days” (UA) although ed out of some seven. “China
it
boasts
few
new
preems.
Most
of
Gate”
(20th) is rated okay in St.
tary.
new playdates for the Mike Todd Louis but not elsewhere currently.
opus are skedded for later this “Boy on Dolphin,” also from 20thweek or early in June. “10 Com¬ Fox, shapes good in L.A. and Philly.
mandments” (Par) again is copping
"For Whom Bells Toll” (Par) (re¬
second position. Cecil B. DeMille issue), brisk in Louisville, is wow
epic even went across nicely where in Toronto. “Beyond Mombasa”
moved to a second house after ex¬ (Col) is rated okay in Louisville.
The S. S. CHristian Radich, tended-runs in sam.e city.
“Young Stranger” (U) looms good
whose 17,500-mile voyage was fol¬
“Designing Woman” (M-G) is fin¬ in Balto.
lowed for the filming of Louis de ishing third, with “Seven Wonders
“Kronos” (20th) shapes solid In
Rochemont's “Ginemiracle Adven¬ of World” (Cinerama) in fourth Chi. “Way To Gold” (20th) is rated
ture” arrived In New York Harbor spot. “Desk Set” (20th) is copping good in Louisville. “Spirit of St.
yesterday (Tues.). The vessel, a fifth place. “Bachelor Party” (UA) Louis” (WB) still is okay in Min¬
three-masted square rigger of the is moving up to sixth position neapolis.
Norwegian naval "and merchant while “Monkey On Back” (UA) just . “Deadly Mantis” (U) looks okay
marine training program, left Oslo out in release, is taking seventh in K.C., but is moderate in Cleve¬
last December.
land. “Quiet Man” (Rep), out on
money.
On its arrival, the ship was
“Little Hut” (M-G), also compar¬ reissue, came through big in
greeted with a typical N. Y. Har¬ atively new, is landing in eighth Boston.
“Tarzan and Lost Safari” (M-G)
bor reception consisting of .fire- spot. “Public Pigeon No. 1” (U) is
boats, helicopters, U.S. Naval ves¬ winding up ninth while “This is heading for a fair take in Den¬
sels, ship whistles and welcoming Could Be Night” (M-G) is 10th. ver. “Abandon Ship” (Col), play¬
dignitaries. The hoopla was filmed “Funny Face” (Par) long high on ing in some five keys, is Okay only
by de Rochemont for inclusion in list, and “Garment Jungle” (Col) in Detroit.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
the first picture to be filmed in the are the runner-up pix.
Indicative of how exhibi arg Papes 8-9),
newCinemiracle process.

Unknown Ben Hur,
If Hes Uncovered

Cinerama Drops Fogelson
From Its Directorate As
Stanley Feud Goes On

National Boxoffice Survey

CINEMIRACLE SHIP
SAILS INTO GOTHAM

9

Hollywood, May 28.
Junk is junk no matter where'
you buy it—and the public isn’t
going to spend money for hometoll television product that it
wouldn’t buy in theatres. In fact,
according to Edward Small—
Hollywood’s only topline producer
now an important figure in both
media—“the only kind of pictures
they’ll -pay for In television will
oe the kind of Class A picture now
being made for theatres, the kind
that cost around $2,50Q,000.”
Anything else, Small , believes,
will re shunned at any price. -His
theories are based both on 34
years as a theatrical producer and
as board chairaian of Television
Programs of America,. 4one of the
foremost distribs of * syndicated
film.
Furthermore,
Small believes,
producers can’t afford to “cheat”
in making films for television
showings since the product will ul¬
timately. wind up as a theatrical
entry in other countries of the
world. And the world market "has
assumed such importance that no
producer would want to shoot only
for the prospect of a quick return
domestically on toll-tv.
In a sense, he concludes, Holly¬
wood will still be making pix for
theatres even though the immedi¬
ate avenue of= release would be
pay-see tv. .
Small estimates that, at the
most, Hollywood can only turn out
(Continued on page 75)

HarEng-Rembuscb
See Govt, Courts
Outlawing Pay-TV
Anti pay-tv exhibitor groups-, as
represented by the Joint Commit¬
tee on Toll TV, have renewed their
attack on the medium and state em¬
phatically that the Congress and
the courts “will find that pay tv is
unconstitutional on more than one
ground.”
According to a statement issued
by Theatre Owners of America for
the Joint Committee On Toll TV,
headed by Philip F. Harling and
Trueman T. Rembusch, the com¬
mittee co-chairman after conferring
with the group’s counsel, Marcus
Cohn, strongly feel that the Fed¬
eral Communication Commission
“erred” and “that it has' no power
or authority to permit pay tv; that
pay tv is not broadcasting;, and that
it can never be in the public in¬
terest because it is hot broadcast¬
ing.”
The committee points out that in
light of FCC Commissioner Rich¬
ard Mack's “provisional concur¬
rence” that the basic question still
to be determined is whether home-,
toll video is in the public interest,
Congress and the courts, whose
province is to rule on the legality
(Continued on page 22)

'MISS HEAVENLY BODY'
It’s

Cyd Charisse And
Playing Planetarium

She’s

Philadelphia, May 28.
Cyd Charisse will be guest of
honor Wednesday night (5), at the
launching of two new scientific
productions in the ' Fels Planeta¬
rium of the Franklin Institute.
•One show will be based on a
model of Project Vanguard, the
rocket that will take up the earth
satellite. The other will be the
opening of Our Town’s Satellite
Station, one of the largest in a
chain across the United States.
Miss Charisse’s presence has
been arranged by the Institute and
the local MGM p.r. man, Ed Gallner. because of her Hollywood sou*
briquet “Miss Heavenly Body,”

MCTmis
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Monaco Sees ‘Enropean Market’
Boon to Co-Producing Between
Home, May 28. 4
Eitel
Monaco,' president
of
ALLEGED 'LIFT* SETTLED
ANICA, the Italian producer-dis¬
tributor organization, maintains
that the “Common European Mar¬ Stern Sued On .Wald-Produced
’Damned Don’t Cry’
ket1’ will be of primary benefit to
production in that it will stimulate
An infringement suit brought by
coproduction between European
writer Michael Stern against War¬
countries.
• “Our attendance in Italy is ris¬ ners was settled and discontinued
ing,” Monaco said here this 'week. last week according to papers fifed
“We need the American films, but in N. Y. Federal Court. Terms of
we also need good European films. the settlement was undisclosed.
I don’t believe that; when there are Action claimed that the defend¬
more of the latter, that the number ant’s 1950 release-, “The Damned
of American films in Italy will Don’t Cry,”'was lifted from Stern’s
True Magazine story, “Who Is Vir¬
change substantially.”
ginia Hill?” which he wrote prior
Monaco complained of two things to 1948,
Stern now resides in
An re the American, industry: (1)’ Rome. Settlement figure is re¬
That the Americans weren’t produc¬ ported at $3,500.
ing enough films in Italy, as they
Stern, who sued for an injunc¬
had “promised” they would on an tion and an accounting, asserted
individual company basis. (2) That that Fawcett Publications, publish¬
the~ Motion Picture- Export Assn, ers of True,, assigned him all
had failed to live up to its/prom¬ rights in the “Hill” story after Its
ise so far to “withdraw” a substan¬ publication in True. The Warner
tial number of old pictures from picture,- produced by Jerry Wald,
circulation an the Italian market.
starred Joan Crawford and David
It’s pointed out in American in¬ Brian.
It was screenplayed by
dustry circles in Italy that the Harold Medford and Jerome We id■Italians themselves also had not man frpm a story by Gertrude
withdrawn any-' great number of Walker.
.oldies, , as they had said they would.
“We have between 1,500 and
2,000 old films around that need to
be withdrawn,” said Monaco. “So
far, the American companies have
withdrawn only 300. There are en¬
tirely too many reissues on the mar¬
ket. We don’t mind the new films
.being released.” He said , that the I . More than 300 motion picture
Italian take from film exports had and amusement industry execs last
risen to $12,000,000- in 1956 from week* contributed in. excess of
$500,000 to the United Jewish Ap$10,000,000 in 1955.
“As long as our. export revenues Deal’s 1957 campaign and special
■hold iip, we’re happy,” the ANICA Emergency ' Rescue Fund at the
prexy jsaid. . “The problems will group’s annual luncheon held at
come should our export earnings the Park Lane Hotel, N.Y. Event
decline.*’ . He stressed the-need to honored Robert S. Benjamin,
strengthen
Italian
production, board, chairman of United Artists,
which he denied was in^ crisis, for his “dynamic leadership in
ahd complained of the “unfair ad¬ nearly every philanthropic endeav¬
vantage” of American producers or supported by our craft.”
Largest single contributor was
over -their European _ colleagues
since the lifting of the Federal ad¬ Paramount, prexy Barney Balaban
who gave $30,000 to the regular
missions tax in the States.
Monaco held that too many campaign plus $8,500 for the em¬
“small” pictures were being shown ergency fund. Louis Phillips, Par
at film festivals, but stressed that v.p.-general counsel, donated $15,$5,000,
respectively.
the character of the Venice festival 000 and
Would definitely be on the artistic Among other donors were Herman
Robbins;
total,
of
$10,500;
Abe
rather than the commercial side.
“We shall recognize a good picture Montague, $6,000, and Benjamin
with
$5,000
for
the
emergency
even if it does not look like a big
fund.
money-maker,” he maintained.
Benjamin, who recently returned
from a visit to Israel, cited social
and economic improvements he had
seen in the new land that were
made possible by the gifts of more
fortunate Jews. Luncheon, over
which UA v.p. Leon Goldberg plysided, also saw Balaban present
Bpnjamin with a handcrafted sil¬
Hollywood, May 28.
ver-bound bible -made in Israel, a
Patrick Ford has been named gift from industry friends and asproduction veepee of C. V. Whit¬ socates.
Emergency Rescue Fund, UJA
ney Pictures Inc., in a reorganiza¬
tion of the company that moves exec-v.p. Herbert A. Friedmap/said,
former production veepee Merian Will save at least 100,000 Jewish
C Cooper over to take charge of refugees for a life of freedom in
scientific research, and develop¬ Israel. Most of those to be aided,
ment. Ford currently is producing he added, are Victims • of oppres¬
“The Missouri Traveler,” second sion in Poland and Egypt, Goal
of the fund is $10d,00Q,0O0.
on the firm’s program.
As part of the firm’s reorganiza¬
Europe to Ni Y.
tion, Edward H. Boerger was
elected treasurer of the company
Claire Bloom- ■
in addition tp his duties as con¬
Charles Boasberg ;
troller. .
Saul H. Bourne '
A. Stephen Ciugg
Lord Adrian Foley
Fred riift
Lou Levy
Bruce McClure
Charles B. Moss
Audie Murphy
Stratford, Qnt., Mdy 28.
Jerry Pickman
“Twelfth Night” will be filmed
Leonard W. Schneider
by Leonid Kipnis, who made “Oedi¬
Harry Secombe
pus Rex” last year with the Shaken
Lou Walters
speare Festival cast. This time it
George Weltner
will be headed by Siobhan Mc¬
Douglas Willis
Kenna and Christopher Plummer.
Project depends on success of
L. A. to N. Y.
stage performance.
Other show
this summer, “Hamlet” (Plummer
Theodore Bikel
in title role) will not be considered
Phil Cohan
for filming so soon after Laurence
Sandra Dee
*
Olivier’s.
June Havoc
Tyrone Guthrie, who helmed
Katharine Hepburn
“OedipUs” here and on screen, will
Larry Jonas
do the same for “Twelfth Night.”
Karl Malden
Erin O’Brien Authors League of America, fol¬
Mary Pickford
lowing its recent National Assem¬
Charles (Buddy) Rogers
bly (first writers convention), has
Eva Marie Saint
retained Lynn Farnol on annual
Andrew Stone
fee to handle publicity.
i Lawrence Weingarten.

300 Amusement Industry
Execs Pony Up $i-Mil
Donation at UJA Lunch

Patrick Ford New Veep
At Whitney Productions;
Cooper Into Research

CANADA’S STRATFORD
TO FILM‘12TH NIGHT’

UA’ft RomanFuture
Rome; May 28.
United Attista and itif.local
releasing firm, Dear Film,
have re-pacted for a lony term
via a .new agreement signed
here in Rome today by Arnold
Picker arid Charles Smadja,
for -UA, and Robert Haggiag
for Dear Film.
It's believed new pact not
•only:callsvfor a continuation,
of previous releasing arrange-ments between the two com¬
panies, but also covers a future
program of co-production in
this country.

40% Jump In
fi-Mos. Net At
• Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.’ net income for
the first six 'months of the current
fiscal year increased by 40%, jump¬
ing to $2,630,000 as compared with
$1,863,000 for the corresponding
period of the previous year.
For the six months ended March
2, 1957,- the net profit was equiva¬
lent to $1.43 per share on the 1,828,696 • shares of stock outstanding.
For the same stanza of 1956,. the
profit equalled 75c per share on the
2,474,247 shares then outstanding.
Income from -film rentals, sales,
etc.,.for the first half of the present
fiscal period amounted to $39,744,0Q0 as compared with the $37,587,000 from the same sources for the
corresponding period of last year.
Prexy Jack L. Warner reported
to stockholders that the company
hair acquired in the open market
47,000 shares of its common stock
at a cost of $1,183,000 and that
there are now 686,351 shares held
in the treasury.
The balance sheet of the com¬
pany, according to Wamer,\“continues to indicate a strong finan¬
cial position, with net working cap¬
ital of $42,199,000 including cash of
$12,300,000.”
He disclosed, too,
that there has been na increase in
the $7,00.0,000 bank loand under
the $20,000,000 term bank credit.
Based on operations for March
and April, the company, anticipates
that the profit for the third quar¬
ter ending June 1, 1957, will be
approximately the sairie as the cor¬
responding quarter last year.
“Prospects appear promising for
the future due to. the release of
many important pictures already
completed, or in various stages of
production,” Warner reported. He
added that the earnings of the com¬
pany’s music division continue their
■upward trend.

Peggy Phillips9 U.S. Sale
Peggy Phillips, story editor of
Sapphire Films, planes to London
this weekend after a visit to New
York. While here she sold her orig¬
inal play and screen adaptation of
“Kelly”' to Lanturn Productions,'
Lana Turner’s independent outfit.
Miss Phillips is a former Broad¬
way pressagent.
^
Exploit Films Inc. authorized to
conduct a motion picture business
in New York, with capital stock of
200 shares, no par value. Gold¬
stein, Golembock & Bareli, filing
attorneys.

N. Y. to Europe
Samuel Barber
JUlius Bing .
' Miltb'n Blackstone
Ben Bodne
Julian Carrillo
Ralph Cohn
Noel Coward.
Deep River Boys
Eddie Fisher,
Erroll Flynn
Lynn Fontanne
Alice Ghostley
Abel Green
Ed Kirkeby
Arthur Kober
Janet Lauren
Howard Lindsay
Alfred Lunt
Felice Orlandl
Debbie Reynolds
Hubbell Robinson Jr.
Jpan Sinclaire
Irving Start
Dorothy Stickney
A. J. G. Strengholt
Monique Van Vooren

N.Y, to l. A.
Claude Binyon
Donald Buka
Mary Fickett
Ralph Wheelwright
William Wyler
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I AuthorsLeagne on‘Freodom’

::
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“Freedom to Write” credo of the Authors League of America is
currently in the mails for a full referendum of the membership ah
though already approved by the officers,, and councils of the two component guilds and read aloud and endorsed at the recent National
Assembly of Authors & Dramatists in New York. No difficulty is
anticipated as to the vote. *The text follows:

^‘FREEDOM TO WRITE”

,

I. The United" States of America
The aim, and often the effect,
wa$ born in the belief that free¬ of these censorship actions Is to
dom is the essence of life, and expunge certain writings and writ¬
that .freedom to write is the es¬ ers from the life of the commu¬
sence of the life of the mind. Our nity by denying the public any ac¬
nation has grown and prospered cess to them. The public has no
voice in the decision. The censors
in that belief.
While the Ideal, and the govern¬ impose their own Potions tig to
ing principle," is complete"freedom, what the people shall not read; Or
- the American people have consid¬ hear, or see.
ered that the- public, welfare re¬
V. The league holds that tiny
quires safeguards of the principle individual or/group has the right
in. three general ways; and our to disapprove of a writing or a
laws contain penalties for the fol¬ writer and to state publicly that
lowing, when proved by due legal disapproval. .,
process:
' It further' holds that any group
1. Corruption of public morals has a right to recommend to its
by unrestrained obscenity and de¬ own members n,ot to «read certain
pravity.
.
writings or stte[ri4 certain perform¬
2. Direct and perilous incitement ances. > The League in principle dis¬
to such crimes as treason, murder agrees with such curtailment of in*
and civil violence.
dividual free judgment of litera¬
3. Defamation of characte-r ture; but it is aware of conflicting
through slander and libel.
views on . this question, and the
‘ Courts of law have been called right of others to live by their
on, as times have changed and views, provide that those views are
standards of taste evolved, to de¬ not imposed on the entire commu¬
fine and redefine these terms. But nity.
for nearly two centuries the ap¬
Authoritarian Fascism was de¬
plication even of these restrictions
has been limited by the will of a stroyed in a war of terrible cost.
The
free nations of the world, .in¬
free people resolved to stay free.
IL In a large part of the world cluding the United States, are en¬
gaged
in a struggle with author!*
today, the freedom tp write does
tarian, communism for the leader¬
not exist.
ship
of
the human race. Any trend
The Soviet Union, and the great
block of countries under its con¬ to authoritarianishi within our
borders'is
a betrayal of what wa
trol, have set above this freedom
the absolute sway of the state. stand for.
VL The Authors League of Amer¬
Writing must conform, in such
lands, to what is called the true ica declares that the..preservation
interests of the state;* and these of freedom.tol/write is necessary to
interests are defined by despots and our nation’s survival as a free re¬
public.
enforced by the police.
The doctrine that society cannot
The Authors League of America
with safety allow men to write denies the right of any individual
freely is not new. Plato stated it or group In the United States to
in the Republic. Hobbes affirmed set limits on the freedom to write,
it in .the Leviathan. The bloody which includes . the freedom . of
regimes of Fascism were built on publication, distribution, and per*
that doctrine. Every tyranny in formance of writings; and it de¬
history, every oligarchy, every the¬ clares that .' the right to defino
ocracy, every absolute monarchy, legal abuses of the freedom to
every dictatorship^ln short, every write, and to punish violators, must
authoritarian government, ruling be limited to. the national and state
by force rather than by consent of legislatures and law courts, sub¬
the governed—has denied to its ject to the basic guarantees of the
peqple the freedom of the written Constitution as interpreted by the
word. Depending on the whim of Supreme Court of the United
the ruler or the pressures of the States.
time, censorship has been some¬
Any other body, official or un¬
times less so; but censorship as a official, which attempts to define
principle, in such lands, has dom¬ these abuses and to Impose its defi¬
inated the life of the- mind.
nitions on-the community at large,
III. The Authors League of Amer¬ invades the American freedom to
ica, representing the main body write, and commits an act of au¬
of writers in the United States, has thoritarian suppression.
noted with Increasing concern, in
Officials of a municipality, a
the decade since the Second World
War, a drift In pur own national cotuaty, or any other local. civic
body
below the level of a state
life .toward censorship.
•
The impetus in this authoritarian government, do not have the right
to
abridge
or limit the" freedom, to
drift Is coming mainly from groups
who above all should hold totali¬ write. Where they have done so,
the
action
has
been against the law
tarianism in abhorrence: a few re¬
ligious organizations, and a few and the spirit of the American
system.
,
patriotic organizations, where zeal
, VII. The Authors League calls on
has overcome wisdom.
It is a grave development in our all those to Whom the freedom of
country's life that the vital forces the written Word is sacred—the
of religion and. patriotism should press, the universities, the clergy
have been diverted, in however of every denomination, and all
small a measure, toward Soviet thinking patriots—to join in the
methods.. The Authors League battle' against authoritarian cen¬
holds that this development rises sorship. Where honest error has
out of the international crisis; •caused hasty action, let the errors
that it is the product of unreasoned be uncovered and the action cor¬
hate and fear; that it defeats its rected. Where there has been de¬
avowed purposes; and that it liberate subversion of our. heritage
should and must he stopped in the of freedom, let the subversives be
traditional American way, by an unmasked, and the - Un-American
awakening of the public conscience weapon of censorship stricken from
to the facts of the situation, and their hands.
to its dangers.
The Authors League calls for
IV. The censorship drift follows continuing vigilance in this vital
a consistent pattern.
arena of American life until the
i Individuals and organized groups drift to censorship Is stopped. We
take on themselves the right to cannot compete with the commu¬
decide what is obscene, what is nists in. the use of censorship; it
depraved, what is treaionous, what is their traditional weapon.
is seditious, what la libelous. Ignor¬
Our hope must be, as it has al¬
ing the state laws arid state courts, ways been, in.freedom under law.
the federal laws and federal courts, In freedom under law we have be¬
which have defined criminal abuses come the strongest and most pros¬
of the freedom to write, and which perous nation on earth. In ' free¬
exist to punish violators* the self- dom under law—and the freedom
appointed censors take direct ac¬ to write is a central part of that
tion against schools, libraries, book¬ freedom—we will Win the friend¬
sellers, and even private individ¬ ship and the trust of mankind.
uals. Intimidation is the method.
Ostracism arid economic vengeance
Columbia Pictures has turned
are threatened, and are carried out. over to Grand Prize Films, headed
Sometime these self-appointed cen¬ by Sidney Kaufman, the U. S. dissors have no official standing at all; tribUtionrrights to “Maneuverball,”
sometimes they hold municipal or produced in 1956 in Germany for
county status,
’ ’
world-wide Columbia release,

USaRffifr
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Invest’for a Profit
[Don’t Worry About ‘Spending Money’—Hartman]
Hollywood, May 28.
Hollywood producers who think in terms of “costs and ex¬
penditures" rather than “investments" are losing their perspective,
according to indie producer Don Hartman. As a result, the ex¬
penditure of hundreds of millions of dollars annually for pix is
not on * sound business-like basis.
Chief difficulty,, the former Paramount production topper con-,
tends, is that ■ Hollywood is the only industry which speaks of
“spending money." The others frame their thinking in terms 'of
investments—*“ho\v much to invest for a* turn of profit." _

CHARLES ALLEN
William Wyler: HEAR
BUYING LOEW SHARES
'Gotta Spend To
Produce Hits’
Stopping off in New. York en
route back to the Coast from
Cannes, William Wyler argued that
cost-cutting is not the true economy
it's cracked up to be. The more
money spent-on a picture—if spent
wisely—the more it figures to re¬
turn. But to prove this often is
not possible.
Wyler points to George Stevens'
“Giant” as a.cast in point. Stevens
ran up the budget to $5,000,000 and
came up with a smash—the “Giant"
worldwide gross being now esti¬
mated at $20,000,000. Wyler takes
it from there: “If another producer
had made the picture, and made it
at a cost of $3,000,000, he might
have come up with a $10,000,000
grosser. The homeofflce and every¬
one else would have been happy.
And no one would have known that
by spending $2,000,000 more . for
the production, as Stevens did, the
gross would have doubled.
(Wyler and Stevens are among
the Hollywood film-makers with
reputations for high-budget sched¬
ules.
When
Stevens , finished
“Shane" at Paramount the costs
were so high that Par bought off
his contract for another picture*.
As it turned out, “Shane" was a
huge success. And Stevens’ next
was ,fGiant," biggest money-maker
on the books at Warner Bros.)
Wyler admits he has erred in the
field of economics. He decided to
do “Roman Holiday" in black and
white as a means of keeping the
costs down. He now ‘States that
had he used a color process the pic¬
ture would have grossed $1,000,000
more than it did,

‘MONKEY’LIKELY TO GO
OUT UNMONKEYED WITH

Charles Allen, the Wall Street
broker *originally associated with
Serge Semenenko in the buyout of
Warner Bros., is reportedly buy¬
ing heavily into Loew's Inc. A
spokesman for Loew’s confirmed
that the company had heard re¬
ports relating to Allen’s activities,
but that it had no way of knowing
if the Wall Streeter had accumu¬
lated a substantial block of stock
or if he had acquired any addi¬
tional shares.
“If he is buying into the com¬
pany, and that’s the privilege,"
said the spokesman, “he’s obvi¬
ously hot doing so in his own name
because we would, have had some
indication of it." As of record,
Charles Allen & Co., the broker’s
firm, owns 20,000 shares of Loew’s
stock.
Allen, after joining Semen¬
enko in taking over the shares of
Harry Ml and"' Albert Warner,
stepped out of the Warner Bros,
picture , and resold his holdings to
WB prexy Jack L. Warner.

Stars Coin Up;
Support Actors
Taking the Cut?
Secondary-role performers are
•the„ victims
of an economic
squeezeplay in Hollywood, accord¬
ing to thespian sources. While
the top-caliber stars are getting
richer (before taxes) with their
percentage demands, there have
been several instances where top
studios are offering supporting
players one-third °6l what they
used to receive.
A well known character actor re¬
cently turned down an assignment
that would have paid him $8,000
for one film. Previously this kind
of work provided him with $25,000.
He refused, the job so as not to
establish a precedent and is how
in New York looking for a tele¬
vision connection.
Studios, continuing on their
economy -binge, are cutting costs
wherever possible and the lessthan - first - magnitude luminaries
are vulnerable.
Producers feel
that their names are not meaningful on the marquee. Further, the
film-makers have available to them
more of the lower-case talent than
ever before, as developed by tv
and In the numerous small, inde¬
pendent productions. Thus, so far
as the second stringer thesjps are
concerned, the studios are enjoying
a buyers market.

Board of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America appears on a
spot regarding appeal from the
Production Code’s denial of a seal
for Edward Small’s “Monkey on My
Back." Board was to decide on
the matter at a “meeting in New
York last Wednesday (22) but it
Was said that time ran out.
In any event, the * N. Y. State
Censor Board has okayed the pro¬
duction without cuts.
Further,
MPAA president Eric A. Johnston,
in reversing a decision made by
the Advertising Code, has okayed
“Monkey" ad layouts Which show
the central character injecting a
hypodermic into his aym. This is
a reproduction of a scene in the
picture—the same scene that
caused the Production Code to nix
“Monkey."
In light of both these factors, the
expectation is that the board final¬
ly will okay the Small entry de¬
.
Berlin, May 28.
spite its non-conformity with the
Arthur- Brauner’s CCC-Film stu¬
language of the Code.
dios, for the third time running,
will represent the German indus¬
*80 Day*’ to Cleveland try at the upcoming Berlin interna¬
tional film festival.
Cleveland, May 28.
German producers picked his
Loew’s Ohio is installingg Mike
Todd A-O equipment and new “Die Letzten Werden Die Ersten
Sein"
(The Last Ones Shall Be
screen for “Around World in 80
pays" opening June 12. Current First), based on a John Galsworthy
story,
as
the sole German feature
Ten Commandments" (Par) bows
out June 25 after 29 weeks. House pic at the fest. Last year, the Ger¬
man
entry
was “Vor Sonnenunterwith 1,244 seats is installing new.
air-cooling plant for incoming gang," also from CCC.
“Die Letzten Werden Die Ersten
road-show.
Palace will- close its current Sein" stars O. E. Hasse. Johann
“This is-Cinerama" at thO end of Huth. wrote the script and Rolf
June, after about 33 weeks, to Hansen directed. Two years ago,
bring “Cinerama Holiday" into the CCC’s “Die Ratten" paced the Ber¬
lin fest.
1,485-capacity house.

BRAUNER’S CCC FILM
AGAIN FRONTS FEST

BUT RAPS AGENTS’ Cuts in Overhead, More Prod’n, Sound
RAZZLE DAZZLE Subsidiaries AD M-G Plus Factors,
By ED KAFAFIAN
Hollywood, May 28.
Universal is stalking top proper¬
ties, William’ Dover, story and
scenario editor disclosed on his re¬
turn from a trek to New York to
see publishers and literary agents.
Now offering writers a guarantee
against a sliding percentage of the
producer’s gross, Universal appar¬
ently will match or top any other
studio’s Offer to grab a prize pack¬
age.
Indicative of this development
in the studio's thinking, Dover
points to-the recent acquisition of
such top novels as Erich Maria Re¬
marque's “A Time to Love and a
Time to Die"; “Bon Voyage" by
Marrijane and ' Joseph Hayes;
“Twilight for the Gods” by Ernest
Gann and “The Spiral. Road" by
Jan de Hartog. Latter story in¬
volves a percentage deal on the
producer’s grosses.
.Regarding his trip to Gotham,
Dover said that he is in the midst
of negotiations for three top stor¬
ies but refrained from naming
them pending finalization of deals.
He said that the studio keeps a
small backlog of properties be¬
cause of its continuous production
pace and its policy to buy only
Stories' it has early plans to pro¬
duce. “Unlike many other studios,
*Ave don’t believe in buying stories
just to build up a large backlog
for the future," Dover added, “we
want stories we can produce now."
Universal, recognizes the fact
i that the majority, of today’s boxoffice receipts come from the
“youngsters" up to 28 years of
age. In view of this and in accord¬
ance with the thinking of produc¬
tion veep Ed Muhl, that the studio
should make pix with “audience
identification/’ Dover declared in
pointing out that pix are based on
yarns that appeal to youth in addi¬
tion to the adqlt trade.
Dover also said that “certain"
literary argents in this town are
causing an artificial inflation by
exaggerating the amount of money
received jn story deals.
r “This certain type of agent, hurts
the industry by giving out false in¬
formation as to the deal he re¬
ceived. His thinking is that the
next time he has a property, he
can jack up the asking figure. I
doubt very much if they get it, at
least they don’t from our studio/'
Dover concluded.

Mrs. Arthur MiDer
Grants Interview
Washington, May 28.
With final briefs to be submitted
to the court this week, decision in
the Arthur Miller contempt of Con¬
gress case is not far* off. - Case
wound up last Thursday and, at the.
same time, it was disclosed that
Marilyn Miller had been staying
down here in seclusion at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Rauh.
Latter is Miller’s attorney.
On one occasion during the trial,
the blonde screen star’s marriage
to Miller was described as “irrele¬
vant and immaterial."
Last Thursday, Miss Monroe grant¬
ed a short press conference at
which she said her next picture
would probably be a remake of
“The* Blue Angel"; ducked ques¬
tions on whether she was expecting
a baby; and announced she felt
that “a wife’s place is with her
husband."

Vogel Tells Security Analysts

---;

Overhead costs at Metro have
been slashed by a rate of over $2,000,000 annually; while a program
If a stockholder didn’t know
has been launched, to boost-the
that Stanley Warner 6orp. was
yearly number of theatrical film
primarily a theatre Chain, he
productions and expand file com¬
might think the company was
pany’s participation in television,
solely in the pharmaceutical
Joseph R. Vogel, who became presi¬
business.
dent of Loew’s Inc.; seven months
At least that's the impres¬
ago, told the. N.Y.. Society, 'of Se¬
sion given in the folder sent
curity Analysts last week.
out with the company’s latest
In a question-arid-answer period
dividend check. Except for a
following his prepared address,
short note from prexy S. H.
Vogel disclosed that Loew’s’ is set
Fabian relating to the 26c per
to hold talks with a third company
share divvy, the entire folder
on the possibility of sharing its
is devoted to antiseptic prod¬
studio space and production facili¬
ucts being manufactured by
ties. He did not identify the com¬
the International Latex Corp.,
pany, but said-he had a date next
a wholly-owned subsidiary of
week on. the Coast with another
Stanley Warner. International
major cairipany president.
Latex, primarily a manufac¬
Vogel has held talks with 20thturer of girdles, bras, and baby
Fox topper Spyros Skouras relat¬
. pants, recently diversified Into
ing to the sharing of production
"the pharmaceutical field with
and studio facilities. Earlier he
its Isodine brand.
conferred with Warner Bros, on
There’s not a single mention ' the same question, but these talks
in the folder of theatres or of „ came to nothing. The negotiations
pictures that the Stanley War- ~ with-20th, however, are continuing.
ner circuit might soon be play¬
'Great Names’
ing.
In his prepared talk to the Wall
Street analysts, Vogel said: “Our
company is both strong and sound,
and I believe that all the basic
changes and modernization needed
,to restore it to a position of greater
earnings and better performance
are now under way.”
The Loew's chieftain stated that,
“wherever practicable" he is at¬
tempting to bring back the “great
names and the great properties, to
(Continued on* page 20)

Changing ‘Show Biz’

Tolstoy Feature

Frankfurt, May 28.
A new. kind of “axis” is. being
worked up in European coproduc¬
tion. It takes in Italy, France and
Germany and will get its first test
via Tolstoy’s “Auferstehung” which
is to be done at the Geiselgasteig
studios in Munich.
Participating in the novel deal are
Rizzoli in Italy, Loureau in France
and Bavaria in West Germany.
They will coproduce on a rotating
basis, with the producing country
furnishing 50% of the cost and the
other two 25% each..
Thus, in the instance of “Aufer¬
stehung,” which is to feature Ger¬
many’s . new young star, Horst
Buchholz, Bavaria will pay 50%.
The* next picture may be made in
Italy.
*
While coproduction has become
fairly commonplace in Europe, co¬
production involving three coun¬
tries is something new. Pix will
be distributed by the respective
companies in their own countries.

50TH ANNI OF FILM
FEATURES PENDING

Say Distribs StaO
Playdates While
Boxoffice Off
Various of the distributors are
slowing up on sale of their pic¬
tures, according to complaining ex¬
hibitors.
Film companies, it’s
said, are not withdrawingi product
from release but instead are trying
to discourage bookings at this time
because of the current sluggish
tone of business.
Sales execs reportedly have sent
word around, the exchanges to
angle for playdates not before
July 4, when a marked upturn is
exoected.
The situation reflects anew the
differences between Aome distrib
and theatremen on “seasonal" op¬
erations. But now, though, there’s
a growing new .factor, this being
the position of independent pro¬
ducers who have become intensely
interested in the handling of their
pictures.
Exhibs have contended that ex¬
hibition is a 52-weeks-a-year busi¬
ness and a good picture will make
money at any time. Distribs want
their top pictures out in the big
holiday periods, but have shown
some willingness to spread out
their full schedules over the en¬
tire year.
The indies—and there are mor#
of them in every company—are
pushing only for the choice playing
time, such as July 4.

Ideas about promoting a Golden
Jubilee series of .celebrations in ob¬
servance of the . film Industry’s
first 50 years (since the first fea¬
ture-length picture was made) have
yet to be scuttled. A few months
ago Coast studio execs nixed the
plan, and it appeared to be
dropped. •
Now however, Roger Lewis, as
chairman of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America’s ad-pub commit¬
tee, is now on the Coast seeking to
line up the support of talent guilds.
If the guilds go for it, it’s figured,
the studios eventually also will
cooperate.
Plan
envisions
gubernatorial
Hollywood, May 28.
proclamations, tieins with mer¬
After two previous unsuccessful
JPhil Jasen’s Switch
chants, radio-tv, press, parades, per¬
attempts,
the
20-year-old Script Su¬
sonal appearances, etc., all de¬
Minneapolis, May 28.
Phil Jasen has resigned as Cin-. signed to/ focus attention on the pervisors Guild has voted to seek
affiliation
with
IATSE. All 120
erama managing director at the trade’s 50th anni.
eligible .members of the indie guild
Century theatre to take over in a
National Council of the ^Vrts & participated in the balloting but
Similar capacity at Ted Mann's lo¬
cal Alvin which, after alterations, Government, one of the bodies the exact vote was not disclosed.
Thelma Preece, business agent
will house “Around the World in drumbeating for Federal “support”
of the performing arts (plus sculp¬ of SSG, said a petition for a
8Q Days."
At the Century Cinerama is re¬ ture, painting, architecture) will charter would be filed with IATSE
placing him with Paul Swater of hold a press conference next Mon¬ headquarters In New York “in the
day (3) at Whitney Museum, N/Y. immediate future."
Miami, Fla.
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A Face In Ike Crowd
Provocative and hardhitting
Commentary on the modern
American scene u dominated
by television and mass com¬
munications. Teamwork of Elia
Kazan and Budd Schulberg
turns out b.o. contender.
Warner Bros, release of Elia Kazan
(Newtown) production. StaFs Andy Grif¬
fith and Patricia Neal.’ "Features Anthony
Franclopa, Walter Matthau, Lee Remick,
Percy Waram, Rod Brasfield, Charles
Irving, Howard Smith, Paul McGrath, Kay
Medford, Alexander Kirkland, Marshall
Nielan, Big Jeff Bess and Henry Sharp.
Directed hy Kazan.. Screenplay, Budd
Schulberg, based on his short story, “The
Arkansas
Traveler"; ' camera,
Harry
Stradling and Gayne Roscher; editor), Gene
Milford; music, Tom' Glazer; songs by
Glazer arid Schulberg. Previewed'in N.Y.,
May 23, '57. Running .time, 125 MINS. 1
Lonesome Rhodes .Andy GrifEith
Marcia Jeffries . Patricia Neal
Joey Kiely... Anthony Franciosa
Mel Miller .Walter Matthau
Betty Lou Fleckum . Lee Remick
General Haynesworth .Percy Waram
Beanie.. Bod Brasfield
Mr. Luffler.Charles Irving
J. B. Jeffries
.... Howard Smith
Macey .
Paul McGrath
First Mrs. Rhodes ........ Kay Medford
Jim Collier ........ Aliexarider Kirkland
Senator Fuller ......... Marshall Nielan
Sheriff Hosmer . Big Jeff Bess
Abe Steiner ... Henry Sharp
1st Printer ..Willie Fcibel
td Printer .Larry Casazza

Elia Kazan and Budd Schulberg,
Who teamed to bring forth the
Academy Award-winning “On the
Waterfront,” have come up with
’ another provocative and hardhit¬
ting entry. Based on Schulberg’s
Short story, “The Arkansas Trav¬
eler,” “A Face in the Crowd”
looms as both a commercial and
artistic success.
Kazan as the director and pro¬
ducer, Schulberg as the writer, and
Warner Bros, m the financial
aource have sho\vn considerable
courage in dealing with the pic¬
ture's theme—a devastating com¬
mentary on hero-worship and suc¬
cess cults in America. A lot of
what Schulberg has to say may be
regarded as controversial and it is
not unlikely that the picture will
be 'condemned and maligned in
some quarters. It presents a par¬
ticularly unflattering insight'of the
television industry, Madison Ave¬
nue advertising agencies, and pres¬
idential aspirants.
Its basic story is somewhat sim¬
ilar to that of “The Great Man” in
that it exposes a beloved television
personality as an unmitigated heel.
However, it probes much deeper.
The hero is not the only one un¬
masked. The influences in America
that make an unknown a national
hero overnight are placed under
the microscope of motivation.
Story plucks an ignorant guitarjplaying hillbilly from an Arkansas
jail and converts him in a short
space of time to America's most
popular and beloved, television per¬
sonality. The hero, if he can be
referred to such, Is in private life
an unsavory character, a libertine
and an opportunist with loyalty to
no one. but himself. On the air, he’s
a homespun philosopher who lit¬
erally has millions of Americans
eating out of his hand and who
accept his word as gospel. Realiz¬
ing his own sense of power in mov¬
ing a commercial product, he en¬
ters the political arena, becomes
aligned with an “isolationist” sena¬
tor, and pitches an extreme reac¬
tionary philosophy. This gives
author an opportunity to comment
en the effect of television in poli¬
tics and the efforts made by MadiCon Ave. to sell a candidate as it
Hells lipstick.
Some of the traits and activities
of the leading character will prob¬
ably start a guessing game to link
him up with a'real life tv per¬
former, One popular performer
perhaps fills the bill more than
others, but in general the character
is a composite of a number of
video luminaries who have hit the
big, big time.
As has been his policy in the
past Kazan has again called on an
unknown (to films) to essay the
leading role. The plum assignment
went to Andy Griffith, who became
•a Broadway name for his perform¬
ance in “No Time for Sergeants.”
Making his film debut as Lonesome
Rhodes, the power-mad hillbilly,
Griffith turns in a performance
that Can easily skyrocket him to
fame.
As his vis-a-vis, Petricia Neal,
recently neglected by Hollywood,
emerges as a new and appealing
personality as the girl who guided
Griffith to fame and fortune. An¬
thony Franciosa plays the unprin¬
cipled personal manager, Walter
Matthau a cynical writer. Both ex¬
cellent performances. . Topnotch
contributions are also given hy Lee
Remick, Percy Waram, Kay Med¬
ford, Rod Brasfield, Paul McGrath
and Charles .Irving.
The film gives reality to its tele¬
vision background hy presenting
real life personalities as them¬
selves. These'include Walter Winchell, John Cameron Swayze, Mike
Wallace, Earl Wilson, Fay Emer¬

son, Sam Levenson, and Burl Ives
among others.
One glaring fault in the film is
its* denouement. Unfortunately,
Schulberg resorts to the hackneyed
device of. having Lonesome Rhodes
expose -himself by his comments
when he believes he is off the air.
After the show supposedly goes off.
the air, Miss Neal deliberately
turns on the sound switch so that
the millions watching can hear
themselves called “slobs” by, their
hero, (This is part of the old'radio
folklore anent you-know-who).
Filmed on location and in N.Y.
by Kazan's Newtown Productions,
the picture demonstrates that a
large-scale production can be suc¬
cessfully made, in Gotham. The
technical aspects, including the
camerawork of Harry Stradling and
Gayne. ReschCr, the art direction
of Richard and Paul Sylbert, and
editing of Gene Milford are out of
the top drawer. Tom Glazer has
composed ah appropriate score and.
Schulberg has contributed lyrics
for a number of songs.
Kazan once again demonstrates
his ability as a director and why
major studios are willing to give
him carte blanche in selecting his
own story material and working
under hi$ own conditions. Holl.

PfiiRiEAFr
The WaywHrd Has
(C'SCOPE)

Wtdyeidi^ May 29, 1957
-

Waxward people In John Stein’heck’s offbeat vehicle. "Joan
Collins, a flashy Jayne Mans¬
field, Dan Dailey arid modest
boxoffice values.
20th-Fox release of Charles Brackett
production. Stars Jopn Collins* Jayne
Mansfield, Dan Dailey;
catures Rick
Jason, Betty Lou Kelm, Do-ores Michaels,
Larry Keating, Robert Bray, Kathryn
Glvney, Dee Pollock, Will Wright, Di¬
rected by Victor Vicas. Screenplay, Ivan
Moffatt, adapted from the John Stein¬
beck novel; camora, Charles' G. Clarke;
editor, Louis Loefflcr; music, Leigh Harllner * Previewed in N.Y., May 24, '57.
Running 'time, 87 MINS.
Alice .... Joan Collins
Camille
. Jayne Mansfield
Ernest Horton . Dan Dailey
Johnny Chlcoy,.Rick Jasdn
Norma ...\.t....... Betty Lou Keim
Mildred Pritchard.......Dolores Michaels
Pritchard .,... Larry Keating
Morse .
Robert Bray
Mrs. Pritchard-...... Kathryn'Givney
Pimples .
Dee Pollock
Dart Brunt ..
Will Wright

John Steinbeck’s novel of the
same title has been fashioned into
a mild entertainment in ^‘The Way¬
ward Bus” with a fair chance at
the boxoffice. The story line gen¬
erates some interest and its oddly
assorted characters are* somewhat
The D.I.
colorful. But they are, too, lacking
in depth and are not a particularly
TV's Jack Webb In a realistic
ingratiating lot.
yarn of Marine boot camp
That’s perhaps key to the fault.
training. Mostly masculine ap¬
Passengers and driver, as pictoripeal.
ally sketched under Victor Vicas’
direction, do not stir much audi¬
Hollywood, May 23.
ence feeling. “Bus” is not a gen¬
Warner Bros, release of a Jack Webb uinely moving screen vehicle.
production. Stars Webb;
costars Don
The bus is one assigned to trans¬
Dubbins, Jackie Loughery, Lin McCarthy,
Monica Lewis, Virginia Gregg; features porting
passengers through 60
Jeannie. Beacham,
Lu
Tobin,' Earle miles
of rural California, from
Hodgins, Jeanne Baird, Barbara Pepper,
Melody Gale. Directed by Webb. Screen¬ Rebel Corners to- San Juan. There
play, James Lee Barrett; camera, Edward is, inevitably, the glib salesman and
Colman; editor, Robert M. Leeds; music,
the girl to figure in the romance.
David Buttolph. Previewed May 14, '57.
Dan Dailey and Jayne Mansfield
Running time, 104 MINS.
Pvt Owens ..Don Dubbins do these parts in close to mechani¬
Anne . Jackie Loughery cal fashion. They have an occa¬
Capt. Anderson.Lin McCarthy
humorous line to help
Burt .Monica Lewis sional
Mrs. Owens ..Virginia Gregg lighten matters but the material
Hostess .
Jeannie Beacham for the most part lacks sparkle.
Bartender
.'.. Lu Tobin
Guard ....v.... Earle Hodgins The onlooker is not likely to be
Mother .
Jeanne Baird concerned whether or not Miss
Customer .. Barbara Pepper
Mansfield, as a bubble dancer, and
Little .Girl .... Belody Gale
the drummer of cheap novelties get
together romantically.
U. S. Marines are shown in , a
Given the thickest role and
new light in this story of boot wringing out its full pdtential is
camp training at Parris Island. Rick Jason. He’s pilot of the run¬
Hard hitting and realistic in its down vehicle and has & full quota
semi-documentary recital of the of problems. Storm conditions
rugged program recruits are put> make the trek to San Juan a haz¬
through by their drill instructor— ardous one, his wife, Joan Collins,
the D. I.—film though liberally hits the bottle, and. one of his pas¬
spattered with comedy is strictly sengers, Dolores Michaels, tempts
masculine in appeal, with indica¬ him into a hayloft episode that al¬
tions pointing to average returns most .breaks up his marriage.
in male market where Jack Webb
Kathryn Givney is the girl’s
name will' help.
Certain exploitation values ac¬ righteous, nagging, mother, ahd
Larry Keating her . obsequious
crue from headline stories out of father.
Miss Michaels is bent on a
Parris Island and the Marine train¬
ing program during past couple of form of Freudian escape and this
finds in the temporary encoun¬
years, although plot-line in no wise she
latches onto any of these heralded ter with Jason.
. Steinbeck's book.hasbeen around
incidents.
For his third Warner release, for 10 years, a fact which suggests
Webb, who also produces and di¬ that producer's were not immedirects, takes over the part of a tough 'ately high on its film possibilities.
drill instructor, completely dedi¬ This Charles Brackett production
cated to the" Corps. Film is per¬ of “Bus” in turn suggests that it
sonalized in the story of this D. I. might have had a splendid out¬
and his psychological problems with come; the picture does comq close
an emotionally mixed-up recruit. to being exciting.
But the writing is not right. In
Considerable
repetition blights
some of the sequences when Webb the screenplay by Ivan Moffat and
harangues his men for various as¬ the general handling of “Bus” the
serted infractions. To ensure au¬ opportunities are muffed. More
thenticity both excitement' and skillfully drawn . characters are
story-line sometimes atef over¬ called for. On view is only the sur¬
looked. Some of this authenticity face of . the personalities.
is gained through use of 16 actual
Vicas’ direction is fair enough,
Marines in speaking parts.
and other performances are ade¬
Script by James Lee Barrett con¬ quate, all in light of the nature of
centrates on- Wetbb’s toughness the script they had to work with.
with his men. In his efforts to turn Camera work (Cinemascope black
them into hardened Marines in T2 & white) is a notable asset, achiev¬
weeks. His biggest problem is the ing some particularly striking ef¬
recruit, Don Dubbins, who appar¬ fects in night scenes in the bus and
ently makes no- attempt to fit in in coverage of a bridge washout.
and whom the captain gives Webb Other credits all right.
three days to straighten out or boy • The up-front boxoffice evalua¬
will be discharged. Webb, con¬ tion • of ' ♦‘fair” takes into account
vinced that there’s Marine materi¬ the marquee importance of the
al in boy, is able finally to pull Steinbeck!. and
principal-player
him through.
names and the obvious exploitation
Webb handles his D. I. character angles that can be put to use.
effectively, and his direction and
Gene.
production handling are interest¬
ing. - Dubbins sensitively plays the
Ron Quixote
troubled boy, whose father anti two
(RUSSIAN; SCOPE; COLOR)
brothers before him were Marines
Cannes, May 21.
and killed in World War II, and
release and production. Stars
Lin "McCarthy gives authority to N.Lenfllm
Tchei'kassov, Y. Tolubeiv; features ’ S.
his captain’s role. Jackie Lough¬ Birman, L. Kassianova, T. Agamirova. .Di¬
by G. Kozintsev. Screenplay, E.
ery is in briefly for romantic in¬ rected
Schwaetz from' trie noval by Cervantes;
terest with Webb; Monica Lewis camera (Scope, Sovcolor), A. Moskvine,
socks over in fine fashion a rock ’n’ A. Doudko; editor, M. Makhanrova, At
Cannes Film Fest. Running time, M4
roll number, “Somebody Else MINS.
Will,” by Ray- Coniff and Fred Don Quixote
. N, Tqherkassov
Sancrio
Panzsr ...'.. Y. Toloubeiv
Weismantel; and Virginia Gregg is
Aldonza «.....
L. Kasslanova
good as Dubbins' mother, who un¬ Altisidora
v.e T. Agatnirova
derstands her son's problem and Querasco .... G. Vitzine
begs captain not to discharge him.
T/Sgt. Charles A, Love shows well
Russians have beaten Mike Todd,
as a hillbilly-speaking leatherneck Federico Fellini and Jacques Tati
to the draw and come put with
recruit.
Edward Colman’s capable pho¬ tlieir version of the famed Spanish
tography leads off technical cred¬ classic “Don Quixate.” It is dorie
its. Also rating mention are Robert in a process akin to Cinemascope
M. Leeds’ editing, Feild Gray and and is a sprawling, faithful ac¬
Gibson Holley’s art dire'Ction, count of the book. It may make a
social point, at times, but is basi¬
David Buttolph’s music score.
Whit.
cally the tale of the erratic knight

whose purity arid faith are a comic,
even pathetic thing in a 17th world
already fed up with chivalry and
.virtue. It' has enough color, action,
feeling that may make this palat¬
able for U.S,'art house situations.
Don Quixote, ‘full of Ideas of
knighthood from his books, sneaks
off from his home with his faithful
retainer- Sancho Panza to rid the
world of its enslavement by an evil
ogre who hides behind windmills
etc. The adventures are recounted
somewhat episodically at the be¬
ginning but then gain momentum
and make a telling tale of the sad,
aging would-be hero tilting at the
world in his own world of illusion
and fantasy.
N. Tcherkassov is touching as the'
old knight and makes him pathetic,
brave, moving but never ridiculous.
Y. Toloubiev is a fine foil as San¬
cho Fanza. Color is uneven ,as is
the Scope process, but the Images
have a faithful resemblance to pre¬
conceptions of the book.
It is well directed and such
scenes as Panza’s meting out of
justice whpn he is made governor
of a town as a joke, Quixote’s mor¬
tification by the court and his tilt
with the windmill and the strange
knight are excellent film morsels
although this is an uneven, at times
“literary” feature.
MosJc.

,

Rm of the Arrow
(COLOR)
- '

Indian cruelty picture- for the
outdoor market* Okay returns
Indicated*
Hollywood, May 23.
Universal release of a Samuel Fuller
production. Stars Rod Steiger, Sarlta Montiel, Brian Keith, Ralph Meeker; features
Jay C. Flippen, Charles Bronson, Olive
Carey. Director-screenplay, Fuller. Cam¬
era (Technicolor), Joseph Biroc; editor.
Gene Fowler Jr.; music, Victor Young.
Previewed May- 10, '57. Running time,

84 MINS.

O'Meara .
Rod Steiger
Yellow Moccasin . Sarlta Montiel
Capt. Clark...Briun Keith
Lt. Driscoll..
Ralph Meeker
Walking Coyote.;,.. Jay O. Flippen
Blue. Buffalo .Charles Bronson
Mrs. O'Meara ..
Olive Carey
Crazy Wolf.H. M. Wynant
Lt. Stockwell ..
Neylo Morrow
Red Cloud .•. Frank, de Kova
General Allen ....Col, Tim McCoy
Colonel Taylor .. Stuart Randall
Ballad Singer .
Frank Warner
Silent Tongue ...........
Billy Miller
Corporal .. Chuck Hayward
Sergeant .... Chuck Roberson

Yankee-hating Southerner goes
west after the Civil War to join the
•Sioux; in their uprising against the
U.S. Slow in takeoff, action be¬
comes pretty Tough at times, par¬
ticularly for the squeamish, but
Technicolor film -should do okay in
outdoor iharket.
Universal release of the Samuel
The Relicate Delinquent Fuller-RKO production is strong on
visual values, to bolster Fuller’s
sometimes meandering screenplay
In and out of straight charac¬
highlighting Rod Steiger as South¬
ter Jerry Lewis’ first solo film
erner taken into the tribe after he
Is uneven and undistinguished.
survives the run-of-the-arrow tor¬
ture ordeal. Forceful use is made
of Indians and their-attacks on the
Palm Springs, May 26.
whites
to give unusual color to fea¬
Paramount release of a Jerry Lewis
production. Stars Jerry Lewis; costars ture which additionally has Sarita
Darren McGavln, Martha Hyer; features Montiel,
Spanish actress .in as
Robert Ivers, Horace McMahon. Director- Steiger’s Indian wife, for draw in
screenplay, Don McGuire. Camera, -Has¬
kell Boggs; editor, Howard Smith; music. the foreign market.
Buddy
Bregman;" art
directors,
Hal
On debit side, Steiger fre¬
Pereira,
Earl
Hedrick^ „ Previewed
at
from Southerner
PUza^Theatre, May 25, '57. Running time, quently lapses
into Irish dialect, difficult to mnSidney Pythias . Jerry Lewis derstand, and footage occasionally
Mike Damon
Darren McGavln
is impeded by irrelevant sequences.
Martha . Martha Hyer
Monk ...
.j*'... Robert Ivers
Steiger is never sympathetic and
Capt. .Riley ..?... Horace McMaon
Artie *. Ricard Bakalyan character itself is not clearly de¬
though actor endows his
5*jry ...... Joseph Corey fined
Patricia
..
Mary Webster character with vigor.
Brian Keith
Mr. Herman ..
Milton Fromc
Mr. Crow .
Jefferson Scarlcs and Ralph Meeker are well cast as
Army officers. Miss Montiel shows
well. Jay C. Flippen, who is mak¬
In his first single appearance on' ing a career of Indian films, is ef¬
the screen sans Dean Martin, his fective as a Sioux scout and
former partner, Jerry Lewis .isn’t Charles Bronson and H. M. Wynant
altogether successful. A some- score as Redskins.
times-funny comedy-drama, film is
Joseph Biroc’s color photography
neither fish nor fowl, Lewis, also is interesting, and . Victor Young
functioning as producer and writ¬ score lends musical color. Whit.
er-director Don McGuire appar¬
ently were never certain of what
Eire Down. Relow
policy line to follow. As a'result,
(C’SCOPE—COLOR—MUSIC)
picture never hits any form of defi¬
nition. Slapstick is blended with
Rita Hayworth, Robert Mitpathos and some straight melo¬
chum, Jack Lemirioii in colorr
drama tossed in. Draw of the Lew¬
ful meller of West Indies;
is name is bound to assure a cer¬
geared for top grosses.
tain b.o. response, but biz may be
spotty. (Film was given a special
Columbia release
of Warwick Film
charity-preem in Palm Springs).(Irving AUcn, Albert R, Broccoli) produc¬
Stars Rita Hayworth, Robert MitComic turns to serious acting tion.
chum. Jack Lemmon; features Herbert
here while also making with the Lom, Bonar Golleano, Edrlc Cornier,
grimaces. Screenplay by McGurie Bernard Lee. Directed by Robert Parrish,
Screenplay, Irwin Shaw, - from hovel,
endeavprs to play Lewis straight, "Fire
Down Below," by Max Catto? cam*
in a pathetic character, but the era (Technicolor), Desmond Dickinson,
Knowles; editor. Jack Slade^jnusic,
ne*t moment he’s off on a robust Cyril
Arthur Benjamin, Vivian Comma; bar*
comedy tangent which dissipates monica
theme, "Fire Down Below," com*
characterization attempt. In his posed by Jack Lemmon; steel band musig
the Katzeniammers of Trinidad. Pr*»
comedy routines, however, Lewis by
viewed in N.Y., May 24, '57. Running
is up to his past standard of clown¬ time, 114. MINS.
v
ing and material occasioilally is Irena .
Rita Hayworth
boisterous-stuff. Such business too Felix ..*... Robert Mitchum
Tony ..Jack Lemmoit
j widely spaced.
Harbour Master ..
Herbert Lom
Bonar CoZleang
| Helping star on narrative side Lt. SeUers .
Doctor Sam ... Bernard Let
are Darren McGavin and Martha Jimmy
Jean .... Edrlc Conner
Hyer, in for romance as well as for¬ Gaptain.of Ulysses.Peter Illing
mer being Lewis’ mentor, but ac¬ Mrs. Canaday .. Joan Miller
Miguel .Anthony N6wley
cent -is mostly on Lewis through Hotel
Owner...Eric Pohlmann
the overlength 100-minutes run¬ The American . Lionel MUrton
Sailors. .Vivian Matalon, Gordon Tanner,
ning time.
Maurice Xaufmann
A legitimate character premise Bartender .. Murray Kash
Waitress . Maya Kouipanl
is inserted through Lewis, a har¬ YoungMan .. Phillip Bail'd
assed and blundering $60-a-month Drunk . Keith Banks
janitor, wanting to be respectable
and have people look up to him.
With Rita Hayworth, Robert Mit¬
His ambition is to become a police¬ chum and -Jack Lemmon in the
man, after McGavin, an idealistic stellar roles and a • stalwart sup¬
cop who once was a juve delin¬ porting cast, this Warwick Film,
quent, selects him as his guinea pig production contains plenty of sheer
to prove to the police captain that entertainment, both- musical an<|
juve delinquents can be converted melodramatic. Contain^ meaty se¬
into upright citizens through the quences and provides a fitting
right kind of handling.- Unfold- vehicle for Miss Hayworth’s reap¬
ment centers on Lewis’ adventures pearance In pix after about three
as he struggles through to win his years. Shapes atf a big b.o. grosser,
shield.
Whether turned out before or
Lewis registers as effectively as - subsequently to “Mr. Allison,” this
his choice of script will permit. pic shows Robert Mitchum in much
McGavin scores as the cop with a the same tough-type likeable char¬
point to prove, who wants to help acterization. Jack Lemmon, does
all juve delinquents and fights his somewhat of a switch from his pre¬
captain. Horace McMahon, to have vious comedy parts since thehis protege admitted to the Police second portion of this provides him
Academy. Miss Hyer’s role of a with many highly dramatic mo¬
member of . the City Council who ments. Earlier, he is the devil-mayhas her own thoughts on juve de¬ care American spendthrift.
linquency is somewhat hazy, but
Cast in a rather disreputable
she’s pretty to look at, Robert Ivers role. Miss Hayworth is shown in an
capably portrays a young hood, eye-filling closeup garbed in a
Mary Webster is nice for suggested bathing suit and later doing a
romance with Lewis and Milton dance hardly to be found in any
Frome and Jefferson Searles are in ballroom. She furnishes the excit¬
for comedy bits.
ing love interest, and motivation
Technical credits are well, han¬ for much .of the yarn. Her native
dled, from Haskell Boggs’ camera dance (pic was partly shot in Trini¬
work through music scoring by dad) is torrid. In fact, the way in
Buddy Bregman and art direction which the cairiera pans in and out
by Hal Pereira and Earl Hedrick. indicates that the producers figWhit, .
(Continued on page 22)
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PLOT REVENGE * N.Y. Countermands Ideas of Own Reps
Oil SEAL NIXES In Rome and Mans Very Vexed
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Echo* from Cannes: Press correspondents got together with intention
of maiding their "own selections but could come to agreement in only
one category. Voted “most promising actress”, was the goose in Friend¬
ly Per$uasion.”
*By FRED HIFT
Larry (Marlon) Casazza and Willie (Tyrone) Feibel, of Variety’s
Rpgowski Press composing room, play themselves in Elia Kazan’s “A
Rome, May 28.
Face in the Crbwd.” The printer-thesps are seen “hammering out
Burned up over the American
iage one of Variety and commenting on the headline . . . N. Y. Post Production Code’s attitude towards
„lm critic Archer Wimten has shaved off his beard , . , N. Y. C. Police foreign films, Italian producers are
Commissioner Kennedy again cracking on the accoutrements that go seriously considering establishment
with Broadway film premieres.. He has issued orders -against Kleig of a self-censorship body.
lights, bands, parades and other things that might ‘interfere, with traf¬ In ‘ disclosing that self-control
fic . . , “The Happy Road,” produced independently by Gene Kelly for studies had advanced a good ways,
Metro, follows “Ltfst for Life,” now in its 36th week, intq the Plaza Eitel Monaco, head of ATvTICA, the
Theatre , . . 'Warners' has linfed up society leaders to serve! as patron¬ Italo producer - distributor org,
esses for the Free Milk Fund, for Babies premiere of “The Prince and made it quite plain that Europeans
the Showgirl”, at the Radio City Music. Hall next month . . . Jack are beginning to lose patience with
Webb: and Jackie Loufhery off to Chicago for' the Memorial Day the Code/ which of late has nixed
premiere of “The D. I.” ... As a result of a tieup with American seals for several imports. . Export Lines, 20th-Fox will preem Jerry Wald's “An Affair to Remem¬
“I prefer self-control to govern¬
ber” on the S.S. Constitution, which will be anchored in N. Y. harbor ment control,” Monaco stated.
for the event on July- 11 . . . Variety Club of N.Y. luncheon at-Toot “And once we have such a system
Shor’s for screening of film, ’‘Heart of Show Business” shifted to June set up, we shall approach the Code
14 from May 28 because of conflict with MPAA liinqheon . . . Night- j and demand reciprocal treatment.
club-'comedian Joey Bishop makes his film debut in Alan Ladd's “The In other words, if we pass a picture
Deep Six,” which Warners will release . . . Armando Trucios, Warner here, it should be passed also by
Bros, supervisor for‘Mexico, Panama, Peru, Colombia, Ecuador and the American Code.”
- Central America, in from his Mexico City headquarters fop conferences
Monaco added that it was entire¬
• with International chief Wolfe Cohen . . . Charles B. Moss, executive ly within the realm of possibility
director of Criterion Theatre and B. S. Moss Theatres, back from five- that, if the American industry re¬
week tour of European production centers . . . Burgess Meredith ad- fused such a deal, the Italians
' dressed . Japan Society on making films in Japan. He plays title role then might decide to pass up Hol¬
iux Butterfly»” which Universal filmed in Japan . . . Director Mar¬ lywood pix with too much violence,
tin Ritt signed to long-term contract by 20th-Fox . . . Museum of Mod¬ brutality, etc., long a sore-point
ern Art has increased its daily admission price to 75c.
with Europeans.
The Italian view Is echoed in
«7^lf«Ird!kCanip^ t0 the neW^Semenko-Wamer regime- at Warner Bros,
wearing the cats creamy whiskers grin at the first six months show¬ other producing countries, such as
Germany
and France. In fact, the
ing . . ♦ Marilyn Ross, the cafe singer and actres who appears in a lot
^corn^alwmS h/s cracked another business: she’s sold her first Code nix for the French “Can-Can”
will be one of the items to be
Sfar««i^SaiiriJaIi t0\?{ a11 Publications, the" Wall Street Journal
. . brought up by France’s Jacques
«
LaFY*tte wboae 2(?0th anni is being celebrated this year, Flaud at the upcoming Francoaf
Tr£n?,hvF11??: Week in Frisco was saluted Thursday American film pact talks in Paris
5V?ar”,egle Recital Hall by the Cercle Art: Stique Francaise with a
fairly elaborate sequence of operetta, balet and readings . . . Occasion next month.
Europeans generally feel that
served to introduce Suzanne SJlene from the Paris Opera Comique
the Code is too tough on foreign
an attractive young soprano who has been knocking on the film indus¬ lingualers which are made in a
try doors recently . .. currently in Manhattan is Abaye Koon from the different atmosphere and on the
motion Pictnre division of the U.S. Information Service at Columbo, basis of different moral standards
Ceylon ... 10,000 milesf of curiosity to see the Variety' office and the from those prevailing in the
staff in their, stalls.
States. Since they are eager to get
^yIe£ln Ma,nhattan witb Golden Palm (top prize at Cannes into the American markets, and'
for Friendly- Persuasion”) in hand. Wife Margaret, former Dallas are spending money to dub their
newshen, is suspicious of its genuine gold content but still thinks It’ll films and generally prepare them
make an interesting dress pin. And anytime the producer goes to for wider acceptance, the question
W^Shima«SfS?ei}1
aiong because of that incident at the Carlton. of the Code seal obviously looms
tel 8Jhe .st?ry of visiting a French tradepaper rep at greater than before.
Suggestion ha? been made from
Whn
Jeporter lni?rFUiPte<1 the interview to summon a girl,
I”1?
?lom an Rdjoining room wearing a terry cloth robe. time to time to have a separate
Instructed by the reporter to display her endowments, she parted Code set up for Imports. This has
the upper portion of the. robe. Wyler commented, “nice,” the girl been steadily nixed by the Motion
turned around and left the room. “No point to it,” Wyler says now, Picture Assn, of America. Many
Industry leaders on the Continent,
US it* , wa* intended as a Franco-American goodwill gesture.”
a?
Preem of “A Face in the Crowd;” Kazan, Budd with Monca and Flaud in the lead,
Schulberg, Andy Griffith, Lee Rettick and Tom Glazer were partied now feel *the time is ripe for a
showdown on this issue, if neces¬
by Warner Bros, at the Edan RoC restaurant.
relates he’s finished one volume of D. W. Griffith’s sary via pressure to bear on Ameri¬
^^apby and work is progressing on the rest. He’s now co^iderinl can films in Europe. There is a question whether the
publication of separate works, each on a different phase of Griffith
.* * i;-^hink film execs salaries are high? Eugene G. Grace, chairman U. S. companies would agree to
submit
their films to a self-censorof Bethlehem Steel, was paid $809,011 last year . . . Jackie GleasoS
plannmg a $50,000 guest house on his 20-acre layout in the PeekskiU ship body in 9ome- M took them
a long time to agree to cooperate
Evans Hwiter, who sold the rights to his “Blackboard Junrfe” h with a similar setup in Japan. Cu¬
riously, while the Americans don’t
Metro for $35,000, has posted a $475,000 asking price on his newnnvp
wish their films to be judged by
Earner
Th®y *I‘'et-” Simon & Schuster will publish . .
Elmer Balaban has denied, rumors that the - H&E Balaban Esmiir- local industryites as to their fit¬
ness to play off, U. S'., execs see
ChiaTHbnnGhiCagi° 1S YP f°r SaJ,e' Story reached Print in Herb Lyon'; nothing wrong in forcing the im¬
SdeTp?essC gosslp column and was picked up later by some of th< ports in the States to be processed
in similar fashion.
«r/cC?lVSel?Crg’Jnlaki»S.t!^ publicity rounds in behalf of “Saint Joan,’
W LnrieJ1VH1Ted^ y01
on CKLW-TV, Detroit, and the gab
ie!Lfr0V ded«a twisf- Kennedy is a for/ner actor who protrayed th<
master executioner in Joan of Arc” when Walter Wanger produce!
Lmlr-1??4 BfWnan in 1948 . . . Annual pilgrimage to Will Roger!
Memorial Hospital, Saranac Lake, set for June 20. Branch manager1
from around the country are participating this year along with Gothan
brass and the press .. . Westport, Conn., is billed as the “most civilize!
community in the country” by Norman Bailek, managing director o
Paris, May 28.
the Fine Arts Theatre in the nutmeg location. House has booke!
The French are ready to once
Lady Chatterley’s Lover” and Bailek is seeking to woo patrons fron again bring up the question of
N.Y., where the film hit a censorship snag and has yet to be shown.
special consideration for their films
under the Production Code. To do
this, they’ll use the occasion of the
Franco-American film negotiations
for a new deal in Paris in June.
Jacques Flaud, the government’s
film topper, said in Cannes last
Toronto, May 28.
week that he intended to press the
Because he Went to Willowrun matter within the framework of
Airport in Detroit instead of tak¬ the negotiations. He indicated that,
ing the tunnel to Windsor Airport eventually, the question may be
Cincinnati, May .28.
The Valley Theatre here will in¬ across the river where his plane one which may have to be taken by
stall Todd-AO for the opening of for Toronto was waiting, Andy all of the European producers.
“Around the World in 80 Days” on Griffiths was five hours late get¬
The French, whose “French CanJune 13. Agreement was reached ting here and had to cancel Mayor Can” has been nixed for a seal,
last week by Valley operator Lou Phillips’ reception and a press are only one of the European na¬
Wiethe and Todd-AO v.p. Doug luncheon.
tions railing against the Code,
Griffiths, here to tub-thump his which they consider unfair in its
Netter.
Valley *is a new 1,500-seat thea¬ “Face in the Crowd” (WB), was application -to product shot out¬
tre located in a shopping center accompanied by his manager, Rich¬ side the States. From time to time
which -has parking facilities for ard Linke. Griffiths, however, there have been suggestions of
made the rounds in time for radio counter-action by the Europeans,
1,000 cars.
Installation is the 37th for Todd- and television interviews, later vis¬ but it’s never gotten that far.
AO and the first in southern Ohio. ited the all-night deejays. He and
Flaud said he may make a change
Todd-AO hopes to have 50 theatres Linke were hosted here by Irving one of the conditions for a new
| Herman, Canadian p.a. for Warner agreement with France.
equipped in the U. S. by July 4.

l

Special Code-Tag For
French Films Proposal
Of Paris to Johnston

AIRPORT AS*
Shopping Centre WRONG
‘FACE’ BALLY SNAFU
Playing ‘SO Days’

Canada’s Film Test
Stratford, Ont., May 28.
Leonid Kipnis’ color film of
“Oedipus Rex,” directed by
Tyrone Guthrie, will open In¬
ternational Film Festival here
July 8. It was filmed with the
cast which played it at the
Bardfest here two summers
ago, with Douglas Campbell
and Eleanor Stuart in leads.
So far it’s been seen in Canada
only oh tv.
Other films, all first Ca¬
nadian showings, will be from
U.- S„ U. K., France, Israel,
Greece,
Australia,
Mexico,
Japan, Russia, Poland, Czecho¬
slovakia and Yugoslavia.

MPEA Execs Cold
On Italian Ideas
For $4-Mil. Loan
Top executive of the Motion Pic¬
ture Export Assn, said yesterday
(Tues.) in N.Y. that the Association
was basically opposed to an Italian
suggestion for a $4,000,000 loan to
help finance Italo production.
Money would come from the socalled 40% account accruing to
the U.S. outfits in Italy. That's
money' from which they’re sup¬
posed to finance their own and co¬
productions in the country. The
Italians want 50% of the. funds as
a loan.
Pitch was made by ANICA head
Eitel Monaco to MPEA prexy Eric
Johnston in Rome recently. Indi¬
vidual companies haven’t been
polled on the idea as yet.
Loan proposal is expected to be
pressed even.more by the Italians
now that local banks have tight¬
ened up on film production credits.
MPEA says the Italians have had
several loans in the past, and the
arrangement has almost inevitably
worked out as a loss for the Ameri¬
can companies. Originally, there
was the $4,500,000 IFE loan; there
still is a loan accruing from monies
spent by the Americans for- dub¬
bing certificates; then there was
the time the companies sold the
certificates at a loss, etc.
In any case, going by precedent
or otherwise, the MPEA takes the
position that it can’t continue to
pour money into the Italo industry.
. Also, the American companies may
well decide to use their, accrued
funds to' produce in Italy, as they
have done in the past.
While 40% of the American
earnings in Italy are blocked for
local production use, 60% can be
spent or remitted to the U.S. via
compensation deals, etc.

40 at Berlin Fest

Rome, May 28.
Serious split has developed here
in the distributors section of
ANICA between the Italians and
the Americans over a new rental
agreement with the exhibitors.
Situation is made worse, and the
controversy more bitter, by'the
fact that the local managers first
took one approach, which pleased
their Italo colleagues, and thenon orders from New York turned
around and took virtually the op-*
posite view.
.The Americans make up onethird of the vote in the distributors
group. Since, however, votes are
cast on the basis of releases, the
U.S. companies completely domi¬
nate the situation and are in a po¬
sition to enforce their views.
The only company standing aside
Js Metro, which never joined the
distributors group, a fact which is
a source of great vexation to the
Italians.
„
' Eitel Monaco, ANICA topper,
said this week that he was greatly
disturbed' over developments, par¬
ticularly since, under the law, the
government has the right to step
in at a certain point and legislate
rental terms. The exhibitors in*
Italy are close to the Government.
The agreement originally worked
out, and apparently acceptable to
the Italo theatres, was based on a
sliding scale arrangement. It in¬
volved terms up to 45%. After
that, based on figures for each
house for the comparable quarter
of the previous year, rental terms
could go up 5% up to 60%. This
formula would take into account
that average pictures today in
Italy, as everywhere, earn less,
whereas the biggies tend to clean
up.
The exhibitors then counted
with a proposal for a 40% rental
top, with 60% on every penny ex¬
ceeding the prior year’s average.
The Americans wanted at 43% top
and 70% of every penny over the
average. ^
The original terms, still prevail¬
ing, are 40%, with one out of every
four films allowed to get 50%. That
makes Italy one of the few markets
where the Americans can get 50%
terms. The American interests
now argue that it can no longer be
said that only one out of four films
is a really strong grosser, particu¬
larly since the advent of CinemaScope. At least, however, they
want to retain the current one to
four proportion. The Italian exhib¬
itor offer is for an absolute 45%
maximum on any film.
The turnabout, created by the
stand of the board in New York,
which does not wish to give ground
anywhere, has been personally em¬
barrassing to some of the Ameri¬
can managers, though they concede
the importance of not setting any
negative precedents.

Alex Harrisons
Print Pledge
More prints on its top attractions
were pledged in N. Y. yesterday
(Tues.) by Alex Harrison, 20th-Fox
general sales manager, when ad¬
dressing his branch and divisional
chiefs.
Harrison disclosed plans for sat¬
uration release of “Island in the
Sun,” which preems in N. Y. and
L. A. June 12, “Bernardine,” due
to bow July 4, and “Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter” in August.
“Island” will play in 300 keys dur¬
ing the first two weeks of its re¬
lease.
Harrison also told his sales force
that 20th would augment local adpub efforts on its 16 top attrac¬
tions. He stressed the availability
during the summer months of
“Oklahoma,” on which prints have
been increased.

Berlin, foay 28.
Forty nations, said to mark a
record participation, have indicated
that they will be represented at
the seventh International Film Fes¬
tival which will be held here June
21 to July 2.
The following will take part: Ar¬
gentina, Belgium, Belgian Congo,
Ceylon, Chile, Denmark, Finland,
France, Ghana, Greece, Great Bri¬
tain, Hong Kong, India, Indo¬
nesia, Italy, Japan, Yugoslavia,
Korea, Luxembourg, Malaya, Mex¬
ico, Nigeria, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Austria, Pakis¬
tan, Peru, Portugal, Sweden, Swit¬
zerland, Spain, South Africa, Tur¬
key, Tunesia, the United States,
Venezuela, the United Nations and
Germany.
An innovation, as part of the
Festival, will be a Youth Film Fes¬
Myron Levy, former assistant
tival at which “suitable cultural manager of the Roxy Theatre,
films” will be shown to school N. Y., now with the theatre sale*
children from the Berlin area.
dept, of the Pepsi Cola Co.
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Wham 11G,
LA, Sdl Slow Save for Longruns: ‘80 Day#'
Seattle; ‘Pigeon’ -8G Desk’ Bangup $17,00d Tops New Hub
‘Garment’ Doll 18G, Dolphin’ 1SG, 2d;
Pk; ‘Gate’ Fair 16G, Tarty’ Big 11G
‘80 Days’ 29G, 23d; ‘Holiday’ 23G, 80th
Key City Grosses
Seattle, May 28.
Mighty sad tidings at first-runs
here currently with few exceptions.
Outstanding one is “Around World
in 80 Days,” still great at Blue
Mpuse in sixth week. “Public
Pigeon No, 1” is rated okay at
Coliseum.
“Cinerama Holiday”
shapes solid in seventh Paramount
round.
Estimates for This Week
Blue. Mouse- (Hamrick) (800:
$1.50-$2.50) — “80 Days Around
World” (UA) (6th wk). Great $11,000. Last week, $12,300*
Coliseum (Evergreen). (1,870; 90$1,25)—"Public Pigeon No. 1” (IT)
and “YPung Stranger” (U). Okay
$8,000 or near. Last week, “Hell¬
cats of Nayy” (Col) and “Tall T”
(Col), $10,600.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1-$1.25)—“Desk Set” (20th). (2d
wk-5' days). Mild $4,500. Last
week, $9,800.
Musie Box (Hamrick) (850;. 90$1.25)—“La Strada” (T-L). Not so
hot $3,000. Last week, “Invitation
to Dance” (M-G), $2,800.
Musi© Hall (Hamrick) (?,200; 90$1.25) — “Monkey on Back” (UA)
and “Hit and Run” (UA). Slow
$5,000. Last week, “Could Be
Night” (UA) and “Big Caper” (UA),
$4,800.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1.25 — “Calypso Joe” (AA) “Hot
Rod
Rumble”
(AA).
Terrible
$4,000.
Last week, “Untamed
Youth” (WB) $4,700.
Paramount (SW-Cinerama) (1,282;
$1.20-$2.45) — “Cinerama Holiday”
(Cirierama) '(7th wk). Perking to
solid $9,500. Last week, $8,800.

Boston, May 28.. *
Radically, off in ^geent weeks,
biz is improved it first-run houses
this frame. Heat oil Sunday hurt
generally. Three new bills are
helping to give Hub current
stronger tone. “China Gate” looks
fair .gt Met. “Desk Set” is hotsy
at the Memorial, Paramount arid
Fenway ’went to reissue of “Quiet
Man” for good results.
Three hard-ticket films all show
consistent - strength.
<*‘A round
World in 80-Days” is still sellihg
out. “Seven Wonders of World,”
despite its age of 40-weeks, is
smash.» “10 Commandments’* is
Strong in 28th frame. “Bachelor
Party” is holding sockeroo in fifth
frame at the Kenmore. “Garment
Jungle” Is fine in second frame at
the Pilgrim.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75)
—“10 Commandments’* (Par) (28th
wk).
Fine $15,000. Last week,
$16,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill). (678;
90-$1.25)—“Snow Was .Black”
(Cont) (4th wk). Oke $4,500.. Last
week, $5,500.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
$1.25--$2.65) —" “Seven Wohders”
(Cinerama)
(40th wk).
Great
$15,000. Last week, $19,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; ’60-$1.25)—
“Gold of Naples” (DCA) (4th wk).
Third week was nice $6,500.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)^“Quiet Man” (reissue) and “Spoil¬
ers of Forest” (Indie), Oke $4,500.
Last week, “Dragstrip Girl” (AlP)
and “Rock All Night” (AIP), $6,500.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (6th wk).
Fifth week ended Friday (24) was
bright $11,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
“Desk Set” (20th) apd “Love Lot¬
tery” (Cont). Hot $17,000, hypoed
by legit values of play which tried
out in Hub. Last week, “Deadly
Mantis’* (U) and “Girl In Kremlin”
(U), $9,500.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90$1.25)—“China Gate” (20th) and
“2 Grooms For Bride” (20th). Fair
$16,000 or near. Last week, “For
Whom Bells Toll” (reissue), $15,000.
■
„
paramount (NET) (1,700; 60$1.10)—“Quiet Man’! (reissue) and
“Spoilers of Forest” (Indie). Good
$12,500.
Last week, “Dragstrip
Girl” (AIP) .and “Rock All Night”
(AIP), $16,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95)—
“Garment Jungle” (Col), and “Air
Strike” (2d wk).. Fine $6,000. Last
week, $8,00(1.
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.50.-$3.30)
“Around World” (UA) (6th wk).
Fifth week ended Friday (24) was
consistent 11 soldout shriwS for
$28,000. Last week, same. Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90$1.25)—“Little Hut” (M-G) and
“Vintage” (M-G). Opened Satur¬
day (25). Last week, “This Could
Be Night” (M-G) and “Gun Duel
in Durango” (UA), okay $11,000;
State (Loew) (3,600; 90-$1.25)—
“Little Hut” (M-G) and “Vintage**
(M-G).
Opened Saturday (25).
Last week, “This Could Be Night”
(M-G) and “Gun Duel In Durango”
(UA), fair $7,000.

Los Angeles, May 28.
With both new major entries dis¬
Estimated Total Gross
appointing, Los Angeles first-runs
This Week ....... .$2,190,900
are sighting another dour session.
(Based on 23 cities cfad 252
Only the long-run -holdovers con¬
theatreschiefly first runs, intinue to show strength in a highly
Estimated Total Gross
eluding N.Y.)
selective market. The indie “Al¬
This Week.. .$493,900
Total Gross Same Week
bert Schweitzer" is good $4,400 in
(Based on 26 theatres)
(Based on 23 cities and 231
one house opening week.
Last Year.$513,300
Last Year ~...., 4.. $2,335,700
“Garment Jungle” shapes light
(Based on 24 theatres)
theatres-.)- •
$18,000 or near in three theatres
while “Ride Rack” is only a thin
$13,500, also in three. “Boy On
Dolphin” is fairly good at $15,000
In second stanza for four locations.
'‘Desk Set” is fine $11,500 in sec¬
ond at the Chinese.
Among the longrunners, “Around
World in 80 Days” is up to $29,000 in 23d session to pace the city,
and “Cinerama Holiday” is now in
its 81st week after landing a good
Cleveland, May 28.
Baltimore, May 28.
$23,000 in its 80th Warner Holly¬
Trend, of rain-soaked, limping
Clear, warmer weather over the
wood stanza.
grosses continues at major firstweekend slightly changed the pic¬
Estimates for This Week
runs here. “Monkey on My Back”
ture in spots here but generally biz
EL Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.25)— is down this round. Only the hardy
is only average at the. State. “Un¬
“Albert Schweitzer” (Indie). Good “Around World in 80 Days,” is
tamed Youth” and “Shoot-Out at
$4,400. Last week, in unit.
Medicine Bend” at the Allen looms
making a real showing, still being
. Hillstreet, Hawaii, Uptown nice in 23d week. “Man Afraid” at
fairish. Combo of “Deadly Mantis”
(RKO-G&S-FWC)
(2,752;
1,106; Mayfair was so thin it was*' pulled
and “Girl in Kremlin” got off brisk¬
1,715; 80-$1.80)—“Ride Back” (UA) after only ithree days. “Oklahoma”
ly at Hipp but bad weather'breaks
and “Big Caper” (UA). Thin $13,- at the New is rated fair after 10will cut combo to mild session. Biz
sofLast week, Hillstreet and month run in at Film Centre. “Lit¬
picked up for “10 Commandments”
Uptown with Iris, “Way to Gold” tle Hut” is rated good at the Town.
at the Ohio and Palace’s “This Is
(20th) apd “Man'in Vaplt” (RKO), “12 Angry Men” at the Playhouse
Cinerama.” Latter’s spurt Was amaz¬
$7,100. Hawaii in other unit.
ing in view of biz generally here.
continues trim in sixth frame.
Downtown, c Wiltern, Iris (SWEstimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
FWC) (1,757; 2,344; 756: 80-$1.80)—
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$l)—“Un¬
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50“Garment Jungle” (Col) and; “The
tamed Youth” (WB).and “Shoot-out
Burglar” (Col). Light $18,000 or $1.25)—“True Story Jesse James”
at Medicine Bend” (WB). Fairish
close. Last week, Downtown and (20th). Slow $3,500. Last week,
$10,000 or near. Last week, “Way
Hawaii, “Voodoo Woman” (AIP) “Boy on Dolphin” (20th) (3d wk),
to Gold” (20th), $8;500.
ditto.
and “The Undead” (AIP), $8,400.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l) —
Other houses in other units. .
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50“Girl in Kremlin” (U) and “Deadly
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25-$2) $1.25)—"Moulin Rouge” (UA) (re¬
Mantis” (U). Mild $9,000. Last
—“Desk Set” (20th) (2d wk). Fine issue) (2d wk). Fair $2,200 after
week, “Guns of Ft. Petticoat” (Col),
| $2,800 in first.
$11,500. Last week, $13,200.
ditto.
T
San Francisco, May 28.
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.10Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.40)
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;
Frisco first-run biz is moderate
$1.75)—“This Could Be Night” $1.50-$2.50) — “Around
World” for most part this round, with “Lit¬ —“10 Commandments” (Par) (28th
(M-G) (2d wk). Fair $5,400. Last (UA) (23d wk). Still holding at
wk). Okay $11,000. Last week,
tle Hut” at Warfield and “Battle
week, $6,100.
nice $10,000 after same last week. Hell”, at Golden Gate setting $10,500.
Orpheum, Fox Wilshire, Vogue
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (M85;
Five West (Schwaber) (560; 50- pace. Champ longrunners, “Around
(Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; 2,296;- $lj25)—“Young Stranger” 1U). Sol¬
$1,25- $2.40)—“This Is Cinerama”
885; 80-$1.50)—“Monkey on Back” id $4,000 or near. Last week, World in 80 Days” and “Seven (Cinerama) (28th wk). Pushed to
(UA) and “Cruel Tower” (UA) A2d “Colditz Story” (Indie) (3d wk), Wonders of World” still are in big $18,000 or over. Last week,
chips. “10 Commandments” moved $14,500.
wk).
Lean $7,800. Last week, $2,900.to the Stagedoor with $2.20 top
State (Loew)' (3,500; 70-90) —
$15,500.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.300; after 12 weeks at the larger St.
Downtown Paramount, Egyptian 50-$1.25)—“Half Human” (DCA)
“Monkey on My Back” (UA).
(ABPT-UATC) (3,300; 1,503; 90- and “Monster- from Green Hell” Francis. It is rated great at this Average $10,000. Last week, “China
$1.80) — “Untamed Youth’/ (WB) (DCA). Okay $7,000. Last week, new spot, a 440-seater. “Desk Set” Gate” (20th), $9,000.
shapes nice in final 5 days of sec¬
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
and “Hell’s Crossroads” (Rep) (2d “Abandon Ship” (Col), $5,500.
ond week at the vast Fox.
“Vintage” (M-G). Mild $5,000 in 5
wk). Dull $7,800. Last week, with
Mayfair <Hicks) (930; 50-$1.25)—
Estimates for This Week
days, Last week, “For Whom Bell
Wiltern, $15,300.
• '
“Public Pigeon No. 1” (U). Okay
State, New Fox (UATC-FWC) $2,500 in 4 days, being brought in
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- Tolls” (Par), $6,000.
(2,404; 965; 90-$1.25)—“Designing after “Man Afraid” (U) was pulled $1) — “Battle Hell” (DCA) and
Woman” (M-G) and . “Vintage” after 3 days and only $1,000. Last “Bermuda Affair” (DCA)’ Good
(M-G) (2d wk). Okay $9,000-. Last week, “Deadly Mantis” (U) $3,600. $12,000. Last week, “For Whom
week, with El Rey, $16,500.
Ney (Fruchtman (1,600; 50- Bell Tolls”/ (Par) (reissue) and
Los Angeles; Hollywood, Ritz, $1.25)—“Oklahoma” (Magna). Fair “Spoilers of Forest” (Indie), $11,Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 756; 1,330; $4,000. Last week, “10 Command¬ 000.
(Continued on page 20)
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—!
ments” (Par) (22d wk), $10,000.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50- “Desk Set” (20th) and “Oasis”
$1.25>—“12 Angry Men” (UA) (6th (20th) (2d wk). Nice $8,000 in 5
Toronto. M»V 28.
“Public Pigeon No. l’? is leading
wk). Still nice at $3,500 after same days. Last week, $16,500.
in fifth.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90) — the city in its-second stanza but re¬
Stanley (SW) (3,200: 50-$1.25)— “Little Hut” (M-G). Fine $16,000. issue of “For Whom the Bell Tolls”
“Untamed Youth” (WB). Drab $4,- Last week, “Vintage” (M-G), $8,- is close via smash weekend, turnaway biz. „ Such newcomers as
000. Last week, “Way to Gold” 500.
(20th). ditto.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25)— “Garment Jungle’* okay at Impe¬
Louisville, May 28.
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50- “Weapon” (Rep) and “Hidden Gun” rial. and “Ill Met By Moonlight,”
Current week was off to a brisk $1.25)—“Little Hut” (M-G). Sock (Rep). Mild- $10,000. Last week. light in 3 spots; also stand out.
start, but weekend biz was hit a $12,000 .or near. Last week, “The “Untamed Youth”
(WB)
and “Bachelor Party” ,in third stanza
shapes big, while “Designing Wom¬
low blow when rain and winds of Vintage” (M-G), $5,000. .
I
(Continued on page 20)
an” is good in fourth frame. Switch
tornado-like proportions kept a
of- “10 Commandments’* to second
majority of patrons at home. Ra¬
run, on two-a-day at top prices, is
dio warnings are potent in a
rated so-so at 877-seat house.
weather situation of this sort, and
Estimates for This Week
downtown houses naturally are
Carlton, Colony, Falrlawn (Rank)
hurt. Everything considered, firstruns are not complaining.' “Gar¬
(2,518; 859; 1.165; 60-$l)—“Ill Met
Indianapolis, May 28.
ment Jungle” at Rialto shapes
by Moonlight” (Rank). Light $12,Mounting Speedway interest has
barely okay while the Kentucky,
000.
Last week, “Checkpoint” ; first-runs here deep in a seasonal
with reissue of “For Whom Bell
(Rank) and “Tiger in Smoke” slump, but with some expectations
Tolls,” is very big. The Brown,
Kansas City, May 28.
Brand” (UA) and “Running Tap- (Rank), $13,000.
of picking up a little loose coin
winding up 14th week of 5 days
Christie, Hyland. (Rank) (877; from early bird race fans, Tuesdayget”’
(UA),
$8,000.
Moderate trend of .trade .holds as
for “10 Commandments” is nifty.
1,357; $1)—“Spanish Gardener” and Wednesday. “Last weeks’*
Kimo
(Dickinson)
(504;
75-90)—
Elsewhere grosses are generally weather continues on the damp “Invitation to Dance” (M-G). Bright (Rank) (2d wk). Poor $5,000. Last notice, however, has hypoed biz
disappointing.
side. Although disastrous, tornado $2,500; holds. . Last week, “Great week, $12,000.
for “10 Commandments” at Lyric
Estimates for This Week
Century, Downtown, Glendale, slightly. It now probably will stay
here put no firstrun theatres out Man” (M-G) (6th wk), $800.
Brown (Fourth Ave.-U.A.) (1,000; of action, over-all effect has slack¬
Midland. (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)— Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Scar- until erid of June, with “Around
$1.25-$2) — “10 Commandments” ened interest in pix fare consid¬ “Monkey on. My Back” (UA) and boro, State (Taylor) (1,558; 1,054; World in 80 Days” following before
(Par) (14th wk-5 days). Biz built erably. Also, films for the week “‘Iron Sheriff” (UA). Dull $6,000; 955; 1,039; 1,393; 755; 694; 698; 504. “Shoot-Out at Medicine
toward end of run, currently indi¬ are not so strong, including new¬ Last week, ‘’Garment- Jungle” 75)-r-“Dragoon . Wells Massacre” July
at the Circle is rated tepid.
cating bullish $8,000 on short comers “Untamed Youth,” tame at (Col) and “Burglar” (Col), $5,000. (AA) and “Hellcats of Navy” (UA), Bend”
“Monkey on My Back” at Loew’i
stanza. Last week, about same.
Last week, “Crab looms only fair.
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; big $19,500.
Paramount and “Monkey on My
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-85) Back,” dull at the Midland. Also 90-$2)—“Cinerama Holiday” (Cin¬ Monsters” (AA) and “Not of This
Estimates for this week
—“For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) new, “Deadly Mantis” and “Girl erama) (12th wk). Holds nicely at Earth” (AA), $16,000.
(reissue). Despite weather factor, in Kremlin” in four Fox Midwest $9,000. Last week, same.
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede
looks great $8,000.
Last week; houses looks okay. “Invitation to
90)—“Shoot-Out
at; Medicine Bend”
(FP)
(3.344;
1,709;
.1,486;
1,385;
60Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)—
“Buster Keaton
Story”
(Par), Dance” at the- artfilm Kimo is “Untamed
Youth”
(WB)
and 75)—“Public Pigeon No. 1” (RKO) (WB) and “Spoilers of Forest”
$7,000.
“Counterfeit Plan” (WB).
Mild, (2d wk). Big $18,000, Last week, (Rep). Tepid $6,000 or near. Last
bright, and stays awhile.
Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000;
week, “For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par)
Last week, “For Whom $19,000.
“Hot Rod Rumble” and “Calypso $6,000.
50-85) — “Garment Jungle” (Col)
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)— (reissue), oke $7,000.
Bell Tolls” (Par) (reissue), $5,000.
and “The Burglar” (Col). Just Joe” in four Dickinson situations,
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-90) —
Okay
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$2)— “Garment Jungle” (Col).
barely okay $9,000.
Last week, two of them ozoners, is fairly good “10 Commandments” (Par) (15th $12,500. Last week, “Joe Butter¬ “Deadly. Mantis” (U) and “Girl in
“Tall T” (Col) and “Strange One” in view of wet weather*. “10 Com¬ wk). Fair $4,500, but likely holds fly” (U), same.
Kremlin”
(U). Mild $7,000 or close.
mandments” in 15th week is mak¬
(Col), $8,000.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)— Last week, “China Gate” (20th) and
one more, stanza. Last week, ditto.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; ing a remarkable longrun, but
“Spring
Reunion”
(UA), $6,000.
“Green
Man”
(IFD)
.
(10th
wk).
Esquire,
Uptown,
Fairway,
Gra¬
50-85)—“Beyond Mombasa” (Col) nears end of engagement. “Cine¬ nada (Fox Midwest) (820; 2,043; Holding at fine $3,000. Last week,
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85) —
Holiday” continues solid at
and “Shadow on Window” (Col), rama
“Monkey
on
My
Back”
(UA) and
$3,500.
700;
1,217;
75-90)—“Deadly
Mantis”
Modest $5,500. Last week, “Un¬ the Missouri.
(U) and “Girl in the Kremlin” (U).
Loe.w’s (Loew) (2,096: 60-$l)— “Revolt of Fort Laramie” (UA).
Estimates for This Week
tamed Youth” (WB), $8,000.
Okay $13,000.- Last week, '♦’Tat- “Bachelor Party” (UA) (3d wk). Fair $5,500. Last week, “This
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Dickinson, Glen, Shawnee Drive- tered Dress”
(U)
and “Man Neat $10,000.' Last week, $13,000. Could Be Night” (M-G) and
50-85)—“Way *to Gold” (20th) and In, Leawood Drive-In (Dickinson) Afraid” (U), $12,000.
Tivoli (FP) (995: $1.50-$2)— “Lizzie” (M-G), $6,000.
“Black Whip” (20th). Fair $8,000 (750; 700; 1.100 cars; 900 cars; 75c
Rockhlll (Little Art Theatres) “Oklahoma” (Magna) (57th wk).
Lyric (C-D) (900; $l,25-$2.20) —
or near. Last week, “China Gate” person)—“Hot Rod Rumble” (AA) (750; 75-90)—“Sorceress” (Indie) Up to $6,000. Last week, $9,500.
“10 Commandments” (Par) (18th(20th) and “Badlands of Montana” and “Calypso Joe” (AA). Fairly (2d wk). Oke $1,000. Last week,
Towne (Taylor) (1,080; $1)— wk). Hefty $11,000. Last week,
(20th), $9,000.
good $9,000. Last week, “Halliday $1,500.
,i
(Continued on page 20)
$10,000.

Broadway Grosses

Little Hut’Boff
12G Leads Balto

‘Monkey’ NSH10G,
Cleve.; *Mantis’9G

‘Hut’ Hep $16,000,
Frisco; ‘HelT12G

‘Pigeon’ Terrif $18,000,
Toronto;‘Bell’Loud 12G,
‘Garment’ Okay $12,500

Weekend Storm Sloughs
L’ville; ‘Garment’ $9,000,
‘Bell’ Sockeroo $8,000

Tornado Trims KOiz; ‘Youth’ Tame
$6,000, ‘Monkey’ NG 7G, ‘Mantis’ 13G

‘MONKEY’ FAIR $5,500,
INDPLS.;‘IOC’S’BIG 11G

. 'TedBe.d.y,

psmtft

1*57

PICTURE GROSSES

Chi Perils Up;‘Night’ lively $9,000,

<8®$12,500;
S Tnltw!
^J Arties° 4,1""
Draw as Broadway Skids;
‘Yoirth’ Hep 10G
BangupZOG/Monkey'lSG, no a smSSSs French lit'Green' 18G, ‘Torero 16G,
Desk Okay 17i/2G, 10 CV Big 20G ISSItiSS Kremlin Light 10G, China Mild 21G

Chicago. May. 28. 4Three new shows boost the Chicago Him biz average this frame
Estimates Are Net
after one of worst weeks in recent
Film grQ„ estimates as r#months.
This Could Be Night
ported herewith from the vari-

SS Mr as- a
**»>«“Desk Set’; at the Oriental is
just fair in second frame. “Monkey On My Back’* is doing tidily
in second at the' Woods. “China
Gate” drags into a dull second at
the Chicago. Stoutest of second
round product is “Gold.of Naples”
at the Surf and “JCronos” and
“She-Devil” combo at the Grand.
“Bacntelor Party” holds well for
three sessions at the Garrick, both
second and third being bigger than
f°“Sevens Wonderf of World”
marks a. hearty 23d round at the
Palace, while “Around World in
80 Days” keeps near to capacity
foi* the eighth , frame at Todd's
Cinestage,
10 Comman<hnents
goes into 27th stanza at Mcvickers
still steady on its feet.
■
J^eek {Aon
anrito?
®3)7"
(4th wk). Nice $3,000. Last week,
,»•
a oftA. on ei km
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.50)
_“ruiina Gate” (Col) (2d wk),
«rV) Rad
—r-“Cliina
$8,000. Last week, $10,000.
tiE,T,r%!,WnnpBna/arnnn) 9^
fm
week. Young Stranger (U) (2d
wk)‘, oke $5,000.
Garrick (B&K) (850: 90-$1.25)—
"Bachelor Party” (UA) (3d wk).
Big $11,000. Last week, $13,300,
way over estimates.
Grand (Indie) (1.200; 90-11.25)—
t7SnnnDT i^
nnn ' ® 1 d $7,°°0, L st
t™
r«n«. on
9^
“Th?c P rS il
m5r7
This Could Be Night
(M-G).
Lively $9,000. Last week, “Cin(SluLXnih SS"
(BY) (reissue) (7tll Wk),

pt;f„nr«n„tS?e,feM
estimated figures are net inc0“e*
„
,
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.
n « .
11 aamhih/t: VarIt
IffiSlfiflllllfif ijOCK
UWn
. ^ .
,

t] Aftf) jit P||j|]y

l|Jlt/jvvV 111 1 11111J
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Philadelphia, May 28.
Biz is mainly dull at first-runs
here this week as many houses
mereiy mark time awaiting the arrival of fresh, blue-chip pix for
the holiday week. One of few
strong films this round is "Designing Woman,” which shapes socko
at Arcadia< “Buster Keaton Story”
1oo1cs sad at Goldman while “This
couid Bg Nieht” is verv dull at
ls,vei7 Q“u ai
Stanley. Helped by sales to schools,
“Seven Wonders of World” still is
okay in” ^ Bm frame at Boyd.
“Around World in 80 Days” is
rated fast ^ 22d week at Midtown.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-r$1.80)—
.“Designing Woman” (M-G). Smart
$15,000. Last- week, “10,000 Bed¬
rooms” (M-G) (3d wk), $4,000.
Boyd (SW-Cinerama) 1,430; $1.25-$2.60) — “Seven Wonders of
World” (Cinerama) (57th wk). Oke
$6-500- Last week^ $5,600.
Fox ' (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80) —
«oov on Dolohlti” (20th) (3d wk- -oy pn_uoipnin uuth) (3d wk5 days). Down to $8,000. Last week,
T

McVIckers (JWtS) (1.580: $1.25- .^‘““"Burter^Keaton^siort’'
$3.30)—"10 Commandments” (Par) f*'35/ „ .
Ta«t ZptSr

will Kl.-000HaPPy ,2°'000- LaSt KPS’%5
S|1™,siS„S) “Jo5hn and
fair” (DCA). Fair $4,800. Last
^nd??)^9dwV)^frt?nrn
(Continued
(Continued on
on page
page 20)
20)
[“st week «me
$ ’
<ni, , ^
-in aaa n »
Mastbaum (SW) 4,370; 90^$1.49)
—“China
Drab(Col)>
$8,iyiu|i vm fiw,vw, yw.,
goo Last Gate”
week> (20th).
«Burglar»

Shin Oke SI6.000.
‘Ship’
$16,000, Dd!
Det.;
‘Monkey’
13G
for
H.O.,
Monkey
<117
J
) #10 4AA CAiL
Wonders )lo,4UUt!n)ul
‘Wonders’
$18,400,50th
T

**

*

Detroit, May 28.
Weak newcomers and short-termers. will combine to give Detroit
downtowners an over-all rating of
just fair. Only long-termers—
long-termers—“10
10
Commanriments ’’ “Around World
m 80 Days” and “Seven Wonders,
are still doing great biz. Abandon
Ship’; iooks okay lnfirstatthe
Michigan.
Hot Rod Rumble
?hapes stow at the Broadway-Capit0i}: “Monkey on My Back is passably good m second round at the
Palms. “Desk Set” looks offish in
sepond week* at the Fox.
.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25) —“Desk Set” (20th) and
“Spoilers of Forest” (Rep) (2d wk).
NSH $11,000. Last week, $14,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
90-$l,25) —“Abandon Ship” (Col)
and “Hellcats of Navy” (Col). Oke
$16,000. Last week, “Buster Keaton Story” (Par) and “Fear Strikes
Out” (par), $15,000.
Palms (UD) (2,96l; 90-$1.25)—
"Monkey on My Back” (UA) and
"Gun Duel in Durango” (UA) (2d

$2o.ooo0kay
$13'000- Last week’
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$2.75)

$9Midtowii (Goldman) (1,000; $2$2-75) —. “Around World” (UA)
(22d wk). Fast $14,000. Last week,

same

Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; $1.40-$2.75) — “16 Commandments”
(Par) (27th wk). Big $10,000. Last
week ditto
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
“This Could Be Night” (M-G). Dull
$9,000, Last week, “Vintage” (M-G),
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
..Drag0Qn Well* Massacre” (AA)
and “Wetbacks” (Indie). Drab $6,^ Last week “Counterfeit Plan”
(WB) and “Untamed Youth” (WB),
same
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 94-$1.49)
—“We Geordie” (Indie) (2d wk).
Mild $3,500.
Trani-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
— “Anastasia” (20th) (22d wk).
Lean $3,900. Last week, $4,300.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.40)—
“Funny Face” (Par) (7th wk). Fair
$6,000. Last week, $9,000.
World (Pathe) (489; 99-$1.49) —
“La Sorciere” (Indie). So-so $3,200.
Last week, “Invitation to ‘ Dance”
(M-G) (3d wk), $2,300.
-r-‘YAirnT Cl ftW CO MA
« IVUill DLUTT f7,UUU,

‘YOUTH’ SLOW $9,000,
WASH.;
'PIGEON'
‘PIGEON’
7GU
™
11 ^

—"10 Commandments” (Par) (27th
_
A . Washington, May 28.
wk). Great $18,000. Last week,
Except for the long-running
long-runnmg hard
9ame
ticket vehicles, downtown houses
Broadway-Capltol (UD) (3,500; are experiencing dujl trade these
80-$1.25)—"Hot Rod Rumble” (AA) days. "China Gate” at the Capitol
and “Calypso Joe” (AA). Slow is doing poorly; "This -Could Be
$11,600.
Last week, "Untamed Night” is being dropped after two
Youth” (WB) and "Shoot-Out at weeks at the Palace. “Public Pigeon No. 1” is modest at Keith’s.
Medicine Bend” (WB), $12,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,668; $1.25- Only “Seven Wonders of World”
t
mAi (22d
/9.9H and “Around World in 80
ftft Days”
Davs”
$3)—“Around
World” (UA)
wk). Great $18,000. Last week, ere holding up.
Estimates for This Week
$18,810.
30: 90-$1.25)
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 70-90)
Adams (Balaban) (1,700;
—"This Could Be Night” ’(M-G) (2d — "Untamed Youth” (WB). Dull
Wk). Down to fair $7,500. Last $3,500. Last week, "Buster Keaton
Story” (Par), $4,000.
week, $9,500.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$1.50)
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,205; $1.50-$2.65)—"Seven Wonders — "China ..Gate” (20)th (6 days).
of World” (Cinerama) (50th- wk). Poor $9,000. Last week, "The VinSmash $18,400. Last week, $17,900. tage” plus Geoffrey Holder’s CaKrim (Krim) (1,000; $1.50)— lypso show onstage, $18,000.
"Funny Face” (Par) (4th wk). Oke
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)
$3,000. Last week, $10,500.-- - >
I. '(Continued on page 20)-

and continues. “Untamed Youth”
is rated fairly good at Paramount,
Broadway film business, already
but elsewhere the pickings are gen- feeling the pre-holiday week inerjally thin.
fluences, hit the skids in a big way
Estimates for Thl* Week VhVs with
arfival of hot weather
Aladdin (Fox) (1400- 70 90)
over^the past weekend. Many pix
JJf.UJaiKd
“TATzan and
T n«f RafarP* nur n tZ u to/ecover from
* V, this, making
(2d wk) Fair $2 5(M T
1? -S1® boxoffice currently very spotty
UiOOO
F * ?2'500, ■ ast week' despite some new arrivals.
* U 1
^
The arty theatres have the real
''Desk‘ISet^0(2nf.h1|’2(M
fl.lm winners. “The French,
l*? wk)« Pkay They Are a Funny Race” hit a ter$8,000. Stays on, Last week, $10,- rific $11,000 opening week at the
000.t Baronet biggest com ever at this
Denver (Fox) (2,525
— | house. “Green Mail” finished with
“KronOs” (20th) and “She-Devil” a great $18,000
$18,000 or
or close
ciose at
at the
the
(20th). Fair $8,000. Last week, Guild, one of bigger openers at
t
“Torero” Slso was
'"Abandon Ship” (Col) and "Shad- this
smash
opening
session
with
$16,ow on Window” (Col), $9,000.
a rfq °n Wlth ^16>’
Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90) — 400 at thee Fine Arts.
Arts..
“Tears for Simon” (Rep.). Light
“Girl iri
Kremlin” looks light
!!?
$1,500. Last week, on reissues.
$10,000 or near on week at the
c&tJ* was
JSS
OrpJteum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)— Mayfair while “China Gate”
Public Pigeon No .1” (U) a nd mild $21,000 or close in first round
“Young Stranger” (U) (2d wk). Sad
Purummmt
SSo^LasYXk $7 (KW
§ad at(^ran;0Unt w
„
.
70- showeS1oTfmcSoiSr^b vW1^
90)—“Untamed Youth”. (WB) and
’ i??*f2?000 in second week
“Iron Sheriff” (UA). Good $10,000 2 thph2h
“DesV Set”
or close. Last Week, “Monkey on ^lus staSll kfoks fah- $50 000
Back”
(UA)
and
“Gun
Duel
Du?n1UiCondg^Stanza
at
ithe
rango” (UA), $12,000.
lnseeona stanza at the Roxv
Koxy. Both
Botn
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)— vllue” looks1 to hold with Mg $25 ^
rJir;?
rnirnd
Sf
thi
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) Iaftlu?rt
(3d)
round
at
the
n-ent
(2d wk), Fpie $12,500. Holding.Last Astm-0
^ (3d)
(3d round
round at
at the
tlie

$6

week, $13,000.

i (Wed.). Last week, “Girl in Kremlin” (U), landed mild $10,000 or
near in 8 days.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592;
(l
95*1.80)—"For
$1.80)—“For Whom Bell Tolls”
fear)
(tissue)
(Par) (reissue)
OdPwk).
war;
^reissue? (3d'wk).
lacr wk;. This
Tins session
ended yesterday (Tues.) reached
modest $6,000. Second was $8,500.
Planning to open a new pic soon.
p.I.ce (RKOi (1,700; 50-$l,60)—
“Let’s Be HauDv” (AA) ulus vandpVille. HeadingPfor fairP$14,000 or
near. Last week, “Public Pigeon
No. 1” (U) and vaude, $16,500.
paramounfc (AB-PT) (3,665; $1$2)—“chlna Gate” (20th) (2d-final
Wk). Initial stanza ended last night
(Tues*>D was
mild opens
$21,000
or 5close,
„The
j >» (WB)
Juhe
Par‘S (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90U-8?> "T,
Of Naples’’ (DGA)
su^da^^
?H”da5
was A0??.
The
14th week y$Wo? “Tulietta”
ifn£pn°W SGt t0 °pen the middle
f J
Radio City
City Music
Music Hal1
Hall (Rocke*
(RockeKadio
feller) (6-200°; 95-$2.85)-“DesigninWoman
(M"G)
and
stageshow
(2d wk). This week winding up today (WedJ 3s heading for fine
$125,000.
-First round
round^was
was
?125-000-lFlrst
$143,000.
S*
fm.r
Stays’ on, and may go
four weeks.
Stays^on,
weeks,

_

af
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
Bachelor Party” .held at. good —“Around World” (UA) (33d wk).
ef fh. Vie
- ArOUna WOHU
lOtHl WR/.
$12,500 m seventh week at the
The 32d weeJc finished last night
(Tues). was capacity $37,100 in 11
This Could Be Night looks to be ci,mv<. ti oict wppIt wac flip
way off at light $11,000 in second foV0^* performances
stanza at the State, where "Monkey
2 w®*OB
CA
On My Back” comes in today ,4TPIaza (Brddher) (525; $1.50-$2)—(Wed)
Lust For Life (M-G) (37th wk).
Gunfight at O.K. Corral” also The 36th round completed Monday
opens today at the Capitol. "Face (2^^ *™s„nice $7,00.0. The 35th week
in Crowd” starts its regular run at was $',300.
/(prM_
Providence, May 28.
the Globe also today, following a
$1-25“
- (Tues.).
$2.50) — "Desk Set” (20th) and
Advance bookings for the cur- benefit preem last night
rent week augur .well for the
“Seven Wonders of World,” now
,hxe^?,ed by , T.on}.my
Strand's sixth week of “10 Com- in its 60th session, pushed to a Sands (2d wk). This round winding
mandments,”.pushing it to top spot great $43,800 in 59th week, aided up today (Wed.) nicely will slide
here. Next best is the Majestic by two extra shows, at the War*air
Firs^
with “Desk Set,” with trim biz. ner. "Around World in 80 Days” week was $70,000. Set to go two
State, with “Monkey On My Back,” held at capacity $37,100 in 32d more weeks.
nnlv moderate.
mndpratp “The
“Tli* Quiet
Onipf Man” week at the Rivoli. “10
“in CommandPnmmonH. ,I,?4af°
State (Lo®w)
(Loe
is ouly
S3.'450^78.^-^.^
smash r$40,000 in Monkey On My Back
(UA).
is fair at Albee,
ments” shapes sir
present
(20th)
stanza
at
the
Crlte,?!>«>*
May
(Wed) Last week,
Estimates for This Week.
present (20th) stan
"Could
Be
Night”
(M-G) (2d wkhelped
by
one
extra
perAlbee (RKO) (2,200; .60-80)
days), siigni
slight jjai.uuu
$11,000 after
v —
j formance
°8 aays^*
aner $19,"Quiet Man-” (Rep) (reissue) and
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The 4 Ages of Eddie Cantor

OF CONSENT DECREE IN SCHINE TRIAL
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Albany, May 28.
Echoes of the recent Schine Cir¬
cuit consent decree will be heard
In argument before U. S. District
Court Judge James T. Foley on
June 3. Hearings then resume
(they were adjourned May 24) on
the $660,000 antitrust action against
the Schines brought by two local
exhibition corporations, Webster
and Hazelrose.
Briefs are now being prepared
by the respective attorneys; Film
houses seeking relief and damages
want the Federal government’s
consent decree admitted into' evi¬
dence as proof of the Schine’s
trade practices.
Schines’ attor¬
neys will oppose.
Loew’s, Paramount, 20th-Fox,
Warner Bros., United Artists, Uni¬
versal, RKO and Columbia are
named distributor “co-conspira¬
tors,” in a voluminous complaint
charging “continuous combination
and conspiracy’* in restraint of in¬
terstate trade and commerce in mo¬
tion pictures and in the licensing
thereof for exhibition in Rochester,
between 1942 and 1950.
Specifically, the plaintiff corpo¬
rations, together with Max ' and
Belle. Fogel, principal- stockholders
and officers of the corporation,
claim unlawful discrimination
against the Webster (built in 1927'
at a listed-in-complaint figure of
$200,000) and in favor of the older
Schine-owned State. The latter has
been closed since 1954.
Hearings in the case began Tues¬
day (21) before Judge Foley, who
Is trying the case without jury;
Fogel testified under direct exam¬
ination by Attorney Francis T. An¬
derson, of Philadelphia, and under¬
went cross examination by James
O. Moore Jr., until recently solici¬
tor general for NCw York State
and member of the Buffalo law
firm of Raichle, Tucker & Moore.
Used Its Muscles?
The complaint states that “The
Schine defendants own or have a
financial interest in a chain of ap¬
proximately 148 motion picture
theatres located in some 76 towns,
of which 78 theatres are located in
41 towns of the State of New York.
... Schine has been able to monop¬
olize the first neighborhood run in
Rochester even though the physical
facilities of the independents, in¬
cluding plaintiff’s, were better.”
By reason of the chain’s size and
large purchases from the distribu¬
tors, the Schine defendants “have
acquired and long enjoyed in the
motion picture industry what is
known as 'circuit-buying-power,’
all as more specifically described
and condemned as violative of the
Federal Anti-Trust Laws, in U.S.
v. Schine and Chain Theatres,” the
complaint declares.
Prior to January, 1933, Schine
defendants operated Riveria, Lib¬
erty and State, neighborhood the¬
atres in Rochester, as well as hav¬
ing a 50 percent interest in the
Webster theatre, the complaint
states. Fogel shared in the other
50 percent interest in the corpora¬
tion operating the Webster.
At 'that time, the Webster “en¬
joyed a favorable clearance posi¬
tion” in Rochester. In December,
1933, the Schine defendants relin¬
quished their interest in the Web¬
ster, “having about six months
previously acquired a much smaller
theatre known as the Dixie,”
When the Webster was dropped
by'the Schines, “it ceased to enjoy
the favorable clearance position it
formerly possessed”; the Dixie was
“moved into a preferx*ed clearanceand-run position ahead of the Web¬
ster theatre, which position it en¬
joyed along with the Riviera, State
and Liberty operated by Schine de¬
fendants. This position “continued”
until 1940.
In August of the year, Schine de¬
fendants “re-acquired ownership of
the Webster by purchasing a mort¬
gage on it for about $45,000. They
caiised plaintiff Max Fogel to ex¬
ecute a release under duress to the
Schine defendants for any cause
of action which might have accrued
to hint as a result of the discrim¬
inatory activities heretofore prac¬
ticed by such defendants against
the Webster while operated' by
plaintiffs,” complaint asserts.

ALLIED PRUNES STAFF
15 Features on Hand—Call Cuts
'Annual Economy Wave’
Hollywood, May 28.
General paring of personnel is
underway at Allied Artists with
some department heads > among
those slated to be released. Studio
source interpreted situation as
“partly economy wave, partly na¬
ture of business.” Fact studio has
backlog of 15 features is another
factor.
“We’ll let people go who aren’t
required during the next business
interval. Don’t know when next
picture starts, depends on how fast
we eat up backlog. We go through
this approximately once a year.”
In addition those already pinkslipped, others will go after this
week when current Joel McCrea
starrer, “Walk Tall,” winds pro¬
duction.

Briefs From Lots

Rowley’s Variety Clubs
Cadre for Nett Period
Dallas, May 28.
John H. Rowley, international
Chief Barker of Variety Clubs has
completed, the naming of his offi¬
cial family with the appointment
of members to serve with him dur¬
ing his second term of office.
C. A. Dolsen of Dallas, R. L.
Bostick, of Memphis and Ralph W.
Pries of Philadelphia were named
International Representatives; Don
C. Douglas of Dallas, Press Guy;
Nathan D. Golden of Washington,
Heart Chairman; James G. Balmer
of Pittsburgh, Sergeant-at-arms.
International Fixers are: Ed¬
ward Shafton, Omaha; Ezra E,
Stern, Los Angeles; International
European Representatives, C. J.
Latta, London; George W. Eby,
Pittsburgh, chairman of the
Humanitarian Award Committee
and Father Sylvester McCarthy,
Pittsburgh, Chaplain.
In the interests of economy and
streamlining the international or¬
ganization, four international rep¬
resentatives were not reappointed
this year and their duties will be
assumed by other officers. These
are Paul Bruun, Miami; A1 Grubstick, San Francisco; J. Robert
Hoff, Omaha; and Norman Mervis,
Pittsburgh.
George C. Hoover, "executive di¬
rector, gets two more assignments,
international convention* director
and .co-chairman of the U. S: por¬
tion of the London convention
journal. Edward Emanuel of Phil¬
adelphia was ’named co-chairman.

Hollywood, May 28.
Una
O’Connor and Francis
Compton, of the original cast will
reprise their Broadway roles in
“Witness for the Prosecution”
which Arthur Hornblow Jr. and.
Edward Small will produce next
month . . . Jerry Wald prepping
“The Donner Party” based on the
trek of an immigrant, party across
the Sierras which ended with
members of the snowbound party
resorting to cannibalism.. .Dancersinger Carole. Dulaine grabbed >
role in Perlberg-Seaton’s “Teach¬
er’s Pet” at Paramount . . . Uni¬
versal’s contract with 15-year-old
Sandra Dee, which rises to. a $1,500 weekly salary after seven
years, approved in L. A. Superior
Court . . . John Agar set for the
male lead in “Jet Squad,” original
screenplay by Mark Hanna, to be
made by Golden State Productions.
. . . Charles Schneer will produce
“The Case Against Brooklyn,”
based on newspaperman Ed Reid’s
prize-winning graft expose, for Co¬
lumbia- release.
Rome, May 28.
Universal will film the life story
Naples section of AGIS, which is
of Lillian Leitxel, perhaps fore¬ the Italian exhibitor organization,
most aerialist of circus history . . . has voted an all day shutdown of
Robert E. Kent signed George Naples film theatres every Wednes¬
Montgomery to star in “Son of day starting June 5. Reason for
Sam Houston” and “Gun Trap at
Abilene,” first oaters under a the action is a local exhibition
schedule of five films, budgeted at crisis caused by what are regard¬
a total of $2,000’,000 which Peer¬ ed as excessive admission taxes and
less Productions will make for the competitive effects of televi¬
United Artists release . . . Colum¬ sion.
Move was made also in protest
bia purchased “The Shadow in the
Wild,” novel by Whit Masterson, of the turndown by ANICA, pro¬
and assigned it to Lee Sabinson ducer-distributor association, of a
for production . . . Shooting on. proposal by AGIS that Naples be
Jerry Wald’s “No Down Payment” declared a “disaster area” entitled
suspended at 20th-Fox until Cam¬ to rental percentage cuts. It’s a
eron Mitchell is sufficiently recov¬ matter of record that relations be¬
ered to return to work . . . HechtHill-Lancaster set a late July start tween AGIS and ANICA have be¬
for “Run Silent, Run Deep,” fihp come increasingly strained.
An AGIS bulletin suggests that
version of Commander Edward L.
Beach’s novel on submarine com¬ other areas may follow the Naples
example
if the adverse conditions
bat in the Pacific.
Sam Katzman signed Johnny for exhibs persist.
Desmond to star in “Escape from
San Quentin” at Columbia . . .
Lewis R. Foster will direct “The
Saga of Andy Burnett” for Walt
Disney . . . Gramercy Pictures
bought “Sex Symbol,” authored Zimimmm Continued fjrom page 1 si—^
by * Joseph Landon . . . C. V. Old Guy Like Me and a Young
Whitney assigned Jerry Hopper to Girl Like You.’* Television rights
direct “Frontier Frenzy” , . . Next were sold so that it could be used
film for Jerry Lewis will be “Baby on the May , li spectacular which
Doctor,” to be filmed by York Pro¬ . starred Mickey Rooney. The Cohan
duction for Paramount release . . .
Barbara Rush cast in “The Young estate got $20,OQO for the tv rights.
Lions” at 20th?Fox ... On the same -The mechanical rights were re¬
lot David Nelson makes his film scinded at the last’ moment, how¬
ever, as Rooney was about to re¬
bow in “Peyton Place”
cord it for his new RCA Victor
album. . in its place, in view of
the nix, the star’s manager Red
Doff recalled a Rooney original
which had been cut two years ear¬
„ Continued from page 1
lier, independently, and not re¬
must be handled with decorumi leased. The tune, “You Couldn’t
whether in the U.S. or in England. Tell the Teardrops From the
He has already ,waxed an album Rain,” was promptly inserted to
which MGM. Records jis releasing fill out the LPv.
in America. He is 32 and is a pi¬
ano stylist on the order of the
TODD JR. IN CINCINNATI
late Eddy Duehin. He also au¬
Cincinnati, May 28.
thored a few mood music pieces,
Michael Todd Jr., unloaded a
one of them, “Sentimental,” slated carpetbag of Todd-AO publicity in
for Chappell publication in the newsrooms and radio and tv sta¬
U.S. Miss Sosenko, who was rec¬ tions here Thursday (23).
ommended to Lord Foley, will
His dad’s “Around the World in
powwow with him on the most dig¬ 80 Days” bows June 13 in the
nified manner to handle his thea¬ 1,200-seat Valley Theatre, in Su¬
trical plans. That’s the prime pur¬ burban Roselawn, .which was se¬
pose of the American trip. He lected over downtown houses for a
flies back the end of this week.
,run.

Naples Exhibitors
Grouchy As ANICA
Vetoes ‘Distress

Cohan Legituner

Briiish Lord
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herited the task of raising Eddie,
i an orphan at 2. Despite the dis¬
parity of years, the doughty Grand¬
ma Esther must have lived to a
ripe old age because she died only
a few months before Cantor
clicked in his first “Ziegfeld Fol¬
lies”, the 1917 edition; find when
Cantor bemoaned “why could she
not have been here tonight to fi¬
nally see me make it”, the Okla¬
homa cowboy philosopher, Will
Rogers, observed, “Now, Eddie,
what makes you think she didn't'
see you, and from a very good
seat?”
In the canvas of the teeming
lower East' Side of New York,'
whose focal point for. the Cantor
tribe was Henry Street, where he
first met, wooed and married Ida
Tobias, his paths crossed intimate¬
ly with people who ranged from
Irving Berlin and AI Smith to
Lefty Louie who was one of those
electrocuted for the Rosenthal
murder.
The linspooling of the cast of
contemporaries whose lives and
times touch on Cantor’s show biz
progression from amateur nights,
Gus Edwards’ “Kid Kabaret”,
smalltime \ vaudeville and black¬
face comicking is a blend of Alger
and glamour. And underlying it'
all is an obeisance to the land
that lie loves so much and to the
dedication of proving himself a
great American and “a man long
after I was through as an enterRecollections of personalities in
“The Girls of Show Business”
chapter dwell on Sophie Tucker,
Marilyn Miller (and her romance
with Frank Carter), Ruth Etting
(and The Gimp), Mary Eaton,
Ethel Shutta, Jobyna Howland,
Joan Davis, Ethel Merman, Billie
Burke.. Rightly does Fanny Brice
deserve the chapter all to herself.
So, too, in the Part II devoted
to “The Men in My Life,” “Rag¬
time Jimmy” Durante, with whom
ha started as a singing waiter in
Coney Island, is a standout chap¬
ter. And the parade of the others:
Joe Schenck, Irving Berlin, Al Lee,
Joe Wood, Bedini & Arthur,
George
LeMaire,
George
M.
Cohan,
Jimmy
Walker,
Jack
Benny, Max Hart, Earl Carroll,
Oliver Morosco (an especially
touching and tragic commentary
on a one-time giant of the theatre),
Bert Williams, Florenz ..Ziegfeld
Jr., Gene Buck, John Steel, Wal¬
ter Catlett, Otto Harbach, Josef
Urban, William Anthony McGuire,
Gus Kahn, W. C. Fields. (Can¬
tor’s closeups on Him, Jolson, Jessel and Will Rogers are particu¬
larly good; in the last he’s almost
reverential “in his personal reflexes
to the gifted cowboy philosopher,
but nonetheless, it’s an accurate
typewriter, portrait). B. P. (Ben)
Schulberg, when he was king df
all that he surveyed as head of
Paramount tu.o'duction and who
had to advertise in Variety for a
job (and couldn’t get it), the vola¬
tile but ever topgrade Samuel
Goldwyn (to whom he pays great
tribute for all of the producer’s
temperamental and personal con¬
tradictions), Busby Berkeley, Leo
McCarey, are others.
Then and Now
On the economic plateau, the
1907 Follies, with A. L. Erlanger
to foot the bills, cost $13,000 for
costume and scenery and $3,800
a week for salaries and overhead.
The last Follies cost $200,000 to
produce and ne'eded $30,000 a week
to break.
The manner in which' the
Variety ad columns were utilized
for professional exploitation (re¬
print of one critical review reached
Ziegfeld’s eyes in Palm Beach with
greater effectiveness than .any
agent) and how, in another light,
the trade paper’s ad columns were
utilized for. inter-professional sal¬
vos, is more of the human stuff
that punctuated show business in
that era.
. Jolson would take personal page
ads saluting Cantor’s click in the
movie version of “Whoopee” but
both dreaded the possible news
headline in Variety which could
read: “Jolson Drives Cantor Out
of Chicago.” This was when Jolie’s
“Bombo” opposed Cantor’s “Kid
Boots’* but finally Cantor, who
played on nerve for weeks, a vic¬
tim of pleurisy and with his torso
strapped in • adhesive tape against
the. advice of his medico, finally
did collapse. That same week the

page S

N. Y. Times heralded, “Jolson Ill,
Closes Show.” He, too, was play¬
ing on nerve and he too dreaded
the potential headline in Variety:
“Cantor Drives Jolson From Chi.”
Cantor’s tribute to the songsmiths is refreshing. Himself an
ASCAPer, like all great interpre¬
ters of the American pop song he
has a healthy respect for the en¬
terprise, skill and resourcefulness
of the Tin Pan Alleyite who know
his devices with verses. Many a
solid songJhas made a personality
than, vice versa and Cantor pays
generous tribute to a legion whose
names include Harry Ruby, Bert
Kalmar, Gus Kahn, Walter Don¬
aldson, the Tobias" freres (kin of
Ida’s), L. Wolfe Gilbert, Con Con¬
rad, Benny Davis, J. Russell Robin¬
son, Berlin, Gene Buck, Cohan,
Harry. Akst.
Wotta* One-Nighter!
When the magic of radio’s vast
mass impact dawned on him, Can¬
tor recognized that if he packed
the 1,600-capacity New Amsterdam
Theatre, Ziegfeld’s longtime cita¬
del, for 40 years, with SRO every
night, he would play to less people
than he did in Qrite night on the
Chase & Sanborn Hour, which he
made the toprated radio show.
Sincerity Was to cost Cantor
$585,000 in . professional contract*
and almost threatened his radiq
career for good when, at the Tem¬
ple of Religion at the New York
World’s Fair in 1939, he blasted
Father Coughlin and George Syl¬
vester Viereck for their Bundist
and Nazi leanings. The day after
a newspaper headline read “Come¬
dian Blasts Priest” Jiis 39-week
radio contract was cancelled. It
was Jack Benny’s stalwart loyalty
that paved the way for Cantor’s
return to the microphone and sponsorial favor.
Rubinoff, the great John Barry¬
more who made himself a buffoon
for profit, Harry Conn, Harry Ein¬
stein (Parkyakarkas), Burns 8c Al¬
len, Bobby Breen, Deanna Durbin,
Dinah Shore; Lawrence Tibbett,
Charlie Cantor, Harry Von Zell,
Jacques Renard, Edgar (Cookie)
Fairchild, Thelma Carpenter, punc¬
tuate his account of the radio pro¬
gression leading up to television.
Charity' Phase
Always a man with a phrase, the
literate showman’s slogans have
become axiomatic. As a showman
he realized that the hootchie-kootchie is: the necessary, shill to at¬
tract crowds and then comes the
“sell.” He sold his talents for
worthy causes.
In a. paraphrase, as part of a
safety campaign, Cantor coined
“Remember, children should be
seen and not hurt.”
On patriotism: “Tomorrow is
Flag Day. It’s nice to hang out
the flag, but why just on Flag Day?"
Why not give our flag a permanent
wave?”.
On the Red Cross fund drive:
“Give. Keep the Red Cross Out of
the Red.”
For the blind: “Oh, say can you
see? Then help someone who can’t.”
For the Purple Heart Circuit,
“Give a Gift to a Yank who
Gave!” which insured permanent
Xmas gifts for bedded GIs.
When he bought a silk topper
from Knox the Hatter he quipped,
“Every Kriox—A Boost,” which
kept him in props for-the 1927
“Follies” wherein he personated
Jimmy Walker, hence the formal
attire.
Eddie Cantor’s “Take My Life”
in a large measure will recall tho
days of the years of many a read-,
er's own life. It’s that kind of a
book—rich in memories, replete
with readability, loaded with names
that made news and still are news.
Cantor's career and the people he
encountered don’t have to be ex¬
plained. There is spontaneous au¬
dience reaction. The reader’s per¬
sonal reflexes will compel audience,
identification or vis-a-vis reap¬
praisal.
It’s a very readable book, a foun¬
tain of intimate information, and
will be as much a source and ref¬
erence work for countless anecdota
as it is just good reading.
Beacon Amusement Corp. has
been empowered to Conduct busi¬
ness in Long Island City, *%ith
capital stock of 200 shares, no par
value. Directors are: Celstine Belleguic, • John Bellegue and Ann
Martin, Jackson Heights. John F.
Martin filing attorney.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO DIRECT YOUR AGGRESSIVE
SHOWMANSHIP.,TO THE BIG-MONEY ATTRACTIONS
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A Hal Wallis Production. Burt Lancaster. Kirk Douglas
Rhonda Fleming, Jo Van Fleet, John Ireland.
Technicolor® VistaVision®
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Bob Hope, Vera Miles,
Paul Douglas, Alexis Smith, Darren McGavin.
Guest stars, George Jessel, Walter Catlett.
Technicolor® VistaVision®
•'

LONELY MAN

m

PALANGE AND PERKINS
^URSU^©INQ jACTION

Jack Palance, Anthony Perkins,
Neville Brand, Robert Middleton, Eiaine A
VistaVision*

V

I

AR KHAYYAM
Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget,
John Derek, Raymond Massey, Vma Sumac.
Technicolor® VistaVision®

OF ALL TIME.
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The success story of the attraction that critics, public and
exhibitors call "the pinnacle of all motion pictures” continues to grow
day by day as DeMille’s masterpiece attains grosses and runs never
equalled. It has long since established a boxoffice pace in excess of
the previous all-time champion. Its power at the boxoffice has simply
never been matched. And every new engagement proves just that.
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Amusement Stock Quotations
For Week Ending Tuesday (28)

N. Y. Stock Exchange
1957
High Low

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
Close
Low
/ in 100s
High
14
13%
. 14
143/4 11% ABC Vending 31
233/a
233/4
24%
24% 20% Am Br-Par Th 149
343/4
35%
34%
36% 29% CBS “A” ... 92
343/4
343/4
34%
35% 29% CBS “B" ... 42
18% 17
Col Pix. 16
17%
17%
173,4
16
16
* 16%
17% 13% Decca . 93
993/4
98%
101%
101% 813/4 Eastman Kdk. 178
3% EMI. 32
4%
3% " 3%
4%
7% List Ind.133
8%
8%
9
8%
22
19%
19%
20
18% Loew’s ..... 243
7% Nat. Thea. .. 113
8
7%
9%
’ 8%
33%
33%-'
353,4
36% 28% Paramount .. 35
153/4
16%
15%
18% 14% * Philco .; 124
38%
37
37%
40
31% RCA .286
63%
7%
5% Republic ... 60 7%
&%
12%
12%
12%
Rep.,
pfd.
...
5
13% 11%
183/s
16%
. 18%
17% 14% Stanley War. 390
28
27%
27%
29% 25% Storer .' 38
273/a
29
293/4 22% 20th-Fox .... 447
293,4
22
26
27
27
27
Univ. Pix f..
9
69%
69%
, 69%
Univ., pfd. . *130
71% 69
25
28% 22% Warner Bros.. 29
25%
24%
1143/i
116%
119%
121% *91% Zenith ...... 33
American Siock Exchange
334
3%
3% Allied Artists 16
3%
4%
9%
9%.
9%
8% Ail’d Art., pfd
1
10%
Asso:
Artists
.
263
11%
11%
113/4
»%
im
1
%
%
i%
% C Sc C Super. 458
5%“
5%
5%'
4% DuMont Lab 136
6%
33/4
3%
4
2% Guild Films . 296
4%
8%
8
8
#3/4- 7% Nat’l Telefilm 43
6
53/4
6%
3% Skiatron .... 326
6%
6%
6%
JSVz
6% Technicolor . 71
83/4
5%
5%
' 43/4
3% Trans-Lux .. 42
5%
Over-lhe-Counier Securitieg
Ask
Bid
49%
Ampex ....
- 443/4
• 2%
Chesapeake Industries..
- 2%
Cinerama Inc.
.
1%
.
1%
%
. 2%
Cinerama Prod.
...
7%
« 6%
DuMont Broadcasting.
3%
. 2%
Magna Theatres .
. 1%
1%Official Films ..
175%
. 169
Polaroid
6
. 5%
U. A. Theatres.
25%
. 23%
Walt Disney .

2

Net
Change
for wk»
—
— %
— %
+ 3/a
— % •
— %\
+ 1%
— %
— %
— %
.—,
—2%
— 3/4
—1%
— %
— %
+ 13/4
— %
+ 1%
+1
—%
— %
+ %
— %
+ %
+ %
— %
+ %
— %
— 3/8
■— — %
+ %

+3
— %
—■
—

— %
+ %
—
+ 11
—
+ 3/4

• Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Cable-TV Dominates Allied Meeting
Vigorous Questioning of Casper, Wyo., and
Bartlesville, Okla., Experimenters
Kansas City, May 28.
Cable-television for tall-tv per¬
vaded the 10th annual convention,
of the Allied independent Theatre
Owners of Kansas and Missouri
throughout the two days of its
meeting at the Hotel Phillips last
week.
The assembled exhibs delved in¬
to .the subject from many angles,
hearing from a number of speak¬
ers on the subject and plying them
with questions. They turned up
many incongruities, problems and
areas of ignorance.
As first speaker on the subject,
President Beverly Miller brought
up»Bill Daniels, Casper, Wyo., com¬
munity cable operator. He was “on
the stand" over two hours fend¬
ing questions. He told the exhibs
the day is just over the horizon
when first run films will be shown
in America's homes via cable. It's
a big selling job, but it could be¬
come a *most lucrative business, he
said. An Allied committee report on
the upcoming Telemovies opera¬
tion in Bartlesville, Okla., was
given by Jay Wooten, ex-president,
who said the project will be ready
to go this fall with about 1,000
homes getting the service.
The subject got further going
over Wednesday in talks by Mil'ton Shapp, president of Jerrold
Electronics, an& by Jack Servies,
vice president tof National Thea¬
tre Supply, who spoke on telemovies equipment.
The present down trend in boxoffice can be ascribed to fear oil
the part of the entire industry and
lack of pre-selling of current pic¬
tures., There are over 100,000,000
people *who “consider" going to
the movies each week, but only

about one-third of them actually
get there, said researcher A1 Sindlinger. Many more could easily be
won with proper selling of pictures
and high level theatre operation,
he asserted.
A new plan of Allied dues based
on size of operation was intro¬
duced, and the program also
delved into (a) daylight saving time
(b) a new insurance plan, (c) prod¬
uct review and H(d) booking and
buying clinics. ",
The annual election of officers
was deferred when Wednesday ses¬
sion ran late, and a slate will be
picked at the board meeting next
month.
,
*
About 175 attended the sessions.

TV Origin Blights
Films for Svenskas
Minneapolis, May 28.
“12 Angry Men’’ is still another
of the films having their genesis
in tv which have done boxoffice
brodies here. 1
Despite the highest praise from
local critics and columnists and
much enthusiastic customer wordof-mouth, it finished a week's run
at the local State to negligible
takings.
Thus far, the lone theatre release
of video origin to demonstrate
boxoffice power here has been
“Marty" and even this ohe had
rather rough going at the outset.
“The Bachelor Party" is still in
the offing locally.

.
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1 PRINT' DELAYS Yanks Hope to Persuade Filipinos;
Dflil EXHIBS IRE Retroactive Confiscation (By Tax)
Exhibitors In some sections of
the country have a method to pre¬
vent the film companies from de¬
laying availabilities. They refuse
to book the picture if it is not made
available oh the specified date.
For example, ift Baltimore, where
sub-run theatres have a Zlrday
availability, not a single theatre in
the territory will play the picture
if it is not delivered on the 21st
day. In Cleveland, sub-run theatremen have also banded together
to force this policy and never play
the picture if it~is not delivered on
the availability date. Chicago ex¬
hibs maintain the same practice
and Columbus, O., theatremen
have now agreed to do the same
thing. It’s expected that the policy
will spread throughout the country.
Failure of: the distributors to de¬
liver pictures on the availability
date has been one of the prime
beefs of exhibs in recent years.
Excuse usually employed by the
film companies is that sufficient
prints are not available. However,
theatremen have charged that the
distribs used the explanation as a
ruse to set up special engagements
and to eke out extended playing
time at first-run situations.
The subject of availability came
up at a recent Allied- States Assn,
board of directors meeting and the
system used in Baltimore, Cleve¬
land, etc., was outlined to repre¬
sentatives of the various Allied
units. It was pointed out. that
somehow or other the distributors
come up with the necessary num¬
ber of prints when they are faced
by a possible boycott from an en¬
tire city or territory.

Of 10-Mil Unremitted Rentals
Pat Boone Pic Benefits
Mary Chase’s Pet Charity
1

Denvefr, .May 28. '
Pat Boone will, headline the
world premiere of his first pic,
2bth-Fox’s “Bernardine," at the
Denver Theatre June 21, There
will be personals also by Terry
Moore, Tony Randall, Dolores Mi¬
chaels and Producer Sam Engel,
for benefit of Denver’s House of
Hope, a rehabilitation ! centre for
alcoholic women, organized large¬
ly through the efforts of Mary
Chase, Colorado’s Pulitzer prize¬
winning playwright, and author of
the stage play, “Bernardine." The
movie is based on the Chase play.
Boone will be working on his
second film, a musical version of
“Home in Indiana," at the time of
the premiere, but S. Charles Einfeld, vice president of 20th-Fox,
has had shooting scheduled around
Boone so he may keep the.Denver
date.

Wifely Pressure

Texas Passes Law
Vs. Pix‘Checking’

Austin, May 28.
Gov. Price Daniel has signed the
new anti-checking statute which
originated in the . Texas Senate
where its sponsor was Sen. Preston
Smith, a theatre circuit owner and
operator. The Texas House fol¬
lowed the Senate in approving the
legislation.
Distributors regarded passage of
the bill with undisguised alarm. A
solid block of exhibitors success¬
fully campaigned for passage.
Backers of the new law saw it as
Boston, May 28.
Admissions to theatres and other sounding a virtual deathknell to
amusements are not included in checking in the state of Texas.
Governor Foster Furcolo’s^ pro¬
posed 3% sales tax now "under
consideration in the Massachusetts
legislature. However, worry arose
here as to the possible taxing of
film rentals to film companies un?
der the bill as “leases of personal
property!"
Clearer interpretation of the bill
Washington, May 28.
as it affects exhibition was asked
The nation's capital has launched
by Independent Exhibitors Inc.,
promotion
to
hypo summer tour¬
and Allied Theatres.
ist biz, with a showman in charge.
Orville Crouch, Eastern Division
manager of Loew’s Theatres, has
been named chairman of the “Sum¬
mer Jubilee" of the Greater Na¬
tional Capital Committee.
The push is to convince people
that the hot weather season—June
15 through Labor Day—is' a grand
Chicago, May 28.
Booking status for drive-ins, long time to visit Washington. Commit¬
tee has prepared a detailed bro¬
a sensitive spot with distribs, drive- chure which lists all manner' of at¬
ins and conventional theatres here, tractions available during that pe¬
has been partially clarified by an riod. No fewer than 150,000 copies
out-of-court settlement between the are being sent to individuals,
groups, institutions, travel agen¬
Double Drive-In Theatre and most cies, etc., throughout the U. S.
of the major distributors and local
Brochure hammers two themes—
theatre chains.
that the hotels are air-conditioned
Seymour F. Simon, Sheldon Col- and’offer special family rates dur¬
len and Philip Toomin, attorneys ing the summer, and the elaborate
calendar of events and sightseeing
for Double' Drive-in, dropped an attractions.
antitrust suit in U.S. District Court
'fhe brochure lists the season of
after reaching agreement with live attractions at Carter Barron
seven defendants. They were War¬ Amphitheatre, straw hat theatres,
ner Bros., United Artists, Republic night spots, sports events, the Miss
and RKO, among the distributors, Washington contest, motion >picand the Stanley Warner and Bala- tures, visit of Ringling Bros, circus,
ban & Katz theatre chains. A suit free concerts, the unparalleled
against Columbia Pictures is still sightseeing through Government
pending.
buildings, etc.
According to the agreement an¬
Crouch is lining up a committee
nounced by the office of Simon and of local showmen „ and business
Collenj the Double Drive-in will leaders to push the summer busi¬
not have to bid competitvely against ness.
Drive was launched at a
the Starlight 'and Twin Open Air meeting at which pep talks were
drive-ins for exclusive first run delivered by Marion B. Folsom,
product. By this agreement day- Secretary of Health Education and
and-date bookings for'first neigh¬ Welfare; Philip M. Talbott, presi¬
borhood runs will be available to dent of the U. S. Chamber of Com¬
all three houses.
merce and Washington Board of
Competitive bidding between Trade, and Jennings Randolph,
drive-ins and conventional film public relations topper for Capitol
houses still remains in effect.
Airlines.

Fear test 3% Tax
Hit Film Rents

Airconditioned D.C.
In Pitch for Tourists
Despite Summer Heat

Suit Settlement Clears
Chi Drive-ins Pattern;
Three Spots Day & Date

American film distributors are
hopeful that a threatened cessa¬
tion of dealings with the Philippine1
Islands will be rendered unneces¬
sary. Specifically, they appear confi¬
dent that the Carlos P. Garcia* gov¬
ernment will ease up on recentlypromulgated restrictions, which, if
carried through, would cause the
Americans to call a halt on the
shipment .of all new pictures to
the Philippines.
The projected barriers , mainly
are in the form 'of retroactive taxa¬
tion which would have the effect
of wiping out about $10,000,000 in
earnings which have yet to be re¬
mitted to New York by the Amer¬
icans and, in 'future, would cost
the Yanks 80% of future income.
Americans will not give in ta such
a situation and have instructed Leo

Eric A. Johnston, president
of the Motion Picture Assn, of
America, in New York yester¬
day (Tues.) recalled an inci¬
dent with the late President
Magsaysay of the Philippines.
In the course of negotiating
currency exchanges, John¬
ston's assistant observed that
the American companies might
have to withdraw their films.
“Oh, ^no," Magsaysay told
Johnston. “We’d have a revo¬
lution here if you stopped your
films. And besides, my wife
would never stand for it."
Hochstatter, Asiatic representative
of the Motion Picture Export Assn.,
now in Manila, to serve notice of
an American boycott unless the
curbs are removed.
In New York Jast week, Ameri¬
can company spokesmen said it's
likely that the Garcia regime will
tone down its “extreme" demands
and be amenable to a peaceful
settlement. Factor is that pro-Amer¬
ican pressure is being exerted on
the government by influential fig¬
ures in the Philippine theatrical
Industry, who, say the Americans,
recognize that American pictures
are an economic must for the Phil¬
ippine film industry. It’s a matter
of record that Hollywood produc¬
tions dominate the playing time of
nearly all of the Philippines’ 600
theatres.
Further, the local Philippine
press has been in support of/the
American’s position. There have
been some exceptions but for the
most part the papers have editori-.
alized on the so-called arbitrary
nature of the government’s edict .
against the Americans and have'
stated that the Americans, tradi¬
tionally, have not made unreason-.
able demands about thawing out
frozen money nor have they sought
any unusual preferential treatment.
Philippine territory is an impor¬
tant one to the Yank companies,
accounting for- annual income of
about $5,000,000. It would be a
tough one to lose but the Yanks
are adamant in their position
against the Garcia restrictions.
They'll not-accept them for this
would mean selling $l’s worth of
film for 20c, would mean giving
up $10,000,000 in backlog earnings
and could be a precedent followed
by other countries.

$294 Top for ‘80 Days'
London, May 28.
The London preem of Mike
Todd’s “Around The World In 80
Days” (UA), at the Astoria, Charipg Cross Road, July 2, will be at¬
tended by the Duchess of Kent and
Princess' Alexandra.
Proceeds will go to the News¬
paper Press Fund. Tickets for the
preem will range from $8.80 to
$294 per.
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Top French Distrib Sees Need For
Producers to Get Away From Fdm Aid

PS&tETr

*VAitiirY<r LONDON oppjci .'
t St. Martin'* flic*/ Traltliir Square

• See Swing From Sex
;
Sydney, May 21.
Falldown of “Baby Doll” (WB)
at the 2,200-seat Regent here gives
an indication that cinema patrons
swinging away from sexy fare for
pix like “Tammy” (U).
“Doll”
also flopped in suburban situations.
Pic was given a smash publicity
campaign by Hoyts' circuit and the
WB local outfit. There was no re¬
ligious outcry against the pic; it
just failed tft the b.o.

Paris, May 21. +
Madrid, May 21.
The so-called prosperous look of
The bright future for U. S, film
the French film, according to I.
production in Spain, widely pre¬
: Morgenstern, ,top film distributor'
dicted here last year when Stanley
here, is not necessarily so. MorKrAmer brought in his “Pride And
genstern aired his views during the
The
Passion” on schedule and
London, May 28.
recent Cannes Film Fest; His con¬
Frankfurt, May 21.
slightly under budget, has turned
American striptease dancer Lee
tention is that too many Gallic pix
Calypso is starting to click in out to be a mirage. Optimism was
still’ can’t amortize their costs, Sharon is to leave the “Plaisirs de
West Germany, with a couple of high last September when, the Kra¬
either at home or via the foreign Paris” show which opened at the
new disks in the rhythmic beat on' mer pic, Bruce Odlunm’s co-venture
market.‘If attendance has gone up Prince of Wales Theatre last April
the German economy. Pplydor plat¬ with CEA Films, “Flamenca” (Par),
about 2% the last couple of years, 20. Imprefeario Bernard' Delfont
ter, “Tipitipitipso,” considered the and the David Rose “Action Of
film production, costs have soared claims she has broken her contract.
first locally originated palypso i£ The Tiger” (M-G) all were shoot¬
26%, he said. Film Aid Funds keep He says she signed a run of the
sung in’Gerfnan. Harry Belafonte’s ing in . Spain, at the same time.
things fairly smooth (he hints this show contract, but they • both
“Banana Boat” is climbirig up on Since then nothing has happened.
is artificial assistance) biit frozen agreed that she would be free to
the best seller lest.
“Thieves’ Market'' never got off
Paris, May 28.
tabs, single feature setups, and un¬ leave the production after “a rea¬
American listeners at the AFN
Richard Thorpe -4iame
Madeleine Renaud and v Jean- stations, though, still put rock-’n’- ground.
even future prospects should have sonable time.”
over last month to shoot > bare
Louis
Berrault
finally,
found'
a
theDelfont
says
he
does
not
con¬
French filmites careful instead of
roll ahead of the-calypso craze.
necessity . exteriors . fbr’. Metro’s
sider that, her decision to quit tre for a few months -in their home
too complacent.
“Tip On-A. Dead Jqfekey!' which
Morgenstern warns that although comes after a reasonable period, town, Paris. They've been given
lasted a week. This has .been the
France managed to avoid.the costly but is not ready yet to reveal what the municipally owned Sarah Bern¬
total
Yanqui : effort here during
flops w.hich hurt the Italian indus-, action he intends to take. Miss hardt Theatre to romp in front Sep^
the last six months/
try, cost inflation has to be care¬ Sharon has. indicated that she will tember on, which means that Par¬
fully watched here. International quit show business entirely after isians will be able to see the troupe
Looking aheadf for thi§, year, the
picture is bleak. There 1$ no trace
changes, such as. big screens, super leaving the show, and expects to for’the first time in two years. Al¬
of any U, S. producer setting a
productions and expensive cos¬ go to the U.S. within the next few though they have the theatre for
only
four ‘ .months,
backstage
jump-off date for the choice shoot¬
tume pix found their way into days.
scuttlebut is that' they may wind
French
production.
This
has
ing months of May to September.
up with the house on a more or
Zurich, May 21. • Unless' a production is, miraclebrought on costliness before the
The current season at Stadtthe- whipped dogether in a hurry, there
less permanent basis.
market was ready to absorb them.
CHeaper Pictures
The Sarah Bernhardt has been atre arid Schauspielhaus here, will be 1 rio ,U. S. cameras, rolling
Morgenstern warned that French
(and is still operated by A.. M. winding’up end of June, looms as here the balance of the year.' With
producers must make their pix in¬
Julien for the past 10 years or so the most fertile, choreographicolly, a considerable number of .Spanish
expensively or pay the conse¬
and houses the annual Interna¬ in many years. A record number bi-lingual actors and technicians
quences. He admitted that some big'
tional Theatre Festival every , sum¬ of troupes and individual dancers in desperate straits, various rea¬
scale pix made, the grade boxofficemer.
If . the
Renaud-Barrault from all over the world, including sons are advanced to explain. One
wise this year. However, he con¬
troupe are given, the theatre perm¬ the U.S,, Britain, Germany, India, is. related to the Motion Picture
Dublin; May 28.
tended this does not mean that all
France, .Spain and Hungary, have
First International Theatre Fes¬ anently, it is understood that the hit this.city, in addition to Swiss Export Assn, distribution conflict
such films will. Production must
with Spain,
Theatre Festival will continue
not overextend itself, and also tival which closed here Sunday there on a four or five month's a productions. Result is that 1956-57
Recently brought to light is the
must keep the cheap,. quality pro¬ proved in shot in the arm for . the year basis, with the Barraults takr stands as a peak year in ballet and disclosure that, during initial ex¬
duction intact. since they not only boxoffice. Of imported attractions. ing.to the road every year for that' pantomime, and public interest in change of views last month toward
Royal
Ballet,
playing
in
3,500-seat
the” silent art.form has reached un¬ ending- the distribution impasse,
have paid off but helped French
period.’
precedented heights. Nearly all
prestige by gaining new foreign Theatre Royal did SRO biz and was
Actual long-range background, performances have cleaned up pt MPEA- offered Spain an MPA A
undoubtedly the wow of the fest as
outlets.
production program here ;as an in¬
officially denied by everybody in¬ the b.o.
far
as
residents
are
concerned.
Morgenstern felt that producers
ducement to come to terms.. In
volved, is that a major reshuffling
Stadttheatre (opera and oper¬ the light of this offer, some, film
must not feel that films will al¬ Other imports were Jean Vilar’s is in the wings for the entire hier¬
Theatre
National
Populaire
from
etta) teed off the cycle last Sep¬ industry sources have noted the
ways remain the last word in
archy
of
French
official
theatre.
human
progress,
entertainment Paris which gave Balzac’s “Le Julien, one of the most highly re¬ tember with four sellout perform¬ absence of MPA A productions in.
and expression.
In 1967, films Faiseur” and Daniel Sorano in garded theatre administrators in ances of the N.Y. City Ballet, Spain and are asking whether
could as well be outmoded as yes¬ Moliere’s. “Le Malade Imaginaire.” France, has been asked to‘take over troupe’s-third Zurich stint. It was MPEA did not slap a silent pro¬
Despite language difficulty the per¬
followed- by Ram pOpal and his
teryear’s vaudeville.
duction boycott on SpainI Other
direction of. the Opera and the
“In the measure that we pror formances drew big houses to the Opera Comique, where he would be New Indian Company and the observers maintain that Spain
duc,e films that make money and Olympia which, in the first week of replacing Georges Hirsch, who is Spanish - Ballet Ximenez-Vargas. has done nothing to attract U; S.
the
fest,
staged
a
new
production
of
During
the
forthcoming
June
Fes¬
are of a certain quality to interest
in hot water on several political tival, it-will present a six-day en¬ indie producers who are vitally in¬
local and foreign publics, suscep¬ Oscar Wilde’s. “The Importance of
terested in overseas film centers
and<press-relation fronts. Obviously
tible to Gallic thought, we will Being Earnest,” with Margaret Julien lifts surprised eyebrows gagement of the British Royal Bal- for cost-cutting advantages. Span¬
survive,” was Morgenstern’s sum¬ Rutherford, Robert Eddison and When queried on this. “How can I the first time in Switzerland. Also ish attitude, they say, ranges from
Perlita
Neilson.
for the Festival, two ballets will be
mation.
Concentration * of attention on replace a man who has not been staged
By
Stadttheatre's
own indifference to fear that U. S* un¬
Filmakers have to earn their
fired?” he queries innocently. As
keep and not live in the past, add¬ legit has definitely aided local com¬ for M. Hirsch, he is a battler, as troupe, Swiss composer Nico Kauf¬ controlled film spending ‘ will in¬
man’s “Prisma” and Bela Bartok’s flate local producers out of busi¬
ed Morgenstern. Above all, the panies and attracted English crix,
evidenced by his recent suit for
Current ness.
film ipust live on its own resources, notice to excellent work being done libel against ‘Figaro,’ leading Paris Miraculous Mandarin.”.
Spain particularly resents a cer¬
and not depend on Film Aid, which in small theatres Here, notably a daily (later withdrawn); his chal¬ repertory at this house includes the
production of “The Rose Tattoo”
initial Swiss presentation of Wer¬ tain type of U. S. producer pitch
is artificial respiration at best.
by Alan Simpson, and a season of lenge to a duel against a French ner Egk’s controversial Faust bal¬ about bringing prosperity ' and
W. B. Yeats plays at the Globe newspaperman several weeks ago; let “Abraxas,’’ world-preemed 1948 fame to this country in exchange
his firing and rehiring of Serge in Munich.
Theatre.
.
for which Spain should iriake -farThe older companies,-such as the Lifar as head of the ballet depart¬
Schauspielhaus (legit) scored reaching concessions. Film logis¬
Abbey staging new productions of ment at the Opera, etc. But more early this season with the SRO tics add up to another weighty
J. M. .Synge’s “Playboy of the important, perhaps, is that fie is Swiss bow of the “Berliner Ballet,” argument in the current U, S, pro¬
Western
World”
and
Sean politically Intrenched.
directed by its founder Tat j ana duction blackout in Spain. While
'O’Casey’s “Juno and Payeock”; and
Another element in the back¬ Gsovsky. Other guest dancers in¬ Spain offers a wealth of seacOast,
the Hilton. Edwards-Michael Mac- ground is that Pierre Descaves, cluded Germany’s Harald Kreutz- mountains and monuments as well
Dublin, May 28.
Tennessee Williams’ ‘’Bose Tat¬ Liammoir Coy in association with head of the Comedie Francaise, is berg, Spain’s Jose Udaeta and Sus- as skilled actors', technicians and
too' is “lewd, indecent and offen¬ Longford Productions, reviving due to exit his post about next Oc¬ ana Audeoud,* Hungarian refugees masses at bargain rates, this coun¬
sive, and tends to corrupt minds, Denis Johnston’s imaginative “The tober. That, too, is unofficial. He Vera Pasztor and Ernoe Vashegyi try is short on up-to-date film
morality and good order.” That’s Old Lady Says ‘No’ ” proved an-iip- may stick. But if he moves his from the Biidapest State Opera. equipment. Also Spain has done
the opinion of the Attorney Gen¬ terest for both visitors and a larger pipes and papers out of the House The Marcel Marceau troupe clicked little to turn its several goodof Moliere, the question naturally solidly on ; its return engagement sized studios into modern filmeral here, who had Alan Simpson,, local audience than usual.
Festival Director Brendan Smith comes up as to who will replace last February.
making units.
co-director; of the local Pike The¬
atre Club, currently presenting expressed himself as weU satisfied him? Will it be Barrault? Hardly
A large number of local cinema
professionals and technicians 'who
the ’ play, arrested on the charge with results of the festival. But likely,.although Barrault has.strong
of producing for gain “an indecent he pointed, out that for the future partisans in his corner. Will it be
eagerly favor U. S. film produc¬
more time would be necessary for Julien? More possible, though,1 in
tion in Spain, are now shifting
and profane performance.”
'
hopes to 1958. Mike Todd’s “Don
Simpson was arrested at the organizing. Organization was that case, what happens to the top
theatre- last Thursday (23) night through, a Theatre Festival Coun¬ post at the Opera and Opera Comi¬
Quixote” . is percolating gold-rush
Athens, May 24,
during a performance of the play. cil and w^s partly financed by Bord que? Will it be Jean Meyer, actorfever. Another major project for
Sponsored by a number of Greek next year is “Goya,” an Albert
He appeared in Dublin District Failte Eireann (Irish Tourist Board) director and current white-haired
Court the following day to ahswer and partially by guarantees and lo¬ boy of • the Comedie troupe? A and American organizations, the Lewin coproduction, with .Titanus
strong possibility. Will it be an Logothetides theatrical group has of Rome. Lewin is currently writ¬
" ' ■
the charge and was remanded on cal subscriptions.
. Project was designed as parttof outsider, a politician? Even more left Greece for a-tour of American ing the script iri Madrid,
bail until July 4.
W. Conway, assistant State So¬ plan to attract -off-season visitors likely, depending on which govern¬ cities to last until June 15. The 10With an MPEA-Spain pact al-.
member theatrical group will play
licitor, .representing the prosecu¬ to, Ireland for ^‘Ireland at Home’1. ment is in charge at the moment.
While-all this is highly, specula¬ in New York, Philadelphia, Wash¬ most certain’ to be signed this
tion, stated that the charges Springetime Festival and is. regardyear,
many here are outguessingagainst Simpson were brought un¬ ed as best gimmick yet -for Dublin. tive, one; thing is certain. There ington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chi¬ each other trying .to determine
Will be some major reshuffling in cago, Boston and Detroit. It will
der common law and were indicta¬
the
extent
to which Hollywood ma¬
official theatre quarters in France do plays written by Greek contem¬
ble only, andv asked- District Jus¬
jors will give Spain a production
next season.
porary authors. In each city per¬ play next year.
tice Rochford to fix a date for the
Rodo.
hearing. Only evidence of arrest
Two highly interested spectators formance are sponsored by com¬
on the sidelines are, of course, mittees of American citizens, many
was given at the time and argu¬
Jean Vilar and Maurice Lehmann. of Greek decent. Profits from the
ments were restricted to whether
\ Tokyo, May 21.
Simpson should be allowed bail,
Seeking to increase export of Hirsch replaced Lehmann at the performances' are given to chari¬
which Conway opposed, or be held film product abroad, the Japanese Opera helm (with an interim ap¬ ties. In certain spots, the shows
in custbdy.
v
are hiking their production of pointment of Jaques Ibert) and has are sponsored by the Greek Ortho¬
Seamus Heavey, counsel for jthe widescreen color films.
The In¬ been battling with Hirsch in the dox Youth of America (GOYA).
Sydney, May . 21.
defendant, said that a letter had ternational Trade and Industry columns of Le Monde. He is gen¬ The Honorary Sponsoring Commit¬
U.S. supplied 247 feature pix to
been sent to the Deputy Commis¬ Ministry revealed that import per¬ erally respected as a showman arid, tee for N. Y; includes Fredric
sioner of the Civic Guard asking mits had been issued for $650,000 though he is hot at the .moment March, Spyros Skouras, Elia Ka¬ Australia,, with England chipping
which parts of the play were ob¬ worth of raw color film for the involved in politics or political zan, Robert Dowling, .Edward Rob¬ in with -99 and the Continent, 85.
jectionable and illegal. The in¬ first quarter of fiscal 1957-58 end¬ theatre, he operates the Chatelet inson, Cornelia Otis Skinner, Gil¬ In latter category, Italy and France
Theatre .(municipally owned)’ and bert Miller;. Clarence Derwent and shipped in the most.
formation was not given.
ing June 30.
The 1956 annual Censor’s Report,
In releasing Simpson on bail,
Twenty-eight feature films can is always a potent factor in French others.
First performance will be in New just issued by Chief Censor C. J.
the District Justice noted that con¬ be produced from the imported theatrics. Vilar operates the The¬
Campbell,
reveals these figures.
York’s
Carnegie
Hall
May
24.
After
atre
Nationale
Populaire
and
is
tinuation of the production could film. Of the 514 feature-length pix
lead to another charge against him produced here last year, 10% were very highly regarded' as both a N. Y., the Logothetides Group goes Cuts were made in 156 pix, with
only
two
rejected
(unnamed), Only
to
Philadelphia
May
25.
From
theatrician and a politician.
and others connected with the in color.
there, it goes to. Washington D. C. one feature film was produced
presentation.
Nevertheless, the
The government- action was in¬
locally.
where
a
reception
will
be
given
at
show is continuing.
terpreted as official approval of the
Imported 16m product, mainly
the Greek Embassy by Ambassador
Simpson, a captain in the Irish industry’s plan to produce 113 fea¬
Other Foreign News
Georges Melas. On June 8, the for television playdates, hit a total
Army Corps of Engineers, is a son ture • color pictures (including 56
on
Page
18
of
7,801,277 feet, an upbeat of 97%
group
will
return
to
N.
Y.
for
a
widescreen)
during
current
fiscal
of a retired Church of Ireland
over the 1955 figure.
second show at Carnegie Hall.
clyergyman.
year.

Yank Stripper Leaves
London ‘Plaisir’s Revue

Calypso Starting To
Click in W. Germany

Barraults Land
Bernhardt, Paris

Swiss High Over
Best Ballet Year

Dublin’s Theatre
Fest Boosts Biz

Tattoo’ Lewd, Indecent,
Dublin Officials Claim;
Pinch Producer-Director

GREEK LEGIT GROUP
OFF ON U.S. TOUR

JAPAN HIKES TINTER,
WIDESCREEN PIX PROD.

US. Sent 247 Feature
Fix to Aussie in ’56
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SOON
the producer
and the director of
FROM HERE TO ETERNITY*

command
your attention
to
another
motion picture

produced by

, directed by

BUDDY ADLER / FRED ZINNEMANN
from 20th century-fox in Cinemascope
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INTERNATIONAL

Yanks to Ask Staff Trims When
Mex Union Demands 50% Wage Tilt

Pfinmfir
‘Holiday on Ice’ Run
In Mex City Extended

'VARIETY'S* LONDON OFFICE
Marlin'* Pt«c«, Trafalgar Square

t St.

Yves Ciampi Folds French Fix OK,
But Still Craves Gov’t Fnancing

Mexico City, May 21'.
“Holiday on Ice” is doing so well
here at the commodious Arena
Mexico that its original booking of
two weeks, started May 10, was ex¬
tended to June, 2.
Show, headed by Arnold- Skoda
and Kay Savenka, with troupe of Open Road Films In
125, is playing capacity once daily,
4-Way Potter Pact
two shows on Saturdays, and three
London, May 21.
on Sundays. After closing here,
Carl Foreman, executive produ¬
show heads for U. S. to lay off for cer of Open Road Films, has signed
a month.
British humorist Stephen Potter to
a four-way “entertainmentship’’
deal. Under terms of this contract,
Foreman has. secured picture and
tv rights to all the literary works
of Potter, as well as his services as
an actor, writer and director.
Foreman will make four major
British productions in the next four
years for Columbia, commencing
with “Stella,” which will star So¬
Vercelli, Italy, May 28,
phia Loren in the title role.
Eighth Music and Dance Inter¬
national Competition of Vercelli
(North Italy) will be held here
from Sept. 30. to Oct. 31 and, judg¬
ing from the number of entries,
promises to be ’ as successful as
ever in spite of continuing to be
the most severe event of this kind
in, Europe.
This year prizes will amount to
about $4,000 to be distributed be¬
tween the 17 winners of the vari¬
ous sections. Participants will pay
an entrance fee of about $8-?-and,
Sydney, May 21.
their own travel and living, ex¬
penses.
Aussie
Theatrical Employees
Assn.,
tops
on
the'
local show biz
Singers and pianists perform be¬
hind a screen, as usual, and the scene via Its union hookup, has
jury will sit-in what used to be ruled that member unionists, main¬
the Royal Box 6f the ancient opera ly projectionists, will refuse to
house of Vercelli at a distance'of screen pix produced here when
about 60 yards from the stage. the producer refuses to employ
However the finalists will he seen native technicians during the pro¬
and heard by important directors, duction term. TEA. is seeking a
managers and impresarios. from quota of 75% local workers, with a
all over the world who have been 25% okay for imported technicians.
specially invited as guests of honor. Understood that TEA is now op¬
Dance contest—as a result of posed to .American and British pro¬
last year’s experience and protests duction units coming to this ter¬
—has been divided In ballet and ritory with a 100% foreign film¬
modern with six prizes and aq ex¬ ing crew.
tra one for dancers under seven¬
Understood that the new move
teen.
is aimed mainly at producers of
the* calibre of the Rank Organiza¬
tion, whose policy has been to
plane a production crew here from
Pinewood, shoot exteriors called
for in script and complete the in¬
teriors back in the studio In
England. The 75% local crew rule
would apply to this setup, too.
The Rank Organization was herd
Zurich, May 21.
The' Theatre am Central, a lead¬ a few weeks back to film exteriors
for
“Robbery Under Arms,” and
ing local legit, house, may have
to switch to films next season. De¬ previously had used a similar tech¬
nique
with “A Town Like Alice.”
spite generally good attendance for
its stage productions this season, No American production unit has
been
in
this area for a long time.
revenue has been insufficient to
Survey of the production scene
continue without a subsidy*'’ The shows that Aussie cameras are
management has applied for and
stilled, and likely to remain thus
received permission to change to a for
a long span.
Tightening of
picture policy, but may continue
as a legiter if private financial aid investors’ coin is one of the rea¬
sons for studio shutdown. Small
can be obtained.
' producers also claim that they
The newest hit at the theatre Is have great difficulty in. obtaining
a German language version, by release dates for pix via the major
Martin Dongen, of William Douglas circuits, which they claim are
Homej^i London comedy, “The Re¬ either American or British con¬
luctant Debutante.” Titled “Young
Man for Jennifer,” it has been trolled.

Mexico City, May 21. 4--Further ^darkening in the film
picture is the possibility from the Red Riots in Colombia,
strife between the U. S. distribu¬
Cuba Clip Mex Films
tors and the mighty National Cine¬
Mexico City, May 21.
matographic
Industry
Workers
Red-provoked unrest in Cuba, Co¬
Union (STIC) because of the threat lombia, Chile, Nicaragua and Hon¬
by the Yanks to quit Mexico. War duras is costly for Mexican pix be¬
between the two is. conceded to be cause of reduced cinema attendance,
looming over the customary bien- revealed Juan Bandera, manager of
nual collective labor contracts Peliculas Mexicanas, indie distribr
revision which starts in the middle utor of Mexican films in Latin
of June.
America. PM has just hiked its
Meeting STIC’s announced stand' working capital to $4,000,000.
that this time It will stand pat on
However, Bandera cited a cer¬
its usual demand for a 50% pay tain offset to such losses for Mexi¬
hike, instead of customarily set¬ can pix with above-average in
tling for about a 20% tilt (because Puerto Rico, Venezuela and Brazil.
of continuing soaring living costs
In Mexico), U. S. interests assert
they are determined not to grant
even a centavo more pay. They
also will insist that STIC permit
them to pare personnel as a means
of keeping overhead in bounds.
Organized American distributors’
help belong ta STIC’s No.. 1 local.
About the possibility of STIC
calling a strike, as it did just be¬
fore the last world war, an Ameri¬
can distributor said;
“If it does, we?ll shut up shop
London, May 21,
and quit Mexico. Why stay, when
Warwick Film productions and
besides losing money, as we all
Ealing Films have been given per¬
are, we have to fight strikes?”.
The distributors have ^named mission to send pictures to Ger¬
Carlos Niebla, the Metro manager, many which will count against the
and the company attorney, En¬ British quota. The Board of Trade,
rique Zienert, to dicker with the which gave the companies the goahead, says this action was taken
STIC brass.
The U. S. companies also cited pending a decision on the future
high import duties oh tinters and allocation of quotas between the
C’Scopers, • and the necessity for Federation of British Film Makers
paying higher wage for handling and the British Film .Producers As¬
sociation.
such pix.
This has been reported to be
aimed at breaking up the monopoly
of the BFPA in the allocation of li¬
censes for British pix in restricted
markets. The main restricted mar¬
kets in Europe are France and
Germany.
Warwick and Ealing have each
received two visas. In the case of
Helinski, May 21.
Ealing, the two pictures concerned
' A broadside has been launched are “The Man in the Sky,” and
against the big-scale Finno-Soviet “Shiralee.”
plan to-film the Finnfsh national
Germany has a static quota of
epic, “Kalevala,” as a co-produc¬ 30 features a year while France's
tion, by Tuulipuu, one of most pop¬ current fiscal year has a ceiling
ular columnists in Finland. Tuuli¬ for British pictures of 34 against
puu blasted the project in the lead¬ the normal number of 26.
ing daily, Helsingin Sanomat. Rus¬
sian part of the setup is Mosfilm of
Moscow while the Finnish com¬
pany is Suomi-Filmi (not SF,
which produced the war pic, “The
Unknown Soldier”).
The scribe claimed that the
Mexico City, May 21.
filmic results would be a distor¬
Closure not only of the Churution of the Finland epic.
He busco studios here but the governr
bluntly ridiculed the whole under¬ ment-administered Clasa studios
taking as mockingly delivering and the indie Tepeyac as well has
roles to well-known Commie or been requested by reps of the
sympathizer actors.
three plants, who told of studioRevealed a few days ago, the co- stage saturation. There are not
production plan was outlined orig¬ enough films produced to make
inally as the first step towards a them going concerns. Decision will
wider co-operation between the be made before the end of this
Finns and Russians. Actually, it month by Angel Carvajal. Secre¬
is the second step because Suomi- tary of the Interior, top govern¬ staged by Joachim Rake, with a
Filmi last year used Soviet mate¬ ment department which officially cast including Hilde Hildebrand as
rial, personnel and financial back¬ wards over the film industry.
the mother, Lisette Oesch as the
ing in producing a tinter. But at
Request follows the announce¬ daughter, Rainer Litten as the
that time, Suomi-Filmi ^vas care¬ ment by Cesar Santos Galindo, father and Karl Wagner as the
ful to hide the full scope of Russo Churubusco’s manager, that stock¬ stuffy suitor.
help.
holders of that plant, wearied of a
Previous productions at the the¬
But this time, the .Soviets evi¬ $920,000 deficit piled up since the atre this season have been Somer¬
dently wanted full publicity value studios opened in 1946, had de¬ set Maugham’s “Too Many Hus¬
from
their
participation
and cided to close the plant May 30.
bands,” L. Bush-Fekete’s “Jean”
forced Suomi-Filmi to openly ad¬
(done on Broadway in 1937-38 as
mit the co-production deal right
“The Lady Has a Heart” and later
from the start.
filmed by 20th-Fox as “The Baron¬
Some Finnish‘film executives,
ess and the Butler”)., St. John Erare highly dubious about the finan¬
vine’s “The First" Mrs. Fraser”
cial outcome of such venture by
(presented here as “The First Mrs.
Rome, May 21., ; Selby”), 0$car Wilde’s “Woman of
Suomi-Filmi;
The widely-known
IFE
topper
Renzo
Rufini’s
ex¬
passive resistance of the Finns to
: No Importance*” Marc-Gilbert SauSoviet advances on the local film position of his organization’s new ! vajon’s “Adorable Julia” (adapted
market might lead to a real box- U-S. policy to the local ANICA from ’the Maughan-Guy Bolton'
board essentially confirmed pre¬ [“Theatre”) and Frederick Lons¬
office flop it is feared here.
vious reports In Variety that IFE dale’s “Last of Mrs. Cheyney.”
was abandoning actual distribution
in favor of representational func¬
tion protecting Italian'producers.
Reasons for this switch, accord¬ Good Reason to Yank Pic
London, May 28.
ing to Rufini, were mainly, in¬
A British supporting picture,
creased costs which made direct
Tel-Aviv, Israel, May 21.
‘‘Murder Reported,” was with¬
Israel’s most modem cinema distribution “too expensive.” He
drawn after playing four days
will open here in September, an¬ said the new policy should benefit
at a London suburban theatre,
nounced * Simha Greenwald, man-; all Italian producers, for in their
when a local town councillor
ager of the Israeli office of 20th- dealings with U.S. distribs via IFE,
discovered that a crooked town
Fox. The cinema has been under they would be guaranteed a profit
councillor portrayed in the pic- .
construction on a choice location margin or the deal would not be
ture was dubbed “Neil Hol¬
here. A number of films stars are approved by IFE.
land”—his name.
Nothing has changed with re¬
due to attend the opening in
In the picture, “Neil Hol¬
gard to IMPA (Italian Motion Pic¬
person.
land” embezzles the taxpayers’
Meanwhile, the problem of cut¬ ture Association), Rufini pointed
money,
plots the death of an
ting of pictures continues. A lead¬ out. That organization continues
accomplice and is finally mur¬
ing distributor here claims -cuts to do the work it’s been handling
dered. The real Neil Holland
are made because the ushers’ un¬ for the last five years in aiding,
is an accountant and has been
ion in Israel demands double pay and tightening cultural and indusa Conservative member of .the
for each minute a program ex¬ ■try bonds between Italy and the
council for 10 years.
| USA.
ceeds two hours.

Separates Dance

Warwick, Ealing
Given Okay For
Pix in Germany

Broadside Launched Vs.
Big Finno-Soviet Plan
To Film Furnish Opus

Blow to Aussie
Fix Production

Central Theatre, Zurich, ,
May Convert to Films;
‘Debutante’ Current Hit

THREE MORE MEX FILM
STUDIOS MAY CLOSE

IFE Tonner Confirms
U.S. Decentralization

Israeli to Get Latest
Type Cinema in Fall

NEED PIX SO MUCH, GOVT.
WOULD LIFT TAX 5 YRS.
Mexico City, May 28.,
.Campeche state, storied land of
chicle, Used in making chewing
gum, on southeastern Gulf of Mex¬
ico coast, is so cinema-starved that
its government has offered to ex¬
empt film theatres from state taxes
for 'five years from the time they
start. That proposition was made
to big chain operators with head¬
quarters here as a means of en¬
couraging cinema building.
The circuits’ brass are mulling
the proposition. Some reluctance is
seen, however, because Campeche
hasn’t been much of a cinema pub¬
lic. - It is one of the more sparsely
populated states in this republic,
with, most inhabitants living in
country arpas.

Rep Offers TV Pix O’Seas

Paris, May 21.
The government of no other im¬
portant film, producing country in
the world has been as negligent of
its film industry as France. Since
the war the various Gallic govern¬
ments have looked down on films
or have never given- it the atten¬
tion it deserves. And yet it seems
to be in fair to excellent -shape
compared to the general Conti¬
nental pic setup. These are some
of the ideas expressed by Yves
Ciampi, head of the Syndicate of
French Film Directors, writing' in
the extreme left weekly, Les Lettres Francaises.
Ciampi maintained that the
French film looked liked a beauti¬
ful house of cards from the dis¬
tance, but there were many prob¬
lems that could topple the whole
house. Among these were the fol¬
lowing;.
. The national Film Aid Law,
whose funds have kept the French
film in a good but precarious bal¬
ance, runs out in 18 months. This
may be replaced by a general set¬
up which might not give the funds
for pix production.
. The European Common Mar¬
ket proposal could turn- into a
sword of Damocles If a so-called
European film-type came into be- .
ing. An attempt to make pix to ap¬
peal to all nations could kill the
individualism of the French films.
He reiterated the old bromide that
a good national film is a good in¬
ternational film.
3. The needed fiscal reform of
the French film setup could, if not
looked into at once, also topple the
current ' alignment. This means
trying to cut down the overbur¬
dened list of producers aiming for
quality, and definite steps to bridle
the skyrocketing production costs.
Ciampi, recently back from an
Asian trip after finishing the first
French-Japanese coproduction, “Tyhon Sur Nagasaki,” said that for¬
eign biz was a necessity as well
as a prestige item. However, he
felt the French pic still had a long
way to go, especially in the AngloSaxon markets.
~
Ciampi points out that. the
French film is a mixture, being
half capitalize via its big distribs
without whom most p(x could not
be financed, and half socialistic
since getting governmental aid,
censorship and administration from
the CNC.

1
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RKO Plans to Produce
Both for Home Market,
World Distrih in Italy
Rome, May 21.
RKO plans to participate in mak¬
ing two types of films in Italy, ac¬
cording to Thomas O’Neil, company
prexy, who recently visited this ’
country accompanied by Walter
Branson and other company offi¬
cials. In elaborating on previous
announcement of his company’s
plans in this sector, O’Neil noted'
that RKO will make pix fof the
international market and secondly,
films designed for the Italian mar¬
ket. Both types will be financed
with blocked funds as well as with
dollar imports.
The “international” items to be
made in this country, O’Neil add¬
ed, will be produced directly by
RKO or in co-production with
Italian firms, and will use a Tank
director and stars. Remainder of
cast plus technicians will be re¬
cruited on the spot.
So-called
“Italion-market” pix wljl be allItalo made and have Italian actors.
Whereas previous policy among
majors has been to make films
principally for the TJ. S. market,
RKO intends to pattern Its up¬
coming product to the. growing in¬
ternational market. According to
O’Neil, Italy means some '44% of
the European market for RKO, if
one excludes Great Britain. Ger¬
many and France follow on the
heels of Italy.

Frankfurt, May 21. '
Republic Films is opening its
Hollywood Television Service Inc.
to Germany, Switzerland and Aus¬
tria.
Dr. Rudolf Goldschmidt,
general manager for Republic in
Frankfurt, .May 21.
Germany, also will head the tele
Highest tele station in Europe
operation.
It’s been officially is due to be finished by this fall.
opened here by Reginald Armour, The tower is scheduled to loom
foreign chief of Rep, who has just 2,713 yards into the air.
completed a tour of Germany. •
It will be erected In the Swiss
Republic will continue to release Alps on top.of the Saentisgipfel,
its films in Germany through and will be part of the North East
j Swiss tv net.
Gloria Films.

TV Tower in, Alps
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BING
WITH A

BANG!

Sometimes he sings and he’s always charming, but this time Bing’s going to
'set the moyie world on fire with an explosive, nerve-tense drama. It’s a new
S FIRST for him and the power and heart-appeal of it will be memorable.
M-G-M present* A SOL C. SIEGEL PRODUCTION
Starring

BING CROSBY
"MAN ON FIRE”
Co-Starring

INGER,STEVENS • MARY FICKETT • E.G.MARSHALL
_ With MALCOLM BRODRICK • RICHARD EASTHAM
Scra«n Flay by RANALD MacDOUGALL
land on a Story by' MALVIN WAID and JACK JACOBS

Diroct.d by RANALD MacDOUGALL
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PICTURES

‘MONKEY’FAIR $7,500,
ST. LOO; ‘DESK’ 8£, 2D
St. Louis, May 28.
It’s a generally mild week cur¬
rently at the larger cinema*, with
“Desk Set’’ still good in second
round at the St. Louis for best
showing in bigger houses. “Mon-key On My Back” is barely fair at
Loew’s. “10 Commandments” is
holding its own in second session
atv Pageant after 21 weeks at the
St. Louis. “Gold of Naples” shapes
fine in two arty theatres. “Seven
Wonders of World” will wind up
its record run at the Ambassador
during the next eight weeks. It is
•till good in 58th stanza.’
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW-Cinerariia) 1,400; $1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Wonders
of World” (Cinerama) (58th wk).
Good $5,500. Last week, $6,500.
Esquire (Indie) (1,500; 75-90)—
Closed until June 5 when “Around
World in 80 Days” (UA) opens.'
Last week, “The Vintage” (M-G)
(2d wk-3 days), $4,000.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 75-90)—
“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” (Par)
and “Women at Pitcairn Island”
(20th).' Opened today (Tues). Last
week, “China Gate” (20th) and
“Oklahoman” (AA), okay $8,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85)—
“Monkey On My Back” (UA) and
“Hit and Run” '(UA). Fair $7,500.
$7,500. Last week, “This Could Be
Night” (M-G) and “Big Boodle”
(UA), $8,000.
Missouri (Arthur) (3,500; 75-90)
—“Untamed Youth” (WB) and
“Counterfeit Plan” (WB). Opened
today (Tues,). Last week, “Boy On
Dolphin” (20th) and “Shoot-Out at
Medicine Bend” (20th), fair $5,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)
—“Voodoo
Island”
(UA)
and
“Pharaoh’s Curse” (UA).. Mild
$4,000. Last week, “War Drums”
(UA) and “Revolt at Ft. Laramie”
(UA), same.
Pageant (St. L, Amus.) (1,000;
90-$1.50) —- “10 Commandments”
(Par) (2d wk). Good $6,000. Last
week, ditto.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
75-90)—“Gold of, Naples” (Indie).
Fine $2,000. Last week, “Vitelloni”
(Indie), $1,500.
St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; 75-90)
—“Desk Set” (20th) (2d wk). Good
$8,000 following $7,000 first ses¬
sion.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
75-90)—“Gold of Naples” (Indie).
Okay $2,500. Last week, “Vitelloni”
(India), $2,000.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 9)
(AIP) and “Rock All Night” (AIP),
$6,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; $1.25-$2.65)v
House being re-seated. Last week;'
“10 Commandments” (Par) (13th
wk)( big $12,500. After re-seating
Job, reopens tonight (Tues.) with
“Monkey on My Back” (UA). ’
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)—
“This Could Be Night” (M-G) (2d
wk). Although its first seven days
were extremely disappointing,
mainly because of low boxoffice
situation over city, it continues.
Mild $5,500 in 6 days. Last week,
$7,500. .
RKO Orpheum (RKO)-(2,800; 7590)—“Public Pigeon No. 1” (U).
Red Skelton’s tv prestige probably
bringing in some patron^ but only
slow $6,000 looms. Last week,.
“Deadly Mantis” (U) and “Girl in
Kremlin” (U), $5,000. ■
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) (5th wk).
Although last seven days previous¬
ly were announced, upsurge in at¬
tendance led to this additional
stanza. Okay $4,000. Last week,
$5,500.
• '
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90) —
“Buster Keaton Story” (Par). Tepid
$5,000. Last week, “For Whom Bell
Tolls”- (Par) (reissue), $6,000.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25) —
“Bachelor Party” (UA). Highly
praised picture may build.
Fair
$4,000 shapes for opener.
Last
week, “Silent World;’ (Col), $3,800.

TORONTO
(Continued from page 8)
“Gold of Naples” (IFD) (2d wk).
Fine $4,500. Last week, $6,000.
i University (FP) (1,536; 60-$l)—
“For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (reis¬
sue). Wham $12,000. Last week,
“10 Commandments” (Par) (26th
wk), at $2.50 top, $9,500 for four
days!
Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 75-$1.25)
—“Designing Woman” (M-G) (4th
wk):
Tapering to good $9,000.
week, $13,000.
York (FP) (877; $1.25-$2.25)—
“10 Commandments” (Par). So-so
. $5,500. First week here after 26
weeks at the larger University.

P^RI^fY

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 8)
1.248; 90-$1.50)—“Boy on Dolphin”
(20th) (2d wk). Good $15,000. Last
week, $24,000.
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1-$1.75)
—“Strange One” (Col) (4th wk).Light’ $1,500. ’ Last week, $2,200.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1,468; 90-$1.80) — “Funny Face”
(Par) (6th wk.). Big $7,700. Last
week, $9,700.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25$1.75)—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (7th
wk). Oke $3,600. Last week, $3,9.00.
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75$3.50)—“Around World” (UA) (23d
wk). Wow $29,000. Last week,
$25,500.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;
$1.5O-$3.30)—“10 Commandments”
(Par) (28th wk). Big $14,000. Last
week, $16,000.
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cinerama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65) — “Cine
Holiday” (Cinerama) (81st wk). Into
final week of run Sunday (26) after
good $23,000 last week (80th).
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)
—“Gold of Naples” (Indie) (5th
wk). Big $3,500. Last week, $4,300.
. Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50)
— “Lady ,Chatterley’s Lo.ver”
(Indie) (5th wk). Fine $2,70Q. Last
week, $3,100.

Billboards Contracted
Omaha Biz Again Limps
But ‘JIut’Hotsy $5,000 Six Months Ahead For
*
Omaha, May 28.
Universal's ‘Passage’
It’s the same old story at down¬

town first-runs this Week* new
product at all spots' being of small
help. Lone bright spot is “Little
Hut” at the State, which is rated
nice despite some blistering re¬
views. “Abandon Ship” is dull at the
Orpheum arid “Way to Gold” is
only mild at the Brandeis. “Guns
of Ft. Petticoat” is poor at the
Omaha. .
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-90)—
“Way to Gold” (20th) and “Woman’s
Devotion” (Indie). Mild $2,500. Last
week, “Shoot-Out -at Medicine
Bend” (WB) and “P. T. Railers”
(Indie), $3,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90)
“Guns of Ft. Petticoat” (Col) and
“Shadow on Window” (Col). Poor
$3,500. Last week, “Crab Monsters”
(AA) and “Not of This Earth”
(AA), $4,000.
'
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 7590)—“Abandon Ship” (Gbl) and
“Phantom Stage Coach” (Col). Dull
$5,500. Last week, “Buster Keaton
Story” (Par), ditto.
State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90)—
“Little Hut” (M-G). Nice $5,000 or
over, and probably will hold. Last
week; “Lizzie” (M-G) and “Slander”
(M-G), $3,000. .

Port. Way Off Albeit
‘80 Days’ Rot 14G, 6th

‘Monkey’ So-Sojll,000
Portland, Ore., May 28.
Town is loaded with flaming
youth
type
and they are un¬
Buff.; ‘Pigeon’ Oke 10G| believably' films,
dull.* In fact, not a

Buffalo, May 28.
New product, of which there is
plenty currently, is not helping biz
picture here to any extent. Neither
“Monkey on My Back” nor “Public
Pigeon” at Paramount are causing
much excitement. “Around 'World
in 80 Days” continues big in eighth
Century session while “Seven
Wonders of World” still is. great in
39th stanza at the Teck.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85) —
“Monkey On My Back” (UA) and
“War Drums” (UA). Fair $11,000.
Last week, “This Could Be Night”
(M-G) and “Edge of City” (M-G),
ditto.
Paramount (AB-pT) * (3,000; 6085)—“Public Pigeon No. 1” (U) and
“Young Stranger!’ (U). Routine
$10,000. Last week, “Untamed
Youth” (WB) and “Shoot-Out at
Medicine Bend” (WB), $11,000.
. Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 60-85) —
“Flying Leathernecks” (RKO) and
“Sea Devils” (RKO) (reissues).
Mild $7,000 in 4 days.. Last week,
“Dragstrip Girl” (AIP) and “Rock
All Night” (AIP), $10,000.
.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 60-85)—
“Calypso Joe” (AA)-and “Hot Rod
Rumble” (AA). Tepid $5,000.'
Century (Buhawk) (1,400; $1.50$3)—"Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (8th wk). Sturdy $12,000. Last
week, $14,000.
Teck (SW-Cinerama)
(1,200;
$lJ20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders of
World.” (Cinerama) (39th wk). Big
$9,000 or close. Last week, $8,500.

SAN FRANCISCO

Wednesday, May

single newcomer is getting any
place. Especially drab is “Monkey
On My Back” at the 3,400-seat
Paramount wi,th less than $5,000
looked for. “Around World in 80
Days” still is sturdy in sixth
round at the Broadway. “Desk
Set” is just okay in second 5-day
week at the Fox.
Estimates for This Week *
Broadway (Parker) (980; $2$2,50)—“Around World 'In 80
Days” (UA) (6th wk). Twb-a-day
run landed. Sturdy $14,000.’ Last
week, same.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
—“Desk Set” (20th) and “Storm
Rider” (20tK) (2d wk-5 days). Oke
$5,000. Last week, $7,200.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Wee
Geordie” (Indie) (3d wk). Good
$2,000. Last week, $1,900.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90$1.25)—“Calypso Joe” (Indie) and
“Hot Rod Rumble” (Indie). Sad
13,000 in 6 days.
Last week,
This Could Be Night” (M-G) and
“Iron Sheriff” (UA), $4,300.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25)—“Untamed Youth” (WB)
and “Counterfeit Plan” (WB).
Poor $4,000. Last week, “China
Gate” (20th) and “River’s Edge”
(20th); $5,300.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90$1.25)—“Monkey On My Back”
(UA) and “Hit and Run” (UA).
Dull $4,500.
Last week, “For
Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (reissue)
and “Affair In Reno” (Rep), $5,200.

(Continued from page 8)
-CHICAGO
“Shoot-Out ’At Medicine Bend”
(Continued from page 9)
(WB), $12,000.
. '
week,
“1,000
Years From Now”
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
and “Invasion U.S.A.”
—“Abandon Ship” (Col) and “Utah (DCA)
(DCA)
(2d
wk).
$4,000.
Blaine” (Col). Fair $9,000 In 6 days.
Oriental (Indie) <3.400: »0-$1.50)
Last week, “Strange One” (Col), —“Desk Set” (20th) (2d wk). Quiet
$10,500.
. ‘
$17,500. Last week, $27,000. .
Orpheum (SW-Ciner&ma) (1,458;
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484;
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” $L25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama). (27th wk). Hefty $16,- (Cinerama) (23d wk). Lush $34,000. Last week, $20,100.
000. Last week. $33,200.
United Artists (No. Codst) (1,207;
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)—
70-$ 1)—“River’s Edge”* (20th) and ^hoot-out At Medicine! Bend”
“Two Grooms ’ For Bride” (20th). (WB) and “Tarzah and Lost Safari”
Slim $6,000. Last week, “Ride (M-G). , Plush $20,000. Last week,
Back” (UA) and "Big Caper” (UA), “Voodoo Womari” (Gap) and “Un¬
$7,000 in 6 days.
dead” (Cap), $19,000.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $JL25-$2.20)
StaieiLtke (B&K) (2,400; 90—“10 Commandments” (Par). Wo’w $1.50)—“Abandon Ship” (Col) (3d
$10,000. Last week, “Rebecca” wk).
Thin $8,000.. Last week*
(20th) and “Third Man” (20th) $10,000, “Face In Crowd” (WB)
(reissues) (3d wk). $2,000.
opens today (Tues.).
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) —
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (Indie) —“Gold of Naples” (DCA) .(2d wk).
(3d wk). Oke $4,200. Last week, Fine $6,000. Last week, $8,500.
$4,600.
Todd’* Cinestage (Todd) (1,036;
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Oedi¬ $1.75-$3.50) — “Around World”
pus Rex” (Indie). Fine $3,800. Last (UA) (8th wk). Boffo $24,800. Last
week, “Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) week, $24,400.
(6th wk), $2,100.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; $1.- $1.50)—“Funny Face.” (Par) (7th
25)—“Silent World” (Col) (7th wk). wk). Sluggish $4,000 for 4 days.
Solid $2,500..Last week, $2,800.
Last.week, $9,000. .“Gunfight.at
Bridge (Schw&rfc) (396; $1-$1.25) O.K. Corral” (Par) opens tomorrow
—“Simon and Laura” ,(U) *(4th wk). (WedJ.
• « '
*■
Oke $1,200. Last week* $1,500.^
> Woods '(Essaness) ’ <l,20ffj- D0Coronet (United California) (1,- $1,50)—“MoriJkey . On. My Back”
250; $1.50-$3.75)—“Around World” (UA) (2d wk). Trim. $13,000 .or.
(UA) (22d wk). Excellent $26,000. near. Last week, $24,800*
Last week, $21,000.
: World. (Indie) (606: ;8Q^“Spdl
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Wee of Ireland” (Celtic) (4th wk). Slim
Geordie” (Indie) (2d wk) and “Day $2,4d0. Last week, $3,500.
To Remember” (Indie) (1st wk).
Zlegfeld (Davis) (430; $1.25)Okay $1,500. Last week, “Wee $1.50)—“Marcelino” (Indie) (14th
Geordie” (Indie) and “Innocents. wk). Torrid $3,600. Last week,
In Paris” (Indie), $2,500.
$4,100.

Taking advantage of the peak
summer traffic season, Universal
will utilize a billboard campaign
to launch “Night Passage,” its.
James Stewart-Audie Murphy starrer. Campaign, said to be the larg¬
est in the company’s history, will
start in mid-June, more than a
month before the Technirama pro¬
duction goes into national release.
According to David A. Lipton,
U’s p'ub-ad chief, the company con¬
tracted for the billboards six
months ago in order to obtain stra¬
tegic locations. It’s said that the
company has obtained coverage in
800 communities in 67 major mar¬
kets throughout the United States.

Vogel’s Points
s;" CoUtlnutf from page 5

Metro” by arranging#for indie pro¬
ductions to be made with studio fa¬
cilities, and released by the com¬
pany.
M-G, he disclosed, will
finance .10'ory more major independ¬
ent films next year.
In stressing . the “fundamental
health” of the company, Vogel de¬
clared that every division and sub¬
sidiary had been,-in the, black for
first half of 1957 and contributed to
the announced earnings of 51c per
share for that period. All phases
of operation, including administra¬
tive and production, will continue
under review and study, he added.
Stresses Time Lag .
He noted, too, that the “inevit¬
able time lag” between the concep¬
tion arid releaSf of a picture would
prevent the full impact of changes
made under his regime from being
reflected until late this year or
early 1958.
Vogel reported that the com¬
pany’s' music firm, Robbins-FeistMiller, one of the two largest in
the world, “is growing” both in vol¬
ume and profit; that MGM records
would increase pressings under its
own label; and that* its well-man¬
aged subsidiary radio station,
WMGM, k expected to show anoth¬
er increase in earnings.
Turning to the company’s tv
activities, Vogel said Loew’s ex¬
pects to reap more than $40,000,000 from the pre-1949 features al¬
ready licensed to stations for show¬
ing in more th‘an 40 markets. “It
is my estimate,” he said; “that we
have exhausted less than two-thirds
of the potential market for such
films and we are continuing our
sales effort to complete the job.”
Metro shortly will also start licen¬
sing its short subjects to video.
Vogel revealed that Metro is
carefully watching all toll-tv de¬
velopments and “will be ready to
participate in the medium when
and if we become convinced that it
can adequately contribute to our
overall operations.” However, he
noted that the company is “mind¬
ful” of its responsibility to exhi¬
bitors, and “it is with them that
we hope to participate in any de¬
velopments iii toll-tv.
Metro, in addition to Its own pro¬
duction of telepix series, Js also
producing tv commercials and ,has
just set up an industrial film de¬
partment. Production and distri¬
bution pf theatrical plx, .however,
will remain the main part of Metro
operations, according to Vogel.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 9)
—“Way to Gold” (20th). Weak $6,000. Last‘week, “Beyond Momba¬
sa" (Col), $7,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1,859; 70-90) —
“Public Pigeon No. 1” (RKO). Quiet
$7,000. Last week, “Battle Hell”
(DCA), $9,000.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; 70-90)
t—“Untamed Youth (WB). Okay $5,500. Last week, “Buster Keaton
Story” (Par), $6,500.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 70-90) —
“This Could Be Night” (M-G) (2d
wk.): Drab $8,000. Last week, $11,000.
Plaza (T-L) (290j 90-$ 1.25)—“Bed
of Grass” (Indie) (5th wk). Dwin¬
dling $2,000. Last week, $2,500.
Trans-tu*. .OT-L) (600; 90-$1.25)
— ’Abandon Ship” (Col) (3d wk).
Lean*$3,000. Last week, $3,500.
’ /Uptown\(SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3)—
.“Around World” (UA) (8th wk).
Great $22,000 for 11 shows. Last
week, $21,500 for 10 shows.
'Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
$1.20j-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (22d wk). Solid $16,000
after $17,2000 in previous week.
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Downtown Bidding
Something Novel
In Minneapolis
Minneapolis, May 28*
Fight for loop first-run product
hpre, replacing what has amounted .
to splitting, undoubtedly spell*
higher film costs for the showhouses and increased distributor
revenues.
Set off by RKO Theatres’ de¬
mand for the privilege of bidding
competitively for all companies*
releases, it’ll be a four-way affair
with United“Paramount (Minnesota
Amusement Co.), Ted Mann’s
World and Bennie Berger’s Gopher
participating. Paramount has three
theatres.
Eventually, still another thea¬
tre, Mann’s Alvjn, how being read¬
ied for “Around’the World in 80
Days,” is . expected, to . enter the
competitive bidding field.
. Until now. what has . been sus¬
pected to be “gentlemen’s agree¬
ments” have avoided, cbmpetitive
bidding. . Confining itself almost
entirely to Warner Bros., Univer¬
sal, Columbia. and. RKO releases,
RKO Theatres ha% laid off those of
other companies:
Except for the. Occasional selling
away to the independent Wqrld ana
Gopher, M-G-M, 20th-Fox, Para¬
mount and United Artists’ output
has gone to United Paramount
which, in turn, rarely booked the
other four major companies’ pic¬
tures into any of its three houses.
Current RKO Theatres’, m o v e
might have been dictated by the
Alvin’s entry into the first-run
field, the Paramount decision to
book more important pictures into
its lop Lyric and the generally un¬
satisfactory production situation,
the trade here believes.

FILM BIZ PROMOTION
PLAN FINALLY MOVES
Film Industry’s long-talked-about
institutional promotion campaign
appears finally getting off the
ground. Money ior it has. been
voted by the board of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America.
Board at. a New York meeting
last week allocated $100,000 to run
permanent ad-pub offices in 'both
N. Y. and Hollywood with each tQ
be operated l>y an exec, at $25,000
per year, and staff. Their job is to
be in immediate supervision of the
bally campaign, subject to direc¬
tions given by MPAA’s ad-pub com¬
mittee. "MPA A will pick up all the
bills.
Board at the same time approved
a proposal to share with exhibs on
a 50-50 basis a $275,000 contribu¬
tion to get the overall, so-called
Business Building Program under¬
way. Exhlb money is to. be solicited
by the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations and MPA A .will
match It dollar for dollar up to the
275G total. Program is to be run
under the COMPO aegis.
Both Eric A. Johnston, MPAA
president, and Roger Lewis, chair¬
man of the MPAA ad-pub commit¬
tee, emphasized thit this is only
the first step in what's intended to
be a longrange boxoffice-stimulant
undertaking.
Dummy Exhibs
,
Methods of the exhib collections
are now being discussed by Abe
Montague, as MPAA’s rep on the
COMPO governing board, and Ern¬
est Stellings, president of Theatre
Owners of America. Stellings has
pledged full TOA support.
Uses of the revenue break down
this way: reprise of the Academy
Awards sweepstakes, iri which the
public isJnvited to guess the Oscar
winners and cop exhib-promoted
prizes, $150,000; another round
with the Audience Awards .poll, in
which the customer* simply vote on
best pictures, players, etc., $75,000;. production of ,a short film
showing the importance of the the¬
atre to a community, $12,000; test
runs of a radio' saturation cam¬
paign, beginning in Denver; $5,000}
$25,000 for getting across to pub¬
lishers and editors, via a formal
presentation, the message about
press attention desired by the In¬
dustry (the -presentation is now
being prepared by COMPO’s Oscar
Doob), and the balance to cover
miscellaneous expenses and serve
as a cushion against under-estimatirig of the aforementioned items.
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HEW
in the Industry !

take your theatre patrons behind-thescenes ier the making of an Important
picture—and make yoursell a showpacked audience!

Otto Preminger, producer of United Artists' "Saint Joan,"
had the. foresight and initiative to assign a special camera
crew to photograph the making of this picture from its
earliest planning stages to final editing.
i

From this fascinating footage comes a new concept in
trailers. A series of six trailers entitled, "The Making of a
Movie" has been prepared and treats your patrons to inti¬
mate, behind-the-scenes glimpses of the widespread search
for an unknown to play the title role and the winning audi¬
tion which prompted Mr. Preminger to, select Jean Seberg
as the Maid of Orleans.
Your audience will witness the inside story of research
and rehearsals; of casting, costuming and cutting; of make¬
up and musical scoring; of sets, location scenes and actual,
shooting and all the other interesting production details
that make up an important motion picture.
The Prize Baby is proud to distribute this entire entertain¬
ment-laden package of six trailers for the price exhibitors
ordinarily pay for a single standard trailer I
If you are booking "Saint Joan," you have a stake in
playing "The Making of a Movie". It's been made to sell
the Maidl

nniionfu

sinviu
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Vedneiday, May29, 1957

Prince to See ‘Manuela’

Hollywood Production Pulse
"PEYTON PLACE"

ALLIED ARTISTS

Prod<—Jerry Wald,
Dlri—Mark Robson
—
Lana Turner, Lloyd Nolan, Hope Lange,
Arthur 1 Kennedy, Betty Field, Lee
^Philips, Barry Coe, Robert Harris
(Started April 29)

Starts, This Year.
7
This Date, Last Year ..... .12

(

"WALK TALL"
Prod.—Walter MiriscK
Dir.—Thomas Carr
„
,
Joel-1 McCrea* Virginia Mayo, Michael
Angara, Robert Foulk, Ray Teal. Leo
Gordon, Barry Kelley, George Neise
(Started May 9)

COLUMBIA

..;,..... 12

Starts, This Yepr
This Date, Last Year~

.70

"HIGH PLIGHT"
.
(Warwick Productions)
(Shooting in England) “
Prods.—-Irving Allen, A. R. Broccoli
Dir.—John GDIing.
•
Ray Milland, Sean Kelly, Anthony Ncwley,
Kenneth
Fortescue,
Kenneth
Haight, Helen Cherry, Bernard Lee,
Duncan Lament, .Leslie Philips.
(Started April 2)

1

"PAL JOEY"
*
(Essex-SIdney Productions)
«
Prod;—Fred Kohlmar
Dir.—Qeprge Sidney
» Rita Hayworth, Frank Sinatra, Kim
Novak, Bobby Sherwood, Hank Henry,
Verna. Feltoni Barbara Nichols, Bek
Nelson, Elite Kent. Mara McAfee,
Betty Vitti, Tol Avery, Everett Glass,
Barry* Bernard, Robin Morse, Bpb
Anderson, Syd Chatton, Eddie Bartell
(Started April 15)
"THE HARD MAN"
(Romson Productions)
Prods.—Wallace MacDonald, Helen Ains¬
worth,
. . ,
‘
Dir.—George Sherman
Guy Madison, Valerie French, Lome
Green, Rudy Bond, Robert Burton,
Myron Healey, Robert Williams, Ricky
Sorenson,
Barry
Atwarter,
Frank.
Richards, Bob Cason, Trevor Bardette
(Started May 13)

WALT DISNEY

..

Starts, This Year.
7
This Date+Last Year.1

METRO

..
7
.70

Starts, Thjs Year
This Date, Last Year

"I ACCUSE"
!
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Sam Zimbalist
Dir.-r-Jose Ferrer
'
Jose
Ferrer,
Viveca
Lindfors, Leo
Gwenn, Emlyn Williams, David Farrer, Anton Walbrook, Donald Wolfit
(Started March 27)
"JAILHOUSE ROCK"
Prod.—Pandro S; Berman
Dir.—Richard Thorpe
'
Elvis
Presley,
Judy
Tyler,
Shaughnessy, Lynn Barton
(Started May 13)

.

Starts, this Year
73
This Date, Last Year..73
THE LADY TAKES A FLYER"
Prod.—William Alland
Dir.—Jack Arnold
!
Lana Turner, Jeff Chandler, Richard
Denning, Andra Martin, Jerry Paris,
Chuck Connors, Rita Shaw, Dee J.
. Thompson, Nestor ^Paiva, Alan Hale
(Started April. 15)

''THE. AMAZONS"
(Shooting in Brazil) . .
•Prod.-Dir.—Curt Siodmak
Don Taylor, Giana Slgale,
. Ciannelli
(Started May 7)

DAMN CITIZEN"

Eduardo

.

‘(Shooting in New. Orleans)
Prod.—Herman Webber
Dih—Robert Gordon
Keith. Apdes, Margaret Hayes, Gene
Evans, T-ynn Bari. Jeffrey Stone, Ann
• Robinson, Edward Platt, Charles Hor¬
vath, Carolyn Kearney
(Started May 7)

"THE, FEMALE ANIMAL*
Prod.—Albert Zugsmith
Dh\—Harry Keller
Hedy Lamarr, Jane Powell, Janr Ster¬
ling, John Gavin.
(Started .May 20)
.

WARNER BROS.

.. 9
.5

Starts, This Year
This Ddte, Last Year

"DARBY'S RANGERS"
Prod —Martin Rackin
Dir.—William A. Wellman
,JameS Garner, Etchlka Choureau, Jack
Warden, Murray Hamilton, Andrea
King, Adam Williams, William Well¬
man Jr., Peter Brown, Corey Allen,
Torin Thatcher, Stuart Whitman, EdWard Ashley,. Joan Elan; Venetia Ste¬
venson, Reginald Owen, Frieda Inescort, Philip Tonge, Raymond Bailey,
• Willis Bouchey, Frank Gifford
. (Started April; 22)
"TENDER FURY" .
Prod.—Martin Mejcher
Dir.—Bernard Girard
Susan Oliver, Linda Reynolds, Carla
Merey, Beverly • Long, Norma Nilsson,
Tommie-Moore, • Sally Brophy ■
(Started May 8)
"THE DEEP’SlX" •
Prod)—Martin Rackin
Assoc. Prod.—George Bcrtholon
Dir.—Rudy Mate
Alan Ladd, Diapne Foster, William
Bendix, Keenan Wynn, James Whitomore, Efrem Zimbalist Jr,
(Started May 14)

Mickey

INDEPENDENT

.54
...., .34

Starts, This Year
This Date, Last Year

PARAMOUNT

j

UNIVERSAL

.
.

Starts, This Year
This Date, Last Year

6
9

"TEACHER'S PET"
Prod.—William • Perlberg
Dir.—George Seaton
Clark Gable, Doris Day, Gig Young,
Mamie Van Doren, Vivian Nathan,
Nick Adams, Marion Ross
(Started April 17)
"OBSESSION"
Prod.—Hal Wallis
Dir.—George Cukor
Anna Magn^mi, Anthony Quinn,
thony Franciosa, Dolores Hart
(Started . May 1)

An¬

"DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS"
Prod.—Don Hartman
Dir.—Delbert Mann
• ■
Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Burl
Ives, Parnell Roberts, Frank Overton,
Anne Seymour, Greta Granstedt, Jean
Wllles, Rebecca WeUes
(Started May 6) .

--U

20th CENTURY-FOX

.15
. 8

Starts, This Year
This Date, Last Year

"THE SUN ALSO RISES"
(Shooting in Mexico)
Prod.—Darryl F. Zanuck
Dir.—Henry King
Ava Gardner, Tyrone Power; Mel Fer¬
rer,
Errol Flynn,
Eddie
Albert,
Gregory Ratoff, Robert Evans, Juli¬
ette Grecov Marcel Dalio, Dank Patisson, Jacqueline Evans
(Started Mar. 18)
"A FAREWELL TO ARMS"
(Shooting in Italy)
Prod.—David O. Selznlck
Dir,—Charles Vidor
Jennifer Jones, Rock Hudson, Vittorio
de . Sica,
Mercedes
McCambridge,
Oscar Homolka, Kurt Kasznar, Al¬
berto Sordi, Elaine Stritch
(Started March 25)
"NO DOWN PAYMENT"
Prod.—Jerry Wald
' Dir.—Martin Ritt
Jeffrey Hunter, Sheree North, Tony
Randall, Joanne Woodward, Barbara
Rush,
Cameron
Mitchell,
Patricia
Owens, Pat Hingle, Charles Herbert,
Richard Cutting, Frank Gerstle, Philo
McCullough,
Edith
Claire,
Robert
Harris
(Started April 15)
' "KISS THEM FOR ME"
Prod.—Jerry. Wald
Dir.—Stanley Donen .
Cary Grant, Jayne Mansfield, Suzy Par¬
ker, Ray Walston, Leif Erickson,
Larry Blyden, Nathaniel Frey, Wer¬
ner Klemperer, Ben- Wright, Anne
McCrca
(Started April 29)
"STOPOVER TOKYO"
Prod.—Walter Reisch
Dir.—Richard Breen
Robert Wagner, Joan Collins, Edmond
O'Brien, Ken Scott, Larry Keating
(Started April 20)

London, May 21,
Prince Philip Will attend the
preem of British Lion’s "Manuela''
at the Odeon, • Marble Arch, next
July 18.
The performance will
be to aid the National Playing
Fields- Assn., of which the Prince
is president.
Picture, stars Trevor Howard,
Pedro Armendariz and Elsa Martinelli. It’s produced by Ivan Foxwell and directed by Guy Hamilton.

"THE QUIET AMERICAN"
(Figaro Production)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Saigon)
Prod.-Dir.—Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Audie
Murphy,
Michael
Redgrave,
Claude Dauphin, Giorgia Mefl, Bruc^
Cabot, Richard Loo, Fred Sadoff,
Peter Trent, Frank Colson
(Started Jan. 21)
"PARIS HOLIDAY"
(Tolda Productions)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Paris)
Dir.—Gcrd Oswald
B6b Hope, Fernandel,
Martha Hyer
'
(Started April 15)
„

Anita

Ekberg

"THE MISSOURI TRAVELER"
(C. V. Whitney Pictures)
(For Warners)
Prod.—Patrick Ford
Dir.—Jerry Hopper
Brandon de Wilde, Lee Marvin, Gary
Merrill, Mary Rosford, .Paul Ford, Cal
Tinney, Capfn Billy Bryant, Ken Cur¬
tis, Frank Cady, Rodney Bell, Eddie
Little, Barry Curtis, Billy Newell,.
Mary Field, Roy Jensen, Helen Brown,
Kathleen Freentan
■
(Started April 29)

Film Reviews

.

Eric Johnston
; Continued, frqm page 3 ;

a whimsical market. A simple
edict can cut the Americans off
from ineome of important propor¬
tions. An example is the Philip¬
pines, where the ne^v government
under Carlos P. Garcia has project¬
ed a ,tax of 80% on film earnings.
The MPAA board, with Johnstpn
as chairman, decided to pull out of
thp islands entirely, rather than
work under such money-grabbing
conditions.
Actually,;, this is regarded as a
strategic maneuver . dramatizing
the- fact that the Yanks will not.
hold still for what they regard as
confiscatory' action. It’s expected
in the U.S, that the. tax measure
will be withdrawn.
Also without a spotlight is John¬
ston’s role as peacemaker Within
the MPAA murals. AH the compa¬
nies that form MPAA and MPEA
have a vast stake in the foreign
market, as stated, and as a result
have differences of opinion on how
each problem should be ap¬
proached. It’ssa continuing job to'
maintain unity.
v
Further, there’s the eyer contro¬
versial subject of censorship qf, as
partisans of the Production Code
call it, self "regulation. MPAA is
not the "Johnston Office” so much
as it had been the "Hays Office.”
Johnston has insisted from the
start that he's^ot to be a "czar.”
But the fact is that he nonetheless
is the focal point of attention on
high levels when -pros and cons
ahent the Code are being aired,
and this is frequent. Ultimate de¬
cisions are made known; kept un¬
der Wraps are the parts he plays fn
ironing' out tile particularly trou¬
blesome difficulties, or attempting
to do so.
An insider informant said this'
week-that Johnston sees to it that
even the company presidents are
kept unaware of his specific activi¬
ties bn some fronts'. They actually
prefer not to know, particularly in
matters concerning legislative .ma¬
neuvering. He has a quota of crit¬
ics, of course, but the chief execs of
the film business clearly are im¬
pressed with him. It's important
that the- industry have someone
with an- open sesame to high offices
and that Johnston measures up in
this regard is seen in his selection
by President Eisenhower as special
representative in Middle East af¬
fairs.
And the Johnstons were the
luncheon guests of the Eisenhow7
ers at the White' House Monday
(27).
N

Wallop Pay-TY
= Continued from page 3 ;

of the medium, will find that sub¬
scription television is unconstitu¬
tional.
The committee calls attention to
"ZERO HOUR"
Rep. Emanuel Celler’s bill due to
(Bartlett-Champion Pictures)
come put of the Interstate. Com¬
(For Paramount Release)
Prods.—John Champion, HaU Bartlett ... merce Committee.. “"It Is inevi¬
Dir.—HaU Bartlett.T .. ‘
• •
! table,” says the anti toll ~tv group,
. Dana Andrews, Sterling- Hayden.vpeggy.
King, Elroy "Craxylega" Hirsch, Geof¬ "that when the bill reaches -the
frey Toone, Charies- Quiollvan ... . House, it-will outlaw pay-tv,”
(Started May 6)
.
^ .v’
'-’-t
-*
|::: According to 'Hading and Rem"FORT BOWIE" *
buseh, the word "how” has become
(Bel-Air Productions)
increasingly^ Important in the con¬
(For UA Release) „
(Shooting at Kanab, Utah) ' *troversy,- 'How can there be
Prod-.—Aubrey Schenck
broadcasting’1'within the meaning
Dir.—Howard W. Koch
Ren Johnson,. Jan. Harrison/ Kerff Tay- of the FCC,” they ask, "when actu¬
.... lor, Jan£ Davi, peter Mamakog, Larry,
Chance, Jerry Frank, Ed Hinton, Bar¬ ally a private communication takes
bara Perry
place between a set owner and a
(Started- May 13)
television station, to the exclusion
"CARNIVAL ROCK"
of all others, unless a fee Is paid?”
(Howco-International Pfod.)
They insist there is no difference
Prod.—Roger Corman
Susan
Cabot,
Brian
Hutton,
David between toll tv and a telephone
Stewart, Dick MiUer, The Platters.
"which is personal
Iris - Adrian, Jonathan Haze, David conversation
- Houston, Bob Luman & the Shadows and private because you have to
(Started May 16)
pay for it.”
"THE WAYWARD GIRL"
The Joint Committee on Toll TV,
(Variety Pictr/ C6rj)<)
(For Republic)
It's noted, will prepare a memoran¬
Prod.—William J. O’Sullivan
dum
for submission to the FCC re¬
Dir.—Lesley SOlander
-Marcia HChderson, Peter Walker, Kath¬ garding the public interest aspects
erine Bartett, JUta Lynn, Whit Bis- of the controversy,
"It is axioma¬
seU, Kathleen Freeman, Tracy Roberts
tic,” says the committee, "that if
(Started May 20)
an
agency
of
the
“Government
is
"THE INVISIBLE BOY"
(Pan Prods.)
acting for and’ on behalf of the
(Metro Release)
interests
of
all
the
people,
no
per¬
Prod.—Nicholas Nayfack
son may be .deprived of a substanDir.—Herman Hoffman
Richard Eyer, Philip Abbott, Diane Ltive right which he has always enBrewster, Harold Stone, Robert H.
J joyed because of failure to pay.”
Harris

i Continued from' pag* | ;

Fir© Down Below
ured with calculation of the Pro¬
duction Code.
Storyr bad, bad girl meets youth¬
ful American, and finally agrees to
marry him though warning him.of
her past—that of sort of a Mata
Harl in Europe. Mitchum, as Lem¬
mon’s pal in a small fishing and
smuggling boat operation, is vastly
displeased with this development
and tips off the Coast Guard on a
smuggling trip so that Lemmon
abandons the boat rather than be
captured as a smuggler. This lands
him on a Greek freighter which
crashes into a heavier ship in the
fog. Lemmon is pinned down In
the hold by a steel girder. Nearly
all the second half pf~fhe film is
centered on. efforts t;o rescue him.
Rescue operation is tensed up by
the fact that a blaze in another partof the freighter threatens to spread
and touch off some high explosives^
When efforts' of U.S. navy men fail
to free him, the port medico asks
permission to amputate his legs to
save his life. But it's not until his
old partner, Mitchum, arrives and
tells him the facts of life that a
rescue is effected. And it is Mit-,
chum, who finally swims him free
of the exploding freighter to a res¬
cue launch.
Finale is a surprise, and gives
this, a different sort of picture’s
different ending.
Miss Hayworth is excellent «§
the comely femme who is always
just one step ahead of the law.
Lemmon shows plainly that he canhandle a dramatic type role while
Mitchum, as the tough man of the
world, contributes one of his better
portrayals. A forthright job is done
by Edric Conner as the husky na¬
tive who serves, as third member
of the fishing-boat crew. Bernard
Lee is so outstanding in his role of
port physician that, he often thefts
the last portion of Jthis vehicle.
Bonar Colleaho makes a strong
U.S. Navy lieutenant while Her¬
bert Lorn chips in sterling support¬
ing role as harbor master. Among
the many others in support, stand¬
out are Peter Illing and Eric Pohl-’
mann.
' Irving Allen and Albert R. Broc¬
coli have giyen this fine produc¬
tion; • including the spectacular
blowing up of the freighter and
scenes of firefighters in action
preceding it. "Stretch” Cox Troupe
score with their amazing Limbo
Dance.
>
Parrish has done one of, his top¬
flight directorial jobs, Technicolor
camera wdrk of Desmond Dickin¬
son and Cyril Knowles is a strong
asset, not only in the carnival
scenes but also in the closeups and
sequences aboard the doomed
freighter. Lemmon takes a bow for
composing the harmonica theme,
"Fire Down Below.” Entire score
was played with precision by Sinfonia jof London.
Wear.
Fur© of tli© Swamp
(REGALSCOPE)
Greed and slow-moving melo¬
drama, in the sWamps. Dim en¬
tertainment.
Hollywood, May 23.
Twentieth-Fox release of a Sam Hersh
production.
Stars Marshall Thompson,
Willard Parker, Joan Vohs; features Jack
Elam, JLeo Gordon, Joan Lora, .James
Maloney. Directed by Hubert Cornfield.
Screenplay, William George, from noval
by Gil Brewer; camera,- Walter Strenge;
editor, .Robert Frltch; music, Paul Dunlap.
Previewed May 23, '57. Running time, 75

MINS.

.

/

Marshall Thompson. Simon Lcwt
Willard Parker . James Lister
Joan Vohs . Cora Payne
Jack Elam . Bliss
J6an. Lora . Evle Dee
James Maloney . August Dee
Leo Gordon .
Steggins

What might have been built into
a fairly suspenseful story of greed
in the swamps emerges as slowmoving and unexciting fare. Film
would benefit by trimming to snap
up action.
Sam Hersh production is based
on the search for $20,000 in stolen
hank money hidden in the swamp
by one of the holdup riTen, who
afterwards is killed by a pal. Part¬
ner returns to swamp with a map
and tries to. enlist services of a
swampman who poled gangster into
the Interior. Two other strangers
also.jshow up, an insurance investi¬
gator and a blonde claimifig to be a
mag fotog, both similarly in quest
of the loot, and who also try to
make deals with swampman. In
final windup, blonde, actually slain
gangster's widow, sinks in quick¬
sand with the money, after her
husband’s murderer has met a sim¬
ilar end. ■
Marshall Thompson portrays the
swampman, but* under Hubert
Cornfield's direction of the Wil¬
liam George screenplay character
is tedious and indecisive. Willard
Parker, co-starring as first gang^-

sfer, apparently was ftast for nam«
value , only for he, ahpearfc only in
opening sequence- Miss. Vqhs is at*
tractive in her role, turning heayy
in climax When she tries ta kill
Thompson,,so sfhe won’t, have to
divvy with him, J$ck Elam, second
gangster, and Leo Gordon,, investi¬
gator, acquit themselves in, .okay
'fashion and Joan Uora ' plays
Thompson’s spitfire girl friend
with a certain flair.
Technical departments are. capa¬
bly handled by Walter Strenge, for
photography;- Ernst FOgte, bfoduction design; Paul Dunlap, music
score.
■
Whit.
Her SJwidt© iMueglet
(The Seventh Beal)
(SWEDISH)
Cannes. May 21.
AB -Svengk Filmlndu#tirf ielesifte and
production. Star* Nil* FopP*t feature*
Bibl Anderion, Gunnfer .Btanutrand, Inga
Gill, Beijgt Ekarot. DizicjfA ind written
by Ingmar Bergman.'. Cmft** Gunnar
Fi*cher; editor, Lennart Wuwn';‘*e(« and
costumes, F.° A. Lunagreni music, Erik
Nordgren, At Canne* Film
Running
time, 100 MINE,
,
Jof .....;...... Nil* Foppe
Valet ... Ciudnar Bjorn*trand
Mia. ....... Blbi Anderson
Usa
w Inga G1U
Wife
..
Inga Landgre
Death .................... Bengt Ekerot

Director-writer Ingmar Bergman
has a morality play in this tale of
returning, crusader in the 14th cen¬
tury who keeps Death, at bay, via
a chess, game, while he tries to
find out the meaning' of life. Su¬
perior technical narrative, impres¬
sive lensing and thesplng makes
this a definite U.S, art house possi¬
bility. It would be chancey for
more general situations; :
The knight comes bacl^ to his
home which is in the grip of the
blacic plague. The re-creation of
medieval times is evocative in its
bawdiness, superstition, cruelty
and humanity. It spreads out an
awesome canvas of human cupidity
and purity. Characters abound with
vitality and Bergman wraps this
into an absorbing, film.
The chess game with Death is
interspersed with his meeting with
a family of itinerant mountebanks
whom he feels are worth saving,
and even Death seems to coincide
with this thought as all fall before
his coming except them. MosJc.

Torano O (Walker* on the Tiger’* Tail)
(JAPANESE). Toho release and produc¬
tion. Written and directed by Akira Kuro¬
sawa. Camert, T. Ito; editor, Kurosawa,
At Cannes Film Fest. Running time, 40
MINS.

Hour long pic is a transportation
of a Kabuki-Noh play and brings
over its stylized aspects to film,
It details an Incident in 12th cen¬
tury Japan of a group of men try¬
ing to get their leader through
enemy lines.
It has the legendary characters
of the wise statesman, the delicate
prince and the buffoon, but tho
adroit telling and mixture of thea¬
tre and film makes this a unique
pic that could be good supporting
fare in any arty house program
with another off-beat medium
length pic.
Well lensed, directed and played
this is worthy of specialized Etate$ide interest.
MosJc.
K*t Valloma* (Two Wishes) (HUNGAR¬
IAN). Hunnia release and production.
Stars Mari Torlcsik; features, Tlbor Csogor, Marianne Krencsey, Directed by
Marton Keleti. Screenplay, Gyorgy Ra¬
mos, Gabor Thurzo, Keleti; camera, Istvan
Pasztor; editor. Gyorgy Rank!. At Cannes
Film Fcst. Running time, 110 MINS.

• Magyar pic is a sentimental opus
about two juve delinquents finally
straightened out by an understand¬
ing police inspector. Made without
political overtones, Its well1 worn
tale goes through its telegraphed
proceedings amiably .enough, but
it remains only something for the
rare U. S. lingo spbts. It again de¬
notes the freer type of filmmaking
in this beat-up Russian .satellite.
Technical credits are fair and act¬
ing good.
MosJc.

Karachi, May 21.
New Zealand film producer
Peter Hunt Is busy in Thailand
supervising the shooting of a film
oh $EATO.
From Thailand Hunt proceeds to
the Philippines and then arrives
here in Pakistan to add scenes in
this country for the film.
The film, a documentary, will
contain sequences on the life, cus¬
toms, apd religious observances of
the people of the SEATO nations.

.
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THE BIG SOUNDTRACK ALBUMS
ARE ON CAPITOL!
Now, from another great motion picture...
*

.

here is the newest,

8* face in the crowd

starring ANDY GRIFFITH

Backed by powerful promotion) A FACE IN THE CROWD
is set to join Capitol's outstanding array of soundtrack
hits!.Among them: HIGH SOCIETY* OKLAHOMA I
THE KING AND I ♦ GIANT • CAROUSED

j
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Library Shut Out
SkourasGives Mex Cadena de Oro Theatre,
Negroes; Pastor Petitions
Chain 1st Call on 20th-Fox Films Owner (City) to Change
Mexico City, May 28. 4The mighty Cadena de Oro
Brief Censor Otreer
(Golden Chain) cinema circuit,
Kansas City, May 28.
which William Oscar Jenkins and
Mrs. Frances Lysaught, the
Gabriel Alarcon head, Will have
Kansas City, Kansas, house¬
first exhibition^ call .on 20th-Fox
wife recently appointed to the
pix, according to Spyros Skouras
Kansas Board, of Review, re¬
after a week of viewing the Mexi¬
signed last week after a short
can film field. However, 20th-Fox
duration, in office.
holds the right to exhibit in other
The board is the Kansas
cinemas of its choosing, Skouras
censor agency, which had most
added. He claimed there will be
of its sting plucked by legis¬
nothing to hinder the exhibition
lative action about a year ago.
of any U* S. company’s pix in cin¬
She was appointed by Gov.
emas of the Teatros Nacionales
George Docking, and no im¬
chain, recently bought out by Ca¬
mediate successor is to be ap¬
dena de Oro and Operadora de
pointed.
,Teatros, another top circuit.
Mrs.. Lysaught gave as her
Skouras made public the results
reason the need for more time
of his visit after returning here
to
devote to her home and
from a powwow in Acapulco with
family.
Her husband is a
Jenkins, Alarcon and Manuel Espi¬
lawyer,
and the couple has
nosa Iglesias, chief of Operadora.
three children.
During the banquet tendered him
' here by Mexican producers, whom
he had feted in Hollywood, Skouras
revealed that his company is dis¬
posed to world distribute all Mex¬
ican pix and to totally or partially
finance production of Mexican pix.
20th-Fox is currently making “The
Sun Also Rises,’’ starring Tyrone
Power, Errol Flynn, Ava Gardner
and Mel Ferrer, at Morelia, capital
of Michoacan state, near here.
An unnamed Mexican, producer
reportedly telegraphically urged
Chicago, May 28.
the Ministry of the Interior top
Chicago film censorship was up¬
government department, to deny
held
in
U.
S.
Court
of Appeals here
20th-Fox right to establish a 35cinema circuit, contehding that that last week. Times Films, in and out
of
Illinois
courts
with
of
would constitute a foreign monop¬ Love” since July, 1955, “Game
will press
oly.
the case against censorship and of
this film up to the U. S, Supreme
Court, according to attorney Abner
J. Mikva.
In addition to ruling in film ob¬
scene, the court held that censor¬
ship legislation, while it may not
be necessary for ordinary persons,
is necessary for the protection of
those without knowledge of moral
standards.
Rome, Stay 28.

Durham, N.C., May 28.
A Negro minister called on the
City Council here to desegregate
the city-owned Carolina Theatre
and the Durham Public Library.
Rev. Douglas E. Moore asked the
council to declare segregation at
the two places “contrary to city
policy.” He said he had been de¬
nied admittance to the theatre and
the library this month.
Although City Attorney C. V.
Jones declined to offer an opinion
in either instance without first
studying the theatre lease and the
library setup, he suggested that
the theatre may fall into the same
category as city-owned Durham
Athletic Park.
According to his opinion the
city’s lease of the athletic park
for minor league baseball here
leaves segregation in the hands of
the Durham Sports, Enterprise Inc.,
operator of the team. This opinion
specifically declared that “any un¬
lawful discrimination against any
of the citizens of Durham in the
enjoyment of the use of this park
. . . are not the acts of the city.”
Jones told the council that “if
you have a lease, with the North
Carolina Theatres (operators of the
Carolina) and there is nothing in
there about' segregation,” then
there may be no question of the
city’s policy involved.

Wednesday, May 29, 1957

Prosperity Spoils Flat Rental
Bob Wile, -executive secretary of -the Independent TheatreOwners of Ohio, relays the story of a smalltown exhibitor who
after years of struggle reached the point where he convinced the
distributors that a flat rental price of $30 was all he could afford
for top pictures. When a company insisted that a certain picture
just had to be percentage, he passed it up.
However, he was tempted by Allied Artists “Friendly persuasion”
and he booked it at 50% terms. The picture did remarkable busines. It grossed $792 and he paid AA $396 in film rental.
Soon the story • got all over Film Row,* according to Wile. Now,
reports Wile, the smalltown exhib can’t ge^ any top picture except
on percentage.

U.S. Press’ Light Once-Over on Cannes
Wyler See* Golden Palm Still Helping ‘Persuasion’
—He Burns at Script Credit Issue
TORONTO MEETING

By GENE ARNEEL

. Although it was Page 1 news
Paramount Pictures Execs Meet throughout Europe and covered
Sales Staffs May 30
by 500 correspondents, the Amer¬
ican press gave the Cannes Film
Festival one big* brushoff. That’s
Toronto, May 28.
the opinion of many Yank observ¬
Three-day annual sales meeting ers and 'particularly William Wy¬
of Paramount Pictures in Canada ler> whose , “Friendly Persuasion”
will be held at the King Edward copped' the Golden Palm at the
Hotel here May 30 to June 1 in¬ carnival.
Producer-director noted that
clusive. Following front New York
foreign countries had officials in
office will attend:
attendance at -Cannes and, of
George Weltner, president of course, many had pictures in con¬
the International Sales Organiza¬ tention.
The- competitions, be¬
tion; Charles Boasberg, sales co¬ cause of both cultural and commer¬
ordinator for world-wide distribu¬ cial Values, were given tremendous
tion of “The Ten Commandments”; spotlighting on the Continent.
Jerry Pickman, veepe in charge of Yet, Wyler said he had trouble
Advertising and Publicity.
finding copy anent Cannes in the
Gordon Lightstone, general man¬ United {States papers.
ager of Paramount for Canada, is
(Bosley Crowther of the inter¬
to preside, assisted by Win Bar- nationally-minded New York
ron, Trans-Canada brsmeh man¬ Times noted that this daily printed
agers, salesmen and bookers will four Reuters dispatches on the
fest and had a follow-up feature
attend.
Sunday (26). There was nothing
like the heavy treatment given the
Albany, May 28.
Academy Awards, however.
In
A six-point plan for motion pic¬
this respect Crowther pointed to
ture study clubs, organization of
the time factor, “Persuasion” hav¬
which in Catholic parishes, high
ing been in exhibition for such a
schools and colleges was recently
long period and. having gotten at¬
urged by Bishop William A. Scul¬
tention when it was a "nominee
Resentment is growing in Italian
ly, moderator of the National Le-.
for the OscAr.)
film circles over what some con¬
gion of Decency, has been sug¬
While foreigners also have ques¬
sider an unfair snub of Italian
gested by Edward Fischer, film
tioned the absence of major Amer¬
critic for Ave Marm, magazine,
product at the recent Cannes Film
ican newspaper interest in Cannes
published at Notre Dame U.
Festival. Only Italian kudos went
and other fests, it's also made
Six recommendations for film
to Guilietta Masina for her acting
clear that stateside editors feel
Washington^ May 28.
study clubs:
s
there's little news value in for¬
stint in “The Nights of Cabiria”
Eric
Corp.
of
America,
a
Phila¬
eign
pictures which will be seen
while nothing went to the other
New Orleans, May 28.
(1) They should be organized
Italo entry, “Guendalina.” General
“Bayou” (UA), filmed entirely in around one person who knows mo¬ delphia corporation, has filed with by few Americans. Further, many
feeling in Rome, is that Italy at Louisiana, will have its world tion picture standards, and who the SEC for permission to sell of the contending films never will
$757,500 in stock and debentures. be imported by U. S. distributors.
least deserved the prize for the premiere at the Saenger Theatre can teach.
As for the fest itself, Wyler,
Money is to be for the construc¬
best national selection, which went here Thursday (30).
(2) Club members should study
to France after some jury contro¬
A number of Hollywood notables a few simple, books about films be¬ tion and purchase of drive-ins, in while again admitting he was sur¬
prised
that his picture won the top
Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
versy.
Many Italians consider will participate in all-day cere¬ fore “sounding off.”
Samuel Shapiro, of Philadelphia, honors, reported there was little
“Cabiria” deserved the Grand monies and a night parade on
(3)
Members
should
read
some
is president of the corporation and competition on the basis of the
Prix, which went instead to Wil¬ Canal St., the main steam, preced¬
books oh which films are based, the promoter.
official voting.
liam Wyler’s “Friendly Perusa- ing the invitational screening.
Seven of the 11 judges favored
sion” from U. S. *
Celebs here for event include and analyze the problems that had
Eric Corp. wants to sell $375,000
to
be
worked
out
in
making
the
worth of 10-year, 6%. debentures.; “Persuasion” on the second ballot
While official Italian circles ex-’ Peter Graves and Douglas Fowley, pictures.
3,750 shares of 7% cumulative pre¬ and the remaining four were di¬
pressed more reserved comment Peggy Castle, Chill Wills, Phyllis
(4) Members should study Lewis ferred stock, with a par of $100 a vided among four other entries.
(the head of UNIT ALIA FILM, Avery, Robin Raymond, and indie
Lidio Bozzini,^ said “undoubtedly, producers Mike Ripps and Ed Fess- Herman’s book, “Screen Play Writ¬ share; and 7,500 shares of $1 par Jules Dassin’s “He Who Must Die,”
I cannot say that the jury verdict ler, local exhibitors turned pro¬ ing,” to understand better artistic common stock. Corporation claims which was given considerable lip
standards.
it already has Interests in, or is service in Cannes, was not among
has raised our enthusiasm..
pro¬ ducers.
Most of film’s footage was shot
(5) Reviews of films' should be negotiating for interests in 8 drive- these four, according to Wyler.
ducer Dino DeLaurentiis (who pro¬
Burns At Wilson
duced “Cabiria, declared: “Cannes in the heart of Louisiana Cajun written, to develop mental dis¬ ins or sites in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey.
has become a film trade fair, and country just below New Orleans. cipline and cirtical thinking.
Wyler personally is still doing
Big newspaper, radio and tv pro¬
therefore they pay more attention
a burn over the scripting -credit
(6) Club members should check
to commercial interests than to ar- motion campaign underway for their views against those appearing
given to Michael Wilson. In decid¬
ing on this, the Screen Writers
tistical level- of the films pre¬ days to ballyhoo preem.
in “Films in Review,’’ a monthly
Guild acted in “idiotic and un¬
sented.”)
]
magazine published by the National
fair” fashion, according to the
Board of Review of Motion Pic¬
Director Fellini commented: “It
film-maker. The fact that Wilson
wouldn’t be sporting on my part
tures with headquarters in New
became involved with the House
York.
to make any judgement of the
Un-American Activities Committee
choice ' because, having agreed to
Kansas City, May 28. V has no bearing on the issue, said
participate in the event I must, as
Effects of the tornado which Wyler, adding that “a man’s■ pol¬
Washington, May 28.
a consequence, accept any and all
^devastated the suburban Ruskin itics are his own business.”
U. S. Supreme Court turned
verdicts. In addition, it would be
Heights section and towns in- KahProducer insists that Jessamyn
disrespectful on my part to com¬ thumbs down yesterday (27) on
sas nearby were largely indirect West and his brother, Robert
ment on the decisions of the jury the appeal of Adrian Scott, one of
on,. the entertainment industry Wyler, authored the script and in
Minneapolis, May 28.
the
original
Hollywood*
“unfriend¬
in as much as any member on it
With the appointment of Wood- here. Radio and television news
could well be ‘ my great-grand- ly ten,” who sought to set up a row F. Praught, Minnesota Amuse¬ staffs and technical staffs- had an so doing took only “some of the
o father.” (This was a crack*aat el¬ damage claim against his former ment Co. (United Paramount) around-the-clock job beginning construction” from a script which
Wilson had done. Wilson penned
derly Academie Francaise jurors studio, RKO.
northern division manager, to the with the time the twister hit Mon¬
In Cannes.)
The court refused to take juris¬ post of co-general manager of the day evening (20) and lasting for a his script 10 years ago for Frank
Capra and this was never used, in¬
dictionin
the
case,
in
a
petition
Guilietta Masina, on the other
Paramount subsidiary Iowa Tri- couple of days.
sists Wyler.
hand, expressed her happiness at for rehearing. This leaves stand¬ States circuit following A. H.
The Crest Theatre, a drive-in op¬
ing
the
decision
of
the
ninth
cir¬
Matter was brought into promi¬
being chosen as best actress over
Blank’s retirement from active erated by the Commonwealth
such competitors as Maria Schell, cuit court that the studio was justi¬ management, a number of promo¬ Amusement Corp., is adjacent to nence at .Cannes when Wilson
fied
in
firing
the
former
writercalled
a press conference to dis¬
Dorothy McGuire, . and Audrey
tions within Minnesota have been the damaged area, and was put
Hepburn, as well as by the en¬ producer in 1947, because of his made by Charles W. Winchell, out of action when martial law cuss his side of the story. Wyler
thusiastic reception given her per¬ refusal to answer certain ques¬ president-general manager.
was declared for the area and traf¬ noted that Dassin was seated
alongside Wilson at this meeting,
tions before the House Un-Ameri¬
sonally at Cannes.
Charles A. Zinn, at present in fic prohibited.- The theatre sus¬ indicating .Dassin’s. sympathies.
can Activities Committee.
charge of Twin Cities’ theatres, re¬ tained some slight damage, as well.
There were expressions of anti¬
Scott cited for contempt of Con¬ places Praught as northern divi¬ ' Ozoner went back Into action on
gress in- November 1947 and fired sion head. Thomas Martin, now its regular subsequent run policy pathy toward “Persuasion” at Can¬
by the studio, a few days later. Radio City theatre managing di¬ Friday night, and made a benefit nes but these camfe mainly from
Darryl F. Zanuck’s “Island in In February of 1947 the studio had rector here, becomes.. Minneapolis of the /re-opening. AH proceeds leftwing partisans, claifned Wyler.
the Sun” heads a list of four pro¬ signed a contract with him. Scott city manager, supervising Radio Friday night were turned over to Resentment also was shown in the
ductions 20th-Fox will release na¬ was tried and convicted on the City, State, Lyric, Uptown and the Red Cross tornado relief .funds. leftwing press, he said.
tionally in June. It is scheduled contempt of Congress . charge in Rialto theatres.
However, despite the mixed feel¬
Radio-tv stations began their
to open at the Roxy Theatre, N. Y., 1950.
Fred Bachmap, now St. Paul plugging for relief funds the very ings that Palm doubtless will mean
in mid-June.
The studio claimed Scott had Paramount theatre manager, will day after the tornado, and by week¬ much more gold for “Persuasion.”
Also on the June release sched¬ violated the moral turpitude, sec¬ be city manager there, directing end the efforts were unified arid Bookings of the film multiplied
ule are “The Wayward Bus,” “Lure tion of his contract. Scott argued both the Paramount and Rialto, all funds were being channeled throughout Europe immediately
of the Swamp,” and “Two Grooms his refusal to answer questions did the circuit’s only remaining St. through the Red Cross and other upon announcement of the award,
the producer related.
not bring him into disrepute.
]' official agencies.
for a Bride.”
Paul houses.

Dlinois Court
Wont Curb Cops
Playing Censor

Italy Piqued By
Cannes Verdicts

Catholic Critics
Plan (or Church’s
Film Study Clubs

Public Issue By
Eric Corp. Marked
For Drive-Ins

Exhibs-Turned-Producers
Unveil Their ‘Bayou’
With New Orleans Fete

ADRIAN SCOn LOSES;
NO DAMAGES VS. RKO

‘Island in Sun’ for June

Tornado Brings Temporary
Martial Law; No Traffic
Closes Kansas Drive-In

PRAUGHT’S EXIT PRIMES
MINN. AMUS. SHIFTS

PICTUBES
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GET MONEY, S0-

■1ILTEHTE
Screen Writer* Loan to Start HQ. for Guild on Coast
-Fund* Not Fully Analyzed

‘Money Back/ If Patrons Pan Pix
Theatre* Widely U*e Angle Though Ri*k On
Refunds Very Nominal

-:---—f
_
Cannes, May 28.
Drastics revisions in the Cannes
HOPES RISE IN STATES
ostensibly prepared by the same
Hollywood, May 28.
Minneapolis, May 28.
film festival administrative and op¬
The public here is having much
Edmund Hartmann was reelected treasurer, fails to mention the erational setup were discussed last
’Frankenstein,’ Biff in Britain, May more of an opportunity than ever
Fund at all ... It does not men¬
prexy of Writers Guild of America tion what is currently due the week by French government of¬ Give? WB Another ’House of Wax’
before to attend films and obtain
ficials as the Cannes event came
West last week at the guild’s an¬ Fund,” Newman said.
its money back if not fancying
London, May 28.
nual election session, defeating
what it sees.
The writer said the 1957 report to an end.
If the success of a new horror
With no great chance for an
Mary C. McCall Jr. Frank Nugent “candidly admitted” that the fis¬
With the local boxoffice continu¬
upped budget' allocation for the film, “The Curse of Frankenstein,”
was named prez of the Screen Writ¬ cal year 1956-57 would start with fest, it Was agreed that a general in England is duplicated in the ing poorly, this gimmick to try to'
a deficiency. This current report
ers branch, winning over Jessie appears less candid for hot report¬ tightening up was necessary to U.S., Warner Bros, may have an¬ coax people into . the showhouses
is being used at a recordbreaking
Lasky Jr., while Curtis Kenyon ing that of the $42,892.51 shown as keep the competition from falling other .“House of Wax,” the com¬ rate.
pany’s. smash horror grosser in the
nudged out Hal Fimberg for prexy net income, $37,925.09 cannot be apart and succumbing to the sheer
Theatre advertisements with the
use for any purpose other than al¬ weight of numbers in terms of early days of 3-D pictures.
of the tv-radio branch.
The picture, made by Hammer offer of satisfaction or money back
location to the Emergency Fund- films shown and journalists attend¬
Dan Taradash was chosen first leaving us a balance in operational ing.
Productions, a British outfit, for are becoming almost commonplace.
In some instances exhihitors be¬
veep of the guild; David Dortort, funds of only $4,967.42,” adding
A proposal made, and seriously Warner release, is chalking up big
second; A1 Martin, secretary; and further examination leaves the discussed, is to keep the smaller ^grosses in engagements in London lieve it has helped the boxoffice.
Risk is slight since it’s rare for
Edmund North, treasurer.
Her¬ latter figure in' doubt.'
countries from going into every and the hinterlands. In its first anybody to ask for refund.
bert Baker was elected veep of the
It was suggested that week at the Warner Theatre here,
He said the guild, owed its previ¬ festival.
The Campus, local neighbor¬
Screen Writers branch, Winston ous legal firm a “considerable an arrangement might be arrived it topped the grosses of “Moby
Miller, secretary-treasrre^ of that sum” of money for services ren¬ at under which a nation producing Dick,” “Giant” and Judy Garland’s hood art house, using such a guar¬
“A Star Is Born.” The only pic¬ antee along with the management’s
branch; Ray Bradbhry, Bn Roberts, dered in the past year.
He only 20 or 30 films per year could
of
the
picture’s
Karl Tuiiberg, Ken Englund to the charged WGAW was asked by the enter its yearly selection in only ture in recent year’s which has indorsement
screen board, and Isobel Lennart law firm for over $15,000, that de¬ one of the three top festivals— exceeded “Frankenstein’s” gross merits, usually an accompanying
device,
did
sensationally
big
busi¬
for
the
first
week
was
“The
to the same board to replace Miss mand later being slightly reduced, Uannes, Venice or Berlin.
Searchers,” which played a holiday ness with “The Killing” which had
McCall, who had resigned.
and that the guild wants to set¬
The machinery for this hasn't as week; The second session at-the died in its downtown first-run.
Samuel Newman was elected v.p. tle for half the amount asked, with yet been worked out, but it is plain Warner also held up, with record
Currently,' the Terrace ” and
of the tv-radio branch, beating the issue still in negotiation. He that many feel that 30 or more fea¬ grosses being set for a Saturday Riverview, leading uptown houses,
Erna Lazarus; Gomer Cool, secre¬ said he questions whether the legal tures at a single festival create and Sunday.
are advertising they'll “cheer¬
tary-treasurer of that branch. Ra- fees owed are included in the cur¬ too Cumbersome a setup. Still alive
fully” refund the money to those
diO‘tv members elected to the rent statement, and if it is, on what is the suggestion that Cannes and
witnessing “The Brave One” if
board included Leonard Freeman, basis was the case settled, he asks. Venice might rotate their festi¬
they don’t think “it is one of the
Fimberg, Martin Wark, Milton Rai¬ If the $26,071.46 for legal fees list¬ vals, but national pride and the
best motion pictures you have ever
son,
ed in the financial statement tourist dollar stand in the way.
seen.” This is another attraction
First meeting of the newly- does not include the disputed bill,
that was. a downtown first-ruq
The giving of this year’s top
elected council will be held next why do neither the report nor the prize to the American “Friendly
boxoffice miss.
Monday (June 3). At the mem¬ statement include any reference to Persuasion” has stirred the fires
United
Paramount
here
on
bership meeting a motion whereby what must be, in conformity with of discontent, not only among the
Mother’s Day went the money back
WGAW will borrow $50,000 from any generally accepted accounting organizers of Cannes, but also,
guarantee several better when,
London, May 28.
the Screen Writers branch to buy principle, another Account Pay¬ among the government people.*
pulling something unprecedented
land for a guild building was able?
The Chancellor ol the Exche¬ in local film history, it admitted
Jacques .Flaud, head of the French
adopted despite opposite spear¬
“Why doesn’t the carryover debt Centre National, thought the “Per¬ quer, Peter Thorneycroft, told the all mothers, “young and old,” ab¬
headed by Irwin Gielgud, who Of $6,262.85 appear on the Report suasion” choice a potfr one in
solutely free all day Sunday, after¬
strongly opposed any form of as¬ as an account payable from unal¬ terms of the festival. Several for¬ House of Common during the Com¬ noon and evening, at its two lead¬
sessment to pay for such a build¬ located funds to be transferred to eign delegations protested to the mittee stage of the Finance Bill ing loop first-run houses. Charlie
ing.
Gielgud suggested several the allocated Emergency Fund? festival over the prize. The gen¬ last week, that he could not accept Winchell, the circuit’s presidentchanges in the building proposal, Who is no mention made of the eral assumption is that the prize any scheme, however superficial¬ general manager here, says the
but they were opposed by building money -owed our previous law" was an agreed “payoff” for Amer¬
response was “very good.”
chairman Frank Nugent, who said firm? Why wasn’t a* sum, either ican participation at Cannes and ly attractive it might be, which
he didn’t want any strings at¬ what the law firm requested or did not reflect the true compara¬ linked the statutory levy on ex¬
tached to the measure. A Gielgud what the guild offered, listed as a tive worth of the film, though hibitors and admission duty. He
motion which would have pre¬ debit for the fiscal year 1956- there is no question whatever that was speaking during a series of
vented any assessment .was beaten. 1957?
“Persuasion” enjoyed a very warm’ opposition amendments which pro¬
Claude Binyon, Harry Tugend,
“Our net income is given as reception, at least from the fest posed that Admission Tax should
Valentine Davies and Leonard Spi- $42,892.51. If the $6,262.85 debit public.
/
Richmond, May 28.
be charged on seat prices after
gel glass will serve on a new build- J had been included in the report,
Although business is improving
Flaud deplored the taste of the the statutory levy had been de¬
ing committee to push the project. would our net income, then, be
elsewhere in the country, the. sit¬
festival selection jury which in¬ ducted.
Earlier, Samuel Newman had only $36,629.66? If our obligation vites pictures. It's noted that Al¬
The Chancellor said he could not uation is exactly the reverse in all
questioned the accuracy of the to the previous law firm had been' lied Artists’ “Friendly Persua¬ accept the amendments because sections of the Old Dominion ac¬
guild’s annual financial report, say¬ listed in the report as account pay¬ sion,” a Metro release in Europe, this would involve a loss of $5,600,- cording to the Virginia Motion
ing there were serious omissions in able. even under terms favorable was widely distributed before go¬ 000 in revenue to the Exchequer, Picture Theatre Assn. Partially re¬
it, that while the net income of to the guild, would our net income ing into Cannes Which, according and increase the tax relief by a sponsible for the boxoffice nose¬
WGAW was listed as $42,892.51, be reduced to approximately $29,- to some, is a violation of the rules, third of that which was envisaged dive, it's believed, are “unusually
actually a “more candid’’ report 379.66? And finally, does it mean which say any entry can be re¬ in the Budget statement.
hot weather” and the amusement
listing all guild obligations would that a more candid report to the leased only in the country of ori¬
tax.
. Referring to the importance of a
have seen the guild with, a ‘deficit membership would state that we gin.
Downward trend has been so
home produced picture industry,. pronounced, trade assn, exec sec¬
of “at least $2,282.58,” that it owed the Emergency Fund $31,
662.24 as opposed to the $29,379.66 * Flaud and the government peo¬ he said: “That is why we have ar¬ retary Carlton Duffus points out in
might be as much as $7,832.56.
ple are agreed that the current ad¬ rangements in the levy for chan¬
Treasurer Curtis Kenyon, who we actually have for this allocation ministrative services are inade¬ nelling back money made—let’s the organization's current bulletin,
made the report,- replied he person¬ —an admission that, as in 1956, we quate to do justice to a Cannes face it—largely from the profits of that “16 Commandments” closed in
start
the
new
fiscal
year
with
a
Richmond “after eight disappoint¬
ally was not an accountant afnd was
covered by more than 600 jour¬ exhibiting American pictures, and ing weeks.” Still another disap¬
just the treasurer. He i&id the deficit,” he said.
nalists. At the same time, the gov¬ putting it into the pocekts of peo¬ pointment, he notes, is “Funny
council - last week had allocated
ernment seems to. be in no mood ple who are producing British pic¬ Face” (Par) which "had to be pul¬
some coin to the emergency fund,
to up the ante. “If this keeps up, tures. We have made substantial led” in Martinsville.
'
and 'added he would contact the
Cannes might well become second- reductions in the Entertainments
Reflecting. on the amusement
-guild accountants, check on the
Duty charged.”
class
and
lose
its
good
reputation
levy, Duffus observes that “Eng¬
facts, and send the members clari¬
to Venice,” Flaud acknowledged.
He added: “I cannot abolish the land has removed the tax On the¬
fication of the report if this was
He said he was “shocked” by the tax. in respect of. the cinema be¬ atre admissions to films with a
felt' necessary.
mediocre quality, of some of the cause it is too remunerative a tax.” promise of complete relief. If
Addressing himself to Kenyon,
Eirene White, moving an amend¬ England, to which we have given
films shown at Cannes, and be
who has made the report, Newman
blamed this on the selection com¬ ment designed to exempt from and loaned billions and are now
Hollywood, May 2$.
had declared “let me emphasize
mittee. “If a country produces only taxation the statutory contribu¬ deferring payments, can do this,
these questions do not involve any
Big array of star names is rep¬ a few films a year, why does it tions by exhibitors to help British why can't Congress relieve the
implication whatsoever of misman¬ resented in Universal’s upcoming enter a film in three or four fes¬ production, said she'wished to es¬ movies of all admission taxes?”
agement, impropriety or misuse of
tivals each year?” Flaud asked. tablish quite clearly that the levy,
"Duffus also quotes a story from
funds. The ypertain, rather, to the product, including films now before .“It'd be much wiser to restrict, which was now a statutory tax in last week's Newsweek mag which
method of presentation of our an¬ the cameras, awaiting release or in such a nation to one film (its best) a sense on the industry, should not states that films get only 10% of
nual report and what appear to be final stages of preproduction. Re¬ and one festival of its own choice.” be taxable. It was quite wrong that the amusement dollar in contrast
serious omissions from it.”
cent signing of such stars as Hedy
with something which the exhibi¬ to a 20% share, some 15 years ago.
He pointed out the constitution Lamarr, Jane Powell and Jan Ster¬
tors were obliged by law to pay Moreover, the public's changing
they should be taxed upon it un¬ entertainment habits have caused,
requires 15% of the guild’s an¬ ling gives U a total of 131 star- COLLEGE FRESHIE CONVICTED
less specific exemption was made. dog and horse race betting to jump
nual gross income be set aside as
an Emergency Fund, that this 15% name commitments for its films.
The Chancellor replying said a 200%.
But One Year Sentence Suspended
Swelling the total is the number
funds. They pertain, rather, to the
“Maybe we had better work to
suggestion had been canvassed in
On Bomb Hoaxing
gross and allocated to the Fund be¬ of star names involved in tfie casts
the industry that there should be get tracks in the drive-ins,” the
fore allocation of surpluses to of RKO films being released
a lowering of duty and revenue, VMPTA offical theorizes, “and
Worcester, Mass., May 28.
branches. Newman said last year through Universal and thus coining
A college freshman, Joseph Hol¬ and a rise in admission prices. dishes back in the hardtops,”
in his report the treasurer stated in under the valley studio’s banner. land, 18, of Rumford, R. I., became This, he said, was something which
there wasn’t sufficient coin to pay And the total does not include the first person Friday (24) to be would be unacceptable to Parlia¬
the 15% into the Fund, so $29,- some 13 studio contractees being sentenced under the new state ment, and illustrated the “extra¬
784.15 was paid, leaving a carry¬ groomed for Important assignments bomb hoax law. Superior Court ordinary difficulty of trying to
over debt of 46,262.85 that had to in the near future.
Justice Wilfred J. Pacquet gave marry the. duty and the levy,”
be paid. Nowhere in the treasur¬
List hap global appeal in that it Holland a suspended one year which were separte things. If the
er’s report does this deficiency ?ob- includes a number of foreign per- House of Correction term and Government accepted the amend¬
— NIDIO CUT MUSIC HILL—,
Rockefeller Center
ligatipn, this debt, appear, said . sonalities who will be teaiped with placed him on probation for three! ment they would be inextricably
Newman, adding if the debt were American stars in a number of years.
BRECORY PECK • LAUREN BACALL
j linking the two and the revenue
included it would change the total films. .This list Includes Cornell
The bomb hoax law was passed would be at the mercy of a deci¬
“DESIGNING.* WOMAN”
figures listed -for assets.
Borchei’s, Rossano Brazzi, Mari¬ after an outbreak of bomb threats sion about the levy.
In ClntmaScap* and METROGOLOR
All the Opposition amendments
Although the 1956 treasurer’s re¬ anne Cook, Diana Dors, Glynis against film houses, which followed
An M-G-M Picture
port makes clear 15% goes to the Johns, Sarita Montiel, Marisa Pa- the “mad bomber” incidents in on the Admissions Tax clause were
_and SftCTACVUR JTW PREUNTATIM
defeated.
\
■sEmergency ]?vjnd,,‘‘the 1957 reppyl* *v:ap, ar>d Francpis^ Rqsay.

No British Tax

VIRGINIA’S DOLDRUMS;
BLAME HEAT & TAX

Universal Counts
Its Stars at 131

New York Theatre
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Kraft’s 50G Summer Budget

IN BLAST AT FCC POUTICS/ FAVORS’
Washington, May 28,
Asking for It
In the most scathing attack on
Philadelphia, May 28.
any member of the FCC delivered
Bob Laurence, WIP theatre'
from the floor of Congress in years.
critic during the regular sea¬
Rep. John D. Dingell (D-Mich.)-yes¬
son, will review summer stock
terday (Mon.) charged Chairman
opening nights on his “On the
George. C. McConnaughey has
Town” program. Stanza will
played politics, granted favors and
have an “if I am wrong tell
otherwise is winding up “one of
me” angle.
the most ignominous careers in the
Laurence, who will broad¬
history of quasi-judicial regulatory
cast from backstage in front of „
agencies.”
the cast declares,” if I pan
Speaking from the floor, Dingell
tlie show and the stars want to ’
also attacked-the other Eisenhower
say what they think of me, they,
appointees to the FCC, John C.
are free to do so' over the air.”
Doerfer, Robert E. Lee and Richard
Reviewer’s beat includes
Mack with the observation that
Playhouse-in-the-Park, Valley
"through the efforts of Messrs.
Forge Music Fair, Camden
Mcponnaughey, Doerfer, Lee and
County Music Fair, LambertMack, the Commission has become
ville Music Circus, Brandy¬
unique in the annals of the federal
wine Music.-Box and others.
government’s independent offices
and has adopted a new philosophy
of regulation—to make decisions in
Swing and Sway with
favor of those who seem, to have
the most powerful political mus¬
SAMMY KAYE
cles. It is a philosophy which is
Currently: Hotel Roosevelt’ Grill,
causing dismay and disgust among
New York. (Sixth week.)
members of the bar. Even more
Radio: Sunday Serenade—ABC.
sinister is the influence of such in¬
TV: NBC “TO-NIGHT” Show
sidious handling of the quasi-judi¬
Wednesday, May 29
’
cial responsibilities of the Ameri¬
CBS—JACKIE GLEASON Show
Saturday, June 1
can way of life.”
The operations of the Commis¬
sion, Dingell declared, “seem to
Increasing Interest by sponsors
have become so nauseating to high
administration circles as to prompt in special one-shot telecasts has
a search for ajmore desirable type cued a burst of activity for. the
of official. He discussed reports coming season in CBS-TV’s special
that Edwin K. Mills, deputy direc¬ events department, which under1
tor of the General Services Admin¬
istration, was being considered to Paul Levitan operates with CBS
clean up “this most politics-ridden News and CBS Public Affairs un¬
Mickey Rooney has been signed
of all regulatory agencies” but that der Sig Mickelson, v.p. for news to an exclusive‘five-year television
Mills “politely” refused the offer & public affairs at the web;
deal by CBS-TV. Rooney will do
“to tidy up these Augean stables”
Though the special events opera-, at least one more “Playhouse 90”
because he wouldn’t get the chair¬
show (deal was inspired by his
tion has only one show sold for the success in the show’s production of
manship.
fall so far—that’s a General Mills
McConnaughey and Doerfer, he sponsored pickup of a rodeo in “The Comedian”), will appear in
said, “have demonstrated a pen¬ Oregon for mid-September—Levi¬ several 90-minute one-shots and
chant for endearing, themselves to tan has at'least 24 major events will star in a weekly half-hour
the network and the bigger telecast¬ which will be submitted through series now being developed for
ers—the people, in short, whom the the network sales department for him.
FCC is supposed to regulate.” ■
Deal calls for Rooney to work
possible sponsorship. Events in¬
In the same vein, he declared clude obvious commercial possi¬ exclusively for CBS In television,
that “Mr. McConpaughey is a man bilities like the National Sports¬ but permits him to do outside work
who tries to take good care of his men’s Show In February, the In¬ in pictures and personal appear¬
friends. Thus a Commission inves¬ ternational Flower Show, the Na¬ ances. The one exception to CBS’
tigation of the telephone company!s tional Automobile Show, to almost exclusivity on Rooney is his sched¬
charges for television transmission straight-institutional subjects like uled appearance on NBC-TV in
has been kept under wraps, pos¬ the Human Rights Day celebration October as star of the “Pinocchio”
special. This deal was set prior to
sibly because of the chairman’s ties at the United Nations. ;
with the people he formerly rep¬
List includes at least one color thh consummation of his CBS deal
resented as attorney.
entry, the New Year’s Eve Orange and a clause providing for it was
“Mr. McConnaughey has also Bowl Parade of Lights from Miami. included in the Columbia pact.
been kind to the networks. The There’s also a pickup from the Rooney’s last appearance was on
record, will show that at one gath¬ Jamestown Festival, the Thanks¬ NBC-TV a couple of weeks back in
ering, he discussed with the net¬ giving Eve Parade of Lights from “Mr. Broadway,” the George M.
works and other broadcasters FCC Newark, the Illinois and Iowa State Cohan telebiog.
staff investigations of obvious con¬ Fairs, a show from the Ringling
cern to the networks. He placated Bros, and Barnum & Bailey winter
the network fears, telling them quarters in Sarasota, the Interna¬
they need have no anxieties about tional Trade Fair Show and the
the investigation. He had the gall National Home Furnishings Show,
to prejudge a matter in which he and a network version of the here¬
tofore local-N.Y.-only pickup of
might act as judge.”
Commenting on reports that the Junior League Mardi Gras Ball.
Levitan stresses that such a line¬
Doerfer may succeed McCtmCBS-TV’s daytime programming
up * represents shows in develop¬ operation is buzzing, with no less
(Continued on page 48)
ment, and admits that virtually all than five kinnies due to be slut
of them will be televised only on an by the web during the month of
if-sold basis. But he points to such June. Of these, three are dramatic
sponsorship deals in recent months stanzas, first of which will be the
as Reynolds Metals’ buy of the already-scheduled “Hotel Cosmo¬
Auto' Show, Westinghouse’s pur¬ politan.” Others are two quarterchase of the Armed Forces Day hour dramas plus an audience-parpickup from Andrews Air Force ticipationer and a quiz show.
base weekend before last, Pru¬
Other dramas, to* be shot at the
dential’s sponsorship of CBS’ ex¬ end of the month, are a continuousclusive footage of the Cuban reb¬ story, topical and still untitled
Chicago, May 28.
ABC this past week sewed up els, etc.
series set. against the background
The specials, he points out, are of an atomic energy plant. Second
over $800,000 in net radio billing
for the coming term in four deals, relatively inexpensive (when com¬ series is based on the files of the
the biggest of them with Miller pared with regular tv sponsorship), Family Service Assn, of America.
Brewery, which has purchased 17 yet are tailored to fit special needs, The quizzer is ah Entertainment
five-minute shows per week for 39 of the sponsors, and finally, are" Productions Inc. (EPI) quizzer ten¬
weeks. Beer company is spending able to generate more excitement tatively titled^“Bopanza,” artd the
almost $400,000 with the net for than ’the strictly-routine sponsor¬ final show is “Search for a Cin¬
nine five-minute news shows and ship setutf.
derella,” on which two housewives
eight five-minute sport shows,
will win prizes for helping others.
starting July' 1. Ad shop is the
Wilber Stark & Jerry Layton will
Mathisson agency of Milwaukee.
produce “Cinderella” for the web.
Ecko Products Co. has placed a
five-day per week lineup of day¬
time spots in purchasing two fiveCBS Radio packed away more
minute segments on “Breakfast than $2,500,000 in new business and
Club” and one each on “My True renewals this week,
grabbing
Story,” “When a Girl Marries,” and Philip Morris and its “Country
ABC-TV’s “Open Hearing” will
“Whispering Streets.” It’s a 13 Music Show” away from Mutual for
week deal that starts Sept. 30 and a 26-week Friday night ride on the be lengthened to an hour Sunday,
involves a near $100,000. Dancer, southern regional web. Web also June 16, to carry a special Fund
Fitzgerald & Sample is the agency. snared Florida Citrus for a 13-week for the Republic documentary tele¬
film, “Segregation and the. South.”
Others are Belltone Hearing ride on ^Arthur Godfrey Time.”
Aids which, through Olian & BronOn the renewal. side, Wrigley Film covers the period to the pres¬
ner, bought two five-minute segs Gum signed for' a 52rWeek ride ent from the time the Supreme
for 26 weeks on “Breakfast Club,” with its daytime quarter-hour Court made the desegregation rul¬
effective Sept. 16; and Admiral strip, the “Pat Buttram. Show,” ing in 1954.
Radio, which renewed five five- while Simoniz renewed' its quarterShow was produced by George
minute participations on same hours in Godfrey and Art Linklet- Martin Jr. for the Fund, and writ¬
show for 52 weeks- starting>July L ■ter’s “House Party.” j ■*#.*• ^ * . ■ * ■ ten »and directed by-'James* Peck.*

CBS-TVs Yen For
Special Events; On
Prowl lor Clients

Mickey Rooney’s
5-Yr. CBS Deal

Flock of Kinnies Off
CBS-TV Daytime Beltline,
Three Drama Entries

$800,000 New Biz
In ABC Radio fill

CBS Radio’s $2,500,000
In New Biz, Renewals

Expand 'Open Hearing’
For Segregation Film

At a time when "summer thinking” and downgrading of program
budgets predominate around the networks and agencies,. “Kraft
Television Theatre,” the NBC-TV Wednesday night hour dramatic
showcase for the first time in its 10 years on the air is gambling
on maintaining Its $50,000-weekly program budget through the
summer months, despite continuing research evidence of viewer
decline.
,
.
Kraft decision Is inspired by the rating payoff accruing to the
show since it revamped its format and hiked the budget to bring
in unusual properties and personalities (Tommy Sands, Mickey
Mantle, Sal Mineo, etc.), which projected Kraft into Trendex
leadership among all the hour dramatics on the latest listings.
June and July entries, Including Wally Cox, Geraldine Page, Robert
Preston, Jim Bishop, etc.) are thus designed to give Kraft the
same “fall-winter look” rather than seguing into a summer edition
as with most drama entries.

Britain’s ‘Ear! for!’
S&le of Radios Beats TV, the Latter Going Into
A Tailspin
Cops Won't Bite
Height of frustration was
reached last week by two NBCTV exploffationeers, Johnnie
Scuoppo and Jack Hoins, who
were unable to persuade four
Times Square policemen to
give out a traffic ticket to
Sorcar, magician who appeared
Monday (27) on “Festival of
Magic.”
In drumming up excitement
for the show, Scuoppo and
Hoins got nowhere with the
cops,
who
claimed. they
wouldn’t have any part of a
stunt for fear of bringing
Police Commissioner Kennedy
down on their backs. Scuoppo
and Hoins argued that Sorcar
was “legitimately” breaking
the law. The magician was
riding a bicycle blindfolded up
Times Square, riding against
the one-way traffic artd pass¬
ing red lights.

Ratings, Biz Dip,
‘Home’Gets Boot;
New Arlene Show
NBC-TV has posted the cancel¬
lation on “Home,” the three-yearold daytimer starring Arlene Fran¬
cis in a “homemaker’s magazine”
format. Show, which employs one
of the largest single program staffs
at the network, will close down
around Aug. 1, with Miss Francis
moving in with a straight half-hour
variety-music stanza titled “The
Arlene Francis Show.” Other halfhour substitute for the 10 to 11 a.m.
cross-the-board spot hasn’t been se¬
lected,
“Home” staff won’t be affected
drastically, since some of the staff
will move over with Miss Francis
and ojthers will be used to produce
special editions of “Home” on a
one-time basis. These specials will
run on periodic Sunday afternoons
with Miss Francis continuing to
act as emcee. No definite schedule
has been set for the “Home”
special.
. Web’s cancellation has the effect
of delivering a final blow at. the
“T-H-T”. programming-sales con¬
cept.
The “Today’’-“Home’’-“To¬
night” sales unit, previously oper¬
ating independently of the network
sales department, was recently ab¬
sorbed into the regular sales force.
(Continued on page 48)

ZIV’S ‘GUNFIRE PASS’
NIXED AS ABC ENTRY

London, May .28.
The march of tv appears to bt
slowing down to a dawdle accord¬
ing to the British. Radio Equip¬
ment Manufacturers’ Assn.
There’s been quite an upheaval in¬
side the British Broadcasting Corp.
over the past few weeks In an ef¬
fort to streamline its sound air¬
ings, keep the radio public happy,
and, at the same time, let the Brit¬
ish tv public know that radio still
has plenty to offer.
BREMA has Issued figures to
show that in March of this yea*
more radios were sold than tv re¬
ceivers. Sales of tv sets during
that montfr^weffc 79,000, a drop of
16% over the previous month,
whereas the figures .for radio sales
during the same period," at 83,000,
were 6% up on the February fig¬
ures;
A spokesman for the association
credits the current rise in radio
sales to the opening of a number
of VHF transmitters in certain
parts of the country, which im¬
prove reception 100%. Also, port¬
able radio’s are becoming increas¬
ingly popular.
Radio Luxembourg, the only
British commercial radio outlet,
reported that listening figures have
been steadily increasing over the
past few months, and adds that in
its opinion the tv novelty is begin¬
ning to wear off.

L&M Yens Half
Of Como’s Spec
Liggett & Myers still likes Perry
Come, so much so that they are
dickering for half sponsorship of
Como’s upcoming filmed color
spec on NBC-TV, a musical ver¬
sion of “The Pied Piper.” RCA is
already committed to the other
half sponsorship of the show, date
for which is.not set yet.
The 90-minute filmed spec will
be . produced this summer by
Como’s Roncom Productions in as¬
sociation with Hal Stanley, who
did the book and lyrics and who
will produce the show. Stanley is
talking with Roncom about three
other fairy tale specs, but NBC-TV
hasn’t expressed any interest in
these.
L&M was Como’s. longtime
sponsor on CBS-TV when the
singer had a two-a-week quarterhour show, but didn’t move along
with him when he»switched to his
hour format on NBC-TV against
Jackie Gleason in the fall of 1955.
As for RCA, it was originally pen**
cilled in to sponsor half of “Annie
Get Your Gun,”T but bowed out
of that and into “Pied Piper” this
week when NBC signed Pepsi¬
Cola to take over its “Annie” spot
(see separate story).

ABC-TV rejected Ziv’s “Gunfire
Pass,” an oater series starring
Richard Eastham, as Bristol-Myers
Wednesday, 8:30,' entry for fall, de¬
spite, the fact that the every-week
sponsor was. all for it., Network
says it will not accept the series, McPartland Sells Brace
on the basis of the’ pilot, “in its
Of Scripts to CBS-TV
present form.”
Hollywood, May 28.
This is the first time that the
Seripter John McPartlJtnd last
network exercised a right of re¬
fusal on a nighttime program in a week sold CBS-TV two teleplays
time period already owned by. a for live vidfo showing in fall.
One, “Party for the Kids,”' was
willing sponsor,
But it is re¬
ported by the network that the originally published in Esquire in
B-M contract for the half-hour 1955. Other is based on lives of
Wednesday period contained an jazz trumpeter Jimmy McPartland
express contingency that the net¬ and progressive pianist Marian Mc¬
work had equal program approval Partland, neither of whom are re¬
flights.
lated to - the -author. ■
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Nat Hiben Fed Up With Bilko After
Riding Herd on 68 Segs, Chucks It

SID CAESAR’S EXODUS
The Sid Caesar-NBC schism as of this past weekend will be a
negative landmark In the ybung history of 'the medium. It is a
sony and hapless note that one of the very few television-created
highlights goes the way of some run-of-the-mine program entry
which, having run its fleeting vogue, is discarded like some who- .
dunit.or western series.
"Caesar's Hour," none will gainsay, is of a quality unique and
special unto itself, and it is not sufficient for the medium, for the
network, for th6 sponsors, for anybpdy, to dismiss the program
because “it couldn't get a rating."
Showmanship on the one hand and an obligation to perpetuate
anything which has special quality on the other hand could have
resolved matters. If a little blend of Lawrence yvelk, or^what¬
ever makes for mass medium acceptance, could insure a “rating,"
then there's Where showmanship comes in. The very nature of
the video medium, which is so varieg&ted an alchemy of all the
lively arts, permits interlarding and hypoing something which
may be lacking in that little gimmick which makes for “ratings."
As for the public responsibility, the major networks, NBC par¬
ticularly, long have had high regard for and a special eye to in¬
suring that. Whether it was Toscanini or some other subsidized
symphonies, whether it's the generpus allocation of time-slots
for religious and educational programs, the webs have been con¬
ditioned, over the years, to certain loss-leaders.
The. Caesar show doesn't fall within that altruistic calculated
loss. It is admittedly one of the most creative variety shows in
the history of the medium. In an era when eggheads make jack¬
pots big-tated shows it is a sad commentary that some device
could not be contrived to perpetuate as important a commodity
as this package, helmed by a star whose talents enjoy unique
intra-trade approbation. Sunday brunch the nation over has
long been devoted to discussion, analysis and accolades for a
very special type of humor. “World citizen" Charles Chaplin has
gone the way of Loew's Kremlin, or however one chooses to ap¬
praise him; so it is more the pity that this healthy, vibrant new
entertainment wonder called television, which produced an in¬
digenously American format of constantly top quality humor and
satire, has to lose its Important Saturday night identification.
It's a tossup whose loss is greater—the public's or the profes¬
sion's. Both have a stake in perpetuating the little distinction
that has been spawned by the tv medium. Both have fallen
down on this responsibility.
*

Jet-Propelled ‘Climax
Producer Ralph Nelson Would Originate Drama
*
Series JFrom Unique Locations

---■Hollywood, May 28.
KRUX of the Matter
“Climax" producer Ralph Nel¬
Phoenix, May 28.
son is planning something new in
Listeners to KRUX found»
live television dramatics—shows
themselves eared to “Wong
originating from • various locations
time—Wong temperature" last
such as Hollywood Bowl, an Air
week.
Force Jet base, etc. Purpose of
Wong's Frozen Chinese Foods
having remotes from such varied
started a saturation campaign
backgrounds is to add a new di¬
of time and temperature an¬
mension, a new element to live tv
nouncements on the station.
dramatics, Nelson explains.
Nelson, now readying eight
shows to be seen this summer on
the CBS-TV series, acknowledged
that with this, step “we are taking
a gamble:—a calculated risk, but
if it works out as we hope we will
have far greater scope than does
live tv at present. If your plan is
successful, next fall we may go to
Las *Vegas and originate a show
from there, for example.
“Until now, movies have had a
great advantage over tv in scope
When Art Linkletter returns to
and in lighting. But we feel such this country this week from a trip
a move to Various exteriors will to the Orient, he'll sit down with
(Continued on page 48)
CBS-TV program execs to blue¬
print plans for six one-hour spe¬
cials he'll do for the network next
season carrying the overall title
“People and Places." They're be¬
ing budgeted at about $175,000
apiece and CBS has already ear¬
marked funds for the series based
on initial talks with Linkletter
prior to his departure abroad.
CBS-TV this week posted the
No definite time slots have been
SHO sign on its "Big Record" Wed¬
(Continued on page 46)
nesday night entry by parting Ar¬
mour & Co. to the final alternateiveele half-hour. Armour shares the
t6 8:30 tab With Oldsmobile,
Cincinnati, May-28.
while Kellogg end Pillsbury will
alternate in the 8:3Q to 9 segment ' Latest shuffle of Crosley Broad¬
casting
Corp.
executives has Scott
of the Patti Page starrer.
Network has had the Armour McLean as general sales manager
of
WLW
and
Dick
Osborne as as¬
order in the house for a couple of
weeks, but held back* on accepting sistant-sales manager.
McLean,
who
will
direct radio
it because Armour won't start until
fall and the web wanted it to start sales from Crosley’s New York of¬
during the summer on the Vic fice, has been administrative .as¬
Damone replacement show. Armour sistant to the vice president in
held firm,, however* and presum¬ charge of sales for the past year.
ably because it also ordered some Osborne has been national sales¬
daytime business (see. separate man with WLW-C, Columbus, since
story), CBS' okayed

Art Linkletter s
‘People & Places
Six 1-Hour Series

‘BigRecord’s’SRO
In Armour’s Buy

8

Crosley Shuffle

TO 1-TV POSTS
By GEORGE ROSEN
John Crosby’s deal ydth CBSTV to host the new and ambitious
“Seven Lively Arts” show next
season, serves to accentuate anew
the ever growing list of newspapermen-turned-tv personalities. It's a
situation that's not only applicable
to New York on network origina¬
tions, but is even more pronounced
in both tv and radio On a local
level where not infrequently the
ace columnist .of a town is the
standout air personality.
It is, of course, a thrice-told tale,
the emergence of the newspaper¬
man-columnist into the broadcast¬
ing bigtime, and one has to go *no
further than -cite such conspicuous
and successful examples as Ed Sul¬
livan of the New York Daily News
and Walter Winch ell of the N.Y,
Mirror. (The Winchell newspaperman-into-radio-tv saga even pre¬
dates this generation and is gen¬
erally credited with establishing a
pattern of sorts for the ambitious
columnist coast-to-coast).
It's one of the oddities of a show
biz medium which more and more
has-been putting reliance on the
fourth estate in incubating the
“new talent"—a far cry from, the
days when radio and latterly tv
looked to the vaude. circuits, the
niteries arid peripheral entertain¬
ment spheres for their person¬
alities..
Crosby's role as “Seven Lively
Arts" host will parallel somewhat
that of Alistair Cooke of “Omni¬
bus". Cooke himself is art old Man¬
chester Guardian man, coming up
the newspaper (and magazine) way.
The list of columnists who have
subsequently segued into tv-radio
in dual print & sqnnd capacities is.
a fairly endless one/with such con¬
spicuous examples in the Manhat¬
tan sweepstakes as Dorothy Kilgallen of the N.Y. Journal-American, lorig an established vet of the
Sunday night “What’s My Line"
panel show.
Then, of course,
there's Hy Gardner of the N. Y.
Herald Tribune, who graduated
from the “N.Y.-only” (WRCA-TV)
scene into the coast-to-coast “To¬
night" showcase, along with Earl
Wilson of the N.Y. Post and sundry
syndication points, who only last
week announced his resignation
from the show because of a taxing
travelling sked this summer. (Par¬
alleling the “Tonight" chores for
the Chi pickups is Irv Kupcinet of
the Chi Sun-Times).'
New York Herald Tribune’s
drama critic, Walter Kerr, is* on
the “Omnibus” staff as its consult¬
ant on . all things theatrical (he’s
also fronted on “Omni" show), a_nd
the .N.Y. Mirror's Nick Kenny is no
stranger to the airlines, both local
and national. Such fourth estate
personalities as Jimmy Cannon,
Bob Considine, Harriet Van Home,
Sylvia Porter (on making financial
items savvy to the hausfrau), Louis
Sobol, Jimmy Powers, Victor Riesel,
the authority on labor matters, to
mention but a handful, have en¬
trenched themselves in the sight
and/or sound medium and- of
course, there probably isn't a
newspaperman on the Washington
scene worth his salt who hasn’t had
his fling on the variety of panel
discussion shows emanating from
the capital.

‘Magic’17.8; CBS 18.6
NBC-TV’s * “Festival of Magic"
didn’t work any sorcery on the
Trendex front. The “Producer’s
Showcase" entry Monday night
(27) averaged out to a 17.8 score
for its 90 minutes, a shade behind
the
“Burns
& Allen"-“Talent
Scouts"-“I Love Lucy" average
of 18.6 for CBS-TV. Sets-in-use
were dqwn all along the line, in¬
cidentally.
Half-hour breakdown showed
“Magic" with a 16.5 at 8, “B&A”
with an 11.1 and ABC’s “Wire
Service" with a 5.2. At 8:30, it
was 15.3 for “Magic," 18.9 for
"Talent Scouts" and 3.8 for “Voice
of Firestone." The 9 p.m. score
was 21.7 for “Magic," 25.8 for “I
Love Lucy" and 3.7 for ABC’s
,
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2-Platoon TV Opera
London, May 28.
Tonight (Tues.), Associated
Television will air a 45-minute
version of Offenbach’s opera,
“Tales of Hoffman” in modern
dress and at a cost of $33,600.
A new technique, involving
two casts; one to sing and the
other to act is being used, be¬
cause, in this way, an ATV
spokesman said, it was hoped
to achieve the ideal of perfect
singing and. perfect acting.
Leading singers from the Sad¬
ler’s Wells Opera Co. will pro¬
vide the sound.

KeDogg Back In
ABC-TV Bigtime;
. $7,000,000 Deal
Chicago, May 28.
Plumpest combination of day¬
time-nighttime sale in ABC-TV his¬
tory
was
finalized
yesterday j
(Mon.) when Kellogg purchased j
the complete 5-5:30 strip in all
time zones for a moppet action
package and alternate weeks of
“Circus Boy” Sunday at 7.
A
$7,000,000 deal concluded three
months of deliberations between
the breakfast food company, Leo
Burnett agency and ABC-TV cen¬
tral sales division.
\
Afternoon
strip, representing
the biggest kid show coup of all
time, starts Sept. 30 with “Super¬
man," “Wild Bill Hickok," "Sir
Lancelot,” "Woody Woodpecker"
and "Buccaneers," Monday through
Friday, respectively. There’s a
possibility Kellogg will dub it all
under one title to effect a strong
sponsor identity. Company made
spot buys in the past with “Super¬
man" and “Hickok," detecting a
positive viewing pattern in time
slot, particularly when it preceds
“Mickey Mouse Club," and now is
spending thickly for saturation.
Net’s problem now is to clear time
on all stations.
Nighttimer, with Mars Candy
alternation, starts Sept. 19 in
7-7:30 period. Multiple deal marks
Kellogg’s return to ABC-TV as
network purchaser after threeyear layoff. Cereal maker also has
"Name That Tune" and quarter
of "Big Record” on CBS-TV next
term.

Just in Case ‘Tonight’
Doesn’t Hold Up, NBC
Mulls Mysterioso Series
•

NBC-TV is toying with the idea
of a nightly mystery series—either
hourlong or half-hour—to go into
the late evening hours. Idea was
broached to the web by Albert
McCleery, exec producer on the
hourlong afternoon strip, "Matinee
Theatre," and the network has
giyen McCleery a green light to
go ahead on development of the
idea, with stories and properties of
the Edgar Allen Poe chiller
variety.
There are no definite plans for
the series, “Midnight Mystery
Mystery Hour," other than to see
what McCleery can come up with
in the way of ideas. As a seriqs,
it’s at least nine months away, per¬
haps more., and may never come
off even then. While network of¬
ficials refuse to admit the point,
fact that they okayed a go-ahead
on the series would indicate they’d
like to have something in reserve
if ‘.‘Tonight" can't make it through
next season. They say Instead that
“Midnight Mystery Hour” could go
10-11 or 11 to 11:30 p.m. without
.qflteqting “Tonight." . j u. . -s ;

Nat Hiken has “had it" as far as
the Phil Silvers Show is concerned.
He’s chucking it for good—that is,
all but the royalties, which add up
to some fancy coin and which will
continue to pour in as long as Sgt.
Bilko continues to ride on CBS-TV.
After writing, directing and pro¬
ducing 66 Bilko installments—and
in,,each department he’s stayed
right* on top of the operation—
Hiken has decided it’s time he step¬
ped aside and moved' on to new
conquests. As result, he's now on
the prowl for a new director. He’s
named Billy Friedberg head writer
on the show and has taken on the
writing team of Sid Zeiinka and
Andy Russell. The producer assign¬
ment will be turned over to Ed
Montaigne.
Hiken has already called it quits
on his active participation and
when this season’s final install¬
ment went before the cameras last
week, it was the first non-Hiken
stanza to be run off. Charles Fried¬
man stepped in as pro tern director,
with Zeiinka and Russell handling
the scripting assignment.
'
Hiken has already had some
talks with Carl Reiner, of the Sid
Caesar show, on the possibility of
Reiner taking over the directorial
slot on a permanent basis, but the
latter sidestepped a definite deci¬
sion pending negotiations in other
tv ardas. Hiken has also had talks
with Marc Daniels, but latter. ex¬
pressed a desire to remain with
Nate Halpern’s TNT closed-circuit
operation.
Meanwhild Hiken intends to
“think seriously" about a tv ver¬
sion of his ex-radio series, “The
Magnificent Montague,” on which
he and Friedberg collaborated.
Monty Woolley starred in the AM
edition. Hiken has been mulling a
tv version for some time but the
week-to-week
chdres
attending
Bilko prevented him from moving
on them.
Only active Silvers-Hiken col¬
laboration next season may be a
spec, if CBS decides to go ahead
with its plan to star the comic in
a Hiken production of "The. Red
Mill" as one of the duPont-sponsored musicals on the network.

Colgate Returning
To NBC-TV Fold
Colgate-Palmolive, unrepresented
on NBC-TV for the past year
(since it called it quits on "Comedy
Hour” and' pulled its daytime
business in favor of radio), is re¬
turning to the web come the fall.
Soap company has purchased
every-week sponsorship of the Fri¬
day night 9:30-10 period on the
web, but still hasn’t come up with
a show for the time slot.
The Colgate deal follows Camp¬
bell Soups’ walkout on NBC fiom
the Friday night time. Campbell
is moving over to ABC-TV in the
fall, and maybe taking its "On
Trial" series with it. Understood
the dispute between NBC and
Campbell centered over the web's
refusal to continue "Trial” in the
time period.
The Colgate deal leaves NBC
with only one alternate-week halfhour to fill on Fridays.
Lineup
now reads: Sterling Drug and its.
“Inspector Mark Saber" series at
7:30, Old Gold and "Court of Last
Resort” at 8, Lever Bros, with half
of "Life of Riley" at 8:30 (other
half is the only availability), “Man¬
hunt" for American Tobacco and
either Ralston-Purina or SoconyMobil Oil at 9, Colgate at 9:30 and
Gillette and the fights at 10.
Colgate coin is coming in part
from CBS-TV, where Colgate de¬
cided against going along with R.
J. Reynolds in the Thursday night
"Harbourmaster” series replacing
the Bob Cummings show, on which
Colgate alternated. Understood
Colgate wants a show of its own
for a new dentifrice copy line ac¬
centing how the toothpaste cleans
nicotine stains off teeth. It couldn’t
use such copy in cosponsorship
With q qggie^ii;mw ri4tfih>
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3 Producers Yield to Barrow
Probers’ Demands (or TV Data;
SG. MCA-Revue, Ziv Still Hold Out
Three of the seven subpoenaed +
tv producers have capitulated and
Atlanta Agency Cited
agreed to furnish the complete
As ‘Unfair’ by SAG
data sought by the Federal Com¬
Hollywood, May 28.
munication Commission’s Network
.Dry, Harris, Hargrett & Wein¬
Study (Barrow) Committee.
stein ad agency of Atlanta, Ga.,
The three signing stipulations has been voted on the Screen Ac¬
to that effect are Entertain¬ tors . Guild “unfair” list by the
ment Productions, Inc., Official SAG’s board last week.
Listing was for “failure to ex¬
Films and Televisipn Programs of
America. TPA’s stipulation differed ecute letter of adherence to con¬
from the others in that the gov¬ tract and failure to make proper
ernment recognized TPA’s volun¬ payment to Guild members em¬
tary submission of a large body of ployed in filmed commercials,” ac¬
data prior to the issuance of sub¬ cording1 to SAG.
poenas. Those continuing, to. hold
out include Columbia’s tv subsid,
Screen Gems; . MCA. and MCA’s
subsid Revue Productions; artd Ziv,
Hearings on the: case, before
FCC’s ‘chief examiner James D.
Cunningham,. shifted to New York
Monday (27) following Cunning¬
ham’s earlier rejection of motions
by all seven respondents to squash
the subpoenas.
Cunningham, in
light of the continued refusal.of the
four respondents to cooperate with
the Barrow Committee, said he- Assn, of Television Film Dis¬
would recommend to the Commis¬ tributors, which has been flounder¬
sion “appropriate action” to be ing since its formation about a
taken. He declined motions by the year ago, now finds its members
four respondents • to delay further split down the middle. Televisidh
proceedings in the case, pending Programs of America and Official
an application made by the four to Films-have agreed to fully cooper¬
The Commission, which has no ate in answering the detailed ques¬
contempt powers of Its own, can tionnaire submitted by the FCC’s
go to the U.S. Courts for. a simi-* Network Study Committee, while
lar subpoena, nonperformance on Screen Gems and Ziv continued to
which could lead to a contempt hold out, challenging the legality
citation. The subponas at issue, and materiality of a portion, of. the
stemming from the desired infor¬ disnuted questionnaire.
mation sought by the study group,
The four companies make up
call for the production, of bobks the- membership of ATFD, the or¬
and records of the various com¬ ganization--which was formed ini¬
panies. The Network Study Com¬ tially to speak , as a unified body
mittee maintained! with the con¬ of top telefilm distribs before the
currence of Cunningham, that the Network Study Committee. ATFD
detailed financial data sought fropi made recommendations before the
the syndicators and others is nec¬ Barrow study group calling from
essary for its work, and its prob¬ a small cutback in network option
ing of alleged monopoly charges time, plugged for more stations on
against the networks..
the air, as well as speaking in
TPA, Official Films and Enter¬ favor of current - network opera¬
tainment . Production, Inc. agreed tions, with some modifications.
to furnish the requested material But since that time, the organiza¬
on or before June 14. Hearings on tion has not garnered any new
subpoenas served on the three Co¬ members, nor has it elected per¬
operating respondents thereby were manent officers. Drawbacks since
continued until June 17. TPA, its formation has been the intense¬
which already had voluntarily fur¬ ly competitive nature of the field,
nished a wide range-of data, will the lack of time of company execs,
supply additional material relating and now the split on the question
to financial transactions under its of the extent of cooperation with
the Barrow Committee.
stipulation.
’
The non-cooperating respondents
again questioned the legality of the
FCC’s demand and cited their fear
that the confidentiality of sub¬
mitted data may be violated. Stipu¬
lations agreed by the three coop¬
Metro-TV plans a situation com¬
erating respondents carried a pro¬ edy series, titled “The Feminine
vision stating that the FCC would Touch,” based on an original idea
attempt to keep all material sub¬ by Adrian sSamish. Plot situations
mitted in confidence.'
willjjenter around.two women who
Barrow Committee counsel Ash- form a partnership in a beauty
brook Bryant, addressing himself shop.
to the question of confidentiality,
Going into pilot production short¬
held that the only time that the ly is “The Thin Man,” which will
FCC may npt be able to protect the star Peter Lawford and Phyllis
confidentiality is when some Con¬ Kirk. Casting problems are delay¬
gressional committee may ask the ing pilot production of “Min and
FCC for submitted data. He added, Bill,” with talks going on for
though, that Congressional com¬ Peggy Wood or Joan Blondell for
mittees are not forced to turn to the femme lead, with Chill Wills
the FCC for such information, but already set as male lead.
have subpoena powers of their own.

JackBqrcbaYeepee
. Former radio singer Jack Bercb
becomes a veep and. partner. In
ATV Film Production? In Long,
Island City. Company, In the pro¬
duction of telefilm commercials,
is topped by Mickey Schwartz.
Berch will be in charge of sales
and client relations., -New partner¬
ship deal inerges Berch's cutting
and projection rooms along with
office space, all of which was part
of Jack Berch Productions.

$3,000,000 Gross
For U-lCom’l Unit
Universal-Internatiofnal’s
tele¬
film commercial division expects to
break $3,000,000 in gross receipts
by the end of 1957,11 based on re¬
turns from the first 17 weeks of
the new fiscal year.
Company,
which does, far and away the ma¬
jority of ffs production on the
Coast, has. done well over $1,000,in business so far, it re¬
ported.
Intake at the moment,, it was ex¬
plained, is several thousand ahead
of the first 17 weeks of last year, so
that UI only has to keep pace with
the remainder of last year’s returns
to break $3,000,000. In 1956, com¬
pany grossed $2,700,000 in tv film
commercials, when it ranked among
the top three producers in the
country in the Ross reports..

Telefilm Distribs 000
Org Is Muddled
In Wake of Probe

‘FEMININE TOUCH’
ON METRO-TV AGENDA

KAUFMAN DENIES
SEMENENKO LOAN
Reub Kaufman, president of
Guild Films, denied the widespread
report that his distribution-produc¬
tion company had swung a large
loan from the First National Bank
of Boston and that he -was eventually going to switch the majority
of his banking business from Irying
Trust in New York to First Na¬
tional.
Other trade sources reported last
week that Guild had assumed well
over $500,000 in loans from First
National (of which Ssrge Somenenko is key officer) to support its
normal administrative functions.
They also said that Kaufman had
started liquidating the remaining
$600,000 owed on a $1,500,000 loan
from Irving Trust, using monies
taken from the sale of various tele¬
film properties the past few
months. ’
*
,
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‘Undercover Agent’
. Hollywood, May 28.
Third telepix series to be .made
under the Gramercy Pictures ban¬
ner will be “Undercover Agent,”
based on an idea by Harold
Douglas. Indie pix-vidpix firm is
co-owned by Arthur Gardner, Jules
Levy and Arnold Laven,

Providence, R. I„ May 28,1
In it! programming of features, WJAR-TV has racked up what
seemingly'appears to be some-clairvoyant scheduling, tieing in with
daily news events although the scheduling had been set months in
advance.
Here’s a rundown; Week previous to Ingrid Bergman’s win¬
ning the Academy Award, station presented Miss Bergman^ in
“Notorious;” “Jackie Robinson Story” was shown Just a few days
prior to the Dodgers’ announcement of his trade: which led to his
retirement; Ginger Roger ssJacques Bergerac divorce story broke
one day before the station’s scheduled showing of “Twist of Fate”
in which both star; news of Jimmy Dorsey's illness recently came
within the same week as the station’s telecast of “The Fabulous
Dorseys.” Only last May 17, when the^ newspaper headlines were
carrying the tragic story of the Hooper boy trapped in the well,
the station presented ori the same day “The Well,” a feature which
had been scheduled four months previously.
Upcoming for June is a theatrical “on the return of a prehistoric
monster. WJAR-TV personnel* are uneasy.

$3,336,901 in Residual Coin Paid
To SAG Members in 3-Year Span
-!-:-f

Prep ‘Marriage Broker’

Hollywood, May 28.
TCF-TV is prepping “The Mar¬
riage Broker,” a telefilm just fin¬
ished as a segment of the “20thFox Hour,” to be the basis of a
new 'half-hour series, according to
the TCF topper Irving Asher. Hourlong “Broker” starring Glenda Far¬
rell, will air on CBS-TV June 12,
and will serve as a pilot.
.Peter Packer produced the hourlong “Broker” - and - is currently
readying scripts for the proposed
v ’’
Library sales of “Douglas Fair¬ skein.
banks Jr. Presents” for stripping
has been inked with five stations,
including WABD, N. Y.
Deals, all signed recently,'also
include
WMAR-TV,
Baltimore;
WJBK-TV, Detroit;
WFAA-TY,
Dallas, and KWK-TV, St. Louis.
WFAA has scheduled “Fairbanks”
for a July 1 start. The other four
stations plan a fall start. Included
in the series are 117 half-hours.
Key to the pitch by ABC Film
Syndication on "Fairbanks” series
is the appeal of host and star to
Screen Gems is starting up fullwomen, making it a good skein for scale production of “Ivanhoe” in
daytime stripping, and discount England next week. The Colum¬
pricing on volume buying.
bia Pictures subsidiary has sold
the series in England and has as¬
PAPE'S 'POPEYE' PEEVE
signed Irving Starr., for five years
the producer of “Ford Theatre,”
Fails To Win Injunction Preventing- the dual role of producer on the
Rival .Station Showings
series and production supervisor
for England and the Continent.
Mobile. Mav 28.
Starr is due to leave for Eng¬
PaDe Television Co. which land Sunday (2) with Screen Gems
operates WALA-TV in Mobile, does v.p.-general manager Ralph Cohn.
not think WKRG-TV’s “Popeye” Latter is scheduled for an indefi¬
and other cartoons are very funny. nite stay in Europe to o.o. sales
Pane has asked a federal judge and production, but Starr will go
in Mobile for a temporary injunc¬ right to work on the “Ivanhoe”
tion to bar WKRQ-TV, also ofJMo- show, pilot of which was filmed in
bile. from showing the films, but Britain and Hollywood eariler this
.this injunction was denied.
year. Starr will work closely with
The judge did not, however, rule Jack Kron, managing director of
on a motion by Associated Artists Screen Gems Ltd., company’s sales
Productions, of New York, seeking arm in Great Britain, and will ride
dismissal of a $1,100,000 damage herd over all current and future
suit filed by Pape.
production there and on the Con¬
Suit contends Pape Television tinent.
contracted with Associated, to re¬
The British deal on “Ivanhoe”
ceive 202 “Popeye” cartoons. and is with all three major English
337 Warner Bros, cartoons. Asso¬ commercial tv contractors. Associ¬
ciated Artists entered into a con¬ ated Re-Diffusion bought the show
tract with WKRG for the cartoons for London and Scotland. Granadaand the New York company TV for Manchester, Wale? and
claimed that its letter from WALA- Hampshire and ATV for. Birming¬
TV was an order only and not a ham. Screen Gems is now work¬
contract.
.
ing. on a deal covering Canada.
“Ivanhoe” doesn't fall under the
Commodore • ‘No Escape* unofficial British quota on exports,
since it’s made in England, hence
Hollywood, May 28.
SG’s ability to make the deal.
Commodore : Productions
is
With'a British'deal in hand and
prepping “No. Escape,” series based a Canadian sale pending, Screen
on files of Hawaiian police depart¬ Gems was in a position to flash a
ment, according to prexy Walter greenlight on production of the
White Jr.- Lensing, to be ifUme en¬ full* series. It hasn’t determined
tirely in the Islands, will Start in yet how it will handle the show in
July.
—.
the U. S. Syndication is one pos¬
Meanwhile V^hite wqpt to N. Y. sibility, since the company is off
to set arrangements for “Escape” part of the nut already on the
series.
show. At the same time,, it can
also afford to make an advan¬
tageous network deal due -to the
partial negative recoupment.

5-STATION WRAPUP ON FAIRBANKS STRIP

Utopia in Aloha

Honolulu, May 28.
A “new look” in spotting commercials in feature films was un¬
veiled last Thurs. (23) with the debut of Hawaiian Electric Theatre
on KONA-TV. There are two commercials only—one before the
start‘of the full length film and the other at the tail.
Hawaiian Electric Co., sponsoring the weekly program, is draw¬
ing from the 20th Century-Fox package acquired by the All-Islands
Television Network.
Says a KONA-TV blurb: “It will be a pleasure to see a fulllength film presented in the same manner that it was first shown
in theatres across the country, without interruption.” This is an
indirect snipe at Henry J. Kaiser’s KHVH-Ty, which has drawn
criti^ji) ijqp
sqn^ipesqifLjs into its movies. .

British Sale Cues
‘Ivanhoe Speedup;
Starr Helms Pix

de Cordova Back to ‘Bride’
Hollywood, May 28.
Fred de Cordova, who’s been
producing “Mr. Adams. &, Eve”
telepix series for Howard Duff and
Ida Lupino, is switching over to
direct
the
Desilu “December
Bride” series. Before going over
to “Adam,” de Cordova was pro¬
ducer on “Bride.”
Meanwhile, Warner, Toub Jr. re¬
places de Cordova as producer of
-the Duff-Lupino series.
, j x» j j

•Hollywood, May 28.
Members' of the Screen Actors
Guild have .collected $960,950 in
yidpix residuals for the six-months
period from last NoV. 1 to April 30
of .this year, and residuals funneledto members by SAG since the start
of the present pact three years ago
total $3,336,901.
Figures, by far the highest resid¬
uals collections of aiiy . guild in
Hollywood, were disclosed! in a re¬
port sent the naembers by the
board of directors.. None of the
figures include payments for past1948 theatrical pix going to tv, nor
do they include payments for actors
in teleblurbs,
A SAG spokesman commented in
regard to policing of vidpix: “We
have had absolutely no trouble in
getting residuals. The only reason
we are interested in getting quick
reports is so. that we can answer
members’ queries.?
Guild, he
added, is currently, working uni¬
laterally on a method of obtaining
quick reports, i? achieving that ob¬
jective gradually.^ SAG, it was indicated, has not bqen approached
and is not particularly interested in
the tv pix policing plan proffered
last week at the Writers Guild of
America West membership meet¬
ing, although WGAW, via a spokes¬
man, had said both SAG and the
Screen Directors* Guild had agreed
to such a plan. Joe Youngerman,
exec director-of SDG, said his guild
was discussing the WGAW plan
with the writers but that no agree¬
ment has yet been reached. WGAW
idea is to test its plan on KTTV,
then extend ’ it throughout the
country.
WGAW plan calls for
stations to furnish lists of tele¬
films they show.
In its report to members, SAG
asked them to help the staff work¬
ing on residuals by having aff irtfo
possible on vidpix before calling,
and keeping in mind that the 25%
resMual payment for the sixth run
of a film covers jnot only the sixth
but all subsequent run?.. Residual
checks must be counted as income
in the week they are received, for
unemployment insurance purposes,
and it is not possible "for the guild
to hold up the mailing of rerun
checks to suit any individuals,
added the guild.
*

$3,500,000 BUDGET
FOR MASTER PIX
Hollywood; May 28.
Budget of of $3,500,000 has been
allocated by Filmaster Productions
for rest of this year’s telepix lens¬
ing, with two series and six pilots
on the schedule, according to prexy
Robert Stabler. Bulk of coin goes
into “Have . Gun, Will Travel”
skein, starring Richard Boone, and
renewed “Gunsmoke,” toplining
Jipi Arness. *
Filmaster is prepping five of its
pilots for CBS-TV and one whollyowned property for itself. “Gunsnioke,” produced by‘Norman MacDonnell, is currently rolling, and
“Gun” produced by Julian Claman,
starts June* 10.

OF** ‘Treasure* Bag
. Hollywood, May 28.
Official Films' veepee Herman
Rush has closed a deal whereby
OF will syndicate 39 “Treasure”
vidfilms .produced by Bill Burrud
Productions. Series is a travelog,
with lost treasures the pqg of each
episode. c-* i w-,, < „.•«
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IT’S THE CLICHES THAT CLICK
He Sure Loves ‘Lucy’
. Telefilm salesmen have run into some unique situations in the
course of their jobs, but none can match the experience recently
undergone by CBS Television Film Sales South American sales
chief Henri Grundman, who was clapped into Jail because he pur. porte'dly refused to sell “I Love Lucy” to a yenezuelan television
station.
.
“
Grundman', who is slapping a false arrest suit against the sta¬
tion owner in the Venezuelan courts, claims he was jailed on false
charges levelled by the owner, who was irate over his refusal to
sell hint, the ‘‘Lucy” pix, recently dubbed into Spanish by CBS.
Grundman says on a previous trip to Caracas, he sold ‘‘The
Whistler” series to Veloz Mancera, prexy of the Televisa staition
in Caracas. When Grundman returned to Caracas last week with
the “Lucy” prints, he refused tp sell the show to Mancera, claim¬
ing the l^ter hadn’t paid for “Whistler” yet, although it had.been
on 'the air for some time.
Mancera, Grundman says, was enraged over .losing “Lucy” and
allegedly made a false .declaration to the cops'to the effect that he
had paid Grundntan’s bill for a “Lucy” press preview and Grund¬
man was ankling the country without compensating him. Grund' man was arrested and .thrown into jail over a weekend. Mean¬
while, Mancera called long distance to Leslie Harris, CBS Film
Sales, v.p.-general manager in N.Y., stating Grundman had disap-,
geared and how about completing' the negotiations on the phone.
Harris stalled, and meanwhile Grundman was released through
the efforts of the American Consul and the chief of political secur¬
ity police.
’ * Grundman wound up his Caracas stay by filing the suit and
then selling “Lucy” to Corpa Publicidad, top Caracas ad agency.

Dayton-Four Star's Heavy Vidpix
Sked; $5,000,000 Orders in Till
Hollywood, May 28.
With a $5,000,000 vidpix order
already on hand for next season
“and probably more by the time
the buying season is over,” the
Dayton Productions - Four Star
Films video complex is in the mar¬
ket to buy or lease a complete
studio. David Niven, partner in“
the Dayton-Four Star lineup, dis¬
closed that the firm has received
offers to lens on other lots than the
present RKO-Pathe headquarters
in Culver City.
“After all,” he
comments. “We can offer a mini¬
mum of 350 days work on six sound
stages. We’ve been thinking of
acquiring our own studio.
We
might take a master two-year lease,
which could apply against eyent>ual purchase price.”
Dayton Productions has become
the keystone of the Four Star
Structure, Niven explained. “All
contracts are now made with Dayton ; Foqr Star merely does the
physical- production.
Four Star
is to Dayton as Metro is to Loew’s.”
(Niven, Dick Powejl, Charles Bo¬
yer and William' Cruikshank re¬
main the active partners in Dayton, as in Four Star).
■Lineup of firm Dayton shows for
next season include'new NBC-TV
“Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre,” “Rich¬
ard Diamond” summer replacement
series; “Trackdown” and “Zane
Grey Theatre” (in partnership with
Zane Grey Productions).
Also,
Four Star will do - physical produc¬
tion on renewed Bridget (Howard
Duff-Ida Lupino) “Mr. Adams &
Eve” skein next season.
Additionally,
“I’m
absolutely
confident that ‘Hey, Jeanhie’ will
be back next season,”. Niven con(Conjtinued on page 49)

Cookie Coin For
OFs ‘Vagabond’
Official Films has kicked off its
“Vagabond” skein, marking its re¬
entry into the first-run syndication
.field, with Mother’s Cake & Cookie
Co. for four markets, in addition
to the coqkie firm picking up an
option on another 20 Coast mar¬
kets.
Already inked for the sponsor,
via Guild, Bascomb and Bonfigli
agency, are San Francisco, San
Diego, Sacramento and Los An¬
geles.
Skein, which is a documentary
vacation-adventure
subject,
is
being keyed to regional and local
advertisers directly • or • indirectly
tied with' vacationing. According
to
Official- Films researchers,
Americans spend over 17 billion
dollars annually for vacationing, a
market . hardly serviced to date
with telefilms.
i j

Spop! Spoofer
Hollywood, May 28.
Comic Morey Amsterdam
fought fire with fire in bowing
on his new KTLA nightly strip
last night (27). Most competi¬
tion on opposition stations at
that hour are old pic unspoolings, so Amsterdam offered his
viewers a synopsis of each and
every plot.
Jerry Lewis guested on ini- .
tialer. Tony Romano orch and
pianist-harpist-vocalist Corky
Hale are cast regulars.

Thrower Bullish,
WPIX Biz Perks
On Hr. Skeins
WPIX, N. Y„ the station heavily
programmed with half-hour skeins,
running 45 different series weekly
in its nighttime programming, re¬
ports gross business about 7%
ahead for the first four months of
this.year, as compared to 1956.
Station topper Fred Thrower
feels the increase quite good in
light of what he calls the “general
soft” position of the industry dur¬
ing the first four months of '57. He
credits WPlX’-s position to the in¬
creased use of local buys by na¬
tional advertisers, station garner¬
ing^ some top syndicated product,
as well as other factors. Last year,
incidentally, was a record one for
the New York Daily News station.
Station recently bought from
CBS Films 26 “I Remember Ma¬
ma” episodes, 16 of which have not
been aired as yet, in addition to
the “Amos and Andy” series. ,
WPIX, which is a member of the
NTA Film, Network, is holding
talks with Pat Weaver, on linking
up with Weaver’s Program Service
operation.
Thrower also reports that fewer
advertisers are bowing out for the
summer months.

SG Stripes for Hanft
Burt Hanft has been handed his
v.p. stripes at Screen Gems. Hanft
has been director of business af¬
fairs at the Columbia Pictures subsid since .1951, supervising negotia¬
tions,- corporate affairs, legal and
business and office administration.
He becomes v.p. in charge of busi¬
ness affairs.
Hanft joined Screen Gems from
Columbia, where he also worked in
the business affairs setup negotiat¬
ing independent production eontracts. i

VIDPIX ADHERE
If network programming tends
to fall into established grooves, a
la Westerns, giveaways, variety
shows, musicals, fairy tales, et al,
that tendency is infinitesmal com¬
pared to the well-established pat¬
terns of syndicated shows—the
freshly produced first-runs fed into
the station-by-station beltline from
coast-to-coast.
The syndicated first-runners, as
evident by those now making the
rounds, and those upcoming in
September, fall in the main in the
action-adventure slot. There are
the new gimmicks like those on
I “Whirlybirds;” there is an accent
on location shooting such as in
“Captain Grief,” but the 30 minutes
turn on the chase, suspense and
tracking down the evildoers..
In the first-run category, as fig¬
ured at this stage as upcoming,
there's a representative number of
westerns, as usual, one or tv/o
mysteries! (fewer in'that category),
one or two in the musical- format
(western and ranch, style), ditto for
situation comedies, and no fresh
anthologies. Additionally, there is
the documentary adventure such’as
“Vagabond.”
Probably, when the fall comes
around there may be some addi¬
tions even as to categories—but the
above analysis of the first-run syn¬
dicated content structure under¬
scores the program limitations of
the syndicated field, limitations
stemming from the economics of
the business and the current sta¬
tion/network structure.
Syndicators at this stage say it’s
not financially possible to break
the half-hour format, going to 60
minutes for instance. First, there's
insufficient local sponsorship coin
to foot the hiked bill, and then, it’s
tough enough in some markets to
place a half-hour show, let alone
one lasting an hour.
Accent on action-adventure stems
from need to please a large num¬
ber of advertisers. The beers, food
companies, the large regional and
spot buyers like the proven audi¬
ence-catching record of such pro¬
grams and it’s too much of a gam¬
ble to wean them away from that
path. Then, as compared, let’s say,
to a situation comedy, the actionadventure skeins on the whole are
cheaper to turn out.
Look how much ofbeat a pack¬
ager can get with a network show,
in comparison, it’s argued; For
the half-hour skein he has one of
three nets to win over and one or
possibly two sponsors to sell, comr
pared to the hundreds of stations
and sponsors required for the firstrun syndicated property. Why .parlay -the odds against you, with a
(Continued on page 49)

Chi WBBM Siphons Off
Rooney MGM Pix For
‘Anily Hardy Theatre’
Chidago, May 28.
WBBM-TV here has gleaned 15
films from the MGM package of
400 it purchased last December
and is creating a .new show, “The
Andy Hardy Theatre,” starting Sat¬
urday (1).
Idea was encouraged, if riot in¬
spired, by Mickey Rooney’s re¬
captured popularity after his “Mr.
Broadway” spec on NBC-TV earlier
this month and the severalfold
press references next day to his
old Andy Hardy guise. No matter
the variety of roles lie’s played in
between, it seems they’ll ..always
remember Rooney as Hardy.
Series begins with the first in
the Andy Hardy group, “Family
Affair,” made in 1937, and winds
up 15 weeks later with “Love
Laughs at Andy Hardy,” filmed in
1946.
Other TV-Film News

on
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Screen Gems, Henry Jaffe Pact
Of 90-Minute and Hour TV Specs
Ope of the major production col*
laborations on tv network program¬
ming has just been consummated
with the announcement by Ralph
Cohn, veepee and general manager
of Screen Gems, that the Columbia
Pictures subsid has concluded a
multi-million
agreement
with
Henry Jaffe Enterprises to de¬
velop and produce new television
film programs.
It will mark the first major at¬
tempt to integrate both film and
live in the production of major 90minute and hour “spectaculars”
but- even of more importance the
conversion of specs to celluloid
treatment, with all of SG’s facili¬
ties on the Coast put at the disposal
of the Jaffe operation.
Among the film projects on the
forthcoming agenda is the Shirley
Temple series of hour-long fairy
tales, including “Hansel and Gretel,” “Gulliver’s Travels,” “All
Baba and the 40 Thieves,” “The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” two
musical revues based on. the
Mother Goose stories and Aesop’s
Fables, “The Nightingale,” “The
Valiant Little Tailor,” “The Rose
and the Ring,” “The. Land of Coun¬
terpane,” “Beauty and the Beast,”
“Dick Whittington,” “The Magio
Fishbone,”. “The Little Prince,”
“The Emperor's Clothes,” “The
Princess Who Could Not Laugh,”
and “Rumpelstiltskin.”
Other film projects for the 1958
season are a comedy suspense se¬
ries supervised by Howard Lind¬
say and Russel Crouse.
A new children’s program and a
series of original melodramas de¬
picting the application of the ethi¬
cal principles embodied in the Ten
Commandments in terms of the ad¬
ventures that can happen in any
modern man’s life.
Jaffe pointed out, however, that
his firm will continue to produce
live television programs, including
a number of spectaculars, such asthe musical version of “Robinson
Crusoe,” the Chevrolet series
scheduled for 9 to 10 p.m. Sunday
nights on NBC beginning Oct. 20,
and a program series now in
process, of tlevelopment in coop¬
eration with the American Theatre
Wing, entitled “Command Perform¬
ance.”

Tex. Triggers TV Trig
' ; Houston, Tex.,,May 28. „
Without fanfare, a new era
In education may be opening
at the U. of Houston when
shooting gets underway this
week on a film of about 30 trig¬
onometry lectures. The whole
freshman trig course at the
university will be put on film
for .television next school year.
In September, every student
registering for the course—
Math 132—will have to take it
via video.
The university has done
much television teaching be¬
fore, having presented 56
credit courses so far, but the
new math course is different in
that it is being put on film for
posterity. Each lecture will be
telecast twice a week on the
TJ. of Houston education tv out¬
let, KUHT-TV.

RKO Television’s
10-Project Agenda
For ’58-’59 Push
RKO Television, moving ahead
on the national front, has inked
deals for at least 10 projects, most
of which will be developed for the
1958-’59 season.
The 10 projects, some of which
have been announced before, in¬
clude: “Profiles in Courage,” based
on Sen. John Kennedy’s book of
same title,, to be produced by Capp
Associates, with Jerry Capp as pro¬
ducer; “Malolo of the Seven Seas,”
to be produced by Hall-Cowan En¬
terprises, with Jon Hall as pro¬
ducer-star; “Mr. Big,” another halfhour projected series based o.n the
life of a fictitious Hollywood pro¬
ducer; “Family Tree,” an anthol¬
ogy, both to be produced by Paul
MacNamara.
Also a “live” show, “Leave It to
the Girls,” in a tie-in with Roun¬
tree Productions; an<Al Capp car¬
toon serial titled “No Gun Nolan”;
a western series “El Coyote Rides”
based on an idea of producerwriter - comedian Ken Murray;
“Rails” and “Charter Pilot,” Ben
Fox producing; and in addition Fox
is slated to do one on the Coast
Guard, possibly an hour-and-a-half
spec.
RKO Teleradio tv subsid is sup¬
plying the financing of all the part¬
nered projects, according to Rob¬
ert Manby, v.p. in charge of RKO
Television. . RKO, in the above
projects, as well as. others under
negotiations, will. not rush into
pilot making.. Rather, all the proj¬
ects will go through a research-de¬
velopment stage, in conjunction
with possible would-be buyers, be¬
fore pilots are made. A*: attempt
also will be made to sell the shows
on national net or spot level on
basis of presentations, perhaps a
short film of from five to 10 min¬
utes, in addition to projected
scripts and other material.
I

Chi Tints Up Grapplers
Chicago, May 28.
Wrestling is not only returning
to the local channels after a brief
hiatus from the airwaves, it’s re¬
turning in color.
WNBQ, NBC-TY’s first all color
tv station arid the only station in
Chi never to have beamed the
bonecrushers in the past, picks up
wrestling from the International
Amphitheatre on Saturday nights,
starting June 8. Show replaces
“Championship Bowling” in the 11
to midnight slot and will be gruntby-grunt films of the Friday night
matches.
As far as is known,
it’s to be the first wrestling, series
•ever to1'be tfe&tfast in -color: 1'
* i

NTA in Longterm
Private Financing
.

National Telefilm Associates has
secured longterm private financing
and bas dropped its proposed
$8,500,000 convertible debentures
issue which was to have been
floated through Bache & Co. NTA
has already secured a shortterm
loan well in excess of $2,500,000
from the Walter E. Heller firm in
Chicago which will take care of its
impending commitment to 20th*
Fox and is completing arrange¬
ments for longterm loans through
other sources.
The 20th-Eox commitment, on
the first package in a series of five
of 78 features each, comes to
$5,850,000, a good part of which
NTA will be able to pay out of
its operating income but for which
the Heller loan was necessary. .In
its yearly payments thereafter,
NTA hopes to be able to pay the
complete guarantee from income
from the pix themselves.
NTA prez Ely Landau said the
issue of convertible debentures
was dropped because the private
financing involved more favorable
terms and did not involve a dilu¬
tion of the stockholder equity in
the company, as would a debenture
issue.

so
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HINT FUTURE AVIATION NEEDS WILL
STRIP COM! TV OF FREQUENCIES

TV An ‘Enemy of Education?’

London, May ,28*.
• . Within a few days of Assoqiated-Rediffusion, the London weekday
commercial tv programmers, starting their educational programs ;
for schools, and the BBC-TV announcement that they intend to
• begin a similar service in the fall, tv has been described as one
of the most powerful enemies of education. This statement was
made by the prez of the London Schoolmasters’ Assn., at its
Washington, May 28.
annual convention.
...
An implication that develop¬
He said that in many homes children were allowed to view far
ments in aviation will require com¬
too /near, far tdo often, far too long , and far too .late. The tragedy
of this was that a child of 10 who had “suffered five gears’ viewing
munications systems operating on
Frank McCall, who resigned
Jimmy Dean, .CBS-TV’s earlyservitude has no interests to which he cart return; so . he remains
frequencies now used for commer¬ from NBC a couple of months back
morning replacement for the erst¬
a willing captive. Instead of being education’s most pdwerfulincial television was made in .testi¬ to become general manager of the
fluence, tv has become education’s most powerful and widespreadwhile Will Rogers Jr, “Good Morn¬
mony yesterday (Mon.) before a newly-allocated Channel 10 in
hindrance.”
'“
.
ing” show will get nighttime ex¬
Senate Interstate Commerce, sub¬ Miami, owned by Public Service
Television Inc. (a subsid of Na¬ posure oh the network as well
committee 'headed by Sen. A. S. tional Airlines) has quit the job
starting June 29, when he moves
Mike Monroney (D-Qkla.). The sub¬ and is • returning to New York as
with his hillbilly music layout
committee is considering a bill to veepee in charge of sales for Cello- j
into the Saturday 10:30 spot. “Two
establish an “airways moderniza¬ matic Corp. McCall said his resig¬
nation from the Miami station was for the Money*” currently occupy:
tion board” to plan for future the result of “policy differences.”
ing that period, moves down the
19 AM-TV Scripter* Singled Out For Ifcudpes
needs of civil and military aviation.
As a Cellomatic exec, McCall same night into the 8:30-9 period,
The bill was proposed by the De¬ will be headquartered in N. Y., but
In First Annual WGA Awards
1 ■'
serving as one of the Jackie Glea¬
partment of Commerce to carry will dovetail :his operation with
son summer replacement shows
out recommendations contained in that of the Chicago and Hollywood
Hollywood, May 28.
a report issued two weeks ago by offices. Cellomatic provides script, (other is the Jimmy Durante re¬
Edward P. Curtis, special assistant photography, artwork, staging and runs).
CBS-TV won seven and NBCto the president for .aviation plan¬ direction- for. television commer¬
CBS
is
high
on
Dean
to
the
TV five of the first national > telening. The report recommends that cials and sales meetings, with its point where it envisions the Satur:
vision-radio writers annual awards.
federal policies be developed which wide-screen technique already in day night entry as permanent,
“Hi-L‘o,” thq pew Barry & En¬
would provide for greater leeway use by some major industries.
rather than merely a summer ex¬ right-created quiz show (owned by Of Writers Guild Of America, ^witii
In the use* of the channels.
ABC-TV drawing a zero, as 19
periment.
Web’s enthusiasm is
NBC since the . web bought. out
Warren E.« Baker, FCC general
justifiable,-since Dean in his first
writers were judged the winners at
counsel, appeared before, the .com¬
Nielsen rating topped NBC-T.V’s B&E), may get some summertime membership meetings field concurmittee to voice his agency’s con¬
"Today”—first time CBS has been exposure on the network. NBC is recently in N.'Y. and-at the BevHillf
cern that the public investment in
able to “do that with any format. pitching the property at Ford, via hotel here last week.
Random
-tv sets is not jeopardized by future
Dean hit a 3.5 average and 42.2% J. Walter Thompson,’ as a summer House will publisfi, the .winning
aviation requirements for spec¬
share on the 7 to 8 a.m. strip vs. replacement for Tennessee Ernie scripts in, anthology form .this fall.
trum space now used for tv.
3.3 and 32.7% for “Today.”
Ford.
Rod Serling won stilt another
The commission, he testified,
Quizzer is NBC’S candidate for award for his '“Requiem for a •
,
Chicago,
May
28.
would not like to see equipment
the Saturday at. 10 spot in’the fall, Heavyweight,” on CBS’ “Playhouse
Wildroot, having dropped “New
^developed for a particular band of
but until now the web hasn’t been 90,” his play being judged best for
frequencies “merely because it York Confidential,” has shifted its
able to line up a sponsor. Hence, hour or more tv drama. Previous¬
might be a little cheaper” if the money—over a millmri dollars—to
it would like' to expose the show- ly Serling won the Emmy and the
use of this equipment affects a pair of sports packages on ABCduring the summer. However, it .Peabody award for his story of a
people who have substantial in¬ TV. Biggest portion, $650,000 is
won’t do so on a sustaining basis, purichdrunk fighter.
vestments in sets which operate on being spent for 13 half-hours of the
and if the Ford deal doesn’t come
Other CBS winners Were: Halfthese frequencies.
“All Star Golf” film series, which
through, it will "hold back the prop¬ hour tv anthology drama, Don-’
What Baker meant was that elec¬ tees off Oct. 12 in the 4-5 ABC-TV
erty. •
aid S. Sanford for 'teleplay and
WOR, N.Y., is revamping its day¬
tronic communications equipment slot. This amounts to a otie-fourth
John Nesbitt for story of “The
for VHF would be cheaper thaii share of the show. Miller High time programming schedule, in
Golden
Junkman,”
Telephone'
UHF and that future military Life beer has purchased the full 13 line with Mutual’s news and music
Time, produced by Hal Roach, half*
aviation requirements may therefor alternate weeks, and. the Walt format which goes into effect Sun¬
hour tv situation comedy, Leonard
Schwimmer packaging house ex¬
be geared for VHF.
Stern and Sydney Zelirika for “The
day (2).
$99,000 Answer,” “The HoiieyWhile the commission is in ac¬ pects to close the remaining quar¬
New line-up at net’s New York
mooners,” Jackie Gleason show;
cord with development- of modern ter gap by next week.
highlights
on-the-hour
The hair oil company is spending flagship
tv children’s
program,
Thel-.
electronic equipment to meet fu¬
ma
Robinson
for
teleplay,
ture aviation needs,' Baker said, another $500,000 for half sponsor¬ news-in-de.pth, some shifting of
Warren Wilson' and Claire Ken?
the commission feels it should be ship of the 26-week “Championship time slots of station’s personalities,
San Francisco, May 28.
nedy for story of “The Visitor,”
consulted on any change in the use Bowling” series on a national spot and introduction of a new two-hour
General Tire and Rubber appar¬ “Lassie” series; radio drama, Allen
basis in 71 markets, starting Oct. afternoon program, called “Radio
of frequencies.
New York.” Latter program, feat¬ ently has come out on top in the Sloane, “Bring On the Angels,”
.
Alternate
week
sponsors
will
He therefore recommended that
uring a host, to be named, will three-way struggle for Channel 2,' CBS Radio Workshop; radio com¬
the commission’s authority over be regional beer companies.
The Schwimmer house is’filming highlight hi-fi music, news, wea¬ Oakland, a channel which' would edy, Si Rose,»Edgar Bergen Hour,
non-government
allocations
of
commuter
information, offer heavy competition to the CBS Radio; radio series or serial.
frequencies be protected and that the golf package in Louisville cur¬ ther,
three established Frisco tv outlets. Stanley Niss, “The Penny,” 2lst
sports, traffic data, etc.
this be done either through an rently.
FCC has told its staff to start Precinct, CBS Radio.
The nighttime schedule is un¬
amendment to the bill or in the
preparing
necesary
documents
dergoing
study
and
some
shifts
in
NBC winners in tv; half-hour tv
committee’s report on the measure.
granting the channel to San Fran- episodic drama,-Kenneth Kolb for
that
lineup
will
be
set
shortly.
The Curtis report, which proj¬
cisco-Oakland
Television,
Inc., “She Walks in Beauty,” “Medic,*
Comingout
of
WOR's
schedule
ects future aviation expansion in
are such net shows as “Queen for a which is owned by General Tire. produced by Medic TV; one hour
line with jet developments, de¬
Day,” the “Millie Considine Show,” FCC emphasized,-however, that the tv comedy, J. Harvey Howells,
clares that modernization of com¬
“Bob & Ray,” and Gaylord Hauser, decision is still subject to a final “Gbodbye, Grey Flannel,” Robert
Chester
Morris
will
join
the
munications systems for air traffic
vote.
control and navigation “will be ranks of the daytime television all of which are either dropped or
If the decision stands, it would Montgomery Presents; tv docu¬
optional
to affiliates under the
regulars
when
he
takes
over
the
mentary, John Whedon, “A Night
seriously jeopardized' if limited by
host-narrator slot on “Hotel Cos¬ net’s program of only taking five- be a reversal of a year-old exam¬ to Remember,” Kraft Theatre;
radio frequency allocation.”
iner’s recommendation that the
It finds that as the radio spec¬ mopolitan,” the new Roy Winsor- minute of news on the half-hour channel be granted to a group of half-hour tv comedy-variety (spe¬
trum becomes saturated the nation CBS-TV package which is due to for national sponsorship, in addi¬ Oakland businessmen, a group in cial certificate), Hal Kanter, How¬
is “rapidly losing the flexibility replace “Valiant Lady” in the noon¬ tion to holding the 5 to 5:30 p.m. which .publisher Joseph R. Know- ard Leeds, Harry Winkler, Everett
needed to modernize all telecom¬ time strip spot starting July 8. Mor¬ period for possible national sale.
(Continued on page 46)
Under revamped morning lineup, land (father of Sen. William Knowmunications.” Aviation, it asserts, ris will play himself as the resi¬
land) had a. 5% interest. .
is caught in this dilemma. “There dent of the hotel who intros the John B. Gambling’s “Second Break¬
The third faction seeking the
stories,
which
will
vary
in
iength
fast,”
starting
at
9:15
a.m.
is
ex¬
is a growing need,” the report
tended to 45 minutes instead of the franchise was headed by Ed Pau¬
states, “for civil aviation fre¬ from one to five weeks?
CBS, in adding to the bigtime current 15-minute length. Martha ley, Southern California oilman.
quency assignments which must
General Tire also owns the West
ingredients
in
the
upcoming
soaper,
Dean will follow with a 45-minute
be sought from the FCC. There is
Coast’s Don Lee Radio Network,
likewise a growing need for gov¬ has signed Ernest Kinoy to script session in “The Deanery,” seguing which is affiliated with MBS, and
the
first
story
for
the
series,
which
into
a
45-minute
stint
for
Alfred
ernment aviation frequency as¬
Other slot the principal o.fficei* of the victori¬
signments which must be sought in will run for some four to five and Dora McCann.
ous group is William D. Pabst,rivho
the office of defense mobilization weeks. Web is cutting the kinnie shifts include “Luncheon at Sar- is general manager of Don Leeand approved by you (President on the show the beginning of June. di’s,” now at ,12:15 p.m., Bob Smith
Vet radio producer Stanley Niss
Mutual’s
KFRC in Frisco.’ It’s un¬
from
1:15
to
3
p.m.
and
the
matinee
Eisenhower), Since there is only
edition of “Music.front Studio X,” derstood that Channel 2 would set has been tapped, to produce “You
One radio frequency, spectrum to
Galusha Gets Nod
from 3 to, >4, with the new “Radio up an auxiliary office in Frisco, Are the Jury,” the courtroom
conserve and allocate, one respon¬
in addition to its main Oakland series which is scheduled to re¬
New York” from 4 to 6 p.m.
Schenectady, May 28.
sible agency might manage this
j
Merl
L!
Galusha
becomes
WRBG
WOR’s news coverage will be office, and would put up its an¬ place the Bob Crosby daytimer on
problem more logically and effi¬
manager here, filling the vacancy augmented by \ five-minute news tenna on Sart Bruno Mountain, just CBS-TV in July. Series,' a ’ halfciently.”
made recently at the General-Elec¬ programs from Mutual’s press bu¬ south of Frisco arid adjacent to hour daily, will be virtually all ad
tric station by the departure of- reau’s in Washington and New the antennas of The Chronicle’s lib, with actors playing only in the
Raymond Welpott. Galusha’sv/ifches York, to be aired approximately KRON (Channel 4) and educa¬ role of witnesses arid attorneys and
tional station KQED (Channel 9). judges playing themselves, and will
times weekly.
to the tv station from command of
Other officers of San Francisco- also explore some areas considered
its sister radio outlet, WGY.
Under heading of new biz,
Robert F. Reid, WRGB sales Broadstreets, Inc., has inked to Oakland Television, Inc., are Ward tabu for television heretofore, day¬
D.
Ingrim, Don Lee exec in Holly¬ time or night
boss, switches, in turn, to the radio locally sponsor the upcoming Palm
“Jury,” to be produced in associ¬
station to take up where Galusha Beach Golf Tourney, to be carried wood, and engineer .Harry R.
Lupke.
leaves off.
ation with Frank Cooper Associ¬
by net on a co-op basis.
ates, is based on the old DuMont
stanza, “They Stand Accused.” For¬
Charles Antell, one. of the coun¬
mat calls for a recreation of actual
try’s biggest spot television buyers
courtroom cases, with the jury se¬
this year, put itself on record this
. Washington, May 28.
week as being after a “good
George Washington U., in a tie-in, lected from among-the studio audisteady” network show with a “good
with Station WRC-TV, the NBC enefe. -The format involves an in-,
Steady rating” and a roughly equal
o&o operation here, is launching a teresting rehearsal schedule, since
NBC Radio veep Joe Culligan has won part of. his battle to have
jnale-female audience. Paul Venze ( all radio networks report their billings in net figures (after dis¬
series of Sunday tv programs on there’s no prepared script as such.
Associates, speaking for the hair
“The New USSR.” The hour-long Instead, the actors study the case
counts but before agency commission) rather than in gross or pre¬
tonic underwriter, said that the
discount terms. ABC Radio has decided to join NBC in reporting
shows will include films and analy¬ itself plus the characters of the
annual tv budget of $2,500,000 will
net-figures, with CBS and Mutual stilPholding out for gross.
tic discussions by members of the witnesses they are to play, while
be doubled for 1957-58.
Culligan had been fighting a lone battle for net billings reporting
faculties of George Washington U. the attorneys and judges do like¬
Antell is • in the process of ty¬
until last week, when he sat down with reps of all the webs in a
and other institutions in this area. wise.
Instead of rehearsal, the attor¬
ing up 50 markets for its upcoming
plea for uniformity. ABC came across later in the week via a
First few weeks cover such mat¬
Spot campaign. Company, which
letter from sales veepee George Comtois, who agreed that there’s
ters as v “People of the . Soviet neys get together with their own
seeks first-run telefilm for net¬
“too much obfuscation going on” around the webs in the manner of
Union,” “Soviet Farmers and Col¬ witnesses to brief them, just as be¬
work, is also making telefilm bar¬
reporting billings and ABC is now all for Culligan’s idea. CBS and
lectives,” “Soviet Workers and fore a regular trial. Lawyers won’t
ter negotiations in the top 100 mar¬ ' Mutual haven’t said no to Culligan yet, but they haven’t said yes
Management” and “The Soviet In¬ get a chance to cross-examine witkets, the Yenze agency'reports.
either.
telligentsia.”
j
(Continued on page 48)

FRANK McCALL QUITS j Jimmy Dean Gets
FLA. FOR CELLOMATIC
Nighttime Show

Writers Choose Their Best

Ford Malls Slimmer Ride
On New B&E Quizzer

Wildroot’s Coin
To ABC-TV Sports

Gen. Tire Winnah
In Frisco TV Bid
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CHESTER MORRIS TO
HOST ‘H0TCL COSMO’

Niss Gets Nod As
‘Jury’s Producer

Antell Juggling
$5,000,HI Budget
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Slezak’s 'Son-Spot
The' “Slezak A: Son” pilot starring Walter Slezak, though fi¬
nanced by CBS;TV and originally plotted for that web's fall
schedule, may very well end ujjS oh NBC-TV or ABC-TV. Both webs,
along with CBS, are showing -the pilot to prospective clients in
hopes of selling the property for the fall. Ashley-Steiner agency,
which reps Slezak, is also peddling the film.
. As of the moment, both Slezak and the property are free agents,
with none of the webs having them under option. Situation re¬
sults from the lapse of CBS-TV’s option several weeks ago,
after Lever Bros, refused to sign for the show for its Tuesday
8:30 slot on CBS. Under normal program development procedures,
the networks finance a pilot in return for a limited-time option
on the property, after which the film reverts to the star or packager
—in this, case, Slezak.
While‘CBS-TV has asked for a renewal of its option on the show,
Ashley-Steiner hasn’t consented on the basis that it wants to get
it sold as quickly as possible. While the agency hasn't ruled out a
CBS-TV renewal, it has authorized all three networks to peddle
the pilot and will contract with the first web which sells the show.
The negative and all rights-'to the property reside with Slezak, not
with CBS, as previously reported.
_’

Martin Block Turning 'Ballroom’
Over to Five Out-of-Town Jocks
Martin Block will have five outof-town deejay substitutes when
his five-week vacation from WABC,
N.Y., starts June 17. Block, who in
the past taped his radio- shows
when he vacationed, will be pick¬
ing up the jocks on a live weekly
rotation basis.
Deal has many angles, from the
hoped-for publicity value to dhe
ABC Radio key, to giving the deejays desirable New York exposure,
to helping, in some instances, sta¬
tions which are ‘nationally repre¬
sented by John Blair (same outfit
that handles WABC).
Subbing on Block-’s “Make Be¬
lieve Ballroom,” both in the 11 to
noon and 3 to 6 p.m. slots, will be
Bob Clayton, from WHDH, Boston;
Doug Arthur, WIBG, Philadelphia;
Ed McKenzie, WXYZ, ABC’s De¬
troit owned & operated station,
and “probably” Tom Edwards,
WERE, Cleveland. Stewart Barthelmess, WABC topper, is ne¬
gotiating with the Todd Storz sta¬
tions for • a jock primarily from
either its Miami or K,C. stations,
to bring it up to five. With the ex¬
ception of Clayton from WHDH,
which last year piped live broad¬
casts into a New York hotel suite
for the benefit of time buyers,
none of the other jocks, though
heavily bought in national spot,
has received New York exposure,
unless via audition tapes.
Both WHDH and WIBG are
(Continued on page 48)

WBCs‘Hey, Look
At Us As Indies
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s
five radio stations have all shown
increases in ratings and billings
since they dropped their netwbrk
affiliations and moved Into inde¬
pendent programming, WBC stated
this week. Average billings for the
five outlets - increased 23.5% in
the first four months of 1957 over
the same period last year.
On the audience front, WBC
claims Pulse figures show KDKA,
Pittsburgh, has jumped from third
to first place in the city with a 13%
share Increase from 6 a.m. to mid¬
night; KEX, Portland, Westinghouse states, has moved up from
third to second place in the market
and is neck-and-neck for first in
weekday morning hours; WBZWBZAji Boston, moved up from
third to first place in Nielsen rat¬
ings; KYW, Cleveland, jumped
from second to first on the Niel¬
sens; and WOWO, Ft. Wayne, con¬
tinues in first place and has moved
its Pulse share up tp 40%.
WBZ prez Don McGannon said
that when the company disaffili¬
ated its stations, it set up 'an 18month development program for
local programming success. Though
he still considers the 18-month
span the minimum period neces¬
sary for the complete transition,
he claims the stations are running
six months ahead of their sched¬
ule.
,

♦-;---

WFIL-TVi Storm Centre
Philadelphia, May 28.
WFIL-TV becomes a full-fledged
weather bureau, with what the
station believes will be first use
of actual weather reporting instru¬
ments in studio.. Panel of meters
actuated by rooftop instruments,
indicates wind' velocity, relative
humidity, barometric pressure and
temperature.'
Actual records on a group ojE
five meters will be interpreted by
Francis Davis, professor of meteorolgy at Drexel Institute. Davis, a
member of the American Meteor¬
ological Society, is authorized to
receive and report data on the
U. S. Weather Bureau teletype
network.

Delco Dickering
Lowell Thomas
Hoiir Tint Series

CBS Nixes Equal Time To Dominican
Republic In Galindez B’cast Beef
♦
By BOB CHANDLER
The largest and most ambitious
schedule of one-shot color “spe¬
cials” ever devised for a single
season—more than 95 one-shot
shows—is in the works at NBC-TV
for next fall. The schedule em¬
braces three principal facets,
music-variety-drama, the new onlocation drama technique and the
public affairs-public service field.
While ‘it is almost a certainty
that not every show currently being
planned will , eventually reach the
telecast stage,^the number to which
NBC is already committed con¬
stitutes an all-time high, a total
of 64 one-hour and 90-jninute
shows. This latter figure includes
29 public affairs-public service
ventures, mostly earmarked for
Sunday afternoons, and also 14
one-hour show divided among Bob
Hope, Jerry Lewis and Dean Mar¬
tin.
Others in the “definite” fold in¬
clude six “Hallmark Hall of Fame”
shows, the Emmy and Oscar Award
telecasts and one-shot specials
like “Annie Get Your Gun” Nov.
27, the twQ-hour General Motors
anniversary show Nov. 3, “Pinocchio” Oct. 13, a Standard Oil show
Oct. 13, the Perry Como “Pied
Piper” spec, the Groucho Marx
“Time Out for Elizabeth” comedy,
four shows by Sol Hurok, actual
formats not decided, and Saul Jaffe’s Christmas production of “Hans
Brinker.”
On-Location. Dramas
The on-location dramas, derived
from the web's experiences with
“Wide Wide World,” are five in
number, and at least a couple may
be done by Hallmark. They are
“John Brown’s Body,” based on
the Stephen Vincent Benet epic
poem and done from Harper's
Ferry; Nathaniel Hawthorne’s “The
Scarlet Letter,” televised * from
North
Salem,
Mass.,
where
“WWW” producer Herb Sussan is
already
surveying the
setup;
“Huckleberry Finn,” done from a
raft on the Mississippi off Hanni¬
bal, Mo.; a western drama from
Arizona and a Revolutionary War
drama from'Williamsburg. Special
events chief and “WWW” exec pro¬
ducer Barry Wood will do these.
In the public affairs field, there
are five “NBC Opera” telecasts,
and a new umbrella series called
“Wisdom” which will include at
least five “Wise. Men” interviews
(see separate story) and also at
least one show on mental health
and one show on the medical pro¬
fession. Wood is preparing a fiveshow series on space, each an hour
live-and-film and dealing with mis¬
siles, space medicine, jets, etc. Web
is putting its recently-acquired
Martin Agronsky to work to do a
series of 10 hourlong “news in
(Continued on page 48)

Delco division of General Motors
is negotiating with CBS-TV for
seven special one-hour time slots
for a series of color films starring
Lowell Thomas next fall. Series,
still untitled, would be a combina¬
tion travel-political commentary
show with Thomas as producer- and
narrator. Delco sponsors Thomas,
on CBS Radio, incidentally.
Deal, being worked out by Campbell-Ewald radio tv-veep Bill McHug and production supervisor
Don Kratz, originally involved Pat
Weaver as a principal, but he has
since bowed out, having acted on a
consultative basis at the request
of Thomas. Understood the films
will utilize some of the footage
filmed but not used for Thomas’
Cinerama'' production • Of “Seven
Wonders of the World,” but will
also have plenty - of fresh footage
to be shot abroad this summer.
Format’s been described as a
Ralston-Purina has thrown a
cross between “Wonders” and “See roadblock into' NBC-TV’s Friday
It Now.”
night picture for the fall by hold¬
ing out on approval of the ndw
MCA-TV “Manhunt” series for its
alternate-week sponsorship of the
9 p.m. period.
Ralston, which
shares the spot with American To¬
Jan Murray’s “Dollar a Second” bacco, reportedly is still high on
game-quiz, off the air since last “Big •Story,”' which “Manhunt” is
September, returns for the sum¬ due to replace, and is looking into
mer via NBC-TV, where it will fill the possibility of salvaging “Story”
in as one of the two replacements via another slot. American To¬
for Sid Caesar. “Dollar” moves into bacco, on the other hand, is firm
the Saturday 9:30-10 spot on June on dropping “Story” and has“"aland runs through mid-Septem¬ ready committed for the new cops
ber. Other Caesar replacement, at ’n’ robbers segment.
Final decision from Ralston
9, is “George Sanders Mystery
isn’t due for a couple of weeks, but
Theatre.”
Understood NBC has also op¬ NBC.has some protection on hand
tioned the “Dollar” property for in the person of Socony-Mobil Oil
use as a regular entry in the fall. Co., which has placed its first net¬
Originally a French-created show, work order with NBC. Socony has
“Dollar” ran for a couple of sea¬ ordered Ralston’s alternate week,
sons on ABC-TV before it was and if the cereal outfit decides to
dropped for Murray’s vehicle of go elsewhere, NBC will welcome
this year, “Treasure Hunt,” which Socony in as the “Manhunt” skipweekerr
I
itself is being scrapped.

Ralston Likes ‘Story,’
Won’t Go Along With
New ‘Manhunt’ Series

‘DOLLAR A SECOND’
BACK FOR SUMMER
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OFFICE BOY TO TOP KICK
Ruff's 20-Year Span In AM-TV
Climaxed by Helming KOMO
Oklahoma City, May 28.
Raymond Ruff, who started out
as an office boy for KOMO in 1937,
has returned ns Station manager of
the 50,000-watter. He replaces Sol '
Schildhause, managing partner who
has sold his interest in the station
and withdrawn from operation.
Ruff has been commercial man¬
ager of radio station KTOK, Okla¬
homa City, returning to KOMO
with a background of nearly 20
years in radio and tv With experi¬
ence in virtually every phase of
station operation. With the excep¬
tion of time out for World War II
and the Korean War as an airforce
pilot, he was with KOMO from
1937 to 1953 in such capacities as
traffic manager, program director,
sales promotion manager, and sales
promotion manager.

CBS-TV Daytime
Coffers Swelled;
$6,000,000 Deals
CBS-TV enriched its daytime
coffers to the tune of nearly
$6,000,000 in gross time sales last
week, roping in ’six advertisers for
longterm commitments on five of
its daytime shows. Advertisers are
Vick Chemical, Florida Citrus, Ar¬
mour & Co., General Foods, Pet
Milk and Dow Chemical.
Breakdown on the sales has
Vicks coming in for $1,100,000 with
an alternate-week quarter-hour in
“Our Miss Brooks,” Garry Moore,
“Edge of Night” and “As the World
Turns,” taking over some of the
time vacated by Procter & Gamble
in the latter two shows. (CBS, in¬
cidentally, hasn’t finalized the rest
of its deal with Vicks involving
nighttime purchase of the “Grey
Ghosts” series for Sundays at 6.)
Florida Citrus is spending $1,500,000 and Armour $1,100,000 for a
quarter-hour weekly each in “Ar¬
thur Godfrey Time,” while General
Foods is putting $1,100,000 into
Garry Moore, -with Dow .throwing
$300,000 into the Moore pot via an
alternate-week quarter-hour in.the
Moore show. Pet Milk’s $600,000
outlay will go into an alternateweek quarter-hour of “Edge of
Night.”
The new CBS business marks the
web’s first major daytime upturn
since early spring,' when NBC
started pitching advertisers with
the story of its spectacular rise in
daytime ratings. .CBS, which since
increased the size of its lead,
bounced back again last Week.

CBS Radio found v itself in the
unique position this Week of re¬
fusing a request for equal time
from a foreign power. Network
refused to grant the Dominican Re¬
public free time to give a rebuttal
of the network's “The GalindezMurphy Case: A Chronicle of Ter¬
ror,” an hourlong documentary
narrated by Edward R-. Murrow and
broadcast last Monday (-20). More-^
over, the network repeated the"
broadcast last night (Tues.).
The Dominican request came in
the form of a letter from Richard
Klemfuss, assistant director of the
Dominican Republic Information
Center in N. Y., addressed to Mur¬
row with a carbon copy to public,
affairs
director Irving Gitlin.
Klemfuss declared that the Do¬
minican government felt the doc¬
umentary on the disappearance of
the anti-Trujillo Columbia U.
scholar and the young American
flyer was “not balanced or impar¬
tial” and that it was done “with
apparent prejudice” against a U.S.
ally.
Klemfuss’ deimand complained of“scant time” devoted to the official
Dominican Republic statements on
the program, and of “omissions” in
the presentation. It spoke of a
“lack of evidence” and the tenden¬
cy of CBS to seek out “ultra-liber¬
al” opinions on the case as con¬
trasted with the absence of spokes¬
men for the Dominican, view
Klemfuss did admit that officials
of the Dominican government con¬
tacted by the program for inter¬
views did refuse, but because the
“nature and direction” of the pro¬
gram was unknown to them at the
time.
Letter requested that in the
event that CBS did not take up its
request for free time favorably, it
furnish the Dominican government
with its schedule of Class A quar¬
ter-hour and half-hour lime on
weeknights, hinting that the Re¬
public might offer to purchase
time for its reply.
However,
Klemfuss also indicated that the
Republic might buy time in rival
media for its answer, as it did with
(Continued on page 48)

Pepsi Buys Half
Of Mary’s'Annie

Pepsi-Cola has purchased half
sponsorship of “Annie Get Your
Gun,” the Mary Martin-starring
two-hour televersion of the Irving
Berlin musical slated for Nov. 27
.on NBC-TV. Soft drink outfit wall
share the $400,000 time & talent
tab on the special with Pontiac.
Meanwhile, John Raitt has been
signed to play opposite Miss Mar¬
tin in the television version as u'ell
as the summer stage presentation
on the Coast under the Edwin Les¬
ter Los Angeles and San Francisco
Civic Light Opera auspices. Vin¬
cent J. Donehue, who’s freelancing
on the CBS-TV “Playhouse 90”
series, will direct both the stage
and television shows.
The Pepsi deal, set via Kenyon &
Eckhardt, reflects the soft drink
outfit’s enthusiasm for high-priced,
Looks like Remington Rand will specials. Its last purchase was for
throw-in its available fall budget half sponsorship on CBS-TV's
with CBS-TV this week, with the “Cinderella.”
shaver outfit currently considering
two time periods at the web. Al¬
though it has already given CBSTV an order for alternate Fridays
Pat Weaver yesterday (Tues.)
at 8, company is also considering affected the first affiliation agree¬
switching that to Thursday at 8, in ment with his Program Service Inc.
which case it would Cosponsor the network by signing a pact with
new “Harbourmaster” series.
WGN-TV in Chicago.
Weaver,
Friday period is held down alter¬ who already has some eight day¬
nately by General Foods, which time shows on the drawing board
hasn’t yet firmed up a show for the and also has his first sponsor,
spot to succeed “West Point.” The Cocoa-Marsh, in -two for “Ding
Thursday period, on the other Dong School,” hopes, to get affili¬
hand, is all set program-wise, with ates lined up in eight markets by
R. J. Reynolds, the alternate-week the first of July, when his network
sponsor, having firmed up “Har¬ is scheduled to take to the air.
bourmaster” for the period. Show
Deal was signed in Chicago by
is a Ziv-produced package out of Weaver1 and Giraud Chester, his
the William Esty agency which program chief, and WGN-TV v.p.
Ward Quaal.
stars Barry Sullivan.

REMINGTON RAND’S
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Prince Philip
Sol Sabs Socks TV Comedy ‘Cycles’; Can’tAs See
TV Product Plugger
::
‘Sophisticated’ Segs Can Still Click
Hollywood, May 28.
The huge audiences which en¬
joyed the “great sophisticated
comedies'* of the '30s and '40s
haven’t changed, or disappeared, or
died, or lowered their standards,
says tv scripter Sol Saks.’ Rather,
he believes, they were alienated
by a flock of “imitators and camp
followers," and “when the public
got tired of this stale, product,
these men with their rumps on the
pulse of America went charging
through Gower St., shouting that
the cycle is past.”
Resigned, Saks foresees the day
when a sophisticated comedy will
click ajjjain, and the producers will
get down their previously-shelved
scripts and go through the “cycle"
again. Saks himself is unconvinced
by the “cyclical" . concept of filmmaking.
“This sort of comedy has always
b^en accepted by the public and
I believe it always will. The 'cycles’
that some producers speak of exist
only in their minds," he com¬
mented.
It’s possible to do sophisticated
comedy on tv, avers Saks, who’s
currently penning the Howard
Duff-Ida Lupino “Mr. Adams &
Eve" series and who created “My
Eavorite' Husband" for. CBS-TV.
First, he contends that sophisticar
tion is not an antonym for slap¬
stick. Rather, he defines it as
“comedy of intelligent people, who
react intelligently to probable situ¬
ations."
The Phil Silvers and Sid Caesar
Shows, although broad, are adult,
witty and satirical programs which
also fit into this category, Saks
states.
“Sophisticated
comedy
doesn’t have to be people in a
drawing room, dressed in evening
clothes, who all speak like Noel
Coward. It has to be adujt and an
amusing mirror of human foibles.”
Saks challenged the imagined
obstacle of censorship to such
comedy, “I have found .that censor¬
ship on tv is generally about as
liberal as movies were ‘in their best
days. I don’t know why the domes¬
tic couples in situation comedy
must be portrayed as sexless. Since
sex in the case of married couples
is moral, legal and interesting, I
see no reason why audiences can’t
be left with the impression that
a married couple occasionally
shares the same bed."
Another imagined handicap is
the proverbial 12-year-old mind of
the tv audience. “I’ve never felt
that people outside of show busi¬
ness are less bright than those in
it," he comments.
However, a real obstacle to him
is the limitation of 26 minutes to
tell a story. “You can only use
situations which can be developed
and resolved in that time," lie
notes, “and you must leave your
main characters exactly, as you
found them."
Additionally, tjie old bromide
about “people you can invite into
your living room every week" holds
true,, Saks contends. “Unless they
are always likeable and sympa¬
thetic, they will be upwelcome,"
he states.
“There are no cycles," Saks con¬
cludes. “A good show, done by
capable people, will always be
successful."
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Harry Ackerman Named
H’wood Prexy of ATAS
Hollywood, May 28.
Harry Ackerman was elected
prexy of Hollywood chapter of
Academy of TV Arts & Sciences
for ’57-’58. Other officers for up¬
coming year are Sheldon Leonard,
first, v.p.; Frederick de Cordova,
second v.p.; Jane Wyatt, secretary,
Loren L. Ryder, treasurer, and Desi
Arnaz, W. Fenton Coe and Wayne
Tiss, executive committeemen.
At same meet, Ackerman, Leon¬
ard, Arnaz, de Cordova and Ry¬
der were elected to two-year terms
as Hollywood reps on the new ’ra¬
tional board of trustees, and Coe,
Miss Wyatt, Tiss, True Boardman
and C. Robert Longenecker, to oneyear terms.
Longenecker was
elected to national board, despite
fact that he’s not a* member this
year of local board. However, he
was elected for his service as act-ing prexy during most of past term.

Dennis James’ Kine On
‘What Makes You Tick?’
Dennis James, currently (hi his
second* 13-week cycle as emce.e of
NBC-^TV’s ...Chicago - originating
“Club. 60" daytimer, planed into
N. Y. over the weekend to cut a
kinescope’ of* a neW audience-par¬
ticipation
show
for
ABC-TV.
Planned as a half-hour daytime
strip', the show is titled “What
Makes You Tick?"
Rinnie was cut Monday night
(27) at the Ely see Theatre before
a live audience, with James missing
out on his “Club 60" for the one
day. He had planed in the previ¬
ous weekend for a runthrough on
the. segment as well. ABC-TV will
peddle the.kinnie as a daytime en¬
try, but won’t, put the show on theair unless it’s sold.

WMGM Experiments With
Single Band Transmission
With Blessing of FCC
A new system of “compatible
single side band transmission" to
improve fidelity in ordinary radio
receivers i* being experimented
upon by WMGM, Gotham radio in¬
die.
Experimentation is being
carried on with FCC approval. The
station said that should the out¬
come be “encouraging" it is pos¬
sible the Federal agency will au¬
thorize use of the single band sys¬
tem on a more extensive basis to
obtain further public reaction.
System was developed by Leon¬
ard Kahn, prexy of Kahn Research
Labs on Long Island, and for the
past month WMGM has been con¬
ducting preliminary tests to check
and improve adjustments.
Now
the station intends to begin a series
of regular tests from 5 to 6 ayem,
under the temporary experimental
call letters- KE2XUT, with the sta¬
tion’s regular call letters, rein¬
stituted the rest of the day.
WMGM felt that the system can
reduce the effects of both interfer¬
ence and fading, without listeners
having to jiggle dials at the set.
Station notes that should the plan
be successful, the 50 kw outlet’s
coverage would “further be en¬
larged due to a significant reduc¬
tion in the effects of fading and co¬
channel interference."

Harry, Elmer Balaban
Buy 2 Radio Stations
Chicago, May 28. ;
Harry and Elmer Balaban, own¬
ers of the H&E Balaban theatre
circuit, haVe increased their radio
holdings to four stations with the
acquisition last week of WIL in St.
Louis and.WWIL, Ft. Lauderda e,
Fla. Reportedly, the brothers of
Barney and the late John Balaban
paid $650,000 for the pair of AM
independents.
Other radio properties
are
WRIT, ‘Milwaukee, and KFBI,
Wichita. • The two H&E Bajaban tv
stations are WT-VO in Rockford
and.WICS in Springfield, JU.

London, May 21.
The Independent Teleyision Au¬
thority has turned down an offer
to share the BBC-TV airing’ on
June 30 of a 60-minute program
emceed by Prince Philip. The BBC
planned the broadcast to introduce
the International Geophysical Year,
and, as a “royal occasion," offered
to share it under the television
charter.
• An ITA’ spokesman, giving the
reasons for the 'refusal, said that
the show was essentially a BBC
production and would give no
breaks for advertising. Commer¬
cials before or after the program
would also present. problems, be¬
cause the programmers would have
to insure that the Prince was not
connected, even indirectly, with
the plugging of any product.

Texas Asks Access
To Courtrooms
Temple, Tex.,. May 28.
The United Press Broadcasters
Association of - Texas called upon
the State Bar of Texas to “take a
firm stand of approval for the ad¬
mission of radio and television to
the courtroom."
’ A resolution, to be presented to
the State Bar, was unanimously
adopted at the second annual con¬
vention of the United Press broad¬
casters. It also called for admis¬
sion of newspaper cameramen to
the courtroom.
A companion resolution called
upon the Texas Association 'of
Broadcasters to draw up a code
of conduct and eth:cs for radio and
television reports to be submitted
to the State Bar.
The resolutions were adopted after study of a brief “in behalf of
the case for admission of radio and
tv to the courtroom" by Harry Van
Slyke of KITE, San Antonio.
He reminded the broadcasters
that where radio and tv are admit¬
ted into' courtrooms in Texas now,
it is a privilege, rather than a right.
“We have a right to be there,
but nobody has given us that
righV’ he said. “It behooves us to
organize our thinking, get together
drm. demand rights.”
Gene Lewis of KCEN - TV,
Temple, was elected prez of the
United Press broadcasters for the
coming year. He succeeds Larry
Rasco of KRLD, Dallas.

Pliil Hoffman to Helm
WTCN for Time Inc.
Minneapolis, May 28.
With official transfer of the lo¬
cal WTGN tv and'radio stations to
Time Inc., Phil Hoffman has been
appointed general manager and
named vice-president. He comes
from KLZ, Denver, where, he was
general manager.
Millard Robertson, who had been
general manager, of the two sta¬
tions under the previous owner¬
ship, remains, as manager.
Wayne Coy, former FCC chair¬
man and erstwhile Albuquerque,
N. M.,-station owner,’is the new
president of both the Time station
here and ;the one acquired at In¬
dianapolis^ Ind., in- the package
deal. His headquarters will be in
Indianapolis.

TeleMation’s ‘No Error Era
A new electronic development called TeleMation was unveiled
at a press demonstration in New York by the Teleprompter Corp.
New system, developed by the company’s engineering depart¬
ment, copes electronically with the problem of synchronizing
the speaker’s words with offstage effects. By wiring the' teleprompter, TeleMation works similarly to an alarm clock that turns
on the radio, toaster or the furnace.
Precisely as the speaker says a cue word, ah aluminum strip
positioned on the teleprompter script reaches a contact. An elec¬
tronic circuit to the TeleMation unit is triggered and things start
happening—a film projector may start grinding, a slide projector
may start working, spotlights may be turned on or off, or recorded,
music, sound effects _or voices may v. blare forth. The desired effect,
whatever it may be, is activated ihstahtly and automatically.
Already in use as part of teleprompter’s group communications .
service for the staging of business meetings, the TeleMation
system is being perfected for’ use in television so that fluff-proof
commercials can be assured. Bugs being ironed out are the click¬
ing sound caused by activating an offstage effect. It’s felt by
Teleprompter P.orp, that development of TeleMation system for
tv will eliminate elements of human error and assure split-second
,
timing, with no lost or late cues and no slips or boners.
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . ,
Marc Merson tapped to handle casting chores for Studio One Sum¬
mer Theatre," which tyorman Felton is producing; Allxe Gordin
handles casting for the show during the regular season . . ,°L, Byron
Cherry upped to v.p, in change of a new finance & management serv¬
ices dept, at CBS' Inc. , . . Director of the May 7 “Kraft Theatre" ”
presentation of “Flesh & Blood" waS Davld Greene, not'Frank Pacellt
as listed in the Variety review and on NBC-TV credit sheets . . . Adele
Si?: Greene, ex-WTVJ, Miami, moves to American Research Bureau as
exec secretary to Jack Gross, head of the N. Y. office . . . Donald Buka
planed to the .Coast for a “Matinee Theatre" appearance this week . , ,
Weed & Co. tapped to rep KATR, Corpus Christ! 50,000-watter . . ,
Howard Berk rejoining CBS—this time on the television side—as
assistant to trade & business news manager Harry Feeney and also
to handle publicity for Sydney Rubin's CBS Television Enterprises
merchandising operation. Berk had been CBS Radio trade chief until
March, when he left to join Bernard Relin Associates . . . Series of
interviews on advertising and public relations, including talks by
Erwin. Wasey prez Dave Williams and Wyle Associates veep Jack
| Bernstein, conducted by Voice of- America's Jacques BabJon for airing
on the Chaine Nationale in France . . . Bill Hayes signed fpr a series
of guest anpearances on the “Home" sho^, kicking off tomorrow
(Thurs.) and then including fulV-week stints the.weeks of June 3, July
29 and Au*. 5 . . . Allan Swift did the voices for a new animated
industrial film foT CBS-TV on the history of the web, and also did
the voices for an animated commercial for Nestea for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample . . .
Carol Reed resumes her WCBS-TV weathercasting chores June 3
. . . Paul Tripp celebrates his third year as producer-host of WCBSTV’s “On the Carousel” Saturday (1) and brings hack some of his
school-age discoveries, including “$64,000 Question" winner Robert
Strom . . . Steve Allen and WRCA-WRCA-TV director of sales Max
Buck speaking today (Wed.) at a Pharma-Craft sales ■ meeting (outfit
will sponsor Allen in the fall) . / . Hal Hough, WCBS-TV program
chief, and his wife, Annette Hough of Benton & Bowles, off for a twoweek vacation back to home state of Missouri . . Jimmy Yoham did
the voice part of the Ernie Kovacs' “John the Mouse” sketch on “Fes¬
tival of Magic" Monday (27l . . . United. Air Lines has purchased half
sponsorship of Herman Hickman's WCBS sports strip . . . Paul Scan¬
lon named resident auditor of CBS Inc. and Frank Townley appointed
chief auditor for CBS Television in Hollywood . . , WRCA-WRCA-TV
special events producer Roone Arledge elected president of Columbia
U.’s , Class of 1952 ... CBS Radio prez Arthur Hull Hayes receives
an honorary Doctor of Laws degree to'day (Wed.) at Loyola U. of New
Orleans, where he's delivering the commencement address . . . Robert
(Shad) Northshield, associate producer on the “Seven Lively Arts,"
touring the south to film a program on revivalism : . . Jane Stanley,
^ex-assistant to the program director of BBC in N.Y., to Westinghouse
Broadcasting as exec secretary to program v.p.; Dick Pack . . . Four
key changes at BBD&O’s radio-tv dept.: John Hoagland, formerly in
Charge of radio-tv programming, becomes tv account exec on Lever
Bros, and General Mills accounts; George" Polk, in charge of radio-tv
planning, also takes on Hoagland’s programming chores; Don Rowe,
ex-head of radio-tv production in the Hollywood office, becomes radio¬
tv account exec on the Lucky Strike account, and Robert Stefan, ex¬
assistant to the Horywood office v.p., takes over Rowe’s production
chores there . . . Charles Carroll into the cast, of “Our GAl Sunday"
. . . Joan Mens!, secretary to* CBS Radio station administration v.p.
Jules Dundes, engaged to Mario Morson . . Claire Mann leaves for a
trip to the Continent for the summer and makes her last tv appear¬
ance this season on “Stand Up and Be Counted" today (Wed.) . . .
Galen Drake received a citation from the American Heritage Founda¬
tion for his “get out the vote" work in last year’s election . . . Richard
J, Butterfield, ex-business manager for CBS Newsfllm in N.Y., and
more recently general manager of WARD and WARD-TV in Johns¬
town, Pa., joined KCRG (tv and AM), Cedar Rapids, Iowa, as manager
. . . Dick Stahlberger, WCBS sales promotion manager, won first prize
in the N.J. Sports Writers Assn, feature writing contest . . . Sami
Cook Digges, g.m. of WCBS-TV, honored Saturday night (25) at the
Sheraton-Astor for his work as Greater New York chairman of the
Third Annual Campaign of National Retarded Children's Week . . .
John Henry Faulk received a plaque from the N.J. State Food Mer¬
chants Assns. fdr.his work in behalf of the food industry . . . Joe Silver,
tv actor, out on the tented circuit for five weeks, playing Wallingford,
Conn., and Warwick, R.I., in “Pajama Game” . . . Mutual will present
ort-the-air tributes to the late Mrs. Margaret Wynne Jones Paris of
Philadelphia throughout Sunday (2), honoring the founder of Shut-Ins
Day Assn. . . . WLIB is adding 20 news periods weekly to Its schedule,
bringing the total weekly news broadcasts to 52. Additional news
shows will be heard every hour on the half-hour from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday . . . Martin Starr, Hollywood commentator for
MBS, emceed the world premiere of “A Face in the Crowd” at the
Globe last night (Tues.) ... On keeping up with a had-been Quiz Kid:
Joan Bishop, once a pig-tailed member of radio’s first Qui? Kid panel,
is the new singer-pianist at Fifth Avenue’s Number One Bar. She’s
also working on the package of a kiddie-question tv show.
Last guest Mike Wallace will interview on WABD’s “Nightbeat"
before he turns completely to his ABC chores is Teddy Nadler of
“$64,000 Challenge" on Friday (31) . . . Phil Cohan, producer of Guy
Mitchell's fall ABC-TV'er, has inked director Kevin Joe Johnson,
musical director Earl Sheldon and choreographer Ted Cappy to the
half-hour live showcase . . . Peter Goelet, prexy of National Audience
Board, is turning over findings of NAB’s study on W blurbs to the
Federal Trade Commisison’s investigative arm in connection* with the
study of false and misleading advertising . . . ABC ad-promotion staffer
Maxine Brodsky will marry non-pro Bernard Altman next Weekend
... . Stan Burns is back on WINS, with 10 to 11 ayem airing acrossthe-board . . . Deejay Alan Fredericks from WGBB, Freeport, L.I., is
doing a series of in-person record hops along' the peninsula this
month.
Dick Pack and Ralph Harmon, program and engineering v.p.’s for
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., received the parent Westinghouse
Electric’s highest award, the Order of Merit and “silver ‘‘W’,” from
Westinghouse prexy-board chairman Gwilym Price, at a dinner last
night (Tues.) at the Duquesne Club in Pittsburgh . . . Carroll Carroll
scripting “Five Stars for Springtime," the Sid Caesar one-shot re¬
placement show Saturday (1), which will star Patti Page, Nat King
Cole and June Valli, with Joe Cates producing, and Harry Sosnik con¬
ducting the. orch . . . CBS art-advertising-promotion director Lou
Dorfsman, a member of the New York Recorder Society, appeared with
the group’s “quintet in concerts at Carl Fischer Hall and the Steiner
School last week .
*. CBS United Nations correspondent Larry
LeSueur will speak at the National Strategy Seminar of the Army War
College At Carlisle Barracks, Pa., June 11-13 . . . Eddie Fisher, together
with frau Debbie Reynolds and manager Milton Blackstone, leave today
(Wed.) on the Queen Elizabeth for London, where Fisher opens at the
Palladium June 10. After 'his stint there, they will scout England and
the Continent for talent for his NBC-TV’er in the fall . . . Herb Evers
(Continued on page 34)
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L’AFFAIRE COHEN: RED HOT
Closed TV: Newest Therapy
Hollywood, May 28.
The most private fclosed circuit telecast in history was financed
by General Electric Industrial Television and Pacific Telephone Sc
Telegraph Co. to bring nine hours of the second annual Convene
tion of California Press Photographers at Disneyland to the bed¬
side of a critically ill veteran lenser. It’s estimated the telecast
cost around $5,000.
Cameras picked up the proceedings at Disneyland, which were
■microwaved to Mount Wilson thence to a set at the bedside of
Buck Forbes, quarter century mAn with the Los Angeles Exam¬
iner who is a cancer victim. Idea originated with fotogs Frank
Worth and Bill Brunk who wanted Forbes to feel he's still part of
lenser’s association. GE and Pacific T&T cheerfully picked up the
tab for what'doctors called the “greatest therapy" Forbes could
have had.
•
.
__

MORE & MORE Buckley’s 2-Way DuMont Stretch
REPERCUSSIONS As WNEW Boss Extends Influence

4 Richard D. Buckley’s influence in
the overall DuMont Broadcasting
The repercussions to the con¬
Spec Double Feature
sphere became official this week
troversial, potentially libelous
when the president of WNEW,
Mickey Cohen appearance two
. Honolulu, May 28.
-N. Y., the newest addition to the
Sundays back on Mike Wallace’s
Even the spectaculars are
station
chain, became vicepresident
ABG-TV half-hour are being felt
being double-billed in Hono¬
of programming and sales for the
in ever-widening circles, and a pal¬
lulu.*
parent company. Move came much
lor has fallen over the new inter¬
KONA-TV will present two
more rapidly than most insiders
view show. Involved now—besides
90-minute productions Satur¬
anticipated, and some sources be¬
Wallace, Cohen -and’ the Los An¬
day night (1). Station claims
lieve it was made because Buckgeles police officials Cohen blasted,
this is the first time, such *an
ley’s power is already great enough
are CBS-TV, “What’s My Line?’’
event has happened anywhere
for him to take control of DuMont.
John Daly, in further' problems
on television.
vis-a-vis Wallace, ABC-TV boss
Producers’ Showcase ver¬
Ted Cott will continue as veep
Oliver Treyz and Seaboard insur¬
sion of “Cinderella" ballet will
in charge of DuMont television
ance company.
be the curtain-raiser. It’ll be
on a contract that runs until the
'followed by the NBC Spectacu¬
end of the year.
After ABC-TV
v.p.-in-charge
lar “Mr. Broadway," the story
Treyz went on the latest Wallace
Key personnel from WABD, Du¬
of George M. Cohan.
offering, and preceded the regular
Mont’s New York tv’er, and from
questioning with a disclaimer to
WNEW have been given additional
Cohen’s “wholly unjustified state¬
duties in a cross-patterning of ex¬
Within another two years closed- 4ments,” there was some trade con¬
ecutives to fill in gaps that exist
circuit television will be as im¬
jecture as to what the network
in both stations. In the instance of
portant a part of advertising agen¬
WABD, it has been lacking for
Henry Grossman has been upped thought, it,.had to gain by such
cy billing as any major medium to¬ to the new post of director of tactics. It was reported by a source
at least a year an explicit program
day, according to Irving B. Kahn, facilities operations at CBS-TV close to the situation that Treyz
boss, also heads for its research
president of the TelePrompTer under Ed Saxe, web’s v.p. in charge
and advertising departments. On
the other hand, WNEW gets from
Corp.
of production. Grossman has been
Rehearsed Ad Libs?
WABD (and DuMont generally) a
Kahn bases his predicition on re¬ director of operations for the web
general counsel and further aid in
ports from leading ad agencies for the past four years.
Los Angeles, May 28.
the administrative-financial end.
which are including closed tv as
An engineer^ Grossman had pre¬
Mickey Cohen told investi¬
Key man from WNEW to be
an essential element in forthcom¬ viously been assistant to the v.p.
gators from the L. A. District
moved
also into WABD is John M.
A fully-sponsored “Wide Wide
ing campaigns for major clients. in charge of operations and had
Attorney’s office last week
(Jack)
Grogan, WNEW program
World"
and
a
two-thirds
sold
(so
The TelePrompTer president also been director of plant and con¬
that Mike Wallace asked him
far) “Omnibus" will share the Sun¬ chief. He adds similar duties at
calls attention to the large-scale struction. He’s been with CBS
questions before the -contro¬
WABD
to
his regular chores. Pro¬
day
4
to
5:30
p.m.
period
on
NBCincrease in the use of the closed- for 27 years.
versial ABC show, to deter¬
TV next fall. As an Interesting gramming at both WABD and
circuit television medium this year
mine how he’d answer them
WTTG,
DuMont’s
Washington tele¬
intratrade
rivalry,
“Omnibus"
on
by business and industry. This
on the air.
its alternate weeks will be opposite vision outlet, have until now been
year’s business in closed tv, Kahn
One of Wallace’s research
under
the
direct
control of Cott.
its CBS counterpart, “The Seven
states, will exceed the volume
staff has said since that Wal¬
Lively Arts" for a half-hour, since Veep Cott has been with DuMont
the previous three years. He notes*,
lace only saw Cohen 10 to 15
for
a
year-and-a-half.
’Arts" is scheduled to occupy the
for example, that the first quarter
minutes before 10 p.m. airtime
Other exec shifts were made in
Sunday 5 to 6 hour on CBS.
of 1957 saw the production of 15
and “not for extensive ques¬
the company. Richard Geismer, a
multi-city large-screen closed-cirtioning, but just as a matter
The Sunday lineup for NBC fell longtime DuMont employee and as¬
c'l’t shows as compared with six
establishing rapport." He add¬
into place last week when the net¬ sistant treasurer and executive as¬
for the same period of the previous
ed that two^ days earlier Cohen
work finalized its $6,700,000 re¬ sistant to Bernard Goodwin, Du¬
‘ year.
was interviewed in detail by'
newal with General Motors for a Mont prexy, will also help out at
research and “gave every ^in¬
third year of “WWW." Unlike last WNEW. Robert Dreyer, DuMont’s
Kahn refers to closed-circuit tel¬
dication he didn’t like (Los
evision as the third medium, a me¬
year’s setup, where various GM di¬ legal chieftain, will add to his
Angeles Chief of Police) Wil¬
Product conflict, an increasingly
dium designed to inform and in¬
visions bought segments of the duties the legal matters of the
liam Parker, hut he wasn’t
struct a company’s far-flung per¬ bothersome issue for television, has
show, this year’s purchase was New York radio station.
asked what he intended to say
made by the GM parent company
sonnel, salesmen, dealers and dis¬ forced Helene Curtis to withdraw
Originally, when WNEW was
on the air, because then, in a
for the show In toto and the parent
tributors in product development, its order for alternate-week spon¬
(Continued on page 34)
sense, his remarks would have
advertising and exploitation cam¬ sorship of “Dick & the Duchess" on
will asigmthe divisions to various
been rehearsed."
segments of the show or will use
paigns, and policy matters. Aid in CBS-TV. The network has decided
to
keep
the
show
as
its
Saturday
shaping company policy and keep¬
a straight GM institutional pitch.
ing a company’s representatives night 8:30 to 9 entry, with Mogen went on the 10 p.m. show'-pri¬
Following the GM renewal, NBC
throughout the country quickly and David wine as an alternate-week marily to satisfy, with his repudia¬ firmed “Omnibus,” signing.a deal
thoroughly informed, Kahn main¬ sponsor, but now must find another tion of Cohen, the demands of for the show with Robert Saudek,
tains, is a proper function of an skip-week bankroller to replace Seaboard Insurance Co.„ the out¬ who now owns the package after
Curtis.
,
advertising agency.
having produced it for the Ford
Reason for the Curtis withdrawal fit indemnifying the network Foundation, and accepted an order
As a result, he adds, the agen¬
against libel actions. Essence of
is
somewhat
tion
the
complicated
cies have begun to realize the
from Union Carbide for one-third
this
was
borne
out
by
another
value of closed tv as a rapid com¬ side. Cosmetic outfit presently ad¬ ABC source which said that Treyz’ sponsorship. Web then firmed up
NBC-TV this week effected a
munication medium and are be¬ vertises, its deodorant brands on carefully-phrased and carefully- Aluminum Ltd., another of the major reshuffle in its news Sc pub¬
ginning to include it in their media “What’s My Line’’ and its hair fixa¬ read (not even trusting the words show’s sponsors of the past season, lic affairs operation designed both
budgets. “Actually/’ Kahn says, tive on the “Gale Storm Show." to TelePromp.ter)' legal statement to another third and is now pitch¬ to upbeat news and to increase the
“closed-circuit television should be Curtis allocated the additional coin was of the nature of being “moved ing the remaining segment along creative output in special non-en¬
the first medium. Because only with which to order “Dick" to the to every possible device" to lessen Madison Ave.
tertainment programming. Under
when a company’s representatives hair product and seeking to take the network’s liability.
“WWW," which will utilize the shuffle, news and sports will
are thoroughly apprised of a firm’s advantage of CBS’ contiguous dis¬
be ‘ constituted as independent en¬
Charles
Van
Doren
for
some
of
its
Also,
since
the
show
on
Sunday
activities can other elements of a count feature, ordered the 8:30 on which Treyz appeared, there has shows dealing with historic loca¬ tities and will report' directly to
campaign be carried out success¬ time adjacent to the Gale Storm been no mean speculation as to tions, will begin Sept. 15 and will sales Sc programming exec veep
fully. Business has lost millions segment.
It did so, however, with the ideia how this will affect the future of total 20 shows during the season. Bob Kintner; a new special creative
of dollars annually because of its
Wallace’s guest choices. Dominat¬ "Omnibus" starts Oct. 20, then al¬ public affairs programming unit
(Continued on page 34)
failure to hand down properly to
under Henry (Pete) Salomon will
ing opinion is it will eliminate a ternates regularly with “WWW.”
lower echelons a company’s poli¬
report to program veep Manie
good portion of the potential guest
cies and aims.”
roster, particularly among those
Sacks; and Davidson Taylor con¬
who smack of criminality or for¬
Kahn,
whose
TelePrompTer
tinues as v.p. in charge of a smaller
mer criminality, even though it
Corp. recently diversified into the
public affairs operation but also
may not affect the incisiveness of
becomes a general program execu¬
(Continued on page 46)
Wallace’s questions.
tive under Sacks with supervision
Nixed For ‘What’s My Line?’
over “Wide Wide World" and “Om¬
Not
the
least
of
the
problems
nibus."
New York.
created is the chink that seems to
Bill McAndrew continues as di¬
Editor, Variety:
CBS-TV this week purchased the
In response to your scathing have shown up in the relationship 39 Jackie Gleason “Honeymoon¬ rector of the independent news
operation, which is in line for in¬
(Continued on page 46)
criticism of the script “Flesh and
ers’’ half-hours in an outright nega¬ creased activity (first such project
Blood" presented (May 8) on
tive purchase for a reported $750,- is a series of 10 hourlong “news in
“Kraft Television Theatre," let me
. Web is considering two alter¬
depth” shows next season with
state without reservation that I
natives for the films, either to use Martin Agronsky). Tom .Gallery
agree with you wholeheartedly. As
them on a network basis in “mar¬
NBC-TV will resume its series of the author of the original script,
ginal" time, such as the 7:30 slot¬ continues as director of sports,
hourlong IWise Men’’ interviews may I say I was sicker than any
ting currently occupied by “I Love likewise reporting directly to Kint¬
next fall with at least five such other viewer simply because the
American Tobacco, having .de¬ Lucy" reruns, or to turn them over ner. Salomon, who will continue
shows on the slate, three of which aired script bore no relation to cided that the “Marge & Gower to the CBS Television Film Sales to act as producer of “Project 20,"
will supervise in his new capacity
are already in the can,,. Most pro¬ what I had written and sold to J. Champion Show" won’t do as next subsidiary for syndication sale.
alf the operations of the' various
vocative may prove to be an inter¬ Walter Thompson. At the risk of season’s Jack Benny alternate,
Deal was made directly with. production & development units
view with Pablo Picasso, filmed in being doubted, f can only throw signed on “Bachelor Father" this
color. Picasso, a Communist sym¬ myself on your mercy and suggest week as its fall entry for the Sun¬ Jackie Gleason Enterprises, the working in the public affairs area,
pathizer, won’t do much talking you read the original version done day CBS-TV slot. Series, is another comedian’s production company such as Robert Graff’s, Ted Mills’,
during the show but instead will before an assortment of ghost out of the MCA-Revue Productions which made and owned the films. Ben Park’s" and other such opera¬
Sale will go down as a capital gains tions.
paint before the cameras—hence writers had been hirgd to turn my stable and stars John Forsythe.
deal for Gleason, with the coin
Taylor, as v.p. over public af¬
the color telecast plans.
play into a sentimental vehicle for
Choice of a Benny alternate has amounting'
to 'virtual pure profit, fairs, continues to report to Kint¬
been up in the air for several
Others already completed are an a star. ,
since
cost
of
production
was
pretty
ner
in that capacity, but his opera¬
I categorically deny any re¬ months, ever since Ann Sothern de¬
Interview of Ruth St. Denis and
well covered by Buick, the sponsor
Ted Shawn by N. Y. Herald Tri¬ sponsibility for the actual written cided she wouldn't do ..any more ofn..the series during its run last tion in this field will be restricted
largely
to the educational, religious
bune dance critic Walter Terry and script on Kraft and state further “Private Secretary" shows unless year. Buick paid Gleason nearly
one filmed in Tel Aviv with Israel that I did not remove my credit her-new terms were met by the $3,000,000 for the 39 shows'plus 13 and governmental programming
Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion. in deference to. the wishes of J. program’s new .owners, Television repeats. Series was filmed via the field. In his other capacity as gen¬
eral program exec, reporting to
On the drawing boards are two Walter Thompson. Besides, this, Programs of A/perica. Meanwhile, Electronicam process.
Sacks, he’ll ride over Bob Saudek’s
American Tobacco and BBD&O
niore, one with composer Igor at best, is a token gesture.
Deal reflects an unusual situation “Omnibus" and Barry Wood’s
The
truth
of
my
case
can
be
sub¬
tried
out
the
Ch'mpions,
but
the
Stravinsky on the eve of his 75th
in the contract field, wherein a “WWW." Reshuffle takes effect
birthday and another with atomic stantiated not only by reading the critical and rating * reaction have
** (Continued on page 44)
I next Monday (3).
been negative.
(Continued on page 44)
scientist Vannevar Bush.
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sales manager ,, * “Sports Hot Seat,” Sunday morning 11:30 show on
WTCN-TV, .supplanted for summer by “This Is .The Life” . . . WLQL
disk jockey Jerry Cummin** a city Council candidate at suburban
Hopkins ... As regional public service ]pre-eledtion program for
Minneapolis, KSTP-TV offering “Know Your Candidate” series, giving
Continue* ffOUl. PAfC 32
all those running for .office chance to be heard over air . . . WTCN-TV
signed a year’s contract to. play Jack Andrews, a new role on the in cooperation with U. S. Cerebral Palsy carried special two-hour tele¬
Washington, May 28.
“Love of Life” soaper ... Sammy Kaye orch cut aperies of weather cast from Radio City theatre produced by the U. S. Naval Air Station
A fall-off in the sales of radios,
jingles and station ID’s for WNEW, which will utilize a string of bands here.
phonographs and television sets Is
for the new ET’s . . . Frank Parker signed as a co-host on “Bride
reflected In the latest Internal
Groom,” which kicks oif as NBC-TV’s new 2:30-3 daytimer on July 11V DETROIT . . .
Revenue figures on excise tax co£
1. -Other host not set yet . . . Radio-tv staff of the Daily News threw
lections.
For the first three
Paul Williams, veteran newscaster, is the new public affairs manager
a party at A1 Muller’s for Rudy Bergman, who leaves the News to join
months of this year, Uncle Sam's
CBS Radio’s publicity operation next week . . . Rogers & Cowan snared of WWJ and WWJ-TV. In addition to his new duties, Williams will take amounted to $45,250,000, con*
the publicity account on duPont’s series of 10 spectacular^ on CBS-TV continue his tv newscasts . . . Mark Russell; Arthur Godfrey’s talent trasted with $50,073„0Q0 for the
in the fall . . . Gloria Lesser, sales service manager for CBS Television scout, in town to audition local talent. Russell is headquartering at same period of 1956.
Film Sales, elected treasurer of the N.Y. chapter of American Women WJBK-TV , . .‘"WWJ-TV marks a decade of commercial telecasting
On. the other hand, the tax col*
in Radio & Television . . . Jacqueline Scott set to star and Sally Kemp with a special 10th anniversary closed circuit program and luncheon
featured on “Kaiser Aluminum Hour” next Tuesday (4) . . .‘Diana for advertising execs in New York, Chicago and Detroit June 6-7. lections show the sale of phono*
graph
platters and musical instru¬
Barth makes another appearance on “Love of Life” Monday (3).
Originating in the WWJ-TV studios in Detroit, the anniversary pro¬
ments on the upbeat. For the
gram will be viewed in the Sert Room of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel three months, the bite on records
on June 6. The:-following day, it will be transmitted simultaneously yielded $4,635,000 in taxes, a»
IJV CHICAGO ...
to the Grand Ballroom of the Sheraton Hotel, Chicago and to the
Don Wilson, Chi manager of Variety, to West Coast for three weeks, Founders Room, Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit . . . Sammy. Davis against $3,680,000 of the year be*
at least ... Ward L. Quaal, v.p. and general manager of WGN-TV, Jr., appeared as featured guest on WWJ-TV’s “Teen Room” program fore. The excise tax take on musi¬
elected to board of directors of WGN, Inc. and powwowing with Syl¬ hosted by Bob Maxwell. Other guests this week are Teddy King and cal instruments was $4,431,000,
bettering the $3,870,000 of the first
vester (Pat) Weaver this week anent affiliation with latter’s Program Ralph Young.
quarter of 1956.
Service . . . Roland Reichert, WNBQ manager .of operations, recup¬
There was a sharp dive in thq
erating from bursitis surgery . . . Don McNeill’s “Breakfast Club,”
admissions tax yield but this is not
Still searching for a new girl singer, trying Pearl Eddy this week . . . IN MILWAUKEE . . .
significant.
The 10% tax brought
Newsweek staffer Bob Fleming leaves Chi on* June 1 to join the ABC
Representatives of several Milwaukee area high school parochial I
net in Washington, D.C. as news- gabber . . . Royce Blair joins WBBM and suburban newspapers were guests of WTMJ-TV for, demonstra¬ in $11,238,000 during the first
quarter of this year. A year ear¬
publicity staff this week . . . “Heck and Eck” are the Foote, Cone & tions of color television in connection with RCA Milwaukee Color Car¬
lier, the figure was $22,176,000,
Belding team working on the new Edsel commercials. They are Homer nival. Roger Drew, manager of RCA color tv market development, The reasonis the latest admission*
Heck, broadcast supervisor for the ad shop, and Bob Eck, copywriter other RCA personnel, Robert Dlerbeck, tv coordinator for Milwaukee tax cut, effective on Sept. 1, 1956,
. . . WCFL now transmitting what it calls “hi-fi sound” . . . Fred Niles Public Museum and Robert Suchy, Assistant Science Supervisor for This Is the one which exempted
Productions staging a weeklong film seminar beginning June 3 for ad Milwaukee Public Schools also appeared . ,. “Tuliptime Parade” from tickets costing 90c or less from the
agency personnel. Unwood Dunn, director of special effects for RKO Holland, Mich., with Patt Barnes commentating marking the opening tax. Previously, the tax applied
studios, is slated to be one of the guest speakers . . . Len O’Connor of “Tuliptime Festival” was broadcast on WISN-TV for the second to tickets costing 50c or less.
receiving special award from northwest side VFW Post for his treat-, year . . . WISN announced the winner of the contest for the new |
There was no change in the 20%
ment of narcotics and juvenile delinquency problems.
Ann Leslle-Charles Hanson program, “Two Party Line.” Program tax on cabaret checks, and the
contrasts the man’s and woman’s viewpoint from 6:30 to 9:30 a.m. yield is about the same for both
daily . . . Milwaukee Radio and TV Council, representing program years. For instance, the first three
IJV LONDON . . .
preferences of over 40,000 Milwaukee area women honored four local months of 1957, it amounted to
Henry Noel Cochrane Stevenson has been appointed Executive Of¬ and seven network shows on WISN at the 10th annual awards lunch¬ $10,556,000.
The year before, it
ficer in Scotland for the Independent Television Authority. For the eon. Awards went to “TV News, Digest and Personalities,” “Romper- was $10,689,000.
past seven years he has been a lecturer in Social Anthropology at the Room,” “Hobby Hall” and “Your Question Please” ... Oh WXIX,
U: of Glasgow. His appointment commences July 1 . . . Dutch actress Channel 19, Mondays at 10 p.m., TV Playhouse is featured ... At1
Adelheid Van Der Most will star with Ronald Howard in an ABC-TV 11:30 p.m. on WITI-TV “Night Final” is presented . . . Gretchen Colnlk
production of “Escape To Happiness,” on June 9 . . . Frankie Laine is on WISN-TV, with a program for women
topped the bill of Associated Television’s "Sunday Night At The
■
m Continued from pane 33
i
London Palladium” (26). He’ll make his second ATV appearance on IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .
bought from him and his partners.
June 8 in “Val Parnell’s Saturday Spectacular” ... A 15-minute ex¬
Charlie Andrews of the Arthur Godfrey organization flew to Frisco Buckley was retained as president
cerpt from “At The Drop Of A Hat,” the revue currently playing jit
the Fortune Theatre, ^London, will be aired by BBC-TV next Mon. last weekend, scouted locations for Godfrey remotes virtually certain of the radio station, and official
between
Nov. 2 and Nov. 10. Godfrey’s scheduled to be guest-of-honor DuMpnt statements implied clearly
(3) . . . The first “64,000 Challenge” program, Associated Television’s
followup to the “64,000 Question” show will be aired on June 15 . . . at Grand National Livestock Exhibition in the Cow Palace that week that audio would be his only con¬
.
.
.
Les
Malloy’s KATT, in nearby Pittsburgh, is now booming in on cern. Now, however, much of Buck¬
James Stewart was featured in Associated-Rediffusion’s program
5,000 watts . . . BUI Roddy, ex-KPIX newscaster, is taping eyewitness ley’s strength in the overall Du¬
“Spotlight” last night (Tues.). •
news shows for KYA . . . Sacramento’s KCCC-TV, the UHF channel, Mont operation of two tv stations
goes off the air next Saturday (1), when it merges with KOVR, Stock- and a radio outlet, is believed de¬
■IN PHILADELPHIA . . .
ton, VHF channel 13 . . . KNBC’s Marjorife King departs the air next1 rived- from the KTLA situation.
Steve Allison, .former WPEN late-night gabber, has landed post at month to seek a master’s degree in criminology at the U. of Califor¬ • KTLA, tv station in Los Angeles,
WWDC, Washington, D.C., (starting June 15). Format to be similar nia, Berkeley . . . Ampex Corp. completed its deal to acquire 25% of wholly 'owned by Paramount Pic*
to axed local session . . . Storer Broadcasting Co., new owners of Orradio Industries, Opelika, Ala., and will coordinate research with ! tures, which also holds 26% of the
WPFH (tv) and WIBG (radio) has appointed J. Robert Kerns managing Orradio Fo improve magnetic tape—Ampex. has also arranged sale of (DuMont Broadcasting stock was.
director of the television station. Lionel Baxter has been named $5V£ million worth of 15-year debentures ... KPIX very high on its I until very recently, thought of
chief of the radio division . . . WRCV-TV received 2,100 requests in upcoming “Money Tree” show.
| widely as the power behind the
two days, following a one-time pitch “hole-in-the-head arrow” gag by
(DuMont throne.. When Par was in
weatherman Jack Pyle . . . Erv Rosner,.WPEN general sales manager, IN SEATTLE ...
(undisputed control, deal was initb
resting at home after long siege in hospital . . . Vet WIP newscaster
lated to buy KTLA for DuMont,
KOMO-TV has broken down New York immunity to Seattle’s con¬ Since Par is in the middle, it is
Paul Sullivan goes on the Mutual Network (June 2) with a daily fiveminute report from the net’s bureau at WIP . . . Jiih Bonner, WRCV tagious summer disease—hydroplane racing fever. NBC*s “Wide Wide reported the motion picture firm
sports director, replaces Norman Brooks on WRCV-TV (June 2) . . . World” will pick up an Exhibition unlimited hydroplane race on Lake Is abstaining from voting on ac¬
Cal Milner and Larry Brown, of WPEN's 950 Club, honored by the Washington for its June 9 program. KOMO will write and produce quisition of KTLA, thereby throve
Poplar Area Community Council with the First Payac Award for out¬ the show . . . KTVW televising three Weekly fishing programs— ing the weight of approval or dis¬
standing service to youth and the community . . . WCAU-TV £o orig¬ ‘Fishing at Westport” from the sports salmon fishing center on the approval to Buckley, who person¬
inate CBS’ “Fred Waring Show” (Garry- Moore summer replacement) Coast; “King Salmon,” with film coverage of all salmon fishing areas ally holds 9-85% of DuMont, and
from Shawnee-on-the-Delaware, for six weeks beginning in mid-July and “Outdoors” which also includes film on camping, boating, etc. j his supporters. With .Par’s foul
... A film “A Day in the Life of a TV Executive,” produced by Rick MUler does the latter; John Jarstad, station sports director the board members being neutral, hf
KDRA-TV’s Cal Jones (formerly of WRCV-TV) will be shown at‘the Westport show and Les Slater the King Salmon one. Each will air is also thought to0 control the 10weekly . . . Tom Towey is new program director at KTVW, Cy Florey man DuMont board.
TRAC banquet at Palumbo’s (June 14).
4
now operations director; Bill Shine chief" director and Boyd Curtis
For KTLA and three music sub¬
continuity director . . . Fired Von Hofen, manager of KING radio, has sidiaries, which are a minor part
IN BOSTON . ....
bought station KENO, Las Vegas, in association with Gordon Sher¬ of the deal. Par wants between
John McClellan, host of WHDH jazz program, “Top Shelf,” did cover wood, formerly on KING sales staff.
.700,000 and 800,000 shares of newly
notes for new Pacific Jazz Enterprises LP,” “Flute ’n Oboe, Bud Shank
issu.ed DuMont stock. One of the
Bob Cooper, Pacific Jazz, 1926” . . . Jim Pansulo ankled WVDA for IN CLEVELAND ...
problematical issues raised in con¬
WHDH announcing staff Sunday (26) . . .William B., McGrath, mng.
sidering the buyout of. the L.A,
WEWS’ Betty Cope and KYW’s Sanford Markey named merit win-" video operation is whether the sta¬
dir. and veep, WHDH, named to Broadcasting Advisory Committee
established at Emerson College . . . Fred B* Cole .did his two-hour ners by Radio-Television Council of Greater Cleveland for “Courage” tion is worth 50% of the rest of
“Carnival -of Music” from a private home Tuesday (28) in Melrose, and “Traffic Court” programs as “best examples of good programming the total DuMont holdings—three
marking first time station put in lines for outside program for “Car¬ during the past year” . •. . WJW-TV moppet stanza across, the board stations. This approximation was
nival.” Hookup was ..arranged for benefit of Melrose Hospital with includes Dave Herbert, Pat Dopp and jGrant WUson . . . Patti Rowe arrived at by comparing the 700aud of 40 In the house . . . Phyllis Doherty, WNAC-TV p.r. and adver¬ becomes the permanent secretary in tjie WEWS Johnny McQueen 800,000 shares demanded by Par
tising director, In Peter Bent Brigham hosp for minor surgery; ex¬ Sunday series . . . Disker Tommy Edwards emcees hillybilly jamboree against about 1,500,000"shares of
pected back at her desk Monday (3) . . . WBZ-TV news supervisor WEWS, Tuesday at 10 p.m. . . . Johnny Pecon and his polka band DuMont presently outstanding and
“Dinny” Whitmarsh guest speakered at FBI school on police adminis¬ takes over half-hour 6 p.m. KYW-TV Saturday, spot . . . WGAR news¬ which cover the ownership of
tration in John Hancock aud . . . WBZ-TV tied up special'promosh caster Jack Dooley feted prior to his‘departure to become instructor WTTG, tVABD and the highly suc¬
and contests with rerun of “Quiet Man” at Paramount and Fenway at Iowa U. . . . WEWS’ Page Palmer back from Russian trek . . . Mag¬ cessful WNEW. KTLA, DuMont
spokesmen verify, is only now mak¬
with recipes for Irish Stew, cookoffs, citation for Red Sox third base- gie Wulff, WJW-TV named honorary Junior fire captain.
ing a small month-to-month profit.
man Frank Malzone as “Quiet-JVTan” and contest for femme viewers
Three other execs Involved will
by Alan Dary, disk jock, on “Why I Like Quiet Man” in 25 words or
double at both WNEW and the two
less . . . Dave Baker, WNAC-TV film dept., on two weeks vacash motor
DuMont tv stations, WARD, N. Y..
lour through Canada . . . Louise Morgan, WNAC-TV personality,
and WTTG, Washington. .David
judges at the N. E. Master Bakers Assn. Tuesday (4) and again for the
^ Continued from pare 33 ^,
Yamell, WNEW’s publicity chief,
Mrs. Professional Photographer of 1957 on June 10.
of switching brand- sponsorship switch, hence the deal fell com¬ becomes director of public rela¬
tions for DuMont’s three stations,
with “What’s My Line,” in order to pletely apart.- Curtis is currently Mrs, Maxvy McKenna, WNEW’s re¬
US MINNEAPOLIS . . .
looking for some other time on the
spread
the
hair
fixative
advertising
Indie station WMIN to broadcast Indianapolis Speedway race in
network but hasn’t come up with search boss, takes over as direc¬
tor of research and.sales developIndianapolis exclusively here on Memorial Day . .' . Fire did $20,000 on the schedule .instead of concen¬ anything yet.
damage to WLOL’s offices here . . . During past two months nearly trating it in adjacent half-hours.
Curiously enough, Just a couple > ment, and Kenneth Klein, another
2,000 sightseers were conducted through KSTP tv and radio . . . Idea was to put the deodorant ad¬ of months ago Curtis itself nixed WNEW’er, will head up the chain’s
WCCO-TV’s Sherm Boem flew to Indianapolis this vyeek to shoot pre¬ vertising from rtLine” into “Dick” a CBS deal with a rival cosmetic advertising.
race films at the speedway there for presentation .on his Sunday or the Gale Storm show and use house on that very same product
“World of Aviation” show . . . Recent WCCO advertising renewals the hair product blurbs from one conflict rap.
Max Factor had
Denver — With the moving of
have included General Mills on Cedric Adams’ “Noontime News” and of these two segments in “Line.” placed an alternate-week order Phil Hoffman, manager of both
Twin City Federal Saving & Loan on his “5 p.m. News” and Armour By doing this, Curtis Would have with CBS-TV «for the “Sally” show KLZ radio and KLZ-TV, to Minne¬
& Co. on Maynard Speece’s “Dairy Topics” program . . . Daylight its cake and eat it—get a contigu¬ (now set-for Chemstrand and Royal apolis to become general manager
saving time, which KSTP and*WCCO along with the Twin Cities’ news¬ ous rate and yet spread its hair McBee on NBC-TV.) for the Satur¬ of WTCN, Hugh B. . Terry, KLZ
papers helped push through the recent Minnesota legislature over fixative billing over two nights of day 9:30 period following Miss president and general manager,
film industry and agricultural opposition, is already blamed for lower¬ the week.
Storm. Curtis nixed the deal be¬ made these switches: Clayton H.
Brace, program director, to being the ratings more than seasonably on. network shows . . . Jimmy.
Only trouble with this, it devel¬ cause of its own adjacency to the icome
assistant to the president;
Valentine pinchhitting on KSTP-TV’s “Treasure Chest” for Jim Hut¬ oped, was that Revlon, which period.
i Jack Tipton, KLZ-TV general sales
ton while latter vacations ». . . WDGY's morning news edition won push.es its Silken Net product, is
Mogen David, meanwhile, has manager, now also station manager
Minneapolis Crime Prevention Bureau commendation for efficient one of the sponsors of the- Sunday withdrawn its alternate-week or¬ of KLZ radio; Lee Fondron, radio
work in helping to locate a missing person . . . KSTP staffer Luther night “$64,000 Challenge/’ which der for Mondays at 7:30 on NBC- sales manager, takes on added
Mason resigned to join San Diego, Calif., station . . . Edward T. Hunt, immediately precedes “What's My TV now that its skip-week sponsor¬ duties as station manager of the
recently a WTIX, New Orleans, account executive, appointed WDGY Line.” Revlon won’t allow the ship on “Dick” is firm..
radio side.

| RadioriiionorTV Sets Off
On lst-Qtr. Federal Tax;
Disks Up, Cafes Equal’56

From the Production Centres
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ZERO-1960
With Hlldegarde, John Haffert,
Mousifnor Harold V. Colfan,
others
30 Mina.; Sat., 9 p.m.
BLUE ARMY OF OUR LADY OF
FATIMA
WATV, N. Y.
(Dwlne)
. The Blue Army of Our Lady of
Fatima, is now using the tv media
to carry its religious message to
the public, ,The movement, which
was started 10 years ago, is dedi¬
cated to erasing Communism via
spiritual opposition. It has to do
with the' message of Fatima, which
has been partially revealed since
given in 1917 in Fatima, Portugal.
The title of the show, “Zero-1960,”
.relates to the year when the mes¬
sage is to be made known in its
' entirety.
Advance publicity on the pro¬
gram, which originates live from
WATV, ballyhooed the appearance
of Hildegarde on the show as in¬
terviewer.
The buildup on the
nitery chanteuse accentuated her
prowess as an interrogator. Her
ability in that line still remains to
be seen as her part on the initial
stanza was not only brief, but lim¬
ited to, a few simple leading ques¬
tions.
Hlldegarde’s interview stint was
restricted to about the first 10
minutes of the half-hour entry in
which • Roman Catholic Bishop
Cuthbert O’Gara guested. • O’Gara,
a missionary Bishop of China,, re¬
lated the ‘ story of how the com. munists there stripped him before
his parishioners and dragged him
at the end of a rope through the
streets.
John iflaffert; national com¬
mander of the Blue Army, and
Monsignor Harold1 V.
Colgan,
founder and International. director
of the Army, also appeared on the
show to explain the fundamentals
and purpose of the movement. The
opener last Saturday (25) was the
first in a series of 13 shows. Ac¬
cording to statements made on the
program, about 1,000 individuals
contributed coin' to get “Zero1960” on tv, which was selected
after a test of various mass media.
The cost of eventually getting the
program going, it was also noted,
was about $80,000.
Jess.
THE BURIED ROSE
With Rhea Marmelstein. Charles
McCabe, Jack Redfem, Hugh
Simms
60 Miiis.; Sun., 2 p.m.
Sustaining
WBAL-TV, Baltimore
WBAL-TV tossed a nice little
surprise into the laps of viewers
here who give the deaf ear to local
productions, on or off the televi¬
sion screen.
The surprise was “The Buried
Rose,” a full hour treatment of an
original play adapted for television
by Arnold Wilkes. WBAL Director
of Public Affairs.
It wasn't spectacular'and it had
the wrinkles of an amateur produc¬
tion but it was an ambitious try
at something ‘ seldom1 done locally.
Written- by Sydney Nyber, Balti¬
more lawyer, the play was a suit¬
able tale for homfe telling. It con¬
cerned the woes of a Baltimore
belle • of • the early 1900’s who is
wooed by a local swain and a for¬
eign suitor and chooses the latter.
She leaves the country for 15
years and returns a widow, to a
progressing Baltimore. The story,
while interesting enough, wasn’t
the chief draw of the piece. Its
charm was its color and the clear
picture it presented of an early
Baltimore. This was aided by the
use of prints borrowed from the
Peale Museum.
The adaptation was done smooth¬
ly, the dialog seemingly apropos
and- the- script fluid. In produc¬
tion. and. in acting, , it clung to the
amateur level but. all things con¬
sidered, this wasn’t tdd'nK*iceable.
Of the cast, only Rhec
'armelstein.stood out. A. girl e> -~>nsiderable talent, she was far ahead of
those supporting her and' empha¬
sized 'their amateurishness when¬
ever she appeared with them.
Baltimore could do with more
like “The Buried Rose.” Cedro.

SCOTLAND THE BRAVE
With Pipes & Drums of Royal
Scots, Military Band of Argyll &
Sutherland Highlanders, Glas¬
gow Police Male Voice Choir,
Bobby MacLeod’s Scottish Dance
Band, Scottish Folk Dance So¬
ciety .Team, Leslie- Robertson,
Trumpeters of 11th Huss&rs,
Meta Forrest; Jameson Clark,
emcee
Director: Alan Rees
30 Mina.; Wed., 6:45 p.m.
BBC-TV, from Glasgow
With much skirling of bagpipes
and pretty-pretty dancing, this
pageant-surfeit of a program was
obviously aimed - at non-Scots, but
(Continued on page 44)
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Tele Follow-Up Comment
Playhouse 90
All the F. Scott Fitzgerald works
that have been done on television
are to an extent “mood pieces,”
all containing that intangible qual¬
ity of wistfulhess which perhaps
is responsible for Fitzgerald’s repu¬
tation as one of the best of the
“lost generation” writers. But
whereas “The Great Gatsby,” “The
Last Tycoon,” “This Side of Para¬
dise,0 et al., have had strong ele¬
ments of plot and characterization,
“Winter Dreams,” a short story, is
virtually all mood.
*
Hence, despite a fine adaptation
by James P. Cavanagh, “Winter
Dreams”
was
an unfortunate
choice 'for CBS-TV’s “Playhouse
■DO,” since it’s not only difficult to
sustain a mood for 90 minutes but
difficult to retain an audience as
well with this type of presentation.
The production had its effective
and even moving moments last
Thursday (23), but they were all
too few and- far between in that
“90 minutes is a long, long time”
problem.
In adapting the story, Cavanagh
divided it into two key parts, the
first relating the intense and de¬
termined struggle of a poor young¬
ster for wealth and thfe things the
wealthy are born with but the poor
"have to learn.” Second portion is
the love story, where the boy then.
seeks to attain another symbol of
wealth, only to find in the end that
he can’t have her.
Producer Martin Manulis was
more fortunate in his casting
choices than in his script, tapping
John Cassavetes and Dana Wynter
as his leads. Cassavetes has the
intensity and drive to make the
character a believable one, while
Miss Wynter is beautiful, enough
to make the motivation for the
boy's persistence credible. Beyond
this basic equipment, both did a
topflight job with. .some electric
moments during the climax of the
play. Supporting tast, including
Darryl Hickman- os Cassavetes’
partner, Mildred. P.unnock as his
mother, Phyllis Love as the girl to
whom he finally becoin'e's engaged,
Joe Sweeney as an old business
kingpin who encourages Cassavetes
and Robert F. Simon as Cassavetes’
father, all contributed' excellent
performances.
Director John Frankenheimer
managed to get in some excellent,
at times startling camerawork, and
staged his critical scenes with a
fine touch. In fact, he did a cred¬
itable job in sustaining the mood
over the 90 minutes. But the hour
and a half stretch was- too long for
something as fragile, as the Fitz¬
gerald story.
‘ Chan.
Eye on New York
Instructional television is here to
stay if what viewers saw of it Sun¬
day (26) via “Eye on New York”
is any criterion. Fbr this' illuminat¬
ing half-hour, carried by WCBSTV, N. Y., and three other stations
in the Empire State, provided a
live “look-in” of closed circuit edu¬
cational tv in actual operation at
Albany State Teachers College*,
Varied facets of the state’s yearold experiment were ably explored
by reporter Bill Leonard and the
show’s staff. Interviews with a
number of educators augmented
classroom scenes. Dr. Hermann
Cooper, executive dean for Teach¬
ers College, State. University of
N. Y., explained that the experi¬
ment is aimed at “strengthening
and improving” 'teaching methods
in a college classroom.
Dr. James E. Alien. Jr., State
Commissioner of Education, under
whose supervision the experiment
is Ibeing carried on, pointed out
that the object of the. test, is to dis-.
cover how to use technical things
in order to provide the highest edu¬
cation at the lowest cost. But “elec¬
tronic devices,” he conceded, “al¬
though they’re an excellent aid,
will never replace the teacher.”
As for the teachers themselves,
they had mixed reactions. Dr. Milton Olsen, whose accounting class
was scrutinized by the cameras,
feels that it's working in his par¬
ticular field. But Dr. Katherine
Heinig, a biology instructor, sig¬
nificantly noted that students “miss
the mental stimulation by not hav¬
ing the teacher in the classroom.”
On the other hand. she. admitted,
that pupils pay attention to the
screen.
Dr. Evan Collins, Who acted as
a quasi-emcee for the remote, also
agreed that every child should
have the personal.attention of the
teacher. Students interviewed at
the Teachers College were general¬
ly enthusiastic over use of the me¬
dium. Similarly impressed was a
third grade class at Brockport, N.Y.

The teacher felt that Instructional
tv has “great dramatic appeal.”
A WCBS-TV Public Affairs De¬
partment series, “Eye on New
York” rates bows for its thorough
coverage of a subject that obvious¬
ly is of paramount interest to the
public. Technical difficulties in
handling the remote had the pic¬
ture off the air briefly shortly after
the program’s start, hut the snafu
•failed to mar the overall continu¬
ity,
Gilb.
Niffhtbeat
Alexander Cohen. Broadway pro¬
ducer. and public relations opera¬
tor, was impressively articulate if
not wholly convincing when assur¬
ing Mike Wallace. on the WABD,
N.Y., interview series last week
that “ice” in the legit theatre boxoffices of Broadway exists only be¬
cause strange, unlicensed charac¬
ters called “diggers” stand in line
and then sell the tickets to other
strange characters, unlicensed,
also, called “scalpers.” And that’s
how demand ducats get into the
hands of blue . chip corporations
who charge up the gifts to Uncle
Sam's income tax under “deductability.”
Wallace has . several times tried
to get somebody on his program to
say something about “ice” but 5f
course everybody ducks. Like the
N.Y. License Commissioner, no¬
body can prove it in court. On the
Street “ice” is not a case of seeing
is. believing but believing without
seeing. It remained for Cohen,
however, to use the whitest and
widest brush for the application of
whitewash to. date. He conceded
there was “ice” and that it was
pretty deplorable, but none of the
members of the various legit trade
bodies, whom he enumerated sev¬
eral times, would ever stoop to il¬
legal take. Wallace ended the in¬
terview by congratulating Cohen
for the fine job of public relations
he had performed for his clients—
a jab with, a stiletto which Cohen
adroitly ignored.
Land.
Lux Video Theatre
Esther Williams appeared Thursr
day (23) in the “Lux Video Thea¬
tre” production of “The Armed
Venus,” an original penned (“espe¬
cially for Miss Williams”) by Rich¬
ard McDonagli and William Stuart.
Reviewer turned from the tv set
for approximately 15 seconds and
missed the whole NBC-TV show.
Entire hour was built only for
the sake of that one gimmick, the
swimstar taking a din in a fullsized swimming pool on a live tele¬
vision set, so the least the writers
could have done was keep her in
the . water longer than they did.
Rest of the show was supposed to
be a meller, but It was all a poorly
contrived effort to get a detective
and his brother to look at a starshaped mole on. the heroine's back.
It would have been too direct, in
this already muddled meller, for
the cop to ask-her to expose her
spine at headquarters.
Miss Williams was okay, in her
first tv dramatic role, even though
she had to fight the badly written
double role of a girl who plays
sweet babe and her evil twin
sister. Show gave her a chance at
closing for a long but pleasant plug
for her Esther Williams Swimming
Pool, six of which are being given
away in a current Lever contest.
Peter Graves and John Hudson had
more, talent than was needed for
their roles as night club owner and
murderer, respectively. Steve For¬
rest, who first of all was too young,
was also too^much of a smartalec
to be a credible lieutenant of N. Y.
detectives.
Art.
Val Parnell's Saturday
Spectacular When a tv show can boast Grade
Fields as its headliner, there's not
much that can stop it from being
a success. This formula proved it¬
self when this regular Associated
Television program was redubbed
“The Grade Fields Show” (18).
With a varied supporting layout
including ventriloquist Saveen, a
Latin instrumental-vocal quartet,
Los Paraguayos, and shadowgraph
artist Edward Victor, the 45-min¬
ute program added up to a high
standard of visual entertainment.
Naturally, the main burden of
the show was placed upon Miss
Fields who was before the cam¬
eras- most of' the time. Making her
entrance in a long gown draped
with white furs, she was greeted
With' a hefty reception from the
live studio audience as she sang
the opening bars of her signature
.tuue, “Sally.”. .To. clinch her open¬
ing success she sang a selection of
her established oldies, including
“Little Old Lady,” “Isle of Capri”
and “Body And Soul.” Her ren¬
derings were faultless, and proved

that she’d lost nothing with the
years. Later in the show she
scored heavily again with a com¬
edy number performed in broad
north country dialect, “I Took My
Harp To A Party.” Her sense of
fun and timing were excellent, but
by far her best number of the show
was a beautifully sung version of
“Mr. Wonderful.”
Saveen is a well established ven¬
triloquist with a great flair for
comedy, several unusual dummies
and a live talking dog. A routine
involving the live dog and a dum¬
my pooch had a lot of comedy
value. The dummy dog insisted on
yapping constantly, much to the
consternation of the litre one who
told him to “drop dead,” and then
turned to the vent and asked in an
ultra-English accent: “Will you
please keep that dog quiet?”
^os Paraguayos, four Latins who
play three guitars and a harp and
sing close harmony, got themselves
a well-earned big ovation with
their renderings of several tune¬
ful numbers in their homeland
style. Shadowgraphist Edward Vic¬
tor came up with,some remarkably
lifelike profiles of wellknown per¬
sonalities by throwing the shadow
of his hands -onto a screen.
The Jack Parnell orch, which
provided
the
accompaniments,
maintained a high standard, and
the Saturday Girls performed their
dance routines faultlessly. Pro¬
ducer Brian Tesler did a good job.
Bary.
X-13
“World Medical Report,” aired
on WOR-TV, N.Y., last Thursday
(23) evening, the fifth in the series
of live experimental telecasts, done
by Hardy Burt Productions, was
an uneven outing. It bogged down
in attempting to offer too much—
film clips, a panel show, a news
roundup of medical developments,
interspersed with humor, some of
which was jarring in . the serious
setting of talk about cancer, tuber¬
culosis and . what have you.
When the show adopted a focus
within, its half-hour, it was interest¬
ing and informative.
This was
done in the final 10 minutes, dur¬
ing the panel discussion. Prior to
that, the show’s total effect was a
hodge-podge to the viewer, al¬
though it had a few arresting seg¬
ments.
The format had Hardy Burt
opening up with a few remarks
about -the content, introing the
guests, Dr. David Allman, medical
director of the American Medical
Assn., and Dr. Gerald Dorman,
head of the medical department of
the New York Life Insurance Co.
Vet newsbroadcaster Henry Glad¬
stone then took over, telling about
world-wide medical developments,
ranging from a Calcutta, smallpox
epidemic to hormone.experimentation in the U.S. Gladstone, al¬
though he handled himself as a
pro, proved to be a weak portion
because of the bumbling range of
his material and his use of featurish humor items. Two effective
film clips were used, shots of a
heart operation and of a cancervictim making a plea for support
of cancer research. Another film
clip about cancer research, focus¬
ing on tubes and technical equip¬
ment, lacked interest.
The question and answer period
with the panel experts, Gladstone
moderating, came off fine. Ralph
Griffen directed, with Jay Sheridan
acting as exec producer. Techni¬
cally, the show came off-much bet¬
ter than the initialer “Face Your
Critic” in this “X-13” series, aimed
at showcasing possible projects for
network airing.
Horo.
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FESTIVAL OF MAGIC
(Producers’ Showcase)
With Ernie Kovacs, Milbourn*
Christopher, Cardini, Sorcar,
Harbin, LI King Si, Rene Septembre, June .Merlin, others!
George Bassman, music director
Exec Producer: Mort Abrahams
Director: Charles Dubin
90 Mins., Mon. (27), 8 p.m.
RCA, WHIRLPOOL, JOHN HAN¬
COCK
NBC-TV, from N.Y. (color)
(K&E, McCann-Erickson)
Although those with an axe to
grind or a woman to saw in half
claim that television is an ideal
medium for magic, one view is that
the electronic wunderkind, from
being The Most, is the worst for
such potentially fascinating she¬
nanigans. Video is okay for small
tricks with a minimum of move¬
ment involved; okay for the parlor
stuff; okay if intense concentration
is not required. For the larger and
more elaborate conceptions, there
is an^ impregnable wall between
viewer and screen. *
Beyond this, “Festival of Magic”
on “Producers’ Showcase” Monday
(27) proved that if the masterminds
had really scoured the world for
the best of the breed, the world
has little to offer. The giants are
gone and so is the showmanship.
Magic is skill, but without show¬
manship it’s a dud. In America,
the era of the Kellars, the Houdinis, the Thurstons and the Blackstones (and even the Hardeens)
seems almost a legend. There’s
been no one of that stature around
for years—the gents with the mag¬
netic personality as well as the
big bagful of flimflam who could
take over a live stage foir an hour
or a whole evening and send the
customers out mystified and ga-ga.
The stages are gone along with
the giants. Now it’s a sometimes
nervous camera trained on such
sights as a swordbox and “sawing
a woman in half” which every
humptydumpty sideshow in the
land tosses off. Deftness and per¬
sonality will show through, as it
did with Cardini, the Suave Deceiv¬
er of years ago when he captivated
audiences in this country and
abroad with his cards and cigarets.
The.stylish entry from Great Bri¬
tain might well give himself and
legerdemain a renascence, but the
same cannot be said for most of
the six others in this “interna¬
tional” layout.
Robert Harbin of South Africa,
pulled a couple of illusions and
then did an escape from a socalled strait jacket while .hanging
by Hi's heels. The stunt was too
far up in the fly to be appreciated,
and Harbin gabbed too much. June
Merlin, from Ireland, is an attrac¬
tive girl with an amateur manner
and ditto in her repertoire with
mice and rabbits. Sorcar, of India,
made with the buzz-saw slicing •
and pulled such corny if nqt entire¬
ly tasteless stuff as seeking “Divine
aid” before trying the stunt. Li
King Si, from the Orient, was so-so
with illusions and glass howls, and
Rene Septembre, from France, put
a lot of grace into abracadabra
from the barnyard.
The big noise was more buildup
than performance. This had Milbourne Christopher, of the U.S.
and consultant on the show, catch¬
ing a bullet between his choppers.
The bullet had been fired at him
by way of a plastic curtain. On
tv, it was a tame affair. If this is
a big trick, it needs the benefits
of a live stage.
The lighter and often hilarious
facets of magico were purveyed by
Ernie Kovacs with the help of four
human props.
Trau.

BACKSTAGE
With Eddie Sherman, others
Producer: Hal Bock
15 Mins., Sat., 6:45 p.m.
KONA, Honolulu
Eddie Sherman, the mighty mite
of Hawaii show biz, is an ex-nitery
and ex-radio emcee who’s picked
up a solid fallowing with his en¬
Steve Allen Show
tertainment chatter column in the
Couple of years ago, everybody Honolulu Advertiser. Now he’s
was doing takeoffs on Ed Murrow doubling on tv, covering visually
and his “Person to Person.” Now some of the material he dishes out
they’re doing the same on Mike in his column.
Wallace’s interview sessions, but
It’s a pat-hand format. Several
to the point where NBC-TV had minutes of chatter, with the em¬
two of ’em on consecutive nights, phasis on local names, and a week¬
Perry Como doing it as a means ly guest, ranging from top vaca¬
of introing his guests Saturday (25) tioning mainland stars to home¬
and Steve Allen employing it for town talent, add up to the fastest
a comedy skit with Martha Raye quarter-hour in Hawaii tv today.
the following night.
In addition to friendly tete-a-tete
Apart from the coincidental interview, Sherman wis'ely gives
aspect, Allen’s skit was a pure guests full opportunity to display
waste of Raye, since this plus a their talents, instead of trying to
throwaway song and dance duet outyak them. Mahi Beamer, Ha¬
with Allen was the sum. of her waiian singer-pianist, was show¬
contribution on the show. You just cased at show caught.
don’t keep Martha Raye seated in
Sherman registers solid l,y,
a chair and confine her to some I whether he’s ad libbing or reading
mugging and on overworked gag from notes. He gets a neat helping
on the.size of her mouth, and get hand from luscious Darlene Janvery much mileage out of her zen, herself a KAIM radio star,
talents.' And since that’s what who does the midway commercial.
Allen did, along with the fact that
Show is produced by Hal Bock,
the satire itself was only moderate¬ ex-Hollywood publicist who’s got a
ly funny, Miss Raye’s appearance p.r. agency here, on behalf of one
of his clients.
Walt^
. (Continued on page 44)
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- ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau on a monthly basis,

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings-are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and

time factors, since sels-in-use and audience composition vary according to
lime slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market, Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as fdllows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus),' musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quix; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the Sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are IJHF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors i^sp the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.
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TOP 10 PROGRAMS
ANDrTYPE

STATION

distrir:

DAY AND
TIME

APRIL
RATING

SHARI
(%) '

SETS IN 1
USE
1

Approx, Set Count—-1,395,000

BOSTON

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations—WBZ (4), WNAC (7)

1. Waterfront (Adv). , WNAC.. ... MCA... . Sun. 7:00-7:30 .... .26.5. ... 60.4..... ... 44.0 •Judge Roy Bean. \..
2. Death Valley Days (W). ..... . WNAC. ... McCann-Erickson. . Fri. 10:30-11:00 ... .25.0. ... 63.9. ... 39.1 Sports; Big Playback... .
Big Playback.
3. I Led 3 Lives (Adv).. .WNAC. ... Ziv. . Wed. 7:30-8:00 ... .24.4. ... 61.8..... .;. 39.5 Xavier Cugot.r>.
Nriws—Huntley-Brinkley.
4. Superman (Adv).,. , . WNAC. ... Flamingo. Fri. 6:30-7:00 _ ..... 22.3. t.. 62.5. ... 35.7
Nightly Newsteller.
5. State Trooper (Adv).. .WNAC. ...MCA. . Sun. 10:30-11:00 .. .18.9. ... 52.1. ... 36.3 Star Performance.
6. Wild Bill Hickok (W). .WNAC. ... Screen Gems. .Tues. 6:30-7:00 ... .18.7. ... 55.1..... ... 34.0
Nightly Newsteller.
7. Studio 57 (Dr). . WBZ.,.. .MCA..... . Tues. 10:30-11:00 . .18.4...... .., 54.7 ...... ... 34.6
8. Annie Oakley (W).. .WNAC...... ...CBS. .Sun. 5:00-5:30 . .....17.3. ... 80.9. ... 21.4 Freedom Street.
9. Ramaf of the Jungle (Adv).., .WNAC. ... TP A. .Thurs. 6:00-6:30 .. .16.7. ... 55.9. ... 29.9 Boston Movietime..
10. Star Performance (Dr). . WBZ.,.. .Official... . Sun. 10:30-11:00 .. .16.4. ... 45.2. ... 36.3 State* Trooper...

WASHINGTON

Approx. Set Count—754,000

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). .WTOP. .Ziv., Sat. 7:00-7:30 ...
Fri. 6:00-6:30 . . .
2. Brave Eagle (W). .WMAL.
3. Wild Bill Hickok (W). .WRC. . .
.Thurs.7:00-7:30 .
.WRC. . .
.Tues. 7:00-7:30 ..
.WTOP. .TP A. .Wed. 7:00-7:30 ..
6. Frontier (W). .WTOP. .NBC. Sat. 10:30-11:05 .
Mon. 7:00-7:30 ..
7. Soldiers of Fortifne (Adv).... .WTOP.
Fri. 7:00-7:30 ...
8. Annie Oakley (W). .WTOP.
.WMAL.
, Wed. 6:00-6:30 ..
10. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W).. .WMAL. .CBS. Thurs. 6:00-6:30 .

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
1. State Trooper (Adv).
2/Sheriff of Cochise (W).
3. Search for Adventure (Adv).
4. Death Valley Days (W).

Approx, Set Count —515,000

l''
. KSTP.. .MCA..,.. Tues. 9:30-10:00 .
.WCCO. .NTA... .Sat. 9:30-10:00 ..
. WTCN.
Mon. 9:30-10:00 .
.WCCO.
Sat. 6:00-6:30 ...

5. Studio 57 (Dr). .KSTP..
6. Wild Bill, Hickok (W)........ .WCCO.
7. Highway Patrol (Adv)... .KSTP..
. WCCO. .Flamingo.
9. Badge 714 (Myst). .KSTP..
10. Rosemary Clooney (Mus). .WCCO.

SEATTLE-TACOMA

Wed. 9:30-10:00 .
.Sat. 5:30-6:00 ...
Thurs. 10:30-11:00
Sun. 4:30-5:00 ...
.Tues. 10:30-11:00*
Sun. 5:00-5:30 ...

Approx, Set Count —500,000

.WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
. WBZ 11
.;wbz ...
.WBZ ...
. WBZ , r,
.WBZ ...
, WBZ .,.
, WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
. WNAC ..

Approx, Set Count —357,000

.... 16.4
....12,8
-7.0
.... 8.9
... .16.2
,. 14 2
....10.6
... .16.4
, , • 16 4
.. . .12.5
.
15 6
_3.5
.. ..12.6
... .18.9

Stations—WRC (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9)
.24.5. ....*60.4..
.18.3. .... 58.1.
.18.2. .... 48.3.
.16.8. _41.9..
15.7. _ 43 7.
.15.4. .... 32.8..
.15,3. .... 42.9.
..13.4- .... 33.7.
.12.6. _49:8.
_12.3. .... 44.1.

40.6
31.5
37.7
40.0
35 9
47.0
35.7
39.8
25.3
27.9

Studio 57. .WRC .... wrrt
Ray Milland.. .WRC .... ... 4.9
Code 3. .WTOP ... ...10,6
. WTOP ... ...10 8
. WRC _ ... 7 3
Safeway Theatre... .WRC .... ...21,6
Ellery Queen. .WRC .... ... 7.9
Your Hit Parade....,. .WRC .... ...12,0
. WTTG ... p- . . 5.4
Billy Johnson. . WTTG' ... ... 6.2
Lone Wolf. .WRC .... ... '6.2

Stations—-WCCO (4) , KSTP (5), KMGM (9) , WTCN (11)
.24.8..
......19.2.
.17.8.
.17.0.

...
...
...
...

47.8,....
34.2.
33.3.
61.9.....

51.9
56.3
53.5
27.5

.14.3.
..13.7.
.13.6.
.13.3.
.13.1.
.12.5.

...
...'
...
,..
...
...

29.7.
66.1.
45.6.
59.4.
55.3.
59.5.

48.1
20.7
29.8
22.4
23.7 4
21.0

Wrestling ...WCCO
Your Hit Parade.*., KSTP
Studio One..
,WCCO
News Picture...., KSTP
Weather; Sports. KSTP
20th Century Fox... WCCO
Great Gildersleeve..... KSTP
Hollywood Playhouse..
. WCCO
,WTCN
Tonight at 9; Big Movie. KMGM
Herald Playhouse.. r.., KSTP

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...

...14.6
.. .20.4
.. .15.7
... 9.4
... 8.5
... 13.0
...4,6
... 6.7
4.0
! .. 5.0
... 7.6

Stations— KOMO (4), KING (5), KTNT (11), KTVW (13)

1. Life of Riley (Co).. .KING. . .NBC.'. Thurs. 7:30-8:00 . ......38.6. .... 66,4....,...,. 58.2 Dinah Shore...;. .KOMO
Rosemary Clooney. .KTNT
Sat. 7:00-7:3.0 ... .35.0. .... 64.4.. . 54.4 Championship Bowling. .KOMO
2. Search for Adventure (Adv).. .KING. .
3. Highway Patrol (Adv). .KOMO.
. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . .33.3. .... 58.3., 57.2 Lone Ranger. .KING
4. Sheriff of Cochise (W).. .KING. .
.Mon. 7:00-7:30 .. .30.8.... . .... 52.7., 58,5 Studio" One. .KTNT
5. Death Valley Days (W) __ .KOMO.
Thurs. 9:00-9:30 . ......25.1.,... .... 40.7.,.. , 61.7 Wire Service.... .KING
5. Superman (Adv). .KING. .
Tues. 6:00-6:30 .. .25.1. .... 51.6..,, 48.6 Ray Milland... .KOMO
6. Kingdom of the Sea (Doc)... .KOMO.
.Tues. 7:00-7:30 .. .23.4. .... 34.1., 68.6 $64,000 Question.. .KTNT
. KOMO
.KING.. .. .TPA. .Wed. 6:00-6:30 .. .21.5. .... 47.1., 45.7
8. Annie Oakley (W). .KING..
. Fri. 6:00-6:30 ... .20.6. .... 48.2., 42.8 Ray Milland... .KOMO
.
;_19.4.
.Screen'Gems.
....
42.2
,
46.0
. KOMO
9. Wild Bill Hickok (W). . KING. ,
. Thurs. .6:00-6:30 .
. KOMO
. KING. __CBS ... . Thurs. 8:30-9:00 . _19.1. .... 29.7.;...... . 64.4

COLUMBUS

RATING

..
,..
..
...
...
...
..
...
..
..
..
..

.. .10.8
... 8.3
...1L1.
...13.7
...13.9
.. .18.0
. . .15.4
.. .33.2
.. ,15.3
.. .14.8
... 18.4
. . .26.4

Stations—WLW-C (4), WTVN (6) , WBNS (10)

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). . WBNS.
.Tues. 10:30-11:00 , .33.0. .... 82.5.'. 40.0 Wrestling ... . WTVN ...,
2. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)_ . WBNS,
Wed.'6:30-7:00 ... .24.3- _72.9......... 33.3 Meetin' Time at Moores... . WLW-C .
3. Frontier Doctor (W). . WTVN. ..H-TV., Fri. 7:00-7:30 _ .22.2. .... 56.1........., 39.5 News—Chet Long. .WBNS ...
CBS News—D, Edwards. .WBNS ...
3. Public Defender (Dr)
.WBNS.
Mon. 6:30-7:00 .., _222..... .... 73.9... i, 30.1 Columbus Close-Up. . WTVN .. ,
Weather; Sports. . WTVN ...
4. Sheriff of Cochise (W). .WBNS. .NTA. .Thurs. 7:30-8:00 .
.WTVN ...
20.5. _ 49 8 ...., 41.2 Lone Ranger..
5. Men of Annapolis (Adv). . WBNS.
......20.2. .... 36.5.. 55.3 Big Story....
.WLW-C .
.Fri.9:30-10:00
6. Waterfront (Adv). . WBNS. .MCA.. Fri. 6:30-7:00
.WTVN ...
.18.9 ..,.. ... . 77.fi.
, 24.3
Weather; Sports*.. . WTVN ...
7. Last of the Mohicans (W)
.WBNS.
.18.1. .... 31.5..,,.. 57.5 Something Different. .WTVN ...
.Sat. 10:30-11:00
.WBNS _
8. Whlrlybirds (Adv). .WTVN. .CBS_......... . Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . ...... 16.4. _41.3.., 39.8
1 CBS News—D.~Edwards.. WBNS ....
9. Superman (Adv). . WBNS. „....... Flamingo. Wed. 6:00-6:30 .. .16.1..,.. _58.9... . 27.4
. WTVN* ...,
10. China Smith (Adv)...... . WtVN.
.Wed. 7:00-7:30 .. .15.5..,.. .... 35.8... 43.3 News—Chet Long.. .WBNS ....
CBS News—D. Edwards. .WBNS ....
*

... 4.1
... 5.2
...15.8
...14.9
... 4.4
... 4.4
.. .14.9
...24.0
... 3.5
... 3.2
...22.5
...21,3
;. .19.9
... 8.1
.. .25.7
...22.8
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Sickening
That otherwise expert professional spielers can be strangely
unrelated to what they're talking about has been a matter of corn*
jnent in these Vabiety review columns through the years; Typi¬
cal instances were during the war when casualties _were reported
in a gay, bantering studio voice-with-smile style.
On the,Dean Martin weekend telethon for leukemia on WABD,-"
N. Y., the worst terminal affliction in the medical book, a com¬
mercial-spieling beauty delivered a come-on with head apparently
empty. She was aH* charm, smiles and girlish soap-selling and no
visible awareness of the grim nature of the disease she was “tout¬
ing.”
In a tv world accustopied to any and every'manifestation and
with viewers now necessarily hard to shock, her joyousness was at
the least a jolt.

Wisser Exits Mogul
For Weiss & GeUer
Larry Wisser, general copy chief
at the Emil Mogul Agency for the
past year, has departed that shop
and is switching June'3 to Weiss &
Geller Agency. Wisser is believed
to have been the highest paid
craftsman ever on the Mogul pay¬
roll. .
Mogul has come up from its
early days of radio spots for Bar¬
ney’s (account is still there) and
now hills over $10,000,000 and has
a Madison Avenue home.

RADIO-TELE VISION

HoDaiid Iqitoes Thro’die TV TuKps;
Gov’t Figures It As Mixed Blessing
By ART WOODSTONE

Holland has television, which
the government willingly subsi¬
“City Hospital” CBS Radio’s dizes, apparently loves,- but doesn’t
longrunning dramatic stanza which want more of. This position was
was dropped from the Saturday explained by four visitors from tl |
afternoon schedule last fall to country’s only tv station, Avro, in
make way for a new Kathy God¬ Hilversum, a short distance from
frey half-hour, will return to‘the Amsterdam.'
It appears that the Dutch gov¬
web June 1. Ironically enough,
it returns to its old 1 to 1:30 time ernment is being avuncular about
slot to replace Miss Godfrey’s this mixed stand on video. The
cost of television sets is prohibi¬
show, which is being dropped.
Ira Ashley will produce and tive—it’d take two - and - a - half
months
of a Dutch carpenter’s sal¬
direct “Hospital,” with Robert
ary to pay the. 1,000 to 1,200 guild¬
Newman scripting.
ers one costs (between $250 and
$300)—but the government fears
NBC Television Opera will do
that an increase in the number of
telecasting hours will excite, none¬
four operas, including one new
theless,
an undue interest in buy¬
work, on five programs next sea¬
ing the “luxury” item. (There are
son. New work is Francis Pou¬
approximately 3.77 guilders to the
lenc’s “Dialogs of the Carmelites,”
dollar at current rate of exchange.)
which was world-premiered at La
The four Dutch telfcfcasters are
D. Repko, director general of radio
Scala last January and will re¬
and
tv at Avro* Siebe van der Zee,
ceive its first television presenta¬
chief of tv operations; Ger Lugtention.
burg, head of direction and pro¬
The Opera company will also do
duction, and Karel Prior, head of
NBC Radio has layed out the entertainment:
its first‘Wagner opera, a two-part
They
returned
presentation of “Die Meistersing- ground rules for its see-for-your- home last week after a threeer.” The others on the slate are self” offer to underwrite research week tour- of American television
“Amahl and the Night Visitor,” re¬ studies of network radio’s sales ef¬ facilities.
turning to the NBC Opera fold af¬ ficiency. Under the plan, the net¬
Despite unofficial government
ter having been performed on the work would conduct studies for its reticence about programming in¬
web’s regular dramatic program advertisers in test markets on ra¬ creases, the group Of four expect¬
dio’s
impact
in
delivering
’
a
new
schedule
(“Hallmark
Hall
of
ed a 50,000 set increase by the end
Fame,” “Robert Montgomery Pre¬ sales pitch to the consumer.
of 1957—from the 150,000-set
The conditions are threefold:
sents”) the last few years, and
level. That’s at the present rate
“Rigoletto.”
1. Advertiser must have a total of set-buying.
In an offbeat casting selection, of 45 commercial minutes per
20 Hours by 1960-61
the touring version of the Opera week on NBC Radio for at least
Company has signed Kirk Oreste, eight weeks, with the preference . Four Avro production companies
share
a
9,500,000-guilder annual
the Maltese tenor who’s sung opera being for 30 one-minute announce¬
abroad but whose American work ments and 30 30-second participa¬ budget—4,500,000 from the 30guilder
annual
tax on sets, and the
thus far has been restricted to one tions per week.
2. As an alternate qualification, rest from direct government sub¬
motion pic, “The Vagabond King.”
sidization.
By
1960 or 1961, ac¬
He’s set to tour in “Madam Butter¬ an advertiser must sponsor 15 onefly”.and “La Traviata,” but it's un¬ minute and 15 30-second participa¬ cording to- the hopes of director
derstood he’ll also do the televi¬ tions in “Monitor” for at least Repko, the station will be pro¬
gramming 20 hours a week and the
eight weeks.
sion of “Rigoletto.”
number of sets in the country will
3. The advertiser must use an be 500,000, at which point the set
identifiable copy line which is used tax will cover all costs and* there
exclusively on NBC. Radio.
will no longer be a need for a sub¬
Conditions are so designed as to
The “enlightened outlook of the allow the tests themselves to make sidy.
Avro is non-profit and sharing
American television industry” was sense, since the campaign must its facilities are the Catholics,
cited by Professor Ahmed S. Bok- have continuity, frequency and Protestants, Socialists and a “gen¬
som& identifiable sales pitch. Also,
hari. United Nations- under-secre¬ the particlar copy line involved eral” fourth group to which the
Weekly,
tary for the department of public must hot be used in any other Dutch Visitors belong.
information, in ceremonies at UN medium if a test of radio is to be the groups rotate the live nights
of programming among them, Sun¬
headquarters marking the bestow¬ truly reflective.
days and Fridays being off nights.
ing of an “Emmy.” Mark Goodson,
Night-to-night sked reads thusly:
newly elected chairman of the New
Monday, “miscellany”; Tuesday,
Yprk Chapter of the Academy of
features (Avro recently bought a
Television Arts and Sciences, pre¬
Tom Knode has resigned as v.p. large list of subtitled English pix
sented the award Monday (27).
for television of the Edward Petry
The UN got the “Emmy” for station rep outfit. Knode, former from J. Arthur Rank); Wednesday,
“originating full television cover¬ director of station relations .'for drama; Thursday, public affairs,
age of the United Nations meetings NBC, had been with Petry for two education; Saturday, variety.
Lugtenburg, production chief,
during the Middle East crisis and years. Future plans aren’t set yet.
first pointed out that in the Neth¬
for making this programming
Ernest Lee Jahnke, former erlands .there is no division of
available for telecasting over veepat ABC, takes over job at
WPIX.” In his short acceptance Petry, similar in most respects to duties between the producer and
director, because Dutch television
address, the UN undersecretary Knode’s.
people felt the distinction might
praised the cooperation and high¬
At the same time, Charles H, not help the cause of a unified,
mindedness of American tv for Phillips quit Petry as manager of fluid production. As a result, ha
utilizing UN services.
sales development.
handles both, as well as technical
production, thereby seeing each
show through from inception to
end.
Lugtenburg and Karel Prior, en¬
tertainment chief, felt that at
home the quality of video photog¬
raphy was better than in the U. S.
They thought of their cameramen
as “photographers,” often coming
Another blast has been directed basis of the total audience which from motion pictures, and gener¬
ally with a strong feeling for tha
at Nielsen's radio .report, this time accrues to an. advertiser.
“It makes no more' sense to artistry of a tv shot. They visual¬
from the new Robert' Eastman ABC
treat 50,000,000 out-of-home radios ized American cameramen as en¬
Radio administration. *Larry Pol¬ as a ‘bonus audience,’ ” Pollock gineers, and, while allowing that
lock, web's manager of radio re¬ pointed out, “than It does to ignore they had seen some quality cam¬
search, in a letter tc the rating —and nobody does—the pass-along erawork here, they felt U. S. tech¬
company, reiterated and added to readership benefitting the major nicians couldn't always work at
print media.” He said that week¬ independently in capturing tha
the charges made in the past sev¬ end radio advertisers—found In most dramatic moments.
eral months about the Inadequacy “any recent Nielsen network-radio
While the average level of in¬
pocketpiece—don’t look upon their come is not high enough to get
of the Nielsen radio reports.
weekend
radio
audience
the
cost of a tv set out of the lux¬
“It seems to us,” Pollock wrote,
‘bonus’.” He said that, on the con¬
“any attempt at describing recent trary, .they recognize the great ury category, it works in behalf
of Avro. The visitors estimated
radio audience trends should take amount of weekend automobile lis¬ that the top time cost for a fullfull cognizance of the out-qf-home tening as “.an Integral part of their hour production on the statipn waa
7,000 guilders, Including technical
audience. For this reason, it is overall media strategy.”
“We realize that current Nielsen
difficult to understand the re¬ date-gathering and reporting pro¬ manpower, transmission, talent—
everything. That's slightly under
peated Nielsen emphasis on home cedures almost dictate dissemina¬ $2,000 in exchange terms.
listening.” What brought on the tion of the figures in jthis somewhat
new criticism was Nielsen’s recent unsatifactory state,” Pollock said.
Joy NichoU in N. Y.
booklet, “Radio Facts—1957,” des¬ “So long as these present Nielsen
London,. May 28,
cribing the advances made by Co. methods are employed, we can¬
Joy Nichols planed to New York
radio.
not foresee being able to complete¬
on
Sunday
(26)
for a several week
ly
satisfy
the
needs
of
radio’s
ad¬
Pollock said that there are a
This stay during which she'll be fea¬
“few sources” in the booklet not vertisers and supporters.
tured
in
a
number
of tv shows.
can
only
be
accomplished
when
the
giving “adequate credit” to radio.
Miss Nichols will also be giving
He was “concerned” over the con¬ industry will have at its dispoal a
the
current
Broadway
shows the
realistic
and
accurate
portrayal
of
tinual separation of out-of-home
and in-home audiences, since “ra¬ out-of-home listening, by specific o.o. with a view to presentation In
London.
dio is sold and bought only on the , programs and/or stations.”

’Hospital’ Back on AM

NBC Sets ’57-’58
Dean Martin s Terrif City of Hope
Telethon Job; $804,000 m Pledges TV Opera Sked
Downward monetary effective¬ 4—--ness of the latest of .several New
York telethons was reversed last
weekend on WABD, N. Y., by the
General Mills has added its bit
1914-hour City of Hope telethon.
Show, from Saturday (25) 10 p.m. to the growing one-shot schedule
slated
for. CBS-TV for the fall.
until 5:30 the next afternoon, at¬
tracted $804,000 in pledges within Cereal -outfit has purchased spon¬
sorship of a telecast of the World's
- a few hours of the final curtain. Rodeo Championship, to be done
Until then, a telethon of similar as a remote from Pendleton, Ore.,
length was considered lucky if it site of the yearly roundup.
broke $250,000.
Show will be aired on Sept. 14, a
Coin is to go to establishing the Saturday night, from 8 to 9. p.m.
Dean Martin Blood Disease Centre
in Duarte, Calif. And Martin, who
worked- the stretch, was backed
throughout the night and the fol¬
lowing day by a “who’s who” of
show biz names and' further re, enforced by ^concentrations of
sports, rock 'n* roll, and juve-appeal performers plus a host of by¬
liners, politicos and a high quota
of radio-tv personalities.'21'
Overall audience reaction was
one of complete appreciation of the
terrific job that Martin did. It was
Television spot grossed $116,not only a personal tribute to his 935,000 in the first quarter of
whole-hearted magnanimity for a 1957, according to Television Bu¬
worthy , cause but redounded, once reau of Advertising. First quarter
again, as do undertakings of this last year, the tally was $100,209,000,
nature, to the overall credit of 16.7% lower than the new count.
show business and its people.
-Over 23 sponsors spent over
The great and the small rated $1,000,000 in spot during the first
the audience’s approbation alike. quarter of 1957, against- 15 last
George Jessel was signalized by year.
At the same- time, a special
Martin, at signoff, for his quad¬
ruple appearances. Eddie Cantor analysis of spot television, aiding
did a Saturday night appearance in the selection and evaluation of
and an encore Sunday midafter¬ different time periods, different de¬
noon. As the “dean” of show busi¬ grees of frequency and of cover¬
ness, as Jessel introduced him, his age, was released by TvB. Promo¬
sincere, literate speech was moving tion outfit pointed out that until
and undoubtedly as influential in now spot buying has been limited
moving the pledges' as anything to analysis on market-by-market
studies with no combined national
else..
Disk jockey Murray Kaufman impression as achieved by the net¬
was another yeoman worker, and works.
The report showed that “no one
held down the lobster shift—the
wee small hours—with a marathon time period is best in everything.”
of calypso and rock 'n’ roll spe¬ TvB study covers the number of
cialists whom he introduced and homes readied, frequency of im¬
pact, and cost of each of seven
paced.
A signal standout, almost on a different time periods throughout
par with the star of the telethon, the day. Results are available for
was Barry Gray, a poised, person¬ all tv homes, by age of hausfrau,
able and literate performer. Mar¬ by family size, and, when the re¬
tin saluted Gray for his glibness port is fully tabulated, by con¬
of gab and justifiably spotlighted sumption rates for various product
the WMCA (N. Y.) midnight deejay categories. ID’s 20-second and oneas a stalwart aide. Gray’s style, minute spots were analyzed and
incidentally, should have salutary rates to determine cost-per-1,000
professional effect in spotlighting returns were based on 13-, 39- and
himself for tv because he seems to 52-week orders.
A sample TvB table showed the
the telelens b<>rn» completely at
ease, never wanting for chatter, variety of audience sizes available
at
different cost levels, “highlight¬
and handling his phase of the pro¬
ceedings with consummate profes¬ ing the fact that a period best in
reaching
the total tv market may
sional eclat. (“Benefits” may well
prove to have standout showcasing not be best in reaching the young
or
large
family
homes.”
values for performers; it took the
Material is based on data from
Friars Club-Perry Como dinner
this past winter to put new spot¬ Nielsen Audimeter homes Feb.
light values on Joey Bishop, for in-' 11-15, «nd all the times surveyed
are local times, except for latenight
stance.)
The expression “out on his feet” network shows.
fitted Martin and others, the Mike
Durso band included. Somehow
the sturdiest to hold up appeared
to be Grav, apparently hot phased
by the 1.914 hour marathon ordeal
under the heat and the pressure of
LOs Angeles, May 28.
the telecameras.
Damages of $1,385,000 was
Included in the guse roster were: sought by writer Fred Shevin in a
Milton Berle, Jo Stafford, Tony Superior Court lawsuit alleging
Martin, Perry Como, Phil Silvers, that the “People Are Funny” gim¬
Jack Barry, Patti Page, Ed Sulli¬ mick of having an electronic brain
van, Constance Bennett, Rosalind'1 serve as a cupid was taken from a
Russell, Paul Muni, Sophie Tucker, script he wrote in 1946. Last month,
politicos Carmine DeSapio, Jersey w.. ter Donald Weed filed a similar
Gov. Robert Meyner, N. Y. Mayor sit, claiming authorship of the idea
Robert Wagner, and from among and asked for $1,000,000 damages.
the sportsmen, Johnny Antonelli,
Shevin’s action named Art LinkGil Hodges, Pee Wee Reese, Gil letter, John Guedel Productions,
NBC and agent Lew Shore as de¬
McDougald and Whitey Ford.
fendants, He charged he submitted
it to Shore to handle but nothing
Ottawa—Alphonse Ouimet, gen¬ happened with it. In 1951, Shevin
eral manager of the Canadian gave CBS permission to see it and
Broadcasting Corp., will be hon¬ last September, according to the
ored this Friday ,(31) by the Uni¬
versity of Montreal which will complaint, the script titled “Per¬
present him with an honorary doc¬ fect Mate” became the basis of the
“People” gag.
torate in applied science.

Gen. Milk Buys Rodeo

TV Spot Biz Hits
$116,935,000 For
1st Quarter in ’57

Linkletter Gag Cues
Suit for $1,385,000

57

NBC Ground Rules
On Network Radio
Sales Efficiency

UN Gets An 'Emmy’

Knode Exits Petry

ABC Radio to NieIseii:‘Get Hep
To That Out-of-Home Audience

NOW
LOOK
AT IT
THIS
WAY!
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It’s a changing 'world. Along with fashions, home appliances and the
shifting sands of the desert, the American language never stays put. Hardly anyone
,says “Pardon irfy wet glove” any more. Or “23 Skiddoo!” Or even “The cat’s pajamas.”
The language of television, too, periodically gets itself turned upsidedown! Take the phrase “network quality,” for instance. Years ago (like 1956), “network
quality^’ was the expression in vogue. It meant the. best you could buy—if you were a.
national advertiser with matching budget. TV film syndicators wistfully resorted to
• “network quality’ ’ when they wanted to make the biggest possible claim for their product.
When we set out to produce our syndicated submarine-adventure
series,*“The Silent Service,” we kept one basic reality in mind—the fact that all TVI viewing is local. In any given time-period, the local, regional and spQjt -program adver¬
tiser has to be ready to compete with network shows, no matter how glittering their
production values, We defined our market as those selfsame local, regional and spot
advertisers exclusively. It was therefore up to us to provide them with so prime a product,.
(they could compete successfully for audience, no matter what the competition might offer!.
Well, “The Silent Service” is now happily under way the length and
breadth of the land. In city after city, regardless of what the competing attractions are,
:: -the major audiences are going for the action, suspense and sheer believability of “The
Silent Service.” And the critics have written consistently complimentary reviews.
“Network quality?” That’s one way of putting it. But for nonnetwork advertisers'! there’s a better way to describe television entertainment at its
finest—and they can be mighty proud of it. It’s the modern, true-to-life, CNP
expression—“Syndication Quality!” NBC TELEVISION FILMS a division of

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

39

40
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.TV-FILMS
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tfiRlEfr-m FEATURE FILM CHART

Variety’s weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bufeature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
reau’s latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
of the feature, and audience compositibn, i.e. a late show at 11:15 p.m, would hardly
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in • time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi*
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
features as their stars, release year, original production Company and the present
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer
to such factors as the time, and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data.

SPOKANE
APRIL, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS

ARB
BATING

ARB
RATING

HIGH

LOW

SHARE OR
AUDIENCE

Million Dollar Movie
Sat. April 27
10:30-12:15 a.m.
KREM

21.1

24.3

13.9

67.9

Your Hit Parade.. KHQ ...
Late Show... .KXLY ..

5:30 Movie
Thurs. April 25
5:30-6:45 p.m.
KHQ

15.1

16.0

13.9

39.9

Mickey Mouse Club.. .KREM
Wild Bill Hickok. .KREM ..
Name That Tune. KXLY ..

S. TOP HAT—
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers;
1935; RKO; C&C.

Hollywood Film
Theatre
Sun. April 21
7:30-9:00 p.m.
KREM

14.9

16.0

13.9

24.8

Circus Boy..;. .KHQ
Steve Allen..
.KHQ

4. A BELL FOR ADANO—
Gene Tierney, John Hodiak;
1945; 20th Century Fox; NTA

5:30 Movie
Wed. April 24
5:30-6:45 :p.m.
KHQ

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. GOD IS MY CO-PILOT—
Dennis Morgan. Dane Clark;
1945; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

t. FORT DEFIANCE—
Dane Clark. Ben Johnson;
1951; United Artists;
United Artists-TV.

TIME SLOT

,

/

.♦*
...

t
13.8

14,2

13.2

36.7

Mickey Mouse Club.•. .KREM ..
Buffalo Bill Jr., .KREM ..
Giant Step...,..
.KXLY ,.

- Channel 2 Theatre
Thurs. April 25 •
10:30-12:30 a.m.
KREM

13.0

15.3

10.8

51.4

Playhouse 90...... KXLY ..
News Desk; I Led 3 Lives. KHQ ...
\

Fanjous Film Festival
Sat. April 27
7:30-9:00 p.m.
KREM *

12.1

13.9

9.7

20.4

People Are Funny.. .KHQ
Perry Como.. .KHQ

5:30 Movie
Fri. April 26
5:30-6:45 p.m.
KHQ

10.5

13.2

9.7

34,6

Mickey Mouse Club. .KREM
Captain Midnight. .KREM
Newsroom; Weather. .KREM

..
..
..

8. WESTERN UNION—
Randolph Scott, JRobert Young;
1941; 20th Century Fox; NTA.

Late Movie
Wed. April 24
10:40-12:30 a.m.
KHQ

10.3

16.0

6.2

57.6

Premiere

Performance. .KREM

..

9. HOME OF THE BRAVE—
Frank Lovejoy, Lloyd Bridges;
1949; United Artists;
Atlantic Television.

5:30 Movie
Tues. April 23
5:30-6:45 p.m.
. KHQ

9.9

c 10.8

8,7

29.2

Mickey Mouse Club.:_ •KREM ..
Sgt. Preston of the Yukon.... KREM ..
Newsroom; Weather. .KREM ..

10. DANGEROUSLY THEY LIVE—
John Garfield, Nancy Coleman,
Raymond Massey; 1941;
Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions.

Channel 2 Theatre
Tues.'April 23,
10:30-12:00 a.m.
KREM

9.5

10.4

8.3

67.3

News Desk; £ate Movie. KHQ* ...
Late Movie.. KHQ ... . 2.7

First Run Theatre
Sat. April 6
.10:00-11:30 p.m.
KWK*

* 20.8

23.0

19.2

54.8

Rosemary Clooney..... KSD ....
Sheriff of Cochise....... .1...; .KSD .... .18.9.
City Detective.; KSD ....

Premier Performance
Sun. April 7
11:00-12:45 a.m.
KSD

8.5

10.3

6.2

81.7 '

News—Ed Brown. .KW.K ...
Weather; Sports.. .KWK ...
Feature Film. KWK ...

2. FIGHTING MAN OF THE PLAINS—
Randolph Scott, Bill Williams;
1949; 20th Century Fox;
RKO Teleradio.

KWK Theatre
Fri. April 5
11:30-1:15 a.m.
KW.K

8.5

10.3

5.6 '

62.9

House on 92nd Street,
Late Movie . .KSD

3. LAST OF THE MOHICANS—
Randolph Scott, Binnie Barnes;
1936; United Artists; TPA.

Late Movie
Sat. April 6
11:35-1:15 a.m.
KSD

8.1

10.6

5.6

58.7

News, Weather & Sports... .KWK ...
News, Weather & Sports; Film KWK ...
Feature Film... •KWK ...

4. SABRE JET—
Robert Stack, Coleen Gray;
1953; United Artists;
United Artists-TV.

KWK Theatre
Mon^ April 1
11:30-1:00 a.m.
KWK

5.1

5.9

4.1

96.3

Ray Anthony... .KSD

....

4. HE RAN ALL THE WAY—
John Garfield, Shelley Winters;
1951; United Artists;
United Artists-TV.

Feature Film
Sat. April 6
11:50-1:15 a.m.
KWK

5.1

6.2

3.8

40.5

Last of the Mohicans,
Late Movie. .KSD

.... .

5. HOUSE ON 92nd STREET—
Lloyd Nolan, Signe Hasso;
1945; 20th Century Fox; NTA
-

Late Movie
Fri. April 5
11:20-1:00 a.m.
KSD

4.7

5.6

2.7

33.1

News, Weather &'Sports. KWK
KWK Theatre..
.KWK

...
...

6.

Late Movie
Thurs. April 4
11:50-1:30 a.m. •
KSD

3.5
/

4.4

2.7

85.4 '

KWK Theatre. KWK

... . 1.1

7. TWIN BEDS—
Joan Bennett, George Brent;
1942; Edward Small; TPA

Late Movie
Tues. April 2
11:50-1:15 a.m.
KSD

3.2

4.1 -

1.8

82.1

News, Weather & Sports ...... KWK

t.

Feature Film
Sat. April .6
1:30-3:30 p.m.
KWK

2.9

3.5

1.8

29.9

5. FOREVER AMBER—
Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde,
George Saunders; 1947;
20th Century Fox; NTA.

C. THOSE HIGH GRAY WALLS—
Walter Connelly, Iris Meredith;
1939; Columbia; Screen Gems
7. SABRE JET—
Robert Stack,. Coleen Gray;
1953; United Artists;
United Artists-TV.

... .40.7
...

18.4.

•

ST. LOUIS
1. TRIO—
Jean Simmons,. Michael Rennie,
Roland Culver; 1950;
Paramount; NTA.
2. SUEZ—
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young,
Annabella; 1938;
20th Century Fox; NTA.

BLACK MAGIC—
Orson Welles, Nancy Guild;
1949; United Artists; TPA

HANNAn LEE—
Macdonald Carey, Joanne Dru;
1953; Jack Brodeiv

....

8.1

*

... .3.5

Detectives Diary ... %. .KSD ....
Showtime at the Zoo . KSD ....
Stories of th$ Century. .KSi> ....

-

*.

8.6
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
' Pulse Inc. Is about to make marked changes In its network television
rating report. In the May tallies, due soon, the company will aug¬
ment the usual national breakdown by including market-by-market
rating returns on network shows, so that bankrollers are able to check
the impatt of their web programs for weak and strong areas.
: Forty different markets will be rated individually every month, In
addition to the regular national averages. Every network show wilt*
be broken down into the 23 major markets measured month in and
month out plus 17 additional markets, which will change each month.
In the course of a year, with Pulse rotating the supplementary 17, over
150 markets will be covered a year.
Bight of the U. of Illinois to use appropriated state funds for the
financing of its educational tv station was upheld by the Illinois Su¬
preme Court last week on the grounds that a university could not be
restricted “to specific authorizations in its proposed research and ex¬
perimentation.”
Suit brought to court by taxpayers charged that the university had
illegally financed the construction and operation, of its television sta¬
tion, WILL,-with taxpayers’ money, in the form, of general state ap¬
propriations. Justice Byron O, House, who wrote the opinion, stated:
“Television ... is one of the many activities incident to the, manage¬
ment and operation of the university included in the single objective
of maintaining an institute of higher learning.”
The school has used its tv station.- for several years as a lab for
training Students in various television courses, and its viewing area
is jnostly in the twin-city area of Champaign-Urbana.
Richard Fielder, son of legit vets Frank Fielder- and Mae Desmond,
slated to have his first two' full length television plays (combined
selling price reported to be $5,000) produced within a 10-day period
early in June—“The Furlough” skedded for Studio One and “Fire
and Ice” for Kraft Theatre.
Fielder, exec director of the Mae Desmond Children’s Theatre In
P'hilly, will take the troupe on tour of the strawhats with “The Ad¬
ventures of Wyatt Earp.” He writes, acts, directs and handles the
bookings for the group.
*

IlAMO-TFXt: VISION

ABC Sets Morgan As
Radio Program Veepee
William S. Morgan Jr. will join
ABC Radio Network on June 3 as
vice- president in charge of pro¬
gramming. Morgan Is v.p. of the
McLendon Corp., owner of KLIF,
Dallas, where he is also general
manager.
KLIF is represented nationally
by Blair, outfit which the new ABC
Radio prexy, Robert E. Eastman,
left to join the network. Key to
the hiring, according to Eastman,
is that Morgan’s experience in de¬
veloping local programming and
his knowledge of local selling prob¬
lems qualify him for Eastman’s
“local level” approach to network¬
ing.
About the time word leaked that
Morgan will be leaving KLIF for
ABC, Ray Diaz, longtime program
manager of the network, resigned.
Experienced in station relations
and long lines, in addition to net¬
work programming, Diaz was pre¬
vailed upon by Eastman to stay.
Diaz, however, said he was resign¬
ing over a “difference of opinion,”
apparently hinging on the lopoff of
several hours of network program
time. .

Scot Com! Indie
Veers to Vaudeo
With‘New Faces’

The Public Morality Council, London, believes that many British
teleplays ‘ “are open to serious objection without being indecent.” It
states in its 1956 report that an- increasing number of complaints have
been received. “One play depicted promiscuous sex relationships as
though that were normal and generally accepted. A wanting that plays
are not entirely suitable for young viewers does not discharge the
responsibility of the BBC to viewers.”
The Council considered that the year had brought some real prog¬
Glasgow, May 21.
ress in public entertainment, both on the stage and on tv. Sound
Scotland’s new indie outfit, Scot¬
broadcasting gets off lightly with “It has not provided many com¬
tish
Television
Ltd., which tees
plaints” and adds, “It would be a good thing in broadcast entertain¬
ment to cut out the overemphasis on drink, by which one means, of off with commercial programs Aug.
31,
is
launching
an all-out search
course, tippling.”
for new professional and amateur.
talent
They
wii!
feature best acts
A series of three general membership meetings of the New. York
branch of Academy of Television Arts & Sciences has been scheduled. in a weekly “New Faces” program
on
the
local
network.
First meeting was held last night (Tues.) at the Waldorf-Astoria, and
Roy'Thomson’s new outfit, having
others are slated for Monday (3) and Thursday (13).
Powwows are to kick off the eastern branch’s annual membership gained the Auld Lang Syne pro¬
gram
contract, is keen to sponsor
drive. Academy has a local-membership of 1,000 at present.
a rebirth of vaude in Scotland.
The Chevrolet division of the General Motors Corp. held its first
An STV topper told Variety:
closed-circuit telecast Friday (24) when its dealers in 44 cities gath- “The- shrinking number of variety
i ered in hotels and auditoriums for one simultaneous - nationwide theatres, in a country which has
meeting.
produced so many memorable the¬
TNT Tele-Sessions produced and networked the closed tv telecast atrical personalities, is suffocating
originating from The Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel in Detroit.
young talent and causing a south¬
bound emigration of existing per¬
Because of interest at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and formers.” . The search for “new
Boston industries, WGBH-TV, the Boston Educational station, has made blood” is now on. '
arrangements to carry the June 9 “See It Now” in a feed from CBSSTV says it will try to Insure
TV. Show, the last of the current season, will deal with automation. that programs are not screened
CBS’ regular Boston outlet, WNAC-TV, doesn’t clear time for “See like -a portrait album of the same
It Now” and as a result, the show is locked out of Boston.
familiar faces. The British Broad¬
casting Corp. here is frequently
Commodore Productions, Hollywood, retains radio rights for a accused of encouraging cliques of
“Tarzan” series, Superior Judge Wallace Ware having upheld firm’s broadcasters, using the same names
stand against lawsuit brought by Edgar Rice Burroughs Inc. Plaintiff and artists from year to year, and
sought to cancel existing pact because Commodore allegedly didn’t giving few openings to new talent
live up to agreement to have series on at least three stations simul¬
Meanwhile (a watchdog commit¬
taneously. Defendant successfully contended that the agreement was tee of representative Scots has
a profit sharing contract, not a licensing deal, and therefore strict ad¬ been named by the Independent
herence to such a clause was not necessary.
TV Authority to advise on program
contents, etc. Committee, headed
Annual fellowship-honoring the late Paul Kesten has been estab¬ by Dr. Tom Honeyman, comprises
lished by the CBS Foundation at the Harvard School of Business Ad¬ a trade unionist, advertising spe¬
ministration. Fellowship, named after the former CBS exec v. p. and cialist, .churchman, educationist,
vicechairman of'the board who retired in 1946 and died last De¬ artist, and a woman university
cember, will provide a stipend of $2,500 a year for an “outstanding” expert.
student preparing for an advertising or marketing career.
According to Sir Kenneth Clark,
Reorganization of KTTV-Hollywood technical staff finds Joe Bluth, ITA chairman, committee will ad¬
vise
on programs concerned with
with station for nine years, upped to technical operations supervisor
by chief, engineer. Edward E. Benham. Farrell Quigley becomes head political and industrial cbntroversy,
and on those about religion,
of engineering planning, maintenance and transmitter "division. Charles
January and Richard Bowen have been promoted to studio-film super¬ children and news. It will also
keep
London
toppers of ITA in¬
visor and remote supervisor, respectively, while Berme Campbell and
formed on Auld Lang Syne reac¬
Mai Waring become technical facilities planning and lighting super¬ tion.
visors, respectively. Engineering realignment fallowed resignation of
»
.Jim Tennyson to join Houston-Fearless electronics firm.
Twin Cities’ school'children have been enlisted in the campaign to WMGM, WINS Moving
raise additional funds for the new Minneapolis-St. Paul educational
Studios in New York
tv station KTCA-TV, soon to start operations.
Each,.,child has re¬
It’s moving day for two New
ceived an envelope to take home for the parents to insert $1 or York radio stations. WMGM and
more as a contribution. Returns so far have averaged $1.80 per WINS, competitive indies, are leav¬
envelope.
ing current quarters shortly for,
new space.
NBC-TV was able to be first on the air with films of the Formosa
WINS, an Elroy -McCaw station
anti-U.S. rioting Sunday afternoon (26) because of some cooperation
* between its news department and its entertainment staffers. NBC and long entrenched at 28 West
44th
St. in Manhattan, is moving
Formosa correspondent Lawrence Chang’s footage arrived on the Coast
that afternoon while the web’s “Outlook” was on the air. Learning to the old two-story Hearst Bldg,
on
Broadway
and Central Park
of . this, “Otulook” assistant director Charlie Sieg tried to get an
L.A.-to-N.Y, cutin with .the film, but found the lines were tied up by West. Management hopes to move
offices
and
studios
by July 1,
“The Steve Allen Show,” which Was using the lines for a rehearsal
pickup from Hollywood, where the Louella Parsons 21st birthday party though company ■still has about
for Anna Maria Alberghetti remote was to originate. Sieg got on the five years on the 15-year lease it
phohe with Bill Harbach, producer of the Allen segment, who agreed signed for the 44th St. space,
to release the line so “Outlook” could air the film. “Outlook” im¬ which will be used for WINS re¬
mediately cut to the Coast for a “first-on-the-air” beat with the footage. cording operations. *
WMGM, owned by Loew’s, leaves
Schwerin Research is. starting “qualitative” analysis, of Canada’s 711 Fifth, where Columbia Pic¬
French-language video market. From June 4 through 7, company will tures is also located, and moves to
400 Park Ave. on a longterm lease.
hold audience sessions in Montreal.
Among basic points to be covered are to what extent does the Date for transfer hasn’t been set,
French-language market differ in tastes from the English-speaking but it will take place after broad¬
cast equipment is installed.
J
audience; and are the same selling themes workable in both areas.
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ABC Radio Throwing 4 Hours-Plus
Back to Locals in‘4-Point’Concept;
Eastman Brooming Paar, Fights
The new president of ABC Ra¬
dio has blueprinted a fullscale
change in the network’s program
structure, based on what he feels
takes Into primary consideration
the needs and desires of local ra¬
dio. Most fundamental and farreaching change anticipated by
Robert E. Eastman, who less than
a month ago left a^station repre¬
sentation firm to assume command
of the new corporate division, is
the elimination of over‘four hours
a day of network programming.
“The intention,” he said, “is to
shorten the network day, and add
quality instead of quantity. When
you analyze it, only the small sta¬
tions are clearing marginal pro¬
gram time. Large stations won’t
take it.” He added that the only
reason the networks haven’t short¬
ened. their hours before this is
that they are afraid they’ll never
recapture the time. Except for oc¬
casional advertising, time axed by
Eastman was unsponsored.
ABC shortly will operate eight
hours a day, Monday through Fri¬
day, in. addition to all-day news
and special event coverage. East¬
man, moving cautiously, hasn’t
made any decisions about changing
-the weekend radio picture, which
includes a substantial amount of
paid religious time.
Mid-June Sweep
Eastman is axing the 11 to noon,
4 to 5 p.m., 6:35 to 7 p.m. and
probably the two hours from 10
to midnight. As a result, Jack Paar,
Mel Allen and a number of other
ABC Radio' personalities will be

general manager of KLIF, Dallas,
as vice-president in charge of pro¬
gramming. (See separate story.)
Eastman cited Morgan’s experi¬
ence in building KLIF into the
"highest rated independent radio
station In any major market —, I
don’t care which — in the coun¬
try.”
From 1 to 4 p.m., three separate
live shows are planned—all of the
same nature. Eastman felt a con¬
tinuation of live music, each hourof which will be fronted by a dif¬
ferent Individual, will add to the
network programming continuity.
He stated that the same system
might not prevail from 7 to 10
or 10:30, since he wanted to dis¬
cuss it with Morgan, who will first
be engaged in arranging a night¬
time program plan. He did say that
there was a possibility, however,
that the music-personality formula
would obtain and that, under any
circumstances, such commentators
as AFL-CIO’s Edward P. Morgan
and John W. Vandercook will re^
main.
So far, Eastman has not pacted
any performers. He only arrived at
his program decisions a few days
ago. It may be that regular ABC
news
capsules
of five-minute
length will be increased, from hour¬
ly to half-hourly.
Eastman doesn’t envision any
change in the sale of time. Ha
intends to preserve the five-min¬
ute <‘program unit” plan instituted
over a year ago by’his predecessor
Don Durgin, who has since moved
over to NBC-TV.

ABC’s Local Design

500,000 TV Sets,
71 Italo State;
Eye 2d Network

So keen is he 'to maintain
rapport with the local stations,
Robert Eastman, new ABC
Radio prexy, is going to hire
an executive who’ll work ex¬
clusively with affiliates on
their local program needs.
This full-time consultant will
have nothing at all to do with
network stanzas, Eastman said.

Rome, May 28.
Seventyone television transmit¬
leaving the station, some by midJune. Allen’s sponsor is not re¬ ters are currently in operation
newing.
throughout the Italian peninsula,
In each of at least five of the an RAI (Italo Radio Network)
eight hours that remain, Eastman stockholder report has just re¬
plans to put a strong, though not vealed* This compares with 18 in
necessarily wellknown, personality, France and 16 in Great Britain,
backed by live music—a la • Don where/ however, the geographical
McNeill who will continue to pre¬ problem is not as acute as in Italy.
side over the 9-10 a.m. “Breakfast Latter’s numerous mountain areas
Club.” He’s going to keep the 10 lead to formation of blind spots.
to 11 drama block intact for the These, currently being eliminated,
moment, though he figures that are in some areas of Sicily, phrts of
after a -short time it, too, will be ..the Riviera, Trieste, and the ex¬
programmed by a personality-live treme northeast.
music-type offering. (Eastman said
Because of the heavy expendi¬
on another occasion that he’s go¬ ture on new equipment and ex¬
ing to eliminate records, since tension of the network, this year’s
“there is no good reason why a dividend dropped, but itrs expected
network should ever play phono¬ that with the recent start in spon¬
graph records.”)
sored programming and the sharp
The new ABC blueprint is based rise in viewing, the stockholder
on four considerations as follows: handout will again rise in the near
1. There must be a “concept,” future. RAI cites 500,000 as an
something he believes is lacking up-to-date estimate of actual sets
in most network radio today. It in use in this country.
means to him that “we will not
Question of a second telenet
program or sell purely for ,the sake
of expediency; there has to be a (Italy is now serviced by a single
chain) is approached with caution
long-range reason for what we do.” in the report, which merely says
2. The aim is to “get back to that it is “extremely difficult” to
the. grassroots.” This is .the rea¬ satisfy local televiewers with a sin¬
soning,that motivated the lopoff of gle program. It is therefore prob¬
the “extraneous” network pro¬ able that current plans for limited
gramming, in order to give the “second programming” in the main'
stations a break in garnering local tv areas such as Milan, Rome, and
advertisers.,
Naples—all financed by private en¬
3. Programming has got to have terprise—will precede institution
“immediacy.” He said that, as a of a second RAI net on a national
result, he is going to pursue a live basis. The Vatican is likewise plan¬
talent approach.
ning its own telecasting, but this
4. ABC programming has got to still appears to be some time off.
be “exclusive.” For that reason,
he is going to eliminate simulcasts,
the biggest being the Wednesday
night audio coverage of the tele¬
Seattle, May 28.
vised fights. (Network already lost
Sale of KUTI, Yakima, to Harri¬
Firestone’s
Monday
half-hour,
which next season will be retained son A. Roddick has been announced
solely on tv.) This exclusivity also by Wally Nelskog, former Seattle
means the end to radio versions radio and television personality.
of the Sugar Bowl game in the Nelskog owns 50% of the station.
winter. Eastman said the only time Other owners are Gene Williams
the network will do material also and Del Cody, both of KSPO, Spo¬
on video is when something of kane.
Price was in excess of $250,000.
great importance—“like a national
Nelskog is also part owner of
crisis”-»-occurs.
He explained that “his primary KYNG, Coos Bay, Ore., KQTY,
Everett,
and KUDI, Great Falls,
interest In the local level” was be¬
hind his hiring of William Morgan, Mont. He lives in Seattle.

KUTI’s 250G Sale

PfiniEfr
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THIS ARB 29.0 IS HIGHER THAN THE ARB NATIONAL
RATING FOR THESE SHOWS (MARCH, 1957):

\\

HIGHWAY
PATROL

Playhouse 90 .... .27.4
Bob Cummings
27.4

Robin Hood

starring

BRODERICK
CRAWFORD

Loretta Young

Mr. Adams and Eve;

the ns*

“iss^s.
SUM

,

PSniEff

W«dn<*Uy, May 29 1957
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DISCLOSED BY NATIONAL RATING ANALYSES

'0

On Trial.. ..19.3
,.19.3
Sid Caesar
Panic ......i. ..19.2
Ford Theatre ............ ..17.9
Alcoa Hour ...... ,.17.8
. .17.8
Robert Montgomery Presents. .16.7
Producers Showcase. ..16.0
Kraft-TV Theatre...... ..19.8
Treasure HUht. .,15.1
DuPont Cavalcade Theatre. * ..13.5
..12.1
Wire Service
Danny Thomas .... ..10.9
ARB National March, 1957

\

I

AFTER
TIME...

ZIV
SHOWS

'rfsy/jVfs//

GREAT
IN CITY
AFTER
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TV Follow-Up Comment
-SSS- Continued from pare 35

On the show came as something of field performing as a violinist and
■ as pianist. Fiddling, Miss Mandisappointment.field, backed up by f our male vio¬
In other aspects of the show, linists, seemed to turn in a credi¬
Allen continues as a hit-or-misser.; table performance with the “VivalIn terms of guest acts doing their ,di Concert.” She was less sure of
Straight routines and his special herself on the keyb hard, and some¬
pickups, Allen an.d producer Jules what less able with “Malaguana.”
Green have gotten their pacing Yet, it was a good stunt enliven¬
down to a fine edge and the, Show’s ing a smooth vaudeo layout, head¬
straight variety, elements run off lining Gene Austin, ventriloquist
as smoothly as any show on the air. Ricky Layne, Jack Webb, “The
It’s in the Alienisms—“Report to Three Cottas,” and others.
A medley of tunes, done in
the Nation” and “Man in the
Street,” that the show tends to hit Dixieland fashion, was offered to
its lows. Although there’s occa¬ good effect -by .Austin, the com¬
sionally some fine comedy material poser- of many pop faves of yester¬
In the original stuff, it’s usually year now hitting the comeback
His pipes still are o.k.
dissipated in overall disappointing trail.
segments.
In “Report,” Andy Ricky Layne and his dummy Vel¬
Griffith had some brief bright mo¬ vet had a few yocks at the ex¬
ments as an Elvis Presley type, but pense of Ed (Solomon). * Vocalist
even the merits of his stint were Dolores Gray was‘On the weak side
diminished by the lacklustre in the4 last of her two production
“There’ll
Be
Some
quality of the rest of the segment. numbers
On the variety side, Marty Rob¬ Changes Made,” but she came
bins kicked off with a pleasing through all right in her initialer
recreation of "his “White Sport “An Errand of Hope.”
Phil Foster maed much ado with
Coat & Pink Carnations” discli-ck,
following a quickie opening Visit his “Let’s Keep ‘the Dodgers in
Acrobatic act
by Dean Martin following his 19M>- Brooklyn” tune.
hour N.Y. telethon for the City of “The Three Cottas” was unusually
Hope hospital. Allen, incidentally, good. Bill Kenny of the Ink Spots
asked for contributions on a na¬ was winning with a sentimental
tional basis, since the telethon was melody, and ballerina Martha Ann
only local. After a “Man in-the Bentley was on hand for some
Horo.
Street” bit, the show swung to ■ stepping.
Hollywood for a live pickup of
Louella. Parsons’ 21st birthday
Sunday Night At the
party for Anna Maria Albergefti
London Palladium
contributing # medley of Jimmy
Howard Keel made a “surprise”
McHugh songs with McHugh at the
ivories. Allen staff can take some appearance on this Associated
bows on this one; It packed more Television program which . was
into a very few minutes than most headlined by the Platters on Sun¬
such remotes spend an hour doing. day (19). If the reception he got
Before Errol Garner spun off one was any Indication of the future,
of his inimitable Cole Porter, in¬
terpretations as a leadin to the then he’s set for a highly success¬
Martha Raye stint, Allen had the ful British vaude stint in the com¬
Benny ^Hooper clan on for their ing weeks. Val Parnell, who pre¬
first television appearance (not ex¬ sents this shovy weekly, has a knack
clusive, as NBC advertised, since of acquiring top talent to go be¬
they also did a “Stand Up and Be fore the cameras, and he kept up
Counted” stint), and unintentional-; that standard by including zany
ly this became the funniest bit on comic. Leo de Lyon and juggler
the show. The youngster, appar¬ Rudy Cardenas, who both scored
ently unaffected by his 24 Jiours smash successes on the Palladium
in a well, discovered the monitors bill, in this show.
and spent his entire stint mugging
The Platters came up with their
Into the camera, with his little usual style* of performance, sprin¬
sister joining in the fun. In answer¬ kling a little comedy into their vo¬
ing Allen’s questions, he adopted cal routine',' but most of the thun¬
what almost amounted to a “don’t der had been stolen by the earlier
bother mer I’m busy” stance in an appearance of Keel. Their first
exhibition of unabashed on-camera entry, “Rock With Me Henry/’ had
mugging that made even Miss Raye a modicum of success, and they’d
look like an amateur.
Chan.
have probably fared much better
if-they’d stuck to the rock ’n roll
formula. But the group followed
Ed Sullivan Shd*
Millions of viewers probably did up with a selection of numbers in¬
a double take watching the Ed cluding “Only You,” “Great Pre¬
Sullivan show Sunday (26). night. tender,” “That . Magic Touch”.'and
There was curvacious Jayne Mans¬ “My .Prayer,” all of which .were

0

tuneful enough but lacked any real
beat.
Consequently, their spot
dragged a little. Telewise, their
act didn’t lend itself to good cam¬
erawork. With the use of two mi¬
crophones, and spread out on the
stage, the majority of shots were
long ones and failed to capture
any Intimacy.
Emcee Tommy, Triqder intro¬
duced Keel and had to work hard
to quell the applause. Some dou¬
ble-talk between them went over
well, and Keel got a great hand
for his rendering of “Bless Your
Beautiful Hide.”
Leq de Lyon, making his second
appearance on this show following
his two-week holdover on the Pal¬
ladium bill, had a hard time vary¬
ing his material from his first tv
stint. However, he registered well
with his zany type humor, funny
faces, vocal acrobatics and simul¬
taneous whistling 'and humming.
His pliable features made for per¬
fect closeups.
Another
Palladium
success,
Rudy Cardenas, also making a sec¬
ond appearance on this show,
scored a big hit with his amazing
juggling routine performed at a
very hot pace. The Fred lies Trio,
an adagio act, were good for sev¬
eral laughs.
Trinder handled his emceeing
duties nicely and also conducted,
the “Beat the Clock” spot. George
Carden's London Palladium Girls,
regulars on this program, came up
with their usual high standard of
dancing. Program was showcased
by the Cyril Ornadel orch which
handled the job perfectly.

Bary.

Foreign TV Reviews
Continued from pas* 35

;

POLITICAL QUIZ
With Adlal Stevenson, moderator;
. Harry S. Truman, Sen. John J.
Sparkman* Gov. Foster Furcolo,
Mrs. Alben W. Barkley, Paul
Butler
Producer; Sam Brightman
Director: Jack Christie
25 Mins.; Tues. (21), 10:35 p.m.
CBS Radio, from Washington
(transcribed) '
The Democratic National Com¬
mittee, taking its cue from what
has proven popular with American
radio audiehces, abandoned its
traditional speech-making format
for the yearly get-togethe£ of
party . members throughout the
country. Instead, it offered a poll-,
tically-studded panel show, carried
as a sustainer by CBS Radio which
performs a similar service to the
Republican Party for its Lincoln
Day powwows.
Transcribed show was beamed to
fund-raising Democratic cele¬
brants, convening on a local level
last Tuesday evening (21), as well
as for the home listener. It made
for some interesting, enjoyable lis¬
tening, despite the fact that most
of the questions were partisan/
throwing the Republicans in a poor
light. It also offered some side¬
lights on American history, with
former President Truman answer¬
ing some of the queries. On the
whole, from the ■ viewpoint of the
listener, it surely was more enter¬
taining and informative than most
political speeches.
Stevenson, as moderator, asked’
the panelists to identify some me¬
morable quotes, made by a.variety
of people running the gamut from
President Eisenhower and the late
Andre Vishinsky. Sample includes
(Eisenhower) “The necessary and
wise subordination of the military
to civilian power will be best sus¬
tained when life-long professional
soldiers abstain from seeking high
political office.” To this, Truman
quipped that Eisenhower made the
statement to him in a letter, adding
“I have a copy of the letter, but I
never did puli it on him.” That’s
about how it went for a good por¬
tion of the show, with the panelists
seemingly getting a kick out of
needling their political opponents
with yesterday’s statements which
appear embarrassing today,
» Sam "Brightman, producer, and
Jack Christie, director, are deputy
chairman of the party’s national
committee, and radio-tv director,
respectively.
Horo,
\
-~

its effect must have been doubtful.
Producer merely succeeded in fill¬
ing the screen with moving groups
and boring the -viewer with too
much conventional Scot pageantry.
Program, said nothing new and had
little character except one big
blare, and must have left viewers
with impression that all Scots can
do is to sing how brave their land
is and what mighty men they are,
Jameson Clark proved a homely
pageant-master, but his material
was time-worn and far from new.
Filmed excerpts showed bits of
scenery and maps, and a parade of
Scot cattle and horses was un¬
expected and out-of-tune innova¬
tion. Meta. Forrest recited a brief
intro, aud boy singer Leslie Robert¬
son wound tne effort, with “Auld
Lang Syne.”
Choral work was
sound. P/togram was disappoint¬
ing, and reft an open road to the
new Indie group in Scotland to
come up with a better show on
their Aug. .31 teeoff date. If they QUESTION MIKE
can’t do better, future, prospects With Paul Parker
are dull.
r
Gord;
Producer: Sam Serota
15 Mina., Mon-Frl., 12:15 p.m.
QUAKER STORES
WIP, Philadelphia.
Roving reporter .format, with
host Paul Parker skedded to pose
some offbeat questions at nabe
stores of grocery association,
proves good gimmick for sponsors
and particpating products,
and participating products,
er Gibbons’ recent “be coiirteous”
manual Issued to the forte, Parker
asked \ “As a motorist, how do you
feel about the police?” All seemed
kindly disposed’ except lone teen¬
ager (16) who thought cops had
special grievance against his age
group.
Buyers didn’t give impression of
having been briefed, some non¬
motorists being called on, includ¬
ing femipe -who couldn’t talk be¬
cause of an extracted tooth.
interviewees get well plugged
take-home, items. Brands get
plenty. mention but don’t intrude
overbearingly. Session has threeway pull, the individual owner gets
his chance on the air, mike-hungry
shoppers are satisfied, and bankroller gets money’s worth of product
Graph.
mention.

TWILIGHT IN HAWAII
With Haunani Kahalewal and Top
o’ the Isle Entertainers
30 Mins., Sun., 5 p.m.
KHON, Honolulu
This is the most ambitious show
to hit Hawaii’s kilocycles since
Webley Edwards launched “Hawaii
Calls” almost 22 years ago. And
it's one of the best, or will be as
soon as the talent loosens up. It’s
aired before a live audience in the
Waikiki Biltmore Hotel’s Top o’
the Isle Room, featuring the en¬

,

We are here

tertainers who appear nightly in
the same room.
It’s a logical innovatioh because
both KHON and Top o’ the Isle
are operated by Shirley Louisd
Mendelson, and even if it’s unspon¬
sored, it’s an asset to both. Should
a sponsor emerge, it’ll be that
much.more of a biz-getter for the
nitery.
Vocalist
Haunani _ Kahalewal
(kuh-ha-lee-why, phonetically) has
gained status since she joined the
“Hawaii Calls” cast a couple of
years ago. Her weekly exposure,.,
on that Mutual-fed program makes
her a drawing card among tourists.
Deep-voicqd gal is right at home
in both Hawaiian and English lan¬
guage numbers and She gets neat
'backing from the other Top o’ the
Isle musicians and singers.
Richard Goodwin narrates the
show. Script is accurate as far as
Hawaiiana is concerned but over¬
done to the point of becoming ef¬
fusive. Voice-wise, his pure Eng¬
lish accent is both startling and
effective.
'
Walt,

‘Honeymooners’
Continued from page J3

network may have talent under ant
exclusive pact as regards his per¬
sonal services, but the talent may
own film which could be played on
another web. This was the case
with Jimmy Durante, who is under
contract to NBC but whose film
series will play CBS this summer
because the negatives belong to
him and he was able to make a
deal with Old Gold which subse¬
quently placed the shows on Co¬
lumbia. While Gleason owned his
negatives in a similar fashion, CBS
execs stated this wasn’t the rea¬
son for the network’s buyup, that
the deal uas made strictly as a
moneymaking proposition.
As for Gleason’s other plans,
CBS has been huddling with the
comic with an eye to getting him
to appear-in four to six spectacu¬
lars next season, including a lead
In “Harvey,” but Gleapon indicated
this week he doesn'tieel like wcrkIng next fall.

Spinner
Continued from page 33

original • purchased* script,- but by
talking.tq.almwt ati.tha producers
of . the major one-hour shows, in
television; one -of- whom* had* pur¬
chased the. property, originally, for
“Studio One,” before leaving the
show.
.
Let me. further, state, that, .hap¬
pily. the occurrence Is not typical
of the medium, at least In my ex¬
perience. as a, story editor for NBC
“Matinee Theatre.” ,1 would feel
a deep seiirfe* of' gratitude for* the
publication .of. this short defense.

Anthony Spinner,
Story Editor.
. .. NBC Matinee. Theatre.;
Birmingham—Robert .Schllnkert
is the new manager of WBRC-TV
and Richard L. Bevlngton heads
WBRC radio. The new managers
took over Thursday with transfer
of ownership of the stations from
Storer Broadcasting Co. to WBRC,
Inc. WBRC, Inc. is owned princi¬
pally by Radio Cincinnati, Inc.,
which paid Storer six million dol¬
lars for the Birmingham stations.

ON WHY CHANNll V

BROOKS
COSTUMES
a Wmi 4i*t it,, n.y.c. -Td. rt. r. moo

FOR SALE
Miniature poodle puppies . . . littl#
brown boautioa—will bo cafe colored,
beat blood lino* , . ‘ « registered.
Mutt pick up In person.
Call; *5stex 5-9213

Chicago, III.

1000 SQe FT. LOBBY FLOOR
High Celling

SUITABLE FOR COMMERCIAL PHOTOORAPHER, RECORDING STUDIO,
ART GALLERY, REHEARSAL ROOM, ETC.

HOTEL GREAT NORTHERN
111 West 57th St., New York

.
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Wallace Countered On
Coast Axed, But Cohen
Joust Just‘Coincidence’

Continued lroin pa,ge S3 ^

of Treyz and John Daly, ABC-TV
veep in charge of public affairs.
This element reaches out to CBSTV and “What's My Line?”
Daly, who is moderator of the
CBS panel show in addition to his
ABC chores, suggested to producer
Gil Fates, of the packaging Goodson & Todman office, that Wallace
not be used as Sunday’s “mystery
guest.” It was initially reported
Daly was afraid if Wallace ap¬
peared it would mean lie’s giving
his “tacit approval” as an ABC ex¬
ecutive to the Cohen-Wallace af¬
fair, but Daly later said his first
consideration was a fear the libel
action being threatened against
ABC would also. be extended to
CBS and “Line,” because of the
questions the panel might ask in
revealing Wallace as the “mystery
guest.” Daly said, since the panel
was never informed in advance of
the guest, they might, in the course
of their adlibbing, have hit upon
a touchy legal area with regard to
Cohen and Wallace.
Before Daly explained this to
the press, a statement was issued
by Treyz, tough in .tone, -that
chided Daly for cancelling Wallace.
He said Daly’s action “had nothing
to do with ABC-TV nor has it any¬
thing to do .with John Daly inso¬
far as his vicepresidency at ABCTV is concerned.”
TV is concerned.” Treyz; yester¬
day ((Tues.) said by phone from
the Coast that the statement was
not meant to be tough; he was
only absolving ABC from .any con¬
nection with Daly’s decision, and
has “no quarrel” with his con¬
frere.
Wallace’s only comment was: “I
have not yet heard from Mr. Daly.”
At the bottom of the ring-around action are threatened suits
against ABC and sponsor * Philip
Morris, by Los Angeles Police
Chief William Parker and some of
his associates, for carrying the al¬
legedly libelous remarks of Cohen
against them.
IjEeads For Court
Hollywood* May 28.
Over the we.ekend, L. A. Police
Chief William Parker and L. A.
P. D. Capt. James Hamilton in-

Mgf.i William■. Morris Agency

,

_

structed their attorneys to file suit
Hollywood, May 28,
against Mickey . Cohen, ABC^tty; ■**. Bill Stout's “Eye to Eye”;ad, lib
Mike Wallace and “anyone else re¬ interviewHshbw on KNXT is being'
sponsible” for the May 19 Mike axed, but1- the station insists its actiop, coming right oAthe heels Of.
Wallace telecast. During the * net
controversy, created by another
program, ex-mobster Cohen took the
ad 'libber—Mickey Cohen’s . inter¬
several free-wheeling swings at Par¬
view on Mike Wallace's ABC shoiv
ker; Hamilton, the L, A, police and —has nothing to do With it,* that
various politicos.
it’s merely a “coincidence.” Cohen
Among the latter was Superior blasted L A, police . Chief William
Judge Fletcher Bowron, ex-mayor, Parker On the- Wallace tv’er,. using
of L. A., who took exception to harsherjanguage thamwhen he hit
Cohen’s allegations about gambling at the officer on Stout's show some
operations during- his adniiriistra- time ago',. *
tion. Through his attorneys. Judge
Stout’s program exits KNXT.
Bowron demanded a Retraction Sunday,, with the ‘final interviewee
from ABC-TV and “all other per¬ being Fred Otash, private eye for
sons involved” in the telecast. Ad¬ Confidential mag.
*
ditionally, Bowron’s attorneys ex-,
Sam Zelman, news Chief at
pressed skepticism about the “un¬ KNXT, remarked
axing of
rehearsed,. uncensored” nature of “Eye” coming right' after the Walthe interview. (In a session with lace-Cohen controversy “is a coin¬
L. A. D: A.’s investigators last cidence; but I don’t think there is
Friday, Cohen said Wallace asked any relationship between the two.
him questions in a pre-broadcast The show has no sponsor, only par¬
warmup, to determine how he ticipations. We: are alto .dropping
would answer them on the air.)
“Clete Roberts Special- Reports”
Meanwhile, Parker and Hamil¬ which is also on Sunday—I’m sure
ton haven’t, set a damage figure to it’s-a matter of economy.” Added
ask in their proposed civil slander Zelman: “There is a lot of talk in
Suit against Cohen, ABC, Wallace, the industry about dropping all
et al.. Local Fire and Police Pro¬ such shows with sub rosa charac¬
tective League has offered the ters the ones interviewed.”
chief and Capt. Hamilton legal
Cohen, by another coincidence,
services for such a suit.
was the first subject on “Eye”
Cohen himself was heavily in¬ when Stout teed off his show, and
volved with the D. A.’s investiga¬ in ‘ that Interview also unleashed
tors, especially anent. his state¬ criticism of the, Police Chief, but
ment on the Wallace program that in more restrained1 language than
he had been involved in several was used on Wallace's show. A\>d
killings. The”ex:mobster contend¬ Chief Parker protested to KN^T
ed he meant “killing,”*'in the singu¬ over the interview.
lar.
(He was acquitted several
years ago on self-defense grounds
for slaying another gambler.) How¬
ever, District Attorney William Mc¬
Kesson noted from the telecast
transcript that Cohen' has used1 '* WRCA-TV, the NBC flagship in
such terms as “their lives or mine,” N. Y., is moving into the “omni¬
arid “these men,” in discussion the bus” programming area * with a
killing (s). At any rate, Police and two-hour Sunday morning segment
D. A.’s office are reviving several that embraces everything from re¬
unsolved local gangland killings, in ligious instruction to travel films.
view of the Cohen remark.
.. Series, still untitled, will be di-*
Cohen.himself told reporters he! vided. into two parts, the. first’hour
wanted George Raft to portray him running, at 8 aim. and' the second
in a proposed biopic. “The others at 10:30,; following the 90-minute
would portray me as a vicious NBC/Educationajl Project series.
gangster, but* Raft would not,” he’s
Latter part of the show replaces
reported as saying. Earlier last “Children’s Hour,” which, goes off
week, in Chicago, Cohen boasted to television but will he retained on
other reporters that Ben Hecht was WRCA Radio.
Overall series,
writing his life story and that three which will he hosted by Johnny
producers have shown-an interest Andrews and" will feature Ed &
in filming it.
Pegeen ' Fitzgerald, will utilize
news St Weather,, religious instruc¬
tion, cartrions, public library travel
Midland, Tex.—Midland Broad¬ films, animal pets, hobbies, music,
casting Co„ headed by Wendell_i etc. Starts next Sunday (2). '
Mayes of Brownwood, has pur¬
chased-’ KGRS- here, according to
Clarence Scharbauer Jr. Mayesi
San Antonio—Jim Wiggins, radio
has broadcasting interests in: account executive and sports anBrownwood, Austin, Fort Worth,, nouncer with KEtyS here, will beOklahoma City, Waco and else¬■ come a partrier in the Fraser Adwhere. He announced that he doesi vertising Agency on June 1. Wignot plan to change personnel .or■ gins has been in the local radio
operating policies at the outlet,, field since 1941, with the exception
which was established in 1935 byr of four years in the Air Force dur¬
ing World War II.
the late Charles Scharbauer Sr.

WRCA-TV Sets 2-Hour
Sunday Ayem Segment
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CANADIAN TV PUYS
IN GREAT DEMAND

Wrilers’Awards
iContinued front pa*e30

Greenbaum, George Gobel show,
Gomalco Productions, NBC radio;
Radio documentary, Robert S.
Greene, “Decision for Freedohi,’’
Re the tv comedy-variety certifi¬
cate, judges explained they felt too
few scripts were entered in "this
category to justify a regular award
this year, but thought-definite rec¬
ognition should be given script
Which received highest score as, an
excellent example of comedy ma¬ •
terial aimed at talents of an in¬
dividual personality. .
Four of the winning teleshows
have been axed, these consisting of
Medic, Jackie Gleason, Robert
Montgomery Presents and George
Gobel. And Hal Kanter, former
Gobel producer-writer who was
named onp of the winners, hasn’t
been with Gobel-for the past sea¬
son. *

Linkletter
^ Contimiid from page. 27

;

set aside, with the show to be
brought in on the customary pre¬
emption basis for different clients
on different nights.
As explained by one-CBS-TV
exec, the Linkletter specials will be
a combination of '“HouSe Party,”
“Person to Person” and “We the..
People” with a human interest ap¬
proach to the various subjectsi
tackled. In one program they may:
take the roof off CBS-TV City on
.the Coast.for, a typical Linkletter
“tour” of the premises. On an¬
other show he may be a salesman
in a department, store. Another
installment may tackle the probleiri of education fipim UCLA on
the Coast to a Puerto Rican pri¬
mary school ip N.. Y. - But all tail¬
ored to Linkletter.
Linkletter ip no stranger to tv
specials, having-Served as emceo'
host of a number of Sunday night
specs on NBC-TV.
s

Clwed-TV
— Continues fr^m page 33

’
closed-circuit, field via its Group•
Communications Division, states;
that thfere Is a new Stability in the
closed-tv industry which has re¬
sulted from the acquisition of new
and. more equipment, the setting;
up.of standards by the Society oft
Motion Picture and Television >Em.
gineers, the increase in the vol¬
ume of business, and the flew and[
continued use jot the medium byr
major American business and in¬
dustrial* firms;
Oklahoma City—John Moler has
been named director of WKYRadio, Oklahoma City, and. will
assume complete responsibility for
.all radio operations. The appoint¬
ment was. announced by; Keith
Mathers, chairman of the\ WKY,
WKY-TV’ Management Committee,

^

_
Ottawa, May 28,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. is
selling so. much stuff^outside Can¬
ada that it's setting-up ariVeiport
branch of, its commercial division,
to promote sales. Heading it is
Gimnar Rugheimer, who came to
CBC in '49 after working with
Swedish Radio and Radio Free
Norway during .the War,
Arthur Hailey’s tv ; plays—four
done and one (“Flight Into. Dan¬
ger”) repeated on BBG-^iaye been
the export hypo, Twenty other
CBC-TV plays, mostly, on kinnie,
have also been sold for British
telecasting.

Phil Silvers Move* Over For
‘Wells Fargo' (BBC-TV)
London, May 28.
BBC-TV will commence airing an
American telefilm iqlries; “Wells
Fargo,” on SatordaSr-:: ft);* because:
“Films of this kind ar<* Very popular with viewers,”. The, series will
run indefinitely on •;* Saturday
night
spot. A BBC spokesman
said that telefilms were essential
because there were not .enough
studio facilities to trarismit live
programs all the ;tinie, • and added,
that, in- any case, there were not
any comparable British telefilms
they could use.
The series will replace the Phil
Silvers Show. which moves to a
Sunday night spot.

WBIR Debuts New Home
Knoxville, Tenn.M May 28.
The new WBIR radio and tele¬
vision headquarters had its debut
Friday (24), with an. open house
party, attended by 1,000 invited
guests.
The
two-story building
oa
Hutchison Street covers- approximately - 30,000 square feet and is
air-con ditionad throughout, fea¬
turing large and small; studios, a
new control room,, etc*, ?
WBIR-TV signed on the air last
August with 316,000 Wefts, cover-ing a radius of about 70 miles and
more than 50 counties in East.Tennessee, Kentucky, North Carolina
and Virginia.
,
v

Charming Remodeled House
North Jersey. - Boltt 1750; opoa
boons, 4 fireplaces, 9 reons, VJx
baths. Oil hoot, large swleunlsg
aero: soclotfod, private drlvo.
45 ml*. NYC, $200 mo., yearly,
Mr. McDavItt, ALqoeqele 4-4111
(New

York)

RIDGEWOOD
New 2-Family Corner House,
4 furn. rooms. Near subway.
Call EV 6,3172, ell. day.

LEONARD STERN and SYD ZELINKA
for having won
The

WRITERS GUILD OF AMERICA

Award

for

“THE BEST SITUATION COMEDY HALF HOUR SHOW IN 1956”
management

FRANK COOPER ASSOCIATES AOENCY
New York

Hollywood
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Game called
on account
of a.a.p.
cartoons

~
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:::mr-yn’W pcm.-70 are breaking up a
A

T /Oung ba! gmi.e;;«■; CAdt Lake City. The

e-Jb hurry home at

-or cvciv weekday aftm-

no-ari to watch the "Poroyo one! Bugs Bunny
"artcon Hour'' on KUTV giving the station an
ARB average rating of 22.5 against an eve;:
3.0 for each of the two competing stations.
And only months ago. before programming
these all-time favorites of the small fry. KUTV
had a rating cf 3.8 in the 4-5 PM time period
against 5.9 and 21.8 for the competition.
The Popeye and Warner Bros, cartoons
distributed by A. A. P. are setting the same
kind of record in market after market from
coast to coast. When you want this kind of
audience in your area, write or phone

inc.
i.tribultjis for Asbooinled A.'ti^ls

j l s-m Ai/«„ MlJridy Mill (
A ^1vWil‘-kcr Dr ’ UE.iM)-.;'''
i!>l Bry.vt SI . Rlvei

•

Proilut.l.*

i H NEW YORK

A:'A')

H CHICAGO
DALLAS
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Lave Those TV ‘Specials’
; .Continued from page 31 ;

depth” show? live and with film,
these probably for Sunday after¬
noon. In the “Project 20” series,
two shows are already sponsored
by Timken Co., “Trial Party” and
“The Innocent Vears,” former
deling with .the Antarctic and the
latter with pre-World War I era.
These will be televised weeknights.
All 29 public affairs shows will be
televised whether sponsored or not.
Panama & Frank Musicals
Equally impressive are some of
the shows in the planning stage.
Norman Panama & Melvin Frank
are working on two musicals, “Gul¬
liver’s Travels” and a revised ‘‘Girl
of the Golden West” with a new
score. Fred Coe is working on no
less than 15 shows, 10 of them
fairy tales including “The Sleeping
Beauty” and the other five con¬
sisting of “Of Wales & Men,” anadaptation of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
“The Rich Boy,” a musical version
of “12th Night” titled “Sweet &
20,” Ernest Hemingway’s “The Un¬
defeated” and a musical version of
“Of Mice and Men,”
Joe Cates is developing three
shows — “The Gentleman From
Vermont,” based on a script by
Ted Mills and Bob 'Josef; “Just
Married,” a musical; and “True
Blue,” based on the Frank Merriwell stories. Robert Montgomery
is prepping a musical version of

vision of CBS Public Affairs Direc-1
tor Irv'Gftlin, coordinated the ef-.
forte of 18 CBS Radio stringers and !
staff men working over1 a period of
several months in the tI.3.A. and in
the Caribbean area. They covered
close to 20,000 air miles in travel¬
ing to. record upwards of 35 hours
of tape reduced to 60 minutes of
radio narration.
Impressed with newspaper and
public reaction to the documentary,
CBS Radio staffers ’ are huddling
on a schedule of such special air¬
ings from time to time. Kicking
around and yet in the blueprint
stages are proposed programming
dynamics on atomic fallout, man¬
made satellites and intensive ex¬
ploration on the subject of alarm¬
ing national rise in sex crimes. All
airings will fall under general di¬
rection of Gitlin with Public Af¬
fairs staff •supplemented for pur¬
pose.
^

“Arsenic &‘01d'Lace”; Sammy.Cahn
and Mary Beatty (Richard Rodgers’
daughter) are preparing a hook and
score for “All Baba &the 40
Thieves”; Goodman Ace.is working
on a one-shot television version of
his radio “Big Show” tabbed “The
Party,”
.Ken Murray is , developing a
“Cavalcade of Comedy,” while also
in the works is “They All Sang,” a
musical on singers from Caruso’s
time.to todpy. Mort Friedkin &
Alaii Fine are doing “Frankie &
Johnnie,” a musical,jnatch. In the
works are a musical version of
“Little Women” and a • dramatic
version of John Collier’s “Of Eve¬
ning’s Primrose.” David Shaw is
preparing- an original • musical,
“Nothing to Sneeze At,” and Allan
Handley is prepping “The Comics’
a musical satire on comic strips.
The total list comes to 9
shows. Of these, the 29 public aTfairs-opera shows are definite, so
are seven musicals either, spon¬
sored or firmed up, plus, six HallmaikliT4 Martin, Hope and Lewis
shows and three Oscar & Emmy
shows plus the four .Sol Hurok
stanzas. Most of the ifUblic service
shows will go .on Sundays, thus
leaving only about 37 of the spe¬
cials earmarked for nighttime ex¬
posure. Since NBC’s plan for two
preemptions per season per nighttimespousor opens'up about 20 ad¬
ditional dhfe-shot spots, the web
Will be- able to air nearly 85 of the
98 shows in work.
Web’s v.p. in charge of program¬
ming, Mattie Sacks, who put to¬
gether the schedule with nighttime
programs, veep Bob Lewine and
special, programs director Dive
Tebet, . describes. the lineup as a
three-pronged effort by the web,
the three categories involving the
neW on-lqcatioii dramas, the pub¬
lic affairs lineup and a concen¬
trated effort to assemble'a topflight
creative staff which can come up
with fresh ideas both for the spe¬
cials .and regular. program series,
Added to those involved in the spe¬
cials are people like Joseph Mankiewicz, who will do a Bible series
for the web; Jack Chertok, David
Swift and Albert McCleery.
Sacks,, whd said the lineup of
specials has been in work since;
last January, declares that “anyone
Who thinks televsion is going to be
dull, next season4s talking through
his hat” and! offers the lineup of
specials in evidence.

‘Home’ Gelt Boot
s Continued from

page M

a

The “T-H-T” program arm was
moved’ into Mort Werner’s program
bailiwick with “T-H-T” exec pro-j
ducer Dick Linkroum now concen¬
trating op “Tonight” as the show’s
produced. With the “Home” can¬
cellation,, there’s/no chance of re¬
turning to the old “T-H-T” sales &
program operations, and all NBC’s
combined sales plans on the trio
will have to be dropped.
Reason for the axihg is elemen¬
tary— low ratings and declining
sponsorship. With NBC’s overall
daytime schedule of what it calls
'daytime entertainment shows” on
the increase in terms of sponsor¬
ship and audience. “Home”' has
proved a thorn in the web’s side
in telling its ‘daytime story and in
providing a hot leadin to the ‘.'en¬
tertainment programs” that start at
11 a.m. Besides which, It’s an ex¬
pensive show that hasn’t been pay¬
ing its way. Web. tried a change
of format to a more stylized pre¬
sentation and also shifted the time
slot from 11 down to 10 a.m. last
fall, '’but without any tangible re
suits. ’
_
In spite of its effect on the
“T-H-T” combine, the “Home” can¬
cellation doesn’t mean .the same
fate for “Tonight.” Web has de¬
livered a firm . commitment that
“Tonight” will continue on at least
through next fall, though some ex¬
tensive format revamps are in the
works.

TV Research, Pretesting
Call for Oldfashioned
Showmanstip: Morrison

,Loi. Angeles.
Your “Last Days of TV Show¬
men” (May 8) is an extremely im*
portant story fop show business. A
new phase is in; old'showmen are
out. But I don’t think showmen or
the fun of show businesses gone—
or will be gotte-r-without abolishing
shows. And that won’t .work with¬
out abolishing people.
As you say, research, including
pre-testing, is Here to stay.
Old ^showmen could sit in the audience’ and then, count the, deadwood in the boxofficp. Too much
deadwood and he changed the bill.
No mystery here. Counting the
deadwood was gobd research and
changing the bill good showman¬
ship. He can’t work that way now
with an audience of 10 to 50 mil¬
lion people Who are found in tiny
widely spread units of'one to six
; Continued from page 31 ;
each. Tv men are lucky to find
Blair repped stations, as is -WABC,
researchers in -their statistical
and, since Robert Eastman of Blair
models who will help them count
became prexy of ABG Radio, the
dCadw.ood in the'electronic age and
integration among Blah4 stations
assimilate the conditions of taking
seems to have grown stronger.
the show out of town in a pre-test¬
Deal anticipates promotional bene¬
ing situation.^'
fits not only to these two stations
What, you omit, hoivever,, at least
but to -the network’s. WXYZ, via
in the May 8 piece. Is what every
McKenzie. Cleveland arrangement
good researcher knows—you have
for Edwards has no hook other
to test something. And you have to
than to get a strong jock from
have-some idea as to what that
that city, according to WABC; a
something is.
Storz deal, since his stations rapk
For my money the something
highly in their markets, would be
show business is concerned with
on the same basis.
(whether^ it’s Jor honest tv medi¬
Incidentally, WABC closed
cine shows, Broadway musicals, or
deal with the Tea Council, via Leo
Hollywood “Blockbusters”) is that
Burnett', f or 46 varying-sized
basic vitality of arty show
the
blurbs’ a week on thef Martin Block
unconcious transaction (between the
time, beginning early next month » ■ ' Continued from jpage 27
audience and the performer, to
and going right through .June,
borrow a phrase from a friend of
even when Block is gone. Block’s give us more scope, and engineers mine, Prof. John Dollard of Yale.
ayem hour has 60 availabilities i are now working*’on a solution to
The producers of this transaction
week, but there isn’t, an open pe¬ the lighting problem involved,” he are npt giant computers or statis¬
riod through June, despite: the fact added.
tical models hut artists-in showthat the new morning show doesn’t
The producer said that he is business like Lewis Carroll,
stack up on the Pulse ratings
Minsky, Paddy Chayefsky, Bert
against Art Ford’s competing “Ball¬ now mulling for his first show, Lahr and Jack Bailey. It takes
room” on WNEW,
June ’27, one which would take showmen to produce that some¬
place behind-the-scenes at CBS’ thing which researchers, at least
Television City, and the cameras the best of'them, are-highly quali¬
would prowl around the huge plant fied to investigate.
during the telling of the story.
But all the statistical models in
; Continued from page 26
— Oliver Crawford is working on tbat the world—including those still to
script nowr he added. “Don’t mis¬ be thought up—are no good for
naughey as chairman, Dingell de¬ understand—we don’t believe for show business until soma imagina¬
scribed him as a man “visho has a moment the background is most tive theatre people working through
worked closely with McConnaughey important, because the script stiirl a gifted performer strike- that
in giving the Commission the repu¬ is. But we do feel that a good spark that makes the unconscious
tation it has acquired in Congress script against such a different transaction between audience and
and the industry.” As to Comr. background can add an exciting, performer a meaningful, exciting
Mack, Dingell. said “he seems to new element to live tv,” he as¬ and compelling experience. Don’t
have been picked for a Democratic serted.
send an IBM machine to ffo Jayne
place on the Commission solely by
Nelson is contemplating a story Mansfield work!
Reason of fite having been an Eisen¬ to be done from Hollywood Bowl;
Jack Morriion
hower’Democrat.”
■
Selling products is an upstream
he al?o has a western in the works,
He attacked Lee as having, “also one which would * originate out¬ (President, American Educational
Theatre
Assn.)
battle in today’s competitive
been equally consistent in ignoring doors. Regarding the oater, he ac¬
market; It takes power Jto make
policies of the Commission concern¬
i Continued frontpage 31 ;
knowledged that “jets can fly over
Kansas City:—Joe Stewart, long'
headway . . . to channel adver¬ full-page magazine ads replying to ing diversification. He has been and blow our whole, show, but time
jockey and announcer at
utterly apathetic to' the fact that
that’s
a
chance
we
wilt
have
to
WDAF,
resigned last week to move
tising skillfully over shoals and the Life piece on the case.
applicants - with histories of anti¬
with his family to Miami. Move is
‘No Rebuttal Necessary’
trust violations should not have take.”
•nto homes of receptive prospects.
being
made
because of a needed
Producer
is
negotiating
for
H,
The CBS reply, sent out Monday been given preference over more
of climate, Stewart being
WSAZrTV can do this for you night (27), refused the request on desirable applicants and like Doer- G.. Wells’ “Country of the Blind,1 change
afflicted
with
bronchial asthma.
points: (1) that its report Was fer,’Lee has very friendly'relations which would be adapted by Frank A native of St. Louis, he had been
in the rich Ohio River market. four
Gabrielson. ..He has bought “Man with WDAF since 1946.
“factual and objective” and that With the networks.”
. Blanketing 69 important coun¬ (2) consequently no rebuttal
Declaring that McConnaughey Under Glass,”- by Dick Berg; “The
Mistake,” by Mann Rubin, and
_
__
_
ties wjth half\a nyllion TV necessary; (3) that in “at least
should be hauled
before Congress
dozen
instances”.
CBS
by
phone
-to
explain favors he asked from “The" King of the Mountain,” by
J. & G. WATERPROOFING CO.
homes, its power is measurable
and letter attempted to secure in- | broadcasters, Dingell .urged the Sheldon Stark. Other story nego¬
both in ERP and in viewer
EXPERT BRICK POINTING
terviews with Dominican officials House Commerce subcommittee to tiations are on.
in N. Y, and Washington hut in no expedite its already planned probe
ceptance, persuasive selling.
Live tv. has yet to reach its po
MASONRY RESTORATION
case dld::^heY;?agre^ to tape their of the FCC, “Among - attorneys tential and one way'of attaining
LICENSED — FULLY INSURED
No other medium approaches comments; and (4) CBS
^vhh are practitioner? before the that is by leaving the studios and
WA 7-9481
WSAZ-TV’s broad popularity; “fairly represented” the Dominican"! present FCC, It Is now believed a shooting stories in a variety of John Bokartcfc
views on the case from official and case is ‘arranged’ rather than, tried
•’
Nielsen shows (for example) a public documents which were and the winner Is the party with locales, opines Nelson.
nighttime, weekday superiority quoted* on the show. " CBS reply the most political strength.”
of 100,580 homes for WSAZ- went on to sjtate that if the Do¬
minican Republic had. any “new
TV over the next-best'station.
information” on the case, CBS
would be glad to consider using it
This kind of penetration and in the farmework of one .of its reg¬
Continued from pane 30
preference gets advertising re¬ ularly, scheduled programs.
A CBS spokesman further indi¬ nesses in rehearsal, and all crosssults . . . ,and edn propel you to
cated. that in light '6f the web’s examination will be ad lib. Niss,
new sales levels in America’s in¬ refusal of the free time demand, it incidentally, did something’ along
dustrial heart. Any Katz office would also turn down any offer by those lines in radio in. “-21st Pre¬
can help you harness WSAZ- the Dominican Republic to pay for cinct/’ when he brought his. cast
time in which to state its case. In
to a police station and taped
TV to get you upstream faster. so doing, it will, take the position, down
an ad lib cross-examination Of the
the spokesman Indicated, that it actors by the cops. Director oh the
doesn’t see any reason for a re¬ series will be Byron P^ul, currently
buttal and that only new informa¬ assigned to baseball on the web;
tion on the case will fce of interest
As for areas of controversy, CBS
to its listeners.
believes the series may open some
Dominican Republic Is reported¬ new ground on provocative sub¬
ly considering lodging an official jects which do arise in trials. While
protest with the State Dept, over the show won’t-' do divorce cases,
the program.
*
for example, it will enter into the
CBS Radio’s original broadcast area of a “custody case where in¬
on May 20 tagged “The Galindez- fidelity is ah issue, and will take up
Mufphy Case; A Chronicle of Ter¬ other delicate matters which here¬
HUNTlfjCTON-CHARLESTOfl, Vt VA* ror,” and subsequent rebroadcast
tofore . have been restricted to
yesterday (28), kicked up more ex¬ nighttime, show? dj* completely
Affiliated with Radio Stations
citement fhah the* aural -medium tabu.
Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, General Sain Mgr.
WSAZ,'Huntington & WKAZ, Charleston
has fashioned In some time.* Cloak
MGM-TV, a lorvico of Loew'i Incorporated
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT and dagger documentary, narrated
Hollywood — New account exec
701 7th Avo., Now York 36, N. Y, • JUdtpn 2-2000
by Ed Murrow and produced by at KHJ is Bill' ‘McDowell, who
Represented by The Katz Agency

Martin Block

‘Climax’

FCC Rapped

Galindez Case

ac¬

THEY LOVE ME IN

Niss

m&a. sfsnxrpss
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hside Stnff-TV Films
Lois Powell’s case is one of letters to letters. Miss Powell, an RKO
mail clerk on the-Coast, last week sold her first .script, "Six Bullets,”
to producer Hal'Hudson for "Zane Grey Theatre” series.
Yarn will he used in next season’s lineup, which starts rolling in
July. '
'
—Robert Fellows makes his telefilm debut as a producer with "Goodyear-Alcoa Theatre,” new NBC-TV series to be made by Dayton Pro¬
ductions, with Four Star Films doing actual lensing. David Niven,
Charles Boyer, Robert Ryan, Jane Powell and Jack Lemmon will rotate
In starring roles. Series bows Oct, 7.
Fellows, previously partnered with John Wayne in Batjac Produc¬
tions, and more recently co-producer with Hal Nakelim on "Valerie,”
will return to theatrical film production after completing 39 "Alcoa”
vidpix, he- states.

FOUR STAR UPS BAUR
TO GENERAL MANAGER

Daylon-4 Star
- — — ■- Continued from page 29

tinues. He’s also hopeful of other:]
Dayton pilots, especially "Stubby
Kaye Show.’* It’s still buying time
along Madison Ave., he points out/
and • Dayton . still has "Indian
Scout,” "Adventures of Mike Scott”
and "Battle Flag” making the
rounds.
Previous
format,
"Gulliver’s
Travellers.” has. been scrapped for
the new NBC-TV "Alcoa-Goodyear”
series, which will - be an "adven¬
ture-drama”
anthology
Instead,
Niven disclosed. He, Charles Bo¬
yer. Robert Ryan, Jane Powell and
Jack Lemmon will revolve in
leads.
Previous plans to shoot
several episodes abroad also has
been shelved, although Boyer
might still do a few overseas.
.Financial arrangements .for the
new series was also disclosed by
Niven, with the five stars to form a
"small company” which will split
the proceeds with Dayton. Divi¬
sion will 'be on 80%-20% basis,
with the actors to chop up the
Sterling Drug, forced out of its large end amongst themselves.
longtime Friday night ABC-TV
Recalling the early days of Four
slot by the incoming Frank Sinatra, Star, five years ago, Niven confes¬
show, has moved to NBCtTV with sed, "It wasn't much fun. We
the purchase of the Friday 7:30 sweated our guts out.. Producers
period for the fall. Sterling will of the calibdr of Bob Fellows were
again employ a series utilizing its not amiable to us then, and we
Inspector Mark Sabre character, had to be our own producers to
but hasn’t decided on a title. Se¬ keep up a high standard.
But
ries will consist of new shows to be competition has become too tough
filmed in England by Edgar J^and for that. Now, we can attract top
Harry Lee Danziger, who "have producers to take pver that func¬
filmed Sterling’s "The Vise” for tion, and I’m glad of it.”
the past two years.
However, Niven also commented,
anent his future, "I’m probably the
only actor in town who doesn't
want to be a director. I’d like to
be a producer. It’s more fun.”
Shooting • on "Alcoa-Goodyear”
tentatively
starts this week, with
Ulilt Gordon, Television Pro¬
grams of America prez, back from Niven personally planning to lens
four
segments
before going iroad
Europe . , . Kurt Blumberg, assist¬
ant v.p. at TPA, off on two-week to fill his "Bonjour, Tristesse” comtour with the U. S. Naval Reserve,, . mitment with Otto Preminger. He’s
in which he is a lieutenant . . . lindd^itp three teleplays—"Circum¬
Production of Ziv’s "Harbormas¬ stantial” by Alec Coppel, "Slip of
ter” got underway Monday (27) in the Tongue” by" F. Hugh Herbert,
Gloucester, Mass. . . . Duncan Re- and "Danger by Night,” by Fred
naldo, lead in "Cisco Kid,” due for Brady—So far for his commitments.
a p. a. in West Virginia in June%
He’ll resume on "Alcoa-Good¬
. . . Perma/llm’s paper on "A Meth¬
od of Protecting Film and Length¬ year” sometime during the Christ¬
mas
season, after finishing "Trisv
ening Its Serviceable Life,” deliv¬
ered at the -recent meeting, of the tesse” for Preminger and "Separ¬
ate
Tables”
for Hecht-Hill-LancasSociety of Motion Pictures an d
Television Engineers, is now avail¬ ter.
able for general circulation op re¬
quest . .. Marvin Rothenberg, MPO
Productions boss, is on Connecticut
location for a series of teleblurbs
. . . Edward Owens and Lloyd
Continued from pace 29
Krause to Associated Artists east¬
ern sales branch—Owens for the different, out of ••tb* groove show,
south and Krause for New Eng¬ it’s maintained. • • • •
land.
Of course, there will be and have
Official Films prez Hal Hackett been exceptions. Most syndicators
off to London for production-sales stay away from musical formats,
talks . . . Alma F. Graef, cX-Mutual, notwithstanding MCA-TV’s ‘^Rose¬
named director of sales service? for mary Clooney Snow/’ the latest in
the NT A Film Network. At the same the category,’ contending such
web, Lynn Cleary Christenson,
formerly with ' DuMont, becomes shows with well-known artists, etc,,
assistant to V; p.-general manager ■are too costly and the popularity
Ray Nelson, and Joseph Schackner, of pop tunes too fleeting. . To do
another Mutual vet, becomes as¬ one with a comparative unknown
sistant to station relations director at the helm is considered too out¬
landish for contemplation. But a
Tony Amato.
few years back, there Was the phe¬
nomenon of Liberace, put on film
and syndicated by Guild, a "freak”
WESTCHESTER
that crops up in show biz, is the
CRUQERS, N. Y.
wistful comment now.
(Harmon pt Croton Commuting)
-The very ’ nature' of the field
Luxuriout Eilatm on Hudion
rules' out skeins-which may have
Perfectly maintained, Brick Southminority appeal—shows produced
• ern Colonial; 12 rooms—5 baths;.
solely for children, high-brow
2 mnitls* rqjpms. Swinuning pool .&
cabana-bar; tennis court; 15 breathmusic, etc. Economic in selling
. taking acres overlooking majestic
to hundreds of markets throughout
Hudson River. Will sell; or rent to
' right person.
the country, to all different spon¬
sors, dictate the necessity of gar¬
LA 4-20X, 'owner, Mr. Bellsey;
or your own broker.
nering the whole family, of packing
the content to the widest possible
'common sponsor-audience denom¬
BRONXVILLE, N. Y.
inator, ergo the limitations.
"irs A STEAL"
Hollywood, May 28.
Frank Baur,, who joined then-in¬
fant Four Star Productions' five
years ago as ah assistant: director,
was named v.p. in charge of pro¬
duction and general manager of
Four Star, Films last week. Baur
rose through Four Star ranks as
director, producer and production
manager.
Andrew Morgan Maree III, of
BevHills bizr management firm, also
was named last week to git on di¬
rector’s board of Dayton Produc¬
tions, Four Star’s new parent cor¬
poration. Maree was appointed to
afford continuous policy-making
direction to Dayton, in,possible ab¬
sences of partners David Niven,
Dick Powell, Charles Boyer and
William Cruikshank.

TV-FILMS

Blurbardiert
Robert Lawrence Produc¬
tions is pulling a modern-day
switch in its scouting of loca¬
tion sites for filmed commer¬
cials.
Ordinarily, producers
look over potential sites via
auto, but the Lawrence outfit'
henceforth will do it by air¬
plane because of the savings in
time and cost.
Scou.ting job will fall into
the lap of Roy Townsend, the
firm’s production supervisor,
who also happens to be a li¬
censed pilot.

CLIENT RENEGES ON
‘CAPTAIN GRIEF BUY
Utica Club beverages reportedly
backed out of an eight-station buy
of. Guild Films’ "Captain David
Grief” telefilm skein, after the
deal was announced ._.by the syn¬
dicator. It was to have covered
a portion of the northeast, and,
evidently, was included as part of
that $1,750,000 gross on the halfhour show acclaimed by .Guild a
few week A ago.
'
Reason for the ankling was not
given,. Reactions at Guild ranged
from "no comment” to "don’t
know a thing about it.”
Salt Lake City — Ron, McCoy,
currently manager of program op¬
erations at KALL here, switches to
nearby'KMUR in Murray, Utah, as
sales manager this week.
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Blah Season for Blurb Makers
As Economic Pinch Hits Both Coasts
Despite outward optimism end
occasional reports of billings ad¬
vances by individual companies, thfe
telefilm commercial producers have
been suffering from a depression
the last two months. A soft situ¬
ation is admitted in the east, where
over 30 recognized companies op¬
erate, and there. are reports here
that matters are^not any better on
the Coast, where the number of
producers is smaller but normally
quite .active.
Same problem that has been
plaguing tv networks and national
spot is held to be the root of the
blurb makers’ trouble. The agen¬
cies have been very slow in decid¬
ing, on their tv campaigns, and un¬
til they fully decide how to appor¬
tion their budgets, the kind and
the number of commercials they
will want remains unanswered;
blurbs are usually tailored to fit
the program or national spot cam¬
paign in mind.
. .
But unlike network or national
Spot, the blurb-making business
works on marginal profit. And even
though most producers'work close
to the vest, with little overhead,
they are feeling the econoriiic
pinch. There have been only a
few layoffs, but that’s because only
a few producers maintain fulltime

crews.
There is, on the other
hand, an equally small number of
freelance jobs reported.
The depression may be coming
to an jend. A spokesman for the
Film Producers Assn, of New York
said last week that a slight in¬
crease in the overall amount of
production has been'noted.
Another indication that the case
is being reversed are statements
from New York producers that
they are sitting on deals for "sev¬
eral thousand dollars worth” of
commercials. Though none of them,
have jelled, the delay is merely
taken to mean that the agencies
haven’t had their basic campaigns
okayed yet.
One outstanding instance of
bucking the downward trend has
been the sales picture at UniversalInternational on the Coast. Firm’s
commercial' unit is ahead of last
year in sales.
Des Moines—Everett Wenrick
and Ken- Kilmer, Oskaloosa, la.,
have bought KFXD, Nampa, la.
Kilmer, who. will be general man¬
ager of the station, formerlv was
manager of KBOE, Oskaloosa.
Wenrick'is president of Oskaloosa*
Broadcasting Co., which owns
KBOE.

Sterling's Film Series
In Shift to NBC-TV

TV Film Chatter

Cliches Click

1 *nd 2 * ’*«>• PARADISE,
r,«£-E„C.LUDeD GROUNDS, CUSTOM .
°ETAIL THRUOUT; WORTH |125,OPO.
*75,000*

SALZANO l CO.
"Wesfchtstar'i Live Wlr«'

Hollywood — Tv Programs of
America has named local ad man
Walter K. Neill to its Detroit of¬
fice as an account exec.
,, He’ll report to TPA Central diftopper "Watt* PFtmtr
•

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS SALES OFFICES; NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO and ATLANTA
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Top 20 Album Bestsellers

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading New York disk retailer
whose extensive mail order operation reflects the national market).

By MIKE GROSS
Mantov&ni: (London). “AROUND
THE WORLD” (Young*) gets the
lush Mantovani touch and a sock1
trumpet solo by Stan Newsome i
for a big spinning payoff all over.
“THE ROAD TO BALLIGARRY”
(Mantovani) is a warmly fetched
reading of the maestro's own com¬
position.
Jane Morgan: (Kapp).
“IT'S
NOT FOR ME’TO SAY” (Korwin*),
a class ballad that’s sure to clean
up because of Jane Morgan’s in¬
triguing vocal and an instrumental
backing that sets up the mood per¬
fectly. “AROUND THE WORLD”
(Young*) has another winning side

*
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
’ 6,
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

ballad item,, which Chris Connor
warms up for a new ride on the
dee jay circuit. “Trust In Me”
(Advanced *) is a highly effective
cool interpretation of a warm
ballad.
Sil Austin: (Mercury), “Dues
Day” (Norbay +) hits a rockin’
beat that’s sure to roll to a good
spinning payoff. “He’s A Real
Gone Guy” (Criterion *) is a hot
Austin instrumental treatment of
a yesteryear Nellie Lutcher special.
Gene Autry: (Columbia). “John¬
ny Reb and Billy Yank” (Robbips *)
was inspired by a cartoon strip
and the pre-teenage set should gp

Best Bets
MANTOVANI .... ....AROUND $WE WORLD
(London) .*...Road To Balligarry
JANE MORGAN.IT’S NOT FOR ME TO SAY
(Kapp) ...... .. Around The World
TEDDY RANDAZZO.NEXT STOP PARADISE
(Vile) ......How Could You.Kncw
CLARE NELSON .*..AT OUR HOUSE
(Epic) .v.Johnny Come Kiss Me
JAYE P. MORGAN .. GRADUATION RING
(RCA Victor) .....You, You Romeo
, JERRY LEWIS .*.WITH THESE HANDS
(Decca) . ........
My Mammy

LAWRENCE WELK
and hi, CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Coral—ThescCiirus Transcription*
' 10l3t Consecutive Week
«
Dodge Dance Party
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
Sponsored by Dodge
Dealers of America
Top Tunes and Talent
ABC-TV Mon. 9;30-10 p.m., E.S.T.
Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth
Dealers of America

.

enhanced by a pleasing piping,
stj#le.
Keefe Brasselle: (RKO-tlnique). j
“I Never Meant To Get Serious”
(Vim *) has a pleasant oldfashioned
softshoe quality which Keefe Bras¬
selle dishes out in an easy-to-take
style. “Arlene” (Vicar *) gives him
a chance to get going on a dixie
heat and he rolls out in a way that
Will go over especially well in the
coinboxes.
Sherry Parsons: (Jubilee). “Dear
Miss Lonely Hearts” {Harvard +)
i$ another in a series of teenagepegged tunes but there’s enough
of an idea here to give it a catchon chance. “The Moment I Met
You” (Daniels *) fits the current
ballad beat and Sherry Persons
makes the most of it.
-* •
Rosita Davis: (Ace). “Jamaica
Moon” (Dauphin -{-) hops on the
calypso bandwagon after the parade
has passed by. However, it displays
Rosita Davis in a good vocal light.
“The Lovely Moon In Kingston”
(Dauphin +) shines on Miss Davis’
rhythmic styling.
Pat O’Day: (Golden Crest). “Go
'Way From My Window” (Schirmer *) is a plaintive folk-fashioned
bajlad that gets a high-powered
vocal workover, “Soft Lights and
Sweet Music” (Berlin *) misses a
chance -qt deejay play because the
treatment misses the point of the
Irving Berlin oldie.
Leon McAuliffe tc His Cimarron
Boys: (Cimarron). “Little Girl Go
And Ask Your Mama” (H&R +)
captures the country hoe-down
style effectively but its appeal is
limited to the alfalfa areas. “Carrol
County” (Cimarron +) is an entry
grooved strictly for the corn-cob
<cult.

Artist
Harry Belafonte
Frank Sinatra
My Fair Lady
The Weavers
Reginald Gardiner
Harry Belafonte
Polly Bergen
Louis Armstrong
Erroll Garner
Ella Fitzgerald
Dave Brubeck
Miles Davis
Duke Ellington
Chico Hamilton 5
Nat King Cole
Ella Fitzgerald
Roger Williams
Funny Face
A1 Cohn
Modern Jazz Quartet

Title
Label
Calypso
RCA Victor
A Swingin’ Affair
Capitol
Original Cast
*
Columbia
Weavers At Carnegia Hall Vanguard
My Square Laddie
Foremost
Evening with Belafonte
RCA Victor
Bergen Sings Moran
Columbia
Louis Arid The Angels
Decca
Concert By The Sea
Columbia
Sings Rodgers & Hart
Verye
Jazz -At berlin
Fantasy
Round About Midnight
Columbia
A Drum Is A Woman
Columbia
In Hi-Fi
Pacific
Love Is The Thing
Capitol
Sings Cole Porter
Verve
The Fabulous Fifties
Kapp
Fred Astaire & Hepburn
Verve
Cohn On The Saxophone Dawn
At Music Inn
, Atlantic

Bobby Short: “Speaking of
Love” (Atlantic). Bobby Shorty
technique with an intelligent lyric
and a. class melody gets another
solid disk'"showcasing in this, his
third Atlantic package. Here again
is a tune selection that’s tasty and
varied and although most of ’em
have been cut before, Short’s ver¬
sions project a’new and interesting
vitality. He self-accomps on piano
and gets a neat rhythm assist from
Ismael Ugarte on bass and Sonny
Rivera on drums.
Rosemary Clooney ic Tho HiLo’s: “Ring Around Rosie”- (Co¬
lumbia). This is a nifty wax con¬
ception which presents Rosemary
Clooney and The Hi-Lo’s separate¬
ly and in tandem. It gives the
package an agreeable change-ofpace in each band. Miss Clooney
shines solo with “Lovp Letters”
and "£m In The Mood For Love”
while' the Hi-Lo’s hit effectively
on such items as “Coquette” and
“Solitude.”' In tandem, they click
with “What Is There To Say” and
“How About You.” Frank Com¬
stock supplies the appropriate orch
backing.
.
Mary Mayo - Danny
Scholl:
“Frankie and Johnny” (MGM).
This is another of MGM’s interest¬
ing wax excursions into the off¬
beat. The Robert-Gobert-Dion Mc¬
Gregor musical version of the
famed American legend, “Frankie
and Johnny,” is a vivid example of
modern theatre music writing and
the label rates a kudo for putting
it into the groove. The Cobert
score reflects the current attempt
to blend opera with showtune and
his efforts come off effectively.
McGregor has caught the flavor of
the music with some well-turned
lyric values. Mary Mayo as Frank¬
ie and Danny Scholl as Franky set
the mood with their topnotch voqalistics. The leads gets a good as-

with this likeable lyric interpreta? for the tune’s beat and Gene
tlon.
Autry’s delivery. “Happy Little
Teddy Randazzo: (Vik). “NEXT Island” (Roger *) will find fans in
STOP PARADISE” (Prentice*) is the toddler trade.,,
a rocker that will go all the way
Alan Dale: (ABC-Paramount).
and will build Teddy Randazzo into “Heartless Heart” (Hawthorne *)
potent disk entity. “HOW COULD gives Alan Dale to . swing out with
YOU KNOW”" (Regcntf) shows lots of vigor making it an okay
him off in a good ballad mood.
juke selection. “Cry, Cry, Cry”
Clare Nelson: (Epic). "AT OUR (Golden State -f) is an r’n’r con¬
HOUSE” (Monumentt) is the kind coction that- follows all familiar
of brisk and frisky entry that at¬ patterns.
tracts immediate play. It’ll go far.
Ann Leonardo: (Capitol), “Lot¬
"JOHNNY
COME KISS ME”
(Melody Lanet), .a- warmly, fash¬ tery” (Bourne *) has an orthodox
r’n’r
quality, but Ann Leonardo’s
ioned ballad which the thrush de¬
vocal gives it something that could
velops- with proper impact.
interest
the spinners. “One and
Jaye P. Morgan: (RCA Victor). Only” (Home
Folks +) races to¬
"GRADUATION RING” (Comp¬ wards
a
good
juke payoff.
ton*) fits solidly into the -teenage
Lita Roza: (London). “Five Or¬
. romahtic idiom for a big money anges,
Four Apples” ,(Le&ds *) has
payoff.
“YOU, YOU ROMEO”
(Planetary*) has a good beat which a chance to rack up a spinning
score
as
a folk click because of
the thrush swings over effectively.
Jerry Lewis: “WITH THESE Lita Roza’s understanding and
treatment. “You're Not
HANDS” (Bloom11) casts Jerry winning
Lewis against type but-he, handles, Alone” (Scher.er +) is a strong
the inspirational tone'with a. right ballad entry that gets most of its
from the thrush’s effective
mood that could; make it another strength
big one for him. “MY MAMMY” delivery.
Johnny
Wilder: (Prep). \“Play
(Bofirne-Warock-Donaldson*) puts
Lewis back in the Jolson groove Love” (Raydon *) shows off Johnny
Wilder’s way with a country-lament
for a hefty spinning payoff.
Vivienne: (V.I.P.). “LOVE LET¬ that should go well with the young
TERS IN THE SAND” (Bourne*) crop of- disk-buyers. “Five Foot
will pick up plays where Pat Two-Eyes of Blue” (Feist' *) gets
Boone’s Dot version leaves off be¬ a modern uptempo version that’s
cause of Vivienne’s (Vivian Della suited to the juke trade: Jeri Jordan: (Bally). “The ArChiesa) class reading. “LIGHT A
CANDLE” (Scherert) is an okay chitecht” (Valleydale +) mixes up
rhythm and religioso with a solid
religioso offering.
Gene Nash: (Jubilee). “DANDY vocal that should be good for lotsa
LION” (Geminy - Newman-Jubilee) spins. “Sea - Shells’” (Tannen -H
a pretty country waltz that’s
(*ASCAP. 1BMI).
combines a pulsating beat; an
amplified guitar and hot vocal for
N,
high-scoring returns.
“I MUST
HAVE YOUR LOVIN’ ” blends the
rockin’ beat and a country flavor
into an attractive offering.
„ 'The Cadillacs: (Josie).
“MY
GIRL FRIEND” (Benelli) is a
1. ALL SHOOK UP (8)
highly rhythmic number which
group turns into a strong spinning t 2. LITTLE DARLIN’ (8)
.Mercury
Diamonds
item. “BROKEN HEART” (BenDot.
ellt) fits right into the current
3. DARK “MOON (5)
.
Dot
Gale Storm
r’n’r idiom.
?
Robbin Hood: (MGM);- “FOR
' Chuck Berry
4. SCftOOL DAY (4
THE LOVE OF MIKE” (Feist*) is
a cute item that gets a lift from
Perry Como
5, ROUND AND ROUND (10)
Robbin
Hood’s
vocal
styling.
J Jim Reeves .
“WOULDN’T
CIIA . LIKE
TO
6. THE FOUR WALLS (2)
\ Jim Lowe
KNOW”, (R, Jiingnickel*) has aj
jukebox-slanted beat in melody,
Jimmy Dorsey ,,,, . Fraternity
7. SO RARE (3) .
and vocal.
.Dot
Les Baxter: (Capitol).
“THE
8. LOVE LETTERS IN THE, SAND (1)
LONELY WHISTLER” (Leeds*), a
fRicky Nelson ......
moody but highly effective instru¬
9. I’M WALKIN’ (12)
{ Fats Domino . .... .. .Imperial
mental out of the pic. “The Viscious Breed.”
"RUBY LIPS”
Ferlin Huskey .
10. GONE
(Raphael*) is a romantically-styled
instrumental that makes for good
dee jay programming.
Gary Dale: (Gone). “LOVE 'IS
(Buddy Knox
DYNAMITE” (Real Gonet) rocks
PARTY DOLL
* ) Steve Lawrenpe
with the sort of momentum that
gets Gary Dale off to strong start.
Chic
fNancy Whiskey
“PRETTY BABY” (Real Gonet)
FREIGHT TRAIN .
Mercury
’ \ Rusty Draper
highlights a hot geetar in a rhyth¬
,.Columbia
mic rocker.
Guy Mitchell
ROCK-A-BILLY .
Sam Butera: (Prep), “TEN LIT¬
.Columbia
Marty Robjbins
A WHITE SPORT COAT
TLE WOMEN” (Southern*) is a
hot-paced swinger which will pick
.
Dot
Pat Boone
WHY, BABY, WHY
...
up its share of spins.
“LOVE
r
Tnh Hunter
...,, .
Dot
CHARM” (Sherman) has an in¬
NINETY-NINE WAYS ..
sistent £>eat that may help it along
Harry Belafonte
the juke trail.
Drifters: “Atlantic.” “HYPNO¬
Andy Williams
BUTTERFLY
TIZED” (Melody Lane) is a neatly
...Cameo
4 ) Charlie Grade
etched rocking number that could
.
Dell-Vikings ■. .Dot
COME, GO WITH ME.....
spread into the pop areas. “DRIFT¬
ING AWAY FROM YOU”, (Pro¬
I’M SORRY.....
Platters . , Mercury
gressive) puts the group into a
nifty r’n’r ballad mood.
LFigures in parentheses indicate‘number of weeks song has been in the Top 103
. Chris Connor: (Atlantic). “Mixed
Emotions” (Roger *) is a stan^a^l,,

■■■%%%?&„,ifl Best Sellers on Coin Machines.
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sist, too, from Joan - Coburn as
Nellie Bly and Nathaniel Frey as
the Bartender.
June Christy: “Fair and Warm¬
er” (Capitol). June Christy, a
noted cool singer, switches to a
warm and airy mood 4n “Fair and
Warmer.” Working with arrange¬
ments fashioned by Pete Rugulo,
Miss Christy evokes a. cheery and
rhythmic, flavor.
Joe Mooney: VLuah Life” (Atlan¬
tic). Joe Mooney’s vocal and Ham¬
mond organ are blended here in a
quiet jazz mood that makes a last¬
ing impresh. He’s a sensitive
crooner as well as instrumentalist
and everythiAg he touches In this
package emerges the better for it.
Among the top examples of
Mooney’s song^buildlng style is his
workover of “Polka Dots and
Moonbeams” and "Nina Never
Knew.” He’s accomped by Lee
•Robinson, guitar; Milt Hinton,
bass, and Osie Johnson.
Dave .Apollon: “Lots of Love”
(Romance). Dave Apollon sets up
an enjoyable romantic mood with
his mandolin and an ofch that
spotlights a blending of woodwinds
and strings. It’s a natural for the
mood music cult. Apollon has set
up the repertoire with, care and de¬
livers in a manner that sustains
the romantic flavor throughout the
package.
Marvin Rainwater: “Songs By
Marvin Rainwater” (MGM). The
country trend in the packaged
goods market continues with Mar¬
vin Rainwater’s first for MGM, It’s
fashioned like all the others, ex¬
cept that Rain water-comes off as a
more authentic sampling of the
alfalfa approach. However, there’s
enough of a pop appeal in the set
to make it a good buy in all areas.
A good sampling of what Rain¬
water,offers is in “Gonna Find Me
A Bluebird,” which already has
made some noise, as a single re¬
lease.
Joe Loco: “Joe Loco Plays The
Classics” (Seeco). A new approach
to the longhair repertoire has been
tackled successfully by Joe Loco
via the latino beat, Loco hasr set
the familiar pieces of Chopin,
Tschaikowsky, Schubert, RimskyKosakoff, etc., in a south-of-the•border beat and it works out as a
novel and effective mood music set.
Package was produced tyy Ivan
MogUll, who’s also in as publisher
of the chile adaptations by the
grace of public domain.
Mac Pollack Sc Allen Roth Con¬
ducting the Uptown • Firehouse
Brigade: “Banjo and ’Bones In HiFi” (Epic), This- is a salute to
“Uncle” Henry J, Fillmore and his
compositions for bands. It’s a concert-in-the-park converted to wax
with all the rhythmic excitement
in. tact.
Fillmore's works are
bright and witty and the Uptowh
Firehouse Brigade, with band o and
trombones highlighted, swing it
over with gusto.
Gros.

BBC OKs Religioso
London, May 28.
“The Silver Madonna,” the song
which was . banned from ‘ the BBC
because the lyric had a “purely su¬
perstitious import which is. incon¬
sistent with religious teaching',”
has at Jast been given the okay
after four months. The first appeal
against the decision by Mills Musjc, was turned down.
Fred Jackson, general manager
for the publishers in London, again
wrote to the BBC, and after a, gap
of over four weeks was informed
that the decision had been altered
and the song passed for broad-
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MOA PUTS DISK BIZ INTO SPIN
4-

Harry Fox Suits Would Make Pressing JUKEBOX LABEL
Plants Liable In Disk Piracy Actions
Harry Fox, through his attor¬ f*
neys Julian T. Abeles (& Bern¬
stein), is launching a series of Dave (Harum) Brubeck
Hollywood, May 28.
novel actions on behalf of his
Bookers will agree to any¬
music publisher principals which,
thing to get a top jazz attrac¬
until such time as the t mechanical
tion.
provisions of the Copyright Act
Contract for Dave Brubeck’s
may be amended, are aimed at
curbing the ever-increasing host
10-day stand at the Crescendo
starting June 26 provides for
of bootleg record companies whose
the usual salary and condi¬
activity are mushrooming into, a
tions—plus a guarantee that
serious threat to the trade.
the nitery will provide suit¬
Some time ago Abeles instituted
able accommodations* for Bru¬
an action for Fox, against Sam
beck, his wife and their five
Goody and Portem Distributors, for
kids,
including use of a pool,
a construction of the provision in
tower and locker privileges.
Section 101 (e) of the Copyright
Who
tips the pool at¬
Act, that the' unauthorized manu¬
tendant?.
facture, use or sale of a record
shall constitute an infringement.
The court was asked to determine
if the copyright proprietor was
relegated to an action against the
manufacturer for an infringement,
or had a right of action against
the distributor and dealer.
The primary purpose of that ac¬
tion was to bring to the attention
of Congress the inadequacy of the
mechanical provisions of the Act.
It was felt that this would serve
the same purpose as the famous,
case of White Smith publishing
Hollywood, May 28.
Co. v. Appollo Co., which was de¬
■Local 47 strife erupted again last
cided by the XJ. S. Supreme Court
in 1908 and brought about the night (Mon.) in a stormy session
enactment of the 19|09 Act, to in¬ over whether to accept an offer
clude the present mechanical pro¬ by American Federation of Musi¬
visions. The court had held that cians prexy James C. Petrillo to let
a music roll was not a copy of a
musical composition and, there¬ rank and file members sit in on
fore, its manufacture was not an studio hegotiations and prexy Eliot
H. Daniel finally tossed in his
Infringement.
In the Goody case the U. S. Dis¬ resignation and stalked from the
meeting.
Resignation was rejected
trict-Court, in holding that only
the unauthorized manufacture of a by an almost unanimous standing
vote
after
he had departed, but his
record could constitute an in¬
fringement, said that the mechani-. status is still uncertain. Sources
Close
to
the
Local’s administration
cal provisions of the Act were
"crying out to be amended.” The are trying to prevail on him to
withdraw
the
resignation and they
decision of 'the Court of Appeals
upon the appeal has been awaited expect a decision at tomorrow’s
Since the early part of February. (Wed.) regular board meeting.
Schism now finds Daniel and his
The present series of actions are
administration openly opposed by
(Continued on page 60)
a group, stemming from members
of last year’s revolt, who feel the
local’s best course Is continued
anti-Petrillo warfare.
Daniel departed after the mem¬
bership resolution introduced a
resolution asking for a Senate com¬
mittee investigation of the union.
Latter resolution was defeated, but
As Frank M. Folsom did in Chi-, Daniel had departed before vote.
cago last week, and has been do¬ Was taken.
ing right along, the now chairman
Earlier, Daniels reported Petrillo
of RCA’s executive committee is
taking new company president “wants peace” and has offered film
studio
musicians an unprecedented
John L. Burns around to meet the
trade. Folsom usually hosts elab¬ opportunity to sit in on contract
(Continued on page 58)
orate cocktaileries for the occa¬ |
sion.
The RCA Victor 'series of sales'
confabs in New York (June 3),
Chicago (7) and San Francicso (10)
will likewise have Burns meeting
the diskery side of the RCA or¬
ganization.
Bing Crosby, who recently made
Incidentally, this will also spot¬ a deal to cut kiddie albums for
light George R. Marek as the new Simon & Schuster, has made an¬
disk division topper as veepee and. other tieup with S&S in behalf of
general manager, succeeding Lar¬ one of his enterprises, Bing Crosby
ry Kanaga, resigned (see separate Phonocards. Latter firm, which
story). After that, Marek, inciden¬ manufactures paperback -disks for
tally, goes to Rome for his annual various industry promotions, now
midsummer opera, recording ses^ has access to the entire S&S
sions.
Golden and Bell records’ libraries
for premium use.
The Phonocard company, for in¬
stance, recently made a paperback
disk for the Borden Co. which used
it as the lid of a cheese container.
Other companies, such as the
. Tel-Aviv, May 21.
With economic and cultural Caloric Range and the Lawn Boy
Mower,
have used this type of plat¬
bonds between France and Israel
strengthening since the beginning ter for sales pitches to dealers and
distribs.
In the S&S catalog are
of the . Middle Bast crisis, which
France took to the side of Israel, sides.by such names as Roy Rogers
and
Dale
Evans, Jimmy Durante,
a cultural exchange between the
countries Is now in the offing. A .Art Carney and others.
Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, musicolo¬
senes of appearances by French
longhair and pop artists will be gist, was 'recently named con¬
opened in the last week of May, sultant and advisor to the Phonocards company, of which Edward
when the French singing “group,
i-.es Compagnons de la Chanson A. DiResta is president.
wiU tour Israel for three weeks.
Opening of their show Will take
Alan Dale to ABC-Par
Place in the gardens of the Zionist
,;n?a?lzatlon of America house and. - Alan Dale has joined the ABCParamount
rpster. Crooner had
will be under the patronage of the
rrench Ambassador to Israel, M. been waxing under the Coral ban¬
Fierre Gilbert. Group is brought. ner for the past several years.
; q. Is^’ael by impresarios 'Gillon & * His first platter for ABC-Para¬
mount -will*be released this week.'

Local 47 Prez
'Resigns/ Wants
Petrillo Amity

Frank Folsom Accomping
RCA Proxy John L. Burns
To Disk Distrib Meetings

BING-S&S TIEUP ON
PAPERBACK DISKS

Franco-Israeli Amity
Hypos Show Biz Trade

By DAVE LEV ADI
Chicago, May 28.
This ‘ year’s Music Operators of
America shindig wound up with
very few loose ends left not played
against the middle. Whatever may
be the future of MOA’s new public
relations push, it is certain that at
least a few of the fingers en¬
sconced in its organizational pie are
getting pinched.
Performers, record t ;mpanies,
distributors, coin machine manu¬
facturers and even some of the op¬
erators are finding themselves
caught in one squeeze or another.
Only prexy George A. Miller and
his ruling faction, fortified by. a
couple hundred more names on
the membership roster, seem to
have a strengthened hand in the
doings of the slot and coin world.
Record companies, among the
heaviest spenders at these con¬
ventions, both, with regard to ex¬
hibition space and hospitality
suites are worried and bending over
backwards to court the organization’a favor and acceptance of their
label has backfired. The MOA is
now financially in a better position
than in piavious years, and with
record distribution and the coin
machine management more syndi¬
cated in major centers, the same
factions with interests in that end
of the business could wield a heavy
clout if they chose to put out their
own record label. Thus the .diskeries fear they may soon find their
own money competing against
them.
It is reported that Seeburg,' king(Continued on page 58)

Diskeries, Too,
On a Fable Kick
With video on a fairy tale kick,
the disk industry is now following
suit. Decca Records has .released a
new version of the classic, juve
story, “Pinocchio,” with an .original
score by Milton DeLugg and star¬
ring ventriloquist- Paul Winchell.
It’s a 12-inch LP in which Winchell
acts as narrator as well as several
other, characters while his dummy,
Jerry Mahoney, does the title part.'
DeLugg also performs in the set
along with a supporting cast which
includes Walter Burke, Vivian
Smolen and Johnny Haymer. Win¬
chell is spotlighting the album /on
his ABC-TV show while special
okays for use of the album in full
for radio shows is being handled
by Decca publicity chief Marty
Salkin. Diskery is also Issuing a
single from the score, “Hideaway
Heart,” by Kitty Kallen.

SHIFT PREP LABEL A&R
TO N.Y. UNDER W1SWELL
Hollywood, May 28,
Artists & repertoire operation
of Prep Records, new subsidiary
of Capitol Records, has been trans¬
ferred to New York where Andy
Wiswell will handle all disking.
Move combines the a&r and sales
operations of the label in the east¬
ern headquarters.
Wiswell will be assisted in New
York by Irv Jerome, label’s .sales
manager, and Manny Kellen, dis¬
trict sales arid promotion manager.

Wardlow Asst. Gen*l Mgr.
Of Col LP Record Club
Willis Wardlow, formerly branch
administrator for Columbia Rec¬
ords Sales Corp., has been named
assistant general manager on ad¬
ministration of the Columbia l£
Record Club.
In his new spot, Wardlow will
assume responsibilities for all ad¬
ministration functions 6f the club.
Albert C. Simonson continues in
charge of sales promotion > func¬
tions.
Both report to Norman
Adler, ’dubfa -general* manager. * ■

George Marek Steps Into Top Victor
Post As Larry Kanaga Exits Diskery
To Become Gen’1 Artists Corp. Prez
Opera in De* Moines
Des Moines, May 28.
Metropolitan Opera 'had-ap¬
proximately 3,500 custoiners
at the 4,200-seat KRNT Thea¬
tre here recently.
Following night hot pop disk
artist Pat Boone drew 6,500
customers in two shows at the
KRNT Theattre.__

Publisher Pacts,
Hot BMI Issue At
SPA June 13 Meet
The Songwriters Protective Assn,
is due to spotlight some top organ¬
izational problems at Its annual
meeting June 13 at the Hotel Edi¬
son, N. Y. Probably the most im¬
portant issue facing SPA currently
is the status of its basic agreement
with the publishers. The old 10year SPA pact acutally expired at
the end of last year, but SPA ex¬
tended the pact with the publishers
for one year; Ifs likely that SPA
will discuss some of its proposals
for a new pact at the annual meet¬
ing.
Another matter which may come
'into focus is the gripe of the BMI
writers within SPA. These writers
have been protesting SPA’s attack
on BMI before legislative bodies.
John Schulman, SPA attorney who
also is attorney for the 33 ASCAP
songwriters suing Broadcast Music
Inc. and the broadcasters, will be
on hand for the membership
meeting.
SPA, meantime, is currently bal¬
loting for the election of seven
members to its 21-man ruling
council. Candidates are Stanley
Adams, Ira Gershwin, Pinky Her¬
man, Burton Lane, John Jacob
Loeb, Richard Rodgers, Leonard
Whitcup, Robert Allen, Johnny
Burke, Edward Eliscu, Sammy Gal¬
lop,- Robert’ MacGimsey, Marvirt
Moore, Fred Norman, Johil Red¬
mond, John Rox, Noble Sissle, Kay
Swift, Kay Twomey, EddieN White
and .Hy Zaret,
The first' seven
named are incumbent council mem¬
bers. Marvin Moore, Incidentally,
is one of the BMI writers who has
been critical of the SPA position.

‘SILK STOCKINGS’ MGM’S
50TH SOUNDTRACKER
MGM Records will mark its 50th
soundtrack set with “Silk Stock¬
ings,” upcoming Metro musical.
Package will feature Fred Astaire,
Cyd Charisse and Janis Page in a
Cole Porter §core.
The MGM Studio Orchestra is
conducted by Andre Previn, except
for the “Silk Stockings” produc¬
tion number, which is under
Johnny Green's baton.
- Diskery is hitting Norfolk, Va.,
with advance copies of the album
to tiein with the pic’s world preem
on June 8. MGM also will work out
tieins with theatres showing the
film around the country. In the
promotional plans are window pos¬
ters,- album covers, co-op mats and
special dee jay albums at $1 each.

TofFel’s Mex. A&R Post
Andre Toffel has been set as in¬
ternational artists & repertoire di¬
rector for Discos Columbia de
Mexico, Columbia Records’ wholly
owned subsid. Valdes Leal contin¬
ues as director of recording opera¬
tions.
The Mexican subsid is managed
by-Mike-Kestler/ v *
• * • '

In two fast moves, both since the
first of the year, RCA Victor vee¬
pee George R. Marek moved up
from “No. 3 man” to second in
command to Lawrence W. (Larry)
Kanaga and, last week, became the
v.p. and general manager of the
record company upon Kanaga’s
exit. Latter resigned to become
president of General Artists Corp.
and also a part-owner, with foun¬
der-president Thomas G. (Tommy)
Rockwell moving up to chairman of
the board.
- Kanaga’s partnership stake in
GAC is variously reported between
25-33% and reportedly provides for
the purchase price of the stock to
be advanced.in the form of bonuses
over a four-year term. The deal also
calls for a fancy stipend which is
conjectural in light of the RCA
Victor post calling for a $35,000
basic annual salary, but which has
been augmented by bonuses in the
past two years of $12,500 and $15,000, so as to bring the job scale up
to the 50G mark.
Marek, longtime artists & reper¬
toire director, with accent on the
clasSicals, became a veepee last
year in charge of albums. When
Howard K. Letts, v.p. and opera¬
tions manager, was shifted by the
RCA board into an executive post
within NBC-TV, Marek became No.
2 man to v.p. and g.m. Kanaga.
With the newest succession, Marek
will leave the present exec align¬
ment as is. Jack Burgess, singles
.chief, W. W. (Bill) Bullock, al¬
bums head, and Jim Davis, opera¬
tions manager, will continue in
those, posts.
This is not the first time Kanaga
was proffered the GAC post, but
it was at GAC exec veepee Milt
Krasny’s Insistence that Kanaga
finally decided to-resign and join
the talent agency. Kanaga, along
with Art Weems, v.p. and g.m, of
(Continued on page 60)

Morris Levy in New Deal
To Handle Alan Freed’s
Multiple Activities
Rock ’n’ roll disk jockey Alan
Freed and music publisher. Morris
Levy have patched up' their dif¬
ferences.
Levy once again will
double as Freed’s personal man¬
ager, repping for personal appear¬
ances, tv, pix and records.
Freed and Levy split up about
three months ago, but during that
time JLevy negotiated the ABC-TV
deal for the jockey through Gen¬
eral Artists Corp. In the new align¬
ment, Levy takes over as exec
producer of the tv stanza with
Phil Kahl, who’s partnered in the
publishing firm with Levy, as asso¬
ciate producer.
Because of Freed’s heavy sched¬
ule, he’lT not be Involved with
Levy or Kahl In any of their , other
enterprises. On Freed’s agenda are
two pix for Dino de Laurentiis and
Ralph Serpe. First pic will be
filmed in the U. S. in June and the
other is slated for a winter shoot¬
ing in Europe. .

V.I.P. Label Adds Execs
Ross, Eidemiller, Fields
V.I.P. Records, recently formed
by Vivian Delia Chiesa and Joseph
Lupia, is beginning to gather up
personnel. Joining the firm in exec
positions last week were Phil Ross,
Herb Eidemiller and Jerry Fields.
Ross takes over as production
supervisor, Eidemiller will handle
all arrangements and musical di¬
rection, and Fields will assist Mis*
Delia Chiesa iri the artists & rep¬
ertoire department.
Gearing for a big push in the
disk market, firm is moving to
larger quarters next Monday (23).
Lupia, who prexies the firm, also
doubles as supervisor of sales and
distributions ■ * "* *
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In Big Debate
Of EP Merits

OF

Chicago, May 28.
It took a bigger dose of hoopla
to stimulate the extended-play en¬
thusiasm among profit conscious
jukebox operators at last week's
Music Operators of America con- j
vention. Big pushers of the foursong* disks may have gotten through
to the experimental operator in
whose playing spots EP is still an
innovation, but the heads shaking
negatively were numerous at this
year's shindig.
Music boxes in establishments
where jazz Is a heavy item do well
with EPs. One operator reported
that good jazz is lacking on regular
45s but that when they, get it on
EP some barroom customers will
feed the machine all night
Other specialties like standard
blues collections done by well
known artists also do okay in some
spots, but the mainstay of the juke
business are still the top pops and
as one operator put it, “Hits that
come one by one, I pay for two
by two."
Dealers and record companies
however, can spCak with an eye on
a wider market. “EPs double royal¬
ties and expenses but not income i
and it's hard to create a pop hit j
on EP," said Luigi Creatore, Roul-;
ette Records v.p.
Operators are also meeting resis¬
tance from proprietors at their
juke locations. Proprietors who
keep jukeboxes as a service to
their customers rather than for
the take, oppose EP as they oppose
removal of five-cent machines. Cus¬
tomers complain about being forced
to buy two tunes when they only
want one. Operators themselves
then can only choose to meet this,
kind of opposition or offer the
more expensive double sides at the
price of a single.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled front Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail. Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

is

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE .

f All Shook Up
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ... {Peace In The Valley
[When Your Heartaches Begin
DIAMONDS (Mercury)

...Little Darlin'

JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity)

... So Rare

CHUCK BERRY (Chess)... School Day
Love Letters In The Sand
Why, Baby, Why
Bernardine

{

RICKY NELSON (Verve).W?lkil£
'
(Teen-Age Romance
7

FERRY COMO (Victor) .,
'
(Girl With The Golden Braids
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)...Dark Moon

8
9

FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol). Gone
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot) . Come, Go With Me

10

TUNES

U. S. Servicemen Abroad
Shell Out Over $5,000,000
Annually For.Disk Buys
Frankfurt, May 21.
U.S*. servicemen overseas are ac¬
counting for an added $5,000,000
to $6,0p0,000 U.S. disk sales ac¬
cording to the Overseas Weekly,
newspaper published for service
people in Europe. And since the
platters in the PXes abroad sell
for about 30% less than the State¬
side prices, this adds up to thou¬
sands of individual sales.
GI tastes overseas are pretty
much the same as those Stateside,
with Elvis' Presley, Fats Domino,
Perry Como. Frank Sinatra, Joni
James, Bill Haley & His Comets,
all favorites—although with GIs i
‘hearing the American Forces Net¬
work. German and French and
English disk jockeys, they have
less exposure to the same tunes,^
and so their interest in one platter"
holds over a longer period.
But GI sales differ in several
ways from Stateside record buying.
First, the servicemen buy about
70%.of,the total in IPs. In Japan,
the MfaT reaches 80% with LPs.
The . constantly-on-the-move GIs
are more space conscious, so tend
to pick, the . more portable , LPs.
Classic disks run to 30% of all rec¬
ord .sales. Jazz records reach about
20% of the sales currently, and
popular LPs account for about half
of all the LP sales.
Single records are difficult to
tab because they're of so many
kinds, including cowboy, novelty,
pops.
New numbers from the
States are generally aired on AFN
about two weeks after the U.S.
opening—with the exception of
music from Broadway shows, which
is generally banned on AFN be¬
cause of deals with British publish¬
ers to keep the music off the Euro¬
pean airways until the musical has
opened in London. .
A top record such as “Love Me
Tender'1 (Elvis Presley, of course)
or the album of “My Fair Lady"
may reach a sale of 50,000 copies
thru the PXes.
Added feature in the record biz
is that the PXes stock fine hi-fi
equipment, generally both the Ger¬
man Siemens and Grundig makes
as well as'American stock, and
radios and hi-fi sell very well.,

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week
1

1

(•ASCAP. (BMI)
TUNE

PUBLISHER

(•ALL SHOOK UP . Presley-Shalimar

2

2

fLITTLE DARLIN’ .;. Excelloric

3

-3

(ROUND AND ROtlND.. ..

4

4

5

Rush

5

(DARK MOON.
*SO RARE.•..

6

6

(SCHOOL DAY .

r

7

*LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND. Bourne

8

10

9
10

(GONE...

Dandelion
Robbins
Arc
. Hill & Range

THE FOUR WALLS.

Sheldon

(I’M WALKIN’ .7.i___Reeve

Nancy Whiskey, a Scotch
Skiffler, Invades U. S.
Mark well the third Tuesday in
May. For, on that day the inva¬
sion of the skiffles began.
The skiffles 'are, naturally, those
who engage, in skiffle singing. This
indulgence. Is a large thing at the
present time in the British Isles
and seems to consist of a group of
eight, or so, guitar strummers who
get together and whistle or sing up
a storm while plunking on their
guitars. Some folks call it rocka¬
billy.
Most of the songs that are pres¬
ently being skiffled in the tight lit¬
tle islands are supposedly of
American folk origin.
But to get back to the third
Tuesday.
A pert little Scotts lass stepped
from a plane at New York's Idlewild Airport looking for all the
world like a diminutive female
Robin Hood in her brightly colored
slacks—which for a minute looked
like a pair of dyed long johns.
This, it seems, is the uniform of
tliD day if you are a skiffler.
The gal was Nancy Whiskey
whose recording of “Freight Train"
«.*i the Chic label js doing well in
the U. S. She was accompanied by
Bill Varley, her manager, and Was
on her way by invitation, to the
Coin
Machine
Operators
of
America convention In Chicago.
Miss Wmskey,.who seems to be a
very pleasant little gal, was duly
ivnp,,epcod by the photographers et
al, but the th|ng she wanted the

.Portland, Ore., May 28.
The golden canopied ballroom of
Jantzen Beach Park, a fave of
more than 25 years, Will be con¬
verted into .a bowling alley June 1.
Most of the top name bands in
the country have worked this plush
dancery and attracted as many as
4,000 terpers in one night, Up to
.several years ago, bands worked
the spot on a full-w.eek basis.
When the dance biz hit the skids,
bands were booked for weekends.
In the last few years the hall has
been silent. This year, promoter
Ronnie Ail took over the spot and
Started inking name bands. He has
played Les Elgart and Les Brown.
Elgart pulled over 3,000 on a oneniter and Brown played to over
1,000 dancers on a Sunday nite.
Russ Morgan orch is set for May
24-25, but it looks as though the
contract will be cancelled to make
way for the changeover.
The passing of name band.s and
high guarantees needed to bring in
those that remained were cited by
Frank Tufpin, park manager, as
reason for the changeover.

most was a copy of “Dennis the
Menace." Dennis is very popular
with the skifflers.
A great series of sick puns
started at the Idlewild press room
over the fact that her name is
Whiskey—and the fact that she's
Scotch.
But one photog had the bit to
end it all. He tossed her a pack of
cigarets. The gal protested, say¬
ing that she didn't smoke. “That's
pkay," says photog, “just hold the
pack like you're going to take one
.out.” .
She did and the pictures were
dutifully taken.
He was asked what he used the
cigaret prop for. He said it was
for the caption: “Cigareets and
Whiskey."

Belgian Disk Bestsellers
Antwerp, May 21.
1. Stardust .Cole
(Capitol)
2. Banana Boat .... Belafonte
(RCA)
3. Butterfly .Grade'
(Moonglow)
4. Marianne .King Bros.
(Parlophone)
5. Carousel .Ray Martin
(Columbia)
6. Join’, Singing-Johnston
fDecca)
7. Net Als Toen ... .Brokken
(Ronnex)
8. Little Darling ... Gladiolas
(Moohglow)
9. Girl Can’t Help,.. Richard
• (Ronnex)
10. Trekplano .Weisbek
(Ronnex)

‘Jane for Joni’ (James)
MGM 10th Anni Bargain
As part of its 10th anni program,
MGM Records has set June as
“June For Joni" month making
available to consumers seven 12inch LPs at $1.98 each with every
purchase of a Joni James ’ album
at the regular $3.98 tab.
Extended play album equiva¬
lents of each LP will be offered to
the consumer as well. Two-pocket
EPs of the Joni James sets will be
available at $1.49 each with every
purchase of a two-pocket EP at the
regular price of $2.49.
The one-pocket EPs will be of¬
fered at 99c. with each purchase of
a one-pocket EP at the regular
$1.29 price.

Waring $5,400 in Troy
Troy, N. Y„ May 28.
Fred Waring’s “Musicade," a
partially new show, lured about
3,000 and grossed $5,400 at $1.50
to $3 scale in the R.P.l. Field
House Saturday night (25), on the
opening of a week’s tour. Guaran¬
tee was $3,000. .
The third annual spring appear¬
ance here by the Pennsylvanians,
it attracted a larger turnout thani
last year’s performance on a Mon¬
day.
Trek from Troy to Johnstown,
Hershey and Stroudsberg, Pa.,
was to end with tw6 perform¬
ances Saturday /l) in ,Phgad£li>h)a.n

Strengholt, Dutch Pub
Exec, Winds Extensive
U. S. Biz Trip, Vacation
A. J. G. Strengholt, president of
the music publishing house bearing
his name and also /of Les Editions
Internationales Besart Inc., is re¬
turning to his native Amsterdam
by way of Montreal, where one of
his daughters is married to a Ca¬
nadian, after an extensive U. S.
business-pleasure trip. Strengholt
represents 65% of the American
music publishers (Warner Bros,
group, Shapiro-Bernstein, - JLeeds,
Bourne, Sam Fox, Aberbachs et al.)
and also operates mailorder busi¬
ness in disks, books, etc., under
the trade name of Major Greco,
with a mailing list of 50,000.
A pop disk bestseller in the
Benelux (Belgium, Netherlands
and Luxembourg) territory, which
Greco services, can * go 200,000,
which is considerable considering
the population draw.
Currently
“Banana Boat Song," on seven la¬
bels, local arid imported, is the
top seller, vying with a local hit,
“The Pearl of Amsterdam," by a
Dutch jazzband headed by Johnny
Jordan1, who takes his name from
the Jordan section of Amsterdam,
the oldest sector in the capital and
known as “the heart of Amster¬
dam."
Saul H. ^Bourne and Lou Levy
(Leeds), ju'st back from their Euro¬
pean trips, will continue huddles
with Strengholt which .he began
overseas when he first saw them
abroad, as he did with Herman
Starr (Warner Bros, group), who
is still overseas on business.
Strengholt is the brother of Fritz,
dominant Dutch theatre owner and
impresario who died recently, aged
49, ascribed to “overwork," and
who Was partnered with Laudy
Lawrence, an American now a (long¬
time Paris resident, who was long
Continental head of Metro but has
been retired of late, racing his
stables, etc.
Strengholt has some vivid im¬
pressions of America. He takes
pride that he “has probably seen
more of your United States than
many a native," stressing his motor
tour which took him through 46 of
the 48. Reason for this includes
two American brothers, One, Gerred Strengholt, wlio Owns a 65-acre
farm in the state of Washington,
and another, Philip, for 30 years
a Holland, Mich., resident, which
takes its name and character from
the Netherlands. Philip operates
a 13-cabin motel in that trans¬
planted tulip-growing town in Mich¬
igan.
StapUton Tour
London, May 28.
Bandleader Cyril Stapleton is in
line tp do a nationwide tour in Oc¬
tober with an all-star package
show at J. Arthur Rank owned pic¬
ture houses.
Stapleton finishes a four-and-ahaif year association with the BBC
as musical director of the BBC
Show Banjjl on Jun$ 28...
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GOTTA HAVE SONGS FOR SETS
Victor LPs Not Due (or Cuts; Prices
May Even Rise Here & There: Marelt
Ii> the face -of recurrjng trade
rumors of a projected price cut In
LP disks, George. R. Marek, RCA
Victor v.p.' and operations manager
who .steps into the diskery’s. top
spot as general manager June 1
(see separate story), has issued a
flat denial that Victor is-* planning
any such move. On the contrary,
JWtarek pointed out that the com¬
pany is planning price increases in
certain lines,
’ Marek pointed out that “the
economy is in an inflationary stage
With the prices of labor and raw
materials rising steadily. Because
of this, price reductions in records
could not possibly be justified.”
: Marek, however, pointed out that
“in the event of competitive ma¬
neuvering, we Will do what is nec¬
essary to protect our distributors
and dealers.”
The.price picture in the LP disk
business has been more or. less
stable for ths last two years with
Victor spearheaded sweeping in¬
dustry reductions in suggested
lists. Sirfce that time, a multiplic. ity of special deals have hit the
market^, particularly by way of
monthly specials which have been
priced below the usual list price.
Last month, • before Victor an¬
nounced its trade-in plan to stimu¬
late longhair disks, rumors that
Victor was planning another price
reduction also percolated through
the industry. The plan, however,
was only of one-mon.th duration
and gives $1 off the price of a
classical LP only if the customer
brings in an old album costing $2
or more.

Angel To Hypo Releases 50% With
HMV Line; Capitol Gets U.S. Names

♦

♦

The big question plaguing artists
& repertoire men trying to keep
pace with the current album surge
Bandleader-composer Raymond is, “Where do you go from Rodgers
Scott has come up with a new in¬ & Hart?”
strument, the Clavivox, whose . According to Bobby Shad, Mer¬
sound is very; close to that of the cury’s a&r chief in the east; the
human voice. That effect is achieved album onrush, which he sees con¬
by the electronic instrument's vi¬ tinuing with no letup, is sparking
brato control and its ability to slide the need for new ideas in the pro¬
from one. note to any other.note on duction ;of. packaged- goods. He’s
the keyboard .without a break. '
now hitting publishers with re¬
Scott, whQ has been.acjtive in the quests to come up with: a. dozen
ad field via his Jingle Workshop songs on a central theme for a
operation, plans to use the new a wax production, “The big draw-,
instrument for this market. Scott, back, so far,” he admits, “is that'
currently musical director of NBC- songwriters who can put together a
TV’s “Your Hit Parade,” exits the 12-tune unit are reluctant to show¬
show after this season.
case them first in an album. They’d
rather shoot for a legit or tv musi¬
cal display.”
‘ Although he contends that rep¬
ertoire doesn’t mean much in the
album market today, a point of
repetition has been reached aand
that point is in the work of Rodgers
& Hart, Cole Porter, George Gersh¬
win and Harold Arlen. • “We’re
now moving to Vincent Youmans,
Jerome Kern and other writers of
the ’20s and ’30s for album pegs,"
he states, “and after that we’ll
E. B. Marks Music has expanded probably go to the writers who
started blossoming in the-late ’30
its Latin-American music catalog and ’40s with filmusical .scores and
with the purchase of Xavier Cu- standard pops."
gat’s Alameda Music firm. Ala¬
Teeners St Albums
meda will he operated as a sepa¬
His bullish attitude on the con¬
rate concern within the Marks tinued growth of the album market
orbit and will be affiliated as re¬ is based on teenager interest in
gards performing rights with BMI, pops. “It develops an interest in
as is Marks.
music whether it be rock ’n’ roll,
In addition to the publishing country or ballad, and they become
firm deal, Cugat was tied up by the album buyers of the future,"
Marks as a writer. The first three is his contention.
| songs to he published under the
Kids, he says, are becoming in¬
new pact, which is entirely aside terested in music earlier than ever
[from the Alameda purchase, are before. A few years ago. Mercury
"Learning,” which Cugat adapted took a survey of the pop' record
from a theme by Tchaikovsky and- buying market and discovered that
for which Ben Raleigh has written the majority of singles were bought
Budd Schulberg has caught the English lyrics, “Very, Very Satis¬ by those In the 15-to-20-year-pld
music biz bug. BreakingNirito the fied” and “Pan Amor Cha Cha.” bracket. Now, Shad contends, the
Tin Pan Alley scene only a few Latter .tune is the title and theme ,age level spread Is from 9-to:20.
months ago as collaborator with song of a new Italian film and is to Breaking down the buying habits,
Tom Glazer on the tunes for Elia be the title of a new Cugat album. Shad pointed out that the 9-to-16
Cugat and his -wife, Abbe Lane, group buy r’n’r disks, a 14-to-20
Kazan’s “A Face In The Crowd,”
which he scripted, Schulberg is leave shortly for Europe to work in group buy ballads and the 16-andnow planning to form his own mu¬ foreign films. They plan to return up bracket buy the LPs. The preto the U.S. in September to resume teen interest in. rock ’n’ roll, he
sic publishing venture.
The firm would be used to hold their tv and recording activities. states, probably • is the ' main rea¬
the song copyrights from the plx Cugat records for Columbia and son for the sales falloff of the
on Schulberg's .schedule as an in¬ Miss Lane for RCA Victor.
kiddie record market.
die producer. He’s already at work
Shad,” who a&r’s Merc’s pop
singles, rock ’n’ roll, pop album
on tunes from the -first pic, “In
and jazz packages, insists that the
The Everglades,” with'Glazer. The
disk industry is still wide. open
“.Face In The Crowd” score is be¬
and that new ideas, especially in
ing published by Music Publishers
the album field, will pick up most
Holding Corp., the Warner Bros,
of the marbles. As ah-example of
music firms.
what can be-done with an expand¬
It’s also understood that Schul¬
•London, May 28.
ing line, Shad cites. Merc’s take
berg became so intrigued with the
A religioso to end all religosos in the first three quarters of 1956
music biz operation through his
at
over $2,000,000, as compared to
has
been
written
by
an,
East
Lon¬
contact as a songwriter that he's
mulling a novel on a Tin Pan Al¬ don Vicar which could result in the j a $284,000 rackup for - a similar
British Broadcasting Corp. revis¬ period in ’55.
ley theme.
ing their policy of banning pop
songs with a religious theme. After |
reading the score of the piece,;
titled “A 20th Century Folk Mass,”
bandleader Frank Weir and choir
leader Peter Knight have decided
London, May 28.
to put up $3,500 and record it pri¬
Milwaukee, N(ay28.
Rumors that Ted Heath would vately at the end of this month.
Peninsula Music Festival, found¬
give up active leadership of his After it’s been put on tape, they’ll
band and go into retirement have take a copy to. the States at the ed in 1953, starts its fifth season
been denied by the bandleader. end of June and try to sell it to Aug. 10 at the Gibraltar Auditor¬
Heath recently missed several dates one of the big T7. S. recording com¬ ium, Fish Creek, Door County, Wis.
Annual two-week event was estab¬
with the orch, and on one stint panies.
lished by Thor Johnson,* its music
Jack Payne, longtime retired from
The Mass was written by the director and conductor, and the
such work, subbed for him.
Rev. Geoffrey Beaumont, who feels
Arts Assn.
. Heath said his absence was due that church music is dated and Peninsula
•Johnson, who’s just completed
to doctor’s orders because he’d needs bringing up to date. He also his 10th season as music director
been overworking. He’s going on believes that church music with a of the Cincinnati Symphony Or¬
a- holiday to the Bouth of France jazz beat will get the youngsters chestra, has set nine programs for
before resuming work. On July 8 into places of worship. The com¬ the fest. Four of the contemporary
the band goes to Germany to play poser varies the tempo between American works scheduled will be
for American Forces and make a a full blooded offbeat and a be- waxed by the Festival Orch for'
picture.
Composer’s Recordings Inc. Among
(Continued on page 58)
It’s' also almost certain that
the numbers is “Hungarian Set for
Heath will be going to the States
Strings and Celeste" by Irvin
again in the fall, probably to make
Fischer, organist of the Chicago
a concert tour of the west coast.
Symphony.
Fish Creek, incidentally, has
Hollywood, May 28.. Decca Corrals 2 Groups
Hal Derwin, bandleader at the been named for the second year
The Westernaires, a Milwaukee- Biltmore Bowi for five years prior for the annual pilgrimage of the
based vocal combo, has been signed to its recent closing, is exiting the National Federation of Music
by Decca Records. Initial sides will band biz to become an associate Clubs. Augmenting the 42-piece
be “Sweet Talk” and “Walking agent in Hal Jovien’s new Pre¬ Festival orch will be several guest
They include Donald
miere Artists & Productions firm. soloists.
Alone in a Crowd.”
Derwin will cover all facets of Gramm, bass-baritone; Ilona KomDiskery also signed another vocal
quintet from New York, the Five show biz together with. Jovien and brink, Canadian, soprano; Lillian
Secrets, who how with “See You Bill Putney, who left KTLA-TV Chookasian, contralto, and Esther
La Berge, mezzo-soprano.
here to Join, the agency.
Next Year” and “Queen Bee.”

Raymond Scott’s Clavivox

E. B. Marks Gets
Cugat's Alameda
& Maestros Songs

Bndd Schtdberg
As (Mer-Pub

Bishop-Sanctioned Jazzy
’Folk Mass’May Win BBC
Over to Pop Religiosos

Ted Heath Not Retiring;
Medicos Made Him Rest

FISH CREEK FESTIVAL
HEAVY ON MODERN

Derwin Joins Jovien

Col Shifts Attys,
Columbia Records shifted around
its legalites last week for added
concentration on its business af¬
fairs department. A1 Lorber, veepee in charge of business affairs
and general attorney, will now de¬
vote full time to the former.
Neil Keating takes,over as Col’s
general attorney with Walter Dean
as assistant general attorney. Keat¬
ing has been with Columbia since
1955 and formerly was With Thayer
& Gilbert. Dean came to Col after
service with the law firm of Lowenstein, Pitcher, Spence, Hotchkiss,
Amann & Parr.

Publishers Hit
Seeco With Triple
Damages Action

Angel Records, U.S. subsid of
Electric & Musical Industries
(EMI) of England, will step up its
classical schedule by- about 50%
as a result of its mew assignment,
of most.of the HMV (His Master’s
Voice) catalog for the U. S. The
HMV label was formerly handled
in the U. S. by RCA Victor but
the EMI-RCA deal . expired last
month when RCA moved into an
affiliation with the British Decca
.group. RCA Victor will be per(mitted to continue releasing HMV
material in its catalog for another
year before turning over all un¬
sold disks back to the' British, com¬
pany.
Same arrangement holds
for HMV in England.
Assignment of the HMV catalog
to Angel indicates that EMI has
set up a pattern for its classical
releases in the U. S. Angel, is op¬
erated by prexy Dario Soria, will
concentrate on. releasing British
and Continental artists. . Capitol
Records, which EMI bought out
last year, will continue to accent
its pop operation, but will also be
active in the longhair picture with
American-based artists and orches¬
tras, also from the HMV catalog.
Bier Name Roster
Angel, which up to .now had
been distributing in the U. S. the
British
Columbia
Graphophone
and Pathe Marconi, catalogs, other
EMI subsids, will now have its
artists roster augmented by such
names as soprano Victoria de los
Angeles, baritone Dietrich Fisch¬
er-Dieskau, bass Boris Cristoff,
pianist Myra Hess, violinist GioConda"*De Vito, conductor. Rudolph
Kempe, the Glynddbourne Opera,
the Virtuosi do Roma and others.
Among projects in the works by
Angel is “Great Recordings of the
Century/’ which will be drawn
from the Gramophone Co. and
other EMI affiliates. •
For the past. 12 months, Angel
(Continued on page 58)

Harry Fox, through his attorney
Julian T. Abeles (& Bernstein),
has instituted the first of a group
of actions in /the. U. S. District
Court, N.Y., on behalf of his music
publisher principals against Seeco
Records Inc. In this initial action,
27 separate claims are asserted on
behalf of plaintiffs Edwin H. Mor¬
ris, Mayfair, Crestview, Joy Music,
Hawthorne, Paramount, Famous,
Marks and Shapiro-Bernstein. Pa¬
pers are being prepared in other
actions involving over 1,300 addi¬
tional claims, of which Peer Inter¬
national is one of the principal
claimants.
The' claims asserted by Fox are
the outcome of an audit which his
accountants recently made of the
books and records of Seeco, which
audit, Fox alleges, reflects a total
obligation of Seeco for unpaid roy¬
alties in a very substantial sum.
The initial action was brought, in
the U.S. Court under Section 1 -(e)
and 101 (e) of the Copyright Act,
which are known as the compulsory
mechanical license provisions. In
GUy Lombardo hit a solid $80,the form of license agreement em¬
ployed by Fox, It is provided that 000'gross for his two-week, stand at
New York’s Roseland Dance City
(Continued on page 56)
which wound up Sunday (26). Ac¬
cording to Louis J. Brecker, Rose?land owner, it’s the largest gross in
the history of the ballroom.
On his first weekend there, Lom¬
bardo pulled in 7,500. There wSs a
4,000 draw on Saturday (18) and a
3,500 attendance the following
night Brecker currently is nego¬
Boston, May 28.
tiating with Lombardo for a longFearing an outbreak of exuber¬ run next season.
ance by teeners at his Big-Beat
Spectacular, skedjded for Mechan¬
ics Hall on Friday 131) and Satur¬
day (1), Joe Smith, WVDA disk
-jockey,
requested ) Capt.
Paul
Dailey of the Back Bay division
to assign as many policemen as he
Hollywood; May 28.
^considers necessary to handle ex¬
New corporate reshuffle is un¬
cited teeners.
r ,
derway at Zephyr Records, Geor“I’ll pay for all the men you die Hbrmel’s indie label,’ in an ef¬
send over," the disk jock told the fort to separate sales and produc¬
captain. .
tion departments to provide a
Four shows are set, at 4:30 and more streamlined operation. Shuf¬
8:30 Friday and 3 and 8 Saturday fle follows the departure of Spen¬
at a door price of $2.25, and an cer Moore, veepee who was in,
advance ticket price of $1.80 charge of building the"iabeFs mu¬
bought at record stores. (Diskers sic library, amonf; other duties.
in the show will the Chuck Berry, He’ll return to his former indie
Jimmy Bowen, Johnny Burnette, operation producing albums and
Cadillacs, Clovers, G-Clefs, Dale telefilm music overseas.
Hawkins, Jodi Sands, Randy Starr, . Hormel is reported to' have in¬
3-D’s, and Joe Smith’s Big-Beat vested some .$300,000 in the label
Band.
in the last year. It has issued
roughly a single a week in addition
to several albums, but despite
Joy Music Finds No Joy several
near-misses has yet to
In Joy Records, Sues come up with a hit.
Joy'Music Inc., through Its attor¬
neys Abeles & Bernstein, is bring¬
Pinch AFM Local Exec
ing action against Joy Records Inc.
Schenectady, May 28.
and its distributors throughout the
Sidney De Feo, a. musician and
U.S., for unfair competition in the
recording
secretary
of Local 85,
use of the name Joy in what is al¬
leged to be in the same channels American Federation of Musicians,
pleaded
guilty
in
Police
Court last
of trade.
The first action is being brought week to a . charge of being a
gambler.
against the N.Y. distributor, Cosnat
He was released in $500 bail
Distribution Corp., and the other
pending imposition of sentence.
actions will follow.

Lombardo $80,000
Roseland Record

Hub Deejay Seeks More
Cops on this Beat For
’Big-Beat Spectacular’

Zephyr in Reshuffle;
Separate Sales, Disking
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BELAFONTE
The title tong from his movie...Darryl F. Zanuck's “Island in.the Sun,”
in Cinemascope, released by TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

ISLAND IN THE SDN
cjw
A new Calypso classic in the dynamic Belafonte style, inspired by
the colorful lingo of the lady cocoanut vendor

COCOANUT WOMAN
47/20-6885
Publisher! Clara Music Publishing Corp., Jossa Stool, Vice-President and General Manager
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ROBBINS SIGHTS
Calif. Denies Rehearing on Tooters JACK
ON FOUR LEGIT SCORES
Vs. AFM Fund; U.S. May Get Case
Los Angeles, May 28.
District Court & Appeal has de¬
nied a rehearing in the litigation
launched by Coast tooters against
the American Federation of Mu¬
sicians, James C. Petrillo and the
Music performance Trust Funds.
The issue now goes to tjie Cali¬
fornia Supreme Court on'what may
be the last leg of a -jaunt to the
Supreme Court Of the United
States. However, it was pointed
out that in issues of this kind, re¬
ferral to the high court is not au¬
tomatic since the tribunal may de¬
cline to review the matter.
Appeal,' to the California high
court, however, will be taken short¬
ly by the AFM and the defendant
employers as a result of the Dis¬
trict Court refusal to listen again
to arguments that California courts
do not have jurisdiction ove* Sam¬
uel B. Rosenbaum,'trustee of the
funds. Defendants have contended
that he is outside local jurisdic¬
tion and is an “indispensable par¬
ty” in the twin suits, seeking $13,damages filed by local mu¬
sicians over the royalty setups on
disks and the reuse payments on
music in old theatrical pix sold to
television.
District Court of Appeal, in re¬
fusing a rehearing, did, however,
modify some of tbe language it
used in -the original decision that
Rosenbaum did in fact come within
the jurisdiction of
California
courts. Federation attorneys had
battled the court’s contention that
thfe Federation held tight rein over
the Funds, that the Federation was
the beneficiary of the Funds and
that Rosenbaum had no Interest in
the litigation except to the extent
of his fees.' These points .were
modified in the ruling denying arehearing.
v
.

000,000

Jack Robbins, via his new pub¬
lishing firm, Fine Arts Music Corp.,
is back in the legit, picture with
plans in the works for four upcom¬
ing shows. Two shows,- “Mr. Rum¬
Gone Fission
ple,” produced by Paula Stone and
Hollywood, May 28.
Mike . Sloan,
and “High and
Everybody’s pitching for a
Happy,1’ produced by Arthur Klein,
piece of the disk boom.
will have scores written by Frank
Now, the Abajo Uranium • Reardon (lyrics) and Jebb SchweiCo., of Salt Lake City, has
gart (music), Robbins has signed
purchased- the' controlling, in¬
this team to a lO-year- pact for the
terest in Embee, Records, San
Fine Arts firm.
Francisco odd-labed owned by
Other shows are Lew Leslie’s
Paul Barrett.
Latter stays
“Blackbirds of ’58,” with lyrics by
. on as prexy of the new corpor¬
Mann Hpliner and music by the
ate setup.
late - Alberta Nichols, and “Shop
Around the Corner,” produced by
Emil Katzka with music by Jimmy
Van Heusen. Lyric writer has not
yet, been set on the latter show but
Van Heusen has' been talking to
Johnny Mercer. Latter two shows
Jimmy Hilliard, Bally Records will be handled through his other
chief, has augmented the diskery’s firm, j. J. Robbins Muse.
roster with the pacting of three
artists. Among the new additions
SKer fok’Coral in Hub
is Ike Cole, brother of Nat King
Gerry Sher has been named to
Cole. Other two are Jeri Jordan handle promotion for. Coral Rec¬
and Bob LaUrie.
ords in the Boston area.
Bally has also sejt an early re¬
Formerly a staff announcer with
lease for packages with actor WTAO in Cambridge, he’ll work
Frank Fay and calypso singer out of Coral's Boston branch, Mu¬
Nathan Russell.
tual Distributors.

Ike Cole (Nat’s Bro.)
Among Bally Pactees

Santiago, May 21.
Longhair musical season opened
when Symphony orchestra , batoned
by Victor Tevah, jfave the first
concert of its 17th season at the
Astor Theatre,^film house.
This is initiation of the Astor
as a concert hall. Musical Exten¬
sion Institute of U. of Chile, which
runs the orchestra, squabbled with
authorities controlling the tradi-'
tiorial Municipal Theatre
and
switched Symphony and also the
Ballet into the Astor.
Municipal, which is celebrating
its own centennial, will have the
Philharmonic for a series- of eight
concerts beginning May 14 when
Juan . Matteucci, Theodore Fuchs
of the Danzig opera and Ludwig
of the RIAS Symphony of Berlin
will handle the stick.
Soloists
during the season will be Andres
Segovia, Ida Haendel, Maria T-ipo,
Henri Lewkowicz, Arlette Bezdechi, Edouard Sienkiewicz, Pedro
D’Andurain and Oscar Gacitua. -;University’s /chamber music sea-1
son of eight concerts begins-May
21 at the Antonio Varas Theatre,
legit house. Vlctbr Tevah" directs
orchestra and Marco Dusi the
chorus. Soloists jwill be Virginia
Castro* soprano;* Elvira
Savi,
pianist; Adalberto Clavero, oboe";
Arlette Berzdecki, harp; Rudy
Lehmann and Giocasta Corma,
pianists; Rodrigo Martinez, clari¬
net; Ivonne Boulanger, contralto;
Patricia Kirby, soprano, .and Vir¬
ginia Castro, Uruguayan soprano.

Settle 100G Langley Suit
Vs. Almanac, 2 Writers
A $100,000 damage suit filecT in
N. Y. Federal Court against Alma¬
nac Music and writers Murray
Grand & Elisse Boyd by Eddie
White was discontinued and settled
by stipulation last week. A coun¬
terclaim by the defendants also
was discontinued without costs to
either side.
The suit claimed that Almanac
infringed by publishing “Thurs¬
day’s Child,” held to be illegally
obtained because Grand and'Boyd
had assigned the rights • to the
plaintiff’s publishing firm, Lang¬
ley Music.

Publishers Sue Seeco
Continued from par# S3

the manufacturer shall account and
,’make payment to the publisher, ex¬
cept that the manufacturer may ac¬
count and make payment quarterly
Instead-of monthly as provided in
the Act, An action under a regu¬
lar license agreement would have
to be brought in the stati court,
and after waiting for several years
for tljie case to come 'to trial the
only recovery woi^d be the agreed
royalty..
However, by bringing the action
in the UiS. Court under the Copy¬
right,, Act, Abeles has invariably
obtained summary judgment upon
motion shortly after the action was
brought, with a recovery of status
tory damages of 6c, iff addition to
the 2c royalty and attorneys' feps.
This procedure in the U.S. Court
was. sustained in a recent deter¬
mination .of Judge Edward Weinfeld, in a group of actions, brought
on behalf of Fox’s principals
against Derby Records.' A number
of such additional actions will be
brought in the U.S. Court under
like agreements, while other ac¬
tions will be brought in the U.S.
Court for infringement in instances

where no llcense was obtained or
notice of intention. to make such
use was not given under the com¬
pulsory license "provisions of the
Act,
Fox asserts that his audit dis¬
closed that one of the principal
activities of Seeco is the manufac¬
ture Df masters In this country,
which are sent to South America
from which records are . pressed
there and no royalties paid, /While
Seeco has taken the position that
it Is hot obligated fdr.royalty pay¬
ments on such records manufact¬
ured by others, it is.Abeles’ conten¬
tion that Seeco thereby partici¬
pated in the infringement and is
liable. This will be s a principal
point for determination in a num¬
ber of such actions, the. favorable
outcome of which will materially
benefit the publishers. .
Seeco’s Attorney's Side
Henry Cohen (& .Sandomire), at¬
torney for Seeco, said the sum in¬
volved in the action was “insignifi¬
cant and based on disputed facts.”
Cohen stated that a few month*
ago the plaintiffs had asked Seeco
to . put $20,000 in escrow pending a
thorough audit of the books. Seeco
execs objected to the $20,000 fig¬
ure as much to£ high.

DETAIL DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLEBS
PfiRIETY
Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports , ohtflmed from leading stores in
19 pities and showing com'
parative sales rating for this
and last week;
National
Rating:
This Last
v wk. wk.

With a Feud
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MUSIC

Artist, Label, Title

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
1
1
“>11 Shook Up”...;.
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity)
2
3
“So Rare”........
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
3
2
“Little Darlin’”......
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
4
4
“School Day”.....
PAT BOONE (Dot)
5.
5
“Love Letter* In the Sand.”. .
. PERRY COMO (Victor)
6
7
“Round and Round” ..
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)
7
8
“Dark Moon”...
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot)
8
6
“Come, Go With Me”...
RICKEY NELSON (Verve)
9
14
“Teen-Age Romance”.
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)
10
10
“Gone” . ........
RICKY NELSON (Verve)
11
11
“I’m Walkin’”..
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia)
12
9
“A White Sport Coat”.
GALE STORM (Dot)
13
13
“Dark Moon”....
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
14 , 17
“It’s Not for Me to Say”...
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
15
20
“Wonderful, Wonderful”
SAL MINEO (Epic)
16
..
“Start Movin’ ”....
JIM REEVES (Victor)
17
21
“The Four Walls”.
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
18
“Valley of Tears”.
EVERY BROS. (Cadence)
19A ...
“Bye, B.ye Love”..;..
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)
19B ..
“Around the World”..
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
21A 17
“Rock-A-Billy” .
FIVE STARS (Dot)
21B ..
“Atom Bomb Baby”....
~~
PLATTERS-(Mercury)
21C ' 22
“I’m Sorry”.....
COASTERS (Atco)
24
...
“Young Blood”
.;.
RALPHMARTERIE (Mercury)
25
..
“Shish Kebab”...
112
1
3
4
MY FAIR LADY!

LOVE IS THE THING

Sroodwaylast 1

AROUND THE
WORLD IN
"DAYS

iNat Wn9) Co,t .Film Soundtrack
Columbia
OL 5090

Decca
DL 9046

1
•

2

4

3

2

..

3

14

..

10 103

..

6

3

2

2

4

,,

98

4

7

1

3

8

4

6

1..

89

9

...

7

10

2

1

1

3

AN EVENINO
WITH
BELAFONTE

..

7

STEADY DATE

,,

10

*

4

..

,.

.

9

..

6

ROCKIN’

28

,t

12

>.

8

10
KINO AND I

Film Soundtrack

Tommy Sands
Frankio Lain*

T#nn* *rn,«

Capitol
T 756

S 10«

4

9’

Capitol
W 803

%

3

.

Frank Sinatra

6

1"' t

7

CALYPSO
u
... 4 ,
HorryB.laf.nt. |
l7.^
Victor1
LPM 1248 .
EPA 1248

3

Harry Bolafonts
I

Victor :
LPM 1402

Ca»lto1
T 848

Columbia
CL 975

Capitol
yf 740
IAP 740

Wednodar, May 29; 199?

ySftlETY

15570—LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND-BERNADINE-pat boone
15558-|\ H n|# UAAII^ Storm
15550-1/
-Bonnie Guitar

Alfll IYIUUIM

15569—TALKIN’ TO THE BLUES-FOUR WALLS-Jim Lowe
15574—A FALLEN STAR—Jimmy Newman
15538—COME GO WITH ME 0 THE DELL-Viking*
15571-WHAT MADE MAGGIE RUN-LITTLE BILLY BOY-The Deli-Viking,
i

15581-FOOL AROUND-WHICH WAY TO YOUR HEART —■The Fontane Sisters
15573—ON MY MIND—AGAIH—Bob Denton
15575—TELL MY LOVE-VE BORRIQUITO-Biiiy Vaughn
15578-LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND-4ECAUSE WE ARE YOUNG-Mac Wiseman
15579—ATOM BOMB BABY—The Five Start
15583—SPEAK FOR YOURSELF JOHN—KILL ME WITH KISSES-Margaret whiting
15585-LOVE CHARMS-LOU BE DOO-Sanford Clark
15576-1 SAW YOU, I SAW YOU-BYE BYE LOVE-t. Tommy
15565—KING’S ROCK-HELLO ALOHA-Johnny Maddox

ALBUMS
DLP-3054-D—“THE TEN COMMANDMENTS”—Composed and Conducted by ELMER BERNSTEIN
Dep-1056—“A CLOSER WALK WITH THEE”-pat boone

NEW RELEASES
15587-HALF YOUR HEART—IF YOU SEE MY LOVE DANCING—Bonnie Guitar
15584—ROSIE'S GONE AGAIN—THE BLUES, THE GUITAR AND ME-J'immy John
•

v

15586-WHIRLPOOL OF LOVE-REBEL—Carol Jam.
15588-SAWING ON THE STRINGS-SWEETHEARTS IN HEAVEN—Don

Reno—Red Smiley

15589—YOU AREN'T THE ONLY ONE-YOU DO SOMETHING TO ME —Tha

Classmates

S8

MUSIC

Victor Stepping
Out on EP; Plots
Biweeldy Output'

MOVIES!
MOVIES!
MOVIES!
Decca presents hit songs from
great motion pictures ♦ « .
each showcased for socko
appeal.

FIRE DOWN
BELOW
..

Wednesday, May 29, 1957

usmeff

(Decea 9-50343)

JERI SOUTHERN
BOY ON A
DOLPHIN
(With Uanal Nawntan *
20th C«a»ary-Fox Orch.)

CALYPSO
ROCK
(Dacca.9-30344)

MARY KAYE

HETAU. SHEET BEST SELLERS
I

—:—PKnlEfY.Survey of retail sheet music'
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13., cities and shoeing com¬
parative sales rating . for this
and last week,
* ASCAjP
t BMl .

% § S'®

I I It ■ ”,f 1*

RCA Victor is planning a build¬
3: g S
up of-its 45 rpm extended play line
with special repertory and in¬
r I'.!.S
dl 8
creased releases. From now on,
T
ti O
Victor will’issue EP albums at the
rate of pile every other week in¬
National
stead of the previous once-monthly
Rating
pace. A special sales and advertis¬
■?
ing program is being initiated for
S 3
n
, This Last
the EP hypo.
Title and Publisher
' ■ wk. wk.
5_6
£
q - m
John Trifero, who has been han¬
dling the Save-On-Records coupon
5
6
2s..
1
1
tRound and Round (Rush).., 1
12
1
12
4 105
program, will npw .double in. the
2
3
tDark .Moon (Dandelion).. .. .,
3 ..
5
f
6
4
4
2
1
1
81
EP setup as the staffer in charge of
product. Tom Sleeth, of 'the pop
.
7
13
3
2
tAll~Shook Up (Presley-S) . 4
9
1
2
6
4
8 .78
album promotion department, will
4
5
tLittle ' Partin’ (Excelloric).. 3
5
3
9
8
7
3
8
9
concentrate exclusively on- EPs
8
1
4 .,
5
4T tAlmost Paradise (Peer). ..
5
7;
5
6
while Dave Finn, manager of plan?
6
7
tWhy, Baby, Why (Winneton) 5
2
9.7 10 ,.
ning and specialty sales, will be
overall director Of .the EP program.
7
9
fButterfly (Hill & Range), .:.
7
4\ 5
5
7 10
The EP product is part of Victor’s
8
6
fMarianne (Montclare).. 9
album division which is headed by
. .10
7 -6
9
9A 15
tWhite Sport Coat (Acuff-R).
2
W. W. Bullock.
9B 8
*So Rare (Robbins).
4
5 .. .. J'..
Bullock is bullish on the EP fu¬
11
12 r?The Four Walls (Sheldon)... 10
ture because of their acceptance in
supermarkets and 'similar outlets..
12
10
fGonc (Hill_& Range). 6
8
5
25
In some cases, such as Elvis Pres¬
13
..
tAround the World (Young). ..
.... 21
ley’s EPs* sales have gone over the
,14
10
fChantez, Chantez (Chantez), 8
1,000,000 marker. A few months
ago, Victor reduced EP prices from
15
..
i;Come,~Go WithMe (G.-F7-B.)....
$1.49 to $1.29 and Bullock calls
such disks, each containing" four
tunes, “the best consumer buy in existed in the film • industry when (“His Master’s Voice") records in approved by the Religious depart¬
the same financial interests guided the near future, prexy Glenn Wal-' ment of the BBC. Obviously, with
the business today."
the, celluloid from its purchase lichs reported.
this backing, it is only a matter of
straight through to its theatre dis¬
New distribution arrangement course that it will be passed by the
play.
tees in the late fall when Capitol BBC.
Signs Of the latest music-minded will release an album by Yehudi
When this happens, the’ state
professionals to jump on the band¬ Menuhin as the first of its HMV Web will have a tough time convinc¬
^ Continued from page SI == wagon with their eyes closed came series. Packages -by suioh classical ing music publishers and recording
pin coin machine makers, failed to from the statement of Henry D. artists as Artur Rodzlnski, Louis companies that some of their pop
show this year because of the de¬ Spalding, former editor of DeOjay Kentner and ■ Shura Cherkassy,! music- with a slight religioui
theme is not suitable for airing.
sire of other factions of the organ¬ Magazine. “Music operators," he among others, will follow.
ization to put out a label under says, “and disk jockeys are fra¬
.Weir will use a 34-piece orches¬
ternal
twins."
“We
(disk
jockeys)
MO A control. ■ Seeburg has already
tra on the recording, including a
been hit by the federal antitrust want to work with you (juke opera¬
full string section. The Mass is
decisions and is reported hesitant tors)." After 11 years, he admit¬
published by Josef Weinberger
Continued from, page 51 ;
Ltd., of London,
to get involved in more such law¬ ted, the music, merchant, and not
the d.j., has. become.the chief
suits.
negotiations
as
the
first
proof
of
The heads of several small disk exposure group for new records.
Marshall Grant Trio, currently
outfits voiced their belief that MOA The audience was. reminded b£ his willingness to cooperate with
at New York’s St Regis, set for a
could get away with putting out MOA prexy Miller that dee jays Coast windjammers.
,
,
summer
stand at Herb McCarthy’s,
its own label. The big companies, could well be buttered up in order
Reporting on last week’s meet- Southampton (L.I.).
they say, can hardly try to boycott to maintain them as a source of ing with • Petrillo, Daniel urged i’ll!— ■■
.
i
MOA in reprisal since this would good public relations.
studio musicians to immediately
give the small labels a wide open
elect delegates, who could take part
market.
What shapes as the chief worry
in the
talks. “I
of small platter makers is that thenfeel the federation is no\v intergrowing influx into the market may
Continued from page 53
ested in you, the professional muj
A II .
influence the ' big companies to
is
demonslash prices 'further on LPs in released 100 LP longhair sets, con¬
order to beat them out price wise on' ning 119 LP platters, and seven strate this tangibly." The Coast
the mainstay of the small label disks with pop European artists. committee had asked to have their
^ I L ^ J | .■
J
business. • Very few small labels Soria stated that the 50% increase group .sit in with negotiators and
have been able to make it on the in releases will be necessary to make suggestions.
J
J'K
M
basis of single records alone.. Beat¬ handle the-increase of top artists
Petrillo agreed and then offered W s ^^B . A 3 IJ' V
ing down the small bale competi¬ assigned to the Angel roster. Soria chance
in on actual contract
tion would be a necessary, prerequi¬ also stated that previous HMV
on
acsite to any stand against MOA by disks, now deleted from the Vic¬ tually
ratithe big labels, although small disk tor catalog, may also be reissued fication," Daniel declared. “It’s the
companies also fear the emergance by Angel.
first time in our union aything like
of an MOA whip for the same rea¬
While'recognizing the danger of this has been .realized—the right
sons.
a saturated LP disk market in
a group
rank-and-file memAGVA Steps In
which good reelases are being bers to participate in* negotiation
Record stars of exhibiting com¬ pushed aside by the steady press
contracts
aifgctihg
them."
panies who had been scheduled to of new merchandise, Soria stated
appear on the MOA banquet pro¬ that the competition will drive the
gram had scored at least a minor industry in the direction of higher
victory against thfct organization quality.
when Ernie Fast, midwest Ameri¬
The Angel label, incidentally,
can Guild of Variety Artists region¬ uses the oldest European disk a—■ Continued from page 53
al director* threatened to pull the trademark, having preceded the
30-odd acts at the last minute un¬ “Little Nipper," which started in guine., Syncopation is heavily fea¬
less AGVA contracts were signed 1909, by 11 years. After the “Lit¬ tured throughout and there are
for each performer.
Next day tle Nipper" came into use, the An¬ plenty of passages left for ad lib¬
(Wed.), Fast sent a representative gel mark went into relative ob¬ bing. The overall impression of
to the Morrison Hotel to collect scurity until 1953 when EMI the Mass is similar to a selection
salary checks from MOA to make adopted it for use in North
from a musical show.
sure no artists would' be .forced to America.
MLVNif.'.w.ara:
The work has been sanctioned
turn payments back to their em¬
by the Archbishop of York, and
ployers.
Cap’s HMVs Due In Fall
Small distributors, liberally rep¬
Hollywood,. May 28.
resented in the convention halls,
Capitol Records will begin U. S.
face perhaps the bleakest pros¬
distribution
of
some English HMV.
pects of any who attended. Their
fate is tied to that of the small
labels. The record industry is be¬
British Disk Bestsellers
coming organized Vertically, they
London, May 28. .
feel; that is, record .company, re¬
1. Butterfly .Williams,
cording outfit, distributor, jukebox
(London)
user and juke-maker. As these va¬
Z. Rock-a-Billy
Mitchell
rious levels integrate through such
(Philips)
multi-directional outfits at MOA,
3.
Tonight;
Josephine.;..
Ray
both small labels and small dis¬
(Philips)
tributors are left out of any syn¬
4. ,1. Fall in Love.Cole
dicated operations.
.Currently EMBERS, New York
(Captol)
Strengthening Hold
5. Home Kathleen. . Whitman
The juke industry, already under
FOREMOST RECORDS
(London)
congressional investigation opposed
6. Baby Baby ... . Teenagers
by MOA, is reported Strengthening
(Columbia) ■
its hold on the industry by teach¬
7. Cumberland Gap .Donegan
ing from the manufacture and op¬
(Pye-Nixa)
eration of machines into the fast
8. Too Much ........Presley
growing one-stop record services.
(HMV)
The situation becomes particularly
!Oi GiAStR P>
9. Freight Train .. .McDevitt
tense in juke centers like Chicago.
The situation, according to one in¬
(Orioles)
10. Ninety-nine Ways.. Hunter
dependent distributor, is develop¬
(London)
ing into a setup analogous to what

i if

11 ! ]I
*9 aI j| it
* as 1

11
g? 1 a 1 ill 11

Local 47

Angel

LOVE THEME FROM
“(A STRADA”
(Decea 9-30347)

KURTEDELHAGEN
and
His .Orchestra

LOVES OF
OMAR KHAYYAM
(Decca 9-30329)

KAY CEE JONES
FIRE DOWN
BELOW
(Decca 9-30349)

ROGER KING
MOZIAN
and
His Orchestra

wJksDECCA
Records
m New World

of

Sound...

Jazz Mass

mmn

BETTY MILLER

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
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PARAMOUNT

MUSIC

Publishers to Paramount Pictures

MUSIC

PARADE

GUNFIGHT AT THE
0. K. CORRAL

THE LONELY MAN
rucorrfeef

end su/i§ by

'TENNESSEE" ERNIE
FORD

«mT iwnf Ijr

FRANKII IAINE

CAPITQL Record*

COLUMBIA Record*

tn the Paramount Picture, "Th* lonely Man"

lit. the Hal Walll*. Paramount Picture, "Gunfight at the O. K. Corral"

•i.T.Vt!rm'“K7 OMAR KHAYYAM
MY LOVE
ir«<#r<faf

p. ■ A,bum
"e'ea*ed by
OECCA

by

BILLY VAUGHN —DOT Record*
VICTOR YOUNG —DECCA Records
LEROY HOLMES —M-C-M Records

by Vidor Young
Livingston l Evans

^2°* Young

THE LOVES OF OMAR KHAYYAM

'by Livingston
Evan*

t

*y RAY CEE JONES—DECCA Records
MGM present* "LIZZIE"
uiAn||
VVMIIIII

ARIfi
#1IW

TBMII%EID
I ■UlrBII

JOHNNY Mathis -Columbia1 Record*
LEROY HOLMES-M-G-M Record*

OUR "POP" PARADE

SPEAK m YOURSELF JOHN:^^.™
1 BIG DREAMS |=

FROM UTILE I -ViNCE MARTIN
TEENS GROW / -DOROTHY COLLINS

HM

-GLORY Record*
-CORAL Records

KEEP the DODGERS » BROOKLYN
j LOIE BANK
MAHH.MO

- FRATERNITY Record*
— DOT Records

-PHIL

FOSTER

-CORAL
Record*

-RCA VICTOR Records

| CALL ME MUnON CHOPS -CAMU sis™s
■ LOVE LETTERS-nat king cole
THE WALTZ nut SMOKE my HEART
UNDERNEATH THE OVERPASS JO STAFFORD

-CADENCE Records

“

~

....' ' r - •

v

>

.

•.

v

^CAPITOL Records

-GISELE
MacKENZIE—VIK Records

COLUMBIA
RECORDS
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in South America . . . First book¬
ings at Bandstand (former Raths¬
keller) opening Friday (31 ^include
Bud Powell and Don Shirley trios.
.. . Clyde Mcphatter and Screamin’
Rare circumstances of a label having two hit versions; of the same
Jay Hawkins headline the rock 'n’
roll show at the; Uptown,, film- disk occured at Dot Records with the tune ''Dark Moon,” Originally,
it was cut by Bonnie Guitar as a country tune and took off strongly, gut
Stapleton package show which will vaude nabe (31-June 7).
New York
tour Rank picture houses in Sep¬
Miss Guitar, a* part owner of the song, wanted a pop version of it go
“Grasshopper Jump,” cut by the tember
. Dayid Galbraith, Ca¬
that she could reap extra benefits. She suggested to Randy Wood that
British Tommy. Watts orch for nadian singer on Associated Tele¬
Capitol, is published by Keith Mu¬ vision's “Lunch Box,” has waxed
Gale Storm cut it for Dot but Miss Storm 'demurred,; feeling the
sic, an ASCAP firm . . . Jackie his first disk for the Columbia la¬
original should have every chance to make it on its own. Miss Guitar
Jacko, Vik Records, pactee, play¬ bel . . . Clarinetist John BrOmley ■
Continued from page 51 -- ■■ then met With Miss Storm, explained her financial situation and per¬
ing Duffy’s Lounge, Syracuse . .
has joined Eric Silk’s Southern being brought against all those suaded her to cut a cover in pop idiom, As a result, the Bonnie
Bandleader Richard Maltby, whose Jazz Band in place of Ted Palmer
band just marked its second birth¬ . . . Songstress Maxine Daniels who participate in any manner in Guitar version is now running behind Gale Storm’s Dot. disk. As-of
day, currently on a tour from New planes to Holland this week for ra¬ the manufacture of the records. last week, the Storm shellac had sold in excess of 400,000 copies
while the original had just passed the 150,000 mark.
York to Salt Lake City.
dio and tv dates . . . Modern clari¬ This will include Jhose who manu¬
Mercury Records hosting a cock¬ netist Vic Ash has joined the Vic facture the matrices, acetates,
tail party for Sarah Vaughan at Lewis orch for their nine-day tour tapes, stampers, labels and jack¬
RCA Victor, Which has been having a series of joint promotions
the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., today With Frankie Laine . . . Tommy* ets, as well as those who' do the
(Wed.). She opens on the Waldorf Whittle Quartet back in England pressing. The bootleggers’ activi¬ with non-show biz companies, has now tied up with the Canon camera
company
on a campaign that’s aimed at the shuttering market. Victor
Roof with the Count Basic orchl again after 27-day tout* of America. ties are invariably confined to the
and the Haitian Moon Dancers -They were the British half of the marketing of the product that is and Canon are staging a contest for the best color photo representing
the idea of high-fidelity music which will be used for. a package cover
Monday (3) . , . The Rhythmettes Anglo-U.S. exchange deal for the manufactured for them.
titled “Hi-Fi in Focus.” Winners of the contest will receive Canon
do a two-week stand at the Mon- Gerry Mulligan Quartet . , . John¬
It is Abeles’ contention that'If outfits and Victor hi-fi machines. Promotional literature and stream¬
teleone, New Orleans, starting ny Dankworth orch waxed a fol¬
July 9 . . . Judy Scott into Mapes lowup disk on their “Experiments the Appellate Court, in the Goody ers have been designed for display in the camera stores. Campaign
Hotel, Reno, for two weeks open¬ With Mice.” It’s called “The Story case, should determine that the was kicked off yesterday (Tues.) with a cocktail party for the press and
only liability is that of the manu¬ disk jockeys.
ing June 27 with Jan Murray.
Russell Arms cutting his first Of Big Jazz.”
facturer, that everyone who parti¬
album for Era ... Cardie Burnette
cipates in any manner in such
It may not be generally known that Josephine Baker cut a French
goes into the Blue Angel next
manufacture must be said to be a version of a U.S. pop* standard. Her “Peg de Mon Coeur” Was played
Hollywood
Tuesday (4) . . . Teddy Randazzo,
manufacturer within *the purview on Canadian Broadcasting Corp’s weekly radio “Chansoqettes” last
Freddy Martin’s new RCA Victor
Vik- artist, set for Alan Freed's
of the Act. In the event of a favor¬
next rock ’n’ roll pic . . . Alan Dale album “Freddy Martin at the able determination for the pub¬ week. So was “L’lnspecteuru Callaghan,” French adaptation of the
appears at the Concord Hotel in Cocoanut Grove” goes into release lishers, everyone who. furnishes British “Meet Mr. Callaghan,” which was an instrumental hit oyer
here a few years ago. French version, though, has Scotland Yard,
the Catskills this weekend . . .
Louis Sherry ice cream putting out this week .. Lyn Murray and Sid any such product or service must lyrics. Miss Baker, incidentally, now devotes herself chiefly to looking
a mango fruit flavor tying in with Kuller are buying out their part¬ make certain in each instance that after a home for international orphans in France which she supports,
Redd Evans’ calypso tune, “Man¬ ners in Arpege Music Co., Jackie & either the compulsory license pro¬
gos.” Packages of the new ice cream Juggie Gale . » . Dean Jones will vision of the Act has. been com¬
Music librarian Jerry Diamond at^WHDH, Boston, now has his own
are being sent to local deejays . . . sing the title tune in Mark Steven’s plied’with or a license has been
Herbert Rogalsky, with Decca for “Gunpoint Ridge” which stars Joel obtained, otherwise they will face record on file. Atlantic Records released “Sunburned Lips,” „ with
the past six years, has joined Lew McCrea . . . Margaret Whiting will a liability, under the Act, of 8c for Diamond as vocalist Saturday' (25), backed by “Don’t Trust Love,”
Diamond, who came to WHDH in 1953, and did a two-year stint in
Wolfe’s disk promotion firm.
cut her first disk for Dot Records each composition V>n each record
Mahalia Jackson added to the within two weeks . . . Rey Records manufactured in addition to court the Army as piper with Special Services, has recorded singing^ com¬
mercials and demos. While in tfie Army he was picked to intro the
talent lineup of the Newport Fes¬ will distribute “Animals Rock and costs including attorneys’ fees.
new Army Marching Song over a 60-station tape network in the Second
tival ... Conductor Wilfrid Pel¬ Roll,” the Belgian hit by Charlie
As mpst of the legitimate rec¬ Army Area.
letier has received the National Rhubarb in America, Canada and
Federation of Music. Clubs’ 1957 Australia . . . Leith Stevens has ord manufacturers press records
Award of Merit for his' work in been set as musical director for for others, this may substantially
Harry Owens* recent trip to the Hawaiian ’ Islands has produced
“The Crusade For Strings” , . . the AB-PT pic, “Young Mother.” curtail such operations. However, a new Capitol' album of all original material in„ the island idiom.
Ella Fitzgerald and Buddy Hackett . , . Capitol is readying an album as Fox points out, if* the bootleg¬ Tagged “Polynesian Holiday,” it’s the latest by the batoneer often re¬
top the lineup for “Music Under which June Christy will cut after ging .can be stamped' out, this
Tile Stars” at Ebbets Field June She winds her current Crescendo would mean the increase of the garded as the “father” oi Hawaiian music, currently growing into a
production of the legitimate man¬ new disk vogue. Owens. Visited 12 islands' during his trek. On his
19 . . . Ziggy Lane opened at the date, for release in Jan.
Golden Slipper, Glen Cove.(L. I.),
ufacture to such an extent, as to return he wrote a song for each of the islands and promptly recorded
last night (Tues.).
require all of the facilities of their the melodies with his usual sidemen.
Oscar Peterson, Canadian-born
pressing plants for their, own
Chicago
pianist, turned columnist with the
With the title song from the Mike Todd pic, “Around The World
Nick Lawrence quartet go into product.
May issue of Mayfair, a 20,000
The first of this series of actions In 80 Days,”-showing continued strength, Eddie'Fisher’s slice for RCA
circulation n a t i o n al Canadian the Embers, Ft. Wayne, for two has been brought by Abeles In the Victor, which was released several months ago, is getting a new lease
monthly. His first piece, tagged frames, June 17 , . . Jonl Wilson & Brooklyn Federal District Court
“The West Coast Myth,” debunks Her Scots (3) set for Basil’s Ko¬ on behalf of Shapiro-Bernstein, on life. Fisher’s disk has been getting wide play in New York and
Cleveland, so Victor decided to reissue the platter with a new coupling
jazz as played on the Coast.
komo, Ind. July 15, two weeks . . . Particia, Barton, Progressive, Joy of “Slow Burning Love.” The score from the film-is a bestselling
Music,
Feist
and
Miller
against
soundtrack album for Decca Records.
Muggsy Spanier at the Brass Rail,
London
Milwaukee, June 3-16, to be fol¬ Shelley Products Ltd. and its of¬
Singers Marion Ryan and Ron¬ lowed by Chet Baker, June 17-23, ficers Clark F. Galehouse and
RCA Victor is hoping for a new Elvis Presley with the Inking of
nie Hilton in line to join the Cyril and Turk Murphy, June 24-30 . . . Michael Friedman. As in all in¬ Milton Allen, 19-year-old singer from Nashville. Steve Sholes, Victor
Australian Jazz Quintet set for fringement cases instituted at the country Sc western chief who bought up Presley’s contract from Sun
Roberts Show Lounge, here, July instance of Fox, Abeles has joined Records for $35,000, pacted Allen because of his looks and individual
24-Aug, 4 . . . Joe Reichman orch the principal officers as defend¬ style. Sholes wrapped up his first session with Allen last week..
at the Muehlebach, July 5, for 12 ants upon the ground that they, in
weeks . . . Carmen Cavallaro for such capacity, contributed to and
two frames at Eddie’s, K. C., Sept. participated actively in the in¬
Oliver11 Daniel, director of contemporary music projects of Broadcast
6 . . . Enid Mosier & Trinidad Steel fringement.
This has invariably Music Inc., and Howard Hanson, conductor and director of the Eastman
Drummers into the Black Orchid, assured payment of the judgment School of Music, received this year’s Laurel Leaf Award given by the
here, Aug. .8 for four frames.
| * although the company may be American Composers Alliance. The awards are given for “distinguished
financially irresponsible.
Papers service to American music.”,
are now being prepared in a' sec¬
. Philadelphia
ond action against the same de¬
Dick Lee slated for the Erie fendants, on behalf of Ludlow,
Social Club, private spot featuring Bregman-Vocco & Conn, A.R.C.,
j Continued from pace 51 sssi
top talent on weekends (June 1-2) Marks and Planetary.
The actions arise out of un¬
and the Celebrity Room (3-8) . . .
GAC; Tom Martin, another GAC
licensed
records
alleged
.to
have
Bernie Berle orch pacted again by
been pressed by Shelley for Soli¬ key man, and Rockwell, felt that “a
Playhouse in the Park . . . Vicki taire Recording Co. of Toronto, record man,' with his well-balanced
Silvers,, local housewife whose first Canada, it being Abeles’ conten¬ background, would make an ideal
tune was “Learnin’ the Blues,’..’., has tion that the records having been president of the company.”
Rockwell Is also “a record man/’
cleffed new number, “Let Me pressed here, this is an infringe¬
Know,” which Bill Duke has rec¬ ment under the U. S. Copyright dating back to some of the yester¬
orded on ABC-Paramount . . . Act. Additional actions are being year disk labels. Rockwell has
Johnny Rosica, former radio pro¬ brought against Quality Records built GAC into a potent personal
ducer, has taken over as promotion
monument, No.. 3 to the powerful
manager of Lesco Records, replac¬ Ltd, and Rainbow Plastics Ltd.,jof Music Corp. of America and Wil¬
ing Haryey, Miller who switched to Toronto, and Record .Press, 'of liam Morris agencies, so far as
Windsor,
Ontario,
for
allegedly
Mercury..
Irene Krai (Roy’s
broad talent representation and
sister), made, debut with thd May¬ having pressed other unlicensed
nard Fergusoit band, at Red Hill records of compositions of Fox’s packaging is concerned.
Kanaga starts with GAC next
Inn . . ; George Sommers to play principals for Solitaire.
Papers are likewise being pre¬ Monday (3), fig came to Victor
one-nighter at Stinnybrook, Pottstown (June 1)
Harvey Sheldon pared in an action to be brought from Montgomery Ward and is re¬
named' promotion manager for on behalf of Presley, Venice, garded as “one of Frank Folsom’s
Gotham -Record*-v, , Neil Lewis Monufaent; Walden and Melrose ,men.” Latter', when brought to
band into Galen Hall, Wernersville’, Music, against all those who par¬ head up RCA Victor as exec veepee
Pa., for summer season. Layaro, ticipated in the manufacture of by David Sarnoff, made merchan¬
bass with the outfit, has just re¬ records for one Ray Dobard (also dising men the key people In all
turned from RCA recording session known as Peter Branch)v doing phases of thi record manufacturing
business as Novelty Record Co., as well as the television and other
San Francisco, A number of other merchandising phases. Folsom soon
likeactions, on behalf of Fox’s became president of RCA until re¬
principals against pressing plants cently shifting to chairman of the
and others, are In the course of executive committee of RCA, with
preparation. While a favorable John L. Burnses the new presi¬
decision for the publishers In the dent.
Goody case would only give them
recourse against the individual
distribution- and dealers for the Schumann’s Solo Voices
records sold by them, through
Hollywood, May 28.
their present course If procedure
x
mS
Individual . members of the
against the actual manufacturers
Recorded by
they will be enabled to recover, by Voices of Walter Schumann are
DOROTHY COLLINS
direct action at the source, for ajl spotlighted In % new album being
BILL MONROE
.•. A*»• #. Corat
records manufactured. recorded for RCA Victor this
JIM LOWE
*.
.Dacca
week. It marks the first time that
JIM REEVES !..4 • • v- ♦ * #.
, Dot
‘Birdland’ 9G, Mpls.
K 12477
Schumanh has departed from the
.444
....... Victor
Minneapolis, May 27.
strictly choral group format.
“Birdland
Stars
of
1957”
grossed
Published by
Schumann plans to feature 14 of
a good $9,000 Saturday (25) at
SHELDON MUSIC, INC,
his singers on the platter. Ten will
8,800-seater Auditorium.
Show, scaled to $4.50, was top¬ be heard In solos and the others
ped by Billy Eckstine, Sarah will be heard in a pair of duets
Vaughan and Count Basie’s orch. that will round out. the LP.

Inside Stuff—Music

Harry Fox

Marsk-Kanaga
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Another BMI ‘Pi# Up' Hit
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Meanwhile, Back at the Hacienda, .
Vegas Dropping Shows for Jai Mai
Las Vegas, May 28. 4
The Hacienda Hotel has decided
to “temporarily discontinue high
cost and big name shows in the
Tulsa, May 28.
theatre dining room." Dick Taylor,
“Tulsarama," a mammoth stage
general manager of the hotel, said
show
with
some
2,000
people in the
last week that plans are being
made to- transform .the Palomino cast, will .be the higlVight. of. this
city’s
50th
anniversary
celebration
Room into a sports arena to feature
jai alai, and it is hoped the remod¬ June 1-8. Outdoor spectacular will
have
stagecoaches,
Covered
Wagons,
eling can be completed before
ox teams, trains, trolleys, etc.,
July 4.
winding
each
night
with
a fire¬
Pari-mutuel betting on the fast
game which is so popular in Mexico works display.
is contemplated, Taylor said. “We
find it impossible to compete with
the big names,x .and the . expensive
musical revues on the Strip," he
added, “so why should we waste
thousand of dollars?”
. Current show in the Palomino
Room, “Can Can," which stars
Denise Darcel, has been put on no¬
tice and will end June 5,- Taylor
Newark, May 28. •
said. Then work will start on the
Negro stageshows will soon, be
conversion of the room into a presented at the Empire Theatre,
sports palace and convention hall. a former burlesque house, follow¬
Lounge entertainment will continue ing a ruling last week by Superior
at the hotel.
Court Judge Frederic R. Colie that
Plans call for presentation of jai the city had no grounds for refus¬
alai on Friday, Saturday, and Sun¬ ing a license to Ebony Varieties
day. Teams will be chosen from Inc.
Outfit ^previously had -been
the Mexico League. “It will attracv barred a permit by License Super¬
new people to the prea,” Taylor visor Samuel H. Lohman who
stated..
pointed out that one of Ebony’s of¬
Application will be made to the ficers, Jess Myers, managed the
state for a jai alai gaming license, Empire when it was a strippers’
probably in the middle of June. showcase.
The current hotel operators, to¬
Affidavits submitted by Myers
gether with Haig Asadorian, an ex¬ and others proved to Judge Colie’s
perienced jai alai operator, will satisfaction that the ex-manager
make application for the license. would not be involved in produc¬
Asadorian, who has an interest in tion of the shows. Court's ruling
the. Hacienda, operated jai alai decided an appeal filed by Ebony
games in the Orient, and several to compel Lohman to grant it a
years ago made plans to build a jai license. The Empire, owned by I.
alai sportsdrome on property near Hirst Enterprises, has been .closed
the county airport here, but the since Feb. 14 following police
project never materialized.
“harassment" under an anti-strip
Robbins Cahill, chairman of the ordinance adopted last winter.
Gambling Control Board, says
“there is no state law against jai
alai," Tentative approval, in fact,
was given by another tax commis¬
sion to a group interested in estab¬
lishing jai alai in Nevada.

Tulsa’s Golden Jubilee

Wins A License

Majestic, Last Showboat,
Mixes Its Metiers With
College Drama Workshop

Loews State Eyes
Cotton Gab Revue
Post-Vegas Time
Deal Is in the works for the Cot¬
ton Cliib Revue to play L’oew’s.
State, N. Y., either iii the late sum¬
mer or early fall. General Artists
Corp, is presently negotiating for
the unit with Leo Cohen who does
the booking for the Loew circuit.
- The Cotton Club Revue was
originally built for the Cotton
Club, Miami Ifeach, by the' late
Murray Weinger* Following one of
the most successful seasons in the
history of the cafe (formerly Copa
B City), unit moved on to the Royal
Nevada, Las Vegas, where it is
presently working.
Closing date
hasn’t yet been set for the show
which has, among others, Cab
Calloway. Sallie Blair, Lonnie Sattin and George Kirby.
The Cotton Club Revue was
once sought • for the" Palace- Thea¬
tre, N. Y., on a two-a-day basis, but
apparently no deal could have been
made until the Las Vegas commit¬
ment was out of the way.
Cohen has loftg been on the
prowl for offbeat and name attrac¬
tions for the Loew houses. During
Easter week, the State had a rock
n’ roll unit headed by deejay
Jocko Henderson, and the-Metro¬
politan, Brooklyn, played a calypso
unit headed by Geoffrey Holder.
A second edition of the Cotton
Club Revue will be produced for
the Miami Beach spot for the win¬
ter season, while the present unit
continues on tour.

Hit*'* New M.B. Spot
Jimmy Hitz, former manager of
the Americana Hotel, Miami Beach,
has b.een. named' manager of the
Harbor Island Spa, also in the
Reach area, .

Hiram, O., May 28.
The Majestic, only traveling
showboat left on U. S. waters, is
scheduled to open its 1957 tour sea¬
son on June 12, at Point Pleasant,
W. Va., thus entering its ninth
season as a classroom for unique
college courses. The showboat is
sponsored by Hiram College, and
doubles as a drama workshop for
the students. There is a nine-mem¬
ber permanent, crew of students,
and 20 other students who will
split two • seven-week terms 4ind
perform all the functions of show¬
boating, from acting to grocery¬
buying and K. P. duty.
The Majestic’s owner, captain
and navigator is Tom J. Reynolds,
a veteran of 45 years of showboat¬
ing. *The three-month season will
take the vessel, through the Ka¬
nawha, -Ohio and Kentucky Rivers.
It will perform at river towns in
West Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio and
Indiana before closing at North
Richmond, O., Aug. 30.
Two oldtime melodramas will be
offered by the students, under the
direction of Profs.. Doug Mitchell
and Clayton Briggs. These are
“The Lure of the City” (or “The
Girl Who Ran Away”) and “Lust,
Lucre, and Liquor” (or “Virtue Unbesmirched”). Each evening’s show
will be topped off with six vaude¬
ville acts and an ’ oldfashioned
candy sale.

Central on B’way In
N Switch to Revue & Pix
The Central Theatre, 47th and
Broadway, ~ currently playing re¬
issues, is launching a stage shotofilm policy on Friday (7). First
stage layout will be an all-Negro
revue, “Seven Eleven," with a
line of 16 chorines.
Playing continuous with scale of
70c to $1.80, the stageshow will be
presented four times daily. The
Central, revamped for showing of
first-run pix, subsequently has
been used as a legiter and . also
for revue-type shows.

4-:
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SEEKS INrL BEALS B’wayMayYet Get a Name for Itself
WITH ACTOR ORES
Haunt; Old Roumanian’s Move
The American Guild of Variety
Artists will seek to establish inter¬
national reciprocity for all acts at
the forthcoming convention of that,
union to be held June 3 at the De¬
lano Hotel, Miami Beach. Accord¬
ing to Jackie Bright, the American
union will seek working agree¬
ments with all recognized actor
unions, with possible exception of
those jn the Iron Curtain coun¬
tries, so that an act can work vir¬
tually anywhere in the world with¬
out being forced to join other
labor organizations sometimes at
great expense and a sizable per¬
centage of their salaries.
At the same time, it would be in¬
cumbent upon AGVA to provide
membership and protection to
alien acts working in the U. S., on
the same basis as the reciprocating
country. It’s believed that if a
country such as England would
permit acts to work their jurisdic¬
tion for a period of six months at
no dues or initiation fees, the U.S.
would be required to show the
same courtesy to British acts in
the U.S. Should a fee be charged,
the U.S. would charge an equal
sum to carry the alien act.
- Bright is seeking legislation that
will enable him to call a meeting,
of international union reps in the
U.S. sometime in November, when
details could be worked out.
Legislation such as recommend¬
ed, it’s believed, will do much to
eliminate muscling-in operations
by various organizations, which are
not qualified unions. For example,
recently, Puerto Rican and Ha¬
waiian actor assocatioqs sought to
put a levy, on American perform¬
ers playing- these areas. ' Perform¬
ers were told by AGVA to ignore
these requests since it holds juris¬
diction in these territories ,and an
association has no right -to take
over as a trade union.
Other; items to go onto the con¬
vention agenda is a pitch to get
performers to assume a greater re¬
sponsibility in carrying out terms
of contracts. The union is seeking
legislation which ..would outlaw
stalling by both the owner and the
act. Bright is seeking a rule to
outlaw all contracts not signed by
both parties within eight days of
issuance. Union is also seeking to
tighten regulations on carrying out
other provisions of contract such
as unwarranted cancellation.
Fuller agenda for the convention
Is still to be adopted. The conven¬
tion will be followed by a meeting
of the national board, and all busi¬
ness not completed by that body,
Will be carried over to the meeting
of the executive board.

40G Tollies May
Head for Vegas
After B way Run
There’s a possibility that the
“Ziegfeld Follies," currently at. the
Winter Garden, N. Y., will be
boiled down as a package for Las
Vegas niteries when its Broadway
run is completed.. Mark Kroll, who
is the show’s co-producer with
Charles Conaway, would tour the
show under present plans. Report¬
edly, the selling price for the pack¬
age would be $40,000 weekly,
which is not too expensive com¬
pared to some of the Las Vegas
shows.
One rub in the present plans lies
in the. fact that “Ziegfeld Follies"
is not a new name in the green-felt
town. Jack Entratter, operator of
the Sands’ Hotel ther6, had the
rights to that label and presented
several editions of that show in his
hotel. The rights to the tag arec
also shared by Lou Walters, oper¬
ator of the- Latin Quarter, N. Y„
who will send out a show with that
name to the Oklahoma Semi-Cen¬
tennial Exposition, to be held in
Oklahoma City June 14 for 24
days.
/.
J

Kanaga GAC Prexy
Lawrence W. (Larry) Kan¬
aga, RCA Victor v.p. and gen¬
eral manager, moves into Gen¬
eral Artists Corp. June 1 as
prexy of the talent agency.
Tommy Rockwell, founder of
GAC, will becoipe chairman of
the board under the new setup,
While Milt ' Krasny continues
as exec viceprexy and Art
Weems remains as v.p. and
general manager.
Additional details in the
music section.

Augie’s-AGVA Tie
After Mpls. Fuss
. Minneapolis, May 28.
Augie Ratner, owner of local
loop's Augie’s Theatre Lounge, has
fallen into line, signing up with the
American Guild of Variety Artists
after an altercation during which
he threw Manny Tyler, local or¬
ganizer, out of his establishment.
At the time of the quarrel Tyler
was trying unsuccessfully to in¬
duce Ratner to change his mind
about AGVA. Upon . the arrival
here of Ernie Fast, AGVA interna¬
tional representative, who was
summoned from Chicago, this pur¬
pose, however, was accomplished.
As one of the conditions of Au¬
gie’s capitulation, Fast is said to
have agreed to let exotic dancer
Kandy Kane off with a reprimand.
She had been in line to be brought
up before AGVA for a trial and
probable fine for refusing to heed
Tyler’s order to walk out of Au¬
gie’s with the spot’s other, exotic
dancer. She’s continuing at Au¬
gie’s.

Judy, Sid Luft May Turn
Impresarios for London
Stand Opening in Fall
Judy Garland and her husbandmanager Sid Luft’ may turn im¬
presarios in England. Luft is pres¬
ently negotiating for a stand at the
Dominion Theatre, London, in
which he will rent the theatre for
her, entire stand. If negotiations
are completed, Miss Garland plus
a troupe of supporting acts, will
open a stand- at that house around
Sept. 9. Length of engagement is
not yet determined.
Jt's figured that the . deal in
which Miss* Garland and Luft
would take over the house is not
too far removed from the deals
she was* getting in the U. S. in
which she split with the theatre
after all expenses were taken off
the top. Full houses would per¬
mit Miss Garland to realize a
greater sum than that which she
did when she made percentage
dates.
Presently, Miss Garland has i
series of dates in the U. S. to pre¬
cede . the London engagement.
She’s pacted for the Riviera, De¬
troit, to start tomorrow (Thurs.)
which is«virtually sold out. Gen¬
eral Motors has taken over sev¬
eral houses. She remain^ there
until June 5. Miss Garland fol¬
lows with the State Fair, Dallas,
June 10 to 24 and the Greek The¬
atre, Los Angeles, June 27.
Booked to tour with her, thus
far,, are Alan King and the
Szonys, King was in her support¬
ing troupe during her engagement
at the Palace, N. Y. He will leave
the troupe June 5 for a series of
club dates in New York plus a shot
on the -Ed Sullivan show before
rejoining the troupe in Dallas.
Hi-Lo's for Brit. Circuit
London, May 21.
The Hi-Lo’s vocal group are to
tour Britain in September. They
will probably start with a tour of
Moss Empires, followed by several
one-night concerts.

Broadway may yet reassert itself
as a nitery centre. With the recent
trend of intimeries moving over
to the west side, bigger clubs are
now starting the move to the main
stem. Jack Silverman, who has
operated the Old Roumanian on the
lower east side for many years, will
move into the spot last occupied
by Neapolitan City, and prior to
that known as Iceland.
Work will start next week to ^
refurbish the spot, with alterations'
to cost in the neighborhood of $75,000. At the same time, Silverman
is starting to shop around for
names.. He’ll more than double his
talent budget in going into the new
location.
Opening of the Old Roumanian
in the midtown sector will mean
a hypo in the talent picture. Pre¬
sently, there are many categories*
of acts that have no prime show¬
case in New York because of the
fact that the two major cafes, the
Latin Quarter and the Copacabana,
have a virtual monopoly in selec¬
tions and thus they can afford to
hold off for the cream of the name
product.
At the same time, the situation
on Broadway is such that even Lou
Walters, operator of the Latin
Quarter, has long w’shed that at
least one major club would open
on the Stem so that more cafeconsciousness can be created.
The Old . Roumanian is one of the
landmarks in New/ York, having
been at the downtown site on Allen
St. for about a quarter-century.
Silverman started looking for an¬
other location when N.Y. City, plus
the state and Federal Governments
were surveying the area for a
major housing project. Since then,
that project has been abandoned,
but Silverman’s appetite for a mid¬
town site was whetted and he will
move despite the fact that he can
continue in his present -location
indefinitely. 1 He has signed a 13year lease on the building.

SoPiaf MayPlay
Waldorf-Astoria
Edith Piaf’s American nitery
plans hinge on Nicholas D. Prou¬
nis’ decision to reopen • the Ver¬
sailles^ long her New York show¬
case, but which folded this .winter
because of an amusement tax snafu.
Prounis is talking of reopening his
East 50th St. boite, a New York
landmark for 22' years, but there is
a question (1) whether he will re¬
enter it in the talent sweepstakes
or run it as a straight restaurant,
and (2) if longtime partner Arnold
Rossfield will be his associate. Nick
& Arnold have been a team for dec¬
ades but latter’s wife, who is inde-‘
pendently wealthy, reportedly is.
urging him to reside in Florida and
give up the bistro operation pres¬
sure.
Understood that Prounis has un¬
til June 15 to exercise his Piaf
option, otherwise she has indicated
she would make the Waldorf-As¬
toria, N. y., her Gotham showcase
as did Maurice Chevalier. Waldorf
vfeepee Claude C. Philippe, who is '
reopening the Empire Room next
fall with- Liberace, has Miss Piaf
pencilled in next, followed by
Harry Belafonte and Pearl Bailey
for the New Year’s Eve opening,
in the same idiom that Lena Horne
kicked off her highly successful
run (twice extended) on the holi¬
day eve. RCA Victor just issued
an off-the-floor recording of her
repertoire and the same pattern is
favored .by Philippe when Miss
Bailey opens.

Arness* Rodeo Stand
Jim Arness, who essays the Mar¬
shall Dillon role on CBS’ “Gunsmoke,” will topline the Bucks
County Rodeo to be held at Langhorne, Pa., starting June 29.
Further dates are to be lined lip.
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vJETOFFREY HOLDER Sc CARMEN
de LAVALLADE Sc CO.
Songs-Dariccs -r
35 Mins.
Americana, Miami Beach
,
Harlan Keith writes -from the Coast that Belle Baker was readying
If Geoffrey Holder and Carmen
de Lavallade are seriotisly contem¬ a nite club act just before her fatal heart attack; that she had engaged
plating the .cafe circuit they will Tommy Miller as a writer; Roberta Nathan, a Hollywood vocab coach,
BLACKBURN TWINS
RHONDA FLEMING Sc CO. (16)
need a much more potent, fluid and himself} and In fact had a date set at the Mocambo," Hollywood,
Songs, Dances
With Jerry Collins
and inventive staging than that until illness intervened.
Dancing, Comedy
29 Mins.
i with which they are making their
Tropicana, Las Vegas
28 Mins.
initial stand in the Bal'Masque of all the way, is in good taste and ADD FOURS
Rhonda Fleming made her bis¬ this Miami - Beach swankery, Tftp
Bronzo's Supper Club, Worcester,
Blackburn
Twins
heretofore tro debut here last week, and with act is a loose, badly lighted and reap* Thefty mitting. Switching, he Songs
have done a topflight musical com¬ her first time at bat has joined the uneven affair—an odd mixture does a sock imitation, in falsetto, 36 Mins,
edy-type turn of dancing and vo¬ big leagues. Judging by the film which, Holder chooses to label of Helen Kane’s “I Want to Re Chandlers, Ottawa
by You” and winds his vo¬
On local nitery circuits previ¬
cal. The boys did the' hoofing and thesp’s night club act she can be “songs and dances of the. Carib¬ Loved
cal, floor stint with a straight ously as The Revellaires, this
a good-looking girl (Vivian Blaine, booked in any top cabaret. Not bean” and which just doesri’t come piping
of
“Walking My Baby Back chant foursome' has been getting
Janet Blair or Martha Stewart) did only is she a terrific looker, she off. For “niteries, it is defiriitely Home.”
the singing. Now. they've pulled a chirps and terps with a winning not commercial enough for the big¬
In a surprise finish, he takes! television attention (CBC) as the
switch with a new act that goes charm that makes her efforts ap¬ ger spots;
over the band’s trap drums for a* Add Fours and is back on the nite¬
pear if they had been her forte
almost all-out for laughs.
Holder, with his elongated dazzling 10-minute skinbeating dis¬ ry floors with the new tag. Group
It will do, too. It’s beaucoup fun¬ since her entrance into show biz. frame, huge and expressive hands play that reaps enough palm¬ has three distinctions: it’s prob¬
Opening with “Song in My and shaven a la Brynrier head, is
ny, with the laughs coming con¬
pounding to drown out his windup. ably the ibest-dressed chant quartet
iri the business, has' a saleable
stantly. Instead of an eye-filling Heart,” she continues with smooth an eye-arrester on entrance, Once
Bark.
name, and brings back a rhythm
doll, the twins are now paired stage presence into “Baby, Baby,” the novelty wears off the auditors
pipe bass.
with Jerry Collins, a balding comic “So in Love,” “Could Have Danced drift into curious buzzing while he.
who obviously' has been around. All Night,” “Hello, Young Lovers” sets up a series of Calypso-angled ALLEN Sc ALBEE SISTERS (2)
Trouble is, the chanting is only
The twins open alone and give and “Around the World.” In all tunes* projected in a deep, mono¬ Juggling
adequate. Males have the pipes for
full measure to their trademark numbers she has warmth and tone style. Best of this forepart of 8 Mins.
better
things but need training, ar¬
Empire, Edinburgh^
mirror dance before Collins comes manifests lyric-consciousness.
ranging, staging and general savvy.
A. quartet of male terpers em¬ the act is his “Bottle Imp” which
Here’s a juggling novelty that Example: they haul male and
on. He joins in a dance trio that
contains
enough
fire
and
flash
to
rates attention for normal run of femme customers riy the dozen to
starts straight but doesn’t last long bellish Miss Fleming’s act, which jell as entertainment.
that way. Once he breaks it up, was skillfully staged by Bob Alton,
Miss de Lavallade and an un¬ vauderies, particularly in Common¬ the stage at one point (“This Old
the bits, mugging, vocal sounds and and she joins them with a novelty billed partner take over while wealth locations.
House” Is the tune), then leave
dance bit td the tune of Halmar
Male is assisted by two femmes,
pantomime bring the yaks.
“The Long Playing Rec¬ Holder offs for costume, change. scantily garbed, who pose as ama¬ them all to their own ideas which
The Blackburns, as ever, are tall Forrest's
Their
choreography
reminds
of
makes
a mad mess of the item
ord Goes Around.” Finale, is a
teurs hurriedly brought on to sub¬ as some dance, some palmslap iri
and handsome and exude class. production
skit, “An Occasional the Indo-Javanese school rather
Collins isn’t exactly a low comic Mari,” in which she appears cos- than the Calypso they are supposed stitute for his real partners. He rhythm (?), others just stand
but he’s medium-low, and. thus turiied sexily but tastefully in a to be depicting. Miss de Lavallade pretends to teach ’em how to jug¬ around grinning in the spot¬
gives a good contrast to the twins. South Sea gam-revealing outfit. is a looker who impresses as cap¬ gle, resulting in humorous situa¬ light. Improvement is necessary in
Their respective talents are neatly Her dancing partners, Bob Thomp¬ able of handling more imaginative tions as two distaffers pose in guise this routine.
Gorm.
integrated and already they appear son, Frank Davis, Ian Bruce, and and inventive patternings than of complete novices, just catching
clubs, etc.- in nick of time. Smaller
as though they’d been working to¬ Michael Falcon, and bongo drum¬ what she is now doing. o
Lou Shor starting his fifth sea¬
gether a long time._Lee.
Holder returns for his big of two femmes rouses yocks with
mer Jack Jostanzo, join her in
naughty streak arid too-innocent son as entertainment director at
this, an effective bowoff which sequence, the Trinidadian dance, eye-twinkle, gabbing nonsensically Kutsher’s Country Club, Montibrought enthusiastic applause. Ivan in brief costume to enhance that arid chuckling when she pulls off cello, N. Y.
Lane expertly conducts the Nat eye-opeiring height, the hands and a trick. The two femmes, play prom¬
Brandwynne orch (18) for Miss the startling grace in what, at first inent part in act with their elderly
sight, is an oversized, awkward
Fleming.
partner Allen* posing as complete
First part of bill, featuring Cos- guy, sells the aud as much as two novices when, iri reality, they are
tanzo, Elaine Dunn, Tybee Afra, bongo-beating aides who alinost hep jugglers.
steal
the
segment
with
their
dy¬
The Cheerleaders, Ben Dova, Ken
Okay act for vauderies and tv.
Remo, and Betty Jean Hansen, is namic rhythmics backing.
. Gord. ,
In sum. Holder and Miss de
repeat of premiere Gordon * Jen"The PixU from Parti”
kins-cleffed show at Tropicana Lavallade show potentialities—
which headlined Eddie Fisher. The they’re already ahead on basic tal¬ EARL KING QUARTET
Musical
ent.
Restaging,
with
accent
on
Monte .Proser production is still
lofty handiwork in the way of the dance, is obviously called for 10 Mins.
with less of the song segment by Empress, Glasgow
night club entertainment.
THI GLAMOROUS NEW ;
Earl King Quartet, formerly a
Holder. Lighting and continuity,
Duke.
also need reworking. As of now, trio, are three male instrumental¬
HOTEL
I
they’re possibilities for the few ists and one gal who offer a lively
JOAN MAHONEY
offbeat spots that cater to the “dif¬ if soriiewhat boisterous act in clar¬
Acroterps
ferent” cultists. Bal Masque open¬ inet, piano, drums and vocally. Re¬
14 Mins.
ing nighters paid “polite applause” sult is an act that, sharpened andGatineau, Ottawa
given polish, would have much po¬
Show folks are raving about the
service for their efforts. Lary.
Small, petijt and pale Joan Ma¬
tential.
all now Hotel Avery. All new, large, ||
honey is a clicko blonde looker
As is, entertainment value is big,
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms || who offers routine acroterps hut RUTH PRICE
the distaffer vocalizing well in “If
Songs
•
with private bath and television, p sells her stint for bigger impact
You
Don’t Love Me, and males
Ottawa House, Ottawa
Many Air Conditioned.
fi through a coquettish personality.
Ruth Price is just past 20 years giving out In modern rhythm to
“JPathetla as the little matchsellsr in
Gal’s radiance is definitely natural
solid mitting. Drummer in act has
old
hut
has
the
confidence
and
rain, and Jolly aa a picnic in tha
AVERY a WASHINGTON STS. rl and she makes the most of cute savvy of a veteran. In the Circus a set-to at one stage with the the
Boia.”
_
Vogue
glances, gestures; poses. Wearing
drummer in theatre orch pit, spot¬
&krKvri'<r~*v. :.Tr
BARRON ROLAN LTD.
RL 9-4727
ibrief, nicely-designed tights, she Lounge at the Ottawa House, she light picking out each one indiv¬
exhibits piping ability that has the
2S1 lest 49th St., New Yerk 17, N. Y
works an eventful stanza apd customers
rapt and mitting alter¬ idually in encounter enjoyed great¬
comes out not even breathing hard'.
throughout her stint, with ly by outfronters.
“THE COMEDIAN”
Okay for nitery, video, not as nately
Quartet have considerable gusto
added
impact
through clicko po¬
billtopper but valuable showTli* Only Real Monthly
and an uninhibited approach. Given
PROFESSIONAL
dium presence.
PROFESSIONAL GAO SERVICE
builder.
Gorm,
Canary gets solid showcasing in a definite format to act, their offer¬
COMEDY MATERIAL
THE LATEST I THE GREATEST I
ing
would
be
useful
vaude
or
tv
this top-designed room with fine
tor all Thaatrleali
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATBSri
Gord.
backing by staffers Wyatt Reuther, proposition.
MARTEZ, LUCIA Sc LINDA
OLAION'I FUN-MASTER
Aero
bass; Dick Wyands, 88s, and Doug
Now In Its tlst Issue, containing
The Original Show Bit Gag File
stories, ono-llnors, poemettes, song
16 Mins.
Johnston, drums. Any intimate spot OLIVER Sc SMITH
titles, hocklors, oudlonco stuff/ monoWe Service the Start
Chaiidiere, Ottawa
is for her but it would he interest¬ Tap Dancers
log s, parodies, doublo gags, bits,
SI Issues' 929 — Rlrst 19 for 17
Martez, Lucia 3c Linda (male and ing to see what she could do with 6 Mins.
Slngly—91.95 lech In Sequence
Idoos, Intros, Impressions ond ^ Im¬
personations, political. Interruptions.
two femmes) give a new twist to a bigger room, i.e. a nitery. Femme Palace, N. Y.
• 9 Parody Seeks, p*r Bk.....919 •
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous
• 9 Slackeut Seeks, per 8k....925 e
These two Negro lads have the
aero by tailoring the session to would be nice for a television jazz
Views of the Nows, etc. Start with
• Minstrel Budget..925 p
Latino styling. Costumes, arrange¬ stanza, too, but would need a CO: makings of a fast terp turn. Right
current Issuo, SIS yearly — 2 yoars
Hew te Master the Ceremonies
now
they’re
trying
too
hard
and
$21 — r years $40 — NO.C.O.D/s.
ments, terps are all Latin and the operative combo in support for
99 per Copy
• “The Comedian" Monthly Service s
including too much for their lim¬
femmes, even while upside-down in best effect.
Gorm.
915 pap’Year (12 Issues)
BILLY GLASON
ited
time
On.
This
should
straight¬
a head stand, keep up the hip
We
Also
Teach
M.C.'Ing and Comady
100 W. S4 St., Now York 19
en out with practice since, basi¬
wiggles. Aero routining includes EDWINA BROWN
Lat a Raal Professional Train You
r
cally, the boys have, an act that
NO C.O.D/8
thrillers and one or two fresh Acrobatics
even now is a trim entry for many
switches on w.k. bits.
BILLY GIASO N
6 Mins.
nightclubs and stageshows.
Act is okay for nitery, stage and Empress, Glasgow
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C. 19, Dept. V
Garbed In tux, their pleasing
television.
Gorm.
Circle X-1130
Slim and shapely contortionist personalities
come through neatly
has youthful appeal and is also a via a series otcleat routines. Open
GEORGE CARL (1)
looker.
a fast tapstering effort, then
Brunet goes through simple rou¬ withinto
Aero, Eccentric Dancing^
a waltz clog and finally try
tines with top confidence, bending go
5 Mins.
silo stints, with the climax a string
and
twisting
her
body
into~
ap¬
Palace,
N.
y.
*tw
of
near-acro
gyrations for solid
Opening
It’s a novel, little act that plause-rousing positions and doing returns.
Wear.
George Carl has whipped up. For¬ all but draw wolf-whistles from
Carl •& Arlene, which males in audience. Distaffer bends
May 31 thru June 8 merly
stressed aero feats apparently backwards to pick up handker¬
oSS'**
I
more than in this new act, the em¬ chiefs with her. teeth, then leaps
phasis now is on his eccentric into the splits tp good reaction.
Exits to praiseworthy reaction ——a Continued from page 1 —■*
stepping and novel twists. Even
Okay act for
in his gymnastics with an attrac¬ from customers.
Tulsa, Oklahoma
tive, statifesque blonde, Carl points general run of vauderies. Gord.
is a PanAmerican Airways-con- I The ALGONQUIN HOTEL
up the unusual for laughs obvious¬
trolled hostelry but w;hose casino Is
of MIAMI Bdscli I
ly to get away from familiar aero DAVE GARDNER
under franchise-lease; and it’s like¬
MODS RATS RATES , , . Always
feats.
Comedy, Songs and Drums
wise true of the Caribe Hilton in
Arthur Blake's “London Towne Club*' I
Carl winds up with , circular 45 Mins.
Puerto Rico, which also leases its
Private Pool - Beach and Cabanas
stepping number in which’ he con¬ Club Marquis, Dallas
Write, Wire or Cell for Immediate
WILL 0S80RNE
casino to an outside syndicate).
tinues dancing even though prac¬
Reservations
This young, talented Tennessean
Not only is this the first time
AND ORCHESTRA
Miami Beach Rhone: JEffersen 9-1451
tically sitting on the stage. This rates headliner status in larger
moves fast enough and with suffi¬ rooms. Confined here to a private that a major chain has gone into
Harrah’s Club
cient novelty to get across. Okay club date, which rated a holdover, Vegas but, as part of the extension
eccentric turn which looks like it word-of-mouth is-bringing in tardy of the .Strip’s horizons, the Shera¬
Lako Tahoe
might, stand a little more building, members. Handsoriie, neatly At¬ ton people envlslop important con¬
MOSS eesl PHOTOS
Mgh: MILTON DEUTSCH
possibly via more of the femine tired comedian picks up where vention business. The Stardust has
For PAT BOONE
and the acrobatic stuff.
Wear.
Quality photos in quantity, as lew as
Andy Griffth left off—and . adds about three times more rooms than
1c each. For publicity purposes con¬
much to the bucolic side of humor. the average Strip deluxe spot, ad¬
sult Mess Brat. Since 1935 Serving
Guy has an amazing vocabulary, vertising 1,100 rooms available. It
America's Stars.
_
IIAOA PHOTO SIRVICK
and is sometimes over the heads was originally primed for 1,500
MOSS
«• W*»•' NY 19
of tablers with four-syllable words rooms by Comero who, Incidental¬
mWWV PL 7-9529
used in his easy-styled discourse of ly, because of his onetime “gam¬
southern-style stories.
bling ship” activities off Santa
His down-south accent prevails Monica, Calif., was stalemated by
ffom his opening song, “Old Spin¬
Sixth Week
ning Wheel” and continues with the Carson City solohs on his gam¬
“White Silver Sands,” an O. J. bling license. The Stardust, with
CURRENTLY
ROYAL NEVADA
Record of Gardner’s which is get¬ Cornero’s death, encountered other
CARMICHAEL'S SUPPER CLUI
ting hot, hut he doesn’t plug it. financial and tax troubles, and has
Las Vegas
He leans towards Negro dialect been cobwebbed, under Bank of
Birmlnghom, Alabama
_.1
stories, spirituals (with “Swing Las Vegas supervision, until the
MILTON DIUTSCH AOENCY
Low, Sweet Chariot”) and Biblical, Sheraton deal, which is still quite
M«f. BILL MITTLER, Ult iroadway, Naw Yark
Hollywood - New York
yarns, with “Little David.” Stint,’ hush-hush but Is pretty well final■ » i.x- e ai 4 L»L 91)11
U.VI-J-yi l Bl; s > i
.). Bi' o& J.t a £

New Acts

Inside Stutf—Vaudeville

Genevieve

BOSTON ?
SMASH HIT \

NICK LUCAS

PIERRE CLUB

Sheraton Chain

'

CAB CALLOWAY
“COTTON CLUB REVUE”

YVONNE MORAY
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Atlantic City in Its 103d Season;
a« Hub Mayor Taps 5-Man Civic Group
Piers-Cafes-Legit-Pix—Even Burley cSSHSmS To Ride Herd on New $12190,090 Aud.
Hollywood, May 28.

By JOE WALKER
■*
' . Atlantic City, May 28,
This resort’s 103d summer sea¬
son gets underway this week with
scores of seasonal spots opening or
preparing' to be open to • accom¬
Reno, May 28.
modate the vacationist as things
Harry Richman, son\etime resireally swing into*the groove around dent of Nevada, lost a $134,829 dam¬
age suit last week against rancher
*^Uparts of the boardwalk have James E. Stead.
been redecked and hundreds of
The case, in court for nine days,
stores facing the ocean have been hinged on 'whether Stead had
changed during the winter months.. caused Richman to veer off the
Only great difference between this highway, to avoid a crash with the
and oher seasons will be the ab¬ rancher, thereby causing Richman
sence of so-called skill games serious injury.
Richman had
along the wooden way. These have claimed that Stead was not careful
been ruled"ds illegal by the state’s to be sure the road was clear when
highest court, arid stores which he turned across the Pyramid Lake.
have housed them; In other years Rd. to enter the Stead Ranch gate.
now have. tenants offering other But Stead’s attorneys said that
wares.
Richman himself was to blame for
As usual, George A. Hamid’s big the crash by driving at a speed of
Steel Pier is the first major spot close to 95 miles per hour.
to bid for .the vacationists’ dollar.
Richman’s attorney said the case
Pier will open for four days, May will be appealed to the Nevada
30 until June 2, when George Ham¬ Supreme Court if A new trial is not
ilton IV will feature the vaudeville granted.
stage while Elliott Lawrence will
be in the Marine ballroom on the
-end of the pier. Spot will open
weekends until late in June when
it will begin its summer season
with top namesT
Paul ’’Skinny” D’Amato again
has booked names for his 500 Club
and is presently on the Coast gun¬
ning for more talent, including
Frank Sinatra who .played his club
to capacity last season.
So far,
Dean Mart’h and Jerry Lewis will
plav the club, on separate dates,
while Tony Martin, Vic Damone,
Washington, May 28.
Johnnie Ray, -McGuire Sisters, Nat
Rep. Gardner R. Withrow (R.,
King Cole, and Sammy* Davis Jr.
Wis.)
is
the
latest member of Con¬
are listed as set for dates in July
gress to introduce legislation for
and August
the
repeal
of
the 20% cabaret tax.
At the Club Harlem, sepia spot,
Ben Alteii and Cliff Williams will Indication is that if Congress ever
gets
a
chance
to vote on the meastrv top names and have booked
Clyde McPhatter, Louis Jordan, ure* the bite will either be killed
the Billy Williams Quartet and or cut in half.
Repeal or cutting down of the
Arthur Lee Simpkins who will ap¬
pear with the usual floorshow. Club cabaret levy to 10%, such as pre¬
was working to get Lena Horne but vails in the other segments of the
chances of her coming here now entertainment business and the
sports field, has been sought by
seems remote, '
^
In legit, the Gateway Playhouse cafe, hotel and restaurant organi¬
in nearby Somers Point, with Jona¬ zations for a number of years. The
than Dwieht returning as its pro¬ American Federation of Musicians
ducer, will offer~“Pajama Game” and the American Guild of Variety
the July 4 weekend and follow Artists have also been pressing for
with “Teahouse of the August repeal or reduction of the impost
Moon” with the national- company, since its continuation, they say,
Film houses which have been cuts into the amount of employ¬
shuttered during the • winter sea¬ ment available to their members.
son are to be reopened along the Topic will again be discussed at
boardwalk later this month. In¬ the convention of AGVA being
cluding the big Warner’s, they will held at the Delano Hotel, Miami
feature first-rims. “Ice Capades” Beach, starting Monday (3).
comes In again at Convention Hall
Rep. Edwin H. May (R., Conn.)
for six weeks starting late in July. also' lashed out last week at the
Another spot, and now the only excise and called upon Congress
one of its kind in the State, to get to repeal it to make work for
underway for the 10-week season thousands of musicians.
is the Globe on the uptown board¬
“The plain and indisputable
walk which will' try to lure them
in with “glorified burlesque.” fact,” he told the House of Repre¬
Glpbe does capacity business with sentatives, “is that we are retain¬
two shows nightly. Management ing a tax that contributes only $43,knows resort’s limitations with re¬ 000,000 to the Treasury but, at the
sult that there hgs been no objec¬ same time, contributes materially
tions to boardwalk burlesque and to unemployment and depression
therefore no call for police action in the music industry.
in the past Several years.
“It is estimated, after thorough
Along pacific Ave., city/s second study, that over 200,000 musicians
main street, rooming houses have are deprived of earning a living in
been wrecked more 'than ever the their chosen profession largely be¬
past ^winter to make Way for the cause of the unwillingness on the
more modern motels, which 'pro¬ part of the public to add 20% to
vide parking facilities outside the their entertainment bill.
patron’s-rooms, taking the cars
“Many of these musicians are
off the already crowded streets.
These newest in hotel facilities working in other industries. Their
return
to their chosen profession
have in a dozen instances been
constructed alongside the great would open up jobs for others, who
are
now
unemployed. It wouid be
beachfront hotels, and bid for busi¬
ness charging rates which are al¬ only a short time until the Treas¬
ury
would
collect more than the
most as high as the older estab¬
lishments. Many of them offer pri¬ $43,000,000 from the reopened
places
of
entertainment
and the
vate pools, something very wel¬
come when the ocean is cold or many additions to the nation’s
work force.”
Very rough.
Free concerts will be a GardenPier feature weeknights and early
Saturday evenings.
Steeplechase
and further down, the Million Dol¬
lar pier, are rigged to entertain
Continued from page 1
the smallfry, Top hotels will again
source of the power) will be_ re¬
offer various kinds of music.
moved and the Atomic reactor will
be placed on. display at the Okla¬
homa Semi-Centennial Exposition,
until July 7. After that, there will
be a whole summer of important
fairs, and nothing to stop Aerojet
Connie Moore has been signed to from showing its reactor at any of
•jjeopen, the St. Regis Maisonette, them, so long as no core is used.
XL S. Information Agency has
**/•» Sept. 5. Room closes June
c for the shimmer with the St. been showing sfciall working mod¬
els
of atomic reactors all over the
ttegis Room preeming June 7.
U
u?ual‘ Milt, Shaw and the world at international expositions.
«ay Bari musicrews take over on No reason why it can’t be done
wie roof as dance incentives.
here.
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Meanwhile Joe Glaser’s Associat- include hoteI
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last year, plans to set up a sum- Hampton for the Roof starting
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In the Empire Room Pearl Bailey which - have been housed there in
earmarked funds for free acts this has been signed to the Empire the past, such as the N E. Sportsseason to attract customers. Larry Room for Dec. 31, and Harry men.s Show> an an£j event for the
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With all the Hub clubs hipped
on Monday openings, six came up
Holiday on Ice” will form a spe- font on this revue, which has not with new iay0uts Monday night
cial company to play eight weeks yet been titled. The topper will (20) to mark a first
of fairs this summer. Several dates be comedian Max Bygraves. OpenJenny Collins, soprano chirper,
have already been set including ing date for the show, which will topped the new show at Steuben’s,
stands in the midwest already be produced by Robert Nesbitt, which switched from Thursday
booked. “Holiday” started going af- likely will be around June 17.
night openings, with Val Perry &
ter fairs last year, but this is the
Name acts booked to appear, in Diane, Andre, Andree & Bonnie,
first time that tb^y ve gotten to- Dclfont shows at top holiday re~ and Don Dennis sinning? emcee
gether a'fullscale company to play sorts, include Winifred Atwell, on the bill
Blinstrub’s opened
the hayseed circuit.
David Nixon, Benny Hill, Ruby with the Lane Bros., rock ’n’ roll
Opening stand for this company Murray, Tommy Cooper and Harry trio; Pat Mathews, calypso piper,
will be Sioux Falls, S. D., Aug. 11. Secombe.
bowed the Bradfords’ new Carousel
—
■- ■■
■
■■
Room with the Jamaica Jivers, Ca¬
lypso Islanders (5) and Johnny
¥f
V
/I r
■
Barracuda; Carmen Macrae came
VZUlflP I QfA ItalAC
into George Wein’s Storyville. FawV (EllllU) VlUG 1/ulCO
zia Amir, oriental wriggler, opened
at Hurley’s Mayfair where Tony
—^^^^Milo- is held over and Sandy Ansel■
. .
mo preemed at the Hotel BostoNew
[followed by the Vagabonds, July nian’s Jewel Room.
New York
York
Mil*
t.
•
j .e
3.0-Aug. 4 . . . Abbey Lincoln at the
-—:—:Milton Berle has
has been signed for itanphn Dnn
Carinc WinninAor
"on. ^apos,
Winnipeg, ifAminn vrrv nitnvo
the 500 Club, Atlantic City start- juiyjs, fortwoframes foilowing
July25.
Olsen & Jonnson
Johnson the Diamonds, who do six days
dav| »»V H J1IU/Aliti. VUT.IIO
mg July
*55. .... Ulsen
pacted for the Beverly Hills Coun- there starting July 1 . . . Dick
try
tb?0£!hristll\asIy?er.10?' Lynn opens for one week at
. . . Michael
O’Shea and Virginia Eddie’s.
(31) . . Rohbi
Mavo^have
signedkaareDres^tation
Eddle’s. K.C..
K.C. Fridav
Friday (31)
Bobbi
. London’ May 28. •
Mayo nave signea a representauon QUinn joins the Marty Brill show
Howard HppI film cintipr mairinu i
contract with the William Morris at the Offbeat Room here todav .. Howard Keel, turn singer making ■
Agency
.
.
.
Danny
Bernstein
of
fwpdl
UttD^at.Koom,nere,
today
hls
sec0nd
Palladium
appearance,
Agency . . . Danny Bernstein of (Wed )
Sob^^Gibson'^returns to hls, second Palladium appearance,
that office takes a leave of absence the Gate 'of Horn Chi for 12 racked up a smash reception as
from the Publicity department f?ames, June 5 . . ’. Riche Bros. beadhne^r. ?f the
Palladium
June 15 for a hitch in the Navy . . . enter the Cairo Lounge, here, July Jfi1* ,wl}\ch opened last night
Tommy Leonetti pacted for the jq for four sets>
(Mon.). Also prominently featured
Americana Hotel, July 31 . . . Cafe
’
.
in the layout is Senor Wences, the
comic Morty Gunty taking a fling
Spanish ventriloquist,
in summer stock to do the Sammy
npiiyw.ooQ
The layout includes songstress
Davis Jr. role in “Mr. Wonderful.”
Mills Bros, have been .set to fol- Eve Boswell; Jimmy Wheeler,
Comedian Joey Carter and sing- low the current June Christy- cocknev comedian* Tonv Favne and
er Rosemary O’Reilly open Tues- Lenny Bruce show at the Crescen- David Evans* Rudy Horn* the
day (4) at No { Fifth Ave . . . do for a three-week engagement Three Merkys; Group One and the
Jackie Kannon in for a week at beginning June 21 . . . Film com- Ppnrrardpn nflncprt;‘ Thp hill
the Eden Roc, Miami Beach, p0Ser A1 Senlrey is penning ar- is in for a two-weeks
twiwelkfiSi
run.
June 20.
rangements for Tony Martin’s up- 1S m lor a two weeKS run<
•
coming recording dates for RCA
n
n
rr^Mi 9
ni.
Victor in N.Y. Sendrey also doing
\f. P 7e AW| Sptc Rillc
Chicago
the arrangements for Vernon
ATT1
D,iI5
Tab Hunter pacted for the Duke's “Serenade to San FranSt. Paul, May 28.
Howard Miller pops show, Civic ciscoV which opens up north this
Annual Women’s Institute proOpera here, June 15, with Nick summer . . . Connee Boswell open- gram for 1957-58 will include Karl
Noble and Chuck Berry also ed at the Mocambo ^yesterday Robinson, motion picture photogskedded . . . Will Mastin Trio with (Tues) . , . Deejay Bob Dulaine rapber. Cleveland Amory, author;
Sammy Davis Jr. set for Saturday emceemg Mambo Nights Mondays j0£n Wa]kerj Washington National
(1), at Browns Lake Resort, Bur- at the Seville . ■■Calypso Mac held trallerv curator* Graice Fields Bnglington, Wis.... Dinah Washington over again at Wally Berg’s High
to Roberts Show Club, here, June Seas on Hermosa Beach . . . Hal n.sn . comedienne, ueorge u oyer,
12-30 and then to Idle wild, Mich., Dor-win, former batoneer, has pianist; Hoagy Carrriichael, songJuly 3-8 . . Carl Ravazza set for joined Hal Jovien’s Premier Artists writer, and Zmo Francescatti,
Italian Festival, here July 24-29, as an associate,
I violinist.
T
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Sands Hotel, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, May 24.
Lena Home, Charlivel Trio, Bob
Kaye, Copa Girls (14), Antonio
Morelli Orch (17); produced by
Jack Entr after; $2 minimum.
Lena Horne’s encore into the
Copa Room (for the eighth time in
three years) was greeted by firstnighters whose lingering applause
made it appear that they either
belonged to her cult or were mem¬
bers of a packed claque' house.
While Lehnie Hayton smoothly
batons the Antonio' Morelli orch
(17), Miss Horne glides into-a wellbalanced repertoire of songs in¬
cluding “Ridm’ on the Moon,” “But
Beautiful,” “Come Ruhnin\” “Day
In, Day Out,”- “From This Moment
On” and “After You.” She does
Cole Porter and Duke Ellington
medleys which win top salvos, and
eases gracefully into “Surrey With
the Fringe on Top.” Tricky lyrics
to “New Fangled Tango,” plus her
mischievous emoting bring yocks
and mitt warming*
The Charlivel Trio churn excite¬
ment.in the room with their speedy
precision terps, flips, twists and
assorted acrobatics. The lads, are
versatile, and mix musical gim¬
micks and comedy into the act, in¬
cluding turns at the piano, saxo¬
phone, violin and clarinet.
Show, produced by Jack Entratter and set for three weeks,, is sup¬
plemented with tWo excellent hold¬
over production numbers featuring
songs by Bob -Kaye and terps by
the Copa Girls (14).
Duke.
Cliczs Paroe, Chi
Chicago, May 24.
Nat King Cole, Allen & De Wood,
Chez Paree Adorables (6) with
Tommy Nichols, Henry Brandon
Orch (16); $1.95 cover, $4 minimum., •
The Nat Cole bill follows the
same general format as that of his
predecessor at the Chez, Tony
Bennett.
The headliner works
through his songalog under a spot
preceded by a male comic duo,
which for this show is Allen & De
Wood.
The Chez Adorables. as
last time, work before and between
the acts and with the same terp
arrangements and costuming. The
whole show comes off with ease and
precision and leaves the audience
well satisfied. •
Few singers get around onstage
with Nat Cole’s ease while swing¬
ing through a diversified set of
standards- and old trademarks.
Clear-voiced, animate and direct in
his presentation, Cole frames all
his numbers in an underlying good
humor with a relaxing half-smile
that is more effective on the audi¬
ence over his 30-minute turn than
the facial contortions characteriz¬
ing most of the crooner crop. This
act is class showmanship without
the usual play for juvenile
screeches with the announcement
of numbers the artist has made
famous. Cole can courft on his vo¬
cals alone to sustain the show. His
Trinidad numbers in strawhat get
as much enthusiasm as his more
familiar tunes.
The comedy pair Allen & De
Wood work a bit in the slapstick
vein. Not that the sharp lines
aren’t there; this act capitalizes on
everything that can get a genuine
laugh in each part of the routine.
Where the blunt instrument is re¬
quired, this duo shows itself a mas¬
ter of the club or hammer and the
act never threatens to fall flat.
Allen, the heavyweight member, is
foil and heckler to De Wood, and
he engages in some showy acro¬
batics as well as pantos and mug¬
ging.
Tommy, JNfichols, who vocalizes
for the'Adorables. has gotten'over
some of His earlier problems, with
the mike and now adds a solid
punch to their terps.
Musical backing is under Henry
Baandon while Ted- Fio Rito is on
tour. The balanced sound and per¬
fect timing are a good addition to
this room. Brandon also serves ad¬
mirably as the butt of many of the
comics' yak lines and he works well
with acts, contributing much' to the
smooth functioning of this show. .
Current bill changes June 16
v'li'Ti Danny Thomas comes in for
lO days.
Leva.

Beverly Hills, Newport
Newport, Ky., May 24.
Billy Daniels (with Benny.Payne),
Happy Jesters (3), Donn Arden
Dancers (10), John Juliano, Gard¬
ner Benedict Orch (10), Jimmy
Wilbur Trio, Larry Vincent; $3 milii7?mm/$4 Sat.
. Billy Daniels adds new rooters
in heading a classy 70-minute floorshow this fortnighter at. northern
Kentucky’s ace casino. Polishing
off with his trademark “Old Black
Magic,” the graying Daniels wins
equal favor on “Funny Valentine,”
“Bye Bye ’ Blackbird” and other
tunes in a 40-minute artistic reel-

Ltal. At the 88 is his vet teammate,
Benny Payne, who rocks ’em with,)
“St. James Infirmary.”
Happy Jesters, male threesome
of clowning singers, rack up solid
returns -**>ver an 18-minute route.
TO accompaniment of an electric
guitar, the personable lads bounce
through most • tunes, the tallest
member featuring facial contor¬
tions in a Pop Eye takeoff. (l
Two sparkling numbers, “Cook*ng School” and “Devil,” increases
the Donn Arden line's rating with
regulars.
Gardner Benedict's
band continues firm background¬
ing and the Jimmy Wilbur Trio
satisfies the intermission dancers.
Larry -Vincent, singing pianist,
rules in the cocktail room. • Rob¬
erta Sherwood headlines the array
unfolding June 7.
1 Koll.
Riverside, Reno
,
Rend, May 23.
Dennis Day, Daybonaires, Star¬
lets, Bill Clifford Orch; $2 min¬
imum.
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Hotel Roosevelt, N, O*
New Orleans, May 24.
Rudy Valle e, Beatrice Kraft Dan¬
cers. (3), Del Rubio Triplets, Ray
Eberle Orch (12);' $3 minimum.
The vagabond lover of a bygone
era reveals himself as a funnyman
gs well as singer this trip. His voice,
has gathered rust over a Quarter
of a century but he demonstrated
opening night that he is still capa¬
ble of whipping -up enthusiasm. •
Vallee’s stint oozes with nostal¬
gia. While he no longer has the
power and effect of his radio and
recording days when he crooned
through a megaphone, he can still
charm older femmes with such hey-¬
day reprises as “Miss You,” “A
Little Kiss,” “Give Me Something
to' Remember You By,” “Vieni
Vieni,” “The Whiffenpoof Song”
and “Maine Stein Song.” His is a
pleasant journey down memory
lane.
His repertoire also includes ,a
Bahaman novelty, “Delia Gone,”
which gets laughs; “I’ve Grown
Accustomed to Your Face” from
“My Fair Lady,” an Irish ballad or
two, and some other tunes. Some
of his jokes are old and his politi¬
cal quips arb a bit dated by now
but he has a good time telling
them, too.
Top honors on the bill are
grabbed by the Beatrice Kraft
Dancers. Trio give patrons of plush
Blue Room an edifying evening in
the intricacies of East Indian danc¬
ing and make a solid impression.
=. Aided by two turbaned, black
robed and bearded partners. Miss
Kraft, a deft artist, dances to a
stilled, appreciative audience for
heavy returns. Barefooted with
jangling bells around their ankles,
the terpers present an intriguing
series of bobbing and weaving rou¬
tines to exotic musical arrange¬
ments. They work with flair and
precision.
The Del Rubio lookalikes are
three well-stacked lookers who
evoke applause with their voice
blending and guitar twanging. Gals
sell wares with plenty of move¬
ment. Their stint runs gamut from
latino rhythms to a rousing -“Darktown Strutters Bali” done a la
Folies Bergere,
Ray Eberle and his orch present
fresh rhythms and colorful instrUmehtation. Aggregation has a
snappy style and maintains a clearcut- dance beat for the ankle bend¬
ers, while avoiding any corny
flavoring. Eberle handies vocals
himself with a smooth style and
nice pipes.
' Liuz.

Wednesday, May 2% 1957
world Zigeunerleider are to be
heard, one must go to . the cafes.
The Chardas, located in the
Yorkville center, is carrying on in
the Magyar tradition. The com¬
binations of fiddles and cymbaloms are in a candlelit atmosphere
provides-a feeling of the Budapest
comviviality of the Fran? Josef per
riod.
.
.
^
In this spot, Bela' Babai orch
weaves its own mood - with a pair
of cymbaloms and a batch of
strings. It makes excellent listen¬
ing.
The songs by Tibor Rakossy, who
concentrates on-melodic offerings
in Hungarian. There’s little need
to dig the language since the mes¬
sage of most Magyar, melodies are
virtually the same. It’s all makes
for pleasant listening. ,
A continental touch is by Soocha
Renee, a singer of charm with.
batch of good material. She
chanteuses in several languages
arid her accent provides a further
note of charm. Miss Renee has
several good items including an in¬
ternational tour de force of rock
’n’ roll tunes as expressed in Va¬
rious countries.
Another good
item is her takeoff on “Long Way
from St. Louis.” She takes the
measure of the place nicely.
Jose,

“Around the World With Dennis
Day,” the theme of this here
revue, doesn’t have a heckofa lot
to do with the success of the new¬
est Dennis Day package. In fact,
the theme, strung on a few little
skits midway,* is the weakest part
of this show. Day still shines best
Amato’s, Portland, Ore.
with his tenorizing of such tasty
Portland, Ore., May-22.
tunes as “I Could Have Danced”
Gogi GrantProf. Carazini, The
and “Wonderful Wonderful.”
Claydettef (6Y, Julian Dreyer Orch
The Daybonaires, a quartet of
(6), Mikilani Fo & Sol Bright; no
two and two. ably assist Day in
minimum, $1 cover, $1.50 Sat.
some production things, as in the
opener. They work with Day* at
Gogi Grant is back for a sepond
one mike, or spread out to two
date at this plush nitery after a
others for effect. “Hello Young
click stay a year ago. Petite “pow¬
Lovers,” for example, segues into
erhouse of song” set the town on
“True Love” with the couples em¬
its ears after working to a full
braced and singing in a soft blue
house’
opening nite (21). Bossman
light.
George Amato will have the SRO
“The “Around the World” bit
sign
up
for her entire two-week
consists of nothing more than Some
engagement from the way reserva¬
antics as the King of Siam with a
tions and phonecalls ate pouring
few feeble jokes about wives enin.
masse. followed by a job as an
Gracious singer is easy on the
Englishman, and finally an. “Irish
eye .and her voice packs a real
Calypso.” While the skits them¬
thrill. For 35 minutes she keeps
selves offer a little diversion in
the full showcase quiet as she
the musical Day, It’s hardly the
slams out a variety program of.
basis on which the act should be
pop,
standard and recorded tunes.
sold.
She uses no gimmicks to wiiL ap¬
Dennis Day and cast, including
plause, relies simply on her great
the Riverside Starlets, reprise
talent, salemanship and her full,
Finians Rainbow” for a finale,
rich voice. She’s strictly bigtime.
spotlighting “Great Come And Get
Miss Grant displays plenty of
It Day,” “If This Isn’t Love,”
what itrtakes* to handle an audi¬
Glocca Morra” and “Look to the
ence.
She gets the customers off
Rainbow.”
their mitts early and grabs solid
Other noteworthy additions and
returns all the way to the begoff.
deletions in the show—no mentions
Her arrangements, programming
of Jack Benny, no submarine bit,
and change of pace make for a
but some Irish jokes- as only an
stint that is complete entertain¬
Irishman can tell them.
ment. She even throws in a bit of
The Starlets are wunnerful in a
£1 Rancho, Las Vegas
comedy. Best bets are “I Like A
sexy opener which evolves to one
(FOLLOWUP)
Novelty Song”, a plug for the
of the^r outstanding standards—a
Las Vegas, May 24.
“Helen Morgan” pic, and “Thanks
whole chorus line of steppers. Cos¬
tuming and black light achieve''} Joe E. Lewis, an odds-on favor¬ For Everything”. She begs*off after
practically the same effect and ite in Beldon Katleman’s stable of 35 minutes with plenty of palm
work the crowd up into the proper Vegas entertainer entries* holds wacking still filling the hall.
over until June 19 when Sophie
Prof. Carazini amazes with his
“burly-q” shouts.
Mark.
Tucker. takes- over. Zsa Zsa Gabor mystic smoke stuff. Formally dress¬
has been replaced on the Joe E, ed magico slips through the stand¬
Hold Miidildiach, K. C. bill by Lili St Cyr. His material, ard cigaret, ball and card stuff
Kansas City, May 24/
backed by Austin Mack at the with ease. Hp moves into high gear
Quarter Notes (4), DeMar & piano, remains basically the same and. gets good mitting wheri he
Denise, Tommy Reed Orch (8); $1- with her, but his ad libs actually swallows two cigs and milks
make each performance different— smoke out of his mouth for a good
$1.50 cover.
which pulls in the repeat trade. He four minutes.
The Claydettes are on for two
The Terrace Grill with a duo of opens to a big yock with his an¬
acts has a moderately good show nouncement that the liquor indus- production numbers and display
for the fortnight, better on enter¬ t. y has awarded him a golden shot some nea*: heel & toe stuff. Fresh
tainment value than on magnetism. glass—in honor of his one-mil¬ looking girls are fine in their pre¬
Featured Quarter Notes, four Texas lionth drink on Et Rancho’s stage. cision tap stuff. Julian Dreyer
Miss St. Cyr’s act this time and his house crew play their usu¬
lads, are comparatively new- in
show business and new here, while around has an Oriental motif. The al good show and set the tempo
dancers DeMar & Denise are old exotic undulator with the gorgeous for dancing throughout the eve¬
hands, having played the town a face and body disrobes in her ning. Mikilani- Fo & Sol Bright
number of times, although not re¬ classic manner, taking her bowoff keep the piano bar-customers en¬
cently. Combo proves to be good in an extremely small Oriental-’ tertained during the evening in the
entertainment throughout the • 40 type tub where she pours water on lounge. House SRO when caught..
minutes with the usual strong back¬ bra-less breasts. As-usual, she exits Carl Ravazza opens June 3.
to enthusiastic salvos.
Feve.
ing from Tommy Reed orch.
Also on revised bill is Kay
Dancers’ forte is the ballroom
list, from the Viennese waltz to fhe Brown, a young and pretty chirper
Hotel Radfssoik, Mpls.'
paso doble, foxtrot and beguine* all who is orie of the most refreshing
Minneapolis, May 25.
with much : embellishment ;• and personalities to hit the Strip in
Felix Knight, Don McGrane Orch
fancy .allotment of lifts* spins -and many seasons. Miss BroWn socks
aerial work. As an encore they “You Can’t Take That Away From (8); $2.50-$3.50 minimum.
run out a new Caribbean rhythm, Me,” and include.* a newie, “The
This is lyric tenor Felix Knight’s
the merengue, for an < effective Party Is Over,” in her well-bal¬
final fillip. Work is polished and anced repertoire. She has a distinc¬ sixth swanky Flame Room engage¬
tive quality in her voice that can ment, testifying to the high regard
reception good.
Four boys from Laredo began easily boost her to headlines status. in which the one-time Metropolitan
The Renee Molnar Dancers (9) Opera principal is held here. As
singing and playing their guitars
together about a year ago, won a open show with a fetching terp always,.Knight continues to provide
Godfrey Talent Scouts show, and that blends into the Oriental the sort of pleasant, highly' listook to night clubs and hotels. theme. Dick Rice orch (13) capably tenable vocal session that has fitted
him so well into tony supper clubs’
They’re young, goodlooking lads, presents the musical portions.
groove when he isn’t devoting him¬
with a hint of their Mexican back¬
self to concerts.
grounds to add the Latin-American
Chardas, IV. Y.
Possessor of one of the superior
touch. • They go in for a wide
variety of numbers, dping- “Mo¬ - Tibor Rakossy, Soocha Renee, bistro voices, he sings and acts with
dramatic fire and zest a succession
bile,” “Canadian Sunset,” a cou¬ Bela Babai Orch; $3 minimum.
of diversified if none-toO-familiar
ple of cha-chas, some .rock ’n’ roll,
among others. The list includes
One curious aspect of modern melodic numbers calculated to
a soft, sweet entry in their King day cultures lies in the phenomena appeal to all tastes. There are sure¬
label version of “Loneliness,” that cafes are among the last of fire showtunes, a spiritual, a French'
which is their own original song, the language entertainments to ditty and an Irish ballad, among
and a fine arrangement of “Lazy carry on in the manner of the old others. Eschewing the grand opera
River.” They offer a good deal .country. Yorkville is no longer the stuff, he intros his numbers in¬
musically and vocally, and are sure Teutonic and Magyar stronghold it terestingly and even tells several
comers. Youthful verve adds - a once was since the Third. Ave. El amusing'stories. A “My Fair Lady”
good deal to the choreography and has been razed.
The oldworld medley is a highlight.
Don McGrane’s orch backs “him
general presentation, and house stocks have moved out now
warmed to' them nicely ’ as they that realty has become so expen¬ up' admirably. Tables well filled
wound a half-hour.
sive and the highpriced apartments for • the opening . dinner 'show.
Present show runs through June are going up. ' There is no longer a Knight iS here until June 5 and the
;*6, followed by the Madcaps and permanent Magyar theatre any¬ next attraction isn’t booked yet.
- Rees.
others June 7, ’
Quin.
where in N;Y.', and thus if * the old1

Americana* Miami B’ch
Miami Reach, May 5,
Geoffrey Holder & Garmen de
Lavallade & Co., Archie Robbins,
Bobby Breen, Jackie Heller,. Lee
Martin Orch; $3.50-$4 minimum.
The Americana’s management
took a long chance on booking in
the act that Goeffrey Holder and
wife Carmen de Lavallade^ have
set up for a foray, on the cafe cir¬
cuit (see New Acts). It’s an off¬
beat pseudo-calypso affair which
stirs only • occasional interest. Vet
Archie Robbins is the wrapper-up¬
per, of the current .package, which
also has former filmrradio childstar Bobby'Breen.Robbins' is a smooth working co¬
median in the.Bal Masque’s set¬
ting, proving again “that the room
provides a fine physical frame for
a laughmaker—probably the best
among the big hotel locations in
this area for a comic who knows
his way around an aud. That Rob¬
bins does, is fully evidenced in the
assured manner in which he un¬
spools his potpourri of familiartwisted-into-new, and his plentiful
inserts of fresh ideas. Audiences
in this spot are a blend of con¬
ventioneers, the non-Miami Beach
moneyed types and cafe regulars.
The Robbins bag has something
for all with end result a steadily
building laugh session peaked up
by shrewd timing and wily switches
in pace. He cduld have stayed
on beyond alloted time at show
caught.
Bobby Breen is in a tough spot,
teeing off the proceedings. An
odd, booking here, in that Jackie
Heller, no mean songster himself,
is permanent emcee, Breen found
it rough to get them warmed
quickly. A too deliberate approach
didn’t help; credit the still potent
lad with coming off .a winner,
thanks to continued punching and
still effervescent, boyish quality
and vocability that finally get them
on his side.
Heller, as noted, is house emcee
and turns in a smooth, aud-warming job. Lee Martin and h;s crew
are another of the expert groups
the bigger hotel-cafes must have to
back the music-loaded lineups they
book. I
Lary.
Blue Angel, IV. Y.
Spivy, Diahann Carroll, Dorothy
Loudon, Will Holt,. Jimmy Lyon
Trio, Bart Howard; $5 minimum.
The main event at this Herbert
Jacoby-Max Gordon hospice is the
return of Spivy to tj. S* audiences
for the first timeJja seven years.
Long ago she operated , her own
rooftop boite on 57th Street. This
event also marks a reunion be¬
tween Spivy and Herbert Jacoby,
for whom she worked in Paris
many years ago. Since her de¬
parture from this country, Spivy
has played the Continental nitery
emporia.
With her return to the U. S.,
Spivy fills a void evident since the
departure of such' stalwarts of
chi-chi ribaldry as Dwight Fiske.
The indigoisms are built .for an
adult and sophisticated crowd for
consumption in the late spots and
they go over excellently. It’s nice
to hear bits such as “The Madame's
Lament,” which used to send the
crowd rocking at her N. Y." spot,
and ditties such as- “Why Don’t
They?”
The tunes exhibited at^ her
initial session go over handso'mely
here. Perhaps, the crowd would
have liked to hear some new ma¬
terial, but * who in Europe writes
the kind of recitatives that Spivy
.employs? Her seven-year absence
has had some effect on her, as it
would upon nearly anyone, but-the
N. Y. eastside will still rally 'round
the gal, and she should livep up
the late spring season on the eastside.
Another item of note on tho
Angel bill is Diahann Carroll, mak¬
ing her debut at this spot. This
Negro songstress has a lot of po¬
tential which is still to be real¬
ized. Miss Carroll, since last seen
in these environs, • has added an
unnecessary cuteness in some of
her numbers. However, she has
a fine feel for ballads and an ex¬
uberance in rhythm .numbers. Miss
Carroll, for a couple of years, has
been a singer on-the-verge of
breaking through. The quality is
there and one day it may happen.
Will Holt, thfe guitarist-singer,
has a good assortment ’ of ballads.
He spikes his tunes with comedy,
and provides a happy facade in the
opening spot. The comedy inter¬
lude is continued by Dorothy Lou¬
don, who has a good assortment of
material.
There’s' one’ gimmick
though, that she’s overdoing, the
bit in which she’s on the verge of
getting sick, when doing the num¬
ber of the you-all country. She
gets over excellently, however.
The backing by the Jimmy Lyon
Trio and the piano interludes and
emceeing by Bart Howard are the
extracurricular plusses in this
room. Jose.
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Steuben9*, Boston
from the full-faced femme garbed
tion. Another group, known as
pleasantly in silver spangled black.
Boston, May 21.
Los Angeles, May 21.
Springfield, Ill., May 22/
Her
specialty
vocals
neatly
-backed
<Ydung
China,
which
consists
of
Jenny
Collins, Val Perry A
McGuire Sisters (-3) accompanied
pinky Lee, Calvert Sistert (2), three gals and one guy, also display
by Murray Kane, Carsony Bros. by pianist Len Berge and the Slbt- Diane, Don Dennis, Andre Andret
Buddy Kirk Orch (8); $1.20 admis¬ upbeat tumbling and balancing.
tag trio vary her fast moving act. & Bonnie; Tony Bruno Orch (5),
sion after B p.m.
Frances Fong, a’beautiful chirper (3), Freddy Martin Orch (16); $2- A rhythmic exploitation of a sin Harry Fink Trio; $2.50 minimum.
making her bistro debut, with $2.50 cover.
song specialty, scores high for the
Pinky Lee, whose name is syn¬ pleasant - pipery offers ‘‘C’est Si
evening.
Max & Joe Schneider come up
onymous with kindergarten com¬ Bon," "Two Different Worlds” and
Video or disk names frequently
Chinless and sad. eyed, Leeds’
edy, employs lots, of knowledge other out-of-character numbers and fruitlessly try to make the expressive face makes a flexible with a layout fitting their 350-seatgained in the school of burlesque which make her a refreshingly grade in niteries by simply repris¬ mechanism for projecting his do- er Vienna Room like a glove with
in his current stint at this central different find. Shapely showgals ing their work-in other media, but -mestic comedy monologs and suave Jenny Collins, dynamic voiced so¬
Illinois njtery. Although the vol¬ Mai Tai Sing and Rowena add eye- the McGuire Sisters have come up1 double entendre* Leeds’ quiet hu¬ prano, heading the bill. Miss Col¬
ume of kiddie trade was pro¬ appeal to . the festivities, latter with a cabaret act that is a stand¬ mor is a real relaxer. He doesn’t lins, gave here last season, hand¬
nounced during the first of two looker nearly breaking up finale out in all departments. As a result, highpressure an aTidience. They somely gowned in white . bouffant
evening shows on opening night, with her appearance in abbreviated their Cocanut Grove stint, . bul¬ listen to what he wants them to gown with sequins and tiara, takes
the veteran comic kept his mate¬ bra and G-string.
warked by the Carsony Bros., hear. His respect for the listeners over her spot in authoritative
fashion opening with a smashing
rial mainly for 'adults. While .par¬
The 101-minute revue, produced emerges as one of the stronger en¬ would add class to any cafe, and "Granada" and seguing to pop
ents laughed at double entendres, by Tom Ball, is tastefully framed tertainment offerings. .
hecklers are neatly handled.
style "Somebody Loves Me." She
Ihe tots seemed equally amused at by the music of the Al Jahns '* Sisters, who originally springBuddy Greco and Teddi King
boarded, from the Arthur. Godfrey, make up the next show here start¬ embellishes "Man I Love” in slick
Lee/s wellknown gyrating gestures/ orch (13).
" Duke.
fashion, takes “ 'S Wonderful” for
The only condescension to chil¬
show, are on for -a fast, highly mel¬ ing June 4.
Leva'.
nice vocal effects and rounds off
odic 45 minutes. Turn is slightly
dren is an "extra thrown in" kid¬
with "Italian ^Street Song."
A
deficient in Hit Parade material
die participation bit revolving
Flamingo, La* Vegas
medley from ’ "Oklahoma" and
Sahara, Las Vegas
around his familiar gimmick of
but
deft
handling
of
other
tunes
Las
Vegas,
May
25.
rousing
duet
with
singing
emcee
more than compensates for the
“pat your head and r.ub your somLas Vegas, May 22.
Don Dennis of "My Hero” brings
Jan Murray, Mills Bros., Chiquita lack, particularly a tasteful medley
ach” simultaneously. This is fol¬
Teresa Brewer, Dick Kerr, Bud
lowed by a reprise with mothers & Johnson, Mary Menzies, Don of some of their disclicks. They & Cece Robinson, Shaw-Hitchcock her off to sock applause.
Val Perry & Dianne, dark-thatched
standing in for their moppets.
j Kirk, Flamingoettes (ID Louis have both eye and ear appeal and Dancers (12), Cce Davidson Orch
Decidedly a crowd pleaser (and Basil Orch (17); produced and di¬ the turn builds to a wallowing cli¬ (13); produced by Stan Irwin; $2 dance team, open the show with
"Gotta
Dance” piping and go into
judging from his initial audiences rected by Hal Belfer; $3 minimum. max on "Me and My Shadow” minimum.
slick taps. They do old softshoe
when what appears to be an off¬
a magnet, too), the checkered hat
routine
to good rounds. For clinch¬
In his only bistro engagement stage echo turns o'ut to be the
and trousers comic wins' instant
Presenting completely new ma¬ er, femme strips skirt and duo are
rapport with ringsidets'for his ad this year, Jan’ Murray returns to adolescent Capri Sisters, whose terial—shored
off with hot jazz tap clincheroo.
up
by
her
recording
lib efforts during his opening "I the Flamingo Room with :an act' garb copies that of the McGuires hits—tiny Teresa Brewer clicks in
Andre* Andree & Bonnie, eye¬
Love To Sing." From there on it’s that pleased* initial peekers on and who belt, the finale out with the Congo Room with lively back¬ filling novelty terp act* opens with
more singing, dancing and general opening night. ’ Most of Murray’s them note for note.
three
apparent mannikins carried
ing
by
strong
supporting
acts.
In
Despie the obvious vocal profi¬
clowning in his whimsical way. An material is new to Vegas, and the
fifth andlast engagement under onstage by Andre, with aud trying
indication of his intricate musical fresh gags, plus his w.k. bits like ciency of the girls, no small part her
to guess which are real. After
her
current
contract,
Miss
Brewer
arrangements was noted in the the very funny ‘Laugh, Clown, of the McGuire Sisters act is due impresses with' nine songs, includ¬ slick styling, Andee removes leg
fact that the boys in Buddy Kirk’s Laugh" spoof, dr$w banging laughs. to the efforts of Murray Kane, who ing
warmly received medley of from the one real mannikin, and
band were as exhausted after the Highlights of breezy stint are his wrote and staged and who con¬ her a disk
successes.
She sings terps with other to finale When
35-minute turn as the star. Lee’s intro, where he has to read idiot ducts. Material is sharp and so¬
"Lullaby
of Broadway,” "Empty femmes doff masks to reveal a
phisticated
and
the
staging
is
ex¬
sudden deviations from the script cards a-la-tv in order to say hello
Arms,"
“There’ll
be
Some
Changes blonde and brunetter. Trio re¬
are not conducive to cool show- to his audience, and a yock-insured cellent. Kane having obviouslv
"Lonesomest -Gal
in turns for slick tango and clinch
bit called "Why Can’t a Woman Be taken into consideration the indi¬ Made,”
badking.
f
. , _
Town,”
"Late
Show,"
“A
Good with hot mambo in which Andre
Although Lee’s material gets More Like a Man?"
vidual personalities of the girls in
Man is Hard to Find," "When I executes neat lifts and spins hoist¬
plenty risque, there’s nothing of¬
Co-headiiners with Murray are Building their routines.
ing both femmes simultaneously
Carsonys, who open after a fine Leave the World Behind" and to big liiitting. Don Dennis pipes
fensive unless it's his tasteless im- the Mills Bros., who receive warm
presh of a ‘‘St. Vitus dance” dur¬ reaction with their frankly nostal¬ Freddy Martin medley of "My Fair "They’ll Never Get Shoes on Me.” "You’re Just in Love” for ulti¬
ing a ‘‘command ^performance” of gic repertoire. Quartet offers faves Lady" tunes, vet the layout off to Clever . lyrics written by Lyn mate; docs "Chevalier de Paris” in
audience requested terp numbers. with which they’re identified, like a pulse-pounding start with their Duddy and Jerrv Bresler pleasant¬ English for big rounds and is off
Supporting the pintsized comic "Paper Doll," "Glow-Worm,” "Up acrobatics, working with an c^e ly intertwine hit songs from popu¬ on spoof of the rock with sideon the Lake Club layout are two a Lazy River,” "You Always Hurt and polish that lend an air of sim¬ lar old pix ip "Late Show." Musical •burns in "Green Door,” with gyra¬
tall blondes. Betty & Vicki Calvert, the One You Love" and "You’re plicity to such bits as a one-finger director Herb Eidemiller takes tions and all. Layout exits June 1.
alias the Calvert Sisters. The song Nobody Till Somebody Loves You," stand on a bowling ball or a head- direction of the Cee Davdson orch
Guy.
duo shows distinction' in their all- embellished with offbeat "Knocked stand atop a pair of champagne (13) during the singer’s appearance.
In another completely revamped
upbeat offerings. Deemphasizing Out Nightingale" and "Queen of bottles placed mouth to mouth. ~
Adolphus
Hotel,
Hollas
act,
Bud
&
Cece
Robinson
draw
their sophisticated looks, the gals the Senior Prom.”
Martin crew continues to demon¬
enthus;astic applause with five
Dallas, May 24.
sock across ‘‘We Love Boys," ‘‘Give
Terp team of Chiquita & John¬ strate why it is a Ionvtime- -favorite sprightly dance* numbers.
The
Betty Reilly, Tommy Cunning¬
Us What You’ve Got” and "Little son display showmanship impact with the room’s- regular patrons.
versatile pair open with a collegi¬ ham Orch (.7); $2 cover.
Kap.
Hock Rhythm," among others. with smooth leaps and spins. The
ate caper, swing into a softshoe
From their ertcore abilities the duo shapely Chiquita is a looker who
for the lilting "A Girl and a Boy
Adolphus, a landmark hostel
should be getting another call from does difficult contortions and bal¬
Latin Oiiartw. N- Y.
in Love.” followed by'"Charleston,” here, assumes a steady name pol¬
the house bodker.
ancing tricks which are rewarded
(FOLLOWTJP
“Jazz Dance,” soloing Bud, and a icy for its posh Century Room, re¬
The Kirk contingent cuts some with enthusiastic audience re¬
The longntnning Lou Walters’ frenetic Rock ’n’ Roil.
cently redecorated in French motif.
sharp music for the chantootsies sponse.
The alternately squeaky and Four acts have been set. each for
show with its latest refurbishing
and somehow manages to keep up
Curtain-raiser is ornate Oriental of
deep-voiced Dick Kerr further en¬ two frames, and diet will continue
topliners
takes
on
added
inter¬
with the comic.Wayn.
production number held over from est. The newcomer in this case livens the production with n'ne
if the take warrants it.
previous show, which features is
George Matson, a record-panto- vocal impressions including Billy
Betty Reilly, a fave here from
Fuck9* II, San Francisco beautiful.terper Mary Menzies, the mimist, who, started in the U. S.. Eckstine, Rosemary Murphy, Loirs a previous nitery date, is a slick
Flamingoettes
(11)
and
song
&
made a reputation abroad and is Armstrong, Tony Martin, Elvis opening choice. Opening (23) to a
San Francisco, May 23.
dancer. Don Kirk. Hal Belfer pro¬ now
working
the
uppercrust Presley,
Frankie
Laine,
Billy near-capacity room, the "Irish SeMary Kaye Trio (3) with Ray duction with excellent backing by
Brown Trio (3), Jack Weeks Quar¬ the Louis-Basil (17) is in for four rooms. Matson is an imaginative Daniels, Harry Belafonte, and norita” garnered the tab-takers
operator. The entire act is taped Johnnie Ray—the Presley and Ray with "Jalisco.”. Mexican tune in
tet (4); $1 admission.
weeks.
Duke.
and he mimes movements expertly impressions complete with gyra¬ fast tempo.
Eye appeal comes
to get the correct illusion.
tions.
*
Mary Kaye Trio spends 50 min¬
from the well-stacked blonde in a
Matson excels in femme char¬
Rounding out the show’s .“new strapless sheath—and she moves
utes in spotlight at this small E<lcn Roc, Miami Beach
acterizations, mainly of the ’20s. look" are the Saharem dancers the frame. Thrush keeps attention
night spot and the pity is that it
Miami Beach, May 24.
His actions and gestures are flam¬ (12k now under the direction of with a calypso "Run, Joe” before
isn’t 500 minutes. Versatile group
Morty Gunty, Enzo ■ Stuarti, Ra¬
can sing like birds—great effects mos & Nanette, Henry Tobias, Mai boyant, and he collects a steady Sonia Shaw and Bill Hitchcock. taking her guitar for self-accompaOpening line number "Woman. Is nimerit on a medley of-oldies for
on such straight numbers as-‘‘Au¬ Malkin Orch; $4 food & beverage succession of laughs.
Matson has a few changes sug¬ the Blues" is an imaginatively good reception. Lotsa body Eng¬
tumn Leaves," ‘‘Toreador’’ and minimum.
gesting full costumes. Thus a hat staged presentation with 11 fan¬ lish is added (in a tight gown) as
‘‘My Funny Valentine" attest to
and a pair of beads provide all the bearing chorines and one male she gives impressions of Bette
this fact—and also ipanage to frac¬
Combo of familiar and new faces props he needs to suggest a flap¬ dancer.
Davis voicing “Shake, Rattle and
ture packed house with their own
per.
A more elaborate concoction
to
the
cafe
route
here
adds
up
as
Finale is a Dogpatch skit in Roll”; a Marilyn Monroe mime and
particular brand of offbeat humor.
constitute the trappings when which Miss Brewer is accompanied sock takeoff of Elvis with “Heart¬
In the latter category fall such a solid entry in the summer series working
a strip number. It’s row¬
numbers as ‘‘.Save Your Sorrow,” of one-weekers for the c£fe Pom- dy and raucus and brings him ex¬ by the Terry Tones (4) and the break Hotel.”
Saharem dancers. Staging high¬
Multi-lingual can/ry’s gyrations
"Mad about the Boy,” "Old Black Peiiv
Morty Gunty is an annual re¬ tremely heavy returns. ■
light is a Maypole dance featuring continue with a Gallic tune,
Magic" and a calypso piece. Frank
Another topliner this show
turnee
to
the
better
hotel
spots
and
the
performers on a darkened stage “Mademoiselle de Paris.” Credit¬
Ross, Miss Kaye’s husband, carries
Dominique,
who
goes
into
the
the burden of laugh-filled chatter, in this, his first outing m the Pom¬ crowd and comes back with an as¬ with fluorescent costumes. The four- ing . Jackie Miles, she adds the
plush setting, he comes back
week engagement is presented, by femme version of “I’m A Rollin.’ ”
but' she and her brother chip in peii’s
sortment of wallets, watches* belts,
occasionally, too, and whole act ,is/ a more matured, well versed young suspenders and other assorted ob¬ Stan Irwiir, director of entertain¬ Windup of sock 30-minute sesh is
laughmaker
with
a
book
of
mate¬
ment.
• Digl.
a top bit—“Adios, M a r q u i t a
so eminently well rehearsed and’
that lifts him out of the one- jects. He works rapidly, with a
Linda,” ..in Spanish—for a begoff.
professional that it goes off per¬ rial
minimum of detection and gets the
liner
class
.
and
provides
him
with
Tommy Cunriingham’s crew pro¬
fectly.
Bradford /arousel. Bos.
of thd well rounded entertain¬ crowd on his side immediately.
vides ample backing and keeps the
Pianist Ray Brown, aided by aura
Boston,
May
21.
Surrounding
layout
remains
with
The slight looking lad gets
floor filled for tern turns. Miss
bass and drum, works beautifully er.
Pat Mathews, Johnny Barracuda, Reilly will be followed June 6 by
them with opening tune lined on the Trio Cottas, two males and a
with trio. Jack Weeks’ group car¬ Miami
mores, sets a fast funnyisms girl, doing acro-adagio with the aid Calypso Islanders (5), Jamaica Tito Guizar, and Vincent Bragale’s
ries musical load satisfactorily be¬ pace with
of a pair of kingsized dogs, also Jivers (3 ); .no minimum.
his
delineation
of
a
band comes in also.
Bark.
tween shows. Trio, evidently head¬ newlyweds on honeymoon and go over excellently. Pamela Den-,
ing Andros Bros.’ club for a big after; continues to build with lam¬ nis does well in the song depart¬ •Pat 'Mathews, blonde calypCrescendo, Houston *
week with SRO crowds, closes poon of school teaching back¬ ment. Flamenco terps. by Isabel sonian. is attracting the .customers
May 29.
*
Stef.
. Houston, May 23,
ground and tops matters with inci¬ & Miguel registers strongly. The to the new calypso format of the
The Madcaps (2),.Rossi &'Terri,
sive and biting takeoffs on-Jerry line routines still continue to be refurbished Carousel 400-seater in
picturesque
and
the
backing
of
Jo
Jose
Ortiz
Orch
(5); $3 minimum
the hotel’s lower level where Al
Thunderhlrd, Las Vegas Lewis and notably Elvis Presley.
Winder, his standard "Clowns*' rou¬ Lombardi gives, the show an’ add¬ Taxier. boniface of the now closed Sat. night only.
Las Vegas, May 25.
ed plus.
’
Jose.
tine,
sends
him
off
to
heavy
Bradford
Roof
nitery,
hosts.
Miss
“China Doll Revue/’ Ming &
Madcaps, harmonica nonsense
Mathews, who introed the oalypso
Ling, Toy & Wing, Tong Bros., plaudits.
Enzo Stuarti is a big hit ‘ here.
beat to Hub in previous engage¬ seemed to hit the hard-to-find funMr. Kelly9*, Eli I
Young China, Prances Fong, Mai The
newcomer to Miami looks to
ment at the Hotel Bostonian’s nybones of Crescendo patrons for
Chicago,
May
22.
Tai Sing, Rowena, China Doll Dan¬ become a ‘standard local attraction,
Jewel Room, opened Monday (20), preem of.new stanza at family style
Kaye Ballard (with-Len Bcrge), and
cers (16), Al Jahns Orch (13); going on thunderous reception he
in for two frames, has been intimery. Slapstick clowning and
produced by Tom Ball; $2 mini¬ garners. In the Lanza school of Phil Leeds, Harry Slottag Trio, Lee held over already for a third.
plenty of skillful tooting on mouth
mum.
-■ ■
The policy of continuous enter¬ organs built for begoffs and good
soaring vocalistics, he still boasts Lind; $2.50 minimum Fri. & Sat.
tainment, with cut-ins, however, returns.
his own' style plus an ingratiating
This offering throws two fine for dancing, finds the calypso
Offbeat items is "Fingerama,”
The China Doll Revue, which has personality and a shrewdly de¬
proved to be one of Vegas’ most vised songalog that plays out the comics into competition for laughs. piper on for a 40-minute stint in fancy, name for harmonica reeds
successful package shows, is back gamut from pop to musicomedy to Both Phil Leeds and Kaye Bal¬ which she traverses the floor in that comedic toonsters have fas¬
in the Navajo Room for the third classic. As of current status, he lard can hit in the intimate con¬ hip swaying fashion chanting such tened to the ends of glove fingers.
time within a year, this trip booked lacks only smoothening .in his fines here with their own brands Jamaican fare as "Hold ’Em Joe," “I Don’t Know Why I Love You
for seven stanzas. Colorful romp, round stage gambits essayed on of humor, but two comics on one "Calypso Cha Cha,” "Tie Tongue Like 1 Do” is projected for strong
"'high played here 12 weeks .las.t some numbers. . This is a minor bill can be a heavy drain on the Mopsy.” Benefit of big Hub press returns with Madcaps doing noth¬
year, is basically the same show, flaw that experience easily cor-, energies of the audience and the on the blonde calypso exponent as ing more than putting fingers in
first saleswoman for the Jamaican their mouths to make sounds.
with minor changes. Ming & Ling, rects. As is, he earns bring-back performers.
Lee Lind’s keyboard and the style in previous engagement helps "Twelfth Street Rag,”. "Lover” and
the "Chinese
Hillbillies,"
are auditor reaction.
Slpttag
house
trio
offer
short
mu¬
in
pulling the locals into the spot. “Peg O’ My Heart” are all solid.
Ramos & Nanette hit par for the
starred, and present an act which
is incongruously funny. Top laugh¬ straight ballroomalogy course. A sical intermissions but, since most Her gowning and deportment are Twosome use foot-long harmonica
of
the
house
comes
to
catch
chief¬
a
plus
in aud attraction.
and one so-small it fits inside the
handsome
pair,
theyeschew
too
ter is fhe result of their jokes,
Customers get a solid barrage of mouth — features which provoke
much of the lifts and spins, concen¬ ly the new billings, Leeds and Bal¬
songs and impreshes.
calypso all the way from- Johnny heavy palming.
Toy & Wing, the dance duo, are trating instead on footwork pat- lard could be better spread over Barracuda
verse using
Rossi & Terri go through Latin
graceful hoofers who show adroit ternings. Henry . Tobias handles separate programs, each with a vo¬ ringsiders’ improvising
occupations for base terps gyrations for so-so reaction.
as is usually at Kelly's.
versatility. Paul Wing’s takeoff on the emcee chore in okay manner calist,
to
the
Callpso
Islanders,
who
chant
They
finally catch on in aud par¬
Heavy
satire
runs
through
the
Geqrge M. Cohan gets warm reac¬ while Mai Malkin, per usual, is an best of Kaye Ballard. Caged para¬ another set. of Trinidad numbers. ticipation sesh, which gives exhibi¬
tion, and team’s rock ’n’ roll b:t is invaluable adjunct on the showJamaica Jivers back up Miss Ma¬ tionist patrons a chance to let off
keets,
nagging
parents
and
screen
backings.
Arriving
on
the
30th
are
good for yocks. The Tong Bros., a
Latin steam. This show is set to
all get a going over in a per- thews and toot for dancing.
l,'io of skilled. acrobats, do stunts Gene Baylos, Dolores Hawkins, as stars
. ...
Burt.
cojqtjng ?piJel,JoJt'Jsq^ds x&njd antfc*, ,
, /
. . &«!/.* .. , Junje. i
Lavy.
of b^ljjupge which make.even a djpy ,cp-to.pJi;i£rs.

Lube Club, Spring! M, 111* net show audience pay close atten¬

Ambassador, L. A,

,
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MAY 29
Numerals in connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether fulKor split week
Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; <L) Loew; (M) Moss;
<P) Paramount; <R> RKO; (S) Stoll; (T> Tivoli; (W)> Werner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (R^
Jay Marshall
John Alexander
Clark Terry
Anthony Mafcas
Eockettes
Raymond Paige
Corps de Ballet

30

Palace (R) 30
McHarrls A Dolores
Baron Buika

Baudy’s Co.
Manhattans
Chaz Chase
Devani. Bernl
Steve Evans /
Del Rio A Rosita
Roxy (30)
Tommy Sands
Will Jordan
Tina-> Robins
Roxyettes
Roxy Orch

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 3
Johnny Lockwood
Bobby Limb
Dawn Lake
Les Thaika
Medlock A Marlowe
Balladinis
Billy Rayes
Darryl Stewart
Johnny O'Connor
Edit Juhasz
Alwyn Leckie
Lisa Brionda
Rae Morgan

Pamela Godso
Olivia Dale
2 Dancing Boys
SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 3
Richard Beanie
Julia
Nicolas Darvas
Ross A La Pierre
Lane Bros
Bob Bromley
Alblns
Frank Ward
Daniel Davey
Lewis Jacob _

BRITAIN
G Carden D'nc’s.
ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 37
Metropolitan (1) 27
Issy 'Bonn
Billy O’Sullivan
Jack Kerwan it Co. Rosiifas
Patton Bros.
Frances Grayson :
Tatter sail
Don A Juanita
Skating Royals
BLACKPOOL
St. .Clair A Joy
Palace 0) 27
Joan A Kay
Betty Driver
NEWCASTLE
Harriott it Evan*
Emplro CM) 27
M it B Winters
Teenagers
Joe Church
Frankie
Lymoh
Evers it Toni
K A A Kemp
Birmingham
Revel A . Fields
Hlppodromo (M) 27 Marcies
Max Wall
Fred Lovelle
Terry Kennedy Co.
Juggling Brauns
Anne Hart
Lionel I King
Jumpin’ Jax
Dorothy Reid
5 Speedaos
NORTHAMPTON
• Teen-Agers
NEW (I) 27
BRADFORD
Tommy Godfrey
Alhambra CM) 27 . Glyn Tjomas
Duncan Trio
Tessie O'Shea
NORWICH
A it L Ward
Babette it Raoul
Hlppodromo. (I) 27
Jack Storey
BRIGHTON
Hlppodromo CM) 27 MAM Norris
Denis Bros A June
Nat Jacklcy
Lynnette Ray
Ken-Tones
Terry Brent
George Lacy
Betty Emery
Dave O’Gorman
SHREWSBURY
Daphne De Wit
Oranada Cl) 27
Hifl it Billie
Rock 'n* Roll Girls Frankie Vaughan
Curtis it Jee
Gladys Morgan
EDINBURGH
King Bros.
Emplro (M) 27
Arthur Worsley
Skylons
Bill Waddington
Ron Scott
Lauri Lupino
LAG TruzzI
Keefe Bros. A
FINSBURY
Annette
Empire CM) 27
Francois A Zandra
Murray Campbell
Yana
Emerson & Jayne
SHEFFIELD
Empire CM) 27
Raf it Julian
Edmund Hockridge
Ted Lune
Max Qeldray
Golding A Stuart
5 Dallas Boys
Joe Black
Kordas
Duo. Russmar
GLASGOW
SOUTHAMPTON
• Grand (I) 27-- .
Empire (M) 27
Mercia
Tommy Steele
Steelmen
Terry Cantor
Toiya Kee
Bell it Bellboys
Hal Swain
Volants
Red Preston
Reg Thompson
SOUTHSEA
Trio Raisner
King's (M) 27
PAP Page
Max JBygraves
Billy Stutt
Dehl Trio
McAndrews £ Mills
LIVERPOOL
Kaye Sis.
Empire (M) 27
Mandos Sis.
Lonnie Donegan
>
White A Ann
Allen A Albee Sis.
De Vere Dancers
Smoothey A Layton Cooper Twins
SUNDERLAND
Shipway Twins
Emplra CM) 27
Des O’Connor
Ronnie Carroll
3 Brittons
Peter Quinton
Miles Twins
Billy Dainty
LONDON
Hippodrome (M) 27 Fraser Hayes 4
Dave King
Cox Twins
JAP Barbour
Shani Wallis
II Vadden A Part.
Andrea D'nc’s.
Allen Modley
Jones- A Arnold
WOOLWICH
Los Gatos
Granada (I) 27
Jimmy Lee.
Dickie Valentine
Palladium (M) 27
Jimmy Wheeler
Howard. Keel
Senor Wences
Arthur I-Iaynes
Morton Fraser
Jimmy Wheeler
Eve Boswell
Trio Rayros
Fayne A Evans
Pan Yue Je^
Merkys
Frari Dowie
Group One
Hill’Billy Cq.

Cabaret Bills

Joryl Chandler
H. Roth Ore
Old Roumanian
Jan Bart
Danny Carroll
Sadie Banks
Joe La Porte Ore
Park Sheraton
Jan August
Spark Thurman
RSVP
.To Hurt
Don Carey
Don Evans
Town A .Country
Burnell Dancer*
Ned Harvey Ore
La Playa
Two Guitars
Kostya Poliansky
Dolores Dauphine
Leonid Lugovsky

Eugene A Sonya
Andrei Hamshay
Viennese Lantern
Galena
Judy Foster
Ernest Sclioen Ore
l-Iarold . Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Sophie Parker
Zeb Carver
Ed Smith
Ralph’-Michelle
Billy Kelly
Irving Harris
Village Vanguard
Irwin Corly
Chico' Hamilton
C Williams Trio
Waldorf-Astoria
Sar^h Vaughan
Count Basie Ore

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Hi-Los
Irwin Corey
Blue Angel
'Calypso Jubilee”
Jamaica Slim
Lady Sylvia Lord
Lady Venita
Calypso Trio
A1 D*Lacy Ore
Blue Note
Woody Herman Ore
Chez Paree
Nat (King) Cole
Allen A l?e Wood
Henry Brandon Ore
Chez Paree Adprables
Cloister Inn
Chubby Jackson’*
Rascals (5)
Ruth Olay
Conrad Hilton
Skating Memories”
Boyers (2)
Clifford Guest
Colstons <2)
Karen

Jo Ann McGowan
Bill Christopher
Paul Gibben
Naomi Wold“China” Clark
Ann Cuckscy
Encores (4)
Frankie Masters Ore
Boulevardears A
Dons (12)
Drake Hotel
Joanne Gilbert
Gate of Horn
Win Stracke with
Richard Pick
Peggy Seeger
London House
Barbara Carroll (3)
Eddie Higgins (3) '
Mister Kelly’s
Kay Ballard
Phil Leeds
Harry Slottag (3)
Marx A Frigo
Frank D’Rone
Palmer House
Crew-Cuts
Page A Bray
Charlie Fisk Ore

LOS ANGELES
Bar of Music
Beverly Hudson
Ray Hastings
Felix De Cola
Jerry Linden Ore
Cocoenut Grove
McGuirt Si*
F. Martin Ore
Crescende
June Christy
Lenny Bruce
Dave Pell Octet
Interlude
Mort Sahl

Shorty Rogers Ore
Moca m bo.
Enid Mosier
Frankie Sand* Trio
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Routm
Dennis Day
Stoiler Hotel
Allan Jones
Dick Stabile Ore
Zardls Jaxiland
Johnnie 'Scat’ Davis
Roy Milton Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Ted Lewis
Marie McDonald
Art Johnson
Donn Arden Dncra
Carlton Hayes.Ore
Dunes
*Havana Mardi Gras’
Cesar Romero
Eve Flores
Milo Velarde
Tony A Francella,
Marquez Sis
Garwood Van Ore
El Cortez
'“Rhythm on Ice”
George Arnold
Paul Desmond
Buster Hallett Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Joe E. Lewis
Lili St. Cyr
Kay Brown
Molnar Dancers
Dick Rice Orch
Flamingo
Jan Murray
Mills Bros.
Chlquita A Johnson
Flamingoettes
Lou Basil Orch
Fremont Hotel
Ish Kabibble A
Shy Guys
The Make Believes
The Nitecaps ‘
Gayle Walton
Golden’ Nugget
Lisa Alonso
Hank Penny
Sue Thompson
Frankie Mayo
Lee Maynard
Faye Ellen
Dream Ranch 3 •
. Hacienda
“Can Can”
Denise Darcel
Larry Alpert
Phil Van Zandt
Brand Ore
Riviera
Liberace
Geo Liberace
Jean Fenn

Janik A Arnaut
Dorothy Dorben
Dancers 1
Novelites
_
1
Mickey Katz
^
Ray Sinatra Orch
Royal Nevada
Cab Calloway
Cotton Club Revue
Sallie Blair
Lonnie Satiin
George Kirby
Norma Miller Dncrs
Sahara
Teresa Brewer
Dick Kerr
B A C Robinson
Sonny King
The Sabres
Cee Davidson Ore
Louis PrimaKeely Smith
Sancj
Lena Horne
Charlivel 3
Copa Girls
Antonio Morelli Ore
Showboat
Frankie Rapp
Carole Jayne
Gary Nelson
Showboat Girl*
Mike Werner Orch
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Peop-etls
Candy Barr
Johnny Maddox
Barbary Coast Boys
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Sparky Kaye
Mac Dennison
Slipperettes,
Geo. Redman Orch
Thunderbird
China Doll. Revue
Tliunderbir’d Dncra
A1 Jahns Orch
-Tropica na
Tybee Afi-a
Ben Dova
Judy Logan
Nat. Brandywynne

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
ANEW YORK CITY
Bon Soir
Bibl Osterwald
Felicia Sanders
Jimmie Daniels
Three Flames
Bruce Kirby
Blue Angel
Spivy •
Dorothy Loudon
Will Holt
Diahann Carroll
Jimmy Lyon 3
Bart Howard
Casanova .
Jacques Zarow
Alex Alstone
Chateau Madrid
Mauri Leighton
Horacio A Lana
Canay Oi‘c
Copacabana
Tony Martin.
Bobby Van
Tom Rockford
Marilyn Cooper
Tony Starman
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore*
Downstairs Room
Ceil Cabot
Jack Fletcher
June .Ericson
Gerry Matthews
Julius Monk
Daphne Heilman
Stella Brooks
Blossom Dearie
No. 1 Fifth Ava

Americana
Jackie Heller
George DeWitt
Joan Bishop,
Condos it Brandow'|
Bob Downey
Arlene. Fontana
Harold Fonville
Lee Martin Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Balmoral
Chauncey Gray Ore Charlie Farrell
Jani Sarkozi
Sonny Kendis Ore
Gypsies
Tana Lenri
Quintero Rhumbas
Club Calypso
Hotel Pierre
Tropical Holiday
Celeste Holm
Carlos Varella’s
LAE Roberts
Cubanaires
Stanley Melba Ore
Di Lido
Alan Logan Ore
Mandy Campo Ore
Joseph Sudy
Freddie Stewart
Hotel Roosevelt
Maria & Toni
Sammy Kaye Orel
Caney Ore
Hotel Taft
Eden Roc
Vincent Lopez Ore
Gene Baylos
Hotel St. Regis
.Dolores Hawkins
M’Kay A,Charles
Milt Shaw ore
Kasse Quintet
Itay Bari Ore
Henry Tobias
Hotel Statler
J. Dorsey Ore.
Mai Malkin ' Ore
Count Bernardino
Latin Quarter
Palmetto Boys
George Matson
Fontainebleau
Dominique
Johnny Desmond
Isabel A Miguel
Shecky Greene '
Tjio Cottas '•
Norton A Patricia
Syncopated Waters
Murray Schlamme
Jo Lombardi Ore
A1 Navarro Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Sacasas Ore
■
Hotel<.PIaxa
London Town*
Dorothy Shay
Arthur Blake
Ted Straeter
Weela Gallez
Mark Monte
Jean Tourigny
New Roumanian
Malayan
Lou Mcnchell
Alverda
vi-vit .< JUhfi ftlveros

Mighty Panther
Bahama Mama
Conrad Hodges'
Calypsonians
Murray Franklin'*
June Perry
Nat Poolgate
Richie Bros.
Dick Haviland
Johnny Franks
Murray Franklin
Billy Mitchell
Eddie Bernard
Nautilus
Charlie Carlisle
Holly Warren
Mario & Tonia
Syd Stanley Ore
Place Plgalla
B. S. Pully
Dixie Evans
French Follies
Seville
Mickey .Gentile
.Tommy Ryan
Johnny Silvers On
Rcy Mambo Ore
Saxony
Lamatta Bros.
Calypsonians
Cortes Ora
Roney Plaza
Lord Count”
Katy Lee
Serge Valdez Ore
5 O'clock
Bubbles Darlene
Tommy Raft
A1 Golden
Parisian Rovj.mj
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Vagabonds

Thunderbird
The Kentones
Dick'.Sterling
Rip Taylor
Rey Mambo Ore

Calypso Revue
Lord Flea A Co.
/rank Linale Ore

HAVANA
Tropicana
Pedro Vargas
Leonela Gonzalez
Paulino Alvarez
S Suarcj Orq
A Romeu Ora
Sans Souci
Pete Hanley
Sonia Caiero
Victor Alvarez
Ortega Ore-

Montmartre.
Raquel Bardlga
Fajardo Ore
C playa Ore
National
Bob McFadden
D Weddington
Carmen Barros
Sherman's Models
Dancing Waters
W Reyes Ore

RENO
Mapes Skyroom
Mooro & Lossy
Johnny Bach
Skylets
Ed Fitzpatrick Oyc
New Golden
Billy Duke A Dukes
Nite Caps

Nugget
Jack Teagarden (5;
Turk Murphy
^
Riverside
Dennis Day
Day-bonaircs
Starlets
Bill Clifford Ore

LAKE TAHOE
Harrah's
Louis Armstong
Lenny Gale
Will Osborne Ore
Stateline Country

Club
Mary Kaye Trio
Jigg Adams
Dick Saunders (4)

Kazan Prafers
... Continued from page 1 ==

ity disappears later. They become
civilized and normal. Secondly, in
subjects that purport to be realis¬
tic, new faces give them a sense of
reality. The audience is more in**.
dined to believe someone they
have never seen before. If you use
a recognized star who is well known
to the public, the audience may feel
they are play acting.
Unlike Kazan's previous picture
for Warner Bros., “Baby Doll,"
which received a “C" or Con¬
demned rating from. the Catholic
Legion of Decency, “Face" was
tagged with a “B" rating, a desig¬
nation making it “moraliy objec¬
tionable in part for all." (Accord¬
ing to Kazan, “Baby Doll" which
cost $1,200,000, will have a world¬
wide gross of $5,000,000, of which
$3,000,000 is alrear';' in the till.
Kazan's own company, Newtown
Productions, will make more than
$1,000,000 on the v picture, he
stated.)
Kazan believes if films are to
succeed in an era of television sat¬
uration “they have to be daring
and dangerous, have to take a risk."
iHe pointed to the success of “Baby
Doll” as an example. He feels that
“Face" Mill be somewhat contro¬
versial, too. “Some people will be
offended by it," he declaredv “Some
already have complained about the
exaggerated role of advertising
agencies in politics and the tech¬
niques of building up a. politician
that we show in the picture. Per¬
haps we've overdone it a little, but
everything in art is slightly exag¬
gerated.”
Kazan was flanked at a New
York interview by Budd Schulberg,
who wrote the screenplay of “Face"
and who teamed with Kazan for
the Academy Award-winning “On
the Waterfront." Schulberg main¬
tained that each film subject
should dictate its own location. He
noted that New York was employed
for “Face” because “it was close
to the source of inspiration"—that
is, the television networks and the
advertising agencies that play a
prominent role in the picture about,
an obscure hillbilly who becomes a
national tv personality.
It’s Schulberg’s contention that
in making a picture “you must* take
a risk every time you go out," He
said, that previous to Hollywood’s
new boldness in dealing with (£:>
beatsthemes, he lost his enthusiasm
for writing for pictures. “Now," he
said, “I can call my shots as one
can on the stage or in a novel.”

Anti-Commie Film
Continued from page 1

riyes from the surprisingly large
number of Frenchmen who vote
the Communist ticket.
Commie
votes are put at around 5,000,000.
However, it's explained that this
doesn’t represent a hardcore of
very large extent of “protest" votes
against permanently depressing
economic conditions In France.
Nevertheless, the Communist lead¬
ership definitely does have a cer¬
tain influence with these voters.
Beds have consistently made
American^fllms the scapegoat, and
Hollywood is attacked at regular
intervals by the Commi press, pre¬
sumably on the theory that it's the
most potent—and at the same time
the most vulnerable—medium used
to communicate the American way
>of life,
i t \<- a t •!’. 4. k a / * t

House Reviews
Empire, tiEnsgow
’ ,
Glasgow, May 22.
Howard Keet (Hank Russell, mu¬
sical director), Group One :(4),
Benson Dulay & Co. (2), Dickie
Dawson, Vera Cody’s Dogs and
Horse, Hans Recklin & Inge, Horler Twins, Bdbby Dowds Orch.
Howard Keel seems to improve
on every appearance hei'e. Opening
his 1957 British vaude tour, a short
one of three weeks, he scores
solidly, giving the younger fans a
bit of calypso and rock 'n' roll
music, and spicing his 40-minute
act with lotsa fun. Singer obviously
enjoys his stints, a facet which
comes over the footlights.
Songalog Includes bits from his
film musicals as well as medley of
other tunes. Latter includes “As
Time .Goes By," “Love You As I
Never Loved Before,"... and a-ditty
about a- child growing up.
| Keel gets backing at a half-way
point in his act from Group One,
.British harmony .foursome. Use of
this pleasing male group allows
him brief time to make quick,
changes, switching costume from'
dinner suit to a straw hat, striped
blazer jacket, and bamboo cane for
an old-time light comedy number
and some dancing. With Keel's
outstanding height, this garners
chuckles from outfronters.
Segues with a calypso bit, Mal¬
colm Mitchell, English, musician,
joining him with guitar, and then
into “Singing’ the Blues." Windup
is rendition of the old ballad
“Annie Laurie," local tune which
gets top mitting. Hank Bussell does
a good job in musical direction, and
I special attention has been given to
stage lighting. Local orch has been
specially augmented for the occa¬
sion.
Group One, four young males,
provide harmony of good order,
each of group wearing identical ‘
beige-colored suits, and win good
reception in their, own first-half
act. Hans Recklin, partnered by
Inge, juggles skilfully with three
tennis rackets.
Benson Dulay offers his familiar
magic, with usual audience partici¬
pation as stooges. Dickie Dawson
has improved his comedy patter
since last time here, and scores
solidly with travesties of Robert
Mitchum, Groucho Marx and Rod
Steiger. Vera Cody trains her horse
Goldie, and puts a small black
poodle through hoops for good
results.
The Horler Twins are a satisfy¬
ing dancing opener. When Hank
Russell is not conducting, the
baton is wielded by resident orch.
leader Bobby Dowds.
Gord.

Palace, IV. 1Y
Olivet & Smith, Wanda
Armand, 4 •'Mints, George Carl, Lou
Seiler, Gloria Warner, Cy Reeves,
Shooting Mansfields, Myron Roman
House Orch; “Bet's Be Happy"
(AA), reviewed in Variety May
22, '57.

with the elderly male for honors,
act winding up with the tune play¬
ed on pipes via their shooting at
them in unison.
Wean
Dominion Tlion., London
London, May 21.
Tommy Steele & the Steelmen
(5) , Freddie- Bell
the Bellboys
(6) , Mike & Bernie Winters, The
Trio Raisner, The .Dior Dancers
(4), Paul & Peta Page, The Volants
(7) , Los Brazilianos (3),. Vic Ham¬
mett Orch; $1,50 top.
Both the Tommy Steele and the
Freddie Bell rock 'n' roll outfits
made their West End debut in this
show presented -by impresario Har¬
old Fielding, at the .J. Arthur
Rank-owned 3,0Q0-seat,er picture
house. Following up on his policy
to keep ticket prices within the
range of the average teenager.
Fielding set a. moderate top and
assured himself of capacity houses
throughout the six-day run. For¬
mula for the entire show, naturally
enough, was based on rock ’n’ roll
music.
Tommy Steele and the Steelmen
enter to a roof-raising reception
as. the show, closers, and the re¬
sponse they get makes it apparent
that they are the b.o. attraction
after the comparatively mild greet¬
ing accorded to .the Freddie Bell
outfit, who are the first-half clos¬
ers. Steele has acquired a lot of
confidence and polish, and knows
how to handle the shreiking, al¬
most hysterical youngsters who
make up his audience, although
on several occasions he resorts to
telling them to “shut up.”*
Freddie Bell Sc the Bellboys
come on to an almost subdued re¬
ception compared with the greet¬
ing meted out to the Steele combo.
Bell,, himself, works overtime to
get ■ the audience hep, and has a
moderate amount of success, but
the well-drilled moves of the. out¬
fit, designed to bring the screams,
don't register.
Mike Sc Bernie Winters, a com¬
paratively new comedy duo, score
well with the young crowd.
The Trio Raisner, a Frencli har¬
monica group, get little. response
with their offerings, mainly be¬
cause they’re playing to the wrong
sort of audience; The Dior Danc¬
ers, three well built men and an
attractive girl, come across well
with a sexy adagio routine.
. Even a puppet act, supplied by
Paul and Peta Page doesn't escape
the strong rock 'n' roll influence
in the show. However, it's used to
its best advantage on aYilever rou¬
tine based .on “The Saint Rock 'n'
Roll,” with luminous skeletons
wearing halos and other out of this
world forms jiving to the music.
The Volants are a good acrobatic
act as the show" openers, and Los
Brazilianos. has a novel juggling
act performed in the dark with
luminous hoops and clubs. Vic
Hammett and his orch showcase
the bill adequately. *
Bary,

There's enough variety on this
.Ap©ll.©9 IS • A •
bill to satisfy most Palace devotees.
“Calypso Revile,” with Pearl
Lineup also has such popular favo¬ Primus, Duke' of Iron, Lord Kit¬
rites as CyJEteeves and Lou Seiler chener, J. C. Heard, Johnny The
to lend class to the array. Oliver
& Smith, two Negro tapsters (New Imp, Percival Borde, Count of
Monte Cristo Band (6), Chorus
Acts), open and go over nicely.
Wanda & Artnand, skillful pup¬ (9); “Finger Man" (AA).
peteers, score smoothly with their
The Caribe beat gets a topnotch
dolls, particularly that xylophone
solo. One wonders, though, why the display in another invasion of Har¬
mixed team works so much in view lem's rock 'n' roll stronghold. With
of the audience since it wipes out Pearl Primus heading the revue,
it’s mainly a terp treat but there's
most of the illusion.
George Carl (New Acts) offers enough calypsong offerings by the
some eccentric comedy plus a few Duke of Iron, Lord Kitchener and
aero tricks With a statuesque J. C. Heard to make it a wellblonde. Does remarkably well au¬ rounded musical affair. It's color¬
dience-wise in view of the short fully costumed and a chorus line
time he works. Gloria Warner, who of five boys and four femmes lend
has done favorably on several nite- able assist in the dancing and Trin¬
ry floors, has the looks to put over idad tempo backing. There’s an ad¬
her vocal gymnastics with aplomb. ditional downbeat, for fuller sound,
She clicks' nicely with four songs, by the small but effective Count
being the most effective with her of Monte Cristo crew.
Miss Primus is spotted in several
talky-type tune.
The all-male 4 Mints register sol¬ effective solo offerings and in a
idly with a group of lusty songs,, laugh-provoking terp sketch with
harmonizing with skill. “Tumble-’ Percival Borde. Latter also does
weed" is over best, Lop Seiler, well in a couple of brief but ima¬
veteran mimic, per usual cleans up ginatively choreographed turns.
with his characterizations, the west¬ The best of Miss Primus comes
ern sheriff takeoff coming across through in a “Drum Dance" that
tops. Seiler also makes a deep im¬ creates quite a spell on the aud.
In the calypsong department the
pression faith his imitation of a
politico speaker at a rally, with Duke of Iron and Lord Kitchener
\tlie mike going off at crucial mo¬ get best results when they’re toy¬
ing with innuendo. Former’s \‘Bigf
ments as a running gag.
Cy Reeves, on next to closing, Bamboo" and latter’s “Millicent
takes charge with his familiar line Blow In My Instrument" arent
of patter and gags. Reeves' imper¬ hard to figure out and the house
sonations are neatly spotted to loves it. J. C. Heard, self-accompbreak up the straight jokes. As ing on bongo, comes over solidly
customary, he goes over to plenty with “Bahama Joe" and “Rock 'n
Roll In Jamaica.” Johnny The Imp
of mitting.
The Shooting Marfsfields, lifle starts tlVe show rolling with a cou¬
sharpshooters, make a suitable ple of neatly delineated tunes in
'■> .‘Gros. *.
>closing turn. Femme member vies. .the island, motif. <* *
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Phoenix Theatre Ends 4th Season
Wtih 375G Deficit on 400G Bankroll
-:--,—

House Shortage
Brooks
Atkinson,
drama
critic of the N. Y.‘ Times,
, warns that his column for nextSunday’s (2) Issue may seem
"flabby.”
From his summer home in
the Catskills' he wrote this
week to a city-bound fellow
bird watcher, "I had hard
work concentrating when just
outside this window two wood
thrushes, two brown thrash¬
ers, two white breasted swal¬
lows, a chebec, house wren,
phoebe and two bluebirds
were ^picking up seeds.
“Also the swallows are try¬
ing to dispossess two English
sparrows in a box about 50
feet away. This has been go- ing on for two days now. But
the English sparrows built
there two weeks ago.”

LEGITIMATE

67

Summer Tourers’ Vanishing Breed;
Coast Is Virtually Only Tune Left

The Phoenix Theatre, launched 4
Summer touring shows, which
in 1953 on a $125,000 capitalization,
have been dwindling in number in
has thus far lost. about, triple that
recent-seasons, will be almost ex¬
amount. Progressive. refinancing
tinct this year. Only two road
has raised the total investment in
entries are booked through the hotthe operation, which ended its
weather period, both playing Coast
fourth season recently, to over
The New York City Center of engagements. A third tourer is
Richmond, May 28.
$400,000. It’s figured about $375,Music &? Drama ended its 14th figured an outside possibility to
For the first time in its two-year
000 of that has been dropped on history, the Virginia Museum The¬
season in the black. The multiple continue through the traditional
the off-Broadway venture.
operation, which started off the slump period.
atre here will use professional ac¬
Five published limited partner¬ tors in its production of Shakes¬
semester with a deficit of <ovet
The two shows booked for the
ship agreements involving the peare’s "The Tempest,” scheduled
$200,000 sustained* by the Opera
Phoenix, account for a combined for June 11-15,
Co., was solvent by last Christmas. Coast, which has been responsible
total of $377,375. Another $30,000
Contributions, plus Elsa Maxwell’s for most of the summer playdates
James V. Nicholson,., the mu¬
"8 Ball” fund-raiser and a success¬ in recent years, are the second*
was, reportedly, put into the opera¬ seum’s .acting theatre division man¬
ful drama season were the prin¬ companies of "My Fair Lady” and
tion by Rachel Productions ais its ager, calls the move to augment a
The
cipal factors in putting the Center "No Time for Sergeants.”
half of the $60,000 capital on volunteer cast with career per¬
other offering, "Cat on a Hot Tin
"Sandhog,” which the firm co-pro- formers an "experiment.” He says,
on solid financial footing.
Roof,”
is
current*
at
the
Erlanger
As of an April 27 financial report,
duced with the Phoenix manage¬ "The idea has been hailed by the
the Center' had a cash balance of Theatre,'Chicago, where it opened
ment during the 1953-54 semester. volunteers, as a contribution to
$12,397. That amount 'has been a few weeks ago as the last stop on
Besides the original $125,000 their experience and an added in¬
hiked by subsequent profit from its tour. If the production holds
stake, an additional $59,375 was centive to their participation.”
the Light Opera * production of up, it’ll be the town’s only legiter
raised during the ’54-55 season.
None of the career actors will
"South Pacific” and the current until August.
Another $100,000 was brought in be stars., Recruited from Holly¬
"Pajama Game.” Approximately
Washington, which appeared to
the following semester, while two wood and New York and cast by
$18,000 more was netted May 20 be emerging as another hot weather
of the current season’s entries were British guest 'director Basil Langon the "City Center Showcase.” stand for touring properties, has
independently financed. They were ton, the professionals began arriv¬
Boston, May 28.
Cutting into that accumulated nothing on tap for the summer.
"Saint Joan,” $33,000, and "Livin’ ing here this week for rehearsals.
Boston has just lost another legit take, however, is a loss of about The only other shows currently
the Life,” $60,000.
theatre, the Plymouth. The 1,200- $30,000 incurred by the Ballet in touring, "Apple Cart” and "Match¬
The "Joan” revival, with Siobseat house has been acquired from its recent Chicago stand.
maker,” are scheduled to close late
han McKenna starred, was initially
the Shuberts by Ben Sack, who will
in June or early July. Plans are
presented at the Cambridge (Mass.)
rename it the Gary, renovate the
currently in the. works, however,
Drama Festival and subsequently
interior, alter the facade and
to send "Matchmaker” on tour
brought to the Phoenix, where it
operate it for first-run films. Sack
again in the fall.
ran eight w$eks, including a fort¬
already has the Beacon Hill and
night’s return stand. The produc¬
The dropoff, in touring entries is
Saxbn pic houses.
tion also played two weeks at the
not only the result of producers
This is the second legit spot to
Coronet Theatre, N. Y.
closing
shows to avoid bucking the
be dropped by the Shuberts in less
The capitalization on "Joan” in¬
London, May 28.
perennial b.o. recession, but is also
than a year, apparently in compli¬
volved a $22,000 investment by
due
to
an increasing aversion on
Facing an estimated $280,000 loss
realtor - producer - theatre owner on the Current West End season, ance with the terms of a Govern¬
The cancellation last month of their part to starting post-Broad¬
Roger L. Stevens and $11,000 by legit managements are mulling the ment consent decree. The Wilbur a week’s booking of -‘The Match¬ way tours during the summer
Jerome Friedman, a Cambridge Idea of ‘reducing ticket prices to . was relinquished last fall, after maker” at the Nixon Theatre, stretch. That’s illustrated by the
resident. Another $10,000, not re¬ stimulate attendance. It’s believed opening the season with ai tryout Pittsburgh, has triggered a dam¬ recent New York closings of "Ma¬
flected in the published partner¬ that the recent decline in business of "Harbor Lights.”
The Saxon Theatre, already run age suit against the producers of jor Barbara” and "Middle of the
ship agreement, was put up by .un¬ may reflect public resentment over
the play. The action, filed re¬ Night.” Both are laying off prior
identified sponsors. Although the the fact that the elimination of the by Sack as a filmery, is also^a for¬ cently in N. Y. Federal Court asks to hitting the road next fall.
project was billed as a Cambridge boxoffice tax was not passed along mer legit house, the Majestic. It for $5,565 damages for alleged
"Diary of Anne Frank,” which
was
leased
by
the
Shuberts
earlier
Drama Festival presentation, the in the form a reduced admission
this year and was refurbished by breach, of contract. The plaintiff ends its Broadway run June 22, will
?roducers were Phoenix operators scales.
is the Astor Theatre Corp., which also take a rest before beginning a
Sack
and
is
currently
playing
. Edward Hambleton and Norris
operates the Nixon.
tour July 29. A tour’ is also con¬
One man who agrees that ticket "Around the World in 80. Days.”
Houghton.
Defendants in the complaint are templated next fall for "Holiday
prices are too high is Robert MorWith the loss of the Plymouth, David
"Livin,” a new- musical based on ley, currently costarring in the
Merrick, Lawrence Lang- for Lovers,” which folded in New.
Mark Twain stories, was the last London production of "Fanny.” only three legit theatres are still ner, Arrnina Marshall and Theresa York earlier this month. In the
production of the current season The actor-author has written a play available for legit. They are the Helburn. The latter three are of¬ case of this show, a lengthy strawand folded after a three-week run. entitled "Six Months Grace,” Shubert, C-o 1 o n i a 1 and Opera ficers of the Theatre Guild, which hat tour is planned, prior to the
House. Until a few years ago, Bos¬
(Continued on page 71)
which opens at the Phoenix next ton had seven legiters, including co-produced the Thornton Wilder road trek.
Tuesday (4) under his, own manage¬ the Copley, put the shrinking vol¬ comedy with Merrick. The suit
ment. He has decided to -cut his ume of touring shows was insuffi¬ claims that an agreement of last
Feb. 1 called for the producers to
risks on the production by selling cient to support them.
furnish the Nixon with a legit pro¬
most of the stalls (lower floor) at
duction April 1-6.
just over $1: A small number of
"The Matchmaker” was then set
the front seats will cost $2.40. ‘
for
that period, but, the complaint
When the Phoenix plays to ab¬
charges, the defendants notified
solute capacity It can gross about
the plaintiff March 5 that the
Seattle, May 28.
Eugene O’Neill’s plays are not
The local legit booking setup is $13,450 a week. Morley’s decision
booking was cancelled. The suit
being taken over by Jack Enger- to sell the majority of stalls at the
also claims, that although the sacrosanct to Wendy Hiller. She
reduced
price
means
that
he
will
thinks
they would be improved by
man and Zollie Volchok from Hugh
plaintiff demanded fulfillment of
. Stratford, Conn., May 2.8.
the engagement, the .defendants cutting, just as Shakespeare’s and
Becket. The shift involves the be lopping off around $1,700 from
the potential weekly gross.
George
Bernard Shaw’s are.
The American Shakespeare Fes¬ refused.
Moore Theatre here, operated by
Normal price of stalls at the thea¬ tival Theatre, Connecticut Federa¬
Th.e situation stemmed from
the Walker Brothers, hotel owners.
The British actress, costarring
tre
ate
$2
and
$2.80.
Morley
says
tion of Labor and Connecticut Merrick’s decision to extend "The in the posthumous' O’Neill drama,
Becket has been the local legit
impresario since 1944, taking over that he would sooner have full State CIO Council are joining in Matchmaker” run in Chicago four "Moon for the Misbegotten,” at the
at the death of his father. The [seats at a lower price than empty an experiment brand new to or¬ more weeks than had originally Bijou Theatre, N. Y., concedes the
legit at that time was .the Metro¬ seats at a higher one. Current ganized labor, • project to bring been planned.. The move meant playwright’s greatness^ but says
politan, but it was ordered demol¬ Play at the Phoenix is "Camino the legitimate theatre to the work¬ the show would be unable to fill that his work is repetitious. "That
the Nixon stand and also resulted can be very trying,” she claims,
ished two years ago to- allow for Real,” Tennessee Williams drama ing people and their families.
an expansion of the Olympic Hotel. which closes on Saturday (1) after • The state’s AFL-CIO leadership in the juggling of several road "not only for the actors to make
83
performances.
bookings
and the cancellation of it living, but for the audience to
Becket then leased the .Moore The¬
has given its active 4support to a
(Top price for straight plays on series of preview performances of two other dates, the Royal Alex¬ listen.”
atre, but failed to make it go and
Broadway
ranges
from
$4,60
weekandra
Theatre,
Toronto, and Her
was forced into receivership l«fst
"Othello” and "The Merchant of
Miss Hiller, revealing that she is
nights and $5.75 weekend nights to
September.
Venice,” the first two productions Majesty’s; Montreal.
under contract for only 12 weeks
$6.90
^
nightly,
with
most
shows
The
switching
of road bookings for "Misbegotten,” told interviewer
Engerman & Volchok operate
of
Stratford’s
1597
season,
to
be
Northwest Releasing Corp., and charging $5.75 weeknights and made available to union members Is fairly common, with alternate Jack Lescoulie on NBC’s “Tonight”
have handled a number of major $6.90 weekends. The scale for mu¬ through their shop stewards at dates or substitute shows usually telecast last week that O’Neill "can
bookings with the circuit, which sicals is proportionately higher on half-price $2 an unreserved seat. agreed upon. In the case of the be cut and should be cut.” Shaw,
covers much of western Canada Broadway than in London.—Ed.)
Helen Menken, one of the ASFT "Matchmaker” deal for the. Nixon, during his lifetime, would not per¬
and the Pacific Northwest. They
heads, is the spearhead and spark¬ however, no substitute show was mit his plays to be cut, the star
will have access to the 2,700-seat
plug of the idea, with the coopera¬ available. and there was insuffi¬ noted, but now some of them are
Orpheum, on an agreement with'
tion of Mitchell Sviridoff, president cient time for bringing in the cut, sometimes for the better.
John Hamrick Theatres, for the
of the Connecticut State Industrial comedy at a later date, since the
"Shakespeare is cut, Shaw is cut,
house had booked the film,
bigger one-night stands.
*Union Council.
why shouldn’t O’Neill be cut? I
The Moore theatre seats 1,600.
The union exec sees this as the "Around the World In 80 Days,” should like to ask that of someone
for
a
run,
'starting
the
second
week
Backers
of
"Cat
on
a
Hot
"Tip
Regular road shqws can be booked
experiment it is tagged, but he is
in position to answer,” she said.
into the latter house for normal Roof” have now netted 265% on not guaranteeing large-scale suc¬ in April.
(The strict prohibition on any cuts
runs, but not at the Orpheum, as their $102,000 investment. That’s cess. "It’s something that’s never
in
O’Neill’s plays is reportedly-at
they would interfere with its based on their 50% share of the been tried by labor before,” he
the stipulation of his widow and
total
profit
divvy
as
of
an
April
27
straight film policy.
says,
"and
it
certainly
is
in
keep¬
executor,
Carlotta O’Neill.—Ed.)
Becket plans to go into the in¬ accounting.
ing with the tradition of the Amer¬
Miss Hiller disclosed that she
Tlje Playwrights Co. production, ican labor movement—continually
surance business in Los Angeles.
accepted her present "Misbegotten”
costarring Thomas Gomez, Marjorie to’ broaden pur horizons.”
London, May 28.
•
role of an American girl, or rather
Steele and Alex Nicol, has been
Through Unions, the worker has : London is to have a theatre en¬ an Irish-American, because she felt
cleaning up on the road since
tirely devoted to horror plays. that it would be a challenge. She
won
more
leisure,
Svidiroff
says,
starting its post-Broadway hike
Dhurjati Prasad Chaudhuri, a Ben¬
last Nov. 19. For example, the but it isn’t up to his leaders to die-' gali showman who’s lived in this pointed out that costarring with an
operating profit on the four weeks tate what he shquld do with his country, for almost 40 years, has American (Franchot Tone) and an
time
off.
Yet,
recognizes
the
Irishman (Cyril Cusak) is also chal¬
covered in the audit was $20,102.
St. Louis, May 28.
taken over a suburban picture lenging.
(Continued on page 72)
_ _The Grand Theatre, in Sullivan, The Tennessee Williams play is cur¬
house, and is converting it for legit
Moultrie County in east-central rent at the Erlanger Theatre, Chi¬
on Grand Guignol lines.
Illinois, will be'converted from cago, for an unlimited run as its ‘Night With President’
There will be a resident company
nlms to legit. The 400-seat house final road booking.
opening in the fall. It's planned to
Set
for
Pasadena
Bow
The total income on the play also
formerly operated by Lee Norton
book shows for eight-week runs.
Pasadena, May 28.
on a weekend picture policy has includes revenue from the sale of
"A Night with the President,”
been acquired by Guy S. Little Jr., the film rights to Metro. High¬
by
John
Green,
will be tried out Madden Named Manager
London, May 28.
lights
of
the
accounting
are
as
who is renovating it with the in¬
Dayton, May 28.
at the Pasadena Playhouse, open¬
The Kurfurstendamm Theatre
tention' of offering an eight-week* follows:
ing
June
6,
with
Gigi
Perreau
James
Madden
has
been
made
Co.
of
West
Berlin
will play a one
TotaLprofit, $582,252.
season of musicals this summer.
manager of the Victory Theatre week engagement at the Sadler’s
Distributed profit, $541,000 (split starred, Mary Greene will direct.
An Equity company .will be en¬
The
cast
will
Include
Maudie
here,
succeeding
the
late
J.
Elmer
Wells
Theatre,
starting
June 17.
gaged to present the following equally between the management
Prickett, Louise Lorimer, Ollie Redelle, who had the job for 38 The program lVill consist of five •
shows: "Carousel,” "Bfigadoon,” and the backers).
Prickett,
Willard
Thompson,
Karen
years.'
plays,
all
German
classics,
pro¬
Actors Equity bonds* $12,987.
Annie Get Your Gun,” "Roberta,”
Norris,
John
Laughlin,
Ruth
Madden became assistant man¬ duced by Oscar Fritz Schuh.
Sinking fund reserve, $15,000.
Kiss Me Kate,” "Finian’s RainVaughn,
Sandra
Livingston,
Danny
ager
in
1945,
after
14
years
with
The
Kurfurstendamm
is
a
nonAvailable for distribution, $13,now,
“Gentlemen
Prefer
the theatre,
, o, ijirofit group. . 1.1 . w. > / . i. i
.
Riondea”. .and "Plain .and *Fahucy" ,265*:; I ,'jjt » V » ■ i 1. <1.17 1 .tiu c1'*' .Fitzgerald and Ruth Sparks.

Use Guest Pro Actors
At Richmond’s Museum

N.Y. City Center Ends
14th Season in Black

Plymouth, Boston,
Lost as Legiter

May Cut London
B.O. to Hypo Biz

EngermanrVolchok Get
Moore Theatre, Seattle;
Hare Tie With Orphenm

Pitt Nixon Sues
'Match* Producers

Shakespeare and Shaw
Are Cut; Why Not O’Neill?
Wendy Hiller Wonders

Stratford (Conn.) Fest
Teams With Local Labor
To Offer Bard Previews

‘CAT’ PROFIT $582,252
SO FAR ON 102G NUT

LONDON NABE THEATRE
AS GOOSEFLESH SPOT

Mid-Illinois Fixer Going
Legit for Tuner Series

West Berlin Theatre
Skeds Week in London
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Legit’s Hits, Flops & Maybes
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VtdneMliy, May 29, 1957

Olivier-Leigh in Titus’
Set for West End Run

.1956-57 Broadway Season

Londorf, May 28.
“Titui
Andronicus,"
starring
Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh and
Anthony Quayle, -begins a fiveweek engagement July 1 at the
Stoll Theatre here, The production
is now being presented as Britain's
contribution to this year’s Paris
Festival and will tour Europe be¬
fore returning to London.
The , revival \ with direction,
decor and music by Peter Brook,
was first presented in August,
1955, at the Shakespeare Memorial
Theatre, Stratford-on-Avon.

has thus far lost an estimated total agones sponsored by a number of
of $2*811,000. The City Center sea¬ road theatre managements.
In the Broadway theatre setup,
son, Miss Draper's return appear¬
ance and the Old Vic and Renaud- the season saw the sale ofdhe Mark
Barrault repertory groups were no^, iHellinger Theatre by Anthony B.
included in the above tabulation. Farrell to Max and Stanley* Stahl,
As usual, the Phoenix Theatre the withdrawal of Harry Fromkes
(which had perhaps its worst sea¬ from the syndicate setup owning
son), was also omitted as an off- the Playhouse and his heading of
Broadway operation, although the a new syndicate acquiring the Na¬
Siobhan: McKenna revival of “Saint tional Theatre. Incidentally, the
Joan” was included,, as it moved to disposal of the latter house by the
Broadway.
Shubirts was their only move to
There were an unusual number carry out the theatre terms of the
of play and musical adaptations,* consent decree also applying to the
presumably reflecting the mana¬ UBO.
gerial (and author) tendency to
Yearnings
’‘hedge" by using established basic
There were the usual assortment
material. Of the musical adapta¬ of proposals for some kind of Gov¬
tions. two were taken from books, ernment support of the amts. Best
and one’each from a play, comic efforts of the American National
strip and newspaper feature series. Theatre'& Academy were overseas
Of the play adaptations, nine were via supervision of State Dept's.
“Pajama Game," which closed a
from books, three from "television International Exchange Program.
scripts and one a greatly revised There was also an extensive shift N. Y. City Center revival last Sun¬
version of a foreign play.
of executives in the American The¬ day (26), earned $1,365,941 on its
original Broadway and road pro¬
atre Wing.
Missing Standbys
ductions. That's reflected in an
The season has been notable for
Producer-realtor Rogers Stevens, audit taken a week after the close
the dearth of. established authors whose dream of modern theatre of the touring edition last Feb. 16.
represented, particularly in the construction in Lincoln Square The Broadway company ended a
musical field. Missing (as repre¬ went glimmering, set some sort of 133-week run two months earlier.
sented by new works, that is) were a new record, even for him, for
The profit distribution, as of the.
Rodgers and Hammerstein, Cole number of productions, having had accounting, was $1,300,000. Since
Porter, Irving Berlin, Frank Loes- a major interest in 15 entries. His then another $37,500 has been paid,
ser, Lerner and Loewe, plus the record was, so impressive, in fact, bringing the total divvy thus far
producing partnership of Feuer & that the Shuberts overlooked his to. $1,337,500. On the basis of the
Martin.
status as a theatre-operating com¬ regular 50-50 split of the profits
In the straight play field the mis¬ petitor and gave him their annual between the backers and the man¬
sing authors included Moss Hart, Shubert Award.
agement, that gives the former a
George Kaufman, Arthur Miller,
Largely as a result of Stevens’ *267% payoff on their $250,000 in¬
‘Thorntoh Wilder, Lillian Heilman prolific production activity, the vestment.
(although she supplied the book of building at 1545'Broadway, housing
The audit,-which covered the
a musical). William Inge, Maxwell Producers Theatre, Playwrights musical’s final three weeks on the
Anderson, Tennessee Williams (ex¬ Co.,
City Playhouses,
Kermit road, included revenue of $15,045
cept with a rewritten old flop), Bloomgarden and others supersed¬ on the sale of electrics, seeqery
Sidney Kingsley and John van ed the Sardi Building as the cen’er and other production . equipment.
Druten.
of Broadway producing. Variety The total take on the Frederick
Two new playwrights cracked no sooner published that fact, how¬ Brisson-Robert E. Griffith-Harold
the Broadway ice impressively dur¬ ever. than Producers Theatre mov¬ S. Prince presentation also repre¬
ing the season. Gore Vidal, al¬ ed its i offices cata-corner to the sents coin from the sale of the film
ready a name in television, films penthouse of the building at 1560 rights to Warner Bros., plus other
and novels, came through with Broadway.
subsidiary income, of which more
“Visit to a Small Planet," an ex¬
Broadway'* ticket prices con¬ is expected, principally from stock.
pansion of his own tv script. Also tinued to ri$e, following the steady
Incidentally, the London edition
Kyle Crichton, best known as a spiral of production and operating of “Game" ended a 17-month run
mag writer, had “Happiest Million¬ costs, and reflecting the general last March. A tab production of
aire," adapted from the book “My cost of living climb. N.Y. City Li¬ the musical at the. Riviera Hotel,
Philadelphia Father," by Cornelia cense Commissioner Bernard J. Las Vegas, is scheduled to open
Biddle Duke and Crichton.
O'Connell, apparently not satisfied.- June 5, while the film version, coIn contrast, the star crop boomed with his progress in dealing with starring' Doris Day and John Raitt
to its peak of recent years. Among ticket scalping by legal methods, in the role he originated, has been
the riotaDle new (or at 4east prac¬ ordered theatres and producers not completed.
tically new) above-the-title names to sell seats to package tour groups
have been Eric Portman, Margaret (which are not regarded as in¬
Leighton,
Wiffred
Hyde-White, volved In black marketing), but
(new to New York as stars), Judy has tied up by court action. There
Holliday, Walter- Pidgeoh, Paul has been no theatre censorship ef¬
Douglas, Thelma Ritter, Jan Ster¬ fort by the License Dept, this sealing, Linda Darnell. Wendell Corey -son.
John Barrymore Jr., suspended |
and Shirley Yamaguchi from films,
from Actors Equity for a year hy|
Levin Bests Equity
plus Eartha Kitt, Eddie Bracken,
^Herman Levin, producer of “My the union's council last week, says
Leo Genn, Glynis Johns, John Em¬ Fair Lady," soundly defeated Ac¬ he’s planning retaliatory action.
ery, Leueen MacGrath, Lome tors Equity on the issue of import¬ He announced on the Coast last
Greene, etc.
ing alien players for , the hit week that he has instructed his at¬
show, and the union’s rules were torney to file a damage suit against
O'Neill's Year
The outstanding author has been, subsequently modified substantial¬ Equity, besides declaring he would
of course, Eugene O’Neill, not only ly on the subject. Perhaps partly institute 'a “criminal libel" action
for his monumental posthumous for that reason, however, Equity against Charlotte Harmon, opera¬
autobiographical
drama,
“Long is being much tougher than ever tor of the Clinton (Conn.) Summer
Day's Journey Into Night," but also before in negotiations for a new Theatre.
The suspension stemmed from a
for- the first Broadway production basic contract with the. League of
of another posthumous play about N.Y. Theatres, and there is specu- charge of “conduct unbecoming an
his agonizing family background, lulation about a possible actor actor" filed in 1954 by Mrs. Har¬
mon and her -husband Lewis, who
“Moon for the Misbegotten."
In walk-out if a stalemate occurs.
One change in the first-string at that time operated the barn
addition, the Nobel and multiple
Pulitzer prize winner has been rep¬ critic lineup of the New York dai¬ with her. The complaint related
resented by the new musical, “New lies took place during the season, to the actor's appearance In Clin¬
Girl in Towm," based on his “Anna with the resignation .of William ton in “The Man" in July of that
Christie," and the successful off- Hawkins as WorldrTelegram & Sun year. A statement by Barrymore
I
Broadway revival of “The Iceman aisle-sitter (and what an explana-: that the suspension was a reversal
tory correspondence that set off in of a position taken by the Equity
Cometh."
"There have been the customary the columns of Variety) and the council three years ago is denied
crop of events. Incidents, crises appointment of Tom Donnelly, of by a union representative.
According to the Equity rep,
and squabbles during the 1956-57 the Washington News (also a
season/ The theatre booking Jam Scripps-Howard paper), as bis suc¬ Barrymore never appeared to an¬
swer the charge. He had been
has by now almost earned the ad¬ cessor. .
Otherwise, the critic situation in working in other entertainment
jective “eternal" instead of the
familiar “traditional" or “peren¬ New York remains about as before, media, but an investigation - was
nial." The shortage has been par¬ with Brooks Atkinson, of the Times called on. the Coast when he took
ticularly acute for musicals.
But as the recognized ace by reason of on an assignment early this month
as always when production activity tenure, readability, "literary style, in “Romeo and Juliet" at the Pasa¬
He was
and boxoffice business dwindles at circulation, boxoffice Impact and dena ■ (Cal.) Playhouse.
this time of year, veterans are shak¬ personal character a* it comes compelled to appear before a
Coast
committee,
which
filed
Its
ing their heads and intoning that through in his reviews and Sunday
report with the homeoffice in New
what the theatre needs is not more columns. Walter Kerr' is now gen¬ York.
theatres but more creative authors. erally recognized as the runner-up,
Barrymore’s assignment in the
On the subject of theatres’ there with especially avid readership in Pasadena production is not af¬
have been several items. Most not¬ the trade, because of his inside fected by the suspension.
knowledge
of
the
craft
(he's
a
able was the collapse of the project
to construct a unit of six hew the¬ practicing playwright and direc¬
New Nico Dostfcl Opera
atres in the projected -Lincoln tor), his pungent writing and wit.
Berlin, May 21.
Square development along upper
Paul Gordon, head of the- local
Broadway. That gleam in Rodger Commedia dell' Arte In
European Television Qesellschaft,
L. Stevens' eye was dimmed by the
Greenwich Village, N. Y. has acquired the rights to- q new
Government's reduction of its pro¬
posed appropriation.
A Commedia dell’ Arte company opera, “Eih Fremder in Venedig"
Another item was the liquidation is taking over-the Bleecker Street (“A Stranger in Venice"). The
of the Shubert-dominated United Theatre, in Greenwiqh. Village, music is by Austrian composer Nico
Booking Office, under the terms of N. Y. The. summer, operation is Dostal and the libretto is by Aus¬
a Government consent decree. being readied by'Aurel jteating for trian scenic designer Felix Sme¬
That was followed by the forma¬ a scheduled opening June 25. - tana. The opera, which has a 16th
Music and lyrics .f or the venture, century setting, deals with German
tion of an Independent Booking
Office sponsored by the League of which will use- an Equity e'ompany, painter Albrecht Duerer..
Gordon, incidentally, leaves soon
N.Y/ Theatres, and a Legitimate In¬ are by Cecil Bentz and Caryl Mcfor a two-month U. S. visit.
dependent Theatre of No. America Ewen.

‘Pajama’Has Paid
$1337,500 Profit

Key to parenthetical designation*: (C> Comedy, (D> Dram*, (CD)
Comedy-Drama, (R) Revue. (MC) Musical Comedy, (MD) Musical
Drama, (OP) Operetta, (Rep) Repertory, (N)'NeW Show, (Rev) Revival,
(Adap) Adaptation, (Imp) Import, (For) (Foreign Language, (So) Solo
Show.
HITS .
(6)
Auntie Marne (C) (N) (Adap)*
Long Day'* Journey Into Night (D) (N)*
Saint Joan (D) (Rev) (See jNote)
Separate Tables (D) (N) (Imp)*
Tunnel of Love (C) (N) (Adap)*
Very Special Baby (D) (N) (Adap)
STATUS NOT YE? DETERMINED
\
(14>
Apple Cadi (C)’ (Rev) (See Note)
Bells Are Ringing (MC) (N)*
Happiest Millionaire (C) (N) .(Adap)*
Happy Hunting (MC) (N)*
Hole in the Head (C) (N)*
Hotel Paradiso (C) (N) (Imp)*
Li'l Abner <MC) (N) (Adap)*
Major Barbara (C) (Rev) (See Note)
Moon for the Misbegotten (D) (N)*
New Girl in Town (MC) (N) (Adap)*
Potting Shed (D) (N> (Imp)*
Visit to a Small Planet (C) (N) (Adap)*
Waltz of the Toreadors (CD) (N) (Imp) (See Note)
Ziegfeld Follies (R) (N)+

i

,

FAILURES
(31)
Best House in Naples (C) (N) (Imp)
Candide (MC) (N) (Adap)
Child of Fortune (D) (N) (Adap)
Clearing in the Woods (D) (N)
Crank* (R) (N) (Imp)
Double ,in Hearts (C) <N)
Eugenie (D) (N) (Adap)
First Gentleman (CD) (N) (Imp)
Girls of Summer (D) (N) (Adap)
Good as Gold (C) (N) (Adap)
Greatest Man Alive (C) (N)
Harbor Lights .(D) (N)
Hidden River (D>;(N) (Adap)
Hide and Seek (D) (N)
Holiday for Lovers (C) (N)
i
Loud Red Patrick (C) (N) (Adap)
New Faces (R) (N)*
Night of the Auk (D) (N)
4
Orpheus Descending (D) (N)
>
Protective Custody (D) (N)
Reluctant Debutante (C) (N) (Imp)
Shangri-La (MD) (N) (Adap)
Shinbone Alley (MC) (N) (Adap)
Sin of Pat Muldoon (D) (N)
Sixth Finger in a Five Finger Glove (C) (N)'
Sleeping Prince (C) (N) (Imp)
Small War on Murray Hill (C) (N)
Speaking of Murder (D) (N)
Too Late the Phalarope (D) (N) (Adap)
Uncle Willie (C) (N)
Waiting for Godot (CD) (Rev)
SPECIAL MISCELLANEOUS (UNRATED)
(Including City Center)
(11)
Beggar's Opera (OP) (Rev)
Brigadoon (MC) (Rev)
Glass Menagarie (D) (Rev)
Merry Widow (OP) (Rev)
Mister Roberts (C) (Rev)
Old Vic (Rep) (Imp)
Pajama Game (MC) (Rev)*
Renaud-Barrault (Rep) (For) (Imp)
Ruth Draper (SO) (Rev) (See Note)
South Pacific (MD) (Rev)
Teahouse of the August Modn (C) (Rev)
CLOSED DURING PRE-BROADWAY TRYOUT
(8)
Best of Steinbeck (D) (N) (Adap)
Build with One Hand (D) (N)
Everybody'Loves Me (C) (N)
Foolin' Ourselves (R> (N)
Joker (C) (N)
Liza (C) (N> (Adap)
Maiden Voyage (C) (N)
Praise House (D) (N)

BARRYMORE JR. GIVEN
SUSPENSION BY EQUITY

j

LAST SEASON'S UNRATED SHOWS, SINCE CLARIFIED
Hit*

0

*

Lark (D) (N) (Imp)
Middle Of the Night (D) (N) (Adap)
Most Happy Fella (MD) (N) (Adap)*
My Fair Lady (MC) (N) (Adap)*
Will Success- Spoil Rock Hunter (C) (N)
Failure*
Fallen Angels (C) (Rev)
Mr. Wonderful (MC) (N)
Pipe Dream (MD) (N) (Adap)
Ponder Heart (C) (N) (Adap)
Waiting for Godot (CD) (N) (Imp)
OTHER HITS RUNNING AT END OF LAST SEASON
Desk Set (C) <N)
Diary of Anne Frank (D) (N) (Adap)*
Great Sebastians (CD) (N)
Hatful of Rain (D) (N)
Janus (C) (N)
Matchmaker (C) (N) (Adap)
No Time for Sergeants (C) (N) (Adap)*
Tiger at the Gates. (D) (N) (Imp)

Saint Joan, the revival starring Siobhan McKenna, earned a profit
in NeW York,- although it was produced as part of a losing series at
the Brattle Theatre, Cambridge, Mass.
Apple Cart still represents a deficit, but is still touring and so must
be considered a possibility to pay off.
Major Barbara closed recently, still, representing a deficit, but will
tour next fall and is therefore a possibility to pay off. •
Walt* of the' Toreador* closed recently, still representing a deficit,
but will tour next fall and is therefore a Possibility to pay off.
Ruth Draper died last Dec. 30 after pitying only a week of one of
her perennial one-woman shows.
As always, Variety’s hit or failure classifications are based solely
on whether or not the show has paid off, without regard to length of
run, critipal reception or artistic quality.
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PassaMe $37,060,
Blackmer-RoepeRun Hmsdale, ID. ‘Fanny*
Closes Tour in^Cleve. B’way Spotty; ‘Ctrl’ Record $59,692,
i; Other Barns
Merman $61800, Taradiso’ $24,200,
‘Fella’ 44G, EweD 30G, Visit’ 26G

Chicago, May 28.
Sidney Blackmer and Faye
Roope, operators of the Salt Creek
theatre in suburban Hinsdale, Ill.,
will divide the actual management
Of the barn this summer. Their
decision to do so followed the res¬
ignation of King Page, whom they
had hired as producer. Page quit
in a dispute over policy.
It’s understood 'that' Blacjkmer
and Roope plan to pay - off last
year’s debts and to underwrite part
of the new season with money
from advance subscriptions. Thus,
far, the strawhatter has not yet
posted its Equity bond.
Opening has been set for June 9,
with “Bus Stop,” with Blackmer
doubling as director and star.
Roope is slated to arrive later in
the season to direct other shows.
Their partners of last year, #Ruth
Burch’ and Bob Gist, are no longer
interested in the project.
Page, meanwhile, has teamed
with James Monos to operate the
Drury Lane Summer Theatre in
Evergreen Park, Ill.
‘Crichton’ at Elitch
Denver, May 28.
Elitch summer stock will open
June 16 for its 66th season at the¬
atre in Elitch . amusement park.
The launcher will be “The Ad¬
mirable Crichton,” by James M.
Barrie. Arnold Gurtler Jr. is op¬
erating the spot again.
Carl Betz is returning as leading
man for his second year, and
Leora Dana will be leading lady.
Others in the cast will be Thomas
Palmer, Nancy Rennick', Marion
Morris,
Joel
Narston,
Louise
Latham; Linda Barrett, Fred Vinvent and Joseph Holland.
Back for this third summer as
director will be Luther Kennett,
with Larry Bockius also returning
as stage manager. Richard Shoe¬
maker will be scenic director.
Four new plays under considera¬
tion are “Love Out of Town,” by
William McCleery; “Charles Ab¬
bott and Son.” by Louis S. Salsburg; “A Waiter Not Narried
Julius,” by .William Walden, and
“Johnstown's Northern Campaign,”
by W. W. Jeffers.
The season will run 10 weeks,
with prices from $1.10 to $3.
Off-B’way at Hub Barn
7
Boston, May'28.
Lee Falk’s New England Mutual
Hall will play a 10-week season of
©ff-Broadway type plays. Opener
for the 914-seat air conditioned
house will be Stefan Zweig’s adap¬
tation of Ben Jonson’s “Volpone,”
with Alfred Ryder, and Gene
Frankel coming in to direct.
Falk kicks off the season July 8.
The producer, who has been op¬
erating strawhatters in Boston and
in Marblehead for over a decade,
will be offering his 12th season
here. He gave up the Marblehead
venture two years ago.
Falk' says that he hopesvto do
“Calf on a Hot Tin Roof,” with
Thomas Gomez, this summer. The
Tennessee Williams drama by¬
passed Boston because of censor¬
ship possibilities early this season,
and it has never played here. He
last year produced the ill fated
“Lentil,” by Mrs. Ben Hecht (Rose
Caylor).
Falk has Hecht’s play, “Winkelburg,” based on the life of Max¬
well Bodenheim, but says, he will
not produce it in the Boston straw¬
hatter, preferring New York next
fall. He was .to have produced.it
in Boston last season, but Hecht,
who left for Europe after “Lentil,”
did not get the rewrites completed,'
The Mutual Hall schedule will
include “Thieves’ Carnival,” by
Jean Anouilh, with Warren Enters
staging the play; “The Potting
Shed,” also to be directed by En“Lysistrata,” ^Madwoman of
Cnaillot,” with Florence Reed and
Estelle Winwood; “Venus Ob¬
served,” Christopher Fry’s adapta¬
tion of Anouilh; “Back to Methusalah,” by Shaw, with Celeste Holm
and Arnold Moss, and “Summer
and Smoke,” by ’ Tennessee Wil¬
liams.
. v
Falk will direct some of the pro¬
ductions.
Company manager is
Ann Sloper; production stage man¬
ager, Jack Woods; press agent, Jay
Russell. The 914-seat theatre in
the Back Bay section of Boston has
been scaled at a $3.50 top.
Keene, N.H., Going Dark
Keene, to H., May 28.
. xlle K®ene Summer theatre, one
of New Hampshire’s oldest summer

Cleveland, May 28.
The touring “Fanny,” costarring
Billy ' Gilbert and Italo Tajo,
grossed a moderate $37,000 last
week, its second at the 1,515-seat
stock establishments, will not be Hanna Theatre here,1 at a $Q.50
opened this season, according to top. The previous week, plagued
Alfred T. > Colony; • \* •
by steady rain, registered $34,400,
Colony and his wife, who have The musical folded here last Satur¬
operated • the theatre r in a large day night (25>.
Broadway was uneven again last
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
“Matchmaker,” costarring Ruth
barn on .their-Bradford road propr
week. Business climbed for about
wk; 244; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
erty for the past *22 years, are both Gordon, Loring Smith and Patricia fialf the shows, but the others (31st
(Erie Portman, Margaret Leighton).
recovering, from. serious illnesses Cutts, is current at the Hanna as either dropped or held steady. Miss Leighton leaves at the ex¬
the final booking of the season.
of last winter,.
There were no new additions to piration of her contract June 29.
the previously announced closings. Previous week, $20,600; last week,
Hale ait .Malden Bridge
“Li’l Abner” moved back into nearly $20,600.
Malden, Bridge, N.’.Y., May 28.
the capacity lineup with “Auntie
Tunnel of Love, Roy ale (C) (15th
John Hale, who was .assistant di¬
Mame,” “Bells Are Ringing,” “My wk; 117; $5.75; 994; $34,000) (Tom
Fair Lady” and “New Girl in Ewell). Previous week, $30,600;
rector, company .manager and a
Town.”
last week, almost $30,000.
member .of the .acting, company last
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
summer. .at , the.. Malden Bridge
Estimates for Last Week
Playhouse,, has taken .over opera¬
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), (C) (16th wk; 124; $6.90-$5.75; 766;
tion and'wilt reopen-the spot June
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Previous
18. The property is "owned and
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ week, $26,000; last week, nearly
was formerly operated by Margaret
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ $26,000.
Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden
Osborn Wood and Walter Wood.
eretta).
The initial show’ will be “Holi¬
Other parenthetic designations (R) (13th wk; 99; $8.05; 1,404; $63,000) (Beatrice Lillie). Previous
day for‘Lovers” and* subsequent
refer,
respectively,
to
weeks
played,
Los Angeles, May 28.
week, $29,000; last week, almost
bills will’include ’“The Rainmak¬
“My Fair Lady” leveled off last number of performances through $27,300.
er,” “Tehhouse of the August week in its fourth frame, and last Saturday, top prices, number
Closed Last Week
Mbon,” “Hatful of Rain,” “Desk should continue on the same keel of seats,. capacity gross and stars.
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D)
Set,” “Witness for the Prosecu- .for the current session. Next week, Price includes 10% Federal and (60th wk; 477; $5.75; 1,185; $39,116)
with the end of the cutrate sub¬ 5% City tax, but grosses are net; (Edward G, Robinson), previous
(Continued* on page 71)
scription tickets, the tally should i.e., exclusive of taxes.
week $27,800; last week, over $30,jump to another new house record.
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C) 100, Laid off Saturday (25) at an
Estimates for Last Week
(29th
wk;
229;
$6.90-$5.75;
1,182;
approximate $300,000 profit on a
Fallen Angels, Huntington Hart¬
(Rosalind Russell). As $100,000 investment and reopens
ford (C) (1st wk) ($4.95; 1,024; $33,- $43,000)*
to tour Oct. 7.
always,
$43,500.
Lays
off
following
000) (Hermione Gingold, Mary Mc¬ the June 29 evening performance
Shinbone Alley, Broadway (MC)
Carty). Off to a slow start despite
(6th wk; 49; $7.50; 1,900; $74,297)
favorable reviews, but there's still and resumes Aug. 5.
(Eartha
Kitt, Eddie Bracken) Previ¬
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC).
a profit in the $15,200 take. Exits
(26th wk; 204; $8.05; 1,453; $58,101) ous week, $30,000; last week, nearly
June 8.
$30,000. Closed last Saturday (25)
Chicago, May 28.
(Judy
Holliday).
Usual
$58,700,
• My Fair Lady, Philharmonic Aud
Lone legit offering here, “Cat On (MC) (4th wk) (2,670; $5.95; $80,Damn Yankees, Adelphi (MC) an approximate loss of its entire
a Hot Tin Roof,” finished nicely 000) (Brian Aherne, Anne Rogers). (108tli wk; 859; $7.50; 1,434; $50,- $220,000 investment.
in its first non-Guild week and is Another walloping $75,500, equal¬ 000). Previous week, $26,000 or
OFF-BROADWAY
shooting for a summerlong run. ling previous week’s house record. twdfers; last week, nearly $29,300
on twofers.
Ticket sales have been extended to Stays through July 6.
Career, 7th Ave. South (4-30-57),
Diary of Anne Frank, Ambas¬
June 29.'
Gilbert Sc Sullivan Repertory,
No Time fpr Sergeants, Biltmore
Still nothing new in sight before (C) (1st wk) ($4.95; 1,636; $38,000). sador (D) (86th wk; 685; $5.75; St. Ignatius (4-23-57); closes next
late summer.
Touring show drew all-out raves 1,155; $35,000) (Joseph' Schilti- Sunday (2).
Estimates for Last Week
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
and grossed a neat $17,600 for the kraut).-' Closes June 22 and lays off
Cat On a Hot Tin Roof, Erlanger first five performances of a five- until ,£uly 29 when it begins tour¬ (5-8-56); closes Sept. 8.
(D) (4th-wk) ($5; 1,335; $34,495) and-a-half-week engagement; The¬ ing in Los Angeles. Previous week,
In Good King Charles’ Golden
(Thomas Gomez, Marjorie Steele, atre Guild-American Theatre So¬ $15,700 on twofers; last week, Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
Alex Nichol). Over $24,200;- previ- ciety subscription limited the tally over $16,700 on twofers.
Land Beyond the River, Green¬
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum (C) wich Mews (3-28-57).
out week, $26,725, on subscription. a bit.
(27th wk; 215; $5.75; 995; $26,000)
Magic Carpet, Jan Hus (5-27-57).
(Walter Pidgeon). Previous week,
Miscellaneous
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12$21’,800; last week nearly $20,600. 27-56).
Waiting for Godot,' Studebaker.
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC)
Stock prodUctiOh folded Sunday
Simply Heavenly, 85th St. (5(26), and theatre finished its sea(25th wk; 196; $8.05; 1,625; $69,- 21-57).
989) (Ethel Merman). Previous
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3week, $55,400; last week, over 6-57).
Washington, May 28.
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9The National Theatre wound up $64,800.
Hole in the Head, Plymouth (CD) 20-56).
a profitable season last Saturday
Closed Last Week
(25) with a good $25,800 for the (13th wk; 100; $6.25-$5.75; 1,062;
Pigeon, Labor Temple (5-16-57).
third and final week of the touring $36,625) (Paul Douglas). Previous
“Matchmaker,” costarring Ruth week, $26,100; last week, nearly
Closed Previous Week
Gordon, Loring Smith and Patricia $25,500.
San Francisco, May. 28.
Beautiful Jailer, Actors Play¬
Hotel Paradiso, Miller (C) (7th house (5-16-57).
The touring “Apple Cart” drew Cutts. The previous week drew
wk; 52; $6.90; 946; $34,000) {Bert
so-so reviews last week at; the $28,800 and the opener $24,800.
Scheduled Openings
Both the National and Shubert Lahr, Angela Lansbury, John
Alcazar Theatre, although star
Kaleidoscope, Provincetown Play¬
Maurice Evans got nice personal are now dark, but the former house Emery, Vera Pearce, Douglas house (6-11-57).
notices. The gross for the first will reopen Aug. 12 with the Byng). Previous week, $23,300; last
seven performances was just under breakin of the new musical, “West week, over $24,200.
Inherit the Wiiid, National (D)
$14,500. The comedy stays through Side Story,” with book by Arthur
Laurents, score by Leonard Bern¬ (97th wk; 774; $5.75-$4.60,; 1,162;
June 8.
The Civic Light Opera season stein and lyrics by Betty Comden $32,003.) (Paul Muni). Ed-Begley
opens next Monday (3> with “South and Adolph Green, with Jerome succeeds Mmu next Monday (3).
Pacific” at the Curran. The tour¬ Robbins staging.
Previous Week, $24,000; last week,
Dayton, May 28.
ing “Matchmaker” is due the
almost $27,800.
Names from various branches of
following night, June 4, at the
Li'I Abner, St. James (MC) (28th show business are slated to guest
Plan
Seven
Arts
Center
Geary and the Coast production of
wk; 220; $8.05; 1,028;' $58,100). for John Kenley’s opening strawweek-, $56,800; last week, hat season at the 2,500-seat' Memo¬
“Fallen Angels” is slated to arrive
In Old Colony Club Site Previous
June 10 at the Alcazar.
nearly $58,200.
Seven Arts Center, to include
Long Day’a Journey Into Night, rial Hall Theatre here this summer.
two proscenium theatres and a the- Helen Hayes (D) (29th wk; 174; Included in the talent lineup are
atre-in-the-round, is to be opened $6.90; 1,039; $30,000) (Fredric Lillian Roth and Diana Barrymore,
in New York this summer. It will March, Florence Eldridge). Lays both, with self-confessional auto¬
(Figures denote opening dates)
be operated by the Murray Hill off following the June 29 perform¬ biographies published.
Miss Roth, who’s been concen¬
Academy of Theatre & Arts, a cor¬ ance, plays July, 2-6 at the. Paris
LONDON
porate firm headed by realtor Wal-*’ Festival, and reopens Aug. 19 on trating mainly on nitery dates since
At Drop
Hat, Fortune (1-24-57).
Balcony, Arta (4-22-37).
ter Cohen and Oscar Lcrman and Broadway. Previous week, $27,600; making her comeback, will appear
Beat Damn LIP, Wint. Gard. (5-7-37).
in a package of “The Primrose
Martin Cohen. The latter two last week, almost $27,900, 4
Boy Friend, Wyndham's 02-1-33).
Bride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56).
Moon for the Misbegotten, Bijou Path,”. while Miss Barrymore is
were represented oir Broadway in
Camlno Reel, Phoenix (4-8-57).
1955 as co-producers with Alexan¬ (D) (4th wk; 28; $5.75-$5,25; 603;, booked for “Streetcar Named De¬
Chalk Oarden, Haymarket (4-11-56).
$19,000) (Wendy Hiller, Franchot sire.” Singer-bandleader Vaughn
Damn Yankees, Coliseum (3-28-57).
der" Carson of “The Vamp.”
Dry Ret, Whitehall tfl-31-54).
The penter will be located on Tone, Cyril Cusak). Previous, week, Monroe is slated for “Annie Get
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
last week, nearly, $14,700. Your Gun,” as costar with Con¬
For Amusement Only, Apollo (6-5-56).
Madison Ave., between 30th and $14,200;
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD)
Drab Me e Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).
31st Sts., in a six-story building (56tlr wk; 444;. $7.50; 1,427; $57,- stance Moors. Monroe, who’s makn.
Meuse by Lake, York's (5-9-56).
Janus, Aldwych (4-24-57).
designed by the-, late Stanford 875). Previous* week; $42,400; last ing his legit debut in “Annie,” will
Lovebirds, Adelphi (4-20-27).
make a prior appearance, in the
White in 1907 for the original week, almost $44,000.
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
musical a£. the. Brandywine Music
Colony Club. Activities planned for
New Crazy Cans, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) Box, Concordville, Pa.
No Time Sets., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
the
project
include
the
presenta¬
(63d wk; 499; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696)
Hude With Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
TV-legit actress Gertrude Berg
tion of plays, musicals, concerts, (Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews). As
Plaintiff in Hat, St. Mart. (10-11-56).
will have the title role in “The
Plalslrs Do Paris, Wales (4-20-57). .
dance recitals, poetry readings, always, $68,700.
Plume do ma Tante, Garrick 11-3-35).
Matchmaker,”
while Marie Wilson,.
film showings, art exhibits and lec¬
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD)
Repertory. Old Vic (9-7-55).
Restless Heart, St. James's (5-8-57).
tures.
(2d wk; 15; $9.20-$8.60; 1,297; $59,- also from television and pictures,
Rome Antics. Palace (5-27-57).
will
have
the
Jayne Mansfield
Plans call for the Center to pro¬ 094) (Gwen Verdon,. Thelma Rit¬
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, VaudeviUe (8-5-54).
duce its own shows, partially sub¬ ter). Previous week, $59,187 for assignment in “Will Success Spoil
Subway In Sky, Savoy (2-27).
Rock
Hunter.”
Legit-film
actress
sidized by a limited private mem¬ first seven performances and one
Summer of 17th, New (4-30-57).
bership-plan. The upper floors of j preview; last week, new record for Dolores Gray will star in “CanTea A Sympathy# Comedy (4-25-57).
house
at
$59;692.
j
Tropical Haat, New Lind. (4-23-57).
Can”
and
Anne
Jeffreys
and
her
the building are to be devoted
Waltz of Tpreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin husband, Robert Sterling, who’ve
mainly to office space for show
Zulaika, Sdville (4-11-57).
(C)
(84th
wk;
668;
$5.75-$4.60;
been
active
in
tv,
will
costar'
in
SCHEDULED OPEHING3
business outfits. The site will also
Month of Sundays, Cambridge (5-28-57).
include a swimming pool, private 1,331; $38,500). Closes Aug. 17 to “Anniversary Waltz.”
Dead Secret, Piccadilly (5-30-57).
tour.
Previous
week,
$21,500;
last
Eaye
Emerson
will
appear
in
a
Six Months' Grace, Phoenix (6-4-57).
restaurant, bar and lounges.
week, nearly $22,000.
Dear Delinquent, Westminster (6-5-57).
package of “Witness for the Prose¬
Free As “Air, Savoy (6-6-57).
Pajama Game, City Center (MC) cution” and for a clincher, bur¬
CLOSED LAST WEEK
(2d wk; 15;.$3.80;. 3,Q90; $68,812) lesque star Tempest Storm is a
Class Case, Piccadilly (4-26-57).
(Paul Hartman, Jane Kean, Larry probability in - “Bus Stop.” The
Hatful of Rain, Princess (3-7-57).
Iron Duchess, Cambridge (3-14-57).
Douglas, Pat Stanley). Closes next house, incidentally, will be-scaled
(May 27-June 9)
Sunday (2).' Over $47,800 for first
Appla Cart (Maurice Evans)—Alcazar, seven performances and one pre¬ to a $2 top,
ON TOUR
9.F. (27-8).
Doad Secrat
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez, view; last week, ^almost $45,600.
Dear Delinquent
Marjorie Steele, Alex Nicol)—Erlanger,
Potting- Shei, Golden (D) (17th
Doctor in tna House
Chi (27-8).Fol De Rols
Fallen Angels (Hermione Gingold, Mary wk; 135; $S.75<$3.25; 800; $26,000)
Free As Air
■»
McCarthy)—Hartford, L.A. (27-8).
The Jose Greco dance troupe
(Sybil Thorndike; Robert Flemyng,
Clamour Girl
Matchmaker (Ruth Gordon, Loring Leueen . McGrath)/ . Continuing on grossed nearly $19,100 last week
Hatful of Rain
Smith,
Patricia
Cutts)—JUanna,
Cleve.
.Man In Question
a week-to-week - basis. Previous in seven performances at the Play¬
(27-1; Curran, S.F. (4-8).
Mrs. Gibbons' Boys
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne. week, $17j00(i;- -last week, nearly house, N. Y.
Palama Game .
Anno Rogers)—Philharmonic, L.A. (27-8)# $15,500. .Richard Longman suc¬
Reluctant Debutante
The house was scaled to a $4,6Q
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Bilt¬
Silver Wadding
more,
L.A. (27-8).
i ceeded Flemyng last Monday (27). top.
Six MOntha' Grace

“Sgts’$17,600 (5),
‘Angels’ $15J0,
‘lady’75^ LA.

‘Cat’ Okay $24,200,

'Matchmaker’ OK $25,800,
Winds Season in Wash.

Tart’ Slow $14,500 (7),

S.F. Perks Next Week

SET CIRCUSEY NAMES
ATKENLEYSTRAWHAT

British Shows,

Touring Shows

Greco $19,100 in 7
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Sylvia Siegler Seeking
License Reinstatement

Around-the-World Theatre Entente

. Sylvia. Siegler is contesting the
permanent revocation last October
of her ticket broker’s license by
N. Y* City License Commissioner
Bernard J.. O’Connell.
A showcause order, obtained by her for
the purpose of getting an injunc¬
tion was served on License Dept,
officials last week and a court
hearing is scheduled for next Tues¬
day (4).
Since having her license re¬
voked, Miss Siegler has been op¬
erating in Jersey City, N, J?, as
head of Ticket Clubs of New Jer¬
sey, Inc.

Paris, May 21. f
The International Drama Critics
Society, organized hate a year ago,
became a legal entity this week,
with a constitution adopted and ac¬
cepted under French law. But it
Scheduled N. Y. Supreme Court
still has a lot of problems and ques¬
tions to figure out, the' members hearings yesterday (Tues. ) of two
separate
controversies involving
were told at a meeting at the Sarah
the distribution of tickets to
Bernhard Theatre.
Broadway
shows were postponed.
Robert Chassenet, Brussels drama
critic, presided, with Ossia Trilling Both involved recent rulings by the
N. Y. City License Commissioner
of London, M. Kott of Warsaw, and Bernard J. O’Connell curtailing al¬
Paul Elmar, of Germany, sharing
location of tickets to theatre tour
the dais.
operators and to brokers located
Most of the preparatory work is in New Jersey.
being done by the French Drama
Jose Greco
Temporary restraining orders
Critics Society, and official head¬ permitting the continuance of
Jose Greco company of Spanish Danc¬
ers, with choreography and staging by
quarters have been set at the The-;
usual ticket allotments. have been Gfcco. Starring Greco; featuring Lola De
atre des Nations1.
obtained by both groups. In line Honda. Guitarists, Carlos Ramos, Miguel
Chassenet explained that the with this, the Commissioner re¬ Garcia, Manuel Hidalgo; pianist, - Lydia.
Mar; linger; Norlna; flamenco singer,
•Idea, at the* moment, is to restrict cently notified Broadway- .theatre Del
Manuel Do Jerez. Dancers, Gracia Del
membership to actual drama critics. operators that , the regulations is¬ Sacromonte. Rosarlp Caro, Pepita Sevilla,
Jose Molina, Dolores Del .Carmen, Lupe
Eventually there may be a subdivi¬ sued by him to be held in abeyance Del. Rio, .Roberto Lorca. Domingo Montez,
sion for drama writers, drama edi¬ until the various; litigations in¬ Rosita. Velez, and the ‘-Bronze Gypsies,"
Jose Mancilla, GitanillO Heredia, Mar¬
tors. etc. The first task is. to issue volved are settled.
garita Zurita, Maribel De Clrez. At The
international membership cards
Playhouse,: N.Y., May 21, '57; $4.60 top.
Of the cases to be; heard yester¬
which, it is hoped, theatres will
day,
that
affecting
Theatre
Trains
honor all around the world'.
Anybody want to see a good
& Planes has been put off until
While a Zurich critic is unlikely next Monday (3), reportedly at the show ? Jose Greco and. his com¬
to visit the theatre in. Toledo very request of Jesse Moss, attorney for pany of Spanish dancers have a
-often, it is felt that if he has a bona the New York Ticket Brokers, also threerweek tenancy at The Play¬
fide international drama critics’ a party to the litigation. The fu¬ house and for VA hours worth of
membership card, his task will be ture date on the other case, relat¬ pace, energy, color and “give,” it1?
that much easier. That is, if anyone ing to ticket restrictions placed on a theatrical best buy.
Greco scorns tepid showmanship.
is interested in making things Harry P. Chetkin, a broker at the
When the curtain’s up he expects
easier for drama critics. *
Bamberger ' department store in his company to perform with max¬
Membership will be carefully Newark, N. J., was not revealed.
imum gusto, permitting the audi¬
screened, both by the Paris head¬
ence no time to woolgather. The
quarters and via national member¬
first part of the two-act Spanish
ship groups. Where possible, it is
jam session takes exactly 60 minhoped, membership lists will be
uates and it sends customers lobbymade up nationally and sent to
wards at the break gasping for air,
headquarters for issuance of cards.
for the show ..moves so swiftly lAat
Thus the Drama Critics Circle of
following it is akin to trying to spot
New York has been asked to sub->
a jet plane in,the sky by looking
mit a list of those entitled to mem¬
toward
the sound.
A cross-country legit package
bership on a strict “drama critics tour service is being launched to
Actually, this also contributes to
only” basis. But for such countries, cater to out-of-town patronage for tlje evening’s defect, for the second
cities, or nationalities where there road shows. . The operations was act runs longer and slower. There
are no official drama critics set up recently by Martin Snyder, being a limit to human -energy on
groups, there will be a possibility who’s been active in the package both sides of the footlights, per¬
of joining via the central organiza¬ field via his Theatre Holiday office haps this is inevitable, although if
Greco and Co. could stand it, there
tion by presentation of proper sta¬ in New. York.
might be something to be said for
tistics.
Snyder,' recently back from a reversing the segments, saving the
“We would prefer,” Chassenet
said, speaking for the central in¬ staggered trip to the Coast, is get¬ frosting until last.
The old pro spreads himself
ternational committee, “to have ting the project underway with the
all membership assigned locally. national company of “My Fair across the program in familiar
Thus, it is obvious that the Drama Lady.” He’s arranged package deals standbys and a couple of new. He
the customary .precision
Critics Circle in New York is in for the musical's bookings in Los retains
and drive, and if he seems occa¬
a better position to certify as to a Angeles, San Francisco, Denver, sionally threatened by youth in his
man’s actual eligibility than a Omaha and Des Moines. The L. A. company, this merely acknowledges
group sitting in Paris. But if the and Frisco dates, apply to perform¬ rhis subordination of personal pres¬
Circle in New York doesn’t want ances added on to the regular Civic I tige to the welfare of the show.
to—or if, as in some countries, Light Opera subscription series irr Easily the slickest number is
there is no such group—we will both cities.
“Soleares Y Seguiriyas CEncuenIn most “Lady” cases the tickets tro’)” that Greco does with comely
have to pass on eligibility as best
allotted to Snyder are for matinees Lola De Honda. It’s a mating scene
we .can at, long distance.”
One ' amusing (from a Yank and Sunday. performances. The to sensually passionate castanets
standpoint) incident was . brought packages for the tuner and subse¬ and, coming early in the program,
about by‘the arrival of a letter quent shows will cover a radius of it's hard to beat.
from Rosamund Gilder of New 125-150 miles, with transportation
There’s Gracia Del Sacromonte,
York; Miss Gilder, who. was in principally by bus. The setup will however, with a hair-shaking style
Paris a year ago on a Fullbright cover travel, ticket, food expenses- all her own, for tempestuous mo¬
ments, and Jose Molina,; a. sexy
and attended the formation ses¬ and service Charge.
sions of the organization as a rep¬
Snyder will arrange for the young hoofer well calculated to
hasten
the pit-a-pat of' distaff
resentative of the N. Y. Drama packages in New York and then
Critics Circle, has been elected a notify the various transportation hearts.
Rosario
Caro’s snarling passion
vice-president of the organization services involved, which; in turn,
is something, to watch, not to men¬
and made a member of the Board. will promote the project.
tion,
listen
to. The two males of
Now comes a letter from her say•the quartet “The Bronze Gypsies”
ihg the Drama Critics Circle had.
Denver to Repeat
are..
Gitanillo
Heredia and Jose
replaced her by Joseph Shipley.
Mancilla. Looking as if they hadn’t
* ,
Denver, May 28.
He is not in Europe either.
eaten
for
a
couple
of months, they
For the second year the Rocky
• A suggestion was made that-per¬
execute flamenco gymnastics with
haps the American'representative Mountain News is. sponsoring a remarkable defiance of gravity.
on the international board ought show plane to New York. It will
Pepita Sevilla seems scarcely out
to be one of- the tWo American leave here Sept. 23 and - return of swaddling clothes, but she’s a
drama critics who are currently in Sept. 29. The’fare is $315 each or minxy mate for Heredia in. “JoIforis but unfortunately neither of $578 for manand wife, including ropo” and “Bulieras De Juanene.”
them is a member of the N. Y. everything excepting meals. Shows Carlos Ramos’ guitar variations
Draifia Critics Circle, or ever have to be caught J&re “Auntie, Marne,” provide a pleasant respite.
jyeen, so that would seem to ex¬ “Happy Hunting,” “Bells Are Ring¬
With insolent smiles and per¬
ing,” “Long Day’s Journey into the
clude them.
petually flashing teeth, and with¬
Night,” “Separate Tables” and out pretense at scenery (if Greco’s
Next meeting next year.
‘Hole in the Head.”
assortment of vivid breeches be ex¬
Last year's tour was so well pat¬
the redoubtable Jose has
H’wood’s Circle Theatre ronized that two planes were cepted),
again brought "the town a show
O’Neill play, she said,
that’s sumptuous of sight and
Slates 2 Geiger Plays an
needed.
sound.
Geor.
Hollywood, May 28.
. Circle Theatre, local central¬
staging small-seater will produce
a pair of new scripts by Milton Gei¬
ger prior to anticipated road and
Broadway runs.
’51-’52 ’52-’53. ’53-’54 ’54-’55 ’55-’66 ’56-’5
- First will be “A Wonderful Dis¬
otal Shows . . 73
54
59
63
56
62
position,” suspense drama opening
Plays ... . 60
42 ‘
47 „
43
42
47
around July 1. Second will be a
New ..
31
41
34
. 45
34
37
platform drama, “This Is Edwin
Revivals ........... . 15
9
6
8
9
10
Booth,” based on the life of the ac¬
5
13
Adaptations . . 11
7
13
8
tor. . It will subsequently be
Imports
..
8
10
9
..
10
14
8
toured along the revived Chautau¬
2
1
1
Foreign Language
0
1
.
1
qua circuit.
0
0
0
0
.
2
0
Return Shows r.
Last season, Circle producer
12
12
15
Musicals .... .....,. . 13
11
19
George Boroff presented Norman
10
14
10
New'..
.
9
9
8
Corwin’s “Tonight, Lincoln vs.
2
2
5
5
Revivals ........ v. ,
4
4
Douglas,” which Paul Gregory will
6
3
3
5
7
Adaptations ....... v
take on tour this year, in associa¬
3
0
0 .
1
X
2.
0
tion with Boroff, with Raymond
Imports ..
0
0
0
1
0
1
Return Shows ..........
Massey, Agnes Moorehead and
2
0
0
1
1
0
Miscellaneous. ....... .
Brian Donlevy starred.

O’Connell’s Ticket Bans'

Package Tour Service
For Road Show Patrons;
Buff, Denver Set Dates

6 way Production Breakdown

1899-1957
Season.
1899-1900 .
1900-1961 .
1901-1902
1902-1903 .
1903-1904 .
1904-1905 .
1905-1906 .
1906-1907 ,, .............
1907-1908 .
1908-1909 .
1909-1910 .
1910-1911
1911-1912 i
1912-1913 .
1913-1914 .
1914-1915 .
19l5-i916 ..
1916-1917
1917-1918 ..
1918-1919 ,.
1919-1920 ♦«
1920-1921
1921-1922
1922-1923
1923-1924 ..
1924-192$: .
1925-1926 .
1926-1927 ..
1927-1928 ..
1928.1929 ..
1929-1930 ..
1930-1931 ..
1931-1932 ..
1932-1933 ..
1933-1934 ..
1934-1935 ' ..
1935-1936 ..
1936-1937 ..
1937-1938 ..
1938-1939 ..
1939-1940 ..
1940-1941 ..
1941-1942 ..
1942-1943 ..
1943-1944 ..
1944-1945 ..
1945-1946 ,.
1946-1947 ..
1947-1948 ...
1948-1949 ..
1949-1950 ..
1950-195L ..
195f-1952 ..
1952-1953 ..
1953-1954 ..
1954-1955 ..
1955-1956 ..
1956-1957

New '
Elay*

'NfW
Musicals

;H
20
21

27

67

30
29
32
34/
37
33
36
'341
39
3fc
37
24
26
23
38
" 32
43
♦ 51
37
41
41
46
48.
49
53
43
35
29
27
27
15
19
14
11
16
18
18
14
16
18
19
19
16
14
12
18
17
14
9
11
9
16
8
10

Revivals
*
10
20
20
16
20
33
17
28
16
8
ia
17
16
28
17
17
19
16
’ 18
13
2
7
15
8
15
20
20
26
28
20
34
28
34
23
12

7
1313
13
12 u
11
6
9
15
19
11
12
17
20
9
12
21
19
9
8
13
13
15

Total
87
96
90
98
118
127
111
129
110
118
144
131
140
162
128
133
115
126
156
149
144
152
194
• 174
186
228
255
263
264
225
233
187
207
174
151
149
135
118
' 111
98
91
69
83
80
97
92
76
79
76
70
57
81
72
54
59
63
56
62

Legit Bits
Jack Carter will play the title | bringing in replacements for Larry
role in the forthcoming musical Douglas and Stanley Prager, who
adaptation of “The Doctor in Spite [ had to leave the tuner last Sunday
of Himself,” which H. C. Potter (26) because of prior commitments.
will direct. Arthur Cantor is press- Douglas has been succeeded by
agent for the show.
Jordan Bentley and Prager by Mort
. Billie Burke Is scheduled to re¬ Marshall.
turn to Broadway next season as
Betty Jane Watson will be stand¬
star of Paul Crabtree’s comedy, by for Mary Martin for the Los
“Bette Bibb,” which the author and Angeles and San Francisco Civic
Frank J. Hale plan to co-produce. Light Opera productions of “South
The duo, who will operate the new Pacific” *nd “Annie Get Your Gun”
RoyaL Poinciana Playhouse, Palm this summer.
Beach, Fla., next winter.
Ted Goldsmith is subbing as
“Waltz of the Toreadors,” which associate to Arthur Cantor - as
closed on Broadway a couple of pressagent for “Long Day’s Journey
weeks- ago, is slated to resume Into Night?” “Most Happy”-Fella”
operations next season, with Mel- and “Auntie Marne” during the
vyn Douglas in the role played on four weeks that Louis Skdgffer is
Broadway by Ralph Richardson. on leave of absence to work on his
The plan is to get hold of 'as many Eugene O’Neill biog.
members of the original Broadway
Victor Samrock, business man¬
cast as possible and to tour the
vehicle prior to the start of an-, ager-for the Playwrights Co., will
visit
Europe this summer with his
other New York stand.
“Guardian Angel,” a hew play by family, ‘
Regina
Wallace, who regularly
Guy Bolton, is scheduled to be
tried out m Paris and London next' plays the featured role of Mrs.
season. The French version will be Eynsford-Hill in the Broadway
translated by Marc-Gilbert Sauva- company of ■“My Fair- .Lady,”
moved up to the part .of Mrs.
jon.
An off-Broadway production of Higgins recently while Viola
“Rise, Marlowe,”
play by A. Roache took a week’s vacation.
A story in last week’s issue could
Susac about the last days in the
life - of Christopher Marlowe, is • have been misunderstood as in¬
dicating,
that the scheduled musical
slated for off-Broadway production
next season by George Scott, Lily production, “Copper and Brass”
Turner, and Bill Landsmen at a would break-even on ! a $43,000
new Second Avenue house called weekly gross. The show is actually
budgeted to break at $32,000.
the Gate Theatre.
Producer-theatre operator Roger
An American production of
“Cabin in the Sky,” with an all- L. Stevens says he’s actually giving
Negro cast headed- by Cab Callo¬ attention (well, almost) .to his
way, may hit London and the Brit¬ realty interests this week. He’s on
ish provinces next season, prior to a business trip to Washington,
a Broadway opening. The revival Miami, Tampa, Houston, Kansas
of the musical, which .was first City and finally Ann Arbor, where
presented in New York in 1940, is he maintains his permanent home.
planned by Fred P. Pinklehoffe, He’s due back in New York next
Monday (3).
Monroe Saxon and Mark Marvin.
Sylvia Miles will succeed Eileen
Leon Stevens, who appeared in
the road company of “Inherit the Rygn in “The Iceman Cometh’
Wind” in the role originated on next Wednesday (5) at. the Circle
Broadway by Ed Begley, will play in the Square, N.Y.
“La Plume de ma Tantecur¬
the part in the New York company.
He’ll replace Begley who’s moving rent in London,0 is to be imported
into the starring spot being vacated next fall; and will play the Belasco
Theatre.
,
June 1 by Paul Muni.
Morton Da Costa will direct “The
The extension of the scheduled
two-week run of “Pajama Game” Music Man,” set to open next win¬
at the N. Y. City Center an addi¬ ter under the production auspicies
(Continued on page 72)
tional week to June" 2 necessitated

Wednesday, May- 29,?X957

Send ’Em to Actors Studio
You can’t make an actor out of an alligator.
The management of “Happiest Millionaire” had to give up on
the idea after trying seven of the reptiles. Each one, when it
became accustomed to the theatre, would appear on stage asleep.
The producers finally decided to substitute a dummy for, the live
variety.
*
Similarly, a baby alligator in the comedy had to. be replaced
by a stuffed copy. That situation was different, .however, as the
smaller ones couldn’t live alone and when put together ate each
other. The management had about .a dozen casualties before
making the switch.
,
...
The failure of the alligators to make the legit grade has'one
redeeming feature, though, particularly for. the* show.’s backers.
In eliminating the live article, the producers also did away with
a $325 weekly expense for an animal trainer..
The alligators are necessary in the play at the Belasco Theatre,
N.Y., because a feature of the Kyle Crichton dramatization of his.
and Cordelia Biddle Duke's book, “My Philadelphia Father,” is the
late Anthony Drexel Biddle’s hobby of .keeping a collection of
the reptiles in his Philly mansion.

Other Barn News
»- ■

Regular Ticket Sweeps
Equity Council Voting

Continued from pace 69

tion,” “Will Success Spoil. Rock
Hunter” and “Loud Red Patrick.”
Following the regular season,
which closes Aug. 25, Hale will of¬
fer a “drama festival”' to include
William Saroyan’s “Once Around
the Block” and perhaps “Hamlet”
and “Streetcar Named Desire.”
The strawhat will play a Tues¬
day-through Thursday schedule.
ZaSu Opening New Barn
Myr-iC Beach, S. C., May 28,
A new strawhat, the Carousel
Star Theatre, will open here June
18. The operation, under the pro¬
duction auspices of Jane Barry
Haynes, will be located In the for¬
mer quarters of the Local Shrincrs* Club. The Initial bill will
star ZaSu Pitts in “The Solid Gold
Cadillac,” with Sylvia Sidney in
“September Tide” as the second
offering.
Ray Boyle will be resident direc¬
tor arid Alice Lee Boatwright as¬
sistant producer. John Harvey, of
United Talent, of New York, is
booking the shows, all of which
will be packages.
“Chaparral,” a new play by Valgene Massey, has been acquired by
Jo MieWncr for Broadway produc¬
tion next season.

IJEOITIMATE
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The entire n on-factional ticket
selected by the Actors Equity nom¬
inating Committee as council candi¬
dates was elected at the union’s
annual meet last Friday (24). It.
marked another defeat for the
dissident group, which had put up
a partial independent slate of
chorus representatives. A total of
1,680 ballots were cast, with 1,612
valid.
Those voted in with the indi¬
vidual ballot tally listed . paren¬
thetically, were as follows:
Principals for five-year terms:
Royal Beal (1,263), Kendall Clark
(1,304), John Cornell (1,316), Staats
Cotsworth (1,335), Ruth Gillette
(1,291), Carl Harms (1,281), Hurd
! Hatfield (1,307), Jean Sincere
(1,269), Margo Stevenson (1,326)
and Stanley Tackney (1,263);
l Chorus for five-year terms: Jack
Leigh (783), Howard Roherts (783),
Mary Roache (808). The defeated
opposition candidates, in the same
category were Charlotte Foley
(682), Tao Strong (701) and Eddie
Weston (708).
Chorus for three-year term:
Ralph^Lowe (794). Defeated, op¬
position nominee, Edward Becker
(682).

Continued

from page «■--; -

Among < the tuner’s investors was
Venus lit Africa *.
Hambleton with a $13,800 stake. !
Denver, May 24.
That brought his total financial
U. of Denver School production of
outlay in the Phoenix, based on the
thrlrc-scene opera by George Antheil,
lists of backers, to $117,006. Ham¬ with libretto by Michael Dyne. Staged by
bleton had originally-invested :$37,- Edwin Levy; musical direction, Waldo
setting and lighting, Robin
500, then $20,156 and then $46,01)0, Williamson;
Lacy; choreography, Martha Wilcox s-ncl
Dulcy Amtcr; costumes, Herbert Fyler.
•• Another big investor besides At
Little Theatre on the Campus, Denver
.Hambleton, has been Stevens. In U., Denver, May 24, ’57.
addition to .the $22,000 “Joan” Arabs... ^Ronald Coleman, David Garcia,
Joe Kronsbcrg
stake, he was among the original Innkeeper .
Jack Olson
Phoenix* backers with a $5,000 ante. Peddler . John Anglim
... Marilvn Winters
He later put up another $5,0Q0 and Yvonne
Charles .. Richard Schleffel
then $10,000. “Joan,” incidentally," Magician ..William Yeo
is the only one of the partnership Dancing Girls. Carol McClung,
Normandie Karr
ventures to have paid off. The' Girl . Winifred
MagoUn
others are all believed, to be total
losses.
Composer George Antheil’s sixth
The financial affairs of the Phoe¬ opera looms as a commercial possi¬
nix, however, will be taken over bility, but one Avith arty limitations.
next season by Theatre, Inc., a non¬
Under the facile and imaginative
profit
producing
organization direction of Denver U.’s Edwin
formed in 1945. The group, inactive Levy (co-director with Hanya Holm
for the past nine years, has been of “The Ballad of Baby Doe” at
reorganized, with Stevens as presi¬ Central City last summer), the
dent of its new board. Hambleton show tantalizes the imagination.
and Houghton, who’ll continue as Teamed with a previous Antheil
managing directors of the Phoenix, opera, “The Brothers,” this hourare also members of the board, as long work could provide an excit¬
are numerous other show biz ing evening of musical drama. An¬
theil wrote it with this teaming in
names.
In its four seasons of operation, mind.
“The Brothers” is a grim Cain
the Phoenix has put on 19 produc¬
tions. In addition, the house also and Abel drama set just after the
booked French mime Marcel Mar- Korean War. “Venus in Africa,”
Antheil says is semi-autobio¬
ceau for his first New York ap¬ which
graphical, is a romantic musical
pearance in 1955 and this season fantasy with an appeal for people
brought in the American Shake¬ who b'elieve in mythjs. “Venus” is
speare Festival Theatre’s produc¬ light and often charming, offering
tions of “Measure for Measure” the needed contrast for pairing
and “Taming of the Shrew,” from with “The Brothers.”
Stratford, Conn., as outside ven¬
“Venus in Africa” is the story of
tures with the theatre rented on a 'a pair of young/American lovers in
four-wall deal.
North Africa. They quarrel because
The Phoenix has also been in¬ of his jealousy, and the girl leaves,
volved in special one-night ballet taking with her 10,000 black mar¬
and drama performances, plus a ket francs purchased by the boy.
In a neat bit of staging, a beauti¬
play series devoted to new direc¬
tors. It’s pointed out, incidentally, ful creature suddenly appears as
that the approximate $375,000 loss if by magic, while the boy is sing¬
on the four seasons, although sub¬ ing a romantic lament. They talk,
and love, and the mystery woman
stantial, is equivalent to the normal vanishes
once more—but not be¬
investment in a single Broadway fore she has brought about a re¬
musical.
union of the original lovers. There
is the feeling the mystery woman
“States With Pretty Names,” a is a re-incarnated Venus.
The mysterious flavor of North
new script by Elliott Baker, is
slated to be preemed this summer Africa is captured in a single out¬
at Jack Ragotzy’s Bare Theatre, door cafe setting, dominated by a
statue of Venus. In the Denver U.
Augusta, Mich.
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Opera Review

Phoenix Theatre
==•

I production, lighting effects, includ| ing a jagged streak of lightning
! flashes over the i*i\ure of Venus,
: greatly enhance tne feeling of
mysticism.
Anthcil’s music is modern, but
| without the clutter frequently ftsso[Ciuted with modern music. It . is
i clcnncut and simp’e, using musical
effects admirably to suit the action.
Changing with the moods of the
players, the music is infinitely
varied.
Dissonance
characterizes
the
opening measures as the romantic
coupld quarrel. A strong oriental
theme has been threaded into the
score of intervals, with the appear¬
ance of Arabian characters. A firstact solo sung by the boy is a lyrical
lament for a lost love. Best of all,
is a high-pitched, hauntingly ethe,real song presented by the fleshand-blood Venus.
None of this music will send any¬
one out of the. theatre humming,
but it ’ has a distinct fascination
for listeners. Michael Dyne’s li¬
bretto is often amusing, and writ¬
ten with an eye to clarity. Whenproperly enunciated by the singers,
it is easy to understand. aMelo.

Gassner’s Latest
“20 Best European Plays on the
American Stage,” edited by John
Gassner (Crown; $5.75), is a com¬
panion volume to same publish¬
er’s four anthologies of dramas, all
edited by Gassner, who is now
Sterling Professor of Playwriting
at' Yale. Editor provides an iritro,
and in addition to several stand¬
ard titles of Chekhov, Tolstoy,
Turgenev, Pirandello and Capek,
such recent Broadway attractions
as “Tiger at the Gates,” “The
Lark,” and “My 3 Angels” are in¬
cluded.
There are three Giraudoux selections; two plays by
Anouilh. Familiar adaptations by
Valency, Heilman, Fry and Stark
Young are used.
In his preface, Gassner states
that his book does not. represent
modern European drama, but pre¬
sents .such drama- as a factor in
professional U. S. productions.
Rodo.
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JOHN CHAPMAN
New York Daily New*
“JANE KEAN sing* and acts most
attractively. When MISS KEAN
and Douglas get together on the
'There Once Wat a Man/ an au¬
dience ft privileged to share the
genuine high spirits of good per¬
formers."
- '_
■—

WARD MOREHOUSE
Nawhouse Newspapers

|»

"JANB KEAN It volatile and at- £
tractive"

^
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Currently at the CITY CENTER New York in
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Shows Abroad
Fin tie Partie ami
Acte sans Paroles
Paris, May 21.
Maurice Jacquemont presentation of
dual-bill by Samuel Beckett, includin'?
one-act drama. "Fin de Partle" <*'End of
the. Game”), staged by Roger Blin, with
setting and costumes by Jacques Noel,
and. single-scene pantomime, “Acte sans
Paroles” (“Act Without Words”), staffed
by Deryk Mendel, with music by John
Beckett, setting by Jacques Noel. At
Studio des Champs-Elysecs, Paris, May

CAST FOR "PARTIE"
Hamm
. iTogei* Blin
Clov .. Jean Marti?*
Nell .•. Germaine de Fx-ance
Nagg ..Georges Adet

CAST FOR "PAROLES"
Man

... Deryk Mendel

“Fin de Partie,” second play by
Samuel Beckett, author of “Wait¬
ing for Godot,” 'is more of the
same whatsit.
The Irish-born
dramatist writes in French and
then translates his works into Eng¬
lish, and his new opus, plus a short
pantomime from bis pen, “Acte
sans Paroles/’ is running at the off¬
beat Studio des. Champs-Elysees
after a tryout in London with the
same cast, and in French.
“Fin,” like “Godot,” will prob¬
ably mean many things to many
people and its production in art
theatres around the world seems
assured by the notoriety of
“Godot.”
Here again there are two mep—one. blind and partially paralyzed,
the other his servant, bent by years
of labor. They discuss for an hourand-a-half, often in obscure terms,
the agony of being alive. In the
same dismal room . are* two trash-

S.A.G.A.
(Stage A Areaa Guild of
America, lac.)
Is preed te keek the following
entstanding sammer packages.:
(Arranged alphabetically)

LUTHER ADLER
"A View from tho Bridge"

GERTRUDE BERG
"The Matchmaker"

VIVIAN BLAINE
as Sadie Thompson in
"RAIN"

RED BUTTONS
"Petticoat Fever"

GEORGE JESSEL
"Show Time"

VICTOR J0RY
"Holiday for Lovers"

CLAIRE LUGE
FRED KEAtlNG
"The Great. Sebastions"

SAM LEVENE
"Will Success Spoil
Rock Hunter?"
with ROXANNE

VAUGHN MONROE
CONSTANCE MQ0RE
"Annie Get Tour Gun"

Ricardo
M0NTALBAN
"Road to Romfe"
Prqger-Allen Prod.-

“PAJAMA GAME”
LILLIAN ROTH
"Primrose Path"

Maureen
. STAPLETON
CLIFF ROBERTSON
"Orpheus Descending*1'
Write — Wire — Phone

S.A.G.A.
140 W. 55 St., New York It, N. Y.
fel.T Circle *4337
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cans in which the mother and fa¬
ther of the invalid live.
The parents, now in the last
throws of. senility, occasionally
stick up their heads to demand
food, or to recount some dull sto¬
ries of the long ago. The mother
dies during the course of the play,
but the father survives and the cur¬
tain falls with the servant desert¬
ing his helpless master.
“Fin,” when it' means anything
intelligible, seems to plead for
suicide, but though Beckett under¬
lines the woes of existence he fails
to suggest why men want to go on
living.. There is some slight humor
to elevate the monotonous gloom,
but after an hour a restless bore¬
dom overcomes -the spectators.
There will undoubtedly be those
who will find the play eloquent,
and moving art, however.
It is difficult to evaluate acting
in such a play, hut Roger- Blin as
the* blind Hamm and Jean Martin
as his busy attendant seem to be¬
lieve what they are saying and
Georges Adet as the gaga father and
Germaine de France as his tooth¬
less, wistful wife manage to inject
some pathos into their trashcan
roles.
“Acte sans Paroles” is a dance
variation on the same theme: fu¬
tility. A man alone on the stage is
summoned into the wings by the
sound of a shrill, commanding
whistle, only to be tossed back on
the stage.
Jug of water, a folding palm tree
and some blocks are lowered from
the ceiling and he makes Vain ef¬
forts to capture the eyasive carafe.
At? the end he has made no pro¬
gress and the props disappear and
he is left to meditate. This num¬
ber is performed- by Deryk Men¬
del.
Opening night audience was full
of enthusiasts, hut the critics were
divided. Some felt It was repeat
of “Godot” and most agreed that
double-bill was less impressive
than “.Godot.”
Curt,

unaware of their intentions and
hilarious situations, develop.
The frank, sophisticated dialog
provides'plenty of laughs, and the
Wolfgang Neuss staging broadens
the comedy., . Ernst Schroeder'is
-especially funny as a fast-talking
Babbitt type of an official, with a
joke in practically *i every line.
Hanna Rucker registers strongly
as his beautiful wife. Jan Hen¬
driks as a sophisticated roue and
Alfred Balthoff as an amorous bar¬
ber, both on the make, also get
maximum laughs. Helen Vita is
good as the love-conscious doll
from next door, while Guenther
Pfitzmann, as a new lodger in the
official’s apartment, is only briefly
seen in the last act.
The comedy has only one setting,
a Berlin living room of 1900, cre¬
ated by H. U. Thorman, an ade¬
quate job.
Hans,

Legit Bits
Continued from page 70

of Kermlt Bloomrarden, in asso¬
ciation with Robert Greene and
Frank I^oesser. Another item on
Loesser’s sked is the Charles K.
Peck Jr. play, “When in Rome,”
which is planned as a musical for
Broadway production in the fall pf
1958
Robert Coote wiil withdraw Juno
1 from his Col. Pickering assign¬
ment in the Broadway production
of “My Fair Lady” to take on a
Coast film assignment. He'll be
succeeded by Reginald Denny.
Noel Coward, who established
himself as a. nonresident of Eng¬
land for income tax purposes, is
returning to London after an ab¬
sence of two years. He departs
Die Ehe <les Herrn
from
!. New1 York ' today (Wed,),
Mississippi
aboard the Queen Elizabeth, ac¬
(The Marriage of Mr. Mississippi) companied by Alfred. Lnnt .and
Zurich, May 4.
Lynn Fontanne.
Schausplelhaus presentation of two-act
- David Merrick is in the process
comedy-drama by Friedrich Duerrenmatt.
Staged by Leopold Lindtberff; sets, Joerg of acquiring Gypsy Rose Lee’s new
Zlmmermann;
incidental
music,' Rolf Jbopk,
“Gypsy, a Memoir,”. for
Langnese; technical director, Ferdinand
Lange; lighting, Walter Gross.. At Schau- Broadway productioh as a. musical.
spielhauS, Zurich. May 2, '57; $2,35 top.
. Figaro, Inc., the independent
Anastasia .Eva ZUclier film firm controlled by Joseph L.
Florestan Mississippi . Gustav Knuth
Manklewlcx and NBC, will be asso¬
Frederic Saint-Claude
Hans-Chrlstian Blech ciated With Saint Snbber In pro¬
Count von Uehelohe-Zabernsee
ducing “The Square Root of Won¬
Ernst Ginsberg
Minister Diego. Sigfrit Steiner derful.”
Frank Loesser will be billed as
Servant Girl .
Irene Liechti
Clergymen.Fi-iedrich Braun, Armin adaptor and composer-lyricist of
Schweizer, Paul Buehlmann
musical originally
Prof. Ueberhuber..
Erwin Parker. tjhe . untitled
Man in. Raincoat.Robert Bichler Written by him and Garson Kanin.
Edwin C. Knill, currently general
This is a new adaptation by manager for “The Happiest Mil¬
Friederich Duerrenmatt of his con¬ lionaire,” entered Forest' Hills
troversial comedy-drama originally (N.Y.) General Hospital last Fri¬
produced in 1952, before his much- day (24) for surgery.
Officers re-electejl at the Actors’
discussed “Visit of an Old Lady.”
This revised edition of the earlier Fund of America'~annual meet at
play is explosive theatre, expertly the Hotel Astor, N.Y., last Thurs¬
running the gamut of styles from day (23) include Walter Vincent,
Uninhibited farce to high pathos. president; Gilbert Miller,, first vice
An American production might he president; Katharine Cornell, sec¬
ond vice president; Vinton. Freedrewarding, at least as a novelty.
“Marriage of Mr. Mississippi” ley, treasurer, and Warren P. Man¬
sell,
secretary and general man¬
involves a District Attorney who
takes law in his own hands by ager. The organization handled
14,196
relief cases during the year
poisoning his adulturous wife. He
The Man in Question
marries a womafi who has similarly, ended April 20 at a total expendi¬
ture of $363,106.
done
away
with,
her
unfaithful
Glasgow, May 24.
Pressagent Phyllis Perlman Is
Toby Rowland Ltd. presentation, of husband, declaring their marriage
two-act. melodrama by Raymond Bowers.
to he an “atonement” fop both of back in New York after a twoStars John .Gregson; features Liam Red¬
week
Caribbean vacation.
' „
mond, Jane
Griffiths.
John
Stratton. them.
Pressagent George Ross planed
Staged by Noel WiUman; setting. Hutch¬
A former crony, now a Commie, to London last Monday (27) as the
inson Scott. At King's Theatre, Glasgow;
turns up and tries to blackmail the initial stop on a three-week Euro¬
May 23, '37; $1.20 top.
Marshal Armltt. John Gregson D.A. into cooperating in plotting pean visit.
James Armitt ..John Stratton •world revolution.
The D.A/s re¬
Michael Mok, general press rep¬
Hurst .... Uam Redmond
Daniels ... Jack Hedley fusal causes the revelation of his resentative for Rodgers ’ ic HamMercia . Jane Griffiths crime,' leading to
his/ complete mersteih since 1944, will leave for
Parker ... Michael Duffleld smashup and commitment to an
Hollywood in mid-July to work on
asylum, He escapes, however, and
New psychological thriller will he and his second wife poison each publicity for the film version of
“South Pacific."
cause some brain-cudgeling with its other.
Dick Wearer will be pressagent
super-abundance of theories, alibis,
Duerrenmatt has succeeded In and Roy Jones general manager for
etc. Authored by Raymond Bowers, giving
this
bloody
satire
scope
and
Theatre
Under the Stars, scheduled
a London scribe, it, has a confusing dimension, probing into today’s
and even baffling start, but suc¬ way of life and offering a provoca¬ to open June 10 in Central Park,
N.
Y.
ceeds in holding attention, with^/its. tive philosophy. This play’s form
Leo Ken will design the forth¬
mystery air and sound acting.
character might be called a coming Broadway production of
Piece, staged at nice pace by and
“tragic
circus.”
At
any
rate,
it’s
“The
Strongest.”
Noel Willman, is too diffuse to excellent theatre.
Cast replacements in the Broad¬
have strong b.o. prospects in Lon¬
§chauspielhaus
has
given
this
an
way
production
of “No Time for
don or elsewhere, but • seems a exemplary production. Direction
Sergeants” include J. Robert Vic-"*
promising first attempt by journal¬ by
Leopold
Lindtberg
is
masterful,
tor-for
Carl
Albertson;
Vincent.
ist Bowers. This Glasgow presenta¬ bringing out the value of the ex¬
Lynne for Bill Hlnnant and Wil¬
tion is a tryout.
tremes
of
mood.
Sets
by
young
liam
Mullaney
for
Don
Knotts.
The play involves two. brothersfl Swiss designer Joerg Zlmmermann
Civic Theatre of Greenwich Vil¬
who dislike each other, and has are also topnotch.
lage, Inc., has been given a. New
a complex story of alibis, false
Gustav
Knuth
is
Impressive
as
York
State charter as a non-profit
clues and a murder mystery. Much
righteous D.A. and Eva Zilcher, membership group.
of the action consists of a detec¬ the
from
Vienna,
carries
the
proper
An
adaptation, of Moliere’s
tive’s battle of wits with one of the amount of s.a. and aloofness for
“School for . Wives,” by Thom
brothers. Liam Redmond, an Irish the less-than-virtuous wife. Ernst Hitcbell
and J. Robert Dietz, is
actor, scores' a personal triumph Ginsberg contributes a..fine per¬
as the officer, John Gregson and formance as a has-been adventurer, scheduled for. a June 19 opening
at
the
Theatre
Marquee, N.Y. •
John Stratton - are convincing' as and Hans Christian Blech is ex¬
The 1957 “Players’ Guide,” the
the brothers. Jane Griffiths is ef¬ cellent as the scheming Commie.
15th'edition
of
the > Actors Equityfective as a loose-morals character
Mezo.
sponsored book edited and pub¬
in pajamas.
lished
by
Paul
L. Ross, is now
A flat in Knightsbridge, Lhndon,
available.
is attractively represented in the
Roger L. Stevens has optioned
Hutchifison Scott designs.
the rights to Howard Teichmanh’s
Gcrd.
adaptation of “Miss.Lohely Hearts,”
which Diana Green previously
'Die Hose
An international chain of air- held. Stevens bought the script for
(The Pants)
supported theatres for park loca¬ production by the Playwrights Co.,
Berlin, May 10.
tions is in the works. The project, with Lester Osterman Jr., previ¬
Kamocdle
presentation
of
four-act
ously associate producer on the
comedy by Cai-1 Sternheim. Stars Ernst planned by Christopher Anderson
Schroeder, Hanna Rucker, Staged by .through a firm named Andersco, venture with Miss Green, remain¬
Wolfgang
Neuss;
assistant
directors,
ing in that capacity.
Juergen Pangritz, Thomas Keck; techni¬ will utilize “air shelter” buildings
Beryl Towbln, formerly In the
cal supervision, Kurt.Kuehnauer; settings, held up pneumatically. •
H. U. Thormann. At Komoedie am Kur*
Anderson, incidentally, is also dancing chorus of “Bells Are Ring¬
fuerstendamm, Berlin; $3 top.
ing,”
has moved into the featured
Theobald Maske .Ernst Schroeder involved in the forthcoming sum¬
Dulse Maske .. Hanna Rucker mer musical series In Central Park, spot previously ..held by Ellen Ray
Gertrud Deuter ... Helen Vita
In
the
musical. Miss Ray. will ap¬
Frank Scarron .Jan Hendriks N: Y., as co-producer with Michael
this summer in the LambertBenjamin Mandelstam... .Alfred Balihoff Grace.
That,* however, is entirely pear
ville (N, J.) Music Circus produc¬
Stranger ..
Guenter Pfitzmann
separate from the Andersco opera¬ tion of “Pajama Game” in the role
created on Broadway by Carol
“The.Pants,” which the late Carl tion,
The “shelters” to be used for the Haney. The choreographer will be
Sternheim wrote some 46 years ago
and which often was banned, first park circuit are currently being Jim Hutchison, now appearing in
by imperial authorities and later made by the Irving Air Chute Co., “Happ/ Hunting.”
Mclvyn Douglas will direct Jes¬
also by the Nazis, is currently the Lexington, Ky. This firm has also
wittiest offering on Berlin’s. Kur- been involved In negotiations with sica Tandy and Hume Cronyn in
fueTstendamm.
Benefiting from tent operator St. John TCrrell, strawhat tour of “The Man in the
amusing dialog and a standout cast, who’s planning on substituting ,air- Dog Suit/’
Bill Penh will direct the 15-week
the brisk comedy is boulevard thea- supported showcases for some of
ti > at its best. It is a prospect for his canvastops, .in addition to put¬ season at the Cincinnati (O.) Sum¬
mer
Playhouse, with Ed Flesh .as
c “ >ng run.
ting one up in Comack, N, Y. Tyr¬
Subject is nothing for the prud¬ rell is using an “Air Top” label for designer and Allan James as stage
manager.
ish. In the main, it concerns the his buildings.
An 11-week season is scheduled
pretty wife of a government * offi¬
Anderson’s “shelters” are de¬ for the Playh6use-0n-the-Green, Co¬
cial who loses her panties while
watching a parade. The incident signed for in-the-nound perform-' lumbus, O., with Joseph Weaver as
is witnessed by a couple Of gentle¬ ances and will seat approximately producer and playwright Phillip
men who are intrigued and seek 5,000. They are fire-proof and'cam Pruneau as director.
A 12-week sked has been set for
to approach her by renting a room be erected by a crew of four-to-six
Valley .players 16th season at
in her apartment. The husband-is men In about four hours.

PARK PRODUCER PLANS
INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT

.

Mountain Park Casino, Holyoke,
Mass., with Dorothy M. Crane as
director of all but two .shows,
which will be staged by Ted Tiller.
Robert Colson and Harry Crane
will return as stage managers,
while Paul Rodgers, of the Cleve¬
land (O.) Playhouse, will be scenic
designer.
The Gretna Playhouse, Mt. Gret¬
na, Pa., begins a 12-week season
June '13, with Charles F. Coghlan
going Into his 13th year as co-pro¬
ducer and director^ Gene P. Otto
will operate the spot with Coghlan,
While Mary Jane Kersey and Jon
Main will head the resident com¬
pany. Henry M. Homan, director
of News and' Special Events for
station WLBR, Lebanon, Pa., >'
handling publicity.
“A Time to Be Rich,” a new play
by Jullen Flint, will be tried out
this sunfiner at Ron Rawson’s John
Drew Theatre, East Hampton, L.I.
David Tihmar, just-back from
Bermuda, will direct “Naughty Ma¬
rietta” for a June 7 opening at th®
Warwick (R. I.)* Musical Theatre
and “Pajama Game” for a June 24
bow at the canvastop.
Theodor Uppirtan, of the N. Y.
Metropolitan Opera Company, will
play the lead in .“Song of Norway”
at Salt Lake City, Utah, the week of
July 6.
David B. Graham, who’s been ac¬
tive in off-BroadWay production,
will be general manager for the
Sacramento (Cal,) Music Circus.
Billie Worth and. her husband,
Donald Burr, will costar in “Peter
Pan” at the canvastop, beginning
June 16, while Alyn McLerle will
appear there In “Silk Stockings,”
“Pajama Game” and “Damn Yan¬
kees.”

Stratford Fast
Continued from pare 07 -«

union’s role In helping guide the
worker to tho best available.
' Miss Menken says, “Labor can
save culture in this .country, Our
museums and our theatres are for
everyone, not just the w/ealthy
few.” With returning Shakespeare
to the populace she sees the pos¬
sibility of staging pre-performance
picnics and Elizabethan amuse¬
ments.
Under tha title “Introducing
Will Shakespeare,” explanatory
material and order blanks have
been distributed among union
representatives for posting at shop
gates and on bulletin boards, with
sample leaflets and picture cards
available in quantity.
“The CFL and CSIUC believes
this to be a unique opportunity for
uniqn members to enjoy an enter¬
tainment experience totally differ¬
ent from the ‘Wnd’ of theatre
usually seen on television,” . the
leaflet says. “Equally important,
it is an opportunity for Union mem¬
bers to give their children some¬
thing they themselves in- many
cases hafa never had'—a chance to
learn at first hand • why Shake¬
speare’s plays are loved wherever
people read.”.
The preview dates for “Othello,”
With Alfred Drake and Earl Hy¬
man, are June, 15, 18, 19 (also
matinee), 20 and 21; For “Mer¬
chant,” with Katharine Hepburn,
the date are July 3 and 9. The
management expects the union at¬
tendees will also be jhelpful as re¬
ception barometers. Locals are be¬
ing urged to organize special dele¬
gations, with supper on the lawn
before the show.

pmmrf
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'Confidential* Settle* Suit
‘
Confidential Magazine has set¬
tled out of court the libel -suit
' brought bjr Dorothy Dandridge.
Heir L. A. attorneys report that be¬
sides a ‘‘substantial’* cash settle¬
ment. it includes a retraction to
be dictated by Miss Dandridge and
printed in a size type of her choos¬
ing. Miss ’ Dandridge’s .representa¬
tives’said negotiations for the set¬
tlement were instituted by the
magazine.
t ;. ■
.
In France, the singing actress
said that “the speed with which
Confidential' has settled * my libel
case and agreed to issue a retrac¬
tion ■ should leave no doubt that
there wasn’t an ounce of truth, in
their shocking article concerning

Magazines Inc„ originally .S-M
News IncM founded in 1919. SM is
largely subsidized by Reader’s di¬
gest, the. No, 1 newsstand seller.
Look, Newsweek, The New Yorjcer,
Vogue and Glamour recently shift¬
ed away from-American News to
Curtis. Circulation Co., subsid of
Curtis Publishing, which of course
handles.the Saturday Evening Post
and other affiliated mags.
Ziff-Davis has moved its Popular
Photography and others to Macfad¬
den Circulation Co.; Popular Me¬
chanics is going to distrib inde¬
pendently. Besides the above, Faw¬
cett, which publishes True, is
another indie distributor.
Garfinkle recently added Ameri¬
can Match Co. to his string and
of course Union News, which has
key railroad, bus and air termials, hotel newsstands and the like
tied up, will so continue. It also
retails novelties, toys, candy, and
kindred merchandise.
• The Am News has notified its
remaining publisher affiliates of a'
60-90 days schedule for suspension
of periodical distribution opera¬
tions. Dislocation of circulation for
a number of newsstand publica¬
tions is expected to be readjusted
within that two-three month grace
period.

London. Post Blames TV
Competition -from television is
blamed by London’s Picture Post
■ ' its scheduled demise on June
lulton Press stated that present
gnomic conditions make the publ¬
ication vneconomic* It .added that
“television is doing .so well mucji
of the work, which we pioneered
in Picture post,’*
.
'
~ ,
Picture Post, a weekly along the
lines of Life,, was first published
in 1938. In 1939 it reached a cir¬
culation of 1,750,000. Peak issue
was that which featured the coro¬
Young Bissell TeRs All
nation of Queen Elizabeth II which
The reprint * rights to “Say,
hit more than 2,000;000: Present Darling,’’ Richard Bissell’S novel
circulation has dwindled-to 738,000. about the production of a fictional
(he says,, deadpan); Broadway musi¬
cal, have been bought by Bantam
New Copyright Soc. Prez
New prexy of the Copyright So¬ Books for $55,000. That’s revealed
ciety of the U. S. A. is Walter J. in The Fenelon Place, Journal, a
Derenberg. He succeeds Joseph mimeographed newsheet published
A. McDonald as head of the group by the author’s young son, Thomas
which is chartered by the Board of Bissell.
r
The single-sheet publication also
Regents of New York State.
Also elected at last week’s an¬ reports, in the May 5 issue, that
nual meet are Frederic G. Melcher] the editor is a classmate of novel¬
and John Schulman, v.p.’s; Alfred ist John P. Marquand’s Tim MarH. Wasserstrom, secretary; Leon¬ quand. The latter informed young
ard Zissu, assistant secretary; Wil¬ Bissell recently, “Your dad’s book
liam Klein, treasurer,- and Sigrid is ahead of my dad’s hook on the
H. Pedersen, assistant treasurer.
N. Y. Times best-seller list.’’
Another news item in the same
Chi Sun-Times* NFS Merger
issue of the Fenelon Place Journal,
Chicago Sun-Times has purchased printed in its entirety, reads, “Sam
the entire outstanding stock of Bissell got mad and called his
Newspaper Features Syndicate Inc., father a ‘fat slob’ recently and was
and has absorbed that company banished to his room. He must
into its owri^ Chicago Sun-Times have learned the phrase on tv. The
Famous Author denies the accusa¬
Syndicate.
At same time, officers of -NFS tion and says he is a thin slob.”
were given key posts in the new
setup. R. A. Cooper, ex-prez of
Another Durante Blog
NFS, was named general manager
Despite the publication of Gene
of the expanded syndicate with Fowler’s “Sehnozzola” seven .years
Tommy .Thompson as editor and ago, Prentice-Hall think* there’s
Elizabeth Carr as office manager. room in the book market for an¬
Jimmy Durante -lifd story.
Pine* Pub* Via Hearst
J other*
Publishing firm has approached
International Circulation Dis¬ Durante with a pitch that he do an
tributors, a Hearst subsidiary, has “as told to” autobiography, cover¬
taken over distribution of the en¬ ing the material in the Fowler
tire line of Pines Publications piece as well as everything that
Deals embraces Pines’ Popular Li¬ has happened since.
, _
brary . and Eagle books, and the
Durante is understood to have
following mags: Silver Screen, dropped the entire matter In the
Screenland, Real, See, Dennis the lap of the William Morris office,
Menace, and CBS Television’s his agent.
■
. r .
.
Terrytoons.
Meanwhile, Joe Pasternak Is
In a similar agreement national prepping a “Durante” film biog,
distribution of all of the Ziff-Davis and Danny Thomas has been men¬
special interest mags has been as¬ tioned for the role.
sumed by Macfadden Publications.
Z-D slate includes Popular Photog¬
Rellgloso Bestsellers
raphy, Flying, Radio & TV News,
Sale of religious books is boom¬
Popular Boating, Popular Elec¬
tronics, Sports Cars Illustrated, ing in the U. S., according to W. R.
Modem Bride and Amazing Stories, McCulley, president of Thomas
Nelson Ac Sons, New York* on an¬
among .others.
nual visit to Edinburgh, Scotland,
American Newa Exits Mar Distrib to o.o. publishing trends and make
Recent shifts of mass circulation contact with his parent publishing
magazines, periodicals, comics, etc. firm.
McCulley said there were two
from American News Co. to other
channels has decided that giant types of religious book—the seri¬
distribution agency, in business ous, heavy work.like Millar Bur¬
since 1864, to divest itself of that row’s “Dead Sea Scrolls,” read by
phase of the business. In recent scholarly people, and those with a
yekrs, even before Henry Garfin- more general appeal, such as “The
kle, a veteran newsstand whole¬ Power of Positive Thinking.” Both
saler, became the new president, were selling very well.
He said the Revised Standard
succeeding Percy D. . O’Connell,
American News had diversified its Version of the Bible, which they
operations, notably via the vigor¬ published in New York, sold over
ous Union News subsidiary which 1,000,000 copies a year. Religious
has virtually, become a restaurant book clubs were also very popular.
and catering service. Union Nows,
Good Housekeeping’s Peak
for example, has such' lush spots as
Good Housekeeping mag last
all the Rockefeller Center restau¬
rants (the,- Rjirtbow Room and week reported gross revenue of
Rainbow Grill, the Mayan, the Eng¬ $10,139,633 for the first six months
lish Grill, Cafe Francaise and of 1957. Figure is said to he a new
Louis XIV restaurants), eateries high in gross revenue for a. six.
*
,,
and bars at railroad terminals from month period.
Take was up $565,471 over the
Grand Central west, etc.
same
period
last
year.
Books, which constitute 10% of
Am News' volume, will get extra
GH-PH Children’s Series
emphasis in the shift of operations,
Children’s book field will be In¬
with the branch managers in some
50 key outlets to be men versed vaded this fall by Good House¬
more with book publishing where keeping mag in conjunction with
heretofore a magazine or newspa¬ Prentice-Hall when it will sponsor
per circulation-minded man was in a series of tomes which will in¬
charge. Curtailing of, the existing clude the “cream of modern
300 outlets, many of them with writing” for young people as well
strong 'realty values, is expected as selections from the classics.
to create k capital gain for Am P-H will distribute the volumes.
Aimed at the 6-12 age group,
News upon liquidation.
ks will he known as The Good
Am News some time ago lost the
‘ ig Best Book Series.”
lime Inc. group (Time, Life, Sports
dited by Pauline Rush
Illustrated and Fortune) to Select

Evans, former editor of Child
Study mag and editor of “The
Family Treasury of Children’s
Stories.” Each book, which will
average about 40(1 page*.and retail
for $2.95, will be planned and de¬
signed by Mel Evans Associates,
Major promotional , drive has
been scheduled by P-H to launch
the series- next fall. Initial six
volumes, to be published Nov. 1,
will include Adventure Stories,
Animal Stories, Bedtime Stories,
etc. Additional titles are planned
for subsequent publication. Author roster numbers such writers
as Rudyard Kipling, Lewis Carroll
and A. A. Milne.
Cantor Biog’s 4th Edition
. Eddie Cantor’s just-published
autobiog, “This Is My. Life,” in col¬
laboration with Jane Kesn^r Ard¬
more, looms a bestseller even be¬
fore publication.
It has gone 20,000 copies and is
in its fourth edition. Comedian is
In New York doing the. “have book,
will travel” tv-radio shill to bally¬
hoo his book.
Barney Ross' Autobiog
Lippincott will bring out the
Barney Ross autobiography in the
fall, co-authored by Martin Abrartison„ writer and former writer of
the “We The People” tv show.
Title for the book is “The Count
of Nine,” symbolizing the fact that
the ex-champ has been going down
for the count of nine—but always
coming up—ev.er since he was a
sickly, asthmatic kid and saw his
father murdered in the Chicago
ghetto. The Ross book will cover
a much wider field than the film,
going back to his early, days when
he studied to be a Hebrew teach¬
er, his gambling peccadillos which
cost him all the money he made
in the ring, and his bout with the
drug habit. Publisher points out
that, unlike the pic, there’ll be
nothing cut or censored from the
book.
Ross’ unpublicized work
with drug addicts and his formula
for breaking the narcotics racket
will g*et a whole chapter.
Ross has been making headlines
via the “Monkey on My Back”
film,' charging first that Hollywood,
censors were trying to delete
scenes showing the degradation of
the dope addict, and second, that
United Artists had cut out much
of the material showing his “com¬
plete rehabilitation,” and was also
implying in its ads that he was still
on the habit.
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By

Frank Scully -»+»♦ hmim

• Hollywood,. May 28.
As this is t’he time of the year when bright young college graduates
are all steamed up to race from the campus to the top of their chosen
professions, it Is also the season of the year for me to tell them that
the race is not always to the swift. It certainly isn’t if they intend to
dominate the entertainment world. There tortoises often beat jaefcrabbits.
The more I see of it the more I realize that timing doesn’t mean
getting there with your best foot forward first, but on the beat and
geared to what the public seems to want fnost at that moment,
I Was particularly impressed with this melancholy fact while watch¬
ing Helen Hayes in “Four Women In Black,” the story Bernard Girard
wrote, directed and produced for CBS Playhouse 90.
He shouldn’t he confused with Barney Gerard, my co-slave on “Leg
Show,” though he often is. Whether either inherited the name Gerard
or adopted it, is irrelevant to the main bias of this brief—which is
that second guessers usually win first money.
,
Take this “Four Women in Black” as a case in point. The story
concerned itself with some Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondolet who
crossed the desert from San Diego to Tucson, Arizona, in a covered
wagon in 1870. Pursued by Apaches on the warpath and guarded by
an outlaw, (Ralph Meeker) they were lucky to reach the Old Pueblo
alive.
It so happens that a Sister Monica, bearing, the same name as a
character in the script played by Katy Jurado, told me that adven¬
ture at St. Mary’s Hospital in Tucson, back in 1924. She was the last
survivor. She was quite old at the time, nearly 80, but her memory
was excellent.
At the time there was a little nun from Mexico in the order who
had lived as a • child in a . convent where Sister Monica was the
Superior. Her name was Sister M. Guadalupe. Today she is a surgical
nurse in St. Joseph’s Hospital, in Lewiston, .Idaho.
I don’t suppose I would have done anything about these frontier
reminiscences had it not been for a fire which destroyed a wing ijf
the hospital. The fire revealed that the nuns lived in cramped quar¬
ters above a ward for Southern Pacific patients and the crowded
accommodations were the best proof that whateyer money the nuns
got they put into the hospital, not into comforts for themselves. By
dramatizing the history of the order and their trek from St. Louis
to San Diego and more particularly from San Diego to Tucson, I
was sure the community would respond by giving the nursing sisters
some measure of personal comfort in return for their charity to
the town. I wrote from Sister Monica’s memory the story of that
13-day trip—a trip which, today almost any car does in six hours.
It was printed in a beautiful pamphlet .anti used for a campaign to
build a convent for the nuns.
Nice Pitching—From Bed!
I was a patient in the hospital at the time and worked the whole
campaign fromf-a telephone instiled in my room. Harold Bell Wright,
Francis perry Elliott and Albert W. Atwood were some of the writers,
then living in Tucson, who helped in the campaign. We raised $50,000
in a month, which was pretty good, considering Tucson then had a
population of only 20,000. (Now it has 200,000.)
Of course the pamphlet was not copyrighted. The story itself could
not have been used even on radio that early. But by 1957 it was ob¬
viously timed just right for television and Bernard Girard was hep
enough to turn the long dead facts into a quasi-documentary, hit.
This is what I mean by urging bright you^g minds ho’t to rush too
fast into print with their discoveries, especially discoveries Which
are based on facts, because facts cartnot be copyrighted and the only
protection a writer has is in his manner of presenting them.
Right now, for instance, those same nuns have just celebrated a
diamond jubilee in San Diego; Sisters came from all over California
and Arizona. There must have been hundreds of them.
Their work primarily is education. As a kid in New York I went
to a school where they taught. But in Arizona they divided their skills
between teaching and nursing.
Maureen'O’Sullivan was a speaker at the 75th anniversary celebra¬
tion in San Diego, she and her husband John Farrow being on the
advisory board of Mount St. Mary’s College ill L. A., which is also
under this Carondolet order.
School-teaching may not be considered as dramatic as mixing nurs¬
ing nuns with outlaws and covered wagons, or beaching one on a
desert island with a marine, but you couldn’t prove it by “Our Miss
Brooks” or “The Bells of St. Mary’s.”
On the whole Girard’s story moved along with a nice mixture of
suspense and suffering. Actually it couldn’t flop because it fulfilled
the first “must” of a movie: it moved. From “The Covered Wagon” to
“Stagecoach” directors all have 'realized that if the characters went
from here to" there, the picture would not do a foldo, and “Four Women
In Black” had everybody continually on the move—nuns, feuding gun¬
men and Apache Indians.
In fact Girard has the nursing sisters moving all the way from
Santa Fe to Tucson, and two months on the road. Actually they traveled
from San Diego to Tucson,. a 400-mile trip which took two weeks,
most of R across'waterless desert with mighty few oases. Either way,
it was an incredibly brave trek.

CHATTER
Don Hanrahan upped to music
critic of Chicago Daily News, suc¬
ceeding Irving Sablosky.
N. Y. Jewish Daily Forward cele¬
brated its ,60th anni with a fete at
Carnegie Hall Sunday (19).
David Gibson, disk reviewer of
Sunday Mail, Glasgow, named
ress flack for Scottish Television
ltd.
John S. Robling, former ad-pro¬
motion director of McCall’s Pat¬
tern Division, named director of
National Library Week to be held
March 16-22, 1958.
Holiday mag assembled an inter¬
national art exhibit of oils and
water colors from 40 countries, in¬
cluding three behind the Iron Cur¬
tain, and started it on a cross-coun¬
try U.S. tour this week.
Albert Cahn, adman-author, who
did “A Pictorial History of Albert
Einstein” for Putnam’s, has a simi¬
lar-formatted book, due via the
same publisher in the fall, titled
“A Pictorial History of American
Comedians.”
Trade Weekly Polishing Corp.
authorized to conduct business in
N.Y., with capital stock of .200
shares, no pai* value. Jacob Gerstein, 36 West 44th St.x N.Y., was
Theology West Of Pecos
filing attorney at Albany.
L suspect Girard dragged in Santa Fe to , fortify a piece of dubious
The New York Times Co, has dialog. Carbine, the gunman-guardian, had lost his six-shooter among
increased its capital stock from the sand dunes. Sister Theresa (Helen Hayes) dug one out- of her
$18,995,500 to $22,995,500, accord¬
ing to a certificate filed in Albany Voluminous habit and gave-it to him. It had several notches on its
by The Prentice-Hall Corp. System, handle. She explained she had taken it from Billy the Kid Jh Santa Fe.
“They were squared off,” she explained, “in the street ready to
Inc., 00 Broad Street, N. Y.
Canadian
booicdealer
Morris have a gunflght. Fortunately, I got between them. I took the other
Menkin was acquitted of knowing¬ man’s gun, too.”
Carbine: “That was stealin’!”
ly selling an obscene book by the
Sister Theresa: “It’s all right ... I did my penance.”
Magistrate’s Court in. Essex Coun¬
This
quaint piece of frontier theology can only be explained on the
ty, Windsor. Book was Bantam’s
paperbound “10 North Frederick,” f theory that a Hayes, whether Helen or Gabby, can do no wrong west
by John O’Hara. ^
' of the Pecos.
I don’t remember that anybody like Carbine Webb actually accom¬
Blue Pencil Club of Ohio, com¬
posed of. editors, copyreaders and panied tfi« nuns, as portrayed by Bernard Girard in “Four Women
reporters of daily papers, elected In Black”, but I do. recall there was a terrific Indian chase from
Charles Bennett, managing editor about 40 miles out of town, and that a small company of troopers
of the Cincinnati Enquirer, as rode out to, bring the mms safely to Tucson.
president; Louis Clifford, city edi¬
In the television version Girard ends on a shot of San Xavier
tor of the Cleveland Press, and
Don Hawk, city editor of the Mission, which is about nine miles from Tucson but lots prettier than
Elyria Chronicle Telegram, as the old. adobe town was. The actual hospital was built about nine
miles from the mission.
vicepresidents.
Sister Guadalupe wrote me from Lewiston, Idaho, ‘ All 16 of us
The James Joyce Review Inc. has
sisters
Watched that tv show. They were wonderful women, indeed.
filed a certificate with the Secre¬
tary of State in Albany to operate I remeqiber the pamphlet about it. I wa§ just reading it a few day*
as a non-profit membership group ago.”
in publishing “writings, books,
If Girard read it, too, and said his penance, like Sister Theresa, I
pamphlets, newspapers, periodicals, suppose that satisfies all the requirements of the Code of the West.
and other publications of a schol¬
After all, I didn’t make the trip and it’s quite possible I wasn’t th#
arly, critical or literary nature
concerning the life, works and first to write about it But I certainly was 33 years ahead of Girard.
Since,
however, I ended catching his pitches, the moral of this tal*
influence of the distinguished
is . obvious:. Slow down and come in first
modern writer, James Joyce.”
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ment stores. However, in “A Face
in the Crowd1' tie-up with Giiri- \
Monique Van Vooren en .route to bel’s, copy reads that picture “will
(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
fairly burst on the screen through¬
Paris on the Liberte.
Mindy Carson arrived here Mon¬
out the Globe/' Picture, of course,
Abel Green editor of Variety, opens at the Globe today (Wed.). day (27) to appear on two Val Par¬
to Paris arid Rome with Mrs. Suppose it was booked for the nell tele shows.
Green.
Roxy? , . .
This year's Royal Film Perform¬
So many- birthday’ parties for
ance Nov, 4 will be held at the
RCA exec Frank M. Folsom that he
Odeon, Leicester Square. •
calls himself a “social casualty/'
Actress Barbara Shelley, a Lon¬
Leonard W. Schneider, Decca
don ex-fashion model, signed on a
By Gene Moskowitz
Records v.p.,. back from Europe
joint contract by British Hon and
(28 Rue Huchette; 0deon 4944)
yesterday (Tues.) on the Queen
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) Beaconsfield Films.
Elizabeth.
Prince Chula of Thailand to at¬
Mammoth sign atop the Astor opened big at the Richilieu.
Richard Davis in for talks on tend midnight preview of “The Ad¬
and Victoria for “Bachelor Party”
mirable
Crichton” June 1 at Odepossible
purchase
of
some
recent
was a $36,000 budgetary item for
Cannes Fest prizewinners for U.S. on, Leicester. Square.
UA and H-H-L.
release.
.
Michael Manuel appointed stage
Eddie Cantor east until next
Betsy Blair set to star in Nicholas manager at Metropolitan Opera
week ballyhooing his just-published
autobiog, “Take My Life” (Dou¬ Ray’s next pic, “Elly,” which he House, N. Y. He has held a simi¬
bleday), written in collaboration probably will make in France next lar position with the Royal Ballet
season.
since 1951.
with Jane Ardmore.
Thomas Brandon in to discuss
Metro’s William .Ornstein look¬
Princess Margaret will attend
ing to engineer a television series an English dubbed version of European preem of Darryl F, Zanbased on his two collections of Marcel Pagnol's 1939 . pic, “The uck's “Island in Sun” at the Carl¬
short stories, “Ma and Me” and Baker’s Wife,” for U.S. distrib next ton July 25. Proceeds will go to
season.
“Deep Currents.”
the Royal Ballet School.
Joseph Lisbona forming a new
Arthur Kober and the Howard
British producer. George May¬
film
.distrib outfit here; Lisbon
Lindsays (Dorothy Stickney) on the
nard
left for N. Y, and Hollywood
SS Queen Elizabeth, on European Films, and is on the lookout for, last week in search of an Ameri¬
offbeat
U.S.
pix
usually
overlooked
holiday; ditto the Lunts, the Eddie
can
star
name for his forthcoming
Fishers (Debbie Reynolds), Noel by major companies, for foreign top budget class production “V. 1.”
distrib.
Coward.
Hit
legiter,
“Tea
and
Sympathy,”
British
preem of Otto Premin¬
; “The Darktown Strutters* Ball”
is “the latest hit to be let in by with Ingrid Bergman, probably will ger’s “Saint Joan” at Leicester
be
reinstated
next
season
with
Square
Theatre
June 20 will be
the post-Stalin thaw,” writes Brit¬
ish newspaperwoman Anne Sharp- either Olivia De Havilland or to aid British Film Studio Workers
Maria
Schell
in
the
lead
while
Miss
Benevolent
Fund.
ley from Moscow in Toronto Sun¬
Bergman fills a film chore.
day Telegram.
Michael Wilding to take over Sir
George Stevens in town after John Gielgud’s starring. role in
Samuel Barber, orchestral and
operatic composer whose new visiting with Anne Frank's father Noel Coward's comedy “Nude With
opera,. “Vanessa, ”-is to be done by in Holland. He ogles some con¬ Violin,” at the Globe starting June
the Metropolitan Opera in the fall, centration camp pix and documen¬ 24. Gielgud, is leaving for a Shake¬
sailed for Naples last week on the taries here for background pur¬ spearean season at Stratford-onM/V Augustus.
v. poses before heading for the“U.S. Avon.
Ben Bodne to Europe this week¬ to begin work on “Diary of Anne
Robert Dhery and Colette Brosend to o.o. the Continental hotel Frank” (20th). «He may do part set, stars of Jack Hylton’s revue,
situation with an eye to a possible of it in Europe.
“La Plume de ma Tante,” current¬
Algonquin-type operation in one of
ly at the Garrick, left the show
the capitals. Bodne owns the Al¬
last Saturday (25). He has • sinus
gonquin in Manhattan.
trouble and is going home to ParisJeanne Provost, ex of Comedie
for special treatment. The roles
By Guy Livingston
Francaise and holder of the Legion (344 Little Bldg., Hancock 6-8386) vacated will be filled by other
of Honor, gave a poetry, reading
Jenny Collins current at Steu¬ members of the cast.
Thursday in connection With La¬ ben’s.
fayette Party of the Cercle ArtHub thrush Cindy Parker booked
istiqUe at Carnegie Recital Hall.
Patrice Munsel's heavy negoti¬ on extensive Texas hotel tour.
Stolz musicalette hit, “Lit¬
ating with Met Opera has pro¬
Sally Rand current at Casino tleRobert
Hoax in Paris,”, playing to full
duced agreement. She’ll do “La burlesquer for week ending Satur¬ houses
at
Josefstadt Theatre.
Perichole” again, plus “La Bo- day 25).
Grand Hotel reopened. It was
heme” (first time) and “Barber of
Fawsia Amira, oriental exotic, used during occupation tidies by
Seville.”. Also reported getting into the Hurley’s Mayfair where the Russians.
top Met fee.
Tony Milo is held over.
“Golden Pen,” Austrian film
Audie Murphy, who recently
Pat Mathews, calypso queen, journalists award for 1956, given
completed “The Quiet American”
Italian director Federico Fellini
for United Artists release, returned current at the. Bradford Hotel's to
for “La Strada.”
from Europe yesterday (Tuesday) new Carousel-Calypso nitery.
By opening new radio sending
Phyllis Doherty, ad-publicity di¬
on the S.S. United States. Also ar¬
in Bad Hofgastein in Salz¬
riving was Latin Quarter boniface rector WNAC-TV, at Peter Bent station
Brigham Hospital for minor sur¬ burg province, Austrian network
Lou Walters.
now is practically set.
gery.
Ed
and
Pegeen
Fitzgerald
Chamber Opera Co. will give
^poured” at the Pierre for Nola
Ben Sack, owner of Beacon Hill performances of Josef Haydn’s
Luxford and her illustrator, Oscar and Saxon cinemas, inked to take “World on the Moon” during sum¬
Fabres, in connection with Miss over the legit Plymouth from the mer season when State Opera is
Luxford’s new book, “Kercy Kan¬ Shuberts this frame; will call the i closed .
garoo.” Author is also social pub¬ house, the Gary.
Dr, Ernst Weizmann, music his¬
licist for the hostelry..
“The Devil’s Disciple” chosen torian, discovered testament of
Add “what are they doing now?”: as alfresco drama to ibe-.presented Emanuel Schikaneder (1803) by
Carl Rosini, vet vaude illusionist, at cuffo cultural Boston Arts Fes¬ which it’s proved that Schikaneder
who retired to Flushing, N.Y., after tival, with four performances June wrote\lthe words to Mozart’s
profitable investments in real 22 and June 24-26.
“Magic Flute.”
estate, selling his Long Island
For first time, presidential can¬
home and mo$ng to Clearwater,
didates of Austria are using films
Fla., where he bought a new house.
to win votes.. Shorts on ..Wolfgang
Jose Limon’s dance company
Denk, candidate for Peoples Party
By Ramsay Ames
plays Boston Arts Festival on the
and Adolf Schaerf, Socialist, are
(Castellana Hilton; 37-22-00)
Public Garden for two nights,
being used.
June 20-21. Limon’s company in¬
Soprano Victoria de Los Angeles’
Josefstadt Theatre will have on
cludes: Pauline Koner, Lucas Hov- lone concert in Madrid on M^y 28. its program Arthur M i 11 e r's
ing, Betty Jones and Ruth Currier.
Arturo Serrano will present “Bridge,” Graham Greene’s “Pot¬
Doris Humphrey is artistie direc¬
Is Blue” at Teatro Infanta ting Shed,” Terence Rattigan’s
tor and Simon Sadoff, pianist and “Moon
in September, ■ starring Ar¬ “Separate Tables” and Tennessee
conductor, musical director. Isabel
gentina’s
Analia Gade and Juan William's “Cat on Hot Tin Roof.”
Jim Scovotti, who. wrote film Carlos Thorry.
reviews for Films in Review and
Ruiz
Iriarte’s
adaptation of Te¬
fan mags, is now serving in Special rence Ratigan’s “Sleeping
Prince”
Services at Ft. Benning, Ga. He is will be the first work to be
pre¬
By Robert F. Hawkins
musical director of the outfit's sented at the newly-converted
(Archimede 145; Tel 800211)
soldier shows and is currently Teatro Recoletos.
•working on a musical revue called
Nunhally (and Mrs.) Johnson in
Pastora Pona, how doing “Tea
“Two Tickets To Broadway.”
and Symjpathey” at the Teatro de Rome, staying at the Grand.
Number of show bizites who aided la Comedia, will present herself
Carol Danell, ,Yank songstress,
..drive for Children's Asthma Re¬ and her company next in Mendez featured in Eliseo Theatre's Italian
search Hospital in Denver acco- Herrara’s version, of “Streetcar jazz festival.
laded by Mrs;? Robert F. Wagner. Named Desire.”
RKO wifi release .“Questo Amore
Max E. Youngst’ein, of UA, got an
Flamenco singer Angeljdlo at the Splendido” (This Splendid-Love),
Oak Leaf cluster ridded to his last Teatro Calderon with Spanish folk' Ferrania-cOlor and Totalscope pro¬
year’s “Joey. AwaiJd.”' Others rat¬ company in Quintero, Leon, and duction by Fortunia Film’s Felice
ing “Joey Awards” were Myrna Quiroga’s “Venta de los Toreros” Zepulla.
Loy, Milton Berle, Sam Davis Jr., (Bullfighters’ Market).
Italo company, Antonio Ferrigno
Robert Q. Lewis and John Henry
When director Manuel Muroti Productions, plans to shoot a new
Faulk.
returns from America, he starts “Niebelungen Legend” in Italy. In
Irving Berlin's case of shingles immediately on “La Guerra Em- Cinemascope and color,, it will
seems to have started a Times Sq. pieza en Cuba” (The War Begins in start in June.
buzz afbout the “seriousness” of his Cuba), which will star Emma
“The Nights of Cabiria,” for
health. He had to bow out from (“Fedra”) Pennella.
which Giulietta Masina won
some publicity pictures . attendant
The Spanish delegation (actresses Cannes' acting award, is to have
to an LP album of his songs, but Emma Pennella, Elena Barrios, its Italo preem at Rome’s Fiamby not mentioning the cause of his Marujita Diaz, Conchita Bautista) metta Theatre.
illness it snowballed some "inqui¬ for Spanish film weeks in Vene¬
Victor Francen and Elaine
ries, and especially to Variety, In¬ zuela, Peru, and perhaps Cuba, off Stritch added to cast of “Farewell
cidentally Mrs. (Ellin) Berlin’s to Caracas. On hand to bid them To Arms/' currently working on
newest book, “Silver Platter”- farewell were chief of Spain’s Film Cinecitta's here. Pic goes to North
(Doubleday) has gotten fine re¬ Syndicate, Francisco Ballesteros, Italian exteriors near Milan soon.
views and both are planning a va¬ secretary-general of Uni-Espana
Italian films selected for official
cation to Montecatini, the Italian Fernando Viscaina, and the Span¬ showings at Berlin Film festival
’watering resort.
ish press en -masse.
are “Padri e Figli” (Fathers arid
Andrew Stpne, who has a threeTeatro Eslava, the third picture Sons) and “La Finestra sul Luna
picture indie deal With Metro, in house^to be converted into a legit Park” (Window Overlooking the
from the Coast 'io confer with (the other two are the Goya and Amusement Park).
homeoffice execs. Eva Marie* Saint the Recoletos) presenting “La CeleAbbe Lane and Xavier Cugat
. arriving from the Coast later this stina” tragi-comedy by Fernando being sued by agent Giuseppe Per//wrifekV. * Warner Bros/ promotion de Rojas Irene Lopez Heredia rone for $5,400, which he claims
Igen.-4u;e playing it cute. Because plays the .t ie role, and supporting was spent on a publicity campaign
special department store ad- cast inchw' Jose Maria Rodero, while two stars were in Italy. Case
. yertising rate, the name of a the¬ Maria Dolores Pradera and Guil¬ is currently in court.
atre Is not permitted to ibe men- lermo Marin. Music is by Cristobal
Mario Lanza expected here late
-tioned in tie-up ads with depart-, Halffter; director, Luis Escobar.
this month for starring role in

Broadway

London

Paris

Boston

Vienna

Rome

“Th# Seven Hill* of Romo/'
Titanus-Metro co-production. Stays
in Europe two years, doing five pix
for Metro plus some-telestints for
NBC.
Exchange of audio-visual pro¬
grams and documentaries between,
Italy s and Soviet Russia currently
being discussed by Remo Branca
and the Russo Embassy here. First
Soviet items already have been
set, with Italian exchange items
being prepped.
Four feature pix will be pro¬
duced in Technirarmt by Rizzoli
Films during the coming year.
“Vacations on Ischia” rolls soon on
that Island, with Mario Camerini
directing. Also planned are “Res¬
urrection,” “Without Family” and
“Imperial
Venus,”
last-named
starrihg Gina Lollobrigida.

Ireland
• By Maxwell Sweeney
(22 Farpey Pk: Dublin 684506)
Maurice Baum added Grafton,
Dublin, to his circuit.
“Monte .Carlo Story” (UA) suf¬
fered minor scissoring by film cen¬
sor.
"Joseph Murphy named new
prexy of Irish National Film In¬
stitute.
Dublin Youth Choir currently on
visit to International Festival at
Dusseldorf.
Cinema and General Films,
hitherto renting organization, ac¬
quired Asforia, nabe seaside house
at Dun Laoghaire.

Minneapolis
By Les Rfics
Tenor Felix Knight into Hotel
Radisson Flame Room.
Wayne King and Les Elgart
played Prom Ballroom one-nighters.
Lowell Kaplan, legit Lyceum
manager, to attend New York Thea¬
tre Guild 25th anni party in N.Y.
and seek bookings.
Two bandits kidnapped and beat
J. A. Caspersen, suburban Embassy
supper club owner, and released
him after taking $1,500.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre pre¬
senting “Witness for Defense” and
it also will be Old Log strawhatter’s opening bill June 12.
Minnesota U. Theatre next season
will offer “Teahouse of August
Moon,” “Taming of Shrew,” “Glass
Menagerie” and “Three Penny
Opera.”
Slapsie Maxie Bosenbloom and
songstress Kitty Muldoon held a
third week at Osterberg’s supper
club after initially having been
booked for a single stanza.

Hollywood
Alfred E. Daff in from Rome.
Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers
to. Chicago.
Deejay-teleblurb producer Mau¬
rice Hart recuping after a slight
heart attack.
Organizational meeting voted to
ask ANTA for a charter for a
Coast chapter.
Donald Crisp awarded an honor,
ary life membership in the Screen
Directors Guild.
Frederick Porges ..succeeded
Henry Gris as prexy of the Holly¬
wood Foreign Press Assn/
Screen
Actors
Guild board
named Ben Alexander as an alter¬
nate for James Cagney while latter
is in the <east.
Sid Rogell returned to 20th-Fox
rfftet a 35-day trip around the
world checking availabilities for
foreign lensing.
Roy Evans, first-run district
manager for Fox West Coast, back
at his desk after fiveweek absence
because of major surgery.
Superior Judge Edward R. Brand
approved contracts which bind
Natalie Wood, 18, and her 11-yearold sister Lana to the William
Morris Agency.
Wilbur T. Blume„ Oscar-winner
for the documentary “Face of Lin¬
coln,” resigned from the USC Cin¬
ema Arts Faculty to become Coast
veepee of Princeton Film Center
Inc.
Opening of “Fallen Angels” at
the Huntington Hartford Theatre
was costly. to Clifton Webb and
Shirley Jones; they got tickets for
jaywalking between the theatre
ancLthe Brown Derby.
Jimmie Fox, Jack Goode, Nick
Lucas, Dennis Joe Quinn and Cas¬
per Stern elected to the Board of
Straight Men of the Comedy Club
and runner-up Bob Buttenuth
named to fill the vacancy created
by Dewey Barto’s resignation.

Chicago

Nick Nobl£ topping the Casino,
on the southside.
Ike Cole, brother of Nat (King)
Cole, signed with Bally Records
here,
Gene Drake, nitery singer of 10
years ago, back in town on come¬
back trail.
Gypsy Rose Lee at local book¬
stores this week autographing co¬
pies of her autobiog, “Gypsy.”
Variety Club of Illinois aiming
to raise $50,000 for a John Balaban memorial. Funds will be used
for La Rabida Sanitarium medical
scholarships.
Ballet dance?- Eric Braun com¬
missioned to choreograph eight
short ballets for Ravinia Festival
By Jerry Gaghan
in August.'-. Harold Kreutz is pen¬
Jack Sommers, one-time Boss of ning the music. ' ,
local AGVA, now with the Coast
branch of AFTRA.
Vocalist Sid Stewart named
activities director of the ‘Nevele
» By Lewis Garyo
Hotel in the Catskills.
(Tel. 24-371)
Vet actor Nat Burns recovered
German
singer Hilde Matianch
after long- siege of illness, and will
be back this season in “Pajama started concert tour of Portugal.
Canadian
singer Martha Thomp¬
Game” for the Music Circus circuit.
Sy Kaliner, who relights his long son will appear in June/ in the ex¬
shuttered Rathskeller, under new clusive Tagide, Lisbon, and Palm
tag “Bandstand” will use Joe Beach, Estoril niteries.
Lazare Leon, general manager of
Sully of .Associated Booking for
Metro office in Lisbon, completed
Talent.
The “Miss Philadelphia Contest” 25 years of tenure of the office.
Hungarian born ballerina Su¬
Will be held at Chubby's, in South
Jersey. Marvin Burak, former sanna Egri, now an Italian citizen,
will
dance at the San Carlos Opera
WPEN dee jay emceed "’opening
House first week in June.
ceremonies.
French organ concertist Jean
Guillou under contract to Portu¬
guese National Radio to make rec¬
ords of sacred and classic music.
Manuel Gjiurinovic, a director
Quarteto de Lisboa back from
of Radio Central, is heading the tour of the Madeira and Azores
new board for * commercial radio islands. They played also for the
stations hv Peril.
American forces in the Azores.
Antonio Umbert, executive of
A French film unit will come to
Radio America, on way to N.Y., Lisbon to do the exteriors of a film
apparently looking for equipment based on the song, “Les Lavanfor company's future tele channel 4. dieres de Portugal” (The Washer¬
“Cucurrucu Paloma,” Belafonte’s woman of Portugal). This French
platter for RCA, is now No. 1 on song was banned for a time in
“Hora -de Estrellas,” Spanish- Portugal because the tag was con¬
Amerlcan disk jockey show on sidered inaccurate. But When the
Radio Panamericana.
song grew in popularity, the Portu¬
El Virrey, local recording com¬ guese Information Dept, thought
pany, pressed the first American better, and decided to give the
LP in Peru. It selected one of usual facilities for making the pic
Decca's Bill Haley albums. Price based on the song.
is about 30% less than the imported
disk.
Another two_radio stations will
start to operate during the next
By Florence S. Lowe
few months. One is Radio Metro¬
Arena Stage winds up its rirst
politan and the other, Radio Santa
Rosa, owned by -a Catholic con¬ season in its present location June
gregation.
Dick Contino and Anita St. Claire
Spanish film stars Emma Penella,
Conchita Bautista, Elena Barrios winding up run at Blue Room of
and Maruja Diaz head the delega¬ Shoreham Hotel.
Mark Russell, of the Arthur
tion which flew in from Madrid to
6pen the first Spanish Film Festi¬ Godfrey operation, due in Wash¬
ington June 14-18 to audition for
val in Lima.
“Trapeze” (UA) .is registering, Talent Scouts.
Robert Montgomery, on crutches,
one of biggest grosses in years.
It has already played five weeks directed lights and cameras at the
at same spot with $25,000 grossed White House last week for the
to date. “War and Peace” (Par) is President's tv speech on foreign
aid.
also very strong in fifth week.

Philadelphia

Lisbon

Lima, Peru

■ Wednesday, May 29, 1957

iSSRitefr

signed several Toronto neighbor¬
JOHN STEWART^
John Stewart, 58, founder and hood houses for independents.
Born in Montreal, Sheppard, la¬
director of the Pitlochry (Scot¬
land) Theatre in the Hills, died ter graduated in architecture from
May 23 in Glasgow. ' Previously, the u: of Pennsylvania, and was as¬
he ran the intimate little Park sociated with Ross & Macdonald in
Theatre, Glasgow.
the building of* the Royal York
Stewart founded the Park in Hotel, largest hostelry in the
1940 in the drawing room of a British Empire.
Glasgow house. He started it as aj . Survived by. wife and daughter.
h6n-commercial operation devoted
J. KENT THURBER
to stage culture.
Among plays
J. Kent Thurber, 65, actor and
presented on its stage was the Scot
, preem of “Playboy of tfre Western director for more than 40 years,
World.”
died May 26 in. St. Petersburg, Fla.
After an attempt to enlarge the
Thurber, a cousin of > James
Park failed due to postwar build¬ Thurber, humorist, began his
ing restrictions, Stewart created a career in 1917, playing a role in
semi-canvas theatre at the vacation “Peter Pan” with Maude Adams.
hill resort of Pitlochry. It was He later learned stage'lighting as
modelled on the English festival an associate of David Belasco,
theatres at Stratford-on-Avon and managed stock companies and then
Maltern.
turned director.
In the first Pitlochry season
He directed such Broadway pro¬
some 40,000 visitors attended. A ductions as “Rain,” with Jeanne
guarantee society was1 formed in Eagles, “The Vagabond King,”
1953, with- Stewart relinquishing “Ebb Tide” and a.revival of “Rain”
some of his responsibilities and in 1945. His films include “Hot
gifting $81,000 to the operation. It Rubber,”
“Invasion,” “Summer
made a profit last summer.
Bright” and. “The. Dead End Kids.”
JULIA NEILSON-TERRY
Julia Neilson-Terry, 88, English
actress for more than 50 years, and
member of one of England’s fore¬
most theatrical families, died May
27 in London.
She started her career as a sing- er, became an. actress and finally,
with her husband Fred Terry, an
actor, she produced and acted in
plays at London’s Haymarket, .She
retired from the stage in 1944.
She made her debut in 1888 in
“Pygmalion and Galatea.” She
starred in many plays including
. “The Red Lamp,” “The Merry Wives
. of Windsor” and “A Man’s Shadow.”
She toured the U. S. in 1895 in
“The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith.”
Her actress * daughter, Phyllis
NeilsonrTerry, currently on Broad¬
way in “Separate Tables,” survives.

DESIREE TABOR
Desire Tabor,, who launched her
theatrical career-as “the youngest
prima donna on Broadway” with
Earl Carroll’s Vanities in the early
1920’s, died in Buenos. Aires, May
12 after a. brief illness.
During the days of Shubert op¬
erettas, Miss Tabor had sung lead¬
ing roles in “Countess Maritza,”
“Under the Red Robe,” “My Mary¬
land” and “The Circus Princess.”
Her last Broadway appearance be¬
fore going to the Argentine to be
married was in “Music in the Air.”
She is survived by her husband,
Gerado Pettigrew, and a son,
Francisco.

JOHN A. NORLING
John A. Norling, a pioneer in
the development of the threedimensional motion picture, died
EARLE L. SHEPPARD
of a heart attack in his home in
Earle L. Sheppard, 62, architect Scarsdale, N. Y., May 23, age 61.
and construction supervisor of
Norling produced the first fullLoew’s Downtown and the Uptown size three-dimensional Polaroid
theatres, Toronto, died of a heart film ever to be made. It was shown
attack May 22 in that city; Two of at the Chrysler exhibit in the N. Y.
the biggest Loew situations in Tor¬ World's Fair in 1939. A year later,
onto, the Downtown, 2,096-seater, a similar 3-D film in color, the first
was opened in 1913; the Uptown, of its kind, was produced by Nor¬
2,098-seater, in 1920. He also de¬ ling and shown at the World’s

SOLDIERS IN GREASE PAINT
in fWemoriara
1957
Elmer Baldus

George Mack

Billy Berry

Maxine March

Jean Blackburn

Renee

Peanuts Bohn

Ben Reuben

Norma Brown

Bob Ripa

Kid Chapman

Roy Rognan

Chandler Christy

Jack Ross

Joseph DeSantis

Lionel Royce

Harold Diamond

Al Sabath

Ruth Donor
Coburn Goodwin

Val Salata
Christine Street'

Ewen Hail
Tamara
Ed Hutchinson
Kay Tyler
Adelaide Joy
Evelyn Wahl
Charlie King
Charlotte King

Vern Wahl

George Krinog

William Joseph Walsh

Emil Lennard

James Wilder

Myles Lyons

Gay Young,

75

Fair, At the, time of his death he tory company, went on as usual in
was engaged in film production Montreal.
with Loucks & Norling Studios
Inc.,,N. Y.
Harold King; 49, sound record¬
Survived by his wife.
ing director at Associated British
Elstree* Studios, died May 22 in
London. His wife and two sons
KARL KARP
Oscar Carl Hume, 66, songwriter survive.
knpwn
professionally
as Karl
William Lee Dickson, 61, author
Karp, died May 24 in Toledo, O.
Also a bandleader, he worked with and newspaperman, died May 22
such musicians as Roy Bargy, in Philadelphia. He was story edi¬
Parker Gibbs and the- late tune- tor for 20th-Fox in France from
1938-1941. Wife and son survive.
smith, Robert L, Carleton.
Hume, whose tune credits in¬
cluded “If I Had My Life to Live
George B. Mozley, 87, retired
Over” and “Nobody Lied,” among cinema manager, died recently in
others, played ’cello-^md toured on Bradford, Eng. He managed the
the old Keith circuit.
Hippodrome, Bradford, for 32
Surviving are his wife, a daugh¬ years.
ter and two sisters.
Sylvia M. Sewards, a secretary
. . DAVID H. THOMPSON
at Loew’s * Theatres and Metro
David H. Thompson, 73, veteran since 1920, died May 24 in New
agent and former actor, died May York, after a brief illness. Her
20 in Hollywood. A Broadway per- mother survives.
ln Fond Memory of My
1

Dear Friend

EDWARD R. WINN
Who Died June 2, 1947

JERRY VOGEL
former shortly after the turn of
the century, he came to Hollywood
in <1919 as an actor and later be¬
came a director of silent films. He
subsequently was production man¬
ager for First National Pictures
before opening his own agency* in
1930.
.(
Surviving are two sons, Lionel,
who was partnered with him in
the David H. Thompson Agency,
and David Jr. Two daughters also
survive.

method employed later with th#
long Eugene O’Neill plays, but In
1924 he was calling in the wilder¬
ness. Even though sharply edited,
thq film was long regarded as one
of the great moving pictures.
After some lean years in Holly¬
wood, whenTthe French cinema
called in 193^ von Stroheim went
abroad to start a uew career.
“Grand Illusion,” in which he
played a German prison officer, es¬
tablished him as one of the leading
actors on the Continent and he
remained in France—the -war years
excepted—until his death. In 1949
he revisited Hollywood for six
months to play in “Sunset Boule¬
vard,” with Gloria Swanson, a tale
of faded film stars.
! In addition tq his screen work
von Stroheim wrote four novels, all
bestsellers In France, and was edit¬
ing-his memoirs when he was
stricken. Miss Vernac will com¬
plete the editing as* he had re¬
Dr. Ned De Rubertis, 73, con¬ quested.
ductor of the Kansas City civic or¬
chestra for years, died May 22 in
K. C.

Toll-TV Pis: Cosly

. Neville E. Neville, former film
Continued from page 3
producer and rep of United Artists,
died recently in St. Annes, Lan¬ 150 pictures a year' of first run
quality for toll-tv. He himself is
cashire, Eng.
willing to make such product “at
a
price and a profit.”
George Watts, 72, vaude per¬
former, died May 8 in Blackpool,
Without pix from Hollywood
Eng. For years he was assistant to Small contends that toll-tv would
Elroy, the Armless Wonder.
be hard put for programming at
a price. Broadway and off Broad¬
Edith McLeod, 58, vaude and way plays would be of dubious
operatic soprano, died May 1 in quality judging from the per¬
Leeds, Eng. Poor health forced her centage of hits over a season. “A
to retire two years ago.
few flops in a row would kill it
off with the pay audiences, what
with
other channels providing for
Adele B. Duncan, 57, theatrical
costume designer for 30 years, died free better entertainment. Sports
events would at first be resented
at a price because of the aware¬
ness that these for years have been
In Memoriam
‘on the house’.”

FRANK H. HAMPTON SR.
Frank H. Hampton Sr., 73, pio¬
neer film production manager *and
business' manager, died at hisi So¬
nora, Cal., ranch May 17 following
a heart attack.
LUCY, NATHAN A STEPHEN
MARRIAGES
Hampton joined the film indus¬
try in the East around 1910, and
KROLL
Nancy Jane Beck to Mitchell.
went to Hollywood in 1916 to join
Brower, New York, May 25. He’s
the Harold Lloyd unit at Hal
Roach studios, remaining with May 24 in Chicago. Son, Ven / . a legit manager.
Lloyd when the latter split with a dance director, survives.
Jeanne Nordstrom to James
Roach. He retired from the Llyod
Lanigan, ‘Minneapolis, May 18.
organization about 15.years ago.
Mother, 78, of bandleader Guy Bride, is a secretary at WDGY
His wife, two sons and a daugh¬
Lombardo, died May 27 in Wood- radio.
ter survive.
Sheila Markham to Keith Lyon,
mere, N. Y.
Scarborough, Eng., May 17. Bride
FRANCISCO MOUTELA
Wife, 47, of Morgan Beatty, NBC is a television floor-manager; he’s
Francisco Moutela, 84, publicist
and onetime boxoffice manager of radio and tv news commentator, a tv scenic artist.
Ruth M. Fairley to Dr. William
the S. Carlos .Opera House, Lisbon, died in Chicago May 26.
E. Lutz, Manhasset, N. Y., May 25.
died May 18 in the Portuguese cap¬
ital. For a half century he was an
Earl F. Ashcroft, 48, voice teach¬ Bride is secretary to John Steen,
employee of the opera house, which er and former concert baritone, general- attorney for Westinghouse
Broadcasting Corp. /
he joined as a call boy.
died May 18 in New York. .
Nancy Wright to Lee Petrillo,
For the last 20 years he handled
Chicago, May 19. Bride’s singer
show biz news in the Lisbon daily,
Stuart Calder, a Metro rep. died on NBC-TV’s “Club 60”; he’s
A Voz.
recently in Birmingham, Eng.
music director of WCFL radio in
Chicago.
DONALD MACKAY
Jean Haen to Steve Schickel,
Donald Mackay, 67, vaude art¬
I Chicago, May 18. He’s a WGN
iste and comedian, died May 18 in
disk jockey in the Windy City.
Leith, Scotland, after a short ill¬
ness. . As the “Scottish Comedy
Muriel Berkson to Joseph Kauf¬
Continued from page 2
Goalkeeper,” he was known to
man, New York, May 21. Bride’s
many older vaudegoers, and ap¬ rice Chevalier, Jacques Baker, an actress; he’s a Wall Streeter.
peared on the Moss Empire circuit Claude Autant-Lara, Yves Alle¬
Angela Barry to Ross Bowie,
as well as at indie theatres.
gret, Marcel Carne; the Prefet of. Glasgow, May 22. Bride is member
His brother was the late Jock Rambouillet,
representing
the of singing Barry Sisters trio; he’s
Mills, leading Scot comedian.
French government which only two a* theatre agent.
months ago had decorated von
Janice'Anderson to Joseph Diaz,
C. NASH-EATON
Stroheim with the cross of the Le¬
C. Nash-Eaton, 72, pioneer ex¬ gion of Honor, and countless New York, May 25. Bride is on
staff
of Metro’s eastern story dept.,
hibitor, died recently in Manches¬
he’s son of the theatrical photog¬
ter, Eng. Starting in the trade in friends from all walks'attended.
The
Austrian-born
von
Stroheim
rapher.
1910, he built about 20 cinemas.
Carole Meltzer to Lou Marget,
His first was the Palais de Luxe ha was once billed as “The Man You
Love to Hate,” but personally he New York, May 19. She's a singer;
Chorlton, Manchester.
He subsequently sold all of his was widely esteemed. Jeah Coc¬ he’s with MCA TV promotion de¬
theatres with exception of three. teau, George Stevens and William partment.
Wyler paid tribute to him on the Nancy Wright to Lee Petrillo, May
HELEN ARDEN
radio and tv. When news of his 23 in Woodstock, Ill. Bride is a
Helen Arden, soprano, died May passing reached the Cannes Film singer; groom is musical director
20 in Cambridge, Mass. She ap¬ Festival, he and his work were of WCFL, Chicago.
peared on Broadway in “Revenge subjects of many a French edi¬
With Music,” “The Houseboat on torial. One of the most colorful
the Styx,” “Gypsy Blond” and the of all screen celebrities, his just
BIRTHS
1947 musical version of “Street completed autobiography reads like
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Smith, son,
Scene.”
a
novel.
New York, May 25. Mother was
Two sisters survive.
Professionally, his “F o o 1 i s h formerly with the Steve Allen tv
Wives,” advertised as “the first mil¬ Show; father is a writer on NBCVITOR GARCIA
Vitor Garcia, 38, playwright and lion dollar movie,”’ led Into a habit -TV’s “Today” and son of Bill
critic, died May 10 in Lisbon. He of exceeding budgets began.*- One Smith, veteran show biz fradewrote plays and revues and was a day when Carl Laemmle was off in paperman.
Mr. arid Mrs. Denver Pyle, son,
theatre critic for various Oporto Europe, Irving Thalberg, then in
charge of production at Universal, Hollywood, May 21. Mother is an
and Lisbon dailies.
Surviving are his wife and five discharged von Stroheim in the exec secretary at 20th-Fox; father
children.
midst of shooting on “Merry-Go- is an actor.
Round,” a story of pre-1914 Vi¬
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Dressier, son,
Samuel H. Elman, 72, operator enna, which another director fin¬ Chicago, May 22. Father is pro¬
of the Grand Theatre, Des Moines, ished, for “trying to break the gram manager of WNBQ in Chi
for 28 years, died May 13 in Los company.”
and co-producer of “Club 60.”
Angeles following surgery. Sur¬
For Metro, von Stroheim made
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Nelson,
viving are his wife, three daugh¬ “Greed” an’ adaptation of Frank son, New York, May 23. Mother is
ters and a brother.
Norris’ novel, “McTeague.”
Al¬ actress Joan DeWeese; father is an
actor.
t Rudolf Esehenfiach, 65, who was though a masterpiece of screen
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Chaplin,
chief cameraman' for 20th-Fox realism, it had been shot in*42 reels
newsreels in Germany from 1930 and was first, cut down to 24 by daughter, Lausanne, Switzerland,
May
23. Mother is Oona O’Neill,
Rex
Ingram.
But
Louis
B.
Mayer,
until 1957, died May 12 in Duesseldorf,..West Germany, after a long worried, about its release, demand- , daughter of the late playwright,
"Eugene
O'Neill; father is the co¬
ed
additional
editing,
and
It
was
illness.
turned over to another studio pro¬ median.
Mr.
and
Mrs. George Kondolf,
ducer
who
reduced
it
to
12
reels.
Father of French actress Edwige
Feuillere died last week In France. Vori Stroheim, ever a pioneer, had daughter, New York, May 23. Fa¬
ther
is
a
legit
producer and tv ex¬
Mile. Feuillere, touring Canada had the idea of showing it in two
with her French language reper¬ parts, with a dinner Intermission, a ecutive.

LYNN RIGGS

Von Stroheim

"Hail to ROWAN AND MARTIN, looniest, gooniest, nufs-atfuil-mooniest pair of comedians seen for many a long and empty
day . . . ROWAN AND MARTIN are masters of-the relaxed,
casual wisecrack, the deliberate stumble over a Word, the hair*
trigger interruption. Subtle, sophisticated* unmalicious, adult.
More—LOTS more" . ».
*

'

4

Daily Exp re it.

"Excellent bill... the strongest this year. DAN ROWAN AND
DIOR MARTIN ... have an easy knack of putting over smooth
material».. they are sure-fire return date merchants" .. .
"Tfci Stag*"

. a twosome of brilliant American comics ..... DAN ROWAN
AND DICK MARTIN . .The American W^ekehd (U.K. Edition)
"Sophisticated cross-talk and comedy business ,. . we brought
fa the London Palladium this.week by the American duo, DAN
ROWAN AND DICK MARTIN, on their fint appearance in
Europe. They quickly had the first-night audience roaring at
their patter and antics, bringing the variety biR to an uproarious
climax" ...
MorningAdvertiter

"ROWAN AND MARTIN, an American comedy team, are go*
ing to be hot favourites over here"

-

...

n.w, of th* world

"DAN ROWAN AND DICK MARTIN are a couple of Americans
witha smooth and witty act... that is all too rare now¬

adays"

i • •

Sunday Di.parch

"The American comedy team of ROWAN AND MARTIN is
sure-fire" . . .
Sunday Tim.,
"One djaxxling American comedy team . . . ROWAN AND
MARTI N ... explodes with the dead-pan rapidity ofl a Bren
gun”...
The Tima*
"An act of sophistication and charm with a delightful touch
of xany humour is provided by two newcomers to London . ..
DAN ROWAN AND DICK MARTIN .. . two extremely refresh¬
ing Americans" e o o
Nowt Chronicle
."A brilliant new American laughter team, DAN ROWAN AND
DICK MARTIN, were delighting as with their fresh humour"...
Evening Newt

"Comedy comes from a new American xany team ROWAN
AND MARTIN. It's their first time In Britain—I hbpe it won't
be the last. Their act is dick, well timed and very funny
indeed" ...
W,,Uy Sparling toviow
e

'

naU

«

"DAN. ROWAN AND DICK MARTIN . , . certainly drew the
laughs, and these - two young men, who have penned for some of
America's biggest TV and Radio: shows, ‘became immediate
favourites"
The Performer
"American comedy team DAN ROWAN AND DICK MARTIN
•. . great night dub and potential top-drawer stage duo" ,..
fiocorrf Mirror
/

"New-American comedy act ROWAN AND MARTIN scoredvery-heavily on this first London visit... deservedly so" ...
. New Murical Exprett
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